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BY WHEELER ,MELICK & CO.

ing from 20 to 25 bushels per hour. We then set up at
at another barn for Oats, and threshed from 50 to 60 bush
els per hour. ( aty were good . It works to a charm in
Barley ; threshes as fast as we can put it through the Ma
chine, but have not tried it per hour. It works well in
Buckwheat, when dry , and in Timothy. Your Machine is
much liked in this place, both for threshing and saving
Grain . It takes the preference of the 8 Horse Machines.

Yours, reepectfully , W . C . NORTHRUP
in presenting our annual Business Card to the

farming public , we take the occasion to express our WHEELER ' S
thanks to tcrmer customers for an increased patron

1 Overshot Thresher and Separator .age, which has made a further extension of ourman
ufacturing facilities necessary . Weare now making This Machine is also our own invention , and has been in

use 13 or 14 years, and itsmany advantages are appreciatedfor the trade of 1853 , a much larger number of all
by other Manufacturers , as well as the Farming Public .articles in our line than we have in any previous Driven by our Double Power it threshes, and separates from

year, and have made several improvements , which the straw from 150 to 200 bushels of Wheat, or twice as

will raise them still higher in the public estimation. much Oats, per day. For the Single or One Horse Power,

WHEELER ' S wemake a smaller Thresherand Separator, which threshes
from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat per day . The smallMa

Patent Railway Chain Horse Power. chine is adapted to moderate sized farms, and as the Single
Power is fuißieient for sawing wood , churning , cuttingThese Powers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of
btalks , straw , & c . , and driving almost every kind of Maume , Pianter , and other Machinery , which admits of I chineused by Farming , and is capable, by changing lor

being driven by Horse Power. They are made for either lses and elevating the Power, properly , of threshing intich

one or two borses, and their superiornierits , in point of du - i faster than we state above, it is a very popular Machine in

rability , strensih and ease of running, are fully established ;
somesections.while their ampactness and sinplicity , lightness, and

greater length aud width of Treading Floor and Stall, give Our Powers and Threshers are beyond doubtthemost

them advantages over other Powers, which are highly ap durable and economicalmachines in use . Their capacity
precated by those who have tried them . Several thou has been tested by repeated trials , as well at the New York

sands of them are in use, some of which made 12 years and Pennsylvania Fairs, as on severalprivate occasions in
ego ,) have threshed over 100 ,000 bushels , and though our connection with a nother machine made in this city , which
prevent Powers are much improve over the old ones of the hsbeen advertised to be far superior to ours, and in every
samekind , set the latter are still g001. About 350 of them instance the restilt has been abouione -teird , and in some

were sokl by us and ouragents , the past season, ( a larger instances more , in favor of ourmachines . In every case

nurober than in any previous year,) thus proving their in except one, where we have submitted our machines to a
errasing popularity . working test at Fairs , they have taken the highest premi

ums, and in that excepted case the Committee decided that

WHEELER ' S our machine perferuied to work in eight minutes and 108
competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one- third in fa

Patent Combined Winnower & Thresher vor of ours .
This Machine is a new invention . It was got out two We have also exhibited ours in competition with the same

| machine at the State Fairs in Oho , Michigan and ,Pennyears ago , after a lon series o experiments resulting in a

maschine which performsthe three operations of Threshing, sylvania , and also atthe Provincial Fair in Upper Canada,
Separating ard Winuowing , with usmuch dispatch , and as atall of which we received the highest premiums, vizi In

few handsand horses at are required to thresh and separate Ohio a Silver Medal and Diploma ; in Michigan $ 20 ; in
Gniy with other machines , and although designed for so Pennsylvania $ 10 ; and in Canada a Diploma.
complicatert work , it is yet a molelof simplicity and com Wehavenumerous sinilar testimonials from County So
pactness. The entire rcaning parts aredriven by themain cieties, where we have always received the highest premi
belt, and one small band. Wehave no doubt it is themost amsawaided to Chain Powers .

perfect inachine in 11e for Threshing and Winnowing Wealso manufacture and furnish to order

Driven by two horses , they thresh and cleanrom 150 to 200 Single Horse Power and Churning Machine
boshele of wheat, or twice that quantlis of oato per day . - - Lawrence 's Saw Mill ;
Wegive below letters from gentlemen , who live the ma Wheeler 's Clover juller ;
chines in use showing the estimation in which they ale Wheeler ' s Feed Cutter .
beld , premising that these two are about an average All Machines made and sold by us are warranted to

over 100 similar letters, which we can show . give satisfaction , or they may be returned after a reasona

bleme for trial. Orders are solicited , and will be prompt

Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, Esq. Dated Ere ly filled . WHEELER , MELICK & CO .
Corners of Hamilton , Liberty and Pruyd streets , near the

ter , Luzerne Co., Pa., March 22, 1853 . steamboat landing, Albany, N . Y .

MESARS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co. The subscriber is agent for the sale of the above
Machines at St. Louis , Mo. , and will allail orders promptGentlemen : - I am happy to say your Thresher andwin
ly at the Manufacturer' y prices, adding cost of transportanower far exceedsmy expectations- It cannot be beat in

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Agent.this section . tios.I have threshed 43 bnshels of wheat in 60 i
At Valley Farmer Office , Old Postoffice Buildings, Chesminutes by the w3sch . Itwas good clean wheatand short

nut-st. , between Thira and Fourth .straw , and was taken to market from the machine as fast
IARVEY, WALKER & Co ., Agents , Belleville, Ili.as threshed ; and so it has been with most of the wheat I

have threshed . All that is free from chess and cockle I can
IFIhave sold , during the last four years, amakc fit formarket as it comes from themachine . I have

threshed 90 bushels of cats in an hour. I tiresh , on an large number of these machines, of evsry descrip
average , of Wheat, 25 10 30, and oats, 60 to 70 bushels per

hour. I have threshe 1 between 6 ,000 and 6 , 200 bushels in tion , and for a great variety of purposes; always
all since I got the machine, which was not till the middle with entire satisfaction . Early in the spring I
of December, and so late I feared the 4 horse powers and 8

horse cleaners hail sot all the work done, but I 8001 had shall receive a full supply of all kinds which will
plenty . The workmanship of the machine is the best I

be offered to the public on accommodating terms.ever saw . Yours, & c . E . SWARTHOUT.
I have now on hand a few horse powers , thresh

Letter from W . C . NORTH RUP, Esq ., Manlius,
ers, and saw mills. Orders for any of the aboveOnondaga Co., N . Y .
articles , or the castings belonging to them , thankRespected Gents: - Ilaving tried your Winnower to our

satisfaction , we are glad to sily we like itmuch . We tirst I fully received
E , ABBOTT, Ageattried it on Soles Wheat, antii worked to a charm ; clean

ed it as well as any Faanleg Vill the first time, and thresu - 1 St. Louis , Dec ., 1853.
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s and drin

Sattle ties and so

seed sowers Sraftin
g

sa bull rings;

Great Western Edlors,who are detormined to renacr the contants of t
1 whole paper Useful, Pure and Entertaining . They ere a

AGRICILTURAL WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE. sitod by a larg e corps of Contributors and correspondent
- Including several popular Authors mad ditors, capable

ALFRED LEE. JOS . D . OUTLEY . of adding interes
EX of adding interest and value to the pages ofany publication

ALFRED LEE & CO . The NEW -YORKER is published in the best style . Each
. 14 North Main ,hw 't Market and Chesnut-sts. number contains Eight Double Quarto Pages, (forty col

TTAVE on handand are receiving a large and fall as- umns ) fllustrated with from two to six Engravings. It is
sortment ofagricultural tools and implements: garden pronounced by its Patrons and the Press themodel paper of

grass , flower and other seeds . ! its class , in both Contents and appearance and we invite

Our stock is entirely new and consists in part of all who desire a first class Journal, for the Home Circle .vn
I give it an examination , and , if approved , support

ultivators , universal and Cast iron dirt serapers; TERMS- In Advance : Two dollars a year - - 1 for sit
others Bagand scuffle hoes ; months . Three copies one year for $ 5 ; Six copies , and one

IIarrows, Geddes, diamond Post aegers and spoons; to agent, for $ 10 ; Ten copies, and one to agent, for $ 15 ;
and others ; Twenty copies for $ 25 . Specimen niinbers sent free.

Corn planters ; Ox balls and bull rings The influenee of Post-Masters and others is respect
Seed sowers and drills ; fullysolicited in behalf of the NEW -YORKER . Subscribe
Emery ' s Imprvad seed sowers Pruning saws and chisels; Wonsc. n commence with any number, -- and inoney ,properly
Revolving horse rakes ; Budding and prkning knives; enclosed , may be malled at the risk of the Publishers.Hay cutters , straight and spi- Transplanting trowels;

Address
Garden reels lines ;

D . D . T . MOORE , Rochester, N . Y .
ral knives; THE

Gornstalk cutter, extra heavy ; Cranberry rakes;

Vegetable cutters; Root pullers, three and four WOOL-GROWER & STOCK REGISTER .
Tron meat do ; prongs;
Corn Bhellers; Ox yokes, cammon and best; VOLUME IV ., - FOR 1852- 3 .
Corn and cob crushers ; Wheel and canalbarrows;
land grain mills ; Clover seed , red and white; THIS JOURNAL is the only one publisheil in America
train scoops , Iron and steel; Timothy do , primarily devoted to the interests of WoolGrowers, Stock

6rass and bramble hooks; Luegrass do,strip 'd & clean ; Breeders,Graziers, Dairymen , & c . , and should be in the
Corn knives and hooks; Orchard grass seed ; hands of
Hay, straw and hemyknives; Red top d o; Every Owner of Domestic Animals,
Hay, garden and floral rakes) Millet do:

ay and manure forks;
The Fourt Volume, commencing Juls', 1852, will em

Hempdos
CanarySickles;

brace a vast a huount of USEFU and RELIABLE infernado,mixed or clear; tion in regard to Wool and Stock which can be obtained
Scythes,grasa , grain & bush ; Vegetable , garden and flower toni i rege

Snaths, grass and cradling ; seeds from the celebrated
froin no other source . It is conducted ably and indepen

Handled and Carolina hoes; Wetherfield Gardens .
dently , published in the VERY BEST STYLE ,and illustrated

Oylider churnis ; Thermometer churns with uumerous

Agricultural furnaces; Plows, various kinds ; Beautiful and Costly Engravings,
Wehave also a large collection of agriculturaland horti- prabracing Portraits from Ile of Sheep, Cattle , Horses .

cultural hooks ; comprising in part the works of Downing .
Swine, Poultry , oco - Designs of Farm Buildings, & c . & c .
with proper descriptions. Each No. contains & careful

Yotatt, Saston , Buist, and other distinguished authors .

Catalogues furnished free of charge to applicants.
Review of the Wool and Cattle Markets.

TERMS - ONLY FIFTY CENTS A YEAR :
Five Copies for $ 2 ; Bight for $ 3 ; Eleven for $ 4 ; Twents
for $ 7 , - IN ADVANCE . Back No' s auci volumes furnished

The back yolumes, unbound , al 40 cents each , or thetree .

Published Weekly , in Quarto Form , dedicator $1.
ted to the home in terest of country an ) , The Wool GROWER AND STOCK REGISTER is pub

lished in a form suitable for binding - eaco number contain

toron residents. Couducted by D . D . T . ing Sixteen Large Octavo Pages , with Title Page, Index ,
MOORE , - assisted by J. H . BIXBY , LEANDER & c., at the close of each volume. Specimen nurabers

sent free to all applicants . Subscription money property en
WETHERELL, and n . C . WHITE , with a large closed may bemailed at our risk . Address

number of Contributors and correspond D . D . MOORE , ROCHESTER, N . 1

ents.
This Journal, now in the third year of its existence, has

attained an extensive circulation and acquired a high repu Osage Orange Plants
Eation . It embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, or the Best quality , and warranted to grow , are raleed by

Mechanical, Scientific Educational, Literary and News the subscribers , at their nursery , Waverlss Morgan C6

autter, Saterspersed with numerous Engravings , than any m . , and be forwarded , I LARIY ORDERS ANE TECEI

other paper in the Union and has no superior as un AGRI- JED , to auy part of the country in season for setting ont i

VLTURAL AND FAMILY NEWSPAPER . Its vario18 de - the Spring of 1853, 6 . G . HOLBIKS.
partments are under the supervision of a bitclont oor ) e Waverly July, 1882. B . B . ROSTBR .
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE,
ESTABLISHED , 18 45 , BYWm . M . PLANT.

CARSOK sc .

( Formerly Plant & Brother Late Plant & Salisbury.)

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO .
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines,Farm ,Garden , Flower & other Seeds.

NO . 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT.

Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. M . PLANT, S !, Louis, Mo. MILES G . MOIES, Northampton , Mass .

Plows and Harrowsof various descriptions, eight different patterns of Hay, Saraw and Corn Stalk Cutter ,

Seed Sowers, Post Augers, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Rakes, Manure Forks, Hay Knives, Corn Shellers,

Ox Ykes and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes, Wrenches, Grindstones, with frame and friction rollers,

Scythes, Scythe Souths, Stones and Rifles, Play Forks and Rakes, Revolving boise Rakes, Grain Cradle ,

Fan Mills, Corn Grinders, Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Ibeeibarrow , Garden En .

cines. Chain Pumps, Churos, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting

Trowels. Weediog Forks and Trowels, Budding and Pruning Knives, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reels and

Lines, & C ., & c .

IMPROVED Agricultural Books.

SPIRAL AND | American Agriculturist; Allen ' s Farm Book ;

Allen ' s Domestic Animals ; Poultry , Bird and
STRAIGHT KNIFE

* Bee Works: Cobbetts (iardener ; Cole ' s Fruit

Hlav Cutters, Book ; Cole 's Veterinerian ; Buist's Works:

Bridgeman 's Works ; Downirgs Works ;
EIGIT PATTERNS, Thomas' Works ; Johnston 's Works ; Gum 's

from $ 4 to $ 30. Domestic Medicine, & c . , & c ., for sale at pub

lication prices .

FARM , GARDEN , AND OTHER SEEDS,
ir on endless variety, all the growth of 1852, for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowestmarket rates.

Merchants supplied with Seeds in papers, assorted , with printed directions for Cultivation , a

LewestGarden prices.
Wewould reiuro our sincere thanks to those who have been our strady patrons from the first; also to

those who have ever favored us with their orders, and would respectfully solicit a continuaure of the same.

Ft dball still continue to be our aim , as beretofore, to bring forward all new Steds, Implements and Ma

.. 66, as fastas they have been thoroughly tested , and found really worthy of introduction . And we flat

ter ourselves, that with an eight years' experience in this warket, we can furnish the Agriculturist with

articles adapted to his wants. Wesball, at all times,make it a point, to buy and offer for sale nothing but

the rery best articles in our line, and at the lowest possible prices. With a sincere desire to do justly , pur

anders may feel confident that every article will prove os ir prrsented , and at as low prices as any other

korze.can furnish the same. Orders respectfully solicited and completing executed he

Sito Lovino January, 1853,
WM. V . PL .JYT & CO.
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J. H .BUMOW 'S

- PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,

បរបរជាមានRIT'T FT

J . A .BURROWS
PATENT. 1842

.BORROW

ENT.IL

These Mills are composed of French Burr Blocks enclosed in cast iron cases, and do not require a milla

wright to set them up. By the steady application of the two borse power, the 24 inch will run 240 revolu

tions per minute , will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour, ofgood meal and will grind wheat as well as coru .

The 30 inch mill, if put to its fullest speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bushels per hour.
PRICE - 20 inch stone with pulley . . . $ 115 00 ---with Gear, . . $ 125 00

24 do do . . . . 135 00 do 150 00

30 175 00 200 00

36 225 00 - 250 00

MTTTT

EMERY & COMPANY' S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMIUM

CHANGEABLE RAILRAOD HORSE POWER

AND THRESHER

Wehave been agent for the above jusly celebrated Machines nearly three years, and can safely say that
they are the best row before the public . Without exception , they have given uniform satisfaction , not one

Daving been returned , potwithstanding, the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably

lapted for driving Threshing Machines, Circular & and Cross-cut Saws. Machine Shops, Elevators,
Ferry Boats , Pile Driving, Pumping , Grinding Grain ,Churning Butter , Cutting Hay and Corn Stalks,
Shelling Corn , Grinding Apples , & c., & c .
THE TWO HORSE TOWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capableble , with thre fourmen ,

of threshing from 150 to 2-25 bushels of wheator rye, and double that quantity of oats per day .

We furnish , also , to order, of Emery 'smanufacture the Wheeler Rack and Pinion Power, and Emery's
tl Improved PatentWide Rack and Pinion power, with Epicycloydal Teeth . For further information , price

Soc ., see on Descriptive Catalogue, which are furnished gratis to post paid applicants with a three cent P . O .
stamp enclosed .

N ' B . Messrs WM, M . PLANT & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized
Agents for the sale of our machines and implements, of whom they can be obtained at our home prices, by

wding transportation. EMERY & CO .
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ALAMAT AT

WHEELER'S
PATENT.RETAI

L ERS GOTT

caroon SC

NEW YORK STATE .

AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
ALBANY, N . Y .

BY WHEELER , MELICK & CO .

| machine to farmers as superior to any I have used . Ithoug
have riseri various kinds lor ab at 15 raars,

[ From Chester Olney , Dated March 1 , 1852.7
MESSRS . WHEETER , MELICK & CO . - Last fall

I employed Mr. Olnes with one of your Powers & Willow
os tuctomy threshing , and I lost cheerfully state that the
work wasdone better, with a les number of hauds ant les
waste than ever before with other machines. It average
frolo 20 tu 30 bushels per hour of Wheatand twice asmuchThe Sunscriborotter this season a new and most valua
ofOats .'

blende in the UC * trombination of a WINNOWER
kiti tair Over het Tutwer. It is easily driven by the

[ From N . Olney , Esq. , of Portage, N . Y . ]lub Horya Wir, ali li nuk ben fairly sted , a
are eravisbeli in constant use during the past MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & CO . -- You ask
Thr1: 14Suit

I my opinion in regard to your Thresher & Windower, but as
W have numitulis letters from gentlemen who have 11 ofmysonsand one of mancinhborshave given you sana

wse the mouwer, and save extracts from a few of the details I willmerely say that in my opinion your machine
in our advertiDuis ul last month , and wenow insert a will do better work than any other lever used , although I
Cew more . Wemiglit add a large nunber, but it is deem - have used many differentkinds for the last 20 years .
eunnaessary .

[ From R . Olney , of Portage, N . Y . ] From a second letter of E . French , Esq. , of
MESSAS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co . - I will Bridgeport, N . Y .- - Dated March 9, 1852. 1

Rew state wome facis in regard to your Thresher and Win Messrs. WHEELER , MELICK & 60 , - I am notRower . Wentuse it to thresh oats , which were quoti
able to do your Windower the justice it deserves. I haveand nuvy straw . With 5 lands we threshed and
Isplit ince Augustand it has earned $ 500 without askinscleanedtilur any nimiket, 60 bunheis per hourwhile run
for work , while othermachines have been berging ferit . Imin . This is not work as is frequently the cust
have had a man running it who has an 8 Horse Machine orhutwe kept the time to the minutes , and much larger ris
his own and good of its kind , but he could not go work withHinnat hareblindel e ierted ourselves . Our
it. I have taken pains to exhibit the operation of yourna

Wheat was y cat and very long straw . Weaver

8020 to 25 busbeis an hone, in a pair ofmules and a chine , and have seen one butironounce it themost partect
in use . It has threshed 25 bushel per hour and is capablepan of very lichtb iltemalaly , butwith either tea
of threshing 200 bushels per day of koud Wheat. Myane 1115 ians I CARTUR 400 HDiely good Oats a day

and tap that 71131ily of Whi, and make it no barier What wils of the Sales' variety . I soll it from thema
chine for seed without any other cleaning. Oats it willfox icra bat lortinary farm work . The machine

is admirally a t tite farmer' s use ; can be worked clean better than any Fanning Mill I ever used . ?

t ittie cup in bad weather when little else can
be done. It is on the most simple and durable construc [From E . T. Tiffany, of Dimock, Pa.]
tion , Dothing liable to break or soon wearoutbut that a com

MESSRS. WHEELER, MELICK & co. - I considon tammer can repair . It cleans the grain well and wastes
les than any otherl ever examined . I write this miuute er your combined Thresher & winnower one of the best ma

ly that you may understand the facts as they are the rise chines ever introduced into Northern Pennsylvania . Thare
ures I have riven being taken from our ordinary threshing used one of them through December and a part of January ;
without any cffort to lurry business.' and did more business than any other 4 machines in this

place . With a good team I can thresh 400 bushels of Oats

[ From S . H . Olney , of Granger, N . Y . ] per day, and I think with an exchange I could thresh 500
600 , and with less waste and expense than any other ma

MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK C0 . - I have chine in existence . Could I get experienced workmen I
need your Patent llone Power and Windower while it would order one or two more . It would be the best inves
theelabout 3000 bushels of gain , and an happy to say ment I could make. I can make better profit with one of
i 45 given the best satisiaction . With a Bght pair of your machines than can be obtained from any two farins in
korses and 5 hands wehave thresbed from 50 to 60 bushels Susquehanna Co. Your Thresher & WInnower receives Hoe
ef Oats per hour , and abouthalf asmuch Wheat. My or highest approbation of our farmers.'
diarrrag ' s work of Oats is from 250 to 300 bushels and
NOI N Wacal. I waongdeully recommend this
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TO

MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co. - In reply
to yourrequest aboutthe Thresher & Winnower I am ready

> to answer that it works well . Indeed its equalwas never
seen in Erie Co . I have threshed 18 , 794 bushels of Wheat,
Oats and Barley, besides , 50 hnshels Grass Seed . A nuni
ber of my neighborsanit machines like mine ."
We mightadd in more equally fiattering testimo

rials .
Price ofDoublewer wie eresher and winnower, $ 225 .

The superiori . VIDEDI.BTS, PATENT RAILWAY
CHAIN HORSE POWER , and OVERSHOT TURESHER
and SÉPARATOR 18 anisersally acknowledged wherever
theyhave been tested . Thousands of them are in use, many
ofwhich have threshed from 50 ,000 to 100 ,000 bushels of
grain , and are stiil in 'good condition They are beyond doubt
themost durable and economicalmacchine in use . Their
opacity has been tested by repeated trials as well at the
New York and Pennsylvania Fairs as on several private
oceasions in competition with another machine made in
this city which hasbeen advertised to be far superior to ours
and in every instance ine result has been about one third
and in same instances more in favor of our inachines. In BUCK 'Severy case except one where we have submitted ourma
chine to a working test at Fair's it has taken the highest Improved Patent Cooking Stove
premiums, and in thatexcepted case the commitre duci

that unr machine performed its work in 8 min - 1 The subscribers have on hand in addition to their
utes and its competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one
third in faver of ours. former stock ,

( e have also exhibited ours in competition with the game FOUR SIZES OF BUCK ' S IMPROVED COOKING
machine a the State Fairs of Ohio , Michigan and Pennsyl

STOVES,vania and at the Provincial Fair of Upper Canada , at all
of which we received the highest primums, viz: in Ohio l to which werespectfully call the attention of all persons
Suler Medaland Diploina ; in Michigau $ 20 ; in Penul- ho wish to econojuise in the use of fuel, and who regarda

vania $ 10 , and in Canada a Diploma. ood stove a better than a poor ene. We offer the store

Wehave numerous sunlar sinovials from County So - Confidentially as the be . t now in SP , not only as a fuel sa

ejeties, wherewehave alsays received the highest premi- viugmachine, but one which by its capacity , durability ,
wins awarded to Chain Powers. simplicity and perfectness, Is adapted in all respects to thie

Price of one lorse Power , Thresher, Separator and use the kitchen . This stove coinbinesall of the Buckstove ,
Belting - - - - - - - $ 120 so well and so favorably knowl, together with another

Two Lorse Do - - - - - - - - 145 is nearly twice a large as that of any other store in ur,
Besides the above remanufacture and keep constantly with lives to carry of all the steam arising from cooking re

an hand allong other artiels, Cover llullers, Straw and rious kinds of meats , pastry , & C ., and thereby presenting
Stalk Cutters, Portable Saw Mills ( dapted to Horse Pow the mixture of tiarors so much complained of in all vihr
ers , ) and Single Pusers with Churn Geer attachini. These stoves , except Bucks Patent. The oven is warrant to

I ast are extensively 115cc a large Daires, au are so arabaho as well aux as quick as a brickon , and with long f l
rate that the Power is lised at pleasure for enter thresh i than any stove of likec ity , wherever this store his
ini , churumy, wo s ind, or other purport's . been introduced it has obtained a decided preference over

Alimachines made and hold by us are warranted to all others , and will be found byany one giving it a fair tri
40 kivetisfaction or they may be returned , after a reason - lal, to po NES such unequalled excelencies in perforining 2

abie time for trial. Hiroterations of cooking , and so great a s ing of with
Orders are solicited and will be promptly filled labor and fuel, as to make it the interest of every family to

WHEELER , MELICK & CO . possess one . The reputation of Buck ' s stove has been con
Corners of Hamilton , Liberty & Pruyn Streat, stantly increasing and extending so that stove inventors now

(Xear the Stramboat Landing ,) Albany, N . Y . tint is neengary, in order to sell their wares, to covy
March 1 . , 1832. near AS TO Nile the form , and then by alligent ettiris ai

Impt to palm of their productions on the public as an im
The fubscriber, having been appointed Agent for the T vement on Buck ' s Putinit . The fact that such is the

sale of the above excellent machines in St . Louis, will fur case phows that in their simation Buck ' s Stoves have a
alsh them to purchasers at Danufacturer' s prices (i reishi reputation beyond anything in the shitpe of a cooking aji
fra Albany included ) and will give any desired intomation rails. The Buck stoves are warranted to bake even ai
to per uns wishing topurchase . Audrens top and bottom , and to operate well in every respect. The

EPIRANJE ABBOTT , Editor Valley Farner , Bickslove is sold only by the snb rivers in St. Louis .
N . W . corner 3d and Pine streets , Si. Louis . Wehave als ) on hand all the former patterns of Bucks

Patent Cooking Stovsnow so Generally in use and preler
red to any ether by all who use them , together with In
proved PremiumAir - tight parlor and other Stoves; boxTHE VALLEY FARMER Costl, 6 , 7 and 10 Plates with the various patterns usually
ketot in this market, which we offer wholesale or retail at

the lowestmarketprices.
BUCK & WRIGHT,

North west corner of Third and Pine streets, 209 Main street, opposste Missouri Hotel.
St. Louis , Mo.

VIVE undersigned respectfully informs For the operation of Buck's stove we respectfully refer
I his friends and the public generally , in town and the following persons with hundreds of others, who hava

outtry , that he has REMOVED liis printing establishment them in use:
& the old Intelligencer building, north west corner of Third J . & W . Finney , Roe & Kercheval, Mrs . Denison .
ani Pine streets , where he has made large additions to his C . W . Pomeroy , Elivit & larriett, Mrs . Cheem
materials and facilities for doing Fife & Kerr, Jesse 1) , Diddell, Mrs Deals

Geo . Pegram , Judge Wash , Geo . Partridge
Job and Book Printing, Dr. R . P . Chase, Wim . Iiumphreys , W . C . Lacs,

Dr. Edwards, W . JI . Pocock ,ef every description , in a suporior manner and at lowest Spencer Suit ,
Dr. Weble, 1 . 77ygant,

tes. JNR Ceinben , L & J Sherman ,Particnlar personal attention given to the printing of cat, Moses Forbes, Miss Woodland , TO' Flaherty ,
alegien, circulars, directions , labels , & c . , for Nurseryınene W T Ohriaty , JE Woort, Geo Cable ,
Florists , and Seedsmen. Orders from the country will be samuel Treat, J Roscuba un , Normal Cutter .executed with heatess and despateh . E . ABBOTT. Augint, 1819 .

PRINTING OFFICE ,

N . Rannes ,
DJHancock ,
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OLD POST DIVIGE BUILDINGS.GROCHI
LYNCHIU TANGUAW ,

NO. 89 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD A D

ST. LOUIS , MO.
The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con

tains themost extensive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors, & c. ever offered to the

citizens of St. Louis .Country Merchants and others, will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery.Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeed
ther intend to make a reasonable profit, in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons

a great many years to come.

TEAS .
ESSENCES. | TOBACCO & SEGARS.

Orbit' a , llne yuuug soll , extra tine tract of lem . . .) A s c as
O bank (bewing tobacc ) , aro

: . Nollho!. . . Vanilla ,n es, cimdon ,
matico. Cavendish do . Trainers do

WoPiolle in young hirson . Orange , cloves,al m
( annex

Revalies, Canellas , Prertu Puncipes,

perto

onds,
liyo skin , tine Giuser, peach .

1 La Normas, Cheroots.

oder
l'art . 1712 inaprial,

FRUITS .
WRAPPING PAPER .

Il existe Imperial, Medium , crown, d crown, tea paper.
Pie fruits assorted , peaches in brandy ,

( 1 . ro tiewpowder .
do, iu their own juice, plums in jain

S
t oli, extra curi0116 oolong, SUNDRIES. prunes in brandy, do . in their ( W

FIV (Au, extra fue oolon , Starch , indigo , salaratur , soda .
juice , pears de pears in brandy ,

Mirdaus, extra tine ovlulis ,
marmalades, jams, jellies , preserved

Alal . , tine

Cream tarar, tartaric acid .
, Yeist powders , Presteu & Merrill' s ,

ginger, preserved chow - chow , Sul

Reinecouchong, breakfast tea , James's , Stickney 's .
tana , Layer & Malaga raisins, cur

Liinali, chual. Siishony, Table salt in boxes and bags, G . A . salt
rants, citron , prunes , honey , figs .

Tea , Sreyviy packed for family use Mason ' s inimitable blacking.
lemons, almonds, custanas, English

in 4 , 6 , and lulu , boxes . Starch polish , silver & brass polish .
walnuts, peanuts, hazlenuts.

COFFEES . Stove polish , seeds, ropes , twines . SOAPS.
irto best, oli rown java , manilla , Mats No. 1 , 2 , 3 , brushes , brooms.

C arica , laiyra , mocha . Willow' ware of every description .
Windsor, variegated & Castile fancy

Gn d coffee in 1 - 4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . Wine vinegar, ligs do, cider do .
soaps .

Spirit gas, flax & Cotton ropes ,
Boston extra , No. 1 & 2 .

CHOCOLATES .
Woolman ' s chemical soap ,

twine.

Bakr du. 1 , Baker' . extra , eagle ,

Imitation Beston des

FISH . Palm suap .no. 1, 2 , 3 .
French chocolate a la vanilla ,

a la canelle ,
Salmon in tierces, ball bbls & kitts .

Washing fluids, do . soda .

Chocolate des familles ,
Mackerel ka bbis 6 " WINES & LIQUORS .

priectiunilie , lerrings ,

Baker' s bromaa
Smoked herrings from Canada

Brandies -- Otard Dupuy & co . , 1842 &

Preston ' s prepared cocon ,
66 “ Soutland,

1843 , Seignette, Lafforge, Leger

Ciud quid alitulis, Cocou paste .
Siurdines in oil, boxes, 1 - 2 & 1 - 4

freres , old Jamaica rum , Holland ,

SUGARS.
Lobstert , pickled in calls 1 & 2 lbs.

gin , Scotch whiskey , Irish do . , Bour

Sabou 66 66
bondo. , Monongaheia du . , in pipes ,

Por e retined leal, refined loaf B .
Oysters c ro barrels, dimijobos & bottles .

C
B , C , dwdered B , retinea Coufish dry , in drumsand boxes,

Swiss Absynthe cordial brandies.

while ( ) , (! o 00 , claritied yellow A , Awiselle , curacoa , old purt wine.
b . New Orleans, lw . 1 , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES. Portwine , Madeira wine, sherry .

Cuidden TUV , team retinea molas Muscatde Frontignan .

S

a r holise syrup do. , New Tomato ketchups , pints & quarts ,

Mushroom “
Clareis. Vedoc, Lafitte , Lorronde,

Orleans do . (Walnut
o C St. Estephe, Si. Julien ,

SPICES . Pepper sauce, gothic & pts .
Chateau , Marguad .

A : au cair Pepper, John Bull sauce , Jonathan do .
Stomaeh bitters, Union do . Stoughton

B :
T , Ca -sia , race singer, Spanish olives , French du .

bitters .

diace , cbres ,nuemes, allspices , Syrup of rose, true lemoll syrup .
Best London Stout,

In vuxes, cars and papers, whole and lemon syrup .
Tonnot' s Scotch Ale .

ground .
Curry powder, 1 - 2 & 1 -4ths.

Champagnes- Cordon blue , St. Thoman

PROVISIONS, French mustard a la Ravikute .
Grand Sillery Mousseux, Devevay

Extra fam ..s tlour, in bbls . and half 66

Karinet, Sillery Mousseux Marquis de.
aux fines herbes .

6
bols .

Lorme, Sparkling Catawba - Bogen .
als estragon .

Corn meal, brick wheat flour.
Boston SF nastard , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE .

Ir. Leel, bams,
Kentucky do.

Sait port , tougues ,

Tubs, cedar & vak , buckets with brana
Armistead best English ,

Sausages mide in Lyons,
Pickles In jars gal. 1 - 2 gal. & qt.

and iron hoops.

English dairy cheese, saye de V . R .
Buckets , oak painted .

OILS .
Ohio do . , pine apple do.

Covered buckets, 1 - 8 to 1 busbel.

G hen butter , Ohio , do .
Sweetofl, nice, pts ., & qts . groce do..

Measures, bowls .

Lard in kegiard tierces ,
Lard oil no . 1 & 2 . Sperin oil. PLAYING CARDS.

Rice , whole and ground. CANDLES.
Verinicelli ,Maccaroni, Pearl sago,

French extra fine, & fancy .
Paari barley , Rio tapioca , farina . Downer & co 's sperm , 4' s & 6 ' s Wu - English ,Grand Mogul Highlander .

Corn starchi, isinglass , gelatine . llains' do . Solar star do . stardo ,
American cards.

Arrow root, driedpeaches, drid apples, tallow summer pressol candles ,win - Shot
| Shut, powder, American & English

White beans, split peas, homony.

The Cape bunter' s companion .
ter do . , lamp wick , candle do.
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The Valley
and many a household and community

1 . made glad by the loving kindnesses of its

members.

Compliments of the Season .
í And now , friends, one word about our

A happy New Year to all our readers ! S
selves. Weoffer you a publication devo .

And while we would urge upon them all
ited exclusively to the interests of the tillers

the fact that happiness - true happiness
of the soil, and in which we wish them to

i hold converse with each other in their own

is only found in doing and being good, for language, and which will assist them in
' Tis no in titie noriu rank ,

\ ' Tis not in wealth , like London bank , their investigations and experiments ; en
To make us truly blest.

If happiness have not her seat
lighten them upon matters on wbich they

And centre in the breast

We inaybe wise , or ricli, or great,
are in doubt; inform them of new and valu

Butnever can be blest. ' able discoveries, and warn them against

we would stimulate every one to renewed humbugs , and strive with them to raise Ag

diligence in promoting the good cause of riculture to that exalted station to which it

improvemeat around him . low much entitled . Now , what can you do in aid of

can you do the present year to establish or such an undertaking? You can recom -

sustain a good Agricultural Society in your mend it to your neighbors, and make an

county ? How much more time will you effort to get up a club of subscribers. Our

give to study to make yourself faniliarwith terms are so extremely low , that it will re

the science of thecalling you pursue ? To quire a large subscription to sustain it; and

raise yourself and your occupation to the as it is the Il'estern Farmer's own Poper ,

high standing which God has designed for they must see to it that it is well supplied

it ? How much wasted time will you re. win the aliinentappripriate to its condition .

deem for these purposes ? Iluw nich will Furthermore.every farnier should feelbound

you do to embelish , anıl adorn , and make ashe has opportunity , to WRITE FOR HIS

confortable yourhomes, within which clu3- PAPER. Lethim give to his brother farmers

ter the dearest joys earth affords ? How the results ofhis experience and research

much to comfortand encourage the wife of es. Let him make of them inquiries in mat

your bosom , and to instruct your children ters in which he is ignorant, and let him do

— those .olive leaves around your table ' - what he can to stimulate the cultivators of

to become strongmen and women , fitted to the soil tomake our glorious valley the best

fightmanfully the great battle of life ? What cultivated, as it is now the most fertile re

can you do for the cause of inorality , edu- gion on the face of the earth .

cation , temperance, and good fellowship in

your neighborhood ?
07 The Postage on the Valley Farmer

We hope the New Year will witness is now only six cents a year to any part of

many a high resolve carried into execution , the United States.
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Condition of Western Agriculture. and dignity oftheir calling , they endeavor

Aswe are entering upon a new year, it
to elevate it from a mere drudgery into an

intellectual and honorable employment.
may not be amiss for us to look around a

Such men feel the want of unanimity ot
little and examine into our standing here

action among themselves; thay do not act
in the West as a community of farmers .

in concert, and it is to bring them together
The interest of the farmers ! that inter

estwhich changes the barren wildesness
that they may impart to each other theben

efits of their united experience and may
into fruitful fields; which feeds the human

combine their efforts for the production of
family; which was the employment of our

their common good that the beneficial re
first parents in their state of innocency;

sults of County and State Societies are
which was honored by the patriarchs - 1

Abraham , and Lot, and Isaac,and Joseph ,
witnessed . These, too , are the kind of

men who are anxious to improve the breed
and Job ; which has enlisted the attentions

and feelings ofthe best christians, themight.
of horses, cattle , and hogs, and for this

purpose encourage the importation of breed
iest statesmen , and the purest patriots of

all ages ; and which, while trees grow and 1:
| ing animals of choice and excellent qual

water runs, will continue to be the leading
ities ; and are anxious to not only excel

themselves, but to excite a spirit of emula .
occupation of the world .

tion in their neighbors. Their houses,
Although we have among usmany farm - lbarns,fences, orchards, gardens, and cat

ers who for intelligence and enterprise will tle show the thrift of their owner, and you

compare favorably with those of any other will.see fr
any other will see from year to year a rapid and ju .

section ofthe country ;but it is nevertheless dicious in
levertheless dicious improvement progressing about the

true that taking the western country gener. I premises. These are the men who raise

ally , there is vast room for improvement. lihe largest crops, the best oxen , and finesta

It is lamentably true that our farmers are horses, and these are themen whose hou .

less intelligent and derive less aid from sci
ses you visit, when you want to get good

ence than those of many other sections of
apples, choice peaches or delicious fruit of

our land . Wedo notwish to be understood
any kind. Here too, you will find science

as saying that they are more ignorant or
|applied to the practical business of life; and

less intelligent than other people . Gener the operationsofthe farm carried on in ac

ally speaking, we believe they know al
cordance with the laws of physiology and

most everything else better than the great
philosophy . These men , too, understand

lawswhich govern the operations of nature
something of the object of life; are the pat.

as manifested in the rural world , or the ad .
ad rons of schools, academies and colleges,

vantages which seience has conferred upon and it is from such families that comeforth

those who study and follow her teachings. Ithe men who wield the desties of the na

There may be found all over the West tion. Their houses are the abodes of com

men of intelligence , of enterprise, engaged fortoe engaged fort, of happiness, of love, where in the
in the pursuits of agriculture. These are midstof all the beauties and comforts which

the inen who are fervent in every scheme Flora and Pomona so bountifully lavish up

of improvement; who seek for instruction ,
on those who sacrifice at their alters, the in

for imformation , who are not content to dwellers are taughtto

jog on in the old beaten track . They wish
to profit by the experience of others - nol ‘Look through nature up to nature 's God.'

matter whetherthe history of that experience And while you will find in their houses.

comes to them in the pages of a book or a all the legancies and luxuries which adorn

paper,orby theoral narration of the exper- and beautify human nature, there is no lack

imenter. They strive to discover the obsta- ofwe substantials of life, and those of the

cles to successful cultivation that they may best quality . They aet upon the proverle

remedy them , and feeling the importance that Ile who drives fat oxen should him .
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self be fat,' and accordingly their tables are all therains, snows. and sleet and piercing

provided with all the healthy and inviting winds ofour variable winters.

provisions which with but little trouble can . He keeps three dogs and
Hekeeps three dogs and no sheep . His

be raised on every farm .
hogs — the land shark breed - enjoy the

•largest liberty ' to roam over the woods and
There is another class of farmers who into his neighbors' cornfields, and to sleep

cultivate as their fathers did ; content tolat night and to wallow by day in the quag.

gather a scanty crop of 10 or 15 bushels of mire directly in front of the door of his

wheat and 30 or 35 of corn to the acre; tohouse. When pork and corn are high has

live on hog meat and hominy fronı year's has wheat to sell, and when wheat is up ,

end to year' s end ; to dwell in a log house he has just shifted over to corn ; and he

with a stick chimney; to despise allinstruc- abandons both and goes into the hemp or

tion in their own business , under the im - tobacco business justas those staples are

pression that they know every thing already. la drug in the market.

Such men — and there are plenty of them all Ask him to show you his garden , and he

over the State - will tell you that it is all will tell you he has none, but that his wife

foolishness to think of saving manure, and planted a little truck patch just back of the

that deep plowing is a Yankee notion ; that stack yard , but that the fence was down

the idea of improving the breeds of cattle is and one day while he was gone to a log

allhumbug , and that book farming' is on - rollin « or to town, thehogs got in and root.

ly fit for fools and men who have plenty ofled it all up . If you ask him for his or .

money to throw away upon unprofitable chard , he will show you a few stunted ap .

experiments. Go to the farm of such a man, I ble and peaeh trees, contending with the

and you will find the door of his cabin hung weeds and grass for a chance to live , half

on wooden hinges with a wooden latch , a of them , perhaps peeled of the bark , and

puncheon floor, a stick chimney and the many of their healthiest branches eaten

family all living, sleeping, eating ,and drink - off'by the stock which have been permitted

ing in one room . Hehas no barn , but a to run among them all winter, and he will

log stable, where he keeps his horses, and tell you with a sigh that he has no luck in

around which the heaps of manure have raising fruit. His children attend no school

been collocting since its erection ; and when - - their father and mother got along well

this massbecomes so great as to render ac- enough without larnin ' and he reckons

cess to the stable difficult, why he will re- they they can to , Hewould 'ntread an ag

move it (the stable wemean , not the ma- ricultural book or paper if he could , but

nure ) to another location and commence firmly believes that the Democrats have

again , leaving a mass of fertilizing matter ruined the country , or that we shouid see

which if judiciously applied to his land better times ifGen . Jackson were still alive

would repay him ten fold for his trouble, a and President.

putrifyingmass at his door. Perhaps, how - Note.-- In the pictures drawn in this ar

ever, if he is fortunate enough to have a ticle there are no personal allusions intend

deep ravine, or stream of running water,led. We speak of farmers as classes of

near his house he will haul away the ma- good and bad farmers, and have no refer.

nure and dump' it down the bank . Duin the bank. Duo ence to individual cases. We make this

ring the summer he sendshis two or three remark here, because we learn that some

scrawney cows to the range to get their persons have supposed that certain articles

living, keeping their calves shutup in a rail |heretofore published in the Farmer were

pen to toll ' them home at night. When aimed expressly at them ; thereby provok .

winter comes, his cattle and hoge congre- ing the well known reply , • if the coat fits , '

gate about the stack yard , or under the lee & c. All such personswould do much bet.

of his cabin or stable; wading in mire or ter to profit by our teachings than to spend

sleeping on the frozen ground, exposed to their time in finding fault with us for point.
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ing out their defects. In some of our suc- better proof of the advancement of scientific
ceeding numbers we intend to continue this agriculture among us than the increased de

subject, and give some of our notions of mand for improved agricultural implements

both good and bad farming. Nothingper - and seeds.

sonal,' but true to nature. To Each SubsCRIBER . We send this num

Agricultural Meeting .
ber to our old subscribers, hoping they will

We have been requested to give notice to
continue to favor us with their patronage .

the Farmers , Stock Raisers,Fruit Growers and he
Weshall also send the whole Volume to all

( ardeners of St. Louis county , and all per - W
per who do not order it stopped , and we hope not

sons interested in Agricultural Improvement,
a subscriber will do that. We want erery

subscriber to consider himself an agent to ob
that a public meeting will be held atthe Court

House in St. Louis, on Monday, Jan . 10 , for
tain new names and forward them to us.

the purpose of forming an Agricultural Socie. Choice FAMILY GROCERIES. - We invite the

ty , and transacting other business ofvital im - attention of our readers to the advertisement

portance to their welfare. of our friends Lynch & Tanguay, proprietors

THE CRYSTAL PALACE. — We take great
of Old Post Office Buildings Grocery. We

pleasure in presenting to our readers the beau - !
have no hesitation in saying that a better se

tiful engraving of the N . Y . Crystal Palace,
lection of groceries cannot be found in St.

on the opposite page. For this engraving we
? Louis , and although they do not pretend to sell

are indebted to the courtesy of the gentleman
at cost, yet we believe they will give as good,

ly proprietor of the St. Louis Intelligencer,
(or better) bargains as any other house in the

who, at considerable cost, procured it for the
trade. Werecommend our country friends to

readers of his paper .
give them a call .

TRIMMING THE Farmer. - We shall not here
“ THE MISCELLANY AND REVIEW .

after have the edges of the Farmer cut or
i This is the title of a monthly work , de

trimmed off before sending it to our subscri voted to education, general literature, and

hers . The reasons for this are various, but viduals and families , of which T . F . Risk ,
everything instructive and useful to ,indi

the principal is , thatby trimming the margin of this city , is the editor , and Mess. Risk

is so much reduced that on binding there is & EBBERT, publishers. It is very hand .

not enough left to make a good looking book. somely executed , on fine paper, and in

Moreover it causes considerable delay in issu- 'typograplıy will compare advantageously

ing each number. We shall make this up to with any publication in the West. It is

our readers by using better paper, and giving issued simultaneously in Memphis and in

more matter. We shall throw the table of this city .

contents and terms of the paper, also more or The number before us, being the first

less of the commercial matter on to the adver - ofAdren of the series, contains fifty -six well stored

tising pages, thus giving full 36 pages of in
pages. Its varied character will be well

teresting and useful reading .
" understood when we say, that the table of

contents embraces forty -six miscellaneous
The paper willbe neatly folded and stitched su

stitched subjects, upon nearly all of which there
and when received the leaves should be is a good and practical essay . Wehave

sinoothly separated with a folder or knife - not before, metwith a periodical furnish

not trimmed off with the scissors. . ing an equal amount of useful reading .

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSES. - It willbeseen
on The original and selected articles evince

by their advertisements that our old friends,
“ talent and industry . Each number will

By contain 56 pages.
Plant & Co. , have taken a spacious house on 1 is furnished at the low rate of $ 2

Main street , and will keep both at this and per annum , in advance , or $ 3 if the pay

their old stand , corner of Fourth and Green, ment be deferred . Address, I. Ebbert,

a large and well selected stock of the various Memphis, or T . F . Risk , St. Louis.

articles required by the farmer. We need no St. Louis Republicax .
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE ATNEW -YORK.

5

EN

02

CONV

I'rom th• St. Louis Intélligencer. Octagonal tower, eight feet in diameter and
75 feet high . Each aisle is covered with itAbove will be found an accurate reprezent
gallery of its own width , 24 feet from the floor.

afion of this structure, now in process of
There will be entrances from 40th and +21

erection at New York. As much interest is
streets , and from the sixth avenue , each + 7

felt thronghont the country in the scheme
feet in width , the latter to be approached by

the success ofwhich is placed beyond a per
eight steng. Besides these three there will be

adventure -- we have procured from New York
private entrances .

the electro -type from which this is struck , for
on The miterial is to he iron and glass, after

thn benefit of our readers , to whom nomere
were the manner of the London Palace of 1851.

description could convey so complete an idei The number of columns on the basement will
of its appearance. It is from the designs of

be 190 and on each gallery 12.2 , hollow and
the architects , Messrs. CarsTENSEN & Gild eight inches in diameter. The whole number
EMEISTER . of squire feet which it will contain will be

The site of the edifice is in Reservoir 173 ,000 , or nearly four acres, 62,000 feet of
Square , about two miles from the City Hall. Iwhich is in the galleries.
It will be octagonal in its basement story , the The castings are now in process, and the
galleries being in the form of a double cross, contracts have been made to have the building
surmounted at the point of intersection by a in readiness by the first of May next. It will
magnificent dome 100 feet in diameter, 118 be the larvest building in the United States,
feet high within , and 119 feet to the top of and although it does not equal in size and im
the lantern . portance the structure which was erected last

The distance from one extremity of the year in Hyde Park , it will be an object of greitt
eross to its opposite is 365 feet 5 inches , cor - interest and an honor to those engaged in the
respoading to the number of days in the year. (project of the Industrial Exhibition . '
Each arm of the cross iş , on the ground plan , It is confidently loped that contributions
149 feet broad , this is divided into a central from every branch of American industry and
nave and two aisles, one on each side - the from every part of the country will send spec
nave 41 feet wide; each aisle 54 feet wide. imens of their labor and skill to the proposed
On each front is a large semicircular fan -light Exhibition . The beneficial effects ofthe great
41 feet wide and 21 high . The nave or cen - London Exposition in all parts of labor and
tral portion is 67 feet higb , and is of an arch art have been widely felt , even in our own
41 feet in eiameter. There are to be two country . An American Exhibition offers pro
arched naves crossing one another at right portionate attraction to America . Ilow shall
angles. The exterior width of the ridgeway the produceers, the mechanics, the artists of
to the nave is 71 feet . At each angle is an Missouri, be represented ?
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Farmer's Work for January . must arise from it. Conjecture in these

· [Most of this article was published four yearsago in the cases is perfectly wild and uncertain - va
first number of the Valley Farmer , but as it is no less ap

propriate now than then , and will be new to the majority

100 per cent. Exactness enables a manof our presentreaders ,wemay be pardoned for ils publica

tion . ] I to form conclusions which may most es.

Now , then , the holydays being over, the sentially, and in innumerable ways avail

hogs killed , the pork taken care of or sold , to his advantage. It is that alone which
it is time to begin to look about a little and can give any value to his experience ; it is

see what is necessary to be done for the that which will make his experiments the

good of the farm , the successful prosecu - sure basis of improvement ; it will put it in

tion of your own labors during the next his power to give safe counselto his friends;

season , the comfort and convenience of and it is the only ground on which he can

wife and family , and for the good cause of securely place confidence in himself.'

Agriculture among your neighbors and the Is your store bill paid ? If not attend to

community generally . it without delay, else the keeper thereof

In the first place , let us advise you to will hale thee before the justice , Ilow is

arrange all your business systematically it with the blacksmith , the shoe-inaker , the

for the year. Close up your accounts , if harness -maker, the wheelwright, and the

you did notdo it at Christmas, pay up what carpenter ? Are they calling down impre

you owe, if you can , collect what is due cations on your head for not paying them

you ; find how you stand in the world , and as you promised to do when they did your

resolve this year to go in debt for nothing work ? Above all, are the minister and

that you can get along without. If you the schoolmaster paid according to prom

have not hitherto done so , commence this ise ? If not,do not let the sun go down till

year a regular set of account books, and they have received their just recompense

make your entries in them promptly and at your hands.

carefully through the year, and no one And in speaking about schoolmasters,

who has not tried it can tell the satisfaction reminds us thatwemust say a few words

you will derive from it . Keep a regular about schools. Now is the proper time to

cash account, and account of purchases look after the manner in which your school

and sales , an account current with allwith is kept ; and this is the season , too , when

whom you have dealings;and a stock book , the •big boys' ought to be regularly at

to contain an appraisement of all your school. Don 't let them lose a day for any

property with the additions or abstractions thing. Cold or hot, wet or dry, pleasant

thatmay from time to time occur; and a or stormy, start them off in right good sea

wages book , if you hire help . Says the son . You should no more let them lose a

•Farmers Encyclopedia ,' — Let any farm - day now in goirig to town ' or in hunting,"

ermake the experiment, and he will find it than you would in themiddle of harvest.

both interesting and useful to know from One of the first duties of the agricullu

year to year the actual product of his farm . rist,' says a judicious writer. 'is to endeav

Let everything , therefore, which can be or to elevate himself and the class to which

measured and weighed be so tested ; and he belongs. And ihis can be done only by

let that which cannot be brought to an ex - intelligence and faithfulness to all his du

act standard be estimated , as if he himself ties. No idea is more injurious to thebest

were about to sell or to purchase it. Let interests of the farming population , than

him , likewise , as near as possible,measure that of educating some one child for what

the ground which he plants, the quantity is termed a •learned profession ,' and then

of seed which he uses, and the manure regarding him as on this account superior

which he applies, The labor of doing this to the other members of the family . Let

is nothing compared with the satisfaction our farmers endeavor to educate all their

of having done it, and the bepefits which Ichildren thoroughly, not giving bread to
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one and stones and serpents to the others. same food , when keptwarm . A rail pen

Let them bear in mind that education is as with a thatch or straw roof, is better than

necessary to , and as much adorns and nothing, especially if you build it so that it

improves the cultivator of the soil, as the will be sheltered from the northerly and!

lawyer, the physician , or theminister. The easterly winds. But if you have any or

more intelligent the man , the better the all of these conveniences, they will need

farmer, and, if virtuous, themore respect your constant attention . Do not let the

ed and usefulthe citizen .' hay , oats and provender be wasted for

Have you got a cheap schoolmaster ? - want of suitable feeding apparatus ; nor al

if so , heaven help the poor children , for it low your stables to remain so long without

is but little that he will do for thein . Is clearing out that your poor horses and cows

your schoolhouse all open to the storms, are obliged to stand on an inclined plane,

and without comfortable seats for the con - pitching down towards the head at an angle

venience of the scholars, and a great ark of forty -five degrees. How would you like

of a fire place that keeps two or three of to sleep on the roof of a house, with your

the boys all the time employed chopping feet at the ridge-pole and yourhead at the

and bringing in wood ? Is there a great eaves trough.

mud hole just before the door of thehouse, ! All young cattle should have provided

so that the children can neither go in or for them comfortable sheds,facing the south

out without getting up to their knees in the east or south east, the floors of which

mud every time there comes a thaw ? Do should be elevated an inch or so above the

your children have to sit idle half the time, level of the enclosure into which the shed:

because they have not books suited to the open ; the sheds should be well protected

studies you wish them to pursue ? Well, upon the north and west, should be deep

its very likely , and you and your neighbors enough when aided by a drojecting roof,

meanwhile, roasting your shins over the to keep off drifting rains ; the stalls should

fire, or telling yarns at the grocery ! Up ! be provided with bedding, and kept clean

up ! man , and rectify these things ; now is and the animals themselves would be all

the time to go about it. Don 't wait till the better of currying and combing, and

“next fall.' rubbing down with straw . They should

Attend personally to your cattle , horses , be fed three times a day with long proven .

and hogs. Don 't trust too much to the der, and receive once a day, a moderate

•boys.' Is there an ample supply of good, feed of grain of somekind , or a mixture of

wholesome water, or are the poor beasts cob meal, or bran , and cut- straw . If good

dependent upon the stagnant pool which size is desirable, all young cattle should be

receives all the wash from the yard and so fed as that the food given would contain

stables ? Let no fodder be wasted . - the materials out of which bones, fat, mus.

Weather -wise folks predict a severe winter cles, and tendons are to be fabricated ; for

and a good supply for March and April without the necessary substances be pres.

will not come amiss. What is the condi- ent in the food for such purposes, we do

tion of your barns, stables and sheds ? We not conceive how they are ever to be form .

suppose, of course, you have these things : ed . The idea of ever raising a fine ani

if not,what can you provide as a shelter malupon half or quarter allowance of food ,

for your stock ? A cow will give more in our humble judgment, is entirely out of

milk when kept warm , than when exposed the question . Young cattle should always

to the cold . Every farmer knows that cat- ,be kept in good heart - in good growing

tle eat more in severely cold weather, and condition , neither very fat, nor poor. They

hotwithstanding cows then give less milk ; should receive the allowance of salt, or

still , few farmers take sufficient care to pro salt, lime and ashes, recommended for

tect their stock from the severity of the 'milch cows- say in aboutone-halfor three

weather. Hogs, also , gain more on the fourths the quantity , according to age.'
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Leibig, the distinguished German Chem - that are with young are liable to accidents

ist, asserts that •Our clothing is to be con . of this kind every day , if they are herded

sidered nearly in the light of an equivalent promiscuously .

for a certain amount of food . In all situ - ! Look to your fruit trees ; are the rabbits

ations where the body is kept warm and eating the bark of your young and choice

comfortable by the protection of suitable trees ; or are your cattle rubbing the bark

garments , thedemand for food , in order to off the larger ones ? And this suggests an

sustain the natural functions of the system , 'other thing - keep up your fences. Don 't

will be less than where the protection is let the cattle and hogs get into either the

scanty, or but ill adapted to subserve the garden , theorchard or thewheat field ; for

purpose for which it is designed . Now , they will injure the shrubbery and plants

this observation applies with no less force, in the first, the trees in the second , and

to the management of ourselves and our tread the tender shoots of the expected crop

children . A cow , forced to stand exposed of the last in the earth in such a manner

to the weather in inclement seasons, to re . as materially to ailect the crop . Before

pose on the ground , or in a barn or hovel you are aware of it, the swelling buds of

where the piercing blasts, have free access, your valued trees will be eaten by the cat.

necessarily requires a far larger amount of ile , in their eagerness for something g ' een .

food than oge carefully sheltered and pro - ! Look to the wood pile. It was a great

vided with a comfortabe stall and bed. - - shame that you had, last season , to break

The difference above indicated, has been off in the midst of harvest to haul up a jag

demonstrated by actual and repeated ex - of wood , before your wife could get dinner;

periments to be from twenty -nine to one pray don 't let that occur again . Chop

hundred per cent. in favor of the latter ! - - wood enough to last you through the sea

Bnt this is not all. Expospre torpifies and son , and if the going is so bad thatyou can

emasculates the system , paralyzes the not well get it home now , pile it up ready

functions of the stomach , and opens the 10 be taken away at the earliest opportunity

door for the introduction of many a fearſul opportunity . Recollect if you want things

disease. An animal habitually exposed to to go on pleasantly within doors ,and your

cold , usually falls away. If a cow , “she dinneralways prepared in season , one of

shrinks her milk ,' if an ox he will experi- the first essentials is dry fire wood . No

ence a loss of vivacity , and become stupid woman who has to spend a great part of

and inert, and but feebly prepared to an - ' time in trying to make the fire burn ; who

swer too exhorbitant drafts made upon his has to hunt all around the place to find

muscular powers under the yoke. A mer- something to ignite the wet soggy wood you

cifulman is werciful to is beast.' have provided her, can reasonably be ex

Further ; do not let your caue, horses, 'pected to have any thing ready in season,

sheep and hogs, all be yarded together. - , Wehave known somemen who never had

Such a plan will probably cost you much any thing fit to burn ; and we could not

more than to keep them separate. We much blame their wives if they did , now

speak feelingly on this subject,because we and then get hold of an embryo axe or hoe

have experienced some ofthe evil eflects of handle and put it in the fire 10 make the

this slackwater way of doing up things. - pot boil. If you have no wood -house you

Well do we remember when the word was canrot do better than to set about building

brought in one morning that old Brindle one this month ; but at all events get up a

had cruelly gored our prize pet Berkshire bountiful supply of wood. .

- Allen McNab ! and we were compelled : You may be preparing for your fences.

to cut the throat of an animal that could Getas many rails ready and on the ground

not have been purchased with the price of as you will need in the spring, and if your

half a dozen common full- grown hogs have timeit would be a good plan i to pre

And your cows, mares, ewes, and sows pare a stretch of post and rail fence . It is

.
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more durable and occupies less ground rived by the farmers from an efficientcoun .

than the worm fence. We have no dispo- ty organization ; suffice to say that the

sition to discourage you from making as unanimous opinion of the best agricultur

many experiments as you choose to sub ists, is , that to Agricultural Societies and

stitute other structures for the old -fashioned Agricultural Periodicals belongs the credit
method of enclosing the field , but for some of the most substantial improvements .

years to come our chief dependence will

have to be on the old mode. When you build selfishly , you build

Every thing about the place should now frailly . When your acts are hostile to

be put to rights. · Yourfarming implements the broad interests of your fellow -men ,

should be securely housed , examined , re- they are seed which will one day come up

paired , if necessary , and put in complete weeds, to choke your own harvest-field .

order for spring work . Broken hinges When we sow the best fields of life with

should be replaced by new ones; missing our appetites,wecannot but reap hates and

latches supplied; racks and fodder boxes fears . Blighting disappointinent comes

constructed; good substantial gates made from thwarted greeds, from frustrated self

to take the place of those ricketty oid bars seeking.

which have hitherto caused you so much

inconvenience. From The WoolGrower.

And then the home department;can you The Herefords.

do nothing to make thatmore comfortable ? ! The Herefords are a distinct breed of

Can the work of the house be rendered no neat cattle and have long been bred to a

easier by such little arrangements as you co
ou considerable extent in England , where,

can easily make; a shelf here , a bench
they are lield in high estimation , especi

there, or a drain in another place ; a firm ,
ally for grazing . Their introduction and

" dissemination into this courtry has been

use, comparatively slow , and hence they are
and that broken uneven hearth relaid , the vet little known in many sections. Of

broken windowsmended, and that broken late years, however, they appear to have

plank in the floor replaced with a new one. gained more in public favor, and :ow rank

This is the season for the cultivation of as a most beautifuland profitable breed .

the social feelings, and for intellectual im - Marshall gives the following descrip

provement. During these long winter tion of the Herefords :- " The counte

evenings how much may you contribute to nance pleasant, cheerful, open ; the fore

the fund of knowledge of yourself and fam - lhead broad ; eye full and lively ; horns

ily by appropriating them to usefulreading
( bright, taper, and spreading ; head smali;

chap lean; neck long and tapering ; chest
and conversation . Themighty upheavings

deep ; bosom broad , and projecting for
and overturnings in the old world , and their 1

me, andmet ward ; shoulder-bone thin , flat, no way

effects upon our own land, the doings of protuberant in bone, but full and mellow

Congress and the State Legislature, all are in flesh ; chest full , loin broad ; hips

of importance to you, and you should keep standing wide, and level with the chine ;

yourself well informed aboutthem ; and ,by quarters long , and wide at the neck ;

the way , these law makers need very close rump even with the level of the back ,

watching , or they will give the farmers the and not drooping nor standing high and

go -by, and legislate only for the good of sharp above the quarters ; tail slender

lawyers, merchants and speculators and neatly haired ; barrel round and roomv,

What can you do for the glorious cause
the carcass throughout deep and well

spread ; ribs broad, standing flat and close
of Agriculture ? Is there a Society in your

on the outer surface , forming a smooth ,
county ,and are you a member of it? If

even barrel, the hindmost large and full
there is none whatcan you do towards star- of length ; round -bone small, snug , and

ting one. Wehave no room now to go in - |not prominent ; thigh clean , and regular

o a detail of all the advantages to be de- ly tapering ; legs uprightand short ; bone
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below the knee and hock small ; feet of coarse and heavy ; but the meat of the

middle size ; flank large ; flesh every best pieces is often very fine- grained and

where mellow , soft, and yielding pleas. beautifully marbled . There are few cat

antly to the touch , especially on thechine, blemore prized in the market than the

the shoulder, and the ribs ; hide mellow , genuine Herefords.'

supple, of a middle thickness, and loose Allen 's Domestic Animals, published

on the neck and huckle; coat neatly haired , in 1850 , quotes Youatt's description , and

bright and silky ; color, a middle red , adds : - There have been several im por

with a bald face characteristic of the true tations of the Herefords into the United

Herefordshire breed.' States, which by crossing with our na
Youatt further describes them as fol- tive cattle , have done great good ; but

lows : “ They are usually of a darker with the exception of a few fine animals

red ; some of them are brown, and even at the South , we are not aware of there

yellow , and a few are brindled ; but they being kept in a state of purity , till the

are principally distinguished by their importation of the splendid herd , within

white faces, throats , and bellies . In a the last six years, by Messrs . Corning

few the white extends to the shoulders, and Suthain . These llerefords are

The old Herefords were brown or redt among the very best which England can

brown, with not a spot of white abcu - produce, and come up fully to the des

them . It is only within the last fifty or cription of the choicest of the breed .

sixty years that it has been the fashion Mr. Sotham , alier an experience of ser

to breed for white faces. Whatever eral years, is satisfied with tie cows for

may be thought of the change of color , the dairy , and he has given very favor

the present breed is certainly far supe - able published statements of the results

- rior to the old one. The hide is consid of their milking qualities , from which it

erably thicker than that of the Devoll, may be properly inferred , that Youatt

and the beasts are more hardy . Com - urew his estimates from sone herds
pared with the Devons, they are shorter which were quite inditlerent in this prop

in the leg , and also in the carcass; higher erty . They are peculiarly the grazier' s

and broader, and heavier in the chine ; animal, as they improve rapidly and ma

rounder and wider across the hips, and ture early on medium feed . They are

better covered with fat ; the thigh fuller excelled for the yoke , if at all, only by

and more muscular, and the shoulders the Deves, which , in some features,

arger and coarser . they strongly resemble . Boih are proba

They are not now much used for hus. ably divergent branches of the sameorig

bandry , although their form adapts them inal stock .'

for the heavier work ; and they have all The breed was exceedingly well rep

the honesty and docility of the Devon ox , resented at the late Fair of our State

and greater strength , if not his activity . | Agricultural Society. Relative to the

The Herefordshire ox fattens speedily exhibition on that occasion , wemay here

at a very early age, and it is therefore repeat a few sentences published in our
more advantageous to the farmer , and October number, as follows : - The Here .

perhaps to the country , that he should fores showed bravely. It is evident to

go to market at three years old , than be any one who understands the signs of

kept longer as a beast of draught. the times, that this breed is becoming

They are not as good milkers as the more and more esteemed , as its intrinsic

Devons. This is so generally acknowl- value is known. It seems to have over

edged , that while there are many dairies come in a great measure, the bitter pre

of Devon cows in various parts of the judiceand rivaljealousy which for some

country , a dairy of Herefords is rarely to time beset its progress in this country.

be found . To compensate for this, they comparing the different classes of cattle

are even more kindly feeders than the as they were exhibited on this oceasion , a

Devons. Their beef may be objected to fair verdict must certainly give theHere

by some as being occasionally too large fords a rank as to character and quality ,

in the bone, and the fore-quarters being unsurpassed by any other breed .
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For the Valley Farmor.
For the Valley Fariner.

The Osage Orange.

The Farmer.
Cultiration the first ycar.

Oi all pursuits byman invented,

The Farmer lives themost contented ;
Perhapsmany subscribers to the Valley

Ilis calling good, his prolts high ,
Farmermay wish some information on the

And on his labor all rely. cultivation of the Osage Orange. I will

mechanics all by him are fed ,
give my experience the past season . I

Ofhim the Merchant seeks his bread , purchased one pound of the seed of Messrs .

llis hand givesmeat to every thing, Plant & Salisbury , of St. Louis , for 60 cis.

Upfrom thebeggar to the king. I put the seed with as much water (not

Themilk and honey, corn and meat, boiling but hot enough to burn the handias

areby his lubor:male coppiete ; would cover them an inch ; then set them
Our cloth fronibin mast firsi arise, on the mantle for three days, after which I

To deck the iop und dress the wise . preparedmy ground and sowed them in

Wethen by yote may ju - ily state , i drills , the seeds abouthall an inch apait,

TeFarmers rank among the great, and covered them from half an inch to an
Mre independent than they all,

inch in depth . In two weeks some of the
That dwell upon this earinly ball.

plants began to make their appearance ,

Hail all ye farmers young and old , while it was five or six weeks before others

Puish on your plow with courage bold showed themselves above ground . The
Your wealth arises from your clod ,

Tour independence from your God.
first weeding was very tedious, after that

not more than a drill of parsnips. I have
Since then the plow supports the nation,

about 2500 plants from the pound of seed .
and men of rank of every station),

Leikings to fariners make a bow ,
Someare three feet high ,with thorns about

And every man procure a plow . one inch in length , and as sharp as need .

les. I think it would be advisable to sow

MEASUREMENT OF ILAY IN Buuk . - Mul. I the seed in a piece of ground thathas been

tinly the length , breadth and height of the well cultivated the previous year.

hay into each other, and if the hay is some.
John C . GARNET.

what settled , ten solid vards will weigh a Shelby Co., Mo.

ton . Clover will take 11 to 12 yards to a
For the Valley Fariner.

ton . CURE FOR FOOT EVIL ON HORSES.

Bushels.- - The Imperial ( Eoglish ) bush - Take one ounce of corrosive sublimate ,

el contains 2.218.192 cubic inches. |and half a pint of soft soap . Put them in

The Winchester ( American ) bushel con - to a wide mouthed bottle and shake thein

tains 2,150.42 cubic inches. well together. In twenty -four hours it will

An English Quarter of Wheat is eight be ready for use. With a feather apply the
Imperial bushels of 70 pounds each , equal mixture to the diseased part of the foot el .

to 9 1. 3 American bushels of 60 pounds ery third day, until three applications are

each .
made. Keep the horse in a dry lot or sta .

bie , and nothing more will be necessary to
CISTERNS.-- The solid contents of a cis .

S effect a complete cure.
tern five feet deep, 4 feet six inches long in The above is a valuable cure for foot
the longest head , and four feetin the small

the small evil, and I have no doubt you would con .
est head , are 555 1- 4 gallons. Six feet fer a great favor on farmers by giving it
deep , five feet six inches longest head , and publicity in your valuable journal.
five feet in the smallest head are 977 gal. Boone Co.,Mo. M . P . LIENTZ .
lons. Seven feet deep , six feet ten inches
longest head , six feet smallest head, are All graim crops should be harvested be

1742 gallons. fore the grain is thoroughly ripe.
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AN EXAMPLE FOR YOUNG MEN. - A . J. This drew public attention at once by its

DOWNING , the eminenthorticultural writer, immediate conformity to the want already

of New York , -- who lately perished by the felt in our rountry . From 1840 to the pre

burning of the steamer Henry Clay on the senttimehis coursehas been oneof undoub .

Hudson river, --was emphatically a self - ted success . — Knickerbocker .

mademan . His early years were quietly He has not left in the United States, nor

and humbly passed, on the same spot perhaps in theworld , one worthy to succeed

where he always resided , in pursuits which him . Butis there no boy or youngman in

gave a bias to his life. His father was a Michigan, now gaining his daily bread by

poor but respectablenursery -gardener , and the side of one of our lovely lakes, or in the

the advantages ofmental culture which the bosom of an opening, or on the skirts of a

son enjoyed were not such as most young forest, - silent, quiet,humble , berhaps drea .

men would consider as indispensible to my, and despised by his more woridly

success. He was not a graduate of any neighbors,who daily drinking in the graces

college. His classical studies, under a and proportions of nature , and nurturing in

teacher, proceeded no further than the lim - the deep recesses of his soul the poet's love

it of an academic course . He was for / of beauty, who in a few years shall step for .

some time a member of an institution at ward , and a Western Downing, beginning

Montgomery ; but even there his fellow where the late one left off, carry to still fur .

students saw in the quiet, thoughtful, and ther perfection that beautifulscience which

reserved boy , no token of that genius which has so much added to the pleasureofcoun

was so soon to out-strip them all, and place try life, and the enjoyment of nature ? We

their young friend in a prominent position trust there is ; for the sons of the fathers and

before the world . His maiden essay was mothers who havemade Michigan whatwe

a description of the Danshamcr , a point on find it, cannot prove useless or insignificant.

the Hudson . This was published in the - Farmer 's Companion.

New York Mirror, and followed by a sim

ilar paper regarding Beacon Hill, & c . A The JAPANESE Expedition. Among

discussion on Novel reading , written soon the articles to be taken out are the fole

after, and some papers on Botanical Sci. Ilowing : A locomotive and ten miles of

in railroad iron , a telegraphic apparatus
ence, in a Boston Journal, are all the prin . fa

with wire sufficient to lead from
Yearsted records of this stage of his life .

the

Emperor's palace to one of the principal
of unrecorded toil succeeded ,during whose

towns, an apparatus for taking daguer
slow lapse his mind gradually fastened onned on reotypes, a magnificent barge for the

those subjects to which he afterwards de Emperor , and some fifty boxes of doines

voted the whole strength and enthusiasm tic goods of all kinds and descriptions.

of his being. Young and self-guided , it

was strange that sound practical wisdom THE CRYSTAL PALACE. - - The first

should so early master dreams of a boy , column of this intended edifice was raised

and mark out for him an unique and un - on Saturday the 30 :h ult., in the pres

trodden path , whose only aim and end was ence ofGovenor Hunt,Mayor Kingsland .

the improvement and happiness of his fel. Archbishop Iluges, Senator Beekman .

|and other distinguished individuals. The
low .men . For some time before giving

|pillar was raised into its place at 12 1- 2
himself exclusively to the peculiar literature o 'clock by a derrick amid the enthusias .

ofhis profession ,Mr. Downing was the pro - tic shouts of the spectators and firing of

prietor of an extensive nursery . garden , cannon . At the conclusion of the cere

where hewrought outmostof his ideas on |monies,Mr. H . Meggs called for « Three

horticulture and arboriculture, and earned , cheers for the Crystal Palace,' which

by experience, the right to speak with au - was loudly respondel to, and immediate

thority .
lly afterwards the assemblage separated.

In 1840 his first work was published. 1 - N . Y . Paper.
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Correspondence of the Valley Farmor. libery , forming a network , a labarynth of paths,

Glasgow , Mo. Nov. 1852. in which a stranger might lose his way, almost

Friend Abbott: — Having spent somths and as easily as in the great city itself. The cem
over, traveling, doing business , visiting, and etery groundsare owned by a jointstock com

sight-seeing ; - having finished my business, pany, who sometwenty years ago purchased

satisfied my curiosity , and spent a most agree - and enclosed , and have since beautified and

able visit with mynumerous friends and rela- adorned them . They have laid off the great

tives , many of whom I had not seen for the est portion into lots froin twenty to forty feet

previous ten years, ) I have at length returned square, which are sold to the wealthy citizens

home to Missouri. And although the time, of New York and Brooklyn for private family

duringmy visit has passed most pleasantly |burying grounds. Prices of unenclosed lots

indeed , so much so that I have nothing to re- vary , from $ 150 to $ 1000. Each purchaser

gret on that score , still I felt on nearing my receives what is termed a proprietor's ticket,

Western home a thrill or ardent satisfaction. Iwhich secures to himself and friends admission

The people ofthe West may not be so polished , into the grounds upon all occasions. Some

nor so refined, as those of the East , but they lots are enclosed with green hedges , somewith

hare about them a manly openness and can- wire trellis work , and others with almost ev- .

dor , a warmth of heart , and a sincerity of pur- ery variety of ornamental fence, according

puse that one cannot help but love and admire. to the taste, fancy, or caprice, of the various

As I was about leaving New York city , a owners.

cousin of mine, a merchant, invited me to Within a short distance from the entrance ,

visit with him the Greenwood Cemetery. Step - and south from Willow lake, several acres are

ping aboard the street cars, we were carried laid off into long rowsof parallel unenclosed

down town , at the rate of seven miles an hour graves, where the poorer citizen , who wishes

- twenty minutes ride, brought us within a to buy room enough for a single grave only , is

mile of Fulton ferry; in walking towards which able for a few dollars to purchase an humble

we passed by the plain but substantial looking 'six feet by two,' in which to deposit, under a

building where Gen . Washington kept his plain slab of white marble, the remains of

head quarters seventy - five years before. The some dear friend perhapsnot less loved , nor

house is still used for a hotel, and is keep in less worthy, than he whose clay sleeps in the

good repair . Deroting a moment to patriotic aristocratic grave, under the lofty sculptured

reflections ,and rememberances of our country ' s monument,not fardistant, of which we wet an

early history, we passed on , and were soon imperfect view through the surrounding trees.

abord the Fulton ferry boat, which took us Aswewalk up the winding avenues, or pur

across East river, three- fourths of a mile in sue the serpentine paths, among the private

width , to the city of Brooklyn ; - ( fare one cent lots, elaborately sculptured tombs, miniature

each ; certainly cheap ferriage .) temples, and groups ofmarble statuary, every

Here hiring a hackney coach , a pleasant few moments disclose themselves to our view ,

ride of two miles, over an excellent road , half hid among the trees and shrubbery, and

broughtus to the cemetery. Although , being often tastefully adorned with flowers. We

Sunday , the groundswere not open to visitors, can scarcely realize thatwe are traveling a city

still my friend being a proprietor, we were of the dead ; it seems inore like the garden of
admitted with the utmost politeness. The en - Paradise.

closure consists of 250 acres, and both nature Few visitors are abroad through the grounds

and art seem to have done their utmost to ren - but here and there we met a solitary mourner ,

der it beautiful. Very many of the primitive whose grief-stricken countenance reveals thé

foresttrees, pine, oak , and cedar, still remain , most poignant sorrow .

interspersed with others planted by the hand Among themost splendid monuments to be

of man , together with numerous ornamental seen , is that of Miss. Charlotte Conda . It oc

and flowering shrubs, which adorn and beauti- cupies nearly an entire lot, and perfectly

fy the last resting place of thedead. The cem - unites magnificence with simple though exquis

ctery groundspresent just sufficient of hill and lite beauty. Her remains are covered with a

dale, to give a romantic variety to the scenery; miniature temple , some 12 or 15 feet high .

and here and there embowered among the trees, seemingly cut from solid marble; this temple

the clear sparkling water of artificial lakes and is flanked, on either sideby a sculptured an

fountains, glances in the sunbeams. From the gel, with wings (half outspread. The temple

centre of Willow lake, (so called from the is cut from gray, the angels areofwhite mar.

treeping willows that fringe and overhang its ble; various other sculptural figures, complete

banks,) an artificial fount throws up a jet of the design , which can only be appreciated by

water some forty feet in the air . Well grav. being seen . A story is connected with this

elled carriage ways, and foot paths, wind monument, which renders it themore interest

along in every direction , around the hills and ing. As the tale is short I will relate it. Miss.

through the valleys, among thetrees and shrub - Charlotte Conda was a young lady of nineteen ..
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and moved in the highest circles of New York - the only reason why your peas will not se
society . She was a paragon of beauty , of in - stung , will be because there will be no peas tu
telligence, and of goodness, the admiration of sting.' Now for the result; those sown in

her numerous friends, and the pride, almost April produced somewhatthe larrest erop , but

the idol of her father- - for he had neither son were literally alive with bugs: those sown in
daughter else beside her. She was betrothed Jung entirely free from them . Satisfied with

to a roung man who was worthy of her love; the experiment, I sowed several acres this set

the weudmg day Wits set, the wedding dress- son, the 10th of June. I have just cathered
eswere procured, theweduing guests invited . Ithem , iind find no mark of the sting of the in
On the afternoon of the daa , whose morrow sect ; the yield is much the largest i have ever
was to have seen her aloppy bride, she role ihad .

out in company with the inien le bridegroom . ! Vy method of cultivation , is to prepare the
'i'h horses tok fright, the curiare Wils over groundwell ind sow about three busnels to

tunel, the young lady wis killed . Thus the the acre . Tintend to experiment further next
TOM ind this Pin perislicu . Devil wis rear, by sowing four bushels. Ian inclined

the brid .Con the worms have a wedding to think they will stand up firmer und vield
fint. Overovel with grief, the father more. Tobserve this season that uniformly
'caused this monunentto be erected to herme- , where they stood thicketon the ground , they
m /' . Twenty thousand dollars had been stod up better andlooked finer. Yied from
previously litto Vliss. Coute by acceased fifteen to twenty bushels -- this year somewhat
relative . The whole of this sumn and more be- more . They should be gathered when fully

sides , was expendedby her father, in the erec- ripe. How them with a sythe, in dry weather .

tion of thismonument. To apply the legiley Ivoid rain if possible , and get item in the
to any other use , isppeared to hun to be little barn . If there is no mow room , timesh out
eise ihan sterilere. The beautiful design was immediately, clean up as soon as threshed ,
drawn bs Wiss. i'. herseli , during a leisure and give them the benefit of the barn foor for
hour. She little thought then , that she was a few days until theyare perfectly dry , as they
designing themonument so soon to be ere tod will heat if put up in bulk . I lost some in thit
over her own cold cler. Thus pass itwity the way last season . The stratw should be savel,

good aud the beautifulfrom among us. as it is better for stock than wheat straw or
J . W . Brown. poor hily .

Next, as to the use and value of the crop ,

Pea Culture in Indiana: which is the important part of the subject. The
Knowing something of the pea as a field | uses are various; as food for stock it highly

crop when I was a boy , residing in the State
the State valuable and profitable in Estern States, but

of New York , where it is extensively grown, I .
whether it will prore so here or not I am not

determined some three or four years ago to
o sufficientiy posted up to speak definitely , but

make the experiment here. I found the seed am melmed to think not, in our great corn dis
scarce , and was oblived to purchase in smalltricts. If I should raise them for that pur

quantities of three different persons - - Sowed pose , I should suw etrlier, as the bug does iDot
each variety, as i supposed by itself , butfound inaterially affect their value iſ fed immediate

when ripening all iniced, some dead ripe,' !y , and the yield is rather larger. They give
others scarcely out of bloom . The yield , ás hogs a fine start early in the fall iminediately

you well know , was a poor one, and the pea
after the stubbles are exhausted by fencing oil

bug rendered worthless, or nearly so, those I and turning in , or cutting - feeding vines and

did raise . Not entirely discouraged , however, all. A little later, and before corn is fit to

and not discinguishing anong them the varie feed , theymay be boiled with pumpkins and

tv , ils I thought, that is familiarly known in potatoes - - indeed , if properly managed , bu

New York as the Canada field peu , I sent and little or no corn will be required to make fin

obtained from J. P . Fogg & Co ., Rochester, pork . It is thus properly managed elsewhere

X . Y ., the pure secil .
and I can see no reason why it may notbehere.

Then the depredations of the pea bug , that The result ofmy experience, then , in the

is so fatal to itscultivation , nearly everywhere
ruising of peas amount to this: Those that I

haunted me; but having read a long long raised last season were the first that I sold .

timeago ,' in the Genesee farmer, (i paper
The product ofthe April sown peas were dire

that I base always taken since it was establish |
in with bugs, and to prevent them froin ewigra

ed , sometiiteen years or more ago , that to
ting , fed them to my bogs. Those sown in

prevent the depredations of the bug, peas ;
June sold freely at two dollars per bushel, and

should be sown ifter the 10th of June, Imudo I could not supply the demand; but what ul

theexperiment; sowed one-half first of April, ( ed peculiar interest to the matter was, that
the other hall 18th of June. " Book farming two bushels were sold to the person whothouerht

oh !' exclaimed a friend to whom I explained that raising peis free from bugs was call
what I had been doing . It 's all in your eve your eye.' -- Indiana Farmer .
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From the Boston Cultivator .
continues its race. We cannot solve themys .

Breeds ofSwine.
tery. It has escaped the fate of these animals

It is only a few years since it was ' - its cotemporaries - -whatever might have
I very common to hear an expression sig . been the cause of their own annihilation , and

nitving that the breed ofthe hog is in the food though no longer tenantof our island (Britain )

he gets. This notion has been to a great ex - it is spread throughout a great portion ofEu

tent eradicated , but it is not yet without all . rope and Asia .'
vocates. There is still somewho do not bebei The hog is not a native of America . The

liere there is any thing in the breed , because South American peccary, though of the same

ther rcant't see how it is .' Butthat isno rea - order, belongs to a different genus. But in the
son for denying the fact. They can 't see how uncultivated parts of Europe, Asia , iind Afri

it is that in a parcel of pear seeds,allof which Cil, the wild hor has existed from time imme
lo outward appearances are just alike , and morial, and no less than eightspecies are enu

probably would apper so by the nicest chem - merited by naturalists is inhabiting those

ical tesi, somewill produce fruit the most de - countries at the present day.
licious and melting , and others with precisely he domestic hoc wis evid ,ntly deriveil
the same advantagesof soil and culture, fruit from thewild though it can hardly be supposed

which is the most crabbed and austere . They that any one species of the latter hasbeen the
can 't sen how it is that thebear shonid lineand parentof all ihe domestic breeds. On the

cover his carcass with fat to the amount near- contrary, the great diversities of character ,
ly equal to half his whole weight, and which which the domesticated animalpresents in dit

supplies his lamp of life for five months in the ferent countries, is probably owing in : great

vear, while the wolf ind the fox remain lean degree to its afinity with various original

and gaunt. They can 't see how it is that the stocks. Experiinents have proved thatthe do

samekindof food when eaten by the ox , the inestic boy is capable of breedingwith different

sheep ,and the turkey, or the common fowl, wild species, und that a prolitic offspring is the

produces meat which to human taste is of result.

very different qualities.

The subjugated animal is very different in
All these effects are obrious; vet we cannot his disposition and instincts from his untamed

sce their causes , nor fully understand them . ' ancestor. The common hor is as dependent as

All we can say is , they result from the varied most other domestic animals . In his natural

nature of things. They show , howerer, that state on the contrary, he is sagacious, bold

there is in the originalgerm of plants and ani- and independent. When of mature age, and

mals, a principle which produces certain pe - in possession of all his faculties, he acknow

culiarities, greatly inflecting their value for the ledzes no superior, and will not turn from his

purposes of man . This principle is not only path for the proudest beast of the forest.

inanifested in the characteristics of different Even the tiger and lion have found themselves

species, but existsmore or less in varieties of unable to withstand his furious charge, and

the same species. We secits effect in the dif - have been laid in the dust by wounds from his

ferent kinds ofwheat, and in other species of formidable tusks.
gra .n - - in varieties of peas , beans, apples, But the domestic hog soon regains many of

potatoes, & c .. -- and in the peculiarities of the the primitive habits of the race , when allowed

different varieties of the dog , the sheep , the his liberty in situations where he can supply

hog , and other domestic animals . It is man 's himself with food . The semi- wild character

business to study these peculiarities, and se- of the 'wood -hog ' of our southern and western

cure and apply them in those ways wbich will states , shows this . Even in his ordinary bon

render them most subservient to his wants. dage, he is by no means the stupid and sense

Geological researches have proved that the less animal which some have imagined him .

hog is one of the most ancient of mammifer- He frequently manifests considerable intelli

ous animals. IIis fossilized bones have been gence, and bis intellect is capable of great de

found in varions places, associated with those velopment. Everybody has heard of learned

of themastodon , dinotherium , a gigantic spe - pigs,' which among other tricks, would spell

cies of decr, and other animals long since es out various names by arranging the letters of

tinct. An able zoologist (Martin ) observes: the alphabet. Pigs may also be encouraged

“Of the identity of these bones with those of to defend themselves against other animals .

the ordinary wild hog , all doubt has been re- Wesaw not long since , an advertisement of a

moyed by the most rigorous comparisons.' fighting pig ,' weighing forty pounds, which

The same writer remarks: “It were useless to wasoffered to bematched againstany dog of

ask how it is thatwhile the mammoth and the any size . A more extraordinary instance of

mastodon , the urus, the hugo red -deer, the the education of this animal, is that of the

gigantic cervus megaceros, hyænas, enormous 'sporting pig ,' described in Daniel's Rural

bears, and powerful feline animals , have per Sports. 'I bis animal, a black sow called Slut,

ished in times geolocially recent, the 'wild hog was actually broke to find and stand game,
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be

like a pointer dog . She was of the sort of manner of rearing a hedge, from my experi
swine which run in the New Forest, so called ence during that time.

where they chiefly obtain their support. She 1st. Procure good seed - age will not hurt .

was trained by the brothers Toomer, game- Plant in rows about four feet apart - thick

keepers to Sir Henry Mildmay. After a few as you please in a row - in new ground well

weeks trial, according to the statement, 'she pulverized by plowing, harrowing, & c .

would retrieve birds that had run as well as Stretch a line where you want your row

the best pointers , nay,her nose was superior to make an impression in the soft dirt with it ,

the best pointer her trainers ever possessed , drop the seed in and cover about an inch with
and no two men in England had better. She soil. Plant from the middle of March , to the .

appeared to take great delight in hunting , and same in April. - keep perfectly clean till the

often went alone, the distance of seven miles, first of August. This is your nursery.

from the residence of one of the Toomer 's to 20 . The next spring - in the inonth of

the other, bas if to court being taken out March , it rossible - -when you want to set out

shooting.' She lived till she was ten years your hedge, prepare your ground after the

old , and was then killed because she was sus . following inanner: Plow so as to throw the

pected of having aided in the disappearance of dirt to the centre, a land or bed about four

snndry lambs. She had got fat and sluggish , teen feet wide. If the soil is damp or wet,

and weighed 700 pounds. throw it up two or three times, Then right in

the centre of this bed , run your plow as deep

From theGrand River Chronicle. as you cun , to set your scions in . When

Culture of the Osage Orange. there are swags in the land , so that water

might collect against your bed for the hedge,

Capt. W . Y . Slack of this place , recently von must open it channel or channels for il

commenced enclosing a farm near town withown with water to pass off. Go into your nursery and
this newly adopted Hedge; and desiring infor - ' cut off all the scions three inches above the
20ation as to the best inode of cultivating it ground; use for that purpose a common
addressed a letter containin ; the following irag hemp-hook , made from an old scythe
queries to an experienced agriculturist of blade; then use a long mattock for digging
Lafayette county , Mo., who has for several up the scions, leaving at least six inches of
years been past experimenting upon the Os- root to them . Then assort them - - throwing
age Orange: the large and small ones into two separate

1 . At what time should the Osage Orange piles. “ Plant out as assorted . Strew them

be cut? and how far above the ground ? along the furrow ; let one hand simply place

2 . Should it be dug up the first winter, or and put a little dirt to them , so as to hold ,

be left standing in the ground ? wbile another follows with a hoe and throws
3 . How far apart should they be planted in the dirt from both sides of the furrow to , and

the hedge? around the scions; there is no necessity for
4 . Will the tops that are cut off grow , if pressing the dirt to them . Cultivate with a

planted out?
small plow hoe (throwing the dirt to them )

Mr. George Iloux , to whom the foregoing till the first of August.

interrogatories were addressed , promptly re- i 3d. The next spring , in March , cut off

turned the following answers, for which he is three or four inches above the first cutting;

entitled to the thanks of that class of our com - cultivate again as before .

munity who are interested in the important 4 . The next sping , in March , cut off twelve

subject under consideration: inches above the second cutting; cultivate as
CHESNUT GROVE, before, only they will not need so much . If

September 40 , 1852. s vou choose, you can cut off again eighteen

W . Y . Slack , E ' Q . -- Sir : A letter came to inches above the third cutting . For myself ,

the post offiee, Lexington , to the address of I let them go without the fourth cutting.

Robert lloux,which ,when read , was intended in agricultural works published in the oi

for me, as I am the only one ofthe name en - der states , I have seen a good many plans for

gaged in hedging, and as it affordsme pleas- rearing a hedge froin tbe Osage Orange.

ure to impart any information I may have on Some say, lean the tops down, and wind or

the subject, I answer lock them all along the row ; others recommend

1st. Cut off any time in March three inches cutting two or three times a year, and some
from the ground . say plant the slips or cuttings; but my erpe

2d . Leave it standing. rience and I 've tried all these plans as well as

3d . From six to ten inches. others ) tuaches me that the directions I hare

4th . Somewill live, but won 't pay for the given are the best ways to rear it and to
trouble . make it a good hedge.

I've been hedging for six years, and I will I have never planted out scions of any

give you my opinions as the best possible 'kind that did so well as the "Osage Orange
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- all grow ; and they are well adapted to From TheGenesee Farmer.

this climate. They dont grow so well on wet Culture of Dwarf Fruit Trees.
land as dry, and if your hedge is planted on BY P . BARRY, ROCHESTER.
any wet land , it would be well enough , during

The attention given at the present time tothe fall of the first year they are planted out the culture of dwarf fruit trees, both in the

to throw some grass or straw about them . garden and orchard , in all parts of the coun
I forgot to mention that in cultivating your

try, renders the subject one of the most im
nursery, you can do it in part with a plow ; and

portant in the whole range of horticulturel;
- you wint to make any cross fencing , they and at a hazard of repeating what we may
may be planted ten or twelve inches apart. have heretofore said , we will take the occasion

dll your hedging will have to be protected to offer a few hints on their management. We
by a rail fence , till it is ready for use us a are well convinced from hundreds of letters
fence. You need not have any fears of its received from those who are engaged or enga

sprouting from close plowing and breakingin ging in their culture, that with all the infor
the roots, as will the common locust . It isIs mation that has been in various ways elicited
it rare thing to see a sprout from it at all.

within a year or two past , there yet exists a
I have turned out two short strings of my

ay very general want of that particular kind of
hedge, exposed to all the stock , from the line

e knowledge - and not only knowledge, but of
largest ox to the smallest pig , and nothing that earnestness and appreciation - -so indis

as yet has been able to penetrate it . I am
pensable to success. A vast number of per

fully convinced that it will answer every pur- !
sons who never before gave a thought to fruit

pose for fencing , and would grow it if I culture, are all at once tempted into it by the
were farming in the big cotton -wood bottoms

irresistable atıractiveness of somedwarftrees ,
on the Missouri.

not over three or four years old , which they
I have been hedging for six years. The

have seen loaded with milgnificent fruit in a
first two or three were merely experiments;

neighbor 's garden . Ihey look upon this is an
and I am satisfied that in four or five years, example of truit culture ' made eisy , and as

with propar attention , a haige can be made a proof - -as proof it is - that half a life time

that will answer every purpose of the best nebest need not be spent in waiting for their trees to
rail fence, with these additional advantages henr.

lavantages bear. A resolution is at once formed to plant
- heavy winds will not blow it down, and

a garden , perhaps an orchard. The ground
rou do not have to reset it erery spring or is plowed ifter a fashion , the nearest oracle

iwo. I have now something over two miles is consulted in regard to the best sorts , the

ot hedying . Respectfuily , trees are procured and planted ; and there tho
GEORGE HOUX.

work ends. The next year, or year after, the

trees are expected to be loaded with such

WATER FOR SHEEP IN WINTER . - Sheep beautiful Truit as thosewhich firstawoke the
as well as any other domestic animals shuuld enthusiasm and enticed them to become plant

be rerularly supplied with water . When feders ; but alas ! where are they ? Not one to

on dry food alone, it is indespensibly necessary be seen , perhaps ;pv i be seen , perhaps ; and not only that, but the

to their health , and in some experiments men trees generally are wanting in that vigorous,

lioned in the Genesee Farmer, the South luxuriant appearance, that indicates a perfect

Downs, a large breed of sheep , were found to state of health ; they are, in fact, unthrifty

eat about three pounds of clover hay per day, and unfruitful, lookirpar dar and unfruitful, looking quite as much like

drinking in the same time about three poundsaying, as being .around dying as living. Atthis stage of the proceed

ofwater. When confined on less quantity ings, it is suggested by a knowing one that

they eat less hay, and lost in flesh during the these dwarf trees are a “humbug .' ' I told you

week ofthe trial. so.' Thus results , and thus will result, the

hasty, ill-advised planting enterprises of a

multitude of persons. We are by no means
ANOTHER FREAK. - The editor of the drawing upon the imagination in this matter ,

Poughkeepsie Eagle has scen specimens of ap - and we have nottheleastdoubtbut thatmany

ples grown in Dutchess county, that display who read this will recognize the course of pro

the eccentrisity sometimes discovered in the ceeding pointed out as bearing a striking re

growth of fruit. The apples are six in number semblance to theirs.

all grown upon the same graft, two of them . We are very far from being disposed to ag

are sour or tart, having all the essentials of a gravate the difficulties of fruit culture , or to

regular greening , two are perfectly sweet and try to persuade people that there is anymyste

two mixed - each being part sweet and part ry in the art of good cultivation , or any obsta

sour , - the different properties being marked cle in the way , that common care and skill

by seams on the outside, and by the different cannot remove. On the contrary , we aim ,and

colors. Such a variety in apples, from the have always aimed , at giving every encourage

same stock , is very unusual. " | mcnt in our power consistent with the truth .
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We must confess , however, that we are fre chosen , and such only , as have been proved

quently surprised at the comparative reckless- to succeed well on the stocks used for dwarf

ness with which people embark in planting - ing , and are of such habits of growth as will

spend perhaps ten , twenty , or even fifty doll. Imake their training a thing practicalle . In

ars for trees, without possessing a single cor- order to secure these objects , it may be ne

rect practical idea of their treatment ; without cessary to dispensewith favorite and first rate

having consulted any reliable work , or en - sorts : for it is far better to succeed well with

gaged the assistance of a competent person ; ; a good or second rate sort, than to fail with

relving merely upon the uncertain light of á one a degree better . Neither shonkl a large

few vague ideas picked up from some very number of varieties bemade a special object ;

questionable sources. What else can such for that and entire satisfaction otherwise can

people ronsonably expect but a failure ? ind rarely be obtained .

if a failure happen them , they shoull at once ! Vesi comes the arrangement and the plant

take the blame to themselves , and hasten to inc , involvingm y practical details to which

inake amends. we cannotnow refer particularly.

llaving thus alluded to whatmay be termedi Ind when all this is done, there is the

malpractice , we will sketch very briciiy the Aner Culture ; for trees can take care of

course we wouid recommend. When it plan themselves no more than domestic animals,

tation oi kiwari' trees huis been determined up and more especially when it is desired to

on , whether of 10 or 1000 , the followinr con - maintain and enjoy a high state of artificial

siderations should be carefully considered , culture. In annual pruning , and pruning and

and all the information in regard to thein bé pinching at intervals, are necessary ; the na

obtained fron the most reliable sources : ture and objects of which must be studied un

First , The Soil. Is it of a suitable charac- ' til well understood . Then there is manuring ,

ter for the purpose ? Is it too wet, or too dry? which must be done in such a way as to meet

Does it require draining, subsoil plowing , or the wants of the tree, keeping in view the na

trenching and manuring ? It should always ture of the soil ; for the same quantity or

be understood that dwirf trees require a soil kind of manure will not be applicable in all

of the best quality ; and that, too , kept in the cases.

best condition . The roots do not extend like ! We will close by recommending to all who

the roots of standard trees, and must obtain it are cultivating dwarf fruit trees , to milch

liberal supply of food from a sinail compass. them with kalf decomposed stable manure from

When the soil is right in regard to dryness, three to six inches leep , on the commence

depth , and richness, the next consideration ment of winter. This escludes the frost from
shonld be the roots near the surface, and the snow and

The Trees. These should be on stocks rains dissolve it , and send down its best solu

most suitable for dwarfing the species ; they ble parts to be taken up by the roots the fol

should be healthy, vigorous, and of such lowing spring. This supplies the exhaustion

growth as to be easily inoulded into the form of the previous year, and the trees are sustain

in which they are to be grown. The matter of ed in an uniform vigor. Thus mulching ac

stocks is one of the inost important , and complishes a two- fold object, and my with

should be considered as though the entire suc - great advantage be applied to other than

cess of the undertaking depended upon it. - dwarf fruit trees.

There is yet, even among experienced growers

of trees , a very great want of knowledge on

the subject. Most people act with a degree of Agricultural Improvements.

impatience that in many cases proves fatal to Never since the commencementof our edito

their success. They must have large trees - rial labors have we felt so much enthusiasm as

hearing trees. Tree dealers as a general during the past season . The days of empiri

thing , say : "Our customerswant large trees , cism seem to be passingaway, and farmersnow

above all. No man who proceeds upon this understand that a knowledgeof the components

principle , can make a fruit garden or orchard of their soil, and of the crops they intend to

that will be either successful or satisfactory. raise, is necessaryto ensurean economical and

What is it to wait a year, or two years even , Iprofitable production . But few intelligent

compared to having beautiful instead of un - | farmers repudiate the use of books; they no

sighily trees ? We know a gentleman who is longer believe that a fact is less a fact because

at this moment rooting up a plantation made it is printed . Deep plowing, sub -soilplowing

on the principle of the larger the better, to under-draing, and the improved methods of

make room for young well shaped trees. Taste planting special crops subject to weeds, with

and experience will lead to this in time. Jothers , which may protect them , from such

Next comes the question of Varieties . Here weedy growth , from their sudden germination ,

instead ofmaking out a list of the best with and consequent shading of the crop to be pro

out regard to circumstances, such should be tected , are all pussing into general use.
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Farmers now know that an oat and a carrot them in such relative proportions to each oth

trop may be raised from the same piece of er as to produce the best and most profitable

ground, and in the sameseason with less lahar results. Farmers know thatan animal cannot

of weeling than if raised on two separate becomestrong and fine boned , if fed on crops
fields. An intelligent farmer can scarcely be rilised from soils deficient of the very mineral

found , who does not know that his soil may substances which yo to form bones, and they ,

be deepened by gradually increasing the depth therefore add such constituents to the soil as

to which he plows. All who have tried it are will supply this desideratum . Working and

aware, and those who have notaremore reacts fatting cittle are no lenger considered as en

to believe , that deeply subsoiled lands never titled to the same class of food , hut cach re

sofrer from llought. The fact that a proper ceives thatwhich will go to form the desired

Tot: tion of crops is the trerest of the snil, result. The milch cow , too , is fed with a

anil that consequently failorsare unecessary , strict view to the production of milk ; anel

is no longer doubted her those who are entitled those materials of whieli milk is composel,

to the name of practical farmers. Practieal peresident in the food selected to produce it .

men ( ind liv such , we do notmean mere farir In fine, farmers are rapidly learning that, like

laborersibu have no knowledge hevonid that live hanies, that must possess on their farnis

necessary to enable them to handle it farin the raw matriais from which the miinufactur

I'vol,) know that if soil be properly prepared, and articles are to be created . Working Fare
chat grain craps never lodge fran welk straw mois

that is , like every other fact in agricniture !

is subject to remeis. Practicalmen no doon - ! PRODUCTIVENESS OF STRAWBERRIES.

rer find it necessary to more, becillise their : Ile sometimes startle those not well versed in

Hundslave censed to be good wheat lands. If strawberry cuiture, by assuring thein that, ex
sich lands refuse that, orany other crop , they repting picking , a bushel of strawberriesmay

know how to ascertain the remedy required , be inora che: pls raised than a hushel of potila

and how to apply it. The tre value ofturm - toes - -on alare scale , with a good soil and

Vari inanures is becoming better understood, with horse cultivation . Without arguing the

and those whom errtand the subject hest will point here, wewish merely to anote a state

210C inpply then alene , to soils requiring such ineut from lloray 's Magazine , of the amount

a nendments asare not to be found in barn - raised on a small piece of ground by Wiliiam

Tare manures in notable or sufficient quantity . Gore , of Frankfort , Je. The piece ofground

If the soil is short of illy one of the constilll- was eleren feet by forty - three , and the pro

ents of barn .yard manure, and replete witli duetwas three and a quarter bushels, being

the other eleven constituents , that one constit- 300 bushels , or 3000 quarters per acre . The

tient is now added , notby theaddition of barn bed was six years old ,and the variety Hovey ' s

yard manure, and consequent waste of eleven - Seedling, a sort not usually regarded as 80

twelfths of its value , but by directly offering productive as some others. One hundred and

to the soil thenissing ingredient. Thousands Sftv bushels per acre is not an unsual crop ,

of acres that have been considered as unwheat with fair cultivation ; and we can perceive no

worthy, have heen prepared and planted with difficulty in doubling the amount by the best

that crop during the last year, and with results treatment. Twenty- five cents per bushel be
entirely satisfactory to the operators. If the fore picking , would more than repay all ex

letters ive here received from farmers this year penses, with economical management.

should be compared with those we received

tive rears ago, they would be found to give To Thaw Out A PUMP.-- Take a half
evidence ofmore study , more correct know - inch lead pipe, put a funnel in one end and

ledge, and a greater degree of self reliance and set the other on the ice in the pump. Now

The more intelligent class of agriculturists pour your boiling water in the funnel, and the

refuse to entertain a recipe proposing effects |pipe will settle rapidly down through the ice.

desired , but without any attempt to explain Now having drilled a hole through the mass,

the cause of action . Indeed agriculture is no hot water will soon enlarge it so that your

longer an art alone, but is fairly entitled to pump- rod willmove and raise the water from

to the name of a science ; free from mystery below which will melt away the obstruction .

and easily to be understood . In those districts

wherewe first lahored as a lecturer, wenow For Young CATTLE AND Horses. - Mix oc

have friends by the score; men who have been casionally one part of salt with four parts of

induced to study agriculture as they would wood aslies, and give themixture to different
any other science, and who repudiate empiri - kinds of stock , summer and winter. It pro

cism as they would quackery. motes their appetites and tends to keep them

Cattle breeders view cattle as organisms, in a healthy condition . It is said to be good

the composition of which must be studied , and againstbotts in horses , murrain in cattle, and

the requirments ofwhichmust be furnished to rot in sheep.
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The Texas Tarantula . and bloated . It enjoysthe possession of eight

BY ACGUSTIN .
long, strong legs, a red moutb , and an abun
dance of stiff, brown bair all over itself.

This Texas of ours is an astonishing pro- |Wb" When standing , covers an aera of a saucer
lific country. Every field stands luxuriant,

? | Attack it with a stick , and it rears on its hind
crowdod , so that it can scarce wave under the i

legs, gnashes at the stick , and fights like a
breeze, with corn or sugar, or wheat or cotton .

fiend . It even jumps forward a foot or two
Every cabin is full and overflowing, through

g in its rage - and if it bite into a vein , the bite
all its doors and windows, with white haired in

is death !' I have been told of the battle fought
children . Every prairie abounds in deer, prail

by one on board a steambaat. Discovered at
rie-hens and cattle, Every river and creek isIs the lower end of the saloon , it came hopping

a

alive with fish . The whole land is electric
o up the saloon , driving the whole body of pas

with lizards perpetually darting about anongng | sengers before it, it alınost drove the whole

the grass like fashes of green lightning. We company, crew and all overboard .
have too much prairie and too little forest

1 The first I saw was at the house of a friend .
for a great multitude or variety of birds.

Hi I spied it crawling slowly over the wall, med
But in horned frogs, scorpions, tarantulasand

itating murder upon the children playing in
centipedes, we beat the univese . Every body

has seen horned -frogs . You see them in jars i
the room . Excessively prudent in regard to

my fingers, I at last, however, had it imprison
in the windowsof apothecaries . You are en

treated to purchase them by loafing boys on :
ed in a glass jar, unbort.---- There was a tlaw

the levee at New Orleans. They have been
in the glass jar, as well as a hole in the cork

neatly soldered up in soda boxes, and mailed !
bywhich it could breatbe; but in ten minutes

it was dead from rage ! Soon after , I killed
by young gentlemen in Texas, to fair ones in

the old states. The fair ones receive the neat
three upon my place, cr: wling upon ground

trodden every day by the bare feet of my little
package from the post- office, are delighted athtca att bov. A month after , I killed a whole nest of
the prospect of á daguerreotype - perhaps the

haps them . They had formed their family circle
jewelry - open the package eageriy , and faint,

under a door step , upon which the aforesaid
as the frog within hopsout, in excellanthealth
upon them .

little fellow played daily ,
A horned - frog is , simply a vory of them , he would of course, have picked it up

llad he seen one

härmless frog, with very portentous horns. It
has horns because everything in its region

las a promising toy; and I would have been
in

- trees, shrubs, grass eren , has thorns, and

nature makes it in keeping with all around it.
1 I was sitting one day upon a log in the

to woods, when I saw one slowly crawl outto en
A menngerie of them would not be expensive. '

. joy the evening air and the sunset scenery.
They are content to live upon air - and can ,
if desired , live , I am told , for several months,

" , lle was the largest . most bloated one I ever
months, saw . As I wasabout to kill him , Iwas struck

even without that. with the conduct of a chance wasp . It to ,
The scorpions are precisely like those of Ara - had seen the terantula , and was flying slowly

bia - in the shape of a lobster exactly, only around it. The tarantula recognized it is a

not more than three inches long . You are foe; and throwing itself upon its hind lers ,

very apt to put one upon your face in the tow . breathed defiance. For soine time the wiis .

el you apply thereto after washing . If you tlew round it, and then . like a flash , tiew right

do, you will find the sting about equal to that against it, and stung it under its bloited

of a wasp - nothing worse. They are far less belly. The tarantula gnashed its rerl and ven
poisonous than the scorpion of the east- - in omed jaws , and threw its long and baylegs

fact none exceptnew comers dread them atall about in impotent rage , while the wisp ilew

But the tarantula ! You remember the as- round and round it , wtching for another op

tonishing elasticity with which you sprang in portunity . Again and again did it dash its

the air that time you were just on the point of sting into the reptile , and escape. After the

puttibg your raised foot down upon a snake sixth stab , the tarrantula actualiy fell over on

coiled in your path . You were frightened - - its back , dead ; ond the Wasp , after making

through every fiibre of your body. Very itself sure of the fact, and inflicting å last

probable the snakewas as harmless as it was sting to make matters sure, tew off, bippy in

beautiful. Spring as high , be as utterly frigh - having done a duty issigned it in creation .

tened as possible , when you just avoid step - But, deadliest and most abhorrrnt of all our

ping on a tarantula , however. Filthy, loathe- reptiles in Texas, is the centipide. This is a

some, abominable and poisonous --crush it kind of worm , from three to six inches long ,

to atomsbefore you leave it ! If you have exactly like an enormors caterpillar. It is

never seen it - know henceforth that it is an green, or brown, or yellow , some being found

enormous spider - concentrating all the venom of each of these colors . As its name denotes,

and spite and ugliness of all other spiders liv - it has along each side a row of feet; horny

ing. Its body is some two inches long, black claws rather. Imagine that you walk some
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nigght across your chamber floor with naked themore sensible and larger triumphs of pro
feet; you put your foot down on a soft some- gressing rural economy - such a man may well

thing , and instantly it coils around your foot of - not only in themselves, but in their conse

in a ring , sticking every claw up to the body quences; and theymay take their place with

in your foot. The poison flows through each the gigantic vessels of war, as magnificent re

claw , and in twominutes you will have fainted sults of intellectual effort.

with agony, in a few more and you will be

dead . The deadly thing cannot be torn away.
MANUFACTURED MILK . - Since the railroads

It has to be cut efl, and claw by claw pulled avergingi diverging in all directions from our city have

out. Eren if it crails over the naked body of it been in operation , so much milk has been

sleeping person, without sticking in its claws,
brought to the various depots that almost all

the place willpain the person for years after --
New York has come to think that all is pure

at least so I have been told .
milk ' that bears the name. Now let us see

I have seen these things-- in which nature
what viie mixturesmay be concocted to deceive

corks up her deadly poisons, ofton : yet I have the eye. We will say nothing of the diseased

heard of few cases in which they have bitten state of the animalswho live short lives in long

or killed any one. The kind Being who makes
stables in town, and are milked as long as they

the butterlies to be abundant, in the same have strength to stand up. This story has al

loving kindness which makes them so beauti ready been repeated often enough; but here is

fuland so abund:int, makes all deadlo things
the way in which still-fed cows are made to

to be scarce . produce Orange county milk . A writer in the

Evening Post , who has studied the subject,

SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE . - Look atthatwide gives the following account of the method of

silier with its snow clad sumnits at a distance manufacture pursued by the milk dealers in

on cither hand, and its classy river flowin / transforming blue , sickly looking milk into

cribbed and couined in the lowest bottom . richest Orange county material. Hear him :

Siniling fieids and weil triwned hedge rows, To every quart of milk about a pint of wa
and sheltering plantations and comfortablélter is added , and then a due allowance of

dwellings, and a bu v populietion , and abun - chalk or plaster of Paris , which takes away

dani cittle cover its wiúla .ing slopes. For the blucish appearance given to it by the wat

aniles industrious plenis spreads over it country ter. Magnesia generally forms a componen

which the river formerly üsurped , and the lake part, and flour, starch , and occasionally an

coverell, ind the rush tuftedover, and the boi ! egy are mixed up with it to give it consistence .

and inosur henth and Herennial forn and driz - / After all these ingredients are employed , a

zling rain rendered inbospitable and chilly . certain quantity of molasses is added , to pro

Butmechanics hise chwed the river and duce that rich , yellow , color which goodmilk

drained the lakes and Lory and clayer bottoms, I generally possesses."
and thus giving scope to theapplication of all ! Themethod of detecting this spurious article

the varied practical rules to which science has in the milk line is thus described by the wri:

led , the natural climate liks been subdued , /ter in the Post:

disease extirpated , and rich and fertile anál By allowing it to lie over until it is decom

happy homes scattered over the ancientwaste. I posed , the chalk , magnesia , molasses and all

Turn to another country, and a river flows can be discovered . If any errs have been

deeply through an arid and desolate plain . Iused in its manufacture, yellowish slime will

Mechanics lift its waters irom their depths, be found floating upon the top , but it is very

and from a thousand artificial channels direct seldom that a milkman is found guilty of this

them over the parched surface. It is as if an expense. The liquid is all water, of a bluish

enchanter' s haù been stretched over it - the white appearance, and iu the solid mass which

green herbage and the waving corn , accompil Tlies at the bottoin the chalk andmagnesia may

nied lıv all the industries of rural life, spring easily be perceived .'

up as they advance . Another country , and it To Boil FRESH Pork . - Take a fat blade
green oasis presents itself, busy with life, in bone of country pork , commonly called the

themidst of a desert and il sandy plain . Do oyster, take out the bone and put veal stuffing

natural Springs here gush up , as in the ancient in its place, wrap it in a clean cloth , and put

aasis of the Libian wilderness? It is another it into a saucepan of boiling water with a lit

of the triumphs of human industry , guided by tle salt ; let it boil slowly for about an hour

human thought. Geology and her sister scien - and a half, or an hour and three quarters, ac

ces are here the pioneers of rural life and fix - cording to the size ; it should , however, be

ed habitations. The seat of hidden waters at well done. Serve it up with parsley and but

vast depths were discovered by her. ter poured over it plentifuily . This is a most

Under her directions, mechanics have rieh , and at the same time a most delicate

bored to their sources, and their gushingabun - dish , equal, to boiled fowland pickled pork ,

dance dow spreadsfertility around. Such are which , indeed , it greatly resembles., is
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The Horse - Want of Appetite. collect the bedding , after it has been satura

ted with the excrementand urine, and place it
This sometimes arises from over exertion , under themanger, thus submitting the horse

or immoderate work , which produces general to the noxious vapors that arise from the filthy
debility , and of course the whole functions mass. Is it to be wondered at, that the poor

are more or less disturbed , and taken on the animal should drag out such a miserable

morbid action . At other times, it is brought
existence ? - - Ex.

on hy orerloading the stomach and bowels ;

by standing in the stable withontexercise ,and
ind Singular Case of Instinct in the Horse .

eating immoderately of hay . Want of appe
We do not remember ever to hare heard of

tite may depend on a natural delicacy of the
Ta more remarkable exhibition of equine intel

stomach ,or on the bad quality of the food. lligence than was communicated to us a few
Bad hay is often eaten with little or no ap - dars since, by Mr. Allen of this place. The

petite, especially when it has been musty . I circumstances as they were parrated to us are

When the appetite fails , though the food is as follows :

good , and the horse has only inoder te work , Vir . A . has bad, for a considerable time, al

the diet should be changed ; a small quantity span of sprightly little borses , that he hils ner

of straw , cut up with what is called cut feed , er separated . In the stable', in the field and

would be serviceable ; but if the horse has l in barness, they have alwill's been together.

been worked hard , rest , probal,ly, is the rem - This has caused a strong attachment to groir

edy necessary. Young horses sometimes re- up between them .

fuse the hay or mangle it , from soreness in the a few days ago, he went with them out to

mouth in consequence of changing their teeth . I lake Vinnetonkit , on a fishing excursion . Tilo

This is sometimes attributed to lampas,and the king them out of the carriage, he led them

knife or firing iron is resorted to ; this is a down to the lake, and tied them , with stout

barbarous and cruel practice,and should ner - ropes, several rods apart, on it strip of grass

er be permitted . When a young horse is that grew upon the short, and left them to

changing his teeth , the whole mouth is red feed . Returliing to the shantee, he threw

and tender, which makes hin fearful of cat- himsell upon the floor to avrait the return of

ing hay or unground corn , from the prin it the party who had repaired to the lake to

gives him . In such cases, the horse should be fish . .

kept on scalded shorts, or cut feed , until the Not much time baul clapsed before the sound

soreness of the mouth is removed . In old of an approaching horse's feet attracted his

horses, when the lampas are down to a level attention , and a moment after one of his span

with the front nippers, the part should be appeared at the door. The animal put his

washed with a strong solution of burntalum ; heird through the door , aad giving one neigh

or make a solution of powdered bloodroot, and turned and at a slow gallop , yet under evident

wash the part night and morning . All serious excitement, returned to the spot whern but a

internal disorders are attended with loss of few minutes before he ond his companion bad

appetite. Weakness of appetite is often con - been left seemingly salely fastened . Sur

stitutional, and cannot be cured ; yet itmay prised to find the horse loose, and struck with

he palliated ; when such a horse is wanted only his singular conduct, Mr. A . immediately for

for moderate work , his appetite maybe great- lowed , and found the other horse lying in the

ly improved by careful feeding , and grooming water, entangled in the rope and struggling to

and a well ventilated stable. The food must keep his head from being submerged . While

be of the best quality and the water pure and Mr. d . projecded to disengage the unfortunate

pot too cold or hard ; he should have but lit- horse his noble benefactor stood by,manifest

tle food at a time, but more frequently . He ing the utmost solicitude and sympathy ; and

should never have more, but rather less food when his mate was extricated from his perilous

put before him at a time than he is inclined to situation and again upon his feet on terra

eat ; and if at any time he is found to leave firma, the generous creature exhibited the

food in the manger, it should be taken out, most unquestionable signs of satisfaction and

and , after keeping him without food for a joy.

short time, some fresh hay, oats , or shert : " That this intelligent animal should have

may be given . The rack , manger, and overy noticed the inisfortune of his mate - that he

part of the stall should be kept clean ; and should know where to apply for rescue, and

when taken out for exercise or work should be in his efforts should sunder a 3 - 4 inch rope -

well swent out, the old litter spread outto dry and, finally , that he should exhibit so high an

and that part unfit for use taken away. At lappreciation of the event, are circumstances

night, some clean fresh straw should be placed to astonish 118, and commend themselves to

under him . A change of food is often useful, the thoughtful consideration of those who

especially whan green food or earrots can be would limit the power of reasoning to the

obtained . It is the custom in many stablos to légenus homo. '-- St. Anthony Express .
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Preserving Shingles on Roofs. . ' your cellar must have a coat as high as the

* . There ismuch for us to learn as to the best water
immor!Water passes througlı, and the outside passage

must be protected from frost by a double door
mode of covering our houses. The following in the usual way.

is one of the bestmodes practice to some ex

tent, and has proved ,webeliore quite satisfac - PLOWING IN CLOVER FOR W EAT. - writer

tory. We copy from the Spindle City in the 1:1st Farm Journal, in Mimin county .whu

A gentleman in ( roton gilve the other day signs with the initials J. W ., offers the follow

the manner in which he prepared his shingles, ing is to his esperience of the value of piute
before laring thein on his house, some sasine in Clorer for Wheat. It is worthy the at

years ago ; and on examining we found they .

had a perfectly sound and fresh appearanci,
Licention of the general farmer.

as though they had been laid notmore than al in the summer of 1813 , I had a small sild

month . of 4 1 - 2 acres in clorer, which I pastured it

lichad a large boiler which he filled with white , and then let the clover grow until it
whitewash , inixing with it about one nomniof , Was til to cut for seeu . With a large plow and

potach to four gallons of liquid , also about three strong horse's, I pored it, tien harrow
the same amount of salt. This composition it cceluilly', and let it lie until the oth of

he boiledi, and while it was boiling, hie dinge Septeber, when I separed it . In the latist
the shingles in , tikiny a handful at a une, oli!, Leilt dozen of wheat, which videla

and holding them lov the tips. lle had loads iel 105 bushesor i 1-2 buse's per acre . it

placed so that he could set his shingles on them did not resure to bereund with clurer !

on end , and let the liquid as it ran off , run next seison . I pluwend it down lust see
back again into the boiler . The shinglis hezmun , and the wheit now ioun fine, ieithuania

allowed to dry in this position , before laving a purt Wits winter-killed . It is proper to ninie
them ; and his belief wils , that by curing or that the crop of which! Wits on it betres

hardening them , they would last much longer . / the clorer Wis plowed down , uid 1100 (SO

They could be colored red or yellow , silu , ten bushels prilor .

by mising red or yellow ochre with the com - Ila teaspoonful of reast willrise & fty Chults

position . worth of fivur, how much will it tuke tỏ raise
* The expenses of shingles are considera ' le, I fuuus enough to buyanother barrel with ? In

and something like the above is worthy of at- swermay be honded in over the fence.
tention .

POULTRY REMED ) -- About six weeks ago ,

Dry CELLARS - -CEYEST Floors. - Cellars one ofmyhens became ill and lost the use of

that are subject to heing flooded with water, its legs. I was told over-laying wis tue cause

more or less, can be made perfectly tight and of the walady, and Wils recomended to wwe

dryby the use of cement, or water lime, as it her a few pepper corns, and a little bread soak

is called in many places; butthis work mustbe ed in ale , which was forced down her throat.

done in themost thorough manner, or your In a few hours the bird was walking the vard ;

time and money are thrownaway. In the first howerer, in a couple of days she had a relanse,

place remove every piece of wood -work from when the simedose Was administered , and she

the sides of the walls to the height that water was separated from her companions for iorir .

is liable to run in , and raise all the posts upon eight hours, whe she quite recovered , and has

stones as high as the floor is desired to be , and had no return of the complaint, and full num

even take out your out-door frame and stairs, ber of eggs per week . This may be a aseful

leaving the whole as when the walls were first hint to amateurs, as I 'vils informed by a poul.

laid . You then want enough cobble stones of try-fancier of some experience that my hen

the size of a hen 's egg up to two pounds in would die .

weight, as will cover the surface of vour cel. |
lar. You then will require about one barrel TO MAKE SOURKROUT. - Select good , solid

of cement to every 100 hundred square feet of heads of the cabbageand cutthem into shreds,

yround surface, which is to be mixed with a knife made for the purpose set in a board

three times its bulk of good sand , and the sares much labur,) put ihe cabbage into it

stones are to be laid in the mortar, in the clean , tight barrel, in lavers 6adeicht inch .

most careful manner; first spreading a small es in depth , and pound each layer till the vice

surface of a few feet with mortar, and then is quite visible as the pounder is raisci , adding

placing the stones therein , well hanımered un, a cuuple of handsful of salt to each laver -- or

taking care that all the spaces between the at the rate of two quarts of salt to a barrel of

stones are well filled . When this is done, rou krout. In thisway proceed till the barrel is

eover the whole with a smooth coat of fine full, or contains asmuch as is desired , taking

inortar, and it willbe impossiole for any water care that it is pounded so as to fill all the ini

to come in through the button. The sides of ! terstions with the juicy, then make a coveriust
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to fit in side thebarrel, and put a heavy stone, ing of the poor animal, you have but to bore

gay fifty pounds weight on this cover to keep the horns, and inject vinegar, pepper and salt ,

it pressed down and exclude the air . Let it and pour on the bead spirits of turpentine and

stand in a cool place till the fermentation is the like, and the work of suffering is complete

over, then it is fit for use. after a little mutilating of the poor beast, by

cutting off the tail, slitting the ears, and in

FARMING . – Some people think that farming many instances I have seen a pair of beauti

is an employment of which allmen possesses a ful horns sawn off, with additional cruelties

knowledge — that it is natural for a man to inflicted .

become an agriculturist without having any Now , for its location , nature , and remedy,

prerious knowledge of farming , as it is nat- I would say , the disease is nothing more or

ural for a river to flow down stream . But less than islammation of the liver and the

in this they are greatly mistaken . Tyri- overflow of the gall ; therefore, no external

culture is a science , and a thorough knowl. application can possibly be of any benefit to

edge of all its branches is indispensible to the creature, but rather aggravate the com

him who would follow it successfully. The plaint by increasing the ferer in the part to

farmer must not only know how to treat the which you inay pake the application ; and es

soil and its productions, but he must also pecially so , when you bore the horns and in

have some knowledge of the manner of rai- Lject and rub in such inflammable substances.

sing stock . To this end, he must be acquain . And for the cure, and one that is effectual, as.

ted with the diseases to which they are sub - I have never known it fail in hundreds of ca

jeet, and which often defy the skill of the ses , and in an experience of thirty years :

inost experiencedman . Take one peck of hen 's dung, put it into a

The farmer must be a man of enterprise, fire-pail kettle , fill the kettle with water, boil

industry and economy, too , if he expects to until rou can squeeze out but two quarts of

nike anything more thau a bare living. He the juice, with which drench the beast one

must be up in the morning with the lark , and quart at a time, allowing twenty - four hours

erer keeping a steady eye upon his business, between each dose, and the work is done and

and not depend upon Tom , Dick and Hity the animal cured .

to do his werk for him . A FARMER .

Erom the Boston Cultivator.
GUANO - ITIIERE GATHERED .

The Disease called Hollow -Horn . Having anchored between the north and the

Messrs. Editors : - Ilearing the statement of middle islands at the latter of which weare to .

Mr. Blount in relation to il disease among his load ,we will borrow the boatand have a clos

cattle called the horn - distemper, or hollow - er look at the old muck beap . Pulling around

horn , and a request for the best remedy, and the island to the landing place, we step ashore

more recently in the Cultivator of July 24th alon a narrow strip of sandy beech wirich ap
communication from G . W . N . , with his rem - pears to be cleared from the surrounding rocks

edy, and knowing that G . W . N . as also Vír . for our special convenience. Our approach

Blountar : in the dark on the subject, I tho't disturbs thousandsof the webb -footed natives,

I would offer my mire and thereby contribute these thousands count with the old hands as

relief to the suffering animal, and a benefit to nothing, for they tell us thatthe shipping has

the owners, so far ils dollars and cents are driven all thebirds away. Sailing above us

concerned . But in order that we may make is a tlock pelicans, hovering over the ciear wa

good and effectual applications either exter- ter like hawks, which they resemble in their

nally or internally , wemust first become ac- manner of darting downor stooping on their

quainted with the nature and location of the prey. One of these every instant drops from

dise:lse for which weadminister. But how is the tlock as though a ball had whistled through

it, in relation to the so called hollow -horn , its his brain , but, after a plunge he is seen rising

location , and the thousand and one prescrip - to the surface with a fish struggling in his ca

tions for its cure ? One says, it has its loca - l pacious pouch .

tion in the horns, another in the head , anoth - 1 Nearer to us, whirling round our heads, are

er , in the pith of the back , and a fourth , in the gonnets, mews, mutton-birds, divers, gulis ,

tail ! Now there must be some mistake in guano birds, and a host of others whose names

these conflicting opinions as to its location, are unknowu to the vulgar. On the detached

and I truly believe and know it , that they are rocks and the lower end of theislands --mein

all mistaken , for the disease is not located in bers of a pretty numerous convocation - stands

any of the above named parts, any farther the penguin , the parson bird of the sailor ,

than that the head sympathises with the part whose good home is fairly earned by his cut.

affected , as in case of the liver complaint, the away black coat, white tie and solemn demean

head is also sick . And to increase the suffer - lor. His short legs planted far back , and his
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long body do not fit him for a walk ashore , I of decayed fuel , and the yard has been glean

but he will sit for hours on a little rock justed of its last basket of chips, belonging prop

washed by the waves, apparently absorbed in erly to the manure heap. The farmer has

such deep absence of mind , that passers by are yoked his unwilling cattle , and is about to re

tempted to approach in hope of catching him . I pair to his wood- lot for a load of dry limbs

Just as the boat nears, and a hand is already to and fallen trees, butmeetswith an unexpected

grasp his neck , away ke goes head over heels hindrance to his benevolent intentions. The

in a most irreverent and ridiculous manner , sled which experienced much hard usage the

dives under the boat, and shows his head about preceding season , and has been watered by all

a quarter of a mile out at sea , where the sail the summer's rain and chilled by the autnmn

orsmay catch him who can , for he is the fast- frosts snaps its tonguewith the first pull of the

estswiminer and the best diver that ever dip - cattle - Hang invluck ,' ejaculated the ill

ped. starred man . «Was ever one so unfortunitte,'

Stepping over the mortal remains of several echoes the wife as she thinks ofthe smoulder

sea - lions, in a few strides we are on the guano, Jing fire and the half-cooked dinner that is to

and at the next fstep in up to our knees. The be. The vexed sufferer solaces hiraself, how

guano is regularly stratified , the lower strat:lever , with the idea that poverty is the basis of

is solidified by the weight of the upper, and his misfortunes, and thatwhen he shall have

have acquired a dark red color, which be- I grown rich in spite of such ruinous losses, he

comes gradually lighter toward the surface. shall put everything to rights .

On the surface it has a whitev brown light ! Thanksgiving , with its good cheer has pas

crust, containing egrs, being completely hon - sed , and the district school is to commence on

ey comised by the birds, which scratch deep Monday . The children havebeen living in the

oblique hoies in it to serve as nests, wherein prospective for some days, and not a few

eggs, seldom inore than two to each nest , are plans for fnn or perhaps improvement, have
deposited . been matured . The farmer's son , a thoughtful

These holes often running into each other , bright-eyed boy , who has driven the cow's to
form long galleries, with several entrances, pasture the live.ver entrances Irasture the live- long summer, presided over

and this mining system is so elaborately car - the luncheon and jug of drink , picked up the

ried out that you can scarcely put a foot on potatoes, and been the man of all work , asks

any part of the island without sinking to the of his father a favor, which he thinks is rich

knees and being tickled with the sense of a ly deserred -- two new books for the winter's
hard beak digging into your unprotected an - school. He tells his father how the other

kles . The erg shells and the bones remains / boys of his class are to have them ; how he

of fish broughtby the old birds for their roung, shall fall behind themCound shall fall behind them without this assistance

must form a considerable part of the substance -- how he will study and work harder next

of the guano , which is thus in a great meas- syumer if he can have them , and that they

ure deposited beneath the surface, and then will only cost one dollar. But his impiorino

thrown outby the birds. - Dickens' Household looks and earnest language avail nothing with
Words. the father. Hesays not an encouaging word ,

but simply mutters — I did 'nt have books - Í

Poverty and Procrastination
am too poor to buy them ; you must wait an
other year. '

Cold weather is coming in good earnest. An agent for an Agricultural Journal, see

Sheep huddle together in some corner; cattleling the forlorn appearance of the premises,

seek protection from the wind by standing and thinking ignorance must have caused such

close to the side of the barn; poultry are stan - badmanagement, presents his paper, asks for

ding on one leg under the shelter ofsome equal- his name and four shillings. " O !'it 's no use,

ly defenceless cart; pigs gather about the exclaims the farmer — I don 't believe in book

kitchen door in sullen silence. I am too poor farming; Iam too poor, you must wait anoth

to provide conveniencies formystock , exclaims er vear. '

the sluggish farmer , they must wait another So year after year thepoverty- stricken and

year. procrastinating farmer dragson , lamei. ting the
It is a chilling autumn night. The hollow fortune which his own negligenee renders in

wind sighs mournfully as it sweeps the bare evitable , making his family equally miserable
branches of the trees, and pierces with a shrill with himself, by denying them the means of
whistle the crevices of the sluggard 's home, / improvement - too ignorant and too poor to

making him draw nearer to the half smothered grow wiser or richer. Almost as easily may

fire , which flickers on the hearth . I am too the leopard change bis spots or the ethiopian

poor to repair my house and prepare dry wood , his skin , as tbe inan be induced to change his
sighs the shivering inan ; I will try to do it an - course of life , and we have reason to believe
other year . thatthis unfortunateman wili to his dying day,

The wood-shed has yielded up its last stick onsider himself the pictim of unto xard cir :
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cumstances , the son of misfortune, and the tight, not soon to be changed . If such melan

sport of destiny , instead of seeking in il' s own choly catastrophe be avoided , colds, catarrbas
iinprovidence the cause of his bad luck . head-aches, and all sorts of bodily affection

shortly make their appearance, and they won

Premature Old Age.
der what is the matter! They live so snug !
their housein so waru ! tlev sleep so comforta

Lewis F . Allen , of Buffalo , bus written a , ble! how can itbep True, in themorning the

very interesting book on rural architecture. , air of their sleeping rooms feels riose,butthen

He comes outwith great forceagainstthe pre. if a window is opened it will chill the rooms,
Valeni fashion of keepina the fresh air oui of and thatwill cive them colds. that can be

cuir dwellings. As a consequence of the preselmattore? The poorcreatures nerer dream that

(nt wity of living ou assell as possible an ' things have been breathing, for hour aiterbour,

amount of air , there is about one healthy 110 dicrurincséd il, curred with poisonous gases ,

man to every five hundred , and 18 at result , which cannot escape throngh tlie tight walls,

their temper i boken down under lice inflie - or over the tight windows, or through the

tions of ie; they become preoblitus olid unt licht stoves; and thus ther keep on the sure

at 25 or 30) they are relir onder dan in kn (oare to infunity , dispune and itinature

siis woman int +1), Bots gei along better, Jenth - - all for the want or it little ventilation !

because they will play in the open itir . üven ;

anxiousmothers : annot prevent thitu : DRING IN THE APPLES,'- The apple may be
bentilation of lousas:- - inn, be be tur . ' called the taple fruit' of New England. It

mer or of other profession , finding himself ranis among fruits is the notito among rege

jurosperous in life, sets about the very sensible ' tatjes. A wriier in the last number of the

Dusiness of building a louse for his own - Kuickerbocker sit18 : - " The apple is the com
commodation . Looking back , perbapis , to thep ion of the winter evenings, issociated with
dars ofliis borhook , in i severe cimnie , he i contrful room , it bright fire , it pleasing tale ,
remembers the not very highly- finished tene ! Scott 's novels or the Arabian Nights. Perhaps
ment of his father , and the wide , open firel it is neaus bedtime. Your eves vrow dim . --
place which , with its wel -piled logs, Was You are fatigued with study , with chess, with
scerceir able towarm the large living -room , I checkers, with books ; vou sigh , you yawn ,
where the family were wont to huddle in win - rou stretch your arms alove your head . All

ter. lle possibly remembers , with sbirering of a sudden a thought strikes you . Brino in

sripathis, the sprinkiing of snow which he was the one
hich he was the apples ! It is like Bungic. Tue foot-lightsIt is

Ullytomed ton upon liis hood as he awaked
' go up and the scene brightens.

in themorning, that bad iound its way toro ,

the frail casing of his chamber window - but
6 AM EXTRA YIELD . - We generally suppose

in the midstof all which he grew up with a
that a thousand bushels of carrots to the acre

vigorous constitution , a strong arm , and a de - ; :

terinined spirit. lle is resolved that his chil
is a good vielu ,more wethink than the crop

dren shall encounter no such hardships , and I stiince where almost double the amount waswill average in this State. Buthere is an in

that himself and his excellent helpmate shall : 5
grown. Mr. Willard Carter, of Francistown ,

suffer no such inconvenience as his own par

ents had done, who now perhaps , are enjoying
has a peise of ground measuring one-ninth of

a strong and serene old age , in their old -fash
an acre, on which he has had carrots for three

oned , yet to them not uncomfortabletenement.
successive years . Last year and the year pre

letherefore determines to have a suug , close ir ,
ceeding he had 200 busheis on this ground .

louse, where the cold cannot penetrate. lleli
This year owing to the drouth , the yield was a

he little short of that. After sowing the seed , the
employs all his ingenuity to make every joint

" Tabor required in the care of the field was only
an air tight fit; the doormust swing to an air

tight joint; the windows set into air -tight|
I four days work .- Granite Farmer .

frames; and to perfect the catalogue of his
comforts , an air - tight stove is introduced into FIRE KINDLERS. — 'Take a quart of tar, 3 lbs .

every occupied room which , perchance, if he oi rosin ,melt them , bring them to a cooliny

can afford it , are rarther warmed and poison - temperature , mix as much saw dust with a

ed by the heated flues of an air tight furnace little churcoal added , as can be worked in :

in his air-tight cellar. In short it is an air - spread out while hot on a board ; when cold ,

tight concern throughout. His family breath break up into lumps of the size of a large hic

irn air -tight atmosphere; they eat their food kory nut; and you have at a small expense ,

cooked ina n -air-tight kitchen stove, of the kinuling material enough for a household one

latest premium pattern; ' and thus they start. year. They will easily ignite from a match ,

father, inother, children - all on the high road and burn with a strong blaze , long enough to

- -if persisted in - to a galloping consumption , start any wood that is fit to burn . - Rochester

which sooner or later conducts them to an air . Union .
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Publications.

The Valley Jarmer. The Country Gentleman.— This is the title
of a new weekly paper issued by Mr. Luther

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor, Tucker, of the Albany Cultivator. The publish
Editor' s oflice and Printing office , in Old Post Office Build

er says in his prospectus, that having disposed of
ing , Rorth side of Chesnut strect, between Third and fourth

streets , entrance on Old Post Office Alley. the Cultivator, he has determined to carry into

effect a project he has had for someyears in con

ST. LOUIS, JANUARY, 1853. templation of establishing a Weekly Journal, to

be devoted to the causs of Agricnlture and Ru

Removal. , ral Arts generally . The regular publication will

The Editor' s office and Printing office of the commence on the first Thursday in January, and

VALLEY Farver is removed to the Old Post in its scope will embrace The Farm , The Gar

OFFICE BUILDING , north side ofChesnut street, den and the Orchard, The Fireside, Record of

between Third and Forrth streets , entrance
the Times,and the Produce Market.

on Old Post Office Alley .
It will be the aim of the publisher to make the

Ipaper attractive and elegant in its typography and

Bound Volumes. illustrations, choice and select in its contents

Wehave a few bound volumes of Vol. 2 , to make it indispensible to the Farmer, and de

for 1850 , and also of Vol. 4 ., for 1852 , forsirable to every one who has a rod of ground to

sale at our office. Volumes 1 and 3 are all cultivate, or a home to beautify - and by devoting

gone. The price of Vol. 2 is one dollar , and its columns to IMPROVEMENT IN AGRICULTURE, EL

of Vol. 4 one dollar and twenty - five cents ; or EVATION IN CHARACTER, AND REFINEMENT IN TASTE,

to render the paper the standard in its sphere .
both together and the Farmer for 1853 for three

TERMS. — The Country Gentleman will bepriu

dollars. ted in quarto form , each number consisting of six

Bills ENCLOSED . - Many of those indebted teen pages,and forming an annual volumo, suita

to us for the Valley Farmer, will find enclosed ble for binding, of 832 pages, at Two DOLLARS

in this number the accounts due by them re - per year when paid in advance, or $ 2,50 if not

spectively. Those accounts , though small in - paid in advance.
dividually amount in the aggregate to a large . The publication of the Cultivator will be con

sum , of which we stand in pressing need . It tinued as heretofore, except the price will be 50

is positively important that they should be cts . -- to Clubs, 37 1- 2 .

paid , and aswe cannot send our agent or go ! THE HORTICULTURALIST for 1853. - In the Gen

ourselves all over the country to collect them , egee Farmer for November,there appears a pros

pectus for the next volume of this sterling work
we hope each one indebted will remit the

1. to commence with January, when Mr. Vick , the
amount duewithout delay by mail at our risk . present proprietor, will issue it from Rochester.
While they are doing this aet of justice, too, The services of Mr. P . Barry have been secured

they can improve the opportunity to remit the as its editor, and we are promised several im

amountofthis year's subscription . provements in the appearance and embellish

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN NUMBERS. – Our monts of the work , while at the same time it is to

prospectus, printed on il letter sheet, is now be furnished at a reduced price except when the

being distributed , and we will cheerfully send
od we will cheerfully send colered plates are called for, in which case the

price will be $ 4 ,00 .
it to any person who wishes to form a club on pricewi

It were a work of supereroga:iou to speak of
his apprising us of the fact. We have also

Mr. Barry . As the greatnurseryman, his name

printed extra copies of the January number , is familiar to all who plant trees, and as a writer

ofwhich wewill send specimensto any persons to all the numerous readers of the Genesee Far.

who will be likely to take an interest in its mer, he is known as its active horticultural edit

circulation . Our friends will confer a favor lor. His work on fruits is also a familiar object

by sending us the names of such of their ac- to pomological readers. So says Dr. Warder,

quaintances as they suppose to be of this class, and so say wo.
and the copy of the paper will be forwarded to The FABMERS' COMPANION AND HORTICULTURAL.

them ,
|GAZITTE. We havo received the first number
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of this new paper from Detroit. It is edited by I to give to it its fair standing among us ;

Charles Fox and Charles Betts , Linus Cole cor that it may not be a stumbling block to

responding Editor, and J . C . Holmes in the Hor those who desire to advance in improve

ticultural Department, It contains sixteen dou - ment. Suppose, then , an agriculturist

ble octavo pages, and is published monthly at 50 who, for ten years , has closely followed

ets .per aunum . The first number is full of val. the beaten track of his father ; suppose

uable matter, and we hope it may do great good such a man blessed in full measure with

to the farmers of the Penninsular State. a growing family , whose wants necessa .

rily demand a larger outlay as years bring
TRANSACTIONS OF THE N . Y . STATE AGRICULTU - on the child towards adolescence ; his

RAL SOCIETY : with an abstract of the pro - farm cuves its gustomed vield from h
e pro - farm gives its accustomed yield from his

ceedings of the County Agricultural Society ,
accustomed practice, but not now in a

with B . P . Johnson ' s Report on the Indus- 1 .
ratio with the demands of his increasing

trial Exhibition , London , 1851.

Wehave been favored by Mr. Johnson , change what change ?
family ; prudence or necessity demands a

It matters not ;

the attentive Secretary of the N . Y . State his
his mind is roused to do some act to in

Agricultural Society , with a splendid vol- I crease his store : that act is by him an

ume bearing this title , for which he has our innovation ; he has stepped beyond the

thanks. We find in this volume many old practice ; he becomes, in fact, a theo

things which we have noted for future ref- rist, and thus attempts one step toward

erence. In the annual address of Mr. improvement. If his idea or theory
Delafield , President of the Society , we find proves successful, he adopts it , and in

the following paragraphs which we insert time it becomes a habit or practice. Such

in this number, because they so effectually !
then , is the origin of all practices or hab

answer the objection which is often made
its ; and every farmer who conceives an

idea for the improvement of his farm ,
to what is termed · Book Farming .' , Ibecomes, so far , a theorist.

Here it may be pertinent to remark
It is absurd, therefore, for us to cling

that many of us, too often , and without to a notion of being merely practicalmen ,

consideration , inveigh against theory in as it would doom us, if it were possible,

Agriculture ; and somemen inculcate or (to be left behind in the improvement of

urge practice as alone sufficient, or as our farms and the acquisition of a com
possessing superior claims to our atten

atten - petence. It is contrary to the spirit and
tion . This is a mistaken view of the

to the mind of the American people , a
farmer's true positron. It is erroneous

neous spirit somewhat peculiar - so much so as
as regards every class of men ; it is a tone

to need a new term in our language to

contracted view , which must prevent or express it. The man whose practice is
delay all improvementwherever it is held

derived from sound principle, who com
and maintained. The hour is too short:

pares results , who refuses to be an imi
to present proofs of inimical tendencies tator - such a man must ever combine

of such views to our respective farms
theory and practice ; he becomes, of ne

and occupations ; and we must be content
cessity, expert and dexterous ; he is in

with the remark that theory is the very telligent, and is generally far , far more

starting point of improvement — the con - successt - the con successfulthan the restrictive and mere
ception of somenew principle or action . liv pract: lly practicalman , who is sometimes, tho'
PRACTICE is no more than a repetitron of

now rarely appealed to . This distinc
what has been done before, without ref

without relotion of terms ought to be better andmore
erence to advance.

extensively understood among us farm
But though we often hear men claim ers : for in truth , every intelligent culti.

to be altogether PRACTICAL, and seem to yator is, and must be theoretical and

flout theory as a misty vapor, yet, where practical, and is, or ought to be thankful

is the practical man so dull, su careless to his Creator for giving him power or

of his welfare, so reckless of his duty to
o capacity worthy of the position .

his family and his country , as not to be a

THEORIST ? Permit me to take from this TO MANAGE A REARING HORSE . --- In the

word an evil character, unjustly imposed British Sportsman , we find the following hint
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respecting th emanagement of a rearing horse, Calveg - Are in considerable request for

which strikes us as being worthy , as it is easy butchers' s use . None of any consoquence in

of trial; - - market. Rates rule high for those well fatted
Whenever you perceive a horse's inclina - and of good size .

tion to rear , separate your reins and prepare THE HOG MARKET. - -We were advised of no
for him . The instanthe is abou tto rise slack - sales vesterday.he is abouttorise slack - / sales yesterday.

The evThe evening previous a lot
en one hand, end bend or twist his head with of some 900 head , from Morgan county , sold

the other, keeping your hands low . This ati This at a price not made public . Packers still say
bending compels him to move a hinul leg, and they are willing to pay $ 6 25 for No. 1 hogs,

of necessity brings his fore foet down. In - but we are led to believe that $ 6 35 a 56 70

stantly twist him completely round two or could be obtained . There were near 1 ,000

three times. which will confuse him very much head in the pens at Ashbrook 's , vesterday,and

aud completel , throw him off his gnard . The from 1,8000 to 2 ,000 are reported on the road .

moinent you have finished twisting him round . The whole number killed in this city to date

place his head in the direction you wish to pro - is estimated at 33 ,000 to 35 ,000 head . From

ceed , apply the spurs, and he will not fail to 8 ,000 to 10 ,000 head will vet arrive before

go forward ; if the situation be oonvenient, the close of the season . -- - Inilligencer, 301h .

press him into a galop , and apply the spurs
and whip two or three times severely . The PROVISIONS. — These necessaries of fife'

horse will not , perhaps, be quite satisfied with have of late been constantly and steadily ad

the first defeat, ond may fe l disposed to try vancing in price in this market, and now rules

again for the mastery. Should this be the at rates which , if predicted a year or two since

case you have only to twist him , & c .,as before, would have astonished the natives. Butter at

and you will find that in the second struggle he 20 cents per pound; Pork 7 cents; Lard 10 to

will be much more easily subdued than on the 12 cents; Egge 20 cents , are instances ofwhat

former occasion ; in fact you will perceive him is done in that line abogt these dayar Fine

quail under the operation . times for the farmers. - Han . Messenger.

ST. LOUIS LIVE STOCK MARKET. Tobacco. - Wehave heard of only one sale
at prices which have transpired a little crop

The Live Stock Market has not been over
of some five thousand pounds at $ + 25 per

Bctive thus far the present week , which may hundred . But buvers do notseem disposed to

be attributed to the sererity of the weather,, continuethese figures. At the same time inost
yet many sales have been made, and sellers of the factory hands have been hired at high

are well satisfien with the presentrates, which prices, and wehave at least one new firm in

continue to rule high . the trade - to increase the competition , and
Hogs- - In large numbers have been received

make Brunswick one of the best markets in the
at the different packing houses the present

week . The receipts from the opposite side of
State .- - Brunswicker.

the river in wagons have been small, but rath - Pork . -- Some very fine hogs are coming in

er increased from the receipts of last week . to this market - several lots averaging from

Although packers, shippersand butchers seem 230 to 244pounds all around. There is more

to be busily employed , yet there has notbeen attentien paid of late ycars among us to the

as much animation manifested as the week improvement of the breeds, and as three is no

preceding. Heavy logsare always in request. danger for vears of ozersupplying the pork

There is no change in rates which rule as high marketof the West , we hope to see more of

as last reported , from $ 6 to $ 6 25 por hundred . our farmers turning their industry and capital

CATTLE - Of all descriptions are in demand. I into pork raising , - Brunswieker.

The supply for some days has been inadequate
to the requirements of the butchers for city ' PORK . -- Our packers are paying $ 5 50 for
consumption . Prime Cattle; as they arrive good Pork . There will probably be an ad
from the country , are generally forwarded / vance during the present week .
South . The demand for the Southern trade Wheat. -- Buyers are offering 70 cents per
increases, and is quite active. The New Or- bushel for prime Wheat, and we think there is
leans steamers take down all they can carrry. I little probability of an advance soon . -- Pike

No . 1 Beeves, which esc are so much in request | Co., ( I .) Fr,e Press .

by butchers command from $ 6 25 to $ 5 50 ; !

medium qualities from $ h 75 to $ 5 . | FINE Stock. - Since the organization of the

SHEEP -- The quanity in the market to- day Boone county agricultural and mechanical

is quite moderate. Shippers and butchers find association , some of the finest stock that could

it a little difficult to procure enough for the be ubtained in the Eastern States have been

present demandr There are butabout 700 in purchased by enterprising farmers, ' and

the sheep depots to- day . Rates, as hereto - brought to Boone county. Wehave hereto

foro, range from $ 1 75 to $ 2 75. | tore noticed several importations, and take
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pleasure in speaking of another recently made saved by them soon pays the expense. They

by Messrs. John Machir and Thedorick Jen - may be described thus: Take four corner

kins, who have purchased the bull calf .Gen . posts of scantling, 2 by 3 , and at least two

Wool.' This is said to be a noble animal feat nine inches in length ; place them two

of the Durham stock , and thorough bred . He feet six inches apart, --nail on a bottom board

is about ten months old , and took the premi- twelve inches wide all around . Then , leaving

um at the late Lexington (Kv. ) Fair. The a space nine inches wide, nail on a top board

“ Statesman' of last week in speaking of this eight or nine inches wide all around . Shave off

animal remarks "During General Wool' s the edges of the boards, that they may not

recent visit to Lexington he called upon his tear the wool, and they are done. A box

namesake, and declared that if any man in twelve or fourteen feet long, will convene

thearmy were to hold himself as proudly as about twenty sheep . These boxes are move

the call , he would pronounce him his premium able. It is considered by soine to be an im

soldier .'- - Missouri Sentinal. provement to nail on , up and down, slats about

nine inches apart, to keep the stronger sheep

from crowding the weaker ones in the flock .

Fall and Winter Management of Sair.--- Salt has highly valuable properties
and is quite efficient in counteracting and pre

Sheep . venting many of the diseases which efiect do

Perhars a few suggestions on the manage- mestic animals . In a full dose , it is a purga

ment of sheep at this season ofthe year, may tive inferior to few , and it is also a tonic . Its

mot prove unacceptable to that portion of your power, it is said , is exerted on the digestive or

readers who are young in the business of wool gans- - on the stomach and intestines. It is

growing, the grand stimulus which nature points out,

No greater blunder can be committed than for in moderate quantities, and mingled with

to suffer sheep to shift for themselves , until in - the food , inen amdbeasts are fond of it. Sheep

to the winter, before they are brought to the should always have a hox filled with salt, that

yard or winter quarters. The grasses at the they can go to winter and summer. Then they

bevinninr of November losemuch of their nu- i will ent no more at a tunethan their health de

tričious gnalities, by repeated freezing; and, mands; which is not the case when fed salt at

although the sheep seein puffed out and doing intervals of a week or ten days apart. The

well, they are actually losing flesh every day. box should be pro :ected from their feet, and

A gill of corn to each sheep per day, at this placed so that only one can go to it at a time.

seison , is ofmore value to keep them in a thri- REGULARITY OF FEEDING . -- Sheep should be

sing condition , than all the frost-bicten gar - fed regularly three times per day: - in themor

bage your farm affords. ning , at noon , and about an hour before sun

Harlet their flocks get poor in the fall , and set. This gives them time for eating and ru

towards spring commence feeding grain . This mination , also for rest. At a given hour, na

is unwise. It is much better to feed grain in ture calls for her regular allowance of food ,

the early part of thewinter, to ilfford stainina and thegood and carefulshepherd will see that

to pass the severities of our northern winters. her wants are supplied . The thrift and well

Put your dock early in a condition to pass the being of the flock depends not so much upon

ordeal of those terrible months, January and the great amount given , asupon the regularity
February , and subsequently all will be well. and other little attentions, the bestowment of

Water . Your sleep need water in winter. which always gives the flock -master the great.

If they are not providod with water, they are , est pleasure.

obliged to quench their thirst by filling the Grain . - - Sheep should be fed once a day

stomach with frozen snow . A large supply of through the winter, peas, wheat and rye pro .

saliva is needed in the process of rumination , duce the greatest growth of wool. Rye, how

which must be afforded mainly by water, or ever, is not good to feed to broeding ewes, as

succulent foad. The wool tluids cannot be it has a tendency to make them miscarry .

abundant if the sheep are denied water. ('on - Shorts or mill feed is excellent. The mucil.

sequently if supplied with this important bev- i aginous matter of the bran keeps the sheep in

erage the sheep will yield a greater crop of a healthful and thriving condition . Sheep

wool. Remember that sheep belong to the are very fond of a variety , and hence, potatoes
cold water army. apples, turnips, carrots and sugar beets, cut

Boxes. - Sheep should be fed from boxes. I fine and given them , is well. Pine and hem

No animal is more nice in his habits , or more lock boughs is a treat to them when they have
keen in its sense of smell than the sheep ; con - been confined for several weeks to dry food .

sequently if their fodder is thrown upon the SHEDS.-- Sheds of some kind ( they may be

ground, they will run over and trample it, cheap and temporary , ) are indespensible to

and then reject it . the well being of a flock . Sheep that are pro
The cost of boxes is slight, and the foddor / tected from winter rains and sleet, instead of
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falling victims to consumption and premature erage yield per sheep is almost four pounds. Yet

death , come through hale and hearty , and we import considerably of wool - mainly the cheap
M e st and coarsest. In 1850 ,the import was 18,669,794 -

yield an increased amount of wool. The
warmer and better protected any animals are nine cents per pound. The imports of wool hatepounds, valued at $ 1,681,691 or between eight and

kept, the less food it requires to sustain them . I largely increased during three or fouryears.

Sheds should be so arranged thatsheep can be Of Tobacco, the aggregate returned in 1840 was

shut in , else they will frequently stand out in 319 ,163,319 lbs., in 1850 it was 199,752,646 lbs. - à

a warm rain of choice , and when their thick / decrease of about ten per cent.

Of cotton , the production continues largely to in
neeces becomemoroughly hned win water , crease . The product is now over 3,000 ,000 tons

and theweather shifts to a freezing north per annum .

west blast, they are frequently so chilled as to of Potatoes, the product would seem to have fal.

render them sickly . No animal pays better len off from 103,298,060 bushels in 1840 to 104,055,
U / 989 bushels in 1850 , and we presume this is correct,for care of this kind than sheep, and by all 98:

the reason being the effects and tears of potatoe rot:
means, we say, to every flock -master in our This disease woul ! now seem to be passing away ,

land, provide suitable sheds for your sheep . and the culture ofthe rootconsequently reviving.

Wedo not claim anything strikingly new in Of Wine, the production is steadily increasing.
the above thoughts. Wehope to do good by Our importation amounts to six millions of gallons

directing themind of the young wool grower so that our home production must be not far from
fourteen million gallons. Ofthis aggregate , it seems

to the old paths. - Wool Grower and Stock
that only 221,249 gallons are acknowledged in the

Register. census - whencewe infer that our manufacturers of
Madeira, Champagne, Hock, & c ., prefer not to let

their light shine before men ,' but neekly put aside
The Census of 1850.

the credit of their enormous consumption of cider ,

The Farm lands of the United States are setdown turnips, logwood and other domestic and imported

in the censos as amounting to 118,457,622 acres of products.

Improved and 184,621,348 ofUnimproved ; total 303,- | orSpirituous and Malı Liquors the annual pro

078.970 acres, worth in the average $ 10 per acre, duct reaches the enormous aggregate of eighty six

The average value of the Farın Lands ofMassachu: millionsof gallons, (six gallons for each person old

setts, Rhode Island , Connecticut, New York , New enough to drink ) - our inports and exports just

Jerser and Pennsylvania is about $ 30 per acre, (New about balancing each other. The Hop culiure

Jersey bighest, Pennsylvania lowest,) while Maine, / (mainly confined to New York State ) is extending.

New Hampsbire and Vermont average about $ 15 per Of Flax and Hemp the production did not ina

acre. We are rather surprised to see the Farm terially vary from 1840 to 1850.

Landsof North and South Carolina, Georgia , Ala -d South Carolina, Georgia , Ala - lo our silk culture we produced in 1831 no lesslo our
bania , Mississippiand Tennessee valued in the aver- than 896 ,790 pounds of cocoons; in 1840 only 61,

age below $ 5 per acre . 552 pounds; in 1850 barely 14,763 pounds ! And
Oi Donestic Animals , this country had an early yet ir is demonstrable that we have every facility of

supply and has always been prolific - - and the nuni climate, soil, unemployed bands, & c ., for this branch

ber continues to increase steadily and rapidly . The ofindustry , and that its vigorous prosecution would

increase of Horses, Mules and Asses from 1840 to add largely to the national wealth .

1850, was 559,053 although the number has consid - Our sugar culture is extending . Our production

erably decreased in all the States liberally chequer- (maple and cane together ) in 1840 was 155 ,100 ,309

ed with Railroads. New York hasone horse to sev- pounds; in 1850 it was 281,830 .886 pounds, an in

en persons, Ohio one to four, and the whole Union crease (mainly in Lousiana Texas) of 126 ,730,077

about one to every five persons, or a little over four pounds. The sugar culture has now obtained com

millions in all. Of Neai Cattle the number in 1850 mand of the most admirable and efficientmachinery,

was 18 ,355 ,287 - an increase in ten years of about and is steadily working further and further north

twenty per cent. ward , through the gradual acclimation of the cane .
The average product of butter appears to be

about 49 pounds per annum to each cow , with 624
| The Potato Trade - This article formeof cheese . We export annually a little over one

million dollar's worth of dairy products. Ofsheep an important trade, and the yearly sales and
there was an increase of 2 ,309,108 between '40 and shipments to New Orleans are immense ..

*50, notwithstanding a diminution of646 ,855 in New Since the 1st of July, Mr. Henry Murry, of
England , and 1,761. 460 in the Ailantic Middle |the firm of Donnolly, Bezzina & Co., New Or
States, equal to 45 per cent, in the former and 224 in

leans, has shipped 60,00 % barrels of potatoesthe latter. Sheep husbandry is tending rapidly

westward and southward - to the milder slopes ofthe to the latter port , chiefly on steamboaty, and

Alleganies, and the prairies of Illinois, Missouri and partly on flat boats. In addition , he has för .

Texas. New Mexico has six sheep to each person warded 5 ,000 barrels of onions, a large quan
an extraordinary proportion. Best of all the returns ty of other vegetables and the greater portion

show that while in 1840 the average annual yield
of the dried fruit that comes to this market

ofwoolwas a little under two pounds per sheep , it

was 1850 nearly two and a half pounds per sheep , Theaverage price of potatoes, for shipment
it was in 1350 nearly two and a half pounds per has been $ 1 00 per barrel and the freight to
sheep , so that 21,600,000 sheep produced in 1850 N . Orleans about 50 cts . The total sales and

jortysix per cent.' more wool than 19,311,374 sheep shipments, in addition to the above, has been
did in 1840 . Ap increase of 12 per cent in the sheep labout 75 .000 barrels , the net value of which .

had been paralleled by an increase of 46 per cent.

in the wool. And in Vermont, where the greatest would in the aggregate amount to the round

attention has been paid to sheep husbandry , the ar. sum of $ 112,500 . - Lou. Courier ,
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE. sel; having the physical suffering of bearing

her children , then having the great responsi
Conducted by bility resting upon her of training them up in

Mrs. MARY ABBOTT. theway they should go." This is enough to
crush any sensitive mother if she cannot look

New Year. unto the hills from whence comcth her help .”

Wehave now commenced a New Year,with God seemsto say to every mother take this

renewed determination to make the FAMILY child and nurse it for me, and I will give thee

Circle still more interesting . If our frail life thy wages. Besides all her maternal cares,

is spared , weshalldevote more timeto our de- whieh are many, and which none but a mother

partment this year than wehave any year pre- can realize, she has the whole weight of do

vious. Wehave formclthe acquaintance of mestic affairs devoiving upon heat , and not a

somesincere friends ofthe Valley Farmer, du - wheel can be turned properly without ber di

ring the past season , and themanner in which recting hand to guide it. Then , if she has a

they speak of the Family CIRCLE has greatly kind , tender , and sympathizing husband, one

encouraged us; and we have received somelet - who , y cheerful looks and pleasant smiles

ters which have been the means of stimulating and approving words, shows that he is well

usto persevere with ourdepartment, and above pleased, then is she encouraged and her cares

all our own conscience telling us that we have lightened . If, when sickness and suffering

endeavored to benefit our readers, urges us to come, and maternal anxiety is great, the hus

exert ourself to keep up the Family Circle. band willingly watches and nurses: cheerfully

Wehopeweshall be the means, in some degree taking the oversight of the family, thus show

of implanting in theminds of all our readers ( ing his wife that he can sympathise with and

the love of every thing that is lovely and of tenderly feel for her, then all her burdens are

good report. Of encouraging feelings of turned into pleasant trials and duties of love.

mildness, patience and forbearance, - purity . This is "bearing one another's burdens.'

Wehope our department has interested the
The younger ones have their peculiar trials,

young, and encouraged and edified the older
" Jatschool and at home, and many are the dis

members of the family.

The family circle should be bound together
appointments to their pleasantschemes, which

* Ito older heads might seem small, butto them
by high and holy motives and bands of strong

they are great. Parents should not forget
est lore, and these motives and feelings are

that they were once young,and should tender
whatwewould strive to inculcate; and may ly sympathise with their children , and notfor

every member of the family , as they wish each get that they too , have their trials in this try
other a “happy new year' do all in their powerling world . Children should consider the

to make the wish come to pass .
great burdens that parents have to bear for

There are greatmany trials and discourage- I them , and lovingly perform all that is required

ments in this our pilgrimage, and each have of them with cheerful obedience. Brothers

their particular trials to endure. The father and sisters should live together in unity and

and husband has great burdens to bear - hav- lloy| love, helping each other on in the journey of
ing the whole responsibility of providing for life. In a well ordered and affectionate fanii .

the family resting upon him , besides many lly are to be found the purest joys that earth

other cares and anxieties; now , if he has a I can afford .

kind, sympathizing wife , one who understands
| Wewish all who read these lines a a happy

his feelings, and is willing to do all in her pow
New Year, hoping that every •family circle'

or to lighten his cares by cheerfully sharing
may be a loving and happy family whoseGod

them with him , and helping with her own
is the Lord .'

handswhen possible , then his burden will not

bear upon him with such a crushing weight.
Improve the New Years as they pass

To many this will be the last:
Thewife and mother has, if possible, a

For time no more shall be with them ,

greater burden to bear; - being the weaker Teg. Among the busy tribes ofmen .
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The Valley Farmer we intend Cheap Fruit CAKE.— Take one quart
To be a blessing and a friend of sifted flour, a small half ten- cup of sugar,
To every farmer's fire side one tea - spoonful ofsoda , two of cream tartar ,

Over all the Valley — far and wide. half a pound of seeded raisins, chopped fine

The Family Circle we design
and spice to your taste . Mix the sodo and

tartar thoroughly with the flour, then rub in
To raise and educate the mind

the butter, then the sugar raisins, and spices ,
To show the blessings God has given and wet a soft dough with water. If wet stiff
And thus to raise our thoughts to heaven. it will be drier . This cake keeps wellfor some

The beauties God has round us strown weeks. Any cake to keep well should be wrap

Weought in thankfulness to own ped ib a linnen cloth and put into a stone jar.

The LOVE OF FLOWERS we commend ~ Northern Farmer.

To all our Valley Farmer friends. To Make CRISP PASTE FOR Tarts. --
Wewant to see them bud and blow Take one pound of fine flour, mixed with one
Round every house, both high and low ounce of loaf sugar beat and sifted ; make in

The lessons which these beauties teach to a stiff paste with boiling cream , and three

They will our inmost spirits reach ; ounces of butter in it , work it well and roll it

They 'll teach us patience, hope and love ,
very thin. When you have made your tasts,

beat the white of an egg a little, rub it over
And gently waft our souls above.

them with a feather, sift a little refined sugar

Flowers.
over them , and bake them in a moderate oven .

God might have made the earth bring forth
To MEFD BROKEN EARTHENWARE .- -Buough for great and small ;

The oak tree and the cedar tree Moisten each edge with white paint, (white
Without a llower at all .

lead, press it firmly together and fasten it
«Hemight havemade enough , enough with a cord. Let it remain in a dry place a
For every want of ours;

month , when It may be used . I have a tureenFor luxury , medicine, and toil,

And yet have made no flowers . that I have used for more than a year with va

Our outward life requires them nut, rious kinds of hot liquids and meats for the
Then wherefore had they birth ? table , which , ty all appearance is as sound as

To minister delight to man ;
ever and the seam just asdelicate ; whereas the

To beautify the earth ,

cement hawked about by pedlars makes a dir
"To comfort man - to whisper hope

ty looking seam , and will not stand the test ofWher ' er his faith is din ;

For whoso careth for the flowers, hot water.
Willi inuch more care l r Him ."

Trust. The only clear blue sky is trust
GCNE TO Bed .- - An eminently holy man all else is the blackness of darkness. If there

thus wrote on hearing the death of a child is a Snpreme Power which we can trust, our

"Sweet thing , and is he so quickly laid to condition is deplorable enough . But every one

sleep ? Ilappy he ! Though we shall have no can truft God ; and here werun into a safe har
more the pleasure of his lisping and laughing , bor: and weneed fear no evil. " The Lord re

he sball haveno more the pain of crying , nor deemeth the soul of his servatns; and none of

of being sick nor of dying . Tell my dear sis . them that trust in him shall be desolate.' « The
ter that she is now so much more akin to the fear of man bringeth a snare; but who so put

next world ; and this will be quickly passed to i teth his trust in the Lord shall be safe .' God
us all . John is but gone an hour or two to is our pilot; then let us trust him to guide us
bed , as children used to do, and we are very through the stormy sen , and not worry our
800n to follow . And the more we put off the selves about the 'shoals ,' gandbars,' & c .

love of this present world , and all' things su
perfluous,before hand , weshall have the less THE FAITHFUL WIFE . — There is noth

to do when we lie down .' ing upon this earth that can compare with the

faithful attachment of a wife; no greature who
RECIPE FOR WHOOPING COUGH. - Dis for the objeet of her love, is 80 indomitable,

solve thirty grains of salts of tartar in a gill so persevereing , so ready to suffer and to die

of water , add to it ten grains of cochineal fine- Under ahe most distressing circumstances, wo

ly powdered , sweeten this with fine sugar. man's weakness becomes mighty power; her

Give an infant a table - spoonful four times a timidity fearless courage; all her shrinking and

day. To a child two or three years old , two sinking passes away, and her spirit acquires

tea-spoonful; from four years and upwards a the firmness of marble - - adamantine firmness

table spoonful ormore may be taken . The when circumstances drive her to put forth all

relief is said to be immediato , and in general her energies under the inspirations of her af

within five or six days " fections ,
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High and Low Life. Mary,' she exclaimed, 'are you mad ? If any
In a pleasant town in the county ofSurry (some- one is ill, it may be some infectious fever, 'butMa

times called the garden of England ) lived a family ry was out of sightand hearing, so she soughther
of the name ofSeldon. The father was a retired luxuriant home, met half way a footman loaded

captain , upon half-pay, but as he had only one with warm cloaks, and we will follow the young

child , he suffered less from the bitter grasp ofpov. and gentle girl who stayed behind upon the er

erty , than captains upon half-pay usually do ; still rand of mercy. Beside a lowly straw bed she

as to give their daughter a thorough education stood , upon which lay a pale emaciated woman ,

was the first wish in the hearts of the good pa - not old ,but stricken with disease of a painful na
rents . they lived in what the world calls a small lure,which the doctor thought wonld terminate in

way, occupying a small, but neatand pleasant cot- a fatal epidemic then prevailing in the neighbor
tage, and keeping but one domestic, who as she hood . .

was a girl of tender years was assisted in her Lady Ann was not absolutely unkind to the ten

daily work by the female members of the liappy ants , butwasmore feared than loved by them , on

family . Opposite the cottage was a large impos - account ofher stern unbending demeanor,and the

ing looking stone wall, within which were trees exactness required about the payinent of rents .

and shrubs of many varieties , forming a part of She had a great dread of fevers , and all infectious
the pleasure grounds ofGeneral Apsley, a gentle diseases, thus when such cases were reported to

man of wealth and consequence. His mansion her, she never failed to keep away from the infec

contained every thing that pertains to luxury and ted quarter, quieting her conscience by giving or
refinement, and liveried servants were seen behind i ders that were seldom obeyed.

the carriage, that camedaily forth from the lodge Mary Seldon found this poorwoman in want of
rates, to take the lady and her daughter for a ride . the necessaries of life , her husband was obliged to

' I'he General had married a lady of title , and cer- /work all day to keep her two little children in

tain it is , that lady Ann wished not to lose any bread , the youngest was then asleep in the cradle ,
particle of the dignity her title conferred . In and the elder sitting upon his mother's humblo

short, she wasa proud woman ;butmy little read - bed , gazing hopelessly upon her suffering counte

ers of the New World must notsuppose all ladies nance. Mary instantly hurried home for relief,

of rank and title are prond, on the contrary , they and in a short time a more comfortable bed was
are sometimes plain in dress, uppretending in given her ,with all tbose little delicacies that suit

manner, and a blessing to the poor. the appetite of an invalid . Daily this sweet pity

Lady Ann had one child , a danghter, of the ageing young lady look lier seat for hours beside the

of fifteen , who had traveled on the continent, and bed of the sufferer , and comforted her soul with
been educated in Paris, where she had acqnired the refreshing words of Scripture ;but though her

the airs and graces' of a lady'. Katharine Apsly ' kindness did not save , it soothed the passage or a

was sometimes the companion of Mary Seldon , fellow creature to the grave, and in her dying
the former had a patroniziny manner, really ri- !moments the poor mother was comforted to know

diculous in one so young, but the gentle Mary thather two young childen would be kindly car

saw it not, and behind that the heart ofher friended for. This unostentatious benevoleuce was
beat with emotions as kindl v as her own. It made known to Miss Apsly through the medium

anight be she was a little dazzled with the splen - of her maid , but otiered no inducement for her to

dor of rank , though she never gave utterance to go and do likewise.' Indeed , she was shocked

the thought, unless when delighting in the large that Mury Seldon conld so putherself in the way

boquets of boautiful exotics, which Katharine of infection among those low people , and hoped

would cull for her from the ample conservatory ; she would not think of coming to see her shority,

then again her heartwould turn to the sweet wild for she dreaded the idea of fevers, and had deter:

flowers she loved so well, and she thanked God mined by her mother's advice to visit immediate .

they were hers at any time. One evening the ly, soine fashionable watering place. Whilst pur

young people were walking through the grounds, I chasing, onemorning, someelegantand expensive

when they insensibly emerged from thence and silks in which to appear to the greatest advantage
entered a meadow ,at the end ofwhich was a beau - at Brighton , Mrs. Seldon and her daughter hap

tiful wooded dell. Beneath theshade of an oak pened to enter the shop , (we do not call them

tree was a very small cottage of the very poorest stores in England ) and as the latter with friendly

description ,and as they stopped a moment to gath - warmth extended her hand, Katharine colored ,

er some wild violets , Mary thought she heard the smiled , and saying, 'Oh mamma, we have forgot

sounds of grief from within . “Hush , Katharine, something,' hastily left the shop , re-entered the

there is some one sick here,' she exclaimed. carriage,and they were soon out of sight. It was
“ They are only some of papa 's tenants,' replied a few moments ere the ingenious heart of the gen

the young lady, and she walked on , when the tle Mary could divine the cause of this behavior ;

Hounds of moaning became more and more dis but as there had been no anger in the glanceofher
tinct. former associate, the truth all at once presented

Imust go and see if anything is the matter,' itself to her quick mind , then followed a feeling of

said Mary , 'besides , we may be of use to some sadness, how dreadfulto fear sickness and death
one . , to such an extent. Her pure and young hoart,

The young lady looked at her companion as if taught from the earliest intancy to be obedient to
she thought her joking, and remarking the air all the decrees of God , deeply felt ſor and pitied
was chilly , hurried on , supposing her friend was her thoughtless friend .
following,when looking back , she saw her in the Soon after this, the family of the Apsly 's set off
act of entering the lowly door of tno poor cottage. ' for Brighton , and occasionally in the retirement
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ofher cottage did Mary hear from the gossips of er can or ought to be at rest . If they debar

the day, how gaily Katharine pursued her course; themselves from a noble object, their desires

· how her dressing, dancing, and singing were the willmove downwards, and they feelthemselves

admiration of every one, and that she was certain actuated by some low abject passion or pur

to return home an engaged lady. suit. Asthe sweetest rose grows on the shar
One morningMary satby her pleasantwindow ,i pest prickles, so the hardest labor brings forth

the season had advanced ; the violets had gone; I
a whs weetest profits . The end of labor is rest;but roses and other fragrant companions filled .yes, more than filled their place , and as she busily theat brightness is to rust, labor is to idleneses

plied her needle, or gazed from the open window idleness is the rust of the mind and the inles

on the gracefulmotion of the trees, as the ysway- to all misfortune. Dilligence is the mother of

ed to and from in the breeze ; she compared her vrtue.
enjoymentwith that of her late gay companion . When it is known, says Plato , how exer

She muv be dancing the admired of all beholders,' cise produces digestion and promotes health ,
she thought; but I am lookingupon the beauties comeliness and strength , there will be no 06
of nature , up to nature 's God. Thus she contine casion to enjoin the use of such exercise by
ned her train of thought, till the tolling of the bell ! a law or to enforce an attention to it on the
forced these thoughts into a more melancholy

yecandidats for halth , vigor and personalchannel. She then remembered a little membered
ofthe Sabbath -school had that day died , and was charms.

dwelling upon the recollection of her innocent
face , when a hearse drawn by four horses and I love that Chicken , that I do !

covered with nodding plumes ofwbite, was seen Now what caused such an expression to gush
slowly advaucing up the street, such a sight, forth from the warm heart of a little child ?
though common , had always something melan . That chicken which he loved , showed a re
choly to our thoughtfulMary. She kept her eyes

markable sympathy and kindness towards a
fixed upon its approach , as ifshe expected to see it
stop before their cottage, but could it be ? Yes, I proken winged one, of the same brood . The
too truly it was, it stopped at the entrance to the brood had become old enough to take to the

Apsly grounds — it entered ! Alas! whose coffin roost, but the one injured in his wing could

did it contain ? Mary gazed till she scarcely knew not get up there, and was obliged to content
atwhat she was gazing. The young servant himself with climbing up the side of an out
maid ran in exclaiming. 'Oh Miss Mary - Miss door wood -pile, some distance from the com
Apsly is dead ! Then were the flood -gates of her fortable resting-place of his fellows. One of
tears opened, and the gentle girlwept, not so much the brood wentwith him to his wood -pile roost,
for the death , as the immortal state ofher late nestled hv his side kont }nestled by his side,kept him company by daythoughtless companion. The very epidemic she
had fled from , seized her where she had gone for

and by night, taking his part when pecked at

health , showing that though man may propose, 1 by
by others, and showing in various ways great

God will dispose all things, and that when we sympathy and kindness , till the injured one

fly from , we are running into danger. Surely the had outgrown his misfortune.

only safeguard against such fears is a preparation The child noticed , and was greatly interest
for the world to come. And let not the rich op- ed in this strikingmanifestation of friendship :

press or despise the poor, remembering that La - and could not well help exclaiming, 'I love
zarus was carried by the angels into Abraham 's thrt chicken , that I do , and well he might.
bosom . There was something in that chicken 's conduct

towards his unfortunate fellow , worthy of be

Benefits of Exercise. ing loved - worthy of man ' s imitation .

As a man is a compound of soul and hody, There, are , so to speak ,many broken wing
he is under an obligation of a double scheme ed ones in the human family, who cannot reach
of duty , and as labor and exercise conduce to the comfortable places of rest which others
the health of the body, so does study and con - enjoy. They shonld receive substantihl to

templation to that of the mind, for study kons of sympathy and kindness from the more
strengthens themind as exercise does thebody . favored . Let such opportunities be well im

The labor of the body frees us from the pains proved . By so doing we shall awaken in many
of the mind, and this it is thatmakes the poor bosoms, emotions of love towards curselves ,
man happy. Themind , like, the body, grows call forth hearty benedictions upon us, and
tired by being too long in one posture. The find in our experience the truth of the inspired
end of diversion is to unbend the soal , deceive declaration , that it is more blessed to give

the cares, sweeten the toils and smooth the than to receive:

ruggedness of life. . Glve and do gool- he kind to all

As the body is maintained by replotion and The humble and the poor ;

Treblessings on your head shall fall,
evacuation , so is the mind by employment and Which kindness can seure .'

relaxation . Difficulty strengthens themind as Chr. Watchman .

labor does the body. Life and happiness con
sist in action and cmployment. Active and Habits are soon assumed , but when we
masculine spirits , in the vigor of yonth ,neith- Istrive to gtrip them off, ' tis being tayed alive.
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House Plants in Water. I Syringing the foliage with tepid water, to
"What is the reason thatmy plants do not wash off whatever dust accumulates, is of use;

grow as well asMrs. Jones'? I am sure I take and the admission of fresh air , when there is

a great deal more painswith them , bnt all will no danger of chilling or freezing the foliage,
notdo; they are weak , slender sickly and some should not be neglected . — Country Gentle

ofmybest plantshave died - - while Mrs. Jones man .

seems to takevery little care of her's , and yet

they grow and bloom beautifully ! T F All men are not born equal, neither
This appeal to us for aid and advice which are all hats, hats , that have their shape.

has just been made, is not the first complaint Dress a man in all the robes of rovalty , and

of this kind of ill-success. The truth is some
though he be a Prince , if he wears a “shocking

plants are actually nursed to death . Care and
attention bestowed on plants, which they do bad hat,' he will be classed among the 'no

not need , are worse than no careat all. It is bodys.' We deny the justice of this , but,

knowing just what to do , and doing that, and nevertheless, wemust acknowledge that a man

no more , that gives somepersons their success.
might almost as well be out of the world as

Or, as a late writer remarked ; there are two
greatpoints to be attended to : 1 , Not to let your out of fashion ; then in the spirit of true phi

plants suffer by neglect; and 2 , not to make lanthropy let us tell our friends how they may

them suffer by interferance . We would class be in the world and in the fashion . Give our

therequisites for good treatmentas follows: old friend and advertiser, Mr. Henwood, No.
1 . Plenty of light. 37 Market street, a call, and rig yourself up
2 . A due supply of water. with one of his latest and most approved style
3 . Proper temperature . of hats. Their beauty of form seems to give
Fresh air , cleanliness and good soil , are ob - an aspect of grace and beauty of symmetry to

viously of importance , but are less likely to the whole person . Such a bat is a good rec
be neglected than the three first named wants , ommendation to any man , no matter how

and weshalltherefore add a few additionalre - young or bow old hemay be, it will be a ready

marks under these heads. I passport into good society. We commend
1. Light.-- Plants cannotby any possibility Mr. Henwood to a liberal share of public pat

have too much ofthis . The stand should there- ronage. - St. Louis Ilerald .

fore face the window , and be placed as near it

as practiable; thewindows should be broad, Broom Coxx - Few properly estimate
as little obstructed by outside trees as the na - the valueof broom corn . Scarcely a hab

ture of the case will admit . But rapidly
aly itation can be found in America without

growing plants require more light ; hence,

such should be placed directly in front of the
ha a broom made of this material. Wedo

window . not know what our country -women would

2. Water.-- This must be given according to do without them , and yet they are not
circumstances. A plant in nearly a dormant of very ancient origin . Before the

state, needs very little - those in a rapidly manufacture of corn brooms, the Ameri

growing condition require considerable . " Too man la
; Toocan ladies generally used birch brooins,

much water wiilmake the latter grow slender,
or similar articles made of black ash .

but they will bear a greater supply of it if in
strong light. It must be remembered as alWhen these could not be procured , they

standing rule , that dormant plants may re- would , sometimes, make a broom of hem

main comparatively in the dark , and with lit- lock boughs. In Ireland and England,

tle water; snd growing ones should have a good there grows a shrub called heath or ling ,
supply of light. But it must not be forgotten which is made into besoms, and used quite

that green -house plants generally, are nearly Iextensivly in those countries. The Irish
dormant during the winter , and the soil must on

ist and English also make and use hair
therefore be kept butmoderately moist, as the

plants in this condition do not pump any mois brooms, bristle brooms, & c .

ture from the soil, and little escapes by erap Ofall the different kinds of sweeping

oratiou. Drainage, by filling one- fifth of each utensils, corn brooms have the preference
pot with charcoal, is of inportance. for common use, wherever used . In

3 . Temperature. - Many house plants are the last century they were scarcely
destroved by too much heat, which increases known, but now they are known all over

the dryness , and both these causes together the United States.

are more than they can endure. A cool room . A few years ago a

never as low as freezing is best . From 50 to lot of these broomswas sent to Englan

88 degrees ismuch better than 65 or 70 , the wher they readily brought five dollars
ordinary temperature of living rooms. per dozen .
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ST. LOUIS MARKET- WHOLESALE . CONTENTS OF NO, XII.

Monday , Dec. 29. Thecompliments of the season ,
TIEMP - per ton , $ 83 to $ 95 . Demand light. Condition ofWestern Agriculture,
FLOUR --perbbi. good country brands, $ 3 70 to $ 3. 76 ; | Agricultural meeting, the Crystal palace, trim

cholce brands, $ 3 . 80; superfine city , $ 3. 80 to $ 4; extra | ming the Farmer, Agricultural Warehouses,
country and city , $ 1 25 to $ 1. 50 . to each subscriber, choice family groceries,

AT- per bushel, good lo prime, 70 to 75 cts ; choice Western Review and Miscellany.

78 to 50 cts .
CORN - per bushel, 43 to 44 cents , in sacks ; from wag | The Crystal Palace in New York

ens 25 to 30 cts,
Farmer's work for January ,

O ATS - per bushel, 31 to 32 cents, sacks included . The Herefords,
TOBVCCO - per cut. $ 3 .90 to $ 5 .00. The farmer ; Measurementof hay in bulk ; Bush
BARLEY - -per bushel, 58 to 60 cents . els ; Cisterns ; The Osage Orange ; Core for
MESS Pork - perbbl., $ 20 .00 . foot evil on horses,
PICKLED HAMS- per 10 . ,81- 2 cents .

LARD - per lb . , No. 1 , 10 to 11 1 - 2 cents . An example for young men ; The ja panose expe
dition ; The crystal palace ,

SUGAR - per lb ., common , 5 to 51-4 cents .

MOLASSES - per galloli, 31 to 32 centi . Correspondence ofthe Farmer,
COFFEE- per ll . , Rio , 9 to 10 cents . Pea culture in Indiana ,
SALT - er sack , G , A . , $ 1 . 25 ; T . 1 . 85 to 90 cts; Kan - 1 Breeds of Swine.

& wha 25 cents per bushel. Culture of the Osage Orange ,
PIG IRON - per ton , cold blast. $ 24 .

Water for Sheep in winter ; Another freak ; Cul.BRAN - - 58 to 60 cents per 100 lbs .

OXUYS- -per bushel, 35 cene . ture ofdwarf fruit trees,
UAY - Ler hundred , timothy, 75 cents . Agricultural Improvements,
BUTTER AND CHEESE ---Fair country butter, 15 c; | Productiveness of Strawberries ; To thaw out a

food to prime, 18 tu duk ; choice Ohio roll, 18 to 22c. W . R . Pump : For young cattle and horses,
cutese 71- 4 to 7 1 - 20 for prim . . Tne Texas Tarantula ,
PHIED FRUIT - Scarce , and prime apples held at $ 1 .50 ;

Science and Agriculture ; Manufactured Milk ;peaches $ 2 . 25 a $ 2 . 73 per busliei.
( REEN APPLES -- - $ 1 . 50 10 $ 2 per bushel. To boil fresh pork ,

CASTOR BEANS - perbushel, $ 1 25 . The horse- Want ofappetite ; Singular case of
WHITE BEANS - per bushii, $ 1 . 25 to $ 1 . 75 . instinct in the horse,
BEESWAX - prime yellow 22€ per lb . Preserving shingles on roofs ; Dry cellars - Ce
FLAXSEED -- Primeseed is taken at 90 per bushel. ment floors ; Plowing in Clover for Wheat ;
TALLOW - No. 18 X 81-20 .
FEATIERS- Primenew are held at 32a34c per lb . Poultry remedy ; Tomake Sonrkrout,
HIDES - Sales of dry fint at 70. Farming : The disease calied Hollow -horn ; Gu

ano - where gathered ,
Poverty and Procrastination ,

Premature old age; Bring in the Apples; An ee
tra yield - Fire kindlers ,

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. EDITORIAL

Office , corner Fourth and Chesnut streets, Bills enclssed - Prospectus and specimen nun

ST. LOUIS, MO.
bers - Publications,

Transactionsof N . Y . State ag. Society, to man
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor . age a rearing horse,

Editor' s office and Printing ottice, in Old Post Office Build - St. Louis Live Stock Market, Provisions, Tobac
* ing, worth wide of Chesnutstreet, between Third and fourth co, Pork, Fine Stock,

streets , entrance on Old Post Onice Alley. Fall and Wintermanagement of Sheep ,
The Census of1850 — Potato trade

TERMS. THE FAMILY CIRCLE.

THE VALLEY FARMER is published on the first of each New Year.

munth , each number containing 48 large octavo pages (in - Lines, the flowers, going to bed , for whooping
cluding 12 pa zes devoted to advertisements of inutters of cough , fruit cake, crisd paste for tarts, to mend

interest to farmers, ) and is offered at the following rates : broken earthern ware , trust, the patient wite

Single copy , one year, - - - - $ 1 00 High and low life ,

Four cupier , $ 3 ; seven cuples, $ 5 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10. Benefits of exercise - I love that chicken ,

PPavments , in all cases , niust be made in advance . - | House Plants in winter, broom corn in winter.

Reuttances in cold coins, current bank lutes , or postage

slainps, may be made by mall at our risk . THE NEW YOTK
AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the

country are authorized to act as Agents, and every friend of

the enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in exiending

A Monthly Journal, of thirty -two pages,
Ils circulation .

ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the double columns, imperial octavo ; madeup
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at
the following rates : - One insertion of 12 lines, $ 1 ; each | pages of The New York Agricultor .'additional insertion , 50 cents ; 12 lines one year $ 6 ; each
additional 12 lines one year , $ 4 ; one page, vne insertion , TERMS.
$ 7 ; each additional insertion , $ o ; one page, yearly , $ 50 One copy $ 1 .00 ; three copies $ 2.00 ; cight copies $ 5 .00
eards of six lines or lest , one year, $ 4 . Lower rates than the above will be made with Agricultu

ralSocieties or Clubs, by taking a larger number of copres.
L Postage , only one -half a cent per month .

Postmasters and others, disposed to act as Agents,

The subscriber offers for sale a few pair of these will be furnished with Prospectus and Speciinen Numben ,
Fowls, they have descended from suportation ofMr. Jon application to the Publishers.

Buckbanı and Capi, Bennet, of Boston , and warranto
1 . B . ALLEN & CO ., 189 Water St. , X . Y .

IxDUCEMENTS TO GENTLEMEN ACTING AS
ed pure in blood as any in the Union . AGENTS . - Any person forwarding us ten or more subscrip

Enquire 154 Third Street, St. Lous. Lions each , for either of the above papers, will be entitled to

M . BEACH . ' a copy, sráns, forone year.

FARM AND GARDEN ,

principally, by selections from the weekly

jan . '53
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Icine braces the whole system , renews permanently the
natural energies, by changing the secretions of the body,
and destroying the very GERM OF THE DISEASE . Price
$ 1 per bottle , or six bottles for $ 5 .
For sale by the proprietor, Dr. E . EASTERLY , southeast

orner of Third and Chesnut streets, St. Louis Mo.

SAINT LOUIS

1 and certain cemedy forthe chce of Ague and Fever FURNITURE STOR

DR. EASTERLY'S
FEVER AND AGUE KILLER .

Warranted a Safe , peedy, and Effectual Cure for
Ague and Fever, Chill and Fever , Dumb gne,
Intermittent and Rcmittent Fevers , and all the
various forms of Bilious disease incident to the
West.
THIS preparation is beyond all doubt the most speedy
1 and certain remedy for the cure of Ague and Fever

ever offered to the public . More than
One housand Bottles

of the Fever and Ague Killer have been sold during the
LAST THREE MONTHS, and in no instance has it failed to
effect a speedy and radical cure in a few hours after it was
taken . If there are individuals in the

Mississippi Valley
suffering with Ague and Ferer they are advised to make
immediate use of

Dr. Easterly 's Fever and Ague Killer ,
and in case it fails to cure , THE MONEY SHALL BE
REFUNDED to the purchaser. Let no man , woman , or
child suffer longer with this distressing disease, when a safe
and sure remedy is offered on such fair tornis .

For sale at DR . E . EASTERLY' S Family Medicine
Store , south east corner of Third and Chesaut streets , St.
Louis . Mo. Price, $ 1 per bottle . ( jan . '52y

SERB
IA W

M

P anonom MULI SILLIINA
L INNAOSna

NO. 86 & 88, SECOND STREET, UT STAIRS,
BETWEEN LOCIST & OLIVE ,

WILIAM M . FARIOW ,
Dr. Carter's Cough Balsam .

Embroidered & Fncy Work

HOIT ’ S .

PROPRIETOR ,

Manufactures and keeps constantly on hand a large as
For Cough , Colds, Asthma, Consumption , Bronchitissortment of Elepantand fashionable

Spitting of Blood, Pain in the side and Chest, Pleuri.
sy , Whooping Cough , and ail diseases of the Lungs
and Breast. Rose Woori, Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounes ,
VEmost perfect, pleasant and certain remedy for the vans, Sociables, Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor az

Speedy and permanent cure of Coughs, Colds, Consump Rucking Chairs, Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wi.
tion , and all Diseases of the Lungs , is Marble and Mahorany tops, Etenis, Teapoy Tabies , &

Dr. Carter ' s Cough Balsam . - - ALS ()

This medicine has been submitted to the severest tests in BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE
the private practice of an experienced physician for more
than tiiteen years , in cases of the most obstinate coughs Of every variety ,
colds, and pulmonary afections, with such uniform and re With Looking classes , Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds,
Harkable success as to leave no room for doubt that the in Bedding, & c . , & C . ,
gredients employers are the best thathave ever been discov

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,
ered for all diseases of the lungs . The preat superiority o
this preparation over all others , lies in promoting a free and WARRANTED BEST QUALITY.
easy expectoration , speedily alla ving the couch and all inmilyalasing the couch and alin . 1 All the iatest and most desirable Improvements in PR

a vertect cure by soothing and piture will befumdhere . Please call and examine.

strengthening the irritatel and debilitated orgaus . Every Gootl spacked and shipped by careful and experi

family should keep a supply of enced hands .

DR . CARTER ' S COUGH BALSAM
on hand to use in the early stages of coughs and colds , and
thus counteract the counptive tendency which is produ Finished to order in any required style .
ced by our ever varying climate . St. Louis , March , 1852.

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC .
Be sure to ask for Dr. Carter' s Cough Balsam , and

takeno other . Sunie dealersmay tell you they have some
other cough medicine equally good - believe them not, the I have just opened my spacious new house No. 212
enly want to get yourmoney. Remember, it is Dr. Carter' s Broadway, extending across to No. 191 Fourth streets ad

Cough Balsam that is effecting so many astonishingcures, have opened an entirely new Stock of

and no other is like it. Price , $ 1 per bottle, or six tttle
for $ ó . For sale by the proprietor , DH , E . EASTERLY
south east corner of Third and Chesnut streets , St. Louis , Iucindink nearly every article in those departments , and
ALU . Dan. '52tf. also BONNETS and MILLINARY, CARPITS and Ladies and

chikirol ' s

BOOTS AND SHOES.
All of which has been bought for CASH , and be will sold

at bargains, as I am desirous of doing a larre business at

flammatory Rheumatism . ' small protits . My motto is " Do as wewould be done by.
T . W . HOIT .

A GREAT INTERNAL REMEDY. 1 may

THIS valuable preparation will cure CHRONIC AND
1 INFLAMMATORY RHEUMATISM , no matter how

long standing or how bad - and probably the ONLY MED The subscribers would invite the atten
ICINETHATWILL . It is A POSITIVE CURE - SPEE tion of the public to an improved
PY AND PERMANENT. All external applicatious are PATENT STEEL SPRING SADDLR ,
Nighly inconvenient, and from the very wature of the dis which has given indubitable evidence of
ease, TEMPORARY IN THEIR EFFECTS. This med the matchless ease and comfort it at
icine attacks the disease at its source, and removing the fords to the rider , and safety to the horse .
CAUSE , renders the cure CERTAIN AND PERMANENT. No lengthened description is required , its constrction sit

Dr. Allen' s Rheumatic Balm he apparent to all , and its durability is self -evident. The
is composed of the inost salutary and potentmedicalagents additional cost of these saddles is only a tritte over the cuina
in the vegetable kingdon , all of which have a WARMINGmon saddle . All orders will be thankfully received , and
and STIMULATING INFLUENCE, excigthe prompt attention paid . BEARD & WARREZ ,

TORPID ORGANS of the body to a HEALTHY ACTION, and 22 South Malo street, oppositethemarke .
onlirely eradicating the disease from the system . Thismed ' St. Louis , Jan , 1852 .

Staple & Fancy Dry Goods.

Dr. Allen 's Rhumatic Balm .
CP

Easy Riding Saddles.
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OFEL STONE'MI
LY

or

Mill Materials,

THRESHING MACHINES.
Just received , per Erie canal and Illinois

. G . & C. TODD, river , first shipment for 1852 of Wheeler's
one and two horse powers, threshers and sep

No. 217 arators, also the new combined Thresher and
Winnower. These machines are undoubtedly

NORTH FIRST the very best articles for threshing grain in use
in the west, and the combined winnower and
cleaner , is pronounced by impartial judges to

MAIN STREET,
be far superior to any other machine.

Between Mor Orders for thehorse power with thresher and
gan & Cherry, separator, or thresher and cleaner, will be

ST. LOUIS . promptly filled by the subscriber , agent for
Wheeler, Melick & Co. , at manufacturers'

Importers and Manufacturers of prives , with transportation charges added .

Apply at the Valley Farmer office, north
west corner of Third and Pine streets .

INCLUDING
EPIIRAIM ABBOTT,
Editor Valley Farmer.

Bolting Cloths, Mill Stones, and 1 St. Louis, May 24, 1852.
TODD ' S IMPROVED PORTABLE

HOME MUTU AL FIRE ANDMARINE
GRAIN MILLS,

of various sizes, equalto any other mill known. INSURANCE COMPANY
Also , Patent, machine stretched leather and Rubber OF ST. LOUIS .

BELTING , Rubber Hose for conducting water, Mill

Irons, & c . [nov. '51 | CHARTERED 1845. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO

APRIL 20 , 1852, DEDICTING ALL CANCELLED PO

A CARD . LICIES, $ 517, 262 33 - and constantly increasing .
TO MY FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC . 1 Policies issued from thirty days to six years .

INHEnes White Lead and Oil Factory of the under
1 signed bas been organized under the incorpora

DIRECTORS .
tion law of the State , and the business will hereafter

DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL,
be conducted under the style of the

ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WHITEHILL ,

COLLIER WHITE LEDAND OIL COMPANY. DAVID W DIXON , TIERON BARNUM ,
As the same skill , care, promptness and punctuality ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS,

in all its departments, and the same effort to serve WYLLYS KING .
the interests of its customers, will be made, and will ISAAC L GARRISON , President.

constitute , as formerly , the leading features of the bo . TL SALISBURY , Secretary .
siness , I ask for the Company" a continuance of the DD PACE , Treasurer .
confidence and patronage so liberally bestowed on the ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT.
undersigned . HENRY T . BLOW .

St. Louis, November 1, 1851. Ofice Southeast corner of Main aud Vine streets , (orer
Page & Bacou ' s Banking House .

THE COLLIER JOUN B . DUNHAM ' S PIANOS,
WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY. Great Inducements in fine Pianos, Melodeons

HENRY T . BLOW , GEO . COLLIER , .
and Guitars.

President. Vice President .
We are now onering our splendidi stock of

THOMAS RICHESON , Secretary . TE TE Pianos, Milodeons,Guitars, & c ., at very low
GEORGE COLLIER , )
HENRY T . BLow , Directors . Vi rices ; and , in order to reduce our present

large stock ,wewill give betterbarnails tham
A . D , LYLE ,

have ever before been offered . Every instrumentwarranted
The Company organized to continue the successful

to be equal to any manufactured in this country or Europe,
and well known manufactory of HENRY T . Blow ,

and also to give entire satisfaction to the purchaser.
respectfully call attention to his Card , and also beg feb . GREENFIELD , SLUDER & CO . , 58 Fourth et.
Jease to state that every effort will bemade to sustain
and increase the reputation that his brands have en
joyed , and oake the concern worthy of the continued

confidence and patronage of consumers and dealers,
Prices of Lead as usual. I . D . CUSTER ,
Orders and letters for the Company to be addressed 194 Broadway, St Louis , Mo.

to the President.
Orders, & c . , may be left as heretofore , at T .GRIMS DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENS

LEY & Co .' s , at the Pust Ottice ; or at the oitiee ofthe made and repaired .
Company, corner of Clark Avenue and Tenth street . CLOCKS AND WATCHES
Dev. 1851.

paired in a superior manner. Jewelry made and re
aired of California or other gold at short notice . Clocks

T . & G . HEQUEM BO U R . G , op Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at
wkolesalle and retai) (Oct. , '51

Importers andmanufacturers of FURNITURE ! ! FURNITURE !

Wehave in hand a good assortment
Watches, Jewelry and Spectacles, plain and fine furniture , rosewood a

No. 24 , Second street, corner of Chestnut , mahogany setts , walnut, mahogany a
St. Louis , Mo. French boek -casca, together with a gen

Strict attention paid to repairing fine Watches, and eralvariety for parlor and chamber furnishing. Please cal
Clocks. Broken parts and Jewels repaired equal to new examine . GREENFIELD , SLIDER & CO . .

and warranted to keep good timo. Seb 89 Fourth stepen
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ST. LOUIS HAT COMPANY .

MARKET STREET,
HENWOOD , Agent.

Missouri Seed Store. WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER,S . H . Bailey ,

Labor Saving Soap .

Second street, corner of Pine,
St. Louis, Mo.

Constantly on hand, of his own manufacture , a large and

splendid assortment of Steam refined Plain and Fancy

CANDY, and Plain and Medicated LOZENGES and

No. 1, Southwest corner of Main and Marke very variety , and superior quality , at wholesales and re

taji . YLEMON SYRUP , in bulk or dozen , andstreets, St. Louis , Mo. Fancy Syrupsmade to order . juiy '51.
Landreth ' s Warranted Garden

Seeds. WOODMAN' S
A T this establishment is kept an exten

m siye stock and complete assortment of Garden , Farm , This celebrated article, manufactured by the subscribera,

and Flower SEEDS from the well known establishinent ofer SEEDS from the well known establishinent or 1 is superior to any other kind of chemical preparation ,
David Landreih , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu - l forareth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genue for saving labor in washing clothes . This soap , invented
ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others , putting theof 1001. Market kardeners and others , putting by J . Woodman , is the only article that does not niake the
down seeds in winter in frames, can rest assured that they hands sore in using . It will save more than half of the la
will realize an abundant crop .

bor, and leave the clothes whiter than any bar seap ever
FARM AND OTHER SEEDS. invented . Printed directions (very simple ) given with this

The stock is now compiere , consisting of Clover, Timothy, soap . For sale at the principal groceries.
Blue Grass, Red Top , Orchard Grass, Hemp, Millet, Mus Wholesale Agents- Francis , Walton & Warren , No. 1,
tard , Locust, Apple , Quince, Canary, Rape, Top Onions, North Main street ; Hovaker & Johnson , No. 5 North Maid
& c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low treet ; Charles Irwin , Broadway , fourth door from Greenont rates. Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED , growth of 1861, treet :

J . WOODMAN
direct from Texas.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS .
A full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden

eade , which we will sell at rea o iable prices. A weekly Journal, in large Newspaper Form ,
IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES . evoted to the interests of the Conimercialaswell as the

Wewill at all times keep an extensive assortment, con Practical Fariner and Planter , the Stock Breeder , th .

sisting among others, of the following : Seed Sowers , Sho Rural Architect, the Fruit and Arboriculturist, the Market

vels , Spades, Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grass and Kitchen Gardener, and the Florist ; together with &

Hooks, Lawn Rakes , Hedge Shears , Bill Hooks , Bird Cages cumplete summary of the most important Foreign aud Do

(all sizes ) Steves, Flower Pots, by the hundred , dozen , or mestic News. Published every Thursday,

single , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills, Budding and • TERMS.
Pruning Knives, Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and
Reeis, & e . One copy , $ 2 per annum ; three copies $ 5 ; five copies $ 8

Country merchants , California Emigrants , and private ten copies $ 15 ; fifteen copies $ 20 ; twenty copies $ 25 .
The first number willbe issued on Thursday, October 21 .

families supplied with the above seeds by the box, pound,
Postage , Hall a Cent per week .ounce, or paper, on reasonable terms. One hundrel boxes

flower 'seeds , 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalogues All Postmasters and others, disposed to act as Agenin
will be furnished with Prospectus and Specimen Numbert,in pamphlet form furnished gratis .

Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer. J ou application to the Publishers .

Call at the lorouri Seed Store , No. 1 , southwest corner A . B . ALLEN & CO ., 189 Water St. New York .
of Jain and Market streets , up stairs . Entrance on

Market start J . NICOL , AGENT FOR ST. LOUIS . - Nr. SIDNEY SMITH Is
X . B . Al Seeds sold at this esta dushment are warranted authorised to receiye subscrtptions. For the Valley Mariner

fresd aad genuine
5an, '62) Amd recelpt for the same.

J . B , Wilcox . A . 'Dowell

NEW YORK AGRICULTOR,
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GREAT SPECULATION ! | Carpet Emporium .
0 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL .

WILCOX & M ’DOWELL,ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! !
No.62 North Main street,

ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD !

WILLIAM A . NELSON ...

D J . H . LIGHTNER,

S T O V E S ,

PL O WS

SUCCESSORS TO LARKIN DEAVER .
WE SUBSCRIBER , wishing to derote all his time to Carpets , Oil Cloths, Hearth Rugs, India Matting, House

IS DAY EVENING NEWS, the increas- and Steamboat Furnishing Goods, Table Covers , Stare1 the $ i. Lotis DAILY EVENING NEWS, the iucres
hich demands his entire attention , offers Rods , and a general assortment of Linen Goods. Silking tusiness of which demands his entire

for sale all tbe landsowned by him on the Pacific kailroad ,
road , Damask , De Laine and Embroidered Curtains, & c . mh 51

Within the county of St. Louis . amounting to about
Twenty -Seven Hundred Acres,

And comprising some of the very best faring and richest

bodies of land in the county . MANUFACTURERS' AGENTThe railroad passes through or immediately alongside of
and general Commission , Merchant, No. 11 , Locust street,

every tract, and the lepots are fixed at the best possible
between Main and the L vee , St. Louis , Mo. , has in store

points for their convenience .
a large and complete assortinent of manufactured articlesThis land is admitted by every man who has been along
which he is selling at factory prices. Il is Stock consists inthe line of the railroad to be unsurpassed by , if not superior
party of the following articles , v12 :

to , any other lyins on the road in this county , both ing uality
WINDOW GLASS .or soil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the

2500 boxes 8x14 and 10x12 window glassgubscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND.
800 boxes 10x14 do doIt will be suid at a bargain , on long time, to any good
600 boxes large sizes window glass assorted , choice brand

man or coinpany OL men who may wish to make a larse
APOTHECARIES GLASSWARE

speculation . 1300 gross assorted common vials;For particulars, apply to Leningwell & Elliet , Dolman &
1230 gross assorted Prescription Vials ;bear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber,
700 gross assorted Flint Prescription Vials ;editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.

A . S MITCHELL . 2100 gross assorted Patent Medicine Vials ;
oct 110 dozen show Jars and Globes;

175 duzen Salt Months, lamp glasses , cupping glasses,
nipple shells , graduated measures , & c . ;

210 dozen Tinctures;
530 dozen packing bottles ,
175 dozen acid buttles; 190 dozen inineral bottles;

No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locust,) 100 dozen leinon syrup bottles; 90 dozen cologne bottles
DEALER IN GROCERS' GLASSWARE.

350 boxes assorted tumblers ; 275 boxes pint, half -pint
and quart flasks;

Queen of theWest, Forest Queen , Bucege , Preference 100 boxes claret and hock wine bottles;
and Premium Cook Stoves - also select Parlor stoves,Grates 50 boxes wine and brandy bottles; 25 do porter dio;
and Fenders. 180 boxes assorted spice jars , 30 boxes pickle and live

serve jurs .
NAILS, BRADS, SPIKES , BARREL NAILS

Moline , Peonia , Jowett , and other patierns - also , Moline TACKS, & c.
BRAIRIE BREAKERS. apr52 1520 kegs assorted nails , brads, spi kes, fencing, casing,

and fint hing nails , manu actured at Wheeling
of the Iroll Mountain ore .

PRINTING AND WRAPPING PAPER , & c .
3500 reams and packages of wrapping paper ;
175 reamswhite and colored tea paper;

675 reams assorted printing paper;
OTTINESTI 225 reams blue paper; 30 do postoffice envelope do ;

320 reais letter and cap paper; 76 do bunnet boards .
WOODEN WARE .

Tubs, churns, buckets , wooden bowls , tar cans, etc .
PURE WHITE LEAD - St. Louis manufacture .

SUNDRIES .
Plows, springs, axles , hoes, picks, shovels, spades , forks ,
sledges, brooms,mats , wash - boards , Cordage , clothes -pins ,

The subscribers manufacture and keep always starch , soap,candles, blacking,matches, etc.etc .
on, band at their warehouse, No. 203 Main street , between I St. Lonis Salamander Fire aud Thief Proor SAFES

the Missouriand Virginia Hotels , a large assortment of the willbe sold lower than the owest city prices.

most approved paternsofpremium and coalcooking Stoves, mar ’52 W . A . NELSON , 11 Locust street.

Woodland coal parlor , box ,air - tight , hall and coal stoves.
Also four sizce Phun X PLOW , a superior article ; ten

sizes Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie , to
AND THIEF PROOF SAFES , Depot No. 11 Locust

cut from fourteen to twenty -four inches; Pittsburgh and
other plow ; iront safes; bark , corn and cobmills , double and

street, near the Levee Manufactory , corner Twention

single corn shellers; grates and castings of all descriptions , and Morvan streets .

on band and made to order, all which will be sold at the Theundersigned , in offering thegove article to the citi.

owest prices . KINGSLAND & FERGUSON . zens of the Mississippi Valley , will briefly statetha someof
the best workmen in the country are employed by him , and

DR . McKELLOPS, that every Safemade will be warranted equalto anymanu

tuctured in the United States . The proprietor has invented
an IMPROVED LOCK , which will be patented , and winn

RGEON DENTIST , deriredwill be attached to any Safe at the small additional
expense of $ 5 , which will make his the most perfect Fin
and Thief proof Safe now in usc. He will keep a constant

No. 9 Fourth streel, (opposite the Court House ) supply on hand at his depot, No. 11, Locust street, near the

ST. LOUIS , MO . Levee , at prices rangin from $ 30 to $500 . He is also pre .
pared to make Vaults , Vault Doors, Moncy Chests and Bos.

Mr. SIDNEY SMITH is authorized to receive sub - tend to this branch of horne lanufactures their schemes . Citizens and strangers are respectfully solicited wer

scriptions for the VALLEY FARMER, and receipt for support. W .ANELSOX , Proprietor,
the sanje , mar '62 11 Locust street, t . Najp and the re.

Stoves and Plows.
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GARRISON' S PORTABLE SAW MILL ,
MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS, MO., LTD

By I. L .Garrison. : *

Bank OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO., for

South - East Corner of Vine and Main stree (over the Banking Ilouse of Pace & B 09 .

TAM now manfacturing two sizes of the aboveMILLS, to examine the above Mill before purchasing elsewhere , a

the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest it ombines qualities that no other Mill possesses. The Saw

size timber . From the large number of these millssold dur - used is the common straight Mill Saw , and is easily kept the

in the past year, and the fact ofmany of them being sold order ; and we believe it will saw more lunber in a siven

to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other sawmill now in uso.
Sheir valu . Below I give the certificates of gentlemen Hiram P Goodrich , Daniel D Page ,
who are well known, and who have seen the Mills in opera Theron Barnnm , E W Blatchford ,

BON . 1 . L . GARRISON . AP Ladue, Lyman Sherwood ,
TIUS IS TO CERTIFY, thatwe, the undersigned , hav G F H Goodhue, Thos Fairbridge ,

ag witnessed the operations of a Portable Saw Mill , invent Chas Shuter, Thos H West,
ed by Isaac L . Garrison , of Si. Louis , MO. , do not hesitate TL Salisbury , ER Miller ,
lu saying that we cousider it the best Saw Mill now in use , Daniel Fraser.

and would recommend any person in want of a Saw Mill,

FRANCIS, WALTON & CO .
WHOLESALE

1

DRUGGISTS AND IMPORTERS
OF DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PERFUMERY, SURGICAL: ..

INSTRUMENTS, & C . DEALERS IN

PAINTS, OILS,DYE -STUFFS & GLASSIVARE
No. 15 MAIN STREET, (between Market and Chesnut,) ST. LOUIS, Mo. .

They keep constantly on hand a large and well selected stock of the above articles

and respectfully solicit the patronage of those dealing in their line . Every article
warranted

PURE AND GENUINE.

. .

OD
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Great Western

ALFRED LEE & CO.

W . A . NELSON , Washboards - 50 doz.zinc Washboards of

General Commission Merchant St. Louismanfacture, fur sale by W . A . NELSON .
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louls .

AND MANUFACTURER 'S AGENT,
I No. 11 Locust St., between the Levee & Main st., Wooden Ware Depot-- 2100 Doz . Painted |

ST . LOUIS , JO . Pails ;
300 nests painted Tubs 3 & 8 in pest;

As in store an extensive stock of man 140 white pine do , 3 4 & 8 in nest;
lufactured Goods for the SPRING TRADE . The at 90 doz . sorted sized churns;

tention ofmerchants is respectfully solicted to the adver 30 ( cedar churds and buckets;
tisements found below , 150 packages covered boxes and buckets;

190 bozos clothes pins with leads;
WINDOW GLASS DEPARTMENT— - 2 ,700 boxes 150 doz. well buckets and tar cans ;
window glass, best Pittsburgh brand , in superior order, on 60 i half bushels, peck and half peck measures;
hand and for sale at factory prices, (adding transportation ) 500 zincwashboards St. Louis manufacture;
be W A NELSON , Also - Baskets , Cradles , Brooms, Wagons, & c . , & c . , for sale

No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis. at the Lowest City Prices by W . A . NELSON .

WHEELING WINDOW GLASS -- 1 ,600 boxes feb63. No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis , Mo.

: 10 , 10x12 and 10x14 , of superior quality and in good order,
for sale low by W . A . NELSON ,

No. 11 Locuststreet, St. Louis .

PITTSBURGH GLASS WARE - HAVING THE AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE .
ALFRED LEE. Jos. D . OUTLEY.

Agency of two glass factories , we have on hand over 5 ,000
packages of green and lintglass ware , embracing every va
riety of bottles , vials ; tasks, tunblers , Jars , tinctures, salt - No. 14 North Main , bw ' t Market and Chesnut- sts . Il
mouths, sweetmeats , & c . , & c . , which we will sell in their AVE on handand are recalTT AVE on handaud are receiving a large and full as
original packages at factory prices (transportation added .) Il sortment ofagricultural tools and implements; garden

W . A . NELSON . grass, flower and other seeds.
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louls

Our stock is entirely new and consists in part of
PAPER MILLS AGENCY - We have now in cultivators , universal and Cast Iron dirt scrapers;

store and offer for sale atmill prices Bog and scuttle hoes ;

10 ,000 reams rag and straw wrapping paper assorted sizes: Harrows, Geddes, diamond Post augers and spoons ;
1 .600 6 printing , book and envelop paper ; and others ; Cattle ties ;
400 toa , hardware and hain paper ; Corn planters ; Ox balls and bull rings ;
100 6 cap , letter and fancy colored paper . Seed sowers and drills ; Grafting saws;

W . A . NELSON , Emery' s imprv ' d seed sowers Pruning saws and chisels;
No. 11 Locust street, St. Lonis . Revolving horse rakes ; Budding and pruning knives ;

Hay cutters , straight and spi- Transplanting trowels ;
St. Louis Salamander Fire Proof Safes ral knives ; Garden reels lines ;
Wehave in store a coruplete assortment of the above safes, Cornstalk cutter ,extra heavy; Cranberry rakes ;
which have been tested by burning seven hours in a large Vegetable cutters; Root pullers , three and four
Turnace ) filled with books and papers, and $ 70 in bank tron meat do ; pronks;
notes, all of which were taken out in a state of good pres - Corn shellers; Ox yokes, cammon and best;
ervation . Every size on hand and for sale at factory pri- Corn and cob crushers; Wheeland canalbarrows;

ces, by W . A . NELSON . Hand grain milts; Clover seed , red and white ;
No . 11 Locust street, St. Louis . Grain scoops, iron and steel; Timothy do .

Grass and brainble hooks; Blue grass do, strip ' d & elean;
Eastern Type Agency - We are now sup - Corn kvivesand hooks; Orchard grass seed ;
plied from the type foundry of Messrs . James Conner & Hny, straw and hempknives; Red top d o ;
Sons, New York ,with a scueral stock of Type and printing flay, sarden and floral rakes Millet do ;

materials , embracing Plain , News, Book and fancy Jobembracing plan. Nawa. Book and fancy Lah Hay and manure forks; Hemp do ;
Types , card fonts of ornamental Fourishes, Cuts , Quota- Sickles; Canary do, mixed or clear;
ions , Rnles, Dashes, Slice Gallies, Proof Gallic , Quoins , Scythes, rusiy kraln & bush ; Vegetable , hardenScythes, grasa , grain & bush ; Vegetable, garden and flower
Furniture , Cases & c . , which we sell at foundry prices, Snaths, grass and cradling; seeds from the celebrated
( transportation added . ) W . A . NBI.SON . Ilandled and Carolina hoes; Wetherfield Gardens.

No. 11 Locust treet, Si. Louis. Cylinter clurns; Thermometer chairs
-- Agriculturai furnaces ; Plus, various ins;

Printers ' Ink - 170 kegs nnd cans of News. We are also a large collafton of agricultural.2 " horti .
Book a nul fancy colored Inks minutactur1in New York , culturalhos; eunior insiu part the works of Downing, BI

and for sale by W . . . NELSON . Yonati, saxton , Braisi , anothdistavuished authors .
No, 11 Locust strett, St. Louis. Catalogues furnished free of charge to applicati

other i. Geddes,

L
a
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE,

ESTABLISHED, 1845, BY Wm . M . PLANT.

( Formerly Plant & Brother - Late Plant & Salisbury .)

Eagle Self Sharpener, -- A New Land Plow .

WILLIAM MI. PLANT & CO

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines, Farm ,Garden, Flower & otherSeeds.

No . 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT

Also, Corner of Fourth and Green Streets , St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. M .PLAYT, St. Louis, Mo. MILES G .MOIES, Northampton , Mass

Plowsand Harrowsof various descriptions, eight different patterns of Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters,
Seed Sowers, Post Augers, Shovels, Spades, Hors, Rakes, Manure Forks. Hay Knives, Corn Shellers..

Ox Ykes , and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes ,Wrenches, Grindstones, with tranje and friction rollers.

Seythes, Scythe Spaths, Stones and Rifles,Hay Forks and Rakey, Revolving Forse Rakes, Grain Cradles

Fan Mills, Corn Grinders, Grain Measures, Apple Parera, Sausage Stutlers, Wheelbarrows,Garden En .

gines, Chain Pumps, Churos, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting

Trowels. Weeding Forks and Trowels, Budding and Pruning Knives, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reols and

Lines, & c., & c .

FARM , GARDEN, AND OTHER SEEDS,
in an endless variety , all the growth of 1852, for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowestmarket rates.

Merchants supplied with Seeds in papers, assorted, with printed directions for Cultivation,

Lowes! Garden prices.

IMPROVED

LA I

SPIRAL AND

STRAIGHT KNIFE

Hay Cutters,

EIGJIT PATTERNS,

from $ 4 to $ 30 .

GRAIN REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
We shall have 125 of different approved patterns. Those wishing to procure one for the coming horvert

will do well to forward their orders early . We flatter ourselves, that with an eight years' experience in

this market, we can furnish the Agriculturist with articles adapted to bis wants. We shall, at all times.

quake it a point, to buy and offer for sale nothing but the very best articles in our line, apd at the lowest

ponible prices. With a sincere desire to do justly ,purchasors may feel confident that every article will

prove as represented , and at as low prices as any other buida cu furnish the same, Orders respectfully

solicited and promptly executed by

St. Louis , February , 1853 , WM. M . PLANT 600 .

a
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J , H . BURROW 'S

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,
These Mills are composed French Burr

Blocks encosled in cast iron acses, and do

Tot require millwright to set them up . By
the steady application of the two horse pow
er, the 24 inch will run 240 revolutions per
minute, will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour,
of good meal and will grind wheat as well
a , coru . The 30 inch mill, if put to its full

est speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bushels
per hour.

PRICE — 20 inch stone with pulley $ 115
with Gear, - $ 125

24 inch stone , wi 135

with gear, . 150

30 inch stone with pulley 175

with gear, . . . - 200

36 inch stone, with pulley , . 225

with gear, . 250J . A .BURROWS '
PATENT. 1845- 2

E
T

A
D

EMERY & COMPANY ' S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMIUM

RUAN
GT HU

AND THRESHER

4

Wehave been agent for the above jasly celebrated Machines nearly three years, and can safely say that
they are the best now before the public. Without exception , they have given uniform satisfaction , not one

having been returned , notwithstanding, the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably

adapted for driving Threshing Machines, Circular & and Cross-cut Saws, Machine Shops, Elevators,

Ferry Boats, Pile Driving , Pumping , Grinding Grain , Churning Butler, Cutiing Hay and Corn Stalks,

Shelling Corn , Grinding Apples, & c ., & c.
THE TWO HORSE POWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capable , with three or fourmen ,

of threshing from 150 10 225 bushelsof wheator rye, and double that quantity of oatsper day .
We furnish , also , to order , of Emery 'smanufacture the Wheeler Rack axd Pinion Power , and Emery 's

Improred Patent Wide Rack and Pinion power, with Epicycloydal Teeth . For further information , price

C ., seeonr Descriptive Catalogue, which are furnished gratis to post paid applicants with a three cent P . O .

tanıp enclosed .
N . B . MessrsWM. M . PLANT & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized

Avents for the sale of our machines and implepienis, ofwhom they can be obtained at our home prices, les

adding transportation . EVERY & CO .
All Orders for the above should be sent to Wm . M . Plant, & Co., St. Louis.
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NEW YORK STATE .
AGRICULTURAL WORKS,

ALBANY , N . Y .

BY WHEELER , MELICK & CO .

machine to farmers as superior to any I have used , Ithong
have used various kinds for about 15 yoars ."
[ From Chester Olney , Dated March 1 , 1852. )

Messrs. WHEETER , MELICK & 60. – Last fall
I employed Mr. Olney with oneof your Powers & Winnow
ers to do my threshing. and I most cheerfully state that the
work was done better, with a less number or hands and less
waste than ever before with other machines. It averaged
from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of Wheat and twice asmuch

The Subscribers offer this season a uet and most valua of Oats. '
ble machine in the successful combination of a WINXOWER
with their Overshot Thresher. It is easily driven by one
Donble lorse Power, and has now been fairly tested , a [From X . Olney, Esq ., of Portage, N . Y .]
large number having been in constant use during the past i VESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co . - You ask

Threshing Seasoll . my opinion in regard to your Thresher & Winnover, but as
Wehave numero118 leiters from gentlemen who have two ofmy sons and one ofmy neighborshave given you some

d the Windower , and gave extracts froill a few of them details I willmerely say that in my opinion your machine
in our advertisements of lastmonth , and wenow insert a I will do better work than any other lever used atthan

ser more . Wemight add a large number, but It is deem have used manydifferentkinds for the last 20 years.'
unecessary.
( From R . Olney , of Portage, N . Y . ) [From a second letter of E . French , Esq., of
NESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I will Bridgeport, N . Y . - Dated March 9 , 1852.

now state some facts in regard to your Thresher and Win MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I am not
ar we tirst used it to thresh oats , which were good able to do yourWinnower the Justice it deserves . I have

and not very long straw . With 5 hands we threshed and used it since Augustand it has earned $ 500 withoutaskingcleanert fit for any market, 60 bushels per hour while run .
for work , while othermachines have been begging for it. i

ning. This is not guess work as is frequently the case ,

Wekept the time to the minutes, and much larger fig
have had a man running it who has an 8 Ilerse Machine of
his own and good of its kind , buthe could not get work with

nresmight cave been made had we exerted ourselves . Our
it . I have taken pains to exhibit the operation of yourma

Wheat wns licavy growth and very long straw . Weaver
chine, and have seen none but pronounce it themost perfect

acej 20 to 26 bushels an hour, ilsins a pair of mules and a in use. It has threshed 25 bushels per hour and is capable
s u very light horses alternately , but with either team

of threshing 200 bushe' s per day of good Wheat.
end 5 hands I can ibi'seh 400 bushels food ( ty a day

My
Wheat was of the 'Soles ' variety .

ang but that quantity of Wheat, and make it no barder
I sold it from the ma

tenor bands than ordinary farm work . Themachine
chine for seed without any other cleaning . Oats it will

trably adapted to the farmers use ; can be worked
| clean better than any Fanning Mill I ever used . '

le expense and in bad weather when little else cap
. It is of the most simple and durable construc [ From E . T . Tiffany , of Dimock , Pa. ]

n . Bothing liable to break or soon wearout but that a com Messrs. WHEELER , MELICK & CO . - I consid
hammer can repair . It cleans the grain well and wastes

less than any other lever examined . I write thus minute . er your cota bined Thresher & winnower one of the best mu

t you may understand the facts as they are , the fig chines ever introduced into Northern Pennsylvania . I have

ares have given beldy taken from our ordinary threshing used one of them through December and a part of January
audill more business than any other 4 machines in this

without any errort to hurry business .
place . With wood team I can thre - h 400 muslieis of Oats
per day , and I think with an exchange I could threslı 500 u

[ From S . H . Olney , of Granger, N . Y . ] COD . and with lesy waste and expense than any other 1224 -

Nossos . WUEE158 , ZLICK & CO . - - I hitro clue in ex !stence. Could I get experlonced workmen I

PatentN
uWordPower while itildanwould order one or two more. Itwould be the best inventa .

W 300% bum of grali , and a happy to say
tresti

mont I could inake. I can make better prollt with one or

has
the best satisie . With 4 Ukht pair of Vourmachines thau can be obtained from any two fernis in

and 5 hand wehave meriron o to co burbels quohanna Co. Your Thresher & Wix nomor receives the

Al ( ats per hour ,
hour, & aborball A . Dencka Whi. Nyur | highont approbation or our farmons.
work als b tran 250 to 300 buxhel and

of Whoot. I can contietty tommor tinis elman or www us Wheato i com cartilaitty swommotul biris [From Samuel Turdar , North Frans, A K
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Messrs. WAEELER , MELICK & CO. - In reply
to your request about the Thresher & Winnower I am ready
to snswer that it works well . Inlee its equalwas never
seen in Erie Co , I have threshed 19, 794bishels of Wheat,
Oats and Barley , besides 50 bushels Grass Seed . A nu
ber of myneighbors want machines like mine.'
We might add many more equally fiattering testimo

Price of Double of WHEELER 'S
TOT TIRESHER

BUCK ' S

Price of Double Power with Thresher andWindower , $ 225 .
The snperiority of WHEELER ' S PATENT RAILWAY

CHAIN ORSE POWER , and OVERSIOT TIERESHER
and SEPARATOR is universally acknowledged wherever
theyhave been tested . Thousanris of them are in use , man
of which have threshed from 50 ,000 to 100 ,000 bushels of
grain , and are s :ijl in quod condition They are beyond doubt
the mostdiirable and economicalmachine in use . Their
capacity has been tested by repeated trials as well at the
New York and Pennaylvania Fairs & s on several private
oceasions in competition with anoth ' s machinemade in
this city which has been advertised to be far superior to ours

• and in every instance the result has ben about one third
od in some instances more in favor of our machines. In
esery case except 011 wlcre we have submitted our ma
chine to a working test at Fairs it has taken the highest
memiums, and in that excepted case the Committee deci. Improved Patent Cooking Stove
ded that our inachine priorin its work in 8 min
utes and its competitur in 11 3 -4 minutes , being nearly one The snbscribers have on hand in addition to their

third in faver of ours . former stock ,
Wehave also exhibited ours in competition with the same

machine a the State Fairs of Oho, Michigan & Pensyl- FOUR SIZES OF BUCK ' S IMPROVED COOKING

yanin and at the Provincial Farr ofUpper Canada, at all STOVES,
a which we received the highest premiums, viz: In Ohioa Silver Medaland Diploma, in Michigau 320 ; in Pennsyl- to which werespectrully call the attention of all persong

who wisit to economisc in the use of fuel, and who regard a
vinin $ 10 , and in Canada a Diploma. food stove a better than & pour elle. We offer the stove
Wehave numerous similar testimonials from County So | confidentiallyas the best nov in use , not only as a fuel sa

geties, where we have always received the highest preini vlugmachine, but one which by its capacity , durability ,
unsawarded to Chain Powers . simplicity and perfectuess , is adapted in all respects to the
Price of one llorse Power , Thresher , Separator and use the kitchen . This stove combinesallofthe Buck stove .

Belting . -
$ 120Two llorse Do- - - - - - - - 145 so well and so favorably known, together with anotherov v

is nearly twice as large as that of any other stove in loe,
Besides the above wemanufacture and keep constantly wish thues to carry of all the steam arising from cooking va

e hand among other articles, Clover Hullers , Straw and

Slalk Cutters , Portable Saw M 8
rious kinds ofmeats , pastry , & c . , and thereby preventing

( a lapted to Horse Pow the mixture of flavors so much complained of in all otber
ers , ) and Single Powers with Churn Geer attached . These stoves , except Buck ' s Patent. The oven is warranted to
Last are extensively used in large Dairies , and are su ar bake as well and as quick as a brick one, and with less fuel
anged that the Power is used at pleasure for either thresh than any stove of like capacity . Wherever this stove has
ng , churning , wood sawing, or other purposes . been introduced it has obtained a decided preference over

All machinesmade and sold by us are warranted to all others , and will be found by any one giving it a fair tri
to give satisfaction or they may be returned , after a reason al, tu possess such unequalled excelencies in performing all

able time for trial. the operations of cooking, and so great a saving of both
Orders are solicited and will be prompuy filled labor and fuel, as to make it the interest of every fanlly to

WHEELER , MELICK & CO . possess one. The reputation of Buck ' s stove has been COD
Corners of Hamilton , Liberty & Pruyn Streat, stantly increasing and extending so that stove inventors BOW

Near the Steamboat Landing ) Albany,NY. tind it necessary , in order to sell their wares , to copy as
Harch ist, 1852 . nearly as possible the form , and then by dnigent etforts at

tempt to palm off their productions on the public as an im
The subscriber, having been appointed Agent for the provement on Buck ' s Patent. The fact that such is the

ole of the above excellent machines in St. Louis , will fur case shows that in their estimation Buck ' s stovey have a
sh them to purchasers at manufacturer' s prices (freight

reputation beyond anything in the shape of a cooking apa
Tom Albany included ) and will give any desired information ratus . The Buck stoves are warranted to bake even at

persons wishing topurchase . Address top and bottom , and to operate well in every respect. The
EPIIRAIM ABBOTT , Editor Valley Farmer, Buck stove is sold only by the snbscrlbers in St. Louis .

N . W . corner 3d and Pine streets, St. Louis . We have also on hand all the former patterns of Buck' s
Patent Cooking Stoves now so Generally in use and preter
red to any ether by all who use them , together with In .
proved Premium Air - tight parlor and other Stores; boxTHE VALLEY FARMER Coal, 6 , 7 and 10 Pistes with the various patterns usually
kept in this market, which we offer wholesale or retail at
the lowestmarket prices.

BUCK & WRIGHT,
North west corner of Third and Pine streets, 209 Main street, opposste Missouri llotel.

St. Louis, Mo.
1 For the operation of Buck ' s Stove we respectfully refer9

T his frienda and the public generally , in town and the following persous with hundreds of others , who have

guptry , that he has REMOVED his printing establishment them in use:
a the old Intelligencer building, north west corner of Third J . & W . Finney, Roe & Kercheval, Mrs. Denicon ,
800 Pine streets , where he hasmade large additions to his C . W . Pomeroy , llictt cu larriett, Mrs . Cbeeny ,

materials and facilities for doing Fife & Kerr, Jesse D . Diddel, Mrs Dean .
Geo . Pegram , Judge Wash , Ger. Partilge,

Job and Cook Printing , Dr. R . P . Chase, Wu , rumphry , T . C . Lucy ,
Dr. Edwards, W . H . Pocock , Spencer Suith ,

of every description, in a superior manner and at lowest Dr. Veble, 11. 777 5ert, N . Ranney,
hes. Jno R Ceiben , L & J Sherman , DJHancock ,
Particular personal attention given to the printing of cat, Hoxes Forbes, Viss Woodland , TO' Flaherty ,
ogues , circulars , directions, labels , & c . , for Nurserymene W T Christy, JE Woodrull, Geo Cable,

Florists , and Seedsmen . Orders from the country will be Seruel Treat J Rosenbaum , Man Cutter.
ed with peate and derrutett E . ABBOVI. Angust, 1849

I
wadiligente as

PRINTING OFFICE,

SOL AVPE undersigned respectfully informs
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.OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCINI.
LYNCII & TANGUAY,

NO . 89 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTII,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con

tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Winos, Liquors, & c., ever offered to the
citizens of St. Louis.
Country Merchants and others , will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery.
Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeer!

they intend to make a reasonable profit , in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
a great many years to come.

TE AS . ESSENCES . TOBACCO & SEGARS.
Oriental, fine young hyrun , extra fino Etract of lemon , 2 , 4 & 8 ounces. Yellow bank chewing tobacco , ere
do. , 8oachong. Vinlai , nutmeks, cinnamon , inatiedo . Cavendish du . Trainer ' s de

W Pigeon , fine young hrson . Orale, close , alpices , almonds, I R -Clas , Camelias, Purrw Paincipa ,
Candace, Euperior hy on skin , Ane Ginger, peach . LA Normun , Cheroots.
runpowder.

PATE
FRUITS . .WRAPPING PAPER ., fine imperial,

1 na , extra tine in perial,
Medium , crown , d crown, tex paper. Pie fruits neairtel, peacher in brandy ,

Oxnard , extra fine gupowder. co , in their own Juica , p ! umsinjan
S . Appleton , extra curious oolong , SUNDRIES. pune in brandy , do in their own
Flving Clouil , extra fine colong,

Starch , Indigo . salaratus, sods . juice , praneo . Des in brandy .
Mary Adams, extra fine oolonis , marmalad , lans, Jellies , preserved
Maulda, ane volong, Croam tarar, iartaric acid .

Yeast posters , Preston & Merrt:18, liker, previne choc , & nl
Raven , tine coschon , breakfast tes , na, Lavet &

James, Stickner 'e .
laga raisins, cor

Lurman, chulan suuchong , Table sal in bus andbig , G . A . salt TSIN, CATO , prunin, honey , figs .
Tea , expressiv Taked for family se 1

Mint's in mltable biakin .
. 10 : x , as, Engliott

in 4 , 6 , and 10 h . Hores .
Starchi poi! n , silver & Dres pellsh .

wainuts , peanuts ,brennt .

COFFEES . S ve polish , S . , ropes, tilties . SOAPS
Rio , rio best, oli brown Java , Inarill a ts No . 1 , 2 , 3 , brut , breuk .

costa rica , lakuyra , mocha . Windset, variegatel & Castila fanm
Willow ware Ovary Gestrip ! .

Ground cette ja 1- 4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . W De vinegar.tm to , cher ) .
packages . Boston estra , yo. 1 & 2 .

Spirit gas, llax & Cotton ropis,
CHOCOLATES.

11 . chemical roap ,
tine.

Truitation Busto do .
Paker' no . 1 , Baker'. extra , cagle , FISHI . PatiSiap Do. 1 , 2 , 3 .
French chocolate a la vanilia , Washing 11js. de roda .

a la canelle , Salmon in tlerces, half bbik & kitte .
Chocolate des familles , Mackerel in bbis 6 6 WINES & LIQUORS.

petiectloline, Il ring Brandice - tarri Dupuy & Co ., 1842 &
Baker' s brome, Smoked herrings from Canada , 1843. S . 130: 16,

*
1.

Preston ' s prepared cocoa , Scotland ,
orge , Leger

Red ,
( * * , Old Jamaica rum , Holland

Cocon and bells , cocoa parte . Sardines in oil , boxes , 1- 2 & 1 - 4 in) , Sca ) whister , Irishdi . Bout
SUGARS. Lobsters , pickled in cals 1 & 2 'ls . budu. .M y aheinv. , in pipe ,

Double refined leaf, retired loal B .
Salmou

harres, un jomas a botues.
inters

cruched B , du C , powdered B , refined Swi Asyuthe contial branding .
' Cudfish dry , in drums and boxes ,

white O , do 00 , clarited yellow A , Awisetie, curaco , odprtwine.
do B , New Orleans, Du. 1 , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES, Portwine, Madeira wine , Sberry ,
golden syrup , steam retined molas uscalle Friittiynall .

Tomato keichups, pints & quarta ,Bor , Sugar house syrup do . , New Carri .
Mushroom

ee, Latite, Lorroaut,
Orleans do . 6 6 6 St. Est phe, Si. Juilen ,

Walnut
SPICES . Chutei, Margrund .Pepper nauce, gothic & pte .

At can cayenne pepper, John Hull C , Jonathan do. Sivilek biliers, Cuion do . Stoughton

Black pepper , Carias , race ginger ,
bitters .Spanish olives , French do) .

Mace, clover , nutmegs , allspices , Best London Stout,
Syrup of rose, true lemon syrup.

In buses, cans and papers , whole and
Tenhot' Scotch Ale.

lemoll syrup . Champache - Cordon blue, St . Thomasground. Curry powder , 1 - 2 & 1 -4ths.
Grand Sitlery Mousseux , Davevay

PROVISIONS. French mustard a la Ravigote .
Kavinet, Sillery Housseux Narqals

Extra family four, in bbls . and hall aux tines herbes.

bbls . "
Lorne, Sparkling Catawba - -Beyee.

& ls estragon .

Cord meal, buckwheat flour.
Boston SF mustard , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE .

Dried beef, hans,
Kentuckyco.

Armstead best Engilsb . Tubs, codes & oak , buckots with Inst
Salt port , tonguce, and irou boos.
Sauraco made in Lyons, Pickled In jars kal. 1- 2 gal. & qt.

| Buckets, oak painted .
English dairy cheese, sage do., V . R . OILS . Coverud buekris , 1 - 8 101 bushel.
Ohtu do., pina appleto . Measures , bowls .

Goshen butter, Obio , do . Sweet oil , nice , pte . & qte . sroce de,

Lard in kers and tierces, Lard oil no . 1 & 2 . Sperin oil. PLAYING CARDS.
Rice , whole and grond. CANDLES . French extra ine, & fancy .
Vermicelli, accaroni, Pearl 6a50,

DownerPeari barley , R . taploca, farina . cosperm ,
& A Wu. Engish ,Grand Mogu ilikhiander .

. & * * WI
lianne ste . Slar suar do . starde.CUIT: starch , isinglars. selatine.

Aderican canis.
RNH .ol, Powuct , AuenicanArrun tool, are cbon . drid en wallow sumer presentand revin ,

The Cape hunter 's companion .
U bite bean , will puas, humany . ter . . , İnn nick , eandle do

G
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The Valley Farmer. 11,giving an account ofthe sale of pure and
| THE MILK TRADE or New YORK AND VICINI

22 TY , giving an accountof the sale of pure and
unadulterated milk - The Daily and Yearly

Consumption - - The Amount of Property In
Railroads. vested in the Business - The Milk Dealers of

Our State Legislature has entered largely Orange and other Counties - Injurious effects

into the railroad business , loaning its credit
of Impure Milk on Children - Advice to

Country Dairyman. By Jouy MULLALLY ,
to several companies, and granting all the with an lutroduction by R . T . TRALL, M . D .,
ebarters asked for. We have not attempted New York :- -- FOWLERS & WELLS.

to keep the run of all the roads projected or Mr. Mullally has given in the little work

commenced . It would occupy too much of before us , a fair , faithful and impartial view
our space to do justice to them . They are of the whole milk trade in this city -- its uses

as well as its abuşes. IIo exposes the horri.
all important and in the eyes of their ble system of distillery milk manufactures

respective friends, each is paramount. the process ofmaking sweet cream out of distil.

The insuence of these roads will be to add lery milk , hogs or calves brains, molasses and

largely to the value of the property of the chalk -- and sketches with a vivid and power

ful pen the multitude evils that arise from the
State ; to stimulate commerce; and to renderer infamous traffic. He gives us a descrip
productive large bodies of land hitherto tion of a Swil! Milk Establishment and its in

worthless for any available benefit . We see ternaleconomy, aswell as the disgusting prae

that our Pacific Railroad company is looking tises and brutality of those employed in them

1 - a description aloost enough to make the
to the construction of the road to the Pacific,C , reader forswear the use ofmilk in the city for

and we do not see why it should not under- ever. The exposes of the work are positively

take it. The road must be built, and though shocking. We knew that abominable , dis :

now it seems a mighty undertaking , yet it is gusting frauds were practiced by the milk

dealers of the city, but really, we werenotpre
nothing compared with what has been done pared for such an exhibition of human de
during the last ten years, not, to be sure by prarity and cupidity as is here bared to our

one company, but by several : 'and the roads view . Mr. MULLALLY is entitled to the thanks

now in construction and under contract in our of the community for his efforts to assist in

Jessening the evils of the milk trade, and his
sister State of Illinois amountto more miles ;to more miles little book should be in the hands of every mo.
than a road from hence to the Pacific Ocean . ther, every head of a family , that parentsmay

Tece whiti : they feed to their children underThe cause of Idiocy: - Dr Howe has the name of Milk . The book is handsomely

examined almost the entire number of cases of gotten u ? , and may be sent by mail to any
idiocy klown in Massachusetts, and the result sart of the country. - N . Y . Courier .

is, in all but tour instances, he fuund the parents
of these idiote were either intemperate , addicted l the publishers of the above work will ac .

to sensual vices, scrofulvus, predisposed to insan- cept our thanks for the copy of the above work
it , or had intermarried with bloo i relations. which they sent to us.
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Farm Work for February . they ever were till be fixed his stable in the
At Candlemas day, manner described.

Hare ball your grain and ball your huyo!
We complain of our poor stock in this wes

This is an old proverb, which we used to
tern valley - and much of it is poor enough ;

hear in the days of our boyhood in connection
andwe firmly believe a very considerabie por.with another:
tion of its inferiority is owing to the mannerTe Candlema« day be warm and clear ,

The strengih of winter is yet to appear. ' in which the young animals and breeders an

Well, this is Candlemas morning . A cold treated , or rather neglected . Can you expect

rainy, disagreeable morning , following on in that a colt which is coinpelled to weather every

the footsteps of twoweeks of as lovely weather wintry storm without a shelter for protection ,

as ever was seen in any climate in the month and to pick up a precarious living out of the

January - almost making us believe we were leavings in the cattle yard , or by ranging orer

in the height of Indian Summer , instead of the the fields where grew your crop of corn last

middle of the reign of the Winter King . But season ; his only drink comcing from the filthy

such beautifulweather could not last, and the pool; never knowing what it is to have a warna

warin Southerlywind of last night is this mor- bed ; his tail and mane filled and tangled with

ning changed to a cold .Nerwester,' with rain , cockle -burs never being combed -- can you es

and all the indications that betoken another pect that such a colt willmake any thing else

Gold snap. If there be, therefore any truth but an indifferenthorse. As well might you

n signs as connected with this day , we may turn your son into the streets of our wicked

poet an early spring , and if so , it is quite city , and let him associate with all the vile and

1: alo that your stock will not need as the and abandoned wretchs that throng its bigh

c oncert expresses it , ‘half the winter's ways or lurk through its alleys, or congregate

Cider but for two months ormore they will in its dark recesscs, without restraint, and

nood most careful attention , particularly your without instruction , and expect him to gron

hreading animals. Let them all be comforta - , up to a high minded , virtuous, intelligent man ,

ble provided for - having warm and dry sleep as to suppose that you can have any thing but

in piaces for them all. It is wonderful an inferior animal, when you do not tay

what a less amount of food it takes tokeep an proper attention to his physieal develop

animalin warm place, than it does in a cold ment. The man who turns out his old horse

It makes nearly or quite asmuch differ- that is pastservice to starve and die in the road

nens the difference in the amount of fuel re- or on the common , can plead economy, for bis

qwred to keep a snug plastered room , and one course, although it is alike destitute ofhuinan

full of holes and cracks warm . We visited a ity and gratitude to a faithful servant, but the

a farmer last fall who kept his seven or eight man who turns out his colts and young cattle

horses in a stable made as tight all about the to

sides as any house . After the stable was "Eat the short grass that growsagainst the wall :

weather-boarded , he nailed thin plank or is alike destitute of senge and feeling

boards on to the inner side of thestudding and During this month your stock need more

then filled uy the vecancy between these plank careful attention than during any other of the

and the weather-boarding with dry earth or whole twelve. If your working cattle and

saw dust . Openings were constructed on the horses now get , thin and weak , they will be

sides , close up to the eves for ventilation , unfit for the spring work , which must soon be

which were closed with hanging shutters work - commenced . And the animals with young

ed with cords. The object was to have no see that they are provided with good food and

draft of air directly on the horses. The own. plenty of it ; with warm bedding, and are not

er kent an exact account of all his horses ate , worried or teazed by vicious animals yarded

and he told usthattwo-thirds the quantity of with them . The food for such animals should

food required to keep hishorses in an ordina - | bo nutricious rather than hearty , and as the

propen stable was an ample supply in this , period of partutition approaches, they should

his horses were in a better condition than be sheltered with additional care. For ebre

one.
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or four weeks before they bring forth , their it without delay. This is a matter in which

food should be of such a nature as will impart every head of a family should feel a deep and

strength to them and their offspring, and at absorbing interest. We wish that every far

the same time promote the secretion of milk . mer could consider himself morally bound to

Brewers grains or wheat bran from the mills have a pile in his yard during this month ,

where they can be obtained , are among the which will be sufficient to last him during the

best and cheapest articles that can be used . - entire year ; therefore let all push ahead and

They may be fed to cows at the rate ofa peck accomplish the desirable task .

for each cow per day, before calving, and a Give one more look to the tools which will

half a bushel per day afterwards. Sheep may be needed when you commence work for the

be fed from one quart to three quarts per season . See that every thing is in perfect or

day. When these articles can not be had , a der ; and remember that it is miserable policy

little corn or oats for sheep, and for cows, to use poor tools . If there is anything more

wrn meal, at the rate of from two to four foolish than the custom of some farmers in

quarts each per day , will be beneficial. A using ill-shapen , badiy -constructed and dull

few carrots , will greatly favor the secretion tools , unless it be another custom of depend

of milk , both in cows and sheep , and may be ing upon one's neighbors, for the implements

giren with advantage in addition to the corn needed almostdaily upon the farm , we do not

or meal. know what it is. Resolve , then , to have the

Now is the time to prepare the ground for best tools , and keep them in complete order .

your garden . No farmer will be without a If an axe or chisei or saw gets dull, have it

garden - not a truck patch,wherehe raises a sharpened immediately, and not wait until

fen potatoes and cabbages-- but a neat, well you want it again , for two to one you will

ordered and well cultivated garden . Itwill be then be in a great hurry .

found themost profitable acre on the farm ,

and will give you luxuries and comforts that Western Agriculture. .

money cannot buy. 1 There is a speciesofwhatwe consider bad

Your fences should now be attended to ; and farming, which, though not confined to the

this puts us in mind of saying a few words West finds many represantatives here; and

about fences generally . The very worst econ - what is rather peculiar about it is those who

Omy that was ever practiced by the very poor- / practice it often consider themselver first rate

est farmer thatever puthis plow two inches be- farmers -- model farmers . They fail to be

low the surface of the earth was was to have good farmers, not because they lack energy,

poor fences . Wehave seen men half enclose or industry , or a kind of intelligence; but be

80 acres with scarce rails enough for 40 , and cause their energy, their industry or their in

then leave half of it entirely uncultivated , and telligence fails to secure for them the great

the other half notmore than haif cultivated and ends of life . They may be, often are, money

then half ofwhat they did raise destroyed by getters, havelarge farms, fat cattle, sleek hor

the cattle stepping over his five rail fence and ses, aad big houses; they are looked up to , as

eating it up . No field should be withoutsome- men welldo in the world ,' and are often spo

thing equivalent to a good substantial rail ken of as very successful farmers . They are

fence , eight rails high, with stake and rider , often elevated to office by their fellow citizens,

and he who cannot enclose all his farm in this and frequently possess great influence in what

way had better let partof it lay open . Angerer party they attach themselves to; and for

other course will be butógaining at thespig - all that, we say that they come far short of

got to loose at the bung! Your young hedge being good farmers. Perhaps we cannotbet

may now becut back to its proper proportions; ter make ourself understood, than by giving

your old fences repaired, and new ones con - a little account of a visit which we made

structed . to thehouse of such a man some time since .

If you have not finished getting up your Wewould remark at the commencement, tha

year 's supply of wood take our advice, and do the gentleman alluded to is, and has been for
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some time, dead, so that none of our sensi- cidedly the pleasantest room in thelouse con

tive readers,whose houses wemayhave visited , tained a bed , a set of carriage harness, three

need think wemean them . We shall dirulere bunches of herbs, and half a dozen fleeces of

nothing of what wemly have scan , it, indeed , wool. Norwere the arrangements nutside in

wehave seen anything out of the way in the any better keeping. A lot of groundhad been

management of any of the kind friends whose appropriated to a garden , and a regular gar

generous hospitality wehave shared. I dener had been emplored to put it in order;

Itwas a pleasant afternoon in thelatter part , but sincehad left it but little had been done to

of summer that wemounted ourhorses to ride it. Wr. S . did 'nt have time to look after such

three or fourmiles to pay a long promised ris - things, lis wite did 'nt care much about low

it to a gentlemau, who for sake of distinctnessers, theboys were away at school, and when

we will call Nir . Sunith - John Smith , E40 . , they were at home they did ’ut like to work in

Representative of the county in the Lorisia the gardien , and the girls had too much to do .

ture, and supposed to have someaspirations to the beautiful picket fence around the house

a seat in Congress. In the prosecution of our and gurden which Ir. S . described to us a
duties as a public journalist we had often met finely, had notyet been built , neither had the

him in town, and knew him well not only as well been day , but the spring is only little

an influential polititian , but as claiming to over an eighth of a mile off. In short every

be one of the first farmers in the county. This thing seemed to display a lack of comfort,and
farm consisted of some six hundred acres order, and neatness , and too plainly showed

care excellent and , lying alongthebanks of the that the man 's heart was inter exird in one

beautiful river ,' and extending back on to the thing else than the comfort and hupine v of

open prairie so as to form erery rariety of soillbis fainily . The man wils rich ; had worked

--bottom , timber, and prairie; and itwas atilharl, and had made his sons work hard Luth

his-- all paid for by himself. Ile was the ar- lrad failed to make them fond ofhomeand the
ehitect of his fortune , the improver of his fariner's life, and as fast 19 they becameold
farm - I self made man ! 'And yet do you cnongh they had lefi home for the office of the

say thathewasnot a good farmer, v hen behad doctor or lawvel, or the counter of the mera

achieved such results ? ' Wait a little ,and you chant; and here he lived apparently without
wall see. the idea that he brd around him all the re

Mír. Smith 's house stood on an elevation quisites for the highest and purest enjoymente
orerlooking the road , and some forty or fity our nature is capable of, wito less comfort than

rods from it . It was approached through a is to be found in many a habitation of much

hog pasture. The house was a large two sto mcaner pretensions.

ry brick dwelling, nearly new and well finish - ! Wewere summoned to a supper of the crop
al, and aswedismounted at the door, our lasting description , fried bacon , puity biscuit,

friend in his slippers and morning gown came and black coffee, and while discussing it the
outto receive us, and giving us a hearty wel heavens became over shadowed and a heary

come, ushered us into the house and introdu. shower setting in prevented our return hoing

cep us to Madam . A glance aboutusshowed that night. As the evening passed away we

the strangest medley of wisdom and foolish - had leisure to draw our inferences in regiard to

Rong, extravagance and parsimony we ever thefamily and the reason why theywerenotas
saw . Acting upon the idea that a sine house happy as they might hare been , and where

required fine furniture , many costly articles the failure to be so originated . And we re

knd been purchasod which were disposed about solved into this: The farmer did not magnify
the house without the least regard to order or his calling . Instead ofmaking his farm and

taste. In oneroom was a pile of wheat sacks bome the centre ofall his aspirations, and ilie
reposing on a three-ply carpet, while near it a inmates of that home as more than all the rest

side-saddle reposed comfortably on a sofa . In of theworld , be seemed to look at his farm ro

another the secretary and book -case stood fa - only a means of getting money, bis home as

milliarly by the side of the flour barrel,and de- Jonly an abiding place, and his wife and child
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Ten as dependents,who if he clothed and fed fact that wemight strike thename off the list.

them had no further claim upon his care , at- Well, the Valley Farmer has been sent to this

tention,or sympathies. To think of cultiva - man regularly for four years, --we say reque

ving a refined taste and fondness for rural larly , because with two or three exceptions

scenes and domestic virtues was out of the wo have mailed it ourself , and know it has

question; and so, although he tried hard to be been sent regularly , -- and now , after receiving

in 'style ,' be failed in this simply because he the paper for four years he would repudiate

lacked that appreciation of the beautiful and one half the debt. He is welcome to the two

proper which is :( requisite to preserve the dollars. In regard to Messrs. Overman 's pa.

general fitness of things . ( per , we will state that we sent it at the sug .

How different the condition of things in a gestion of Vir. T . Walker, then living at Can

family where in union of heart and syinpathy ton, who said that he presumed those gentle

all labor for the happiness ofall; where order men would like to receive it. We will also

and neatness pervade erery department, and remark here that most of the complaints of

tho dwelling, however humble , with alı its ap- irregularity in the reception of the paper,

pliances - the garden, the orchard, and the come from thosewhodon'twant to pay for it.

farm , are looked upon potmerely as things
KNOXVILLE, Knox Co., III., Jan. 29, 1 -53

whereby to live , butas themeans and ends of GENTLEMEN :- I have recently received a Bill

enjoyment; where intelligenee and virtae shine from you for four years subscription to the Valley

na uharatha anwirinminalFarmer. It is true that I have received som .
in every countenance, where the enquiring mind

numbers of the Valley Farmer occasionally whicle
of youth is not coldly repulsed in its search I supposed to be sent to ine by a brotier Nurse

afterwisdom ; and its ambitious yearnings af- rymnail of St. Louis, but which I bad no idea of

bacoming a subscriber io , although I like the pa .
teruprorement : re not daunpened by the cold

per very weil so far as I have bad the opportunity

reply that it will cost too much . We have of realing it. But as I am a subscriber to other

knonn families, where from the child old similar works, I never intended to take it or ex

pected to pay for those nunbers that I have re .
enough to hold a pet chicken in its apron up to ceived. The piper has not come to me regularly

the grey hea ied grand parent all felt that they wiich strengthened the belief that it was sentby
an individual.

were living to so:ne purpose; that they all had
Under these circumstances I buve concluded to

an interest in whatwasbeing done, and that reu- Deing conc, And that remit to you two dollars whieh you will find en

by gradual labor and stuur, and care , ther , closed and which I hope under the circumstances
will be satisfactory . I do not wish to avoid pay .

were adding day by day, and year by year, to ing allmy honest dues or debts wiich I knows
their stock ofknowledre, happiness and lore- - ingly contract; but at the sametime I do not think

as well as accumula :ing wealth . Such a home it right to force a paper bowever wortliv or valu
able it may be , upon a man without his consent.

will not be deserted by its inmates as theyto wey I wish the paper discontinued , of course. w .
grow np to man 's estate. Homewill have too

may charms for that; while those , who like
Mound Nursery , Canton , III .,2

Jun . 17th , 1553.)
our friend Smith , neglect to cultivate the Ep. VALLEY FARMER - Dear Sir : --- inclosed

bearis , intellects, and tastes of their children , please find $ 1 for current volume of the Valley

will find , like him , that their children will have Farmer which you will continue to send to the

acdress of C . R . & N . Oyerinan , Canton , li. W .
no teste tor farming.

have been in regular receipt of it for the past sea

son . I know not to whom wo are indebted for

Two Nurserynen.
the favor ; it to your office, please inforin us so ,

and we will reinit forthwith . Though we taken

By the same mail we received the two fol- number ofsimilar papers, yours is not the least

lowing letters, which we publish by way of we
wing letters . wbie wa publish by way of welcome as itmakes itsmonthly appearance . W .

say go on in your spirited and laudable under

@ontrast. In regard to the first one we will takiUrsu One we will taking,andmay the progress and importance of

say , that we found thenameamong the list of the Farmer' be commensurate with that of the

w
subscribe

i
to the Iowa Farmer's Advocate,
t he E W great Valley itself. PROGRESION is the 'maio

spring ' and glory of our existence, and HERI, IN
when it camo into our possession , and we ourmighty valley is its peculiar ' empire declared,'

cave notice then , and have repeated the notice . With the most hoarty wishes for your emninont
| success , we have honor to be

e ince frequently, thet those who did notwish Your ob't . bert' ls .

by roceiro the Farmor, should notify us of the ! C . R . & N . OVIMAN.
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Correspondence of the Valley Farmer . | been fully solved , and presented to an astou

GETTING SUBSCRIBERS. ished and admiring world !

ALEXANDER Co., II., Jan . 18, 1853. The same philanthropic principle (for de

Mr. Editor :- We have just received ourOrmocracy is only another name for love, ) con

first number of the Valley Farmer for 1853 .. templates still further acquisitions to our

A book like it is something new to our farm
beloved country.

ers. The first appearance of it was on this
Our benevolent arms will remain open wide,

wise: I got hold of the April number of '52. ready to
ready to receive, to our warm and confiding

I took it home with me and read it. I liked '
i embrace, Cuba and all of Mexico, so soon as

it so well that I went about a little amongmy they shall be ready to fall into them ; and that

neighbors to see if they didn 't wantsomething
hy will not be long .

of the kind . To my great surprise, those that Although wemay now have nothing to fear

I did think would subscribe seemed to be very froin sectional commotions, fanaticism , and
backward . Some tbought it not worth while reckless , corrupt, and designing demagogues,

and some didn't have the money , and didn 't
de vet some may think wehavemuch to fear from

care much ; some thought theywouldn 't spend
Toni another source .

any money for the like ; others thought it If sound morality and intelligence among

wouldn 't learn them any thing ; another themasses, do not keep pace, with the rapid

couldn 't read ; another could not read well ly increasing ropulation of our widely extend

enough to take a paper ; some thought that my
of ing country , it will not bemany years before

they would borrow ours, and that would do
our government will begin to totter to its

just as well, and so on . However, I succeed
fall : but, thank hearen ! of all others , this

in getting three besidesmyself; two more have
object is most dear to the benevolent and pa

spoke to me to send for it, and several I have
triotic heart of Progressize Democracy , and

not seen I think woulk like to read a book ºfof course will receive all needful attention :

like the Valley Farmer. I feel interested inin so that, we may predict with certainty , that

the circulation of the Farmer, and wish allw our countı y will not only continue to be the

my neighbors would take it, and I will contin
W land of the free and home of the brave, but

ue to try and have as many as I can get send
i an asylum for the oppressed anů down- trodden

on by the time the farming season sets in . of all nations ! !
'

D . C .

A . J. N .
For the Valley Farmer.

For the Valley Farmer . Mr. Editor : - I wish to inquire through the

Agriculture and Democracy. pages of the «Farmer,' whether you or any of
The great agricultural interests of our your Correspondents , can give any informa

country, constitute the sub - stratum upon which tion in regard to tat cattle being trouble
our government resis, and to which all classes with lice ? Several cases have occurred in

look for support ; and more than this , it is this neighborhood in the last few years, of

from the agricultural masses that the great verv valuable animals dying, apparently with

conservative principle emanates, which can no other disease. The first case was a fine

alone insure the perpetuity of our gorernment* Durham Bull , the owner of which told me he

with all its concomitant blessings. used on him all the usual remedies for poor

How indispensable then is it, that all the stock affected in that way, without relieving

producing classes should be inducted into theå him ; be lingered for about two years and

science of agriculture ; so that the accumulavan died . The other cases seem to be going in

ting demands at home and abroad may be met "mat the sameway, resisting all the remediesknown

by moderate and well directed efforts . to the stock raisers here. If you can throw

Under the benign , patriotic, and expansive any light on the subject, you will oblige

principle of progressive democracy, we ac A YOUNG FARMER .

quired , many years ago , the country we now

inbabit , extending from the frozen North , to ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL CONVENTION - -An assem .

the burning South ; embracing every desirable large of a highly interesting character was held

latitude, the most fertilo soil, the noblest early in this month at the State Capitolof Illinois.

Rivers, richest minerals, together with many From the Springfield journal we gather the fol

other elements of wealth and greatness.
culars i to it :

One of our late Presidents immortalized lowing pa
himself , by theacquisition of a country,reach - | Delegates appeared from the Bnell Institute ,
ing from our former possessions to the Pacifio Laselle County Agricultural Society , North

Western Pomological Association , and from coun .
Ocean .

ties in which societies are not yetformed.
To recount the incalculable benents , results Letters of the highestinterest and most encour

ing from this last acquisition , would only be aging character were read from John A . KENNI

to demonstrato a problem which has already cott, of North Field , and D . PRINCE of Morgaa
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county, which fully confirmed the impressions ! 1 . That the society apply to the Legisla

derived from all parts of the State , that the people ture for an approbation of one thousand dol

are awaking to the importance of having high lars, for two years.

schools and colleges for the special education of And a committee of three was appointed
themechanic and the farmer in the things next to apply for gaid grant.

him ' Thatas schools are now specially adaptedl 2. That the commituee be instructed to draft
for the teaching of Law , Medicine aniDivinity , a charter for the society, and to present it to
so there should be schools specially adapted for the Legislature.

leaching the equally important anduseful sciences 3 . That a comunittee be appointed to draft
of Agriculture , Horticulture and Mechanics, and
the Anatomy, Physiology and Hygigiene perm an agricultural address to the people of the

State of Niinois ,
taining to each of these indnstrial sciences.

The ofiicers of the Industria ! League of the 4 . That 500 copies of the constitution and

State of Illinois,' are, J. B . Turner, John Gore, J and proceedings of the convention be printed ,

Brouson Murray , L . S. Pennington J . T . Little and that each member be furnished with a
and Wm . A . Pennell. The object of the League, copy .
according to their Declaration , is the creation of 5 . That the proceedings of this convention

a ſund, to be employed in disseminatiug informa- be published in the newspapers in this city,

tion either gral, written or printed ; keeping up a and all the papers in tke State friendly to the

concert of action annong the friends of Industrial ) .
cause .

E lucation ; and the enolovinentof lecturers fiited

to the purpose , to address citizens in all parts of ARTIFICIAL STONE. - Owen Williamsof Eng .
the State .

Such is a brief ontline of this movement and its land , has just taken out a patent for the man

presentachievments. It has gone on year afterboufacture of artificial stone. The following in
vear, gaining strength and friends, shading its gredients are used in preparing it , 180 lbs .

influence as the ginnerings of a ' brivatis day, pitch , 41- 2 gals . dead oil or creosote , 18 lbs.

holding the fircost opposition in check , and qui- resin , 15 lis . sulphur, 44 lbs. finely powdered

etly awaiting the decision of the peopl:-, being in lime, 180 lbs. gypsum , 25 cubic feet of sand,
porſcetharmony with the practical character of breeze scoria , bricks, stone, or other hard
the American poople.

materials broken to pieces, and passed through
The World's Fair at London is but one instance in half- inch sieve . The sulphur is first mel.

of this; and that at New Yorii, with its Crystal ted with about thirty pounds of pitch , after

palace of iron and glass ,all evince the hig 'i inter
Iwhich the resin is added , then the remainder

est the age feels in the improvementof industry

to the highest scientific attainment.
of the pitch with the limeand gypsum , which

are introduced by degrees and well stirred ,

and the dvad oil is fit to be moulded into
State Agricultural Society. blocks. In order to consolidate the blocks,

The friends of agriculture met in conven - pressure is applied to them in themolds. Thé

tion, January 5th , in Springfield , for thepur- patentoe gives also the proportions of the

pose of organizing the Illinois State Agricul- above materialto be used as a composition for

Tural Society . They concluded their delibe- laving pavements, as a cement for uniting to

rations at the evening session , in the Repre - each other blocks of the first-named compo

sentative' s hall, by adopting a constitution , sition , when used for building purposes, and

and electing their permanent officers. A as a coating for briuges , the roofs of buil

president, nine vice presidents- -one from dings , & c . The artificial stone hardens in

each congressional district- -recording secre- about a week , when it becomes as stubborn
tary , corresponding secretary, and treasu - as granite. The composition is not only a very

rer . durable , but a cheap one, it costing less to

James N . Brown, Sangamon county , Presi- erect buildings out of this material than from
dent. the commonest kind of brick . A roadway

John A . Kennicott, Cook county , J. E .Mc- plastered with this material, becomes a smooth

Clun, McLean county, Michael Collins, Ad- solid, tlooring of rock in about ten days.

ams county , Smith Frye, Peoria county, Fran

cis Arenz, Piatt cuunty, C . W . Webster, THE WAY TO KEEP Poor. - Two glasses of beer
Marion county , Ichebaugh Mitchell, Wayne per day , at two cents per glass; amountin one

county - vice Presidents . year to $ 14 60 . Two cents worth of tobacco,

Paschal P . Enos, Sangamon county, recor and three cents worth of cigars per day, in one

ding. Bronson Murray, La -Salle county , year amount to $ 18 25 . A dog that is useless,

corresponding secretary :-- E . N . Powell. Pe will consume say $ 5 per annum , a filthy cat $ 2 ,

oria county , treasurer . and no one keeps a cat or dog atless expense, un

A large number enrolled their names 18
less the animals steal from their neighbors .

These sums together amount to $ 39 85 ; enough
members of the society, and paid in the en

to buy five barrels of flour at $ 5 per barrel, two
trance fee of one dollar.

cords of wood at $ 4 per cord , and seven pair of
Resolutionsadopted : shose . .
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From tho Prairie Farmer.
in the spring ; but if he is thin in flesh in the

Winter Butter.

· MR. EDITOR: - Cold weather has come, and
fall, all the grain that can be given will not

with it the dairy -woman 's trouble; the cream
| bring him up. A peck in December is better

rises and foams in the churn ; the hutter will
than a bushel in March - an ounce of prevent

not come withoutmuch labor, and when it
ive is better thau a pound of cure. But the

ualucky man will say, his sheer will not eat
does come it is not good.

I think experience has taught a complete
hay, he carried them an arm - full a few days
ay:

remedy for allthese evils . They are all caus
ago , and they ran over it and tramped it into

ed by the cold . If the milk is kept in a room
the mud ; as for grain , he never thought it

so warm as to be comfortable to live in , and
necessary to be given until February, when

the cream warmed a little before commencing
sheep got weak .

churning, the butter will come quick and have
Now if the unluckyman will put bis hav in

a pleasant flavor.
racks to prevent its being trampled under foot

But it may not be convenient to keep it in a
and will adopt his neighbor's modeof feeding ,

we he will find in March , that there is moro inroom warmed by a stove. In that case I would new

heat the new milk over the fire till it was hot,
management than in luck .

but do not let it boil, that hurts the flavor of
[ Ohio Cult.
1

UNCLE BILLY .

the butter. Do not let the milk freeze. llave Small Potatoes.
the cream the right temperature before you The Nero York Agricultor is responsible

commence the churning, and it will not fail to for

come quick . At least I have tried it for two

winters, and it has not failed once, and the
No doubt farmerswonderwhatwewantwith

butter comes much nicer than before I prac. so many small potatoes in the city , and that

ticed beating the milk . they can find sale for such as they used to feed

N . B . I have found a free crculation of the pigs , at six shilings per barrel- - about

air always essential to making good butter. ; half -price of good ones. We will tell them .

If the milk is set in a tight cupboard or the They are boughtby the bakers, and after be

pans covered , po after management can giveling washed clean ; are boiled or steamed , then

The butter the rich flavor that it will have if mashed and mixed with waier, and passed

the air passes freely over the milk . A cup through a sieve , leaving the skins behind , and

board with the back and door made of thin mixed with flour, and baked into 'warranted

cloth is very good , if it stands where the air pure Gennesee flour bread .' Very goed bread

can circulate all around it. I recommend it is too , notwithstanding, one-third of the su

heating themilk in winter, to alllovers of good ' perfine flour is made of cheap potatoes. We

butter.
R . L . Č . are not informed whether the stale loaves. af

Morgan co ., Ill., Nov. 26th , 1832. ter being roasted and ground , are sold as pure
coffee, or not. Our impression is , it is sold as

A Word to Keepers of Sheep. mixed - say ono- fourth .
A large majority of the farmers of Ohio ,

think that,give a sheep grass during thespring Improved Clover Thresher. - In order to

summer and autumn months, nay during the obviate the inconvenience at present experi

early part of winter, and hay and grain to - enced in threshing clover and other seed , a

wards spring ; if they die from poverty in the new arrangement of the machine has been in

spring , as many of them do, it is attributed to vented by Sandford Mason and Seth M . East .

bad luck . The unlucky man will say that he man , of Millport, N . Y . , who have taken meas

feeds his sheep all the grain they want in ures to secure a patent. It consists in emplor

February and March and they still go down in ing a cvlender with projections or teeth on its

flesh , and many of them die, while those bc- periphery, and two additional sets of teeth ,

longing to his neighbor get through these try - l one above fixed to the faame, and the other

ing months on half the grain and keep in good below on a fast bed ; the former are used for

flesh . Why is it ? It must be luck . Now if threshing the straw , and are of shape corres.

the unlucky man will look at his neighbor 'sponding to that ohject; the latter are made

sheep occasionally in tho month of November concrve , so that the projeetions on the cylen

and ‘ December, he will find them on good der fit into their recess; and thus actas a rasp ,

feed and looking strong. Ilis lucky neighbor by which the seed are cleaned from the heads.

will tell him that when the frosts come in the

fall the pastures fail in substance, and this is A mad horse was shot at New Orleans

the time when sheep require care and atten - , on the 5th inst. It appears that the animal

tion . They should have some good hay and a was bitten by a mad dog , and symtoms of hy .

little grain . A sheep to endure the approach - drophobia manifested themselves in the horse,

ing winter should be provided as well with a who commenced running about furiously, and

coat of flesh as of wool. If he goes into the biting at everythiig. It is said that he bit a

winter strong , it is easy to bring him out strong I person by the name of Nolan .
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SHEEP IN CALIFORNIA . — Those spec- / hold . The frames are then to be replaced in

ulators who have brought sheep the past sea - the oven and again exposed to the air , these

son to this state, will realize a great profit - operations being repeated until the beans aro

being regarded altogether as a luxury, nerer perfectly dry , not so as to break , but almost

realizing less than fifty cents per pound . Most like beans dried naturally. The articles

of the sheep thatwe have hitherto killed have should be gathered and dried on the same day,

been received feom Sonora , in Mexico. The if not, they should be left during the night in

quality of the Sonora sheep is delicate for the the oven ; they should be kept in dry and clean

staple but is a course wooled animal. It is ar e bottles,and to each bottle of beans there should

anarkable fact that sheep in California are al. be added a bunch of dry savory . Before us

most free froin diseases such as attack them ing the vegetables they should be steeped for

elsewhere -- the foot rot, & c., being entirely somehours in tepid , or over night in cold wa

unkown . In somebands, where care has been ter; if they arebeans thewater is throwh away ,

taken , they have increased in size. and they are cooked in the usual manner , but

Wewould recommend dealers who arebring . if peas, they are only covered with water,

ing stock across the plainsto be a little careful which will be entirely absorbed , and they are

in the selection of their sheep , especially choos- cooked like green peas. Vegetables prepared

ing those which are fine wooled , in as much as in this manner are quite as good as if they

they cannot depend upon the present bigh had been just gathered. - -Genie Industriel .

rates obtrining for any long period , and par

ticularly because this state will necessarily Scrofula in Pork .
eventually become as famous for its wool as The Editor of the Journal of Organic and

it is now for its gold . Mecicalchemistry, an able and new periodical
nose sheep weich have arrived this season comes out savage on pork . Ile defies all hog

Took remtrkably well; and the percors who eaters, chemists and physiologists to prove

brought them say that they had no difficulty in that hog ' s flesh is a healthy article of diet. '

bringing thom over ; and that they are less lle asserts that the name scrofula "had its ori

trouble than any other kind of stock . Viessrs . gio in al disease peculiar to swine.' This is

Pattersons brought over a bard of about 1 , - true, the Greeks gave it this name— gwine dis

500 ; they are looking well, and are worth in ense.' It inay however be as wrongfully ap

this market $ 15 a head. plied as many other terms. A man is called a

Sheep will also be a valuable acquisition to dunce as an cridence of stupidity, derived

California , owing to the scarcity of water on from theterm applied to the followers of the

the plains in the summer time, and this de - 'metaphysician , Duns Scotus,by their less able

scription of stock requiring so little of it, do - but more bitter opponents. Nevertheless,

ing better on dry pasturage than on wet. there appears to be something between scrof

They will grow larger with water only three ula and pork , if the testimony of many able

times a week than with more , as has been physicians is to be believed . There are some,

prored in many instances. One of these cas- however, who ride upon different hobbies; one

es we will mention . A farmer had a stock on unon one kind of food , and anuther upon a

a creek where they had water every day , and different kind One will advocate bran bread

his son had another band taken from the same and vegetables, another, beef, pork , wine and

stock on the plain where they only had it twice beor . There should be a moderation in all

a week . It was found that in the latter case things, for bad beef is just as full of scrofula

ther grew larg 'r and thriveu better in every as bad rork . The great object in selecting

respec.--- San Joaquin Republican . food is to have it good - in proper condition ,

and when hogs are fed upon good provender ,
To Preserve Beans and Pees. and killed in good health, their flesh , if eaten

A new method of keeping the above quite in moderation , we presumewill not cause dis

fresh for any length of time, so that they shall ease. People of fair complexions; who live in

loose neither their taste nor original softness, cold , changeable climates, are subject to scro

bas been lately introduced by A . Albert , of fula . We believe, however, that too much

Paris . Take the beans when not bigger than pork is eaten in our country, and the strict

largepeas, and pursue the following directions ures of the Journal of Organic Chemistry, are

for both vegetables : required to arrest attention and direct it to the

Plungo them for a minute , in boiling and af. unbounded use of pork for food among our

terwards in cold water, and after having wash - people .

ed off the water, spread them out for several

hours on canvass frames. Then place them in If you will keep your hands from chapping

an oven slightly heated on frames covered with dnring the winter, wash them as often as you

paper, leave them long enough to be of the please, but rub them bright dry ' each time ;

same warmth as the oven , and then expose the don 't leave a particle ofmoisture for the cold
frames to a current of air until the articles are air to act upon .
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Apples as Food for Stock . may be stored in under the barn , or in the bot

The late Payne Wingate, of Hallowell. tom of the bay mowic proper place having

Maine,made some experiments in feeding pics been left for that purpose when the hay was

with apples compared with potatoes. Both patin Iput in . They will be more likely to be in
the apples and potatoes were boiled , or rather jured by heating than by freezing. They

stewed , separately, and about four quarts of will seldom freeze in such a situation as is

oat and pea mealmixed with each bushel, at mentioned ; and if they should be touched by
the timethe cooking was finished - the meal frostthena moni frost their nutritiveproperties will not bemuch

being intimately incorporated with the pota - 1 lesos |lessened , if they remain in a dark place, and

toes and apples wbile they were hot , and the where they will thaw slowly .

mass left to ferment, slightly , before it was A peck of apples a day, fed to a cow , has

fed to the pigs. been found to add more than a quart to the

Twopigs of the same litter, and as near as daily quantity of milk , beside greatly increits
practical, ofthe same weight, were taken ; oneding its richness , aswell as improving the con

was fed for a week on a given quantity of theil dition of the cow . The effect ofapples is equal

cooked potatoes per day , and the other on ly favorable to other stock . Ilorses futten en

the same quantity of apples. At the endod them , and their coats assume the briliancy

of each week the pigs were weighed and the Iwhich hardly any other food will gire them .
food was reversed --the pig to which the pota For all stock they answer a similar purpose as

toes had been given , was fed with apples, andand vegetables, in preventing costiveness , which is

the one which had received apples, was fedfor likely to ensue from ihe exclusive use of dry

for thenext week on potatoes. This course food ; and in this way, and by the nutriment

was continued through several weeks - thebe they contain , they contribute much to the an

food of each pig being changed every week .ble limal's thrift.

The result was, that the apples proved to be An impression prevails that apples will dry

fully equal, or somewhat superior to the pota up the milk of a cow . This idea har beem im

toes. In this instance the apples were mostlyilbibed either from the effect produced on a
sweet, and they, as well as the potatoes were cow by eating a very large quantity of apples

at once, by which surfeit and fever werenearly in a ripe state .

On another occasion Mr. W . experimented brought on, or from the trial not being pro

with sweet, compared with sour apples , in raperly conduced tili the aniinal bad becomebal

rious ways. Hefound that when they wereI bituated to the food . The ill -effects attribu

fed raw to swine, thesweet appleswere prefer- ted to apples would have occurred with any

able - the animals ate them better, as the sour other rich food , as any kind of grain,potatoes
apples seemed to make their teeth sore; but oror other vegetables.

when both were cooked and mixed with meal1 A fair average product of an acre of or

in the way above described , there was no dif charding , in good bearing condition , nav be

ference in the gain produced by an equalquan estimated at two hundred to three hundred

tity of each . It should be stated , however, tushels a year; and at this rate, we doubt

that all the apples used were of palateable whether so great an amount of animal nour

kinds, nearly ripe; and that unripe and ill-fla ishment can be obtained from the same ex

vored areknown to be less relished by stock , tent of land , in proportion to the expense, by

as well as less nutritive. It is probable also . I any other crop. Weshould not hesitate, there

that when sour apples are eaten raw , and in fore, to reccommend the cultivation of apples

considerable quantities, the animal may take as food for stock .

into the stomach too large an amount of acid ,

which may tend to derange the digestive or
PHILADELPHIA , Feb . 1 .gans. This objection would be chiefly obvia

The National AgricultJral Soeiety met yesterted by cooking, and the saccharine fermenta- |
tion , by which the pulp loses much of its acid , I will to -day. A large number of Agriculturalists| day at the Smithsonian Institute , and adjourned

and becomes nearly sweet. It does not ap - |sweet 16 does not ap : were present.
pear from analysis , that the amount of actual

MARSHAL P . Wilder, President, called the asnourishment is much greater in sweet than in semblage to order this morning. W . S . King, of

sour apples.
Rhode Island, Secretary. The States were called ,Mr. Wingate practised fattening swine for and most of them represented. Severalmernbers

several years, on food composed principaly of of Congress, and other distinguished men, were
apples. The animals attained good weights , present.
and the pork was solid and of excellent quali- | Professor Mapes presented a specimen of the
ty . In other instances , we have known apples Japan pea, a very productive plant ; also the Cali.
fed raw to horses , cows and other stock with fornia soap plant.
much advantage. For using in this way sweet President Wilder delivered an appropiate ad
apples would probably be the best , and they dress, submittiug various subjects for the consi .

should be such as will keep till spring. They deration of the Society.
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TRANSACTIONS. County Societies, yet we do think that
great ultimate good will result from it.

Agricultural Societies,

Wedesign, the present year, to devote
e County Agricultural Society.

considerable space to the doings of the dif. At a meeting of citizens interested in ago

ferent Agricultural Societies around us, and riculture , held at the Criminal CourtRoom

to this end we request secretaries and oth . on Monday ,January 10th , 1852, pursuant

er officers connected with county societies to a call previously published , Dr. GEORGE

to furnish us the proceedings of their res. PENN was on motion called to the chair ,

pective organizations that wemay publish and Mr. H . C . Hart appointed Secretary.

them . i On motion ofMr. E . Abbott it was

Wehear ofmovements in various direc . Resolved , That it is expedient at this

tions to organize, and weknow there is a time to organize an Agricultural, Horti

spirit being awakened all over our great
cultural and Mechanical Association for

valley to concentrate the energies and ex
St. Louis Couniy , and that a committee

perience of the farmers in associations to
of five persons be appointed by the chair

to prepare a constitution for such an sa
elevate and improve their calling , and lay sociation , and report to an adjourned

hold ofthose advantages and benefits which meeting to be held on Saturday, the 15th

are measurably beyond their reach in their day of January , inst., at 11 o 'clock , A . M .,

individual capacity and that a committee of a like number be

Wepublish this month the proceedings also appointed by the chair , to prepare an
of the citizens of our own county - St. Lou . address to the farmers, stock raisers, fruit

is . We feel proud of, and encouraged at growers, and mechanics of this county ,

the success which has thus far attended this soliciting their cooperation with no in this
movement. With hardly any previous no. work , said committee to report at the ad

tice a large meeting convened to organize
ir journedmeeting.

1 The following gentlemen were constitu
the society - comprising some of the very

ted such committees :
best men in the county , and the spirit and

| Committee to Draft Constitution . - E .
enthusiasm which animated them augured Abbott, W . P . Fenn, Dr. G . Penn, J. Lay .
well for the future effieiency of the associa - Chas. L . Hunt.

tion . The Society has taken right hold of Committee to prepare Address. - J . G .

the work - resolved to have a fair in the Lindell, R . D . Watson , Lewis Adie , T .

month of October next,and to bring out the T . January, H . C . Hart.

resources of the county in a manner to On motion of Mr. W . P . Fenn ,

show that we are not all • bad farmers ' in Resolved , That the city papers be re

St. Louis county . quested to publish the proceedings of this

Wealso publish the circular and consti- meeting

tution of the United States AgriculturalSo- ! On motion the meeting adjourned .

ciety, recently formed atWashington city, GEO . PENN , President.

to which we desire to call the particular at
H . C . Hart, Secretary .

tention ofourreaders. A national Agricul- ADJOURNED MEETING .

tural Society , properly conducted ,may be Pursuant to adjournment, a meeting of

of incalculable benefit to the interests of the citizens of St. Louis city and county , inter

farmers of the country ; and the only way ested in agriculture , was held in the Weld

to have it properly conducted is for the far. Buildings in the cily of St. Louis, January

mers to join it and control its operations. 15th , 1853. .

Wehope to see a good degree of Western The proceedings of the previousmeeting

influence in this Society,and though we do having been read , Mr. E . ABBOTT, Chair.

not expect so much immediate practical man of the committee appointed for that

benefit from this as from the State and purpose, submitted a draft of a constitution
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for an Agricultural, Horticultural, and Me- To the Farmers, Stock Raisers, Fruit

chanical Association , for St. Louis county, Growers, and Mechunics of St. Louis

which , on motion of Hon . EDWARD Bates, County :

was unanimously adopted . The undersigned having been appointed
Mr. E . ABBOTT. on behalf of the com - by a portion of the citizens of this county ,

mittee appointed to prepare an address to assembled for the purpose of organizing an

the people of St. Louis city and county , on Agricultural Society to address you in be .

the subject of agriculture, read an address, half of such an association , and to solicit

which , on motion of Mr. JESSE LINDEL ,was your co -operation therein , would respect .

adopted . | fully call your attention to the subject.

On motion of Ilon . Edward Bates,said It can hardly be supposed necessary at

address was ordered to be published . this time to present any argument to prove

A large number ofpersonshaving enroll . that the people of this county would be vast

ed their names as members of the society, I ly benefitted by the operations of an efficient

under the constitution just adopted , on mo. county Agricultural and Mechanical asso .

tion of Mr. Chas. L .Hunt, the society then ciation - holding its annual fairs ; en :

proceeded to the election of officers : as couraging the importation and breeding of

follows : superior animals ; introducing a better and

Thomas SKINKER , President. more diversified system of culture ; devel.

E . ABBOTT, ) oping the agricultural and mineral resour
H . C . HART,

ces of the county ; improving its stock ; test.

T . T . JANUARY , Vice Presidents.
ing the various agricultural implements

Jxo. SIGERSON ,
which from time to time are presented to

P . TIPPETT,
the patronage of the farmer - stamping the

LEWIS ADIE ,
worthy with its approbation and puttingthe

Wm. M . Plant, Rec. Secretary.
ban upon the worthless ; giving its encour.Wm. WARDER, Cor . Secretary .

Cuas. L . HUNT, Treasurer . agement to and causing the establishment

of various kinds ofmanufactures among usThomas Allen ,

Ellward Bates, - thereby retaining in our midst immense

R . D . Watson , sumsof money which are now sent abroad

W . P . Fenn , ļ Directors. for articles thatmight as well be produced
Alex . Kayser, athome; - above all, uniting all the people
Charles Rannels ,

ofthecounty in thebonds of sympathy, good
John Lay ,

feeling, and brotherhood .
On motion ofMr. Chas, Hunt, 500 cop . In every department of science , and in

ies of the constitution of this society , just every department of business, the united

adopted, were ordered to be published for experience of all timetestifies to the utility

circulation , in pamphlet form . of combining and associating the efforts of
On motion of H . B . Belt, it was resolved men to produce important results . Mer

that this society approves of the efforts of chants koow it, and hence their chambers

the Valley Farmer,” in the cause of ag. of commerce and boards of trade. Politi.

riculture , as edited by E . ABBOTT, Esq ., o 'lcians know it, and in every important elec.

St. Louis ; and we cordially recommend tion their organizations are found in every

the same to the favorable consideration of hamlet of the land . Christians see it, and

the members of this society and the farm - unite in churches the better to effect the

ers throughout the county and State . objects for which they labor. In factevery

On motion of Mr. Chas. Rannels, the great object, whether in business, politics,

city papers were requested to publish the or morals, is carried forward by the combi

proceedings of this meeting. ned efforts of masses ofmen , acting in an
GEO . PENN , President. associated capacity . And shall the farmer

H . C . Hart, Secretary .' neglect to avail himself of thiswell known
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principle ? Shallhebe so far behind all oth - well as we are .' Perhaps we are doing

er classes as to plod on alone in the beaten well enough;' yet, if we listen to the syren

track, seeking no aid from his fellows, and song, wemay be aroused from our dreams

forever lagging behind all others in the ca- to the humiliating reality that our neighbors

reer of improvement ? with fewer natural advantages are reaping

But whatcan we hope from the influence richer harvests and supplying our markets
of an association like the one proposed ? with their domesticmanufactures.

Let us take a hasty glance atthe condition - While ourmothers were doing well

of things as they exist in our county and enough with their distaff and hand looms,

State, and then wewill answer the question . and paying six bits for cottons, the factory

In doing this we use the words of another:* girl with her power loom supplied the same

“ While the practical deductions of sci- |article for one tenth the price. While our

ence have given a new impulse , infused fathers were doing well enough shut up be

new life and energy into almost every de . tween the Atlantic and the Alleghanies, the

partmentof human industry ,we are culti- restless energy of daring spirit crossed

vating our farmsas did our sires and grand those mountains, penetrated their bound .

sires before us. While ,by the applications less forests , and opened the vast resources

of science Watt and Fulton have given us of this mighty valley. While the planters

steam ships to spurn the winds and stem the of Virginia were doingwell enough ,many

rolling currents of ourmighty rivers; while of them were surprised to find their soils

the stearn horse is puffing his way along exhausted and unproductive. Many are

the iron track to our rich prairies; while doing well enough with mule wagons and

the lightning speeds to us the last changes mud roads; but the steam - horse with his

in stocks and merchandise,and every move iron sinews proclaimed their thriftless fol

· upon the polittcal chess.board, while , in ly . While the jolly flat baotman was doing

short, progress is stamped upon every thing, almost toowell, the steam whistle startled

the farmer and mechanic are plodding on him from his easy jolity, and gave a ten

in the good old way of our fathers. The fold energy to the commerce of our wes

result is , we, in this land ofmighty forests, tern rivers . When perfection is reached ,

are importing and paying three prices for then , and not till then , will it be safe

our lumber. Our houses, plank roads, to 'let well enough alone.' ”

and fences cost twice their usual prices. This is all true in regard to all our State ,

We go east for our agricultural and me. Ibut it is peculiarly true in regard to our

ehanical implements of every grade, from own county . Having within our limits

the plow to the butter stamp. With iron the great commercial emporium of this

mountains and inexhaustible coalbeds, we mighty valley , one of the best markets in

impory every article of iron from the anvil the world , and possessing more wealth than

to the ten -penny nail. Ourmineral veins any other county in the State , as much

contain nearly every paint from the costly good land, and having every inducement

smalt blue to the yellow ochre; and yet all that self-interest or a just pride of our high

we use , with a single exception, comes and influential position can confer, we are
from a foreign market. While we are ex . I lamentably behind many other counties:

hausting the virgin wealth of the richest indeed it is often said that the poorest

soil the sun shines upon , our crops are no farms and the poorest farmers and the

better than those harvested from the once poorest stock in the State is to be found

barren hills of New England; and inferior in St. Louis county .

races of stock crop our luxuriant prairies. “ The divine economy wisely provides

“ But you may say , 'we are doing very that we shall eat our bread by the sweat of

the brow ; yet no divine or human wisdom

*Address to che Farmers ofMissouri, prepared by demands that we shall toil and sweat, and

& committee of the Boone County Society . Wehave

copied largely from this admirable address , Isweat and toil on from year to year, simply
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for the corn cakeand bacon our appetite de- than poor ones is equally evident. It costs

mands. We believe we can do better - but little more to raise a horse worth two

that we can become better fariners and hundred dollars than it does one worth

better mechanics; and we repudiate the half that sum . A cow that milks twenty

idea that anything is well enough, which quarts eats but little more than one which

can be bettered.” milks only ten. And the same principle

Wetherefore unfurl the banner inscribed holds good respecting every class of ani.

with the glorious motto PROGRESS. mals from the noble horse to the farm yard

“ In our efforts weask the sympathy and fowl. Here then by a little outlay and a

aid of every profession . We do not ask generous co-operation we can greatly in

others to labor for our benefit only, but for crease the pleasure and income derived

theirs also . Weare the great heart of the from our domestic animals."

body politic ; if its pulsations are languid , Suppose that through the influence of this

the life blood will flow feebly in every de association in encouraging the importation

partment ofhuman industry . We do not and rearing of choice breeding animals ;

ask it as a favor; we demand it as a debt the average value of each horse in the coun

of long standing, one so just that all have ty is increased one dollar; of each cow and

frankly confessed the obligation whenever ox fifty cents and of each sheep and hog

and wherever its claims have been presen - twenty- five cents , would not this aggregate

ted . increase of value far outweigh the few dol

“ Sinceman was driven from Eden we lars contributed to sustain the society .

have fed and clothed the world ; we have That much greater results than these may

built its dwellings and filled them with plen - be obtained needs no demonstration . Yet

ty and luxury; we have raised the mettle . where can the farmer who desires to pos

some steed , constructed the iron horse , sess good stock go to obtain it . Shall we

and launched the merchantman and the forever bedependentupon New York, Ohio

steamship upon the trackless ocean ; we and Kentucky ? or shall we raise them

have been freely taxed for the support of among ourselves, and in our turn supply

public schools , and have contributed liber - the people of other sections, behind us in

ally for the endowmentof colleges and uni- | improvement, even aswe for so long have

versities, for the education of physicians been going abroad for ours.

and clergymen , lawyers and gentlemen ; 2 . To introduce the best variety of our

and yet we look in vain for a school where staple crops.

the science of agriculture is practically " Farmers often cultivate an inferior vari

taught. ty , when a little effort would provide such

- This we contend is wrong; and as the seed as would secure a better crop without

guardians of our children 's inheritance,as any additional labor or expense of cultiva

the lovers of our common country , we hare tion . All such increase would be net prof.

resolved to do our duty in remedying the it; and though it amount only to a few

evil, that we,who have so freely aided oth - dimes per acre, it would yield no mean

ers ,willmake one manly efforts to aid our sum continued through an ordinary life .

selves. Since our charities have not com - “ Again it is a law of all vegetables im

menced athome,let them at least cheer our proved by cultivation , whether grain roots ,

own firesides in their round of visitations." or fruit; that they degenerate by a constant

We propose to accomplish the following cultivation in the same locality; but that a

objects : change of culture or locality will often im

1st. To improve our stock of domestic prove them in both quality and quantity .

animals . Hence sound reason dictates a judicious

“ ' That better stock can be obtained than introduction of new varieties, or the same

whatwe now possess no one will doubt; from some distant locality , or one different

and that good animals are more profitable l in soil or culture."
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3. To introduce improved Agricultural such as would be less in weight and bulk .

and Mechanical Implements . thusdecreasing the cost of exportation.”

Our warehouses are filled with every 6th . To introduce such a system of cul.

variety of implements and machines, from ture as will prevent that exhaustion of the

the sausage stuffer to the steam saw mill, soilwhich has proved so disastrous in some

and scarcely a day passes butsome enter- of the older States.

prising genius presents us with a new and 7th . To induce our State to provide a

wonderful improvement. We are well School, or an ad juact to some Schoolwhere

aware that there are many recent inven - our sonsmay be thoroughly and practical.

tions of incalculable value to the farmer - ly taught all those Sciences which pertain

many machines and implements which to the Agricultural and Mechanical Arts .

will aid him wonderfully in the prosecution “ It may be said we have good Schools

of his business. In a country , especially now . This is true ; and it is doubtless

where land is cheap and labor compara - true that the branches provided for are as

tively dear, any labor-saving machine well taught as their means will permit, and

which is adapted to his situation is highly that they answer all the purposes of the

worthy his attention . But how shall he legrned professions. But something should

distinguish the good from the bad ? the val- be done for our professions. Wewish our

uable from the worthless ? Shall he take children so educated that they can bring

the word of the maker or vender ? Shall all the treasures of science to the improve

he try every thing himself ? Or shall he ments of the farm and the workshop.

by uniting with his brother farmers in al “ Our sons are taught to trace the root of

society such as we propose , avail himself a word up through the French , Italian .

of the aggregate experience of all the far- iLatin , Greek and Sanscrit, to discover its

mers of the county ? true meaning. But who of them can trace

4th , To introduce improved modes of
the root of the potato beneath the soil and

Culture.
discover the food it seeks there ?

: They

“ Wewillmention a single illustration on - |
can measure the heightof a lunar moun .

ly from themanywhich mightbe adduced . tain , and decompose the nebula of the

An excess of rain often retards the opera
Milky way ; yet their science would be at

tions of the farmer much to his inconveni fault in removing a mole hill or in com

ence and the detriment of his crops; while
pounding a cement to pave a footpath

a scarcity of wet often proves equally des.
They are carefully taught all the rules

tructive to the product of the field . But
which govern the acquisition ofwealth ; yet

a judicious system of soiling and ditching ! they
might live and die upon the richest

mineral beds as ignorant of their existence
will most effectually counteract these evils .
That subsoiling and ditching are efficient as the bears ofCalifornia .

antidotes to both an excess and dearth of . .
Such are some of the objects contempla

rain may well be called the Agricultural
ted by this Society . Are they not worthy

Paradox; and yet both Philosophy and
of your support, and the support of every

farmer in the country ?
experience anıply sustain the proposition

If so, will you not

They are also most efficient means of pro
unite with us in sustaining a Society , and

use all your efforts to make it useful and
moting and sustaining the productive ener

Tefficient ?"
gies of the soil."

Our county should take the lead in the
5th . To introduce new staples for culti- great movement which is now making for

tation .
improvement. Should a State Society be

“ The expenses of transportation greatly organized, how important is it that there
reduce the profits of our farms. This evil should be an active, energetic County So

would be obviated by the culture of such ciety here to act with and aid it. Should

staples as would find a market nearer, or an appropriation be obtained from the
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Legislature for agricultural purposes ought equivalent for theamount of their annual sub.

we not to be ready in this county to share scription .
T The fee formembership has buen fixed at thethe benefits of that appropriation : Ana " moderate price of $ 2 per annum , or $ 25 for

we have any spirit of emulation , or any de- life membership , in order to multiply thenum

sire to learn anything about our calling , ber of members, and to make the Society co

will we not enlist in this work with all the extensive with the country, and to enable it to

put into the hands of each subscriber a Quar.
energy which its importance demands ?

terly Journal, or an annual volume, valuable
J . G . LINDELL, to himself and creditable to the Association

R . D . Watson, and to American Agriculture.

Lewis ADIE, A united and general effort to maintain a

T . T . JANUARY, National Agricultural Society should no lon

H . C . Hart. ger be delayed . Come, brother farmers ! Let

us engage in this worthy enterprise. Let us

unite our strength and wisdom , and thus seUnited States Agricultural Society . lcure numerous and efficient representations in

To the Friends of Agriculture :
this Association , from all the Staics and Ter

The undersigned , President and Secretary of'ritories, and from all the local Agricultural

the United States Agricultural Society , in be- Societies and kindred organizations through

half of said body , respectfully invite the out our country.

friends of agriculture, in all States and Ter MARSHALL P . Wilder , President.

ritories, to join their national organization . DANIEL LEE , Cor. Secretary .
Its objects are to emboily in one central asso - Washington , Jan . 1 , 1853.

ciation , the valuable information already ob - l
Note . Allow us to call your particular atv

tained by various local Societies, and to es
es- tention to the AnnualMeeting , which is to betablish a more intimate connection between beld in the city of Washington on the first

thei : to correspond with foreign Societies , Wednesday of February next; also to section

and to diffuse a knowledge of their most im - third of the Constitution , which provides for

portant agricultural improvements and discov- 1.
discor the election of members from the local socie

eries; and , in the various ways, as set forth in
rth in ties to the General Board of Agriculture, and

the first number ofthe Journal of the Society , l.
ciety, to solicit your prompt and cordial co- opera

to aid the promotion of this noble art.
tion in procuring members, and sending dele

It is not by isolated and individualexertion ,
on, gations to attend thismeeting.

but by united and associated action , that rap

id progress is to be made and a general inter - CONSTITUTION OF TIE UNITED STATES AGRI.

est awakened. Measures of a wise and effi CULTURAL SOCIETY .
cient character should be taken to increase Preamble. -- The undersigned , in order to

our knowledge of rural arts and sciences, as improve the agriculture of the country by at

well as to communicate to every tiller of the tracting theattention , eliciting the views, and

earth such professional information and indi- combining the efforts of that great class com

vidual experience asthe best farmers and plan - posing the agricultural community , and to se

ters are able to impart. cure the advantages of a better orginization ,
• Friends of agriculture ! In what terms shall and more extended usefulness among all state,

we address you , to secure a practicalrecogni- county and other agricultural societies, do

tion of the advantages of co -operation in a hereby form ourselves into a society, and for

scheme that embraces every State and Territo - its government adopt the following Constitu

ry in the Union , and is eminently calculated , tion :

as webelieve to advance the great farming in - Name of the Society. - Sec. I. The name

terest? lof this Society shall be the United States Ag.
The plan of operations that has been adopt- ricultural Society .

ed, is indicated by the Constitution of the Uni- Members' Dues. - Sec. II . The Society shall

ted States Society , which is printed on this consist of all such persons as shall signify to

sheet, and to which your attention is specially any officer of the Society a wish to become a

invited . member, and who shall pay two dollars to the
It is obvious that this association cannotbe Treasurer of the Society , and a like sum there

useful to the country, unless many persons after; and of delegates from the State Agri

join it , existing Agricultural Societies give it cultural Societies, in the States and Territo

their cúnfidence and support, and government ries, and District of Columbia , who may be

extends to it her fostering hand . No officer appointed to attend the annual, and other

of the Society is paid for his services, and it meetings of the Society, and who shall pay the

is believed that the members will receive in its like sum , and also of such honorair members

Quarterly Journal, seeds, plants , etc., a full as the Society maysee fit to elect. Eachmem
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ber shall be entitled to receive a Journal, or agriculture throughout the different States !
publication of silid Society, containing an ac - all which information shall be published by

count of its proceedings, and such additional the Society, and form part of its transac

inatter as shall be deemed worthy of publica - tions .

tion , free from any expense except postage. Executive Crmmittee. - The Executive Com
Twenty- five dollars shall entitle one to the mittee shall transact the general business of

privilege of life-membership , and exempt him the Society , and shall designate the time and

from any annualtaxation. place for exhibitions, regulate the expendit

Officers. - Sec . 111. The officers of the So - ures, and take such supervisory charge of the

eiety shall be a President, a Vice President business of the Society asmay best promote

froin ench State and Territory of the Union its interests. This body shall elect its own

and from the District of Columbia; a Treas- Chairman: three members shall constitute a

urer , a Corresponding Secretary , a Recording quorum .

Secretary ; an Executive Committee, consist- Treasurer. — The Treasurer shall keep an

ing of five members; and a Board of Agricul- accountof all moneys, and shall piy bills on

ture , to consist of three members from each ly after they have been audited by the Corres

State, Territory and District, to be appointed ponding and Recording Seeretaries, and a

by the State Agricultural Societies where member of the Executive Committeeand coun

they exist; and where there are no such State tersigned by the President of the Society or

Societies , by the Executive Committee of this the Chairman of the Executive Committee .

Society. The President of this Socity shall Corresponding Secretary. - - The duty of the

be ES OFFICIO a member and President of the Corresponding Secretary shall be to corres

Board of Agriculture, and of the Executive pond with persons interested in agriculture;

Committee. at each stated meeting he shall read such por

Duties of Officers. - The President shall tion of this correspondence as may be of gen

have a general superintendence of all the af. eral interest; and it shall be his duty to car

fairs of the Society. In case of his death or ry out and advocate the viewsof the Board of

inability to dischiiree the functions of his of- Agriculture in obtaining, arranging and pub

ficc, the Board of Agriculture shall select a Ilishing any information they inav desire to

Vice President to act in his stead , and be have laid before the agricultural community .

clothed with the same powers; and he shall Recording Secretary. - - The Recording Sec

perform the sameduties as the President until / retary shall keep the Record ofthe Minutes of

the next annual election .
the Society, and of its Executive Commit

Vice Presidents. - It shall be the duty of

the Vice Presidents to advance all the objects
Sec. IV . The annual meetings of the Soci

Sety shall be held at the city of Washington ,
of the Association in their several districts ;

to explain to agriculturists the character and
i on the firstWednesday of February in each

year, when all the officers of the Society, not
objects of this Society , and endeavor to obtain

their co -operation and support; to watch the
otherwise appointed , shall be elected by bal

advance of practical agriculture, and make
lot, for the ensuing year; fifteen members shall

known the results of the same, by reports or
constitute a quorum . The Executive Com

mittee , however, shall be competens, with the
otherwise froin year to year. .

approbation of the Society , to povint occa
Board of Agriculture. - It shall be the du

the du - sionalmeetings, to be held at other points.
ty of this board to watch the interests ofac- i Sec. V . This Constitution mar be altered

riculture, as they are ormay be affected by at any annnalmeeting , by a vote of two-thirde

the legislation of the country; to make such of themembers in attendance, provided that

reports, memorials and recommendations, as not less than fifty members be present.

may advance the cause of agriculture, pro
mote and diffuse agricultural knowledge ; to St. Louis . — The population of St. Louis

examine, and when necessary, report upon now numbers almost one hundred thousand !

the practibility of establishing agricultural | In memory , the city seems to have sprung up ,

schools, colleges, andmodelfarms; to set forth as it were in a day, from infancy into fulí

the advantages of agricultural and geologic - manhood . It is a great natural centre of bu

al surveys , and to show the importance of the siness, and whatever may be the tendency of

application of science to agriculture: to rep - various railroadsnow building to divert a por

resent, through their reports, the relation of tion of the trade accustomed to go there to

American Agriculture to that of foreign coun - other towns, the amount thus abstracted will

tries, and endeavor to obtain information scarcely be felt . And St. Louis can build

from such countries; to point out the advan- railroadsas well as other cities, and her citi

tage of introducing any new staples, seeds and zens are projecting and building them with all

plants, and obtain , 80 far as practicable, the activity that the fashion of the times de

apoual statistical returns of the condition of 1mands. - Galera Ad
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ness, and in a section where laborwas scaree,

it was almost impossible to secure a crop of

Igrass until it had suffered . The harvesting

machines had become general, and increased

the farmers' profits materially, by diminish

ing the expense of curing his grain .

Wenow cut our grassby horse power, rake
it by horse power, and put it on to the mow ,

if we please by horse power.
It is curious to note how surely improve

ments come into being as they are needed .

It is within our remembrance that all our

Ketchum 's Mowing Machine.
grain was cutby the sickle. Thatwas a slow

process, and when a man had 10 acres to
The great value of this implement induces reap , it was almost impossible to get hands to

us to place it more prominently before our do it in time. Then came the cradle, and

readers, than could be done by simple adver- with it a large increase in grain growing.
tisement. We were called upon some three but in time the cradle became too slow , and

years ago to see the machine, which Mr. expensive, and then came the harvesting ma

Ketchum bad then just got finished . It did chines, and horse power superceded human

not work to his satisfaction , but wewere satis- power. Henceforth the cradle , the sickle

fied that he had struck the right track , and it and the scythe can be dispensed with . +

would not be long before the last great im - If ever a man was entitled to a testimonial

provement would be perfected . After being from the public, it is Mr Ketchum ; and we

comparatively dormant for a year or more, it hope another year to assist in making him a

cameinto the handsof the present proprietors , substantial and handsome present. No far.
by whom it has been improved and perfected , mer who owns a machine, will refuse to oon

and can safely take rank with the most impor- tribute liberally. Wool Grower .

tant labor saving machines of the age. It is

interesting to know how many difficulties are From the Country Gentlman .

conquered in most if not all important imple How to Raise Farmers .

ments . At one time this was nearly given up How frequently do we hear those who have
because the knives clogged ; a lucky thought passed their lives upon farms, until they are

ofmaking a hole in the teeth obviated thatdif- approaching old age, regretting that none of

ficulty. A defective attachment of the crank their sons are willing to adopt their father 's

to the knives lead to frequent breaks of the calling for a profession . And how often is it

bar, to which the knives are fastened . This that of several sons that have been born and

was overcome by having the bar play in a reared upon a farm , not one even , will remain

cast iron shoe at the head . Another serious contented upon the old homestead, to cheer ,

difficulty occasioned in heavy grass - by the solace and comfort his parents in their old

tangling of themown grass into barand knives age, and to perfect the improvements they
so as to prevent its cutting properly. This have commenced .

was overcome by attaching a very simple con - ! There must be some potent and general

trivance called a track clearer to the point. causes for this , or the most healthful, inde

That was the last great improvement. It is pendent, and certainly remunerative calling ,

now as near perfect as it can be made. would not be so generally deserted by those

The cut tells the whole story of its simplic - who are bred to it , for those more harrassing,

ity . But it cannot tell how effective it is. uncertain , and far less independent; and it

Wehave used one now on nearly 100 acres, may not beunprofitable to consider a few of

wehave mowed light grass , and heavy grass, these causes, and see , if with all the skill and
lodged and tangled , on rough and smooth judgment that has been displayed in impro

ground, over stones, roots , and stumps; and ving and perfecting the products of the farm ,

in all places it has done its work well. It theremay not have been errors committed in

has nearly or quite paid for itself this year, regard to the farmer's sons; which errors, and

and is justas good as new . It will cut in good not any inherent repulsiveness of the calling

ground with a span of horses and a man , 10 or any inherent perverseness among the song

acres in a day, and do it better than it can be ofour rural population , have led to these re

done by the bestmower. sults .

It is the great invention of the age, as far All young persons naturally possess some

as the farmer is concerned , and is of farmore degree of pride of person , and a desire to im

importance to him , than the boasted invention prove their condition in life. Love of appro - ,

of the telegraph . On large farms, mowing bation seems the patural birthright of all, and

had become a laborious and expensive busi- whatever may be the calling or social position
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young people are placed in , there are but few at command, have so many other things to

of this class who do not feel a desire to at- care for, - 80 much stock and so many fields

tain a still higher position , and to feel that he to look to , and their property cares consumes
has achieved for hiinself a name and position so much of their time, that they seldom no
that will command the admiration of his as- tice their children , except to reprimand them

sociates and friends. This feeling is inani. for indulging their natural love for childish

fested in a vast variety of ways,and in accor- sports ; and the wife and mother has so many
dance with theamountof natural intellect the household cares, that she is obliged to stile
person has been blessed with , and the kind of the yearnings of a mother' s heart, and , leave
oducation the person has received . Among her tender offspring to the attentions of a hir

certain classes, it finds voice in the strite to ling, or an older child . Thus even in early

excel in feats ofstrength and agility, or in the childhood, can be observed a striking contrast
capacity for physical endurance, in the per between the condition of these childr :n , and
formance of wonderful day' s works, among those of a different calling.

farmers, or even in showing a capacity to re- l Mechanics, traders, and professional men .
sist the efforts of great errors in eating and congregate in villages and cities, so that the

drinking. Another class , whose brains are son or daughter of either is not obliged to
dess developed , even , than those previously pass months without the society of those of

mentioned, and whose muscles hare not been their own age, and seeing none but inembers
Ntrengthened by physical labor, manifest the of the family, or some aduits whom business
same feeling by the care which they cultivate leads to visit the farm .

the growth of hair upon their heads and faces, With this loneliness and ennui heavy upon
and the attention they pay to dress, and the them , can it be a inatter of wonder that these
convencional follies of polite society .As therlads should loathe the calling which thoy con

hare nothing within themselves, worthy of as the origin of their sufferings ? As soon as

note, they endeavor to gratify this love of an . the boy is able to work in the field , he is fri .

probation and distinction by attention to their quently armed with a worn -out and heavy im
externals. plement, and placed beside experienced and

Others seem to care little for their own strong lahorers , when , instead of being

persons, but wish to become notorious from taught the easiest method of perforining his
the heauty of their equinace , and their homes . I labor , he is litughed at for his awkwardness .

and the speed of the team which draws them and taunted with his inefficiency . In too
about. Again , there are those who wish to inany instances he is kept at work upon the
rise to political preferment, to have their in - farm for long months, and froin earls 'till late
Huence felt by governirent, and as faras in at night, without recreation or rest , excent to
lies, to sway the destinies of the people and attend church , where the children of other oc
nations. cupations are better dressed and wear a bap.

Above all these, are those who wish to gain pier and more intelligent look than himself :

fame from having advanced the arts and and if he has any inspirations for a licher

sciences, or to achieve a name in the literary mode of existence than that of a mere laborer.

world , or to have their praises sounded as he must again and again resolve to adopt some
public benefactors, for the improvements thev other calling for himself and his boys, as the

have made in the condition of humanity in the only method to attain his desires.

present or luture. The true man will not be Us he advances in years, he is still kept

governed by purely selfisk motives alone, but upon the farm during nine months of the rear.

while he strives to advance his own interests , /while, boys, whose parents possess no inoré
and secure personal advancement, he will also wealth than his, are sent to a school where

exert himself for the good of those around their minds and their manners are improved ;

hims. There are but few who are naturally and where he is considered but a mere urudva

wholly selfish , even among the extremes of of a farmer's bos , they are looked upon as

humanity. The extreme poor have no timeor young and promising men , who will inake
means to devote to the welfare of others, and their mark in the world .

and the extremely wealthy have acquired not During the winter he has the cattle to look

inherited , their disregard forall but themselves after, and a thousand chores to do , so that if

or their families. It is natural for even the he attends the district school lie is frequentis

confirmed mammon worshipper to feel gym - belaied , and receives a chiding from the

pathy for their fellows, and to delight in social teacher for his involuntary tardiness ; and

pleasures. during school hours, his mind is so much oc

Let us see in what regard the sons of far- capied by his home duties, that he can make

iners as a class, enjor opportunities for the but little progress in his studies, and he soon

indulgence of these natural desires. Infants begins to think he is a dunce, as he is called

and children are fond of notice sympathy : 1 by his inates.

butmany farıners, even thosewho have wealth As he advances toward manhood , iis labor
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is too valuable to be dispensed with , and h common thing thing to meet young persons

is still confined to the (to himn ) disilgrceable neurly arrived to manhood , who have never

and dull routine of his farin , in which he been a dozen miles from the home farm , and

takes but little interest, for he never intends every thing beyond these limits , wears a hue

to be a farmer ; and without any proper pre- 1 of mystery, which they are determined to re

paration for entering upon any other business, move as soon as they are freed from their prem
when he has attained bis majority , he leaves sent gilling continement. With a mere trifle

The film in disgust, and has got to learn the of expense, he could gratify this laudable
occupation he is to depend on for a livelihood . curiosity in his children , or he could entertain

Can wewonder, with this experience ,which the children of his friends who reside in the

is a true transcript of that of a large number village or city , and they even might almost

of those who have been reared upon a farm , envy his lsons the privileges, while they are

that the homestead should be diserted , and freely p :irtaking of the fruit that otherwise

tise old farmers be obliged to pass the crening would rot upon the ground .

of their lives in sind and solitary junciiness ; Invite them to voar bomes, and let your lads

while their boys, for the want of a proper pre- show the large growth of plants and fruits ,the

luninary education should strupgle through as docile and happy cattle ind sheep , to those

econd or third rate tradors , lawyers, or phy - /who will admire with wonder and delight, and

sicians? for seldom do they, after leaving resolve themselves to becometillers ofthe soil.

their homes, learn any mechanical trades. As rerards clothing , every person should ,

There are some, it is true, who leave the field while at arork , dress in a manner befitting his

for the bench of the artizan , but the most of employment ; but there can be no reason why

them purchase their time of their fathers , and the children of farmers should be dressed in a

are glad even thus to escape from a life that manner that must deeply wound their pride of

has became so distasteful to them . appearance , at all times, and on all occasions.

There cannot be any absolute necessity for As great would be the propriety of making

the repulsiveness that most young men feel the son of a shoemaker wear his leather apron

towires farm labor , and it farmer 's life . to church ,as there is in making farmer 's child

Miny who have been bred to other callings, ren wear the clothing that is frequently pro

and hare passed years in the busy haunts of vided for them . But farmer' s children

men , are looking forward with pleasurable should not be proud ." They are and ill be

anticipations to the time when they can leave proud until all care for everything , except to

their present harrassing and dependent oc- acumulate wenith , is crushed out of them ,

sunations, (dependent either upon the em - and they will despise the cailing that so fre

plover or the public ,) for the indpendent and quonily wounds their pride.

hacaithful life of a tilier of the soil. I one should be favored with better oppor

Butthe inquiry is , “ How to raise farmers,” tunities for an eucation , than those who are

and I will endeavour to present a few hints to take the lead in Agriculture ; for their are

derived from experience as well as observa - few callings where the mind can be exercised

tion , thatmay notbe unworthy of attention . to better purpose, than in the improvement of

The child should be able to discern thatthe the soil and its products. To understand how

father and mother enjoy life on the farm , in to treat the various soils , and how to furnish

somemethods other than the pleasure of hav: the proper nutriment for the greit variety of

ing performed a large amount of labor, or ac- plants grown upon the farni, at the least ex

eumulated property ; for he has not yet learn - pense , so that the soils may not become dete

od thus to limit his sources of enjoyment. riorated - -to know how to managethe animals
Amusements of somekind should be systema in sickness and in health - to understand their

tically procured for all young persons,whether physiological laws, so as to be able constantly

bu the farm or in villages. The spelling -book to improre them , making the offspring of
Banght that, more value than the parents; and that with

** All work and no play, makes Jack a dullboy;"> out a pecuniary loss, requires greater familia

and many a boy would gladly quote the line, rity with the sciences,and greater activity of
even if for a reply he should have its counter- themind , than is needed to manage a steam

part , if he did not fearmore than love his par- ship , or command armies ; yet by many it is
ents . supposed farmer' s sons, need but to possese
No one, at so small an expenditure of money , minds willing, and bodies strong to labor.

can afford to their family such pleasent sea - Order, regularity, and neatness, should be

sons of recreations,as can the farmer ; even a observed about the buildings and the fields ,

wide to the neighbouring village with one, or both because it is more profitable thus, and

with both parents would by most children be because then , the lors would be proud of their

deemed equal to a holiday . The farmer has home and their calling , and be pleased to de

a team , and he goes on business , so there is all they uculd to improre embellish thoid

no loss of time to him . But it is no u homes.
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On all farms, their should be a room or placed directly under him , by raising or pul
shop, supplied with tools for repairing such ling off his shoe , and placing him in some
implements as need repair , and for making soft place, like a barn vard, and he will get

such as can be best made there. Here , every well, if attended to the first two months -- the

implement in use on the farm , sbould have its sooner the better.

place, and each be put in its place. Here, l What is the cause of this? I never heard

also , the boys might perform the philosophi- any one express any other opinion than that

caland chemical experimentthey have learned they supposed it was by eating grain or drin .

at school and from books - here they can an - |king water. I have examined the subject a

alyze their soils, and try new experiments . number of years, and have every reason to

This room should be the study and workshop believe it to be a mistake; the thing convicts

of the farm , and here the young, and perhaps , itself .

the older farmers, would be glad to assemble ! Ilow can it be reasonable to believe what

in stormy weather, and during the long winter a horse eats for food , should single out one

evenings, to converse upon the past, and to foot, and that always a fore foot,and always

mature plans for future operations. a concave, or dishing foot, never a fat one,

But this study should not engross all the and commonly the fleetest travelling horses.
evenings of the boys. Our Creator endowed I ask how all this should take place on one
us with social feelings, and the entire family , forefoot ,and all the others in good health , or

and the young people of neighboring families, both , after a while , and is then called chest
should often meet in social gatherings, for the foundered - one and the same thing; it has
purpose of mutual improvement and enjoy to faror the lame foot, and that comes on
ment. The pirent and child , the aged and imperceptibly. Now there is a cause for all
the young, should all unite in making the the lameness in a horse's foot, and that cause
time pass in a pleasant and profitable manner: I have reason to believe is from improper

The sports and sallies of youth , will cause shoeing; except accidents , such as wounds

the warin blood to flow more freely through and bruises.

the heart of the aged , and the wisdom of years . The process of shoeing is very easy; if we

will improve the minds of the young follow the case pointed out, we will suppose

Tiiste , and a love for the country and rural a horse has got his shoe off, and broken the

pleasures, that can so easily and cheaply be sides of his hoof. The hec ind toe ar coin

gratitied , will soon eradicate the yearnings monly entire: just rest the sho on the heeland

for the exciting and destructive amusements toe, so they may not rock or tilt; and if the

of the cities , and the sons and daughters of the shoe does not touch the sides, withia an eith

soil, that have been trained in themanner in - of an inch , it will notaffect his training int

dicatel, will “ love with intense affection , all, and thenext timeho wants shoeinr, his

every foot of ground they tread upon , every hoof will be grown up square avain , and man

tree, and every vine, and every shrub that go thro ' life in that way, withoutbeing lawe

their hands have planted , or their taste train - / and his foot as perfect at the last shoeing is

ed ; ” and their affections will be centered in at the first .

that family home, where their minds and af- Corns seem to think they have a right to put

fections were first devoloped , and where they in for a share in laming horses, I show horses

were first taught to aspire for the happy and 35 years, before I ever heard or siew the
honorable position of the true 6- Country name of cornsmentioned , and have seen but

Gentleman .,” C . H CLEAVELAND. Water three that lamed them ; it was something else

bury, Tt., Dec., 1832. I put to their account. -- Three times within
thirty years, the English mode of seeing

Foundered Horses. horses has been published in one newspaper;

Mr. Editor : - What is a foundered horse the amount of it is , a shoe without a beel or

As it respects their feet , it is a lame horse. toe , and have the frog freely touch the ground .
Are all horses that are laine, foundered ? - it might do for a convex foot, because the

Some people say so when they dont know what frog is small and insensible , but a lat- footed
ails them . horse has a larger, sensitive fror , and the

I have seen horses that I was told had been shog and heel sho ld be high enom. h to dear

lame for years, and were called foundered, the fror , or he will cripple . Is this objeca

when nothing but the shoeing from time to tion is, when the heads of the niin ur, vor

time, kept up an irritation , but there is a per- down , it becomes a skate, and canot noid .

manent lameness, such as a contraction of Much has been said and done to keep hoofa

the heels, and swelling or bulging out in front in order: two things are necessary - withont

of the foot, not being placed naturally un - them , all that I have seen done is of little

der him . ponsequence; with them , there is not an tving

He sprains his foot joint, and extends his else wanting . Keep the horse in the still

feet forward, and when quita lame, lic raises instead of pasture, and shoe him once in two
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his heel and rests on his toe . Let the foot bo and applied to other developments of indus

months correctly, and a foundered horse will trial skill and inventive genius.
be a scarce article . 3 . In the immediately suggestive influence on

What I have written I believe to be true, practial men from witnessing all the combined

and if it should be themeans of saving one agencies of mechanical skill and inventive in

poor horse from being lame or foundered , 1 / genuity applied in a thousand forms, and dis

shall be richly compensated formy trouble. played in one connection and at one glance.

Boston Cultivator. I 4 . In the improvement of public taste, and

the incentive to private ambition , offered no

To the Citizens of Missouri. less by witnessing side by side the most re
Within the presentcentury two great efforts nowned works in statuary and painting , of the

have been made in England to control the past and present, but by observing how com :
public unind , and to give direction to popu- / pletely theagents and materials furnished by

lar taste . The one was the attempt to revive the hand of nature have been made to minis
the institutions of Chivalry , with all their ro - ter not only to the comfort and enjoyment,
mantic associations of tournament and joust, but to the luxurious elegance and refinement

• of pilgrimage, errantry, and Troubador; of of life - in the old world .

princing steeds, and rich emblazonry; of 5 . In the fraternizing influence of nations

sounding heralds, brilliant throngs , andmaid - meeting , in a time of profound peace, and in

enly prizes. But this , ils every one knowswas a spirit of friendly amity and rivalry to con

an eminent failure. test a clajin to precedence in particular forms

The other was to open an Exhibition of the l of improvement in the greatmarch of progress.

Industry of all Nations , at the city of London , Such are some of the advantages to be de

on the 1st day of Mav, 1851 , to bring together rived from similar exbibitions. In the exhi

as fully as posible , the natural and artificial bition at London , it is well known that Amer -

products of the world , and by a friendly ricican geniusachieved many noble victories and

Fairy in the display of the industrial geniue brought homemany brilijant tropics. In the

and the artistic skill of each nation , to excite great and friendly contest which we contem

a proper emulation among them to still fur- plate will take place at New York , commen

ther advances in the mouitication of thesema- Icing on the second day of May next, shall it

terials to the wants , the comforts and the en - /be said that it has been less successful? We

joyments of life. And this effort, as every | trust not - for we feel assured that the patriot

one knows, was eminently successful, and its ism and the pride of our country will never

intiuences are every where beginning to be felt be sacrificed on her own soil without a well

and appreciated . contested struggle .
Now why was this difference manifested in We would most respectfully urge upon the

thesuccess of these two prominent designs? people ofMissouri the importance of this un
Because, as must be obvious to every one, dertaking , and call upon them to give us their
there was in the first instance only an effort to aid , cooperation and encouragement in carry

revive a dead body when the spirit which had ing out its designs. We feel satisfied that

animated it had long ceased to exist , wnilst in the State of Missouri possesses mineral re
the other, therewas a combined and united ef - sources equal, if not superior to those of any
fort to give vigor and firmness and maturity to similar extent of surface on the globe. She
an embryo which promised to develop a giant, I posseses almostunbounded nature| posseses almost unboundednatural capabilities
fully capable of wielding the weaver ' s beam , in the adaptation of her soil to the production

animated by the spirit of the plain , practical ofmany of the most useful staples. She pos
and progressive tendencies of the Nineteenth sesses manufactories applied to some of those
century. staples and mineral products of which she

The advantages which flowed from this may justly oast .-- Her manufatures of

bliliant Exhibition were mademanifest : Hemp, Tobacco, Flour, Sngar, Lead , Iron ,

1 . In an increase of knowledge not only of and other materials, may, we think , bear a

the natural productions of the earth and ofthe comparison with those of any other State or

various arts applied by different nations in of any Kingdom or Empire.

modifying them to the comfort and enjoyment . But above all, she possesses a population ,

of life. but of the interior economy of this life sober, industrious, intelligent, enterprising ,

and of the philosophy of the institutionswhich full of inventive genius, nerved by a progres.

have emanated from it under almostevery va - | sive spirit , capable, wben well directed , of

riety of influence and diversity of relation securing themost substantial rewards, and of

2 . In the influences of the scientific com - working out the best results . With all these
merce, if we may use the expression , where adrantages shall Missouri shrink from the
the opinions and views of the most able and contest when an opportunity is presented to
talented men of all nations were freely bar- her of making a fair and a full representa
tored and interchanged , to be carried homeltion of her resources? We know that there
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is too much public spirit, state pride and pa - understood by those having a knowledge
triotisin among us for such a result. We of stock , without giving cuts. To those

therefore call upon our fellow -citizens; in
ns; 10 who do not understand stock we refer

hodan

every part of the State, to aid us in sending

contributions to this Exhibition . The best
& them to the cuts previously given in de

samples, neither too large or too small, of our scribing the Short-horns.

coal, of our numerous ores , and the metals The head of both male and female

produced from them ; specimens, in one or

two feet blocks, of ourmarbles, granites and
of should be small, rather long and tapering

towards the muzzle which should be
porphyries; samples of kavlin , alum slate ,

white sand , and other materials used in the
darker than the color of the skin , the eye

Inarts - -and the natural products of our soil. I large, lively but not too prominent.

hemp, tobacco ,wheat,barler , oats , Indian corn both bull and cow the jaw bone should

& c. , as well as selections of our forest trees, be strong and open behind , to admit o

indigenous fruit trees, and vines; the products the throat being fully developed , where

of our manufactures in copper and iron , and it passes from the head into the neck .

of handcrafts in general, and models of me. The horns should be small, clean , crook .

chanism in use among us.

All these, if deposited with us before the
ed, and placed at considerable distance

The10th day ofApril next, will be forwarded on from oneanother at the setting on .

to New York , free of charge, where the sender ears rather large , and orange tipped in

or contributor is unable to defray the expense the inside. The neck long , slender , ta
or transportation on the same. An ample ' pering towards the head , and having the

warehouse has been provided , and the Secre- appearance of hollowness; the skin and

tary of the Committee Mr. M . TARVER , will not loosely attached to the lower part

attend to the reception of all articles sent to
to of the neck . The point of the wither or

us, and give you certificates for the same.

Hoping that we shall have thehearty encour
c ! shoulder should be thin . The shoulder

agement and united cooperation of our citizens blades should be close above, with a very

in this great measure, and that without delay, slight sovering of muscle. The chest,

weremain , Very respectfully, | fore quarters and neck should be light.

É . A . PROUT, Chairman . The hind quarters large, and somewhat

L . M . KENNETT Cuas. P CHOUTEAU , heavy. The back should be straight,

W » . II . BelcHER , Thos. S . O 'SULLIVAX, corollu widening from the point of th

AN, gradually widening from the point of the
A . S . MITCHELL , L . V . Bogy,
A . B . CHAMBERS. THORNTON GRIYSLEY . shoulders towards the nook bones. These

should be wide raised at the points, and

Since the discovery of the silver mines of presenting a somewhat scraggy look .

Potosi, there has been extracted from them . The ribs towards the belvis should be

not less than sixteen hundred millions of dol- wide and circular. These, with the

iars ! The vein is said to be as rich now as ' joints , should appear open . The carcass

ever it was; but it is not worked for the want :

ofmechanical force, such as steam , and the
should gradually deepen towards the hind

facilities which steam alone can furnish .
quarters, and these should be deep.

Dairy stock can scarcely be too long in

Description of Cattle . the quarters. The quarters with the

The following description of the structu . pelves should be roomy- - the buttocks

ralformation ofa good Ayrshire, is from an
in should be square and somewhat fleshy

the distance between the top of the tail
English Agricultural paper. It will we

" we and the hock joints should be extreme.
think be found that the same points gener. The hock joints should be broad , as well

ally indicate the same in what we call our as the legs above and beneath these joints,

•native ' cows, in the choiceofmilkers . The fore and hind legs should be short

Wewill in proceeding to describe the somewhat delicately formed at the joints

most prominent features of the best kind as well as at the fetlock , and the animal

of cattle for producing milk , confine our should appear short legged. The feet

selves to the Ayrshire, as these are the should be round , somewhat large and

the only breed in Scotland that are rear- strong. The tail should be set on rather

ed principally for their power of secre- at a curve, than at right angles . It

ting the lactic fluid . - The particular should be long, tapering towards the

points in the structural formation can be point, and the quantity of hair to the
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point should be moderate. The form of viis; the sixth , arching of the short ribs.

the milk vessel is of paramount impor- | The eye, size of jaw -bone, the form of

tance . It can scarcely be too capacious ; neck , color & c ., following the other

it should be well placed forward on the points in somewhat the same order as in

belly and appear behind the line of the The Shorthorn . Themedium size is usu

thighs. It should have a somewhat square ally preferred. The breed as a whole is

forin , but not luw , heavy , nor loose, nor diminished in size from the system rear

fleshy. The color of udder is by some ing to which wehave previously alluded.

also deemed of great importance. It Full feeding the stock when young is

should be rather white than brown, ex - known to injure their milk - secreting

cept the color of the skin bewholly brown qualities, and is therefore generally care

or black. Themilk veins should be largelfully avoided .

and prominent, the teats should be placed !

wide a part rather small and pointing for- What can Government do for Agricul

wards. ture ?

Next in importance to the form of the Hon . R . C . Winthrop , in his address

udder is the touch . The skin should be before the Bristol Agricultural Society ,

thin , having the soft feel of a fine kiit spoke at some length on this subject. His
glove. - The hair should be soft and ideas in relation to what can be done for

somewhat wouly . The color should be American Agriculture by actual protection

distinct; dark red , or approaching to are comprised in the following paragraph :

black , are both fashionable . The colors, l The great agricultural want of our

if two should be arranged in blots or country is the want of consumers and not

small patches; light fawns are not un - ofproducers , ofmouths and not of hands,

commod , but are not deemed hardy; some ofmarkets and not of crops. And this a

are beautifully spotted with red on a want of which no Governmentprotection ,

white ground . The very light colors like thatwhich has been or may be afford

approaching to white are objectionable. ed to manufactures or to commerce , can

A dash of the Alderney , as well as of possibly supply . On the contrary , that

the West Highlander, can sometimes be sort of protection would only increase the

discerned , particularly in the color of the difficulty and aggravate the disease.'
best Ayrshires; but the breed as a whole He then proceeds to consider what

presents a characteristic distinctness of Government can do for Agriculture, and

colors as well as of form . The animal in this connection says :

when walking should have a gay and “In the first place, it can adopt system

somewhat jaunty appearance, and presentatic , comprehensive and permanentmeas

all the signs of a constitution . This lat- ures for ascertaining from year to year ,

ter point has been too much overlooked or certainly from census to census, the ac

in judging of Ayrshire stock . Thebull, tual condition of our county in relation to

if in a fair condition , should have au equal Agriculture, the quantity of land under

covering of fatty flesh all over the body . cultivation , the proportion of cultivated

every part of it being clothed as it were land devoted to the production of differ
with flesh . The skin soft, with the hair ent articles of food , the relation of produc

silky to thetouch ; and although he should tion to population in the various States

be less feminine in appearance than a and in the country at large, the compara

cow , he should not be too masculine tive productiveness of the same crops in

looking . The muscles of both sexes par- different parts of the Union and under

ticularly the female , should be somewhat differentmodes of culture, and generally

slender. These will be best observed whatever details may be included in a

along the neck . complete statistical account of American

In judging of dairy stock ., the first Agriculture . Our commercial and navi

point is unquestionably the udder; the gating statistics are already provided for,

second , the touch ; the third , the upper as incidental to our revenue system . We

pointing of the hooks; the length of need similar returns both of our agricul.

quarters ; the fifth , roominess of the pelo Iture and ourmanufactures, and I should
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not be sorry to have them committed to a this separation still exists . But a change

common Bureau. has been brought about by the gradual

In the next place. Government. State . Iprogress of free institutions ; and in the

and National, can encourage Agricultu . I free States of our own country especially ,

ral Science and promote Agricultural we see a complete combination of the

Education . This subject has been so working hand and the thinking mind , of

nearly exhausted , during the last year or the strong arm and the intelligent soul, in

two, by President Hitchcock ' s report to the same human frame. This has been

our own Legislature , by Dr. Lee' s reports the glorious result of our common school

to the Patent Office at Washington , and system , the cost of which , great as it has

by the lectures and addrcsses in which it been and still is , has been renumerated a

has been treated in all parts of the coun . I thousand fold , even in a mere pecuniary

try , I propose to notice it very briefly . way, by the improvements inventions,
discoveries , and savings of all sorts ,which

•Undoubtedly the noble system ofCom
I have been made by educated labor, in all

mon School education , which is already
the varied departments ofhuman industry .

in existence among us, and for which we
It is now everywhere seen and admitted ,

can never be too grateful to our Puritan
" Ithat the most expensive labor wich can be

Faihers, is itself no small aid to the cause
employed , is ignorant labor, and fortu

of agriculture. The farmers, and the
nately there is very little of it left in the

farmers' children , enjoy their full share !

of its benefits . It furnishes that original
American market.

subsoil plowing to the youthful mind, SFrom the New York Herald . '

which is essential to ihe success of what
The Caloric Ship Ericsson .

erer culture it may be destined to under THE NEW COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE .
go . There is no education , after all, We have to -day the gratification of
which can take the place of reacing, wri

- chronicling an event in which the whole
ting, and keeping accounts ; and the world is deeply interested , whose effect

young inan who is master of these ele
is to subject a new element to the power

mental arts , and whose eye has been ofman , and which is destined to form a.

sharpened by observation , and his mind new era in the history of com
luew era in the history of commerce and

trained to reflection , and his heart disci- navigation , and give an increased impetus

plined to a sense of moral and religious to the strides of civilization . On Wed

responsibility-- and these are the great nesday last, the Ericsson , the pioneer of

ends and the great achievements of our l a new system , the first ship constructed!

eommon schools - will not go forth to the on the principle of propulsion by means of

work of his life , whether it be manual or caloric , or heated air , inade her triai trip

mental, whether of the loom or anvil, the down the bay with the most complete

pen or the plow , without the real, indis - success. The important bearings of this

pensable requisites for suecess. The grea: enterprise on all creatmaritimeand com

secret and solution of the wonderful ad Imercial interests, and the universal anx

vance which has been witnessed of late liety felt in the issue of the experiment ,

years in all the useful arts , has been the have inducedus to devote a considerable

union of the thinking mind and thework space of this morning 's Herald to precise

ing hand in the sameperson . Heretofore, and circumstancial detail of the trial trip ,

for long ages, they have been everywhere and to a minute description of themagpi

separated . One set of men have done ticent ship in which the experiment has

the thinking , and another set ofmen have been tried . The report will be found in

done the working. The land has been another portion of our columns, and will ,

tilled , the loom has been tended , thc ham - no doubt, prove extremely interesting

mer and the hoe have been wielded , by and acceptable to our readers.

slaves , or by men hardly more intelligenij The triumphant solution given to the

or independent than their brute yokc-fel caloric problem by this trial trip, is cal.

lows. In other countries , to a considera culated to elate to the utmost the friends

ble extent, and even in our own , so far as of the enterprise, and to dis pelthe doubte

one region and one race are concerned ,I and disbelief of those who smiled in
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ereduously at the very mention of the to a competent engineer, he himself re.

word caloric. inaining in New York to engage in build

Few men could be found sufficiently ing other engines for the owners of the

daring to hazard the capital necessary new ship. This is the strongest proof

for such an undertaking, and Captain that could be afforded of the complete ,

Ericsson was formore than twenty years and we no doubt, wellplaced confidence ,

reluctantly forced to makehis own brain which he has in his invention.

the sole repository of the theory he had ! We wonder what, since caloric has
constructed . It is a matter for pride, become a real entity , will be the thought

however, that New York was destined of those old fogies who scoffed and ridi

to give to the world the first realization culed the idea of employing it as a motive

of the grand project , ard that it was one power, and who are always so prone to

of our own enterprising merchants , who address human intelligence as the ancient

furnished the ineans necessary to carry Danish king did the waves of the sea,

it into execution . · Thus far mayest thou go , and no fur

In this age of invention the discovery ther.' Vain and ridiculous as was the

ofmotive power as a property of heated injunction of Canute to the deaf sea , is

air, ranks as one of the first among the the spirit which would be disposed thus

wonders of which this century has been to set limits to man ' s progress in know

so fecund. Not only is the establish - ledge. The idea of using steam as a pro
ment of the principle , in itsell , one of pelling power was, as we know , derided

the most curious discoveries of modern by the wise men of the day , just as the

science , but its practicalapplication to the theory of supplanting it by caloric has

purpose of locomotion is pregnant with been by the sages of the preseni. And

ihe most beneficial effec's to mankind. yet the former has, within a generation ,

The supplanting of steam by caloric , revolutionized society ; and thelatter has

which will in timefollow the introduction been , by the successful experiment of

of the new principle, bas numerous and yesterday, established as a real, practical,
incalculable advantages. Chief among and mighly fact .

these is the immense saving of fuel which If the first half of the nineteenth cen

will attend the adoption of the new sys - tury has been distinguished beyond all

lem . While a steamship of the same ages in the eternity of the past, for those

size ofthe Ericsson would consume on an triumphs of numan knowledge, the tele

average sixty or seventy tons of coal in the graph and the steam engine, and for hay

twenty - fourhours , the latter would be fully ing subjected the elements of steam and

supplied during the sametimely six tons, electricity to the control of man , and

thus effecting a saving in this article of make them subservient to his comfort

uine -tenths , so that a voyage round the and happiness — so the beginning of the

world can be made without stopping at second half will be no less remarkable in

any intermediate place for fuel. The having made available to the same ends

space now required for stowing coal can another element, in which a motive power

then be appropriated to carrying freight; was hitherto unknown to exist. The

and , not the least item in its favor, the name of Ericsson , the inventer and ap

disastrous accidents to which steamers plier of this novel system of locomotion ,

are now liable cannot by possibility oc - deserves to be classed among those of the

cur with caloric ships. Besides these great benefacters of their race ; and is

advantages, themachinery of a ship built perhaps destined to occupy as high a

on the plan of the Ericsson will be of niche in thetemple of fame as Watt, Fule

comparatively small cost, and will not re - ton, or Fitch . And this great commer

quire half the number of firemen and en - cial metropolis of the New World will

gineers ; and so simple and easily man - enjoy the enviable honor of having first

aged is the machinery , that we learn that given form and substance to the idea of

Captain Ericsson considers it unneces. The inventor. It is impossible to estimate

sary to accompany the vessel on her first its effects on existing interests ; time

voyage to London , but will confide her lalone can solve the problem .
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The Valley Jarmer
for 1852 only . We supposed that no reason
able man would take exceptions to this and
that every liberal hearted man in considera

ST. LOUIS, MO ., FEBRUARY, 1853. tion of the fact thatwehad waited upon him
for two or three or four years would not only

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor. pay up for the past, but also pay for the pres
Editor' s office and Printing office , in Old Post Once Build

ent year.ing , north side of Chesnut street, between Third and Fourth

roots , entrance on Old Post Omco Alley . By the answers which we receive to these
missives weare able to judge pretty accurate

The Law of Newspapers. ly of the kind of men we have to deal with .
1 . Subscribers who do not give express Dotice to the concon . For instance, does not such a letter as thistrary are considered as wishing to continue their subscrip

teons , tell :
2 . If snbscribers order the discontinuance of their papers,

the publisher may continue to send them until allarreara Near Alannibal, Jali. 8 , 1853.
ses are paid . Enclosed is five dollars in full of accountrendered, and

3 . It subscribers neglect or refuse to take their papers payment in advance for Vols. 5 and 6 . W . P . S .
from the office to which they are directed, they are heid res
ponsible till they have settled the bill and ordered the pa - 1 Now contrast the above with this from a
per discontinued

4 . If subscribers remove to other places withon in fotm - man who owes us two dollars , and sent no
Ing the publisher ,and the paper is sent to the former direc

tion they are held responsible .
5 . The Courts have decided that refusing to take a paper exas .

from the office , or removing and leaving it uncalled - for,
Sejprima facia cridence of intentional fraud . Danvillie, Jan . 13, 1853 .

Subscribers will therefore understand GENTS : - You willplease discontimie sending the Valley
1 . That their papers will be continued after the expira

| Farmer to me, as I expect to leave for Texas . G . H . B .tion or the time for which they have paid unless otherwise

ordered .
2 . That no paper will be discontinued until arrearages THE PRAIRIE FARMER for January comes ou
e pall up to the time at which the notice is given , unless

in a new dress, with J. A . Wight as Editor andwr are satistied that the subscriber is worthless .
3 . Thatwhen the paper, turongh the l'ault of a subscri Dr. Kennicott as Horticultural Editor. It is very

be , has been suffered to overrun the time, the just and

most conveuient way is to remit one dollar for auother , year much improved in its appearance, and is well fil!
with directions to discontinueat the end of that time.

od with sound practical matter.

ADVERTISE ! ! We extract from the letter of a The JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE, publish
Howard county correspondent, the following reº |re od at Boston by W . S . King, is one of the raciest
marks in relation to advertisi ng ; and best Agricultural publications on our ex

“ Tell that man who has so extensive a wagon making change list. It numbers among its contributors
istablishment, some where a mile or so out, he makes all

some of the best writers of the day . Among these
sorts of “ dug outs," that be must ADVERTISE if he wants

our custom . lIe made a wagon with seats on elliptic are M . P . Wilder , Prof . Mapes, A . W . Dodge, Le .

springs thata cousin of mlue bought to go to Texes. Iwant vi Bartlett,George Jaques, and others. In the last

two or three of them , and others want them ; but we do received number we notice the following justly
not know his naine . Tell him to put in his advertisement,ml, deserveed compliment to B . C . Johnson, Esq .,
if hewants Howard county custom .

Tell thosewhomakeREFRIGERATORS also to advertise Secretary of the N . Y . State Agricultural Society .

for many of us wantthem up here . In speaking of the Transactions for 1851, he
In a word , tell each and every one that wants to be say :

known, in any branch of business, that you have got si Wo shall take early occasion to review the
letter from your Ioward correspondent that he, yes , he book at length . Such a work -- so filled with val
himself must let us know who he X and where he holds uable information , - so excellently arranged, - 80

forth ; that when we come down to the city , as a good elegantly illustrated , - so exquisitely executed ,
many of us will do next spring and summer, to ride after typographically - Massachusetts may expect to
the Iron Horse, we may know where to getwhatwewant. send forth ; when her Board of Agriculture is
Mrs . A . will also please recommend some Ladies Shoe completed by the election of a competent Sec
store , that advertises ; for the Ladies up here wear out RETARY. Such a work the Rhode Island State So

Inang shoes , and they are connotscures in their boots and ciety , with her invested fund of nearly $ 20,000 .
galters . " will be able to issue , when they are fitted out with

a salaried Secretary , whose sole duty it shall be to

The way we are treated by thosewho owe
watch and to encourage R . I. Agriculture. THE
SECRETARY is the motive power ! Had we a ! a

us. Col. Johnsou , we would all have such an anual

In our January issue we sent out bills to all volume ; and such success in all other respects, as

our subscribers who owe us for more than one May his hearty laugh be heard fifty vears honce,
tho N . Y . Society. Long life to the Colonel !

year, and in some cases to thosewho owe us and his shadow nover be less in the land ! ,
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Toe lies Fever . - By the following letter, your paper at all. Do you think we are too

which was handed us for publication, by the far of, or too ugly , or too insignificant? Trot
gentleman to whom it was addressed,we should it along, will you ?

infer that this epidemic is getting 'no better? | mu
very fast.

1 Tue WESTERN Plow Boy, in his best

CINCINNATI, Jan. 25 , 1853. suit, (which is a very becoming one by the

Dear Sir : - Your filvor came to hand a day way,) came whistling into our sanctum the

or two since, enclosing ten dollars. The other day , holding out to us his good right

chicken fever since you were here has been so hand salutino us with Please Ex.' To De

high and is at this present time, that there is O

not a good specimen to be had at any price ,
surewewill : and furthermore we will ventureur

and white fowls are entirely out of the mar? ' to predict that such a likely intelligent boy as

ket. I sold the last pair of White for $ 25 , he is will ere long become a man among men .

and have orders for somehalf a dozen more . The Western Plow Boy is deroted to igri

pairs at the same price ; but they cannot be turn and the Arriculturist , it is published at

had . I wrote to Boston for some and one of
the most distinguished fowl breeders there. Fort Wayne, Ind . by R . D . Turner, and J .

wrote mehe would give almost any price for P . Jenks, semi-monthly, at $ 1 per annum .

gooi specimens, aud they were scarcer there !

ihan crer. Jy own stock is reduced down to
! Farm for Sale. -Wewould call the atten

scarcely enough to breed from . tion of persons wishing to purchase a good

I saw a pair of Grey Chittagongs belonging farm in Illinois to an advertisement of such a

to a passenger who came on the cars a fewone in this issue. We understand that this

dars since. I offered him $ 15 for them ; he

said they cost him $ 20) in New York City:
| farm is a very desirable one, and we know it
I IN

all sorry that I cannot fill your order. Eu- is a good location . The owner of it being de

closed please find the $ 10 . sirous of engaging in other business ,will give
J. VAN DUSEN . a good bargain to the purchaser.

To Munson Beach, St. Louis.
MARION AND Ralls. - A correspondent at

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. We have re Ilannibal writes as follows: óenclosed is five
ceived a file of this valuable periodical fromom dollers for account rendered , and payment in
the commencement of volume eight, for which adan advance for volume5 and 6 - -this year and the

the publishers will accept our thanks. The

Scientific American is an emiently practial
next - of the Valley Farmer. During the ap

proaching summer wehope to see an Agricul
work ,and as such should be in the hands of tural Society in this (Ralls,)and Marion coun
every mechanic and farmer in the land . Here ties , when I hope your valuable efforts in be
he can learn what is being accomplished in half of the ngricultural interests of the Mis

the world of inventive genius and science , risingi yalley , will be properly appreciated by

better than any other publication in the coun - the farmers of Northwestern Msssouri.

try . It is published by Munn & Co., New
York city , at $ 2 per annum .

ENCOURAGING. - It is no uncommon thing for

The Musical REVIEW AND CHORAL ADVO
us to receive letters full of encouragement

CATE .- -We have received the first number of
from our friends in the country , but wedo not

this valuable publication , and wethink it well
know when we have received onemore to the

vorthy of the patronace of all lovers of music, purpose than the following , which came to

It is printed in quarto form , upon superior pa- hand justas our paper was going to press :

COLUMBIA , Mo., Jan . 31, 1853,
per, each number containing three or four Dear Sir : - 1 determined the other day to

pages ofmusic, consisting of songs , glees , say something in favor of the Valley Farmer ,
chants, hymns, anthems, & c . Price $ 1 per a paper which has gained in favor very fast

ear. Address C . M . Cady, New York . . with me for the short acquaintance I have had

with it. I saw only six men and all of unem

N . Y . AGRICULTOR.--- What is the reason that conseuted very cheerfully to take it . I intend

we have been overlooked, friend Allen ?
I to send you a host of names as soon as I can

You see the people in my neighborhood.

promised to send us the specimen number, but Yours Respectfully,

you never did it, neither havo you ovor sentus
W . G . SINGLETOI .

ye
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MISTAKES. - - In sending out our bills last is now used in the East Indies with perfect

month , wo sent some biils to persons who success, the receipt for inaking it is somewhit
valuable .

had paid - generally to agents who had pockpock - « Take 4 oumces of the rectified spirit of

oted the money , and in one or two instances wine, and disolve in 10 or 12 grains of white

where the credits had been wrongly entered soap; filter this solution and dissolve it in a

on our books. Some of these persons are as drachm of rectified oil of amber and filter

indignant asthough we had actually cheated a
a again . Mix as much of this solution with it

strong solution of the carbonate of amonia in
thom out of half they are worth -- and we say a glass bottle, which . when sufficiently shook .

now , to one and all, that wedo not want any will produce a beautifulmilky liquiil. If any

person who has paid either to us or any body cream is formed on the surface, more of thu

else , to pay again ; and wherever an incor- / spirit of wine must be added .

This is applied to the bite , and about forty
rect bill hasbeen sent, we wiil cheerfully cor- drdrops given as a drink at the same time, this is

rect it, on being informed of the fact. done as soon as possible and repeated in abeut

ten minutes, when nomore will be required for
THE BRUNSWICK PACKETS. - llaving traveled half an hour, and after that the eure is expec

the past season on these beautiful boats, we ted to be complete.

can speak knowingly of their good accommo- PoPULATION OF LAFAYETTE Coustr. - -We

dations and the gentlemanly and kind treat. last week gave the leading facts in regard to

ment of all their officers and servants. During the population of Lafayette county . To-day ,
our journevin , on the Kate Swinner , in par- / we give the classification , and shall begin

| with the towng, riz : Lexington , (population , )
ticular, when our dear partner was sufferings 2 ,882; Wellington 241; Dover 281; Warerly

84.).

under very severe and dangerous illness, we 277 . 'Whole population , 11,511.

received every attention and kindness, and we The number of persons taught to read and
can with confidence recommend all the boats write, 5 ,857. Deafand dumb, 1 - one in Lex

ington township , and the remaining four in
to the patronage of the traveling community .

Washington . Blind , 2 - one in Lexington ,
Weknow of no more pleasant excursion than the otho others in Sni- a -Bar townshin. No

a yovage on one of these boats to the pleasant paupers reported . -- [Lex . Express.

and flourishing towns on the Missouri. A USEFUL DisCOVERY IN Srgar MIKING .--

An improvement has been made in the man
RECEIPTS. - We intended in this number to lagement of sugar plantations, in the di-covery

publish a list of payments for the Farmer, but that bagasse, the sugar cane after it is crushed

have been compelled to omit it . It will ap- can be used for fuel. The transportation of

the waste to the swamps, river and bayou, haspear next month .
been a heavy tax to the planters, occupving

Cures for the Bite of Snakes.
no inconsiderable timeand labor. The steam

to drive the sugar engine is now generated by
In some parts of the country, persons who

burning bagasse. This discovery was made
are bitten with snakesare cured with whiskey ,

e vears ago, however by a northerner, for the
by making them intoxicated . We have read

weread definition of the word lagasse, according to
tinit

of, and been informed of a number of cures by w
Webster, is 'gugar cane crushed , used for fuel.'

this method of alcoholic applicttion . We

have also been informed that tobacco in al The Massachusetts Ploughman gives the
moist state applied to the bite is also an effec- measurement of four apple trees set five years

tual cure. Recent English pipers gives an ac- ago , when three years from the bud. The

count of a young man who was bitten a short soil was of quite moderate fertility. There

time ago in the Zoological Gardens of Lon - present circumference, one foot from the

don , by a cobra snake, and from the effects of ground, is fifteen inches each . This rapid

which he died in a short time. A correspon - growth is owing to the careful transplanting

dent has written to the London Expositor' on mulching with strawy manure and peat, wash

the subject and cites a great number of cases ing the stemswith potash lye and keeping the

in which a volitile caustic aikali named Eue de ground in good tilling .

Luce was applied inside and out with complete
0 There are six acres of barrelled pork ,

success. The receipt for making this is not

given in the "Expositor,' but we have foundi three tiers higli, at Louisville , ard about

it in another place,and as the cases cited were six acres of live hogs in pens. That is ,

persons bitten by the hooded snake, the most we suppose, about twenty - four acres of

Fenimous in the world , and as the said liquid pork , in thewhole.
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Mysterious Conduct of a Dog. lvents the potato from rotting ,but improves its
The editor of the Green Mountain Free- quality, causes them to grow much larger in size,

and consequently producingmore peracre . The
man , published atMontpelier , Vt., gives the first season they yielded five hundred busliels per

following item of personal experience: acre, and most of them of an enormous size . The

tad process is this: Take one peck of fine salt and two
To the many remarkable anecdotes related Pr

pecks of Plaster of Paris, or the same quantity of
ofthe dog , we have one to add from our own

Nova Scotia Plaster, (which is besi, if you can
personal experience. When just starting in

get it,) and mix the salt and plaster throughly

our profession , weseperor' il shortone illone together, and immediately after hoeing the pota
in our office , much disliking to do so , because toes the second time, sprinkle a tubie spoonful of

we were occasionally subject to severe fits of the mixture on the main vines of each hill next to

the incubus, or night mare, from which we the ground, (a table spoonful to each bill) and bu

used to depend on others to arouse us. One sure to get it on the vine next the ground, as it is
day, our door was beset by a small , red , asertained that the roi proceeds from the sting of
stranger dor, that seemed singularly intent an insect in the vine which penetrates through

on entering. We drove him sway twice; but thePrice but the heart of the vine to the potatoe', and the above

mixture coming in contact with the vine at thehe as often returned and manifested the same
ground kills the effect produce from the sting so

carnest desire to come in . Being somewhat that it does not aflect the potatoe. Any farmer
suprised at this, and knowing thatno one who who wishes to obtain a good crop of potatoes

could be his master had been there that day, Iwoulu do well to try it. "
H . P .

we at length opened the door, and by words Jackson , Mo., Jan . 30 , 1852.

and gestures invited him to come in . Joyful

ly availing himself of the liberty, he entered ;
Fruit Catalogue - Valuabie List.

and , without seeming to look round for any
The second session of American Pomolog

one, quietly lay down under the table, where

he remained until bed -time; when we tried to
ical Society was held in Philadelphia on the

make him go out. But he absolutely refur
13th and 14th of September 1852. It was

sed , and being struck with the singularity of well attended by distinguished Pomolorista

the animal's conduct throughoutwe conluded from various sections of the Union , and we

to lethin remain for the night, and after pro - give below the last revised list of varieties

curing some food for him , retired to our bed ,
recommended by this Society. It is a valua

which was in a small adjoining room , the en
ble one to the farmer and fruit grower, and

trance to which from the office, we always for should be preserved to refer to when selecting

the sake of better air, left open .
trees for the fruit yard or orchard .

Some timeduring that night, wewere visited Fruits worthy of General Cultivation .

by a frightful fit of the nightmare, from which
Which ! APPLES — American Summer Pearmain ,Bald

though perfectly conscious, we probably should win , Bullock 's Pippin ,Danver's Winter swee

have never come out without assistance . Atkarly Harvest, kirly Strawberry , Fall Pippi

our first groan the dog bounded to ourbedside,
e Fameuse, Summer Rose, Swaar, Vandervere,

and commenced barking . Fnding this did no
White Seek -no -Further, Wine Apple or Hays,

good , hemounted the bed , and barked in our
Winesap , Gravenstein , Hubbardston Nonsuch ,

face. Failing in this, also he stript down the
Large Yellow Bough , Lady Apple, Porter,

bed clothes, and fell to pawing our chest ,
Red Astrachan , Rhode Island Greening , Ros .

most furiously , till he tore the skin , which in bury Russet ; and for particular localities

stantly broke the horrid spell; and we arose
Canada Red , Esopus Spitzenburg , Newton

with a feeling of gratitude for the interposi | Pippin , Northern Spy, Yellow Belle Fleur.

tion , as we could never help viewing it, more
Pears - Ananas d 'Ete , Andrews, Belle La

intense than any we remember to have over cratiy
crative, or Fondante d ’Autome; Buerre d ’An

experienced. Wewould have gladly always Jon , B
velion , Beuerre d ’ Aremburg, Buerre Bose; Blood

kept thedog , but the next morning , when we good ,
| good , Buffum , Dearborn ' s Seeding, Doyenne

opened the door, he passeed out: and , as if his ad ' Eté , Flemish Beauty, Fulton, Golden Buerre

mission was ended , trotted away, never to be of
of Bilboa , Louise Bonne de Jersey, Madeleine,
Paradise d 'Automne , Rostiezer , Seckel, Ty.

seen by us again .
son , Urbaniste, Uvedale' s St. Germain , for

baking ; Vicar of Wakefield , Williams' Bon
Potato Rot. - The Cape Girardeau Cretien , or Bartlett; Winter Nelis; and for

Eagle has the following communication : particular localities, Grey Doyenne, White
i The undersigned takes this method ofmaking |Dovenne.

known to the farming part of community, and
Apricots. -- Breda, Large Early , Moorpark .others interested, that he has ascertained a sure

preventive of the Potato Rot, which has been rectaNectarines - Downton , Early Violet, El.

successfully tried for three years, while potatoes ruge.
grown in fields adjoining where it was not used Peaches - Bergen 's Yellow , Cooledge' s Fa

were all destroyed by the rot. It not only pro- I vorite , Crawfords’ Late , Early York , serrated ;
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Early York , large; George IVth , Grosse Mig - 1 Esported in 1851 : 670 hbds. tobacco ; 80

nonne , Cld Mixon Free, Morris White ; and boxes manufactured do ; 189 bales heinp ;

for particular localities; Heath Cling . 396 coils rope ; 21,423 bushels wheat ; 377

Plums- - Blecker Gage, Coe' s Golden Drop , bushels oats ; 1 ,465 busbels corn ; 408 bushels

Frost Gage,Green Gage; Jefferson , Lawrence's rye ; 192 casksbacon ; 127 kegs lard ; 42 bar
Favorite, Purple Gage, Purple Favorite , rels lard ; 77 tierces lard ; 1 , 125 lbs. feathers ;
Washington ; and for particular localities, 176 bushels flaxseed ; 719 hides ; 17 barrels
Imperial Gage . butter ; 19 kegs butter ; 1 ,745 bushels dried

Cherries. - Belle Magnifixe, Black Eagle , apples ; 457 barrels green apples ; 117 busheis

Black Tartarian , Downer's Late, Elton ,Early dried peaches.

Richmond , for cooking ; Graffion , or Bigar Esported in 1852 : 515 hhds. tobacco ; 224

rean , Knight's Early Black , May Duke. boxes manufactured tobacco; 11.2 bales hemp;

Grapes - (Under Glass, ) Black Ilamburg , 957 coils rope ; 12,032 bushels wheat ; 205
Black Prince, Black Frontignan , Chaseiass de casks bacon ; 187 kegs lard ; 109 barrels lard ;
Fontainbleu , Grizzly Frontignan ,White Fron - 19 tierces lard ; 1 ,365 lbs. feathers; 110 bushels
tignan , White Muscat of Alexandria ; Open flaxseed ; 688 hides ; 9 barrels butter ; 36 keys

culture, Catawba , Isabella . butter ; 28 jars butter ; 2, 145 bushels dried ap
Raspberries -- Fastolf, Franconia , Red Ant- ples ; 302 barrels green apples ; 75 bushele

werp , Yellow Antwerp. dried peaches ; 2, 200 lbs. tallow : 4 , 298 gallons

Strawberries — Boston Pine, Hovey's Seed - stoneware ; 725 lbs .wool ; 4 ,234 pieces bulk
ling, Jenny' s Seedling , Large Early Scarlet . pork .

Currants. --- Black Naples, May' s Victoria ,

Red Dutch , White Dutch , White Grape.
ST LOUIS LIVE STOCK MARKET.

Goosberries - Crown Bob , Early Sulphur, BEEF CATTLE — The receipts of Cattle in the
Green Gage, Green Walnut, Red Champagne, yards has been light during the week past.
Hougton 's Seedling, Ironmonger, Laurel, The week closes with a very light stock on
Warrington , Woodward ' s, White Smith . hand . Prices remain without change. Prime

New varieties which promise well. No. 1 sell readily at $ ) 50, second $ 5 . The

Apples -- Autumn Bough , Hawley, Melon , present high prices of Beef and Pork in Cali

Northern Spy, Mother, Smoke House. fornia , and the increasing demand there, will

Pears - Brandywine, Brande's St. Germain , have a tendency to cause dealers to transport,

Buerre Giffard , Chancellor, Doyenne Bous- hazardously , large quantities of Live Stock to

sock , Duchess d 'Orleans , Duchesse d 'Berri, said market the coming spring , thus draining

Diller , Jaloise d :Fontenay, Vendee, Kirtland , the country of the best Cattle , will without

Limon Manning's Elizabeth ,Nouveau Poiteau , doubt cause an unusual scarcity, the effect of

Onondaga , Ott, Pratt, Paradise d ' Automne, which is being already felt in this market, as

St. Michael Archange, Steven 's Genesee, Stri- spcculaters in the western counties and in

ped Madelaine, Van Assene, Doyenne Gowe- Iowa have already commenced gathering Cattle
bault . for the opening spring trade. Shippers have

Plums- McLaughlin ,Prince 's Yellow Gage, sent forward but few cattle the past week .

St. Martin ' s Quetche, Rivers ' Favorite . Hogs have been coming in pretty freely for

Cherries - Bigarreau Montreuse de Bayay, some days yet the market is not overstocked .

Early Purple Guigne, Reine Hortense . Sales for large sized Hogsare active ; farmers

Grape - Diana . are yet disposed to hold on for higher prices,

Raspberries - knevett' s Giant, which during the week have ruled high ; rang
Strawberries — Burr' s New Pine. ing, from $ 5 25 to $ 6 30 per hundred for the

largest . Slaughtered hogs have come in with

Substitute for tobacco . It is said that a a rush from the opposite side of the river for

chemist has invented a substitute for tobacco. It
several days, which has caused a diminution

is made of guano , and will doubtless soon super
in rates, Yesterday and to -days sales are

cede the 'weed, as it is just as nasty and a good somewhat dull at $5 25 a $ 5 50 per hundred .

deal cheaper.
SHEEP are without doubt very scarce

throughout this region of the country, Spe
culaters find but few ; city butchcrs are

To kill lice on poultry . Boil onions see : troubled to procure enough of good quality
veral hours, thicken the water with meal, and for stall use. One drove containing 160 head
feed to the poultry.

were sold on the opposite side of the river yes
EXPORTS OF ROCHEPORT. - A friend at terday at $ 2 75 all round . Usual rates, when

Rocheport, Boone county, says the Missouri
um selected , from to $250 $ 3 20 .

Calves— Very few in market to - day. De
Statesman , furnishes us the following interº | mand is active for butcher' s use.

esting statistics in regard to the exports of Family Cows - None 'in market. Demand
that place during the year 1851 and 1852 : not active.- - Intelligencer, Jan. 29, 1853.
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE . |hearts of her family in one month than that

independent mother ever did , in all her life
Conducted by

Mrs. MARY ABBOTT.
for the appetites of her household for the

Life is more than meat.'

Domestic Happiness. We do not believe it is right to feel so inde

We saw in an exchange a piece entitled , I pendent, or to inculcate such principles into

" The thoughts and doings of a llousekeeper,' the minds of our children, and we do not

and we should have copied it for the benefit think it is right for any husband to be cross

of our readers , if it had not been entirely void or impatient if his breakfast is not always

of anymotive above themere satisfying of the cooked to perfection . Neither do we think

natural appetites. The writer says she loves any son ought to be in bed till breakfast is

'independence' ; she can get up, and knows ready, and if the biscuits are not cooked to

how to get breakfast for her household . All suit him to be cross and petulant.

this is good , but she ought to feel more thank - We believe that order in domestic arrange

ful than independent, and remember that there ments saves inuch time, and gives a degree of

are those who know how to prepare a good domestic tranquility ; and to have our break

breakfast as well as herself , and to whom it fast in good season , well done , and cooked in

would be a great privilege to oversee or cook the nicest possible manner is calculated to

a breakfast for their dear families, but to make all pleasant, but to make a god of our

wbom God in his wise and good providence appetites, and to be disappointed and vexed ,

has denied this great blessing , by laying his and cross, and to treat friends and those we

afflictive hand upon them ,and confining them love in a harsh manner, and to speak «crusty

to their solitary chambers for days and months; to neighbors ,' all because the coffee was not

and must such a family be miserable , cross cleared, or themeat not dono to perfection, is

and unkind to each other becauee their break - too heathenish to be practised in our christian

fast, being committed to the care of indiffer - country. Order and good cooking are very

ent help , was not so nice as though prepared desirable , and no one can prize them more

by the hand of an affectionate wife and moth - than ourself, but there are things abore them ,

er ? and to rest the tranquility of our minds upon

The writer of the piece alluded to says if them will be resting on a sandy foundation ,

their coffee had not been so clear, or their and wemay be bitterly lisappointed for óit is
biscuit so nicely browned , the children might not the whole of life to liye.' We do not

have been cross to each other , and father and think any husband is worthy to be loved , if ,

sons might have gone to the shop , have spoil- when by some accident his coffee is not clear

ed jobs andmadeevery body miserable around led to suit him , he should destroy the happi
them : all because breakfast was notprepared ness of his family by impatience to his inno

to suit them - how wicked and foolish . Such cent children , or crossness to her he ought to

a mother had better spend more tine in future love as his own life . Wedo not think it is

in careing for the hearts, than for the appe- right to uphold such a standard of happiness

tites of her family ; in preparing for the time as depends upon a cup of clear coflee, good
when her head and hands will be laid low , biscuit or well browned meat. We do not
when the clods of the valley will lav heavily think it is worthy of any one who writes to

upon her breast. For we are mortal, and it justify any husband, father , or son, or any
becomes us to think ofthese things. Weought member of the family in the indulgence of a
to teach our families to be thankful for oven morose and wicked temper becausethe reverse

having their lawfulappetites gratified ;and calm of his wishes sometimes happens. Our com

and quiet when circumstances and providence fort and peace of mind ought not to depend

prevents it. They ought to be taught to eat upon the pampering of our appetites.

whatever is set before them ,asking no questions How often does God in his all-wise prori.
for conscience sake. That invalid inothermay dence interfere with the domestio arrange

prepare more abundantand richer food for the ments of families well known for their good
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E NCLOEWELL

WEER GET

management and order ! Ilow often has a convey our sentiments to those we love in

darling child been laid on a bed of languish - these delicate and silent interpretors. Then

ing, and the father and children been deprived Ilet us cultivate them and learn their language .

of their perfect cuok - the wife and mother - They will benefit us in many ways. They tend

who can not be induced to leave the bedside to make usmore patient and gentle , besides,

of that beloved little one till sicusof returning the cultivation of them is healthful to any age

health relieve her anxiety : and then worn out from the littie child up to the mother. If we

by watching , anxiety; and fatigue, slie is her - can noi hoe potatoes and plow the corn , u
self laid upon a bed of sickness and suffering . I can attend to the wants of the flowers, and

If such a family 's happiness consists in the nurse them , and they will “pay us our wages.'

gratifying of their appetites ,and having eve Position of Women .

ry thing to their mindst, then they are doomed ! Wecopy the following sketch of real life from
t » mlny disappointments , and thai pleasant. the excellent address of Henry F .FRENCH , ofby

eter. V . il ., before the York county Agricultural

1638 the cheermess that depends upon Society , at Saco , Me. We fear the unfavorable

cumstances is not worth having, for it can not picture which he has so vividly prosented ,has too
bear the interference of God 's various provin many living realities up and down the couutry ,

among the respectable class of our countrymen ,
dences . Our happiness must lepend upon although we hope none to the extent described .

something deeper than outward circumstan - Look , for a moment, at the condition of a

ces, and majority of the wives of respectabie farmers,

11 happinesshvenit ber home aye, and ofmen of all other clases in your own

and Centre in the heart, country. What are the duties, which by gun
Wein ay bew orrith ur heart,

But Qever & bebis . ' eral consent, devolve upon them ?
What do you , sir ,and you, expect of the

Flowers.
lady who presides over your household ? Did

The season is fast approaching when it will line
u you ever consider for a moment, bow many

" and various and constantare her trials ?

be time to make gardens, andwe hopeour lady You are, perhaps an amateur farmer; you
roaders and even the children will not forget hure, like a true and thriving Yankee built a

to cultivate the flowers. Aside from having large and eleganthouse - -not so much because

a place for them near the house, around the
you need it, as because your neighbors live in

he fine houses. And, besides, you are a growing
doors and windows, plant them in the vegeta - man in the world , and havebeen Representa

ble garilen ; wherever you can put in a flower tiveto theLegislature , and are liable to go to
seed , and when you gather vegetables these Congress, or be President of the United States.

There is no knowing what may befall you , and
lovely mementoes will spring up to greet you itiit is well to keep up appearances in the world ,
like friends, and welcome you to all the boun - and be ready for any honors that may be

ties and luxuries of the garden . thrus, upon you .

The wife, as she returns laden with the in - ' You have a large family of children , and

erease of the garden, can pluck a few flowers the
they are all to be educated , and of course

have no time to work . Your boys must be
expressive of that undying love and care for fitted for college, and your girls must be taught

him who chose her in her bud of youth ,worth , music , and French,and drawing, besides the
and beauty, to bloom a rare flower by his side common branches of learning . Your wife is
for life , for him to love and care for. As she expected to see that your elegant house and

| furniture are kept in order that the children

drops them into his lap he will soon under- lareker are kept neat and orderly, at all times. You

stand the sentiment ; and these lovely innocent have a fancy for Devon and Ayrshire and

howers will instantly recall the time when he Short-horn cows, and perhaps exbibit them at

ohuse her for the very sentiments which these the Annual Fair , and your wife must take in

sweet flowers express , when she was to him the dni
terest enough in yox affairs to look well to

mm ( the dairy . You have a great propensity to
the lovliest fower that his eyes ever beheld , clear up swamps, and build stone walls , and

and now still more lovely in ber full bloom of improve your farm , and your kitchen is fillod

goodness and affection . Flowers can speak. with hired men , and nobody but yeur wifo

The langur.ge of a simple flower may help us sur
Iknows what to get for breakfast, dinner or

us supper , for them or the famiy
to keep alive the flame of conjugal love in the Then you are a generous, hospitable sort of

boart. They are full of meaning, and we can a fellow , and often invite your friends from
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other towns, whom you happen to meet, bome , and trace the sure decay of strength and beau

to dine, and your wife is relied on , to do the ty and life by slow consumption . At length

thing up handsomely, for the credit of the es - there is rest in Heaven .'

tablishinent; and , although the three youngest Have I exaggerated the trials of a New

children have just had the whooping cough , England wife? Iwish it were true that no one

and have kept her awake half the nights of the of us could call to mind an original, from

last month , the amiable lady is expected to ap - which my picture might have been drawn ! I

pear at the table dressed like the wife of a gen - wish it were true that no one of us were con

tleman , as bland as a moonbeam , and play the scious of past thoughtlessness, or unreason

agreeable to her guests , with the same mat- able exactions, by which an undue portiou of

ronly grace, as if she had passed the whole life' s burdenshave been cast upon the sex least

morning over her books and music. able to bear them .
You expect to see your breakfast upon the

table punctuallyat the hour, and the children Benevolence and Gratitude.
washed and neutly dressed in their places, at

the table. You expect to see the table hand
A TRUE STORY.

somely laid , and the food properly cooked and it was a raw bleak night; the rain was fall .

served up . You expect the good lady to be ing fast , while the wind blew in violent gusts .

ready and at leisure , at all times morning and A Portsmouto night coach stopped at the prin

evening , to recieve calls , of friendship , or cer- ciple inn of the town to change horses. The

cmony, and especially those of your own cold and wearied travellers alighted for a few

friends. minutes to enjoy the comfort of a blazing

You expect to find your wardrobe always in fire as well as to take refreshments.

perfect order, with no buttton , or loop or “Will you give a poor fellow a night's shel

string missing. If a child is ill, there is ‘ no - ter in your hav-loft? ' asked a weather-beaten

body but themother to watch over it by night sailor addressing one of the ostlers who was

or by day , and the depressing, never ceasing fastening the harness.

solitude, and exhausting offices due from a moc ! No, not to such as you ,' answered the

ther to her infant, can be neglected delegated man; “you had better make the best of your

to no other. way off, or you will get more than rou bar

In short, sir , vou expect your wife to be at gained for, if you prowlabout here any lon

the same time cook and chamberinaid , lady ger .'

and serving girl , nurse and seamstress and Perh :1ps, young man ,' replied the tar, ' rou

governess , laundress and dairymaid . may cne day be sent adrift upon the world

At length , you see, with a sad heart, that without a penny to keep your head above the

her eve is losing its lustre -- that her form is water; and as to honesty , I know better than

becoming daily more frail- that the elasticity to take what is notmy own, if I had not a
of her spirits is gone, and at last the thought, shoe to my foot."

the sickening thought, is forced upon you , that I would ’ut trust you farther than I can see

she, whose youthfulmagc, radientwith health you ,' said the ostler; "and if you don 't be off
and happiness, has never passed from your l'll make you.'

heart - she, who alone has remained to you Peor Jack was turning away, hvngry and

true and constant, through sickness and health foot-sore, when he was tapped on theshoulder

in trials and prosperity - she, the mother of by a lad who acted as stable -boy.

your children ,who has so long been about you ! If you were to go down the road to that

and her pleasanthouschold . like a good anrel, first little shop ,' he said , “Widow Smlth would

doing all kind offices for you and your loved 1 dare say, let you sleep in her woodl-house .

ones - -shewho is more to you than all the She is a good old creature, and is always

world beside - may die . ready to help any one in distress.'

And now , perhaps, an effort is made to re- " Thank you ,' said the sailor.

lieve her, and changesare effected in the house. These few words caused a revulsion of feel

hold arrangements; and bousekeepers, and ser- ing in the breast of the forlorn stranger ; ther

vants are procured ; the daughters are called on told him that there still were hearts in which

to aid in the domestic affairs, and the grand kindness flowed .

schemes of improvement are suspened , and John Willis , on coming ashore, had been

no company is invited . But it is all in vain . robbed of his little all, a thing of no uncom

The hectic liush is on her cheek , and sorrow mon occurrence, and he was now compelled

and fearfulforebodings sadden every heart, to beg his way to London . He deeply felt

For a time, almost like a pure spirit from the the rebuft's he frequentlymet with . The prer

realms of bliss, she glides about from room to alence of imposition frequently renders it hard

room , stillwatchful for the comfort of others, for those who are really in need to get help ,
and forgetful of self. for their truthfulness is often questioned .

But I will not attempt to fill up the picture, Jack followed the directions given him , but
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he found the shop closed . The felt that it was felt no fear in complying with the request in

an unseasonable hour - - still the favorable ac- the letter . Wherefore, notwithstanding the

count that he had received of its owner en - ridicule of some, and the remonstrance of

couraged him to tap at the door. Ilis suin - others, the good dame stierted by the first

anons was answered by the worthy dame, who, coach which passed through on the morrow ,

having listened compassionately to his tale of and reached London in time to meet the ap

suffering , bade him enterand share her frugal pointment.

meal. l'he tar entertained his benevolent The address given her was at an inn , and

hostess with a recital of some of the ship - on arriving there she was immediately usher

wrecks he had witnessed, and the narrow es- ed into a private appartment, where two re

capes he had himself had . And she piously spectable looking men were waiting to receive

Jirected his mind to the good Providence her. The widow ' s surprise was increased

which had protected him and preserved him when one of them accosted her with the fa

to the present hour, and the Savior who had miliar phrase

wied to redeem him . The repast over, the "How do you do, mother ? Don 't you re

widow placed some clean dry straw in one member me, myworthy ? ' added he, in answer

corner of a shed attached to her dwelling , and to her half frightened , inquiring glance. I

with a very thankful heart the wearied travel am Jack Willis, the sailor you housed and

er stretched himself upon it , and slept as fed ten years ago , when he had neithermoney
soundly as if on a bed of down . nor friends. I am now captain of a merchant

Before continuing his journey in the morn - man ; and this gentleman ,' turning to his com

ing , Jack looked in to thank the good woman panion , will, in my name, do the needful to
for the shelter she had given him ; he found , settle an annuity of 6fty pounds upon you as
however, it warm mealawaiting him . Having a proof of my gratitude for your kindness ,

partaken of it and accepted a few pence to and especially for your advice , which I hope,
help him on his wily, he departed with a hearty |by God 's mercy , led me to think of and to
benediction from his hostess . trust in him for salvation .'

Ten years passed , and the little incident The widow , unable to give utterance to the

here recorded had long escaped thememory emotions of her swelling heart, burst into a

of all save one, of the parties concerned . Ten flood of tears .

years had wrought many changes in the town Widow Smith returned to her cottage home,

and most of the inhabitants ; but they had thankful to God for his blessing on her hum

glided gently over the head of Widow Smith . ble efforts to benefit an humble creature in

The only alteration perceptible in her was that body and soul, and for his bountiful care for

her hair had become more silvery , and her her, and delighted that she now had increased

form was now slightly bent. She still contin - means of usefulness ; and never after did she

ued her labors of love , and though hermeans listen to a tale of suffering without thinking

were very limited , she was looked upon as the of poor Jack Willis.

friend and neighbor of all who were sick , or
in want.

Plants in Bedrooms.

One morning a large nfficial looking letter Some pers ins are so fond of odoriferous

was put into Mrs. Smith 's hand by the post- plants and flower, as to have them in their

man . Its purport was to beg her attendance |bed -chamber. This is a very dangerous prae

in London on the following day, when the tice atnight,many of them being so powerful
writer said she would receive gratifying intel- to overcome the senses entireiy . Even plants

ligence, which it was wished to communicate not in flower, and without smell, injure the

to herselt personally. Much consultation and air during thenight, and in absence of the

gossipping ensued . One of her neighbors sun , by impregnating it with nitrogen and

thought it a hoax, to play the old lady a carbonic acid gas. A melancholy proof ofthis

trick ; another said it would be highly impru - recorded by Dr. Curry, occurred at Leigh

dent for a woman of her years to take such a ton Buzzard , in Bedfordshire. Mr. Sheer

journey, especially to trust herself alone in brook haring frequently had his pinery rob

such a wicked place as London ; while a third bed the gardner deterinined to sit up and

was quite sure that the writer had some evil watch . Ile accordingly posted himself, witla

design . It did appear a formidable underta - a loaded fowling piece, in the greenhouse

king to one who had never strayed ten miles where it is supposed he fell asleep , and in the

from her native place. The widow 's credulity morning was found dead upon the grond,

had often been imposed upon , yet she would with all the appearance of suffocation , evi

believe anything but that any one would in - dently occasioned by the discharge of men

teptionally deceive or wrong her. She had phic gas from the plants durins the night

great conidence, too , in the protecting provi- ; Instances of men having slept in the woods

dence of God ,whom she served in humble de during the night, and being fouad dead in the

pendence on Ilis grace in Christ, and therefore morning are common .
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Hog STATISTICS - The Prospect. - tle demand at present for horses and mules, os

From all the information we have been able to there are few persons in this vicinity iutending to

father, says the Louisville Courier of 28th , there cross the plains this season . This description of
will be an excess in the number of hogs packed stock is scarce , however, and prices weil main

throughout the West this season over land, of fully toined . The emigration from this section of the

300.000 hogs. In the average weight of the hot: Study will be alınostentirely liminited to the stock

packed , it is estimated that there wind be a falling drivers. - - Glasgow Banner, 2018 .

off of tive per cent. The deticiency of laru is esan
tigatedat ten per ceni. Every Farer a Mechanic ,

The Cincinnati Price Current estinotes the
We extract the following from an article

number ofhogs packed there, from all sources, ati
361,871- -again of nearly 10 ,000 overthe previous credited to the Farinei and Artisan :

year. The excess in this city is 10 ,0011, in 10 - 1 Every farmer should be to some extent az

diana 116,000, aud Ohia 40,000 . From other mechanic. Heshould know how to make the
points, full returns have not been received. 'Wooden tools that hehas to use , such as yokes.

During the past week , prices of provisions have bows, handles , rakes, & c ., & c . The boys too
been duil, and at Cincinnati mess Pork bad de should be instructed in this art. Thabits of
clined fully $ 1 25 per bbl. but by our despatches industry are among the richest legacies that
last night, it appears that the market had assemed a man can leave his children ; and on the pog
i decided and tirner tone.- - Ilolders here are tirm session of those habits , to a great degree , does
at an advance on Cincinnati prices,with ,however,
110 sales . It is estinated that upward of 100 .000 the success and hominess of every individual

barrels of Pork have been put up by our packers
packers depend .

Mr. Brown, the thrifty farmer of whom I
this season .

hare before spoken , acted upon the principlex
PRESERVING PROPERTIES OF Coffee . - 11. L . he had three children , two boys and a girl.

Robin speaks highly of the preserving proper - lle sent them to school during the time that

ties of coffee. For example, meat dirped in the school was kept in his district, but if you

coffee, rather strong , wbich had been allowed chanced to call at his honse on a winter eren

to cool, and then left in theair for three days, ing you would bevery sure to find himself and

has been preserved without any change worth two boys engaged in whittling out and finishing

mentioning . Since last November, 1851, it ,
191, it up someaxe handles, or something of the kind ,

has assumed the appearance of cooked meat, that had been blocked out during the day .

muud has never had any bad oder; the liquor 18 while the girl read to them from il news pa

discolored , but preserres its aroma, which is per his house baino zelo
per, his house beingwell supplied with this in

very agree:ible. Another piece of the same dispensible commodity. Jacob Jones used to
meat placed in a similar quantity of colec, go over to Mr. Brown' s frequently to hear the
in the same manner, had a bad odor in ten reading , and it was whispered aboutthe neigben
days, and putrified at the end of three weeks. hood that a conversation with Maria , on a
The question of its certainty for preserving is particular subject would havebeen eren more

one of interest to domestic economy. - Scien - interesting, but all his arts and efforts were

tific American . useless in eliciting it . This howerer wasmere

STOCK FOR CALIFORNIA. — There are a num - chit chat and not to be talked about in an art

ber of our citizens buying up quantities of ricultural paper.

stock , to drive to California this spring , such What I was about to say was, that one even

as cattle and sheep; we have heard of but in as they were employed as usual, and Maria

one lotcontracted for , of which the price was had finished reading theaddress before the an

public , which was 500 cows, to be delivered riculturalsociety, Jacob said to Henry Brown ,

in the spring at $ 12 per head. We believe 'you can 't make so neat an axe handle as í

that a large number might be sold at some- !have got.' After a pause of a moment, llen

thing more. The price of work cattle has not Ty looked up and asked , “whomade it for you .'

been settled , but will likely be from $ 15 to ' It is one that father bought in the agriculm
$ 60 , from common to choice, we are notad - ral ware house, in Portland ,' replied Jacob .

vised of the selling price of sheep . - - [Indepen - Henry in order to tease him , not oncesuspect

dance Alessenger of the 15th . ing the fact, said , 'as likely is not it is one I
made, for we sent twodozen there last week to

STOCK FOR CALIFORNIA . — There will be a very be sold . No,' said Jacob , 'it was made in
large amount of stock driven from this and the Massachusetts , of the rery best of wood. '
adjacent couuties to California, the coming Spring. Henry as be placed his mark on a handle he

Several persous in this county have been buying had just finished , said , “there if it has a cross

Cows and sheep for that market. The competi on the end like that, it is one that I made, fortion for these has caused prices to advance. Cows
are selling freely at from $ 15 to $ 20, sheep , from

" I mark all mine with this little chisel. ' When

$ 1 25 to $150 . and some high as $ 2 per head uc . Jacob wenthomehe at once examined his axe

cordiug to quality . Good oren are worth $ 70 per handle , and lo , and behold , it had upon it the

yoks, inules from $ 75 to $ 100. There is but jit identical cross that Henry showed him .
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VALLEY FARMER ST. LOUIS MARKET - WHOLESALE.
Saturday, Feb. 1 , 1853 .

TEJIP - perton , $ $ 3 to $ 95 . Demand light.

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISIERS. FLOUR - per bbl.. good conutry brands, $ 3 70 to $ 3 . 78 ;
choice brands, $ 3 .80 ; superfine city , $ 4 . 35 to $ 4 .40; extes

Office , corner Fourth and Chesnut streets , country and city , $ 4 35 to $ 5 . 75 .

ST. LOUIS , MO. WHEAT- per bushel, good to prime, 80 to 83 cts; chorea
| 85 to 1 00 .

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor .
CORN - per bushel, 36a37 cents , sacks; Included :
OATS - per bushel, 36x37 cents , sacks included .

Editor' s office and Printing office, in Old Post Once Build TOBVCCO - per cwt. $ 3 . 90 to $ 5 .50 ,

ing , north side of Chesnut street, between Third and Fourth BARLEY - per bushel, 50 to 55 cents .
MESS PORK - per bbl., $ 15 .60 .

streets , entrance on Old Post Office Alley . PICKLED HAMS- per lb ., 81- 2 cents .
LARD- per lb . , No. 1 , 9 1 - 2 to 9 1 - 3 cente .

TERMS. SUGAR - per lb . , common , 4 cents .

THE VALLEY FARMER is published on the first of each MOLASSES --per gallon , 26 to 28 cents .
COFFEE - - per 10 ., Rio , 9 to 10 cents.

month , each number contatting 48 large octavo pages (in ' SALT- per sack , G . A . , $ 1 . 25 ; T . 1 . 62 to 65 cte ; Kar

eluding 12 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of a wha 25 cents per bushel.

Interest to farmers ,) and is offered at the following rates : PIG IRON - jer ton) , cold blast, $ 24 .
BRAN - -65 to 70 cents per 100 lbs .

Single cops, one year, - - - - $ 1 00 ONIONS- -per bushel, 35 cents .

Four copies, $ 3 ; seven copies, $ 5 ; Fifteen coples, $ 10 . HAY - per hundrell, tmuthy, 60t065 cents.
Payments , in all cases ,must bemade in advance . BUTTER AND CHEESE - Fair country butter, 15 ctx ;

good to prime, 18 to 20c; choice Ohio roli, 18 to 22c . w . k .
Remittances in sold coins, current bank notes, or postage cheese 9 to 9 1 - c for prime.

starps , may bemade by mall at our risk . DRIED FRUIT - Searce, and primeappies held at $ 1 .37 ;

AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the to 1 50 peaches $ 2 .50 a $ 2 . 75 per bushel. :
GREEN APPLES - - $ 1 .50 to $ 2 per bushel.

country are authorized to act as Agents , and every friend of CASTOR BEANS - perbushel, $ 1 40 .
the enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in extending WHITE BEANS— per bushel, $ 1 . 25 to $ 1 .75 .

Na circulation . BEESWAX - prime yellow 22c per 1b .
FLAXSEED - Prime seel is taken at 90 per bushel.

ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in theents are inserted in the TALLOW No. 19 a 91-10 .
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at FEATHERS - Primenew are held at 33u35c per Ib .

the following rates : - One insertion of 12 lines, $ 1 ; each IIDES - Sales of dry dint at 8 1 -2c.

additional insertion , 50 cents ; 12 lines one year $ 6 ; each
additional 12 lines one year, $ 4 ; one page, one insertion ,

$ 7 ; each additional insertion, $ 5; one page, yearly , $ 50
cards of six lines or less, one year, $ 4 .

per busbels imuthy, 601066 re butter, 15

1853 ] St. Louis and Brunswick ; [ 1853.

CONTENTS OF NO. II. UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE.
Rallroads; Causes of idiocy ; Milk trade,
Farm work for February , 16 . The following boats will commence on the
Western sgriculture, openin of navigation , and continue in the trade throughout

Two Nursery Den , the entire season), making weekly trips from St. Louis to
Getting subscribers ; Agriculture and Democracy ; Lice Brunswick , as follows :

on fat catile ; Illinoil Industrial Convention , MARTHA JEWETT .. . ,WM . C . JEWETT, Commander,
State Agricultural Society , Artificial itone ; Way to Will leave St. Louis every Tuesday, at 6pm . and Bruns
keep poor , wick every Friday at 9 a . m .

Winter butter , Small potatoes ; A word to keepers of J . M . CLENDEANIN . . . . H . W . SMITH , Commander,
sheep ; Gails on horses, 52 will leare St. Louis every Thursday at 6 p . m . sud

Sheep in Callforia ; To preserve Beansand Peas; Scor Brunswick every Sunday, at 9 p . m .
fuia in pork , 53 KATE SWINNEY . . . . . . . . A . C . GODDEN , Commander,

Apples as food for stock ; National Agricultural Sociely , 54 will leave St. Luis every Saturday at 6 p . m and
Agricultural Societies ; St. Louis County Agr . Society , Brunswick ever Tuesiay at 9 a . m .
United States Agricultural Soc ' ety , To the patrons in this trade , the officers of the above boats

St Louis, promise to UNG every eilbrt to iperita continuance of the

Ketchum 's owing Machine ; How to raise farmers, patronage heretofure bestowed on them .
Youndered Horses , ( Pfor freight or passage apply on board .
To the citizens of Missouri,
Description of catile , Farm for Sale .
What can governmentdo for Agriculture ?

A FARM , contatining 110 1 - 2 acres , in Madino
The Caloric Ship Ercisson ,

EDITORIAL
County , Ilis. , 20 miles from St. Louis, 2 miles from

Advertise ; The way we are treated ; Prairie Farmer : Troy, (towhich town there is a plank road) and near

Journal of Agriculture,
Marine town road . The survey of the direct Tern

The hen fever ; Scientific American ; MusicalReview ;
haute railroad passes by the land . There are on the prem

N . Y . Agricultor; Westeru Piow Boy; Farm for sale;
ises a frame house , kitchen , slables, con crib and other

Marion and Rolls; Encouraging ,
buildings. Near 70 acres under fence , 50 in cuilivation ,

Mistakes : The Brunswick Packets ; Receipts ; Cure of
balance timber ; springs and a well. Horses , hogs , com ;

snake bites; Population or Lafayette Co. ,
wagens, utensils, corn and oats may be hand with the fare .

Mysterious conduct of a dog ; Potato rot ; Fruit Cata
For particulars enquire of OLSÚ AUSEN & STILLS,

Real Estate Once , No. 4 North Second streer Si. Louir .
logue,

Substitute for tobacco ; Exports of Rocheport; St.
Louis Live Stck Market,

FAMILY CIRCLE . The subscriber offers for sale a few pair of thene
Domestie happiness , 76 Fowls, they have descended from importation ofMr.
Flowers; Position of womon , Buckham and Capt, Bennet, of Boston ,and warrant
Benesocuce and gratitude, ed pure in blood as any in the Union .Planta in bed roolis.
lng suatistics ; Preserving properties of eoffee Stock Enquire 154 Third Street, St. Lous.
lor California ; Zvery farmer a mechanic jan . '63 M . BEACH .

Coches China and shanghai Fowls ,
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ST. LOUIS HAT GOMPANY,

MARKET STREET,
HENWOOD, Agent.

Missouri Seed Store. ! WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER.S . H . Bailey ,

Second street, corner of Pine,

Labor Saving Soap .

St. Louis, Mo.
Constantly on hand, of his ownmanufacture, a large and

| splendid assortment of Steam retined Plain and Fancy

CANDY, and Plain and Medicated LOZENGES ant

| very variety , and superior quality , at wholesales and re

streets , St. Louis , Mo.
tajl . LEMON SYRUP , in bulk or dozen , and

Fancy Syrupsmade to order . juiy '51 .
Landreth ' s Warranted Garden

Seeds.
WOODMAN 'S

A T this establishment is kept an exten
1 elve stock and complete assortmentofGarden , Farm , his celebrated article , manufactured by the subscribers

and Flower SEEDS from the wellknown establishment of 1 is superior to any other kind of chemical preparation ,

David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu - for saving laber in washing clothes . This soap , invented

mne, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others, putting by J . Woodman , is the only article that does not niake the

down seeds in winter in frames , can rest assured that they hands sore in using . It will save more than half of the la .

will realize an abundant crop. bor , and leave the clothes whiter than any bar soap ever

FARM AND OTHER SEEDS . invented . Printed directions (very simple) given with this

The stock is now compiere , consisting of Clover , Timothy, soap . For sale at the principal groceries .
MueGrass , Red Top, Orchard Grass , Hemp, Millet, Mus ! Wholesale Agents - Francis , Walton & Warren , No. 1 ,
tard , Locust, Apple , Quince, Canary , Rape, Top Onions , North Main street ; lovaker & Johnson , No. 5 North Main
& e , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low - treet ; Charles Irwin , Broadway, fourth door from Grosu

est rates . Also ,OSAGE ORANGE SEED , growth of 1851, treet . J . WOODMAX

direct from Texas.
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

A full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden
eeds, which we will sell at reasonable prices .

A weekly Journal, in large Newspaper Förm ,
IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES. evoted to the interests of the Commercialaswell as the

Wewill at all times keep an extensive assortment, con Practical Farmer and Planter, the Stock Breeder, tbo
etéting among others, of the following : Seed Sowers, Sho- | Rural Architect, the Fruit and Arboriculturist, the Marka
vels, Spades , Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grass and Kitchen Gardener , and the Florist ; together with a

Hooks , Lawn Rakes, lledge Shears, Bill Hooks, Bird Cases complete summary of the most important Foreign and Do

(all sizes. ) Sieves, Flower Pots , by the hundred , dozen , or mestic News. Published every Thursday .

single , Fitzgerald Pntent Burr Stone Mills , Budding and TERMS .
Pruning Knives , Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and Ope copy, $ 2 per annum ; three copies 85 ; flve coples 06

Reels , & e . ten copies $ 15 ; fifteen copies $ 20 ; twenty copies $ 25 .
Country merchants , California Emigrants , and private The tirst number will be issued on Thursday, October 2 .

familles supplied with the above seeds by the box, pound , | Portage , Half a Centper week .
ounce , or paper , on reasonable terms. One hundred boxespoxes All Postmasters and others, disposed to act as Agents

Power seeds, 20 varieties in each bux , for $ 1 . Catalogues will be furnished with Prospectus and Specimen Numberty
m pamphlet form furnished gratis , ou application to the Publishers .
Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer . A . B . ALLEN & CO ., 189 Water St. New York .
Call at the Missouri Seed Store , No. 1, southwest corner

of Main and Market streets , upstairs . Entrance onon ACENT FOR ST. LOUIS - Mr. SIDNEY SMITH is

Market street . J . NICOL. anthorised to receive subscriptions for the Valley Tarmer
N . B . All seeds sold at this come toHelenetare warranted and receipt for the same..

fresh aad gone Kan ' 14 J . B . Wuoox. A . M ' Donolta

NEW YORK AGRICULTOR ,
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Carpet Emporium .
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL .

GREAT SPECULATION !
2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN

ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! WILCOX & M ’DOWELL
No. 62 North Main street ,ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD! SUCCESSORS TO LARKIN DEAVER .

VE SUBSCRIBER , wishing to devote all his time to Carpets , Oil Cloths, Hearth Rugs, India Matting, Horse
1 the St. Louis DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas - and Steamboat Furnishing Goods, Table Covers, Stare
be business of which demands his entire attention , offers | Rods, and a general assortment of Linen Goods. Sus .
for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacific Railroad , Damask , De Laine and Embroidered Curtains, & c . mh '81
within the county or St. Louis, amounting to about

Twenty -Seven Hundred Acres,
SAINT LOUISand compreng some of the very best farmy and richest

bodies of land in the county .
The railroad passes through or immediately alongside of

gery tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible

points for their convenience.
Tuis land is admitted by every man who has been along

Helme of the railroad to be unsurpassed by, if not superior
to , any other lyingon the road in this county , both inquality

ef soil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the
subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND

It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good
Ban or coinpany of men who may wish to make a large

opeculation .
For particulars , apply to Lettingwell & Elliet, Dolman &

bear, Real Estate Dealers or Si. Louis ; or the subscriber,
editor or the St. Louis Daily Evening News.

oct A . S MITCHELL .

behar e senere mamediately alongsideof FURNITURE STORE ,

U DOTACEAEROTACIONS

NO. 86 & 88, SECOND STREET, UP STAINS,
BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE,

WILIAM M . HARLOW ,

STO V E S

'PLOWS,

J. H . LIGHTNER,
PROPRIETOR ,

No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locust, ) Hanufactures and keeps constantly on hand a large ar
DEALER IN sortment of Elegant and fashionable

Parlor Furniture , a
Queen of theWest, Forest Queen , Buceye, Preference Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounges , D

anxi Premium Cook Stovesalso select Parlorsloves,Grates vans, Sociables, Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor an
and fenders . Rocking Chairs, Centre , Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wi.

Marble and Mahogany tops, Etescis , Teapoy Tables, & c
ALSO

Holine, Peoria , Jewelt , and otaer patterns - aldo , Moline BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE
I'RAIRIE BREAKER8. aprū2

Of every variety ,
With Looking -glasses, Willow Ware, Mattresses, bris,

Bedding, & c . , & c . ,

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,

WARRANTED BEST QUALITY
All the iatest and most desirable raprovements bir

10
niture will befound here . Please call and examine.

* Good spacked and shipped by careful and esperi
enced hands.

Embroidered & Fncy Work
Finished to order in any required style.
St. Louis, March , 1852.

the subscribers manufacture and keep always
hand at their warehouse, No. 203 Main street , between

He Missouriand Virginia Hotels , a large assortment of the I have just opened my spacious new house No . 212

mostapproved paterns of premium and coal cooking Stoves , Broadway, extending across to No. 191 Fourth street, and
voodand coalparlor, box ,air -tight, hall and coal stoves. have opened an entirely new Stock of

Also four sizes Phoenix PLOW , a superior article; ten Staple & Fancy Dry Goods.
mes Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie, to
art from fourteen to twenty - four inches ; Pittsburgh and Including nearly every article in those departments, and

etter plow iron sales: bark , corn and cob mills , doubie and also BONNETS and MILLINARY, CARPETS and Ladice and

Ang corn shellers; gratcs and castings of alldescriptions, | children ' s

eta hand and made to order, all which will be sold at the BOOTS AND SHOES.
wet prices. KINGSLAND & FERGUSON .

All ofwhich has been bought for CASII, and bewil sald

at bargains, as I am desirous ofdoing a large businessas
The subscribers would invite the atten m all profits. My motto is " Do as wewouid be done bor . "

tion of the public to an improved may T . W . HIIT.
O PATENT STEEL SPRING SADDLI
& which has given indubitable evidence of

BEARD ' S the matchless ease and comfort it as
fords to the rider, and safety to the horse . DR. McKELLOPS,

Xolengthened description is required , its constrction will
be apparent to all, and its durability is self - evident. The
Huldliionalcost of these yaddles is only a tritte over the cope
non saddle. All orders will be thankfully received ,
pompt attoutfon pald . BEARD & WARRH ,

22 South Wala streets opposite themarket.
No. 9 Fourth Hreely (oypoene lhe Veurt Boos )

St. Loma, Jounin 1864 41. LOUIN , Mv.

Stoves and Plows.

HOIT ' S

Easy Riding Saddles.

CESURGEON DENTIST, 2
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wteel , ila a w e UNIONICITAPACT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Able ,

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN . THE NEW YOTK
MECHANICS,MANUFACTURERS AND IN FARM AND GARDEN ,

VENTORS.
A Monthly Journal, of thirty - two page ,

The Eighth Volume of the SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN commences on the 18th of Septem - 1
double columns, imperial octavo ;made up
principally , by selections from the weekly

ber. It is principally devoted to the diffusion
pages of · The New York Agricultor. '

of useful practical knowledge, and is emin

ently calculated to advance the great inter
TERMS.

One copy $ 1 .00 ; three coples $ 2 .00 ; eight copies $ 5 .04
ests of industry - Mechanical, Manufacturing

Lowerrates iban the above will be madewith Agriculta

nai Societies or Clubs, by taking a larger number of copie .

of the nation .
Postage, only one-half a cent permonth .

Postmasters and others , disposed to act as agents
It is unrivalled as a journal of the Arts and withwill be furnished with Prospectus and Specimen Number

Sciences, and maintains a high character at on application to the Publishers.
A . B . ALLEN & Co . , 189 Water St. , N . Y .

homeand abroad . INDUCEMENTS TO GENTLIMEN ACTING AB
AGENTS . - Any person forwarding us ten ur inore subscrip

future Volumes shall at least equal, if not sur Fons each , for el
tions each , for either of the above papers , will be entitled to

& copy, gratis , for one year.
pass their predecessors. Among the subjects
chiefly brought forward and discussed in its St. Louis and Lasalle Packets.
coluinns, are, Civil Engineering, Architecture , RAILROAD LINE.
Railroads, Bridges, Implements, Agricultural
Implements, Manufactures of Metals, Fibrous i n On the opening of naviga

tion , one or the following
and Textile substances, Machinery for the p lendid passengersteam

els will leave their Wharf Bontat Si. Luis, every evening ,

vt 5 o ' clock , and arrive at Lasalle on the second morning ,

in time for themorning traing going Eası:
and Furnaces, Mathematical, Philosphical and AMAZONIA . .AMAZONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Devinney , master .

OpticalInstruments, Cars, Carriages, Water- PRAIRIE STATE . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . Ryder ,

BELLE GOULD . . . . . . . . . . . Rogers,
wheels, Wind and Cirinding Mille ' Powers,
Plaining Machines, Tools for Lumber, Brick HIBERNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Price,
Machines, Farming, Fire Arms, Electricity , Returning , will leave Lasalle immediately on the arrival

of the Esprestain of cars from New York , ai 12 o ' clock
Telegraphs, Surgical Instruments, & c ., besides M . and peM . and Peoria at 9 o 'clock sane night, urioing at St.

claims of all the Patents , Reviews, Notices of Luernextevening.' ' Lozs next evening. Tim from St. Louis to New York ,
THREE DAYS !

New Inventions, Amercan and Foreign . The Turush tickeismay be procured on board the hoats od of

work is in form for binding , contains several either of the railroad Agents . . K F . SASS.

hundred Engravings, over four hundred pages feb '53 Agent.

* Intelligencer, Union , Evening News, St. Louis, cops
of printed matter , and a copious index . Near - three monthsi Peoria, Perti , Lasalle and Chicagu papers

opy themenths aue send bills to agent.

from the PatentOffice are illustrated with En

gravings in its columns, thus making the pa PAY UP.

per a perfect Mechanical Encyclopedia for fu - A Western editor requests those of

ture as well as present reference. " his subscribers who owe him more than
VALUABLE PREMIUMS are offered for the lar- six years subscription , to send him a lock

reat List of Snbscribers to this Volume. It is of their hair , that he may know they are
published weekly by MUNN & CO ., attheir still living . To which the Lawrence

Patent Agency Office , 128 FULTON STREET,
New York birgh (Indiana ) Register says - If all

TERMS ! TERMS!
our subscribers of that kind would do

that, we could make money by carrying
1 Copy, one year , - - - $ 2 ,00

1 Copy, six months, - - . 1 ,00
00 on the wig business.'

5 Copies for six montlis , .
1 STATISTICS or Opd FELLOWSHIP.10 Copies for six months , - . 8 ,00

10 Copies for twelvemonths, . 15 ,00 From the official reports made to the
15 Copis for twelve months, . - 22,00 |Grand Lodge of the United States, for the
20 Copies for twelvemonths, - - 28, 00 year ending 30th of June last, we learn

ALWAYS IN ADVANCE . that there were in the United States
Southern and Western money and Post-Of 2 ,729 Lodges , with nearly 200,000mem

hce Stamps taken for subscriptions. Letters bers. The revenue of the Order during

should be post- paid ,
the year ,was about $ 1 ,200 ,000 , of which

Specimen numbers maybe seen at the
some 550 .000 were disbursed for bener

office of the Valley Farmer.
olent purposes, viz . for the benefit of

Mr. SIDNEY SMITH is authorized to receive sub - sick members, widowed families, or the
scriptions for the VALLEY FARMER, and receipt for

the same. I schooling of orphan children . .
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L STONES

No. 21%

1 9

Mill Materials ,

THRESHING MACHINES .
Just received , per Erie canal and Illinor

river, first shipment for 1852 of Wheeler' s
G . & C . TODD , one and two horse powers, threshers and sep .

arators, also the new combined Thresher and
Winnower. Thesemachines are undoubtedly

NORTH FIRST the very best articles for threshing grain in usa

in the west, and the combined winnower and
or

cleaner, is pronounced by impartial judges to

MAIN STREET, be far superior to any other machine.
Orders forthe horse power with thresher andBetween Mor

gan & Cherry , separator, or thresher and cleaner, will be

promptly filled by the subscriber, agent for
ST. LOUIS.

Wheeler, Melick & Co. , at manufacturers?
Importers and Manufacturers of prives, with transportation charges added .

Apply at the Valley Farmer office, north
west corner of Third and Pine streets .

EPIIRAIM ABBOTT ,
INCLUDING Editor Valley Farmer

Bolting Cloths, Mill Stones, and | St. Louis, May 24, 1852.
TODD' S IMPROVED PORTABLE HOMEMUTUAL FIRE ANDHIARINE
GRAIN MILLS, JINSURANCE COMPANY

of various sizes,equal to any othermillknown .
OF ST. LOUIS .Also , Patent, machine stretched leather and Rubber

BELTING , Rubber Hose for conducting water , MilCHARTERED 1845 . ACCUMULATED CAPITAL DO

Irgas, & c . (nor . '51 APRIL 20 , 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO

LICIES, $ 317,262 33 - and constantly increasing.A CARD.
TO MY FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC . V Policies issued from thirty days to six years.

IMHE new White Lead and OilFactory ofthe under
I signed has been organized under the incorpora DIRECTORS.

tion law of the State , and the business will hereafter DANIEL D PAGE, SAMUEL RUSSELL ,

be conducted under the style of the ISAAC L GARRISON, JOHN WHITEHILL ,

COLLIER WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY. DAVID W DIXON, THERON BARNUD ,
As the sameskill , care ,promptness and punctuality ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS,

WYLLYS KING .in all its departments , and the same effort to serve
the interests of its customers, will bemade , and will ISAAC L GARRISON , President.

TL SALISBURY , Secretary .constitute , as formerly , the leading features of the bu .
DD PAGE , Treasurer ,siness , I ask for the Company” a continuance of the

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT.gonfidence and patronage so liberally bestowed on the

undersigned . HENRY T. BLOW . Tomice Southeast corner of Main and Vine streets , füver
St. Louis , November 1, 1851. Page & Bacon ' s Banking House .

THE COLLIER JOHN B . DUNHAM ' S PIANOS.
WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY . Į Great Inducements in fine Pianos, Melodeons

HENRY T . BLOW , GEO . COLLIER , and Guitars,
President. Vice President. We are now ofiering our splendid stock of
THOMAS RICHESON , Secretary . Pianos , Melodeons,Guitars , & c . , at vers low

GEORGE COLLIER , prices ; and , in order to reduce our present
HENRY T . BLow , Directors. Ularge stock , we will give better bargains than

A . D , LYLE , have ever before been offered . Every instrumentwarranted
orvanised to continue the successful to be equalto any manufactured in this country er Europe ,

and well known manufactory of HENRY T . BLOW , and also to give entire satisfaction to the purchaser.

respectfully call attention to his Card , and also be feb . GREENFIELD , SLUDER & CO . , 88 Fourth k .
leave to state that every effort willbemade to sustain
and increase the reputation that his brands have et
joyed , and make the concern worthy of the continued
confidence and patronage of consumers and dealere.

I . D . CUSTER ,Pricesof Lead as usual.

Orders and letters for the Company to be addressed 194 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.
to the President. DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENS
Orders, & c .,may be left as heretofore, at T. GRINE.

LEY & Co .' s , at the Post Office; or at the ottiee of the made and repaired .

Company , corner of Clark Avenue and Tenth streer . CLOCKS AND WATCHES
nov. 1851. paired in a superior manner . Jewelry made an de .

afred of Calliorala or other gold at short notice . Clocks

T . & G . HEQUEMBOURG, Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at

# kolesadle and retal) (Oct ., '61
Importers and manufacturers of FURNITURE !! FURNITURE !

Wehave on hand a good assortment

Watches, Jewelry and Spectacles plain and fine furniture , rosewod aud

No. 24 , Second street corner of Chestno , mahogany setts , wainut, mahorany aid

St. Louis, No. french book - cases , together with all

Strict attention pald to repairing Ane Watches, and oral variety for parlor and chanber furnishing . Please

Clocka. Brokee parts and Jewels repaird amat sem mamine. BXPIELD , SLUDER & CO
m Terantod to keep you to . * Fourth stoppet

to reduce our pro

inue the sun

have everhe large stock , we will

respectfully call attentictor
y of HENRY T. BLOW . Ito be equal to any manufactus
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GARRISON' S PORTABLE SAW MILL,
MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS, MO.,

By I. L .Garrison .

OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO .,

South -East Corner of Vine and Main stree (orer the Banking House of Page & Bacon

YAM now manfacturing two sizes of the aboveMILLS, to examine theabove Mill before purchasing bewhere , 2

the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest it cmbines qualities that no other Mill possesses. The Saw

size tiinber. From the large number of these mills sold dur - used is the common straight Mill S # w , and is easily kept me

ing the past year, and the fact ofmany of them beink sold order ; and webelieve It will saw more liber in # givca

to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other a mill now in use.

their value . Below I give the certificates of gentlemen Hiram P Goolrich , Dall' el D Page,

who are well known , and who have seer, theMills in opera Theron Bashini, EW Batchford,

tion . 1 . L . GARRISOX . AP Liuiue , Lyman Sherwoyxby

THIS IS TO CERTIFY , thatwe, the undervigned , hava GF II loodhue, Thus Fairsridge

ing witnessed the operations of a Portable Saw Mill, invent Chas Shuter , Thos Wes!

ed by Isaac L . Garrison , of St. Louis , Mo., do not hesitate TL Salisbury , ER Miller,

in saying thatweconsider it the best Saw Mill now in use , Daniel M Fraser.

and would recommend any person in want of a Saw Mill,

. FRANCIS, WALTON & CO .
WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS AND IMPORTERS
?OF DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PERFUMERY, SURGICAL

INSTRUMENTS, & C . DEALERS IN

PLINTS, OILS,DYE -STUFIS & GLASSWARE,
No. 15 MAIN STREET, (between Market and Chesnut,) S' . LOUIS ,MO.

They kwep constantly on hand a large and well selected stock of the above ariina

--and respecifully solicit the patronage of those dealing in their line. Erery aricle
warranted

PURE AND GENUINE.
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SAINT LOUIS Missouri Seed Store .

FURNITURE STORE ,

A
L
U
S
A
L
A
M
O B
I
R
I

is inden Sie name

1

G . NICOL ,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all kinds of

Farm , Flower and Garden Seeds,
GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS ,

No. 4 North Main Street, Up stairs ,
ST. LOUIS,MO.

A T this establishment is kept an exten
NO. 86 & 88. SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS, A sive stock and complete assortment ofGarden, Farm ,

and Flower SEEDS from the wellknown establishment of
BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE, David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO .
ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others , putting

down seeds in winter in frames , can rest assured that they

PROPRIETORS,
will realize an abundant crop.

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as
FARM AND OTHER SEEDS .

sortment of Elegantand fashionable
The stock is now compiere, consisting of Clover, Timothy,

Blue Grass , Red Top , Orchard Grass , Hemp, Millet, Mus

Parlor Furniture ,
tard , Locust, Apple, Quince, Canary, Rape, Top Onions,
& c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low

Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounges, D est rates. Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED , growth of 1851,
vans, Sociables, Ottomans , Easy Elisabeth Parloran direct from Texas.
Rocking Chairs, Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wi. GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

Marble and Mahogany tops , Eteseis , Teapoy Tables, & c ! A full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden

- ALSO eeds, which we will sell at reasonable prices .

BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES .
We will at all times keep an extensive assortment, con

> Of every variety , sisting among others, of the following : Seed Sowers, Sho
With Looking- glasses, Willow Ware , Mattresses , Beds, vels, Spaces, Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grass

Bedding, & c . , & c . , Hooks, Lawn Rakes, Hedge Shears, Bill Hooks, Bird Cages

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL
(all sizes ,) Sieves , Flower Pots, by the hundred , dozen , or
single, Fitzgerald Patent Burr StoneMills , Budding and

WARRANTED BEST QUALITY Pruning Knives, Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and
All the iatest and most desirable improvements in Fur- Reels, & e .

niture will befound here . Please call and examine. Country merchants, California Emigrants , and private
V Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi families supplied with the above seeds by the box , pound ,

enced hands. ounce , or paper, on reasonable terms. One hundred boxes

Embroidered & Fncy Work flower seeds, 20 varieties in each bux , for $ 1 . Catalogues
in pamphlet form furnished gratis.

Finished to order in any required style . Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer .

St. Louis, March , 1853. Nonebut Landreth 's warranted Garden Seeds sold here .
Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompt

ly executed .HOIT ' S

>

I have just opened my spacious new house No . 212

Broadway , extending across to No. 191 Fourth street, and

bave opened an entirely new Stock of

Staple & Fancy Dry Goods.
1 . D . CUSTER ,

194 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.Including nearly every article in those departments, and DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENS
also BONNETSand MILLINARY, CARPETS and Ladies and

51 childron ' s made and repaired .

BOOTS AND SHOES. CLOCKS AND WATCHES
All of which hasbeen bought for CASH , and be will sold repaired in a superior manner . Jewelry made and re.

at bargains , as I am desirous of doing a large business at I paired of California or other gold at short notice. Clocks
mall profits . Mymotto is " Do as wewould be done by. " Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at
may T . W . HOIT. bolesale and retall Oct .
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE,
ESTABLISHED, 1845 , BY Wm . II. PLANT.

(Formerly Plant & Brother — Late Plant & Salisbury.)

Eagle Deep Tiller- An Old Land Plow .

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO .,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IY .

Agricultural Implements & Machines,Farm ,Garden ,Flower & otherSeeds.

NO . 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT,
Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Strcets . St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. M . PLANT, S !, Louis, Mo. MILES G . MOIES, Northampton , Mass

Plows and Harrowsof variousdescriptions, eight different patterns of Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters,

Seed Sowers , Post Augers, Shovels, Spades. Hoes, Rakes , Manure Forks, Hay Knives , Corn Shellers,.

Ox Ykes , and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes, Wrenches , Grindstopes, with frame and friction rollers ,

Scythes, Scythe Snaths, Stones and'Rifies,Hay Forks and Rakes, Revolving horse Rakes, Grain Cradles

Fan Mills , Corn Grinders, Grain Measures , Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers , Wheelbarrows, Garden En

gines, Chain Pumps, Churns, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting

'Trowels, Weeding Forks and Trowels, Budding and Pruning Knives , Sawsand Chisels,Garden Reels and

Lines, & c., & c.

FARM , GARDEN , AND OTHER SEEDS,
for an endless variety , all the growth of 1852, for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowest market rates.

Merchants supplied with Seeds in papers, assorted , with printed directions for Cultivation, a
Lowest Garden prices.

IMPROVED

SPIRAL AND

i
n
t

STRAIGIIT KXIE

Hay Cutters,

LIGIIT PATTER NS,

from $ 4 to $ 30 .

GRAIN REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

Weshall have 125 of diferent approved patterns. Those wishing to procure one for the coming harvest

will do well to forward their orders early. We flatter ourselves, that with an eight years' experience in

this market, we can furnish the Agriculturist with articles adapted to his wants. Wesball , at all times,

make it a point, to buy and offer for sale nothing but the very best articles in our live , and at the lowest

possible prices. With a sincere desire to do justly , purchasers may feel confident that every article will

prove as represented , and at as low prices as any other house can furnish the same. Orders respectfully

solicited and promptly executed by

St. Louis, February , 1853 , WM . M . PLANT & CO .
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J , H . BURROW 'S ,

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,

These Mills are composed ofFrench Burr
Blocks enclosed in cast iron cases, and do
not require a millwrightto setthem up . By
the steady application of Emery 's two horse
power, the 24 inch Mill run 240 revolutions
perminute , will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour
of good meal and will grind wheat as well
as corn . The 30 inch mill, if put to its full
est speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bushels
per bour, and are warranted .
PRICE - 20 inch stone with pulley 9115

with Gear, .
24 inch stone, with pulley . 135

with gear, - 150

30 inch stone with pulley
with gear, . - - - 200

36 inch stone, with pulley, . .
with gear , · ·

125

175

.

J . A .BURROWS

PATENT. 1842

225

250

2

EMERY & COMPANY 'S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMIUM

CHANGEABLE RAILRAOD HORSE POWER

AND THRESHER
Wehave been agent for the above jusly celebrated Machines nearly three years, and can safely say that

they are the best now before the public . Without exception, they have given uniform satisfaction , not one .
having been returned , notwithstanding , the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably
adapted for driving Threshing Machines, Circular fi and Cross-cut Saws, Machine Shops, Elevators,

Ferry Boats, Pile Driving, Pumping, Grinding Grain , Churning Butter , Cutting Hay and Corn Stalks,
Shelling Corn , Grinding Apples, & c., & c.
THE TWO HORSE POWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capable, with three or fourmen ,

of th reshing from 150 to 225 bushels of wheator rye, and double that quantity of oats per day .
We furnish , also , to order , of Emery 's manufacture the Wheeler Rack and Pinion Power, and Emery 's

Ingroved Patent Wide Rack and Pinion power , with Epicycloydal Teeth . For further information , price
& c ., see onr Descriptive Catalogue, which are furnished gratis to post paid applicants with a three ceut P . O .
stampenclosed .

N B . MessrsWM. M . PLANT & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized
Agrots for the sale of our machines and implements, of whom they can be obtained at our home prices , luy
adding transportation . EMERY & CO.
All Örders for both of the above machine should be sent to Wm . V .PLANT, & CO., St. Louis,Mo.
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NEW YORK STATE .

AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
ALBANY, N . Y .

BY WHEELER , MELICK & CO.

machine to farmers as superior to any I have used thong
have used various kinds for about 15 years . ?
[ From Chester Olney , Dated March 1 , 1852. )

Messrs. WHEET.ER , MELICK & co . - Last fall
I employed Mr. Olney with one of your Powers & Wunosp .
ers to do my threshing . and I most cheerfulis state that the
work was done better, with a less number ofhands and less
waste than ever before with other machines. It averaged

from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of Wheat and twice asmuch
The Subscribers offer this season a new and most valua ofOats . '

Wemachine in the successfulcombination of a WINNOWER
with their Overshot Thresher. It is easily driven by one [ From N . Olney , Esq., of Portage, N . Y . ]
Double Horse Power, and has now been fairly tested , a
large numberhaving been in constant use during the past MESSRS. WHEELER, MELICK & Co . — You ask
Threshing season , myopinion in regard to your Thresher & Winnower, but as

We bave numerous letters from gentlemen who have two ofmy sons and one ofmyneighborshave given you some

ised the W ’ innower, and gave extracts from a few of them details I will merely say that in my opinion your machine

in our advertisements of lastmonth , and wenow insert a will do better work than any other I ever used , although I

Rew more . Wemight add a large number , but it is deem - | hare used many differentkinds for the last 20 years .'

dunnecessary .
[From R . Olney , of Portage, N . Y .] [ From a second letter of E . French , Esq., of
MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I will | Bridgeport, N . Y . - Dated March 9 , 1852. 1

now state some facts in regard to your Thresher and Win - 1 MESERS, WHEELER , MELICK & c0 . - I am not
nower . We first used it to thresh oats, which were good

able to do your Winnower the justice it deserves. I have
and not very long straw . With 5 hands wethreshed and used it since August and it has earned $ 500 without asking
deaned fit for any market, 60 bushels per hour while run for work , while other machines have been begging for it. I
ning. This is not guess work as is frequently the case , have had a man running it who has an 8 llorse Machine of
butwe kept the time to the minutes, and much larger fig his own and good ofits kind , buthe could not get work with
uresmightnave been madehad we exerted ourselves . Our it . I have taken pains to exhibit the operation of yourma
Wheat was heavy growth and very long straw . Weaver chine , and have seen none butpronounce it the most perfect
aged 20 to 25 bushels an hour, ustag a pair ofmules and a in use . It has threshed 25 bushel per hour and is capablespan of very light horses alternately, but with either team

of threshing 200 bushels per day of good Wheat.
atone and 5 hands I can thrseh 400 bushels good Oats a day

My
Wheat was of the 'Soles' variety . I sold it from the18

and half that quantity of Wheat, and make it no harder

for team or hands than ordinary farm work . The machine
chine for seed without any other cleaning. Oats it will

clean better than any Fanning Mill I ever lised . '
is admirably adapted to the farmer' s use ; can be worked
at so little expense and in bad weather when little else can
be done . It is of the most simple and durable construc [From E . T. Tiffany, of Dimock , Pa. ]
tion , nothing liable to break or soon wearoutbutthat a com MESSRS. WHEELER ,MELICK & CO . - I consid
mon farmer can repair . It cleans the grain well and wastes
less than any other I ever examined . I write thus minute er your combined Thresher & winnower one of the best ma

w that you may understand the facts as they are , the fig
chines ever introduced into Northern Pennsylvania . I have

ures I have given being taken from our ordinary threshing used one of them through December and a part of January

without any effort to hurry business .'
and did more business than any other 4 machines in this

place . With a good team I can thresh 400 bushels ofOats

( From S . H . Olney , of Granger , N . Y . ]
per day , and I thiuk with an exchange I could thresh 500

600 , and with less waste and expense than any other , 19
•MessRS, WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I have chine in existence . Could I get experienced workers !

naed your Patent Horse Power and Winnower while it would order one or two more. . It would be the best invest
thresbed about 3000 bushels of grain , and ani happy to sayment I could make. I can niake better profit with one of
It has given the best satisfaction . With a light pair of your inachines than can be obtained from any two farms la
horses and 6 hands wehave threshed from 50 to 60 bushels Susquehanna Co. Your Thresher & W 'innower receives its
of Oats per bour, and abouthalf asmuch Wheat. My or - highest approbation ofour farmers.'
WACY llay' s work of ( ats is from 250 to 200 bushels and
10 or an u Wheat, I will comdidently rie n del ta

1
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St. Louis and Lasalle Packets.
RAILROAD LINE .

and SEPARAT
E
LOWER, and UPATEN

T
RAL 4225. 5o'clock .

bers
and

Great Western

ALFRED LEE & CO.

Messrs. WHEELER , MELICK & co . - In reply
to your request about the Thresher & Winnower I ain ready

answer that it works well. Indeed its equalwas never
mon in Erie Co. I have threshed 18 , 794 bushels of Wheat,
Oats and Barley , besides 50 bushels Grass Seed . A nun TIS " On theopening of navige

bar of my neighbors wantmachines like mine. ' tion , one of the following

Wo might add many more equally flattering testimo- ! * splendid passenger steam

als . is will leave their Wharf Boat at St. Louis , every eveni
Price of Double Power wich Thresher and Winnower, $ 225 . I ut 5 o ' clock , and arrive at Lasalle on the second mornit
The superiority of WIIEELER' S PATENT RAILWAY in time for themorning trains going East:

OMAIN HORSE POWER , and OVERSHOT TIIRESIIER AMAZONIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Devinney, mast
and SEPARATOR is universally acknowledged wherever PRAIRIE STATE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ryder ,
thevhave been tested . Thousands of them are in use , many BELLE GOULD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rogers ,
of which have threshed from 50, 000 to 100 ,000 bnshels of |CATARACT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Able ,
yrain , and are still in good condition They are beyond doubt /HIBERNIA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Price ,
the most durable and economicalmacchine in use. Their Returnlug, will leave Lasalle immediately on the arrt
capacity bas been tested by repeated trials as well at the of the Express tain of ears from New York , at 12 och
New York and Pennsylvania Fairs ason several private M . and Peoria at 9 o 'clock same night, arrioing at
Oceasions in competition with another machinemade in | Lox's next evening. Tim from St. Louis to New XO
His city which has been advertised to be far superior to ours | THREE DAYS !
and in every instance the result bas been about one third | Turuxh tickets may be procured on board the hosts os
Mdin some instances more in favor of our machines. In either or the railroad Agents . R . F . SASS .
every case except one where we have submitted our ma feb '53 Agent
bine to a working test at Fairs it has taken the highest ! Tutelligencer, Union , Evening News, St. Louis , u
premiums, and in thatexcepted case the Committee deci- !and isthat evcented sa the Coromitten deci . I three months; Peoria , Perl , Lasalle and Chicago pa

ded that our machine performed its work in 8 min - nopy th .lee months anesend bills to agent.
ute : and its competitor in 11 3 -4 zuinutes , being nearly one
third in faver of ours .
Oe have also exhibited ours in competition with the same

machine a the State Fairs of Ohio , Michigan and Pennsyl. | AGRICULTURILWAREHOUSE AND SEED STOB

Canada, at all ALFRED LEE . Jos . D . OUTLE
of which wereceived the highest premiums, viz : In Ohio
a Silver Medaland Diploma; in Michigan $ 20 ; in Pennsyl

vania $ 10 , and in Canada a Diploma. No. 14 North Main , bw 't Market and Chesnuta
Wehave numerous similar testimonials from County So - LT AVE on handand are receiving a large and fall

deties, where wehave always received the highest premi sortment of agriculturaltools and implemento ; Sar
unsawarded to Chain Powers . grass , flowerand other seeds.
Price of one Horse Power , Thresher , Separator and Our stock is entirely new and consists in part of

Belting. - - - - - - - $ 120
Tyyo Horse Do - . . . . . . * Cultivators , universal and Cast iron dirt scrapers ;- 145
Besides the above we manufacture and keep constantly others ; Bog and scuffle hoes:

hand among other articles, Clover llullers. Straw and 1 Harrow's , Geddes, diamond Post augers and spoons ;
Sialk Cutters, Portable Saw Mills (adaptel to llorse Pow and others; Cattle ties;
ers , ) and Single Powers with Churn Grer attached . These Corn planters ; Ox bally and bull rioge ;

tast are extensively used in large Dairies , and are so ar Seed sowers and drille; Grafting saws;
Emery iniprvid seed xowers Pruning saws and chiselaranged that the Power is used at pleasure for either thresli

tag, churuing, wood sawing, or other purposes. Revolving horse rakes ; Budding and pruning kn )

Fall machinesmade and sold by us are warranted to Hay cutters , straight and spi- Transplanting truwels ;

to sive satisfaction or tlieymay be returned ,after a reasoni ral knives; Garden reels lines ;

able time for trial. Cornstalk cutter,extra beavy; Cranberry rakes ;
Orders are solicited and will be promptly filled Vegetable cutters ; Root pullers, three and

WHEELER , MELICK & CO . Iron met du ; prons;

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty & Prayn Siret, Corn shellers , Ox yokes , cammon and

(Near the Steamboat Landing ,) Albany, X . Y . Corn and cob crushers Wheeland canal barrow :

March 1st, 1852. Iland graia milis ; Clover seed , red and we
Grun scoops, iron and steel; Timothy do.

PThe subscriber , having been appointed Agent for the Grass and bramble hooke; Bluegrass do ,strip ' d & el

sate of the above excellentmachines in St. Louis , will sur Corn kuives anil hooks; Orchard grass seed ;

pish them to purchasers at manuacturer' s prices (freight lay,straw and hopknives; Red iop . Ho ;

from Albany included ) and will give any desired information Hay, garden and tlural rakes Millet do
Hay and manure forks ; Siemp d

to persons wishing topurchase . Address
o :

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor Valley Fariner , Sickles Canary do, mixod orc

N . W . corner 3d and Pine streets, St. Louis. Southes, grasa . grain & bush ; Vegetable , garden and

Suaths, Hrass and raillius; seeds from the celebra
Handledd Carolina hoes ; Wethertield Garden

Thermometer chuuns;

THE VALLEY FARMER Agricultural furnaces; Plows, various kinds ;

We have also a large collection of agriculturaland b
cultural hooks ; comprising in part the works ofDV
Youait, Sarton , Bilist, aud other distinguished authors
Catalogucy furnished free of charge to applicanteNorth west corner of Third and Pine streets,

St. Louis , Mo .

T HE undersigned respectfully inforins i
1 bis friends and the public generally, in town and WHOLESALE AND RETAIL .

ountry , ihat he has RELOVED his printins establishment
a the old Intelligencer building, north west corner of Third
wel Pine streuts , where he has made lurge auditions to his No. 62 North Main street,
miterials and facilities for doing SUCCESSORS TO LARKIN DEAVER .

Care , Oil Clotas , Ilrarth Rigs , India Aatting, I
Job and Book Printins, anu Steainboat Furnishing Goonis , Table Covers ,

Kody , aud & general assortment of Linen Goods.
of every description, in a superior manner and at lowcat Damask , De Laineand Erubroidered Curtains , & c . D
Podes .
Particular personal attention given to the printing of cat, Mr. SIDNEYSMITH is authorized to receive

togues, ciroulars , directions, labels , & c . , for Nursrryincheiere inns for the VALIDY FARMER , and receir
Florists, and Seed Deli. Ondors from the 1714ry !
executed i Hale . »> .

Carpet Emporium
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THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

TIIE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

2 .

IT

Seed Potatoes for Sale .
I offer for sale 150 bushels roX' S SEEDLINGS and

150 Bitshels of the ASIILEAF KIDNEYS.
The above kinds of potatoes are the earliest known, I im .

ported them from Mr. David Landreth , Philadelphia , last

year; - from 6 bushels of the Fox' s Seedlings, I raised One

hundred and seventy - five bu .hels on one quarter acre of

ground . I planted them thr 15th March and hauled them

to Market about the 20th June .

Price : For the Foxc$ $ 1 . 25 per Bushel and for Ashlear
Kidners $ 1 . 00 per Bushel.
Orican be left at Mr. James Spore, No. 72 Chesnnt

st. , or a : 1 . B . Burbbayge 's Old Agency Office , corner 2nd
andlist streets , or atmy Farm and Residenci', about

What can be goi for Five bullar's ! one and a halfmiles west of Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Marcia 53. ROBERT BICKLEY . 7

The undersigned have entered into a arrange
ment by which theyagree to furnisi. the Kurcker - 1 19.50 ] St. Louis aud Brunswick ; [1853 .
bocker Viagazine. (monthly ,) the Honie Jurnal ,
(weekly ,) and theM icalWorld and Times, (Wein

ly ,) to new subscriber , at the very moderate prie
of fire dollars a real or the three poliitting , ali

orders enclosing it up ! to I)yer and Willis, will UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE .
ue promptly list of W . .

SAHEUL JILESTON , The following boats will commence on the
Publisher of the knickerlockir , opening of navigatjull, and continue in the trade throughout
MORRIS & WILLIS , the entire seus n , making weekly trips from St . Louis to
Publishers of the Home Journal, Brunswick , as follows :

DYER & WILLIS ,
MARTIA JEWETT . . . . WM . C . JEWETT, Commander ,

Will leave St. Louis every Tuesday, at 6 p . m . and Bruns
Publishers of the Musical World and Times. wick every Friday at 9 a . m .
Grand Literary and Irtistic Combination J . M . CLENDENNIN . . . . H . W . SMITH , Commander ,

Arrangements have been made to furnish the Will leave St. Louis every Thursday at 6 p . m . and
Knick erbocker Magazine, the Home Journal, and Brunswick every Sunday, at 9 p . m .

the New York MusicalWorld and Times, o new
KATE SWIXXEY . . . . . . . . A . C . GODDEN , Commander ,

will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . mSubscribers, for FIVE DOLEARS a year ! This
and

cheap Brunswick ever Tucsay at 9 a . m .
literature , with a vengeauce. The Knickarbucker is To the patrons in this trade, the officers of the above bonts
$ 8 per annum ; tie Home Journal $ 2 ; and the Mu- promise to use every effort to merit a continuance of the

sical World and Times $ 3 , making $ 9 a year at the patronage heretofore bestowed on them .
bisual rates . That three such work can be obtained . For freight or passage appis on board .

For five doilrrs a year, is a fact truly worthy the Ca
forir age , which is just now being ushered in . Of Trecelebraica wraeienberg Medicines,

he linickerbocker Magazine , edited by Lewis Gay Comprising che following :
tord Clark , it i4 li necessary 10 speak. For twt niy Graelenberg Veg- table Pills , price 25 cts . per box .
years it has been the most genial,homorous and spi- Green M nuntain Ointment, 25
' s monthly in the world , and the present volume Sarsaparilla Compound , " $ 100 “ bottle .
will be better than any which has preceded it. The Chilfrei ' s Papacea " " "
Ilene Journal, edited by Geo . H . Morris and N . P . Eye Lil'on " 25 * * *

Willis , is well known as the best family newspaper Ferrn d Ague Pills · 100 " box .

Arverica, and the MosicalWorld and Times, ed . Health biters * 25 * “ bottle .

led by Lewis Storrs Willis ,with LowellAlason ,Geo . Consumptive 's Balm 300 * "

11. Cüriis, Thomas Hastings, IVm . B . Bradbury , Libby's Pile Ointment * 100)

Hieo. F . Rooi,and other musical writers contributing , Marshall's CtermeCatholicon 300
' which gives, among other things, over $ 25 worth Are for sale Wholesale and Retail by E . K . Wood

Ewusic and a full course of instructruction in bar. ward , corner of Tourth and Chesnut streets, St.
sinne annually , is the very bestmusicaljournal ever Loniz, Va m '53,

, !: .ed. These three publications will post a
wirup in nearly everything worth knowing : - Art, T V 2 NIE

Race , Literaiure, Music , Painting, Sculpture, In
- Dion , Discoveries, lit, Humor, Fancy , Senti
Heat, the Newest Fashions, and other attractions for WOODWARD & ABBOTT. PUBLISIERS.

Lilies, Choice New Music for the Sabbath , the

Thurch and the Fireside, Reviews and Criticisus of Office, coruer Fourth and Chesnnt strects ,

Musical Iorks Performers and Performances, in ST . LOUIS , MO.

hort, the very pick and cream of Novelty , Incident,
EPIIRAIM ABBOTT, Elitor .

History , Cography, Literature , and Science, inclu .

ving wbtever con be given in periodirals io pro
Editorofan Printing onlice , in Old Pistlice Duit

In urth stel of Chesnut treei, between Thirdand fourik
1000 lteat'iy Annnustinent and Solid Intruction in treni, coon Ok Pust Oilic Al! V .
tre family , and help to make it better , wiser, and
Tappier, ray be now obtained for TIC DOLLARS. TERMS.

DYER & HILLS THE VALLEY FARMER is pubiishedon this first o ! entila
Broadın law Yk. m o ntier Constrle . Puk ( M

clun *** Viled to verti 10 OJT111

DR . MCKELLOPS, int ! ) - teatterin rates :

Silla con , 11• Year - - - - $ 1 00

SURGEUN DENTIST For Cuajit, 33 ; Menghias . $ 3 ; FIP ) canics, $ 10 .
23Pynis. in !! As,067 be made Ill advice .

Reittainennous, ( rrent halk to , posao

Purlin 2 genni, (oproslle the court Mousad Stamps , vay bo maleb uail at vtis risk .

VALLEY FARMER

7 :23
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A Monthly Journalof Agriculture, Horticulture, Education and Domestic Economy

Adaptel to the wants of the people of the Misissppi Valley .

- -- -- - - -

VOL . V . ST. LOUIS , MIRCH , 1853. NO. III.

The Vallve I nrmcr. county have already organizeda society with
vicinity of this city , and as the people of this

county have already organized a society with

some $ 500 or $ 600 subscibed , we do not

doubt it could be raised to $ 1200 or $ 1500 ,

State Agricultural Fair. which with the State premiums would afford

I prizes thatwould be contended for by a large
We give on page 91 Mr.Maupin ’s Report

number ofpersons.
on this subject to the Legislature, which was

accompanied by a bill, which has sincebecome NationAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.-- This So

a law . Wehave notseen the bill nor any ac- ciety held its firstannualmeeting at Washing

count of it except the following from the ton , Feb . 9 , 1853, Hon. M . P . Wilder, Presi

Boonville Observer. We shall publish the dent, presiding . About one hundred members

law in our April number , and also such infor- from the different States were present. An

mation as we oan obtain in relation to it. -- opening address was delivered by the Presi

Weneed say nothing at this time of the im - dent, which willbe published in the April No.

portance of themeasure. Our views are well of the Valley Farmer .

known : Communications were received from a Com

Last week we presented to our readers the mittee of the N . Y . Crystal Palace, and from

synopsis of a biul introduced by Mr. Maupin the Metropolitan Mechanios Institute inviting

into the Legislature , appropriating $ 1000 a co -operation with those bodies . .
year for four years, for the purposes of offer. Resolutions were adopted to memoralize

ing prizes for fine stock , productions and

manufactures in our State . We are rejoiced Congress to establish a Department of Agri

to see the people awakening to a just appre culture, to be presided over by a Cabinet offi
ciation of the benefit arising from a stimulus cergas are all other departments of the Gore

given to agriculture by such means ; and we ernment, and also to transfer the annual ap

shall hail the passage of this bill as a bright
omen for future benefits to Missouri, by pro . P

propriation of $5000 to the Commissioner of

ducing a rivalry among her citizens that will Patents, for the purchase and distribution of

provebeneficial to all classes of community. seeds, & o., to the National Agricultural So
A State Agricultural Society will be the ciety .

means of bringing together, once a year, peo - Hop . Marshall P . Wilder was re- elected

ple from all parts of the State , with their

stock , productions and manufactures. It will President, and one Vice President from each

create a spirit of emulation that will derelor State and Territory was chosen . Hon . T . F .

our resources, show the fertility of our coil, Atchinson heing chosen Vice President for

the variety of our stock of horses, inules, cat- Missouri . C . C . Calvert, of Maryland , was

tle, hogs, & c ., ourmechanicalimplements and

manufactures, our farming utensils , & c. And appointed Chairman of the Executive Commit

we may expect a large number of visitors from tee; J . C . G . Kennedy, Cor. Sec.; W . S . King .

other States with improved stock and Farm - Recording Sce.; W . Selden , Treasurer.
ing impliments ; many of whieh we may find The annual meetings will hereafter be on

it to our interest to adopt.

The bill proposes to hold the fair in the the 4th Wednesday of February.
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Correspondence of the Valley Farmer. lly prepared ; they came up in seven days and

Osage Orange- Wolves--- Potatoes. I grew finely. I kept them entirely clear

GREENFIELD , Mo. , Feb . 4 . 1853. weeds, and when one year old I set them in

MR. ABBOTT, - Please inform me in your the fence. I prepared ihe row by plowing and

yaluable publication whether the Osage Or- Ha
" Tharrowing well; then I began in the winter

ange' and the Texas · Bois d ' Arc' are the and threw five furrows together to from a

same thing Sal and if so we would like to ridge; in the centre of that ridge I ran a deep

havemore said on the subjectof hedging with
cith furrow out and back very deep for the plants.

it. Gire particular directions about sowing
The ground being in fine order I put on my

she seed , preparing the ground, and the time
in buckskin mittens, and with a heavy sharp

of planting in this latitude. I have taken
knife, I cut them within four inches of the

your • Farmer the last year, and feel well paidlo
nail ground; then with a heavy spade made at the

blacksmith ' s , for the purpose of making sod
for mymoney - hence I renew .

I have just received three pecks of Bois d ' fences, for I have a hand at that also , I dug

Arc seed , wbich I wish to hedge with . Is it !a with Is it them up with ease, cut the tap roots to eight

best to plant them where I wantmy hedge, or
inches; I put them in a basket and a small

should I put them in a nursery first , and then child banded them while I with a common

transplant? o ] llow far above the ground trowel, set them working backwards all the

should thoy be cut when one year old ? How time; then a person foliowing with a hoe.

far above that the second year ? And how rounding up and stamping down to make them

far apart should they be set ? [c ] ' stand fast . In this way I set three thousand,
I would like for some of the contributors eight inches apart, in a very short time. Thir

to the Valley Farmer to give us somedirections ty only died . I was prevented last year from

about extracting or killing wolves or worms atting acutting as I ought to have done except a short,

in the back of cattle . I know all poor cattle
piece. I shall bend them down next spring ,

have worms, or as they are frequently called inad instead of cutting , to make them thick . They

'wolves' in their backs, and the idea is to getof now stand about four feet high , and it is a diffi

rid of them . [d ] cult matter to drive a horse through then . I

Irish Potatoes. --Has any of the correspon - ought tpon . ought to have mentioned that the Osage Or

dents of the Valley Farmer ever tried raising ange, ogrmer ever tried raising ange, or Bodark, as some call it , has stood
Irish Potatoes from the seed growing in the three wroving in the three winters on myfarm without the least in

bolls ?ſel Would Wisconsin potatoes brought jury by frost .

as far south as this do better here than our b You had better transplant; otherwise you
native potatoes ? [ f ] Is there any Wisconsin will have an uneven hedge.

potatoes in St . Louis for sale ? [ g ]
c When they are one year old they shouldNelson McDonald ,

REMARKS. be cut off close to the ground , and then set

a Bois d ' arc - maclura aurantiaca — and out in theca _ and out in the hedge; the ground for which should
Osage Orange are one and the same plant. Ibe prepared in the following manner : Pre

Wehave been giving our views for four years parę a stripcrears pare a strip about six feetwideby deeply and

past on the subject of using it for a hedge. finely pulverisingwith a surface plow , follow .

Those who would go over the whole ground ca oy & Sub-soground ed by a sub -soil; the furrows thrown to the

however wewould refer to the February num centre so as to form a ridge, which ridge is

ber of the last year (1852. ) Wehave a few be opened by running a single furrow thro?

copies of this number on hand which we can it. In this furrow set your plants, six to ter

furnish to those who wish them . Or we can inches apart,drawing the dirt about them from

furnish a few of the bound volumes of 1852. the ridges so as to leave an even surface.

The price of the bound volume is $ 1. 25 ; of 'This strip should beof This strip should be tended with the plow and

the single copies, 10 cents . cultivator, until the bedge is sufficiently forge
Dino Revoed writer and close to turn any kind of animal from a

in the Prairie Farmer gives the following ac. Pis to an ox, woica . pig to an ox, which will be in two yearsmore

count of his modeofrearing the Osage Orange.I if it is properly managed . About the middle

My Osage Orange I sowed in a bed , in rows of June, after transplanting cut the growth

two feet apart, quite thick . I put the send in down to within four inches of the ground, and
a bucket and poured warm water upon them ; | in the fall or spring following cut it back

changed the water every morning to prevent again to six inches. Cut it down again in

the acid from killing the germ ; soaked four
June to eight inches and in the fall or spring

mon size when I put them in the ground , fine- to ten or twelve inches. Cut away the later

AUS
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all branches which shoot out from below the were remarkably fine, butmost of them were:

sutting , but leave all that incline to interlaco saved for planting timebut before planting

with the neighboring stems. The great desid - time came, the rot took them as it did the rest

oratum is to get a hedge which shall be close of the potatoes raised on the place , and thus

at the bottom . The top will grow fast enough. ended that experiment, which was made in

The hedge will always require trimming once hopes of obtaining a new variety of potatocs

a year. This is one way of trimming which which would not be affected by the rot.

has been recommended ; but Prof. Turner's f The experience of gardeners here, is that

mode is somewhat different: 'I have never, they will do rather better, after one season's

says he, 'in a single instance, known or heard acclimating.

a young hedge being cut too low or trimmed g There are plenty of Galene potatocs ;

too often , but I have known miles upon miles which is about the same thing.

ruined , so far as small pigs are concerned ,

by the opposite course. If I was to make the For the valley Farmer.

best possible hedge, I would cut close to the improvement of Agriculture .

ground the first time, and then cut every shoot ! MR. EDITOR : — Every individualwho has ob

off all summer , as it rose six inches above its served the condition of Agriculture in theWest,

fellows, down to the ground level , and never and who feels a laudable pride in its prosper

leave 'snakes heads,' as I call them , to sitck ( ity, must be anxious to see still greater im

above their fellow , for a single day at leaet provements made. Feeling somesolicitude in

not for a single week , and this is but little the matter , I have taken my pen up to make a

trouble, if the operator will hang a sharp few suggestions on the subject.

stout, Dutch sickle, upon a common hoe han . In the first place,the seedsof general intelli

dle, which makes the best possible hedgeplash- gence should be sown broadcast over the land .

er for a young hedge, worth all the shears Knowledge to the farmer is just as necessary

and common plashers in the market, and is as it is to the lawyer or physician , or any oth

moreover the most economical and useful er professional character. Did our farmers

tool on the place to trim shrubbery, head in understand Geology, Chemistry, Botany, and

fruit trees, cut small patches of grass, etc. , most of the natural sciences, and apply the

that can be had. knowledge thus aequired to husbandry, we

d Allen says that these “are grubs, the egg would behold naught but the smiles of peaco

ofwhich is deposited in the back of cattle by and plenty at the door of every cottager. Ig

the gad - fly, ( Estrus Bovis.) They are dis - norance will forever impede the progress of

cernable by a protuberance or swelling on agricultural improvement, knowledge will ac

the back . They may be pressed out by the celerate themovement.

thumb and finger; or burnt by plunging a hot There is no greater mistake than for a far

wire in them ; or a few applications of strong mer to think he hasno great need of education .

brine will remove them . And probably no false notion has done so

e Can't say as to any ofour correspondents much irretrievable mischief. The press --- the

but the Editor has tried it and seen it tried agricultural press Imean - should labor to re

During the prevalence of the potato rot, about move or correct this mistake.

seven years ago our father planted a quanti- ! In the second place , every farmer should

ty of potato balls and raised a quart or more subscribe, pay for, and read at least one agri

very small potatoes, varying in size from a cultural journal. The good effects of agri

pea to a pea -nut. These heplanted thenext cultural papers cannot be told by your hum

spring and obtain a peck or more of potatoes ble writer. It has appeared strange to me, to

of all sizes up to that of a hen 's egg There seemen who claim the honorable name of far

were among them evidently several varieties. mers, so short sighted to their own best inter

They were planted the next year and producest as notto spend one or two dollars annually

eed good sized potatoes , of several marked for such papers, especially when it is so obvi

varieties. Some of them were cooked and ous to all who have tried them , that they are
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of incalculable benefit to their patrons . These donemuch in the good work - more will be ac

same 'penny-wise and pound foolish ’ farmers |complished in future I trust .

will frequently spend twice or thrice as much Sol . D . CARCTHERS.

for slanderous political papers . Now , I am

not at all opposed to patronizing good political For the Valley Farmer.

papers, to the contrary --every one who has Hollow Horn .

the right of suffrage should take one or two. MR. EDITOR : — In your January number we

It the same time it is the duty and interest of see an article written over the signature of

such a one to take a paper devoted to Agricul- A Farmer, ' on the subject of a well known

ture, lIorticulture, & c . For by pursuing and and prevalentdisease among cattle called hol

practicing the adrice generally contained in low -horn. Now wewould be glad if the wri

them ,no one can fail to be greatly benefitted ter would give his authority for saving there

iu a pecuniary point of view , is no such disease. Weare very sure from in

Many of the best practical farmers contrih - forination that there is a disease called hol--

ute their viewsand results of their experimunts ow horn , and we know that the horns of cat

to such journals ; and those who read them , tie do get hollow . Weare also of the opinion

can avail themselves or this immense mass ofland that too from experience, for we have

information and thereby grow wealthier and been raising horned cattle for the last twenty

wiser as time rolls on. To my mind the man years , thatwhile that farmer is going to his

that refuses or neglects to peruse articles on heh house for his drugs and preparing his

agricultureand thus add to his means of doing drench ,we can take the very articles he con

good, is a recreant to his family and his coun- demns and effect a more speedy and effectual

try . I would , therefore , advise every farmer cureand with less than half the trouble, than

to subscribe forthwith for the Valley Farmer , he can with all the hen pepper tea he can boil

or some other agricultural periodical. lin a week . A Stock RAISER .

in the third place ,Agricultural associations Jackson Co., Mo., Feb. 11, 1853.

should be formed in every Connty. It is a

trite but true saying , that “twoheads are better
Wheeler's Horse Powers,

than one.' The farmers by forming societies THRESHERS, SEPARATORS, CLEANERS, SAW

of this kind will promote their own mutual Mills, FEED CUTTERS, AND CLOVER

benefit , and by so doing add greatly to the . HULLERS.

aggregate wealth and happiness of the nation. As we are repeatedly asked about our ar

They are culculated to encourage a laudable rangements for supplying these truly excellent

emulation among fariners which is indespensi- machines the coming season , we would take

bly necessary to the advancement of the ag- occasion to state that wehave now a full stock

ricultural interests. By awarding premiums on hand and expect to be in receipt of ample

to the successful competitors, an impulse is supplies in season for the coming harvest .- -

miven farmers thatnothing else can give. Our terms, as heretofore, will be the Albany

Old Boone, Howard , Pettis , and a few other prices, with the addition of trnnsportation

Counties in Missouri, have already set an ex - charges, and we shall continue to sell for one

ample in this way worthy of universal adop- third cash, one third in six months and the

tion . The “ Statesman' and ' Sentinel print- balance in nine months, the purchaser giving

ed in Boonetell us thatmany valuable impor- good secured notes bearing six per cent inter

iations of fine stock have been made into that I est from date of purchase. Every inachine

county, and that a better spirit prevades we sell is warranted to work as recommended ,

among the farmers. Like causes produce like allowing the purchasor to be the judge ; and

effects; and were most of the counties to form in every instance of dissatisfaction , the arti

agricultural societies , a brighter era of im - ules maybe returned (within 60 days) and the

provement would surely commence in Mo. purchase money will be refunded.

Go on then, friend Abbott, in theway you The two horse Power , Thresher and Sepa

have commenced. The Farmer has already rator is capable of threshing , with from three
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to five hands , from 150 to 200 bushels of The Feed Cutter is simple and compact,

Wheat per day, or about twice that quantity having four plain , straight knives which are

of Oats ; and is so compact that the whole attached in such a manner that they may be

can be placed and used conveniently on a taken off and ground , and then replaced with

common barn floor of ordinary size, or may out producing the least variation . All the

be carried on one wagon with two horses, the wearing parts are made so that they can be

weight being about 2 ,900 pounds. Price at adjusted by means of screws, with a common

Albany $ 145, in St. Louis about $ 175 .
wrench, and any person can keep theMachine

The one horse Power , Thresher and Sepa in the most perfect order. In cutting corn
rator is well adapted to the use of Farmers

raising an ordinary quantity of grain .
stalks they are rushed between strong iron

It is fe
| feed rolls, and being cut short, the coarsecapable of threshing, with two or three hands,

from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat per day, or stalks are split into small pieces, which redu

ces the whole to very fine feed . They aretwice that quantity of Oats. It occupies so
capable with one horse ,of cutting 150 bushelslittle room thatthe whole can be conveniently
per hour. Price at Albany $ 28, in St. Louis

used on a floor 12 by 24 feet , and when not in
$ 33.

use, occupies a space net exceeding 3 by 14 ;
og 141 The Saw Mill is used on most.Railroads infeet . Price at Albany $ 120, in St. Louis the country for Sawing Wood for locomotives,

about $ 145 .

and by Farmers for Sawing Wood for stoves,
The Combined Thresher and Winnower is ei anda

wer 18 & c. ; and also by lumber-men for cutting up
so simple in construction that the works are sa

all driven by two bands, which includes the

one which gears it to the horse power. There With a one horse power it will cut ten to

is consequently but little friction produced, fifteen Cords ofWood, twice in two, per day ;

and the liability to get out of order ,which with two horse power it will do much more.

complicated Machines are subject to , chiefly
Price with 24- inch Saw , in Albany, $ 35, in

avoidet. The Thresher and Winnover is
St. Louis $40.

weli adapted to Field Threshin ,, being light The Clover Huller is small, simple and du .

and compact , and requiring but little time to rable, and does its work perfectly , without in

lead and unload it. The whole Machine, in ljuring the seed . It is capable of hulling from

cluding the Horse Power, is conveniently car . fiveto ten bushels of secd 'per day, with one

ried on a two horse wagon, the weight being horse, taking the chaff as it is prepared by tho

less than 2500 lbs. , and can be unloaded and Separator, when threshed from the straw with

set in readidess to work in less than 30 min - our Machines, Price in Albany $ 28, in St.

utes and re-loaded ready to move in the samelLouis $38.

time. Price at Albany, with Horse Power, Address E . Abbott, Editor of the Valley

$ 225 , atSt. Louis about $ 260. Farmer, St. Louis, Mo.
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Snow Hill Faru, Louisiana , Mo. ) be found in the book stores in Scotland, and

Feb . 16th 1863. S although by stolen snatches I had learned to

TO THE ED. VALLEY FARMER . - Dear Sir. - use the plow in a masterly manner. I now

I have been waiting some considerable time got an uncle enlisted in my favor who advised
to meet with some gentlemen who promised my father to allow me to be apprenticed to Mr.

me in the summer of last year, to subscribe Watson, of Farfar Shire, one of themost ac

for the Farmer, should I not meetwith thom complished farmers in Scotland, and where I

in a week or two I will take it for granted that had the advantage of a splendid agricultural

' they will subscribe, and on my own account library, aswell as ample practice in the field

will forward you their subscriptions along - here I served three years - paid £100 per

with my own and others who subscribed last annum for tuition , board and washing, and

year, all of whom will continue for the present worked on the form along with the other men

year. all the time as hard as man could do. My

i I consider the Valley Farmer of great im - experience thus obtained from able authors ,

portance to the forming interest generally , and and reduced to practice in the field , gave me

trust sincerely that they , the farmers, will be some important advantages as a beginner and

mindful enough of their own interest to sup- young farmer . Mymeans being small for the

port a paper so highly calculated to advance purchase of a farm in Scotland, but ample in

their own prosperity . You have wisely on this country , I inade up mymind to emigrate

many occasions taken notice of our sneering at along with fifty others in the same predica

book farming, a prejudicewhich I trust for our ment. Wesettled sideby side and soon found

interest is fast fadingaway. I shallgive you that much that we had learned in Scotland ,

an outline of my own feelings so far as book had to be forgotten here , and fall back upon

farming ( so calloil,) is concerned. I am the works published in our midst for information,

son of a lawyer in Scotland, to whom I was and in this way I was able to correct the mis

articled as an apprentice entirely against my takes Imade inmy first year's operationswith

disposition . We lived a mile and a half from out serious loss , which I would have been sub

the town in which my father practiced in the ject to had I been obliged to find out every

Sumpreme Court, and walked home every thing from experience. I therefore look upon

evening to our residence in the country , a native work of good merit on agriculture

where wehad a small farm of 154 acres . My as the farmer's safest and best friend ; - and

father had for a foreman one of the best plor- such I consider the Valley Farmer . One thing

men in Scotland , as well as one of the most I must observe to you before I close — what is

skilful cultivators. My love for agriculture the reason you sometimes neglect to quote the

was strong and ardent, and I sought the ear- St. Louis market price for potatoes? This to

liest opportunities of being in the field in the me is a matter of much importance, as I grow

morning with this man at the plow - my father large crops. When I came to this county

seeing my strong desire to become a farmer (Pike) therewas nothing to be seen but small

forbade his foreman to letmehandle the plow . patches three years ago, but now there is a

My next recourse was to steal out of the office strong desire in myneighborhood to cultivate

as often as Icould and range through the book - largely. I will in conclusion give you my

sellers ’ stores for works ofmerit on agriculture. views on this crop , and which will compose

Sir John Sinclair 'swas my first. I was by this my answer to many private enquiries.

time in mymind fullymadeup tobe a farmer. I shall now give you my experience in pota

I used to brief till 1 o 'clock every morning for to cropping, and of which I believe I have

my father in order to be able to buy agricul- raised the largest crop ever made in this coun

turalworks, and was paid for that service ty , both in acres and amount per acre.

the same as any other hireling, 1- 2 d . per First in the selection of seed — the Perth

sheet . shire Red I hold to be the best and most pro

I was now in my 16th year and had read | lific potato that can be found in this country ,

most all of the ablest works on agriculture to for fall crop. Second , manner of cutting the
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sets and when . , Fall potatoes ought to be cat farrow deep and clean ; in coming down in the

by the first of May, with two good eyes to return furrow the land horse ought to walk on

each set; and should be placed in a barn and the top of the drill and the furrow horse on

spread out quite thin where there is plenty of the land , and on going up the land again the

air to give the sets a good opportunity of heal- furrow horse should not bepermitted to walk

ing or the cuts drying, but should not be ex - in the furrow , but should be taught to walk

posed to the sun - turning them frequently close on the edge of the down furrow . My

while in this state, so that all the setts may reason for recommending this manner ofwop

be perfectly healed , and which will not exceed king the horses is because it adds to their

four days ; after this turn them into a thin , strength . In order to make 30 inches wide,

long row against the north side of your barn , which a potato drill ought to be, if the furrow

to prevent sprouting before the time you are horse be allowed to walk in the forrow the

ready to plant, which ought to be, in this lat- plow will not have land enough to compose such

itude, on or as near the 12th of May as cir- a drill unless the swingletrees are attached to

cumstances will permit . This is mymanner a long coupling tree and the horses' heads

ofpreparing my potato seed ; and I will now widely separated, a practice very distressing

give you my manner of preparing my land . to the horses. Now formymanner of covering

Allland intended for potatoes ought to betill, with the small plow after the planters. Make

ed and manured the fall previous, and in the the horse walk on the top of the drill going up

spring as early as the frost leaves the ground the land and return down the land with his

in good condition - plowed , I mean plowed feet in the furrow which the plow madegoing

indeed , not less than eight inches deep , just up the land or down first as the case may be

as early as it is dry enough in the Spring it thus throwing one furrow to the one side and

ought to be plowed crosswise to the way in the other furrow to the other, splitting the

which the drills are intended to be drawn,and drill evenly. The crop being now in the

that ought to be, if the lay of the land will ground, the next thing for the farmer to do, is

permit, straightnorth and south . Previous to to watch the sprouting of the potato , the time

commencing drilling the land ought to be well of which varies according to the season . The

and thoroughly harrowed and prepared evenly farmer must watch and try every now and

for drilling, which operation ought to com - then whattime his seed has sprouted, say two

menceasnear the 10th or 12th ofMay as pos- inches long , then is the time to puton the har

sible. A pair of stoutable horses ought to be row and harrow crosswise of the drill until

selected for this purpose, as it is of great iin - the land almost presents a level appearance:

portance to open the planting furrow as deeply By this timemany of the sprouts willbe show

as possible - just asdeep as the mould board ing their white points through the drill and

of a good Tobey & Anderson No. 6 plow can which in the course of a day or two the action

command the earth . As early as the horses of the air will render quite green ; this practice

go into the field two hands (boys) for planting insures a regular stand of plants — then as soon

should follow them , and two can plant as fast as the potatoes are all througk, take a small

at ten inches distant between the sets as a pair pairing plow and take away a light furrow

of high traveling horses can go, at thesame from each side of the row , keeping the hoes

time having another stout, smart horse at- following the small plow let them stand in this

tached to a small one horse plow for the pur- way for eight or nine days then take the small

pose of following the planters and the horses plow and set up a light furrow to the plant

taught to walk on the top of the drill, so that making a hand with a hoe follow each plow

in covering he may not iujure the setts by regulating the earth about the roots of the

walking in the planting furrow . The drill plants and drawing loose earth over the weeds.

ought to be composed of two furrows — throw . They may now be allowed to stand a week

ing the one to the right going up the land,and / or so in this way,but not longer, as if heavy

returning down in the very same furrow , but rains fall the stems will fall over the drill

holding deeper in order to clear the planting and impede the cultivation, at the end of
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I will ;

Yours , & c .,

a week take a No. 6 Tobey & Anderson plow and fed to hogs, horses, and cattle, in a well

and attach a stout pair of horses to it in the arranged barn yard , making all the manure

tandam style , the one horse going right before you can . Hogs are good hands atthis kind of

the other in the hollow furrow ,holding the plow work . When it is too wet to dress potatoes it

deep , and at the sametimemuch on her land may not be too wet to haul mould and leaves

side in order to produce a drill with a wide from the woods, muck from the swamp, or

and flat main , so as to give the plants full grass from the prairie. The second or after

benefit of the rains and atmosphericalmanures math of clover should be plowed down , put

that both fall in rains and dews. Should the ting all the available manure previously on

potato stems fall over the drills before the the clover ; it may be plowed down any time

last plowing, a hand must go before the plow before frost takes it or it losesthe bloom . All

and first turn with his hand , to the one side the manure you can spare should be evenly

and then to the other, if any farther weeds spread over the clover and both plowed down

rise they mustbe taken outby hand , especial- together, then next year put it in potatoes

ly tall weeds that shade the ground rotatoes again. This I call active working of the soil.

delight in clean culture, air, and light, and Should it be of any interest to your readers ,

plenty of good air to live upon . Iwill in due timegive ycu my manner of har

Should any of your subscribers not have vesting and saving my potato crop. It may

prepared their ground last fall they may yet be wondered at by some at my allusions to

do so with good advantage in March , or first the Tobey & Andorson plow . It is because I

week of April - not later - cross plow the consider it the best general and easy draught

lands again before drilling, my practice in plow Ihave ever tried in this country.

Scotland was to manure the potatoes in the
D . A . KINXEAR.

drill at the time of planting, a practice which

I would not now recommend , as since that From the Western HorticulturalReview .

timethe potato has waxed much weaker and ! Maclura Hedges.

requires very little provocation to rot. The My object in this arıicle is tomeetsome ob

manures which I would most recommend to ljections to the Osage Orange Plant itself, in

asmuch as my experience tells me that
he applied in the drill are wet or rotted , or the2 ,0 there ing no known plant so peculiarly
half rotted straw , leaves from the woods, adapted to the purpose, and so valuable to

chips and bark from the log pile after the our Agricultural interests . Its surprising

winters choping of wood at the homestead , or properties are no longer a problem . Some

a good sprinkling of wood ashes spread along
writers are yet disposed to class it among the

wong humbugs,' and many doubt its utility , but
the drill - all of which , nearly at all times the amongst them all you will not probably find

farmer can command . There is no plaster of much , if any experience. If rightly managed

paris , & c ., & c ., here which are sometimes ex- it makes the best and cheapest tence in the

pensive for the farmer to obtain , and some
world without any objection whatever.

| Believing then , as I do in the extraordinary
times beyond the begginner 's reach . Recom - properties of the Osage Orange (Maclura ) for

mendations of expensive manuresmany a time making Live Fences, I will state what I be

hinder the farmer from doing as well as he lieve thebest inode of cultivation andmanage

might, provided he had been talked plainly to men
ment, in as few and plain words as practica

ble, so as to be understood by the inexperi
of things within his reach . But it is not to be enced , with the hope that all interested per

understood that I do not recommend plaster sonsmay practice, and enjoy its benefits ,

af paris as a fertilizer, but there are other In order then to make the seed vegetate

things more within the reach of every farmer surely and quickly, they require to be soaked

which I would recommend more, viz: a syste - four or five days, but always until they are
a long time in warm water - usually three

matie manner of croping and coiling - say for very much swollen , and partially sprouted .

instance, the three shift crop ; first potatoes, The water should be keptwarm all the time.

then barley, sowing clover along with thebar- 1
Thenursery should be located with care.

It should be a rich sandy loam . If vou have
ley ; the field will be then in clover the third

none such - prepare the best spot you have, by

year, the first crop of which may be cut off | deep and thorough cultivation, mixed with
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well rotted manure, if not otherwise rich The plants should never be set further

enough - make the drills about a foot apart apart than I have recommended above - par

and before dropping the seed send to the ticularly in strong soil, as the further apart

woods and get some of the richest and sand- they are set the stronger they will grow , and

iest mould you can procure, - drop the seed , create so much msre pruning after the Hedge

and cover with the woods mould an inch or is grown, or otherwise be objectionably high .

an inch and a half deep. If the seed are well Neither will the roots extend so far when close

soaked - the ground clear and strong , they ly set.

will all make their appearance before the ' The Hadce should be fully protected from

weeds and grass will interfere with them . Sol

soon as thev are well up , the greatest care0 stock for the first two years. Moles often bur

will benecessary to avoid the labor of hoeing
• CarCrow under the Hedge, destroying the roots

and weeding, which can only be done by mula whereng to remedy this , make the ground ‘dishing'

ching well with leaves , cut straw , saw dust, lower than'tnur where the plants are set two or three inches

or tan -bark . I name the mulching materiallav dust; lower than the sides , which is found effectuat

in the rotation I think they answer best. The2 .and the plants flourish better.

whole nursery should be covered , except on - ! The pruning may be made a comparativelyThe pru
ly the plants ; and put on thick enough to pre. small job , by using a strong knife for the

vent the grass and weeds from appearing: by purpose about two feet long . A common

ng so all further laborwill be avoiden grass-hook answers pretty well; and some la

They are better not to be planted too ear- bor may beavoided by pruning in the fall, bo- .,

by in the Spring - -the middle of May is soon fore thewood becomes hard , in place of the

enough . spring. The plant bears it so well, that

The next Spring they are ready for setting there is no danger.

in the Hedge -- the ground for which shoulů : " The 'plasbing ,' plaiting ,' or interlacing,

have been well prepared the previous fall, by when rightly done,maymake a perfect fence,

subsoiling , and manuring if necessary , and and quite ornamentai- - particularly while .

again in the very early Spring plowed and young -- but it is expensive; and for common

harrowed and rolled repeatedly till completely purposes, I would not recommend it further

pulverized - then drive the stakes , - lay the than to stop a gip .

line and spade the trenches. More care is . I am persuaded that the plant may be used

necessary in taking up plants to insure their 'much farther north than has been admitted .

growth , than is usually observed ; and more For the first two or three years the limbs will

with this , as it is desirable that every one be severely nipped by the frost , but not to

should grow . The tops may be cut off to injury of the fence. Respectfully,

six inches and the roots pruned proportion : 1 - i WILLIAN NEFF.

ly. Set the plants in a double row . sıx inches

apart , diognally - -thus* * * * * * * - a foot apart

in each row making thein equalto six inches / STOCK FOR CALIFORNIA .-- We learn that Mr.

in a row . As soon as planted mulch deeply W . P . Fenn , the enterprising dairyman of this

with leaves, straw , saw dust, or tan bark , city, has made arrangements to send one hun

and they will want no further attention till dred and fifty head of cows over the Plains

thenext spring at which time, thepruning com - this spring to California . The stock bas been

mences, and you beyin by cutting all off with purchased and is ready to be started as soon

in an inch of the grouul- - in the middle of as the weather shall have becomemild enough

June cut all the tops again to within four inch - to warrant it. A brother-in -law of Mr. Fenn ' s

es of the former cutting - -the next Spring cut goes over in charge of the drove. From the

to within five inches of the preceding , and demand which seeins to exist for cowsin Cal

again the middle of June to within six inches, ifornia , we have no doubt but that Mr. Fenn

and so continue cutting each Spring and June, will realize an excellent profit .

increasing the distance an inch each time, till We learn from Mr. Fenn , that with the cows

the Hedge is higienough . By thismeans you which he is to send to California , he is to

thicken the Hedge perfectly all the way up start a dairy in the vicinity of one of the lar

and when grown it will require the less pru - gest cities of the Golden State. - St. Louis

ning from there being no large stalks. " By Intelligencer .

pruning the tops only while growing , the .

side branches becomethe stronger, they can
1 THE HOG DISEASE .- Upwards of 800 hoge died at

afterwarde he pruned and thickened , till it
Carrolton ,Ky., in February . The disease is not contined to

may be made impenetrable to a bird. The the pens at the distilleries. It is said to resemble the hog

mulching may require somerenewing the sec epidemic which swept over this region abouteighteen years

ond year, but afterwards the shade of the
since . The first visible symptom of its approach is drowsi

Hedge will prevent the interferance of the ness , and in most cases death ensues in an hour. Occasion

grass and weeds. ally there is bleeding at the nose.
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Seed Sowers.
know what kind of an implementshould now

Fr. Madison, Io ., Feb. 17, 1853.
be used to make good progress in trimming ;

what it would cost, and whether it can be

to the Editor of The Valley Farmer : bought in St. Louis.
I wish to know whether there is any kind of

an impliment in your city for sowing grass

seed , and the cost also . Please answer these

inquiries by letter or through the paper as

best suits your convenience. J. H . C .

. We give above a cut representing a machine

for sowing allkinds of seed broadcast and also

by a different arrangement of itsapparatus for The pruning shears are used somewhat for

drilling . This machine will be for sale by this purpose. They can be bought at any of

Wm . M . Plant & Co., in a few days, and is the agriculturalwarehouses, and cost $ 1 50 to

represented as a very valuable invention. 'The $300 .

price will not probably vary much from $ 80, |
and it will sow some 25 or 30 acres a day.

The front chamber in this machine, which

is the sower, has a movable false or second

bottom ,made of sheet iron pierced with holes An implement somewhat resembling the
of the size adapted to the kind of seed to be above is also used for this purpose. It can

planted. An eccentric motion is given to this also be had at the warehouses and costs $ 1 50.

bottom by the movement of the machine, 80 For Prof. Turner's mode of trimming see
as to allow the seed to pass through thefisures page 82, this issue.
constructed in the stationary bottom . By a

slight alteration of its attachment it may be l.
Peach BORERS. - Having in my garden a very

vigorous peach tree, and observing that it was

made to plant any desired quantity of seed to |very much affected by borers, especialy in the

the acre. forks of its limbs, I began to cut them out.

The rear chamber is arranged for drilling : Still I was afraid that this operation , to be

the seed passing through the flukes or spouts | P.
I performed in many places, might injure the

" tree, and as I had some very fine, almost pure

in regular rows. white clay prepared, I plastered the limbs of

Such is a slight description of the machine the treewith it,and closed ,when the plaster
as it has been represented to us. When we ing cracked in becoming dry, the cracks by

have an opportunity to examine it ourself we rubbing them over with a painter's brush dip

ped in water .
shall speak more at length of itsmerits. The plastering becamehard enough to with

stand the effects of rain for several weeks, af.

Trimming' the Osage Orange. ter the elapse of which of which all the borers

MR. EDITOR : - I have a string of Osage Orweredead . The wound caused by them healed

ange fence some four years old and have al- quickly over, and the tree is as healthy as it

ways trimmed it with my knife. I wish to can be.
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There'sRoom Enough for All.

What need of all this fuss and strife .

Each warring with his brother?

Why should we, in the crowilof life,

Keep trampling down each other;

Is there no good that can be won ,

Without a Aght to gain it ;

No other way of getting onl ,

Bu : grappling to obtain it ?

On ! fellow -men , nearwisiom then ,

In friendly warning call
Your clans divide; the world is wide

There' s room enough for all!

What; If the swarthy peasant tind

No tield for honest labor?

Io need not Idly stop behind,

To thrust aside his neighbor?

There is a land of sunny skies ;

Where gold for toil is given ;

Where every brawny hand that tries

Its strength can grasp a living .

Oh ! feliow - inen remember then ,

Whatever chance befall :

The world is wide, where those abide,

There' s room enough for all.

From polsonel air yebreathe in courts ,

And typus - tainted alleys;

Gu forth and wellwhere health resorts ,

In fertile hills and valleys.
Whereovery arm that clears a bough

Finds plenty in attendance.

And etery furrow of the plough

Astep to independenc.

On! hasten then , from fevered den

And lodgings cramped and small !

The world is wide in land beside

There' s room enough for all.

Report of Committee on Agriculture

In Missouri Legislature .

The Committee on Agriculture beg leave to
submit the following report :

Among the variousmattres which have come
under their consideration , they have given
their careful attention to une subject , that
from its important bearing on the best inter
ests of the State , seemed to demand espe
cial care at their hands. The committee ai
ludeto the formation of a STATE AGRICULTURAL

SOCIETY, and they are happy to state that they
present this report asthe fruit of their harmo
nious action , and their unanimous recommen

dation .
In approaching this subject , your commit

tee have deeply felt its importance and the
vastness of its influence. They have witneess
ed , with pleasure , the manifestations, evinced

in various, portions of the Union , of the great
progress made in agridulture, and of the in
creasing interest in its promotion and devel

opment. They have read , with satisfaction ,
notices of agricultural journals starting into

being in nearly every State - at once the result
and the guide of popular sentiment, and they
have heard with equal delight, of the forma.

tion ofnumerous State and county agricultu
ral societies; an index of public feeling as
healthy as it is genoral, and with such proofs
before them , and with the conviction that
forces itself upon every retlecting mind from
(laily observation , your committee do not hesi
trte to recommend the great science of hus
bandry, as the most important of earthly pur
suits, the most imple and productive field for

scientific research , and themost appropriate

object of Legislative protection .
Your committee recommend it as the most

important of earthly pursuits, because, in a
country like ours , there depend not only upon

it the acquisition of permanent prosperity , but
also the very support of our existence. It is
also the most productive subject for science,
not only because it furnishes the elements of

combination and analysis , but also the fairest,
the most untroddden and the most varied field

for the operations of human enquiry ; and for

these reasons, do your committee recommend

this great subject as themost appropriate ob
ject of legislative attention .

In Missouri particularly , is agriculture the

basis of prosperity, of wealth and of com
merce. With its fertile soil; its majestic for
ests and its luxurientprairies, our State stands
confessedly among the first of the States of
the Union , as an agriculturaland pastoral re
gion . Wohave a soil admirably adapted to
the production of every staple that contributes

to the support of human life. Our central
position between the north and the south will

| always give to Missouri a prosperity and a

In this fair region far away .

Will labor find employment;

A fair day's work , a fair day's pay ,

And toil will earn enjoyment.

Whatpeed then , of this daily strife,

Where each wars with his brother?

Why need wethrough the crowd of life,
Keep trampling down each other?

From rags and crime thatdistant clime,

Will free the pauper's thrall;
Take fortune' s tide, the world so wide,

las room enough for all!

There is not room if onemay own

The land that others toil on ;

If goid be dug or grain be sown

For drones to gorge and spoil on ;

But if to each the equal chance

To plow and dig be guarded ,

To competence may all advance

Through honost toil rew : rded .

There' s room , and more than roon , we know ,

And gold beyond the mountains;

Then let the land , and chance for gold ,
Be free 15 nature' s fountains .
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commerce that can, if necessity require it, be difference of price is not the result of any im

self-sustaining; as an evidence of this , we can provement in our stock , nor of any increased

raise, with equal facility, wool for our winter, care in raising. Our farmers, with some few

and cotton and flax for our summer raiment; exceptions, are pursuing the same system that

our forests can supply us with sugar, our sa - they have followed for years , and that will

lines with salt, our extensive prairies can feed infälliably keep their stock at the lowest mar.

countless herds of stock , and in no part of the ket ebb .

earth do the cereal crops grow with such lux - As the prices they are receiving for scrub

uriance and such variety. While we have stock , pay very well for a feeding that is made

these great advantages, possessed by so smail up of a few corn shucks and nubbins in the open

a portion of the earth' s surface, we areblessed air in the winterand therange in the summer,

to an unusual degree with great natural out- they feel no temptation to spend their money ,

lets of trade, even if thev sbould not be ren - thus easily acquired , in the purchase of im

dered unnecessary by the various vilroads proved breed . The consequence is that no im

projected by the present general Assembli provement is visible , and no emulation is exci

Your committee leiure , wiih regret, this in - ted . To efect this improvement, and to stimu

teresting theme of the great agricultural and late this emalation is one of the main objects ,

pastoral resources of our State , to approach and in the opinion ofyour committee,oneof the

that which is the subject of their present l e . sure results of agricultural societies. Your

commendation . Presuming the fact, (which committee beg leave to cite one among many

cannot be denied thatarriculture must soon instances of the effect of association for the

form the chief occupation of our people, your purpose of introducing improved stock into the
commitiee beliere thatthey would not proper - community.

ly discharge their duty . wwless theypred up . In the State of Ohio in the year 1833, cer

on this reneral assembly considerations, that, tain public spirited individuals , 48 in number ,

in their opinion , would not only enhance the associated themselves for the purpose of im

profits of their occupation , but milterially proving the breed of cattle in that State, and

abridge its labors . These important results forming a joint stock company, having 92

would to a certain extent, follow from the shares at $ 100 per share , in all $ . 200 , sent an

formation of a State and county agricultural agent to England , who purchased 19 hulls and

societies, where friendly conflict of opinion cowsof the shorthorned Durban stock. These

would elicit reflection , and operate with salu - were kept together until 1836 , when a sale took

tary influence - where the various agricoltural placeunderthe regulations of the society , and

productions of the State would be gathered after paring all expenses, there l'esulted to

together for inspection - where improvements, ! each share the net dividend of $ 280 . One cow

in every part of hushandry, could be seen and and calf is reported as having sold for $ 2,225

sugrested — and where above all the people ( Sec patent office report, 1851- 2, page 100. )

could assemble , without political or religious Now if this great result can be elected in Ohio ,

strife, and unite in generous emulation , to where the winters are longer , where a greater

carry on to perfection the noblest science un - lestent of feeding is required and where lands

der heaven , and reutrn to their homes with and grain are higher than with us, why can -.

hearts elate with gratitude to the Lord of the not the same result be ellected here?

barvest for the comforts that they enjov , and Your committee take this occasion to express

the blessings that surround them . liheir surprise ( a feeling that is experienced by

Your committee here beg leave to state a few la majority of this generalassembly) thatwith

of the resulting advantages of a State society . rich and verdant praries around us, abounding

1 . The first great good , and the influence in grasses that are luxuriant and nutritious,

of which will perhaps be soonest felt , is the so little attention has been paid to stock rais

improvement of our stock. ling. Millions of acres of our richest prairies.

We take it for granted that every member are never trodden hy the foot of a domestic

of this general assembly is aware of the com - animal, and grasses that have sustained thou

paratively high prices that are now paid for sands of buffalo , and would still sustain im

stock of all descriptions in this State. A few mense herds, are suffered to bloom and die un

years since, horses ,mules, cattle , sheep , and noticed and uncropped . This should not be,

other animals would scarcely pay the expense Missouri is eminently pastoral, and it is hoped

of their raising . It hasbeen but a short time that her people will not be slow it partaking

since, that a yoke of steers could be bought of the benefits of her wasting treasures, and

for twenty -five dollars; now they are worth the hope is still further entertained that when

from $ 50 to $ 75 . Mules, that a few years flocks and herds shall be scattered over our

since, could command about $ 35 now readily boundless pastures, they will be found to con

sell for $ 75 to $ 100 , and so on in proportion sist of those breeds that will add to the credit

with other live stock . Your committee regret of the State, and the profits of their owners.

to be forced to acknowledge that the great Your committee believe, thatby comparison
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of stock at a State Fair, an increased interest reed, and it is admitted that they furnish a
in the care and maintainance of this class of most putritious and healthy food , it is equal

property will be the inevitable result. These ly true if history is to be credited , that no

fairs will become not only the source of gen - country has ever existed , where due regard

erous competition , but the best and surest was paid to the propagation of the fleere, that

markets for the products of the farm . The has not become wealthy. '

best animal that the country affords will be1 20. Another benefit of agricultural asso
there exhibited , and by exchange and sale, an ciations is improvement of our agricultural

interchange of blood will be promoted , an es - l implemenis.

✓sentialfeature in the production of vigorous Wbile it is contended, by some,that the im

and healthy stock . Poor and inferior anim provements in our plows,& c ., are entirelv the

als will not be exhibited , because of the ex - result of accident, it is with more force, con

pense of transportion and the difficulty of sale , tended that all such improvements are the ef

and your committee believe, that after a few fect of careful examinations. A comparison

years of trial, that our State fairs will not on - of the defecis and advantares of the various

lv attract to the place of exbibition the best farm implements eshibited will lead to combi

stock of the country , and the largest purchas- nations ihat will reject the first, and adopt the

se: 8 , but will, in consequence, stimulate the luiter, and each succeeding fair will croibit

rearing of breeds that will give to our State a alterations and changes that have previously

higli and enviable pastoralreputution . been subjecied to severe and accuraie tests .

There are also considerations of private in - We shall improve in this department of bus

terest that will aid very materially the efficien | bandry, your committee believe, with great

CV of State and county fairs. With that rapidity. The spirit of enquiry and invention

prononess to take advantage of every circum - now so much alive on this subject in theUnion ,

stance thatadvances his interest , the western will not case until improvements and innova

farmer will soon find that the feeding and cost tions are made,and labor abridred to such an

of raising a scrub animal is almostas great as extent as willmake this age , a few yearshence,

those of rearing one of pure blood , (the only appear an age of comparative barbarism .

difference being in the size of the carcass, the These innovations will consist notmerely in

larger requiring more food than the smaller. ) | mechanical changes, but some motive power

Hewill also findin the profits from the onle of stronger ,more efficient and more rapid , will

each , a wonderful discrepancy, and he will take the place of animal labor. Your com

not be slow to adopt a system of improvement mittee will be excused for hazarding the pre

andmanagement thatswells his gains and does diction that balf a century will not elapse

not increase bis labors. before mechanical agency will completely su
Beiore your committee leave this branch of perscde our horses and oxen ; and plows.grain

their suqject, thev beg leive to add a few re- cutters, harrows, & C. , will b : driven by mid
markson one kind of stock ,and to recommend chinery with a force and exaciness that ma
it p :trticularly to the favorable consideration chinery can alone eflect. Until that day comes
of the farmers of the State. It is the subject wemust await the progress of improvement ;

of sheep husbandry . If Vermont with its cold but there is every reason to believe that, viben
climate , its scanty vegetation , and its long this “consummation ,most devoutly to be i ish
winters , can ship wool and mutton at a greated for,' shall come, its advent will be greaily
profit, why cannot Missouri, with its exhaust- / accelerated by comparisons, examinationsand
less pastures and mild climate, make this trials made at the agricultural exhibitions of
branch of domestic economy a source of reve - the country,

nue? While the former State raises, among 3 . Another great benefit resulting from as
its bleak hills , 3 , 110 ,993 pounds of wool, Mis - sociations of this kind , is ' ihe konowledge we

souri, with her boundless prairies , and a ter- gain of the best manuies for our londs, the
ritory more than seven times as large, raises adaptaiion of our soils io ovi different sta
1 ,611 ,860 -- less than one half as much . It is ples, and the bestmethod of their culture .'
i singular fact , thatwith confessedly the best This knowledge, imparted through lectures,
country on the globe for sheep , we import essays , addresses and familiar conversation ,

more wool than we raise. Thetotal wool crop will be of inestimable importance to our far
of 1850 in the United States , was 52,518 ,113 mers, and can be best diffused through agri
pounds, while the imports annually, of the cultural societies. Your committee can not

samearticle vary from seventy to fifty millions. but deplore, as a serious evil, the system of
In Missouri there is one woolen factory, em - culture that is now generally pursued in this

ploying twent- five hands and consuming 80 ,- | State. In some sections the land is thought
000 pounds of wool annually. to be too fertile to be exbausted , wbile in oth

Under this state of things there is no dan - ers, the abandoned fields and deserted farms,

ger of a glutted market. While it is contend with their deep gullies and bald points , ex

ed that sheep improve the lands on which they hibit in painful contrast, the fallacy of this
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opinion . suitable to the growth and developmentof the
" Agricultural chemistry has long since taken grape, and while the labor of raising is o

its stand as a high and ennobling science. It slight, the process of the vintage so simple ,

is now occupying the intellects of some of the and the profits so large, it is a matter of sur
most distinguished men of our age, and the prise that so few of our American population
day is not fir distant when every intelligent have turned their attention to this healthy and

farmer can learn , with ease, why it is that his profitable pursuit.

fields will produce one crop in great abundance Ohio stands first in the list of wine growing
and fajl in another - why it is that somema- States, producing in 1850 48 ,207 gallons. ---

nures injure, and someare beneficial - why it This great quantity is owing, in all probabili

is that one kind of culture will repay him for ty to the exertions of Mr. Longworth , who

his toil, while another is but labor thrown has, with great diligence and expense, applie !

away; and why it is that a judicious rotation himself to the cultivation of our native grapes,

of crops will leave his land richer with each and obtained from some of them a lock , that

succeeding vear. Through essays and lectures, that is equal to the best sparkling Rhenish ,
such as agricultural societies promote, such aud a Champaigne, that is intinitely superior
valuable information can be widely dissemin - 1 to the deleterious and adulterated stuff that is

ated , and can be made more effectual than in drunk here as the produce of the French vint

any other mode known to your committee. | age.

4 . Your committee refer with pleasure to a ! It would be a matt r of sincere congratula

4th resulting good . It is the increased quan - tion if the culture of the grape for wine,could

tity , quality and variety of fruit and flowers. be extensively pursued . It would not only de

They feel great satisfaction in refering to velop one great and almost unknown source of
the advantages possessed by this State for the native wealth , but would add to the morals of

production of the greater variety of fruits our people by substituting a pure and gener
grown in the United States. It seems to be ous beverage, in the place of those fiery and
the home of the apple, the pear, the peach , poisonour liquors that are crowling our jails
the plum , the quince and the cherry , and the with felons, and filling our cemeteries with
quick perceptions of our farmers , are turning untimely graves.

this advantage to good account, for orchards : Your committee are confident that the in
and nurseries are arising around 14 in every ducements held out by a State society would
direction . The agreeable and refreshing add materially to the development of this
taste, the pleasant aroma, and the supposed great source of pleasure and of future wealth .
healthiness of ripe fruit will always create for Your committee wili pass over the other
it a demand , with every class of the communi- |products of husbandry , as swine , hemp, to

ty , that will make its culture a matter of con - bacco, the products of the dairy , the loom and
siderable interest . Your committee believe the needle, & c . , with the simple remark that
that a society , like that we recommend, will their production and proper management can
be the best means of aiding in the increase and will, no doubt be greatly promoted by the
and extension of this agreeable and useful premiums and other inducements offered by
branch of farm husbandry . State fairs. They are important items in our

To the lovers of the beautiful in nature,and agricultural system and they can equally be
to those who recognize in flowers, the fairest benefitted by the adv:lptages mentioned , in

and most delicate creations of the Almighty' s connection with other staples, in a former part
hand , a State fair offers temptations in the of this report.

amount and variety that usually attend on In conclusion , your committee beg leave to
such exhibitions. | remind the general assembly thatas agricul

Lastly , your committee beg leave, in this ture is the basis of a large part of the reve

connexion , to call the attention of the general nue, it is but an act of justice that this occu

assembly to the culture of the vine. This is pation should receive back whenever it requires

a rapidly increasing production in our State . I it, some small portion of the tax that it pays.
Missouri stands 6th upon the list of wine pro. While your statute books show charters, and

ducing States, having in 1850 , made 10 ,563 franchises, and money espended freely, for

gallons. Our woods are filled with wild nearly every branch of industry in the State

grapes which , on cultivation , greatly improve the farmer may search in vain , among the

in size and flavor, and will by such continu - l leaves, for any record that gives to his noble

ous treatment, no doubt, in a few years equal vocation , protection , charter, or even encour

the best grapes of France and the Rhine. T'he agement. Farmers emphatically constitute

culture of the grape is confined to a few coun - the community , that bear the imposition of
ties , of which Gasconade and Osage are the taxes without a murmur - -that are always

principal, and chiefly to the German popula- ready and among the first to march at the call

tion , "Why cannot this culture be rendered of their country — that are always striving to

general in the State ? Every section of it is develop the vast resources of our soils — and
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wbose labors support the whole mighty frame and trimmed with a mother' s spontaneous

work of society . Your committee believe taste, with as little remorse as they would

that, when their interests require it , the atten - ; trade' a pig or swap a puppy. How often ,

tion of the general assembly cannot be too · too , does it happen that the cold homes' - the

prompt in its response to the call - when they , birth places it may be, of the children thus

ask , there should be no refusal. heartlessly bartering them away - contain , in

Your committee believe that the recommen - some obscure and neglected corner, the graves

dation here subinitted is one that calls loudly , wherein their frugal parents, after a life of

on the legislature for interposition . The ex . toil and hardship, have laid down their grey
periment has been made in other States, and hairs and gone to rest.

been eininently successful. Why must it fail ! Whatmeans shall be resorted to , to stay this

here ? Let the trial be made. If the project restless , heartless habit of our people? We

fuul (and there is no reason why it should ,) know nothing so well calculated therefore, as

the bounty will not be misplaced , for it is re - the awakening of an interest in the homes and

turned to the silme source from which it came. home products of the country than by the

If it succeed we mit well congratulate our means of such Societies as the one organized
selves upon the fact, thit oar vote has con - l in this county . Make a man proud of his

tribute 'l to rear l association that tends to fields, his orchards, his stock , and he will stay

increl. the prosperity and revenue of our with them , cultivate them , nurture them .

State, that gives it a high and enviable char- Make him proud of his girden , bis dairy, his

acter, and that scaiters abroad over the land poultry yard , and he will learn to enjoy the

the seeds of knowlelge , and the elements of luxuries of living they afford . And by a har

public oud private wealth . py order of Providence, just in proportion as

In consideration of these things, your com a man einploys himself in quiet , healthful, and

mittee recommend an annual appropriation , rural pursuits , he becomes deroted to that

from the treitury , of $ 1 ,000 for 4 years, to manner of life, and finds his heart yearn more

he expended in premiumny for the improvement and more for its pure delights.

of the stock and general husbandry of the We expect the mostgratifying results from

State ; the sum to be disbursed in conformity theworking of the Society now organized so

to a bill herewith submitted . ably and efficiently in this county. By get

W .V . (). MAUPIN , Chairman. ting up a wholesome and praiseworthy rivalry
among fariners and gardeners, and fruit grow

American Homes ers, and amateurs of the city who have homes

or are getting them in the country around, we
The St. Louis Evening News, in noticing thetemgthe shall expect to see in a few shortyears, it com

proceedings of the St. Louis Agricultural So- piete change in the face of affairs. Domes

ciety , makes the following remarks about Am - as beautiful , though not as old , as any in

erican homes, which we consider not only as 'merrie old England ' will dot the whole coun

try , and afford a wealth of luxury and aboun
very important, butas extremely well-timed .

• Iding hoine comforts, ofmore value to the State
Woare indebted to Charles L . llunt, Es.to, Ithan mines of California gold , and of greater

for a copy of the very admirable address put benefit to social life and manners than alunost

forth in the behalf of the St. Louis County any other education the people are likely to

Agricultural, liorticultural, and Mechanicalcultural, and Mechanical revoire .
Society, and take great pleasure in laving it

before our readers and asking for it an atten .

tive consideration . Theaddress is very logi Haking and Saving Manure.

cally prepared ,and so aptly divided and terse- Composter,' gives in the Country Gentle .
ly written that it cannot fail to be read with mun the following mode of minufacturing
interest and profit .

What word can we add to the clear and horse manure and litter, into good , first qual

powerful plea in behalf of homeimprovement !ntlity ofmanure,remarking that he bas practiced

therein put forth ? it several years with much satisfaction :
It has often been said that Americans have in the first place, let me say that my hogs

no homes. They are almost nomadic in their are confined to the pen , and a small yard in
habits - -roving from State to State, and pitch - the rear of it , nearly the whole year round ,
ing their tents like Arabs. Their better affec- (my breeding sows only being allowed to range
tions have no timeto cling , like ivy , to ancient in the winter. ) Hy horse burn standsadjoin
houses, churches, castles. Fatherly old oaks ing the pen and on one side side of the vard .
and elms hold no Swiv over their hearts . The manure froin the horse stable is thrown
They hare do veneration for Homesteads. directly into the hoc - vard . The hogs are al
Children seil the houses, cleared ' and impro - lowed the liberty of the yard , and so the horse

ved in the wilderness by a father 's hard labor and hog inanure, and the litter of both go to
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gether. The yard has been cleared so often , will act accordingly . They may be taught

that the earth hasbeen taken out more than a then to “gee' and 'haw ,' by gently pushing

foot deep, and it will hold water like a dish; them around. Backing may be taught by be

and the water that falls into the yard , with the ginning with an empty cart on a side-hill; then

urine of the animals, keeps it well saturated on a level, then with an increasing load un

most of the time. Occasionally we scatter a till they will back nearly the same load they

few quarts of corn over the yard, and the will draw . Ther should never be put to a

whole mass will soon be turned up -side download they cagnot readily draw , or drilled by

by the industrious pigs; and in this way I can prolonged exercise beyond the period when it

have it turned just when I wish . becomes irksome. Loud and repeated velling ,

The whole is allowed to remain in the yard or the use of the lash , is both crueland useless .

through the summer, and in the fall I and it al Clear and intelligible , yet low and gentle

rich and rotten manure. The horse manure words, are all that is necessary to guide a well

which otherwise heats and dries so much , and trained ox . The os understands a moderate
by evaporation loses half its fertilizing prop- ſtonemore perfectly than a boistrous one, as

erties, without a great deal of extra labor is all sounds become indistinctas they increase .

bestowed upon it , is now thoroughly mised A command should never be given unless en

with the hog manure,and allimproved therehv. forced . Many bear with bad tricks for a long

By a liberal supply of bedding to both horses time, even without an expression intelligible

and hogs, onemay increase this heap to sever- to them - -but when patience departs , a tho

al loads for each animal kept. rough storm of blows is poured upon them .
When straw is not at hand , a resort to the | This is the way to ruin every heaxt; a single

woods for leaves as bedding , is an excellent blow should be given for each offence.

substitute,and they are certainly within the

reach of all. I have drawn several loads of
The Poultry.them this fall , and find them good forbedding .

Any one who has not tried it, will be surprisedwill be surprised ! At thisseason of the vear, when every pre

to find how easily and quickly they are obtain - paration should bemade for the comfort of all

ed . domestic animals , the comforts of the poultry

family should receive a very liberal share of
attention, inasmuch as there is no stock , that

Training Steers. any stockholder can keep that will pay so
The following mode of transforming the well for the capitaland labor invested as the

wild and unmanageable steer, into the gentle biped tribes.

and rell ironed or is both reasonable and in To ensure thebest returns during themonths

structive. Weextract from the Country Gen - profiitable than in any other, it is necessary , in
Tof the season when they can be made more

tleman : the first place thatthey should be provided with

The first point is to make them tame and dry and warm shelter; in the second , that they

gentle . Thismay be aecomplished by feeding should have a constantsupply of good nutrit

them out of the hand,and carding them daily . Jive food . If tliis last is given in quantities to

They should be approached gently, nithout licbr them , no waste will follow , and cose

rellingatthem until they are frightened out of quently no additionalexpense will aceure. We

their wits. After having reduced them to have been in the babit, during the cold seas

state of perfect docility, a good roke should on , of keeping a box of grain , where hens,

beprocured , suitable to their size and strength . & c . , could have access to it any time; and

A small pen is necessary to put on the yoke; bare found to our satisfaction that they can be

approach gently with the yoke, patting and wintered on a less amountof food in this war

speaking gently to then stil you have the than when they are allowed to ramble for it or

roke on the of steer; then let an assistant is doled out to them in han Ituls , at seasons

drive the other under the roke. Their tails of convenience. By keeping corn in a good

should be securely fastened to prevent their suppls within their reach ,we have marketed

gettin , the habit of turning the yoke. They it aimore than a dollar a bushel , when the
should be yokeil in the morning and unroked common price was seventy cents, taking pay

at night in this manner for several days, un - in eres, which in winter always turn to cash

til ther becomeaccustomed to the yoke. ata fair price, and have sold them other grains

The first thing to teach them is , to stop atlat an increased ratio .
the word of cominant. This may be done by Yet wewould be no means confine their

striking them across the face; theblows should living to grain , especially that in a whole er

be repeated until ther stop , and then discon - uncooked condition . Meat, the refuse of the
tinued ; by striking them for every noa-obser- table , or from the butchers ,may be given to

rance of the word of command, they will soon a good advantage. It should , however, be

learn that by stoppin : they will avoid it, and I boiled , in orier to being more digestable.
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Cooked potatoes, given warm , for an occa- and other plants infested by insects in the

sional change,wehave found highly beneficial; early stage ofgrowth , when the leaves are wot,
also , meal, cooked or boiled in just water is sure to rid them of these annoyances. But

enough to give it a consistency. we have said enough to show its value, and

We always allow lime in good quantities to here we leave it for the farmer to carry out its

lie in our hen house. The importance of this application to such crops and in such ways as

this in the formation of the shells is fully he sees best. — Plough , Loom , and Anvil.

known; aside from this , its healthfulness as

a condiment may be fully inferred from the Suggestion to Farmers.
manner in which they devour it. A neighbor The following is an extract from the address

of ours, who is nice in his hen matters, a few of Mr. G . F . Stewart, before the Huron Coun

vears since finished off a room in comfortable ty Agricultural Society , at Norwalk , Obio, at

style for their winter accommodation , lathing its last meeting. The suggestions contained

and plastering the sides and overhead. They in it are worthy of the attention of farmers in

had scarcely inhabited the tenement sixmonths every place:

before the nlastering was ali devoured . The Many farmers who are destroying the pro

limeand sand were both probably the cause ductiveness oftheir farms by shallow works.

of this; and had both been placed in abundance as they find that their crops are diminishing,

within their reach , the wall would no doubt think only of extending their area by adding

have remained untouched . Ashes or fine earth new acres ofsurface , as if they supposed their

should also be placed within their reach , that title deeds only gave them a right to six in

they may follow their wallowing propensities ches deep of earth . If they will take those

in winter as they so naturaily do in summer. deeds, study their meaning , and apply the les
The poultry-house should also be in a quiet, sons to their fields, they will soon realize in

retired place . Noise and the interference three- field crops, the fact that the law has

of other animals is annoying to all the feather - 1 given them three farms where they supposed

ed tribes, especially to those of domestic hab - they had but one -- in other words, that the

its . subsoil brought up and combined with the top

Fowls should notbe allowed to ramble in soil and enriched with the atmospheric intlu

winter, especially if the day is cold or stormy ences, and those other elements which agricul

and in such days, if they are let out at all , it , tural science will teach thein to apply to tbeir

should be near nightfall when they will be ground, will increase three - fold , the measure

sure to return soen . of its productiveness. To show to whatan ex

In the arrangement of the poultry house, tent the fertility of the soil can be increased .

special rogard should be paid to saving the I refer to a statement in the last Patent Office

manure. This is the trueguano, which every Report. In the year 1350, there were nine

fariner may possess, in moderate quantities, competitors for the premium corn cron , of
to be sure, butnone the less valuable . Kentucky , each of whom cultirated 10 acres.

Its actual value is beginning to be better un - Their average crop was about 122 bushels per

derstood than formerly, but not so we'l now acre. At this time the average crop of wheat

but that inany farmers allow their poultry to per aere in the harvests of Great Britain , ona

roost on fences and trees, where all is lost; soil cultivated for centuries, is about double

while many more, who save it , sell it for á that produced on the virgin soil ofOhio. Why

mere pittance, or give it to their more discern - is this ? Simply because British farmers are

ing neighbor for cleaning out the hon roost. for the mostpart educated men , and apply the

Now we positively believe than a bushelof lien principles of enlighted agriculture to their

mazure is cheap to a farmer at a shilling, in work . They pay back to the carth whatthey

any currency thatmay be reckoned where these borrow ; they endeavor, by eperr means in teeir

remarks areread . In proof of it we give the power to enrich their ground, and in return it

result of someexperimentsmade in its applica - , euriches them . Ifour farmers, instead of la

tion .
toring to double their acres, voud endeavor

A farmer of our acquaintance pulverised , to double their crops , they would find it a rast

threshing with a common fail, a ' aquantity saving oftime and toil,and increase of profits .

of it ; after which he added an equal quantity Many of them never think of digering ten in .

of ashes , and one-fourth as much gypsum . ches into the soil, unless they hare dreamed

single handful of this compound was placed about a crock of gold hid in the earth ; but

in a hill of corn; the result was a heavier crop if they would set about the work of dise

than where well-rotted stable manuewas pla - ging it in earnest. erert man would find his

ced in liberal quantities. The same compound crock of gold without the aid of dreamsor di

we bare found valuable for pepers , tomatoes, vines .

rines, and indeed all garden regeiables; it Wehare a greatadvantages over theBritish

gives them a quick , healthful growth . And farmers in the fact that our farmersnearly all .

this same compound, sown on turnips, vines hold the lands which they cultivate, in fcesim
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ple , while in England they are chiefly tenants, stituted for the potatoes. Also a little stimu
hiring the land of the nobility , and paying lant was recommended . The effect was as fa

enormous rents to the proprietors, besside vorable as could be desired , and much more

heavy taxes to the government. Taxes here than was expected ; for after this alteration

are comparatively light, and our farmers are in fced a few days, the lambs became possess,
their own landlords. Hence they have been ed of their usual vitality .

able to pay three- fold wages for labor to those Imentioned these circumstances to a friend .

paid in Europe, pay the cost oftransportation , a physician , who tells me that he has been

and yet undersell the British farmers in their aware of the pernicious effects of raw potatoes

own markets .' for a long time, and he himself once had ex

perience of it , in the case of his own cow .

From New York Agricultor. My idea is , but it may be a mistaken one,

that raw potatoes, thouglı good feed for store
Potatoes Injurious to Pregnant Animals. lor fat cattle, owing to the great quantity of

I am induced to give your readers the result starch and mucilaginousmatter, they contain ,

ofmy observation , in the hopethat they being are too heavy and cold to be well adapted to
forewarned, muy avoid the disastrous results sustain fortal life ; thatcirculation being rath

which I am about to record . er sluggish requires a warmer and inore stiin
The feeding of pregnant animals .is a part ulating food .

of the farmer 's duty , requiring all the judge The feeding of ruta bagas to ewes about to

ment and circumspection thathe can call to lamb, though generally considered a most safe
his assistance. As a general rule , the dam food , is not unattended with danger ; and in
during the period of gestation , should be so fact , by the best breeders in England, they are
fed as to keep all the physical organs in healthy fed in limited quantities, or dispensed with
play, and the systeni in high thriving condi- altogether at that time. The danger is not
tion . When in this situation , it is a well es- generally to the ewe, as I have never heard of
tablished fact that the nervous organization is a greater loss from this cause than three to
in a most excited state , and susceptible in the fire per cent. , but I have heard of as much as
highest degree ; it is therefore operated upon eighteen or twenty per cent. loss of the lambs.
by almost anything out of the usual course. The post mortem examination of the lamby
For instance, orer work or a sudden alarm , is that had thus died , exhibit the stomach and

frequently attended with the mostunfortunate intestines surcharged with water. The dis
results. The same also is the fact with a case is known to shepherds, as 'water bellied ."
change of food , and the substitution of some Again , I knew of a pen of Southdown's ta
kinds is particularly dangerous. To illustrate ken from the Hock and as an experiment, fed
this, I will relate themisfortune of a neighbor upon the sprouts that are rubbed off malt,
a breeder of French Merino sheep . He laid in These sprouts seemed to be a good as well as
a large stock of potatoes, being unable (ow economical food ; the sheep continued to all
ing to the drouth in this county ) to obtain his appearance, in good thriving condition , and
usual supply of carrots , ruta bagas, & c . His the experiment was thus far most encourag .
idea was to feed his cattle and sheep with po. ing.
tatoes, keeping the other roots for his calves The lambing season coming on , three out of
and lambs when they should require them . the five ewes died . Not that the lambs were
With this intention , his orders were to feed so large or the dams so fat, but that the ewes
the ewes coming in during November and De- though in good condition , were in so relaxed a
cember with cut potatoes. state that they had not muscular power for

The sheep seemed to be doing well on this natural labor. Two ewes in lambing inverted

food , and a few produced their lambs, but it the uterus , and though they had the best at
was remarked , that though large and fát, they tention it was of no avail , the sprouts no
were quite weaksand wanting vitality , regu - doubt having for weeks been acting upon the
ring much assistance from the shepherd. - system , relaxing and reducing it to a very low
This difficulty increased day by day , till the state .

lambs, though still large, were born dead or From what I have written above, it appears
died immediately after birth . Ithat to produce a fine animal, is not a matter

No cause could be alleged for their mortal- of chance. It is not done by promiscuously

tality . This state of things continued till feeding quantities of good food , or still less

seven or eight lambs were lost. Our brains by letting your animal take their chance with

were racked to the utmost to account for this short commons ; for though you may, and

trouble , at last, we were forced to the conclu - probably will have lambs, they will be starve

sion that the potatoes must be the “root of all lings, and no feed will ever overcome the first

evil. As that was the only difference in the want of substance.

treatment since last year, when all did well. But to produce an animal of any breed that

A change was at once made, and carrots sub - Iwill do credit to the breeder, requires the
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closest discrimination - the most careful at- powerful burning glass; and either worried
tention , and the best judgment that coin be out by the protracted fight, or unequal to con

brought to bear on the subject. In fact, it test with the sun , they gave up the ghost .

opens a field for the display of all the practi- | But this remedy would be somwhat difficult of

cal and scientific knowledge that the nost in - administration , with a living horse, therefore

telligent husbandman can call to bis aid . we do not "patent’ in !

11 . L Afeer the bots are full grown and fairly es

To the excellent observations of our corres. tablished , and in operation , they are safe fron

pondent above, wewill add that climate or the most applications, for this reason , that as
season of the year also has its effect upon many of them must be kept engaged on the

certain articles of food . For instance, had upper portion of the stomach ,medicine cannot
the potatoes been very mealy and of a first ! reach them , unless the stomach is kept con

rate quality , and fed in September or October, stantly full of the medical agent, and besides

or the last of April or early in May, when their mouthsare so deeply burried in the bus

there was no frost, we do not think they would iness before them , that they will not quit it for

have been near só injurious. Pregnant ani- the most seductive drug. .
mals , however, should be fed sparingly with In view of the whole matter, we come to

raw roots of any kind during frosty weither : | these conclusions. So long as there exists a

and in fact, except to grown swine we are not suflicency of mucus in the stomach , the bots

much in favor of feeding them to animals in will not attack the cuticular coat, and will at

any condition during severe winter weather. the proper time be lisengaged , passed out of

Grain or meal with good hay, is much prefer- the stomach the with chyme, and evacuated
able . with the dung.

In the cominencementof theattack they may

be expelled by the remedy recommended ,
Bots in Horses. (sweetened milk , )or more easily by green and

The following on the subject of Bots in suculent food . So long as they contine them

horses, gives some information , new and in - selves to the mucus, their presence is not dari

teresting to most people . We copy from the gerous to the life or health of the animal, tho ?
Journal of Agriculture : they cannotbe claimed to be positively essenti

Many vears ago , assited byDr. Roe, ofWhite al to bis comfort and well being. The act of

Plains, N . Y . , wemade examination of a horse eating the cuticular coat is not of itself pain

that appeared to have died of the bots. We ful to the horse, for the coat is insensible; but

found the cuticular coat of the stomach al- the cuticle removed leares thostomach at least

most entirely covered with them . They were liable to inflammation . At this stage, we do

upon the top and upon the bottom , and unon not doabt that fatal effects may follow .

both sides. They worked side by side, like On the whole it appears to us as idle to say

lazy street sweepers; and were in no wise hur- that horses do not dic of the bots, as to deny

ried or interrupted in their operations by our that children die ofmeasles ur hooping cough ,

observation . Some were lapped over others, Ibecause the cases are rare, where rightly and

as sucking pigs who got the upper row of seasonably treated they do not recover,

teats are wont to feed . They ate systematic

ally , and as remarked in the paper quoted be. Galls on Horses.

low , ' they swept clean ’ as they progressed , as " Themerciful man is merciful to his beasts."
a silk worm cleans a mulberry leaf. The It is much to be regreted that the necessity

stomach was alive with these slugrish but per- and the duty of care and kindness to the injur

severing pests. But thatthe horse died of the ed horses, should not be more decply impres

bots, although there is a reason so to think , sed upon the public mind. We are daily

we dare not undertake to say; for the weight rained to see, upon the breast and shoulders

of authority is against us ; nevertheless, we of horses employed upon the canals, the most

think he did . revolting exhibitions of lacerated flesh , caus
We exhibited to our subjects a tempting ed lay the harness. To subject to service a

dose of sweetened milk - - in fact wesubmerged helpless animal, under such circumstances, is

a portion of the stumaon in milk and molasses, more than cruel, - it is barbarous. A vast

but the adult bot preferred the tripe , whatever proportion of this injury and suffering, we

the baby bot might do with the drink . We think entirely needless , — that is , it might

tried an application of sulphuric acid , (oil of leasily have been greatly mitigated , or wholly

ritriol) , to their backs without perce tible avoided. I hare twice, within a few years

effect. We steeped the portion of the stom . past, published a remedy for galls on horses,

ach in the acid without at all interrupting their and urgently invited attention to it , on the

meal. This is accounted for by the fact, that part of those who might be interested ; but

he bots are coated with aucus,which defends |fear the advice has notbeen heeded .

them against the acid . Finally, we tried al When a young horse is first broken to the
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harness, or when à horse accustomed to the plowing and draging smooth ; I mark it out

harness has been lying still for a considerable in shallow furrows, about two feet apart with

time, the breast and back will be tender. The a corn plow ; I then drop the beads two or

use ofthe collar then , if the weather be warm , three inches apart in the furrow . I use a

will easily scald the part, and to a greater or drag that is wide enough to cover two rows at

less degree induce the abrasion. To prevent a time. In this way with two hands, I can

these results , the parts should be toughened plant two acres a day. I find this a better way

before use, by the application of whisky, sat- than to plant in hills. When the beans are

urrted with alum . about three or four inches high , I go through

The breast and back of a colt , or a horse them with a cultivator; weed and hoe them

that has lain idle for a while , should be bath - all. When about ten inches high, I use the
ed with this wash three or four times a day corn plow , turning the soil up against the vines

before applying the harness . It will so tough - to hold them up . This time I use no hoe.

en the skin as wholly to prevent, or greatly di- By this process, and with a sprinkling of plas
minish the hazard of gulling. And if under ter when I hoe them , I raise from twenty to :

any circumstances, a gall upon the horse las twenty- fivebushels per acre. The past season

unfortunately occurred , the application of this I had four acres from which I measured up

remedy has been found to effect a cure, even ninetv . une bushels. When I gather and

under the necessities of continued and con - 'thresh them , I save the vines to feed cattle .

stant service. In the use of horses to a great I have kept seven head this winter and have

extent, for many vears, I have applied no other fed them but little else. They are all in good

remedy, and have invariably realized satisfac- | order. - N . E . Cultivator.

tory results. Every farmer should keer in his !

stable , a bottle of this mixture, and if his hor- i Culture of Blackberries.
ses are sound , use it ocoasionally to keep them Mr. Lewis II. Spe:ur , of Braintree, Vt., in a

80 , and if injured , use it to effect a cure. - communication to the flow , Loom & Anvil,

Wool Grover. says of this fruit :

| “ Theblackberry is of several species, and a

Raising White Beans. native of this country, growing spontaneously,

The raising ofthe common white bean meets and often producing abundant crops of supe.

with but little attention among our farmers rior fruit. The best varieties in perfection ,

in the immediate vicinity of Boston . Farther are more wholesome and of a flavor richer

in the interior however, land is less valuable , than either the strawberry or the raspberry .

and light, varied crops are of more conse- i There are two varieties which I think supe

quence to agriculturists, large quantities are rior to all others, the first of which is the

annually produced in many sections of the “ Bush , ” growing straight and upright, the

country - and upon light soils they do well. top of which becomes recumbent and almost

Mr. Samuel Carpenter, of Battleboro , a sub - free from prickles, and under favorable cir
scriber, informs us that he has raised the white cumstances attaining a height of from sis to
bean for some years , upon a sandy soil, and ten feet. It has a large white blossom in June ,
has accomplished two otjects worthy of imi- the fruit of a shining black , long , ovate or
tation . His beans were sowed on peach or about one inch in length , and one in circum
chard grounds. The soil was thin and light, ference, very tender, and of a juicy , sweet,
and the beans have produced rood crons rich flavor. This variety is seldom found .
while at the samh timehe has found that the The second is the “ High Bush . ' This is a
beans have proved a protection to bis very rapid growing blackberry, stem very tall,
peach trees against severe drought ( answering sometimes ten or twelve feet in height; fruit
all the objects of mulching ) during the hot shining black , very large , oval, conical, often .
months of mid -summer. the foliage of the over an inch in diameter, very sweet, juier,
bean spreads over the surface of the earth , and melting , with an aromatic llaror ; the fruit
saring the ground from the intense heat, and ripening from the first of August until the
the ready growth of this plant does not ex - middle of September.
haust the soil as must crops do. From a tho- This fruit in perfection is not exceiled by
rough experience in this matter, Mr. C . earn the productions ofany climate . It is delicious

estly recommends the planting of the wbite for the dessert, excellent for pies, puddings,
bean in young peach orchards where the soil sauce, preserves , wine , & c ., and it well sup

is light and porious. plies the place ofthe peach and gripe.
A correspondent says " I have seen little no - This most vholesome of all fruits, often re

. tice given to the culture of the white bean , and lieves billious and dyspeptic habits , and drs.
as some farmers are turning their attention to entery has often been cured by a free use of

this erop it may be of advantage to some to the ripe fruit. I have every reason to believe

know how I manage. I do this work in the a free use of it by all classes, instead of un

last week of May. I praptre my ground by ripe fruit and fresh -ment, would do more te
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lessen mortality at that season , than all the amount to over twelve days, (recollect there
“ Dysentery Cordials ,' “ Anti-cholera ' drugs, are to be no Sundays during this time; if so ,

that all the speculative ingenuity of men ever your crop is gone;) which , at 75 cents a day,
invented . would amonnt to $ 9 ; saying nothing about

SOIL AND CultivaTIOX. - - The blackberry boarding a band for two weeks, which would

grows freely in a warm , tolerable dry, or rath - at least be $ 3 more. The trees upon which I

er deep rich soil ; it abounds among stones, mademy experiments will notaverage over one

old logs , natural ledges, and on lands which , bushel of fruit each. It will be seen , then ,

hav , been recently burned over, which contain thatby this process of preserying the fruit , it

a good supply of alkali. will cost about $ 2 per bushel, which I think is
Land should be kept rich , mellow , and free quite as much as it would bring in our market ,

from grass and weeds. Besides common ma- latleast after deducting labor of picking and

nure, use leaves, ashes, and vegetable matter . carrying

It is propagated by seeds and offsets from Ihave tried many of the published experi.

the root. iments beside this , such as chickens, pigs, lime,
I would recommend to those who wish to salt, & c., & c . , all of which have entirely fail

cultivate this fruit , first, to select a suitable ed. Connected , however,with an application

spot of ground ; second , plow deep and well ; : of a solution of lime and sulpnur to the tops,
third , have your hills from six to eight feet made with a syringe, during the past season , I

apari, for the convenience of plowing and imado an accidental discovery which I think
cultivation . The land once 'set,' they will worthy of note,and which may lead to some

not neel transplanting for a long time. beneficialresults. I had read communications
After this , inanuring , plowing, and keeping from several personswho had been successful

the bushes properly thinned , is nearly all that with the sulphur and lime application . I de

is necessary to secure large and abundant įtermined last spring to try it; and ag soon as

crops of the choicest fruit . plumswere fairly shaped , and before the cur
Onebush often produces a quart of the finest culio commenced his destruction , I prepared

berries ; a friend has a bunch covering less the solution , went to work vigorously, and

than one rod of land , and he assured me he gave four applications within ten days, on one

picked twenty -seven quarts in one day. I saw tree of Gen . Hand , one White Prune, ono
à spot this season which produced over one Caledonian , one Knight' s Green Drying ,
bushel to the rod , or more than five thousand one Royal Native, and one Green Gage. I

quarts per acre. covered the tops, leavesand fruit, so complete
ly with the mixture, that at a little distance

From the Horticularis
the trees looked as though they were in one

The Curculio . perfect sheet of bloom . For two years pre

I know of no one subject connected with viously I had not had a single fruit to ripen on

fruit culture of more importance to usWestern ans of these trees. About five days after the

people than this. There isnomaladv or cause first application , I discovered the work of the

existing here that would prevent cur having insect on erery tree, allabout equally . The

a full crop of that delicious fruit, the plum , depredations increased constantly, although

almost every year, were it not for this pestifer - we applied the mixture in greater quantities.

ous insect. Is it possible that we are to have After the fourth application I discontioned it ,

no remedy ? Must we fell all our plum , apri- believing that itwas doing nu good . At this

cot, and nectaring trees, to prevent the in - juncture I setmygardhner to work at spading

crease of this little wretch to such an extent up a part of my garden , with directions to

that he will destroy our other fruits,which is spade it deeply, and turn the top carth com

now the case to a considerable derree in many pletely under . It happened that he commen

locations? I hope this great calamity nay, ced in that part of my lot where one of the

through the inrenuity and skill of some one plum trees stood, (the Green Gage.) The

be averted by the timely discovery of a remedy ground under it , and in all parts of the lot,was

that will cost less than the fruit is worth . The deeply spaded and well turned onder. There

shaking of the trees upon sheets , the only sure was no spading done under or about the others.

ineans of saving the crop yet discovered , with After three or four days I discovered that the

ine takes an amount of labor and time fully depredators had discontinued their work upon

equal to the value of the crop ; so that its dis- this tree,while on all the others they appeared ,

covery inay,as far asmy experience goes, be from the haroc they mado, to work with a

considered ofno value or utility to community. I double fury , is though maddened at the at.

To save themajority of the fruit on half a dos tempt to foil them by covering their victims

zen trees in mygarden , by this means, requires with lime and sulphur . On the Green Gaye

the labor of a hand one hour and a half cvery not a plum was incised after the spading , that

morning and evening for a period of six weeks. I conld discover . From it was gathered about

At ten hours for a dar 's work , this would ' onc bushel of perfcet fruit.
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That this fruit was saved by turning up the From the Rural New -Yorker.

subsoil, or turning under the top soil, I have MakeHome Pleasant and Happy.
no doubt; but as to the philosophy of the thing , Of course it is the desire of every one who

or the reason of the result produced , I am at has a home, to have a pleasant and harpy ono ,

loss. It must have been produc, d , however, and as near perfect asmaybe. I will ask hour

by one of two causes ; and I will remark here, this can besi be done? Now let us look at the

by way of introduction to one of them , that by matter in its true light. Every family needs

syringing the trees a large quantity of the a dwelling; but few families, bowever, have

ijmeand sulphur solution fellupon the ground , such dwelling as are calculated to make

80 as to produce an incrustation upon the sur. home whaichey desire. It is a fact :hat not

tace to the full extent of the circumference of oneone house in ten , built even in these days of
the branches of the tree. One is , that thee improvement, is constructed and finished as it

eomposition , or incrustation on the surface , byface, " y should be, in order to have things handy and
the turning under was brought into immediate convenient for in -door oprrations. Quite too

contact with the spongioles , or feeders of the many, when theymake up their minds to build

roots, and thence taking to the fruit; that,hat, a new house ,make too headlong a beginning,
when dissolved by the sap of the tree and acids and often proceed in this manner, till they

of the fruit, its eifects were to produce a Haealla , come to the construction and arrangement of
vor ortaste loathsome* to thedepredatior, and the inside. When they have proceoded thus

thereby prevented bis farther annoyance. The fur with their new building, they find they

other is, that during the season in which the horain the have been at work without a plan , - or what iseurculio inflicts his mischief, he fixes his hab - about the same thing; with int a mere crude
itation permanently under the tree, near the one. It is an easy matter to erect the frame

surface of the ground, where he remains durremains dur work for a house, and enclose it; little plan
ing bis timeofrest , and from which he ascends ning or head work is needed thus far. - -but to

to the top of the tree, either by his legs or arrange inside rooms; so thatthey maybe con

wings, at his proper season for labor; and that venient and handy for "house-work ,' etc.,

by the spading hewas turned under the ground needs a well drawn plan , from some one com
80 deeply thathe could not again make his

petent; and no one is more competent to have
way to the surface.

à voice in the matter than the housekeeper
Ishall continuemyexperiments next season . herself . She knows better than any one the

I shall try the spading alone, and the turning size she wants her rooms, and how ther ought

under and sulphur and lime mixture on the to heabe to be arranged to each other to have then
surface of the ground in conjunction .

easy of access. It is necessary for the person
One inquiry, and I will close for the present. intending to build , to have his plan draw with

What became of the remedy for the curculioº accuracy , and every room laid out with precis
discorered byWm . Quant, gardener to W . C . lin

Co ion , before the carpenter strikes a blow , thus
Langley, Esq., 3d Avenue, Long Island? (Seelgee saving alterations as he progresses.
Horticulturist, Vol. 6 , pp . 583 , 581.) lle as- 1 There is nothing ( in worldly matters ) a per

serted his 'conviction his composition was a son ought to interest himself more about, than
radical exteriminator; ' that he 'would keep its the construction , finish , and arrangement of

mature private until practicalmen and others his house. Every husband must be aware

Imeaning , I suppose ,the rest of mankind , ] in - !how much fretfulness and ill temper is caused

terested were satisfied , after which his receives
be by having unhandy rooms, and especially a

should be open to the world . I have waited
small and badly constructed kitchen . The

patiently for its publicity . Should it proveto i
kitchen , as every one knows, is the most im

be what Mr. Quaint confidently believed it !portant rooin in the house, and where this
would , I know of no discovery recently made,le ; apartment is pinched , and ill-arranged in re
connected with pomology, which would be of

gard to its situation to other rooms, it is not
equill value to this , in many portions of ourur at all to be wondered at if she does feel a little
eountry. I should be glad to hear what Mr. frotful atIr . fretful at times ,
Quaint's success hasbeen during the past sea

The greatdesideratum in regard to building
mon , and whether he hasnot given satisfaction

is, to have erery room in the house so arrang
of the utility of his application , to justity him ! ed and fitted , as to have a place for everything ,
in making it public .

and ererything in its place. If those who are

well able to build expensive houses,would pily
* We very much doubt this, as we have found the most

loathsome applications to the fruit of no avaliu repellius

the insect. We are very happy to reconh istance of

elore and careful observation , and trust that exueriments
would he thought full as good economy. Iwill be coplinued ; but wemust say that we have very lit

ile condance in uy experimenis of such a limited nature ,

bucause almost every year we see individual trees, escape,see individual trees, exerpe, or, appearing to the passer -by , to be model
as in the case of the Green Gage alluded toy from me

Culve or other untud .LED . houses without and within , Butlet him jerst

00
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take a peep inside the walls; perhaps the par. Resolutions.
lor and dining room are large, commodious

rooms, and everything in excellent order and
Of the General Assembly of the State of Ibi .
of the Ge

neatness. Next' look into the kitchen and nois, relative to the establishment of In

sleeping rooms— the formermay not be more
dustrial Universities, and for the encour

than ten by twelve,with cupboard and sink in ayement of practical and general educd

the same space; the latter, perh:1p3, seven by tion among the People --unanimouslyad .

nine, with a large bed for the old people , and
opted .

a truckle bed for the little ones , in this crowd Whereas, the spirit and progress of thie
el space. Nearly half the houses, I presume, iage and country demand the culture of the

are built and arranged somewhat after this highest order of intellectual attainment in

manner. Now what chance is there for health teoreti
h theoretic and industrial science: - And where

and cheerfulness in a house constructed after
as, it is impossible that our commerce and

this plan .
prosperity will continue to increase without

No man can better lay out his property than
than calling into requisition all the elements of in

in adorning and making things convenient and
ternai thrift arising from the labors of the

pleasant around his house and horde. Of
farmer, the mechanic, and the manufacturer,

course it is the desire of every onewho hasaho hasa by every fostering effort within the reach ofn every postering effort
home, to have that home as comfortable and line govery

fortable and the government: And Whereas, a system of

cheerful asmay be for the female part of the in
thelIndustrial Universities, libearlly endowed in

household : this dore. let us . ( those of us who each State of the Union , Co -operative with each

are husband's ) see thatthey have such assist
Pasit other, and with the Smithsonian Institution at

ance in their more laborious toils , as they of
of Washington , would develop a more liberal and

tentimes actually need . .
practical education among the people , tend

It is too much the case, especially among
the more to intellectualize the rising genera

us New Englanders, thatwe are so ansiousto 1
Štion , and eminently conduce to the virtue, in

add money to our pockets, wo sadly neglect
diy nariest itelligence and true glory of our common coun

that which will add to the solid pleasures of i try; therefore , be it

our firesides. This desire to accumulte prop
Resolved by the House of Representatives ,

erty to leave for their posterity , causes is to
to the Senaie concurring therein , That our Sen

neglect to make such provisions for our bome
for our home ators in Congress be instructed , and our Rep

circle as is required of us. Asladvance in life
doanea in life resentatives be requested , to use their best ex

these things appear to me differently from
ertions to procure the passage of a law of

what they did when I first commenced fitting
Gitting Congress donating to each State in the Union

for myself a dwelling place. I feel now to
an amount of public lands not less in valuo

say in the words of another: - -Let others
than fivehundred thousand dollars, for the

spend their money for balls , fashions, etc.,but
fi liberal endowment of a system of Industrial

let me spend mine for a neat family home
Universities, one in each State in the Union ,

etead ; and then letmc, year by vear , spend no to co - operate with each other and with the

small part of income in adorning and improv
Smithsonian Institution at Washington , for

ng it , till, in the decline of life . I shall have a themore liberal and practical education of our

perfect home for myself and family. " industrial classes and their teachers; a liboral
A different state of society would be the re- and varied education adapted to the manifold

sult , if wewould interest ourselvesmore for the wants of a practical and enterprising people,

walfare and happiness of our families, and and a provision for such educationalfacilities,

study to makethe fire-side circle what it should benny
tcheuld being in manifest concurrence with intimations

be . Then might we have pleasant and agree
and more of the popular will, it urgently demands the

ablehomes - -thon might wo witness our sons unitea
one united efforts of our national strenghth .

and daighters returning with smiles of love Resolved , That the Government is hereby

and good feeling , to the parental roof - to the authorized to forward a copy of the foregoing
home of their youth , that theymay make glad resolutions to our Senators and representatives
the hearts of their endeared and venerable in Congress , and to the executive and Legis

parents,
A . Todd. lature of each of our sister States, inviting

Smithfield , R . I., 12th mo. 1852. them to co-operate with us in this meritorious

CHINESE INDUSTRY. -- Parrott 's build
enterprise .

JOHN REYNOLDS,
ing in San Francisco, of one hundred feet front, Speaker of the House of Representatives .
seventy or eighty feet deep ,and four storieshighl

G .KOENER , Speaker of the Senate.
all solid granite , was putup in Canton , block by

J . A .MATTESON , Gov .
block , by Chinese workmen ; and the blocks be

ing all numbered , the building was then taken
APPROVED, February 8 , 1853.

down, put aboard ship, brought across the Pa A true copy : Attest,

sific, and re -erected in San Francisco by the
ALEXANDER STARNE.

some hands. (Scientific American . Secretary of State.
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From New England Cultivator . toiled like a trooper, from day -light till dark

Grand Father's Old Farm , He raised his own pork and corn , (such as it

was,) his cattle and fodder, cut from his own
AND WHAT WAS DONE WITH IT . forest the wood be burned - and never owed

Dear Sir :-- I was on myway in thecars from any man a farthine . le contrived , even , to
Maine to Boston , last week , and found myself pav his town and county tax , too.-- without

upon the seat with a gentlemanly main ad - 1borrowin monet , B .
vanced in years, to wbom (as I honor old age, ) Geven with the world ” - ior, while he owed

I endeavored to make myself agreeable , on no one, no one owed him a dollar. And so
roule .

he lived , up to seventy .
After the interchange of a few common - « Ben srid ibe old man to bis son , one

place remarks, our conversation turned upon evening , as they sat before ibe winter's fire,

the subject of agriculture -- the old and new “ I 'm getting old . I've worked pootv hard ,

modes of farming, etc., and I subsequently here, for a good inny ye:il's , and I 've conclu

ascertained that my venerable acquaintance ded to give up . It's your turn now ."

was a most intelligentfarmer ,who had retired , •6•Veturn for whit: asked Ben .

in his old age, upon & competency . As we 666To take churce of the old farm , Ben . - -

dashed along in the cars, he entertained me You ' e vouder ,and stoot and healthy. I' m

with the substance of the follewing narra- 2010g to give up the homestead to you ; and if

tive ; the details of woich be assured mehau Tou continue to labor constantly as I've done,

transpired within his own knowledge. and as your granther did , afore us — you can
Speaking of the existing procress and im - set a good livin ' oil on ta as we hav . done. - -

provements in agricoliure," he said , “reminds Wecan 't take nothin ' out of this world with
me of an instance that occurred within my re- us, Ben . Naked we came into it, and so we
membrance , which I will relate in you , if you must go out on ’t ! but the old place is free
are disposed to hear it. ' I thanked him , and froin encumbrance , there never was a dollar

he proceeded on , nearly as follows :
|mortgage on it , and I hope there never will

Some forty years, or more , aro - a neigli- be. I shall ive you the l'arm - free and clear
bor of mine in ('- , a : . Smith , occupied - -to -morrow ."" ?

an immense tract of land , which he ralludit Ben slept on this ; and next day he was

faim .” It was about ibilty rods in width , master of a farm , tbilir rous wide , and

and upwards oť fico miles in leng ' i ; an old two and a halfmilelong !

66indian giant” as it was termed ; upon wbici 61sball take ibe place, faiber," be said ,

he had been brought up a “ farmer , ” and sind carry it on ; but noi as you and grand

where his father od granúſauber und : et faiher and bis father did .

grandfather bad lived before him . And thourh the old gentlemin sbook his
Each generation of the Smiths that liad head , and looked earnesily over the bridge of

dwelt upon this strip of land , hid convived to bis - specs!! azt bis gop , Ben vragas good as
“ farm it, " each in the same “ old wav, yerbis word ; and forthwath he went to work in
in and rear out, from father to son . The earnest.
place had neverknown a dollar 's incumbrance , “Spring came. Ben went into the old cight
scores of Smiths had been reared upon it , acre field and plowed up one half of it. Upon
generation after geocration cime and passed this he had previously deposiied the whole of
away there, and the samecart-paths. the same the season ' s manure, that hitherto for years
dilapadated old walls and fences, the identi- bad been spisely spread upon double the
cal shedy and shanties and decared treeswere surface. He barrowed these four acres, and
still visible -- almost the same forrow bad planted the carefully. llocing-time came,
been turned for a hundred years, and more : and Ben bad only one half the space to go
when - -as had been the custom of ihe Smith over. Though the corp and potatoes looked
families, on previous occasions , it finally came finely , and the beeis, the cabbages, and the
the turn of the then occupant, to resign carrots grew marvellously , the good old man
Gran ’ther' s old place, to his oaly 800 - ben was crusty , and declared it wouldn 't do'

Smith - now come of chirty , that there wouldn 't be roots enough ." But
• “For five and forty years, at least, Ben 's Ben went rigut along, in his own way.

father bad carried on this old farm . In all At the second hoeing , Ben went into his

that long period , as regularly as the year roll- four acres - but not with the band hoe ! He

cd round, so regularly had Mr. Smith plowed bud “ got some kind of a jimcrack (as the old

up his eight acres,mowed all the grass that man termed it .) hitched to the old mare' s
Providence would grow for him , pastured his heels, and instead of boein ' his potatoesóman

ten sheep, reared his four head of cattle , fat- fashion ,' he'd begun with his improvements ;

ted his three hogs, and wintered asmany cows. but that cullivaior, as Ben called it ,wouldn ' t

But this was all. work, no how !!
" True - Mr. Smith had a great farm . He “ Ben continued the use of the cultivator,
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however, the old gentleman continued to another ! paid for both (ah ! what extrava

grumble, and the corn apd potatoes continued gance !) and winter passed glibely away.

tu flourish . He killed off the old razor-backed grunters
"Ben Smith had gone over to a neighboring that had been bred in -und -in upon the ancient

town early in the spring, and run in debt- farm from time immemorial, and bought six

(Ben was the first Smith that ever did this improved Suffolks, instead of the three alli

thing !) for two hundred bushels of " nasty gators that had previously been annually tol
ashes, which he had tugged the cattle to erated on the Smith place.

draw to the farm , and with which he cótop - 1 “ The superannuated cows " with the crum

dressed ” the old meadow . Here was an in - pled horns" were turned into beef, and a brace

novation , to be sure ! And hehad subscribed of shining North Derons supplied their places.

for an agricultural weekly , too ; what with his A sub -soil plow found its way into the yard ,

jimcrack of a " cultivator," bis ashes and his one morning early in the spring , and a " new

" book -farmin ',” the old man was nearly fangled ” harrow followed this. Then came a

crazed . It would never do, to zo on at this patent churn , then a capital straw - cutter ,

rate, said the old gentleman . then more " nasty ashes,” then a seed-drill

But the four acres of corn and potatoes and and there was no eend ,” said Ben senior,)

vegetables still grew finely . Nerer had the to the infarnal masheens that Ben junior

Suniths seen such corn , such potatoes , and clutterod up the place with !”

carrots . The grass came up thick and strong i "Ben had been no idler, mean time. Hehad

and thrifty - and harvest time cameround at drawn into the cow yard two hundred loads of

last. peat and pond -muck , in the previous fall. lle

“ The cattle had plenty of good feed - ane got plaster and crushed bones and mixed with

they were fat and sleek ; the piys were fat,thd it , and when February came it was heaped out

poultry was fat, the old horse wils fat, and generously upon the four acres again . Eve

Ben grew fat and jolly , as he garnered his rything went on swimmingly, and at having

high corn , his big potatoes, kis generous sized time the “ cap sheaf” of machinery arrived !

heets , iind his great bright vellow carrots . - 6 . What on earth is that ? » asked the old

Ben hart found time, during his evenings, to gentleman , as Ben put his team before his

reul his agricultural paper, and now hefinally new horse-rake. Ben laughed outright, and

took in his second crop - his houncing turnijis ' asked his respected dad why he didn 't read

iind his blushing buckwheat. Wboerer heard the paners ! ' But his father said he had no

(before this ) of 2 second crop on ihe old occasion - -he knew enough !”

Smith farm ? Nobody , to be sure ! But the gain the old barns creaked under their

old rentleman shook his head , and was sorry , generous harvest of har , and grain , and vege

in his old age, to see his son thus “ run to ' tables , and again the old man looked on and

riot” in big " book -larnin '. " sighed - and declared that “ the season had

Winter came. The good old father entered been remarkable - very !"

the barn . It was crammed with hay, and ! “ Ben hadn 't room to stow away two thirds

corn stalks and wheat and rve. The granary of bis year' s produce ! But his hay was ex

was loaded with corn , and Ben , who had been cellent, his potatoes were noble ones, his car

carefully taught to shell the cobs across the rots and beets and onions were splendid , he

edge of a shovel - now stood beside another had surplus ruta bagas by the cord , and tur

stupid “ mersheen ," torowing in a bushel of nips, and squashes and cabbages, by the ton

ears at the top , wbile the big golien kernels - -for which he readily found a good market,

rushed in a constant shower from the bottom ! seven miles distant. Nobody believed it , (at

Ben Smith bad " squandereu ” sis dollars ( in first ) but all these fine products really came

cash ) upon a corn -sheller ! Ah - cówhat was from the old Smith farin .

the sills boy coming to." exclaimed bis vene- When the snow and sleet rattled around the

rable projenitor, as he sighed and turned to ancient mansiou , that winter. Ben owed no

the harn again . man a dollar, his barns, and bins and cellars

The old man examined the barvesting. - were well filled , and he had three hundred

There wasmore hav in themows than ever be - dollars in clean cash , on hand ! Here was a

fore ! The corn had turned out grandly ! fortune .

There was everything in profusion - and only 666 Verily , Ben , ” said his parent, you have

half the eight acres had been tilled ! Ben heen luchill , and the seasons have been favor

pointed to this gratiſving result - and his fath - able , very !" ,

er only shook his head , and said .-- " Ben , you

hare been lucky ; we're had a remarkable sea " The elder Smith has been gathered to his

son . Things hare growed finely . A very fatners. Benjamin Smith Junior, Esquire , is

for'ard season , Ben , very !” now a man of solid substance, a justice of the

"Ben Smith junior only smiled at this . He peace, and a farmer of forty years in good

continued to read his paper, subscribed for ' standing . He knows the difference between
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partial and thorough cultivation ; he can tell by the agency of one of those calamities which

you about the benefits of sub - soil plowing and sometimes result in benefit to mankind .

a shallow furrow ; he can tell you whether and An American ship encountered a Japan vessel

wherefore a piece of Suffolk pork , or of Devon in distress, and the crew were carried to San Fran

beef is preferable to that of the crasbound cisco , Cal. Amongst the stores which were trans

hog or the shingle backed ox ; he knows how |
ferred was the Japan pea ,' a few ofwhich found

to use the horse -rake and the potato -dropper ; lion . 11 . 'He handed them over to Jir. J. H . Ladd ,
their way into the hands of Dr. Edwards, of Al

he will now inform you about the advantages a distinguished horticulturist, who presented the

o be derived from irrigation , from draining, produce to our society . Those now sent you

from the use of phosphate of limeand the like; were grown in my grounds - - having fully mutu

he will show you on his farm big hay stacks, red in our climate . Your climate may prove too

generous squashes, huge potatoes, twelve- severe .
rowed corn , fat hogs, improved poultry, sleek I have sent small packages ofseed to kindred

velvety cattle , and all the " jimcracks” of associations, wish the request that they be placed

modern agricultural progress - and you will
now find in a snug corner of Ben 's ample

1 It is possible that it may not be anything new

with you . I would be thankful for any informa
( keeping-room ” at the old Sinith homestead ,

tion you may possess in reference to it.
the choicest agricultural library in the State ;i Very respectfully, A . H . ERNST .

while he is a constant reader and paving sub - 1
The plant and seedswere submitted to the in

scriber to all the leading " book -farm ” publi

cations in the country .
| pection of the Society 's distinguished botanist

No one that knew the old Smith farm five and vegetab e physiologist, J. E . Teschemacher

and twenty years ago , would recognise it now . Esq ., and in return received the following

Syuire Ben is worth a pretty fortune, has a note :
buxom wife and half a dozen children , and My Dear Sir : The plant alluded to by Mr.

though a little corpulent, ( for he will “ live Ernst, is Cajanus bicolor, a native of the East
well,' ' ) he is as lively and jolly and thrifty a Incies , Amboyna , Japan , & c .; tlower small, inie
book farmer as you or I would wish to meet rior yellow , vexillun purple , erect shrub , pubes

with . i cent, nearest in alliance to Lupinus. The seeds
I beg your pardon ,' concluded my travel - are good to eat, and when young, very delicaie

ler -friend , at this point , but bere we are !' _ On soaking the round seeds (or an hour in mode

and the train halted in the Boston Depot.
rately hot water, they take exactly the form and
appearance of the common white bean , become
quite tender, and have it pure and delicious nutty

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and oily flavor. The whole plantwith the seed
is excellent for fattening hogs and cattle.

The accompanying letter from Mr. Ernst, was
There is one other species, Cajanus flavus, com

read at the lastmeeting of the Society , and be- mon in South America and the West Indies,

ng deemed of sufficient importance to the Agri- iwhere it is sometimes used for a fence to sugar

cultural community, itwas plantations. In Jamaica this species is much

used for feeding pigeons, and is there called the
Ordered, That the letter with accompanying pics

anyang Pigeon -pea . lu Martinique the seed is niuch es
note from Mr, Teschemacher, be published in the teemed for the table .

Daily Evening Trascript. i Being a tropical plant, it would hardly stant ,

SpringGARDEN, Cincinnati,Ohio , Jan . 11th , 1853.
Tour winter. Yet, from the observations of Mr.

. : Ernst, it is not improbable that our climate might
My Dear Sir : I herewith send you for distri. Tadmit of annual harvest of the seed , which seem

bution amongst the members of the M . II. Socie
.

11. Socie - to be so abundantly produced as to make an ex
ty, a small parcel of peas.

The growth of the plant is peculiar ,being of an ' Most truly yours,
periment highly interesting,

J . E . TESCHEMACHER .
upright and stiff form , somewhatbranching - the Raspor 19Boston , 19th Jan., 1853.

Ian

leaves are large, light green , and downy beneath
- the blossom is a small lilac -color - seed pods P . S . These particulars I furnished to Hon. M .

numerous, small and woolly; growing in cluso
P . Wilder a week ago, imagining they would
be laid before the Society .

ters over the entire plant, proving very produc
tive.

To Dr . Ebex Wight,

Its habit of growth is such as to fit it to with Cor. Sec. Mass.Hort. Society .

stand severe storms; aud , should it prove valua
ble as food for cattle , it must commend itself to ! APPLES. -- Dont keep them warm . - A

the agricultural community in field culture. writer in the Germantown Telegraph , says he
In its cultivation it evidently requires room , to placed some apples in open casks in his cellar,

enable the plant a full developmentfor branching, which half rotted in a few weeks, while others

Its bearing properties are immense . on a loft floor, where the fair circulated freely

Accompanying the seeds I send a plant, to through the siding remained almost perfectly
slow its habit of growth and bearing properties. sound . Apples buried in a hay mow , kept re

Its origin is said to have been Japan. It was markably well. A cool dry place is what is re

' introduced into this country sometwo years since quired to preserve apples.com [ N . Y .Agricultor.
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The Vallye Jarmer. tivator says weare brick wothink he must
GIVING CREDIT .- Our brother of the N . E : Cul

CL . Itivativator says we are brick . We think he must

have had a brick ' in his hat, when he wrote that

ST. LOUIS, MO., MARCH , 1853.
article , for in the first placewe never asked him nor

any other editorof an agricultural paper to notice

us. All such notices have been voluntary on the
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor .

Daltor's office and Printing office , in Old Post Omce Build - 1 "
part of our cotemperies: and in the next place,

Ing, north side of Chesnut street, between Third and fourth there was not an article copied into the January

streets , entrance on Old Post Office Alley . number of tho Farmer from his paper without

credit. There were several shortparagraphspub

The Law of Newspapers. lished and perhaps one or two longer articles with

1 . Subscribers who do not give express notice to the con out credits : but they were taken from among the

trary are considered as wishing to continue their subscrip - selected matter of our exchanges and we knew
cions .

2 . If subscribers order the discontinuance of their papers, not who was entitled to the credit. We invari
the publisher may continue to send them until all arreara

ably give credit for every thingwe publish,when
ges are paid .

3. If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their papers we know who is entitled to it Can Brother
rom the office to which they are directed , they are held res
ponsible till they have settled the bill and ordered the pa Burnham say as much ?
per discontinued

4 . Il subbscribers remove to other places withou infotm TownSHIP AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. - A good
Ing the publisher, and the paper is sent to the former direc
tion they are held responsible. move. - Mr. John Slater, of III . informs us that they

8 . 6 . The Courts have decided that refusing to take a paper have found in that neighborhood a Township Ag.
from the office, or removing and leaving it uncalled -for,

is primafacia evidence of intentional fraud . ricultural Society , oneofthe termsofmembership of
Subscribers will therefore understand which is that each member shall be a subscriber to

1 . That their papers will be continued after the expira

tion of the time for which they have paid unless otherwise someAgricultural Newspaper. As the fruits of their

ordered .2 . That no paper will be discontinued until arrearages beginning hesends us a very respectable list of names

are paid up to the time atwhich the notice is given ,unless as subscribers to the Valley Farmer. This is a good
weare satisfied that the subscriber is worthless .

3 . Thatwhen the paper, through the fault of a subscri
He move, and we should be glad to hear more about the

ber, has been suffered to overran the time, the Just and Society .
most convenientway is to remit one dollar foranother, year

with, directions to discontinue at the end of that time.

Extracts from Correspondence,
With ANSWERS WHEN NEEDED .

CORRECTION . — Mr. G . H . B . of Danville, is very W . N . P. Crittenden , 'Your paper will benefit

angry with us, and justly enough too , for stating any farmer twenty dollars a year, if he will work

that he was in our debt two dollars; as he avers to it ; yes fifty .'

that he paid to a man named A . Henry for his
paper up to Oct. 1852. This man Henry was S . B . Montrose Io . 'Should be glad for latest and

either a very forgetful fellow or an unmitigated | bestmode of planting, cultivating & c ., the Osage

scamp, for he assured us that Mr. B . had notpaid , / Orange for hedge.
and on that ground wewrote whatwe did . Wel G . W . D . New Madrid ,Mo. ' I am highly in

are sorry for it, as we have no idea that Mr. terested in the growth of the Osage Orange, and

wish to

B . would refuse or neglect to pay anything which road all you say in y
be justly owes.

see more about it.'

(Wehave at various times particularly in our

GOLD DOLLARS. - In several instances recently |
January , February and March numbers of last

gold dollars have been lost out of letters sent us
year given directions about the planting and

in payment of subscriptions to the Valley Farmer.
cultivation of the Osage Orange. Wehave also

In most instances these coins appear to have been
in the January number for the present year some

pressed into a wet wafer attached to the sheet.
interesting articles. Wewant to hearmore from

As soon as the wafer dries it looses its hold on
Farmers who have experimented with it . ]

the coin , which escapes from the letter and is S . B . Montroso, lo. Io procuring seed pota
lost in the mail bags or in the post office. The toes— which is most advantageous to bring them

proper way is either to envelope the money in a from the north or south ? or is it as well to procure
piece of paper and wafer that to the letter, or them in them in the same latitude ?
lay the dollar on the letter- inside-- and cover it [ If there is any difference we should say that
all over with sealing wax. In either case it will seed taken south of where raised . would do best.
come safe . |Wo know thatall kinds of trees do best thus re
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moved and wo presume the same laws would hold that they can find a full supply at the Warehou

good in potatoes. Wehave conversed with some ses and seed stores in St. Louis. We refer our

cultivators of potatoes in this vicinity who tell us readers to our Advertising Department for full

that they preferthe seed grown at home to any particulars . All the cheap traders advertise with

broughtfrom abroad . Or rather the potato which us.

they find does best is that raised here from seed
FURNITURE. — We would invite our friends to

rought from the north . Ono years acclimation
notice the advertisementof W . M . Harlow & Co.,

appearing to improve its quality and productive
on our first pageof Advertising Department. Wo

ness .)
ean speak from experience of the excellence of

their furniture , having had some of it in use
G . H . Ewing lll. • The Valley Farmer is too yal

for more than a year. Ono circumstance which
able a paper for us to loose , if wedo notdisagree should commend their wares to the patronage of

too much about payment. I expect to be a stan
the public (in addition to cheapness and excel .

ding subscriber as long as I live , and yon con
lence) is that they are manufacturing a large

tinue tomake it asvaluable as heretofore. I con
portion of their stock here . Encourage home

sider it would profit every farmermore than teni
inanufactures.

times its cost.

[ Your statement is all correct.]
Stock RaisixG . - During the last month ,

A . P. P . Liberty , “ The Valley Farmer is just 19
says theGlasgow , (Mo.) Banner , wehavespent
the most of our time traveling in this county

such a paper as every farmer in the great valley and Randolph , andhavemade some investiga

of the west should read. The department conduc- tion as to the course the industry of the coun

ted by Mrs. Abbott is more than worth the sub- : try has taken . We find a very general dispo

scription to every housewife. The Horticulturists sition on the part of the farmers to abandon
would be well paid for his dollar, and I will ven - the culture of tobacco , and devote themselves
ture to say that no one who will read “ The Val- to stock raising . They say they cannot pro

duce tobacco for the present price while la .
ley Farmer' for 1853 will regret so doing, nor

bor is so enormously high. Besides, the pri
will they be willing to admit their time or mon ces of this stable fluctuate to an extent that
ey was misspent. But the time is already come must, in many cases, proveruinousto growers.

when an agricultural periodical is duly appreciated A farmermay this year get $ 4 to $6 per 100
by our farining community. The present exis - ' for tobacco , and can afford to give $ 150 to

tence of your paper is a substantial evidence of $ 200 per year for hands, while next vear he

it .'
will be compelled to pay the same price and

will not perhaps receivemore than $150 per

100 lbs for tobacco. The exterprise of the
St. Louis County AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. country will not follow a channel so uncertain

This Society is fast growing in efficiency. while others,more safe and remunerative, are

The Board of managers hold a meeting on the open to it .
3d inst ., to make arrangements and pro- . Our farmers are making their arrangements

for embarking in the rearing of cattle , horses,
pose work for the quarterly meetingi(of mules, hogs, & c . It requires no keen fore
the Society - the first Monday of April. We sight to see that for years the supply will not

understand at that meeting an addressmay be equal the demand , and that those who pay
expected from Hon . E . Bates, a fact which most attention to this department of industry

we doubt not will call out a large attendance
we will receive the best compensation for their la

bor and capital. A further consideration
of the farmers of the country . No person who which we have frequently heard mentioned by

feels any interest in the progress of agricultu - farmers is, that the growth of tobacco exhausts

ral improvement should delay to enroll him - the soil too much ; that the capacity of their

self a member. The Society will hold a fair awill hold a fair land for producing is constantly diminishing
by its cultivation , whereas, by rearing stock ,

in October of the present year, and we are they can increase the productiveness of their

confident it will be such an oneas the people land to its full capability , and keep ituniform

of St. Louis county will be proud of. ly in a high state of cultivation .

Missouri has advantages for the successful

production of stock that very few countries
SEEDS AND IMPLEMENTS. - Now is the season for possess. The great abundance of patural pas.

Farm and Garden Seeds, and Agricultural imple - | turage during summer , and the facillity of

ments, and we can assure our country friend producing thegrasses and grains necessary for
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their gustenance during winter, seem to invite less than by any other, and it bids fair to be

the attention ofour farmers to this branch of come the most popular with travelers. - Int.
industry . They have now a market unequalled

for stock of every description and age.
Scraps from the Papers.

THE TRIP OF THE Ericsson . - Washington , Chloroform is being used to remove bees
Feb . 22, 1853 . -- The caloric ship Ericsson from the honey comb. The hive is placed above

wachamber, having a glass window at one side ,arrived at Alexandria yesterday afternoon
" !and a small hole pierced at the other. The chlofrom the mouth of the Potomac, where she

e she roform is put in a small bottle having two tubeshad laid at anchor for 27 hours, during the through iis cork , only one of which is allowed to

late snow and thick weather.
come into imwnediate contact with the chloroform .

Capt. Lowber weighed anchor at half past 9 The tube which does come into immediale con

o 'clock last Wednesday morning , at Sandy tactwith the chloroform is inserted into a small

Hvok , and in pursuance of instructions, stood hole in the side of the box, and by blowing into

to the Eastward in the face of a strong gale the other chamber is soon filled with the gas, and

and heavy sea. He kept his course for 80 they tumble out in a box below .- [Scientific

miles, when thewind shifted to the Northwest . American.

He then stood in shore again in the face of Quite likely: but then what for ? Is there

the gale . During these two gales the ship any necessity for killing the bees at all? and if
stood the test nobly, and though she pitched there be, is chloroforin any better than the old
lier bowsprit under water, with her lee guard method ? Is change always improvement?
immersed . her engines performed with the ut- The Punch , originally . wag a poisonousalmond

most regularity , the wheels making 6 1 - 4
1 Its fleshy parts were then used to poison arrows,turns a minute with entire uniformity . Not and it was for this purpose introduced into Persia ,

the slightest motion was perceptible in the the transplanting and cultivation , however not

frame work and bracing of the engines. l only renoved its poisonous qualities, but produ

After the ship and the engines were thus ful. ced the delicious fruit we now enjoy. -- [Granite

ly tested , CaptLowber shaped his course from Farmer.

the Chesapeake , and in going up the bay All nonsense ! We believe that just as good

against a gale from the N . N . E ., encounter- peaches grew in the Garden of Eden , as have
ed a heavy snow storm . On approaching the been produced by the most successful cultivator

mouth of the Potom :ic , the weather became

so thick that the pilot declined to go farther, since. That the peach and other f.uits may have

and the ship come to anchor at 10 o ' clock degenerated by noglect so as to becomepoisonous,
this morning .

| is quite likely , but to suppose that man can im
The engines had then been in operation 73 prove any fruit beyond its original, primary con

hours, without being stopped for a moment, dition is absurd.

or requiring any adjustment, only one fire- i
onreal To DETERMINE THE SEX or EGGS.T . I

men having been on duty at a time during
s Hold the egg up to a strong cavdle light andthe whole trip . The consumption of fuel was

101 Tue was a vacant space will be observed at the large end .
under five tons in 14 hours.

If this vacant spot be in the center of the end ,Capt. Sands. of the U . S . Navy , who was it will produce a malo bird ; iſ at one side of the
on board to witness the performance , is de- center, a female bird. So say the books. - [Gran
lighted with the rsselt , and sovs that hewould ite Farmer.

willingly go to Australia in her . Thus the A curious chap why sometimes strolls into our
great principle of the new motor is a demon - office told us the other dav thathe had read some

strated reality.
time ago in the Valley Farmer that if you wish

Howell' s FERRY . - We learu that a compared to distinguish the sex of eggs, to take for
ny of gentleman of this city have recently males the long ones and for females the short
purchased the Howell Ferry at the termination plump ones. He did so and set a hen with 12
of the Central Plank Road , leading from this short plump eggs and one long slim egg ; the

city to the Missouri river. An excellent steam result was that the hen hatched 12 females and
ferry boat is owned by the company and is one male .

used at that point. A store house is shortly !

to be erected and it will be followed soon by,! CURE FOR ERSYPELAS.- - The editor
the erection of a tavern for the accommoda - 01of the "Salem Observer' gives a public cure for
tion of travelers, also at the landing. The this disorder, from which he bas been a greatsuf

ferer. He says: - A simple poultice made ofcompany also contemplate planking the road
cranberries, pounded fine, and applied in a rawconnecting the ferry landing with the point of
state , has proved in iny case, and a number alsoGintersection of the Salt river and Boon 's Lick in this vicinity , a certain remedy.' In this case

toads. By the HowellFerry route the distance the poultice was applied on going to bed, and the
from this intersection to St. Louis is fivemiles neximorning, to his surprise he found the inflam .
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mation nearly gone ; and in two days he was as acre is obtained, or a more lucrative or desirable

wellas ever. - [ Scientifie American . market for rewarding the producer, with as little

GRAPE VINE$. -- . The most suitable
labor.

soils for the culture of the grape, is a deep, rich , PROFITABLE HEN. - - There is a hen in
and moderately moist loam . Trenching , or stir - the possession of a farmer, not far from West
ring the soil to the depth of two feet, with an ap - | Chester, which hatched and raised last summer

plication of good, well rooted compost, is a suito three broods of chickens, two of fifteen each

able preparation where large plantations are to and one of twelve - making in all 42 chickens.

be formed . Old , well roted manure, forest scra- The most of those have been , and the remainder

pings, leaves, rotten wood and house ashes, make will be sold at an average of 62 1- 2 cents per

the best compost. It should be thoroughly wor- pair - 31 pairs -- $ 13 12 1 - 2 . And yet, strange as

ked in and mixed with the surface soil to thedepth it may seem , this was notan imported fowl with

of six iuches, and the surface carefully smoothed a large name; but a common dung-hill chicken

and rolled.' So says one of our correspondents. [New York Agricultor.
- {Germantown Tel.

Wool. — The fact that fine wooled
TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. — The sheep do not deteriorate in this country, has been

roots, while out of the ground , should be kept fully proved by the carefulexaminations of PETER
moist,and they should never, for a moment even , A . Brown, Esq ., of Philadelphia , a gentleman

become dried during the process of transplanting. who has devoted years to the investigation of the

Hepce a rainy day is recommended in all cases, subject of producing fine wool in abundance in

and especially where the roots are denuded. this country . He says: Spanish sheep , yielding
naturally woolhairs 2 ,000 to the iuch , carried to

A VALUABLE INVENTION . - Mr. Wm . England degenerated to 1,000 to the inch , and

S . Denman , a citizen of Westwood , Woodford broughtto the United States recovered to 2 ,100 ,

county is the inventor of a machine a patent for or finer than the original. The fact being once

which will be obtained without delay that is des- established that our climate and soil produce finer

tined to be of incalculable benefit to the farmer. wool than other countries, will give to our man .

It is called a Sced Sower and Prairie Breaker. It ufaeturers inevitably the superiority in cioths, if
successfully accomplishes the double operation of themanufacturer is allied in his interest to the

sowing small grains and breaking prairie . With grower. - [ N , Y . Agricultor.
this machine, the farmer can with three horses,

sow the seed and break three acres of prairie per

way. The sod is thoroughly cut up into narrow | RANDOLPII Co . ( Ill .) Ag. Society .-- The

strips and to any depth required. The operation annualmeeting of the Randolph County Ag
can be performed in the spring, and oats spring ricultural Society, for electing officers and
wheat and other small grain , or in the fall or other business, took place on the 14th inst. ,
otherwise , as the seed sowing apparatus can be

when the following were elected : James Craw
detached. The machine can be madesuitable for

two, three or four horses, and will be sold at pri
ford , President; Oliver Bannister, Vice pres

ces ranging from $ 30 to $ 10 . ident; William Leggat, Treasurer; and Wil
This invention will be hailed with pleasure , by liam Addison Secretary ; Joseph J . Swanwick ,

all who are about making new farmson our prai Perry county; William Philltos, Chester; Al
ries. By the use of it the price of prairie break - exander Cuthbertson , Plum Creek Prarie; and

ing is reduced to 75 cents per acre , to say noth - J . B . Anderson , south of Eden , were corres

ing about sowing grain at the same time. — [Peo- ponding Secretaries. The Committee ofman
ria Republican . agement for 1853 are : Blair Strahan , Samuel

EXPERIMENTS ON SILK WORNS. — By Boyd , Jr., W . R . Brown, James Craig, and
experiments that have been lately made, it ap- William Robertson ; with the other officers who

pears that the natural silk from the silk worms are ex-officio members of committee.
can be obtained colored as desired by adminis- / It was moved and unanimously agreed to
tering colored articles of food to silk worms just that the third article of the constitution be
before they begin spinning their cocoons. The amended so that the initiation fee or entry

first experiments were conducted with indigo, money of membersO: money of members, for persons entering after
which wasmixed in certain portions with the

the autumn Exhibition and on or before the
mulberry leaves, serving theworms for food . The

result of treatment was successful; blue cocoons annualmeeting in January, pay, as formerly ,

were obtained . Small portions of bignonia chica twenty-five cents; between the January and

having been added to the mulberry leaves, the before the April meeting fifty cents and after
silk -worms consumed the mixture and produced the July meeting, until the Exhibition or Oc

red colored silk . - [Scientific American. tober meeting, one dollar . Allmembers pay,
in addition fifteen cents at each quarterlyAGRICULTURE IN OREGON . - The Or
meeting or sixty cents per annum . Failing to

egon papers are calling public attention to the

peculiar grain growing qualities of the soil of P
o pay for one year they cease to bemembers .

ihat Territory. The Columbian' says there is ,
id It was also resolved that all themoneys col.

no country in the world in which wheat arrives lected by the July meeting of each year be exa
at a greater degree of perfection than in Oregon , pended in prizes or other necessary expendit

and certainly none in which a greater yield perlures at the fall exhibition ,
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į Valuable Stock . .
Romelia ,' roan, calved 1851. Purchased

of J. S . Tanqueray.

Mr. Lewis G . Morris of Fordham , West Lady Booth , calved Dec. 1850. Bred by

Aster Co . N . Y ., has of late imported some J . Emerson , Eryholme, purchased of J . S .

stock , of which Sanford Howard, Esq., Tanqueray . The latter selected for Mr. Bo

car.

for of the Boston Cultivator, writes as fol- |98to : Devons. — Bull : "Rodney,' allas Frank

Is. Mr. Howard is an entirely competent Quartly ,' calved March 1851. Bred by and
Age of all that relates to stock and his testi- purchased ofMr. John Quartly, South Molton ,
bny may be implicitly relied on . As our far- | North Devon ; sire, “Earl of Exeter' (38 )

dam , ‘Curly ' (96 ).

es hare now a greatly awakened interest in' Cows: «Birthday' (38 .) Bred by and pur

ese matters, they will d vubtless be gratified chased of J . A . Thomas, Esq ., So. Molton ,

in the statements . - Prairie Farmer. ' North Devon.

Haring examined the fine animais lately
"Princess ' (380.) Bred by and purchased

my of James Quartly , Esq ., South Molton, North
ported by Lewis G . Morris, Esq ., Fordham ,

Pestchester county , N . Y . , we take this op - The figures refer to the numbers of the an

etunity of submitting a few facts in regardl ;imals as registered in the Devon Herd -Book .

ythem , which may interest, as well as benefit None of the Short-horns except Marquis of

lepublic . Carrabas' are yet registered in the Herd - Book ,

Nr. Morris has been for someyears engaged their owners having omitted to send their

streeding domestic animals of various kinds, pedigrees to Mr. Strafford , the editor, previous

od, as many of our readers know , has been to Mr. Morris' s purchase ; but they will be in
successful competitor for prizes atthe shows serted in the next volume. Both Short-hords

f the New York State Agricultural Society and Derons are very fine specimens of their

al the American Institute. He has for ser - | breeds. The Devon cow Birthday ' received

mal rears had annual sales of his stock , by several prizes in England , and is one of the

fuction . These meetings, usually held in most beautiful animals we have ever seen.
June, hare formed the occasion of much Her breeder , Mr. Thomas, was a very success

pleasant social intercourse among the leading ful competitor at the late show of the Smith
tock -breeders and farmers of the country . field Club . The other cow and the bull are

dr. Vorris has been so much encouraged by |also very fine - the latter, especially, very

the attention which has been given to his an - complete in form , and of good size and firm

mal sales, that he has been induced to make constitution .
vereral trips to Europe for the purpose of ob - Swine. - Mr. Morris also brought out anad
aining the choicest animals, to keep up and dition to his stock of Essex, Suffolk and Berk
ILIUTE the quality of his own stock .' The shire swine. The Essex were bred by and
foreign animal, have been selected under his purchased of W . Fisher Hobbs, Esq ., Boxted

iwn ere , in connection with the personal ex- | Lodge, near Colchester. The boar is of the

umination and advice of Mr. Strafford , editor best of this gentleman ' s noted stock , and is

of the Short-horn Herd Book , Mr. Davy, edi- altogether a most perfect specimen of his spe
tor of the Devon Herd -Book , and others. No cies. The figure of an Essex hog , in this pa
apense has been spared to obtain the very per of December 18 , might be taken for his
best specimens of the respective breeds which portrait , though not doing him full justice in
could be bought, and the different sections of every point. The Suffolk boar, an excellent
the country will be greatly benefitted by the | animal, was bred by and purchased of Lord

introduction of these animals.
Wenlock Yorkshire. The Berkshires were

The following list comprises the animals of purchased of Mr. Wilson , bailiff to Sir R . G .

the last importation :
Throckmorton, Berkshire.

SHORT-HORNS. — Bulls : Marquis of Carra
SAEEP. - Mr. Morris broughtout for himsblf

bas,' roan, calved Jan . 16 , 1851. Bred by

and Mr. Becar, two South -Down rams and six

and purchased of F . H . Fawkes, Esq ., Farnly

ewes, bred by and purchased of the celebrated

Hall, Otley , Yorkshire .

| breeder ,Mr. J . Webb , Babraham , near Cam

bridge. He had before, quite a flock of South

"Romeo ,' roan , calved April 1850 . Bred by | Down as purchased of Mr. Webb .

and purchased of the Marquis of Exeter . The In addition to the above stock , Mr. Morris

latter selected for N . J. Becar, Esq. , Long selected and brought out for Mr. Corning of

Island
Albany, three Herefords - a bull and two

Heifers : "Bloom ,' red roan , calved January heifers, of which we have spoken before. We
1850. Bred by Mr. Fowle , North Allerton , saw them a few days since, and were pleased

Yorkshire ; purchased of J . S . Tanqueray, ) to see that they, as well asMr. C 's . other fino

Esq., Brent Lodge, Heodon , Middlesex. stock of this breed ,were doing well.'
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE. signed her for quite a different spbere. I

voice, her small and delicate frame,show thConducted by

shewas not designed to be a public speakeMrs. MARY ABBOTT.

why wish to set aside the laws of God, whi

has given to man power and to woman if!Woman 's Mission .

ence to second the plans of Almighty GooWeconsider Woman 's Mission far too high

" ness. They are formed to be co -workers ai
and sacred to believe it right for her to become

not rivals, and rivals they would undoubted
a peddling lecturer on any or every sciences

become if the same career of public ambitiowhether real or imaginary , or roaming preach

and the same rewards were open to both ..crs,whether they are Millerites, Perfectionites,
• They would cease to be cherished , would }Swedenborgians, or Spirit Rapping lecturersli

I looked upon with envious eyes , and their ior Mediums. We consider Home to be her !
fluence for good would be lost. Wedo nikingdom , and if her reign is peace and love, li

' Ibelieve it is right for woman to leave heromher influence will be boundless , and as much

peculiar duties , for if she performs theas any believer in the bible could desire . It

properly , she will have no time to take upeis contrary to the whole spirit of Divine Rer

herself the business of man.elation for women to leave their homes and Finally , we believe in the Bible : “to the la

all that ought to be dear to th . m , to travel ,
and to the testimony,' ' let thewomen learniabout preaching or lecturing to gain masculine

e silence ;' but I suffer not the woman to teldfame or notoriety . The notoriety, that of or to usurp authority over the man ;' to 5

shame. No realwoman , nomatter how high discreet, chaste, keepers ofhome, good , obe

may be her intellect --nomatter what may be dient to their own husbands, that the word a

her talents - willthrow away her natural mod . God be not blasphemed .' What shall wesay

esty and sharefacedness to appear in the pub - Ito these things ? Shall we throw away :b

lic assembly , to cause her voice to be heard word of God for a few crazy or wise nome

on high . ller home duties, others canzot perlof the east ? We think not.

form . If she refuses to provide for her home,

she has denied the faith , and is worse than
Spirit Rappers.an infidel !' yet these lecturers and preachers Those horrid , wicked assemblies of spirit

pretend to believe the bible, when their very rappers or 'mediums' as they are called , an

appearance in public as teachers gives false - doing immense mischief in our city and al

hood to their pretensions. Who is to perform over the country . We thought the delusion

home duties when the wife and motherf is off would die off with a few crazy headed fanatics

on a lecturing expedition ? These are left to and we should hear no more of it , but it ha

mindswholly unfit and incapacitated to perfom not, and we feel constrained to use our influ

them . When women take upon them public ence against them . There have been thos

affairs they come in competition with the other who we thought had too much mind to be car

sex ,when God designed them to be co-work- ried away with them , but they have been thos

ers and fellow laborers , each in their proper who were too wise and prudent in their own

sphere.
eyes , to seek that wisdom that cometh frer

Women cannottake upon herself the occu - above, but have been carried about with eve

pations, business and political duties of man wind of doctrine till God has given them u

without going out of her own sphere , and the to believe a lie. They were not satisfied wi

station God has designed her to fill . Neither the revelation God has made of himself in h

can man fill the station of woman , being to - word , but are constantly seeking for wonde

tally unfit for these high and holy duties, and manifestations from these seducing spir

where love and self -sacrifice are the rulling its till God will give them up to believe a l

powers . Woman is not fitted by nature to that they may be damned .

take upon her, the works, business, and pur- Until these phenomena are explainedo

suits of man ; thus showing that God has de- 1philosophical principles weshall view them
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ming from Satan and treat them as such ; It is very pleasant to recover; but many
I they are productive of no good but much would willingly forego that pleasure and sure

il. That which is from above is pure ; that
of their friends from the anxiety attendant on the

preparatory steps to thatmost blissful portion

sich is from beneath is full of all evil. From of life. - Moore' s Rural New Yorker.

haterer cause these wonders proceed , it is !

st good, for its effects are evil. God is not
ott Guy ARABIC STARCH . – Take two

ounces of fine white guin arabic , and pound it

e autkor of evil. We believe that no one loe attor of enib. We beneve that no one to powder. Next put it into a piteher, and pour on

ofessing to be a Christian ought to have it a pint ormore of boiling water (according to the
irthing to do with these latter day wonders. degree of strength you desire ,)and then having cov

ered it let it set all nighi. In the morning pour it

carefully from thedregs into a clean bolide , cork it

E The Felicities of Illness . and keep it for use . Alable spoonful of gum water

Were you ever ill; so ill that your friends stirred into a pint of starch ' that has been made

ared to inquire for you , lest they mightbe told in the usual manner, will give to luwas (either

ju were gone froin their midst forever ? No! white or printed,) a look of newnesswhen noth

Then you know nothing of that state which ing else can restore them after washing. It is al

capable of affording, more than any oth - 80 good (much dilutrd ) for thin white muslin and

; unalloyed gratification to tho senses. : bobinet.
bobinet. - (Scientitic American .

no
me, the illness is rather serious affair , and ! RECIPE FOR JOINING GLASS. - Melt a little is

ithal not over agreeable ; but then the re- inglass in spirits ofwine, and add a small quan

prerr! The weakuess when the crisis is tity of water. Warm the mixture gentiy ove

issed , forbiding all mental exertion , a moderate fire. When mixed by thoroughr

hich might hinder the perception of those ly melting , it will form glue perfectly transpa

describable sensations, known only to rent, and which will unite broken broken glass

in who even yet seeins suspended over the so nicely and tirnly that the joiningwill scarce

awning abyss, — and needing but a breath to ly be perceptible to themost critical eve. Lime

sher bin into eternity . The feeling that you mixed with the white of an egg forms a very

re loved with an earnestness, for which you strong cement for glass, porcelain , & c ., it must

ared not hope. The consciousness that warm , be gone neatly, as wben hard , the superfluous.

zing hearts are praising God for this unboped part cannot easily be smoothed down.

or change, and are asking in the name of the BUTTER . - The following is given as an im

lazarine for your entire recovery . To feel proved mothod of preventing the bitter taste

our head , which yourself have not strength which butter has from cattle feeding on tur

» tum upon the pillow , raised by one gentle nips, cabbages , leaves of trees, & c . Byltwo
and while the other unwearied through the ounces of saltnetre in a quart 0 ; water, and

ing watchings by your bed, brings the lifethe lite - put two or more spoonfuls according to the
iving cup to your lips; and then as your headas yourhead quantity of milk , into the pail before milking ;

i returned to its place , to feel smiling lips if this is done constantly , it will prevent the

ressed softly to your own, and hear low whis- taste of turning, but it will not be effected if

ered words of true , christian love, breathed eren once neglected . This has been proved

lose to your ear! And all this continued day br twenty years experience , and if it does not

fter day, - - during your long convalescence-- - succeed the farmers may rest assured that the

Eith the outbursts of joy at every exhibition of fault arises from neglect of the dairy maid .

eturning strength , thewatchfulness to antici- |
ate your every desire, your own childish glad . Four hundred vears have elapsed since the

ess expressed in laughter, which you are un invention of printing , vet books are not in cir

ble to control- the consciousness of how very culation all over the globe , while the use of

ecessary you are to the happiness of those tobacco became universalwithin fifty years of

round you , more flattering than any words. its discovery .

To know - to feel all this is enough to pay CHARACTER .. - Weeasily judge a man 's char

or all one suffers in the severest sickness. .

Vords cannot describe it. It is known only to if
8 : acter by what he loves-- what pleases him .

nyto If a person manifests pleasure in low and sor
ose who have drawn very near the grave , I did objects : in vulgar songs and debasing lan

ad been recalled by loving prayers and gentle guage; in the misfortunes of his fellows, or
unds, to life.

It is enough to repay all yourself may en
cruelty to animals , wemay at once determine

en - | the complexion of his character. On the con
e . but what will repay the suffering , trary if he loves purity , modesty , truth

e agony of others, whose pain exceeds your virtuous pursuits engage his heart and draw
yn ? And then , how many have no friends

- watch beside their couch , and support their
out his affections — wemay be satisfied thathe

embling limbs in the first attempt to walk !
is an upright man . A debased mind shrinks

from the association of the good and wise.

CI
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Happy Homes happily successful, shall I not help her to the

Perhaps themost perfect happiness ,the ten- sa
on same results by a less circuitous way !'

derest sympathies , themost enduring affec
I The teaching will of course be more from

tions, and the pure: t freedom on earth is found
the life of themother, as that will cling the

in a Christian, well ordered family . And,
And Ilongest to the memory, and is as pure truth .

Whatmy mother used to say .' has never in

doubtless, the greatest safeguards of the pro
| after life half the weight as .whatmy motherperty, prosperity, and peace of a nation are

those homes, where not only the intellect is
paid used to do.

highly cultivated , but where themoral feelings
The way any thing is done; the even or un

are trained for the highest and best purposes, even temper is manifested ; the generaltone of .
the voice; the expression of the countenance

the good ofman and the glory of God.
Ithe prevaling habits; the style of dress ; time.

If these propositions be true, then how very ordey order , judgment, ability , management — all
important is that charge entrusted to every these are notery these arenoted down with remarkabie correct
head of a family ? It embraces not only the

pess, consciously, involuntary, perhaps, by the
few individuals in that family circle, but the

little witnesses and listeners, to be read out
actual welfare of the great community, of loud and faithfully criticised in maturer years,

whieh he is a member. Alas, how great an and more or less developed in their own char
error such a onemakes, or how great a crimehe

acters as a correct portraiture of the originals
commits against his family and his country, which they have been so long studying .
who either does not study his mission or The wise and judicious management of :
neglects to fulfil it. It is a common re- home. ro

re- home,where there is a family to train , is not
mark , and universally believed, that there acquired at random , suddenly , easily. It is

are very few happy families when compared almost a divine act: requiring good sense , fore

with the number of those who cannot in any thought creat rating for
my thought, great patience, forebearance , decis

degree lay claim to such a pleasingdistinction .on . ion , order, and a large amount or rather a
If this be true, then what a vast beneficial in - hort full of

in heart full of love. Her homemust be the mo-'
fluence does this blessed though small , in mio ther ' s world - her studies, her business, her

nority , exercise over society in this country , pleasure, her contribution of wealth , wisdom .

which we believe is distinguished among the happiness , to the support, honor, and glory of

nations around as having this characteristic
her country.

“Great lovers of home. Though the husband be the star , support,
Every one loves to visit a happy home.

be. and source of authority from which there is
Every one would like to have a happy home.

happy home. no appeal, nominally or really , yet with
It is one ofthose things thatmost passes under out doubt, the most powerful influence is

the criticism of friends and neighbors; it is wielded hú tha .
o neighbors; it is wielded by the wife , if she be a wise woman .

considered one of the essential necessaries of
Saries of Nomen are really so successful, so safe and

life by all, esteemed a glorious luxury, and
happy in the world , as those who have loving

the foundation of all other temporal blessings.
ings. and prudent wives. And what treasure on

How is it thatwe have so few really happy
earth is to be compared in the estimation of all

homes? Is the question to be answered in this right-minded men , to the loving wife and the

way - That the most valuable things are al
affectionate mother? And what sight

ways scarce, or that to possess what is really
thrillingly happy to them , as to see around

worth having, requires study and preparation ?preparation their own bright firesides those little ones
Weare inclined thus to solve it .

whom God has graciously given them , and the
Parentsdo notmake this subject sufficiently mother bending over them with all the emo

prominent in the training of their children . tions of maternal solicitude? No pen has yet

Should not every mother say in her heart, been fully able to picture it, and no language

Vhen she is blessed with a daughter - My found fully to express it.

mission now is to train my child so as to make However men may fail in their home duties ,

at least one homehappy.' And carrying this or in their expressions of sympathy , this gen .

thought in her mind , of the eventful future of eral fact is worthy of being recorded - - that

her child , that little one will appear in her their confidence in their wives is unqualified .

estimation to be of much more importance in The exceptions are few . Among the many

the economy of life than she suspected before. causes of family dissension , we believe thal,

Themother will look at her own cares, per- want of confidence in the wife is the fewest

plerites, fears , position in society , and then we say this not to flatter, but to encourage th .

gaze on the innocentbefore her, and say with hearts of anxious wives and loving mothers

almost absolute certainty of the truth . — My The fact cannot be disputed , that however få

child must pass through all this !' and adding vorable the circumstances of married life, th

as well— ' Shall I not try to benefit her with my wife and mother has the heaviest load to car

experience, that she may avoid whatever mis- ry , the greatest sufferings to endure , the gresi

sakes I have made? and wherein I have been est trial of patience, the most confinement !
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1 home, and the least relaxation from care. But trickling down my cheek. I wiped it off, but

if she has the loving sympathy of her husband still another followed in the same channel .

in band and heart, she is the most willing la - Why was this ? Why did those tears start

i borer to be found in all the departments of life . one after another, from myeyes? There was

a cause; mymind had gone back to the spot

From the Student.
that now began to seem dear to me. I felt

Leaving Home.
that I was fairly abroad in the world , and
among strangers; I felt , too , that I had indeed

BY ALBERT.
lefthome, and not till then had I felt it in all

Bors, I desire to say a word to you , or to its reality.

those of vou who are about leaving parents Boys, I am aware thatmanyof you willdeem
and home. I imagine there are many of you , me foolish for thinking of homeso soon after

eren now , planning ways, and devising means, leaving , but let me say to those of you who are

hy which to leare it good home, to go out into anxious to leave home and parents, and be ac
the world to act for yourselves . I imagine ting for yourselves in the world , that you know

you have got the idea into your heads that you not the value of a good homeand kind parents

here served your parents, already, too long until you have left them . It is not my desire
for what they have done for you ; that because to dissuade you from leaving home and going

you have reached the age or sixteen , and ser- forth into the world , at the proper tiine, and

ved your parents faithfully your time ought to under proper circumstances; non- - far from it .

be your own. A mistaken idea , truly. I would rather encourage young men to do so.

Boys, pause for a moment, and review the Butmy object is to keep boys at home until

vears of your past life , and reckon up the years they have becomematured in mind and judg

rou were in a helpless and dependent state ; ment, sufficiently to act for themselves; and to

then reckon up the years you were in a state such as would leave homeat the age of fifteen

of wild boyhood, and how many years will you or sixteen (however faithful they may have

bare remained , up to your present ages, on been to their parents,) I would say, few have

wbich to reckon for faithfully serving your pa - paid the debtthey owe their parents .
rents . Certain it is , that boys , at this age, are not

Listen to one who has been where you now fitted to go out into the world among strangers,

are , and who once thought as you now think . I and act in their own capacity. The state of

When I was sixteen, and perhaps before , I got society in our cities and villages (plaoes where
it into my head that I had lived at home long boys usually desire to resort) is 80 corrupt, that

enough; and that I had, thus far in life, paid even young men are led away, and nearly ru

iny way. I therefore felt a strong desire to go ined , ere they are aware their characters have

forth into the world and act for myself. The become sullied . Then , boys, abandon the

truth was, boys, I was tired of living at home; idea of leaving parents and home, and cling to

itseemed a sort of monotonous life to me. Ac-i them till you have seen twenty-one years, at

cordingly , I early apprised my parents of my least; and in the mean time get all the know

desires, butthey met with but little encourage - ledge and advice from yourparents you can ; by

ment; and as I had been taught obedience , I so doing you willbe better prepared to engage

gare up for the present. in the various avocations and duties of life.

At the age of seventeen , however, I succeeded ! Do not scorn or turn a deaf ear to the coun

in carryingmypoints , and wasallowed to takei sels of your father and mother; for, bear in

inv own course ; a singular course it was, too . Imind , they can advise from experience - bar

In the latter part of February , I set out (pe - ing passed through similar sccnes. Then trea -

destrian style ) on a journey of about three sure up the advice of your parents , and withal

hundred roiles, with a pack strapped over my profit by it; and when duty calls you to bid

shoulders, and seven dollars in my pocket . The adieu to the home of your childhood , resolve

day previous to my departure was one of life in your minds that you will never do aught

udjoy . Themonotony was about to be bro- that will bring down sorrow upon the heads of

ken , and thehome I had become tired of, was your parents .

about to be left. I don ' t know that I shed

any tears when I left , but I felt a sort of cho- Hirts To LOVERSOF FLOWERS. - A most beau

king sensation when I caught a glimpse of tiful and easily attained show of evergreens

the tear in my mother ' s eye. But I left with may be bad by a very simple plan , which has

a lightheart, happy in the prospectof the fu- been found to answer remarkably well on a

ture . smail scale. If geraneum branches taken from

Every thing went along cheerfully , till to - luxuriant trees just before the winter sets in ,
vard the close of the first day ' s travel. When he cut as for slips and immersed in soap water,

I saw the sun sinking to rest in its western they will, after drooping for a few days, shed

bome, there seemed to come over mea sort of their leaves , put forth fresh ones, and continue .

strange feeling, and ever and anon I felt a tear in the finest vigor all winter. By placing a

1
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number of bottles thus filled in a flower-bas- / Cars - 30a3lc per bushel in second
ket, with moss to conceal the bottles, a show and new bags,
of evergreens is casily insured for the whole BARLEY - - Prime suininer 50c, common 4
season . They require no fresh water . her bushel.

GROCERIES - -Sugar 4 3 - 8 to 5e per 1b . ; 294
ST. LOUIS LIVE STOCK MARKET ,lasses 29a30c ; sugar house 32c per gall.; die

FEBRUARY , 28 .
fee 9 7 - 8 to 10 1 - 8c ; rice 3a5 1 - 4c per les.fan or 8 to 101. Sr . rice

The cattle yards are but indifferently sup- BUTTER - (iood fair to prime roll better te

plied this week . All kinds of live stock are quote from 12 1- 2 to 15c , packed and como

scarce . roll from 8 to llc per lb , the latter deseringBrer CATILE - Suitable for butcher 's use being almost unsalable.

for the daily supply for the stalls in market,107
keti CHEESE - Common to prime Obio 81. **

meet with ready sale at $ 5 per hundred . In onsale at și per nunared . . in 9c per lb .
some few instances a shade higher is paid byis paid by POTATOES — The market is quiet and raian
butchers for those extra fatted . The demand dull, especially inferior and common desering
for prime cattle is much greater than the pres- tions, which sell at 25a30c per bushel.
ent supply . Shippors pily on an average from and prime pink eves and Neshanocks &

$ 550 to Si 75. " Sereralhundred hare been from 35 to 450 per bushel. The only rec:

sent forward since last report. Thereappearscars are by wagons.
to be an increased dem ind for the Southernle Southern Beins-- Primo white $ 1 25 per busbei
markets.

Castor beins $125 , 91 40 per bushel.
HOGS - The demand for Hogs is at present

en Ilar - 60a65e per 100 lbs timotlıy : looga r
confined to the city tride. There are but inDUE 45a50e; common and rood timothy 50230
very few in the pens at present. Prices seem

prime and choice 57 1- 2a6cper 100 lbs. I;
to rule high , notwithstanding the demand is18 Wool - There is none in the market, an
far less than for some wecks past. HeavyYiwe can only report an active demand for i
hogs weighing over 200 lbs, in primecondition ,

on ; article at very full rates.
have been bought by butchers the presentweck

Fruit - -Dried apples $ 1 50 per bushel :at from $ 6 to $ i 50 per 100 . The unusual
penches $ 2 62 1- 292 75 per bushel.high rates for live stock in general seems to

be firmly maintained .
SHEEP - Continue scarce. There are but CONTENTS OF NO. III.

few in market. City butchers are troubled to Stato AgriculturalFair; National Agricultural Soo
Cty ,

procure enough for the supply of their custo Osage Orange - Wolves - Potatoes,

mers. No change in rates. Improvenient of Agriculture ,

Calves -- A scarcity still exists. There Hollow Horn ; Wheeler's Horse poters ,
Kinnear' s Communication ,

have been but a very few brought in country Maclura Hedges,

wagons yesterday and to -day . Stick for California ; the hog dlsease,
Seed Sowers; Trimming Osage Orange; Prach borers ,FAMILY Cows -- None in market.
There ' s Room enough for all ; Report of committee va
Agriculture in MissoniLegislature ;

American llomes; Making and saving manure,
St. Louis Market. Training Steers; The Poultry,

Monday, Feb. 28. Suzgestions to Farmers ,
Potatoes injnrious to Pregnant Animris,

Business is dull, and will probably continue Bois in horses; Galls on horses,

so until navigation improves and receipts of Raising white beana; Culture
The Curculio ,produce are increased which will cause some wake livre pleasant and happs ,

movement in themarket. Chiese Industry : Resolutions of the General As

sembly of Ilus. - Industrial U uiversities ,

Grandfather' s old Faun,
ed business with the city trade,but themarket wassachusetts Horticultural Society ; Apples,

is generally dull. EDITORIAL

+ Correction ;Guld Dollars ; Gving Credit; TownshipTIEMP --' " e market will probably open at Agricultural Societies; Extracts from Correspon
$ 100 to $ 106 per tun for fair to good hemp, dence ,

Grape Vines; Transplanting Evergreens; A Valneand strictly prime may command $ 110 . Grape Vines;
Tie Invention ; Experiments on Silk worms; Agri

Flour - In a limited way to bakers , and in culture in Oregon : Profitable Hen ; Wool; R :20culture more
supplying orders, sales range at $ 3 87 1 - 2 a St. Louis County Agricultural Society; Seeds and Ime

plements ; Furniture ; Stock Raising ,

Trip of the Errickson ; Howell' s Ferry ; Scrans from
extra from $ 150 to $ 5 per bbl. the papers.

W AT- - Prime 75a70c , strictly choice red dolph Co. (II . ) Agricultural Society ,

Vaiueble Stuck ,
and white, 78 to 83c , fair and good from 65 FAMILY CIRCLE .

to 73c , and lower grades from 50 to 60c per Woman'sMision ; Spirit Rappers,
Falicities of Illiness; Gum Aarbic Starch ; Joining

buskel. Glass; Butter; Character,

CORN - Vixed and yellow in second hand Happy Homes,

hogy 34a35c , and pure yellow in new gunnies Leaving Home,

St. Louis Livé Stock Market; St Louis Market; Con
35a35 1-2c per bushel. tents ,

11 *
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ayments for the Valley Farmer . (23 45 )MH Goode WP Carroll, L E Williamson , R A
W Ilson Versallles : E Wishington Willamsburg : A J

all cases where no year is specified it is understood Moore ( 3 and 4 ) Fulton : E Tyler Hardensberg III: A Janis
12 3 41RB Kohn St Genetvieve, M Morris , T W Brydea ,the current year, 1853, is meant; and that Missouri is
$ Mason , Kane 111: HO Easton St. Charles: W R Davis ,

led when no State is named . Payments for 1849, Gw Dawson , ( 2 4 5 ) New Madrid : J w Atkins Green
1951, and 1852, are distinguished by figures ( 1, 2 , 3 , ville: D Rankin Glasgow III: EINance 4 copies ( 4 ) Jenkins

Bridge: T M Florris , SD Caruthers, JT Metcall , one blank
indicating the volume paid for . Kinkead: J Jones, C Hamilton , LC Cowes, A Rice, SC

R Parks, DA Griffith St. Charles ; TII Cleaver New Oldham , J Mcllwain , M Ferguson , CM Smith Morristown :
; H Schofield , Lagrange; I Gregory Tully ; ON C Kinder 45 Venice Ili:Tletly ( 4 ] E Cr> S , E A Wal
Gant Grove lo ; W Bradley Pilot Grove;RT cner lillsborotll: CC Denny Cotton Wood Grove Ill: B

Ianu , Col Pierce JJ Tucker, Col Quarles, T | Blake, R Spence, Collinsville Ill: J Buckner Aviston Ill: G

2 . Gin , () F Redmon , C Il Greenlease , HIJ Da . I Bryant New Garden: JA Fishback 14 ani 5 ) Wellington :

DrReutethan , WJWyan , J Jackson , S Seat, JMB White, o Smith , P Davault, R Graham , C Harper Dan

un , Il Myers , JW Ilarper, C Jones , WD ' ville : TS Makin P Logan , J Oliver . M M Tucker Chantilly :
EPEut. S Woolrijke , J O ' Brien , G Skinner,O s Fine , T R Smith T Mitchell , J Lionbergaridway : CR

ene, ville ; J E Crawford, Spring Fork , U Manly & Overman ( 4 and 5 ) Canton III: CB Nicholas , J Clay
Purn ;WW Biary, H Phillips, J Rogers ,A baugh , JJ Justice N Lolkley Carlysle II: T W Irwin ( 4 )

2 R19- AY. W Turner Columbia ; B Brice WCWoodson ( 1 ) Central: D Dorwart ( 4 ) Mt. Vernou
vile . E mchellWest Springfield ; E Shaw Onta - 10: F Creaay, W W Austin , E W Turner, I Willis, W

ti karty.SA Tombs , W Bolton [ 1 and 5 ]WG | Youns, J Cox . R II Cowen , w Fox Round Grive : v Gunnell
I til Bosning (ireen ; A Wilson , N Day , W (34 and 5 ) Richinond: R Bernacit , W A Stolten , GW

D ikli'. CF Sulder, s Yincy, S Sidis, J Woud , D Cuminings Tuscumbia , Dr. Buckman , Pl" asant
WH WinnieD iller, L lliskie , TWO , 3 blank Mount: Judire Williams, L Adie ,Bw Hawkins, II Mohi'.

E RD ENSurant tinknown ; W Park , lowaville S Brewster J Pation Fee Fre: G Suyzer auch inter: 0
11 D L iuit. Ill; T Cuitor, TS Bras , D G Mar- cagec, NRHall, w Rurford , JJ Thor Noid , S Perkins,

7 ,B i rli Ore zun ; A Giudman Jute boro ' LAD Sterriti , W ' Ellis , JH Blair ,JA klobarilsull, J Fuqua ,
4 ) , lan i 51VB Collins, JW Brown, IL DTWainright,EK Savre, G G Burneti. G ng , I J
Yui ati, JD muy Glasduw ; W Barnes ( 4 ) J lawkens, CB Tate , RSGarnett Moctitelle : Bunnlag ,
mintar 5 ] JR Willoughby Troy, UI;WNRam 14 and 5 ) Florrissant: J Marshall [ 1 ] Hope Farm lo : W
JS1 415 ) W Morrison (1 and 5 ) Elkhorn Ill ; Newcomb East Fork , Ill: WCPowell Mulberry Grove Ill
ismert . Bannister, W Gordon , W Addison , W Rob W T Wuliams Middletown: K Will ams,GSJohnson , J
Dej anwick ,WSAlexander, Sparta 111; C Fans Baldridge , Naylor' s Store: W T Camley , 8 Colourd 1
rip ,WR dlanis, Il Davis Edwardsville ; TI Whit - Greenville Ill: Il Buxton 141 Angusta lo : JJ Jacksoll,
Esimet ; Long, A Duwning , JH Downins , Jas Weston Va: E Eversmau Marthasville : CBI > , 3 , 4 ]
B ish , JS Melweli, RA Walton Bellomont; Il Otluniwa , Io : JF Atwood ( 2 , 3 , 4 ] Lancaster Wis : JOW

by Short Biod ; JG Allen Lexingtoll, J ( Elwellu ley 4 , 5 ) W Davis Clarksville : W II Durreti, M E Green ,
TEL.1; S Balaru Milistasit lil; W Swinck , J Baird , J Joues, W Job , J II Stith Canton : J Morely, J Barder, J
r . 0 Houx 2 copies, Slaughter, M M Robinsou Harris, D Jacob summerville : Mrs M A Thompson , EC

W K hs, A Griets , F Brieches Oakfield ; J | Bouldin ,AM Forbes, w Gentry , R Gentry , Gecretown : R
6 . Lisely 11 ; Juilge Britton , W Settle , R Sluss , M Stewart Charleston lo . 0 C Markland , M Markland , J
£ . 'vi Newbury Preilerickton ; W Dunlap, F W Hick - Harvey , J E Harvey S C Peyton R L ' e , J Cross jr Roanoke.

llickor, W A Parks High Point; w S 'Kuight, P Forrest Coulson ' s mill . A Redfield Fort Siutt . BT Walker
R . R R Gentry , E Bates, Bolton , W Warder, Dr113 and 4 ) Knoxville Ill . H Hutchius ( 3 and 4 ] Calonia . J

K P Feun, A Dixo , J Clark , J Gartride, C Cham - il Palmer, ( 2 3 and 4 Aubrn .GG Muldrow , WM Duun ,
Svitar, JR Lake , C Ebe, J Brigham , J W Kings- Muldruw , IL Dunn Lick Creek .GM Simn); Salt River.
TV1.500 ( 4 ap 15 T Skiuker , B Blanchard , Hlm Turner Youngers , W M Simms Mexico . J Nunnally .DC

tit , JC Stadebach StLuis ; W Allen Plattsburg ; A Lakens,JR Nicholls, J Gregory Portland .MM Vaughs
col Cole Neck , MP Leintz , Dr Roberts, JH Samp- Danville, SN Roarer , G Hopkins JrA ( uiser, W B Pannell,
Rer i White, R G Woods, D G Searcy ,HG M 'Kin - J .moore w D Statorii, w w Pric , Miller, li noor , 2 B 5
A X Wilbite, G Elgin , F D Evans , A Pipes Roche- | J Devine,RAHancock , R C Austin , C l'iding Capt Berry
w Love , J Lutes, D Aldrich , II Arnott News 111 ; JS Fredricksburg . w P Pierson 123 4 ] Fairteliu. J S Martin
au ,HR Strachan , PB Moure ( 3 and 4 ] A Parisli , J 12 3 and 4 ] Salem II . WII laywood St . , Francisville . J
iLC Garnett. S Singleton , JeGarnett Shelby i Trout, SSWoods W Truut, J w Singleton , Dr Green ,

lilton Hager' s Grove; B Bane Platt city ; T Tur- S w Alington J w Bowman , D McCartci, Il King , MS
ElBolen , LT Banks, one blank llouston ; W Peach Pingle Ilickory Grove. T C Parker Nashvile . W Ruble

11 : S Eaton Jr Pinckneyville Ill : J G Steers Cale - Washbourn 's Prairie Ill. D lvuver , W J Pundester,WL
14 : W kuel Arcadia :M iller, V Hutchiuson , J | Earrickson , W J Montgomery , AC Blackwell Carrolltoli . ,

r pe Tbebes 111: WBAnderson Iluntsurile : BGE Mugford Bremen . D Lackland Feette. J Sherrill , 1
B . W Butlr,JR Alexander, LJ William Smith Sherrill, P D Mitchell , D Crow Licking. S Biski y Mont

A Dick ( 2 , 3 W4) HP organ ( 2 , 3 and 4 ) San - rose lo . J D Montonery , j Wells , SJWir, N Donald!
river 11 : C Gentry sr, C Gentry Jr, R Gentry Sa - Greenfield . Dr Browuins , Dr Cox, A Peebly , Cox mcclul,

Blo. hu Okaw lul : L Moore, JC Kiilam , J Laytot) , II C Dougli89 , Bruce WC Douglass Heli. E H Cur:
U : ' T , F Milf , KC Waters, II L Caldwell, J Cisiel ter,J a ilury ,TJWhite , J Cartil , J Cupboll, SI
Viaty , Rev T Burke, C C Elis Perryville: BM ' . New , BR Kidd , Vanangling, E Ruh, Mrs Warrell ,

my. Dr Bruilis , AJ Sinith Bridgeton : DW Ewing Rev. JR Benzett J Yager, J Dickson , Dover. WC Burns
* Cre Ark .DM Livers , Prior, J Denney, SW Blanch . Doctor Temple Bagdad . Dr. lagerGo w n
tu le C !111 11. J Wods, M Drennigan , A Wilson i Texas . SJ Fletcher, Winchester; A Daul, . WS, WI
Cá Ha- kins,JH Clendenpin , Barker , J Denn , Thornton , E Thornton J Aliuming,JAPW , TA tarrett k

et Jones ( rek Ull: R Buckier Jefferson Barracks:A m Harls Cubou . W ' Marsueil Potlovile 1 ). T Cruoks,
D , A Cotte, 0 Cultte ,DK Pitman ,BC Whirav, GR Jackson Woodville 10 . G Wolf , D) Wik , C Shanin ,

el,UBPart 11 ( 1 & 6J X Boyd, Cottle ville : Dr. JR Kidney ,w eckmall, J W Sackmall, J Clintock ,
C Kins, JG Woller. Fryan , J Cal wasMar- 1 Crouch , LBMontgomery, E Daverruil, w Cook , C Hicks ,

B : 0 TSsariogen Noatezunis In : J I Claypool J Slater St . Albans. w Howard Jr 8 Giiry. Dr Chiles, C
I Furt W Adion lo : J Klinesworth P2 , 3 & 4 ) Farm - B Ince , A Brackenridge , Dr Patton ,EM Jones , J Osborne,

1 . .W P Samuei [ 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 and 6 llannibal; T B Dr Palli,GBWade , CF Jeffries, G Y Terry ,RR Gregory ,
* 23and 3 ) Richview . 111; G J Sally , J Bradford / w H Cueatham , R M Wyatt, II w II undley, EJ Goode, II

M B Sliept, Pochahuntas In : J Rudduch French Cheathan Union. JB Crowder J A Roberto , w II Duny ,
e lit : A Ortay , WE Jett, J Carr , S Kelso ,WB II Thompson Port william AM Chile , New Port. G llam
* Perry , J Norris Trentun : TC Burnes,B ton Ewing ull. J Sweatman JC Darby, TC Stal: w ! ,
ell Nr Franklin ; L Morbouse [4 ] Fairtield to :W J Skinner, R Jackson , D o n , J A Talboit, w Juhita
r TIYun , P Rudy St. Joseph : W Yager , Sun , WM Jackson J E Proctor, w Buskult, W I Sta
CP rlen l'almyra : G A Brixo ( 123 1 5 Audrew pleton ( 2 3 4 and 6 ) W D Ewing, JD Rickelis , PM Jack

n , RHWin,Jemphill, A Coulter, W White sou , BF Bruder , CR while , DS stapleton , [ 4 aud 51
ili V Pustar, 13 and 4 ) Poster 10 : WR Loomis | T Tindall, I L Brown, I stapleton , Plurk . ey ,JP

fuad 11!: W Erired Cartuliwu 111: 1 W Hill , DHIMUTison Fayette . Col James Dansrill :NY.
9 . AS Jennings, R Jelky. Farmington , T Monroe ( TO BE CONTINUED .
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FARM AND GARDEN ,
Monthly Journal, of thirty-two pages,

NEW YORK AGRICULTOR. W . A . NELSON , . !

weekly Journal, in large Newspaper Form , General Commission Merchant
evoted to the interests of the Commercialaswell as the AND MANUFACTURER'S AGENT
PracticalFarmer and Planter, the Stock Breeder, theRural Architect , the Fruit and Arboriculturist, the Market No. 11 Locust St., between the Levee & Main

mod Kitchen Gardener , and the Florist ; together with a ST. LOUIS , no.
complete summary of the most important Foreign and D . H as in store an extensive stock of my
Pestic News. Published every Thursday .

TERMS .
T ufactured Goods for the SPRING TRADE. TI
tention ofmerchants is respectfully solictac to theaOne copy , $ 2 per annum ; three copies $ 5 ; five coples 8 tisements found below .

ten copies $ 15 ; tifteen copies $ 20 ; twenty copies $ 25 .
The first number will be issued on Thursday, October 2 . IWINDOW GLASS DEPARTMENT - 2 ,700 bi

Postage , Hall a Cent per week .
All Postmasters and others, disposed to act as Agents

window glass , best Pittsburgh brand , in superior and

wll be furnished with Prospectus and Specimen Numbers
hand and for sale at factory prices, (adding tradit

a application to the Publishers.
by W . ANELSON ,

A . B . ALLEN & CO ., 189 Water St. New York . No. 11 Locust street, SL, LO

WHEELING WINDOW GLASS - - 1 ,600 b
AGENT FOR ST. LOUIS . -- Mr. SIDNEY SMITH 16

unthorised to receive subscrtptions for the Valley Farmer
8x10 , 10x12 and 10x14 , of superior quality and in rood

and receipt for the same.
for sale low by W . A . NELSON ,

1 . B .Wilcox . A . M ’ Dowohl No. 11 Locust street, SI LA

THE NEW YOTK
PITTSBURGH GLASS WARE - HAVING
Agency of two glass factories , we have on hand on
packages of green anii ilint glass war , embracines
riety of bottles , als ; flasks, tumblers, Jars , tincitres
mouths , sweetmeals , & c . , & c . , which we will
originalpackages at factory prices (transportation

principally , by selections from the weekly
W . A . NELSAS

No. 11 Locust street, St.
pages of · The New York Agricultor .'

TERMS.
PAPER MILLS AGENCY _ We have no

One copy $ 1 .00 ; three copies $ 2 .00 ; eight copies $ 5 .00 store and offer for sale atmill prices

Lowerrates than the above will be made with Agricultu 10 ,000 reams rig and straw wrapping paper assist

re ! Societies or Clubs , by taking a larger number of copies. 1 ,600 6 printing , look and envelop paper;

Postage, only one -half a centper month . 400 toa , hardware and han paper;

Postmasters and others , disposed to act as Agente , 1110 car, letter and fancy colored paper.

vill be furnished with Prospectus and Specimen Numbers , W . A . NELSON.

ou application to the Publishers.
Xo. 11 Locust strert,SIA

A . B . ALLEX & CO ., 189 Water St. , N . Y .- INDUCEMENTS TO GENTLEMEN ACTING AS ST. LOUIS Salamander Fire Proof Sal
AGENTS . - Any person forwarding us teu or more subscrip - Wehave in store a complete Assortmentof the are

Mony cach , for either of the above papers, will be entitled to which bave been testel by burning seen hutin !

opy , gratis, for one year . furnace ) filled with books and papers , and $7r

S . H . Bailey ,
notes , all of which were taken out in a state of

ervation . Every size on hand and for sale at fe )

WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER , ces , by W . . . NELSON.

Second street, corner of Pine, No. 11 Locust streel, S . L

St. Louis , Mo.
Constantly on hand , of his own manufacture, a large and

plendid assortment of Steam refined Plain and Fancy plied from the type foundry of Messrs. James (
CANDY, and Plain and Medicated LOZENGES and Sons , New York , with a veneral stock of Type at
very variety , and superior quality , at wholesales and re materials , embracing Plain , Xers, Book and ta
lal. LEON SIUP , in bunk or dozen , and Types card fonts of ornamental Fourishes, C :

Pancy Syrups made to order . jniy '51. ions, Rules , Dashox , Slice Galles, ProofGaliles

WOODMAN ' S
Furniture, Cases & c ., which we sell at foun:ir
( trausportation added . ) W . A . NELSOS

Yo. 11 Locust street, Si. 1

This celebrated article ,manufactured by the subscribers ! Printers ' Ink - 170 kegs and cans of
1 is superior to any other kind of chemical preparation ,for saving labor in washing clothes . This soap , invented Book api fancy colored inks manufactured in V

by J . Woodman , is the only article that does not niake the and for sale by W . A . XELSON

hands sore in lising . It will savemore than half of the la No, 11 Locust strett, St I
bor, and leave the clothes whiter than any bar st ) ever
invented . Printed directions (very sinple ) given with thts
soup . For sale at the principal groceries St. Louis manfacture, for sale by W . A . NELSC
Wholesale Agents - - Francis , Walton & Warren , No. 1 , No. 11 Locust street, S . I

North Main strect ; Il vaker & Johnson, No. 5 North Mata

treet ; Charles irwin , Broadway, fourth door from Green Wooden Ware Depot- 2100 Doz . Pi
treet . J . WOODVAN

Pauls ;
Farm for Sale . 300 nestis painted Tubs 3 & Sin nest;

A FARM , contatining 110 1 - 2 acres , in Madison 140 · white pinello , 3 4 & 8 in nest;
County , Is. , 20 miles from St. Louis, 2 miles froin 90 doz. a sorteri sized churns;

Truy, (toshikh town there is a plank roa ) and near 30 6 cedar churds and buckets;
Marine town roul. The survey of the direct Terre 150 packages covered boxes and buckets

larute railroad passes by the land . There are on the prem 190 buzes clothes pins with kends;
ises a frame house. kitchen , stables , corn crib and other 150 doz . well buckets and tar cans ;

bundings. Near 70 acres under fence, 50 in cultivation , 60 • hall lushels , peck and hali peck
balance timber ; springsand a well . Horses , hogs , coves ; 500 zinc washboards St. Louis macuia
wagens, utensils , corn and oats inay be had with the faru , 1 A 180 - Baskets , Cradles , Brooms, Wagons. Ac..
Hur particulars enquire of OLSILAISEN & STILLE , at the Lowest City Pricca by W . A . XEO )

Rimi Estate 08142, 1 . 4 Ye: Second i . Luis. No. 11 Locust strce ' , S .

Eastern Type Agency - We are now

Labor Saving Soap.

et Washboards— 50 doz, zinc Washboa
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BUCK 'S

J. H . LIGHTNER,

STO V ES,

PLOWS

GREAT SPECULATION !
2,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN

I ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! !
ALLON THEPACIFIC RALLROAD !

M HE SUBSCRIBER , wishing to devote at his time to
the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas

Img business of which demands his entire attention , offers
for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacific Railroad ,
within the county of St . Louis , amounting to about

Twenty -Seven Hundred Acres ,
And comprising some of the very best farms and richest
bodies of land in the county .

The railroad passes through or immediately alongside of
every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible
points for their convenience.

This land is admitted by every man who has been along
the line of the railroad to be unsurpassed by , if not superior
to , any other lying on the road in this county , both ing uality
of soil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the
subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND .

It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good

Improved Patent Cooking Stove
man or company of men whomay wish to make a larse

speculation .The snbscribers have on hand in addition to their For particulars, apply to Lefilngwell & Elliot, Dolman &
bear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscribe ,

former stock , editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.
FOUR SIZES OF BUCK 'S IMPROVED COOKING oct A . S MITCHELL.

STOVES,
to which we respectfully call the attention of all persons
who wish to economise in the use of fuel, and who regard a
good stove as better than a poor ene. We offer the stove
sonfidentially as the best now in use , not only as a fuel sa No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locust )
vlug machine, but one which by its capacity , durability , DEALER IN
simplicity and perfectness , is adapted in all respects to the
usefthelkitchen . This stove combinesall of the Buck stove ,so well and so favorably known , together with an otherow I Queen of the West, Forest Queen , Buceye , Preferenge
la nearly twice as large as that of any other stove in Lise , and Premium Cook Stoves - also select Parlor stoves,Gratis

with flues to carry ofall the steam arising from cooking va sud Fenders.
rous kinds ofmeats, pastry, & c . , and thereby preventing
the mixture of flavors so much complained of in all other
stoves, except Buck ' s Patent. The oven is warranted to Noline, Peoria , Jewett, and other patterns - also , Mona
take as well and as quick as a brick one, and with less fuel | 'RAIRIE BREAKERS. apr52

than any stove of like capacity . Wherever this stove has
been introduced it has obtained a decided preference over
all others, and will be found by any one giving it a fair tri
al, to possess such unequalled excelencies in performing all
deoperations of cooking, and so great a saving of both
labor anil fuel, as to make it the interest of every family to
possess one. The reputation of Buck ' s stove has been con L I HAT PATIENT
stantly increasing and extending so thatstove inventors now
And it necessary , in order to sell their wares, to copy as
nearly as possible the form , and then by diligent efforts at
tempt to palm off their productions on the public as an im
provement on Buck ' s Patent. The fact that such is the
case shows that in their estimation Buck ' s stoves have a
reputation beyond anything in the shape of a cooking apa
ratus. The Buck stoves are warranted to bake even at The subscribers manufacture and keep always
top and bottom , and to operate well in every respect. The l on hand at their warehouse , No. 203 Main street, between
Buck stove is sold only by the snbscribers in St. Louis . the Missouriand Virginia Hotels , a large assortmentof tho
Wehave also on hand all the former patterns of Buck ' s most approved paterns of premium and coalcooking Stoves,

Patent Cooking Stores now so Generally in use and prefer woodand coalparlor, box,air -tight, halland coal stoves.
red to any ether by all who use them , together with Im Also four sizes rhonix PLOW , & superior article ; ten
provedl Premium Air - tight parlor and other Stoves; box siges Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie, to
Coal, 6 , 7 and 10 Plates with the various patterns usually cilt from fourteen to twenty - four inches ; Pittsburgh and
kept in this market, which we offer wholesale or retall at other plows; iron sales; bark , corn and cobmills , doubie and
the lowestmarket prices . single corn shellers; grates and castings of alldescriptions;

BUCK & WPIGIT, on hand and made to order, all which will be sold at the
209 Main street, opposete Missouri Ilotel. owcet prices. KINGSLAND & FERGUSON .

For the operation of Buck' s Stove we respectfully refer3
de following persons with hundreds of others , who have The subscribers would invite the attoo

them in use :
tion of the public to an improved

J . & W . Finney , Roe & Kercheval, Mrs. Denison , PATENT STEEL SPRING SADDLE,
C . W . Pomeroy, Elliott & Harriett, Mrs . Cheeny , which has given indubitable evidence uz

Fife & Kerr , Jesse D . Diddell, Birs Dean , the matchless ease and comfort it al

Geo . Pegram , Judge Wash , Geo. Partridge, farls to the rider , and safety to the horse .

Dr. R . P . Chase , Wm . Humphreys, W . C . Lacy , INo lengthened description is regnired , its constrction we

Dr. Edwards, W . H . Pocock , Spencer Smith , be apparent to all, and its durability is self- evident. The

Dr. Weble, M . 77ygant, N . Ranney, additional cost of these saddles is only a trifle over the com

Jno R Ceinben , L & J Sherman , DJHancock ,
mon saddle . All orders will be thankfully received , an

Moses Forbes, Miss Woodland, TO ' Flaherty , prompt attention paid . BEARD & WARREZ

W T Christy , Geo Cable ,JE Woodruff,
29 South Wale street, oppositetbe purket.

Bamuel Treat, J Rosenbaum , Norman Cuker . 1 91. Look , Jan , 1852 ,
August, 1849.

1

METALING

Stoves and Plows.

Easy Riding Saddles.
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GARRISON ' S PORTABLE SAW MILL,

MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS, MO.,

By I . L .Garrison ,

OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.,

South - East Corner of Vine and Main streerover the Banking House of Page & Bacon .

AM now manfacturing two sizes of the above MILLS, to examine the above Mill before purcharsing elsewhere , as
the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest it mbines qualities that no other Millposts. The saw

size timber. From the large number of these mills sold dur - used is the common straight Mill Saw , and is ily kept in

ing the past year, and the fact ofmany of them bein sold order and we believe it will saw more lumber in a gives

to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other sawmill now in use.

their value. Below I give the certificates of gentlemen Hiram P Gooirich ,

Daniel D Page ,who are well known , and who have seen the Mills in opera - Theron Barum ,

EW Blatchford ,tion .
1 . L . GARRISON .

A P Ladue ,
Lyman Sherwood ,THIS IS TO CERTIFY, thatwe, the undersigned , hay G F H Goodhue,

Thos Fairbridge ,ing witnessed the operations of a Portable Saw Mill, invent Chas Shuter,

Thos II West ,ed by Isaac L . Garrison , of St. Louis , Mo. , do not hesitate TL Salisbury ,

ER Miller,in saying that we consider it the best Saw Mill now in use ,

Daniel M Fraser.and would recommend any person in want of a Saw Mill,

FRANCIS, WALTON & CO .
WHOLESALE

i 'OF DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PERFUMERY, SURGICAL

INSTRUMENTS, & C . DEALERS IN

PAINTS, OILS,DIE- STUFFS & GLASSWARE,
No. 15 MAIN STREET, (betweenMarket and Chesnut,) ST . LOUIS , MO. .

They keep constantly on hand a large and well selected stock of the above articles

and respectfully solicit the patronage of those dealing in their line. Every article

warranted

PURE AND GENUINE .
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ST. LOUIS HAT COMPANY

i

MARKET STREET,

HENWOOD , Agent.

G. & C. TODD ,

No. 21 %

NORTH FIRST

HOMEMUTUAL FIRE AND MARINE !

INSURANCE COMPANY
OF ST. LOUIS .

CII ARTERED 18 :15 . ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO

APRIL 20 , 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CAXCELLED PO

LICIES, $ 517, 262 33 - and constantly increasing
Policies issued from thirty days to six years.or

0

Mill Materials ,

MAIN STREET, DIRECTORS.

DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL

Between Mor ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WHITENILL ,
gan & Cherry , DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNUM ,

ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS,
ST. LOUIS. WYLLYS KING .

ISAAC L GARRISON , President.
Importers and Manufacturers of TL SALISBURY, Secretary .

DDPAGE, Treasurer .

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT.
Once Southeast corner of Main and Vine streets , (over

INCLUDING Page & Bacon' s Banking House.

Bolting Cloths, Mill Stones, and

TODD'S IMPROVED PORTABLE THE COLLIER

GRAIN MILLS,
WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY .

HENRY T. BLOW ,HENRY T . BLOW ,of various sizes, equal to any other mill known. GEO. COLLIER,
President.

Also , Patent, machine stretched leather and Rubber Vice President .

BELTING , Rubber Hose for conducting water , Mill THOMAS RICHESON , Secretary .
GEORGE COLLIER ,

Irons, & c . [nov . '51
HENRY T . BLow , Directors .

A CARD. A . D , LYLE,

TO MY FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC .
The Company organized to continue the successful

INHEnew White Lead and Oil Factory of the under - i and well known manufactory of HENRY T . BLOW ,

1 signed has been organized under the incorporaincorpora - 1 respectfully call attention to his Card, and also beg

tion law of the State , and the business will hereafter
leave to state that every effort will be made to sustain

be conducted under the style of the and increase the reputation that bis brands have en
COLLIER WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY. ioyed , andmake the concern worthy of the continued

As the same skill , care , promptness and punctuality confidence and patronage of consumers and dealers.

in all its departments , and the same effort to serve 1 Prices of Lead as usual.

the interests of its customers , will be made, and will ! Orders and letters for the Company to be addressed

constitute , as formerly , the leading featuresof the bu . to the President.

siness , I ask for the Company” a contintrance of the Orders, & c . , may be left as heretofore , at T . GRIMS

confidence and patronage so liberally bestowed on the LEY & CO .' S , at the Pust Office ; or at the ottiee of the
nodersigned . HENRY T . BLOW I Company , corner of Clark Avenue and Tenth stress.

St . Louis, November 1, 1861. nov . 1851.
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OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGSGROCERY.
LYNCH & TANGUAY,

NO . 89 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH ,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

plum bran
d
,

cars andy ,

an souchon
dreakfa

st
ten . / Yeast

The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con !
tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors, & c ., eper offered to the
citizens of St. Louis.
Country Merchants and others , will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery
Lynch & Tanguay will remark'en passant, that they do not pretend to sell ar cost; indeed

they intend to make a reasonable profit, in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
a great many years to come.

TEAS. ESSENCES. | TOBACCO & SEGARS.
Oriental, fine young hyson, extra fine Etract of lemon , 2 , 4 & 8 ounces . Yellow bank chewing tobacco , aro

do ., sogchong. matic do. Cavendish do . Trainer's doVanilla , nutmegs, cinnamon ,
Wild Pigeon , fine young hyson . Orange, cloves , alspices , almonds, I Regalias , Camelias, Puerto Principes,
Candace , superior hyson skin , fine Ginger, peach . La Normas, Cheroots .
gunpowder .

Panama, fine imperial, WRAPPING PAPER . FRUITS .
Helena, extra fine imperial, Medium , crown, d crown, tea paper, Ple fruits assorted , peaches in brandy,
Oxnard , extra fine gunpowder . do. in their own juice , plums in Jam
S . Appleton , extra curiotis oolong , SUNDRIES . prures in brandy, do. in their own!
Flying Cloud , extra fiue oolong ,

Starch , indigo, salaratus, soda . Juice , pears do , pears in brandy,
Mary Adams, extra fine oolong , marinalades, jams, Jellies, preserved
Matilda , fine oolong, Cream tarar, tartaric acid .

ginger, preserved chow - chow , SulRaven , fine co souchong , breakfast tea , Yeast powders, Preston & Merrill' s ,
James' s , Stickney ' s . tana, Layer & Malaga raisins , cur

Lurman , chulan souchong,
Table salt in boxes and bags, G . A . salt rants , citron , pruncs, honey, figa,

Teas expressly packed for family use
Mason ' s inimitable blacking . lenions, almonis, castanas, English

in 4 , 6 , and 10 lb . boxes .
Starch polish , silver & brass polish . walnuts , peanuts , hazlenuts .

COFFEES . Stove polish , seeds , ropes, twines . SOAPS.Rio , rio best , old brown java , manllla , Mats No . 1 , 2 , 3 , brushes , brooms.
costa rica , laguyra, mocha . Willow ware of every description . Windsor, variegated & Castile fancy

Ground coffee in 1 - 4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . |Wine vinegar, tigs do , cider do . soaps .
packages . Spirit gas, flax & cotton ropes , Boston estra, No. 1 & 2 .

CHOCOLATES. Woodman' s chemical soap ,twine.
Imitation BestonBaker' s no. 1 , Baker' s extra , eagle , d o.FISH . Palm soap no. 1 , 2 , 3 .French chocolate a la vanilla ,

a la canelle , Washing fluids, do . soda .Salmon in tierces, hall bbls & kitts .
Chocolate des familles, Mackerel in bbls ( 6 " WINES & LIQUORS.

6 perfectionne, Herrings,
Baker ' s broma, Smoked herrings from Canada , Brandies - Otard Dupuy & co ., 1842 &
Preston' s prepared cocoa , Red , “ “ 1843, Scignette , Lafforge , LegerScotland ,

" freres . old Jamaica rum , RollandSardines in oil, boxes, 1 - 2 & 1 -4Cocoa and shells , cocoa paste .
gin , Scotch whiskey , Irish do . , BourLobsters, pickled in cans 1 & 2 lbs .SUGARS.

B . Salinon « bon do ., Monougaheia do., in pipes, I«Double refined leal, refined log
Oysters (6 6 barrels , dimijohus & botties .

crushed B , do C , powdered B , refined
Swiss Absynthe cordial brandles . .white () , do 00 , clarified yellow AICodfish dry, in drumsand boxes,
Anisette , curacoa , old port wine.do B , New Orleans, to. I, 2, & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES, Portwine , Madeira wine, sherry .

golden syrup , steam refined molas
Tomato ketchups, pints & quarts , Muscatde Frontignan .

ses , sugar house syrup do. , New
Mushrooin « Clarets. - -Medoc , Lafitte , Lorr

Orleans do
Walnut " St. Estephe, St. Julien ,

SPICES .
Pepper sauce, gothic & pts. Chateau, Marguad .

1 African cayenne pepper, John Bull sauce , Jonathan do . Stomach Witters, Uniou do . Stoughton
Black pepper, cassias, race ginger , Spanish olives , French du. bitters.
Mace, cloves , nutmegs, allspices , Syrup of rose, true lemon syrup . Best London Stout,
In boxes , cans and papers, whole and Tennot' s Scotch Ale .
ground . Curry powder, 1 -2 & 1 -4ths. Champagnes - Cordon blue, St. Thom

PROVISIONS. French mustard a la Ravigote . Grand Silicry Mousseux , Devevay

6Extra family flour, in bbls. and half Kavinet, Sillery Mousseux Marquis de ! !aux fines herbes .
16bbls. Lorme, Sparkling Catawba -- Begen .als estragon .

Born meal, buck wheat flour. Boston SF mustard , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE .
Dried beef, hams, Kentucky do .

Salt pork , tongues, Armstead best English . Tubs, cedar & oak , buckets with braill
Sausages made in Lyons, Pickles in jars gal. 1 - 2 gal. & qt. and iron hoops.
English dairy cheese, sayo do ., W . R . Buckets, oak painted .OILS .Ohio do ., pine apple do , Covered buckets , 1 -8 to 1 bushel.
Goshen butter, Ohio , do . Sweet oil,nice, pts , & qts . groce do . Measures , bowls .
Lard in kegs ard tierces , Lard oil no. 1 & 2 . Sperm oil. PLAYING CARDS.Rice , whole and ground .

CANDLES.Vermicelli, Maccaroni, Pearl sago , French extra fine, & fancy .
| Pearl barley , Rio tapioca, farina . Downer & co ' s sperm , 4' s & 6 ' s Wu English ,Grand Mogui liighlander .
Corn starch , Isinglass, gelatine. liams' do . Solar star do. star do. American cards.
Arrow root, driedpeaches , drid apples, I tallow suminer pressed candles ,win - 1h . Shot, powder, American & English .
White beans, split peas, bomony. ter do ., lamp wick , candle do. The Capehunter's companion .

66 nde ,

Curry lemonsinue lemo,
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GEO. NEWLAND'S Martin & Irwin ,
I CELEBRATED MAMMOTH DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Alpine Strawberry : D

T
a
l
o
l
o

2
8

These Strawberrys differ from many other varieties in
NO . 184 BR WAY.

three particalars, viz ; Flavor , Bearing and Cultivation .

The flavor is much sweeter, though Rich and Delicious. Opposite North Market, between Green

The bearing continues about two months, (most others only Morgan , St. Louis , Mo.
two or three weeks.) and begin to ripen about the first of HENRY E .MARTIN . CIAS. W . IRIN . .

June, The cultivation is easy , the plants being hurdy, and

producing perfect fruit set alone, or without being fertilized

by other varieties. With proper cultivation ( for which

printed directions will be given the plants will become
large hills in one season , and continue bearing 3 or 4 years ST . LOUIS , MO . ,

U without being re -set. The season of 1849 in the city of THE undersigned reepectfully calls the atton ( f .
HlProvidence, one plant, one year old , produced 268 ripe ber - 1 planters and shippers of tobacco tone

!
Iries by the 16th of July , and measured 28 1 - 2 inches across and solicits consixments, in the RS . IN

and one plant 3 months old produced 205 berries. Some ofSomeof niy part will be wanting to site entire satisfaci.ch
the fruit hasmeasured 3 inches in circumference. I have an open policy of Insurance for the sce nk

Orders for Plants with money enclosed , directed toldation of shipocre . All tobacco sent to the base

GEO. NEWLAND, proprietor, Palmyra , Wayne Co., N . Y . , can be covered bc insurancecan be covered by insurance , by statias atou 0 . c lil us !
I will be promptly attended to . Price of plants $ 5 per 100 vins .

Il $ 30 per 100 . The regular ani: 20 premiums will seried st
Plants may be bou , for a short time, of T . B . above ilouse , on THURSDAY, 2341 of the, 163, (0 " !

PHELPS , Agent, ut A . LEX & CO ' s ., 14 Main ftreet , St. four best hoghsheads tobacco , growu . Mistus ,

Louis. ap 53. For the bestbhd manufacturing leaf . . . .W cui . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46 second best had manufacturing trai . . . . . . . . . .

Improved Stock of all kinds. best hhd shipping lcat . ...
66 second best hud shipping loaf. . .

The subscriber is prepared to furnish Fancy Stock The judges to be disinterested persons, selected by me

I to his friends of the best and most reliable kinds. All planters or theiragents. WM, CARSON, Suni...

persons desirous of having the purest and best to

breed from ,maydepend upon being faithfully served . 18531 St. Louis and Brunswick ; 1853
Fancy Fowls .

Red , Bufi, white , Black , and Dominique Shang- * *
bai, Cochin China, Chittagong, Black Spanish ,Guil. 1
derland Dorkinge,Golden Pheasants, and Baotams. De

Warranted pure blooded , Also , Eggs of all of the UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE..
above varieties.

| Also, Durbam , Ayrshire, and Devon cattle. Me- [The following boats will commence on the
rino, Saxony , South Down and Bakewell Sbeep . opening of navigation , and continue in the trade throughout
Irish , Grazier, Suffolk , Byfield , Berkshire and China the entire season , making weekly trips froir St. Louis to

Hogs. All orders attended to promptly , post paid .
Brunswick , as follows :
MARTHA JEWETT . . . . WM . C . JCHETT, Coromander ,

Address, Peter Meleody, Mi. Healthy, Hamilton willleave St. Louis eros Tussday, at 6 p . n . and Bcune
County , Ohio . wick every Friday at 9 a . .

apr PS MELENDY. J . M . CLENDENNIN . . . . H . W . SYITII, Commander,

I will leave St. Louis every Thureda, at 6 p . m . 1

HOIT ' S . Brunswick every Sunday, atp. m .

KATE SWINNEY . . . . . . . . A . C . GODDEN , Oom
I have just opened my spacious new house No. 212 will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . 22210

Broadway , extending across to No. 191 Fourth street, and Brunswick ever Today at 9 . m .

have opened an entirely new Stock of To thepatrons in this trade, the core of the above 'anata

Staple & Fancy Dry Goods. pro
proin ' to 1190 every effort to merit continu32209 us.

patinage herefore bestowed on the
Including nearly every article in those departments, and pror freight or passage app .y on board.

Gliso BONNETSand MILLINARY, CARPETS and Ladies and

DR . McKELLOPS,

BOOTS AND SHOES.
All of wich has been byught forCASU , and be w ! ll cold

algung 23 I am Jesirous ofdoing a large business El

mali proits , Aly motto is " Do as we would be dicte 1) . "
T . W . HOLT . tanza dlreel, opposite the liver Moon

li hildroa' s

EUN DENTIST)
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE ,
ESTABLISHED, 1845, BYWm. M . PLANT.

( Formerly Plant & Brother - Late Plant & Salisbury.)

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO .
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines,Farm ,Garden ,Flower & other Seeds

' NO. 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT,

Also, Corner of Fourth and Green Strcets , St. Louis, Mo.

Wm . M . PLANT, S !, Louis, Mo. MILES G .MOIES, Northampton , Mass
Plows and Harrowsof various descriptions, eight different patterns of Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters,

Seed Sowers, Post Augers, Shovels,Spades, Hoes, Rakes, Manure Forks, Hay Knives, Corn Shellers .
Ox Ykes , and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes, Wrenches , Grindstones , with frame and friction roller

Scythes, Scythe Soaths, Stones and Rifles,Hay Forks and Rakes, Revolving horse Rakes, Grain Cradless
Fan Mills, Com Grinders, Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Wheelbarrows,Garden En .
gines, Chain Pumps, Churos, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting
Trowels, Weeding Forks and Trowels , Budding and Pruning Knives, Saws and Chisels ,Garden Rocle and
Lines, & c., & c .

FARM, GARDEN , AND OTHER SEEDS,
in an ondless variety , all the growth of 1852, for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowest market rato .

pMerchant gopplied with Seeds in papers, assorted , with printed directions for Cultivation, a
Lowest Gardien prices.

IMPROVED

SPIBAL AND

STRAIGHT KNIFE

Hay Cutters,

EIGHT PATTERNS,

from $ 4 to $ 30 .

GRAIN REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

Weshall have 125 ofdifferentapproved patterns. Those wishing to procure one for the coming hervest
will do well to forward their orders early . We Aatter ourselves , that with anres, that with an eight years' experieuce ia

this market, we can furnish the Agriculturist with articles adapted to his wants. We shall, at all times,

make it a point, to buy and offer for sale nothing but the very best articles in our line, and at the lowest

possible prices. With a sincere desire to do justly , purchasers may feel confident that every article will

prove as represented , and at as low prices as any other bonge can furnish the same. Orders respectfully

solicited ard prumpily executed by

St. Louis, February, 1853, WM. M . PLANT & Co.
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J , H . BURROW 'S

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILI
These Mills are composed ofFrench Burr

Blocks enclosed in cast iron cases , and do

notrequire a millwright to set them up. By

the steady application of Enery 's two horse
power, the 24 inch Mill run 2 10 revolutions
perminute,will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour
of good meal and will grind wheat as well
as corn. The 30 inch mill, if put to its fulla
est speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bushels
per bour, and are warranted .

PRICE - 20 inch stone with pulley $ 115
with Gear, - 125

24 inch stone, with pulley 136

wtth gear , - - 150

30 inch stone with pulley " - 175

with gear, - 200

36 inch stone, with pulley . . 225

with gear , -

SOTERISELOSTE E NUSED

J . A .BURROWS
PATENT. 184 2 .

250NO

sw

· EMERY & COMPANY'S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMHUM

CHANGEABLE RAILRAOD HORSE POWER

AND TIRESHER
We have been agent for the above jusly celebratedMachines nearly three years, an ! can visfely say that

they are the best now before the public . Withoutexception , they have given uniform satisfaction , not one
having been returned , notwithstanding, the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is admirable
adapted for driving Threshing Machines, Circular & and Cross-cut Saros, Machine Shops, Elevators
Ferty Boats, Pile Driving , Pumping, Grinding Grain ,Churning Butter, Cutting Bay and Corn Stalks
Shelling Corti, Grinding Apples, & C ., & c .
THE TWO HORSE POWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capable, with three or four inen

of threshing from 150 to 225 bushels of wheator rye, and double that quantity of oats per day .
Wetarnish , also , to order, of Emery 's manufacture the Vheeler Rack and Pinion Power , and Emery 's

Improved Palent Wide Rack and Pinion power, with Epicycloudal Teeth For further information, price
& c ., see onr Descriptive Catalogne, which are furbisher gratis to post paid applicants with a three cent P . O .

stampenclosed .
Ni B. MessrsWM. M . PLANT & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized

Agent for the sale of our machines and implements, of whom they can be obtained at our home prices, by
addingtransportation . EMERY & CO .

All Orders for both of the above machine should be sent to Wm . M . PLANT , & CO ., St. Louis ,MO
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This justly celebratedmachine has been steadily advancívg in public favor, for its simplicity, dura

bility, and efficiency - and it has settled the question beyond a doubt that grass can be cut bů Horain

Power: for, during the past season , Five Hundred of these Machines were gold, and universally an

proved ofby those who used them . Farmers were daily in the habit of cutting from ten to stoon

acresper day, with ordinary driving. It leaves the grass evebly spread over the ground, requiring

no luining to cure properly . There is an actual saving ,hy the use of this Machine, over hand lalar.

of 813 per day. They are so very compact that one of them can be easily carried in an ordinary

ove borse wagon , and so very simple that it requires no machinesi lo put it together, as there are bet

ewobolts, beside the pole bolts , to be secured , to have the machine ready for age , and which does not

feanire over ten minutes time. They weigh about 750 lbs., and can bo worked by any boy who can

mapage a team . .
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GREAT WESTERN

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store .

ALFRED LER JOS . D . OUTLEY.

ALFRED LEE & Co.

No. 14 Norih Main, beiween Market and Chesnut streets, St. Louis, Mo.

ITAVE on hand and are receiving a large and full assortment of AGRICULTURAL

A TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS; GÅRDEN, GRASS, FLOWER AND OTHER

SEEDS. Our stock is entirely new . Wehave also a large collection of Agricultural and
DorticulturalBOOKS, comprising in part theworks of Downing , Youatt , Saxton , Buist , and

other distinguished authors . Catalogues furnished free of charge to applicants .

Diamond , or Parallel Expanding Harrow

H
A
S

This Harrow is of recent invention , possess
ing many advantages over all other kinds in

use. By the use of the chain and rod which

is attached to each harrow it car oe expanded

or contracted without difficulty by the opera

tor to suit the nature of the ground which he

is working. It is particularly useful in all

Dew lands troubled with stumpe. It obviates
every difficulty heretofore existing in use of

other harrows. Whether expanded or con .

tracted, the teeth stand in the samerelative position , always working in a direct line forward . The

woodwork is constructed of the best seasoned Massachusetts white oak The teeth are made of

Swedes iron and steel pointed . For sale by

ALFRED LEE & CO.,No. 14 North Main street, St. Louis.

Լ Լ Լt

CO
M

Improved Spring Pruning Shears .
This is an excellent implement for cutting outthe growth

of trees without climbing into them . It takes hold of the
limband holding it firmly inits place. cuts it off as evenly and

smoothly as if done with the sharpest pruning knife .
The Improved Spring Pruning Shears i e for sale by

A . LEE & CO . ,

At the Great Western Agricultural Warehouse

and Seed Store, No. 14 Main, between Market and

Chesnut streets, St. Louis .

Instructions for asing Ketchum 's Mowing Machine.

Put the kniſe bar to its place, and be sure all the outs are tight ; oil the Machine well, except the

kaives; the brass boxes should be strictly looked to , and not be confined so much as to cause fric

tion - also, particular care should be observed to keep them well oiled ; guage the Machine by the
neck yoke strop , the front ofknife bar wanting to be a little higher than on a levol; in very heavy

or lodged grass , attach the track clearer at the outer end of the rack bar ; in starting , always give the

kaives a motion before coming into the grass ; the driver should always be on his seat, and drive with

a steady brisk walk , Fand in no case turn to the left. To sharpen the knives,disconnectthepitman ,

and draw them out through the main wheel; in grinding them , be careful and keep the same bevel;

tha agual quantity to cut without sharpening is from five to ten acres.

WARRANTY - If the above directions aro followed , wewarrant the Machine, on lands free from

obstructions, to cut and spread from ten to 6fteen acres per day , (of any kind of grass ,) with one

span of horses and driver, and do it as well as is done with a sythe by the best of mowers.
A . LER & 00 .ap53
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Will Cure Without Failed ber, for she has entirely recoverd from her ill
ed er for she has eu

Sorofala and Cancer Cared by Dr. Guysott's Improved
BSAPARIL

Extract of Yellew Dock and Sarsa par illa .

Rutledge,Granger county, Teon ,, /
April 27, 1852, 3

J. D . PARK , Esq., Cincinnati, 0 . — Der Sir : I:
givesmegreat satisfaction to add my testimony in fa

vor of Dr. Guy'sott's Extract of Yellow Dock and
Sarsaparilla ,' to that of the numerous and highly re

spectable persons who have been benefitted by the

DR. GUYSOTT'S medicine.

My wife has been suffering forthe space of nearly

IMPROVED bve years with Scrofula and Concer, whicb I think
found its origin in the derangements of the systems

ExtractofYellow Dock and Sarsaparilla peculiar to her sex , while in the mean time she was
under the care of themost eminent physicians in this

largest sized botiles
To now put up in the largest sized bottles, section of the country, withoutderiving any material

and is acknowledged to be the best SARSAPARILLA
Taid from their prescripttons.

| Upon the recommendation of Dr. Cockes, one of
made, as is certified by the wonderful cures percures per oor pbysicians, who has seen the medicine used with

formed , the orginal copies of which are in the pos. "happy effect, I obtained of your agents hero, Messrs.

session of the proprietor. Remember , this is the Rice & McFarland, one bottle of Dr. Guyysott's Ex

only True and Original article .
tract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla,' and asmy

wife found relief from that butele , I bought some six
The medicine when used according to directions, bottles, which she has taken with themost astonisb

ing beneft; for I am pleased to say it has entirely cur
irely recoverd from her ill

ness, and the scrofula and cancer cored entirely well.

Acceptmy gratitude. Respectfully ,
Scrofula or King 's Evil, Cancers,Tumors, MICHAEL GOLDMAN

Eruptions of the Skin , Erysipelas,
Chronic Sore Eyes, Ring Worm or Extract of a letter from an extensive merchant in

Tetters, Scald Head , Rheumatism , Plainfield , Livingston county, Michigan.

Pains in the Bones or Joints, PLAINFIELD, Mich ., April 8, 1852.
Old Sores or Ulcers, Swelling MR. JOHN D . PARK - Dear Sir : Dr. Guysott's
of the Glands, Syphilis , | Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla is performing some

astonishing cures in this place. A Mr. S . B . Strick
Dyspepsia , Salt Rheum , land has just informed me that cne of his children

Disease of Kidneys, bas been cured of very severe case of scrofula by

the use of only one bottle. He had tried almost ev .
Loss of Appetite, erything that the doctors bad prescribed , but of no

Diseases arising from the use avail, as the child continued growing worse. The

of Mercury, Pain in the Side and
sores are now all healed up and the child apparently
well, wbich is justly ascribed to the use ofthe Yellow

Shoulders, General Debility , Dropsy , Dock and Saraaparilla. Yours truly ,

Lumbago, Jaundice and Costiveness ! !
R . A . BEAL .signed ]

THE BEST FEMALE MEDICINE KNOWN. Females Read the following,

The peculiarmaladies to which females are subject,

commonly produce great bodily exhaustion , accom NAWARK , N . J., Jan. 25 .
panied by a depressed and often gloomy state ofoniod. MR. BENNETT: We take pleasure in stating that

As the system declines in strength , there is a loss of your Yellow dock and Sa reaparilla gires great satis

nervous power, and this very naturally impairs the faction in every case .

energy of themind and disturbs the equinimity ofthe

temper. Every candid woman who has suffered from
1 . A very respectable gentleman informed me thatbis

female complaints will admit this to be the mourníul
daughter was troubled with difficultmenstruation and

truth . Now , to odlain relief, it is only necessary to
other diseases peculiar to her sex . She had not bad

stop the ticdency to depletion and debility . This is
ber regular menstraal diarharge for a long time; but

doneby renewing the fountain of healib and strength ,
by the use of pr. Guyaott's Yellow Dock and Sarga

the BLOOD, and no medicine accomplishes this del!
" parilla was radically cured . She osed Townsend's

sirable resultso speedily and complele as 'Or. Guy - i He had one daughter die froin the sanie cause ,and others withcut receiving the slightest benefit

soils's Improved Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsa
T . B . TRIPP & Co.parilla . '

Ladies of pale complexion and consumptive habits, Price, $ 1 per bottle - six bottles for $ 5 ,
and such as are debilitated by those obstructions

Sold by H . BLAKESLEY, south -west corner
which females are liable to , are resored , by the use

of m borile or two, to bloom and to vigor. of Third and Chesnut streets, St. Louis. ap.
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take

ed to receive and fo ard to their destin

miles per hour. The cost of thewhole contri .ier
{ vance will be only abouttwo hundred dollars.

The undersigned having been appointed by act of

The World 's Fair in New York. the Legislature, agent for the State of Missouri, to
take charge of and forward to New York , such arti

We rejoice in the prospect that Missouri cles the growth , product or manufacture of the State

will be creditably represented at the World 's as theout the world as itmay be for her interest and advantage to exhibit

at the Great Fair or Industrial Exposition about toFair to be held in New York, commencing in take place in the city of New York,gives notice that

May next. OurLegislature at its late session he is prepa
ation , free of expense , all articles of the characterappropriated $ 4 ,000 to defray the expenses of mentioned in the circulars, published by theCommit

transportation , & c .,of articles from this State , tee at New York , and the auxiliary Committee of the

city of St. Louis.constituting our worthy Mayor the agent for Thecereal products and other agricultural staples

the State in the expenditure of the fund . Mr. I of our State, and especially its mineral treasures,
sbould be fully represented . The committee say ,Kennett has issued the following circular, 'we are particularly desirous thatourbuilding should

which we hope will receive the attention it de- contain a complete collection ofthe various ores,which
the active industry of our people is daily bringing toaerves . We learn that from various sources light, of themetals produced from them , in their ra

articles are being gent, consisting of the vari- rious stages of development,and also of all othet nuin
erals. This includes coal, granite , and other similared agricultural and mineral productions of the substances, also chemical products more especially

State. Our Mechanics alsu, are astir , and used in the arts. The ores should be accompanied

by the rocksinwhich they are found and if possible,show a determination not to be behind those by plans and sections of the ineasure in which they

of other States ; also , by an advertisement in lie.' It would also be of great interest to exbibit,

either by models or descriptive drawings, the differthe papers we learn that there is to be an air lent processes employed in the reduction of the ores

ship , the invention of a St. Louis mechanic and the manufacture of the metals. All specimens
forwarded will be classified and arranged so as best toMr. Grabam - -exhibited in St. Louis previous
subserve the objects of the exhibition, and add to the

to its departure for the World 's Fair. It is to general information and experience of our people. -
Paintings ia frames, and sculpture, will be receivedonsist of a slight wooden frame work , covers and exhibited . For further particulars , reference is

ed with varnished linnen , containing fifty made to the circulars of the association , which have
thousand cubic feet of gas, and calculated to been generally published in the papers of the State .

1 The undersigned will receive and pay charges on
carry ten or twenty people, according as car- all articles intended for the exhibition forwarded to

anla bis address , and will submitthe same to the auxiliarybonated or simple hydrogen is used . The only bis
" y committee in St. Louis for inspection . All sucb specmachinery connected with it , are two wheels imens asmay be approved by the Committee will be

with vanes like the ordinary ventilators of forwarded to New York , at the charge of the State of
Missouri, and proper means will be taken to ipsurewindows. These vanes when acted upon by their exhibition at the Fair in a suitable manner, and

be wiud exert a reactionary power , which di- the disposition of them afterward, as the parties fur
nishing them way desire. To this end, the agentapminishes the resistence , while the wind acts pointed by the Legislature will attend the exhibition ,

uçon the sides in the gamemanner as on those if the interest excited should furnish such an amount

of ber products 39 to do justice to the vast resourcesof a sbip ; and this is the only power used , ofour State . For full information and all particulars

except in a calm , when a single man can drive
cont in a calm chan a single man aan drive respecting the Exposition , address M . TARVER , Esq .

Secretary of the Committee at St. Louis, or L . M .by the wheel at the rate of five and a half KENNETZ, Agent of the State of Missouri.
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Ipril Work fall we spent some time in examining sev

Now is the seed time for the farmer and eral fields of corn which were estimated to

consequently we do not expect to find him
to find him

yiela
yield 50 bushels per acre. We found it

much inclined to tell or hear long stories : standing quite unequally in the hills , 13

nevertheless if we can get him after the toils some

of the day are over, the supper dishes out
shes out and so on up to six . Where there was

of the way , and wife comfortably disposed only on
ishowe only one stalk in a hill we almost invaria

in her seat with her knitting - one foot
# bly found two large well filled ears on the

meanwhile keeping up themotion of the St
f the stalk . Where there was four , five or six

cradle - to sit down and listen to us we will
stalks there was hardly ever more than

have a little talk about matters and things
four ears and perhaps a nubbin or two, and

in general pertaining to the work of this "requently not so
f this frequently not so much . In some instan

month . Wedo not make any pretensions
ces where there were two stalks only for

to the character of Sir Oracle , but will ask
several hills in succession there were three

a few questions, and make a few sugges.
ears to the two stalks , and occasionally

four . The bills were about four feet apart
tions which you can heed or “otherwise' as

you see fit. And first aboutthe fields.
each way. Now , from what we saw we

concluded it the hills had been a little

we suppose une plows have been run nearer together and had contained uniform . '

ning for some time and much of the dryerlly two stalks to each bill a larger crop

portions of your fields have been gone over, would have been obtained with the same

and probably you are all anxious to get culture . How deep do you intend to plow

your corn in the ground as early as possible . this season ? Have you examined to see

Now we are a little inclined to think that how deep the roots of a vigorous stalk of

the ardent desire which inost farmers have corn would penetrate into the earth ? -

to get their corn planted as early as pissi- Where the surface soil is thin with a stiff

ble , is a notion caught from our eastern clay subsoil, it is not best to turn the sub

and northern neighbors which , like castern soil to the surface except in small portions

and northern agricultural papers, is not at a time, but recollect if the plant does

exactly suited to our latitude. We have not send its roots down into the subsoil for

heard a good many arguments, pro and food itmay send them there for water , and

con on this question . It is said that corn by loosening the subsoil with a subsoil

planted early fills better and is not so likely plow you afford your corn an opportunity

to be affected by the drought as late plant- to obtain moisture when the surface soil

ed ; and moreuver, by early planting the may be as dry as the sands of the desert

crop is out of the way sooner , so as not to or a bed of ashes. This is the great anti

interfere with the harvest, and is ready to dote for the summer's drought, and it is

be fed out earlier in the fall. Granting also the greatantidote for excessive wetnese

these advantages it is contended that early in the early part of the season . The sur.

planted corn is very uncertain aboutcoming plussage ofwater soaks into the subsoil and

up -- frequently requiring to be planted two remains there until the dry season , when it

or three times over and then quite likely to is eagerly sought for and easily obtaii.ed

have a very indifferent stand and after all by the thirsty plant.

not being much ahead in ripening wiih Barley should be sojin this month ; as

that planted later. Besides there is much also flax , hemp, field peas and beans . In

more danger from spring than from fall relation to peas is a field crop we desire to

frosts . Weknow that some of the iargest make a few remarks aswe go along. The

crops ever raised in the west Dave been pea plant possesses merits that are only

planted quite late in the season . How known to persons who have cultivated the

close together should the stalks of corn crop extensively . It flourishrs best upon a

stand to produco the largest crop ? Las: clay soil, having upon its surface from fou !
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to six inches of vegetable mould . The the west, yet we believe that as a change

clay should be permeable, so as to freely food they would be found very beneficial,

admit the roots of the plant to a depth of and that they may be grown in any quan

from twenty to thirty inches. It is not ne- tities if properly treated. The ground for

gessary that the sameamount of labor be all such crops should be finely and deeply

expended for this as would be required for pulverized with plow , harrow and clod

many other crops, and in most instances crusher, and then rolled with a heavy har

one good plowing is all that would be need - row . The kinds of roots that we recom

ed to obtain a full average crop. This is mend , are the following, viz : Parsnips,

obviously the fact, on account of the smoth - Carrots , Mangel Wurtzel, Sugar Beet, and

ering influence that is produced from a the Ruta Baga — the last should not be sown

thick and perfect covering of the ground until about the middle of June — the four

with pea haulm ,which thoroughly induces first, any time after the frost is entirely out

thedecomposition of every particle of crude of the ground , up to the beginning of May;

vegetable substance in the soil. The pea the sooner, however , the better , where

crop through this agency exerts a mechan - largeness of the roots is desirable -- and as

ical influence upon the soilwhich eminently largeness gives quantity , that is no mean

fits it for many other crops that might be consideration. Each of these kinds of

made to succeed it. It is by no means a roots could not fail to produce from 500 to

great exhauster of the soil as it draws its 600 bushels per acre, provided the soil,

supply of food largely from the atmosphere , manuring, preparation , and culture, were

and in this respect becomes very closely such as they ought to be. Of Mangel

allied to red clover in its effects and ame- Wurtzel, and Sugar Beet, from a thousand

liorating agency. The quantity of seed to thirteen hundred bushels have been

must be increased or lessened in propor- grown on an acre. Now then , as half a

tion to the average length of the vine when bushel of roots , in addition to the ordinary

atmaturity . For instance two bushels per long forage , will keep each head of cattle

acre of seed would be sufficient for many in good condition , keep them with loose

varieties and others would require three bides, glossy hair , and vigorous constitu

bushels, and for the dwarf pea, four bush- tions, the smallest number would so keep

els per acre would not be too great a quan- | 40 head of cattle 125 days, while the lar

tity of seed . The former varieties will gest would do so 150 days. During all this

yield on proper soil and under good man - time, the milch cows would be giving flow .

agement forty bushels per acre , whereas ing pails ofmilk , rich cream , and delicious

the latter on a rich soilwith equaltreatment butter; the working oxen would be improve

would produce sixty bushels per acre. -- ing in flesh , fat, and muscular strength and

The article of pea straw is very valuable the young cattle , elaborating, from day to

for wintering sheep and young horses, and day , the elements of bone,muscle , and fat ,

the pea itself for fatteninghogs , especially the sheep growing superior wool, and ad

when mixed with barley meal is verymuch ding to their carcass values, while the swine

superior to corn . Pork , however ,may be would be increasing their frames and taking

made cheaper from corn than from peas on fat.

and barley , but the quality of the meat is THE ORCHARD. - -We had intended in

inferior, and the latter when cured by dry this place to make some remarks about

salting and drying according to themost planting and cultivating fruit trees, but we

approved methods, is worth one hundred find the subject so well treated by our old

per cent.more in the Europeanmarkets than friend Dr.Kennicott,in his •BriefHorticul

corn fed pork cured and packed as are or- tural Notes' for the Wisconsin Farmer ,

dinarily done. thatwe take thém bodily , and thank him

Although we are no great believer in the besides :

efficacy of roots as a substitute for corn , in ! You cannot depend , entirely , on eastern
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descriptions of fruit, for a western orchard . For apples, pears and plums, we think

Many of their best,' are of no account that the rows need not be over 20 to 24

here, and some of our favorites are of small | feet apart and the same distance in the

value there. Select your varieties, for do- row ; but in the quincunx form ,which gives

mestic use, to please your own family - re. much more room , peaches, cherries, & c .,

membering that for stock , sweet apples are will do, twice as thick on the ground - a1

preferable, and that there are varieties dwarfs,' of all sorts ,may be planted almost

suited to drying and stewing and others as close together as corn -hills - 5 to 10

that are fine for cider, or excellent for jel- feet, being distance enough . But we are

lies and preserves, and yet not desirable treating of standard trees, and orchard

for the dessert, in their raw state . planting ; and eastern men will tell you ,

If you plant for market, early fruit will that double our distances are necessary ;

be found to pay best, it you are near your butnot so here.

customers, and winter, or late fall, if you If you can choose , plani apple trees on

have some distance to haul yourcrop. The the richest and worst drained portion of

largest and most beautiful sorts, sell bestto your orchard lot — and your other fruits ,

those ignorant of quality , but those who especially pears and plum :, on the best

know , will always regard flavor, and other drained - and if stiff clay , all the better for

good properties, before appearance. the plums, and not so bad ,as onemight

Go north , rather than south for your think , for the pear, though this fruit loves a

trees, and never seek for the tallest and very dry bottomed , deep, rich loam , with

straitest speciinens, for such are the least about 3 or 4 per cent. of alumina ; and a

valuable in the orchard . The top , of a few varieties of the plum will thrive in sand ,

healthy desirable tree, is always propor- but a soil of the stiffest clay if under-drain

tioned to its height, and the diameter of the ed , produces this beautiful fruit in the

trunk is in accordance with both . The richest perfection .

more “stocky,' the better — and the lower Give your peach and cherry trees, (and

and larger the head , the more valuable the your grapes , if you please,) thehighest and

tree - other things equal. Don 't be fright- poorest soil - a clay barren , or a gravel

ened at a crooked tree -- they are often the knoll, or light sand , all of a lightcolor — for

best, and the earliest bearers — but reject a your object is , a moderate growth of well

forked one. See that your tree has plenty ripened wood , which shall remain dormant

of roots , and don 't let them dry , or freeze, from the fall of the leaf, to the latest day in

before planting — better cover the roots as spring. These trees must have low heads,

fast as dug, and when you get them home, to defend the trunk from the blistering sun

bury the roots in mellow eaeth , until you of summer. I have known peaches and

are ready to plant them . cherries abundant, on trees in the shade of

Trees,with the roots properly .puddled' a high fence,or a building,when not a fruit

and packed in moss , may be kept a month , could be found on exposed ones, in the

and be transported thousands ofmiles with same vicinity .

more safety , than those rooted up, and | When you are ready to plant, dig and

tumbled open , into a wagon. for a fivemile mellow the ground, very thoroughly ,where

drive, on a dry, windy day . But if your the tree is to stand ; but dig no deeper than

trees are dry, when you rrceive them , you you have trenched or sub-soiled and com

can not treat them better than to bury them , pletely drained . It is often , if not always,

root and branch , in fine mellow earth , and well to work in some manure, below ,where

leave them there, until thewood looks fresh the tree is to be planted — but this is notes

again . We generally wet them , in warm sential, and is sometimes troublesome, for

water, before burying, and plant them in you wantonly the bestmellow earth in con

the evening, or on a cloudy day - giving tactwith the roots.

plenty of sun-warmed water when weplant. ' You should try your trees, to learn the
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necessary depth , which should never be The Highlands of Western St. Lonis Co.

greater than that of the same tree, in the It is now believed that Fruit Growing and

nursery. Better raise the ground over the the culture of the Grape is destined to become

roots , than settle them below their natural a great and additionalmeans of wealth to our

depth . citizens, and is likely soon to rival in these

Pare the bruised roots before planting, respects , Hamilton Co., Ohio , which alone out

and if these are scanty , and the tree large, of its vineyards and wine making from the pure

shorten the tops, by cutting the new wood, juice of the grape, gives employment to 2 ,000

to three or four eyes , and removing such persons. For many reasons which our space

branches as can be spared. Set the heav- will nct allow us now to give,we are led to

iest part of the top, or natural crook , so as agree in this opinion so favorable to our Mis

to lean towards the heaviest summer wind ; isiouri Switzerland , held as it is by our German

which blows from the south -west in my and other fellow citizens -- someofwhom have

vicinity . been to Hamilton Co., and examined into the

· Spread out the roots , and distribute them matter, and who on this subject have the ex

evenly and naturally , while an assistant perience of a lifetime to guide them , and are

holds the tree in the right position ; and still more confirmed in this view from compari

with the hand , fill in fine earth - covering / sons of its soil actually made through the in

every root in its place — and when nearly strumentality of one of our most wealthy and

finished , if the soil is dry , give warm water respectablemerchants, Wm . T . Christy , Esq.,

enough to wet the soil about the tree, very who had it examined by a body of scientific

sufficiently ; and let this be the first and and practical men in Cincinnati– from the

last watering . After the water has had great heightand formation of its hills , ranging

time to disappear ,you can go over the trees from three to five hundred feet above the level

giving more earth and pressing down, and of the rivers in the County,and from its health

packing the ground lightly , if the tree does fuiness and remarkable facilities to reach a

not stand firmly — but never use stakes, for market, now in a few weeks to be given to it

this purpose if you can possibly do without forever by the completion of the Pacific Rail

them .
road - the want of which and of good roads

The Mulching is thelast process , and a generally has hitherto prevented its develop

very importantone. Coverthe ground over ment.

and beyond the roots, around every tree,to This new interest in our County is valuable

the depth of 6 or 8 inches with straw or in every light in which we view it. Over two

any coarse litter, and this will preserve your hundred thousand bushels of apples and

trees, and cause a rapid growth , and may peaches are annually sold in St. Louis , chiefly

be plowed under for manure, when no consumed by its citizens, and thetribute which

longer needed for shade. we pay to our industrious neighbors of Illinois

for fruit, while they pay us no taxes , and put

STATE TOBACCO WAREHOUSE. — The readers no shoulder to our Railroad wheels , is calcu

of the Valley Farmer , who are interested in lated by lens of thousands of dollars. We

the growth or sale of tobacco, will notice the hail, therefore , once more, this new means of

advertisement of the Superintendent of the wealth , so soon likely to become ours, by or

State Tobacco Warehouse. Wehavehad con - chards and vine clad hills covering our west

siderable acquaintance , in a businessway, with Jern Highlands - - an interest which , while it

Mr. Carson , and have always found him faith - gives employment to additional thousands of

ful and obliging . The premiums which he consumers of our agricultural products, and ,

offers, will doubtless call out the choice to- by the increase in taxable inhabitants and

bacco of the State . I property , adds no small sum to our treasury,

I and to the general wealth of the County - yet

See Mr. Morris's advertisement, and for itself in the fresh fields of Horticulture, is

call on us for catalogues . gure to reap a golden harvest.
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TO THE EDITOR OF THE VALLEY FARMER. the fall and cover them abouttwo inches.

Sit: - Accompanying this is a manuscript CULTIVATION OF THE PEACH TREE.

on the Peach and its cultivation which was Two years old plants are generally consider

presented to me on leaving Philadelphia , by ed the best size for transplanting; larger ones

myfriendMr. John Stratton, but in its present are preferred by some who have but little

form it is as it were locked up to all butme, space and wish to make the most of timeand

and as your paper is open for such matters I means, but the two year old plants finally suc

have concluded to forward it to you for pub - ceed best,they take to the ground better and

lication . I think it is such information as attain a larger growth . No tree should be

many persons need about this part of the planted deeper than it grows in the natural

country . If you think wellof this I havesome state . That part of the tree where the roots

other writings by the same person which I will and trunk connects has been aptly called the

Bend vou some other time. crown or seat of vitality. If you observe a

Spring Garden is one of the Districts of tree in the naturalstate you will perceive this

Philadelphia, and this article was written for particular part is high up above the ground in

the Pennsylvania Inquirer, of Philadelphia . proportion to the humidity of the soil in which

REUBEN NICHOLLS. it grows, and is so shaped in a shelving man

Portland, Mo., March 16th , 1853. ner as to throw off water. A tree growing in

a wet, swampy situation has a greater portion

Peaches of its roots growing above the surface than one

Peaches as they are usually brought to mar" in a comparatively dry situation . Look where

ket are seldom properly ripened , or in good wemay we find the crown of the plant out of

eatable condition . They should remain on the the reach of accumulating moisture, the wet

tree a sufficient length of time after they have ter the situation the more the plant is raised

attained their growth , so that their juicesmay above the surface of the soil when it is quite

be properly elaborated - till maturation is young, by the action of the frost. The great

perfected , which can only be done by the ac- er part of those who call themselves gardeners

tion of the plant performing its proper and force the tree into the ground some five or six

natural function . When sent to market they inches below its natural level, the excess of

are taken off the tree hard and green . The moisture instead of being thrown off as it is

vipening which follows in the market basket is with trees in thenatural state accomulate , and

not properly maturation, or ripening — it is soaks in against the trunksdestroying the inner
fermentation and decomposition . If they are bark and leaving large spaces on the body of

perfectly ripe when picked from the trees they thetree near the surface of the ground entirely

would decay before they could be sold , there. I divested of the bark , thereby, in somemeasure

fore peach growers are necessitated to bring cutting off the connection between the tree and

them to market in a crude state or they would its roots. Any person may easily find bow

spoil on their hands. Manypersonswho have deep a tree ought to be planted by the dirt

large gardens in and about the city , and oth - marks on its roots. As to soil, the top spit

ers who have farms in the country think it not from an old pasture, grass and all chopped up

worth while to plant peach trees because the together is the best forany kind of tree . This

fruit is so cheap ; but there is a vast difference contains all the different proportions or ingre

between a luscious, full flavored peach , ripen - dients suitable to the wants of hardwooded

ed in the natural way, and one which has been plants. It is also unexhausted by previous

pulled from the tree half ripe and fermented cropping, as is often the case where crops of

in a market basket. Every person who has grain & c., have been raised . Farmers can fad

room for some trees should plant every year, so some old sod along the head lands of their

as to keep up a succession or fruit bearing fields. If dry manure is wanted , cow manure

plants to take the place of those which die off. is the best, as it contains more potash than

They also succeed well when raised from the any other, but no manure of any kind should

stone generally speaking - plant the stones in lbe placed in contact with the roots when first
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planted. Stable manure thrown over the gur- and the plant parts with too much of its own

face immediately about the tree will heip to vitality in order to give vitality to its too m

keep the ground moist during summer and will merous progeny, the seeds. This , ninety -Dine

enrich it asmuch asmay beneccessary. Soot times in one hundred is thecause of premature

where wood is burnt will keep off the worms decay of peach trees , and the only remedy is

as well as anytking . Place it immediately to remove a portion of the smallest about the

around the tree. Ashes of any kind will an - /time they becomeso hard that a pin will not

swer the same purpose, but it is well not to de- pass through freely. You will have just as

pend too much on nostrums. There is noth - much fruit in quantity of a finer quality thoog Em

ing like picking them out in the autumn or not so many in number. The plant will not

winter anu'destroying them effectually . Leav- be exhausted by the stoning process and will

a place around the tree bare during winter , therefore be better able to perform its provet

thereby exposing the place to the action of the functions and more thoroughly elaborate its

frost, has a tendency to destroy many larvea , juices , sacharine matter, & c . When a tree

& c., of insects lying dormant. is suffered to bear too many peaches, or rather

THE DECAY OF PEACH TREES . peach stones one or more pears in successiozo

There are many things which cause peach the fruit degenerates, it is scarce any else bat *
trees to decay prematurely ; but there appears stem surrounded with a very little lesh , pre

to be three principal causes ; 1st, injudicious mature ripening takes place , and this is ilyen

pruning. 2d , the worm . 3d, over cropping . kind of fruit we frequently see in themarket

By injudicious pruning, I allude to the too in the earlier part of the season --dry, insipid
common practice of cutting away the lower and tasteless. I think a scale might be s

limbs, thereby exposing the trunk to the di- ranged so as to know exactly how much , * x*

rect rays of the sun which dries up, and oth - rather howmany peachesa tree can bear with

erwise injures the bark , checking more or less out injuring its vitality , and suggest to som

the circulation of the sap, and exposing thia extensive peach grower or amateur to measure

roots too much . Where a sufficient quanti- the tree immediately above the ground an

ty of these lower limbs are suffered to grow a try to ascertain how many peaches to every

more uniform moisture and temperature is inch in circumferance may be raised on a tree

kept up on the surface of the groundand among without exhausting its vitality . Perhaps the

the branches. The atmosphere thereabouts is best way to prune them is to shorten the lead

so much damper that the red spider hasnot so ing branches , (that is themost sigorous shoots

good a chance to harbor on and infest the fo- of the last year's growth ) back to a strong

liage. I do not think the “yellows,' as a sick- wood bud which is generally a single bud , the

ly peach tree is said to have , is any more than firstbearing buds being generally double , and

the Red Spider. But after all the most dis- remove all such small twigs or shoots as may

tructive of all is the over cropping. Many ibe likely to be shaded by other and larger“
persons have noticed when the fruit is about shoots. Also remove all shoots that are likely

the size of hickory nut one thrid or more fre- to run crosswise, so that the extremeat of the

quently falls off. The fallen fruit on exam shoots may point outwards. Buds may be re

nation is found to be soft all through , it has moved in the spring when the tree begins to

no stone in it. That which remains on the tree grow if they seem likely to produce a shoot .

is hard inside so that you cannot pass a pin that will not point outwards.

through it. The stoning or seeding process is J . STRATTON .

just past, the tree not being able to form seeds Spring Garden ,March 1853.

and stones for them all casts off the excess,
LONGEVITY OF FARMERS. - It appears frozex

which is what one finds lying on the ground. Ithe Massachusetts registry of births and deaths

Even what remains may yet be too much for for 1851 that the duration of lives of agriculturisko

tree to support. It is not the fruit which ex - was 12 years above the general average, nearly

19 beyond that of common laborers , and 19 per

hausts the plant so much as the seed . Thisuch as the seed . This cent above the average at death of mechanics

seed is the young plant in the embryo state, Ble . Farmer.
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Guano. is as great as almost to exceed human be

We lears that an effort is about being
lief.

| Humboldt, in his history of South Amer

made to introduce this manure into use in this ficato use in this / ica , states some of these deposits are 50 or
vicinity . 100 bags have been been sentby the 70 feet thick . Many have thought this te ?

agents of the Peruvian Government to this romance of history, but the actual survega
city to Viessrs. Humphery & Thatcher for gra - madeby the Peruvian government five or six

tuitous distribution among intelligentfarmers
years ago, have proved that the guano in

inany places is more than twice that depth ;

and gardeners for experiment , to be followeded , and as there is good reason to believe, and

by the establishment of a permanent agency asmay be seen by the diagram on page 79 ,

for its sale. This lot has we learn been dis - it is probably 300 feet thick in some of the
posed of, and if as great benefits are realized depressionsof the natural surface. And this
from its use as in many other sections it will has been accumulated by an annual aggre

undoubtedly have a great sale here.

gation , so slow as to be scarcely visible from

Weacknowledge our indebtedness to Messrs. 20 ,000 ,000 of tons.

vear to year , until the quantity now exceeds

Humphreys i Thatcher for a little manual
entitled "Cuano; a practical treatise for far To Farmers.

mers ,' & c . ! y Solon Robinson , from which we Barlow 's patent Ilire Teeth Horse Rakes.

shall prepare some articles hereafter on the These implements aremadeof the bestma

subject. In themeantime we quote from the terials-- the finest English Wire,manufactured

book an answer to the question often propoun- expressly for the purpose , being used - and

ded to us: light timber , so that they can be easily hand
WIJT IS GUANO ?

Guana is the concentrated essence of fish - |
led ; and sold on the most reasonable terms;

eating birds excrements . It is found in the every rake being warranted . Price of the

condition of a dry powder, of a brownish yel- rake $ 14 .
low color, not unlike in appearance to Scotch S . T . Stewart, of Fairfax Co. , Va . , says :

snuff; with a pungent strong smell of ammo

nia , distinguishing it from any other sub
| This Rake has advantages over any other I

stance. It is found in various parts of the have used , being light , durable, and adapted

world , upon desert headlands and Islands of to gleaning either light or heavy stubble ; the

the Atlantie and Pacific Oceans, where the teeth springing back whenever they come in

birds have had undisputed possession for contact with stumps or stones, will therefore

countless ages of time. very seldom break . Every farmerwho studies

The Peruvian Guano is not only the most economy should have one of these Rakes. I

valuable, but is found in the largest quan - would not be without one for three times its

tities of any other guano known. That cost.

which has been sent to this conntry and Eng. Orders for this rake will be received at the

land , in such quantities within the last ten Valley Farmer office, St. Louis, Mo., by the

years, was taken from the Chincha Islands , subscriber. E . ABBOTT.

which are situated between latitude 130 and

11° , and at about twelve miles from the TO THE EDITOR OF THE VALLEY FARMER :

coast of Pern , in the Bay of Pisco . The Inquiry was made in your last number what

great valueof the Peruvian guano , arises from would kill Lice on Cattle. There are two good

the faet that rain never falls on the

Islands where guano is found. The air is rerremedies - one, grease rendered from old ran
always dry , and the sun shines with intense cid bacon , rubed on well ; the other, a plenty

power , sufficient to evaporate all the juices of corn and good timothy hay, and salted
from flesh , so that meat can be preserved regularly.

J. R .
sweet without salt . The waters surrounding

Johnson Co., Mo., March 5, 1853.
these islands may be said to be literally alive

so full are they of fish . Almost as numer

ous as the fish , are the birds which satisfy
PREMIUM TOBACCO - London World's Fair &

their voracious appetites on this finny multi
- Capt. J. W . Stralton ,of Glasgow ,Mo., has re

tude, until they can gorge no more, when
ceived ,through President Fillmore,an Exhibitor's

Medal, decreed to him by the jury ofaward of the
they retire to the islands to deposit their ex3 to ,deposit their ex - / greatWorld's Fair, at London, for his specimens
crement, composed of the oily flesh and bones of manufactured tobacco. The tobacco was

of their only food , until the mass which has grown in Howard county , and manufactured at

been aceanulating for thousands of years Glasgow .
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New Movable Fence. Jinches wide, except the sills or sleepers

We are indebted to Col. Ferdinand which should be 5 feet long, 6 inches wide

Kennett, ofWashington county , for a very and 3 inches thick . They may be made

neat model of a movable fence, which we of small logs or saplings, cut the right

consider far preferable in every respect to length , split in the middle , the flat side to

any hurdle with which we are acquainted . I lay on the ground and the upper side

* Webelieve it is better every way. It is scored off to receive the pills and staples.

cheaper, easier made, more durable , Near the end of these sills a permanentpin

stronger , erected in less time, and looks is to be driven as represented in the cut,
better . It will also answer every purpose and two inches each way from the centre ,

of a stationary fence, and is preferable , a staple is to be driven, made of a piece of

because cheaper and easier made than any common nail rod , bentover and sharpened

description of plank or post and rail fence ; ) at the ends. Cut your plank into 10 feet

its only objection being that it occupies a lengths and for every length of fence eut

little wider space than an ordinary straight two strips 4 feet 3 inches long and two
fence. Col. Kennett informs us that he de strips 3 feet 9 inches long ; the longer

signs enclosing his whole farm with it ; and strips to he cut off square, the others with

has already considerable of it in use. We a bevel so as that one end will match

have the model at our office where it can against the upright bar and the other on

be inspected by any person interested ,and the sill against the pin . They should be
we also present above an engraving repre. cut in a box , and a groove cut in each

senting a few sections of it. end with a common gouge. Now procure

Farmers who are taking in new prairie, thin strips of iron , (common strap iron , )

which they design to enclose with a hedge | 7 inches long, with a nail liole within an

ofOsage Orange , will find this structure inch of one end and another 3 inches from

admirably adapted for use until the hedge the first ; and one inch of the other end

is grown ,when it can be removed . It has turned over square in thismanner L. Take

the advantage over any other fence that it 8 penny nails, burn them , so as to make

can be placed nearer the row of growing them mallable , and then lay down your

plants than any other, and ifdesired may be plank for a section of fence flat on the

removed while tilling . floor, or on a platform constructed for the

This figure represents three sections or purpose ; fix guides so that your work will

lengths of fence each ten feet long and 4 be square, the spaces right, and then lay

feet 6 inches high ; four pannels each 6 Jon your upright pieces at the ends, and at

inches wide to each section ; a space of 3 | the bottom of each of these the strip ofiron ,

inches below the bottom board and 3 spa . the bottom of the lower pannell the bottom

ces above 6, 9 , and 12 inches respectively . of the upright strip and the end of the iron

This is high enough for an ordinary mova - which turns out, being all even . Nail all

ble fence ; but if it is desired to make it together, clinching the nails on the other

higher and closer another pannelmay be side, which may be done without trouble

added of the same width , and the spaces if you place underneath a flat bar of iron

made 3 , 5 , 7 , 9 and 12 inches, which will and drive the nails through on to that, for

make a fence 5 feet 6 inches high , the nails will then turn over and clench

This fence is all made of inch plank , 6 themselves as they come through . Two
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Bus to each panuel is sufñcient. Now

ed the exact distance where your brace

< dl gois: tip pright and bore a hole through

372.2 laie ; with an inch auger, (or this may

26.11 been done before nailing together ,

andyour secrion of fence is completed ,and

shay be setaway under cover until needed .

The uprights and the braces should all be

sel arle just alike ; the pinsand staples in the

noteils at just the same distances apart. To

like this they should all be made by a pai
Ketchum 's Mwing Machine.

t h , and any of them will answer any Mowing and Reaping Machines.

bere. Wefrequently receive letters from our

in putting up the fence prepare a box of friendsmaking enquiries as to the different

es abou: ( or 8 inches long, to fit the reaping and mowing machines, which is

Beiles in the uprights ; lay down a sill at the the best, & c . Now , it would be invidious

Commencement, crosswise of the line of and unfair for us, with our limited experi

akce, and joining the hook on one end ofence to decide between the various candid .

the section of fence to the staple in the sill, ates for public patronage.

Tae one enci of the brace against the pin McCormick's reaper is known theworld

wa the end of the sill next io the staple used , all over, and has been more extensively

bug the other end to the hole in the up . used in the west than any other article of

om , and put in a pin . If all is made the kind. Every farmer is so familiar with

it the fence will stand perpendicular, it that it needs no description from us .

ad snug against the brace. For the other Hussey's Reaper and Mower has also a

de you willwant atthe commencement a very extended reputation, and in some sec .

rtle larger brace. Put another sill at the tions is preferred to any other . Butas the

her end of the section and insert theother proprietors of neither of these machines

Sirok in the staple nearest the samelend as have advised us , we cannot say by whom

ise fore, then put the end of another section they are sold in St. Louis , or whether they

to the end of the first and put the hook of are for sale at all.

at into the other staple , and then the Stepping into the agricultural warehouse

soles in the uprights of each will come to . of Wm. M . PLANT & Co, a few days since

ether ; put in your braces, drive in the we noticed that he offers for sale the fol

n , and go on to the next. lowing machines:

Vith proper tools to work with anyman Ketchum 's Grass Cutter;

blu can selv off a plank and drive a nail, Read 's Grain and Grass Cutter;
wan make a great deal of this fence in a Danforth ' s double sickle Grain and

lay , and it can be put up just as fast as the Grass Cutter;

materials can be handled . There is no Rugg 's Grain and Grass Cutter;

ligging to be done, or nailing in putting it ! Green 's Grain and Grass Cutter.

2p . The sills rest on the surface of the All or any of the abovemachines can be

round and of course will not soon rot. had as above, if application bemade soon .

MATERIALS: - For one hundred yards of They are all warranted to cut both grass

ince, four and a half feet high , 810 feet of and grain ,with the exception ofKetchum 's,

inch plank cutinto strips 6 inches wide, at which is a mower only . They will cut

$ 1 ,25 per 100 feet, $ 10 ,50 ; 30 sills , each from 10 to 15 acres per day. Price $ 130

Acontaining 7 . 1- 2 feet board measure 225 each , for all. For further particulars , we

fcet, $ 2.81 ; 60 staples and 60 straps,each must refer our readers to the agents ,who

3 cts . $ 2 , 10 ; 6 lbs, nails , 30 cts . Total, will give them all necessary information ,

$ 16 . 0 , 90 cts per rod . . . See their advertisement.
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From the NewEnglandFarmer. der that those whose interests we advocate

The Garden .
may no longer unwittingly be defrauded of

their well earned dollars , and valuable time.
BY E . PORTER DYER . The subjoined article was written be a gen

A garden , a garden . () giveme a garden , tleman connected with this journal, who has
With a soll of a mellow dark mould , listened inost patiently and attentively to the

Wheremy face may get tanned , and my tingers may har - i disclosured _ and who, in common with nu

den ; merous other hearers thereof, has arrived at
I would not exchange It fer gold . the conclusion that the pretended discovery

This spading , and hoeing , and raking , and wheeling , bythe theoretical Professor ought to be made

Preparing to scatter the seed in , public . If this it not sufficient in extenuation ,

To my mind the goodness of him is revealing we may state that the Professor has violated

Who planted a garden in Eden . his portion of the contract , and hence our as

sociate is uuder no obligation . For pronoun
The scent of fresh monid - tis refreshing to smell of

The toil it requires is reviving,
cing the pretensions of the Professor to the

The sweat of the brow , though ' tis nothing to tell of, possession of a secret of great valve , an un

Itsweetens the gardener' s living . mitigated humbug , the vials of his wrath have

been poured out upon us, most profusely .
Our first father found it an exquisite pleasure, These incoherent ravings are harmless, how
To practice the science of pruning ; ever, and certainly willnot deter us from dis

Or walk with his Eve in the shade at his leisure , charging our duty to the agricultural commu
For instance whlie taking his nooning . '

nity. Hence, for the benefit of the public ,

And whether he planted corn , beans or tomatoes , we shall now and hereafter submit certoin

I find not a word of tradition , facts for candid consideration . - ED.

But always suppose i when hedug his potatoes, The Agricultural community has been kept

Ile found them in healthy condition . in a state of excitement for some time past,
by the announcement that RUSSELL CONSTOCK

IIis strawberry plants inust have looked quite delicious,
of Mabbettsville, Duchess county , bad discov,

At least while in process of bearing

As berries and cream were considered nutritious
ered a new and valuable fact in vegetable

Of cream , his dear Eve was not sparing .
physivlogy , which was of the utmost impor

tance to mankind . Presenting himself before
She always took pleasure in setting her table Congress, the secret was disclosed to a com

To study the taste ofher Adam ; mittee, from which he avera he receired the
Aulbe from his garden , where ere he was able,

offer of $500 ,000 for his discovery. The same
Found comfort in picking for madım .

occurred before the Legislature of Massachu

And often l 're thought had not garden employent setts, and we think , New York . All of the

Been furnished in Eden for Adam , Committees he avers , pronounced the discoy

IIis wife had been homesick , and all his enjoyment ery of incalculable importance, but with none

Been making herb tea for his madam . was he able to make a satisfactory bargain .

Henexturged the matter upon the attention
From Moore ' s Rural New Yorker. of the New York State Agricultural Society ,

"TERRA -CULTURE.' who appointed a committee to hear the disclo .

sures, and report their value to the Society .
The Wonderful Mystery Revealed . Overwhelmed by the magnitude (? ) of the sub

In presenting the following article to theject, the Committee were unable to make a
public -- thereby disclosing the so -called great report at the thme, but subsequently the late

and useful discovery in vegetation — a word of A . J. DOWNING , Esq ., who was one of the
explanation may be necessary in regard to the Committee, responded to the numerous calls

propriety of appropriating, or imparting to the of the public , and submitted a lucid , and we
community , that which is claimed as valnable doubt not satisfactory disclosure .

individualproperty. As to our right and duty . If any still doubt the immense importance

in the premises, we have no misgivings - 1 . For of the disclosures, will they step with us into

the reason that the responsible editor of the the lecture room , and listen to the weighty se

Rural has never made any pledge whatsoever cret- hear the great discorerer disclose his
concerning the secret, and hence has no com disclosures ,' as the Professor euphoniously

punctionsof conscience in regard to disclosing terms his revelations.
the disclosures .' 2 . We firraly believe that Before you stands the veritable Professor

the pretended discovery is of littie or no val- himself ; around him are arranged , in admi

ue - indeed , that such of it as may be of use rabie disorder , sundry roots , twigs and sap

is not new , as we can (and may hereafter ) ( lings, with here and there an ear of corn , or

demonstrate by quoting from the works of the cob on which corn has grown , and a few

popular authors - and hence, that it is our old and apparently well-read books. With
bounden duty to expose the deception , in or- an appearance of wisdom which woud grace
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a Solomon , he announces that, many years about 30 to 40 feet , and are filled with hay

since, in looking over the pages of a School through three successive tiers of doors, one

Botany,' he caught whathad escaped the at- above the other — the hay being put in through

tention of the author, - a fact in vegetable the lower first ; when they are closed , the next

physiology which he believes to be of incalcu - above are used . Sheds stand on each side of

lable benefit to all who live by tilling the soil. the barns, made of boarded piles, and with

In Loudon ' s 'Encyclopedia of Agriculture, 'he boarded roof's open in front, where they are

also found a coroboration of the fact, since four feet high , and five and a half feet high at

which timehehas, by much labor, wrought the the back . A rack runs the whole length .

whole into a system , which is as universal in These barns are conveniently distributed orer

its application as are the plants which are thefarm . They never keep over 100 grown
subject to this newly discovered law . sheep in a flock . - Cullivator.

Picking up a small peach tree, he will go
on to illustrate that, at the point where the Cultivation of the Peach .
root merges into the tree, the point between In answer to several letters relative to the

the ground and the air, is what may be called cultivation of the Peach , we copy part of our

the seat of life in the plant, or tree. If this address delivered before the Worcester Agri

seat of life in planting is set too low into the cultural Society, and published by that Insti

ground, so as to be covered up , the tap root tution .

dies ; the tree from being a seedling becomes I have been requested in this address to re

a sucker, merely an offshoot from the original fer particularly to the cultivation of the Peach .

tree --forming roots above the seat of life,' It is true that New England is not as well po

which changes its nature, and subjects it to ' sitioned in climate for the cultivation of the

all the blighting diseases of which farmers and Peach as New Jersey, Delaware and some

horticulturists so much complain . This prin - | other states, and hence the greater necessity

ciple he applies to every tree and plant ; and , for more exact cultivation , for with it this

by some process of reasoning unintelligible to crop may be grown in sufficient quantities for

common comprehension , insists that the same home consumption and to preventthe necessi

effects are very sure to follow any departure ty of import which is now a large item in most

from the rule , by either putting in trees or of the Eastern States. The Peach tree where

plants too deep , or not setting them far native (Persia ) is of slow growth , producing a

enough into the ground . hard texture and firm wood . With us it is an
Should somehearer, less credulousthan any exotic, and as such should be treated . The

other, venture to ask an explanation , or the ordinary mode of raising Peach trees is to give

application of the discovery to any plant not them little or no care. They are taken from

before named , the Professor is sure to give all the nursery rows in a deformed shape, conse

the facts before related , winding up with an iquent upon growing in a crowded nursery row ,

exhibition of some of his favorite trees and placed without alteration or amendment

The prevention of the potato rot, raising where they are intended to remain , usually in
wheat without winter-killing , and many of his holes only sufficiently large to admit the roots
theories concerning growing crops, are but with the assistance occasionally of an uncouth
efforts to make the system of cultivation con . pushing of the foot, planted at a greater depth
form to the great mystery of the ' seat of life, ' than that at which they grew , and suffered to
The burden of his discovery is , that Nature put out new growth from the ends of a few
terra -cultures , - - therefore, follow Nature. - straggling branches ; so that, by thetime they
Trees for fruit or ornament need no trimming :bear fruit , its weight on the exrreme end of
or cultivation , more than to let them grow as long limbs, causes them to bend so as to break
pature designed . off at the tree, or by bending too close the

Such is , substantially , the whole theory of capillary tubes on the lower side of each

" Terra -Culture ;' and should the reader con - branch , so as to prevent the flow of pabulum

sider it a 'most lame and impotent' affair , we for fruit making . After three or four years

shall not attempt to controvert his conclusion . of struggling they die, producing , in the inte

1 . C . W . rim , fruit of inferior quality and of inconsid
erable quantity .

SHEEP HUSBANDRY . - We observe in a late All thismaybe prevented by judicious treat

paper an account of the extensive sheep hus- ment. In placing the pit in the ground ,don 't

handry of the brothers Rose,near Pen - Yan N . I bury, but insert it , point downwards, in the

Y . On 1 ,500 acres of land , stocked with 3000 nursery row , so that its soft end shall be pre

sheep , their rotation is three years clover , pared to receive moisture. The freezing of

summer fallow , wheat and clover , (with plas- | the first winter will split this shell , causing the

ter ) for three years again . Much clover and tree to commence its growth with its germ in

much wheat are of course to be expected from the right position , and with its cotyledons at

this enriching treatment. Their barns are or above the surface of the ground . At the
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proper season itmay be budded , and after the es of equal length with each other, and of

growth of this bed the original stalk above double thickness . Continue this practice each

the bud may be remover . When at sufficient year, and by the end of the third year you

age for removing from the nursery, take it up may have a round -headed tree resembling the

with care without breaking the roots. Do not shape of a horse -chesnat tree , and bearing its

pull it up so as to disengage a large number fruit on branches incapable of being bent by

of its fibres, leaving them in the ground . Re- its weight, and which will continue to bear

meve the branches, leaving it as a simple fruit for many years, provided the soil be an

staff . The reasons for this are numerous. - nually disturbed as with other exotics. The

While in the nursery row , it will be found to peach tree will not bear fine fruit withoutcun

form more branches toward the next rows than tinued cultivation . Original trees, raised from

towards the pext trees in the samerow - there the pit , and accidently producing good kinds,

being most room and air between the rows, last longer than those which are budded , simp

therefore the tree is out of balance. In pla - ly because they are not placed too deeply in

cieg it in its new location with all the branches the ground. Nature plants the pits correctly

on, an immense surface would be left for the when they fall from the tree,and therefore the

evaporation of moisture before the root is es- cotyledons are not covered up as with imper

tablished for its reception , and an unhealthy fectly transplanted trees for the particular ao

vrowth will ensue; therefore, all these branch - commodation of the peach worm . How often

es should be removed , cut closeto the tree, and do we find peach trees near stable windows,

with a very sharp knife . where the ends of the limbs are bitten off by

In placing the tree in its new location , dig the horses or cattte , bearing superior fruit ;

a large deep hole , and do not return to this , and how often do we find similar instances of

hole the sub -soil removed from it, but fill it fruit -bearing with Peach trees, a largepropor

with the surface-soil from its immediate viction of which has been removed by accident,

cinity , replaoing this surface-soil with the snb- thus in part taking place of the shortening in

soil taken from the hole, thus permitting it to process we have recommended .

receive the influences of sun and air , and to The treatment recommended for the Peach ,

becomesurface- soil by time. This bole should is equally applicable to theNectarine and Ap

be three feet wide in diameter and four feet ricot, but should never be appealed to for oth

deep . Do not plunge the tree up and down er fruitt. — The Working Farmer.

when putting in the soil, nor enter it any
deeper than when growing in the nursery row . Application of a Curious Physiological Discovery.

Indeed it should be one inch higher out ofthe It has long been known to physiologists

ground to compensate for the settling of the that certain coloring matters, if administered

goil during the first season . A stream of to animals along with their food , possessed

water passed down its trunk will arrenge the the property of entering into the system and

soil among its rootsmore completely than any tinging the bones. In this way the bones of

other means. If the upper roots near the tree swine have been tinged purple byma dder, and

be covered with soil, or the soilbe piled up for instances are on record of other animals be

an inch or two around the trunk , new roots iny similarly affected . No attempt, however,

will start from the outer surface, and old ones has been made to turn this beautiful discor

will die , causing the pith in the centre of the ery to account until lately, when Mons. Bou

tree, for a few inches above the surface of the lin speculated on what might be the conse

ground, to turn brown. For each old root quence of administering colored articles of

that dies some limb will decay , and the peach food to silkworms just before they begin spin

worm will enter at the soft spots in the bark ning their coccoons. Ilis first experiments

near the root crown. When the earth is kept |were conducted were with indigo , which

away from the trunk , and if the tree is not he mixed in certain proportions with the

permitted to sink into the soil below its natu - mulberry leaves serving the worms for

ral depth , these difficulties will not occur, and food . The result of this treatment was suc

the peach worm will not be so apt to annoy cessful - he obtained blue coccoons. Prose

it. During the first season , new branches will cuting still farther his experiments, he sought

put forth , fairly balanced on all sides of the a red coloring matter capable of being eaten

tree. The following spring these branches by the silk -worms without injury resulting .

should be shortened in , cutting nextto a wood Hc had some difficulty to find such a coloring

bud, and never next to a fruit bud , removing Imatter at first, but eventually alighted on the

two-thirds of thenew growth. This will cause Bignonia chica . Smallportions of this plant

the new puttings-forth to be nearer the tree, having been added to the mulberry leaves, the

and greater in number, so that, instead of a silk -worms consumed the mixture, and pro

few straggling branches shading the smaller duced red - colored silk . In this manner the

ones and causing them to die out for want of experimenter, who is still prosecuting his re

air and sun , you willhave a number of branch - searches, hopes to obtain silk as secreted by
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the worm of many other colors . -- Weekly Domestic Agriculture.

Post . High Price of Sugar Lands. - We learn

from The Vigilant that the Fortier Plantation ,

in the Parish of St. Charles, La., was sold by

The Shanghai Breed of Fowls . the Sheriff on the 24th ult . for the sum of

$ 121,500 . Itwas purchased by Madame LE
The Genesee Farmer makes the following BURGEOIS. It measures nine arpents front on

statement respecting the Shanghas fowls .
the river and eighty arpents deep , and has a

The Cochin China and Shanghai are force of seventy negroes on it.

much larger than our common fowls , proba - | The arpent, (arpong, ) is the French acre,

bly three times their weight. Of about fifty which is about live -sixths of an English acre.

weraised last year, the smallest hen weighed Nine arpents front and eighty deep , is seven

six pounds, and the largest cock ten pounde, hundred and twenty arpenis in the tract. All

at one year old . They producemore eggs than the plantationsupon the coast of the Mississip

any fowls wehave ever kept. The heas often pi river are laid off in that way - -eighty ar

commence laying in less than three weeks af- nents deep , and sometimes only one in width .

ter hatching a brood , and continue laying Indiana State Agricultural Society for

every day regularly, at the same tine taking 1853. - The Executive Committee of the State

care of the chickens until they are able to take Board of Agriculture willmeet in the Supreme

care for themselves. Wemade a present of a
Court Room at Indianapolis on Thursday,the

present of : pair of Shanghai fowls to a gen - 15th day of May, 1853, at one o 'clock P . M . ,

tlemen well known to all our agricultural for the purpose of arranging schedules of pre

readers. After a few weeks, happening to be miums, and appointing the time and place of

at his place , we inquired low the fowls pros- holding the next annual Fair .

pered , and were told that thehen had not lay - Milk . - Col, Faulkner, of Acton , states that

ed. Thinking this strange, we asked to soe the value of the milk brought over the Fitch

what eggs they had, when we found betwǝen burg Railroad into Boston the past year, at

two and three dozen laid by our pullet, which |41- 2 cents per quart, would amountto $ 146 ,

we readily recognised . - On pointing out her | 560 20 . This wasthe product chiefly of Mid

eggs to our friend , he remarked : Mywifehas dlesex county .

pereral times observed that the hen that layed Railroads Improve the Value of Land. - A

the yellow egys, layed more than all the oth - correspondentof the Manchester ( N . H .) Dem

ers .' Hehad some half dozen in all.
ocrat, from the upper part of the State , writes

They are good mothers, but lay a large that the stretching of the Atlantic and St.

number of eggs before wanting to set- gener- LawrenceRailroad across the wild lands above

ally from forty to six . The young chickens the mountains has given to a territory , nearly

are very hardy - much more so than any oth - worthless six years ago , a very considerable

crsweknow . In several, when raising very value. Owners of the timber lands to the

late or very early chickees, wehave had broods north of the base ofMt. Washington will re

part Shanghai or Cochin China , and part com - alize fortunes by the sale of timber alone.

mon chickens, and lost nearly all the common Heavy Porker. - On Tuesday , 22d ult, Mr.

without losing one ofthe others. B . E . Critchel, of the Boston Pork Store, No.

« The eyes of pullets the first year are small. / 119 State-st., purchased a dressed hog weigh

Indeed , these pullets do not arrive at full ma. ing 610 lbs, - said to be thelargest yet brought

turity in less than eighteen months. For this into the city. It was raised and fatened by

reason we think it would be better to raise Mr. Dibble , ofHindsburg , Orleans county, Vt.

croses in the fall. Wekilled a dozen crosses N . Y. Agricultor.

last year, at about six months old , the smallest Large CATTLE.-- Some of our Monroe, How

of which weighed six pounds dressed . They ard , Audrian and Cooper county friends - and

were from common hens and a Shanghai cock . among those in the latter county we mention

Wealso killed several Shanghia and Cochin Jas. Hutchinson and Jno. J . Tucker - some

China chickens at about the same age, taking a times boast of large beef cattle. We dislike

little pains to test the quality of the flesh , and to take the starch out of all such genteel brag .

disregarding the Scripture injunction to call ging , but feel compelled to let them know that

in the "halt, the lame and the blind ,' invited their cattle are éno where,' when compared to

a few of our friends who are good judges of those fattened on the gass of 'Old Boone.'

what a fowlshould be, and they were unani- On the 1st. , two steers belonging to Mr. How

mously pronounced first-rate, and no difference ard D . English , of this county, were weighed

could be detected between the flesh of the on the scales in this place as follows: Red

crosses and pure bloods, as to fineness of fla - steer, 2 ,030 pounds, white steer, 2 ,500 pounds.

vor. There is some satisfaction in carving Stand aside, gentlemen ,with your calves , and

from a chicken that weighs from six to seven let the cattle of Old Boonepass - Columbia

pounds.' | Statesman .
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National Agricultural Society . This should be continued and extended to all

PRESIDENT WILDER 'S ADDRESS. parts of our own country and continentand to

transatlantic natios; and I respectfully submit
Gentlemen of the U . S . Agaicultural Society: whether a conference of a Committee of this

· The Constitution of the Association pro - body with the General Government is not de

vides that its annualmeeting shall be held on sirable in regard to the facilities for conducting

the first Wednesday of February . Wehave as this correspondence through its functionaries

sembled in conformity with that provision , al- in other lands, and for the transfer through

though but a few months have elapsed since them , of additional Agricultural information ,

our organization . Our officers are now to be seeds, and specimen products, and for the

elected for the first calendar year, and such proper disseminotion thereof, by this Associa

other business transacted as may be deemed , tion to the farmers and gardeners of America .

at present nece sary for its general welfare. The action of your comunittee has inereased

Before eutering upon these duties, it may their conviction of the necessity of a closer

reasonable he expected that your presiding alliance between the United States Agricultur

officer should submit auch subjects for your al Society and kindred Associotions in the va

consideration as our brief history suggests . rious States, Territories and districts of the

In behalf of the Executive Committee,whose Union; and it is therefore earnestly recomien

duty it was to appoint, in certain cases , State ded thatmeasures be immediately adopted to

and Territorial Boards of Agriculture, I would secure such association and cooperation with

state that the Committee held a meeting in the'n , and to obtain annual reports of their
Philadelphia last September, but that they transactionsduring the present, past and suc

conclude to defer such appointment at least till ceeding ye.irs,which shall be carefully preser

the present session , when it was supposed ad - ved , and from which compilations froin year

ditional information would be obtained and to yearmay bemade, and also to secure, ulti

incfeased facilities presented for thebetter mately , at the seat of Government a full histo

fulfilment of this trust. ry of the state and progress of American Agri

Some Stateshave already appointed their culture .

quota ofthe National Board , from which we Your atten ion is also respectfully solicited

expect an account at this time, auta similar to the expediency of such an alliance of this

measure is in progress in other States , from Society with the American Pomological Soci

which reports may be received during the en - ety , as kindred objects and interests may

suing year; and it is hoped that the full or- seem to require.

ganization of the Board will soon be comple 1 Our location at the nationalcapital gives us

ted in all our States and Territories, either by peculiar facilities for intercommunication and

their own action or by the appointments of for intercourse with members of Congress re

your Executive Committee. presenting all parts of our widely extended

The first number of the Society 's Journal, I country. Wemay also secure many benefits

consisting of 144 octovo pages, was prepared from the Smithsonian Institute , whose objects

and published hy the energy of our Correg- are the generaldiffusion of knowledge and the

pending Secretary within about two months promotion of science, objects so analogous to

after our organization , and has been distribu - those of this Association as to give inportance

ted to most of the new members. It was prin - to the question wnether eachmay not be bene

ted from stereotype plates, from which ad - fitte : by a closer connexion between them .

ditional copies can be obtained to supply fu - By the courtesy ofthe Institute , we have been

ture demand. Events attending its publication permltted to occupy their cominodious appart

caused some typographical errors which will ments, and an inquiry should be made by our

be corrected in subsequent impressions. It Executive oficers or it special coinmistie, to

should also he stated that the list of members ascertain what room or rooingen be obtain

was found, in severalinstances, not to contain cd for the future accommodation ofthis Socie

their post-office addr gs , which will account ty. Weneed a public building or oflices in

for the non -reception of it by those members, some existing edifice for our corresponding

their full names, titles and post-address, writ - Secretary and Treasurer, for the preservation

ten in a plain and legiblr style . of oar rocords and of the Agrculturit) seeds

Circumstances bevond the conrtol of the and products which are now in our possession

Executise Committee, have delayed the public or maybehereafter acquired , and also for an

cation of the second number of the Journal, Agricultural library , museum and cabinet.

which we trast will be shortly issued . The progress of this Society, the fulálinent

A correspondence has been opened with dis - of its designs, and the rank it should take as
tinguished Agriculturists and many local As- National Association require a permanen : Sec
sociations palative to the progress and condit - retary , who shall be loeated in this city, and

ion of Agriculture in the Uited States , and devote his time and talents to its advancement.
to the existence and objects of this Society . Its correspondence must necessarily be extes
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sive; and the preparation , publication and dis - Much may also be done to secure funds re

tribution of its Transactions and Quarterly quisite for extensive and successful operation

Journal, willdemand much labor, and triese by donations from thewealthy and benevolent.

duties will becomemore onerous with the pro - | A gentleman fortune, llon . Samuel Appleton ,

gress of the Society . of Boston , whose uameis honorable associated

The Treasurer's Report will be presented in with various philanthophic and charitable en

the progress of business, from which wewill terprises of our age and nation , has the honor

letrn the state of our finances. The efficiency of commencing worthy action in our behalfby

and success of this body require pecuniary a donation of one thousand dollars. Several

means adequate for the permanent support of other distinguished gentlemen have subscribed

a Secretary, and a suitable compensation for liberally to our funds, in the form either of

the duties which may devolve upon the Trea - donations or of Life -meberhips, a detailed

surer, also for the regular issue of its Journal statement of which will hereafter be submitted

and Transactions, for postage and other pe- and published in the Society 's Transactions.

cessary and contingent expenses. I respect - Is it too much to believe that personsmay be

fully submit whether a portion of thesemeans Cound in our commercial cities and widely ex

may not be obtained from Government, either tended country who will imitate these excel

is & grant in furtherance of our abjects , on lent esamples, and tiras place at our disposal

the same general principle as many of the a fund, the annual income of which will be

State Governments besiow their patronage up- sufficientto render the influence of this Society

on the Agricultural Societies within their ter- permanent and most salutary? I commenů

ritorial limits , or , if governmentwould so di- to your favorable consideration .

rect, as a consideration for the performance In addition to themeasures already enumer

by this Society , of the duties os the Agriculo ated for the accomplishment of our objects, I

tural Department of the Patent Office. would submit to you a suggesiion with refer
The sum now expended by Government in ence to holding an appual Exhibition of this

that branch of the Department, if placed at Society in connexion with the World 's Fair,

the disposalof this Society would enable us to which is to commence next May, and to con

collect, through our auxiliaries and corres- tione through the ensuing Summerand Autumn

ponding bodies, the most reliable statistics in the Crystal Palace in the City of New York .

and themost recent and valuable iuformation The idea of such a Fair , in manyminds, ap

and would also enable us to publish the same pears to have originated from the very incom

and to distribute it, through the members of plete and imperfect representation of Ameri

Congress , through those of the Society , and of can arts and industry in the World 's Fair at

the hundred of kindred local Associations ac- London , in 1851, and consequently from the

ting in concert with us throughout the coun - inadequate impression of the samethereby left
trv . | in some portions of themother country and of

It is also worthy of inquiry what further Europe. If this American Pair succeeds, as

measures can be adopted to increase the in - it is anticipated , it is desirable there should be
come of the Society by donations and mem - in it a full and fair representation of American

berships and by the sale of its publications. Agriculture, IIorticulture, Pomology andkin

For the furtherance of these objects, the Es- dred arts . The Hon : Secretary of State has

ecutive have, in a few instances, appointed already presented the subject to various agents
local agents ,whose success encourages the be - of our Governmont in foreign lands, and in

lief that it is expedient to multiply these func- structed them to co -operate in the design . An

tionaries with a view to canvass allthe States exhibition of this Society as an independent

ane Territories of the Union . body, or in connexion with some of the State

One of t. ese agents in the smallest State Agricultural Societies, at that timeand place,

(Rhode Island ) has, in the course of six weeks would give the Association a world -wide no

procured more than 100 members collected toriety, and secure for it other advantages be

valuable information and awakened addition - sides contributing largely to the completeness

al interest in this worthy cause, and is still and interest of the Fair .

successfully prosecuting his labors. Had a If this suggestion is reccived with favor, it

similar agency been einplored in other parts will be important that the Executive, or a

ofthe country , with the same success,weshould Special Committee, be invested with full pow

have enrolled at this time 8 ,000 inembers, er to confer and negotiate with theCommittee

with an annual income of $ 16 ,000 ; a result of that Association already appointed on this

eminently desirable, and which we believe subject , and to execute the design in a man

can be accomplished by an efficient agency. ner conducive to American Agriculture and to

Local agentsmap be oppointed by the Execu - the Republic .

tive Committee , or with their concurrence, by Several distinguished gentlemen have been

theofficers of this Society, in each of their re- invited to attend this meeting , from whom it

spective States, and supported by a reasonable is hoped wemay receive other addresses or
per centage on their collections. lectures on griAcultural topies ; and as our all
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nualmeeting will occur during the session of to the accomplishment of our mission .

Congress I would reccommend that provision A brighter day has begun to dawn. It is

bemade, hereafter, for an annual course of within the recollection that the first Agricul
lectures during our anniversary, and that the tural Society was organized in the United

same be published in the Transactions of the States; indeed , it is not fifty years since the es

Society , or in a separate volume. tablishment of the Horttcultural Society of

Our Constitution was necessarily prepared London , the first institution of the kind in the

in haste , during the Convention which gave world . This was soon followed by kindred

birth to the Society, and in some particulars associations in France , Pennsylvania ,Massa

is susceptible ef improvement and important chusetts and other places. Agricultural and

additions. Section III, may be improved by llorticultural Societies, and Farmer' s Clubs,

more definite phaseology, precisely adapted to spring up as by enchantment throughout our

our organization . Another embarrasment country, all zealously engaging in the work of

would be removed if our “Board of Agricul- | improvement.

ture' were denominated the General Board of While we rejoice in these favorable indica

Agriculture,' to disttnguish it from themem . Itions, and in the cheering prospect before us,

bers thereof in a given State, who constitute a we are reminded bythe absence of those whom

"Local Board ,' and should be so designated . we havebeen won to meet on similar occasions

The Constitution also provides (Sec II ) for that the Destroyerhas been among us. They
the election of honorary members, but does involuntarily rise up before us, and their val
not prescribe the manner in which they shall wable claim our grateful rememberrnco.
be proposed . It is worthy of consideration When we last assembled in this city , the“ Far
whether this instrument should not require mer of Ashland lay upon the bed of death ,
their nomination by the Executive Committee and has since been borne with distinguished
before their election by the Society ,and wheth - funeral honors, amidst a nation's sorrow , far
er this alteration should not bemade at the hence to the sepulchre ofhis fathers.
present session , so as to secure the immediate The great Landscape Gaadener and Rural
appointment as honorary and corresponding Architect of Imerica , upon whose genius the
members, of gentlemen who have distinguished government depended for the laying out and
themselves in the Arts,by donations to this adornment of the public grounds surrouding

Society or by importantpublic services . Meas- these premises, and who did so much to elevate
ures should be immediately adopted for pro the standard and improved taste in the rural
curing a suitable Diploma of this Society, and arts , was numbered with the victims by that
a copy thereof, duly executed for each of its awful disaster upon the waters of the Iludson ,
Annual, Life, Ilonorary and Corresponding on the 28th of last July , which agonized the
Members,

hearts of so many American citizens.
Gentlemen - IIaving submitted these sugges | The cause of scientific Agriculture in this

tions for your considerations, permitme to country , has sustained a great lossby the death

add , that a great work has been given us to of one of itsmost distinguished and promising

accomplish , but we havemuch to encourage professors - a gentlemen , who , though young ,

us to its prompt and faithful performance. had alreadymademany valuable contributions

The vastness of our Agricultural resources to Agricultural literature , who had no superior

- the extent of ourterritory, surpassingly rich of equal age, and from whose future labors
in gold , silver, iron , copper, coal, and other much wasanticipated . Downingand Morton
metalic aud mineral treasurez - the variety of are no more - both cut down in themidst of

our soil and climate , capable of producing life and usefulness .
nearly all the Agricultural productions of the One of the distinguished representatives of
worki - our rapidly reduplicating population , the Essex Society of Massachusetts , the Hon .
spreading through our valleys and over our Judge Mack , of Salem , who was present and
hills, and peopling our fair land with the in - participated in the organization of this Socie
dustrious and enterprising ofall pations - -the ty, a most worthy gentleman and who filled
wondesful progress of the naturalsciences, up with honor and integrity various stations in

on which the arts of successfulcultivation de- life, has also gone to his rest.
pends the facilities for intercommunication The Marshfield Farmer' is also numbered
between all parts of the country and theworld with the mighty dead . Ile was a farmer,

- the interest already awakened in our Asso - the son of a farmer , and the noblest produc
ciation and the cause it seeks to promote , antion of American soil! IIis majestic form , his
interest which is manifested among usby hun - mountain brow and expressive countenance,
dreds of Agriculturaland Horticultural Socie - his deep , yetmelodious voice, bis whole per

ties, increasing every year, and by the multi - son eloqueni in every step and act, are bright
tude of periodicals and publications which are visions on which we delight to dwell.
devoted to its advocacy and advancement - Wefondly cherish the remembrance of hion

these, all these urge us onward , right onward | as he appeared in this assembly at the organi
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zation of our Society , and in the cordialman - becomes equal to their weight, when they con

ner in which he saluted the worthy representa - ' tinue to fall with a uniform velocity. This

tive of the immortal Washington , the ‘Farmer velocity is , therefore, in a certain ratio to the

of Arlington , We love to think ofhis subse- diameter of the drops ; hence thunder and

quent reception of us at his hospitable man- other showers, in which the crops are large,

sion in this city, and of the close of his elo- pour down faster than a drizzling rain . A

quentaddress, and especially of his friendly drop of the twenty- fifth par: of an inch , in

benekiction : Brother farmers - I shall re- falling through theair , would when it arrived

member you, and the occasion which has call. at the uniform velocity , only acquire a celerity

ed us together . I invoke for you a sufe re- of eleven feet and a half per second ; whilst

turn to your homes. I invoke for you an one of one- fourth of an inch would acquire a

abundunt harvest; and if we meet not again velocity of thirty -five feet and a half .

in time, I trust that nereafter we shallmeet in To
THE JAPAN Pea. - At the late annual meet

a moregenialclime, and under a kindlier sun .'
ing of the United States Agricultural Society,

Yes, sainted patrio“; there, in those celestial
at Washington, as we learn from the National

fields, where the sickle of the Great Reaper 1,
Intelligencer , Prof. Mapes of New Jersey han

shall no more cut down the wise and good, doo
ded to the President a portion of the vine or

wehope at last to meet thee; there, in those
stalk of the Japan Pea, whi:h was raised last

pure realms, where the rainbow never fades,
? season in Suffolk county , New Jersey. The

where thy brilliant star shall shine out with
seed was originally obtained from some of the

purer effulgence, and where the high and glo .
company of a Japanese vessel wrecked on the

rious aspirations of thy soul shall be forever
coast of California , and formed a portion of

realized !
their food. Hedescribed it as a plant whose

· These great and worthy men have ceased
botanical characterhadnot yetbeen settled ,but

from their earthly labors , and are gone to that
which was probably well deserving the atten

land whose bloom is perennial, whose fruit is
tion of agriculturists . The specimen offered

immortal, and whose harvest is eternal. We
was cut off about two feet from the ground,

live to promote a cause which wasdear to their
and was thickly studded around with seed

hearts and to execute plans which they helped

usto form , and on which depend some oftheir
pods, thus producing very many times the crop

of the ordinary pea of our gardens. In plant
most cherished hopes respecting the prosperity in
of their country and the happiness ofmankind . .v ing, thuse peas are set about five feet apart,

and in the course of their growth cover the
Soon shall webe called to follow them ; but

whole surface of the intervening ground. They
let us rejoice that the cause we are seeking to !

i require no sticking or other support, the stem
promote will flourish when we are laid beneath 1

being quite stiff and unyielding. This pea
the clods of the valley.

| appears to be especially useful for feeding to
Gentlemen - Cheering prespects are before ' ;

horses; but may no doubt also bemade to con
us, I dwell with pleasure on the bright future. +

e tribute largely to human sustinence. - Maine
I seem to seethis Association enrolling amoung

its members thousands of our intelligent yeo

manry , and whether from the North or the GREAT IMPROVEENT IN STEEL. ( reat im

South , the East or the West, all handed and provements have recently been made in Eng

leagued together as brethren by a common in - land in steel, especialiv in cast steel. Messrs.

terest ; a State Society auxiliary to this in Blake & Pakin , of Meadow SteelWorks, Shef.

every Commonwealth ,- -County Societies, field , are making stem engine piston rods,

Farner's Clubs, Agricultural Schools and said to bear more than double the strain of or

Colleges, each drawing from its own peculiar dinary cast steel of the same thickness, by

section and resources themeansof information combining two tempers of different degrees of

and improvement, and all with united purpose hardness in one bar - the soft part being in

and harmonious action , both disseminating side, the outside being harder, thus combin

and receiving aid from one another, and thus i ing the two requisites of stiffness and touch

illustrating the power of voluntary associa - ness . This peculiar steel is now used exten

tions under the fostering care of government, sively by engineers , for making their screw

and tending to make ouselves and our beloved tips. It can bemade with the hard temper in

nation themost intellificnt, enterprising , vir - side and the soft temper outside, for medal

tuous, haprpy and powerful people on earth . dies , mint dies, & c . Samples are ordered for

MaRSIALL P . WILDER . the bank of England and the Royal Mint, for

their dies. Most of the large engineers in this
RAIN : - The drops of rain vary in their size, country and in the United States are bringing

perhaps from one twenty- fifth to one twenty . this core -annealed steel into use for engine

fourth of an inch in diameter. In parting with piston rods and screw taps. The price is suid

the clouds, they precipitate their descent till to beabout the sameas ordinary cast- steel.

the increasing resistance opposed by the air | Maine Farmer.
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From The Country Gentloman . | Now , as she would not work on the farmi

How I Bought a Horse that had the Heaves. 'for anyman 's persuasion ,' and was not pre

AND HOW I TREATED THAT DISEASE. cisely the kind of animal to sell to one's par

ticular friend , as 'a steady family borse,' and
BY H . F . FRENCH , EXETER , N . I .

as I did not dare to risk my own wife and
Mr. Editor : -- Did you ever read “ The Ad - children behind her, I began to read the Muck

ventures of a Gentleman in Search of a Manual,' with the idea of computing her ag.

Horse ? ' I read it , years ago , and havenever ricultural value, for the compost heap, when

been so fortunate as to see it since. If I rec- fortunately I had occasion to drive her to the

ollect aright, it gives the experience of a man , good old town of Derry , in a sleigh . As I

who get out to purchase a perfect horse, and came up to Cameron 's Hotel, atabout•2 three

with about the same success that King Solo - minute lick ,' as the jockies say, I saw at the

mon had in trying to find so perfect woman ; sign post, a fine stately horse harnessed to a

and tells how he, like all the rest of us, got sleigh . I was examining him pretty carefully

cheated again and again , in differentways, as when a man whose appearance announced him

the best of people will , and indeed are more as one of the Fancy stepped out, anlaccost

likely to be than any body else. Once he bo ’ted mewith, Well, friend, do you want to buv

a fine animal thilt was advertised , as 'sold for such a horse as that p I should like him ,

no fault, only the owner w ints to leavetoucn ,' was my reply , “ if he is as good as he looks,

and the new proprietor was led to feel the full and you will sell him at a fair price, and take
force of the languitge, the first timehe wanted mine without any extra charge.

to leave town, for his new steed could not be thy, what sort of a beast have you got ?

induced , by iny suasion , moral or physical, She looks well, and came up the street as if

to budge a single rod from his stable door. she had legs enough .'

Perhaps it was not that gentleman , but an - ! I hope I shali be forgiven , if I suspected he

other, who having purchased a nac, which would not believe more than half I said , when

was free from all faults, and found him stone I replied , giving him the literal truth : She is

blind , brought him back to the seller , and re- six years olu , and sound, can trot a inile in

minded him of his statement. three minutes, iad will be like. y to kick your

' I hepe,, replied the seller coully , you don 't brains out if you take her, in the course of a

call blindness a fault , when it is only thepoor week. ' He assured me that his horse was

horse's misfortune !" perfectly sound and kind ; that his price was

Everybody knows that I have no great pre- tree hundred dollars, and that he would

tensions to much knowledge about horses,and swap right? ; adding coolly , ' I should like to

in order , therefore , to givemy teachings due see one horse that is uglier than I an. '

weight, you must be informed how I cameby I proposed to drive his borse alone, to which

my education in this department of science. the owner at once assented , and I steered

Be it known , then , thatabout five years ago , I straight off to the stable of a man , famous for

chanced to be the proprietor of a mare, the his skill in horse - flesh , whom I had known

veriest vixen that ever went on fur feet . - - when I was a boy there at Pinkerton .lolmuy ,

Among her other óaniable weaknesses,' was a and asked him to examine the onim ::) with

strange propensity to kick . It was her favor - me. We drove him out of sight, and give

ite a qusement to kick at any other creature , him a thorough investigation . He trio him

quadruped or biped , that caine within reach ; in all his pacer, walk , trot and canter, for

and when tie l alone, she would keep herself wird and backward , examine:1 his teeth , his

in practice , by kicking up her heels , as high feet, his knees, his eyes. We observed hig

as the scaffold , izbout once in five minutes, breathing, spoke of the glanders , the hares,

accompanying the performance with a squeal, broken wind , and various other ills which

that could be heard by ail the neigaborsi horse- fiesh is heir to. But he seenį 2

Such an animal was rather dißidult to dis - right.' lie was young, and large, and hund

pose of, as youmay suppose. Mr. Pickwick some, and fleet , and to all appelrane and

and his friend , after they had led that "dread and muareable , and yet we were po frictly

ful horse ' six miles in the heat and dust of a satisfied that the horse had some defect.

summer' s day, without being able to mount! However, I put a bold face on the matter,

him , were in a searcely worse dilemma. Fin drove back to the hotel, and told mymin I

nally,my precious Kitte, who wasmore of a would give him fifty dollars to boot, ar go

«shrew ' than even Petruchio' s , having with - | along with my own horse. Without driving

stood most m 'infally (woman fully, occurred my mare an inch , he quictly unhitel. : 1 his

to me, but I won 't say it ,) allmy endeavors own horse from his sleigh , exchangedh age ,

to time her, commenced a new epecies of put him to my sloigh , and nocketed his fifty

gymnastics, by kicking up in the carriage every ! dollars, hardly losing a whiff of the cigir lie

tino she felt the breeching, in going down was smoking . I confess I was a little startled

bill. lat his perfect composure, but with a friendly
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eaution to beware of Kate's heels, I bade him tient, with no effect whatever. It is said that
farewell. in a limestone country this disease is unknown ,

I had but five miles to drive that afternoon , and lime water was prescribed , with no appa

to my native town of Chester, where I stabled rent advantage. Someone told me to give the

mynew horse for the night . I gave him the horse ginger , and strange to tell, I found that

name of the General,' it being a timeof po - a table spoonful of ginger given to the Gen

litical excitement, when both candidates bore eral with his oats, when breathing his worst,

that title . I never mingle politics with agri- would cure him for the day in half an hour

culture, and did not want my horse to -rua a after he had eaten it ; but on giving it daily,

political course . ( the effect soon ceased . It is a jockey' s reme

Having dreamed of horses all night, besides dy , and will last long enough to swap upon : -

having the nightmare once or twice, I awoke Finally , I was advised to cutmyhorse' s fodder

betimes, anxious to learn the condition ofmy and give it always wet. I pursued that course

new treasure. Everybody knows how much carefully, keeping the General tied with so

more pride one feels in his horse, than in any short a halter that he could not eat his bed

other property, and especially how it ' takes ding, giving him chopped hay and meal three

the conceit out of him ’ to be cheated in a times a day , and never more than a bucket of

" horse trade. ' water at a time.

I wentto the stable with fear and trembling , He improved rapidly . I have kept him five
doubting whether the General had not been years, making him a factotum - carriage

transformed like ' fairy gold ,' to dust and horse, saddle horse, plow and cart horse -- and

ashes, during the night, or whether he might he bids fair to remain useful for five vear's to

not have been a witch 's horse, and be found come, Kept in this way, his disease does not

turned into a broomstick ! lessen his value for speed or labor, a single

But he wils there in full shape and propor- dollar. When the boys grow careless , and

tions. He gave a slight cough as I opened give him dry hay, he informsme of it in a few

the door, a sound which a man who has owned days, by the peculiar cough I havementioned ;

a horse with the heaves never will forget ! and but sometimes for six months together, no in

on examination I found be had a strange way dication of disease is visible, and he would

of breathing , his flank heaving two or three pass for a sound horse with themost knowing

times at every expiration of the breath . I in such matters. There is no doubt that clo

was told at once thatmy horse had the heaves. ver hay, probably because of its dust, often

I had heard of the disease frequently , and induces the heaves. Stable keepers, with us,

had the impression , which I find is quite refuse it altogether for this reason .

common , that it renders theanimalworthless. Many suppose that the wind of the horse is

Ilowever , as it was a co nplaint which struck affected by the heaves, so that fast driving at

at my purse and my feelings, and not like any time will, as we express it, put him out

Katy 's heels, at my head , 1 concluded to be of breath . With my horse, it is not so , nor

resioned , and avail myself of my verymani. with others affected with this disorder.

fest advantages for observations on its symp- When the General was at the worst, rapid

tomsand treatment. driving , when just from the stable would in

My horse went home to Exeter , sixteen crease bis difficulty , but a mile or two ofmod

miles, in fine style , with no symptom of dis - erate exercise would dissipate the symptoms

ense, except once in a mile or two, a slight entirely. We have, occasionally, what are

couch . Straightway I strore to learn all that called wind-broken horses, which are nearly

books and stable men car teil of the heaves, worthless, for want of vind. They can never

and try all known remedies. |be driven rapiúly without great distress, and

In its common form , it is thought to be a froquently give out entirely by a few miles

formation of air cells on the outside of the driving. This is thought to be a different dis

lungs, from which the air escapes with dilli- ease. The General' s case is, I suppose , a fair

culty. Sometimes, on dissection , the proper example of the heaves .

air cells of the lungs are found to be rupturud I have no doubt that regular feeding with

and renerally there is inflammation of the chopped and wet fodder, and exclusion of dust

throat and windpipe . The theories about it from hay fed to other animals in the same

are various. It is said often that the lungs stable, would render many horses now deem :

have not room for action , and that food should ed almost worthless, and which manifestly I

therefore be given in a condensed form , and endure great suffering, equally valuable for

in moderate quantity -- and this I should ro- most purposes, with those that are sound .

gard as correct, were it not notorious that

horses at grass, where they eat enormously , An iron foundry has been started at Dese

and keep their stomachs distended , are usual. ret , Utah , for themanufacture of hollow ware.

ly relieved of their worst symptoms. Saleratus and brimstone, are found there in .

I tried all sorts of heave pouders on my pa . quantities.
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A Chapter about Dogs. there- -they ran ahead and he only followed
I have just paid my taxes, and among the ' after .

items of the same, was 50 cts. for being ani It is said that under the old Blue Laws of

"able bodied man , and liable to military du - Connecticut, a person that was supported by

ty ,' and 50 cts , formy two dors, Bose und the town wasnot allowed to keep more than

“ Trip . At the first thought it seemed rather three dogs. This unjust and tyrannical law ,

mortifying that two dors were of equal value I presume, our Puritanical ancestors retained

iu community with ihe 'noblest work of creanoblest cork of areas from their forefathers, the English , and it

tion ,' to wit , a private in the Militia of the shows how old prejudices will stick to an en

State of New York ; but when I think of the lightened people . But, I am happy to say,

vast benefit they are in the world and anothis law has long since been repealed , and at

ally of the luxury of their society I think our the present time, a person ,though so unfortu

Legislators were correct in making two of nate as to be dependent upon public charity ,

them equal to a man . Think of this , ye un - mykeep its many hogyun may keep as many dogs as he pleases. At
wise souls who have none of the Velichtful least I suppose this to be the case, from the

creatures. You know not how much pleasure instances which I have seen ; why should tbe

you lose in this way. They are such loving, poor be deprived of this privilege? - it is all

social beings, they leap upon you , leaving the the stock they have; not a cow nor hog can be

marks of their attachment upon your garments seen around their premises, - then why deprive

they follow you into the parlor , and iloors them of the right of keeping half a score of

and carpets prove that they have been dogs? Why , Mr. Editor, do wenever see any.

that way. Even your little girl - in her thing in your valuab
thing in your valuable paper about the im

new pink dress - is not left without some provement of the canine race? While the

thing to remind you of the depth of their at
Short-horn is loudly praised, no meed of

tachment. praise is bestowed upon my favorite , old

But their friendship is but one of many of *Bose.' Whilst almost every paper has des

their useful qualities. They are great promo. criptions of celebrated bulls , not a word is

ters of health in a community. All physiciansMosaid of the celebrated bull -dog. While por

agree that too much sleep is injurious to man traits of valuable horses , with arched neck

kind . And who doesnotknow how niccly dogs and slowing tail, are frequently seen , the val.

keep the community from too great indulgence uable dog may arch his neck and curl his tail,

in somniferous pleasures, especially in coun
Tin the most approved style , but no artist de

try villages ? Something disturbs the slumbers Si
signs to notice him . While themost judicious

of old Towser at one end of the street, and
and successfulmethods of crossing the differ

with a hoarse base he begins to 'bay the ent breeds of cattle, sheep and horses are ex.

moon ;' Pink ' at the next house strikes in a plained , we hear nothing of improving tho

treble, Carlo ' across the street noiy joins breed of dogs,- is it because they have already

with a tenor, and soon the whole troop ,
been broughi to perfection ?

Give us a few touches on Dog ology ,Messrs.
Mongrel, Whelp , and Hound, Editors , and oblige some of the

And cursof low degrees Tax PAYERS.

put in their notes, each adding to the music. NEW PRESICMS -- A GOOD (DEA . - We find

Ah, sirs ! this is delicious ; shades of Jenny .

Lind or Ole Bull rest on your laurels and listen the following in the Boston Journal. It is a

to this concert of vocal music in a country capital suggestion , and worthy of adoption by

village ! No fear of a superabundance of Agricultural Societies:

sleep there. Is this not one reason why peo - In the report of the Committee on Needle

ple in country villages are so much more work , at the late Fair of the New llampshire

healthy than in large cities , where in conse- State Agricultural Society , the suggestion was

quence of the stringent ordinances about dogs made that large quantities of embroidory and

and the quantity of sausages manufactured , expensive work were offered for premiums,

dogs arenot asplenty? Think of this ye health and but little needlework which was of prac

officers. tical utility.' Acting upon this suggestion ,

Arain , dogs are such useful assistants. Mr. Whiton sent $ 20 to the officers of the so
Does a cow or hog get into the corn or potato ciety, with the request that it might be offered

field , how han ly to have a dog to set upon in preminms for the best specimens of patch

them to drive thein out. If they run to the ex - ling and durning. This is truly practical,

treme end ofthe field , and you have to follow and the New Hampshire girls will now have

and drive them back gain , don ' t , by any an opportunity of showing their skill in a des

means, suppose that the dog is to blame. It scription of necelowork of far more impor

only because the cow or hog is too contrary to tance and interest to the hard fisted yeomanry

go out,where they came in . No blame should lo their native State , than fancy guilts cni

be attached to the dog - he did not drive 'embroidere i ottomaps,tapestry, & c. Weimage

li1
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ine that those excelling in this new depart- value some seasons of $ 25 ,000 , and the first
ment will be in great demand to grace the premiums have been awarded to his goods
homes of the young farmers of New Hamp- wherever they have been exhibited .

shire. We are glad to notice this provision ! We are confident that if but a little atten
for theaward ofpremiums for excellence in tion was devoted by our farmers to the rais
those acquirements which will fit the daugh- ing of silk worms, it would be a great benefit
ters of our farmers for the practical duties of to our country. We can raise as fine silk and
hfe. Many who can tastily embroider an ot- grapes in the United States as in any country ,
toman , it is feared , would be completely at a and there is no occasion of importing ray
loss to know how to neatly darn the heel of silksor manufactured wines .
their father's stockings, or sew a patch upon

his homespun pataloons. Hints on Breeding Grazing Cattle.

A 'Western Silk Manufactory, Somebreeds of cattle are disposed to carry

The editor of the "Cleveland Herald. ' being fat internally , and others externally, while in

on a visit to Wheeling, thus describes a large oth8 others it is deposited between the layers of

silk factory there : s muscles, forming what is called 'marbled

Not the least interesting ofWheelid , ma- 'meat.' In the races of cattle disposed to car

ufactories is the silk factory of John W . ry fat internally , are the once famed Dish

Gill, Esq . He cominenced the cuiture and ley breed ,' with large fatty rumps, and the

manufacture ofsilk at Mount Pleasant, Ohio , African Ox, with bis immense humps of fat on

# ime twelve years ago , and removed his esé his shoulders. These animals have little or

tablishment to Wheeling in 1845 . His es . no external fat. The Herefords are distin

tablishment is the largest of the kind in the guished for this peculiarity of carrying much

United States, eroploys a capital of $ 20 ,000 , external fat, making these exceeding good

and Mr. G . miinufacturesabout $ 15 ,000 worth 'handlers.' The “improved Durhams' are

of silk per annum . lle would manufacture highly prized for their ‘marbled beet.'

much more extensively, but for the the difficul. The animals which reach the greatest weight

ty in obtaining stock . He buys all the duer- of muscle and fat, with the least consumption

ican cocoons and reeled silk he can get, but of food , are the lierefords and Durhains ; the

can only keep his looms in operation three former breed will fatten , at the age of two

months of the twelve. Mr. G . attributes the and a half years, to one thousand pounds,

slow progress of silk growing in this country while nearly all other breeds require at least

Bo the morus multicaulis speculation , which one year longer to attain this weight, an im

disgusted every body with the business. Lie portant faet that should not be lost sight of

regards the naorus multicaulis as worthless. by breeders of grazing cattle .

'The White Mulberry is found to be the best for In cailing attention to the 'principles' of

feeding silkworms, and it is hardy and ofra) . breeding , we cannot perhaps do beiter than

id growth . Mr. G . savs an acre of the mul. examine the 'rules' followed by themost suc

berry will net it funily $ 100 a vear for rais - cessful English breeders.

in cocoons, and the labor can be performed The following are themeans by which Bake

by women and children in six weeks. The well established the permanent character of

wormsneed not artificial heat, and no extra- his cattle. He first selected the best animals

ordinary attention in the Ohio Vallev climate . of their respective kinds, and coupling these,

The quantity of the cocoons raised is now in - endearored to develop in the highest degree

creasing , and Mr. ( ., who is an enterprising those characters which he deemed good , look

gentleman of greatwealth , is now resolved to ing mainly to those peculiarities of conforma

continue the manufacture of silk , nou28 a tion which indicate a disposition to fatten . --

matter of profit, but if possible , tó induce a lle arrived at producing a large cylindrical

more general attention to the American silk body, ani a sinallness of the head neck , and

business, we can and should become indepen - estrencties, or what is called fineness of bone;

dent of Euroie in silk fabrics , a saying vi his, often quoted , is that all was

Mr. Gill hus thoroughly tested the capacity useless that was not beef. ' Hence the prin

of the United States to produce and mana - c es ubich guidied him were the most meat

facture silk , and he is satisfied that no coun - from the le :1st food , the least ofal, and the

fry is letter unted to the business than the size of the best joints ; smallness of thebone ,

toilisis of the Oliiv . He has manufactured aptrains to fatten , and arrive at early maturity ,

cversi ty of staple siik , emitacing satins, he hept constantly in view . He alwars bred

relve ,dressilis, ive and coat plushes , bro - from his best animals , making the very best

cades, vestings , levanines,eurges, fiorentines, selection of both male and female . He tho' t

flag silks,handkerchiefs,scarfs ,cravats .gloves , the production of a large quantity of milk was

stocks, shirts, sewing silk , coach lace, and inconsistent with the property of yielding

trimmings, tassels, inist buttons, & c., to the much fat.
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Charles and Robert Colling made many im - short, light, nearly straight, and small from

provements in the Durhams. They, likeBake the back of the head to themiddle; full, clear,
well, seem to have regarded size in their ani- and prominent eye ; theback straight from the

mals as a quality secondary, and subordinate, top of the shoulders to the tail, which should

to those which they wished to produce, and to fall perpendicularly from the line of the back ;

have directed almost exclusive attention to the chest wide and deep ; the ribs deep and

beauty and utility of form , and development circular -- this depth of .barrel is most advan .

of the properties of early fattening. Haring tageous in proportion as it is found behind

by skilful selection , became possessed of ani- the elbow ; hips wide apart ; loins and back

mals with the properties sought for, they con - well filled up with muscle, quarters full and

tinued to breed in and in .' " large ; flank deep and well filled out ; bones
C . Colling' s first great improvement was small and flat, but not so find as to indicato

made by a young bull which he obtained by a too great delicacy of constitution ; thehide

kind of chance of a poorman , from a cow fed a very important part - rather thin , expan

by the road side ; his sagacity led him to per- sive, and mellow , well corered with fine and

ceive the value of the young animal ; he like- soft hair ,

wise afterwards obtained the cow , which, These are are theprincipalcharacters whick

however, on being removed to superior pas indicate the property of secreting the fatty

ture , became so fat that she did not again tissue, and they may be said to be universal,

breed . The calf inherited the same property, extending to all domesticated animals , tha

and as he grew up became so fat as to beuse- horse, the sheep , the boy , the dog , and the

less as a bull. This bull was termed Hub - rabbit .

back ; he was the sire of the celebrated Bo- 1 In breeding , always observe the following
lingbroke. rules :

Colling , by continually breeding from his ! 1 . Breed from sound and healthy animals .

own stock , seems to have pushed refinement 2 . Breed from the most perfect in form ,and

in breeding to its limits,having produced that take especial care that a tendency to the same

great delicacy and impairment of constitution defect does not exist in both parents .

which never fails to accompany a continued 3 . Breed animals of a distinct and positive

intermixture of blood in a limited number of character , to insure a certain description of

animals . He now attempted various crosses offspring.

with the cows of other breeds, but his most 4 . Sclect the very best males, for the pro

fortunate cross was with a beautiful polled duce inherit much more of the qualities of the

Galloway cow , of a red color, and his short- male, whether good or bad , than they do from

horo ’ bull Bolingbroke. The produce, being the female .

a male calf , was in due time conjoined with 5 . In crossing ,' the true system is to take

Johanna, a fine shorthorn .cow ; the produce one cross, and then return , and adhere to the

being another male calf , was put to ' Lady,' original breed .

a true bred shorthorn . This cow , with her it is a common practice in the rearing of

descendents, at his sale in 1810 , forty- eight blood stock intended for exhibition , to place

lots, brought seven thousand onehundred and the young animals , shortiy after they are
fifteen pounds, or about $ 716 each . i weaned , in a narrow stall , or box, and to feed

Michael Dobson , oneof the earliest impror - them with milk and meal, sometimes sugar

ers of Durbams, visited Holland for the pur- and molasses is added , and afterwards with

pose of selecting bulls of the Dutch breed .- -- | grass, hav , carrots, & c . ; the animals look fai

His stock were of great size, coarse , great and plump, and their owner is satisfied . Now ,

consumers of food , did not fatten very carls, the effect of this is, without doubt, to lessen

produced much internal fat, and were well the size of the lungs, and other organs con

adapted to the uses of the dairy. This dis - Icerned in nutrition , and produce a breed that

trict , Holderness, was distinguished bevond will carry iminense masses of fat,comequick

any other part of England for its dairy stock , ly to maturity , and also , when they breed ,

and many cows of this variety are set to be produce the same qualities in their offspring .

found more or less mixed with the Durham ' By breeding froin animals having a great

blood . The effect has been to improve their tendency to fatten , or from those kept con

form , but to impair their milking properties ; stantly fat, function must re-act on organiza

nevertheless , the modern Holderness still stand I tion , and at last these qualities become not

in the first rank of dairy cows, and the great only increased , but fixed , in the race. By

London daries are chiefly supplied by them . function re-acting on organization , is ineant,

The following are the principle characters, when an organ - the lungs, for instance - be

found in animals possesing the faculty of fat- comes diminished in consequence of not per

tening readily . The head small, face long forming its natural functions, and the dispo - .

from the eyes to the point of the noso, frontis sition to accumulate fat is thereby produced ,

broad , muzzle fine, nostrils capacivus, neck the diminished structure is very likely to ba
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ro-produced in the progeny of an animal so ofweeds, instances of which have ourselves

affected ; hence the re- action . The great se- experienced .

cret of rearing animals for profit is to obtain We do not think it advisable or necessary

the fat kind, and supply them with all the to plow deep for every crop- one good deep
food they desire , from their birth to maturity . plowing once in four or five years being ail

But, however esirable these qualities may that is required . Especially is this true where

be in animals intended for thebutcher , others manure is applied pretty freely , and crops are
of an opposite eharacter must be attended to ; grown which require most manure during the

these are , weight of muscles , constitution , and early stages of their growth .

capabilities of propagating their species ; to It is rather a difficult matter to get some

produce all which , quite a different system farmers to believe that in a very dry summer,

must be adopted . The proper developinent , land that is well under-drained and sub - soiled ,

and growth of muscles depends in a great so that all water shall drain off quickly, is

measure upon the use that is made of them ; really wetter, or capable of supplying more

as a set of muscles in actie employment in - water to the growing plaints, thin a similar

grease in size and vigor , while those that are soil undrained or shallow plowed . It is never

but little used lose their firmness , and dimin - theless a fact ; and more and more are con

isla in bulk . Cattle require not such exercise vinced of it each year, as they see the good ef

au would harden the muscular fibre, but just fects produced . And as we believe that all

so much as would tend to keep them in health which is necessary to cause a farmer to change

and prevent their getting too fat. his mode of culture, is to convince him that he

By merely feeding an adult anjinal, we have in error , and to show him a betterway for him

mot the power of increasing its muscular sub - to adopt, wewe think there can be no doubt

stance, but we have a greatpower over the in - that the next twenty years will witness a great

crease of fatty matter, which , along with the change in our system of agriculture, and un

feshy fibre , forms food . der -draining and deep plowing will be the
Daily experience fully proves the folly and much needed improvement.

impolicy of neglecting young stock of any Wehave been led to these remarks by read
kind, but especially is such neglect injurious ing an article in the Rural New Yorker , of
in the case of those animals whose value de- September 9 , from the pen of Linius Cone ,
pends on their size, ymmetry , and constitu - Esq ., of Trey , Oakland County, Michigan , in

tion , which are mainly promoted by a careful which , after saying that the crops had been
provision of shelter, and a liberal supply of most seriously injured by the drougth this sea
food during the first two years ; as nearly the son , he gives the following most important and
whole of the fleshy parts (muscle) of an ani- | interesting statement:
mal, which afford most profit , are assimilated As an instance to show what deep cultita
during the period of its growth . - N . Y . Spirit ! tion will do in the time of severe drought, I
of the Times. will mention a field of about six and a half

acres, mostly high , dry , undulating, clavey
land , which has been in grain most of the time

Drought and Deep Tillage. | since it was cleared - over twenty years ago .

The depth to which the roots of wheat, corn , Five years since it was manured with about

clover , etc. , penetrate the earth , under favor- thirty loads of coarse barn -yard manure to the

able circumstances, is much greater than is acre , and planted in corn for two seasons, then

generally supposed. We have seen roots of barley and oats one season , wheat next, and

wheat, under ordinary cultivation , that were seedeed with eight or ten bushels of ciover
upwards of nine feet long ; and it is supposed chaff to the acre. For the barley and wheat

that clover routs descend lower than wheat, crops it was sub- soiled and made fine and
though on what evidence we know not. The mellow to the depth of twenty inches. This

value of deep plowing and thorough pulveriza - season it was in meadow ,and a heavier growth
tion of the soil , is now beginning to be more of grass I never saw ; thirty-three loads of

generally seen and believed in . hay were taken from it, and since it was cut
There are some soils on which deep plowing the pasture hasbeen fresh and good . Here

would , for the first few ycars after the opera - are probably over three tons of hay per acre.

tion , prove injurious; yet in the end under the while on the other land of this city, of similar

meliorating effect of the atmosphere , the ad - soil, but which has been subjected to shallow
vantage of such plowing and working must be tilling , the grass was light - in many cases

most decided . Sub -soil plowing, or merely hardly worth cutting

breaking and loosening the sub -soil without I mightmention other instances to show

bringing it to the surface or mising it with the beneficial effect that deep cultivation has

surface-soil, cannot prove injurious on any upon growing crops, but it is not necessary

soil, though it may the first and second year it would not probably do any good even such a
cause it to throw up a niost unusual quantity I statement should be made to every farmer in
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our land . It is much easier to grumble about stock , as the dam , it is easy to see how so few

the weather than it is to put in the plow , that good milkers are to be found among our dai
nearly all prefer the former course. " ries, of their own raising .

The fall is the most convenient time for Many people say that they are by no means

sub - soil plowing and under-draining . – Gen - sure of raising good milkers from first rate

nessee Farmer. cows, but I am inclined to think that it would

The fear expressed , of injuring the soil by : be found that in nine out of ten the cases of

deep tillage , is groundless, if the depth of failure, the sire will be found to have come

plowing be increased but one inch at each from poor milk stock ; whereas, on the other

plowiny; such a gradual increase of depth will hand if the sire is froin first rate milk stock ,

subject the newly elevated portions to the and the dam a good milker , nine out of every

combined influences of sun and air, so as to ten will be first rate milkers .

improve their texture and reader them surface Another thing which in my opinion has an

soil. By such practice for a few years, any influence on the milking qualities of stock , is
soil may be turned into a deep one. the quality of food given them wile growing .

That deeply disintegrated soils are not so those animals which have been reared to such

seriously effected by drought, can be no long- food as is best calculated to promote seuse

er disputed . The experiments of Mr. James tions of milk in the full growii animals, will

Campbell, of Weston , and thousands of oth - be found to be better milkers than those which

ers, clearly show that corn will not curl during have been reared on food unfavorable to the

drought on well -subsoiled lands. 1 greatest secretion of milk . But the great diffi

Sub -soiled meadowsdo not run out. Dur- culty with us Yankees, is that we want to re

ing the droughts of summer, when the land alize the profits sooner than wecan by raising

seemsparched , it is not because the water is our own cows, and prefer buying them already

put out of existence, but because it is resident grown; still, as I think that all the cows in the

in theatmosphere instead of in the soil; and country must be raised by somebody, there

in deeply disintegrated soils the atmosphere might be great improvements made if those

will deposit its moisture on the surface of cold engaged in raising stock would give attention

particles, just as it will on the surface of a to the foregoing suggestions. It is a subject

cold pitcher when exposed to its influences. - wellworthy the attention of dairymen , but one
Forking Farmer . which has hitherto been sadly neglected .

From the Ohio Farmer.
Allow meto say here, that it is not necessa

Thom ry to go after any foreign breeds to improve
Milch Cows - How to Improve Them .

our milk stock , for we have many first rate
The Ayrshire of allimported Stock of pure milkers among our native cows, and with

blood , posses undoubtedly the best milking proper care and management, especially in the

qualities, and our dairymen would do well to selection of bulls, and the rearing of heifers

breed more from that stock . the value of the cows in the country might be
Breeding cows, solely, or principally in ref- improved twenty- five per cent in four years.

erence to their milking qualities, has bitherto it is true nevertheless, that it would be well

received but a smallshare ofthe attention at the to breed froin imported stock such as Ayrshire

hands of farmers and dairymen which the sub - and Spanish milkers, but as animals of these

ject so richly deserves . During the past sea - imported breeds are scarce and high priced ,

son I have had some cows which have given breeders would do well to improve the breeds

from 40 to 45 pounds of milk per day , and one at their disposal, and not be in too great a 'hur

which gave 48 pounds a day; while others ry to adopt everything new ,merely because it
gave only from 18 to 20 pounds per day. Now is imported and has a grat name, but be sure

1 hold that one cow which gives 45 pounds of that their qualities are equal to their preten

milk per day, is worth much more than two sions.

that only give 25 pounds per day each ; and if Whenever a dairyman decides on raising a

by careful and judicious breeding we could heifer , let it be from first rate milk stock on

bring all up to the highest standard , it would both sides, and if all our dairymen would im

certainly add greatly to the wealth of the prove every opportunity to raise heifers from

country . their best bows, using no other sire but first
The present practice of dairymen , killing rate milk stock , weshould very soon see a great

all their calves young , or "deadening ' them as improvement in cows. There is no good rea

it is called , induces them to use any little scrub son why Ohio should not be as celebrated for

bull that comes to hand, and as it is generally milk cows as it is for improved stock of other

acknowledged, and from my own experience dinds.

and observation , I am confidentthat it is cor- If any ofmy brother farmers differ with me

rect, that in order to preserve good milking in my views, I would be glad to hear from

qualities in the stock , it is of asmuch ormore them through the columns of the Farmer.'

importaneo that the sire be of a first rate milk l remain yours with respect , B .
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Currants and Gooseberries. | ted as often as the weeds started, and at har .

vest time pulled up all the large weeds. He
It is to be presumed thatnot one in a hun - finds that this mode of cultivation saves labor

dred understands the simple process of culti- i and adds largely to the profits . - Loch . Dem .

vating either currants or gooseberries,although

it has been detailed in all the horticultural
books with which the world abounds: Thou - lThou CLOVES. -- Cloves are the unopened flowers

sands of persons, with every appliance for of a smonliance for of a small evergreen tree that resembles in

success, are still content to live without a appearance
appearance the laural and the bay . It if a

plentiful supply of those delicious, healthy , native of the Moulca 3r Spice Islands, buthas

and cheap luxuries , merely because they have
been carried to all the warmer parts of the

pot thought of the matter. They have a few worid , and is largely cultivated in the tropical

winted bushes set in the grass, with three regions ofregions of America . The flowers are small in
fourths of the stocks dead , and then wonder size, and grow in large numbers, in clusters at

why they do not bear in abundance. the very end of the branches. The cloves we
There is not a more beautiful shrub rrow use are the flowers gathered before they have

ing than the currant, properly propagatcu ; and
and opened , and whilst they are still green . After

P.
the same may be said of the rooseberry. - being gathered they are smoked ov a wood

Cultivators who pay any attention to the sub - lire, and then dried in the sun. Each clove

jeet , never allow the root to make but one
hut on consists of two parts, a round head , which is

stock , or, as the English say, “make them
the petals or leaves of the flowers rolled un

stand on one leri-- thus forminr a beautiful , inclosing a number of small stocks or fila

zoiniature tree.
ments. The other part of the cloves is termi

To do this you must take sprouts of list nated with four points, and is in fact the flow

rear 's growth , and cut all the eves, or buds, / er cup and the unripe seed vessel.

in the wood , leaving only two or three at the

top ; then push them about half the length of A hint to the Farmer.
the cutting into mellow ground , where they Wemay send to England for Durham cows,

will root, and run up a single stock , forming and to Spain or Saxony for the chicest sheep :

beautiful and symmetricalbead . If you wish we may search the world over for cattle that

it higher, cut the eyes out again the second please the eye; but unless they receive the best
vear. I have one six feet high . This places care and liberal feeding they willmost assur
your fruit out of the way of hens, and pre- ledly deteriorate, and eventually become as

rents the gooseberry from mildewing, which worthless and unworthy of propagation as
often happens when the fruit lies on or near any of theskeleton breeds that now haunt our
the ground ,and is shaded by a superabundance rich but neglected pasture lands. Weremem
of leaves and sprouts. It changes an unsight ber an anecdote in point, and will relate it by
ly bush , which cumbers and disfigures your way of illustration . A farmer having pur

garden, into an ornamental dwarf tree. TheThe chased a cow from a county abounding in the
fruit is larger, and ripens better, and will last richest pasturage, upon taking her to his own
on the bushes, by growing in perfection , until inferior pastures found that she fel! short of

late in the fall. the yield which hewas informed she had been
Themass of people suppose that the roots accustomed to give. He complained to the

make out from the lower buds. It is not so : gentleman of whom he had purchased , that the
they start from between the bark and wood ,

cow was not the one he bargained for , or in
at the place where it was cut from the parent other words that she was cracked up to be.”

root. - Vermont Chronicle. •Why,' said theseller, “I sold you my cow , but
I did not sell you my pasture too .

Moges C . CRYPSEY , of Lockport , gives the The above, which wecut from an exchange,
particulars of raising twenty acres of corn , reminds us of the reply which a shrewdold far
which yielded seventy- five bushels to the acre. mer, whom weknew many years ago , made to

Tho expense of the crop was $ 23,97, and he one of his neighbors. The latter had obtain
realized froin it $ 593 ,80 . Ilis land was cleared some pigs from a man residing somemiles
of stumps and stones, and all obstructions to off, and who, because intelligent, was always

the cultivator. He planted on sod ground, very successfulin his farming operations, par

put on sixteen loads of manure early in the ticularly surpassing his neighbors in raising
spring , plowed eight inches deep , rolled hard , pork . Shortly after, meeting the old gentle
cultivated the ground till it was as fine as an man referred to , he says, “well,Mr. Sweetsit, i

onion bed , which prevented damage by the ' I'm going to beat you in raising hogs this year,

wireworm , planted in strait rows, five to eight I have got some of J - M - ' s breed . '
kerrels in a hill, three feet apart, after the " A - a -ah,' drawled out the old man , 'you ' d
weather got so warm that the corn cameup in be- etter get the breed of his ho-og-trough !'

eight days , rolled after planting and cultiva . |Me. Farmer.
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Sound REASONING . - A friend in luwa, who

sends us a club of subscribers writes us as

follows: "When I expected to meet with en

ST. LOUIS , MO., APRIL , 1853. couragement, I heard some of the most fu

tile excuses and inconsistent remarks imag
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor.

Editor' s office and Printing office , in Old Post Office Build inable , - - The following is one among many

ing . north side of Chesnut street, between Third and fourth

streeta , entrance on Old Post Office Alley.
others ' I would not give one picayune for all

agricultural papers printed in the country .'

A . Lee & Co . Now what is the sum and substance of such

Wedesire to call particular attention to the ad- a remark ? Simply this , That the experience

vertisements of this house, occupying the 4th and of our most infiuential and practical farmers;

5th pages of our advertising department. This is their mode of farming and feeding stock of

a new house , and the members of the firm are all kinds so as to receive the most profit with

gentlemen of integrity and will do all in their least expense, collected together and printed

power to give satisfaction to those who patrouizelin an acceptable style is not worth one pica

them They have an extensive and well selected yune! Now I would ask of such persons
stock of fresh seeds and approved agricultural in

what is the use of schools ? Is it not to teach
plements.

that which is useful and necessary? The
THE ALPINE STRAWBERRY, - We recommend same I presume, yea , I know is the intention

our readers to try this new variety of Strawber- of all agricultural papers. Their object is to

ry, which asmay be seen by an advertisement on inform their readers of that which is known

the first page of our advertising department, may to be correct from personal experience and

be obtained of the agent at A . Lee & Co's, 14 observation , and of course useful and neces

Main street. We have seen some of the preser
sary .'

ved fruit which fully comes up to the descrip .

tion in the advertisement,and from affidavits and Prof. MAPES. — This gentleman , editor of

certificates from men well known as good Hor- the Working Farmer , and Agricultural chem

ticulturists , we areassured that the variety iswell ist , seems from some cause to have got into

worthy of cultivation , and we consequently re- quite a quarrel with some of the Agricultural

joice at its introduction into our midst. editors . We notice that the Genesee Farmer

Fancy Stock, Fowls, & c .- See Mr. Melen - particularly is down onMr. Melen .I particularly is down on him in no measured

dy 's advertisement in this issue. In our next terms; and aour next terms; and also at the annual meeting of the
numberwe hope to be able to give an engraving National Agricultural Society Dr. Elwin pre

and description of Mr. M 's establishment. In sented a paper written by Prof. Booth of Phil

the meantimewe can state that we have every adeiphia , arguing that the analysis of soils
assurance that every thing purchased of him in the present state of chemistry is of no im

will turn ontwhat it purports to be. mediate practical value to the farmer.

AMERICAN PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL. - -Devoted This was intended and understood as a re .

to science, literature and general intelligence , is flection upon Prof.Mapes , and replied to ac

. beautifully illustrated with numerous engravings. It cordingly . It was subsequently withdrawn ,

is emphatically a journal for the people - containing but it had the effect intended . Wedo notun

matters of important interest to all branches of the derstand all themerits of the controversy , but

home circle . Friendsofhuman progress will help to :

circulate this work . Published in N . Y . by Howlers
it would appear that the Prof. is charged

and Wells, at $100 - clubs of 20 or more 50 cents . with attempting , under the cover of chemic

THE STUDENT. - A monthly miscellany devoted
dal science to palm off a compounded fertilizer,

to the physical, moral and intellectnal improvement
in the manufacture of which he is interested ,

ofyouth . Edited by N . A . Calkins, and published
for far more than it is worth .

by Fowlers and Wells , N . Y . We commend it to ! WATER CURE JOURNAL . - Devoted to physiology,

those parents who wish to place in the handsof their hydropathy and the laws of life, is publiebed mooth
children, a work which will instruct and elevate , as Iy by Fowlers & Wells, N . Y ., at the low price of

well as entertain their minds, at the same time exert- $ 100 per annum , for single copy, 5 copies $ 400. Its

ing a healthy moral influence in the family . One influence is already powerful and widely felt througb
dollar per year in advance . out our land .
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An association styled " TheNorthern Kentucky We would call attention to the following

Cattle Importing Association 'was recently organ - circular of Mr. Offutt . Wehave had an op
ized at Paris,Ky., with a capital of $ 23 ,000. The
association was permanently organized by the po

portunity within a few days of witnessing
election of Brutus J. Clay as president,and Charles some examples af Mr. Offutt 's skill in taming

S . Brent as secretary . Messrs. Nelson Dudly, of unmana cable horses, and in treating diseas
Fayette, Charies T . Garard, ofBourbon , and Sol
omon Vanmeter, of Clarke, were elected as agents

ed animals; and certainly think he under
to go to Europe to purchase stock . The agents stands the subjcct better than anyman wehave

were instructed to purchase cattle of the pure ever seen . Hehaswith him testimonials from
short-horn breed and about an equal numer of

some of the bestmen in Kentucky, Texas, & c ,males and females, and such other stock of eve
ry description as they may deem for the advan - / as to the value of his teachings. Among

tage of the country. The association has not con - them are Henry Clay, Prof. Dudley, Dr. Yen
fined itself entirely to cattle , but have given the

agents discretion to purchase other stock ,
dall, Sam Houston, T . J. Rush, D . R . Atkin

POISONING RATS. - Mix dry, equalparts of corn son , Garret Davis, Jas. H . Relfe. Persons

meal and plaster Paris, with a small quantity of wishing to obtain the work can send their
white sugar . This mixture will be eagerly eaten names to the editor of Valley Farmer at St.

by the rats, and when it comes in contact with
the moisture of the stomach the plaster formsan Louis , and the book will be forwarded to their

insolublemass, causing death . order as soon as published .

THE DISEASE AMONG Hogs. - A correspon DISCOVERIES IN

dent writes that the disease, which has been so ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY.
fatal to the hogs in the vicinity ; and along the The undersigned proposes publishing immediately, by
river and above here , is the hog pox,and is contag - subscription , a work under the above title .
ious. Ne advises that the sick hogs be removed All creation , whether moutalormaterial, is governed by

from the well and prescribed for as follows:
fixed laws. To act successfully in uolson with these laws

Now to the treatment, as it was pursued by I stand then and such cause as may vary or nterfere withor be benefitted by them their full extent, weuust under

FARRIER MICHEL , in Germany. First a strong ! their operation . To select the best breed of animals we
emetic, composed of from 15 to 30 grains of sul- mustbe in possession , of such physiological and phrenvlog .

phate of zinc, (white vitriol.) to be repeated every ical signs or in lications as will notmislead and are too sel
i dom recognized . The best animals depend much on the

half hour until free vomiting is produced , after best crosses. The knowledge of these crosses wonld be

which a slop of oat or rye ineal is given for a day far more valuable to this Commonwealth, or any othery
or two. The next day and until the hog has got than any agricultural knowledge new proposed that will

well, give in each feed from 1 - 2 to 1 dram of sul
cost no more money . Our nation would be benefitted an

Dually more th : 1 & hundred million of dollars , animals
phate of Iron (copperas.) Simple as this treat - would be lessdangerous to man and more en sily controled .
ment is it has proved a very efficient one.' When the above knowledge with reference to the horse is

acquired , it is comparatively easy to apply it to other ani
ST. LOUIS MARKET WHOLESALE . mals. To have a superior horse , certain qualities are in

i dispensable , such as action , speed , strength , health , thritt
Saturday, , April 2 , 1853. and aptitude to fatten , fine wind and bottom , quietude

HEMP- per ton , $ 100 to $ 108 . Demand light. and decility . If any one of these be wanting the horse

FLOUR - per bbl. , good country brands, $ 3 60 to $ 3 .55 ; fails short of being a very valuable animal. The form of
choice brands, $ 3 . 75 ; superfine city , $ 3 .75 to $ 3 .85 ; extra the body and limbs may and do vary , but if you look close
country and city , $ 450 to $ 5 .00 . ly to the physiological and phrenologicalaction of the an
WHEAT- per bushel, good to prime, 75 to 80 cts; choice, imal as developed in the book , you may determine more
76 to 80 . certainly their worth . You may also learn what gaits be
CORN - per bushel, 33a 35 cents, sacks; included : has or can acquire , and whether best adapted to work the

O ATS - per bushel, 30 a33 cents , sacks included . I saddle or the race course; also his distance and the course
TOBVCCO - - per cwt. $ 3 . 55 to $ . 95 , or track to suit him .
BARLEY - per bushel, 55 cents. The diseases of animals will also be treated of, whether

MESS PORK - perbol. , $ 14 .50. hereditary, idiocratic or symptomatie; the origin of which
PICKLED HAMS- per ib . , 81- 4 cents . I is unknown to themass of men , whose treatment of disease
LARD - per lb . , No. 1 , 8 to 9 cents . is generally guess -work , terminating in suffering and death
SUGAR - per lb . , common , 4a cents . Much matter contained in this work ,such as the qualities of
MOLASSES - per gallon , 30 cents. Tanimals , & c . , 80 far as can be , will be illustrated with life
COFFEE - per Ib ., Rio , to 10 cents . like engravings , conveying a vast amount of instruction ,
SALT- per sack , G . A . , $ 1 .50; T . 1 .75 cts ; Kanawha through the eye, in a short time. There will be from fit

26 cents per bush el. I ty to one hundred accurate engravings of horses, Caldes

PIG IRON - per ton , cold blast, $ 45 . sheep , hogs & c .
BRAN - -56 to 56 cents per 100 lbs. The work will be published as soon as a sufficientnum
ONIONS- -per bushel, 10 cents . ber of subscribers have been obtained to justify it, and on a
HAY - per hundred , timothy , 5010 60 cents . large clear print, and well bound in cloth , will be offered to
BUTTER AND CHEESE - Fair country butter, 12 to 15cts; subscribers atthemoderate price of $ 5 . It will be the on

good to prime, 16 to 19c ; choice Ohio roll, 18 to 22c . W . R . Iy work of the kind extant, and for subscribers only .
cheese 10c for prime. Copies of this work will be delivered to subscribers in
DRIED FRUIT - Scarce , and primeapples held at $ 1 .40 ; clubs of five at $ 4 per copy. Single coples at the reg
1 50 peaches $ 2 .50 a $ 2 . 75 per bushel. lar price.
GREEN APPLES - $ 1 .50 to $ 2 per bushel. Subscribers direct to Lexington , Ky.
CASTOR BEANS - per bushel, $ 1 25 to 1 . 40 . DENTON OFFUNT,
WHITE BEANS - per bushel. $ 1 . 25 to $ 1 . 40 . April 1853.
BEESWAX - prime yellow 22€ per lb . For testimony refer to .
FLAXSEED - Prime seed is taken at 90 per bushel. Prof. B . W : Dudley, Lexington , Ky.
TALLOW -- No. 19 & 91- 4c . Prof. J . Cobb , M . D , Louisville , Ky,
FEATIERS - Prime new are held at 35a37c per lb . Prof. L . P . Yandell , M . D , Louisville, Ks.
HIDRS- Salt dry fint at 10 . tion , Henry Clay , Ashland , Ky.

Apr
testimopudley,

Lecouisville, Kle. Ks.
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Scraps from the Papers.
SPANISH JACKS.-- The Steamer U . S . Mail, Capt.

WIDH AND WITHOUT COMMENTS.
Jake Hezlep, arrived yesterday morning with 25

BUTTER FRAUD — Some of the Boston papers Jackasses aboard for a stock raiger in Maysville ,
bring to light a new cheat in the adulteration of Ky. They were purchased in old Spain , and
butter. Rennet is put into butter which turns it shipped to Charleston, S . C ., and from thence to
in 'cheese, and this is worked into butte , for mar Chattanooga , via the railroad to Nashville, and
ket, increasing the quantity about thirty per cent. I from Nashville here on the U . S . Mail.
The fraudmay be detected by melting the butter The idea of sending Jacks from the Southern
in an oven . The Boston Herald says this fraud seaboard to the interior of a Western State , by the

is quite extensively practiced in Franklin county ,
•U . S . Mail’ is rather a singular idea to some not

Rural New Yorker.
conversant with mail matter and the capacity of
Uncle Sam 's 'pouch .' - Louisville Courier.

If this is any thing new in Boston it is not in

St. Louis ; for more than two years ago we expos
THE VINTAGE OF COOPER COUNTY. - The cul

od the same fraud as practiced by someofourwes.

ture of the grape is rapidly becoming an im

portant branch of the productive wealth of

ern buttermakers. This ibery butter makes a this county . Several flourishing vineyards
very delectable compound, especially if it has a are in this immeeiate vicinity, wbieh yielded ,
little rancid lard, filthy salt and some other similar thepast year, several hundred gallons of wine

articlesmixed with it.
of superior quality . Some of it being pro

CREDIT.-- The New England Cultivator has re

nounced by connoisseurs, equal to the finest

cently been lecturing such honorably conducted !
r has re: sparkling Catawba . One vineyard alone, will

journals as the Maine Farmer, Mass. Plowman,
we are informed , should the season prove

and Valley Farmer about giving credit ! Now ,
favorable , yield the coming year two thou

inasmuch as the N . E . C . purlongs from all quar
sand gallons of wine.

ters, and rarely gives credit,we consider the com - The soil and climate is admirably adapted

plaint superlatively frigid ! This same N . E . C ., to the growth of this delicious fruit , and ere

has abstracted so extensively from the Rural and long wemay expect to find it enriching , as

other journals, thatwe dare not copy from its pa- Iwell as adorning the homesteads of all our

ges,and give credit, lest injustice should thereby farmers. --- Boonville Observer .
be done to some of our cotemporaries. - Moore's

RuralNew Yorker.
ADMIRABLE FORESIHHT! — The great care

Wehave now before us a copy of the Cultivator
which the British Admiralty take to provide their

vator ships on foreign stations with all things which

containing an article entitled "The Farmer' origi- may contribute to the convenience or anticipato

nally published in the Valley Farmer, in January the wants ofthose on board is well known. It is

last ,and which is published in the Cultivator
even stated that the apparatus which was sent out

without credit or acknowledgement. What's the
by the British Government, some years ago, for

the distilling fresh water from Lake Erie, is still in

"heft' of a brick ?' existence at one of the Canadian navy yards.

VANDALISM IN THE SENATE . - The public of It is an undisputed fact that all the war vessels in

the United States will feel justly indignantagainst tended for the navigation of the Lakes in 1812

their representatives in the Senate, on learning that were well and thoroughly supplied with tanks and

in the last hurried hurried hours of legislation , an casks for containing a full supply of fresh water!

amendment was passed to the census bill, exclud - [Me. Farmer .

ing from publication all the valuable statistics of DON ' T WANT THEM BACK . - It is stated that

manufacturing industry , all the detailed statistics the Austrian authorities have determined not to

of the deaf and dumb, of the insane, idiotic, pau - permit emigrants to the U . S . to return to Austria ,

pers, criminals, & c ., and leaving nothing in the Cause - the sllegation that they bring back noth

last census, in the compilation of which so much ling more valuable than the political opinions they
care , talent, industry , and public money were ex - have nicked unin North Aex- | have picked up in North America. - [Me. Farmer .
Dended , save the bare uninteresting , and unsug .

ITAE OLDEST MAN IN NEW ENGLIND . - Died
gestive statistics, of population , agriculture , and a

few other condensed summaries, of little impor
in Nottingham , N . H ., on the 23d of January , 18

tance.
53, Mr. Charles Willey. He was born in that
town on the 25th of March , 1746 , and would con

Bare , uninteresting, and unsuggestive statistics sequently have been one hundred and seven years
ofpopulation , AGRICULTURE , & c ! Rich , is it not? ) of age nextmonth . He was a soldier in the Revo

We just think , ourself, that the detailed statistics oj ljutionary
| lutionary war and has been a pensioner. He has

the deafand dumb, insane, idiots, paupers, crimi
been a healthy, robustman,and until recently has

been an active laborer. He says he learned to

nals , & c ., had better be prepared and published by mow when he was ten years old , and used his

the different, States and that the census reports sythe, untilhewas an hundred; he then left it as
should notbe numbered with them . Statistics of, he thought ninety years was long enough for any

manufacturiug industry and of agriculture should man to follow that business. He has left & 800,

Mr. Jonathan Wiili y , between 70 and 80 years of
go hand in hand, and neither be considered bareconsidered vare age ;who is also a pensioner for services in thead

uninteresting or unsuggestive.' was of 1812 . - {Portsmouth Journal.
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From the Ohio Farmer . early crops by brush for a short time after

Early Peas. their appearance , and they should be careful

I find by conversation with differentindivid - lg staked and the ground kept loose between

uals,that differentpersonsbavedifferent views the rows.

with regard to frost on early peas. Now , the Too much care cannot be taken in procu

fact is , and I know it from experience, that ring the best varieties, and in the proper cal

there is no danger in planting early peas too tivation of thismuch esteemed vegetable .

soon , say as soon as the 1st of Februry , if the
From the Mo. Republican .

ground is in condition to plant them . I have

already planted , and I entertain no doubts as The Potato Rot.

to having a good crop , when the planting is UNION Co., Ill ., Jan. 15 , 1853.

done properly. This should be done in the Permitme through your very excellent pa

following manner: In the first place plow or per, to make known to the farming part of

spade your ground fine; then with the corner community, and others interested , a perfect

of a hoe, chop a ditch or furrow about eight cure and prerentative of the potato rot, hay

inches deep ; then in the bottom of this furrow ing tested it thoroughly four years, with per

scatter fine well rotted manure to the depth of fect success while others in the same field ,

about two inches; then drop your peas and who did not use the preventive , lost their

cover them about six inches deep . entire crop by the rot. It not only prevente

The reasons for planting the peas so deep the rot, but restores the potatoe to its primi

are first , that they are deep enough in the tive vigor, and the products is not only sound

ground to be entirely out of the way of the but double the size, consequently, producing

frost while sprouting, and second , they are twice the quantity on the same ground , and

not as liable to be injured by the drought the vines grow much larger , and retain their

as when they are not more than one or two freshness and vitality untilthe frost kills them .

inches under the surface; and thirdly , I Aside from the cure of the rot, the farmers

would add , that the hens soon get tired of would bemore than doubly compensated for

trying to dig them up . The first peas that I l thuir trouble and expense in the increase and

planted in this way I raised in Connecticut a quality of the crop. " It being of such rast im

number of years ago, and my success was portance for the farming part of community

complete; the peas were up and hoed early in to know the secret of preventive in time to

April, and on the night of the 29th of May, save the coming crop of potatoes, I hasten its

there was a serere frost, so severe that the publication , in order to give them a chance to
leaves would break with the frost. They try it , if they see pro ver, the present season ,

were justchanging from the flower to the pod . trusting entirely to the public gratitude to re
I think I never had a better crop . ward me, as theymay see proper at their next

I would say, here, that it may be necessary i AnnualFair , for the discovery , after they have

to break the surfaceof the pea bed a little just ! tested themerits of the preventive. Therem

as the reas are coming . I find an advantage edy or preventive of the potato rot is as fol

in layingmy rows from east to west. lows: Take one peck of tine salt and mix it

EDITORIAL REMARKS. - Weare obliged to our thoroughly with half a hushel of Nova Sco

correspondent for his suggestion as to the cul- tia Plaster or Gypsum , (the plaster is the

ture of the pea , and would be still more obli - | best ,) and immediately after hoeing the po

ged if he had mentioned the variety of early | tatoes the second time, or just as the young

pea he has already planted. The Extra Ear- | potato begins to set, sprinkle on the main

ly May is a valuable early variety , and we vines next to the ground, a table spoonfull of

believe now generally preferred to some of the the above mixture to each hill, and he sure

older varieties. It takes its name from the to get it on the main vines as it is found

season at which it comes to maturity . that the rot proceeds from a sting of an insect

The Knight' s Marrow is also a very choice in the vine, and the mixture coming in con

variety no pea surpasses it in size, sweetness tact with the vine, kills the effect of it, before

and softness; but it does not come to maturi- ! it reaches the potatoe. Farmers would do

ty as early as some other varieties. well to try it , as they would be well paid for
The Prince Albert, the Bishop ' s Early their trouble by the increase of their crop as

Dwarf, the Dwarf Sugar , and other varieties well as the quality of the potato . Try it and
have a high reputation , and some of them see. I could if necessary, furnish ample cer
have been extensively cultivated in Europe. tificates to substantiate the above, but deem

The ground should be well prepared . A it unnecessary, as it needs only a trial to prove

dry and exhausted soil is perhaps better than it.
fresh and activemanure. If manure is nec- ! Mr. Editor, If you think the above worthy

essary , it should be well decomposed -- and a place in your paper, you will please pub

leaf mold is perhaps thebest. lish it for the benefit of others , and oblige

Care should be exercised in protecting th yours, H . PENNOYER.
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE. little garden we had every variety of vegeta

bles to be found in gardens of more preten

Conducted by tentions. Along the sides , and edging our

. . Mrs.MARY ABBOTT. patch of ground we had annual flowers of al

most every variety, and in each corner we had

Healthfulness of Out-door Exercise
a fine pink. Weperformed all the labor with

We cannot better illustrate our views as to our own hands, while seated on a stool, us

the benefit of out-door exercise on the health ing a knife an å hatchet to dig and plant with .

of females than by relating an incident con- | Other dear hands prepared us larger beds

cerning ourself. A few years ago we were in for beets and onions , so that our little garden

very bad health. Wecould not read,write, or wasmade soinewhat larger . Wehad larger,

sew for any length of time without suffering earlier and better vegetables from that little

great inconvenience . As to household affairs garden than we had from the large one, and

we could not do any thing at them , and having one foot of that little spot yielded more than

a great taste for flowerswethoughtwe would five feet of the large garden , and in ourmodel

try and cultivate a few . At that time we140 bine we was not seen a weed. The flowers that grew

were living on quite a farm in our ejes I there were fairer and sweeter, and we were

perhaps an eighth of an acre, and we thoughtgot more than paid for all our perseverence and

wewould like to experiment a little in the exertions.

way of gardening. Wewere so weak that we When we first commenced our out-door

could not walk across the room without hold exercise we were so weak that we were

ing on to the chairs or any thing that came in obliged to walk to our little spot which we

our way. Butwewere determined to dig up aEmined to dig up a had chosen to experiment upon (which was

little spot and plant a few seeds. We had only aboutten feet from thedoor) with a cane,

a large garden with a great variety of flowers |and when we set down to ourwork the perspi

a short distance from the house ,but we were ration would stand in drops upon our fore

80 feeble thatwe could not often enjoy a walk head, and we couid not work but a few min

in it, and we thought if we could make a little utes at a time. When we had finished our

model of a garden close bythe door, we could work,which was in about two weeks, we had

enjoy the sight of it when wewere to weak to gained in strength so much that we could stand

walk . Oneday, early in the spring , we set and walk about our garden and weed it for

about our garden , which we intended for a lone or two hours, without one half the fatigue

model. With a stool, a hatchet and a knife we felt at first. We improved erery day, and

we commenced operations. We used the our health was benefitted entirely by our ex

knifewhen wewere to feeble to dig with the ertions in the open air , forwe were suffering

hatchet. In about three days we dug up about from chronic disease and found nobenefit from

14 by 18 feet for our great garden, and we medicines. We had not been suddenly re

bad about four trials at digging each day be- duced so weak, but had been so for a long

fore we got through preparing the ground . time. But every day we dug in the fresh

When we first commenced our garden , wel earth , and took regular out-door exercise we

could not stay outmore than half an hour at improved in health .

once, and then we were obliged to go in and We believe where nervous debility and

lie down ; and when we recommenced our /weakness is the complaint, that out-door exer

work wewere very lame and tired . Wewere cise, digging in the fresh earth , with an ob

obliged to sit all the time on our stool, being lject to interest the mind , let it be the care of

too weak to stand up and work a minute at a flowers, or anything to occupy the mind , that

time. In themorning we would plant a few l a perfect cure may be effected . We were

vegetables and flowers on the outside of the suffering from spinal disease, which made it

bed , and late in the afternoon would spend a l very difficult to exercise in theway we did , yet

Little more time atour pleasant labor till weit benefitted us greatly , although it did not

had finished it to our mind. In this spacious make us perfectly well. It strengthened usand
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improved our general health very much. It greatly encourages us to receive such

Where there is not constitutional disease, we letters , as it shows there are those who can

believe that two-thirds of the diseases of fe - sympathize with us, and that our bumble ef

malesmay be cured by a steady and regular forts are not altogether vain . We have re

course of out-door exercise , with objects to ceived great encouragement from our friends

interest the mind. for which we feel very thankful, as it is the

· Where parents have weakly children we earnest and ardent desire of our heart, to be

would advise them to let them dig and play of some lasting benefit to all the 'Family Cir

in the fresh earth . Let them raise a few flow - cles ' where the Valley Farmer goes .

ers, or tend a bed ofvegetables, or a few hills ! We can say with sincerity that it is not for

of corn , and take care of them themselves and dollars and cents that we conduct the FAMILY

encourage them in such efforts , and you will Circle, for the Valley Farmer could do well

find the blessing of health attend such exer - | enough without us, but it is that we may do

tions . Let those that are too small to accom - some little good in this part of His vineyard

plish anything play and dig in the earth asmuch where God in his providence has placed us to

they choose , and do not fear that they will | labor.

soil their handsor clothes , as waterwill quick
| We have for the benefit of our country

ly remedy that evil, when it cannotso quickly !
readers examined the stock of domestic , dress,bring health and color to the cheek.

Ladies , when you have a little job to do in and other goods of Messrs. Martin & Irwin ,

your garden, do not send a servant to do it, No. 184 , Broadway. They have a very good

but do it yourselves, and you will receiveben
" assortment, particularly of domestic goods,

efit from it both in mind and body. If you which they sell very low . We intend to rec

wish to look youthful, it will give a freshnessTommend a few stores to our country friends

to your cheek that all the rouge or cosmetics that we know to be honest dealers , and who

could never put there. In some future num . sell cheap, so that our friends when they

ber we shall give our experience of such em visit the city may know where to trade,

ployments on themind . and be honestly and politely dealt with .

Wehave received the January and February

Encouraging. numbers of the Mother's Magazine, and are

We are truly glad to know that our heart . very much pleased with its contents . We

felt endeavors to be of some benefit to our consider it a valuable help to mothers in train

readers, are appreciated, as is shown by theeing their children for usefulness hereand hap

following extract from a letter received fromom piness hereafter . We have not yet seen the

a subscriber and a sympathizer with us. in March number. It is published by S . T . Al

those things that lie near our heart ; and wewe len & Co., 116 Nassua street , New York, at $ 1

return our sincere thanks to him for his kind per annum .

wishes concerning us : Mrs. Whittlescy's Magazine , theMothers'

Your remarks in the February number on Magazine, Youth 's Companion , and Student

“ Domestic Happiness , ” are too true and val. are regularly received , and we are glad to see

uable to be read without eliciting the highest thatthey are all persevering in the good cause

encomiums, I am sorry that the whole of the

piece alluded to had not been published , in to which they are devoted .
order that , by contrast, the beauty andmoral Mr. Hoit . Nos. 212 and 213 Broadway, has

worth of your remarks might have shonemore

brightly. just received a supply of every variety of dry

I sineerely hope you may long live to beau - goods,which he sells very cheap . We cheer

tify those pages with brightand vivid pictures fully recommend Mr. Hoit to all our friends.

of moral beauty and worth — thatwemay long |

listen to such lessons of sound and intelligent ! There is hardly any bodily blemish which a

import , and when you pass from the theatre winning behavior will not conceal, or make

of life may you leave behind you others more tolerable; and there is no external gracewhich

than able to act your part .' ill-nature or affection will not deform .
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Disobedience to Parents. INTERESTING PRECOCITY. - It once happen

Youngman , is that your father ? How coulded that an anxious mother asked Mrs. Bar

yoa make use of language so disrespectful? | bauld at whatage she would begin to teach
You don 't care ? You will talk as you please, her children te read. I should much prefer

no matter who hears you ? If we were in that a child should not read before five years

want of a clerk , and there was not another of age,' was the reply . "Why, then , have

young man within ten handred miles thatwe you written books for children of three? '

could engage, we would not consent to take Because if young mammas be over busy

you . We should be afraid to trust a boy they had better teach in a good way than

who is 80 disobedient to his parents-- who a bad one.' I have known clever precocious

shows so little respect to his father. A youth children at three, dunces at twelve, and dun

who was saucy to his parents we never knew ces at six , particularly clever at sixteen . One

to turn out well. lle respects nobody. If of the most popular authoresses of the day

your father is in the wrong and you are cer - could not read at seven . Her mother was
tain of it , there is no excuse for such lan - rather uncomfortable about it; but said that

guage. No one will respect you for it . Ev. as every person did learn with opportunity ,

ery one will condemn you . A parent should she supposed her child would do so at last.

be treated with respect by his children ; no By eighteen this apparently slow genius paid

matter how poor he may be, or how largé his the heavy but inevitable debts of her father

familymay have grown. from the profits of her first work , and before

There is too little respect paid to parental thirty had published thirty volumes.
authority at the present day . It is grevious

to go into many families and hear the lan Dong Good. - There is a way of doing

guage daily used by the children : I will.' a good in the world ; on a small scale , that is

won ' t,' don 't care, its none of your busi- scarcely appreciated . A man who educates

ness, I am old enough to know what is right, one child faithfully , may effect a work of

and the like expressionsare painfully coinmon . greatgreater benevolence than one who has won

Large boys and grown up girls eren , do not the namo of philanthropist. The love con

hesitate to give their mother the lie , and break / centrated in acentrated in a family may produce richern y may pr
away from their commands. They will do as fruits than that which embraces the world .

they please, and go where tbey have a mind . Its action is more intense and invisible , but

We wish such children could only see how its results may go abroad and leaven the

they appear in the eyes of their acquaintances, | whole mass of a community .

and if they have any shame, it must flush their
In matters of conscience first thoughts are

cheeks. There is truth as well as rhymne in a best in matters of prudence last thoughts ar

couplet by Randolph :
best .

Whosoever makes his parents heart to bleed

Shalt have a child that will revenge the deed. The road which ambition travels has the
Ofone thing we are certain - an undutiful disadvantage that tne higher it ascends ,

son and a disobedient daughter cannot long the more difficult it becomes, ( till at last it

prosper. For a season they may appear well terminates on some eleration too narrow for

to the eye of a stranger, but their self will and friendship , too steep for safety, too sharp

stubbornness are soon discovered and they for repose, and where the occupant, above

are despised . A child who disobeys his pa - the sympathy of man and below the friend

rents will not hestate to abuse anybody. Nei- l ship of 'angels , resembles in the solitude, if

ther age nor talents receive respect from him . I not the depth of his sufferings, a Promethus

chained to a rock .
The SORROWFUL TREE. - -At Goa , near Bom .

bay , there is a singular vegetable -- the sor - All the virtues are in peril when filial piety
rowful tree - 80 called because it only four- gives way.

ishes in the night. At sunset no flowers are

to be seen : and yet, half an hour after, it is
1 To love another selfishly, to expect reward

quite full of them . They yield a sweet smell | !
rather than to rejoice in imparting good , is

but the sun no sooner begins to shine upon toolto offer the purest feeling of humanity for

them than some of them fall off , and others si
sale; it is to forget and practically to deny

close up . that it is more blessed to give than to re

THE INFIDEL 'S GIFT TO His Son. - An infi

del physician , as his son was about to leave
When a man has no design but to speak

him for college, procured for him a pocket !plain truth , he can say a great deal in a very

Bible ; frankly stating to a friend , that he small compass.

knew nothing so likely to preserve him from Listen , if you would learn ; be silent if you.

the seductive influence of vicious associates. would be safe.

ceive. '
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Yeast. SOAP. - It seems very desirable that every

housekeeper should have a proper receipt for
We have been trying for the last three years | making soap. Home made soap is doubly

to improve our yeast and our way of making economical, andmuch more efficient than the

bread. Wehave tried various kinds of yeast manufacturers'. Let the cook save all the
which were recommended to us, some of them bits of fat and grease, and onee a week put it

made good bread, if wewere able to make it ! 11
make it in an iron pot or frying pan , try it out, and

strain it through the colander into a pail. It
ourself , but if we trusted to others it would lessens trouble to weigh the pail before you

be spoiled . Wehave tried the following re- put any fat in it, and chalk its weight on its

ceipt, for making yeast which we copy from side. When the pail is full wiegh it , and for
the Mother' s Magazine, ourself. We have every pound of grease, allow one pound of

good potash , and eight pounds of each to one

mide the yeast and it makes the best bread of barrel. Be sure your barrel will not leak ; it

all the experiments wehave ever yet tried . It is best to try it with water the day before.

gives no unpleasant taste; is sweeter, more Crack your petash into small pieces,put it in an

tender, and keeps longermoist. We recom - iron pot full of water; let it simmer till it is all

melted ; then put the grease in another pot,
mend this receipt to our readers as the best we asuwe and let it get boiling hot. Put a teakettie full
have ever published . We have well tried it of boiling water into the barrel, and then with

and know by experience. This yeast is easily a large dipper, put in the grease and ley , first
made, and is sure. We most always try re- a dipper full of ne, then of the other, and so

on , till it is all in ; fill the barrel up with cold
ceipts before we recommend them :

water, stir it all well together , and your soap
YEAST AND BKEAD . is made; the whole business will take half an

For some time I used this kind of yeast hour. You can use it as soon as it is cold ;

Without knowing how to make it. As soon but it is bestafter standing some months. It

however as an opportunity presented I obtain - will usually become a thick jelly while you are

ed a recipe ofmy sister, which is as follows: - putting it together; if it doesnot, set it in some

Putthree quarts of water into a boiler, then out kitchen , stir it occasionally , and in a week

take a pint of hops, tie them up in a little bag or ten days it will come right. - Mrs. Whit

of thin material, so as to let the strength of tlesey ' s Magazine.

them boil out, putthem in and let them boil

about an hour, adding to the water as soon
From the Rural New Yorker .

as it boils one tablespoon full of vinegar, two There's the Print of Little Feet.
of salt , and two of molasses. After boiling There's the print of little feet

thehops sufficiently to get their strength , take In the snow around my door,

them out. Stir up a thickening of flour and
Up, across and down the street

" They have wandered o 'er and o 'er
water sufficient to make your yeast about as Buisy , active little feet,
thick as paste. Stir this thickening into the To and fro they go ;

water and just let it boil up once, then turn it Making tinny, graceful foot-prints

out and let it stand till it is just luxewrrm , In the wintry snow .

then add your old yeast to make it rise. When Onward in the road of life

fermented sufficiently put it in a jug , being These dear feet will tread ,

carefulto leave the cork loose the first twen Walking sometimes in earths sunshine

ty-four hours lest it should be driven out by Sometimes, storms o 'er head .

the ferinentation . After this , cork it tight
But God grant that wheresoever

They may chance to go ,

and keep it in the cellar. This yeast will That they'll wander, never, never ,

keep two months. uid haunts , vile and low .

When you wish to make bread take half a Far ahead my thoughts are running,
teacupful of this peast, put in your mixing Where will my boy be,
pan , add one pint of warm water and stir in In life 's ever changing drama,

flour. Then set this sponge in a warm place

to rise, and when risen , add a little salt and
And my mothers dreams are telling ,
Moves he nobly , there ,

half a pint of warm milk , and mix your bread . And my niother heart is swelling

In the morning , when you wish to bake,mould With hopes high and fair .

it up , put it in your pans, cut a deep gash in But his path is wisely hidden ,
the top to keep it from running outat the Onward , could I see ,
side, and let it stand in the pan about an hour, All my fairesi dreams might vanish ,

when it is ready to bake. When baked , take Vanish fearfullv ;
it from the oven , envelop it in a napkin wrung Others just as fondly cherished

out of cold water, and wrap a diy table cloth
Shipwrecked in life 's sea ,

outside of the wet napkin .
Have caused brighter hopes to perish

Than I build for thee.

Mingling act
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Sorrow 's Teachings.
candle light , when some entertaining guestwas

How is is it, ' said i, despondingly , to Aunt in the middle of a delightful story, that you ,
Milly , 'that you, who have been steeped to the poor miserable little pitcher ,' was doomed

lipa in trouble , can be so cheerful ?? "
never to hear the end of ! Yes, and she has

Listen to me, Ellen . You know my first seen the line and plummet laid to you so

great corrow , the loss ofmy husband . When rigidly, that you were driven to deceit and

the grave closed over him , the star of hope evasion ; and then seen you punished for the

faded from my sky. I could see no mercy in very sin your tormentors helped to commit.

the hand that dealt the blow . The green
And she has seen your ears boxed just as hard

earth became one wide sepulchre ; the sweet for tearing a hole in your best pinafore, or

ministrations of nature had no healing power. breaking a china cup, as for telling as big a

In my selfish despair , I would have shrouded lie as Ananias and Sapphira did .
the blue heavens in sable , and thrown a pall ! And when by patient labor you have reared

of gloom over every bappy heart. Months an edifice of tiny blocks (fairer in its archi

passed away , slowly, wearily , and I found no tectural proportions to your infantile oye than

alleviation of my sorrow ; no tears came to any palace in ancient Rome,) she has seen it

ease that dull, dead pain , that seemed crush - ruthlessly kicked into a shattered ruin by some

ing the life from out my heart ; no star of body in the house whose dinner hadn 't di

Bothlehem shone through the dark cloud over / gested !

my head .

Never Mind . Iwish I was a mother to the

I w 18 sitting one dreary afternoon , as usual, whole of you ! Such glorious times as we'd

motionless and speechless. It was dark and have ! Roading pretty books thathad no big

gloomy without, as my soul within . The dri words in ' em ; going to school whereyou could
ving sleet beat heavily against the windows. sneeze without getting a rap on the head for

Twilight had set ip . My little Charley had not asking leave first ; and going to church on

patiently tried for hours to amuse himself with the quiet, blessed Sabbath , where theminister

bis toys , now and then glancing sadly at my
like the dear Savior , SOMETIMES remembered to

mournful face. But the oppressive gloom was
"take little children in his arms, and bless

becoming unendurable to the child . At length , them .'
creeping slowly to my side, and leaning heave Then if you askedmea question , I wouldn 't

ily against my shoulder, he anid , in a half sob , I pretend not to hear ; or lazily tell you I didn 't

" Does God love to see jou look so , Mother ? " know ,' or turn you off with some fabulous

No, no, Charley !! gaid I, as I clasped bim evasion , for your memory to chew for a cud

to my heart with repentant tears. No , no ! / till you were old enough to see how you had

I'll cloud your gunny fas? no longer.'
been fooled . Ånd I'd never wear such a fash

Alas ! dear Ellen , 1 but turned from one ionable gown, that you couldn ' t climb on my

idol to another : I gavo God the second place I lap whenever the fit took you ; or refuse to

and lived only for my boy ; and so my way kiss you for fear you ' d ruffle my curls , ormy

ward beart needed another lesson . Thögruve collar, or my temper — not a bit of it ! and

took in my last earthly troasure. But when then you should pay me with your merry

the emiter had done his work , those little lipy, laugh , and your little confiding hand slid ever

though silent, still said to me, God loveth I trustingly in mine.
the cheerful giver :" und 80, smiling through ! Oh ! I tell you , my little pets,Fanny is sick

my tears , I learned to say, " Thy will be of din , and strife, and envy, and ancharita

döny.” DearEllen , if the good Father taketo blene88 ; and I' d rather, by ten thousand, live

away with one hand , He gives with the other. I in a little world full of fresh , guileless , loving

There is always soine blessing left . «sllica little children , than in this great museum full

blade of grass keeps ain drop o ' dew 1” ! _ _ of such dry, dusty , withered hearts.

Olive Branch . Tus CROUP - -How To PREVENT IT. - A cor

Panny Fern thus writos of children in the respondent of the N . Y . Mirror, a medical

" Olive Branch ' :
And she has been rou sitting like autorna- practitioner, in an article on this subjeot,

tong, in a badly ventilated school room , with says :
your nervous lietle toes nt just such an angle , « The premonitory symptom of croup , is 8
for hours , under the tuition of & Misa Nancy chrill, sonorous cough . The patient is not

Nipper , who didn't care a rush -light whether sick - hasno fever , 28 often in a common cold

your snino wils 13 crooked as the letter S or - - ig lively , perhaps even gayer than usual ;

not, if tho Greze llogul Cormillee, who his hands aro crol, his face ilush , possibly a

mirchol in once a month to make the grand shade paler than usual. The solitary synp

tour,' votedher a 'model school-anarm . tom máy last for a few days, with so material

Y , andthat aint all. She has seen fou ' increusé or abatement and without attracting

sent off to bed , just at the witching hour of any notice ; budúcnly , bowever, the disease
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heretofore latent, bursts forth in all its fatal Pure Bred Male Stock ,
fury , and too often continues its ravages, un
checked to the dreadful consummation . The

AT PRIVATE SALE ,

remedies for this symptom of croup are simple
| At Mount Fordham , Westchester Co.,

and in most cases perfectly efficient. Ther ! ( 11 miles from City Hall , N . Y . )

ara . 2. mustard poultice , or a strip of flannel ] Bull Calves; 4 Devon Buils and Bull Calves, and from 12 toI will sell and let from 10 to 12 Short Horned Bulls and

dinned in oil of turpentine or spirits of hartes
T V , 4 bevon Buils and Bull Calves, and from 12 to

16 Southdown Rams. The animal sale by auction will be
oitted this year, as I wish to reserve all the females ,
having recently purchased another Farm to enable me to in
crease my Breeding Establishment. My Hog Stock , inclu
ding all the spring litters , are engaged . Catalogues with

ment of mild agents , I unhesitatingly assert
full Description and Pedigrees of above Bulls and South

that a multitude of lives might b saved every the 15th of April,next, TTO LESUUDLIVET
down Ranis , with the Prices attached , can be obtained by

v | the 16th of April next, from the subscriber, or at any of the

week , that are now lost through negligence Principal Agricultural Journals . L . G . MORBIS.
and delay . ' March 23d , 1853 .

ERRATTA . - In the description of themode
ofmaking bread taken from the Mother's Mag

J. H . LIGHTNER ,

azine, we omitted to state that the sponge for No. 89 Second street, (between Olive & Locust,)

the bread should be set in winter soon after
DEALER IN

dinner , and in summer directly after tea - -the S T O V ES,
bread to be baked the next morning. Queen of the West. Forest Queen , Buceye, Preterence

and Premium Cook Sloveg - also selectParlor gloves, Greates
and Feuders .

Hay, baled, sells at 62 a 55 cents, loose at 55 a 60 cents ;
Hides are activeat 9 3 -4 a 10c for dry flint: Dried Apples
200 bags sold at $ 1 35 per bushel; in store are held higher: Moline, Peoria , Jewett, and other patterns - lo,Kotha

IRAIRIE BREAKERS. apr52
Of Potatoes , two yood lots were sold at 30 a 32 1- 2c sacks

included : Plaxseed steady at 90 a 95 cents : Hempseed at THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
$ 1 : Tiin thy at $ 2 , and Clover at $ 6 $ 6 25 per bushel.

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
Contents of April Number.

The World ' s Fair in New York , pase 117 HEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
April Work , 118

Highlands ofWestern St. Louis county: Suate Tobac
co warehouse , 121 THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES!

Culture of Peaches ,

Longevliy of Farmers,
Guano; Wire Teeth horse rakes; Lice on cattle ; Pre THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

mium Tobacco ,
New Movable Fence ,
Mowing and Reapingmachines , 126 A CARD.
The Garden ; Terra -Culture, 127 TO MY FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC .

Sheep husbandry ; Cultivation of the Peach , 128 THEnew White Lead and Oil Factory of the under
Physiological discovery , 129Il signed bas been organized under the incorpor
Shanghæ breed of lowls ; Domestic Agriculture; Large tion law of the State , and the business will borealtor

Cattle, 130 be conducted under the style of the
National Agricultural Society Mr. Wilder' s Address , 131 COLLIER WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY
Rain ; Japan Pea ; Improvement in stael, 134 1 As the same skill , care, promptness and punctuality
How I bought a horse that had the heaves , 135 in all its departments, and the game effort to serve
Chapter about Dogs; New Premiums, 137 the interests of its customers, will be made , and will
Western Silk Manufactory ; breeding grazing cattle , 138 oonstitute , as formerly , the leading features ofthe bu .
Dronghtand deep tillage , 140 siness , I ask for the “ Company” a continuance of the
Llow to Improve mlich cows, 141 confidence and patronage so liberally bestowed on the
Currants and Gooseberries, 20 acred of corn ; Cloven; undersigoed. HENRY T . BLOW .
Hint to a Farmer , St. Louis, November 1, 1861.

EDITORIAL.

A Lee & Co ; Alpine Strawberry ; Fancy Stock ; padli
THE COLLIER

cations; Sound reasoning; Prof. Mapes ; WHITE LEAD AND OIL COMPANY .143

Discoveries in animal Phisiology ; St Louis anarket, HENRY T . BLOW , GEO. COLLIER ,

Scraps from the Papers, 146 President. Vice Presidenti

Bearly Peas; Potato Hot; THOMAS RICHESON , Secretary .
THE FAMILY CIRCLE . GEORGE COLLIER, )

Healthtulness of out-door exercise , 147 HENRY T . BLow , Directors.

Encouraging; Notico , 118 A . D , LYLE,

Disobedience to Parents ,
149 The Company organized to continue the successful

Teast; Soap; There' s the printof little beet . 150 and well known manufactory of HENRY T . Blow ,

Sorrow ' s teachings, children ' s wrongs , The Croup,
151 l rospectfully call attention to his Card , and also beg

Ilease to state that every effort willbemade to sustain

TERMS. land increase the reputation that his brands have en
THE VALLEY FARMER 1, published on the first of each joyed , and make the concern worthy of the continued

month , each number containing 48 iarze octavo push (incoatidence and patronage of consumers and dealers.
cluding 12 pages deroled to advertisements of matters of Prices of Lead 28 usual.
interest to farmers ) and is offered as the foliowing rates Orders and letters for the Company to be addressed

Single copy , one year, - - - - 91 00 to the President.
Pour copies , $ 3 ; seven copice, 95 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 . ! Ordere, & C . , may be loſt asheretofore , at T . GRIMS

Peyruente , in all cases, must be made in advance. LEY & CO .: 8 , at the Post Ottice; or at tbe offiee of the

Bemittances in gold coins , current bank notes , or Posterte I CODA D & D v . corner of Clark Avenue and Teal stroet.

Sunpa,may be made by mal 3 $ our risk 207 . 1851.
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ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
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GA. BAUER , SC, ST.LOUIS :

A . P . LADEW . THOS. F . PURCELL.

A . P . LADEW & Co.,

Type Founders, and Dealers in Paper,
31 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment, where will be

found every variety of TYPE, PAPER . INK , PRINTING PRESSES, RULE,

BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.
A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE,
of Matrices imported from Scotland , and they will continue these additions until they
have a complete series of NEW SCOTCH TYPE .

They keep always on hand a large supply of NEWSAND BOOK PRINTING
PAPÉR ; also, CAP, LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDS AND

CARD BOARDS: all ofwhich will be sold at Eastern Prices , Transportation ad
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING AND ENGRAVING will be promptly executed .
Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office, will

be furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper,
or the particular style and quantity of work to be executed . In addition to Type of

their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other Foundries. WOOD

TYPE a good assortment always on hand.

Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound .
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NEW YORK STATE.

AGRICULTURAL WORKS,
ALBANY, N . Y .

BY WHEELER , MELICK & CO .

| machine to farmers as superfor to any I have used thoug 1
have used various kinds ior about 15 yoars .'

[ From Chester Olney , Dated March 1, 1852. ]
"MESSRS. WHEETER ,MELICK & CO . - Last fall

I employed Mr. Olney with oneof your Powers & Wonow
ers to do my threshing , and I most cheerfully state that the
work was donebetter, with a less number of handsand less
waste than ever before with other machines. It averaged
from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of Wheat and twice 29 much

The Subscribers offer this season a uew andmost saiua of Oats
Die machine in the successfulcombination of a WINNOWER
with their Overshot Thresher. It is easily driven by one [From Ni Olney , Esq., of Portage, N . Y . ]Double Horse Power, and has now been fairly tested , a
large number having been constant use during the past MESSRS. WHEELER, MELICK & CO . - You ask
Threshing season . my opinion in regard to your Thresher & Winnower, but as
Wehave numerous letters from gentlemen who have two ofmy sonsand oneofmyneighborshave given you some

need the winnower, and gave extracts from & tew of them details I will merely say that in my opinion your machine
in our advertisements of last month , and wenow insert a will do better work than any other lever used , although I
few more . Wemightadd a large number, but it is deemn - have used many differentkinds for the last 2 years . '
dunnecessary .

( From R . Olney , of Portage, N . Y .] [From a second letter of E . French , Esq., of
MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICKXco . - I will Bridgeport, N . Y . - Dated March 9 , 1852. ]

now state come facts in regard to your Thresher and Win - 1 MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co . - I am not
Rower. We first used it to thresh Oats , which were good able to do yourWinnower the justice it deserves. I baye
and not very long straw . With 5 hands we threshed and

used it since Augustand it has earned $ 500 without usingcleaned nlfor any market, 60 bushels per hour whulle run
for work , while other machines have been begging for it. Ining. This is not guess work as is frequently the case,

y have had a inan running it who has an S Horse Machine ofbut we kept the time to the minutes , and much larger tig
his own and good of its kind , buthe could not get work withures raight nave been madehad we exerted ourselves . Our |
it . I have taken pains to exhibit the operation of your InsWheat wasbeavy growth, and very long straw . Weaver
chine, and have seen none but pronounce it themost perfectaged 20 to 26 bushels an hour, ustng a pair ofmules and a
in use . It has threshed 25 bushels per hourand is capable

epan of very light horses alternately , butwith either team
of threshing 200 bushels per day of good Wheat. Myaloneand 5 bands I can thrseh 400 bushels good Oats a day
Wheat was of the 'Soles ' variety . I sold it fron the maand halt tbat quantity of Wheat, and make it no harder
chine for weed without any other cleaning. Ogts It wiltfor team or hands than ordinary farm work . The muchine
clean better than any Fanning Mill I ever bee . . .is admirably adapted to the fariner ' s use ; can be worked

at so littie expense and in bad weather when little else cao
be done. It is of the most simple and durable construc [From E . T . Tiffany, of Dimock , Pa.]
tlon , nothing able to break or soon weeroutbutthat a com "MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & CO. -- I consid .
mon farmer can repair . It cleans the grain well and wastes
less than any other I ever examined . I write thusminute er your combined Thresher & winnower one ofthe best me !
ty that you may understand the facts as they are ; the fig chines ever introduced into Northern Pennsylvania . I have
ureg I have given being taken froin our ordinary threshing used one of them through December and a part of January ;

without any effort to hurty business. ' and did mure business than any other 4 machines in this
place . With good team I can thresh 400 bushels of Oats
per day, and I think with an exchange I could threab 500 or[ From y . H . Olney , of Granger, N . Y . ] 600, and with a waste and experbe than any other pla

"MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & CO. - I have china in exace. Could I get experienced workmen I

wed your Patent Forse Power and Windower while it vould order one or two more . It would be the best invest
thresbed about 3000 bushels of grain , and an happy to say ment I could inake. I can make better prootwith one of
it bas gives the best satisfaction . With a light pair of yourmachines that can be obtained from any two farTCS

korses and á bands we have threshed from 50 to 60 bushels Susquehanna Co. Your I'bresher @ Winnower receives the
of ( ats per hour, and abouthalf asmuch Wheat. My or highest approbation ofour farmers.
nary day' s work of Oats is from 250 to 300 bushels and

$ 30 or sou of Whean I can cantidently recommend this
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MESSRS . WHEELER , MELICK & CO . - In reply
W . A . NELSON ,to your request about the Thresher & Winnower I am ready

to answer that it works well . Indeed its equalwas never General Commission Merchantseen in Erie Oo . I have threshed 18,794 bushels of Wheat,
Oats and Barley , besides 50 bushels Grass Seed . A num AND MANUFACTURER'S AGENT,
berot my neighbors wantmachines like mine, No. 11 Locust St., between the Levee & Main st.,We might add many more equally flattering testimo

ST . LOUIS , MO .
zials
Price of Double Power wich Thresher and winnower , $ 225 . As in store an extensive stock ofman

The superiority of WHEELER' S PATENTRAILWAY Ilufactured Goods for the SPRING TRADE. The at
CHAIN HORSE POWER , and OVERSHOT TARESHER

tention of merchants is respectfully solicted to the adver
and SEPARATOR is universally acknowledged wherever tisements found below .
theybave been tested . Thousandsof them are in use, many
of which have threshed from 50 ,000 to 100 ,000 bushels of WINDOW GLASS DEPARTMENT - 2 .700 boxes
grain , and are still in good condition They are beyond doubt
the most durable and economicalmaechine in use . Their window glass , best Pittsburgh brand , in superior order, on

capacity has been tested by repeated trials as well at the hand and for sale at factory prices, adding transportation )
i byNew York and Pennsylvania Fairy as on several private WANELSON ,

oceasions in competition with another machine made in No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis.
this city which has been advertised to be far superior to ours

WHEELING WINDOW GLASS - 1 ,600 boxesand in every instance the result has been about one third
and in someinstances more in favor ofour machines . In 8x10 , 10x12 and 10x14 , of superior quality and in good order,
overy case except one where wehave submitted our ma for sale low by W . A . NELSON ,
chine to a working test at Fairs it has taken the highest No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .
premiums, and in that excepted case the Committee deci
ded that our machine performed its work in 8 min PITTSBURGH GLASS WARE - HAVING THE
Utos and its competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one
third in faver of ours . Agency of two glass factories , we have on hand over5 ,000

Oe have also exhibited ours in competition with the sameurs in competition with the same packages of green and flint glass ware, embracing evory va
machine a the State Fairs of Ohio , Michigan and Pensyl riety of bottles, als ; flasks , tumblers , jars, tinctures , salt
vania and at the Provincial Fair of Upper Canada , at all mouths, sweetmeats , & c . , & c . , which we will sell in the

which we received the highest premiums, víz : in Ohio ! originalpackages at factory prices (transportation added . ).

a Silver Medal and Diploma; in Michigan $ 20 ; in Pennsyl W . A . NELSAN .

vaba $ 10 ; and in Canada a Diploma. No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .
Wehave numerous similar testimonials from County So

cieties , where wehave always received the highest premi PAPER MILLS AGENCY - We have now in
umsawarded to Chain Powers . store and offer for sale atmill prices --
Price of one Horse Power, Thresher, Separator and 10 ,000 reams rag and straw wrapping paper assorted sizes,

Belting. $ 120 1 ,600 6
.

printing, book and envelop paper;
.

Two Horse Do- - - . . 145 400 o toa , hardware and ham paper;
Besides the above wemanufacture and keep constantly cap, letter and fancy colored paper .

oa hand among other articles, Clover Hollers, Straw and W . A . NELSON ,

Stalk Cutters, Portable Saw Mille (adapted to Horse Pow No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .
ere , ) and Single Powers with Churn Geer attached . These
last are extensively used in large Dairies , and are so ar ST. LOUIS Salamander Fire Proof Safes
ranged that the Power is used at pleasure for either thresh Wehave in store a complete assortment of the above safes ,
1 sg , churning, wood sawing , or other purposes. which have been tested by burning seven bours ( in a largeAll machinesmadeand sold by us are warranted to furnace) filled with books and papers, and $ 70 in bankto give satisfaction or they may be returned ,after a reason notes , all of which were taken out in a state of good pres
akle time for trial. ervation . Every size on hind and for sale at factory priOrders are solicited and will be promptly filled

ces, by W . 4 . NELSON .
WHEELER , MELICK & Co . No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis.

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty & Pruyn Street,
Near the Steamboat Landing,) Albany, N . Y . Eastern Type Agency - We are now supsrch 1st, 1862.

plied from the type foundry of Messrs. Jaines Conner &
The subscriber , having been appointed Agent for the Sons,New York , with a general stock of Type and printing

sale of theabove excellent machines in St. Louis , will fur materials, embracing Plain , News, Book and taacy Job
Bish them to purchasers at manufacturer' s prices (freight Types, card fonts of ornamental Fourishes, Cuts , Quota
from Albany included ) and will give any desired information ions , Rnles , Dashes, Slice Gallies , Proof Gallies , Quoins,
to persons wishing topurchase . Address Furniture , Cases & c . , which we seli at foundry prices,

BPHRAIM ABBOTT , Editor Valley Farmer, (transportatiog added . ) . W . A . NELSON .

N . . corner 3d and Pine streets , St. Louis . No. 11 Locust street, St . Louis .

Printers ' Ink - 170 kegs nnd cans of News,
Book and fancy colored Inks manufactured in New York ,
and for sale by W . A . NELSON .

No, 11 Locust street, St. Louis.

Washboards-- 50 doz. zinc Washboards of
St.Louis manfacture, for sale by W . A . NELSON .

No. 11 Locrist street St. Lou 's .

Wooden Ware Depot- 2100 Doz. PaintedStoves and Plows. Pails ;
The subscribers manufacture and keep always 300 nests painted Tubs 3 & 8innesti
89, hand at their warehouse , No. 203 Main street, between 140 6 white pine do, 3 4 & 6 10 Dest;
the Missouriand Virginia Hotel , a large assortmentof the 90 doz . sorted sized churns ;
most approved paterns of premium and coalcooking Sloveen 30 6 cedar chords and backets ;
woodand coal parlor , boxyair -tight, ballan ! cualstoves . 150 packages covered boxe und buckets ,

Also four sizes Phaix PLOW , a suprior article; ten 190 bozes clothes pins with beads;
sizes Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie , to 110 dz. wel buckets and tar cans;
cut from fourteer to twenty - four inchce; Pittsburgh and 60 bali husheis, peck and half peck measures;

other plows; Iron satea; bark , cora and cob mills , double and 600 zinc washboards St. Louig manufacture;
piogle corn sheilers ; grates and castingsof all descriptions, Also - Baskets , Cradles, Broonis , Wagons, & c . , & c . , for sale
a hand and made to order, all which will be sold at the at the Lowest City Pricca by W . A . NELSON ,
ont priceg. KINGSLAND & FERGUSON . feb63.

all descriptions, Alone Lowest City Prices biscus street, St. Louis,Mo.
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FURNITURE STORE
pen

MODIUTERIAI

Missouri Seed Store .

G . NICOL ,

ALSO

SAINT LOUIS And comprising some of the very best farms and richest
bodies of land in the county. si
The railroad passes through or immediately alongside of

every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible

points for their convenience.
This land is admitted by every man who has been along

the line of the raüroad to be unsurpassed by, if not superior
to, any other lying on the road in this county, both inq uality
of soil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the
subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND.

398 ooo It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good
man or company of men who may wish to make a large
speculation .

For particulars, apply to Leffingwell & Ellot, Dolman &
Obear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber ,

editor of the St. Louis Dally Evening News.
oct . A . S MITCHELL.

NO. 86 & 88. SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS
BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE,

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & co .,
SW.

PROPRIETORS,
Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as

sortment of Elegant and fashionable

Parlor Furniture , , |
Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Soias, Lounges, DLP Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all kinds of

vans, Sociables, Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor an Farm , Flower and Garden Seeder
Rocking Chairs , Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tables , wi. GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS.
Marble and Mahogany tops, Etesels, Teapoy Tables, & c

No. 4 North Main Street, Up stairs,
ST . LOUIS , MO . ,BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE a s

A T this establishment is kept an exten
Of every variety , A sve stock and complete assortment of Garden , Fann ,

w Looking-glasses, Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds , and Flower SEEDS from the well known establishment of

Bedding , & C . , & c . , David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and gene
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL , ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others, pulting

WARRANTUD BEST QUALITY. down soeds in winter in frames, can rest assured that they

All the iatest and most desirable improvements in Fur will realize an abundantcrop .

FARM AND OTHER SEEDS.niture will befound here. Please call and examine.
Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi The stock is now complere , consisting of Clover, Timothy,

Blue Grase , Red Top , Orchard Grass, Hemp, Müllet, Moeenced hands.
tard , Locuet , Apple , Quince , Canary, Rape, Top Onlong ,Embroidered & Fncy Work & c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to salt, at low

Finished to order in any required style . est rates . Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED , growth of 1851,
St. Louis , March , 1863 . direct from Texas.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS .
HOMEMUTUAL FIRE AND MARINE A full supply ef warranted fresh and genuine Garder

eerle, which we will sell at reasonable prices . ?
INSURANCE COMPANY IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES. "

Wewill at all times keep an extensive assortment, con
OF ST. LOUIS . . sisting among others , of the following : Seed Sowers, Shoe

AGAR ERED 1845. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO vels, Spanies, Birds and Bird Seed, clear or mixed , grans
Hooks, Lawn Rakes, Hedge Shean , Bill Hooks, Bird Cages

APRIL 20 , 1862 , DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO (All sizes ) Sieves, Flower Pots, by the hundred , dozen , or

LICIES, 8517,262 33-- and constantly increasing. single , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills, Budding and
Pruning Knives, Ohisels and Saway Garden Lines and

Policies issued from thirty days to six years. Beels , & .
Conntry merchants, California Emigrants, and private

DIRECTORS. families supplied with the above seeds by the box, pound ,

DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELLO Ounce, or paper, on reasonable terme. One hundred boxes
18AAC L GARRISON, JOHN WHITEHILL , Bower seeds, 20 varietles in each box, for $ 1 . Catalogues

DAVID W DIXON THERON BARNUM , in pamphlet form furnished gratis .
AXA WILGUS, J CHAVENS, Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer.

WYLLYS KING . None but Landreth ' s warrantad Garden Seeds sold here .
ISAAC L GARRISON , President. Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompir

TLSALISBURY , Secretary . y executed .
DDPAGE, Treasurer.

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT. The celebrated Graefenberg Medicines.
Omce Southeast noter of Main and Vine streets, (over Comprising the following:

Page & Bacon 's Banking Ause. | Graefenbery Vegetable Pills , price 25 cts . per box .
Greep Mountain Ointmeni,

GREAT SPECULATION ! Sarsaparilla Compound , " bottle .
502 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN Children's Panacea

ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! Ferra d Ague Pilis
16 25 “ " boule .ALL ON TIE PACIFIC RAILROAD ! Heslih hitters

Consumptive's Baim in 300
OVAK SUBSCRIBER , wishing to devote all his me to bby' s Pile Ointment 46 . 100

1 the Si Louis DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas
Marshall's Uterine Catholiron 300lug Lusiness of which de 21ands his entire attention , offers

for sale all the landsowned by bins on the Pacidc railroad , Are for sale Wholt sale and Retail by E . K . Wood .
within the county of St. Louis , amooling to about ward , corner of Fourth and Chesnut etrerts , St.

Twenty - Seven Hundred Acres , | Louis , Mo. '53.

10 * box
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NAVA

GARRISON ' S PORTABLE SAW MILL ,

MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS, MO.,

By I. L . Garrison ,

OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO .,
South - East Corner of Vine and Main streets (over the Banking House of Page « Bacon .

An now manfacturing two sizes of the above MILLS, to examine theabove Mul before purcharsing elsewhere; as
1 the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest it cmbines qualities that no other Mill possesses . The Saw

size timberFrom the large number of these mills sold dur- used is the common straight Mill Saw , and is easily kept in

ing the past year , and the fact of many of them being sold order ; and webelieve it will saw more lumber in a given
to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other aaw mill now in use .
their value . Below I give the certificates of gentlemen Hiram P Goodrich ,

Daniel D Page,
who are well known, and who have seen the Mills in opera Theron Barnnm , E W Blatchford ,
tion . 1 . L . GARRISON . A P Ladue , Lyman Sherwood,THIS IS TO CERTIFY , thatwe, the undersigned , hav GF I Goodhue, Thas Fairbridge,
ing witnessed theoperations of a Portable Saw Min , invent Chas Shuter ,

Thos West,ed by Isaac L . Garrison , of St. Louis, Mo. , do not hesitate TL Salisbury ,
ER Miller ,

10 saying thatwe consider it the best Saw Mill now in use , Daniel M Fraser.
and would recommend any person in want of a Saw Mill,

What can be got for Five Dollars ! will be better than any which has preceded it. The
The undersigned have entered into an arrange- Home Journal, edited by Geo . H . Morris and N . P .

ment by wbicb they agree to furnish the Koicker. Willis, is well known as the best family ne

bocker Magazine, (monthly .) the Home Journal, in America, and the MusicalWorld and Times. od .
ited by Lewis Storrs Willis ,with LowellMason ,Geo .(weekly ,) and theMusicalWorld and Times, (week
H . Curtis , Thomas Hastings, Wm. B . Bradbury ,ly .) to new subscribers, at the very moderate price
Geo . F . Root,and other musical writers contributing,of Sve dollars a year for the three publications; all

orders enclosing thatamount to Dyer and Willis, 'will and which gives, among other things, over $ 25 worth
ofmusic and a full course of instructruction in bare promptly attended to .

SAMUEL HUESTON , . mony annually , is the very bestmusicaljournal ever
Puiblisher of the Knickerbocker, published. These three publications will post a
MORRIS & WILLIS , family up in Dearly everything worth knowing : - Art ,

Publishers of the Home Journal, Science, Literature, Music , Painting , Sculpture, In

DYER & WILLIS, ventions, Discoveries, Wit, Humor, Fancy, Senti
ment, the Newest Fashions, and other attractions forPublishers of the Musical World and Times,
the Ladies, Choice New Music for the Sabbath , the

Grand Literary and Artistic Combination . Church and the Fireside , Reviews and Criticismsof
Apradeements have been made to furnish the Musical Works Performers and Performances, in

Knickerbocker Magazine, the Home Journal, and short, the very pick and cream of Novelty , Incident,
the New York Musical World and Times, to nero History , Biography, Literature, and Science, incla
subscribers, for FIVE DOLEARS a year ! This is cheap ding whatever can be given in periodicals to pro
literature, with a vengeance. The Knickerbocker is mote Healthy Ammusementand Solid Instruction in
38 per annum ; the Home Journal $ 2 ; and the Mu- the fatnily , and help to make it better, wiser, and
sical World and Times $ 3 , making $ 8 a year at the happier, may be now obtained for HIYE DOLLARS.
usual rates. That three such works can be obtained Address

DYER & WILLIS.for five dollsrs a year, is a fact truly worthy the Ca .
m '53 : 725 , Broadway New York .

loric age, which is just now being ushered io . Of
theKickerbockerMagazine, edited by Lewis Gay Mr. SIDNEYSMITH is authorized to receive sub .

lord Clark , it is uonecessary to speak . For twenty
years it has been the most genial, homorous and spis scriptions for the VALLEY FARMER , and receipt for
cy smootbly ' is the world , and the preseat volume che samo.



OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.

WYNIL & TANGUAY ,
NO . HIESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH ,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
The attention of tin public in respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con - 1

Il tains the most exter vive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquore, & C ., ever offered to thel!
citizens of St. Louis .

Couniry Merchants and others, will also find it their interest to taketheir supplies at thell
Old Post Office Building Grocery.

Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeed
I ! they intend to make a reasonable profit , in order to stand up zud accommodate their patrons|||

a great many years to come.

: TEAS . ESSENCES . TOBACCO & SEGARS.
I Oriental, fine young hySOD, extra tu Etract of lemon, 2 , 4 & 8 ounces, Yellow bank chewing tobacco, 810

do. . souchong. Vanilla , nutmegs , cinnamon , matic do . Cavendish do. Trainer ' s do
Wild Pigeor , fine young hsson , Orange, cloves , spices , almond Rege as, Camelias , Puerto Principes
Candace , Suverior byson skin , fine Ginger, peach . Le Norinas, Cheroots .
gunpowder .

WRAPPING PAPER . FRUIS.Panama, fine imperial,
Teena, extra fine imperial, Velim , crown, o crow ), tea parpr. Pie fruits 24orte , pescher in brandst
Oxnard , extrine wder. do , in their own juice , plumsin jam
S . Appleton , extra Curious Colon , SUNDRIES. prunes i brendy, do . in their own
Flying Civel, extra ve volonz,

Start, indigo, salura 05 , so la . juice , pearl do, pears in brauty ,
Mary Adams, extra ne voloni,

Crema tara , , tartasis d . marmalades, jams, jeilies, preserved
Matilda , ineOlong, ginger, preserved chow - Chor , SulYeast powders, Preston & Merrill's ,
Raien , tine cu souch , breakfast ),

James, Slickney ' s . tan2 , layer & Malaga raisnis, cur
Leoman , chutnStug.

Table salt in boxes and bage , G . A . 80lt ranis , citron, pruns , honey , 19 ,
Tess expresslycket or faratly use

Mason ' s inimitable backing. le rog, alianda , custanas, Eoglish
In 4 , 6 , and 101 , D ,

Skirch polish , silvar & bross poiish . walnuts , peanuts , haslenuts .
COFFEES . Stove polish , Berds, TOD49 , tsvines. SO APS.Berat, o brown jerit ,m u ! , Nate No. 1, 2 , 3 , bruhe , brocms.

Xota ricii , laguyrit , 1100ha . W ow ware of every deacz.ption . Windsor, variegated & Castdie fancy |
Ground cotite in 1 - 1 , 1 - 2 ani i 10 . Wize vinegar, 395 do , cider de Boups .

pausages. Spiri , gs , & & ind poper , Boston extra ,No. 1 & 2 .
CHOCOLATES. Wuiao' cbernical soap ,

Hako ' s rc. 1 , Baker' s estra , nie , Imitation B : 8103
PIS . do .

Psim 203p no. 1 , 2 , 3 .French chocolate a la sanili ,
la caneile , Salm in or half bbls & Kitts. Waghing fluids, do, sode .

Chocolate des familles, lacker ! i loa vi WINES & LIQUORS.
perfection !! . ,

Bakar' s roma, Snuke ringe iron Cabodia , Dzandin - tard Dupny & co . , 1842 & O

Prostor prepared 03, Red , * * Scotland, 18 -13, Seignette , Lafforge, Lecer

Cocoa ands ls, coa paste . Sardin 5 in oil, boxe , 1 & 1 - frere old Jamaica rum , Hollanul !
SUGARS. Lobsters, Dickdin cans 1 & 2 ibs. gi' , Scu ! ch whiskey, Irian do. . Boar

66 bon du , , Monopgeheia do. , in pipaDouble reised lai, retineri log ! B . Salmon
( barreis , diniyshag a botlles .ratini oysterscrushed. B , do C , wwtered E , retocolB , oC , twierat

Cowfish dry , in drumsand DOTS , Swiss Asyl he cordis brandles .
whio 0) , do 00) , clanned yellow A , Anisette, caracoa , oid port wine.do B , New Orleans, no. 1 , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES. Portwlup , Madeira viue, sherry .
gold : n syi d reowo rolus Tomato ketchups, pinta & quarts , Muscatde prontignan ,
ees , Sukar housi syrup en New

Mushroom 6 Clare -Medoc, latlle , Lorronde,
Prons .

Walt 6 ( 6 SL95 pce, St JL ,
SPICES. Pepper Sad ( es soitic & . pl . Chateau , Marg2

African cayenne pepper, Jino ull sare, Jonathan do . Stomeen bitters , Union do . Stoughtooll
Black pepper , t'ASS4, Taco 5 :04 Spanish oiltis , lireach do biidre .
Lace , cloves , 10ness , Sil 016€, Syıp of rose , truc lemon Eyrup . Best London Stoot,
iu doXC8, cans and P3 ! woule and le non syrup. Teozot' s Scotch Ale .

STOL . Curry powder, 1 - 2 & 1 - 4 Chanpag1 Cordon blue, S . Thoms

PROVISIONS. french raustaid a la Ravikite. Graud Sillery Holes eux, Derevay .

xera L , in b . ad belf Ravinel, Sliery losseux Marquis di16 20 % lines herbes
< s ectrason , Lorrue, Sparkling Catawba --- Bogen .bb .6 .

Oor meal. lukul 21 : . D on 's tutart , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE .
DriedC rit , entucky do .

Suporis , Long
Army 009! Eaglien . Tube, ordar & ork , buckets with bra

S312309 u n Lyons, PICKEDfary kal, 1 - 2 gal. l . q . anul iron hups.

BIShcains ( METS,S tr . , W . R . OILS
Backers , vak related ,
Geversd bucketa , 1 . 8 tol busrei.

IGOSCERT,UM .. ). Sve oil, nic , d ' s . & q 'e . groce do. Aundure , bowls .
barü ei 20. i â 2 Spern oil. PLAYING CARDS.Rice ,wolu . CANDLES.

Verilceli, can,P ego , Trench extra fine , Et fancy .
Pembrey's Reinsluci, farina , Downer & cua eyem , 48 & Ca W11- Iniish , Grand Alogui liishlaniler.
Consarcil, Is 10 12 : 1) du , Sarota d ardo r .cin cards ,

Articot,u ch ! 1 ! :10 : 1 :26 D yesents,win Sint, powder, American & Engi .
' White bearin , pli parsb y . I ter do . timp sick , candies to the Cape hunter's companion .
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IMPORTATION OF Short Horn Durham Bulls.
Short-Horn Durham Cattle. Ie . 1 I offer for sale the following Bulls , viz : |
The subscriber will, in May next, go IMPORTED WOLVISTON, red , 2 years , bred by Mr.

to England , to ship to America Short -Horned Cattle which: Stepheoson . See English herd book , vol. 9th page .
he purchased last year. He will be in England until NO- IMPORTED EARL VANE, yearling , red , by Mr. Ste
vember next. To persons wishing to import Cattle, he or - 1phenson . English herd book , vol. 9th , page.
fers his services to buy and ship such animals as they may LORD SPENCER , yearling , red , by imported Third Duke
order . No person in England or America has had anything of Cambridge, dam imported Princess 3d , bred by Mr.
like the experience of the subscriber in selecting and ship . Stephenson , English Herd Book , vol. 9th , page.
ping Cattle to this country , as he has seen and knows every LORD BERWICK , yearling, red , by imported Third Duke
herd of any character in England. He has spent three of Cambridge, dam imported Princess 2d , bred by Mr. S .e
summers and autumns in the last five years in England for phenson . English herd book , vol. 9th , page.
this purpose, and chosen and shipped more animals than CHEVALIER , yearling, red , by imported Earl of Sea - II
ary person else. No animal ever shipped by him has been ham , dam Novice, by imported Yorkshireman , 6700 , to
lost at sea ; and every one arrived in America in perfectly imported cow Arabella . Herd Book ,
good condition . He has imported for Col. Sherwood , of CRUSADER , yearling , red , by imported Earl of Seaham ,
Auburn , N . Y . . and himself , a large number of animals dam Fayaway , by imported Yorkshireman ,6700 , to import
which have been winners of FIRST prizes. He has also ed cow Pansy . Herd Book .
imported for several other persons, cattle which have been ! BANKER, 10 months, by imported Wolviston , dam Vlo
winners of FIRST prizes. Of these animals so imported , Ilet, by Dandy, to imported cow Daffodil . Herd book .
eleven have been winners of FIRST prizes at the New PINANCIER , 8 months, red , by imported Earlof Seaham ,
York Great Shows, and five have each won two or three dam Style, by imported Young Waterloo , to imported cow
FIRST prizes . by Starling . Herd Book .

The subscriber will not purchase Short IIorns for himself ! I also offer sei eral Short Ford Cows and Helfers . All
this year, but merely ship those bought for himself last these animals can be traerd in the English Herd Book ,and
year, and will thus be quite free to select Short- Horns for will themselves be recorded in the forthcoming 11th vol. of
others without any interference of his own interest with that work . Catalogues , with full pedigrees of all these
theirs . He refers to the gentlemen named below as to his animals , with full particulais, may be had at the Indiana
capacity as a judge, and his experience . Farmer office , Rickmond , Ind .; Cultivator office , Columbus,

Persons desiring full information as to particulars, can Ohio ; Prairie Farmer office , Chicago , Illinois ; Valley

address him . AMBROSE STEVENS, Farmer oNice , St. Louis MU; of C . M . Saxton , New York .

Box 299 Posto ifice, New York city . r of the subscriber ,

REFER TO - - W . T . Dennis , Editor of Indiana Farmer , AMBROSE STEVENS,

Richmond , Wayne co. , Ind . ; M . B . Bateham , Editor oj Post Office B x 299 , New York City .
Ohio Cultivator, Columbus, O . ; Gen . Watson and 0 . H . For your information , I have to say that the only Bulls
Burbridge , Paris, Ky. ; James G . Kinnaird , Lexington , that can be bought in the State of New York , old enough

I Kv. : Col. Sherwood, Auburn , N , Y . ; L . F . Allen , Black I to be now fit for use belong to ine excpt Col. Sherwood ' s
Rock , N . Y . ; A . B . Allen and C . M . Saxton , N . Y . cits . Tempesi.

N . B . - A . STEVENS has for sale two imported Short.
Horn Bnlls , one, and two years old ; two Short- Horn year
ling Bnlls by IMPORTED prize bull , Duke of Cambridge,
out of IMPORTED Cows, and several Short - Ilorn yearling

red to furnish Fancy Stock
bulls Cambridge, Seaham and Wolviston , out of PRIZE and to his friends of the best and most reliable kinds. All

first class cows. All those young Bulls are red or roan in
color . (may '53 persons desirous of having the purest and best to

breed from ,may depend upon being faithfully served.Pure Bred Male Stock ,
Fancy Fowls.

AT PRIVATE SALE , | Red, Buff, white , Black , and Dominique Shang
|| At Mount Fordham , Westchester Co ., hai, Cochin China, Chittagong , Black Spanish,Guil- !

( u miles from City Hall. N y d erland Dorkings, Golden Pheasants, and Bantams. Il
I will sell and let from 10 to 12 Short Horned Bulls and above varieties.Warranted pure blooded , Also , Eggs of all of the

Bull Calves ; 4 Devon Buils and Bull Calves , and from 12 to
16 Southdown Rams. The animal sale by auction will beU Also, Durham , Ayrshire, and Devon cattle. Me
omitted this year, as I wish to reserve all the females, rino, Saxony, South Down and Bakewell Sheep. I
having recently purchased another Farm to enable meto in - Irish , Grazier, Suffolk , Byfield , Berk :hire and China
crease my Breeding Establishment. My Hog Stock , inclu- Hogs. All orders attended to promptly , post paid .
ding all the spring litters, are engaged . Catalogues with Address, Peter Melendy , Mt. Healthy, llanilton 18
full Description and Pedigrees of above Bulls and South - Icounts . Ohio .

P .MELENDY.down Rams, with the Prices attached , can be obtained by
the 15th of April next, from the subscriber, or at any of the

Principal Agricultural Stores; or from the Editors of the Mr. SIDNEYSMITHis authorized to receive sub
Principal Agricultural Journals. L . G . MORRIS. scriptions for the VALLEY FARMER , and receipt for

March 23d , 1853. the same.

ton, that can be for use belong to ine exe?PA. STEVENS.
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE,
ESTABLISHED, 1845, BY Wm . M . PLANT.

( Formerly Plant & Brother - Late Plant & Salisbury.)
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WILLIAM M .PLANT & CO .,
MANUFACTURERS OP AxD DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & IIachines, Farm ,Garden, Flower & other Seeds.

NO . 12 NORTIIMAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT

Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Streets , St. Louis, Mo.

Wm . M . PLANT. SH, Louis, Mo. MILES G .MOIES, Northampton , Mass

Plows and Harrowsof various descriptions, eight different patterns of Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters,
SeedSowers, Post Augers, Shovely, Spades, Hoes , Rakes, Manure Forks, Hay Knives, Corn Shellers ,
Ox Ykes , and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes, Wrenches, Grindstones, with franse and friction rolle rs.
Scythes , Scythe Souths, Stones and Riiles, Hay Forks and Rakes, Revolving borse Rakes, Grain Cra dles
Fan Mills, Cora Grinders, Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Wheelbarrows, Garden Eu .

cines, Chain Punips , Churns, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting
Trowels ,Weeding Forks and Trowels,Budding and Pruning Koives, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reels and
Lines, & c ., & c .

FARM, GARDEN, AND OTHER SEEDS,
se ir, nyeless variety , all the growih oi 1852, for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowest market rates.

Pillerchan's supplied with Seeds in papers , assorted , with printed directions for Cultivation, a

Lanest Garsien pries.

IMPROVED

SPIRAL AND

STRAIGHT KNIFE

Hay Cutters,

EIGIIT PATTERNS,

'from $ 4 to $ 30 .

- GRAIN REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.

We shall have 125 of literent approved patterns. Those wishing to procure one for the conting harys1

will do well to forward their orders early . WeGaiter ourselves, that with an eight years' experience in

this nigrkti. we can furnish the Agriculturist with articles adapted to his wants. We shall, at all times,

make it a poist, to buy and offer for sale nothing but the very best articles in our line , and at the lowest

pussille prices. With a sincere desire to do justly , purchaserstay feel confident that every article will

Jirove as represented , and at as low prices as any other house can furnish the same. Orders respectfully

solote aill promptly executed by

St . Louis, February, 1853, WM. N . PLANT & CO .
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J , H . BURROW 'S

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,
- These Millsare composed ofFrench Burr

Blocks enclosed in cast iron cases , and do
not require a millwright to set then up. By
the steady application of Emery 's two borse
power, the 24 inch Mill run 10 revolutions

perminute, will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour
of good mealand will grind wheat as well
as corn . The 30 inch will , if put to its full
est speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bushels
per hour, and are warranteci.

PRICE - 20inch stone with pulley $ 115
with Gear, - -

24 inch stone,with palley 130
with gear, - •

30 inch stone with pulley - 173
with gear, . .

36 inch stone, with puller,
with gear, - - -

Be ergonenta

J . A .BURROWS
PATENT. 184 2 .

EMERY & COMPANY'S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PR :SMHUM

AND THRESHER
Wehave been agent for the above juely celebrated Machines nearly three years, and can safely say that

ther are the best now before the public. Withoutexception , they have given uniform satisfaction , not one

having been returned , notwithstanding , the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is adenirably

adapted for driving Threshing lachines, Circular & and Cross-cut Saws, Machine Shops, Elerators.

Ferry Boats, Pile Driving , Pumping , Grinding Grain , Churning Butter, Cutting Hay and Corn Stolks,
Shelling Corn , Grinding Apples, fc., & c .
THE TWO HORSE POWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capable , with three or four men .

of thresbing from 150 to 225 bushels of wheator rye, and double that quantity of oats per dar .

We furnish , also , to order, of Emery'smanufacture the " l'heeler Rack and Pinion Power , and Emery 's
Improved PatentWide Rack and Pinion power, with Epicycloydal Teeth . For further information, price

c ., see onr Descriptive Catalogue, which are furnished gratis to post paid applicants with a three cent P . O .
stampenclosed .

N . B . MessrsWM. M . PLANT & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized

Agent for the sale of our macbines and implements ,of whom ihey can be obtained at ourhoneprices, by
addingtransportation . EMCRY G CO .

All Orders for both of the above machine should be sent to Wm . M .PLANT, & CO., St. Louis , Me
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Will Cure Without Fail

Scrofula and Cancer Cured by Dr.Guysott's Improved
ASAPARILI

Extract of Yellew Dock and Sarsaparilla .

Rutledge, Granger county , Tenn.,

April 27, 1852,
(ELLOW J. D . PARK , Esq., Cincinnati, 0 . - Der Sir : It

gives megreat satisfaction to add my testimony in fa
vor of Dr. Guysott's Extract of Yellow Dock and

Sarsaparilla ,' to that of the numerous and highly re
spectable persons who have been benefitted by the
medicine.

DR. GUYSOTT' S Mywife has been suffering for the space of yearly

five years with Scrofula and Concer, which I think

IMPROVED found its origin in the derangements of the systema

peculiar to her sex, while in the mean time she was
Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla under the care of themost eminentphysicians in tbis

section of the country , withoutderiving any material

Is now put up in the largest sized botiles, aid from their prescriptions.

- and is acknowledged to be the best SARSAPARILLA Upon the recommendation of Dr. Cockes, one of
jour physicians, who has seen the medicine used withmade, as is certified by the wonderful cures per
happy effect, I obtained of your agents hero, Messrs .

formed , the orginal copies of which are in the pos. Rice & McFarland , one bottle of Dr. Guyy sott's Ex

session of the proprietor. Remember, this is the tractof Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla ,' and asmy
wife found relief from that buale, I bought some sixonly True and Original article.
bottles, which she has taken with the most astonish

Themedicine when used according to directions,
ing benefit; for I am pleased to say it hasentirely cur
ed her, for she has entirely recoverd from her ill

ness , and the scrofula and cancer cured entirely well .

Acceptmy gratitude. Respectfully,

MICHAEL GOLDMAN .
Scrofula or King's Evil, Cancers, Tumors,
Eruptions of the Skin , Erysipelas, Extract of a letter from an extensive merchant in

Chronic Sore Eyes, Ring Iorm or Plainfield , Livingston county , Michigan .

Tetters, Scald Head , Rheumatism , PLAINFIELD, Mich ., April 8 . 1852.

Pains in the Bones or Joints, 1 MR. JOHN D . PARK - Dear Sir : Dr. Guysott's

Old Sores or Ulcers, Swelling Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla is performing some

astonishing cures in this place. A Mr. S . B . Strick
of the Glands, Syphilis, land has just informed me that one of bis children

Dyspepsia , Salt Rheum , has been cured of very severe case of scrofula by

the use of only one boute. He had tried almost ev .
Disease of Kidneys, erything that the doctors had prescribed , but of no

• Loss of Appetite , avail, as the child continued growing worse. The

sores are now all healed up avd the child apparently

Diseases arising from the use well, which is justly ascribed to the use ofthe Yellow
of Mercury , Pain in the Side and Dock and Sarsaparilla . Yours truly ,

Shoulders,General Debility , Dropsy , signed ] R . A . BEAL.

Lumbago, Jaundice and Costiveness !! Females Read the following,
THE BEST FEMALE MEDICINE KNOWN.

NEWARK , N . J., Jan. 25 .The peculiar maladies to which femalesare subject, | MR. BENNETT: Wetake pleasure in stating that

commonly produce great bodily exhaustion , accom
Four Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla gives great satis

panied by a depressed and often gloomy state ofmind .
faction in every case.As the system declines in strength , there is a loss of ac

nervous power, and this very paturally impairs the A very respectable gentlemap informed me thatbis .

energy of themind and disturbs the equinimity of the daughter was troubled with difficult menstruation and
temper. Every candid woman who has suffered from other diseases peculiar to her sex . She had not had

female complaints will admit this to be themournful her regular menstrual discharge for a long time; but

truth . Now , to odlain relief, it is only necessary to by the use of Dr. Guysott's Yellow Dock and Sars
stop the tendency to depletion and debility. This is parilla was radically cured . She used Townsendia
doneby renewing the fountain of health and strength , and others without receiving the slightest Denefit.

the BLOOD, and no medicine accomplisbes this de He had one daughter die from the sanie cause.

sirable result so speedily and complete as 'Dr. Guy . T . B . TRIPP & Co.

sotts 's Improved Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsa Price , $ 1 per bottle - six bottles for $ 5 ,
parilla .'

Sold by H . BLAKESLEY, south -west corner
Ladies of pale complexion and consumptirebabits. I

aud such as are debilitated by those obstructions of Third and Chesnut streets , St. Lonis . Gen .
which females are liable to , are restored , by the use eral Agent for Missouri, Mlinois and Iowa..

a bottle or two, to bloom and to vigor. | Also for sale by dealers generally .
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And comprising some of the very best farias and richest
bodies of land in the county .

The railroad passes through or immediately alongside of

every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible

points for their convenience.
This land is admitted by every man who has been along

the line of the railroad to be unsurpassed by , if not superior

to , any other lying on the road in this county, both inquality
of soil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the
subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND

It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good

man or company of men who may wish to make a large
speculation .

For particulars, apply to Leflingwell & Elliot, Dolman &

Obear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber,
1 editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.

oct A . S MITCHELL.

NO. 86 & 88 SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS,
BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE ,

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO
PROPRIETORS,

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as
sortment of Elegantand fashionable

Missouri Seed Store.

PA

G . NICOL ,
Parlor Furniture,

INSURANCE COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all kinds of
Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounges, D Tarm . Flower and Garden Seeds.
vans , Sociables , Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor an
Rocking Chairs, Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wt. /GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENT'S.

Narble and Mahogany tops, Etesels, Teapoy Tables, & c . No. 4 North Main Street, Up stairs,
ALSO ST. LOUIS ,MO.

BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE LA T this establishment is kept an exten
Of every variety , sive stock and complete assortment of Garden , Farm ,

With Looking-glasses, Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds, and Flower SEEDS from the well known establishment of

Bedding, & C ., & c .,
David Landreth , Philadelphia, warranted fresh and genu

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,
ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others , pa ting

| down seeds in winter in frames, can rest assured that they
WARRANTED BEST QUALITY 1 will realize an abundant crop .

All the iatest and most desirable unprovements in Fur PARM AND OTHER SEEDS.
niture will befound here. Please call and examine. The stock is now complere, consisting of Clover, Timothy,

Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi Blue Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass , Hemp, Millet, Mus

enced hands. tard , Locust, Apple, Quince, Canary , Rape, Top Onions ,
Embroidered & Fncy Work & c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low

est rates . Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED, growth of 1851
Finished to order in any required style . direct from Texus.
St. Louis , March , 1853. GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

HOMEMUTUAL FIRE AND MARINE
A fuil supply ofwarranted fresh and genuine Garden

eods, which we will sell at reasonable prices. .

IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES.

Wewill at all times keep an extensive assortment, con

HOS OF ST. LOUIS .
sisting among others, of the following : Seed Sowers , Sho
vels , Spades, Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grase

CHARTERED 1845 . ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO . Hooks, Lawn Rakes, Hedge Shears , Bill Hooks, Bird Cages

APRIL 20, 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO
(all sizes,) Sieves, Flower Pots , by the hundred , dozen , or

single, Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills , Budding and
LICIES, S517,262 33 -- and constantly increasing. Pruning Knives , Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and

Policies issued from thirty days to six years. Reels , & e .
Country merchants, California Emigrants, and private

DIRECTORS.
families supplied with the above seeds by the box , pound ,

1 ounce , or paper, on reasonable terms. One hundred boxes
DANIEL D PAGE, SAMUEL RUSSELL , flower seeds , 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalogues
ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WHITEHILL , in paraphlet form furnished gratis .
DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNUM , Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer.
ASA WILGUS, JC HAVENS, 1 Nonebut Landreth ' s warranted Garden Seeds sold here .

WYLLYS KING .
ISAAC L GARRISON , President.

Descriptivecatalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompt

TL SALISBURY , Secretary .
ly executed .

DD PAGE, Treasurer. The celebrated GraefenbergMedicines,
ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT.. Comprising the following :

Office Southeast corner of Main and Vine streets , (over 1Graefenberg Vegetable Pills, price 25 cts . per box ..
Page & Bacon's Banking House . Green Mountain Ointments 25 "
GREAT SPECULATION ! Sarsaparilla Compound , " $ 100 " bottle. .

I Children ' s Panacea 450

2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN EveLion
i o 16 "

Fevraid Ague Pills * 100 6
ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! !

box .

Health bitter's * 25 * " bottle .

ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD! Consumptive's Balm 300
NVIE SUBSCRIBER, wishing to devote all his time to Libby's Pile Ointment
I the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas- IMarshall' s Uterine Catholicon 300 " "

ing business of which demands his entire attention , offers 1rs Are for sale Wholesale and Retail by E . K . Wood
for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacific Rallroad , ward , corner of Fourth and Chesaut streets, St.,
1thin the county of St. Louis, amounting to about 1

Twenty -Seveu Hundred Acres , Louis, Mo. m '53 .
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McCORMICK'S .

Reaping and Mowing Machine.
1853] St. Louis and Brunswick ; [1853.

NaThe undersigned, agents for Southern Illinois,le
s e ewould call attention to the important iniprovements

to the Reaper for 1853, to wit : Iron beam for com UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE. 1
bined machine, which allows grass to pass over The following boats will commence on the
more freely - improvements in the fingers; self-ad

openintof narigation , and continue in the trade throughout
justing arrangement formowing,by which thebeam 1e entire season , making weekly trips from St. Luis is

rises and falls, and accommodates itself to inequali. Bila- svek , as follows:

ries of ground , which is importani formowing though MARTILA JEWETT .. . .WM . C . JEWETT, Commander ,

unnecessary for reaping ; very fine cutsikles for WTilitat Si , Louis Vory Tuesday , at 6p. m . aud Bruins

wick estry as at 9 a . m .yraas, inxuling perfect performance ofMower ; shor
J . M . CLENDEXVIN . . . . II . W . Smith , Commander,

tening platform and placing raker closer to his
W leeve St. Louis every Thursday at 6 p . m . and

work in reapiny : new and beautiful arrangement Brunswick very Sunday, at 9 p . m .

by which the machine may be ralsed to any desired KATE SWISNEY . . . . . .

height in five minutes time with main wheel en Will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . in and

larged . The Reaper and mower are warranted to Brunswick ever Tuesday at 9 a . m .

To the patrons in this trade , the officers of the above boatsperform as stated in hand -bills - Those wishing the
proinise to leavery effort to merit a continuauce of the

Reaper with the improvements should lose no time
painot here forbistered on them .

in forwarding us their orilers, so that the machine
L lor treight or passageappix ou board .

may be here in good season for the coming harvest.
HARVEY, WALKER & Co.

Belleville , Illinois May 1233 .
J. H . LIGHTNER ,

HOIT ' S

STO V ES,

PLOWS,

in one business.

.. Martin & Irwin ,

S

No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locust,)
I have just opened my spacious new house No. 212 DEALER IN

Broadway , extending across to No. 191 Fourili street, and
hare opened an entirely new Stuck of

Queen of the West, Forest Q2 , Buceye, Preference
and Premium Cook Stoves - also selectParlor stoves,Grates

Including nearly every article in those departments, and and Fenders .
1s0 BONNETS and MILLINARY, CARPETS and Ladies and
hildron ' s

BOOTS AND SHOES. Molinc, Peu , Jewell, and other pattorns - aiso , Moline
I'RAIRIE BREAKERS . apr52

All of wich has been bought for CASI , and be will sold

at bargains as I am desirous of doing a large business at

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !muall protits . My Motto is " Do as we would be done by. "

T . W . HOIT.

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
NO. 184 BROADWAY,

Opposite North Market, between Green and THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
Morgan, St. Louis, Mo.

TJENRY E .MARTIN . CIAS. W . IRWIN .

State Tobacco Warehouse .
I . D . CUSTER ,

ST. LOUIS,MO., 194 Broadway , St. Louis , Mo.
VEundersigned respectfully calls the attention of the

planters and shippers of tobacco to the above House ,
made and repaired.and solicit3 consiguments , assuring them that nothius on

my part will be wanting to give entire satisfaction . CLOCKS AND WATCHES
I have an open policy of insurance for the accommo- repaired in a superior manner. Jewelry made and re

dation of shippers . All tobacco sent to the abete Il016 , parnut California or other gold at short notice . Cloeks

can be covered by insurance, by stating li on the bill of la - Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at

Wholesale and retail (Oct.'51,The regular annual premiums will be awded at the

abre House , on THURSDAY , 234 of June, 1833 , for the
S . H . Bailey ,

fuur best hoghsheads tobacco , grown in Missouri,
WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER ,For the best lind manufacturing leal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 60

6 second best hbd manufacturing leat. . . . . . . . . . . 30 Second street, corner of Pine,
a best hhd sliping leif . . . . . . . . . St. Louis, Mo.
66 second best kid shipping leat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 Constantly on hand , of his own manufacture, a large and
The judges to be disinterested persons, selected by the splendid assortment of Steam refined Plain and Fancy

planters or their agents. WH . CARSON, S ' t. CANDI , an Plain and Medicated LOZENGESand
very variety , and superior quality , at wholesales and re
tail . L LENON SYRUP, in bulk or dozen , andDR . McKELLOPS,
Rancy Syrups made to order . juiy '51.

Messrs . ILARVEY , WALKER & Co . , Belleville,
CSURGEON DENTIST I . ; Dr. R . MCFARLAND, Hebardsville , Henderson Co .

Ky. ; and Dr . JOIN SMITII , Bentonville , Ark . , are a

I thorised and requested to receive subscriptions for the Val
Foarta streel, (oppostle the Court Hoto) Vley Farmer
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Pirnin ; hangh:px; Extracts from Correspondence;
Chilja ) Clover, 150

1 Bantur; Bip moth ; New Wheat; St. Louis Mar
kt; Scrips fra the Papers , 151

- Sale o ' Sjort Horns in 10land; Horse 's Fut;
WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. Aulraal Phology.

Oifice, corner Fourth and Chesnut sireels, THE TAMILY CIRCLE .

ST. LOUIS , MO , Benefit of outdoor exercise on themind , 1 )
Missouri Institute for the education of the bind ; Elu

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor . calitn : Ellen ' s llall Dollar , 15.5

Obeying orders ,
Eitor ' s office anui Printing m e. In () Pistoffice Build Boys' hear this ; Slander;

ing . north side of Chesnutstort,b on Third and Fourth
sireets , entrance on Old Postery .

( THE JUXE NUMBER OF THE VALLEY FAN
TERVIS . YER will be the most valuable number that hasTHE VALLEY FARMER publishedon the first of cach

month , cach number containing 18 large octavo pages ( in
cluding 12 pages devoted to advertisments of matters of

interest to farmers, ) and is offered at the following rates :
Single copy, one year , - - - - $ 1 00

lished with several interesting engravings.Four copies, $ 3 ; seven copies, $ 5 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 .
Payments , in all cases , must be malin arivance , New subscribers can be supplied to a limited

Remittances in gold coins, current bank notes, or postage

stamps, may be made by mail at uitr risk . extent with the back numbers from the com
AGENTS . - Postmasters and deschants throughout the

country are authorized to act as Agents, and every friend of mencement of the year, or, if they choose to
lhe enterprise is respectful y reuesten to aid in extending

commence with the June pumber they mayAls circulation .

ADVERTISING . - Ad it's ments are inserted in the bave the seven numbers to December for half
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at

itie following rates : - One insertion of 12 lines , $ 1 ; eve.

|half of the year will bereceived , and additions
Contents of June Number.

June number or Farmir 153 made to old ones on the usual terms. Shall
Tie ( sige Orange; Suigrutions .

wenotreceive a large accession to our list theRailroad Enterprise in Northern Illinole , 153

The Season , Crops, & c . ; Am . Pomological Congress 1513 | present month ? Como, kind friends, speak :
To stop a rupaway horse; New York Horsemarket ; Ja
panese gardens; transplanting evergreens, 167 good word for us to your neighbors. We

10 orporation of Missouri Agricultural Society ,
Gardening and Horticulture; 16 iwant to just double our circulation between
Largest gypsum feld in the world ; Asparagus ; Missou se this and the end of the year. If we can do
ri minerals ; Agricultural Professorships ,

Wonderful cow ; the setson ; Manny' s Reaper , 161 this, we shallmake calculacions and prepara
The Great Basin Progressive Farming; Swollen Mouth 162
St. Louis Agricultural Soclety ; Growth of the Cotton * tions to presentthe Valley Farmer to thepub

Wood ; Is it all Superstitiou ?
Well Digging, 163 lic in 1554 very much improved and enlarged .164
Man and Horse ; Tomito : Cow's and Calves, 16 - The extent and variety of these improvement
The Crow ; Cultivation of the Willow , 169
Hints about Hasness ;Grasaalid Hay for Cattle , 173 will depend very much upon the efforts of our
Apple Orchards,
OrchardGrass , friends to increase our circulation during the
Improvement of Common Sep,

173 ,remainder of the present year. Our list ofCultivation of the Lentil; Care of Carts and Waggon , 147
Iruproved Breeds of Cattle , 115 subscribers ought to be doubled before theex
8 .nall Farms,
Land Monopoly ; The Sweeney ; Potato Disease ; piration of the present volume, and that num

Age of Sheep,
177 ber again doubled for the commencement ofEDITORIAL.

Obituary ; Mounds of St. Louis ; Prauklin (County the sixth volume, to be doubled again before
Agricultural "oclety , Jan , 178 its close.Our Adaertbers ; HcCormick ' s Rraper; Stock for Sale

171
frien
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Iowa City, March 20 , 1753 . hodging or he never would say choke out once ,

To the Editor of the Valley Farmer. for itwill grow no thicker 4 inches than it will

Dear Sir . - I see in your paper much said 12 inches , and if it kills out in this country

about hedging, and no two stories agree . Why 12 inches is certainly will two feet , so let every

it is I cannot tell, but it is so . My object is henge planter think of this,and every thinking

to know why it takes so long to make a fence, man who has anything to do with the Osage.

and why so many set it so wide apart. My As to the hedge on railroads, if planted close

own opinion is they write without knowing it will answer a fine purpose. I see many !

any thing about it, or very little. Well, Mr. Osage advertisements since I left home, they

Editor, I commenced the business ten years all go in for planting closer than formerly and

ago, while Mr. Overman and many others on the one row system , but don't say anything

were asleep , and have been setting some near- about the soil in the West the farmers have to

ly every year since . I got my plants from plant in . I should like them to give their er

near Boston, at a cost of $ 15 per thousand, perience and not their opinions as they nearly

and as I was taking my old country neighbor's all done.

opinions how they should be set I set them 16 ; Well,Mr. Editor, I expect to bring my fam

inches apart, let them grow one year, then ily to the West in June next and if my prac
hacked them at the ground on one side, and tical farming is worth its room in your col

bent them down one way , and I hardly have a umns you can have it with pleasure, butmy

fence yet with all the care I could take. The theory in farming is poor as I believe in prac

next year I could get no plants; eight years ticalnearly altogether.

ago I got plants at $ 12 per thousand. I did Yours truly,

not like my first plan, so I set in two rows 12 A FRIEND TO THE West.

inches apart and the rows 8 inches apart , I
For the Valley Farmer.

then cut three years near the ground to make
Suggestions.

it thick and it is a good fonce, but only for Mr. Abbott : - You may publish the follow

three years past. I followed this plan till three ing suggestions for what they are worth :

years ago , but not being satisfied waiting so Seed Corn . -- Select the heaviest and sound

long for a fence I set some6 inches in onerow , est ears you can find . If any of your neigh

some 5 inches; and have let it grow up to four bors have a better variety than yours, orrais

feet, then I cropped and that is the best fence ed more to the acre , you would do well to ob

I have growing on my farm . Two yearsago tain from them . If you want your corn to

I thought I could make a fence in two years by comeup quickly , and be unmolested by sqir

setting closer , so I set my plants 4 to 4 1- 2 rels , crows and birds while young, then put

inches apart in one row 40 rods long, but be- about a bushel of corn in a tub, pour on two

ing in latitudenearly 43 my plantskilled near- lor three gallons of boiling water; while hot

ly to the grouud the first year and that kept stir in a quart of tar , let it cool and soak a

meback some, but still I intend taking the half or a whole day, then drain off the water

wood fence away as soon as I get home, for I and stir in enough dry ashes, or Plaster Paris,

hare wheat on one side and pasture on the to keep the grain from sticking together. I

other and will not turn into my pasture till know that corn prepared as above, will come

themiddleof June next and am satisfied I can up in four or five days and that squirrels & c.

do so, for the second winter never has killed will nut interrupt it.

iny plants more than 12 inches down. Well , The Valley Farmer. - Do not let tho num

Mr. Editor, I find in No. 12, Vol. 4 , 412th bers be destroyed as is too frequently the case.

page a piece headed Osage Orange Hedges on As fast as you receive them fasten them to

Railways, the person writing that piece never gether with tape or any thing else that will

has raised a hedge, but he is afraid it may answer . At the end of the year have them

choke out someof the plants. How to treat substantially half bound. You will then have

such men 's writings I hardly know . I think a neat volume filled with valuable knowledge

he don't know much about Osage Orange for which will always be ready to be consulted .
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At any rate fasten them together . This is at least one article yearly which would be not

much better than to let the numbers go to de- only creditable to themselves but usefuland

struction. If you take any other agricultur- interesting to the great body of readers of the

al journal treat in the same manner . Valley Farmer. We do not profess to know
Receipt Book . - Procure a blank book worth much ; but we do desire to have intelligent,

75c or $ 1. Enter in it from time to time such practicalmen send us the productions of their

receipts, cures, suggestions, & c ., as you hear pens for publication .

well recommended . Also various other mat
Railroad ENTERPRISE IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS

ters pertaining to agriculture, domestic econ
and lowa. - Our up country friends are going

omy and so on , that you may wish to remem
along famously with their railroad enterprises.

ber. In the fore part have an index so that

Eighteen months ago wepassed over the route
you can find any article withoutmuch trouble .

of the road spoken of in the following extract
Contributions. I want to see more origi

nal articles in the Farmer. Nearly every sub
from a family letter received a few days since.

Atthat time the project of this road wastalk
scriber knowssomething that would interest

ed of, but its construction was looked upon as
us, and which is not generally known. Come

a thing in the far distant future; and the idea
sirs, wake up, and let us hear from more of

of bridging the Father of Waters at that point
you. But few of us farmers are critics, there

had scarcely entered the haad of any one, ex
fore do not be afraid to let your 'light shine.'

cept a few chimerical geniuses who were al
Bad spelling and inelegant languageare over

ways conjuring up some foolish notion !
looked when something useful is communica

Well, we had some excellent chances to buy
ted . Respectfully,

SOL. D . CARUTHERS. |land there then which will be quadrupled in

Kinkead, Mo. value themoment the cars commence running

over the road ;; but we didn't buy any — and
Revarks Contributions. We respond ,| are living examplesof the truth of the proverb

most heartily, to the suggestions ofMr. Caruth - that "When it rains porridre some people ' s

ers. Why is it that our friends, generally, I dishes are always up -bottomwards. But here

are so backward about writing? Wehave of- lis the extract:

ten invited and urged them to faror us with Business is better than ever before : it is

the productions of their pens, vet they will ritting to be rail road lines. In a few words

not write for their paper. Now one of the I will state that the Mississippi and Rock

most common objections which our good
River junction Railroad [branching from the

| Illinois Central near its junction with the Au
frinds tell us they hear from their neighbors, rora and Chicago , running nearly due west to

when theyask them to subscribe for the Valley | Fulton on the Mississippi, and constitutiong

Farmer , is , 'Oh, Idon 't want it; I know more the shortest possible connection between Chi

about farming than these city folks do.' Now
cago and the Mississippi river) is progressing

finely. The leading men of the Michigan
meet them with the assurance that all this is Central, the Aarora Extension , and the illi

granted ; but that the value of the Valley nois Centr:il have taken $ 405 ,000 of stock ,

Farmer does not depend upon what "them city which is $ 5 ,000 more than half . A new Board

folks know , but upon the fact that some 500 l of Directors willbe chosen May 1st, when the

little big men of of Whitesides will be replac
or 1000 intelligent farmers scattered about in anout ined by the great big bugs of Wall street. The

the Great Valley, are constantly using it as a grading is nearly done from Fulton to the

mudium to communicate to their friends and bluff, and the cars will run to Union Grove by

brother farmers the results of their experiences September . In two years weshall have a di

rectcommunication to Chicago. The contract

and their modes of farming, treating stock :is also let to build a railroad from Lyons, lo

and cultivating fruit . If such an answer could / wa [directly opposite Fulton to lowa City ,

be given to those objections how completely Ithence to Coruncil Bluffs. The Engineers

would they be put to silence. And why may are on the route, and work will be commenced

J in a few days. If yoa should happen up this
it not be? We firmly believe that we have

way in 18 months you will see the abutments

amung our present list of subscribers at least for a brdge across the “ Father of Waters,"

500 med fully competent to the task of writing I which will be 80 feet above high water.'
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The Season , Crops, & c. where soon wiilwave the golden grain . He
"Our spring,' says our cotemporary of the should not forget Ilim who gives both seed time

Brunswicker , like our winter deserves great and harvest, -- the early and the latter rain .

praise -- and is just forward enough for all ! Butdo not neglectthe garden. If you have

utilitarian purposes. The fruit trees, peach , kept up with the seasou your garden will have

plum ,cherryand appleare all in Bloom -- with been pretty well planted by thecommencement

themost flattering promise of an abundant of this month ,and your work will now in a

fruit yield . The wheat crops, which looked great measure consist of transplanting, thin
50 bad in the early part of the year, on ac- ning , hoeing and weeding, which should be

count of having no snow , and which the far- diligently attended to . There are many far

mers were threatening in some cases to plow |mers who are willing to forgo the luxury of

up are greening and expanding under the geni- early vegetables to savethe trouble of growing

al weather of the last few weeks. These are them , and make a practice of delaying to sow

great times for theagriculturist, and all hands or plant anything in their gardens until late in

are very busy in the fields. the season , till what they consider the more
From every direction our ears are cheered important work of the farm is accomplished ,

with the likewords of encouragement. Wedo and then they plow , plant, and sow every

Got recollect when we have witnessed a more thing in the same day. They bare this ad

propitious spring. With enough of rain to vantage, that their ground is in the best posi

bring forward the grass rapidly , there has ble condition for working, but they deprive

heen enough of dry weather to enable the far - themselves for sereral weeks of refreshing

mers and gardeners to seed their grounds ear- salads and luxurious vegetables, which their

ly, and having had no frosts to destroy the more pains-taking neighbors are enjoying.

early germs, we have now a prospect of

abundance of fruit and a bountiful harvest of
for the Valley Farmer.

all kinds of grain . It is also , we believe a Crystal Springs,

season of unusual health throughoutthe coun St. Louis , April 25, 1853. I .

try . Stimulated by high prices, plenty ofmon. | EPIRAIN ABBOTT, Esq ., — Sir:- - 1 beg leave

ey,and the great improvements going on allover through your paper to remind the fruit grow .

the country , bringing the producers and con - ers of Missouri that the ·American Pomologi

sumers nearer together, the farmers are prose- cal Society ' is collecting , through State Com

cuting their labors with joyful hearts and mittees, information from the different States

thankful spirits. in the Union in relation to the progress of fruit

Now , then , is time to push forward the culture, with the view of diffusing knowledge

schemes of agricultural improvement. While of the best fruits. Of this Society I have the
all is prosperous let those who wish to have a honor to be a Vice President, and Chairman

County Agricultural Society formed , agitate of the State Fruit Coinmittee for Missouri.

thematter, let improved stock be introduced , / The second session of this Society was held

and last butnot least, induce your neighbors last September in Philadelphia , their transac

whohas not done it to subscribe for the Val- tions contain many important factsto the fruit

ley Farmer. No farmer, as times are now , growers as the results of experience. It is

can say that he is too poor to pay a dollar or made the duty of the State Committee to re

seventy- five cents for the best agriculturalpa - port to the Society, and it will will give me

per in the West,and the Mississippi Valley . greatpleasure to receive pomologicalnotes and

The country resident has pleasure at every observations from every part of the State , in

season ; but in none, perhaps, has he more order that the experience of Missouri, her pro

than in the month of May. All nature seems gressher difficulties, her wants in fruit culture ,

as if enjoying the return of spring ; the spirits may be embodied in a general report. The

cre excited, and we feelmore than usually dis- Spring, so far has been uncommonly fine, and

posed to be pleased with all around us, and there is at present every prospect of an abun

as the farmer contemplates his ample fields dantharvest of every kind of fruit in this vi
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cinity . I shall be glad to hear of the favor Japanese Gardners.

ite fruits of Missouri, whether new or old va . The gardeners of Japan display the most

rieties, and where practicable to receive speci- astonishing art. The pium -tree, which is a

nensas they ripea that they may be examined
great favorite , is so trained and cultivated

bythe Committee.
that the blossoms are as large as those of

dablias. Their great triumph is to bring both
Tobserve also that it is made my duty to re- l plants and trees into the colopass of the little

ceive any contributions which the friends of garden :attached to the houses in the cities.

the lamented Downing are disposed to make With this view , they have gradually succee

to aid in the erection of a suitable monuinent
|ded in dwarfing the fiy , plum ani cherry trees

and the vine, to a stture so diminutivo as
to his memory. It is not necessary for me to scarely to be credited by an European ; and

say a word for onewho has done so much to set these dwarf trees are covered with blos

promote rural art and taste , to ameliorate the sons and leaves . Some of the gardens re

fruits of America, and to stimulate Horticule semble pictures in which nature is skillfully

modelei in miniature -- but it is living na
ture. Thememory of his eminent anl beau . Iturut Meylan whose work on Japan was pub

tiful virtues is deep in the heart of every one lished in Amsterdam in 1830 , states that

who is so happy as to be acquainted with his the Dauch agent of commerce at Nagasaki

works. I am , very respectfully yours ,
was offered a snuff box , one inch in thickness

land three inches high , in which grow a fig
Tuos . ALLEN .

tree, a bamboo and a plum -tree in bloom .'

To STOP A RUNAWAY Horse . -- The terrible The expedition fitted out by our governinent

accidentwhich hilppened last week in Boston ,
to restore to this wonderful island a few of

from the running away of a horse , frightened
its shipwrecked mrriners, will , it is hoped ,

by the approach of a locomotive, has set inqui
enable lis to obtain some further insight into

ry to work to find out the best mole of pre
its hidden mysteries than have yet been re

venting such a catastrophe in similar cases.
vealed to Yankee eyes. Who knows what

A correspondent of the Boston Transcrint, may be the power of kindnoss in opening their

who has observed the mode aconted in Vos' closed ports ,and soothing their saragebreasts ?

cow and St. Petersbure , thinks it wrovath The botanical results which must follow will

better than Newal's new plan of themovablelbe delightful. - Western Hori Reriew .

whiffle tree, which lets the animal clear of

froin the vehicle , if disposed to run away. TRANSPLANTING EVERGREENS. - - A good arti

2 he Russian plan is as follows: clo on that subject urges (what we have long

Around the horse's neck near the neck - since endeavored to enforce that the roots
strap , is placed a cord with a running knot. while out of the ground , should be moist

To this slip -noose is attached a pair of reins - that they should never for a monthat they should never for a moment even
on gentleman 's horses generally of silk cord , I become dricd during the process of trans

about the size of it pipestem - - which always planiing , llence a rainy day is recommen

lies thrown over the dashboard ready to be ded in all cases , and especially where the

seized at once. Wnen a horse starts and be roots are denuded . A few experiments are
comes unruly , the gentleman takes up this given . A long screen of Arbor - vita weru set

cord and tightens the horses throat so that out in a stormyweek , with the sod on . Six

he cannot breath . The most furious horse were set aside in a tub of Vater - - four were

stops almost instantly , but he will not fall or left exposed to a drying wind . - - These four

kick . I have seen many such reins upon high only died , out of two hundred and ten . The

spirited horses , even in commun common cityon citu six, after three weeks neglect in the water,

dhroskies.' - N . Y . Erpress. Jall survived . Again , fifty Norwly Snruces,

were set out on a moist day. Ore, bymie

The New York IIORSE MARKET. — The week - take , was left , and received a few hours of

ly transactions at the New York horse market sunshine - - this only died. We have succee

are estimated by the New York Agricultor to ded well with some sorts , brought long dis

amount to $ 60 ,000 or to upwards of $ 3 ,000,- tances, by insisting on the instant immersion

000 for the year. In this calculation the sales of the roots in water, as soon as up - - pack

are put at 300 horses per week , of the averageing in wet moss , kept soaked with water - -

value of $ 200 . The stables last week contain the roots plunged is soon as received , and

ed 950 horses horses, which is about the usual | laid in and again mudded , and the earth well

number. It is said that horses are generally settled with water,when tran - planted . Remc

10 per cent higher than three years ago. Very ring plenty of earth on the roots - an infallible

few , compared with the whole number, are mode, besides preserving allsmall fibres, keeps
sold for less than $ 100. the roots constantly moist. – Exchange.
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AN ACT, said officers shall hold their office for one year,

To incorporate the Missouri State Agricul. Iand until their successors are duly chosen , and

tural Society .
shall have power to fill all vacancies in said

Board thatmay happen during their period of

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of office .

the State of Missouri, as follows: | § 5 . For the purpose of carrying into ef
§ 1 . There is hereby established and in - fect this act, M . M . Marmeduke, of Saline

corporated a Society, to beknown and desig - county, is hereby appointed President of this

nated by the name and style of the Missouri Society; James S . Rollins, of Boone counts ,

State Agricultural Society , and by that name Nathaniel Leonard , of Cooper county, Dabney

and style shall have perpetualsuccession , and C . Garth, of Randolph county, Roland

by the name and stylu aforesaid shall have įHughes of Howard county , Jas. C . Anderson

power to contract and be contracted with, to of Callaway county, Camm Seay, of Osage

sue and be sued, plead and be impleaded, I county , Vice Presidents . James L . Milnor ,

answer and be answered unto , defend and be of Cole county , corresponding Secretary : Jo
defended in all courts and places and in all seph L . Stephens, of Cooper county , Record

mattere whatsoever, and shall in like manner ing Secretary , and Wm . II . Trigg , of Cooper

have authority ,to haveand use a common seal county, Treasurer; who shall call the first

and the same at their pleasure to change and meeting of the Society at the City of Boonville ,

alter, and may also make, ordain , establish and who are hereby authorized to solicit and

and put in execution such by-laws, ordinan - receive subscriptions to said Society as here

ces, rules and regulations, as shall be proper inafter specified .

and necessary for the good governmentof said § 6 . Themembers of this Society shall be

Society and the prudent and efficientmanage- composed of such personsas shall pay the sam

mentof its affairs, Provided , the said by- laws, of five dollars annually to the Treasurer , and

ordinances, rules and regulations, shall not be such persons shall bemembers only for the

contrary to the provision of this charter, nor vear, for which they shall have paid the amount

to the laws and constitution of this State or aforesaid .

of the United States. | $ 7 . The members ofthe Society, by a ma

§ 2 . In addition to the powers above enu - jority of the votes present, shall determine in

merated, the Society shall by its name and what amount, and on what subjects the funds

style aforesaid , have power to purchase and of the Society shall be awarded as premiums

hold any quantity of land not exceeding twen - at the exhibition succeeding their meeting , of

ty acres, and may sell and dispose of the same which notice shall be given in some newspa

at pleasure. The said real estate shall be held per printed in the city of Boonville , and in

by said Society for the sole purpose of erect- such other papers, as the society Shall deter
ing enclosures, buildings and other improve - mine.

ments calculated and designed for the meeting 8 . There is hereby appropriated out of

of the Society and for an exhibition of vari - any money in the Treasury not otherwise ap .

ous breeds of horses, cattle, mules and other propriated , the sum of one thousand dollars

stock , and all agricultural, mechanical and annually , for the space of four years; to be

domestic manufactures and productions, and paid on or before the first day of October of

for no other purposes. And it is further en - each year, to the Treasurer of said Society ,

acted , that if from any cause said Society shall on a requisition on the Auditor of public ac

ever be dissolved or fail to meet within the counts , signed by the Presidentand Recording

period of five consecutive years, then the Secretary of said Society, which said sum shall

real estate, held by it , together with all the be used only for the purpose of paying premi

buildings and appurtenances belonging to said ums, and for no other purposes, whatsoerer.

real estate, shall be sold as landsare now sold And it shall be the duty of the Recording

by execution and the proceeds deposited in the Secretary to deposit in the Auditor' s office a

State Treasury, subject to the control of the statement annually , of the expenditures of

General Assembly . said Society .

$ 3 . An annual meeting of the members 9 . No compensation shall be allowed to

of the Society shall be held on the first Mon any officers of this Society for their services,

day of October annually, at the City of Boon - except to the Corresponding Socretary for his

ville . actual expenses, and to the Recording Secre

4 . The fiscal, prudential and other con - tary , and the amount allowed to the latter

cerns of the Society shall be under the control shall in no case exceed thirty dollars per an

of a Presidentand seven Vice Presidents , a num , and no part or such compensation , shall

corresponding Secretary , a recording Secreta - be taken from the fund appropriated by the

ry, and a Treasurer, to be styled a Board of State .

Directors, who shall be elected at the annual $ 10 . Society may, by a majority of the

meeting of themembers of said Society . The voies present at any annualmeeting, prescribe
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the duties of,and require bond or security from who have even a small patch of ground might

any of its officers . be partakers. The cultivation of flowers is a

§ 11. In case of the failure or inability to pursuit of beauty and innocenco, of amuse
serve of any of the persons,mentioned in the mentand instruction , and is open wide to every
fifth section of this Act,the Governor is here one. The poor man may not be able to dis

by authorized , to appoint some suitable per play it upon so extended a scale as the rich

son or persons, to fill the vacancies thus oc- lone, bu , hemay evince us delicate and refined
casioned ; and the said persons herein named , a taste, and share equally in its pure enjoy

or thus appointed , as above mentioned , shall ments. In all ages it has constituted the fa
not be required to pay their subscription of vorite amusement of the best and highest in

five dollars, before they shall have authority tellects; and we ask no surer evidence of good
to act in the organization of this Society . Iness of heart and refinement of feelings, how
This Act to take effect and be in force from ever much they may be soiled by the world ,

and after its passage. than themanifestation of a taste for horticul

Approved February 24th , 1853. tural avocations.

MISSOURI.
In this country peculiar inducements invite

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE. the people to the cultivation of this beautiful

I, John M . Richardson , Secretary of State , art, as poetry, painting or sculpture. Here the

hereby certify the foregoing is a correct copy face of nature is prolific and interesting , di

of the origin roll on file in my office of an act versified and various;and she brings forth from

passed by the General Assembly of the State her fruitful womb a thousand beauties and

of Missouri, entitled , "An Act to incorporte benefits unknown in other lands and lattitudes.

the Missouri State Agricultural Society. The l'nited States comprehends within its

In testimony whereof I have hereto set my limits every variety of soil and climate , and

hand and the seal of said office; done at the its vegetation as disclosed to the eye of the

office of the Secretary of State, in the City of botanist, exhibits upon every green field ,

Jefferson , this 21st March , 1853. mountain slope and fruitful vailey, a world of

JOHN M . RICHARDSON . wonders, which the eastern cortinent has no.

thing to compare with . These charms of hill

From the Alton Telegraph. and dale , of prairie and woodland, set out by

Gardening and Horticalture. nature, are rapidly falling before the wood

Lord Bacon , the great master of human inan 's ase, and the onward sweep of com
learning, in an essay upon gardening and hor- merce. The hainmer and noise of busy mul
ticultural pursuits, in his quaint, old - fashion - ' titudes are fast clearing away and settling up
edway , remarks, ówhen ages grow to civility 6the waste places, ' and unless popular taste
and elegancy ,men cometo build stately, soon - for rardening and horticulture comes to the
er than garden finely, as if gardening were rescue , thewild flowers and native shrubbery ,
not the greater perfection . In his estimate , which surrounds us, will ere long be crowded
Lord Bacon is correct, — the cultivation of this out and exterminated to make way for themon
beautiful art is the surest indication which can uments of civilization . A taste for ornamen

be afforded of a nation 's civilization and re- tal shrubbery is to some extent springing up
finement. Themere luxurie of gold and jew - among us; and many private gardens give
els and architectural display, which adorn abundant evidence of the success of individ
stately mansions and palaces, exhibitlar less ual efforts; but still there is a widemargin for
perfection of art, and a far meaner standard improvement and cultivation . Now above all
of morals and intellectual worth , than the ele others, is the time to enter upon the study and
gant and innocent pleasures of floral and land - practice of this beautiful and classic art,
scape gardening. The engrossing pursuits of peaceful and lovely in its ways - pure and un
artificial life grow dull and tedious, the busy contaminated in its jovs. The spring time is
marts of trade and commerce exhaust the en - open upon us , and vegetation under the inflı

ergies , and the feverish paths of politice and ence of warm showers and genial sunshine, is
ambition disgust us, but the pure and re- budding out with more than ordinary beauty
fined enjoyment of waving fields, green land - and freshness . It courts, it appeals to man
scapes , and diversified flowers and shrubbery , for culture and attention - it will repay him
refreshes the spirits, subdues the passions and back a thousand fold in assuaging grief, mod
makes buoyant and better the heart. These erating ambition , sanctifying lore and making
are pleasures which do not corrode, joys that him wiser and better and more hopeful. It

never fade .
has been beautifully remarked , that tlowers

We are surprised that so few of our readers are the poetry of earth , as stars are the poe
pay attention to the cultivation of ornamental try of Heaven . There is a sentiment and a

shrubbery and the beautifying of gardens and morality in their beauty and fragrance more
lawns. The trouble is so small , the pleasure elequent than the tongue of the preacher, and

so great, and the effectso beautiful, that all \more fascinating than the dreams of the poet.
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There is a religion too in their cultivation , re- to propagate than the seed , as they produce

freshing and purifying to the spirit . It raises sooner, and requiremuch less care and trouble

the heart of man from the objects of tempor in cultivation . The plan Ihave pursued is the

try interest and places it on those of eternal following: In autumn I dig mytrenches either

hope.
in green sward land , or that which has been

cultivated - making the trenches eighteen inch

THE LARGEST Gypsum FIELD IN THE WORLD . es deep by twenty-four wide, and filling them

-- -George ( , Shuinard , of this city , in his within six inches of the top with good old ma

speech on Monday evening last, before the nure or compost. On the top of this I place

railroad committee, stated that the largest four inubes of garden mould , and plantmy

Gypsuin field in the world , lies about 300 miles roots or slips six inches apart, covering them

West of this place, in the plains, explored by with two inches of soil which has been previ.

Captain Marcy last year, extending over an ously saturated with house lcy, or salt .

aren of 300 miles north and south , east and ! A sprinkling of salt is given early in the

west . The strata in some places is 20 feet morning , and repeated it intervals of a fort

thick , of the purest kind , white and in some night throughout the season . Salt is an indis

instances transparent. He said , that there is rensible agent in the cultivation of asparagus ,

il sufficient quantity of it to supply the whole which is a silline marine plant, anicannot be

world , and would employ a railroad in its brought to perfection without it. An occasion

transportation one hundred years. Gypsum , aldressing of chip manure or compost, formed

when burnt, becomes what is known by the of pond manure and forest scrapings , is highly

name of Plaster of Paris - a very valuable ar- advantageous, If the beds become weedy,

ticle. Dr. Shumard was with Capt. Marer pour on pickle . It willdestroy theweedsand

last year, in exploring the head waters of grasses, without injuring the asparagus. All

Red River , acting in the capacity of phrsician blanching ofthe spires, I consider injurious ;

and geologist. The railroad to the Pacilic , they are thereby rendered more tender, it is

through froin the Mississippi by Fort Smith true, but not sweet.

and ilbuquerque, will pass immediately

througb this great field of Gypsum . One im . MissouriMIXERALS. – There are now lying

portant item in favor of the Fort Smith routc . at our ollice door two huge blocks of iron ore

I few more of the samesort will be mention from the Pilot Koob. They weigh about six

eu in due time, and we hope the public will thousand pounds each , and have been prepar

take due notice thercof. - Fort Smith Herald . ed and forwarded by the compny working the

PilotRuoh iron works, for the exhibition at

PARACIS.- Next to green peas, asparagus the World 's Fair in New York . They are

is the inost generally adinired garden esculent curiosities in their way. It is probable that

raised. Every lariner should bare a bed of few persons have ever seen such a mass of inet .

it, to supply the wants of his own family, it al, (about eighty per cent.) in one body, and

being a very easily propagated vegetable ,and we believe there is not a mine or deposit of

one that is alınost certain to do weil in any iron ore in the world that can equal these spec

vil possessing the attributes of fruitfulness imens. Yet they are but drops in the ocean

and patural warmth. Mr. Pond , the celebra | they are but pin heads to the immensemass of

ted horticulturist, gives the following direc- ore at the Pilot Knob and Shepherd Moun

tions for its cultivation : tain . They are curiosities of themselves, but

" In themonth of April, or when the frost is those who have seen the immensemass at the
fairly out of the ground , select a spot sufficient knob well know how short they fall, in size

lv large to plant the number of : oots intended. or weight, of the numerous massive blocks

If the plantation is to be large , and intended there. One of the specimens is of the char.

to supply the market, the ground should be acter of ore from which iron and common

plowed to a good depth ; if for a common kitch - castings are made. The other is a specimen

en garden , it should be trenched to the depth of ore , now extensively shipped to various

of fourteen inches. Make the surface of the quarters, in its primitive form for the purpose

Wed level; after this is performed , proceed to of being manufactured into steel. Tests ,

mark places, to dig trenches for your roots; madenot only in this country but in England ,

they should be two and a half feet apart ; then show that as good , if not a better, article of

turn the soilout, 12 incheswide and 12 inches steelcan be made from it than any other ore

dcer , laying it up in ridges between the trench - vet discovered , and at less expense. - St. Lou

es. After this is done, throw in four or five is Republican , 6th .

inches ofmanure; level it, and add about one

inch of soil on the surface, scraped from the AGRICULTURAL PROFESSORSHIP. - A Profess .

sides of the trenches ; level this also , and all orship for the benefit of those who intend to

is ready for planting , become farmers is about to be established at

The roots taken from the old bed are better the Literary Institution at Fairfax, Vt. There
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will be an effort made to endow this Profess S . N . & W . H . PURSE , .
orship with the sum of $ 20 ,000 , and to make MANUFACTURERS OF
its benefits available by the practicalfarmers MANNY' S PATENT ADJUSTABLE
of the vicinity. To this end instructions will
be given in those branches of Natural Science

NORTTIERN ILLINOIS

connected with Agriculture , lectures will be REAPER & MOWER :
delivered and apparatus willbe furnished for First Premium Machine for 1853.
experiment. Awarded the FIRST PREMIUM for Mowing, and the

second for Reaping, at the X , Y , State Fair , in the great

The Albanv Evening Journal gives an ac- trial atGenava , N . Y ., in
count of a most wonderful cow , owned by a

TIETEN othermachines - awarded a silver medal at the

Ohio State Fair for the best Reaper and Mower :-- and it
ceived the highest award at the Vermont and Michigan

to February 18th , last past , there was made Stichumorite this Machines
State Fairs , for the best resping and mowingmachine.

The truemerit of this Machine has given it a great iri

from her milk one hundred and three pounds umbuveral others , and being a perfect combination aus!
Reaper and Fr, it comes to the farmer with a double

vale, and it is clearly demonstrated to be THE ONLY

milk was skimmed before all the cream which SICCESSFUL COMBINATION OF REAPER AND

would have risen had time to do su, In this MOWER .

way it is thought that one pound of butter per
As a Mower it is as simple and perfect as though co

structe expressly farnosing , and as a reaper, it is im

week was lost - making the fair yield 117 and peritet is it constricted for reaping only ; the oli

pounds. Her feed most of the time consisted che non une plan to the other is remove or instant

Tou ? ! DUB .

of the gleanings of a pure pasture, and four VACUUNES warranted to cut all kinds of grain as well

quarts of buckwheat bran a day. ller value as car bed with the Cradle , and to cut all kinds of gram

2 roll as can bolone with the scythe, in to cattlaxal

millet: niso to catuer clover, timothy and has seed , and 1

25; 1,432 quarts skimmed and butter milk , be wellbuit, ad of good materials. This machine will

$ 28 65 - total, $57 86 in 100 days!
Call unten to fliteen 1eres per day , with two horses, 1 !!

one person to tend it, when mowing , and two persons when

reaping. The calling aparut is muie perfect with my

Never, "since the flood,' the farmers say,
DOUBLE EDGED SICELE , and double fuards, as full

tested for th : listto years , and it is connected with a

was there a better prospect for all kinds of joilit, 80 as 1o a ljust itselt to uneven ground , and by a

leve at the driver' s seat, it can be raisce or lowered wh

The soil as it is turned up by the plow is as
moting alung , tout inom o incli up to two feet liu ??
the ground . All side draft against the team is entirely

inellow as an apple, and so well pulverized lisoku Over 300 vt theseSok . Over 300 ut thesemachines were in use the pin

that a harrow is hardly necessary for Hempor
Sasoll, all of which are the int perfect satisfactio .

on ; allPrice of Machine where mad - $ 1 . 5 cal, or hall cash and

any other kind of soed . Our fine soil differs |half ( redit: - - $ 135 . All ders adressed to be und , -

in that respect with any other with which we staind (i ho have purchahoe litho have purchasid the right of iis Suite ) will

have been acquainted . The best Kentucky meet
meet with optatt ni ll.

S . N . & W . H . PURSE , Ashley , Pike Co. , N .

lands,weare told ,will clod , but it is notconn MAXNT' S MOWER . - Manny' s Norihern Illinois jours

was next trieil , and il its work in beautiful style , jully

dry . If present prospects are not overthrown
qualias if not exceeding Ketchuit, cutting it swath

i ng.over five fert in wrich . The general opinion was that in

by heavy and continued rains, or heary frosts , 1wasquite easy draught to the horses, but this point colla

the vear 1853 will be one of plenty in this be determined vaibe determined satisfactorily only by the lyanonieter, which

part of Missouri, and this fall will be the best
the committee carefully applied to tach machine, the re

sult ofwhich willbe embodied in their report . This || -

time for persons to move to the country that er possessed the decided advauta e osamitting a qutih

has been formany years. Thegreatimprove - Landes
and eastlevation of the cutting Dates, (situated midway

ments in building, fencing and generalprepar . |
between the forward and hinx wheel. ) un approaching any

bmctiun . --- Mianty , Illinois Reaper, a slightmodit -

ations for comfort and convenience which are tful of his own , which elit sollupon the mead , s ,

S euled as well as a reaper . -- Alb by Cultivati r .

going on in the country are evidences that our

people begin to appreciate the ralue of their
TEE FAIR . We notice tha : yr J. ll. Maury, of 1 .

nois , has receive the highest premium on his machine ;

lands and their homes. -- [ Lex. Clay Co . Trib . 1963c", and the second prize its it reaper. This inucible
was tris in competitivewith eleven others , ( including the

celebrated McCur .ck and TURNEY repen ) at the gre

MANNY'S REAPING AND MOWING MACHINE . trial atGeneva in July , and be ore a committee of the

Siate Society . Theawards to Mr. Manny's machine, sive

Wereceived , but too late for insertion in our livestan triumTita certain triumph over the greatWorld ' s fair reikia ,pertine

advertising department, the following adver - and
and all other implements of the kind . Wesaw Manns .

machine at work a few weeks since near this place, and with

which we were highly pleased , and believe it to be fulls

deserving of all the honors 11 bas received , and hail it is

one of the inost usefulimprovements of the age. - Amster .

vertisers are anxious to have it before thepeo
dan Intelligencer.
danI ANNE' S HOWER AND REAPER . - Ati recent tri:

a :Josisk Falls, this machine worked in a lost satisfacto

rs manner, both in lightand heavy kruss, ind in grata

heretofore often spoken of Manny's machines that was 100 much lodged is to be easily gathered by hand

cuttias both as closely and evenly as could be done in

and their success at the great Geneva trials, most expert user of the scythean crucile, and with a rae

and at other places. The farmers of Missouri pidity that on the assai3 of

pidity that won the admiration of the n icious farmers

assembled to witness the trial. - Washingl. con!

will do well to give them a trial: . Post.

bo

2nd
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The Great Basin . from chilt valley ,when its population becomes

From an actress lately delivered at St. 'as that with which Pharoah pursued Moses

Louis , by Jo jah Dept, we clip the following when the Isrealites set out on the exodus for

remarks on the area and fertility of the Miss- the Promised Land ? Let us pause and reflect.
issippi Vailey , the great corn bin of North

Ainerica - it region of fertility and progress,

that will yet boast of cities whoso magnitude
Progressive Farming.

will reduce London and Paris to the condition 'tion It is gratifying to notice each returning
of suburby. The area oi the Mississippi Val. spring, an increasing interest on the part of

ler, accordin , to Mr. Dent, is not less than our fariners in scientific agriculture. Form

1 ,500 ,000 square miles, inure than one-fourtherly they were content with tbe old roots, seeds

of the entire continent. dud such is its ren - and grain to which they had been accustomed

eral fertility, its freedom from great inountain allall their lives. Latterly we find them seeking

ranges, or other natural obstacles to its occu - tar and near , the choisest seed for sowing and

pation for industrial purposes, that it is prob. planting ...
it is proh . plantiny .

ably capable of sustaining as dense a popula - | In fruits, too they are making great ad

tion as now inhabits any considerable portion ' vancement. Eyery day or two our dealers are

ofthe globe. Theswamps and low lands along thronged with purchasers from the prairies.

the rivers are all susceptible of drainage, and It is now universally understood that a good

will be drained and cultivated, as surely as orchard of apples, peaches, pears, & c ., is a

were those of the lower Nile , which for centu - source of great profit . A crop of fruit may

ries resisted the civilization of ancient Egypt. be marketed at a trilling cost, and its produe

The wants of an increasing population , and the tion is attended with more pleasure and less

utilitarian enterprise which distinguishes the
the hard work than any other product. All about

present age, will very soon accomplish this re- this region we see nurseries setting out, and

sult. And even the • Annerican Desert,' as we experience shoto experience show's , that taking ail things into

have seen , is by no means as sterile as his account, there isnobetter country in the world

been generally supposed . Already the popu - for the cultivation of fruit trees.

lation of the States and Territorieswithin this : In cattle, horses and sheep our farmers are

valley , which 50 vears ago did not exceed equally solicitous to secure the best breeds.

50,000 , has increased to about 12.000.000 , or Every yearmakes itsmark in this department.

one half of the nonulation of the Linion All Illinois wants is a perfection of its quali

Were they asdensely inhabited as the average ties of stock , a matter which has been too

of entire Europe, the population would be much neglected . If the present awakened in

106 ,000 ,000 ; as Massachusetts 190 .009 .000 . as terest continues , Illinois will soon surpass ev

Belgium , 571,000 ,000; as ancient Egypt682. , ery other grazing country in America . We

000 ,000 , or more than two thirds of the pres. ' daily hear of importations of the choicest

ent population of the earth . The improve- , blooded animals , which are distributed thro
ments in agriculture , manufactures, and the different portions of the State.

mechanic arts , which modern science has de- The introduction of improved farming im

veloped , have so cheapened and multipled use . prlements and labor saving machines is also

ful production and the facilities of commerce, I equally noticeable . Threshing machines, rea

that it is difficult, in the present ace . to set pers, horse rakes, straw and fodder cutters,

limits to population as respects its ratió to the winnowing mills , corn shellers, seed drills,

superficies of the earth .
& c . , & c . find an unbounded market in this

With our means of rapid intercommunica . State. Our farmers see at a glance that this

tion , with our improved plows, easy laws, low smoothe prairie country , without a stone or a

taxes, corn planters, and reading machines, stump dotting its surface, is better adapted

we hazard little in saving that the Mississippi than any other to the application of a vast

Valley is capable of sustaining a larger nuin - majority of those implements. Hence there

ber of inhabitants, to the square mile , than is and must be a greater demand for them here

any portion of the earth 's surface that has yet than elsewhere
been seeded down with men , women , and in - ! These facts are exceedingly gratifying , since

dustry . The present population , as we havehave wemust as a people depend upon agriculture

already said , amounts to 12,000 ,000 . To for our wealtn , prosperity and progress

supply the wants of this population , keeps in Springfield Register.

constantactivity an hundred railroads, a thou
sand miles of lakes , and a river navigation SwOLLEN MOUTH - is a malady which often

twenty times as great as the distance between attacks whole flocks of sheep, and becomes

London and St. Petersburgh. If these twelve quite fatal. Mr. Morrell states that he had
millions of inhabitants give employmentto all the disease in his flock and cured it immedi

the se accessories of commerce, what shall ac- ately by smearing the diseased lips with tar.

commodate the vast business which shall flow | Wool Grower.
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St. Louis County Agricultural Society, were isolated , standing in very rich ground
· that has been constantly tilled . Our friend

An adjourned meeting of the St. Louis says. I know of a field of 8 or 10 acres of

County Agricultural Society was held in them , which are 7 or 8 years old , and where

the Weld Building , in St. Louis , April 11, they are not too thick , are near a foot through

the President in the chair.
and the whole field has quite a forest- like ap

pearance.' We would suggest to those living
The President distributed several kinds

on our open prairies the experiment of culti

of Farm and Garden Seeds among the vating this tree. Will it grow readily from

members present, which were sent him the shoot, like the villow ? "

from the Patent Office at Washington . I cut the above from the Galena Gazette .

On recommendation of the Board of I have often noticed trees standing in favora

Managers it was
ble situations, which almost grew out of one ' s

Resolred , That the first Fair of the St. knowledge in a few seasons. A Cotton Wood

Louis County Agricultural Society be held tree in mydoor-yard last summer sent out a

next October, to commence on the third shoot eight feet six inches long, and three and

Wednesday of the month , and last for a half inches in circumference.

three days. I have a black Locust grove near my house ,

Resolved , That the Farmers ,Gardeners three years old, in which the trees are

and Mechanics be invited to prepare their from 16 to 19 feet high, and fro'n 8 to 9 1 - 2

stock , fruit and agricultural implements for inches in circumference. The grove forms

exhibition at that time. quite a wind breaker ; the birds of the air

Resolved, That when this Society ad- lodge in thebranches thereof, and besides it

journ it adjourn to meet at the Prairie is so dense that the chickens seek there a coy .

House , at such time as shall suit the con - ert from the hawks. To me it looks strange

venience of Hon . Edward Bates to deliver that a family will live, or rather stay, on an

an address before the Society , at which open prairie for years without a tree about

time and place the owners of breeding ani. their dwelling, exposed to the bleak winds of

mals in the county be requested to exhibit winter, when so little labor would make a

the same. pleasant grove which would add much to their

On motion of Mr. C . L . Hunt, it was comfort. Rock River .

Resolved , That the proceedings of this
Is it All Superstition ?

meeting be published . | The children of this generation are wiser
On motion the meeting adjourned.

to a certainty, than the men and women of
THOS. SKINKER , Pres.

the gerierations which have immediately
WM. M . PLANT, Sec.

preceded them . For instance, see how

rapidly we are jumping backwards over
For the Valley Farmer . Jehoidarle ages of the last one or two hu

the dark ages' of the last one or two hun

Growth of the Cotton Wood . dred years to the enlightened period when

The rapidity of growth of the Cotton Wood the worthy inhabitants of Salem and all

tree is astonishing. There is a tree in Carroll along shore, hung, burned and drowned

county, which the owner says is notmore than .

13 years old , and he thinks but 12 , which is thewitches. Our•rappers’and mediums'

now abouttwo feet in diameter. A friend in of the present day are not a whit behind

formsus, that he measured one in Whiteside the witches of those days; indeed , we think

county which was over 50 inches in circum - they are a little ahead ; and wemay look

ference a foot and a half from the ground ,

which the owner asserted was but 5 or 6 years
00: confidently for the good time coming,'

old. Col. Fremont, we think , calls the Cotton when learning and experience, judgment,

Wood the tree of the desert, as he found it skill and discretion , will be cast aside as

flourishing in all situations. It is valued by obsolete ideas, and all transactions of bus.

steamboats for wood , and is said to make fairlin

fine boards, and excellent blacksmith 's coal.
" inessor pleasure will be conducted accord .

The two trees mentioned above probably show ing to the directions of the spirits . How

more than ordinary rapidity of growth , as they convenient it will be ! Does a merchant
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need of all the labor of taking account of well. Wedo notknow how it came to pass,

what he has, making memorandums oflbut know that a very general impression

what he has not, visiting the market, prevailed that a certain field contained a

wish to replenish his stock of goods ? No deposit of mineral _ silver or lead; and it

spending days in examining, pricing was said that a stranger had examined it by

and comparing. He has but to place a the very means described by the writer in

pen , ink and paper before a medium , and the Patent Office paper , and had pointed

forth with hehas full directionsnotonly what out the exact locality of the deposit. The

to buy, but where to buy it. Are you sick ? Iwork of digging was commenced and regu

No need to send for a doctor, the spirits larly prosecuted until at the depth of a few

will tell you what you need , and if you feet, a spring of living water was reached

follow their directions you will be sure to which was so abundant as to put a stop to

get well - or die after it all further search for the previous treasures .
The belief in the influence of the moon The water was the best in the vicinity and

on vegetation has been long registered as a ſin a location where it was not supposed that

superstition , andmany a time has the ex - water could be otained except by digging

pression «planting in themoon ' been used to a great depth .

in derision of all attempts to maintain that

the moon does have a very importan influ . From the PatentOffice Report for 1832,

ence in the natural world . But there al Well Digging .

ways have been and still are many well PRAIRIE DU CHIEN , Wis. , Jan . 1 , '52.

informed persons who firmly believe in Dear Sir : Your Agricultural Circular

this influence, and adduce very stubborn was duly received , but I have been unable to
take the necessary time to reply until now ;

facts in favor of it. A friend placed on
and even now I must confine my remarks to

our table a few weeks since an article cut but one topic - that is , well-digging. There

from an eastern paper on this subject,which is, however , no one subject of more impor

accidently wasmislaid . We are sorry for tance to the farmer who has not living , run

ning water on the surface ; and no partof theit ,because we designed publishing it.
operation is of more intrinsic importance than

In the last Report for the Patent Office that of ascertaining where to dig , which will

we find an interesting paper on Well dig. be the chief topic of consideration in this

ging, which we publish ; and which is the communication .

subjectwe intended to write upon when we I am aware of the difficulty of convincing
some men that things may be facts , which

commenced this article. The writer as they cannot understand the why and wherefore

will be seen assumes that what is usually of, or comprehend the reason for . And I

termed divining or conjuring for water, or know as well that the same skepticism would
endir exist as to their own existence, and as to a

finding out with a willow twig where to diges
thousand other facts , the reason for which we

for water, is justly entitled to be termed a do not comprehend any better, or more clear

science, as it is founded upon philosophically, thau that in reference to finding water un

principles. We have seen many alleged der ground ; but because they are common ,

applications of this science (if science it is) and of every -aay ooo
srions of this science Gif science it is and of every-day occurrence, we never think

of the why and wherefore of their existence.during our residence in the West. In ev - |
| They are matters of fact, and we should be

ery instance , we believe, water has been regarded as candidates for some lunatic asy

found , at a greater or less depth ; but could lum if we questioned them .

it not have been found without the divining True philosophy does not inquire for the

reasons for a thing before it admits the factrod ? There may be something in it, and 1
ll , one of its existence, but ascertains first if it be a

werecollect an incident which came to our fact ; and if it is so , then to inquire after the

knowledgemany years ago, in a section of reasons for it. This will be the course pur
country where water conjuring had not sued in this essay. That water runs in veins

in the earth is a fact now so universally ad
been heard of,which seems to have a bear

mitted, or rather known, that no one pretends
ing on it. Wewere but a boy at the time; to doubt it ; and it is equally well known that

butwe recollect the circumstances very lif, in digging a well, the digger hits upon the
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vein , he gets good spring or living water. - sumate nonsense , and I spent my leisure time
But tho question is, how are we to ascertain in the dry time of three years in digging , but

where to dig in order to strike this vein ? or is found no water. At length , despairing of

it a fact that somemen , and even women , can finding water in this way, and having a curi.

tell, by any means, where water can thus be osity to test this new science, I invited a 'water

found ? It will be admitted that, if it is so , it philosopher' to try his skill for me. It is

is ofmore importance to any dry or springless proper to observe that this man was an inde

portion of the country than turnpikes, plank , pendent Farmer, a man of intelligence and

or railroads ; for what is the soil worth with high moral worth ; and as he performed in this

out living water ? It will also be admitted matter without fee or reward , I had no possi

that, if Nature or Nature's God has provided ble ground for suspecting any design of hum

an ample supply of so useful and necessary an buggery on his part. And further, he told me

olement as water, running in all directions in that he knew no more of the reason , the why

the howels of the earth , the work would be orwherefore, it worked in his hands , while it

incomplete, and man and beast might suffer , not in those of others, than I did . By mere

or a great portion of the earth must be left a accident he discovered that he was one of

barren waste, unless the same goodness which i 'em , ' and discovering this , he experimented

provided the supply also provided means by until he discovered this fact-- that the rod

which its location could be asceatained with would be attracted at an angle of 45° , and

more certainty than by haphazard digging . that from the point at which the attraction

This I take to be reasonable ; and if so , reason commenced to where theattraction was per

favors the probability of such a provision . pendicular, would indicate the depth to dig

The first point to establish is the fact that to reach water.

some men can direct the well-digger where to
| All this , however - his high character and

:

strike the vein ; and then , secondly, to show 1 :
* his explanations - did not remore my doubts.

the law of nature by which this is done. As
to the first point, it must be established by him over a well which I had dug , and was atHe prepared his peach twig fork , and I placed

facts in the mouths of competent witnesses. i
this time full of surfave or seep water; wish

It is done by what is now scientifically called
Wing, if possible , not to loose the labor thus ex

Bletonism , which is defined by Webster to be
pended. But this seep water had no effect

(the faculty of perceiving and indicating sub .
10: whatever on the rod . The operator then trav

terraneous springs and currents by sensation ; elled slowly . I keeping my eve upon the rod

so called from one Bleton , of France, who pos
and his hands, to see if the turning of the rod

sessed this faculty. Some call it divining,or
was not from the motion of his own hands.

raising the divining rod ; some, water philog.
At length the butt or fork end of the rod went

ophy ; and others, 'water witchery .' down; the operator holding his hands upon
The most ordinary instrumentused is a fork , the rod so tightly, to prevent its slipping , that

of peach , hazel, or willow , of the last year' s they turned purple , and I could plainly see

growth , so as to be small, slim , and full of that the twig ends of the rod did not slip or

sap . The tip ends are placed horizontally in turn round in his hand, but that the twigs ac

the hands, the palms of which are upward ; tually twisted so that the bark brokeand gave

this brings the fork upward in the shape of an way. When I saw this I gave it up . What I

inverted V - thus, A ; and in the hands of saw with my own eyes, and that too , against

those with whom it will work -- for it does not strong prejudices, I could not doubt. He se

work with every one - this fork -end is attract. lected the point where the dip of the rod was

ed by the water, if living spring-water , under the strongest, and measured the depth by the

ground , but not by dead or standing stagnant 45 rule, and I stuck the stake to dig bv ; and

water ; nor by what is called seep water. It in the ensuing autumn when all was dry , I

is also attracted by silver, iron , or other met - dug , and fond the depth , quantity and quali

als which attract the electric fluid ; for elec- tv of the water just as he had told me. With

tricity is the secret of the matter, after all.. such facts before me I could no longer disbe

But to the facts : lieve, because I had not then ascertained the

In 1812 I settled on a springless farm in reasons for it , or the law of nature bo which
Ohio , expecting to obtain water by digging a such events were brought about. Shortly af

well . A neighbor of mine,who had on an ad - ter this I saw a statement in the public prints

joining farm obtained good water only four- - taken , I believe, from the Cultivator, of

toen feet from the surface of the ground, by New York , over the signature of a respectable

means of this Bletonism , urged me to try the Quaker of that State - to the following effect :

gamemeans. But being of the class who could A friend of his called upon him , and, among

not , or rather would not, believe in what I other things, his farm , its beauty and high

could not comprehend, I declined resorting to state of cultivation , came up as a topic of

what, to me, as to others, appeared to be con - conversation , and the owner observed that he
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would sell it at half its value, because there The Doctor found things in this situation , and
was no living or spring water on it. His among the members of his flock a man who

friend inquired , Why don 't thee dig? ' ' I pretended to , or rather did , tell people where

hare ,'was the reply , Jag several wells , some to dig for and obtain good water. But this

uf thein ninety feet deep , and got nothing but was too much for the Doctor ; he could or
seep water, which is not good .' •But, ' con - would believe in no such bumbuggery , and he

tinued his friend , why don 't thee get a water cited the member to trial for attempting to

pbilosopher to tell thee where to dig ?' 'Be- humbug , or impose upon, the people, which

cause I do not believe in such nonsense ; I he would not allow .

won 'tbelieve in anything of thekind for which ! Upon the trial, the accused proved by sev .

I can see no good reason , and there is no rea - eral respectable witnesses that he had told

son why such a rod will work in one man ' s them where to dig ; that they had done so ,

hands and not in another's . But his friend and found water as he had predieted . Still

was not to be put off with so stale an argu - the Doctor was not satisfied but that there

ment. But thou mayest believe it whether Imight be somemistake or accident, if there

thou canst comprebend it or not, for I have were no imposition ; and the accused should

proved it and know it to be true ; and if thou select a spot to dig in his presence, that he

wilt get a good philosopher , one who has been might test the matter in person . This was

proved , and dig where he tells thee, if thou done, and the water found . But lest this

dost not find water I will pay thee all thy ex - might have been an accident, he would have it

penses. ' His friend was so urgent, and withal tried over. It was tried, and again proved

so liberal, he could do no less in courtesy than true. The Doctor could hold out no longer ,

try it. Hedid so, and the operator fixed upon and lay claim to the character of a reasonable

a site near the corner of his house, on the side man . The fact that such things were doneby

towards the barn , from which the barn -yard some, and could not be done by others, was

could be easily supplied,and fixed upon twenty established beyond the possibility of a doubt,

feet as the depth to dig . lle paid the man and as a true philosopher he set about the in

bis dollar and told him , 'I have called for quiry as to the reason for such a phenomenon .

thee and Iwill pay thy charges ; but I do not But not discovering any law of nature there

believe a word thou sayest, for here and there for, he concluded that it must be a special

within a few feet of the place thou hast fixed gift of God to some, for the benefit of the hu

upon , I have dug ninety feet and found no such man race.

spring as thou tellest of ; but if I do find it as These events occured orer fiftr - sar sixty

thou sayest, I will give thee fifty dollars. ' The vears ago , when philosophy was less advanced

result was, he dug , found water as told , paid than at present. They hippened , also , near

the man his fifty dollars, got him to select the French coast, and among a people of the

several other sites on the farm for wells for same language, and in communcation with

stock , and published his discovery forthe ben - France ; and possibly this profession went

cfit of his fellow -men who might be in like ig- from Ghernsey to France ; where, being es.

norance and prejudice , and 28 much to their tablished as a fact, the acute philosophy of

own damage as his was to him . France was brought to bear upon it, as to the

Sone thirty years since, a tract upon this reason of, and for it, which resulted in the

subject, from the pen of the celebrated Adam discovery of the agency of the electric fluid in

Clark , fell into myhands, from which ,aswell the matter ; and the whole is resolved into an

as I can recollect, I gathered the following established law of nature, though but recently

facts : The Doctor, as a Wesleyan Methodist discovered and understood .

preacher , was stationed in the Guernsey A gentleman in the North has been exam

Íslands , in the British channel, the inhabitants ining the subject for many years, and has

of which were originally French but now un - tried a great variety of experiments , which

der British rule . He soon discovered that show that all the phenomena of the rod aro

good water was almost a paramount object. - governed by the laws of electricity. He test

Cisterns had been resorted to ,but their supply ed the rod by the electric machine. Wher, tho

depended upon the amount of rain , of which , rod is broughtnear the positive pole , it is at.

in some seasons, there was a scarcity, and tracted towards it ; but if broughttowards the

consequent distress among the inhabitants fol- negative role , it is repelled . A silk handker

lowed . chief placed between the rod and the water,

Now , if there was a place on earth or in the or the conductor, breaks the connexion , and

sca where this science was needed , it was here; there is no electric attraction made upon the

and if it was humbuggery , this , above most rod : remove the handkerchief, and the rod is

places, was the place to palm it off, and the instantly drawn down . All bis experi.nents

anxiety of the people to obtain a supply of resulted in this explanation of the phenome

good water wculd induce them to forego a few da .' The Rev. Mr. Avery, of Holden , some

failures before they would give up thepursuit. I years since, made similar experiments, and
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came to the same conclusions. The subject fluid by the law already referred to , therewill

has been thoroughly investigated , and with 'be a repulsion : the twig, instead of bending
the sameresults. In almost every place there downward towards the water, will bend back

are those in whose hands the rod will operate, ward towards himself , and the result will be

and men of high intellectualmoral worth ,and equally perceptible .

far above deception or trick , are found among : A recent extract from a French paper gives
them . the description of a man, of high moral and

The law which governs in this matter is intellectual standing , who is so sensitive to

thus explained : electrical influence thathe can tell without a

1. That wonderful fluid called electricity is rod or anything in his hands where the veins

distributed throughout the whole earth , but of water are by the same sensation produced

some bo dies generate or imbibe more of it upon the throat as he passes over the earth .

than others. Those that contain more than The sensation is similar to that felt from a

their natural proportion are said to be posi- galvanic battery .

tively , and those wbich contain less to be; The reader may inquire how weare to know

negatively charged .
whether the attraction is frojn water or from

2 . One of the established laws of electricity ' ore of somekind ? The answer, as to most

is found in the fact that two bodies, both countries is, that the geological character of

positively or both negatively charged , invari- the ground will generally determine the point.

ably repel each other ; while if one is posi- That, however, will not answer in the lead

tively , and the other negatively charged , they mines of this region . Here the surface pre

uniformly attract each other. sents so different a soil from that of other

3 . It is well known that the best subterra - 'mineral countries that no law of theboolis can

nean conductors are beds of ore or native apply to us. One thing is certain ; if it should

metals, and veins of water. It is their nature prove to be mineral, it would probably be

to extract the latent fluid from surrounding valuable ; so that nothing would be iost by the

objects, and absorb it themselves ; hencewhere experiment. But in some scores of trials for

these exist, there will be themost electricity . , water in this mineral region , by means of the

4 . In general, the human body is also a rod , not one, to my knowledge, has failed , or

good conductor, but there are some excep - lead to mineral instead of water.

tions. Some men usually generate or imbibe There are numbers of miners among us who

the negative and positive in such equal quan - depend on the rod to find crevices in the rock

tities as to maintain an equilibrium in their under the clay surface. They seek for crevi

systems : the rod in the hands of such will not ces because lead ore is usually found in them ,

be sensibly affected ; others are surcharged , though there may be, and are, many crevices

and have more than their share, and produce in which there are no minerals . My observa. .

positive electricity. Such it is said , if they tion in thismatter leads to the conclusion that

have black hair , will, if rubbed in cold weath - a vein of water has stronger attraction for the

er , emit sparks. rod than any of the ores, excepting silver and

5 . An initividual containing a very small iron , and that they must exist in considerable

amount of electricity , or who is highly nega . quantities 90 attract equally with water ; so

tively charged , (and only such can operate, ) if that, if the operator should happen to bit on

he takes the rod in his hands and passes over ore, instead of water, there would be no loss.

a surface beneath which there is a stream of To what depth the electric fiuid will attract I

water, or a stratum of ore, by the unchanging am not advised. I have known water to be

laws of nature , the rod must be affected ; and , I found in this way from ten to forty feetunder

consequently , a sensation will be produced in the surface , and my impression is that it will

him who holds it . The person making the ex- reach to a greater depth -- possibly to serenty

periment is highly negatively charged - that is , feet.

has but little of the fluid in him : the water be- It is hardly necessary to point out the ad

neath his feet has absorbed the electricity of vantages of this science to the farmer, or its

the adjacent hodies in the earth : the elastic value to every springless farm . The farmer

twig in bis hands forms a part of the connex . wishing to build , and to have water conven

ion between the positive and negatire poles ; ient, will first discover the vein of water , and

and two bodies, the one positively, and the dig his well. The operator can be tested or

other negatively charged , by a law of nature, I proved before the positive pole , or any electric

always attract each other ; and , under such machine, or by having previously found water.

circumstances, most unquestionably the twig Is will save time andmoney lost in haphazard

will be attracted downward towards the water, digging , and will add greatly to the comfort

and the operator will feel it as well as see it. of a family to have water at hand ; and to

6 . If the experiment ris positively charged , make this certain let the water be first discov .

like the water below , his system having pro - ered , the well dug, and the house then built to

duced or imbibed a large portion of the latent suit the situation .
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Man and forse. therewere over one thousand pounds sold a

When a horse does little work , we give him
him the various seed stores in that city.th

loss attention - when not worked at all, we
T This remarkable increase in the cultivation

know that mischief will result , unless he is !
el of the tomato evinces the rapid progress it has

well exercised . When a horse is hard worked made in public estimation , and is the com

we know it to to be im polite to load its stom - ; Inentary that can be made on its valuable

ach while suffering from fatigue. When a 9
qualities. Physicians, with one accord , as

horse comes in from a jouruey, a groom orcribe to it uncommon medicinal qualities as a

knows that its health depends on its skin be- summewel he summer vegetable, and for all bilious com

ing freed from the dust and perspiration , and plaints. It 18 unquestionably themosthealthy

also that the animal cannot be comfortable ProductWe production of our kitchen garden .
unless cleansed once a day . If its food does / The tomato is productive, one single plant

not agree with it, the groom varies it in quale producing, often , one half a bushel of fruit .

ity or quantity or both . No sensible owner lets ,lots It keeps bearing until the frost cuts it off.

his horse drink while in violent perspiration ,
The tomato is of easy culture, costing not

nor do more than rinse its mouth , but will let m
Il lot more to produce and harvest than turnips

it drink its fill about an hour before its meals,

neither allowing it to load its stomach with li
Cows and Calves.

quid either atmeals or when hard work is im
In some districts it may be best economy to

mediately to follow :

This is all sound physiological treatment, cut
mont I cut the throats of calves as soon as they are

drawn from a watchful observation of the ef- 1.50
ef: born, the milk being more valuable converted

fects of a regulated diet and regimen on the int
ddist and recimen on the into cheese and better than into veal. Such

health and capabilities of the animal. How however is not the case when veal sells as it

differently man acts to himself. When he is does here, at from five to eight cents per pound
streaming with perspiration , and giving or - unless fresh butter commands an unusually

ders for careful attention to his horse, he will nign
11 high price. The relative prices of the real

walk into a refreshment or even an ice-cream !i and butter determine the advantage of one or

His diet is regulated by his tastes and cra
" : the other of the courses, and any intelligent

vings; the quantities vary not with his exer farmer can easily calculate which is best econ

tion or labor, but with his palatability.
omy for him .

His meals consist of disbes proportionate toonate to In fatting calves for thebutcher, they should

the length of his purse. The times of eatingtind be suckled regularly , have as much milk as

depend on business , fashion , or anything but they car
hind but they can take, after they are ten days old ;

his physical wants. His drink also is taken they should be tied up in a dark , clean stable ,

according to the society he mises with , and / and have a little fresh clean straw given them

quantity or quality vary only with his palatealate every day. Much depends on their being kept

and means! Those who work least generally
clean and quiet If they are kept clean they

fare the richest . The skin of a horse must be will not be troubled with lice . If they should

kept clean or disease ensues; but the horse's !
be, give them a little sulphur, it will both pu

master is heedless of this, and when visited Tryrify the blood and rid them of the lice. ' In

by disease, wonders how it happened ! Surelyli Sorele suckling them , let the strap remain round their

man is the most inconsistent animal on earth ! |necnecks and take them away from the cow as

N . Y . Farmer.
soon as they have had their fill , and do not

let them run about. The rate of increase of

a calf depends a good deal on the breed , and
Tomato or Love Apple. on the food of the mother ; when a calf is

This vegetable has not been in common use more than six weeks old it seldom gets as

more than a quarter of a century . When first much milk as it would take, unless the cow

tasted of it is disagreeable to the palate, but be very well kept. As a generalthing, there

if its use is continued it never fails to become fore, it is not profitable to keep fatting calves

one of themost delightful and refreshing ar- after they are six weeks old .

ticles of food that ever passed mortal lips . - For rearing calves, of course, a different
One must learn to love it , and , when he has treatment is necessary . You must have an

learned ,he loves it dearly . Hence the French eye to health and the development of muscle,

call it pomme d 'amour, or love apple . and not, as in the other case, to the accumu

The tomato was so disagreeable in the early lation of fat. They should be allowed more

years of its introduction , it was supposed , by light and exercise. If fed by hand , after the

many, that it never would receive a permanent first two or three weeks a little fresh skim

place in our list of culinary vegetables. In milk and linseed tea might economically be

1833 , the only seed store in Boston was tbo 't substituted for a part of the fresh inilk . A

to be doing a remarkable business if it sold dairyman will be paid for a little extra feed

one pound of tomato seed a year. Last year and care to his cows in the spring . It often
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happens that cows are very costive a week or make a gill, mixed it , and spread it on spots

two preceding and following parturition . A where they would be most likely to get it . I

feed of mangel wurtzel, or two pounds of oil did this three times. I then fixed a gill of

cake per day, will be found of great advantage corn in this way , mixed it with three pints

in such a case. The increase of milk will pay more , and swed it on the field . I then took

for the oil- cake, while the increased health the scarecrows away, and was troubled no

and strength of the cow will be pure gain and more by the crows. A FARYER ,

will tell well in the milk pail during the sum - | Pittston , March 26 , 1853.

mer .

We need scarcely say that it is very impor Cultivation of the Willow
tant that a cow be milked clean at all times, Cn Saturday lastwe had the pleasure ofma- .

but especially immediately after calving . As king the acquaintance of Mr. Wilson G .

soon as the cow has calved , we like to takeall Ilaynes, of Putnam county, New York , who

the milk out of the udder we can get, previous visits our city as a Delegate to the Free Soil

to letting the calf suck , and if the udder gets National Convention .

hard or is inflamed , as is often the case , rub Mr. Haynes, is we believe, the only person

itwell with cold soft water or buttermilk , and in the United States who has paid much at

take out the milk before the calf is to suck . tention to the cultivation of the Ozier, or

The ealf will then draw it olear and bunt it Basket Willow , and until our interview with

well, speedily effecting a cure. An eminent him we were not aware of its importance and

writer has said , "For my part I never see a of the facilities for its cultivation .

man milking a cow without being impressed ! It is estimated thatthere are some $ 5 ,000,

with the idea that he is usurping an office 000 worth ofwillow imported into this coun

which does not benefit him .' Certainly there try , and the amount is rapidly increasing , as

are few men that are fit to milk , or have any - thenecessities of the country for the articles

thing at all to do with a cow . We have in which it is used increase. All this willow

known cows that would not suffer a man to could be grown here to advantage. The price

milk them without their legs tied , yet they ranges from $ 100 to $ 150 per tun . The chief

would be as quiet as a lamb while a woman importation is from France and Germany.

with her soft hands, kind words, and pacify- 1 It is generally supposed that willow must

ing manners, performed the operation . How be grown on wet or marshy lands, or near

ever unruly and ugly a cow may be, never ponds of running water. This , Mr. Haynes

beat or kick her ; harsh treatment only makes tells us, is a mistake. He says the basket

the temper worse, while kindness will tame a willow can be grown on uplands of a clayey

tartar. - -Genesee Farmer. soil. The soil should be rich , and about as

much attention should be given to the plants
From theMaine Farnier.

as to Indian corn . It should be cultivated

The Crow . and kept from weeds. The first year the pro

Mr. Editor :— The crow is a troublesome duce will be but little , unless the cuttings are

bird to the farmer, and as many of them would large, but every year afterwards the produce

undoubtedly like to learn somemethod of get- will afford ample profit. By the fourth year

ting rid of them , I will give you an account of theplant arrives at perfection , and will annu

the plan pursued by me, which was very suc- ally thereafter yield its crop , provided it is

cessful. I properly cultivated . Plants in this state will

In the spring of 1852, I planted a piece of ihrow up shoots twelve feet high in a season ,

corn near the woods. One day I left a few of an inch in diameter, and without a knot.

hills uncovered , which the crows immediately | This is themost valuable willow for manufac

took . I then finished planting, enclosed the turing purposes, as it can be easily split.

field with strings , and put up other scare- Mr. llaynes who is engaged in growing and

crows, but it was of no use. The next morn - manufacturing of willow says he grows as

ing I went on to the piece at day -light and good willow as can be imported from any part

staid until breakfast time, when the children of the world , andmakes a profit in the growth

went out ; but in spite of all our efforts the over all expenses, of about $ 156 per acre. He

crowswould get some of it. says that the willow can be grown profitably

After failing in these methods, I thought of in this country at $ 50 per tun , and he shows

poisoning them . Several years ago I soaked his own confidence by investing all the means

some corn in arsenic , butthey would not touch he can command in the growth of the plant.

it , so I concluded to try some other way. I Heis importing great numbers of the cuttings

purchased a quantity of arsenic , took twenty - from different parts of Europe, and will soon

foar grains of corn , and with an awlI made a have considerable ground under coltivation .

hole in the chit of each kernel, into which I But it is principally for fencing purposer

mut about half a grain of arsenic and nipred that Mr. Ilaynes thinks the willow can be

it down. I then took enough of the corn to mademost useful in this country . This ques
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tion of fencing is soon to become one of im - corn cobs, or something else of the same sort ,
mense momeni to farmers . It is certain some and with a smooth board in place of a wash
substitute must be found for timber, as the board , with fresh water and soap , rub the
suppiv will soon be exhausted . Mr. Haynes, coat of grease and dirt off each side of the

who was travelled extensively in Europe, tu leather. Sometimes it is necessary to use a
investigate this subject, says thatfences which , dull old knife to scrape with . Pass each strap
the inost powerfulanimals could not force are throurh a second clean water, and hang up on

made by the willow plant in two or three a line, exposed to the sun . As soon as they
years. The manner of planting for fencing is begin to dry , begin to oil them Neat's foot
to place the ends of strong cuttinys in the is best , but fish oil will do very weil. Make a
ground and then working them into a sort of brush by wrapping some flannel round a stick
trellis -work , passing a willow withe around andand tving it with thread , dip this in the oil and
the tops or ends, to keep them in shapeforthe

pass over both sides. As it dries in , go over
first year or two . The tops are cut off yearly them again and again , until they will absorb

and gold to the basket makers, thus affording no more oil. Let them stay out over night.

a handsome profit on the fence. In themorning, if they are all soft anil plia
There are a great variety of wiliow .w . The ble , you may proceed to apply a varnish . If

The

Silir Verminatis is the best for basket makers, not , put on more oil until they do get soft and

and experiments have tested that it will thrive olisbie .

and propagate in this country . An acre of The polish is made as follows: take a pint

this properly planted on a suitable soil, and of fish or neat' s foot oil , add four ounces of

operly cultivated , will yield about two tons beeswax , four ounces clean beef tallow , one

weight per annum , costing about $ 30 per tun ounce rosin , and an ounce of lamp black .,

for cultivation and preparing it for market. Melt: -- when melted , add about two table
The Silix Capua , is also good for buskets , spoonsful turpentine, and with fannel cloths

and is used extensively for hoop polesand fen - commence rubbing the harness both sides,
cing , in Englund . draw the straps through and through the flan

The Silix Alba , white willow is a favoritenei . The polish must always be applied as
in England , for shade trees. It grows more warm as the hand can hear it. Let your har
rapidly than any other tree, and makes a rich pecahaness hang out one night. Take warm water

and beautifulshade. It is planted along ave- and soap and wash all the black off, which
nues, water courses, and on the margin of fish will come of ^will come off, with sponge or cloths. Hang

ponus and milldams. It gives a fine shade in i and in an hour or so , you can buckle to .
two or three vears. The bark is held in higi gether again , and is fit for use . You will now

estination for tanning ; the wood for shve mile have soft harness, with a dull shiny jet black
ker 's lasts , boot-tree , gun and pistol stocks, surface , which will keep so for a whole year,

house timber, and is extensively used in the if you have put oil enough on them to render

manufacture of gun powder. It is fine grun them as soft as woolen cloth . They will re

ed , and susceptible of high polish . - Pillsburg tain this doll shiney black all summer , and

Enquirer. mud will never stay on long after it is dry .

Hints about Harness. Any persons who will treat this harness 80 ,
Wefind the following hints on thetreatment once a year, will never regret the trouble .

of carriage andworking harness, in the Zanes If thev need repairing , either do it your .

ville Aurora , but do not know whether credit selves or have it done, before the spring work

is properly due to that pilper or not:
comes on .

For several yearswehave adopted the follow
ing plan of trenting CarriageHarness, with so ! GRASS AND HAY FOR CATTLE. - A correspond
much comfort and success, that we have con - ent inquires of us, "why it is that cattle thrive
cluded to re :ommend it to you for working and get fat much faster on grass than they do

and carriage harness. Ion bay , and what is it that grass loses hy be

The whole thing may be comprised in a few coming hay ? ' Chemical analysis never can

words. With hot water , soap , brushes and give the answer. Onekind of foodmay con

scrapers, make your harness perfectly clean. tain far more of the constituents of beef than

Nextsaturate with oil; lastly , a water proof another, and yet not be suitable for food.

elastic polish and blacking. Cattle have their likes and dislikes of food , as
For your information , we detail to you how well as human beings, and no animal will

we go about accomplishing these results : - Se-Ithrive on food that does not please the taste,

lect someafternoon with a prospect of a fair however nutritive it may be, because it will

day following . Take your harness and take not eat so much of it. The sweet juice of

it to pieces, as far as you can unbuckle it. the grass, which is absent from the bay,makes

Put them into a tub or barrel, and pour boil- it palatable, and affords the requisite amount

jog suds over them and let them stand all of moisture to make it digestmost easily.

night. In themorning take a stiff brusb , or Scientific American .
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From the Boston Cultivator. would mulch the ground at the foot of the
tree with moss, leaves, or other litter.

Apple Orchards.
The

ground should also be liberally manured , but

At the weekly agriculturalmeeting held at unmixed barn manure should not come in im

the State House on the evening of February mediate contact with the tree .

first , last, Hon . John C . Gray read a portion In planting trees, the holes should be at least

of an Essay on Orchards, written by him for three feet in diameter and a foot and a half in

theMassachusetts Board of Agrioulture. We deptn . Forty feet apart he thinks not too

have received from Mr. Gray a copy of this inuch for the trees , and he would prefer the

essay, but as our limited space does notadmit square to the quincunx or any other plan of

of giving the whole, we have given it a care- setting . Would prefer spring to autumn for

ful review , and gathered such facts as appear planting trees. In taking up trees for plant

to be most important. ling , great care should be taken that the roots

Mr. G . notices in the outset, the interest ta- are not mutiiated . The small fibres are the

ken by the first settlers of this country, in the organs through which thetree draws the great

cultivition of fruit . He alludes to the pear er part of its nourishment, and these, there

tree planted by Gov . Endicott , which yet sur. fore , should be preserved . The tree should

vives the lapse of seven generations of men .' be replanted in a bed of rich earth finely pul

He mentioned also the important aid which verized . This should be moistened ; but very

our horticulture received from the French copious watering is thought to be of doubtful

Huguenots, who settled here in the early part expediency. As to planting stoner under the

of the cighteenth century. From that time, tree, which has been sometimes advised with

the culture of fruit has been gradually extend - a view of preventing the roots from striking

ing. The raluable writings of S . G . Perkins downwards, it is thought the direction of the

and Robert Manning, and the more elaborate roots may be safely left to nature. The

works of the late Mr. Downing , are spoken of trees should be set the same depth at which

as huving been of great utility in the improve- they stood in the nursery , allowing an inch for

ment 0 . horticulture in this country . the ground to settle. If the trees are properly

In regard to the rearing of trees ,Mr. Gray set, they will hold their ground without any

suggested whether it would not be better to artificial support.

give them more room in nurseries , in order After a wee is planted , some seem to sup

that they might be more influenced by the sun ' pose nothing more is necessary . But constant

and air . Four feet between the trees, at leasi vigilance is required to secure a proper growth

in one direction , he thought would not be too and guard the tree against insects. As to

inuch . He alluded to the caution of some pruning, little more is necessary than to pre

English and French writers, that the soil of a vent the limbs from crossing and chafing each

nursery be not too rich ; but he advises to other ; but great care is required to protect

treat the tree as well as possible at all stages from drouth , disease, and insects. Themeans

of its growth .' to guard against drouth are chiefly mulching

He thinks the apple is not fastidious as to 'round the trees, and keeping the surface of

soil. He would prefer a hill-side to a level, the whole ground clear from weeds and grass

as affording fairer exposure to all the trees, by fregriently working the surface .

and ensuring better drainage. Would prefer i Moss may be removed by a solution of strong

an eastern or northern to a southern slope, as washing soap, and scraping the bark . A so

on a southern slope the trees often prolong lution of potash will do it , but itmay be used

their growth too far into the autumn, from too strong. A pound of potash to two gal

which cause the wood is imperfectly ripened , lons of water may be safely used . The natu

and suffers from subsequent cold . Theground ral life of the apple tree is more limited than

should be stirred to the depth of fifteen or that of the oak. There are oaks in this vicin

sixteen inches. This could be done most ef. ity which were doubtless stately trees when

fectually with the spade , but as this would ' the first white man put his foot on our shores.

cost fifty dollars an acre , hewould substitute The regular duration of the apple tree, does

the subsoil plow , by which the work would be not generally exceed seventy or eighty years.

done at a quarter the cost. Little can be done to renovate trees which de

He would cultivate the whole ground in an cay from age. It is better to supply their place

orchard , in preferenoe to cultivating a circle by new trees.

round each tree. Where the latter course is Of the various insect enemies of the apple

adopted , the tree is in the situation of a potted tree, the canker-worm is themost dreaded

plant, the roots meeting with a hard rim at the The best remedy against it, is what is des .

line of the gward. The crops grown among cribed by Kollar as a wooden boot. It is a

trees should be those which admit of hocing, box without top or bot tom , and with sides

and which least exhaust the soil of moisture. I about a foot high , furnished with a border

As a further protection against drouth , belat top on the outside, like the caves of a
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house. Tar is put on under the border , its abundant roots that mostof its good qual

and being thus protected from the sun and ities are derived .

weather , remains liquid a long time. Care SOWING THE SEED . - Prepare the ground

must still be taken to renew it occasionally . nicely by frequent plowing and harrowing, as

Some insectsmay rise within the boot and the is customary in sowing flax or hemp, as early

tree, but these will be few , if any, as their in the spring as convenient — the sooner the

propensity is to climb over obstacles, and not better. " Sow one bushel and a half of orchard

minebeneath them . For a tree not exceeding grass seed to the acre, and three or four pints

twelve inches in diameter, a boot will cost not of red clover seed . It is of great importance

exceeding sixteen or eighteen cents , and if thatthe seed be cast uniformly over theground .

taken off and replaced at the proper seasons, Mark off' in suitable widths for a cast of light

it will last nary years. seed; sow half the seed then mark off cross

One of the best modes of destroying cater- wise, and sow the remainder. Sow the red

pillars, on voung trees, is thought to be to clover and at the same time, but separately.

pick off the bunches of eggs, in autumn. Many | If the ground should be cloddy , the back of a

of the eggs will, however, be overlooked , and two horse harrow would be better.

the insects will be seen in nests or webs in the Orchard grass is naturally disposed to form

spring . The insects are always in the nests and grow in tussocks. The best preventive is

early in the morning, and may then be taken a good preparation of the ground and a suffi

off together with the web , by the hand , and ciency of seed uniformly sown .

those not readily reached ,may be destroyed | Weeds will spring up in May, wherever

by a spiral brush . strong , and will crowd and perish out the
According to the statements of the late $ . young plants of orchard grass. To remedy

G . Perkins, the ravages of the borer could be this evil it is absolutely necessary to go over

prevented by examining the trees twice a year, the ground with a keen scythe and mow down

in June and October, destroying the insect if the weeds, grass, and all, as if you were

found near the bark , and pouring a small mowing a meadow for hay . This should be

quantity of unleached ashes round the tree . done early in June, according to the season .
| There will then be fine fall grazing for young

stock .
Orchard Grass.

This work done will have a fine plat for ei
We extract from the Louisville Democrat ther a permanentmeadow or for pasturage.

the following from a valuable essay on Culti- |Every farmer ought to raise his own grass.

vated Grasses,by Colonel Lewis Sanders, of seed , and have someto sell, which will soon

Grass Hills, Ky. Noman in the west has be be the case if a few bushels of seed are pro

cured and put in as I have described . He
stowed more attention to the subject of the

ne subject of the can then sow his seed how and when he plea
various grasses than Colonel S ., nor is there ses, and a little experience will teach him the

one whose teachings will be found morerelia . | best timeand method . Grazing orchard grass

ble. Timothy and red top he regards as in after the middle of January diminishes the
yield of seed .

ferior campared with orchard grassand red
To SAVE THE SEED . - The seed head does

clover:
not ripen regularly ; if left to stand too long

Orchard grass and red clover mixed make much of the best seed shatters out; if cut too

the best hay of all the grasses for this climate; early the seed in the lower part of the head

it is nutritious and well adapted as food for is immature-- practice with judgment will fix

stock . I prefer orchard grass to all others; it upon the right time. The seed stem puts up

is ready for grazing in the spring ten or above the blades of the grass and the heads of

twelve days sooner than blue grass or any clover. An expert cradler is best- the sickle
other thataffords a full lite. When grazed / may be used - tie up in sheaves- put about

down and the stock turned off , it will be twenty - five in a shock , no cap - to remain 8

ready for regrazing in less than half the time short time - -some of the immature seed will

required for blue grass. It stands a severe ripen in the shock . After all the moisture is

drought better than any other grass; when exhausted , it is then ready for threshing out.

all other sorts are dried up for the want of With the rake and hay fork you get off the

rain , it keeps green and growing . In summer straw - - there is not much chaff. I use three

it will grow more in a day than blue grass sizes of riddles; the first a coarse one to get

will in il weeck . If the ground is properls clear of the remaining straw , & c . ; then pass

prepared and a sufficiency of seed sown on it, it twice through a finer one, allowing the seed

the orchard grass takes possession and keeps to pass through easily; then use the fine rid

it . It will not spread , but it keeps out nox . lole, freeing the bulk from imperfect seed and

ious weeds and intruders . I think it is froin dust. It is now ready for barreling or for
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sacks. It ought not to remain in a large ular points we wish to have well developed in
bulk . the launbs. In this way muchmay be done tu

As soon as the seed is cut, mow the hay; improve our ordinary breeds of sheep, without
the sooner after the seed is cut the better. much outlay in purchasing improved stock . A
The second crop will be better , by mowing knowledge of the principles of breeding , and
the field soon after the seed is cut. This sec- care in the selection , and management of the
ond crop should be the main reliance for bay cwes from which we intend to breed , and the
for the farm , and there is no grass that pro- choice of a buck adapted to counteract any de
duces such good hay for every kind of stock ficiencies in the ewes, will, if judiciously per
horses and mules included . severed in for a few years, greatly improve

The late Judge Peters , of Penn . , who was any tlock of sheep .

for many years at the head of all agricul- Farmers often procure a buck which , how

tural improvements in that great State, pre - ever useful he might be for other flocks, is al

ferred it to all other grass. So did that spir - together unsuitable for the tiock heis intended

ited and intelligent gentlemen , John Hare to serve. Again , in a large flock of ordinary

Powell , of cattle celebrity, of the same sheep there are often two or more kinds of
State. ewes with characteristics entirely different

Eighty acres of land well set in orch .rd from each other : hence a buck thatmight be

grass, divided into three lots, will carry, the first rate for the one, and calculated to im

year through , more stock in good condition prore the breed , would bealtogether illadapt

than any hundred acres ofthe best blue grass ed for the other, and would propagate imper

that I have seen . No other kind of grass fections rather than neutralize them ; yet how

flourishes better in woodlands. For the best common is it to let thewhole flock run togeth

method of putting woodlands down to grass, er , and have the indiscriminate use of the

I refer to Judge Beatty ' s most excellent “Es- samebucks. Instead of this careless , heed

says on Agriculture ,' a book of inestimable less, and profitlegs way of breeding , the flock

value to beginners, and a perusal of its pa - should at this timebe judiciously assorted into

ges will more than repay any old farmer for lots of forty or fifty , having a buck with each

the very small cost of the book , I lotpossessing strongly the particular points in

Knowing that orchard grass possesses the which the ewes are somewhatdeficient, and in

good qualities I have attempted to describe, I l accordance with the object for which the

am astonished that the farmers of Kentucky lambs are raised . Where a small flock is kept,

have so entirely neglected its cultivation . It and only one buck is needed , a farmer can of

is said of them that as a class, they can see as ten select out some ewes of a particular con

far into a millstone as any other plass of peo formation , that would be better served by a

ple. They will pay $ 5 ,000 for a jackass, near- neighbor' s buck than his own. Theneighbor ,

ly half that sum has been paid by them for a too , may be in the same circuinstances ; and

cow and calf , corresponding sumshave been thus a change of ewes to be served by each

paid for sheep and for hogs, yet they willnot other's buck would be mutually advantageous

give up their favorite blue zrass (the green to the owners and beneficial to the flock.
sward ) for a much better. Orchard grass is The best timeat which to place the bucks

not a good binder ; if sown on steep hill sides with the flock , depends a great deal on the

a plentiful cast of blue grass seed should be breed of sheep and the object of the breeder.

sown with it . LEWIS SANDERS. Í If his flock is rather coarse wooled , and he

Grass Hills , Ky., Nov. 1852. wishes early lambs for the butcher, themiddle

of September is perhaps not too soon . This ,
The Improvement of our Common Sheep. as ewes go twenty -two to twenty -tbree weeks,

(Selected .) would bring the lambs about the first ofMarch ,
In the improvement of sheep , as well as of which , in the vicinity of large cities, where

other animals, themale is considered of more early lamb commands a good price, is the best
importance than the female , and more care is time - yielding most profit, although a little
therefore necessary in selecting one; yet , for extra care and feed are necessary . The buck
the production of perfect animals , it is abso - in this case should be a Leicester or South
lutely essential that both male and female be Down, as their cross with common sheep gives
well bred ; and if not individually perfect in a larger lamb, with increased tendency to
every point, the conformation of the two fatten and early maturity . Such a cross with
should be such as when combined would form our common half-blooded Merino flocks pro
a perfect creature. So that in endeavoring to duces good mutton sheep , and it is often prof.
improve our common flocks of sheep ,weshould ; itable to adopt it for that purpose ; but it

not only get good, first rate bucks , but should would be folly to attempt to breed from such
select out from the flock the ewes of the best a mongrel race. We are not sure, however ,
age and make, to put with him ; and in choos- but a good South Down ram would improve

ing them , should have an eye to those partic - Ithe size and constitution of some of our com
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mon flocks , without materially injuring the man or beast. The celebrated medicinalfood
weightand quality of the wool. If , however, called revalenta , ervalenta , & c ., is made from

the object of the flock -master be merely the the flour of lentils . The straw is highly rei

production ofwool of fine quality , he should ished by cattle either green or dry .
procure Spanish or French Merino bucks, se
lecting from his flock the best ewes of from Care of Carts and Waggons.

three to eight years old to place with them . It ! The New England Farmer has the following

is not desirable to have the lambs come till sensible remarks on the subject ofhousing and

there is a prospect of grass for themother ; so painting farm vehicles;

the bucks should be kept from the flock till the It is strange what a difference there is

later partof October. And as grass is often / among farmers with regard to the importance

scarce and innutritious then , it will be advi- of housing their wagrons and carts . Prudent,

sable to give a little clover hay, or perhaps l economicalmen , in most things, are wholly

mats or peas, to stimulate the ewes at that linsensible to the great loss they experience

time. The buck , too , should be grained , or by allowing their expensive vebicles to be

have a little oil cake at night, separately from beaten upon and soiked by the storms, and

the eweg. Nothing pays better than careful I checked and shrunk be the blazing sun .

attention to the flock during winter, and the Waggons and carts from themakers shops

spring the quality of their food should be in - lare seldom well painted . The owner gets so

creased , and a few ruta baga or mangelwurt anxious to be using his new cart, and the old

zelmybe given with advantage. Especially one seems so unbearable, that the cart is ta .

are they beneficial when the ewes are heavy in ken from the shop before the littl, openings in

Tumb, or after lambing , if grass is not ready. the wood and the joints ars ball filled with

It is not, however , desirable to have the breed - paint, the farmer quesees it willdo,' and away

ing ewes too fat ; but we are sorry to say this it goes to commence a strilight forward course

is a caution too little needed - more flocks of decay. A few days after, it rains. The

being injured by scant and non -nutritious cart body is soaked through . The joints ab .

food , than by over feeding . sorb water and swell. Br- an -hy, when the

water has dried out, after having been drag .

CULTIVATION OF THE LENTIL , - We do not ged about the farm for severaldays, the joints

recollect ever seeing this crop grown in the becomeloose. This process needs only to be

United States, except as a curiosity in some repeated a sufficientnumber of times to give

amateur's garden. Why is this ? Can any of you a heavy rickety, body, wbich , in a few

our readers inform us ? If so , we shall be years breaks up, and sends you to themechan

happy to hear from them . ic again .
Lentils have been cultivated with success . But the wheels are the most important part.

from the most remote antiquity in Asia , Africa Upon them as the most labor been expended
and Europe. Why not then in America ? - in proportion to their weight, and of thein

Learned commentators seem to think that the should the most care be taken . The hubs,
Cred pottage ,' for which Esau sold his birth - generally , are made of elm . Elm , exposed
right to Jacob , was made of lentils. We find to the weather, is of shortduration . It is us.
in an article in Le Bon Jardiner, that lentilo ed because it is difficult to split in driving the

are much cultivated in the neighborhood of White-oak huis invariably check and open ,
Paris , not only in the gardens, but in the when uncovered by paint, and exposed to the
open fields, in beds and in rows, though rare- weather. White-oak - indeed all timber,
ly broadcast . The article from which we loses its strength and tenacity afterbeing again
translate, says, that the lentille rouge, (red and again exposed to rain and air . The hub
lentil, the botanicalname of which is Erisum | then grows soft, the spokes settle into it a
leisminor,) is the most highly esteemed in very little , and the consequence is that the
France ; and adds, that the ancients caused it tire is loose , and the blacksmith 's aid is
to germinate before cooking, in order thatthe needed.
saccharine may be more fully developed . In A wagon left out of doors will in a few
case lentils get into cultivation in America , vaars become a spongy , heavy mass, unprof.
our cooks will do well to recollect this last itable to use. As proof of the correctness of

observation . these remarks, we know of a farmer who has

The general cultivation of the lentil is like run down three sets of wheels by exposure,

that of the pea , except they are staked instead and not by work , while another has a pair of

of bushed ; but in cooking , they should be wheels perfectly sound , built a year or two

longer and more slowly boiled than either the before his neighbor's first pair. In the first

pea or bean , allowing them to dissolve into a case the wheels have never been boused , win

complete mass of jelly . They become then ternor summer; but have been left by the road
very savory and nutricious. Some writers side , as if impregnable as the stone wall to

consider it the cheapest food knowny either for injury from the weather. In the other case
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the cart has been uniformly housed , and al. two other breeds have made great improve

ways well painted . It must be very intelligi- ment. I have myself now a half breed Devon

ble to the reader which is the wiser course. steer two years old the end of last March ,

which ,with only the run ofmy dry cows until
From the Wool Grower. near winter , and meal since the middle of last

About Improved Breeds of Cattle . month , I expect to get up to near 800 in the

Mr Editor : - After reading your article on beef by the end of January , — which weight

Ilereford Cattle , I felt inclined to say a few has been the average of four year old common

words myself upon the subject of our Im , rov- steers, after graining five or six months: I

ed breeds of Cattle,' when my evemet another mean four past, whereas he will not be three

paragraplı beginning thus, -- Give us, friend when slaughtered.

NOORE, practical information .' Thinks I, this If for early maturity, the three breedsstand ,

has always been my doctrine , and should my Short-horns, Herefords and Devon ; for fine

article not be of that kind , it will vary from beef - another point just coming into note

my preaching here — they face aboutand head the other way.

After all that has been said and written During thewinter of 1047- 8 , I carefully ex
about the improved breeds of cattle, it is as- amined the prices current at Smithfield mar

tonishing how many farmers, well informed ket, as noted in the Mark Lane Express.' to

on other matters, do not even know the differ - ascertain the relative value of the beef of the

ence between the Shorthorn and the Deron . different breeds. There was, on an average,

At our State Shows you will find them going one-half penny a pound between them as I

from one animal to another, asking , "What have them , while the West Highlands com

breed is this ? ' — while perhapssomeone stand - manded one-half pennymore than theDevons.

ing by who thinks he knows, will answer that Exeter is wellknown to be the best beef mar

the Devon is a Durham , and the Ilereford an ket of its size in the world . Beside the fine

Ayrshire. But there aresome things concern - ness of grain and thorough interlaying of fat

ing these breeds which most of our breeders, and lean in their meat, their cleanness and

even , do net seem aware of. Perhaps the smallness of bone help to give the Derons the

most important of these is that almost all ( I advantage. A London butcher, when asked

might say all, the exceptions are so few ,) the by Prince George of Cambridge, why he so

leading breeders in England of Short-horns, much preferred them , replied , "May itplease

Herefords and Devons, breed for beef and not your Royal Highness , they bave less three

milk ; so little indeed is the latter quality con - penny and more nine-penny beef in them than

sidered , that during a rear spent among them , any others.'

I hardly once heard it mentioned . In this I find I have already filled up twice asmuch

country , on the other hand , milk has been , paper as I intended , although not balf through

and still is to a great extent, themain desid - what I wanted to say. One remark of Yor

eratum : hence the dissatisfaction with many! ATT, as quoted by you in your article on llere

imported animals , especially Devons. Still fords, though , I must beg leave to question ,

there are exceptionstothe above rule, and good viz : that they are more hardv than the De

milkers may also be found in every large herd vons.' When I became acquainted with Mr.

of thorough breds, especially on this side of John Iludson , of Castle Acre, - one of the lar

the water; but the chances are that the buyer , gest feeders in England and one of the best

unless very careful and close in his selection , farmers too, fattening annunlly 1000 head of

gets a beef instead of a milk animal. This cattle and 3000 head of sheep on a farm

however, dose not give him a right to cry iof only 1, 200 acres, - in all our conversa .

down the whole breed , because, forsooth his tion he strongly upheld the Herefords as al

specimen does not do what she was notmeant to rether themostprofitable breed to feed . On
to do . visiting his farm in July ,he showedme a splen

Another pointbut little heeded in this coun - did specimen of a Hereford heifer which he

try, though of late yearsmore attended to , is had been fattening for 18 months to exhibit at

aptitude to fatten early . The English farmer the next Smithfield Club meeting ; bntalthough

says to his neighbor, - My thorough , or part he had already laid in some 300 or 400 head

bred beast is fit for the butcher at three years for the comingwinter , shewas the only Here

old , while your mongrel is good for näught ford on the place; his pastureswere filled with

until he is five; so my money returns to my Devons and Scots. How comes this , Mr.

pockets two years sooner than yours , and 'I Hudson ,' said I; I thought you were all for

save the interest for that time. Interest in Herefords? ' 'So I am ,' he answered , when

England is two or three per cent; here six or one has the pasture, but the truth is a Devon

seven . low much more valuablethen , is this or Scot will get fat where a Hereford will

point with us. For early maturity the Short- starve.'

horns are generlly admitted to rank first, It may seem to somethat I have been prais .

though within the last five or eight years the ling the Devons at the expense of the others;
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such has not been my intention , but the great cultivate our usual crops — from plowing te
advantage they have over that brced in size is seiling, including interest on land ; and in
too well known to need mention . The Short- many instances I know , the whole produce is
horns are doubtless themost profitable in a mild scarcely worth ten dollars an acre : sometimes
climate with rich pastures; and the Devons in it is worth less, and then there is a dead loss .
a trying temperature and scant feed , - while Now , if by adding two dollars an acre to the
the Herefords will be preferred through the expense, you can add ten dollars to the pro
intermediate country . No one breed will be duce would you not be eight dollars an acre ,
found to excel in all points and situations, better off ? Here is the very thing : Cultivate
until the sametime that the universalpanacea less land , and cultivate that little thoroughly
in medicine so long sought for makes its ap - and you will find yourself growing ricb .

pearance, and a perpetual motion mill grinds Which is best , to cultivate 25 acres at $ 12 an
out whatever customers ask for. acre, costing $ 300 , and get $ 500 worth of

Yours, & c ., W . C . 8 . I produce ; or to cultivate 50 acres at $ 10 an

December 1852. acre, costing $ 500 , and get $500 worth of pro

duce ? We are nou exagerating the matter.
Small Farms. Many and many a farmer in Michigan is doing

Many of our farms are so situated that they the latter ; and all he gets , is his wages as a

are unable to hire much labor, apply much hired man for working his own land ; for of

manure, or expend much capitalon their land . course his labor is a part of the cost of $ 10

They see their neighbors putting in a large an acre ; and he runs a yearly risk of loosing

number of acres , and they do the same. They all, or a part of this . We repeat, CULTIVATE

rnn over the land. They half work it. They LESS LAND , CULTIVATE BETTER , and you will be

get small crops, the produce of which is al- richer.

most eaten up by the expense ; and instead of ! Let us sit down and calculate. You have

growing richer, they either remain , year after 100 clear, 50 of which you keep as pasture ,

year, as they are, or become poorer. Will anifor meadow . Make up your mind to work

such listen to a brother farmer, who has had only 25 acres; the other 2.3 being put down to

to work his own way, and gain experience for clover , or ciover and timothy , as you best can .

himself ? Your object is to make a good liv - You have manure enough in and about your

ing off your farm . You ought to receive, farm for six acres. This year haulthat on to

1 . A good day's wages for a fair day's your land, plow it, and put in corn ; with a

work , and a little over for your management, little ashes, and , if you can get it, slaked lime

all the year round . or plaster to every hill. Plow twice as deep as

2 . Ten per cent. interest on what your farm usual; and drag twice as long, with a long

has eost you ; and also on your stock and in - toothed drag, till the land is like a garden . If

plements ; for you could get this for your you have got 35 bushels of corn to the acre
money if lent out: before, we can warrant you now 70 or 80 ; for

3 . You should have ten per cent more for vou cultivate and hoe the corn twice as much

wear and tear , to cover chance of loss, and likewise . You double your crop at a very little

death of stock , besides keeping up your fences increased cost. Having no more manure you

and buildings. must depend on deeper plowing, and better

+. You should have your living, i. e ., your dragging for the other 10 acres, for this year,

eating, lodging, and washing. not forgetting to sow a little more seed than

. . 5 . You should have a profit besides these, usual, if it is oats or barley. In the fall, sow

or something remaining when all these expen - wheat where the corn was, with thesame care,

ses are paid . We suppose that you hire no and next spring manurethe next six acres for

labor, or otherwise the wages of your hired corn . Yes, but you can manure 10 or 12 acres;

man must be repaid also . Unless vou do all for you have had 25 more acres for hay, or

this, farming is not as good a business to you oat stråw cut green for fodder, and can keep

as it ought to be . You will say , that you 25 more vows through the winter; and know

have never got anything like it. Then it is ing the value of the manure — that it is as im

full time that you stop , and think awhile. - portant to you as the soil itself - you will take

Your present modeof farming is not lucrative. much better care of it . Thus, every two or

"Is it the right mode ? Is there no other plan three years , all your landwill get a dressing of

I can pursue which is more profitable ? ' These manure and every year you will have a different

are the questions which you should plainly ask crop on it . Every year it will improve, and

yourself. We think there is a better plan . Alyou grow richer, with about half your work .

farmer is a manufacturer of grain and meat. But after a while sow a few acres of this land

The soil is the mill. The team is the motive with clover and timothy, and break up asmuch

power. Do you not give themill and the team of your old grass. You will get, double tho

more to do than they can accomplish properly ? crop of hay on the new piece, and a good crop

On the average it costs ten dollars an acre to lof grain on the old piece. In a word , of all

hef
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men in the world , a small farmer should work Potato Disease - another Cause and Rem
a small piece of land ; work it thoroughly well; edy . - An Austrian named Malfatti, has trans
keep all the stock he can to make manure; mitteed a communication to the Royal Agri.

keep the manure dry, and he will not be a cultural Society of England, in which he

small farmer long. Wehave tried it, and we claimsto have discovered that the cause of
know it. For the rest , take and read a good the potato disease lies in the decay and de
farmer' s newspaper. - Farmer's Companion . generacy of the plant in respect to its double

sex !' He claims further, thathe has found a

Land Monopoly. remedy for the disease, which is "crossing the
It appears from the Pension Office Report, Ipotato with other plants ;' and he says he has

that Land Warrants have been issued to the produced new stocks (he does not say wheth

amount of nine millions, nine hundred and er they are pýtatoes,) from a mixture of the

thirty - five thousand , three hundred and potato with artichoke, with the cardoon , ( a

twenty acres . Now we venture to say that plant resembling the artichoke, ) and with the

nine-tenths of this rast amount is or will be dablia ! Ile says the new breed is distin

in the hands of speculators, and located on the guished for beauty, size and richness. One

best of public lands ! What greater evil could ofthe improvements which he claims, is that

Congress infict on the new States ? It shuts the tubers of the new stock hare lost the ' gen

out settlers, especially those we most need ; l eral insipidity and mealiness of potatoes.'

young men with small capital, or else places Those combined with eardoons, he says tasted

them at the mercy of Eastern capitalists who like artichokes, while in those combined with

commonly own these lands. It bids fair to the dahlia there was a sweet taste, like sugar.

end in all the erils that cursed New York , and Wethink this beats all previous discoveries'

produced the Anti-Rent riots , only the evil in the potato diesease : Dr. Malfatti ought

will be vastly greater. It will draw thewealth to put in ' for the $ 10 ,000 offered by this State

away from the West to pay for lands as they in reference to the cause and cure of the mal.

will rise in value. The people by settlinglady . We shall probably soon hear of some

around them will increase the value and thus | one who has these monstrosities for sale.

the absentees will reap the benefit of Western N . B . It may be well to add, that a dis

industry ; and of course they will oppose giv - tinguished botanist in this vicinity , who has

ing the public lands to the landless ; which read the communication of the Austrian doc

would be an act of justice and sound policy. I tor, thinks it is either a hoax, or else the wri

The Treasury is already overflowing from rev - Iter is crazy .' — Boston Cultivator.

enue. The lands are not needed by the Gov- |

ernment. Why not give them then to actual
Pumpkins and Squashes in Cornfields. - At

settlers ? Ans. It would stop speculations
an agriculturalmeeting in New Hampshire, a

in which our Congressmen are deeply interest
I cultivator stated that he had found pumpkins,

ed . How long will the West thus bleed to
squashes and turnips, in cornfields, to lessen

satisfy Eastern capitalists ? We cannot tell,
the amount of corn . This is to be expected ,

but think it will be till they take steps to con
| as they must, as a matter of course , operato

trolparties and demand ' free soil.'- Janesville
in thesame way asweeds. He had also found

Free Press.
by using the corn planting machine for every

The Sweeney . alternate row , a difference in favor or the corn

I see in your paper of the 12tk ult , inquiry planter of about seven bushels pear acre. So

made for a remedy to cure sweeney in horses, much for regularity and perfection of work .

and as I have one on hand that I know from

Hong experience will cure andwon 't fail, I will AGE OF SHEEP - How DETERMINED , — The

request the favor to have inserted in vour Post, age of sheep may be known by the front teeth .

for the benefit of your inquiring friend and the They are eightin number, and appear all of a

numerous readers of your valuable paper. size. In the second year the two middle ones

Take a half pound of blistering ointment fall out, and their place is supplied by two

and a half pint of spirits of turpentine, and large ones . In the third year a small tooth

simmer them over a slow fire until intimately on each side. In the fourth year the large

mixed - it is then ready for use either warm teeth are six in number. In the fifth year

or cold. Take up the skin on the shoulder of the whole front teeth are large. In the sixth

the horse where it is diseased , between the year the whole begin to get worn . In the
thumb and fore- finger, and puncture it six or serenth year the whole fall out or are broken ,

eight times , through and through , with a sharp It is said that the teeth of ewes begin to decay

pointed awl ; then rub in well a portion of at five or six ; those of weathers at soven .

this preparation for three or four successive

mornings, until the shoulder is blistered. The frequent use of asparagus is strongly
When the blister heals the horse will be well. recommended in affections of the chest and

-- Sat. Eve. Post . I lungs.
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From Downing 's 'Country houses.' ment or water lime. Dissolve in water and

Cheap and Durable Paints for Fences, & c . add three pounds sulphate of zinc. Thewhole
Staining Outside Wood -work . - Weare in - should be of the thickness of paint, ready for

debted , for the following recipe for staining use with the brush . This wash is improved

outside wood-work and the coarser portions by the addition of a peck of white sand stir

of internal work , to Gervase Wheeler, Esq., red in just before using it. The color is a

an English architect of experience, who has pale stone- color, nearly white.

recently settled in this country . To make it a fawn color, add one pound
Take best rosin tar, or pitch , in the pro - yellow ochre, two pounds raw umber, two

portion of one gallon to every four gallons of pounds Indian red .
the following: To make it a drab , add one pound Indian

" Turpentine, one and a half gallons, seed . red , one pound umber, one pound lampblack .
lac dissolved in alcohol in the proportion of This wash , we have tested thoroughly , sets
one pound to one quart, two quarts ; cold and adheres very firmly to brick -work or stuc

linseed oil, one-half gallon ; boiled oil one- co , is very durable, and produces a very

half gallon ; beeswax, six pounds ; ox gal! , agreeable effect.

one pound .
Cheap Cottage Paint. The following is a

Mix all these together and add the rosin tar very cheap and excellent paint for cottages ,

firstnamed. Lay it on with a large fiat brush . forming a hard surface, and is far more dura .

" This is a very beautiful and richly colored ble than paint ; as its hardness increases by

stain , and I have seen it frequently used in the time, it will be found preferable to common

timber-work of the simple country churches in paint for picturesque country edifices of all

England . Some persons use a larger propor - 1 kinds.
tion of the car, and for work much exposed to Take freshly burned unslaked lime and re

theweather it would perhaps be better to do so . ' duce it to powder. To one peck or one bush

Cheap Wash for Cottages of Wood. - For el of this add the same quantity of fine white

the outside of wooden cottages, barns, out- sand or fine coal-ashes, and twice as much

buildings, fences, etc ., where economy is im - fresh wood -ashes, all these being sifted

portant, the following wash is recommended : through a fine sieve. They should then be

Take a clean barrel that will hold water - thoroughly mixed together , while dry. After

Put in it half a bushel of fresh quicklime,and iwards mix them with asmuch common linseed

slake it by pouring over it boiling water suſti- oil as will make the whole thin enough to

cient to cover it four or five inches deep , and work freely with a painter 's brush .

stirring it till slaked . This willmake a paint of a light- gray stone

When quite slaked , dissolve in water, and color, nearly white.

add two pounds of sulphate of zinc (white rit- ! To make it fawn or drab , add yellow ochre

riol ) which may be had of any of the drug. I and Indian red ; if drab is desired , add burnt

gists, and which , in a few weeks, will cause umber, Indian red , and a little black ; if dark

the white-wash to harden on the wood-work. stone- color, add lampblack ; or if brown stone,

Add sufficient water to bring it to the consis . then add Spanish brown. All these colors

tence of thick whitewash . This wash is of should of course bemixed in oil and then added .

course white , and as white is a colorwhich we This paint is very mnch cheaper than com

think should never be used except on buildings mon oil paint. It is equally well suited to

a good deal surrounded by trees, so as to pre- wood , brick , or stone. It is better to apply it

vent its glare , we would make it a fawn or in two coats ; the first thin , the second thic

drab color before using it .
Durable Oil Paint. - Mr. Wheeler uses the

To make the above wash a pleasing cream following paint,which he recommends strongly

color, add four pounds yellow ochre. to us for outside work .

For a fawn color, take four pounds umber, " Take fifty pounds best white-lead , ter

one pound Indian red , and one-half pound quarts linseed oil : one-half pound Dryers' ;

lampblack. * fifty pounds finely sifted sharr , clean sand ,
To make the wash gray or stone color, ada two pounds raw umber. Thoroughlymix and

one pound raw umber and two pounds lamp. 1 dilute the whole with the oil, adding a very

black . little ( say half a pint) of turpentine. Lay it

The color may be put on with a common on with a large brush . I use a wire brush ,

white-wash brush , and will be found much which does not cut through with the sand.

more durable than common white - wash , as the Two coats should be used ; the second coat

sulphate of zinc sets or hardens the wash . thinner than the first . I can , from experi

Cheap Wash for Cottages of Brick , Stone, ence , recommend this paint as standing from

Stucco , or Rough - cast . Take a barrel, and 15 to 20 years .'

slake half a bushel of fresh lime as before . Lampblack , when mixed with water colors, should

mentioned ; then fill the barrel two-thirds full ||
first be thoroughly cussolved in alcohol. Yellow ochre ,

Indian red , etc . , are sold , in dry powders , at a very few

of water and add one bushel of hydraulic ce. I cents per pound. '
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The Valley Jarmer.

tions .

Te

| The MOUNDS OF St. Louis . - From the Sisth

annual Report of the Regents of the Smithso

nian Institute , for a copy of which we are
ST. LOUIS , MO., MAY, 1853. indebted to Hon. J. G . Miller, welearn that

• EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor. the Institute will publish the present year, a

Editor's office and Printing office, in Old Postoffice Bund- work prepared by Mr. Titian R . Peale, of
ing , North side of Chesnut street, between Third and fourth

streets, entrance on ( lo Postoffice Alley .

tion of the mounds which formerly existed on
The Law of Newspapers .

the present site of St. Louis, Missouri, made1 . Subscribers who do not give express notice to the con

trary are considered as wishing to continue their subscrip during the visit of Major Long's party in 1849

to that country , on their way to the Rocky2 . If subscribers order the discontinuance of their papers ,
the publisher may continue to send them untii all arreara mountains. This sketch is now interesting on
ges are paid .

3. If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their papers account of the fact that, in the rapid improve
from the office to which they are directed , they are held res

ponsible till they have settled the bill and ordered the pa ment, these moundshave been nearly obliter
per discontinued

ated , and that they can only be preserved to4 . If subbscribers remove to other places withou infotm
Ing the publisher ,and the paper is sent to the former direc

tion they are held responsible ,

1. 5 . The Courts have decided thatrefusing to take a paper years ago, by this publication.
from the office, or removing and leaving it uncalled - for,
is prima facia evidence of intentionalfraud . Also an account,with drawings , of ancient

Subscribers will therefore understand

works at Prescot, in Canada West. Thegreat1 . That their papers will be continued after the expira

tion of the une for which they have paid unless otherwise size of trees which occupy the ground, evince
ordered ,

2 . That no paper will be discontinued until arrearages the long time which must have elapsed since
are paid up to the time atwhich the notice is given , unless

these works were constructed, and the entireweare satisfied that the subscriber is worthless.

3. That when the paper, through the fault of a subscri- absence of stone pipes and arrow heads has
ber, has been suffered to overrun the time, the just and

most convenient way is to remit one dollar for another , year induced the belief that they are of a higher

with directions to discontinue at the end of that time.

antiquity than those in the Ohio valley .

DieD. - In Erie County, N . Y ., on the 14th These contributions will form a single me

of Feb . 1852, Laura Dorcas, wife of A . P . moir, and the plates are partially completed.

Morton , Esq .,daughter of Mr. Benjamin Ab
Franklin Co. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY . - Thebott, of Whitesides Co. Ill., and sister of the

Secretary of this Society writes to us as foieditor of the Valley Farmer, aged 29 years.
lows, under date of April 20 , 1853 :The subject of this noticemade a profession
On the 4th inst. we had a meeting of our

of her faith in themerits of the Saviour and A
he saviour and Agricultural Society. And some very perti

united with the people of God at 11 years of nant remarks were made to the Society by

age, and through all the circumstances in life Rev. John R . Browne and Col. Stevenson . Å

to which she was afterwards called to pass, Comunittee was appointed to selecu speimens
ů of the differentminerals and agricultural prothis faith was a solace and a support. Full
' ducts of our county to send to the World ' s

well did she evince the sincerity of the profes- Fair at New York , which duty they have al

sion she had made in the morning of life; and ready performed and the specimens shipped

through all her tedions sickness and in the try - to M . Tarver , Esq ., at St. Louis.
The peopie are beginning to take more iniug hour of death she found in the promises to

°terest in the matter, and through the indefatiand love of the blessed Saviour an unfaling gable energies of our President, Henry Cheat

comforter. She adorned her profession , and ham , Esq. , and some others, I think we will

in all the relations of life - daughter, sister, soon be in a flourishing condition . The next

meeting of the Society will be held in Unionfriend, teacher , wife and mother, so endeav- 11
on Saturday, the 14th day of May, at which

ered to imitate the examples of her divine time the directors willmake arrangementsand

master, as to secure for her the love and es- preparations for the holding of a fair some

teem of all who knew her . time in October next.

| Providence permitting we shall be at this
JAMES N . Brown, Esq ., is President of the Illi- Imeeting , and hope there will be an effort made

nois State Agricultural Society. Communications
will reach him it addressed to him at Berlin ,San - to secure a full attendance of the Iriends of
gamon county , Illinois . | agricultural improvement.
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. OUR ADVERTISERS. - We have been compel- / laying in less than threeweeksafter hatching,
le:l this month to allow our advertisements to at the sametime taking care of their chickens

until large enough to care for themselves .

trench a little upon our reading matter. This The young chickens aremuch more hardy than

wecould not avoid without disappointing our those of other breeds. The flesh is repre

customers. Our good friends may look upon sented to be as good asthat of any other kind .

the largeincrease of ouradvertising patronagein trom Extracts from Correspondents.
as a sure indication that the Valley Farmer is

' I consider the Valley Farmer the best pa
becoming known and appreciated. That our

per in the State , and am endearoring to get
readers may notloseany thing by our using a

all the subseribers I can for it, but Imeet with
portion of our pages for advertising purposes,

a good deal of opposition byómy daddy lear
we shall in the June number publish eightpa

ned meto do so and so , and he knowed more
ges extra , and possibly sixteen , and always in

than three papers.'
future whenever our adzertisements exceed the

'I don't tkink I can do any more with my
prescribed limit of twelve pages,wewill make

all-wise neighbors. The Valley Farmer is the
it up to our readers by publishingmore mat

first agricultural paper I ever read, and am
ter .

cxceedingly glad it came to hand. In the last
McCORMICK 'S REAPER. - Our enterprising copy of the Farmer I notice a piece entitled

friends, Messrs. Harvey , Walker & Co., of " A hint to the farmer,' which I think should

Belleville , Ill., advertise that they are agents arrest every farmers attention . Hogs are much

for the sale of these well-known, well-tried , likepeople; when lazy they become sick and

and well-approved machines . There is no shabby, and then they are set down as a bad

agricultural implement manufactored which breed. The subscribers to the Valley Farm

has had such an extensive sale throughout the er here seem to be much pleased with it , and

west as McCormick ’s Reaper . Persons inten - are becoming to see their true interest and the

ding to purchase should lose no time in send - benefit ofa paper suited to their profession .

ing in their orders. I wish all farmers would learn to get along in

STOCK FR Calirornia . -- The number of I have rema
theworld without being always in the dark .

cattle , sheep and horses that willbe driven I have remarked that ignorance generally pre

across the Plains this year, will probably be vailed among farmers, and I my add , that

quadrable that of any preceding season . We
what is worse, they don 't wish to inform them

think however, that there will be a good mar selves. But may the Valley Farmer lead them

ket for all that may go. The Glasgow Times ,
out to see theways of beauty .'

says:
Chilian Clover.

Mr. F . M 'Lean , of Randolph , is now cros

sing at that place a drove of near five hun J. B . Mathews writes to the Warsaw , (III.)

dred cattle -- all steers -- for California . They Weekly Express, as follows:

are pronounced the best, outof five thousand On the 27th of March , 1852, I sowed a little

head, that have passed up the river. They lin a corner ofmy garden , and after it cameup,

are mostly the product of Randolph county . carelessly transplanted it to another spot ,

A company which were to leave Hannibal, where it remained without protection , either

Mo., on the 12th , for California , comprising from the excessive heat and drougth of last

two Eastern men and a few citizens, take out summer, or the wet and cold of last winter;

1 ,500 head of sheep , 500 head of cattle , and and yet ic grew luxuriantly last summer, pro

40 horses and mules. I ducing seed abundantly,continuing green quite

| late in the winter, and stood without injury .
TheGenesee Farmer , in noticing the Shang. It was the earliest vegetation that appeared

hai breed of Chickens, says: this spring , and now would afford abundant

Of fifty raised last year by the editor, the pasturage. In the deep rich soil in wbich it

smallest pullet weighed six pounds, and the grows, (the only eircumstance especially fa

largest cock ten pounds, at one year old . It vorable in its situation ) its strong roots pene

is stated that they produce more eggs than trate from twelve to eighteen inches deep ,be

any other , the laeng generally laying forty toing very tenacious in their hold in the earth .

bisty before sitting, and frequently commence It has a strong crown, throwing oat numerous
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Tigorous foliage. In view of all its qualities, 1 ST. LOUIS MARKET - WHOLESALE .

it seems to be the best adapted to our climate Saturday, May 7 , 1853.
of any clover I have seer , and well worthy the HEMP-- per ton , $ 88 io $ 103 .

FLOUR - per bol. , good country brands, $ 3 65 to $ 3 . 75 ;

attention of our farmers. choice brands , $ 3 . 75 ; supertine city , $ 3 .80 iv $ 100; extra

country and city', $ 1 50 to $ 3 .00 .
A BANTER - Silver Pitcher . - Mr. Thomas WHEAT- per bushel, goud to prime, 70 to 76 cts; choice,

Barker, ofthis county, proposes to exhibit at
75 tu ) 90 .

CORN - per bushel, 351- 42 cents sacks: Included :

the Monroe county Agricultural Fair , to be O ATS - per bushel, 33131 cents,seks luciude .

held at Paris , the ensuing Autumn, provi
TOBICCO - per cut. $ 3 . 55 to $ 6 .95 .

BARLEY - per bushel, 33 Ctints .

ded five subscribers can be had , a fat bul MESS PORK - per bol., $ 14 .50 .
lock for a fiftv dollar pitcher, to beawarded by PICKLED ILAMS- - perili ,81- 4 cents .

said Agricultural Society, to best animal. If
LAR ) - per b . , No. 1 , 8 to 9 cents .

SUGAR - per lb . , coinmon , fa5 cents .

ten entries can be had a pair of pitchers. En MOLASSES - per fallon , 30 Cents .
tries to close the first of June. Nonebut Mis . COFFEE - per lb . , Rio , tu 10 cents .

souri bred cattle to enter .
SALT- per sack , G . A . , $ 1 . 30 ; T . 1. 75 cts; Kanawh

Those desiring to 25 cents per busiek.
enter can address George Glenn , Secretary of PIG KRON - porton,cold blast, $ 45 .

the Honroe Agricultural Society , Paris Mo. - -
BRAN - -60 to 65 cents per 100 lun .

HAY - per hundred , timuthy, 601065 cents.

Paris Miercury. BUTTER AND CHEESE - Far country butter, 11to12cts;

! good to prime, 12 to 14c; choice Obiv roll , 16 w 17 . W . R .

cheese 100 for prime.

Cure for Bee Moth Ravages. DRIED FRUIT - apples $ 1 .25 , peaches $ 2 .50 a $ 2 . 75 per

The Mobile Tribune' says:-- -Such of our
busbel.
GREEN APPLES - $ 1 .50 to $ 2 porbushel.

readers as are engaged in the bee culturel Castor BEANS - perbushel, $ i 25 tu 1.40.
will be glad to learn that a remedy has been WHITE BEANS - - per bush 1 , $ 1 .00

discovered which effectually prevents the rav
BEESWAI - prime yellow 250 per ib .
FLAXSEED - - Primne sted is taken at 95 : $ 1.00per bushel.

ages of the bee moth . The frequent and se TALLOW - Xo. 19a91- 2 .

rious injury caused by the pestiferous insect
FEATUIERS - Primenew are held at 35a37c per lb .
IIDES- sales of dry fintat 10c .

has deterred many persons froin entering into
the business of rising bees, more especially Seraps from the Papers.
as in some localities the ravages have been80 great as nearly to destroy both bees and ! MAMMOTH 0x. -- An ox, said to weigh four

honey. The plan is this: ---split joints of cane thousand
Fane thousand two hundred an forty -two pounds,

through the centre and arrange them on the isnow on
isnow on exhibition at Pittsfield , in theneigh

four sides of the hive , with the split side res. ! boring county of Pike . He is called ' Young

ting on the platform . Themoth instead of America ,' is nineteen hands high , measures

depositins its erre under the edge of the hive i ten feet four inches from the ears to the point

will lay them under the split cane. From of the rump, and is perfectly symmetrical in

these depositories they may be removed and his proportions. His owner says he is only
destroyed as often as necessary with little four years old . He wasraised in old Macoup

trouble. A friend infornus us that he knows in -- a county justly celebrated iin a county justly celebrated for its fine pro

the plan has been tried and found entirely itipal ducts. ---- Alton Telegraph .

euccessiul.'- - Scientific American .
Missouri Minerais - The Pilot Knob Iron

Company of Missouri have sent to the World's

A New WAZAT. -- A very singular disoovery Fair, at New York , twomusses of ore of different

has lately been made in France,by M . Fabre, kinds, weighing about six thousa ad pounds each .

a gardener ofAyde. The herbægilops, hereto
| The ore of which these are specimens are said to

fore considered worse than useles, grows
be very rich , yielding about eighty per cent. of

abundantly on the shores of the Mediterranean .
pure metal.
Themanure applied to the soil of England,says

It produces a species of grain resembling theresemonng the Agricultor, amounts to three hundred inil

wheat in form , butmuch smaller. In the year lions of dollars , being more than the value of the
1830 M . Fabre sowed a quantity of this grain , whole of its foreign commerce, yet the grateful
and he found the produce bore a close affinity soil yields back , with interest, all that is thus lav

to wheat; that produce he sowed next year, ished upon it.
and the yield was still more like wheat. He WHEAT IN OH10 . - According to official returns,
went on sowing the produce of each year the Ohio has aggregated thirty millions of bushels of

succeeding year, until he has now succeeded wheat for the last three years, of which sixteen

in getting as fine a crop of wheat and of as
millions are a surplus, after feeding all its own

inhabitants.
good a quality as can be wished for. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. - A law was passed at

the recent session of the Legislature which pro

Our next number will be peculiarly valuable vides that the bushel of the following articles ,
to advertisers; and our friends are requested where no special agreement is made to the con
to send in their favors as early as the 20th of trary , between the parties, shall be as follows,

viz : field beans, fiſtyl- sixbs. : castor boans, forty

the present month . | six Ibs.; clover seed, sixty lbs. ; flax seed, fifty - four
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Ibs. ; timothy seed , forty -two lbs.; hemp seed ,forty than the interests of the employers will warran
lbs.; and stone coal, eighty pounds. The law their meeting.

goes into effect after the first day of April next. 1 But as yet we haveheard nothing about a strike

A horse should not be fed with shelled corn or
among farmers for advanced prices, for a higher

corn in the ear, when it can be har ground . Corn
degree of culture , for mutual improvement, for

and cob meal, with , or without oats, is an excel
the protection of their interests, or for the eleva
tion of their standing as a class. Fariners are

lent feed . It keeps a horse loose , makes his hair
hopeful, they always de ire the most favorable

lie smooth , and makes a great improvement in his

looks. Dry corn alone is too solid and heating ,
turn in the market, they watch the signs of the
times with intense interest, but they do not startyet a small portion with oats may be safely fed .

Northern Farmer . up in a body, and assert their rights and privile

ges. It is a general rule that when business is
There are severalkinds of millet. The com - prosperous, the farmers prosper, but we query

mon millet is a very good crop for soiling cattle . whether they do not meet with reverses which
It grows like a reed , three or four feet high . It combined action would prevent. They should at

flourishes on any soil adapted to the culture of least take care, while progress is the order of the

corn . A half bushel of seed is sufficient for an day, that they do not stand still.- - Country Gentle
acre, sown broadcast, and early in the season , or man .
at successive periods when wanted for soiling, or EXCELSIOR PIONEER AssociATION.- - A body of
feeding green to cattle or horses. It should al- young married men of this city ,numbering about

ways be cut when in blossom , the saccharinemal- lihirty , have associated themselves under this title

ter being then in the stem . for the purpose of formning a colony on the banks
Orchard Grass has, by some agricultural wri- of Lake Minnetouka, in Minnesota Territory ,

ters , been called 'cock ' s foot' grass. It is coarse nine miles from the Falls of St. Anthony , and

and grows with great luxuriance on rich soils that twelve from the town of St. Paul's. This lako

are dry. It matures early , makes excellent hay, was discovered about a year since, aud the lands

yields an abundance of seed , and is very perma. have been vacated by the late treaty with the
nent. It flowers in June on ſertile soils. It is Sioux Indians. The climate is described as very

not profitable on low or wet lands,and when grown healthy, the soil fertile , and scenery exceedingl v

in rank patches cattle will not eat it. Time of beautiful. The location chosen has a frontage on

sowing and manner of cultivating the same as the lake, wbich is navagable fir forty miles. The

other grasses. - Northern Farmer . object of the Association is to obtain for each of

Cider will always turn to good vinegar if air
its members a farın of 160 acres, and a village los

of not less than one acre. The ground has not
and timeis given ; and recipes for a speedy change
are fallacious, unless some poisonous ingredient

yet been surveyed , and it is the intention to
'squat.' One hundred members is the number re

be used . Leave the bung out of the barrel and

take several sheets of brown paper dipped in mo
quired , and it is intended to start in June . A

lasses, which put into the barrel to form the
meeting of the memberswasheld in Cathain Hall,

mother' ; theu place the cider in the most airy on Friday last, when the Chairman , (Mr. Ber
tram ) who had been deputed to spy out this landplace you call, say in an outer building in suinmer

or in your cellar if you please , but the former sit
of milk andhoney , described the country , climate,

uation will produce vinegar quicker than a cellar
resources and products , in terms of rapture . We

will.--- Northern Farmer .
desire every success to these and all other enter

John G . Saxe saysmany witty things in rhyme, Times.
prising pioneers of the Great West. - N . Y .

and not always without a moral. Here is one of
SALE OF MR. WEBSTER'S CATTLE. - The livehis drives' at Proud Flesh :

stock of the late Hon . Daniel Webster, cinsisting
Breanse von flourish in worldly affairs,

of cattle of the Alderney, Devonshire , HerefordDon ' t be halg 'ity and put on al. ,

With insolent pride of station ! and Ayrshire breeds, sheep , hisses, & c ., was sold
Don 't be proud and turn up your nos at auction by order of the executors, on Wednes.
Atpworer people , in plainer clothes, day , at Marshfield . Many of the best specimens
But learn for the sakeofmind 's repose,
That wealth ' s a bubble that comes and goes ! were bought in for the use of the farın , by James
And that all Proud Flesh , wherever it grows, W . Paige, Esq ., but yet the number sold for re

Is subject to irritation , moval from the premises was large. The buyers
STRIKES. The papers abound in notices of were mainly rich experimental fariners , and they

strikes among mechanics and the laboring classes paid high prices. The horses which were given
ganerally , in all the large cities. They seem to to Mr. Webster by his New York admirers, in

have discovered that concentrated aciion is the 1850, were sold for about $ 100, and were pur
secret of success, and with a mutual good will, ' chased by Col. Thompson . - N . Y . Times. .

they bind themselves to support and stand by FOWL AND Fair. - An agricultural author,talk
each other , till their common ends are gained . - - ing of hen culture, 3 ays : 'Fowls that are penned

Printers,machinists , carpenters,blacksmiths, car- up should have some kind of amusement - it is
mnen , hotel- waiters, pattern -makers,mill -wrights , essential to their health . The kind of amusement
painters, gilders , and operatives of every craft , is shelling their own corn , & c ,' Upon which the

have asked respectfully , but firmly an advance of Boston Post remarks that it is the same with the

wages. In a majority of cases, the demands of fair as with the fowl. Women who are penned

the strikes have been complied with , which shows up should have somekind of amusement, such as

that they have not been junreasonable , or greater making their own bread, & c .
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Sales of Short Horns in England . of mechanism in the animal structure, and
Editors Ohio CULTIVATOR :- Thinking your scarcely yielding to any in regularity and com

readersmight be interested in some recentsales of plexity of parts , under simplicity of design .
Short Horus in England, particularly as some The hoof contains a series of vertical and thin
Americans were present and purchased , I send lamina of born , so numerous as to amuunt to
you a notice of them , from some recent English about 500 , and forming a complete lining to
papers. One of these sales occurred at Farnley it . Into this are fitted as many lamina , be
Hall, Yorkshire ,and the bulls sold , (and bulls only longing to the coffin bone, which sets are last
were sold at this sale ,) were the property of Mr. ling and adherent. The edges of a quire of
Faukes,who bred one or two of the bulls import- paner , inserted leaf by leaf into one another.
ed by the Ohio Importing Company last year ,and !will conrey a sufficient idea of this arrange
sold with their whole importation at their sale at "
Chillicothe last year. ment. Thus the weight of the animal is sup

There were eleven bulls sold in all : one was ported by as many elastic springs as there are

lame, one was a sick calf, and one was not in the lamina in all the feet, ámounting to about

catalogue, and was an extra lot. These three sold | 4 ,000, distributed in the most securemanner ,
at 22, 39, and41 guiveas. The pound sterling is 20 since every spring is acted upon in an oblige
shillings, and is in ourmoney precisely $ 4 .86 cts. direction . Such is the contrivance for the
and 6 mills. Now a pound sterling sent to Eng- safety of an animal destined to carry greater
land from here , will stand the remitter in fully weight than thatof its own body , and to carry
$ 5 , including exchange , interest, & c ., by the time those also under the hazard of heavy shocks.
he uses it. The gunea is one pound one shilling , McCullock ,
or twenty -one shillings sterlings, and is therefore
$ 5 .25 . In England Short Horns are always sold DISCOVERIES IN
in guineas at public sales, and almost always at ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY,
private sales, although occasionally in pounds. The undersigned proposes publishing immediately , by
The following are the sales at Mr. Faukes', ex- / subscription1 , itwork under the above title .

cluding the three above mentioned : All creation , whethermental or material, is governed by
tixent laws. To act successfully in unison with those laws

Corporal Trim , or be benefitted by then their full extent, we wuust under
Fitzgerald , do stand them and such cause as may vary or interfere with
Fitzroy, 495 their operation . To select the best breed of auimals we

Beauclerc, do must be in possession , of such physiologicaland phrenolog .

icalsiguis or indications as will notmislead and are too sel
Gold Finder,

dom recognized . The best aniinals depend much on the
Master Charley , 100 I best crosses . The knowledge of these crosses would be

Harry Lorrequer, 130 682 far more valuable to this Commonwealth , or any others

Fantachini, I do can any agricultural knowledge CW proposed that will

host no more money . Our nation would be benefitted an
In the account given of the sale in the Mark mually more than a hundred million of dollars , animals

Lane Express, it is remarked , there were some would be lessdangerous to man and more easily controled .
gentlemen from the United States present.' As /When the above knowledge with reference to the horse is

| acquired , it is comparatively easy to apply it to other ani.
will be seen by the following extract from the mals . To have a superior borse , certain qualities are in
same paper, there were purchasers from America : dispensable , such as action , speed , strength , health , thrift

On Thursday, the 17th March , the herd of and aptitude to fatten , fine wind and bottom , quietude
short horned cattle belonging to Mark Faviell. / and docílity . If any one of these be wanting, the horse

fals short of being a very valuable animal. The form of
Esq ., of Pontefract, were sold , and brought good the body and limbsmay and do vary, but if you look close

prices. The highest price was 105 guineas ly to the physiologicaland phrenologicalaction of the an

( $ 551. 25 ) for Wild Eyes Jenny, a two years old imalas devimalas developed in the book , pou may determine more
heiter, purely bred from the far - famed stock of certainly their worth . You may also learn what gaits he

has or can acquire ,and whether best adapted to work the
the late Mr. Bates, of Kirkleavington ; she was saddle or the race course; also his distance and the course

purchased by Mr. Aitchison Alexander,who was or track to suit him .
also a spirited buyer at Farnley Hall, (Mr. ! Thediseases of animals will also be treated of, whether

hereditary , idiocratic or symptomatic; the origin of which
Faukes', the day before ,) and who has recently is unknowu to the mass ofmoll, whose treatmentof disease
purchased specimens from severai of the choicestis venerally guess -worki , terminating in suffering and death

herds in England , intended forhis estates in Ken - Much matter contained in this work ,such asthequalities of
tucky, U . S . There were also some other gen - animals, & c ., so far as can be, will be illustrated with life

uke engravings, conveying a vast amount of instruction ,
tlemen purchasing at both sales, for Ohio and through the eye , in a short time. There will be from fil

New York .' ty to one hundred accurate engravings of horses, cattle ,

In a private letter just received from England ! sheep,hogs & c . .
Thework will be published as soon as a sufficientnum

by myself, it is observed , that short horns are ber of subscribers have been obtained to justify it , and on a
cominanding increased prices, and the best breed - larg 'clear print, and well bound in cloth , will be oflered to

ers are loth to sell anything but bulls , and if they subscribers atthemoderate price of $ 5 . It will be the on
will sell females at all , will do it only at good prily work of the kind extant, and for subscribers only.

Copies of this work will be delivered to subscribers in
ces. Many of the first breeders decline to sell clubs of five at $ 4 per copy. Single copies at the regu
females at all. Mr. R . Booth will not sell any lar price.

more females ; so that there will be ne chance of Subscribers direct to Lexington , Ky.
buying ove there.' Yours, & c., A . STEVENS. April 1853. DENTON OFFUTT .

For testimony refer to .
New York , April 7 , 1853. Prof. B . W . Dudley, Lexington , Ky.

Prof. J . Cobb, M . D , Louisville, Ky.

Prof. L . P . Yandell , M . D . Louisville, Ky.

one of the most ingenious and singular pieces ilon Henry Clay, Ashland, Ky,

do
60
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you . '

THE FAMILY IRCLE . for your life, what ye shall hat , or what ye
mere

shall drink ; nor yet for your body, what ve
Conducted by shall put on . Is not the life more than meat,

Mrs. MARY ABBOTT. and the body than raiment? Behold the fowls

of the air : for they sow not, neither do they

reap , nor gather into barns; yet your heavenlyBenefit of Out-door Exercise on the Mind . | Father feedeth them . Are yenotmuch better

Rise early in the morning, while the spark - than they? And why take ye thought for rai

ling dew is on every leaf and flower ,and as you mant? Consider the lilies of the field how

u / they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin ;weed this and water that plant,yourmind will
| and yet I say unto you that Solomon in all his

become contemplative, and you will ask your- glory was not arrayed like one of these.

selves many questions. Why was not every Wherefore , if God so clothe the grass of the

plant made green like the grass ?
the crage? Why such field , which to - day is , and to -morrow is cast

Why such

pleasant odors wafted by overy breeze from the into the oven , shall he not much more clothe

whole vegetable kingdom ? Why any odors ,

or if any, why pleasant? Why should the When you walk out at even -tide tomeditate

trees grow so beautiful and have such luxuri- ||as Isaac did , and see the glorious handywork

ant foliage? Why do the birds, as beautiful ofGod,under your feet,and around and above

and various as the flowers, sing so melodiously you, and see the starry heavens which God

among the branches? Why are these things hasmade, you will exclaim

so charming? Your mind will then go 'from Thespacious firmament on high,
With all the blue ethereal sky ,

nature up to nature 's God , and you will be And spangled heavens, a shining frame,

led to exclaim , “ In wisdom hast Thou made Their greatOriginal proclaim .

them all! You will think of their Creator The upwearied sun from day to day,

Does his Creator's power display,as your father and your God. You will see
And publishes to every land .

in somemeasure his great goodness to his The work of an almighty hand .

children . Ile madethe beauties of nature for Soon as the evening shades prevail.

the mind of man to read . He that made us The moon takes up the wondrous tale ,

And nightly to the listening earthi,
to love the beauties of nature has placed them Repeats the story ofher birih ;

all around us in every form , variety and hue. While all the stars that round her burn ,

They keep our minds from becoming melan And all the planets in their turn ,

Confirm the vidings as they roll,
choly and sad . Theymake us grateful when And spread the truth from pole to pole.
we think they weremade forus by our heaven

Whatthough in solemn silence all
ly father to beautify and light up this earth Move round the dark ierrestrialball

our home, while we are pilgrims in it. If you Wbat though nor real voice nor sound

Amid their radient orbs be foundwill go forth from your chamber to field or

garden and busy yourselves, it will drive In reason 's ear they all rejoice,

And utter forth a glorious voice ;
away sadness, and make you grateful, cheer Forever singing as they shine ,

fuland happy; and you will be strengthened " The hand thatmade us is divine.'

both in body andmind, for out-door exercise Out-door exercise and reading the book of

is good for themind. It will keep you from nature will direct your mind to the book of
despondency and fear ofwant. As you nurse revelation ,where you will learn thatGod has

and tend the beautiful flowers , you will be led made every thing beautiful in nature forman ,

to think that he that clothes the flowers of the to satisfy his wants, and has also formed a plan

field willmuchmore clothe you. Employment for his redemption, andhow he can have a pro

in the field or garden will give you trust and mise of the life that now is and of that which

confidence in your Creator. You will feel is to come; how if he 'sсeks first the kingdom of

that there is onegreatand good being who cares God and his righteonsness, all other things

for field and fower, and will care much more shall be added to him .'

for you. You will think of the words of our

Saviour: | He that cannot forgive others , breaksdown
the bridge over which he must pass himself ;

“ Therefore I say unto you , take no thought for every man hath need to be forgiven .
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MISSOURI INSTITUTION FOR THE EDUCATION OF amongst his neighborg ' đaughters with whom

THE BLIND. – We visited to -day the Blind In
the Blind in . to divide his cares and share bis joys; and hand

in hand they had journeyed on through life' s
stitution which has lately commenced in our

tedious way, so as not to perceive the vacancy
city, and were greatly surprised at the progress around them . But at the age of fifty, M .

the scholars have made in so short a time. Granger, found that, notwithstanuing the
The pupils are taught the same branches that bounteous gifts of Providence, there was a

are taught in ordinary schools; besides many
void in his breast; he had no offspring to

gather round his knee at dewy eve, no lis
useful employments , such as basket and brush ping prattler to greet bis return .

making and other trades. The work donethere ' lowever, he was not long left to mourn

is neat and well- finished . The females learn over his lonely state; the death of an only sis

to sew and do some ornamentalwork . Some ter, at
Ornamentalwork Some ter, at this period , gave to his charge the or

phan Ellen , and the old map entered , as it.
of the scholars sing and play well on the piano . were upon a new life.

Weare truly glad there is such an institution . There was no pain that Ellen ' s presence

in our midst. When we were quite young could not mitigate , no grief she could not
Wevisited a blind institution in Boston , and assuage. No fears or threats could alarm

what we saw theremade a lasting impression bis hopes, the centre ofhis attractions.
him save the fear of losing Ellen , the idol of

upon our mind . We hope such institutions Merry Christmas paid its annual visit to the

maybe established all over the Western Val- young folks, and the corner allotted to Ellen
lev . If wehad a blind child we should send for her playhouse groaned beneath the weight

him to such a school atany sacrifice. The suo friends for the purpose of delighting the fancy
l of the tokens deposited there by numerous

perintendant we should judge to be a man well of the child , or gaining the favor of the

qualified for his station , mild , affable and I wealthy uncle . Among the rest of the gifts

gentle towards his pupils . We could say was a bright half-dollar, which she turned

over and over, and laid id in her work -box.
much more in favor of this institute , but have Christmas sports and pastimes over , the
notroom in this number.

toys and playthings lost their attractions, and

EDUCATION. - livery boy should havehis head
Ellen sighed for something new on which to

heart and hand educated . By the proper edu
bestow her attention .

cation of the heart ,hewill be taught to love .
She became pleased with a pretty doll

what is evil, foolish and wrong. And by prop
which she saw one of her playmates have , and

er education of thehand , he will be enabled to /
Top expressed a desire to have one, as she said it

cost only half - a -dollar, and she could pur
supply his wants, to ad i to his comforts, and

chase it at her own expense.
to assist those around him . The highest ob

The doll was accordingly purchased , and
jects of a good education are to reverence and

Ellen called to receive her change and take
obey God, and to love and serve mankind.

Everything that helpsus in attaining these ob
good care of it until she needed something

jects is of great value , erervtbing that hind - else.
1 " O ,my beautiful doll and my half dollar

ers us is comparatively worthless. When
too !' exclaimed Ellen in surprise, her beauti

wisdom reigns in the head, and love in the | ful eyes beaming with delight towards her no
heart, the man is ever ready to do good ;

less delighted uncle .
order and peace reign around,and sin and sor

Sone months after this , a neighbor called
row are almost unknown. -- Blackwood .

on Mr. Granger to solicit aid in relieving a

family who had been reduced to beggary bv
ELLEN 'S HALF DOLLAR .

the intemperance of thehusband; butaid was

Ellen Villers was the orphan neice of a sternly refused , as the old gentleman said he

wealthy farmer,who had commenced theworld had but little idea of wasting his substance on

with no cantal but industry. Fortune smilled drunkeness and idleness .

upon his labors, and he was soon able to The friend , unwilling to be put off, contin

purchase for himself a snug farm , upon which ued to plead for the starving wife and helpless

he built a ncat cottage, and went on year children .

after year, adding tract after tract to his wide Ellen , who had been playing behind her un

domains, until he could look for miles around cle , was an attentive observer of all that was

on his own possessions. A little village rear- passing , and skipping gaily from her hiding

ed its head amidst a beautiful cluster of elm place, bounded off with the swiftness of a fawr

trees, and owned him as its mister, and was and presently returning , put into the old gen

also known by his name. tleman's hand her shining half dollar. Take
He had, in early life , selected one from this ,' said she, and buy them bread. See,'she
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ist .

continued, I have all I want and half a dol- eye; he sat for somemoment absorbed in deep

lar too. ' thought.
'Sweet child ,' said the gentleman , taking “Let melearn a lesson ,' he said , 'from this

her in his arms, 'you are destined to be a bles- child . Ihave enough , and more than enough ;
sing to those to whom you are related . this poor woman has but a scanty subsistence;

" Take your money, child ,' said the uncle, and yet I would take from her to my well fill .
and be assured it has purchased food for the ed purse. I have toiled allmylife like a slave,
hungry. Your uncle has all he wants, and and have been too narrow -hearted to enjoy the
wherewith to relieve the distressed .' blessings that I have so dilligently toiled for.

The chilly blasts of winter had begun to I will from thismoment close my account and
whistle around the dwellings of the poor. The open wide my heart."
frugal and thrifty farmer was making ample Ellen my child ,' he said , “ your half -dollar
provision for his winter' s store. And wir . has bought the widow 's cow . '
Granger , exact to a letter , where his own in - And seating himself at the writing -desk , he
terest was concerned , looked carefully over wrote Mrs. Green a receipt in full, and de
his rent-roll, and found some of his ten - spatched a servantwith it, that the poor wo.
ants atGrangerville in arrears . Bills were ac - man might sleep comfortably that night; and
cordingly sent in , with strict injunctions that the next day several poor families in Granger

the money should be forthcoming. ville received the same treatment; aad theold

On the followingmorning a poorwidow pre- man often says that Ellen 's half dollar bas
sented herself before her landlord , and with purchased for him more real enjoyment than

streaming eyes, begged for a little longer in all the inoney he ever had. -- Congregational
dulgence.

ButMr. Granger,not remarkable for lenity, Obeying Orders.and wearied with importunities, declared his
Come, what shall we do this afternoon ,intention of seizing her cow if she did not in a John? ' said two boys, stopping before the

few days, settle the claim .
front yard of a neighbor's house, where one

The poor woman returned home in greatdis | of their school-mates was standing.
tress , as she well knew she could not raise the It was Wednesday afternoon . To go a
money, and her cow , which furnished food for fishing , or a raspberryng, or up to the mills ,
her children ,must be lost .

or over to Back Cove - they could not decide
In the evening, Mr. Granger took little El which of all these would be, on the whole , the

len on hisknee, as was his custom before re- l pleasantest. At last it was agreed to go over
tiring , but the child did not return his caress - to Back Cove, which was a strip of land run
es with her usual warinth , which led him to ning out into the sea , where there were trees,
fear she was not well. Upon being interro- rocks, and water, cake and ale -houses, and one
gated , she replied she was perfectly well. or two low taverns.

After having sat some timeupon his lap in off the boys started , with no clear notions

deep silence, she looked up kindly in his face ofwhatthey meant to do - only it wasWednes

and said , •Uncle you have a greatmany cows, day afternoon , and they meant to make the

haven 't you ?'
most of it . After reaching the Cove theyYes,my child ,' replied Mr. Granger; I've aiused themselves with skipping stones on

twelve as fine ones, in my pasture as ever pail the water, carving their names on the trecs,
went under.'

looking about here and there, until they came
" Then why, Uncle,' resumed the child , 'will l in sight of a bowling-alley , a noted gambling

you take Mrs. Green 's cow , who has but one? ' | house , where a great deal of wickedness had

"Oh!' said Mr. Granger, ' I do notwant the been carried on . There were several carriages

cow ; I shall sell it for the rent that is due for here: many boys and men around , smoking

the house she lives in .'
and lounging; while the alley was full or cus"Oh! then Uncle ,' said the delighted child ,
tomers.

" I willbuy it , for you know I have a whole
Come, let 's go to the alley, ' said one of the

half - dollar.'
boys ; " it will be fun . Father would not like

“And what do you want with a cow ,mydar me to go; but I suppose he never need know it.
ling ? '

Let's go, I say. Come John ; comeFrank !"Oh! I should give it to poor Mrs. Green ,' | No ,' answered John , ' I am not going ; I'll
again ,' said Ellen ; (and then you know little have nothing to do with any such places.'
Willie and Mary would not have to eat their " That' s great! cried the boy who proposed
bread alone and go to bed , but can have their coing ; "why, you are not so easily hurt as
nice, rich cream and milk for their suppers. Ithat comes to , are you ? That' s all fudge.
did feel so sorry when you talked of taking their come, boys: come, Frank ; come John .'
cow and leaving them nothing but their dry Frank went forward .
bread !'

" It will be no harm to be a looker on, and
A tearwas geen to glisten in the old man ' s father will never find it out.'
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John stopped. The others looked behind, ily . Yet she has been enabled to allow her son
and saw hewas not following . to avail himself of the privileges of our school

“Come!' they both shouted ; "come! Don 't be system , and to furnish him for the most part,
womanish ! with the requisite books. A little while ago ,

"Can 't!' shouted John back again ; can 't bowever, the boy wanted a geography, and
break orders.' | had not the wherewith to buy it , and the de

“What special orders have you got ? ' they privation troubled him sorely. He went to
asked , looking round . “ I' m sure your auntibed at night with a heavy heart , and lay
never told you not to go .' awake a long time, cogitating as to what

I've got orders, not to go there; orders that should be done. On waking in the morning,

I dare not disobey." |he found a deep snow had fallen , and the
" It 's all nonsense ,' said the boys; you need . cold wind was blowing furiously. Catching

not try to make us believe anybody has been at the idea ' t is an ill wind that blowsnobody

giving you orders notto go to the alley. Come good ,' he got up, ran to a neighbor 's house,
show 'em to us if you can show us your orders.' and offered his service to clear a path about

John took a red wallet from his pocket , the premises which offer was accepted . When

which he opened and pulled out a neatly fold - the work was completed the emplover ag.

ed paper, ked the price for the labor. I don ' t know

It' s here, " he said , unfolding the paper , what it is worth,' replied the lad , but I want

and showin ; it to the boys. í a geography to study in at school. ' The cost

They took it, and Frank read aloud : l of the book was ascertained , the money paid ,

"Enter not into the paths of thewicked and go and , at themoment of commencing the eserci

not in theway of evil men . Avoid it, pass ses, the boy was in his seat, industriously en

not by it , turn from it and pass away.' gaged in poreing over his new geography, for

Yes,' said John , 'it is nothing more nor the lesson of the day . This same lad appear

less than the word of God; it is his order. ed the first in his class, at the recent examina

This wasalmost the first verse I ever learned ; tion , and will, without doubt, be promoted to

and I do not know how many times mymother the grammar-school, for which he showed him

used to repeat it to me before she died; and self well fitted . In the vocabulary of this

when I have a pen in my hand , and am going scholar, no such a word as 'fail' is known ,

to write without thinking, this verse always and he will be sure to succeed over all hind:
comes uppermost; so I always keep it with me, rances. He has the will,' and he will find the

and I've always minded it. I minded it when 'way' to learning. “Boys, do you hear that ! '

I was a little boy, and I mean to now I am Take it then a ll of you as an example.

older. And so , boys, when anybody asks me
Slander.to go to bad or doubtful places, as I expect Oh, cruel!malicious fiend ! what hast thou

this is , I've got an answer for them - my or - done and he
- done, and how many noble hearts hast thou

ders forbid it. "Go not in the way of evil !
crushed beneath thy withering influence! How

inen ; avoid it, pass not by it , turn from it.' )
many of creation ' s fairest and best have been

There' s no mistake, you see; so if you go to driven to the remotest corners ofthe elrth to

the alley , I go home.'
seek shelter from thy relentless hand , and

This is, indeed , a manly stand . Would with what truth may it be said of thee , thou
that every boy who knows the right - and few

slavest thy thousands ! Deep and bitter was
are ignorant of it in these days ~ - could stead

my anguish , when to save my lovely friend
fastly maintain it; for it is not so much igno - ftfrom the announcement from prouder lipsand
rance as indecision thatruins so many.so many: TakeTake colder hearts, I hastened to reveal to her the
John ' s motto ; learn its full meaning ; im - dreadfulwordswhich the foulbreath of calum

press it upon your mind ; carry it about you;you ; ny had heaped upon her fair name, and mar
for it is a warning and command of the Holyoly ked the bitter tears of dark despair as they
Scripture: "Enter not into the path of the wick welled up from the depth of her pure heart,
ed , and go not into the way of evil men .
Avoid it , pass notby it, turn from it, and pass claimed with fearful wildness in her dark eve.

and coursed down her pale cheek , as she ex

away.' Prov. iv . 14 , 15 . "MyGod , this is too much ! And my soul

Boys,Hear This.
shuddered, for I new too well that her highest
aspirations and dearest hopes were laid low .

( Where there is a will, there is a way .' - And as I saw her shrink from the scorn of a
This proverb was forcibly illustrated a short heartless world , and felt that her tender heart
time since, by an Irish boy, about ten years was breaking , then , oh , slander, did I curse
old , belonging to one of the Intermediate thee in the bitterness of my heart; then did I
schools in this city. The lad had the misfor - Iwish that thy poisonous tongue might turn
tune to be fatherless , and as in many similar back and disgorge its venon upon thy own re
eases, it has been found close work for themo- pulsive head , and crush it forever ! - Boston

ther to get along with the support of her fam - 'Cult.
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This justly celebrated machine has been steadily advancing in public favor, for its simplicity , dura

Dility , and efficiency - and it has settled the question beyond a doubt that grass can be cut by Horse .

Power: for, during the past season , Five Hundred of these Machines were sold , and universally ap

proved ofby those who used them . Farmers were daily in the habit of cutting froin ten to fifteen

acres per day, with ordinary driving . It leaves the grass evenly spread over the ground , requiring

no turning to cure properly . There is an actual saving, by the use of this Machine, over hand labor,

of $ 13 per day. They are so very compact that one of them can be easily carried in an ordinary

one-horse wagon , and so very simple that it requires no machinest to .pocit together, as there are but

twobolts, beside the pole bolts, to be cured , to have the machine ready for use , and which does not

require over ten minutes time. They welgls abou $ 750 lbs., and can be worked by any boy who cara

mange a team .
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H

GREAT WESTERN

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store .

ALFRED LEE . JOS. D . OUTLEY.

· ALFRED LEE & Co.,
No. 14 North Main , between Market and Chesnut streets, St. Louis, Mo.

ITAVE on hand and are receiving a large and full assortment of AGRICULTURAL

H TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS; GARDEN, GRASS, FLOWER AND OTHER

SEEDS. Our stock is entirely new . Wehave also a large collection of Agricultural and

Horticultural BOOKS, comprising in part the works of Downing, Youatt , Saxton , Buist , and

other distinguished authors. Catalogues furnished free of charge to applicants .

THE HORSE RAKE , so well known in

many parts of the country , holds nearly the

samerelation to the common hand rake in

saving labor as the plow and cultivator bear

to the common hand hoe. The amount of

work it will perform with a single horse and
driver may be easily estimated by any one,

when it is stated that a strip of hay on the

ground , ten feet wide, may beraked up into
winrows as fast as the horse can walk ; that

is, if the horse travels three mlles an hour,
more than three acres willbe raked up in that

time, or at the rate of twenty -four acres per

day . The accompanying cut represents the
Premium Revolving Horse Rake, one of the
best finished pieces of work ever made in

the country . Prices from $ 7 .50 to $ 8 .50 .

For sale by ALFRED LEE & CO ., No. 14 North Main street, St. Louis.

Instructions for using Ketchum 's Mowing Machine.
Pattheknife bar to its place, and be sure all the nuts are tight ; oil the Machine well, except the

knives ; the brass boxes should be strictly looked to , and not be confined so much as to cause frie

tion - also , particular care should be observed to keep them well oiled ; guage the Machine by the
neck yoke strop, the front of knife bar wanting to be a little higher than on a level; in very heavy

or lodged grass, attach the track clearer at the outer end of the rack bar; in starting , always give the
knives a motion before coming into the grass ; the driver should always be on his seat,and drive with

a steady brisk walk , and in no case turn to the left. To sharpen the knives, disconnect the pitman ,

and draw them out through the main wheel; in grinding them , be careful and keep the same bevel;

the usual quantity to cut without sharpening is from five to ten acres.

WARRANTY , - If the above directions aro followed , wewarrant the Machine, on lands free froin

obstructions, to cut and spread from ten to fifteen acres per day, (of any kind of grass ,) with one
span of horses and driver, and do it as well as is done with a sytheby the best ofmoters.

A . LEE & CO .ap53
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NEW YORK STATE.
AGRICULTURAL WORKS,

ALBANY, N . Y .

BY WHEELER, MELICK & CO.

machine to farmers as superfor to any I have used thoug 1
have used varions kinds or al. 1 . 15 var . ?

[ From Chester Olney , Dated March 1 , 1852. )
MESSRS. WHEETER , MELICK & co . — Last fall

I employed Mr. Olney with one of your Powers & Wunow
ers to domy threshing. and I most cheerfully state that the
work was done better, with a less number of hands and less
waste than ever before with other machines . It averaged ,
from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of Wheat and twice as much

The Subscribers offer this season a uew and most valua - of Oats.'
ble machine in the successfulcombination of a WINNOWER
with their Overshot Thresher . It is easily driven by one [From N . Olney , Esq., of Portage , N . Y .]
Double Horse Power, and has now been fairly tested , &

MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co . - You asklarge numberhaving been in constant use during the past
Threshing season . myopinion in regard to your Threslier & Winnower, but as
Wehave nunerons letters from gentlemen who have two ofmy sons and one ofmyneighbors have given you some

Used the winnower , and gave extracts from a few of them detatis I will merely say that in my opinion your machine
in our advertisements of last month , and wenow insert a will do better work than any other I ever used, although I
tew more. Wemight add a large number , but it is deem have used many differentkinds for the last 20 years . '

unnecessary
[From R . Olney , of Portage, N . Y .] [ From a second letter of E . French , Esq., of
MESSRS, WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I will Bridgeport , N . Y . - Dated March 9 , 1852.

now state somefac iu regard to your Thresher and Win MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & 00 . - I am not
nower. We first 11 d t to thresh oats , which were good able to do your Winnower the justice it deserves. I have .
and not very long straw . With 6 hands we threshed and used it since August and it has earned $ 500 without asking
cleaned fit for any market, 60 bushels per hour while run for work , while other machines have been begging for it . I
ning. This is not guess work as is frequently the case , have had a man running it who has an 8 Ilorse Machine of
butwe kept the time to the minutes, and much larger tig his own and good of its kind , but he could not get work with
ures might nave been made had weexerted ourselves. Our it. I have taken pains to exhibit the operation of yourma
Wheat was heavy growth and very long straw . Weaver chine , and have seen none but pronounce it the most perfect
aged 20 to 25 bushels an hour, using a pair ofmules and a in use . It has threshed 25 bushel per hour and is capable
span of very light horses alternately, butwith either team of threshing 200 bushels per day of good Wheat. Myalone and 5 hands I can thrseh 400 bushels good Oats a day Wheat was of the "Soles' variety . I sold it from the ma
and half that quantity of Wheat, and make it no harder chine for seed without any other cleaning . Oats it will
for team or hands than ordinary farm work . The machine clean better than any Fanningall I ever used .'

is admirably adapted to the farmer' s use ; can be worked
at so little expense and in bad weather when little else can

[ From E . T . Tiffany, of Dimock, Pa. ]be done. It is of the most simple and durable construc
tion , nothing liable to break or soon wearoutbutthat a com Messrs. WHEELER , MELICK & co . - I consid
anon farmer can repair . It cleans the grain well andwastes

er your combined Thresher & winnower one of the bestmaless than any other I ever examined . I write thusminute
chines ever introduced into Northern Pennsylvania . . I havely that you may understand the facts as they are , the fis
lised one of them through December and a part of January ;lires I have given being taken from our ordinary threshing
and did more business than any other 4 machines in thiswithoutany effort to hurry business.'
place . With a good team I can thresh 400 busseis of Oats
per day, and I think with an exchange I could thresh 500 or[From $. H . Olney, of Granger, N . Y . ) 600 , and with less waste and expense than any other ma

RS . WHEELER , IVELICK & CO . chine in existence. Could I get experienced workmen I
used your Patent Horse Power and Winnower while it ! would order one or two more . It would be the best invest

thresher about 3000 bushels of grain , and am happy to say mrent I could make. I can make better profit with one of
it has given the best satisfaction . With a light pair of your machines than can be obtained from any two farms in
horses and 6 handswehave threshed from 50 to 60 bushels Susquehanna Co. Your Thresher & W innower receives the
of Oats per hour , and about half as much Wheat. My or highest approbation of our farmers .'
dinary iny' s works of Oats is from 250 to 300 bushels and
5xD or IDU or Whasta I ean conndently recommend this [ From Samuel Tucker, North Evans, n . Y . )

PORTU
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MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & CO. - In reply W . A . NELSON ,to your request about the Thresher & Windower I am ready
to answer that it works well. Indeed its equalwasnever General Commission Merchant
seen in Erie Co. I have threshed 18 , 794 bushels of Wheat, 1 AND MANUFACTURER 'S AGENT,
Oats and Barley , besides 50 bushels Grass Seed . A numi
berof my neighbors wantmachines like mine ? No. 11 Locust St., between the Levee & Main st.,
We might add many more equally flattering testimo ST . LOUIS ,MO .

nials.
As in store an extensive stock ofmanPrice of Double Power with Thresher and Windower , $ 235 .

The superiority of WHEELER ' S PATENTRAILWAY Lufactured Goods for the SPRING TRADE . The at
CHAIN HORSE POWER , and OVERSHOT THRESHERtention ofmerchants is respectfully solicted to the adver
and SEPARATOR is universally acknowledged wherever tisements found below .

theyhave been tested . Thousands of them are in use, many
of which have threshed from 50 ,000 to 100 ,000 bushels of WINDOW GLASS DEPARTMENT2 , 700 boxe|WINDOW GLASS DEPARTMENT— 2, 700 boxes
grain , and are stiil in good condition They are beyond doubt window glass, best Pittsburgh brand , in superior order, on
the most durable and economical maechine in use . Their hand and for sale at factory prices, (adding transportation )
capacity has been tested by repeated trials as well at the by W . ANELSON ,
New York and Pennsylvania Fairs as on several private No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .
oceasions in competition with another machinemade in
this city which has been advertised to be far superior to ours WHEELING WINDOW GLASS - 1 ,600 boxes
and in every instance the result has been about one third 8x10 , 10x12 and 10s14 , of superior quality and in good order ,
and in some instances more in favor of our machines. In

for sale low by W . A . NELSON ,every case except one where we have submitted ourma
No. 11 Locust street, St . Louis.chine to a working test at Fairs it has taken the bighest 1

premiums, and in that excepted case the Committee deci
ded that our machine performed its work in 8 . min - PITTSBURGH GLASSWARE- HAVING THE
utes and its competitor in 11 3 -4 minutes ,being nearly one Agency of two glass factories, wehave on hand over5 ,000
third in faver of ours . packages of green and flintglassware , embracing erory va
Oe have also exhibited ours in competition with the same riety of bottles , als ; flasks , tuniblers, Jars , tinctures , salt

machine a the state Fairs of Ohio , Michigan and Pennsyl- mouths , sweetmeats , & c . , & c . , which we will sell in the
vania and at the Provincial Fair of Upper Canada , at all original packages at factory prices transportation added .)
of which wereceived the bighest premiums, viz : in Ohio W . A . N LSAN .
a Silver Medaland Diploma; in Michigan $ 20 ; in Pennsyl No. 11 Locust street, St.Louis .
Yania $ 10 , and in Canada a Diploma .
Wehave numeroussimilar testimonials from County So PAPER MILLS AGENCY - We have now in

cieties. where wehave always received the highest premi store and offer for sale atmill pricesumsawarded to Chain Powers.
10,000 reams rag and straw wrapping paper assorted sizes;Price of one Horse Power, Thresher , Separator and
1 ,600 printing, book and envelop paper;Belting. - - - $ 130

toa , hardware and ham paper;Two Horse Do
1f10 cap , let er and fancy colored paper.Besides the above wemanufacture and keep constantly

W . A . NELSON ,on hand among other articles, Clover Hullers, Straw and
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis.

Slaik Cutters , Portable Saw Mills (adapted to Horse Pow
ors ,) and Single Powers with Churn Geer attached . These

se St. Louis Salamander Fire Proof Safes1 ast are extensively used in large Dairies, and are so ar
ranged that the Power is used at pleasure for eitherthresh - Wehave in store a complete assortmentof the above safes ,

ing, churning, wood sawing, or other purposes . which have been tested by burning seven hours (in a large
All machines made and sold by us are warranted to furnace ) filed with books and papers, and $ 70 in bank

to give satisfaction or theymay be returned , after a reason notes, all of which were taken out in a state of good pres
able time for trial. ervation . Every size on hand and for sale at factory pri
Orders are solicited and will be promptly filled ces, by W . A . NELSON .

WHEE ER , MELICK & co . No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty & Pruyn Streət,
Near the Steamboat Landing, ) Albany, N . Y . Eastern Type Agency - We are now sup
March 1st, 1852. plied from the type foundry of Messrs. James Conner &

Sons, New York , with a general stock of Type and printing
The subscriber, having been appointed Agent for the materials , embracing Plain , News, Book and fancy Job

saie of the above excellentmachines in St. Louis, will für- Types , ca d fonts of ornamental Fourishes , Cuts , Quota
nish them to purchasers at manufacturer's prices (freight ions, Rnles , Dashes , Sliee Gallies , Proof Gallies , Quoins,
from Albany included ) and will give any desired information Furniture , Cases & c ., which we sell at foundry prices,
10 persons wishing to purchase . Address (transportation added .) . A . NELSON .

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor Valley Farmer . No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis .
N . W . corner 3d and Pine streets , St. Louis .

Printers ' Ink - 170 kegs nnd cans ofNews,
Book and fancy colored Inks manufactured in New York,
and for sale by W . A . NELSON .

No, 11 Locust stre: t, St. Louis.

FINTIMURIT

St. Louis manfacture, for sale by W . A . NELSON .
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis ,

400

- 150

which wew . A . NEL St. Louis.

Washboards— 50 doz. zinc Washboards of

Wooden Ware Depot— 2100 Doz. Painted
Stoves and Plows. Pails ;

The subscribers manufacture and keep always 300 pests painted Tubs 3 & 8 in nest;
1406 white pine do, 3 4 & 8 in nest;on , hand at their warehouse , No. 203 Main street, between 90 doz. a sorted sized churns;the Missouriand Virginia Hotels , a large assortment of the 306 cedar churns and buckets;most approved paterns of premium and coal cooking Stoves,
150 packages covered boxes and buckets;

Woodand coalparlor , box ,air -tight, balland coal stoves.
Also four sizes Phenix PLOW , a superior article; ten

190 bozes ciothes pins with heads;
150 doz . well buckets and tar cans ;

aizes Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie , to 60 half bushels , peck and half peck measures;cut from fourteen to twenty -four inches; Pittsburgh and 500 6zine washboards St. Louis manufacture;other plows; iron safes; bark , corn and cob mills , doubleand Also - Baskets , Cradles, Brooms, Wagons, & c . & c . for gala
single corn shellers; grates and castings of aildescriptions, 1| at the Lowest City Prices by W . A . NELSON ,
on hand and made to order, all which will be sold at the

ONei prices , KINGSLAND & ERGUSON . feb 03 . NO. 11 Locust street, St. Louis, Mo.
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DAUER SC, ST .LOUSE

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P . LADEW . THOS. F . PURCELL.

A . P . LADEW & CO ..

Type Founders, and Dealers in Paper ,
31 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment,where willbe
found every variety of TYPE , PAPER, INK , PRINTING PRESSES, RULE ,
BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.

A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE
of Matrices imported from Scotland , and they will continue these additions until they
have a complete series of NEW SCOTCH TYPE .

They keep always on hand a large supply of NEWSAND BOOK PRINTING
PAPÉR ; also, CAP , LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDSAND
CARD BOARDS; all of which will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed .
Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office , will

be furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper,
or the particular style and quantity of work to be executed. In addition to Type of
their own mauufacture , they also furnish Type from other Foundries. WOOD

TYPE a good assortment always on hand .
1 Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound.
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ATKIN ' S

Self Raking

At Nos . 212 & 214. Broadway and 187 and 19!
Fourth street

My facilities for selling goods, in large quanti
This machine was thoroughly tried last harvest. ' ties and consequently at cheap rates, are now con

ind received the warm approbation of every farmer pleted. Having enlarged my principle house 1

vho saw or exa uined it. either in or out of the har. mammoth size , embracing two spacious building

est field , without a single exception that I am aware four stories high , and extending over from Broit

f. It also recrived the fir -t premium of the Ohio, way to Fourth street, the same wel! filled wi!

Michigan , o 't Wisconsin Sate Agricultural Socie : gooils , andmanned with 35 competent clerks, th

ies, of the Buel Listitute in Illinois , of the Racine premises are almostconstantly thronged with ci

ind Kenosha County Agricultural Societies, in Wis. i tomers. This looks like prosperity But it i

1 :onsin , andthe gold medal of the Chicago Mechan - not ango Mechan i net an effect without a cauge. Sellins enormou

e 's Institute , as being the best improvement in agri I quantities of goods, I can afford t2, and do sell ;

ulturalmrbills. It has elimited the warmest ad . .

oiration whenever exhibitel, and injustly regarded
actual Bargains - far below the usualprice . Als

is the most important imisrovement in labor-saving 1
| endeavoring to do business on correct principle :

Sigriculturalmachinery thathas lately been invented . I has contributed to the almostunparalelled succes

It is notmore reunirkable for the beauty with which now crowning my efforts .
this compliciter rakingmyem ot is effected , than The following are some of my prices for good :

or the simplicity, certainty and strength with which Laws614 cents per yard ; Fast colored Ging

Wit operates.

hams 126. 0 ; Mousline d ' Laine 1250 ; Madie
The machine is notonly adapted to Grain but al. Prints6á to 10c ; Heavy Brow i Sheeting 716C

| 10 to Grass cuttinx, by alterations easily made. Brown Shirting 5€; Bleached do 6 % to 10c ; Íris! |

The short nace of an alvertisement will not per . | Linnen 250 ; other goods as cheap .
uit the insertion ofcertificates, & r .,but circulars con - Wishing still to increa e my business, great in .

aiding extra le notices with engravinys and fullde ducements will be offered to buy .rs.
cription of the parts, therir operation, & c ., will be MOTTO — " Do aswewould be done by."

ient prepaid to those dexiring them .
T . W . HOIT.

Themachine will be warrante 1 to be a good raker | DACT' s PORTABLE CIRCULATI

to lay the grain in buo lies for binding better than

an ordinarily be done by hani. Having been plan

1SAW -MILL AND HORSE POWER - Themost us:
ful and necessary machine in operations simple in cou

Ted mainly for reading, an' l having had little op - struction and easily kept in order , and cu be moved o
portunity to test it in grass. We do not like to warrant wagons as really as a threshing machine, and put in ope

1110 perform equally well in grass with one which is rarion at a smul expense. It will saw from one w in

Ilesigned chietly to mow .

thousand fest of lumber a day, with one team of six horse.

The price at Chicago, well packer for shipment, mill now in use . It is equally weil adapted to steain ,wate

as an average business, and in a better style than any othe

Il s $ 175 , of which $ 75 imutbe pilupon giving the , or borse pow r.r , ao i the balance inn te , hali payable after trial. The undersigned .agents for the patente ?,wouid annonno

int half by the lot of Dec . llest with interest.
to the publie that they are now prepared to furnish wills

with or withoutbre power, of superior quality and work

The orders first receivel, will hive precedence : anshi ), with the right to use the same, upon the inost fa
ut I must retain the right to supply them at my vorable terms,at their minufactury , No. 202 Second - st

!! ption, as if a number are ordered from one region . St. Louis, Mv. Wealso have the right for the manufae

Itwould be nuore expedient to supply them than scat- ture of

Tiered order at a distance , it bein , easier to send a

CHILD' S PATENT DOUBLE SAIT - ILLS .

rorkman to put them together and sei-them running

All orders airesse I to us will be protiy executed , and
day in : ormation in recani to mills cheerinly given .

Orders from Onio , Indiana and linois will have
Persons ordering mills will please mention the State an
a

he preference , and a machine will be sent immedi. Coants in which thcy to use them .

teis to Win . M . Plant & Co., and another to George
KINGS ANDS & FERGUSON . .

Churchill Esq ., Tror , Madison Co. Ill.
THRESHING MACHINES ANTIL

Chicago , Jan . 1953.
J. S . WRIGHT, 1 IORSE TOWERS. We are manufacturing a

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hayo formata Con & Robert Piton Tit' s cher and Cleaner

Mr. SIDNEYS ATHis authorized to receive sub . They thresh and clean the grain ready for market, are your

criptions for the Valley FARMER . and receipt for

durabie , easily kept in orler, sold at a very reasonabi

he sare.

price . 0 .dersleepectfully folicited .
VINCULINS & PIRGITXOX .

1
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE,
ESTABLISHED, 1845 , BY Wm . M . PLANT.

( Formerly Plant & Brother - Late Plant & Salisbury .)

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO . ,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines,Farm ,Garden, Flower & other Seeds,

NO . 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT,

Also , Cornerof Fourth and Green Strcets , St. Louis , Mo.

Wm. M . PLANT. S.!, Louis , Mo. MILES G .MOIES, Northampton , Mass

Plows and Ilarrowsof various descriptions, eight different patterns of Hay , Straw and Corn Stalk Cutter ,
SeedSowers, Post Augers, Shovels,Spades ,Hoes, Rakes, Manure Forks . Hay Knives, Corn Shellers ,
Ox Yker , and Bows, Iron dirt Scrapers, Axes , Wrenches, Grindstones, with franje and friction rolle rs ,
Scythes, Scythe Suaths, Stones and Rides ,Hay Forksand Rakes , Revolving horse Rakes , Grain Cradles

tais Mills, Corn Grinders, Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Wheelbarrows, Garden En .
gines, Chaio Puups, Churns, Cheese Presses Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Ring , Transplanting
Trowels, Wiercing Forks and Trowels ,Budding and Pruning Knives, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reels and
Lipei, & C ., & c .

FARM , GARDEN, AND OTHER SEEDS,
in suordless variety , all the growth of 1852 , for sale in quantities to suit, at the lowestmarket rales.

17Merr ? atts supplied with Seeds in papers , assorted, with printed directions for ultian,oCair !
Laws8t Garden Pricci

IMPROVED

SPIRAL AND

LET

STRAIGHT KNIR

Hay Cutters,

EIGHT PATTERNS,

from $ 4 to $ 30 .

GRAIN REAPING AND MOWING MACHINES.
Weshall have 125 of cinerent approved patterns. Those wishing to procure one for the coming barves

will do well to forward their orders early . Welaster ourselves, that with an eight years' experience in

tois market, we can furnish the Agriculturist with articles adapted to his wants. We shall, at all times.

maake it a point, to buy and offer for sale nothing but the very best articles in our line, and at the lower

possible prices. With a sincere desire to do justly , purchasers may feel confident that every article will

prove as repr serted , and at as low prices as any otherbog !e can . .. bine same. Orders re-pecifiy

mohcited aid promptly executed by

St. Louis, t asruary , 1853., WM. M . PLANT & Co.
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J , H . BURROW 'S

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,B
R
A
I
O

These Mills are composed ofFrench Burr
Blocks epclosed io cast iron cases, and do

notrequire a millwright to set them up . By

the steady application of Emery 's two horse

power, the 24 inch Mill run 240 revolutions

perminute, will grind 6 to 8 bushels per hour
of good meal and will grind wheat as well
as corn . The 30 inch mill, if put to its full

est speed ,will griod from 10 to 15 bushels

perbour, and are warranted .
PRICE - 20 inch stone with pully $ 135

with gear, . 125

24 inch stone with pull, -
wtth gear , . 150

30 inch stone with pulley
with gear, . 200

36 inch stone, with pulley, 226
with gear, 260

116

175

J . H .BURROWS
PATENT. 1842

LINE

1

EMERY & COMPANY' S

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

FIRST PREMUUM

CHANGEABLE RAILRAOD HORSE POWER

AND THRESHER
Wehave been agent forthe above jusly celebrated Machines nearly three years , and can safely say thai

they are the best now before the public. ' Without exception , they have given uniform satisfaction , not one

having been returned, notwithstanding, the warranty is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably
adapted for driving Threshing Machines, Circular & and Cross-cut Saws, Machine Shops, Elevators.
Ferry Boats , Pile" Driving, Pumping , Grinding Grain ,Churning Butter ,Cutting Hay and Cerr Stalks,

Shelling Corn , Grinding Apples, & c ., & c .THE TWO HORSE POWER THRESHER AND SEPARATOR is capable , with three or four inen ,

of threshing from 150 to 225 bushels of wheator rye, and double that quantity of oats per day .
We furnish , also , to order, of Emery 'smanufacture the Wheeler Rack and Pinion Power , and Emery's

Improved PatentWide Rack and Pinion powcr, with Epicycloydal Teeth . For further information , price

gr., see onr Descriptive Catalogue, which are furnished gratis to post paid applicants with a three cest l', 0 .

stampenclosed .N . B . MessrsWM. M . Plant & Co., of the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse are our authorized
Agent for the sale of ourmachines and implements, of whom they can be obtained atour home prices, hy

addingtransportation.
EMERY & CO.

AllOrders for bottle of the above machine should bo sont to Wm . M . PLANT, & CO ., St. Loum , M .
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This justly celebratedmachine has been steadily advancing in public favor, for its simplicity, dura.

bility, and efficiency - and it has settled the uesii oneyond a doubt that grass can be cut by Horse

Power: for, during the past season , Five Hundred of these Machines were sold , and universally ap

proved of by those who used them . Farmers were daily in the habit of cutting from ten to fifteen

acres per day, with ordinary driving. It leaves the grass evenly spread over the ground, requiring

no turning to cure properly . There is an actual saving, by the use of this Machine, over hand labor,

of $13 per day. They are so very compact that one of them can be easily carried in an ordinary

one-horso wagon , and so very simple that it requires no machinest to put it together, as there are but

twobolts, beside the pole bolts, to besecured , to have the machine ready for use , und which does not

requiro over ton minutog time. They weigh about 750 lbs., and can be worked by any boy who can

manage a toara
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GREAT WESTERN

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store.

ALFRED LEE . JOS . D . OUTLEY .

ALFRED LEE & Co.,
No. 4 North Miin , between Mrket and Chesnut streets, St. Louis, Mo. .

UTAVE on hand and are receiving a large and full assortment of AGRICULTURAL

N TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS ; GARDEN , GRASS, FLOWER AND OTHER ·

SEEDS. Our stock is entirely new . We have also a large collection of Agricultural and

HorticulturalBOOKS, comprising in part the works of Downing, Youatt , Saxton , Buist, and

other distinguished authors. Catalogues furnished free of charge to applicants .

THE HORSE RAKE, so well known in

many parts of the country, holds nearly the
samerelation to the common hand rake in

saving labor as the plow and cultivator bear

to the common hand hoe. The amount of

work it will perform with a single horse and

driver may be easily estimated by any one,

when it is stated that a strip of hay on the

ground, ten feet wide,may beraked up into

winrows as fast as the horse can walk ; that

is, if the horse travels three mlles an hour,

more than three acreswill beraked up in that

time, or at the rate of twenty - four acres per

day . The accompanying cut represents the

Premium Revolving Horse Rake, one of the
best finished pieces of work ever made in

the country. Prices from $ 7 .50 to $ 8 .50 .

For sale by ALFRED LEE & CO., No. 14 North Main street, St. Louis

In tructions for using Ketchum 's Mowing Machine.

Put the knife bar to its place , and be sure all the nuts are tight ; ,oil the Machine well, except the

knives; the brass boxes should be strictly looked to , and not be confined so much as to cause fric

tion - al- o , particular care should be observed to keep them well oiled ; guage the Machine by the

neck yoke strop , the front ofknife bar wanting to be a little higher than on a level ; in very heavy

or lodgeu yrass, attach the track clearer at the outer end of the rack bar; in starting, always give the

knives a m tio , before coming into the grass ; the drivershould always be on his seat,and drive with

a st a y b isk walk , IT and in no case turn to the left. To sharpen the knives,disconnect the pitman ,

anddaw the..) out through the main wheel ; in grinding them , be careful and keep the same bevel;

th : u ual quanlity to cut without sharpening is from five to ten acres.
WARRANTY . - If the above directions aro followed , we warrant the Machine, on lands free from

obstructions, to cutand p ead from tou to fifteen acres per day, (of anykind of grass , ) with one

spun of horses and driver , and do it as well as is done with asy theby the best of mowers.

# 153 A . LEE & CO .
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NEW YORK STATE held , premising that these tro are about an average of
over 100 similar letters, which we can show .

AgriculturalWorks. Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, Esq. Dated Ere
ALBANY M . Y . ter, Luzerne Co. , Pa., March 22, 1853 .

: BY WHEELER, MELICK & CO. Messrs. WHEELER , MELICK & Co.
Gentlemen : - I am happy to say your Thresher and Win

In presenting our annual Business Card to the nower far exceeds my expectations - It cannot be beat in
this section . I have threshed 43 bushels of wheat fa 60farming public , we take the occasi. D to express our minutes by the watch . It was good clean wheat and short

thanks to former custopers for an increased patron - straw , and was taken to market from the machine as fast

age, which has made a further extension of our man - as threshed ; and so it has been with most of the wheat I
ufacturing facilities necessary. Weare now making have threshed. All that is free from chess and cockle I can
for the trade of 1853, a much larger nuniber of all make fit formarket as it comes from themachine. I have

articles in our line than we bave in any previous threshed 90 busbels of oats in an hour. I thresh , on an
average, of Wheat, 25 to 30, and Oats 60 to 70 bushels per

year, and bave nade several improvements, which hour. I have threshed between 6 ,000 and 6 ,000 bushels in
will raise them still higher in the public estimation . all since I got themachine, which was not till the middle

WHEELER' S of December , and so late I feared the 4 horse powers and 6
horse cleaners bad got all the work done, but I soon hadPatent Railway Chain Horse Power. plplenty . The workmanship of the machine is the best I

These Powers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of ever saw . Yours, & c ., E . SWARTHOUT.
Farmes' , Planters' , and other Machinery , which admits of
being driven by Horse Power . They are made for either HRU
one or two horses, and their superiormerits , in point of du

Onondaga Co. , N . Y .rability , strength and ease of running, are fully established ;
while their compactness and simpl city , lightness , and Respected Gents : - Having tried your Winnower to our
greater length and width of Treading Floor and Stall, give satisfaction , we are glad to say we like it much . We first

them advantages over other Powers, which are highly ap - tried tohighly tried it on Soles Wheat, and it worked to a charm ; clean

preciated by those who have tried them . Several thou - led it aswas
sands of them are in vse , some of which (made 12 yearsing from 20 to 20 busbeis per hour. We then set up at

ago , ) bave threshed over 100 ,000 bushels , and though our at anotherthreshed UOF 100 . 000 nshela and thonch our at another barn for Oats , and threshed from 60 to 60 bush

present Powers are much improved over the old ones of thells per hour. Oals were good . It works to a charm In

wame kiud , yet the latter are still wood About 950 of the Barley ; threshes as fast as we can put it through the Ma

were sold by us and our agents, the past season , (a larger chine, but have not tried it per hour. It works well in

number than in any previous year ) thus provide their in - Buckwheat, when dry , and in Timothy. Your Machine is

creasing popularity . much liked in this place , both for threshing and saving
Grain . It takes the preference of the 8 Uorse Macbines .

WHEELER' S Yours, respectfully , W . C . NORTHRUP .

Patent Combined Windower & Thresher WIIEELER' S
This Machine is a new invention . It was got out two

years ago , after a long series of experiments resulting in a
machine which performsthe three operations of Threshing , This Machine is also our own invention , and has been in
Separating and Winnowing , with asmuch dispatch , and as uge 13 or 14 years, and Its many advantages are appreciated
few hands and horses a are required to thresh and separate by other Manufacturers , as well as the Farming Public .
only with other machi ies , an i although designed for so Driven by our Double Power it thrashes , and separates from
complicated work , it is yet & model of simplicity and com - the straw from 160 to 200 bushels of Wheat, or twice as
pactness . The entire running parts are driven by themain much Oats, per day. For the Single or One Horse Porrer,
belt, and one small band. Wehave no doubt It is themost we .nake a smaller Thresher and Separator, which threshes
perfectmachine in use for Threshing and winnowing from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat per day. The small &
Driven by two horses, they thresh and clean from 180 to 20chine is adapted to moderate sizeu farins, and as the Single
bushels of wheat, or twice that quantity of oats per day . - Power is suffleient for sawing wood , clurning, cutting
We give below letters from gentlemen , who have the ma- stalks, straw , & c . , and driving almost every kind of M
chines in use, showing the estimation in which they arel bine used by Farmijog, and is capable, by changing Hor .
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yes and elevating the Power , properly , of threshing much BARLOW 'S
faster than we state above, it is a very popular Machine in
Onesections. Patcat Wire Touth Horse Rakes.

Ourlowers and Threshers arebeyond loubt themos ! The unciersigned would call the atreution of the
durable and economicalurchins in use . Their capacity i
has been tested by repeatert trials , ay well atthe New York tariners of the West to this valuable inplerent.

au ? Pennsylvania Fairs as on severalprivate occasions in They are made of the best English Wire uud light
connection with anothor machine male in this city , which timber, so that they may be easily boudied . Price
has been advertised to be far superior u ours , anilind everyperior us ours , andevery of Rake, warranted ati faction , $ 14 . The
Instance the result hasbn bontone -telrd , and in some followin recommendations, founded upon actualef

instancey more , in favor of our purchines . In every case
periments, show very decidedly the superiority of theexcept one, where wehave submitt our machiaes to a !

Vorking test at Faits , they have taken the highest primai iWire Tooth Horse Rakes. E . ABBOIT.
ums, and in the exceptedcase the Comiuittee decided that At Valley Farmer office , Old Pastottice Building,
our machine perferniel tis work in eightminuts and its |Chestut street, betweea Third and Fourth .
competitor in 1 ! 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one-third in 1a Fairfar County , VR., May, 1850.vor of ours

Wehave also exhibited ours in competition with the same Dear Sir- - At your request, I take great pleasure
machine at the State Pairs in Ohio , Wichisan and Puu - in recommending to all farmers Barlow 's Patent

at the Provincial Hair in Upper Canada, Wire Toothed Horse Rakes. Thave used tbem more
at all of which we receivel the hiynest priiniumis, viz ; in especially for the purpose of Gleaning. I saved frorn
Ohio a Silver Aleal and Diploma ; in Michigan $ 20 ; in the harvest of '49 . with one of these Rakes, 60 bush

Pennsylvania $ 10 ; and in an ti a Diplomna .
Wehavenumerous similar testimonials froni Connt, So els of wheat in two days, by going over 40 acres of

cieties, where we have a 'ways received the highest premi tubble ,
oms watded to ( hain Powers . I tiad then deridedly the best inspleinent for gath
Woalso manulacirre and furnish to order erinr clover cut for seed , oneman and horse accom .
Single Horse Power and Churning Machine plising the work of six or eight men, and doing it
Lawrence' s Saw Mill ;

much better.
Wheeler' s Clover Hiller ;

Every farmer who studies economy should haveWheeler's Pied Cutter.
AU Machines nido and sold by 113 are warrintolt one oone or these Rakes . I would not be without one for

elve satisfaction , or they may be returned its a reasona . three times its cost.
die me for trial. Orders tresslicird, andwill bepropi Yours respectiully, S T . Stewart.
ly filled . WHEELER, MEDICK & CO . Fairfur Comty . May, 1950 .

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty ind Pruyn streets , near the Having used one oiMessrs. Barlow 's PaientRakes
eteam ' at landing. Albany, N . Y .

The subscriber is asent for the sille of the above for the last three years,we fully concur in wha.Mr.
Machines at St. Louis , Mo. , and will finil oriters prompt Stewart says concerning them . Last year we saved
ly at the Manufacturer' s price , vkling cost of ransporta 64 bushels of wheat by guing over 60 acres ofstubble
doa . EPIRUL ABBOTI, Ageur. one man and horse cau rake froin 15 to 20 acres per
At Valley Farmer Oilce,On Postoffice Buildings, Ches. I day. A , Height, Jacob Height, James P . Bartoir.

nint-st., between Thiro oud Fourth ,
Broome County , N . Y ., April 1851.

Dear Sir : -- I take pleasure in recommending to allImproved Stock of all Kinds. Lianus. farmers, Barlow 's Patent Wire Toothed Horse
The subscriber is prepared to furnish Fincy Stork Rakes.manutactured by Messrs Barlow of this couny

to his friends of the best and mostreliable kinds. All Having used one of these Rakes for several years, I
persons desirous of having the purest and best to find then decidedly the best implement for gathering
és reed from ,nay depend upon being faithfully served . bay, one man aud horse accomplishing the work ot'

Fancy Fowls. six or tight men , and doing itwell.

Red , Buff, whitr , Black , ant Dominique Shang . They are well adapted to raking upon rough and

hai, Cochin China , Chittagong, Black Spaniah ,Guil
Uileveil ground - ihe teeth ,he teeth ,by springing . yield to the

derland Dorkinys, Golden Pueasants, an 1 Bantams, unrvi surlace of the groun , and will take the har

Warranted pure blooded, Also, Eggs of all of the .clean fiom the hollows as well as wl. . . tho ground
Ssvolt .above varietirs.

Also, Durbam , Ayrshire, and Devon cattle. Me Every farnier should have one of your Rakes. I

rioo, Saxony , South Down and Bakewell Sheen . would not be without one upon any consideration

Irish , Grazier, Suffolk , Bytield , Berk -hire and China whatever. A rake will several tiines pay for itselt
Hogy. All orders attended to promnily, post paiit. the first season.

Address, Peter Melendy, Mt. Healthy, Hamilton
Yours respectfully. Joseph E . Welcon .

County , Onio . P . MELENDY. BroomeCounty , N . Y ., April, 1851.
The undersigned have used the Rakes referred to

above for some years, and consider them a most valu
able inplement for the farm . Oue mau and horse
can rake some 20 arres per day, and do it well. Al

ST. LOUIS ,MO., ter the hay hasbeen cocked up , or drawn off, you
E undersigned respectfully calls the attention of the ran also rake after the cocks or wiurows with theni.

1 planters and slippers of tobacco to the above House, /Wefully agree in whatMr. Welcon says concerning
and solleite consigniauts, assuring them that nothing on them and would cheerfully join in recommending
my part will be wanting to give entire uniistnction .

them to all farmers. Signed by
I have an open policy of insurance for the accommo

dation of shippers. All tobacco sent to the above llouse, John S . Wakeman , Joha Flunsbugh . Alvah Hol
can be envered by insurance, by stating i . on the bill of la com , LeviPratt,Herman R . Tyrrell, Barton Pram ,
Link Henry B . Olendorf, Oliver Griggs, Harry Martin ,
The regular annual premiums will be awarded at the Wm . Doollule , Marcus Blake:ly.

aduve House , on THURSDAY, 23. 1 of June, 1853, for the
four best hoshwheads tobacc ), crown in Missouri, DR. McKELLOPS.Yor the besthhd manufacturing loaf. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 60

16 second best hadmanufacturing leal. . . . . . . . . . . 30
a best had shipping leat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 SURGEON DENTIST
" second best and shipping lent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
The judges to be disinterested persons, selected by the

panters or their agents . WY. CARSON , Sup't. Toarna streel, (opposlle tho Vou Hoane

State Tobacco Warehouse.
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Scrofula and Cancer Cared byDr.Guysoit's improved

Extract of Yellew Dock and Sarsaparilla .

Rutledge, Granger county , Tenn., 1
April 27. 1852,

J. D . PARK , Esq ., Cincinnati, O . --Der Sir : It
givesmegreat salisiaction to add my testmony in fa

vor of Dr. Guysutt's Extract of Yellow Dork and

Sarsaparilla ,' to that of the womerous and highly re

spectable persons who have been benefitted by the
medicine .

&.. . DR. GUYSOTT'S My wiſe has been suffering for the spare of pearly
five years with Serofula and Conrer, which I thinkIMPROVED
found its origin in the derangements of the system
peculiar to her sis, whil. in die mean time she wasExtractof Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla under the care of the mostemine Voicians in this

se ction of the conuiry , without derising any malerial
Is now put up in the largest sized botiles, aid from their prescriptions.
Land is acknowledged to be the best SARSAPARILLA Upon the recommendation of Dr. Cockes, one of

made, as is certified by the wonderful cures per our physicians, who has stun themedicineused with

formed, the orginal copies of which are in the pos. happy eiltet, I obtained on your agents hero , Messrs .
Rice & McFarland , one bottle of Dr Guy sott's Ex

session of the proprietor. Remember, this is the tract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla , ' and asmy
only Trueand Original article . wife found relief from that buttle , I bought some six

The medicine when used according to directions, bottles, which she has titken wiib ihe most astonish
ing benefit ; for Ia:1 pl ased to say it hasentirely eur .

ed her, for she has entirely recoverd from her ill
ness , and the scrotula and cancer cured entirely well.

Accept ny gratitude. Respectfully

Scrofula or King's Evil, Cancers, Tumors, MICHAEL GOLDMAX.

Eruptions of the Skin , Erysipelas,
( d , Extract of a letter from an extensive merchant in

Chronic Sore Eyes, Ring Worm or
Plainfield , Livingston county , Michigan .

Tetters, Scald Head , Rheumatism ,
PLAINFIELD, Mich ., April 8 , 1852.

Pains in the Bones or Joints ,
MR. John D . PARK - Dear Sir: Dr. Guysott's

Old Sores or Ulcers, Swelling Yellow Dock and Sarsapurilla is performing some

of the Glands, Syphilis, astonishing cures in ibis place . A Mr S , B . Strick
land has just informed me that one of his children

. . Dyspepsia , Salt Rheum , has been cured of very severe case of scrofula by

.. Disease of Kidneys, the use of only one hoide. He had tried almost er .
erything that the doctors had prescribed , but of no

. : Loss of Appetite , avail,as the child continued growing worse. The

Diseases arising fron the use sores are now all healed up and the child apparently
well, which is justly ascribed to the use of the Yellow

of Mercury, Pain in the Side and Dock and Sarsaparilla . Yours truly ,

Shoulders,General Debility , Dropsy, signed ] R . A . BEAL.

· Linbago, Jaundice and Costiveness !!
Females Read the Following,

THE BEST FEMALE MEDICINEKNOWN.
NEWARK. N . J., Jan . 25.

Thepeculiarmaladies to which females are subject, MR. BENNETT: We take pleasure in stating that
commonly produce great bodily exhaustion , accom - your Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla gives great satis
panied by a depressed and often gloomy stale ofwind. facuon jo every case.

As the system declines in strength , ibere is a loss of
A very respectable gentleman informed me that bisnervous power, and this very naturally impairs the

I daughter was troobled with dithcultmenstruation andenergy of themind and disturbs the equinimity ofthe
other diseases peculiar to her sex. She had not hadiemper. Every candid woman who has suffered from
her regular menstrual di-charge for a long rime ; butfemale complaints will admit this to be the mournful

truth . Now , to odtain relief, it is only necessary to by the use of Dr. Guysott's Yellow Dock and Sarsa
parilla was radically cured . She used Towosend'sstop the tendency to depletion and debility. This is
and others without receiving the slightest depefit.done by renesing the fountain of health and strength ,

the BLOOD, and no medicine accomplishes this de He had one daughter die froas the same cause.
sirable result so speedily and complete as Dr. Guy . T . B . TRIPP & Co.

sotts's Improved Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsa Price , $ 1 per bottle -- six bottles for $ 5 ,
parilla.' '

Sold by H . BLAKESLEY,south -west corner
Ladies of pale complexion aud consumptivehabits ,

of Third and Chesnut streets , St. Louis, Genand such as are debilitated by those obstructions .
which females are liable 10 , are restored, by the use Also Agent for Missouri, Mlinois and Iowa.

of a bottle or two, co bloou aad to vigor. Aral for sale by dealers generally .

" parentl
y

to the use
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its circulation .

MISTAKE IN Paging. - -By a miscalcula

ticn 16 pages in a part of this edition were

paged wrong. Page 205 10 220 is carried

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. forward to 214 to 229. The matter is put
Office , corner Fourth and Chesnutstreets , | down in the table of contents as it should

ST. LOUIS , MO.
have been .

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor.
A Few More.

Editor ' s office and Printing office , in Old Postoffice Build

ing , north side of Chesnut street, between Third and Fourth Wehave printed this month a large num .
streets , entrance on Old Postofce Alley.

ber of copies in addition to our usual issue.
TERMS. This is done to supply the hundreds ofnew

THE VALLEY FARMER Is published on the first of each

month , ach number containing 48 large octavo pages (in

eluding 12 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of
interest to farmers ,) and is offered at the following rates our propositori the way number to sendour proposition in the May number to send

the paper for seven months— from June toFour copies, $ 3 ; seven copies, 85 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 .

Payments , in all cases, must be made in advance . December — for one half the yearly rates.
Remittances in gold coins, current bink nutes , or postage

stamps,may be made by mailitorrisk . Wemade this proposition for the purpose
AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the

op ! of getting the paper for a season into thecountry are authorized to act as Agents, and every friend of

The enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in extending

ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the would become permanent patrons if they
.IDVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmerat

she following rates : - On : insertion of 12 liaes , $ 1 ; eacho 12 lues, St; each could be induced to read a few numbers.
iulitina Insen , 50 cents : 12 lines one year 3 ; fach

Llitional12 ILonevai , $ 4 ; one part', one insertion ,

$ 7 , each additionalinseriton , $ 5 ; one page , yearly , $ 50 ;

cirus of six line or less , one year , $ 4 .

edition is not exhausted, and we repeat it
therefore, and hope our friends will not

Deiay .
cease their efforts until all are taken up .

Owing to the fact that we were called Weshall contiuue to printourpresent num

suddenly from home to attend upon the ber the rest of the year, and we war
sick bed of an aged parent, we are a little scribers for every paper we print. Show

behind in the issue of this number ; but your neighnber ; but your neighbor this number,which we veri
we think its contents will make amends for iv believe is w

make amenas for ly believe is worth to any farmer who will
all delays. Hereafter our readers may ex. practice upon its suggestions, the six

pect to receive their papers very soon after month ' s subscription .

the first of the month . The FAMILY CIRCLE in this number is

unusually interesting , and ought of itself to
Correction . -- Mr. Hardeman ' s namo on commend the VALLEY FARMER to every

page 190, is printed Handleman -- a care man who has a family and a heart to love
less blunder.

it or desire its welfare and happiness.

al
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The Fewe. detail from the first thatwas built, and

Themodel and description of Col.Ken - which I now have in good preservation , 80
net's movable fence published in the April rods long, and which has been removed

No. of the Valley Farmer appear to have some yeors, as often as ten or a dozen

excited considerable attention and has call. I times, to inclose ditlerent sections of clo

ed out the following letter from another ver, then oats , corn and winter peas, or

correspondent -- the invenior. We never pounds :or small stock , in feeding during

understood or intended to represent that the winter months

Col. Hemnei clained the fence as his in . There are severalmiles of this fence

vention , butwe acknowledgedour indebt now in use in this country , as a perma

edness io him for the model, and for our nent outside enclosure ,which gives gener

information concerning it i al satisfaction o its builders . Among those

In conversation with a practical man who have so built, in this county, Imay re

about it a few davs ago , he suurested that fer to my friend John S . Deaderick ,who is

it might be constructed without the staples brother - in - law to Col. Kennet, Col. John

and hooks, by cutting a groove across the N . Lewis, George Fackler and Paris V .

sill and letting the lower end of the upright: Walker; each of whom have constructed

drop into it. The idea is worthy of exam . considerable amounts of this fence. It is

ination by those who propose trying it. known in various parts of this State , also

We think it a good one. in Virginia , Tennessee, Mississippi and

Louisiana , and , I think , in Texas. For

To the Editor of the Valley Fariner. : myself I could not get along without it. I

Sir : - My attention was lately called by deposited some years since a description

a friend , to a notice of a new portable and drawing in the PatentOffice at Ilash

fence ' published in your April No. Though ington ,merely to prevent its being seized

a constant reader of your journal , I had upon and patented by ano!her person ;

overlooked the article, above referred to , never designug to claim any exclusive

untiirry friend who is well acquainted with right in it myself. Finally , it is my inten .

my fence, directed my attention to it. The tion to present a fine model with some im

commendation which you give to this fence provements, notnoticed by my friend Col.

induces me to give you its brief history . k . to the State Agricultural Society for a

About ei hi years ago having just com - premium , in competition with such others

menced raising hogs for market, I felt the asmay be brought forward , ofwhich I hope

want of a movable tence to save trouble in there may be many; for I want the best.

feeding . And never having seen a hurdle And if there be any superior to mine, let.

of any kind , nor a description of che, at us have it. Very respectfully ,

thaiume. Idevisedthe one sentyou by my ! DLEMAN .

friend,Col. Kennet. Beingmuch pleasetti

wil it invseli, after some vears trial, on ARRuw Rock , May 20 , 1853.

31 Dec 1347 , 1 seni a description to the N . B . In your engraving you do not ex

American Agriculturist, at New Jork , hibit a niddle balten , made of the same

ich was incorrectly printed in the stuflas the rails, I have always used it.

March No. of 1817. Against which I pro- and find it necessary to give additional

tested in a private letter, which did not re - strength to the long pannels , 16 1 - 2 feet or

ceive any aitention from thecitor. Never one rod ,which I used in my hurdle . But

theless,his correspondent, Reviewer,' vert for permanent fences, I would use abou :

properly prounounced against it , as pub- 14 feet pannels, with the middle baiten to

isbed . By the aid ofCol hennet it now divide into seven feet space between seats .

finds a correctpublication , in its main fea . In exposed situations, wherenuch wind is

tures which have never undergone any found ,make the sills seven feet long. They

c! : . , though lifiering in proportion , and | They may be of split stuil, and just such
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material as is commonly used for plank little industry in increasing the number of

fences: No hewing is necessary; only spot individual subscribers may be ample ; pub

them by scalping where the braces and up - lic sentimentnow favors the enterprise; and

rights rest. The inequalities will soon bury we shall be much mistaken if its results

them selves into the ground and make the are not very important.

fence more firm . I makemybinding pins
one and a half inchesby a foot, of the tough . Conslilution of the New York State As.

est white oak timber; as upon them he whole ricultural Society.

security of the fence depends. So long ! The style of this Society shall be " The New

as these pins hold , the wind cannot over
York State Agricultural Society .' Its objects

shall be to improve the condition of Agricul
set it. Let one pio give way, and one pannel ture, Horticuliure, and the Household arts .

start, then over goes the whole line, as Sec. 1. The Society shall consist of such

drawn over in succession by the falling citizens of the State as shall signify in wri
pannels. To form the hook or knee that ting their wish to becomemembers, and shall

ī pay on subscribing not less than one dollar ,
fastensdown upon the staples and sills, Iens down upon me staples and stils, and annually thereafter one dollar, and Jaiso

use strap iron 1 1 - 2x1- 4 inch , cut in of Honorary and Corresponding members.

lengths of four inches, one end has a claw The Presidents of County Agricultural So

turned only half an inch ions , the other is / cieties, or a delegate from each , shall ex -oft

cio bemembers of this Society .
first spread a little by a few blows from the 1 "srom me ! The paymentof fifty dollars or more shall

hammer, and punched for three nails, two constitute a member for life, and shallexempt

at the upper or spread end, and one half the donor from annualcontributions.
way down the length . The spreading and ! SEC . 2 . The officers of the Society shall

consist of a President, eight Vice Presidents ,
punching is all done at (ne heat, the hookook one to belocated in eachJudicialdistrict: a Re
is turned at another, while the pieces are cording Secretary , a Corresponding Secretary ,

cutoff cold . J . II. a Treasurer , an Executive Committee , to con

sistof the officers above named and five ad

ditionalmembers of the Executive Committee ,

State Agricultural Society. and these five shall consist of the five Ex

Wehave received a note from Hon . M . M .
Presidents whose term of office his list 'ex

pired , of whom three shall constitute a quo
Marmaduke requesting us to publish such rule and itGeneralCommittee, themembers

extracts from the Constitution and By-Laws of which shall be located in the several coun

of the best regulated State Agricultural ties, and be equal to therepresentations in the

Societies as wemay have on hand, as will
1 . Rouse of Assembly .

" Sec. 3 . The Recording Secretary shail
aid the gentlemen who are organizi: g our kee , theminntes of the Society. The Cor

State Society to prosecute their labors, ' We responding Secretary shall carry on the cor

give accordingly the constitution of the respondence with other Societies, with indi

New York State Agricultural Society , one
viduals and with the general committee, in

the furtherance of the objects of the society.
of the oldest and most successful State So. The 'Treasurer shall keep the funds of the

cieties in the land, and which has served | Society and disburse them on the order of the
· as a model for most of the Societies now President or a vice President, countsrsigned

existing.
by theRecording Secretary , and shall make a

We shall do all we can to promote the annual meeting in January.
report of the receipts and expenditures at the

object contemplated in this movement. The Executive Committee shall take chargo

llaving for years urged it upon the people of and distribute or preserve all seeds,plants,

and Legislators of the State ,we feel great
and Larriskators of she State we feel' s books, models , & c ., which may be transmit

te to the Society, and shall hare also the
interest in its success, and whatever influ - lchara

ence the Valley Farmer may have among calculated for publication , and so far as the
the people will be freely given to it. The may deem expedient, shall collect , arran ro

names of the gentlemen named in the act and publish the same in such manner :

form as they shall deem best calculated to
ofincorporation are among the best in thebest in the promote the objects of the said Society ,
State ; its resources are liberal, and by a The General Committee are charged with
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the interiets of the Society in the counties in be of the first order, and not a wbit behind
which they shall respectfully reside, and will any of the many splendid boats which now

constituto a medium of communication be
tween the Executive Committee and the re- ply on the upper Mississippi.

moto mumbors of the Society. 1 Pr. Merry, formerly a citizen of St.
Sc. t. There shall be in annual meeting Louis , is also improving a valuable farm

of the Society on the third Wednesd: y of Jian : Ladioiuins Carl. Morehsuse , wbile Capt.

uary, in the city of Albiny, ilt which time all

the vilivers sball be elected by a plurality of# Berrie of the Golden Era has another fine

votes andby ballot, with the exception ofthe place a short distance above. The coun

Generil Voininittee for the counties , which try along the banks of the river from the

may be appointed by the Executive Coinnittee lower rapids to some distance above the

who have power to fill inv vacancies which 1 ..

may occur in the offices of the Society du
" upper rapids is delightful, rivaling , and in

ring the year. Extra meetings muy be con - some places excelling that of the famous

vokedby the Executive coinmittee. Fifteen fludson and Mohawk

members shall be a quorum for the transac
sac- On our way up we looked sharp for two

tion of business.
Sec. 5 . The Society shall hold an Annul scenes represented in the illustrations in

Cuttle Show and Fixir at such time and place Hisper 's Magazine and the Illustrated

als shall be designited by the Executive Com - News, - - the two story castle forming the

ttee . fortifications on Rock Island , and the tal}
Ssc . 6 . This Constitution may be amended

by a voto of two-thirds of the members atten
masis of the shipping in the harbor of

ding any annualmeeting. Nauvoo. Wecouldn 't find either. Strange,

wasn 't is ?

At Home. Wehave just returned from The Mississippi is to be bridged at sev
a hasty journey above the upper rapids of eral points above , so they tell us ; and our

the Mississippi, and though our errand was opinion is if the water does not effectmore

a sorrowful one, and one which precluded in carrying away these structures than the

and unfitted us for much intercourse with wind expended so far has in erecting them ,

the farmers, we saw enough to convince us they will be likely to stand some time

that they are wide awake, and fast catch- when built.
ing the spirit of progress. ( reat improve. Mereturned home on the steamer Ben

ments have been made in the two years Campbell which we found to be a very

which have elapsed since we visited thatre - comfortable and well managed boat, and

gion and greater still are in store for the which put us through ' in double quick

yearsto come. time.

We were carried speedily to our destin

ation by Capt. Morehouse on his comförta Our Proposition

ble boat - the Debuque, which we should In the last number of ourpaper to give

take great pleasure in commending to the seven numbers ofthe Fariner from June to

patronage oi travelers were it not thathe December at half the yearly price, has.

has since sold it and her new owners have been themeans of adding severalhundred

taken it out of the trade. Wedo notknow names to our subsc . iption book ; but we

whether Capt. Morehouse intends to give look for , and have made calculations up

up steamboating, and retire (as we should on receiving a greatmany more. A few of

do jf we were in his place ) to that beautiour friends have exerted themselves, and.

ful farm of his on the banks of the river , as a cousequence have sent in handsome

about half way between Muscatino and lists ; butmany, very many, have done

Davenport, or to bring out a new boat and nothing . Wedo not beg for patronage.

follow up the trade. If the fornier we wish Wedo not ask any man to aid us unless

him all the joy and success which can at- he thinks by so doinghe will be aiding the

tend a man under such circumstances ; glorious cause of agricultural improvement.

and if the latter, we will predict in advance Butwe do ask such for the honor of the

that his boat and all its appointments will great valley in the centre of which we are
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located, that they will put a shoulder to the after one of these large threshers ? Per

wheel and help along the enterprise. We haps not. But at the same time you are

have never had a doubt of the success of well aware that as those eight or ten horses

the VALLEY FARMER . From its first move round , the above operations ,must be

publication to the present issue it has been on the move also , which altogether makes

steadily growing in favor and patronage. quite a crowd, and an expensive one too,

It has secured numerous friends all over which every farmer who uses them will

the country; butwe wantmore . Wewant find out. They are expensive when every

every farmer in this great Valley who can thing goes right, which is seldom the case

read , or who has a wife , son or daughter , for a long time together. But woe to the

who can read, to become a subscriber to poor small farmer if a shower or an aci.

the Valley Farmer; and we will assure our der.t interferes with his operations. Time

friends that in proportion to the patronage goes on , eight horses and as many hands

extended shall be the efforts made to make mustbe ted , and wages must count too , for

the paper useful and interesting. Give us it would not answer to send the hands

iwenty thousand subscribers and we will home for a two or three hour's hindrance.

give you a paper thatwill castinto the shade It was no joke to getthem all together, and

many of the papers now published , which now they have comethey mustbe keptno

boast of twice that number of subscribers. matter what the expense.' The Editor of

While upon this subject we will say that the Pruirie Farmer says: A horse power

if any of our friends who have ordered pa. ofWheeler's patentwas in operaiion at

pers fail to receive them , or the back num - Whitewater, sawing wood for the railroad ,

bers (when ordered ) if they will notify us Two horses did the work ; the machine te.

of the fact we will remail them . Papers ing elevated notmore than twelve or four .

sometimes get lost in the mail, and some teen inches; so that the animals performed

times may be directed wrong, but in either with the greatest ease. The saw walked

case let us know and we will make good through ihe wood atno small rate ; four per

the loss. sous - two of the boys - beingkept heavi.

ily at work to feed it. At another place I
Wheeler's Threshing Kachines . saw a single horse on one of thesemachines

Weare now receiving numerous orders doing he same work , with less rapidity of

for these truly valuable machines, and also course, but with no loss of time on account

constantly receiving letters from these who of insuflicient power.'

have used them one, two, and three vears.

These letters all speak the same thing . .
FOWLERS & Wells PUBLICATIONS.- - lle

• Your Thresher is just as complete a na invite the attention ofour readers to thead

chine as can be,' •We don 't want any vertisements of Messrs. Fowlers & Wells

better,' and we can say that in every neigh in our advertising Department. We have

borhood where we have sold then in previ--
been a diligent reader of these publications

ous seasons, ourmachines are preferred 10 .
for a long time, and although not a convert

any other in use. to any of their theories , yet wehave always

Thesemachines are far preferable to an esteerned them as highly interesting and

ofthe large sweep power3,because they re

quire less force, are legs liable to get ou: 01 07 This number ofthe Valley Farmee

repair, do their work better, and are noth - contains twelve payesmore of readingmat.

ing like as clumsy and hard to move asthe ter tha't usual. While our friends preus

oiher kinds. A writer in the Prairie l'ar us as they do now with advertisements we

iner sumsup his objection to the large pow . shall be compelled to occasionally irencia

ers thus: flittle upon our reading matter, and conse

•Did you ever pitch sheaves, cut bands, Iquently we shail now and then give our

- rake away , feed , maasure, or stack straw . (readers an extra number of pages.
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COWS.

1 Fable .
many years to come all kinds of stock of

I the cow kind willbe scarce andhigh . But

Once on a time, so the table geos , a far- this , savs the farmer, will be good for us.

mer was so fortunate as to possess a goose Not too fast, friend ; for if you have sold off

who laid every day a golden egg . Not all your cows this spring, where are your

gold color merely but all solid gold . Now animals to come from which you expect to

one would think that the possession of suchhe possession oi such sell hereafter? Oh, we will go into the

a rare bird would have been a treasure suf back counties and buy more . We got

ficiently valuable to satisfy the cravings of twenty.aristy the cravings of twenty-five dollars a piece for our cows

the most avaricious disposition , and that and we can go and buy others for ten or

the acquisition of a lump of gold of the size welve. Perhaps you may, but we doubt

of a goose's egg daily , to the farmers . pile ' it . Fou will find in

must have made him the most contented ibeen there before you , and instead of buy .

man in the world , if wealth could bring ino ang ing at the rates which obtained four or
contentment. And as it did for a while .** | five years ago, you will find it difficult to

He saw his possessions extending and inn get good cows at any price . The farmer

proving, and as he daily counted over hisis who has an animal thatneither works nor

gains, he saw in the not far distant'fuiure Threads should dispose ofmure breeds should dispose of him as soon as

the time when he should rank among thek among the practicable, if he has attained his growth ,
millionairs' of the land . But ere long a but it is a different case with the mothers of

change came over him . He wanted a large his herd .anted a large his herd , and we sincerely believe that

sum all at once. Whether he wanted to many a farmer in this state and Illinois and
buymore land , or to build a fine house , or to lowå will rue the day they sold off their

shave some of his poorer neighbor 's notes, cows.

we cannot say - in fact history is rather This condition of things will also affect

obscure on the point. But at all events , he the supply of butter and cheese; though

wanted his money all in a pile ,and atonce, Inoonce, notto so great an extent as it will the sup
and so he killed the zoose to get allthe egos ply of beeves, from the fact that most of the

immediately . The result was he got no farmers who have sold their cows, are of

more eggs,but learned the lesson that the thereed the lesson that the that class who think the manufacture of

way to get golden egos is to wait for the butter and cheese too small business for

goose to lay them . Bought wit,' says the i them , and requiring too much hard work

proverb , 'is the best, if you do not buy it to make it profitable. We suppose we

too dear .' shall have to look to Ohio and New York

We do not say that those farmers who for some time to come for our principal

are selling off all their best breeding cowsMS supplies of these articles.
to the Californians; saving only a few mis

erable refuse cattle to replenish their stock Daire HUSBANDRY, says.Dr. Lee, has a

with , are killing the goose that lays the deeper philosphy than many suppose; nor .

golden eggs, but to us it looks mightily like can it be comprehended without consider

it. Wehave no statist cs by which to form able close thinking and study. Let the

anything like a just estimate of thenumber pastures and meadows of a dairyman rep

of such catile taken from Missouri, during resent a thousand tons of grass per annum ,

the past four months, butwe presume the exclusive of the water which the forage

aggregate is far greater than what is gener- may contain . This forage is to be fed to

ally supposed . Our own opinion is that cows for the most economical production

there is notnow in the Statemore than one of milk , butter and cheese. Would it not

third as manymilk cowsas there were five be cheaper in the long run for him to pay

years ago , . And what is more, in many in - $ 50 a head for first rate milkers than to take

stances the best animals have been driven poor ones as a free gift ? Webelieve that

away . The consequence will be that for poor cows do not pay the cost of their
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keeping, or the value of their food twelve ('orrespondence of the lilies Farur.
months in that length of time; therefore the

Macous , Ils., May 21, 1833 .
more of such animals there is in a county Dear Sir :-- You see from whence I datemy

or State the poorer it is in agricultural letter that I have changedmy residence from

worth and income. A mean animal is a Randolph . Myobject is to have a good chance

tas upon the owner and the community , to educate my children , and here is il fine
and should be so regarded by all. As the place for schools. Where I lived we had no

natural resources of the soil become ex. schools and scarcely any preaching - here we

hausted , farmers can less afford to keep have both , and good society, and a fine, heal.

inferior animals of any kind ; for the first thy and beautiful country . Macomb is a beau

cost of grain , hay , grass, and straw , in - thiful village, built in a prairie, but the lots

creaseswith the increase ofmanure needed are large and nearly all set out with fruit and

to produce good crops. . shade trees, and it presents the appearance of

a town in the woods.

A QUESTION. - -How much pork will a 1 According to your request I have been out

bushel of corn make ? James Al . Arnett, amongmy neighbors and presented the claims

in the Gennesse Farmer says thathe thinkshathints of your paper and exortions to their consider

it takes about five pounds of corn to pro . ation ; and tell your good lady thather depart
duce one of prok , and that it would be good ment has always made a strong point in ob

economy to give a hog all it would eat. At taining subscribers. I hope her health will

this rate when corn is worth 25 cents a be such as to enable her to go on in her good

bushel, it will cost a trifle over two cenis work. It is a jewel in the mine ofthe Farmer .

1a pound to raise pork. Or taking the ex This is a good country , and but thinly set

| tled in places. Land is cheap and offers greatpense of feeding into account it is better for

farmers to feed their corn to hog ; and sell1 linducements ro new comers. Taeie has been
them at two dollars and a half a hundred 'considerable moving here the last full and

than to sell their corn at 25 cents a bushel. ') ?T spring, and new farms are rising up in these
on beautiful prairies.We should like to have some of our cor

respondents give their views on the ques. Respectfully yours,

J . C . RIDISVILLE ,
tion .

- -- - - -- -- -- -

The Potato Disease.Tobacco — The reason why.-- A friend

The Legislature of Massachusetts in thein Pike county , sending us the names of

voar 1351, offered a prize of $ 10 ,000 to any
two subscribers , savs,' I have tried my best

lone who should satisfy the Governor ind
to get more; but somemen who chew to

Council that, by a test of at least five succes
bacco enough to pay for a copy argue that

sive reurs, he had discovered a sure remedy
they know more than any book , or are too

for the potato rot .- - Sereral communicationspoor to take a paper, and when I tell them
have been received on the subject, which are

that I take three , they don 't see how I can ! "
published by the authority of the legislature,

afford it, but I tell them it is because I don 't
of which the following is a summary by llon .chew tobacco .'

d. Walker, Sec . of State :

Although these communications may not
How To GET THEM . - A friend and pat. furnisin any perfect cure forthe potato disease

ron in Randolph Co., III.,writes: Let those yet they agree in so many important points ,

who wish to get subscribers to the Farmer :and offer so many valuable hints , relating to
mer the nature, cultivation , preservation , and imand have days' works from their neighbors, provement of the potato that they cannot fail

propose to have the Farmer sent on as to be of a great publie utility. The siiniiari

part pay, and they will do it in nine cases ty of views expressed his themost intelligent

, and experienced writers , reiting to the naout of ten . I have tried it and succeeded ang Copy
ture , cultivation , disease and care of the poin every case ,

ltato is truly reiparkalle, and we think aus.
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picio' s , Hong the principal points , rela - sudden changes ofweather, warm rains, & c .

ting to which there is a general concurrence , Rarasjes of busects , l'ungi, & c . -- The best

are the following: of writing consider the rates of insects its

Soundness and l'itality of Scarle - Renew - atmost but a predisposing cause, rendering

ing the seed from the bill of healthy vigorous the putito plant more liable to disea - e hy en

plants every few years, eren resortin to the feebling the plant. By many writers insects

native plac in South Americir, and taking the tre considered as remotely affecting the pota

see fron the wild potato , is considered im - to ; by others as having no efect at all. The

portant. When potatoes are to be raised fungus on the potatoes is not the causeof the

from the tuber, sound , healthy, whole potit- rot. It finds the potato previously disea

toes are recommendedas healthy for planting. ' sed , a fit subject for its operation .

inything which impairs the vitality of the The reperal conclusion to which the fiets

seed increases the liability to disease. presented in these various communications

Quality or Qualily of Soil. -- Idry light, seem to lead us, are.

loose, warın soil, is considered necessary to 1. That the disease has a striking resem
the soundness and healthfulness of the veget : blunce to the cholera , and probably exists in

able : s well as to its richness and flavor, the the atmosphere,

latter depending qnite as inuch on the quality 2 . That it is doubtful whether any specific

of soil as on the viriety of seed . A wet, i cure has been , or ever will be, discovered ;
leary, compact soil directly promotes the dis - but

order . Far upon the side of a mountain or 3 . As in cholera , certain prerentatives are
hill is a favorable location for the growth of well ascertained , by the application of which ,

the potato ; and new land contains more of the liabilities to disease may be greatly lessen

the qualities requisite for its nourishmentand 1 . That by obtaining the sound est seed , by

healih than old ur worn out soils. planting in the most favorable soils, and by

Iluence of Atmosphere. - Potatoes should using the most suitable manures, wemay have

ho as little exposed to the air as conveniently a good degree of confidence in the successful

may be. Their natural place is underground . cultivation of this useful vegetable.

Bv a little exposure they become poisoned 1 3 . Thatwe may expect, that like the chol
and turn green . Some recommined deposi - l era , the potato rot will become less and less

ting them for winter in holes under ground formidable from year to year , and eventully

in it dry soil; or ifkept in a cellar to preserve subside into a mild and managerile epidem .

them dry, in small quantities, in sand : and to i ic , if that term may be used in such a con

keep them cool. Keeping large quantities in nection .

a body in the cellar is ily some supposed to

promote heatand putrefiction. Planting in Cooper Co. AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
the full is reconended by some , as potatoes |We learn from Boonville that the Cooper

left in the field over winter are observed to
come forward carlier in the spring , to grow Co. Ag. Society has been merged in the

more vigorously , to get ripe earlier and be- State Society , but that the State Society has

fore thelighting rains in August, and to be not yet been fully organized .
more sound and healthy .

| The State Society will meet for organi
dianures, - all antri-putrescents , such as

limewood ashes, pulverizod charcoal, plaster , zation on the 22nd inst.

sait , nitrogen , & c . , are believed to contribute

directly to the health of the potato , as wellas i Wire Tooth Horse Rakes,

to add tu its richness and tlavor, and of course Wehave received a few of these valua.

to prercat putrefaction and clisease. Of oth
er innures , well. rotted compost is preferred. ble Horse Rakes, to which we invite the

Stablemanure is too strong and heating, and attention of the farmers who cut hay. Its

produce ill-flavored , unhealthy potatoes, and superiority ovei all oiher horse rakes will

is decidedly condenined , |appearmanifest to any onewho will exam
Disease , Contagion , Old Age and Death ,

iline jt.
Theso izre common to regetables as well as to

animale . Allare liable to discase, somemore

some less,according to circumstices, predis
1 Illinois State Ag. Society,vosing causes, and preventive means. . Soune !

vegetable diseases are beiiernid to be contar ceting of the Illinois Siate Agricultu

Tous. - - The presentdiseaseis iboughtbymany ral Society , was held at Springfield on the

to be of that case. One field of potatoes is 25th ult., atwhich it wasdetermined to hold

iable to take the disorder from another field .
iſthe first Stare l'air atthat place on the 11th ,

Potatoes are predisposed to disease, by bad
cultiration , old age, bad soil, bad ininures , / 12th , 13th and 14th days of October next.
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BAVETI S . ST LOUIS.

Read's Reaping an: howing Machine Will submerging destroy the Osage Or

These are two -horse side draftmachines , ange ? -- Mr. H . Kingsbury, of Howard

and have won for themselves an enviable County , writes :

reputation both as grass and grain cuiters ; As I am engaged in hedging aboutmy

very simple in construction , and in the farm I never fail reading all I can get on

manner of adjusting the heighth , which that subject. I have set out one and three

can be regulated in a moment's time from quarter miles this and last spring,mostly

one and a half to fifteen inches, thereby outside or line strings. I am a little afraid

enabling the operator to bolt on a platform to use it for cross fencing until I know

and attach a reel, for the purpose of cutting whether it will sprout up and spread like

all kinds of grain which is raked off into the Locust or Cherry. I see most writers

suitable bundles for binding by a person say it will not spread . In many parts of

riding upon the platform . Width of swath our country I find our farmers are rapidly

about five and a half feet, and will cutfrom going into live fencemaking. I would like

10 to 15 acres per day. Cutter sickle edge, to know if it would stand three or four

sharpened by filing . weeks innundation after it has matured

Directions for using.- -Be careful to sufficiently to answer the purposes of an

keep all the nuts tiht. and the machine artificial fence. I am fencing on the Mis

well oled, except the knives. In starting souri river bottom , (or rather hedging ) and

always give the knives a motion before fear should we have a forty -four rise , the

coming into the grass or grain --and in no water will kill it on all low lands. Please
case turn to the left. Be sure in grinding ask for communications on this subject. I

or filing the knives, to keep the same bevil. would like to know if it has been tested and

These machines are sold with the fol. I have no doubtmany readers of your val

lowing guarantee, provided that the land is uable paper would like to have information

free froin obstructions : That they will on this subject.

cut and spread from 8 to 15 acres of grass

per day, with one pair ofhorses and driver , For the Valley Farmer.

and do it better than is commonly done by TAKE CARE OF Your Paints. -- After

the i est of mowers with a scythe. Price , having painted my house , I set the paint

$ 130 . pots in my yard, and three calves running

For further particulars, apply to the St. in the yard ate of the paints. I lost two o

Louis Agents, Messrs. W . M . Plant & Co. them in consequence, and only saved the

No. 12 North Main Street. .. Tother by drenching. E . M .

:
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The Hydraulic Ram . interpose difficulties in determining their val

The Hydraulic Ram is in almost every week ue, which render any estimate of the whole

ly sheet in the country. It is a contrivance,lynamic effect
dynamic effect almosi impossible; hence its ef

eminently adapted , as it alwars seemed to us,
fective power as a motor basalways been de

to get ronad the law of grivitation, or in otho termined by esperiments . The momentum

er words, make water run un bill. This communicated to the still water is estimated

feat it accomplishes, in fact, and by a simple at from 57 to 70 per cent. If 31- 5 galls . Wa

process. Were we to try to talk scientifically ter are used per minute, in a full of 37 feet, its

aron it, wemight say, that it makes itself ef momentum becomes 31:3x3 = 1105 .5 . If the

ficient by taking advantage of the laws of dy- quantity of water raised 195 feetbe 3 . 87 galls .

namics in connection with statics, or by run. per mind
per minute, its momentum becomes 195x3 .85

ning water to exert an influence upon still wa- 1 , 5= 750 .75 . That is , the ram transmits 750

ter. Perhaps the principle involved may bei110.) of the whole water used , or about 64 per

intelligible by this . A cubic foot of running cent.

water has a certain momentuin . By leading . The operation of the hydraulic ram is as
it into pipes, with valves, thismomentum mas follows: At A is a spring , or other constant

be communicated to still water in those pipes, supply of water. A pipe, 11- 2 inches in

in such manner as to meet the wishes of the diameter, or greater if desired , is laid from the

mechanic. A ball rolling down an inclined upper surface of this reservoir to a point be

plane, will roll up another contiguous to it . I low , (and the greater the fall the better. ) The

If its momentum was communicated to other lower end is furnished with a valve so arran

little balls at the junction of the planes, these ged that, when the water in the pipe bas ac

little ones would rise so much higher than the quired a given volocity, it will be closed ,

large one , as they are less in size. It is on This , of course, suddenly stops the current.

this principle the Hydraulic Ram acts . Ilalf If , near the lower end , a perpendicular tube

the farmers in the country , at an outlay (B ) is connected with themain tube, this sud
ofless than $ 50 or $ 100 , and often not over den arrest of the current will force a quantity

$ 25, might have a constant supply of fresh wa- of water from themain tube to a given height.

tor , both for bipeds and for quadrupeds. Ir the pressure on the lower valve being thus re

rigation of field's might be secured by this me- liered it again opens, and the current again

chanism , and the amount ofroot crops, grass, moves , is again arresteil, andagain the wat :r

& c., ofttimes be doubled by thismeans. Trises in the tube B . If an air chamber ( D ) is

Sincethe above was placed in the hands of affixed in connexion with the bottom of theup
the printer , we have met with a very clever ac- right pipe, it will secure a more regular and

count of it in the Mechanic; and we are rath - constant tlow of the water in the perpendicu

er pleased to see that the indefiniteness with lar pipe. It will also furnish security against
which the whole operation of it Hoats in our the hursting of the pipes by the sudden closing

mind, appears to be the rule rather than the of the valve .

exception , as we had supposed it was. The i Estimating the general average as 60 per
editor says: " The aiternateaction of the valves cent. , the following rules are given for ascer

produced by the Oscillatory inotion of thewa- i taining the several possible results, towit:

ter in the ram , shows plainly the physical To determinethe height to which water can

causes which produced the effect of this ma- 1 he raised . - Multiply the quantity of water to

chine; but they never have been sufficientiy un pass through the ram by the whole fall on the

derstood to furnish the basis of a mathemati- l site , and this product by .00 . Then divide

cal formula . It has been supposed that the this productby the quantity to be raised in the
passive resistance , and especially those arising same time.

from the shock or blow given by the valves, Thus, if the supply be 30 galls. per minute ,
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and the fall but I foot, how high this raise trees are only valuable according to the size

Tali per minute: 3x1 = 308:00 : 18 – 1 = and solidity of the curl. The selections are
Io , the height to which this quantity can be made by him , personally , directions given for
raised . cutting , and the blocks paid for, at so much

To determine how much can be raised a mach upon delivery. The cost of transporta

given herunt. - jultiply the quantity on the ition and other charges upon these immense

site by its full, and this product by •80, and i hlocks of solid wood , asheary, and almost as

then divide by the given height. hard , as stone , is quite expensive, and by the

If 100 galls . How per minice, the fall be o time they reach their destination , the freight,

feet , and height required to feet, 1008: 0 = and labor in re -shipping , hauling, & c . ,

018:00 = 300 -- Tu = ulls. nearly per min mounts to morethan double the original cost.
ute . Walnut furniture and reneering is highly

The principiil sources of mistake in these prized in many parts of the world , particular

rules are these : 1. The wint of accuracy inly in Germany and France, and we are told

the •tu), which is assumed as the average. that large quantities of the wood is annually
This ratio will vary more or less with the exported from New York and Boston to Lon

length of the tubes through which tie water is din Paris , and other principal cities of

force , the number of anrles or curres , the Europe. Mr. Brock has shipped largeamounts
nature and condition of the tubug through himself to Liverpool and London , and it may

wineh it pilssus, and this on the supposition be that a considerable portion of his present

that the machine is perfect in its construction . stock , which comprises several thousand tons ,

The writer of the remarks already quoted will be forwarded to those cities after it reach

closes with the following paragraphi e s New York . - - St. Louis Veus.
is ben the water ram was first invented , it

was supposed it could beused for raising large Applying the Rule .

quantities of water; but as vet all attempts to The Buffalo Espress says: - Weknew a lit

elerite respectable volumes have failed, on ac- tle sharer once who had an unreasonable an

count of the violent shock of the raives and tipathy to soup whether founded upon beef,

thehearypuls itions of the machine, which are chicken ,peas,beans or anything else. His na

so serere as to render it impossible to make ture seemed to have sworn eternal hostility to

them sufficiently strong to stand any length of thewhole line of oups, and no arrumento his

time. Weare of the opinion thizi ail these friends could prevail upon him to eat it with

difficulties could be removed . It is honed that any relish . The only way in which they

someof our inventise mechanics will consider ! could induce him to look upon it with the least

this subject. The largest size that has been allowance, was to tell him . it would make him

used to any extent, is only equivalent to about grow . This was an eloquent appeal to little

one-fourth of a horse-power . '-- Plow , Loom Jo, and one that he could not resist- - s () every

& dnil.
day when the soun was distributed he would

make a martyr of his tastes for the sake of
Curled Walnut. his stature; but this destined was to be oſ shor

A few days since we notice i the arrival of a duration . After a few dinners in which 2
large lot of Black Winnt timber from the respectable portion of the hated compound
Upper Mississippi, destined for the Eastern was worried down , Joe one day deliberatels
cities , for cabinet veneering . Yesterday the left the table with his plate of soup in hand
St. Paul, from the Missouri, discharged over and without saving a word , passei ont at the
40 ) pieces or blocks of the samewood ,belong thedoor. His father, beinr interested in the
in to the same party and intended for the movement, followed him at a suitable dist :ince
same destination . and watch the proceedings. Jo marched

From whatwe learn concerning the cutting along , until he came to a little peach tree,

and shipping of this valuable wood , it must be which had been given him a few days before;

a very profitable business. The enterprising at the foot of which he poured the contents of

individual who has gone extensively into the his dish , and then returned to the house .

tradle bout west' is Vír . Wm . Brock . He visit- When they asked him whathe had done with

ed the Upper Mississippi and Missouri during his soup , he replied ,

the past and previons winter and there selected Put it round my peach tree.' .

whererer they could be found , such trees as "What did you put it there for? ' says the .

suited his purpose. et bargiin vas struck father.

with the owner for the felling and cutting out Make it grow ,' says the urchin . " Soun

the curl, (which is produced from a fork in make Jo grow , soun make peach tree grow . '

the main body of the tree, ) and the delivery of The precocious wit of the boy was recei.

the same at some convenient point on the rir - lved with due demonstrations, and from that

er. Mr. Brock in carrying on this business , time to this he has perer been troubled by

his nothing to do with felling the timber. The / soup .'
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Geological Survey of the State , secretary state from time to time, during

We had the pleasure of an interview the progress of such survey, such speci

with the State Geologist - Prof. Swallow - mens in triplicate of the rocks, ores, coals ,

a few weeks since, on his visit to St. Louis soils , fossils and other mineral substances

to organize his company andmake arrange. discovered and examined, asmay be prop

ments for his survey. We are led to hope er and necessary to form a complete cabj.

thatmuch good will result from this sur . net collection of specimens of the geology

vey, believing that it has been entrusted to and mineralogy of the state, and the said

a man fully competent to the undertaking secretary shall cause one set thereof to be

and one who will take hold of the subject deposited , in proper order, in someconven

h right good earnest. He tells us that he ient room in the state capitol, there to be

thinks its results in an agricultural point of preserved for public inspection , and anoth

view will be very important. er set with the state Cniversity, and anoth

We have before us the Actpassed atthe er set with the city of St. Louis , to be

last session of the Legislature, of which the deposited by said city in some convenient

following is a synopsis : place, or with some public institution in

Sec . 1 requires the Governor to appoint that city , for public inspection .

a State Geologist,who shall by and with ! Sec. 7 appropriates ten thousand dollars

the consent of the Governor, appointnot annually for two years for the purposes of

more than four associates. the suivey.

Sec. 2 prescribes the duties of the Geoll Sec. 8 requires the geologist and his

ogist- -to make a thorough geological and principal assistants to take an oath faithful

mineralogical survey of the State , with a ly to perform all the services required of

view to determine the order, succession , them under this act; and to abstain from

arrangement, relative position , dip or incli. all pecuniary speculations for themselves or

nation , and comparative magnitude of the others in the objects of their survey during

several strata , or geological formations its progress.

within this state ; and to discover and ex. Section 9 fixes the salary of the geologist
amine all beds or deposits of ore . coal. at three thousand dollars, and his assistants

narls and such other mineral substances, at filteen hundred .

and mineral waters , as may be useful or

valuable . Algerine Plow .

Sec . 3 prescribes the duties of the assist. The St . Louis Intelligencer has an ac .

count of a new plow recently invented by a

Sec. 4 requires the Geologist to report citizen of our county , one of which is to be

progress annually . sent to the Crystal Palace for exhibition .

Sec. 5 makes it the duty of theGeologist; Wehad promised Mr. Ronce to attend an

to cause to be represented on the map of exhibition of the working of this plow previ.

the state , by colors and other apropriate ' ous to its being sent to the great Fair , but

means, the various areas occupied by the our sudden call from the ci. y prevented us

different geological formations in the state , from doing so.
and to mark thereon the localities of the Mr. Ronce invented the plow someyears

respective beds, or deposits of the various since in Algiers, Africa , where it is now

mineral substances discovered ; and on the almost extelisively used . The plow we

completion of the survey , to complete a saw was made in this city , at the foundry

memoir of the geology and mineralology of of McMurray & Pawley , on Chesnut, be

the state , comprising a complete account of tween Ninth and Tenth streets , where it

the leading subjects and discoveries which may be seen . Ithas been tried in this State ,

have been embraced in the survey . and answers the purpose admirably. It is

Sec. 6 makes it his duty to forward to the pronounced by judges to be far superior to

ants .

“ 8 0 .
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anything of the kind ever used in this coun- works excepting the beam and handle are

try. We will say a few words on its con - of cast iron , and the plow may be had it de

struction and manner of operation . sired , with , or without the regulating

It runs without beingheld by the hands, wheels .

and is supported and kept straight in the A smallmodel of the plow was sent on

urrow by two wheels , by which its depth to Washington for the purpose of being pa

is also regulated . The clevis is composed tented , and one that had been used near

ofan iron barwhich is raised or lowered ,as the city will be sent to the World 's Fair at

occasion may require by a small screw , New York . Mr Ronce deserves great

whichmay be turned with the hand . The credit for the invention , and it will doubt.

great advantage of this plow is that themo. less be patronized by farmers , and answer

tive power is placed nearer the work than the purposes for which it is intended. We

in other plows, and the mould board being understand thatthese plows are to be manu.

straighter, there is aboutone-third less fric . factured atMcMurray & Pawly 's . on Ches

tion than in any other plow now used. nut street,where Mr. Ronce will be found,

Consequently, it requires one-third less willing to give any information that inay be

powerto do the same amount of work. It desired on the capacty and pretentions of

is, also , arranged with a particular regard his plow .

for plowing rough . stumpy land, and for Plant's ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE . We

breaking the ground close around theroots have lying on our table , a pamphlet pur.

of trees, the clevis moving on either side as porting to be the Annual Descriptive Cata

required . In plowmg with this ingenious logue of Agricultural and Horticultural Im

piece ofmachinery , all the man has to do plements , Machines and Seeds for sale by

is to walk along behind it or support him . Wm . M . Plant & Co., wholesale and retail,

self on the handle as he may incline, and at the St. Louis Agricultural Warehouse

turn the plow and let it in at the corners.'and Seed Store, No. 12, North Main street,

It turns up the ground at a regular depth , 'between Market and Chesuut streets. Also

from themost shallow to thedeepestſurrow , corner of Green and Fourth streets, St.

as required , unevenness of the land makes Louis. It contains a representation and

no difference in its running. The paragon description of almost every implernentused

of its genus possesses all the advantages by the farmer, also a full catalogue and des.

of other plows in use, and many peculiar- cription in English and German of field

ly its own. It is , indeed an ingenious con - and garden seeds. We understand from

irivance, and farmers oughtto see it if they Messrs. Plant & Co., that these catalogues

wish to possess a complete article of this will be sent gratis to any applicant upon

sort. their sending them a three cent stamp 10

Those who have rough , stony or stumpy pay the postage. In their ivtroductory re

land should not fail to possess one, as marks relative to the garden , they wisely

large roots and other impediments to plow - observe :

ing are turned up by it without difficulty , ! The garden isthemost important appendage

and the ground thoroughly worked - pre. to the mansion or the cottage. It produces

juny of the substautial comforts, and “some
pared for seed. To those whomay be in .

of the most refined luxuries of human suste
terested in this new improvement, we will nance . Its cultivation furnishes a source of

say that these plows are comparatively health pleasure, and esonomy, which may be

cheap considering the work there is upon enjaved by every industrious owner of a few

them . There are nine different sizes de.
i rods of ground who can devote a little time be

tween bis hours of husinesss or labor to this
signated by the numbers from one to nine , delichtful emplorment. If bis occupation

No. I being the smallest. No 1 with all and the extent of his enclosure will not allow

the fixtures comes at about $ 22, and they him to indulge his taste for fruit , and How

increase at the rate of about$ 4 per number ers
her ers, hemay take much pleasure, and derive

great profit from the management of the gar .
as they ascend on the scale ofsize . All the Tenale of size . All the den pegetable alone.
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The Nursery and the Orchard . these ecurs whitish worms are hatched , which

live two or three years, and bore through the
BY CEO. JAQUES, WORCESTER, MASS. tree in all directions, sometimes completely

Scarcely does there grow in our climate a girdling it . The full-grown worms are of i
single species of fruit -bearing plant, exempt dirty color, and about in inch in lenzth . The
froin disease or the attacks from some insect. most successful method of killing them is to
It is for this as well as for other reasons, that thrust a flexible wire into their holes . The
unremitting vigilance and care,are essentialto presence of borers in a tree is indicated by

the success of fruit -trees, from their first ap . Itheir gnawings, resembling saw .dust, ejected
pearance in the seed bud until, becoming use froin their holes. A careful eye will letect
less through accident, disease or old age , they the slightest appearance of these gnawings,
are hewn down and cast into the wood -pile. and , thus early discovered , the worm may he

To this class of injuries the root, trunk, I easily destroyed . After a year, or longer ner .

branches, leaves and fruit are all exposed . - : | lect, the labor becomes more duliicult . We

Fortunately many of these diseases and insects have sometimes thrust a flexible wire into the

are easily disposed of. Others, however, are holes mille by this inseci , from a foot to

obstinate in their resistance and often fatal in eighteen inches , and by putting our ear close

their ravages. In protecting trees and plants to the tree, we could detectwhen the point of

against these- -as in the destruction of weeds the wire was pushing him to death. Trees

a prompt seasonable movement is of the should be examined every year, in October.

greatest importance ; for insects multiply with With a little experience, a inan will go over a

astonishing rapility , and diseases iong nerery large orchird in a single day, faithfulls

lected tre seldom eradicated without effecting examining the trunks of the trees, from an

permanent injuryupon the patient. inch or two below the surface of the ground,

Our warfare upon insects is both defensive to six or ten inches above it.

and offensive . Plants ind trees are protected in inany cases, the attacks of theborer bare

from the attacks of insects , chieliv by the em - been entirely prevented by heaping a conical

ployment of strong offensive odors, such as the mound of ashes,six or eight inches high around

vuor of coal- tar, chamomile, oil ofturpentine, the collar of the tree, also by wrapping that

c. Little , horrever, can be eflected in that part of the tree with several folds of newspa

wily , and therefore our chief reliance must be per or other waste paper. These prerentures

piaced upon themeans best adapted to the de- should be applied in the spring, and if ashes

struction of our insect enemies. We effect are employed , they should be removed in Oc

this generally by liquid applications, of which tober, so that the bark of the treemay hardens

the best perhaps are whale-oil soap, and to - - otherwise the borer will make his attacks
bacco -water . above the mound of ashes. Spirits of turren

Whale oil Soap is prepared for use, he tine is represented to lie fatal to these wornis .

mising one pound of it with about eight gal: A bit of sponte dipped in turpentine and

lons of water . pushed into their holes, would probably de

Tobucco - rater is made by soaking any re- stroy them . Nursery or other small trees,

fuse tobacco in Wilter. After stinding some may to il great extent, be protected against

drs, it willbe ready for use. Before apply. this insect, by wishing their trunks , quite

ins , it is alwaysbest to try a little of it upon down to the ground with a solution of one

a few leaves , or twigs of some comparatively l round of potash , dissolved in fire or six quarts

unimportant tree , asthe solution may be made of water. This potash water, however, must

so strong as to destroy the foliage of plants, be used cautiouslv, as, if a little too strong it

in which case, it ought to be diluted with wa- will prove fatal to the tree.

ter , Tobacco -water is thought by many to The Peach Borer , is a much shorter lived

be rendered much more effectual by being insect, than that which prevs upon the apples ,

mixed with soap -suds. and as he works just beneath the bark , he is

After these liquid applications have been on more easily destrored . Ile deal with him

some hours, it is generally well to rinse them precisely as we do with his neighbor ofthe ap

OTwith a syringe , or water-pot : - indeed it is ple - tree. The best practice is to examine the

necessary to do this in the treatment of the trees in the spring and autumn. The presence

more tender species of plants . of the boror willbe indicated by blackish dead

The Apple -tree Borer. This insect attacks bark , lyy his goawings ejected from the tree

the prie and the quince indiscriminately. -- and the gim which collects around the seat of

Ilis ravagas appear to be on the increase in the his operations. By a little scraping and par

New England and the other older States. linr with the knife we discover his lurking

The beetle , a striped insect about three place , and at once relieve bim from the neces

nuarters of an inch long , lars its ergs from sity of prosecuting his labors farther.

the latter part of Mar till Juls , in the bark of The Caterpillar. There are two modes of

the tree,near the surface of the ground . From I destroving those insects ; first, to examine an
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pletrees (for they attack these chiefly ,) at anv The Apple -worm , which is found inside of

time from the fall of the leaves until their re- the fruit, often destrovs or greatly injures the

newal in the spring ,and destroy the eggs from crop . The best preventive is to pick up the

which the insects are hatched. These egry wormy fruit as fast as it falls , and feed it to

are found near the ends of the limbs of ihe cattle or swine. Swine which are well fed at

trees. They are deposited in cylinders orrings the trough , may be allowed to run alt large in

about huif an inch wide, resembling a piece of the orchard , so that they will have opportuni

browa wix, of the size of half a Wilmut, en - ty to devour the wormy fruit as fast iis it falls.

circling the twin at the base of the young Wehave seen this practised with good suc

wood of last season 's growth . They separate cess . Some caution is necessary , however, as

easily from the twis , and may be taken off swine sometimes attack thetrees and gnaw the

with the fingers. If they are neglected until bark badly .

they have formed their nests , the best way is Tooly Aphis. The appearance of this in

to go awong the trees in the morning , or on it sect is like a small quantity of down , or white

dull or wet day , when they are all at head . frost in the forks of twigs and crevices of the

quarters, and pull the nests off with our hands birk , ind also upon the root of trees. Ex

and tread upon them . A self -supporting landamined with a microscope, this will be found

der will be of great service in this work . - to consist of immense numbers ofwooly lice.

Thosewho are too squeamisli to use their hands/ If the bark is rongh , we scrape it smooth , and

in this way, may tind a tolerable substitute in wash the parts affected with a solution of one

the caterpillar brush , for sale it agricultural ounce of sulphuric acid inixed with ten ounces

warehouses. As two or three litters are huten - of water, applied by means of a sponge affixed

ed out from the originalnest of eges -- at inter- to a stick --to avoid getting it upon ourhands

vals of some days - it will be necessary to go for clothing . Probably Professor Mapes ?

orer the trees two or three times, during the Wash , composed of llb . Bleecher's No. 1 Sodit ,

season of their depredations, uuless we trace dissolved in a gallon of water, would answer

them back hy their webs to the original nest the purpose ; at any rate the Soda-wash is

of ergs, and destroy that. very highly recoinmended by him for cleansing

The Canker-xorin . This destructive insect the bark of trees. This wash may be made

has hitherto confined his att:leks almost esclu - equally well, by heating the ordinary sal soda

sisely to the apple -trees of New England, lieing of commerce, red hot in an iron ressel, and

scarcely known in other sections of the com - then dissolving it to saturation in water. (See

try . After long intervening periods, this in - rol. 21 of this Journal, paye 362. ) The o

sect makes its appeurance from year to yedir , Lject of the heating is to expel the carbonic

until in the second or third summer, theorch - acid from the soda . The potash - water rec

ards will anner as if burnt over by a fire. - lommended above for the apple borer , will also

The female of this insect being unable to flr , answer equally well for killing these small

crawls up the trees to lay her girs, from the ice.

first of Norenber, until the middle of May , Bark - Louse. These are scaly , and of a

wheneverthe ground is freefrom snow orfrost. dark brown color. They are chichte found on

The great ohject is to prerent her ascent up the apple - tree. Treat them in the same way,

the tree . One of the best means of accom - as recommended for the woolv aphis. When

plishing this , is to kind a strip of cuvass these lice have attained a very strong hold up

around the tree five or six inches wide, and to on a tree, it is well to destroy the tree itself

krep this coated with soft tar all the time, by fire.

from November to us. The lower part of Aphis , or Plant Louse. These are several

the canvass should be bound with a large kinds of these , but the most troublesome are

piece of rone , so as to prevent the tar from the greenish or blackish small soft lice, an

running down upon the tree. If a little soft pearing in dry seasons, in immense numbers

grease is mixed with the tar, it will not be unon the roung wood of the apple , pear and

necessary to go over the trees oftener than cherry , par icularly where the trees are of

once in two dass, applying the tar in the after ' small size. We destroy these by taking a

noon towards sunset. Some farmers apply pailful of the tobacco -water,prepared as above

the tar directlv to the trees, without using the recommended , and bending down the twigs

canvass ; but this cannot bedone ,withont in affected so as to dip them into the solution . --

curring some little risk of injuring the trees, Such narts as cannot be reached in tuis way,

particularly if they are of small size. Tarring are liberally sprinkled with the tobacco -water,

two months in succession , in March and April by means of a syringe. One application of

only, his often provert effectual in entirely this powerful agent will generally be found

ridding orchards of this nest ; and we have sufficient.

known this done with entire success, by an- The Slun . This insect -- a kind of olive

plying the tar directly to the tree without the i colored naked snail, about a quarter of an inch

canvass. Ilong - appears from Juneto August, and often
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shows itseiſ first on the tender uppermost The diagrams and pictorial illustrations

shoots if the plant. The anhides multiply to were remarkably opposite to the lecture ,
an enormous extent; a single insect may be in which was heard with marked interest, and

one ye.tr the progenitor of IUV ,U10 ,000 ,000 ,- hailed with frequent applause by an assembly

09 ,000 of young ones. constituted of the elite of the citizens of Ar

The only remedy on which we can rely magh: - London Farmer'sMag.
against the differentspecies of aphis is the re :

inovalofthe infected leaves , as soon as ever
they show the uselves they should be carefully To Raise Cucumbers and Sqaushes.

carried away and burned . Take a large barrel, or hogshead,saw it in
FIFTI - THE WHEAT MIDGE.

A short timebefore the proper period of ri.
to in the middle , and bury each half in the

ground even with the top. Then take a small
pening, sereral ears in a field of wheatmaybe

eiltmay be key and bore a small bole in the bottom .
seen to present al vellow and prematurely ri- Pi

turely li- Placethe kig in the centre of the barrel, the
pened appearincu; on examining these ears , ton even with the crown* , top even with the ground , and fill the barrel
there will be found in each a multitude of little around the kerr with rich earth , suitable for

vellow wormslink between the husk and the the rowth of cucumbers . Plant your seed

Young cruin ; thus prevenils the prin ever midway between the edges of the barrel and

Coins to miturity . The destruction lius caus- the keves, and make a kind of arbor a foot or

ed sometimes announts to a third of the entire tiv
U of the entire two bigh for the vines to run on . When the

cron . These Forms are the larva of it mill around becomes dry . pour water in the key in

two -winged ly called Cecidounyil iriticit, the evenine it will pass out of the bottom of

which deposits her eggs in the position where theion Where the key into the barrel, and rise up to the
the littig larva are subsequently formed . , roots of the vines and keep them moist and

It is by no means easy to sugvest it remedyu green . Cucumber3 cultivited this way will

against the wheat inidge, and perbaps all thatI thill grow to a great size , as they are independent
can be done is to take care that the pupæ both of drought and ret weather . In wet

which are sometimes found in thousands among reather the barrel can be covered , and in dry

the corn , in barns , should be separated from the round

the corn and destroyed ; this may be einily *
om the ground can bekeptmoist by pouring wa
Yter in the keg.

effected by a wre canze sieve placed beneath

the winnowing machine .
The insects now described are all injurious ' PRODUCTIVE FARMING . - In a treatise on Pro

to the farmer. The Professor next went on to ductive Farming just issued from the press ,

point out certain insects , which , instead of the followingobservations occur: It is in veg

being injurious to the farmer, were his friends; etible ae in animal life: a mother charms her

for they were destined by the Creator to keep chili exclusively with arrow root - it becomas

the others within bounds. These friendly in - fat, it is true, but alas! it is rickety and gets

sects chieily belong to thetribe of Ichneumons. its teeth very slowly , and with difficulty .”

The ichneumons deposit their eggs in the bo- Mimma is ignorant, or never thinks , that her

dies of the destructive insects , and the latter offspring cannot make bone - - or what is the

thus fall victims to them . The beautiful lite same thing , phosphate of lime, the principal

tle beetle ca led the Ladybird , or, as design a bulk ofbone- out of starch . It does its best;

ted by naturalists, Coccinelli , should also be and were it not for a little milk and bread ,

carefully protected by the farmer, for its lar- rerhapsnow and then a little meat and soup,

va commits great devastationamong the de . it woul:) have no hones and teeth at all. Far

structive aphides, on which it feeds. Another mors keep poultry; and what is true of fowls

beautiful insect, called the Lace-wing, or is true of cabbage, orturnip , or an eir of

Chrysophus , has a larva equally destructive to whert - if we mix with the food of fowls a

the aphides, nd should be taken under the es. sufficient quantity of egg shells or chalk ,

pecial careofthe farmer. Drawings were ex - which they eat greedily, tbev will lay many

hibited of the useful, as well as of the injuri- more eggs than before. A well fed fowl is

ous insects , so as to enable the farmer to be disposed to lay a vast number of eggs , but

come acquainted with their differences, and , cannot do so without the materials for the

hy not inistaking one for the other, do barin shells, however nourishing in other respects

instead of good in his attempts to save bis her food may be . A fowlwith the best will in

crops.
the world , not finding any lime in the soil,

The Professor then concluded by showing nor mortar from walis, nor calcerous matter

how rich a field for observation was possessed in her food is incapacitated from laying any

hy the farmer, and by impressing on him the eggs at all. Let farmers lay such facts as

importance of omitting no opportunity of ur. these, which are matters of common observa

ning his faeulties of observation to thewelfare tion , to heart, and render the analogy , as they

of himself and his fellow men . justly may.
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Silk Weed. numberwas issued ,and I don 'tsee any way

Accompanying the following communi. to spend a dollar more profilably to say

cation we received two bunches of floss , very nothing of the pleasure of reading it; 1 be .

softand silky which weat firstsupposed to be lieve it is the best investmenl ihat I ever

flax, prepared by an improved process , but madewith the same amount ofmoney.

on reading the letter wefind it to be lint pre - ! Now a word about the crops, prospects ,

pared from the fibre of the silk weed. The & c . Wheat, in this vicinity , stands well

matter is worthy of attention , and we hope on the ground and at this time promises an

our correspondentwill give us further infor- abundantharvest. Corn and Vats , farmers

mation concerning it . generally havejust gotsafe in theground with

Grand River COLLEGE, good preparation , as we have had one of the

April 22, 1853, 5 finest springs that we are ever blessed with

MR. ABBOTT - Dear Sir: - While there in this climate . And as for fruit we have

is so much talk about flax cotton , and the the finest prospect for a full crop I ever

fibre otokra , it may be interesting to you to saw ; apples, peaches, plums, and in fact

see the fibre of another plant, which is a every thing from a strawberry up is full to

very common weed , and from the mode of overflowing. Your friend , & c .,

its growth seems to be well adapted to cul- !
W J . JACKSON .

tivation for the sake of its lint. All species ! Portland M ., May 1st , 1853 .

of Asclepiaspossess a strong, white , silky Health in the Country .

fibre, butthe asclepias incarnata or Rose

colored silk weed is the best of the whole ,
ini A portion of the following article which

from the fact that it contains little milk ,and we
dj we publish in its present form from the

moreover it growswithout branchingmuch ,
Country Gentleman, has been before print

to the height of four or five feet. Inclosed
ed in the Valley Farmer , but its impor

are somerather poor specimens of the arti
tance to all our readers will justify us in

cle obtained from this species.
The ingiving it an insertion atthis time.

These

specimens have been prepared in the small
fluence of diet upon health is a matter but

way and are nothing likewhatmightbe got
little understood or acted upon by people

on a large scale and with experience and
in general, and therefore they need to be

care in roitingand breaking. Having sow
constantly reminded that there are certain

ed some of the seed this spring, sideby side
laws of diet which can not be violated with

with hemp seed , I hope by and by to be
impunity . There are, however, mistakes

able to tell more about the profits of culti
of another kind which some people are

vation and the quality of the fibre in differ. pro
far. prone to make, which it is well to guard

against, and that is of being too particular

ent stages of growth . 1. M . O .
about what we eat and drink . A minister

MR. ABBOTT — Dear Sir: - At the com - of the gospel once remarked to us that

mencement of the present year I was from where he was at college about one half the

home and did not with other subscribers students were studying the condition of

from this office remit to you the amount due their stomachs, and anxiously inquiring

you for your valuable paper, and welcome what kinds of food would best agree with
monthly visitor the Valley Farmer, but on them , while the other half ate whatwas set

coming home, although themoney did not before them - asking no questions for con

go , the Farmer continued to come, and I science sake ! The consequence wasthat

am pleased to have yourconfidence, and as those who gave most thought to the subject

one ofmy neighbers will visit your city in a were almost always sick , while the others

few weeks, I have authorized him to call on enjoyed good health . Webelieve that the

you and pay my subscription which hehas mind has nearly as much to do with the

promised me to do. I have been a reader health of the body as the food the person

of the Valley Farmer ever since the first eats . People if they would enjoy life and
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health should refrain from every thing they chagrin we found our dishes of beets, peas,

know to be unwholesome; choose simple potatoes, beans, baked apples, & c ., left

food instead of highly seasoned dishes ; |almost untouched, while any kind ofbread

take plenty of fresh air and exercise , and and meatwould be devoured by the dish

maintain a cheerfulmind and a clear con - ful, or as much pastry aswe could muster ,

science : vanish like snow in June. Wewere quite

. The remark has often been made, and taken by surprise to find a pitcher of nice

with too much truth , that farmers aremore cool milk standing upon the table without

reckless of their health than any other class a customer among a dozen hard -working

of people . Possessing, as they do, all the men , and four gallons of hot coffee swal

advantages for a constant supply of the lowed in a jiffy , when the thermometer

most wholesome and best ripened vegeta - stood at ninety in the shade.”

bles and fruits , they often neglect these al. To this wemay add, that some farmers

together ; having plenty of pure, fresh air enlarge the preceding list, by using warm

close at hand, they live during at least five bread and hot cakes well greased with but

months of the year in closely-heated , un - ter, instead ofmore wholesome cold bread :

ventilated apartments ; and becoming thor- and when the weather is so hot that drink

oughly dusted every day at their work in ing coffee seems like pouring oil on fire,

the midst of perspiration , they sometimes, tea , still hotter. is substituted . Webelieve

it is feared , almost forget that daily ablu - the large quantities of both of these drinks,

tions are especially needful in their case . which are so abundantly and habitually

What but this is the reason that the heads taken , are a fruitful source of headaches

of families among them often appear ten and poor health generally . Wewould not

years older than they really are ; or that however, deny them to those on whom the

girls grow up more sickly and slender than |habit has become so firmly fastened that

even those in confined cities ? they can not live " without them ; butwe

A late writer remarks, “ We know no always regret 10 see young people becom
other class of people who use so little fruit ling fettered to their use . Wehave known

and vegetables, as regular articles of diet, many cases of persons forty or fifty years

as farmers. Bread , meat, and coffee, are ofage, who have renounced them to the

the American farmer's diet ; and by way great improvement of their health ; and we

of variation ,he takes coffee, and meat, and have known a still greater number habit

bread ; then meat, and bread , and coffee, ually suffering from that distressing dis

from one year's end to the other. When ease , “ sick headache,” who were invaria .

we reflect that it is mostly inconvenient to bly cured by wholly giving up tea and cof

get a supply of fresh meat, and therefore fee. (not, however, substituting other stim

salt - and hog meat at that is in constant ulants in their place ,) although for the first

use, it is no wonder they are injured in few days they sometimes suffered severely

bodily health . O yes, there is anotherim - from the last assault of these enemies.

portant article of the farmer's diet, - cu - Wholesome and refreshing vegetables,

cumber pickles, at all times, and preserves fresh from the garden or skilfully cooked

when there are strangers. * * * Milk for the table _ delicious and melting fruits

is fed to the hogs, and by them converted including strawberries , currants, raspber

into human food ; apples, corn and pota- ries, apricots, peaches, pears, & c ., are in

toes, share the same fate . finitely superior in attractive qualities to

" We remember, when we commenced any decoction of stimulating or sedative

farming, how proud wewere the firstsum - dried plants , or to masses of fried pork ,

mer, at our abundant supply of early veg. rendered hard and nearly insoluble by sol

etables, and with what care we began pre. id salt - if use had only rendered them

paring our harvest dinners, and with what equally familiar.
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Fresh air, (of which there is plety at the room , each in his turn taking into his

hand ) in connexion with active exercise) lungs and throwing out again , every suc

is absolutely essential to the health of far-, Cessive quart of air the room contains,

mer's daughters, and precious little some cannot fail to become an unwholesome

of them get of either. They are afraid the place to spend the winter A great deal

sun will color their skin one tint higher ; has been said against stoves, but they are

and so to avoid this terrible disaster, as as favorable to health as any othermode of

they regard it, incur a still greater penalty , heating, not even excepting a hot-air fur

that of a skin tinted and furrowed with nace, (which is nothing but a stove in a

premuture disease ! Let every country concealed apartment) provided always that

young lady (and we are willing to accord ventilation is attended to . This is easily

her this tiile , if she will only take our ad - accomplished in any case by a register

vice) cover her head with a broad sun- placed above for the egress of the upper

bonnet, and encase her feet in a pair of stratum of impure air ,and if necessary one

good rubbers, rise with the sun in summer, for the admission of fresh air , although in

and take at least three hours exercise by most cases this gets in fast enough at the

walking, or working in the garden at inter - numerous crevices.

vals during the day , and she will have the Farmers are apt to presume too much

real, substantial, priceless blessing as well on their natural advantages. Air and ex

as the bloom of health . City girls sufferercise give them health - daily ablutions

from a confined and polluted atmosphere ; would give them more — and regular and

and yet froin the facilities as well as the wholesomefood would sometimes prevent

necessities for walking, they are usually violent diseases. “ 0 , I am strong and

more healthy than country girls , and can hearty ; I can eat anything !” So has

outwalk 'them three to one. And now , in said many a one on devouring a pint of

this connexion, we wish to ask our wise green cucumbers at supper, or on eating a

countrymen , why they do not make it a pound or two of highly seasoned food , del

part of the road -laws, thai à good , smooth . uged with six cups of strong, hot coffee ;

dry foot-path is provided at the side of ev- but too often the system has yielded sud

ery public highway , costing, as it would , denly after a long series of heavy drafts

(even if a level, broad, single plank,) not like these upon its resources, and irrepara

the tenth part of the rest of the road. - ble loss ofhealth or premature old age has

Would it not pay enormous dividends in been the consequence ,

the form of health to the wives and daugh- Wethrow out these hints for the consid

ters of our people ? Those who framederation of such as may prefer to make

our present laws, seem to have entirely country life one ofhealth , comfort, attract

forgotten that there are any such persons iveness, and usefulness, instead of one of

in the country ; or else , like the coachman sensuality , disease, and repulsiveness, to

who was compelled to harness his horses young people about to select a course for

to go for a pitcher of water, they expected life .

them always to ride when venturing fivej18 ve How TO DO IT.- -" How shall I raise myself
rods from home, in muddy times. above the rabble? ' is a question often asked

In winter, out-door exercise is more dif- by ambitious young men . Franklin by his
ficult, but by no means impossible ; but earthy-philosophic code, advises him to rise

whether so or not. it is vitally essential early , to work without ceasing , and to remem

ber that a pin a day is a gront a year. Thus

that the in -door territory be occupied by a lare preambulating purses manufactured . We

pure atmosphere. A close room , kept hot advise him to rise early , also , but to search

by an air - tight stove, with a current of air for truth without ceasing , and never swerve

enteringand escaping through the chimney from
from the path of rectitude. Thus are living

souls created . Do always right, and you will

not greater than would freely pass through soass mrough soon find yourself far removed from the rab

a goose-quill, with five to ten persons in Ible .
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Mr. Cone's Farming - Thorough Culture. )has proceeded ,we will now enumerate; and

The following article,though rather long 1
... one o respectfully claim for them the considera

rticle, though rather lon2: tion of our readers.

wiil wellrepay perusal. It shows how suc: |

cess is attained and the information it gives
Deep Plowing.---From much reading and

gives reflection , Mr. Cone was induced to plow deep
is of wide application . We copy from the much deeper than usual, and to mix thor

Farmer 's Companion for April: oughly the upper and lower portions of the

Last suramer we paid a visit to Mr. C'one's soil. For this purpose a team , equal to 3

firm , and wehere give for the consideration yoke of heavy oxen , was attached to Mason' s

of our readers some of the observationsmade No . 5 piow , (we think . ) and the furrow gilu

at that time. It was just after wheat harvestiged to about a foot in depth . The experi

and wefound Jr. C . in his barler - -id rather ment proved so satisfactors that he deter

unpleasant time to see visitors it may be mined to make it a role in his farm prac

thought- - but we found the latch string out, tice, never to plow less than about one foot.

and its our object was to peep into the prac In this practice he is supported by leading

tical affairs of the establishuun nt, a better farmers in every part of the world ; for it is

time could not have been chosen.
found that the roots of plants extend as deep

Mr. Conchasacquire much notoriety , both as the soil is loosened and pulverized . lear

in this and neighboring States, for his uni- , what Ur. l . J . Vechi; the great inglislı far

form success in farming through the last til - mer, sare: - - Before a Mangold Wurtzel leaf

teen yeitrs, kaving never failed during that is sis inches long, its tap root will be 18 in

time to obtain good and remunerating crops ches below ihe surface, and when well adran

of wheat, corn , barley, oats , turnips andher. ced in growth , ö to 4 or more feet deep .

Fruit is raised in abundance in favorable sei. Wheatand other grains are very deep rooted .

sons. The sistem by which this has been c - In double trenching soil after a wheat crop , I

complished is quite simple, and may be adune found every foot of the sub - soil occupied by

ted by every farmer whose motto is won the roots of the wheat at considerable depths.

PROVEMENT." Wewill remark in the outset, In fact a young whent plant at Christmas is

that Mr. Cone commenced here when quite a searching the soil from 9 to 18 inches. A

young man, with nothing but his hands to friend of mine excavating some soil thathad

belp himself with , and has created the capital once been moved , found the roots of a crop of

with which he has effected the improvements parsnips, growing along side at the time at

in farming we now see. Let no voung man 13 feet six inches below the surface. If the

then excuse himself on the ground that he earth is made loose, or cultivated to a great

has no means. If he have head, hands and depth the plant is enabled to extend its roots

health , he needs little more. His progress freely in search of food , and thus deep culti

will be slow perhaps, but it will be a sure ration answers the same purpose in a supply

sound and healthful progress. 1 of manure, by enabling the plant to obtain a

Nearly all the tillable part of Ir. Cone's sufficient amount of food . Mir . Cone, is so

farm lies upon a riúce, running north and well satisfied with the advantages of deep

south . The soil is a clavey loam mixed with plowing that nothing could induce him to

gravel. The sub -soil is much the same, tho ' abandon it . He has nearly doubled his crops

a little inore tenacious perhaps. This' land by the practice, and we hope that his uniform

was heavily timbered with oak , elm , bilsy- ' success will induce others to try it .

wood, black -walnut, butternut, ash , & c . - Draining. - r . ( . thinks this a necessary

Boulders, or fragments of rock were quite accompaniament of deep culture; or that un

numerous over the fields , but they have all less a soil be dry , naturally, or is made so

been removed as they obstructed tillage. - ' artificially that deep tillage will avail but

The stumps also , have nearly all been taken little. This is an established fact, both in

out. The most efficient stump machine ever this country and England . At the com

used on the place, was three men with good mencement of his system the land was thrown

levers and spades, and a good yoke of cattle into ridges 30 or 40 feet wide, and the dead

with plenty of chain . In this way a great furrows were plowed and dug out to the

many stumps could be turned out in a day. depth of 16 or 18 inches. This was invaria

The farm has been pretty thoroughly uncler- bly done to convey off the surplus water.

drained , and some of it subsoiled . It has since that time he has laid down under

required several years to accomplish all this , drains in various parts of the farm , so that

but Mr. C . says the time and money thus now it is pretty well drained by these. He

expended , has proved a most profitable in - however keeps his dead furrows open to as

vestment. sist in carrying the surface water into the
The distinctive features of Mr. Cone's drains. He plows in one direction , always

practice , and the principles upon which he making the dead furrow this year where the
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ridge was last yaar. These two operations Cone's practice, is ineant, lst, reusoving every

combined have rendered this soil - naturally thing out of the wily of the plow ,such as stones,

tenacious and heavy - loose and light freely sturups, roots, & c .; 2d , a complete pulverizu .

admitting ai: and warmth to a great depth . tion of the soil , to thedepth of 10 or 11 inches,

He never uses less than two heavy teams in rendering it is fine and mellow ils in onion

plowing for a crop , and he sellom plows bed ; 3d , manuriny - saving everything that

more than once, believing that he can mix will add fertility tu the fields, allowing no

and pulverizemore effectually with cultivit- waste, plastering -- ashing - - turning under

tor, harrow , and roller, than by repeated clover ; clover is sown with every wheat, and

plowings. His teams, a poble span of hor- often with other grain crops; even if the ground

ses and yoke of cattle , are among the heav - is to be turned over for a crop the next spring

iest used for farm work in this country - he after harvest , Mr. Cone thinks that the fall

is not obliged to get them into a trot in or- feed afforded by the clover, and the roots and

der to keep the plow in motion . That such stalks left to decay in the soil, amply repay

teams are the most profitable , we think no for seed and sowing , as the fields thus treated

good farmer will dispute. They may con - are from year to year, it is plainly observable,

sume a little more food , but the readiness with improving in fertility.

which they perform heavy work counterbal- Mr. Cone is particularly careful to save

ances all extra expense of keeping . Wesee everything which will add to themanure heap .

the opinion is gradually gaining ground The contents of the privy, and all the wash

among farmers, that heavy teams are most from the house are carefully preserved. For

profitable for the farm . saving this latter a tank is sunk a short dis

Subsoiling. -- This Mr. Cone has tried , buttance from the kitchen , and a duet made of
not extensively. A field with a surface boards convey the wash , soap suds, & c ., into
quile descending , was subsoiled 20 inches it. Muck or rich earth is kept to soak up this
deep when the ground was dry and sown to liquor, and into this tank all sinail animaly
wheat. The straw on this was lighter, but which are killed or die upon the farm , and all
the field of grain was greater , of better animal refuse are deposited . Plaster is thrown
quality . Last season this field was in grass in now and then wbich renders it inodorous.
and owing to the drouth , a good opportuni- This Mr. Cone thinks the most valuable mil
ty was given to test the value of subsoil- nure he makes upon his farin . It is mostly
ing. A part of the yrass had been left for applied to the garden , and produces an aston
seed , and consequently was standing when ishing growth of vegetables. It has the ad
we visited the farm . The yield of this en - vatage of being free from all foul seeds. A
tire field was over three tons of cured hay to box holding 3 or 4 bushels , is filled with fine

the acre . An ailjoining tield ; lying lower, I ly broken and powdered charcoal, and placed
did not produce one quarter this amount. in the wood -house, and upon this the urine
Thus a single crop , in an unparalelled from the chambers, (which is silved with seru
dry season , twice paid for the expense of pulous care, ) is poured . When it becomes
subsoiling! When will our farmers see the completely saturated it is thrown into the
importance of this simple and inexpensive tank or applied directly to the soil. Char ,
operation ? When will they cease to be pen - coal it is well known, is a powerful absorbent;

ny wise? [Iow long will they fear to expend that is , it will take up and hold within itself
a few ollurs in improvements which will more of the gases and watery vapor than any
doubly repay them in a single year ? Here other known substance . It will take up 95
is it simple process, which on dry soil never times its own bulk of ammonia , and will ab

failed to produce the most gratifying results, sorb so much ofwatery vapor as to increase
and yet no farmer subsoils! The implement its weight ten to twenty per cent. Thus urine
is not costly, and one strong team will do poured upon it never emits an unpleasant smell
the work very well, and yot, nobody subsoils! untill it is completely saturated with it. We

Who will try it this season ? We hope earnestly recommend this practice to every
many. farmer. Hewho looks only to his bain -yard

Thorough Cultivation . It is not deep to supply the fertility of the fields, neglects a

plowing - 1t is not draining , nor sub -soiling , very important source of weath and profit .

nor any other operation alone, that has ena - |We refer to human excrements . We know

bled Mr. Cone, for the last 15 years to raise there is a false delicacy existing , which would

uniformly good crops; but by uniting with all always m ' keit improper to allude to this sub

these, a thorough cultivation of the soil, his ject, but there is no good reason for it, and

cropshave withstood the drouth , the wet, in - we shall therefore rever pray our fariners to

sects , rust , and all other casualities, which for adopt some convenientmode of saving these

the period spoken of, have played such de- enriching materials . When ther are well pre

vastation among crops on ordinarily cultiva - served they are equalto the so much prized gli
ted land. By thorough cultivation , in Mr.Iano.
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Ksening the cultivated fields entirely free from been trenched 18 inches deep , and consequent

weeds and grass. At the time of our visit , I ly there is no cause for suffering . There are

scarcely a weed was to be found in garden or many other things in Mr. Cone's practice to

field , and every good farmer can imagine that which we would like to call attention , but

it was in fact, a real satisfaction , to behold must delay them to some future time. His

the true system off arming so nicely and chor- example is indeed a useful one. It proves that

ougly carried out. In truth , we were surpris - most of the failures in raising crops, are the

ed - we asked but few questians -- every thing result of improper or negligent cultivation ;

was as intelligible as a book , and if any thinks that deep plowing, draining, subsoiling, and

we are straining a point, he can go and see a complete pulverization of thesoil, and clean

himself - Our word for it, he will not regret culture, will be as surely followed by heavy

the time spent. jcrops, as that harvest follows seed time. Who
Well, all theoperations enumerated are sys- | does notbelieve this to be the true system of

tematically carried on . Every thing is done farining ?

in season , and the work is thus not allowed to

get behind hand . In harvesting or having , as
From the Saturday Evening Post.

fast as the crop becomes properly cured , it is

TheMaineLaw .housed ; by this mode, Mr. O . says he has of

ten saved an entire crop from driving storms. That or anything -- any law - tyranny - des

The barley crop is found to be a very profita - potism - anything to keep men from ruining

ble one, but whether it will continue to be if themselves, and making beggars of their wives,

the Main Law ' is adopted we can hardly pre - and outcasts of their children !

dict.
So spoke a young man amid a group who

Mr. Cone uses a large plow with a 'jointer,' were earnestly discussing the Maine Law ,' as

or small plow attached to the bean as a coul- certain restrictive liquor measures - or rather

ter is attached . This “joiater' runs about two anti-liquor measures, are termed , from the

inches deep , and turns half the width of the State where they were first enacted . He was

furrow nearly over to the other half - themain indeed a sufferer- a sufferer from a father' s

plow follows, bringing up the lower stratum habits of intoxication . He keenly felt the dis

of the soil, and turns the whole under, grass, grace to which he was inevitably , butstill un

weeds- - every thing out of sight. A plow thus justly subjected . He had nearly or quite lost

ricced does the work nearly aswell astheMich - his affection for his erring parent - for both of

igan double plow and is not so heavy or ex - his parents, indeed . For while the errors of

pensive. The double plow , (which is some- one grieved , the complaints of the other wea

times erroneously called a subsoil plow , j has ried him . He had scarce patience to endure

thus far given entire satisfaction wherever it his younger brothersand sisters. Misrule and

has been used , and Michigan ought to be no rule made bedlam of the Drunkard' s Home.

proud of so useful an invention by one of her | As hedeclaimed, he felt a gentle touch upon

own hard -working sons, Aaron Smith , Esq ., his shoulder, and looking up , perceived that it

of Birmingham , in Oakland county. This was an old Friend - -one of the people called

plow will come into general use when its Quakers - who wished to draw his attention .

merits are better known. The cost of the Asthe old gentleman was a Friend in a double

jointer is $ 2 or $ 2 ,25 . They may be bad at sense-- personally as well as by sectarian des

Pontiac. We can recommend their use with ignation . Andrew Wallace left the company

entire confidence. in which he was standing , and walked away
Last season being so very dry , somemay be with the Quaker.

anxions to know how the crops and the pas. ' ' Is thee quite right, Andrew , in making thy
tures and garden Vegetables stood it.' The self quite so free on a sore subject ? Did thee
wbent crop had been taken in , hut Mr. C . in - never think that perhaps it might draw too
formed us that it was very heavy , and we much attention to thy father's weakness? '
should judge from theappearance of the stub - Weakness - - the old man is - -
ble that it'would yield from 30 to 35 bushels per "Honor thy father and thy mother, Andrew ,
acre - perhaps more. The wheat crop on this that thy daysmay he long in the land which
farm for many years past, has been too heavy the Lord thy God giveth thee.'
for the cradle - the cutting has been mostly Honor- - how can I honor such a person ,
done with the sickle. The grass crop has friend Hoopes?
been alluded to. The oats and barley were “Rebuke not an elder, but entreat him as a
heavy; the corn showed no signs of drouth , father. Now , John Wallace is not only an
was of a dark green color, and very stocky. elder as touching thee,buthe is thy father lit
The pastures were as green as in spring almost erally . Has thee entreated him , Andrew ? "
and afforded a full bite. There was no suf- ! A thousand times, friend Hoopes, a thou
fering in the garden either - - not a wilted or a sand times! And is not my mother's life a
curled leaf did we see. The ground has all whole life of entreaty ? Wehave begged and
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implored him - - reasoned and argued with bim The boy drew back , inclined to harbor

- threatened , pleaded and promised . But it some slight suspicion that he ought to be asha

does no good . Hewill not keep sober a week med of himself, and protested that he was not

at a time- -he never considers the comforts of going to be made gameof.

his family, and but forme they would want "Well, well, my lad , givemy friend here of

the necessaries, not to say the comforts of life . thy fire, for he smokes too !

So I go with allmy might for a law which Andrew was half disposed to refuse to have

shall prevent vultures from growing rich upou anything to do with the cigars, for he could

our wretchedness. I am for the Maine Lew : not imagine what trap Friend Hoopes was pre

and nothing shortof it ! paring for him . But the Quaker insisted , and
And, I too , Andrew , am a friend of the amid the loud laugh of the boy 's companions,

Maine Law . And if everybody would support the cigar was lighted , and the Quaker and his

and maintain it , there would be none of the friend went their way.

sorrow in the world which flows from man 's " Thee knows, Andrew , where thy father is? '

inhumanity to man .' But we are waiting for I could find him , I suppose.'
the lawgivers, can 't thee do something thyself Well-- I am now going home, for Rebecca

for thy father? will wonder what has becomeofme, this even
I have done all tng. And she will wonder more at my fumi
Not all, Andrew . Will thee not letme show gation , for I do believe the smoke from thy

thee? Where is thy father, to -night? cigar, and the young smoker's has permeated
'In some drinking house." through the texture ofmy babiliments , even to
'In which drinking house, Andrew ? Come, my linnen . Never mind, Andrew ! I can abide

thee should know something of thy father's even tobacco smoke in a good cause. Go thee

haunts and habits, for it might be of benefit to thy father , and say to him , Father will thee

to him . Does thee smoke tobacco, Andrew ? " take a weed !' for that is what the flash people

•What has that to do with it, Friend call it, as I perceive in the papers. Thy fath

Hoopes? ' er will take it without a doubt. Then thee

Never thee mind, Andrew , but answer will be on terms, and thee will say , “Father,

what I ask thee. Does thee smoke tobacco ? ' help mehome with a basket? ' Thy father

Well , I do, then .' | will go with thee. Take the groceries home,
"Don ' t be short and surly, Andrew , I know and if thy father and mother suppose thee has

thy father does, for those who drink always bought them , never heed their mistake. To
smoke. Don 't answer me. I d ?n ' t say that morrow return the empty basket. And letme
those who smoke always drink , though often - see thee, Andrew , in a day or two, and we will
times thelesser fault does produce the greater. talk more of the Maine law .'
But I am going to give thee somecigars.' | Andrew would have questioned or debated

Andrew was puzzled as to what his eccentric the point, but the old Friend was gone. His

friend could be aiming at. Friend Hoopes pride repelled at the gift of the groceries,but

took him into a large store, and while Andrew as he suspected his shrewd friend had a pur

stood wondering waat all could mean what he pose under it, he decided to carry out the sug

saw , the Quaker bought a small, but very gestion of the Quaker. All happened as Friend

complete, and somewhat heavy assortment of Hoopes had predicted. John Wallace was

groceries. He borrowed of the shopkeeper a surprised to see his son enter the bar-room ,

"Shall I send them ? ' asked the grocer. where he sat - his nightly custom . He was

basket to pack them in . angry, for he expected unkind words and a

No; this young man will call for them , pre- scene. But when Andrew ouered bim a cigar,

sently . Has thee good cigars? he took it without hesitation , judging from his

The grocer pointed to his stock , and Friend commencement that his son did not intend to

Hoopes selected a handful - atrandom we sus hame him before his boon companions."

pect, for hewas no judge of the article . į "I have a basket to take home, father ; will

"Come, Andrew ,' he said , and they walked / you help me?'
forth, the young man still in much of a mysti- The father rose without a word, and as they

fication . passed out, Andrew , who began to discern

"Now , Andrew , bere are thy cigars. Light something of the spirit and purpose of the

one. Here boy ,' said the Quaker, becconing thing, made a causual remark or two , which

up a little pocket edition ofmanhood , in whose the father pleasantly answered . And as they

mouth a segar was stuck , like the handle of a took the baskethoine, the father yentured an

mallet. Does not smoking make thee sick ,my assertion which was not quite the truth, nor

lad ? ' | all a lie , to wit;— that he thought they want

“Well, it don 't, old hogs! ed some things' at home, and he was going to

"Come, now ,my, son , I see the weed does get them to-morrow .

not improve thy manners. Does thee know when they reached home, Mrs . Wallace

when thee began to smoke tobacco? ' Iwas surprised and pleased , but too wise to say
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anything to betray the unexpectedness of the hands shook , and he could with difficulty place

provision made for the family . She busied them upon bis tools . His head was confused ,

herself in packing away the contents of the , and hismind wandered. . lle was faint and

basket, and father and son smoked their ci- unsatisfied , and had begun to parlerwith res.

cars in comfort, while the little Wallaces cli - olution , when Andrew called to him at the

ined around them , and admired the spiral winduw :

wreaths of vapor as they ascended . Now , ! Come, father, with me a second !'
Mrs. Wallace did not like smoke - but she said " llere' s where I get a mouthful these long

nothing . A sober husband and a kind son could forenoons,' said he, as they entered a temper

atone for a much greater inconvenience than lancehouse. Joon looked around in vain . for

even tvis. The news of the day - - the relative bottles and glasses, wbile Andrew ordered cof

strength of Scott and Pierce, the fishery ques- fee for two. This , with some slight food , not

tion , the French dictatorship , and other cur- enough to spoil their dinner, steadied John

rent topics, came under review , and both son Wallace's nerves again , and he returned to bis

and wife wondered how much general inform - labor, cheerfull, though not excited -- and not
ation and shrewd observation John Willace quite so strong , perbaps , for the moment, as

had hitherto reserved for the benefit of beer he would have been , had he taken his usual

saloons and tea rooms. All retired quietly unhealthy stimulus. Thus the day passed .

and cheerfully at an early hour; and Mrs. The dinner was eaten with a pleas:int relish

Wallace enjoyed the first undisturbed and qui the evening was spent at home.

et sleep for many a month .
Andrew , in few days, sought his honestIn the morning John Wallace awoke, as

Quaker friend agiin .
usual with a parched throat and a furred

ellW ell, Andrew ,' said Friend Hoopes, ówhat
tongue. Hewas surprised to find his wife upla

I does thee think of the Maine law , now ? '
before him . He dressed himself with the

"Oh , I have been so busy that I have not
trembling hands of a confirmed drinker, who

nnt thought it it all. '
had not yet taken hismorning potations to stay

his nerves, and he stole down stairs, intends !le downstairs intend ! Indeed thee has,my lad ,' said the old Qur

ing to slip out for his draught, and return bc- ker, after he had listened to Andrew 's narra

fcre hewas missed. But as he descended , sa - tive of his proceedings. Thee has been think

york smeels saluted his nose , and he heard a ing of the Maine law all the time. But what

hissing fry in the kitchen . The door stood does thee piirticularly wish to silv to -day!

open , and his watchful wife stopped bim . I “Father is getting uneasy . Hesily's ho must

Come, John ,' she said , 'dontgo out before go down to that old buunt of his .'

breakfast. It is all ready, and you will lose "Well, Audrew , thee must not fail to gowith
nothing bywaiting.' him .'

lle jould not persist in his purpose, but sat " lle don 't wantme. He says he will behome

down at once to a hearty breakfast , nicely ser- early - and not drink.'

ved . A cup or two of well-made coffee,wash - Ile will drink , Andrew , if he goes without

ing down comfortable substantials , and eliven - thee. But I should have no hopes at all of

ed with the cheerful conversation of his wife him , ifhe did not feelan obligacion to go to
and son , steadied his nerves and strengthed the plaee."

his hands. Ile wondered that he had so long Andrew made no reply , but looked his sur

succeded with a morning dram . No one said prisc.
a word , direct, or indirect, upon liquor, or the Can 't thee guese, Andrew ? Thy father

liquor law , and father and son took their hats, would be glad to forget the place forever ; but

and walked as far as their ways led together, he owes a score there, withoutany doubt.'
to their daily labor. When they separated , And what shall I do then ? '

Andrew was full of thought and hope , and not "Give him the pionev to pay it , if has it not

a litt! e wonder, at the wisdom of his Quiker bimself - ind go with him when he does it. '

adviser . He saw the driſt and intention of “ Pay the pickpocket who hils impoverished

all he had recommen led , and needed no binü us so long ! Tie can 't recover the demand .'

to carry out the plan wbich Friend loopes “And thee can' t recover thy fuher, unless

had suggested . theo helps him to maintain his integrity, An

It was a long forenoon . Andrew was in the drew . A debt is a debt,ind it prers on his
habit of taking a bite ,' as he termed , in the conscience. Let hiin be quits with Satan , and

long intervals between the mechanic' s early the hold of the tempter will be loosed . Just
breakfast and his dinner. As he went for it think how thy father wust feel,when heknows
this day , he remembered his father. And it , that the spirit vender and his imps, and fa
was well thathe did . The demon drunkenness, milliars, are every day saying that thy father
impatient of the disappointment of the morn - only keeps out of the way to cheat him out of
ing, way making furious clamor against John his reckoning .'

Wallace's partialabstinence. The poorman 's “ There is force in what you say.?
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There is truth , Andrew . Now takemy ad . Andrew , and return to mewhenever thee is in

vice. Has thee money ? ' a strait. But stop , moment. If thee will , thee

Not much . ' can quit smoking, and so can thy father .

Take this , and payme at thy leisure. Now It leads to no good , and I have tolerated it

don 't make a noise,and a splutter, and parade only for expediency thus far. But it is against

Thee cannot afford to be a violent reformer, the MAIN LAW . Ilow would thee like thy moth

just yet: and when thee can afford it thee wilt er and sister to smoke, Andrew ?

have learned that gentleness is stronger than

violence, and sunshine more powerful than From the New England Cultivator.
tempest. Has thee any of those cigars left? '

The Farmerwith Two Ideas.
I thought so . Well, so muci the better.

Thee can go down with thy father to-night, BY A . G . COMINGS.

and call for cigars. Then thee can read a hand - ! There was a farmer I knew , and a merry

bill, or anything, to turn thy back , while thy man was he, who had one idea at rising oo .

father quietly pays his score. The landlord which went with him all the day , and another

will press him to drink , but he won 't do it - - at going to bed , which lasted as long as its

and he must not, Andrew - not even a glass brother idea , and these made the merry mood

of porter. And then he never need enter the of the farmer I knew .

place again .'
Themorning idea danced out with a merry

Once more Andrew followed the wise old song for A Present Profit to the worker who

Friend ' s advice, and the event proved him as breaks the turf and mellows the vielding soil :

shrewd and politic as he was kind . The score and the evening idea was asmerry as merry

was settled . The drink was refused . The could be, among the growing trees, the stretch

tavern keeper was quietly rebuked in the act, ing vines, the children at school or play, and

and could not but admire thehonor and integ . all the growing tribes in house or barn , as the

rity of his former customer. Nor could he re- song of A Profit for years to comewas heard

frain from hoping that his reform might be with inspiring glee. "

permanent. Wemay mention , in parenthesis , Year after y ear the merry man kept up his.

that this little atrair drove one rumseller out two ideas , and they filled his barns, they filled

of the business. He felt ashamed to pursue a lboth garret and stall, and they filled his purse

trade which ruined his patrons — and moved so the strings would often break and the bank

by the successful efforts of a son to recover his would only take the burden of his toils. And

father, he renounced the cvil trafic . But to re- the merry farmer became a walking wonder,

turn to our story , and a thousand wondering people said , 'Why

In a few weeks more Andrew called on the is it ?

Quaker to refund the money loaned , and also Then they all began to talk about the far

the price ofthe last basket of groceries . mer's two ideas,in how they kepthim in such

· And how is thy father now , Andrew ? " a merry mood . And they found that themor

“He continues perfectly sober , thanks to ning idea was not forgotten , nor allowed to

your wise advices trespass on the evening idea . So the farmer
And what does thee think of the Maine law never worked his farm without feeding it, and

now ?' he was careful to give it food wbich would

" I have not thought at all.' cause it to produce very plentifully in immedi

"Oh, but thee is mistaken - 8 l said before. I ate actions , and yet remain healthy 'or time

The Maine law - the main pillar of Christian - to come. It was established that the vening

ity, as regardsman and man, is not written in idea should not be left alone atany time; but,

the statutes of the State of Maine, but in the where much was hoped for in time to come,

New Covenant, or Testament- - and I felt it much must also be enacted in a passing day .

concern to teach it to thee , Indrew , when I His fields produced plentifully , but every

heard thee talking so loud , and to so little pur- vear give an increase of plentifulness com

pose, that evening, thee knows. It is written in ' pared with the year before. He procur

the book of Jiatthew , and was spoken by the red the most active manures, and by these

great Lawgiver of the New Testament: “There- secured large and immediate crops. Upon

fore all things whatsoeer ve vwould thatmen the same ground he put large supplies of

shouled do to you , do ye even so to them , for less activemanures at the same time, and this

this is THELAW ! Now this is my JAIN Lw , caro promise for the future . One gave him

and thee sees I will not petition the Legis - joy in harrest,' wbile the other gave him hope

lature anything about it. And thee has been of a good time coming.'

acting under it , Andrew . Just persevere, and His gardens flourished , his trees grew , the

thy father will soon fall into thespirit of it ,as birds sung by the door, his daughters were

well as thy mother. And if thy father chance I virtuous and happy , his sons loved the open

to stumble , as hemay , don 't forget the Main world for a workshop , and his wife snt a

LAV , but keep it always in practice. Farewell, queen in their own quiet court; and all this joy
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and gladness came along in the very same dustrious, apparently economical, and seek
path where the farmer' s two ideas led theway . prosperity with untiring diligence, and poverty

Thus lived the merry man to a good old comes in their train . With such a family, ei

age, and prospred in all hismany years, sing - ther the man or the woman is short-sighted in

ing along the way of life . A present profit, and management, and the order necessary to

a profit to come.' prosperity is not with them .

A REASON FOR THIS AND THAT. TWO PERSONS FOR TWO IDEAS.

To manage a farm for mere present profit . The prosperous farmer has the two ideas

at a sacrifice ofits ability to produce in future , which lead to prosperity ; and has a wife -

is like a man 's tearing down one side of his yes certainly , a wife he bas, who has also the

house for firewood in a winter day. Hemakes sametwo ideas with himself. She can see be

a gain hy a greater loss . Yet the practice of yond the end of her nose as well as be, and

skinning and robbing farms by reducing their she can see what is within her reach also, as

produce , for a present scanty profit, is a way well as he. She secures'the presentprofit and

ihat too many follow . It is very seldom the the profit for years to come, and puts to use

case that a man makes a proat by the enltiva - the proper things in the proper time, and when

tion of any piece of ground which is not really she has used them she always puts them in pro

made better for future use at the same time. per order and in a proper place. And all I

But it can bemade poorer either by cropping have to say more is this : themerry farmer I

without manuring , or by cropping while a knew had two good eyes, and he had " a little

soanty amount only of very active manure is wife well-willed ," who had also two good
applied . eres, and they both together had two good

To manage a farm only for future profit, ideas, and they walked the path of life togeth

while the owner has no wealth beside upon er, seeing to learn , and learning to a profit ;

which to rest, is like going to sea in a bark ca - and no body can wonder any longer that he

noe with the expectation of finding a richly la - was a merry farmer all his days.

den ship in some quarter of the ocean ; or,
I A YANKEE COLONY. — On Monday evening

like a penniless man starting for California
last, some eighty persons, heads of families,

without provisions. Every man who needs to
increase in wealth by farming , must give at- Iwhere they design forming a colony.

arrived in this city , en route for Minnesota ,

tention to present profit .
They

Jare under the direction of A . Thompson ,
Every farmer should study to know the way

Esg ., of Amherst, Mass., father of G . W . and
of securing a present and also continued profit , I

with an increase.
pron , John A . Thompson , Esqs., of this city, and

The idea of a present and a continued or
are from the various New England States.
Their design is to settle upon a township of

future profit in farming , is like the boatman 's
illustration of faith and works by the two oars

sland in the country recently ceded to the Uni

of his boat. If he pulled upon the one which
Ited States by the Sioux Indians, improve and

he called faith , he madeno headway, but only
" enter it when it is brought into market. They

whirled round and round. If he pulled upon are made up mostly of farmers and mechan

ics, with a slight sprinkling of preachers and
the other, which he called works, he was

school teachers. They are mostly in the prime
whirled about in the opposite direction . If he

of life, and take with them to the wilds of
drew both atthe sametime, his boatwas hur

ried over the waters.
Minnesota, the energy and intelligence char

acteristic of the land of steady habits . After
Upon most farms there is necessity of culti

vating a variety of grains and grasses, some
| reaching thesite of their future home, they will

of which must be cultivated with care, at proceed at once to the erection of buildings

tention and manuring every year to secure rival of their families. - Chicago Democraticand planting of crops, preparatory to the ar

a profit. It should be equally the object Prres

of the common farmer to manage his grain
and grass fields, bis orchards and his garden REMEMBER . - -Every loathsome inmate of
grounds, so as to secure presentprofitwhile he Penitentiaries and States Prisons, Wis once a

is preparing every depariment to rive a better gentle , inoffensive, and prattling child ; and

profit in years to come. every criminal who has expiated his crimes

in themanagement of somefarmers, a habit upon the gallows, was once pressed to a moth

of doing things 6 for the present,” prerails er g breast , and drew from her bosom his life

over every idea of doing substantially what is giving nourishment. Bad moral training,

done. In this war everything is daily found wrong influences, and debasing examples do

out of place or out of order. . their work , and transform endearing offsprings

Continual loss is consequentupon it . It is to ferociousmen , who shock humanity by the

90 much the way of some, in the farm -house foulness of their guilt , and the monstrous au

as well as outside of it, that the short-sighted dacity of their crimes. Yet how seldom has

economy which they pursue is a source of con - one of these direful transformations boen ef

stant loss and misfortune. They may be in - 'fected without the aid of strong drink !
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Poultry Yard. to have a regular supply for the markets; thay

The following article contains many facts do not, like mosó kinds of fowls, leave us

which may prove interesting to our readersen
withouteggs for months together during the

winter, but the supply from them is almost as

gaged in poultry raising. good then as at ocher seasons of the year;

Wehear a great deal of talk about the winter is a timewhen eggs will always realize

money which is sometimes paid for eggs of a good price. The Cochin -China eggs are of

ehoice kinds of poultry for the purpose of in - medium size, being larger than those of the

cubation, and intend very soon to join the game fowl, and smaller than the Spanish ,

hue-and -cry and talk about it too; but, when about as large as those which usually supply

we consider the case with which productive the markets . Those Cochin- China bens which

fowls might be procured and kept, the p: ices may be considered the best layers , will resort

often given for new - laid eggs, for eating and to the nestand deposit an egg daily , with unin

domestic purposes, is a matter much more as- terrupted regularity, for many weeks together .

tonishing These best layers are distinguished from those

The attention of farmers has lately been re- which are subject to the freak of nature of

peatedly called to this subject, and some few laying two eggs in one day, for which usual

are giving it the notice which it so merits . activity the owners often bave no reason to

Poultry is a kind of stock which fits in readily be grateful. There are few persons who keep

with other animals, consumes produce which Cochin -China fowls who do not meet with in

would otherwise be wasted , requires little stances of this unnatural fecundity, but it is

space , and vields a return during life, as well generally at theexpense either of regularity in

as when killed for the market. the supply - of a perfect egg -shell- or of fer

The kind of fowl best adapted to the pur- tility in the egg. Soft eggs are often drop

poses of those who wish to supply the markets ped without interrupting the daily laving.

is a much disputed question; but, without los- The Cochin -China ergs are particularly deli

ing a season in lengthened deliberation , it is cate and fine in flavor. The shell is more deep

easy temporarily to fix on the kind which ap - ly tinted than that of any other kind of fowl,

pears best,and ,while realizing from them , ex- being variously tinged with shades of buff and

periments on other kindsmay be carried on at chocolate , and sometimes tettered over with

small expense and trouble. chalky -looking specks which give it a peculiar

The Spanish fowl lavs an egg moremagnifi- delicate pearl- like appearance. The chocolate

cent in size than that of any other kind of tint is more admired than the yellow . Ar

fowl: these eggs have been known to weigh as this coloring in the egg -shell is peculiar to the

much as tour ounces, while those which usual- breed , it depth of shade is valued by connois

ly supply our markets are from two to two-and- seurs, but it is not imperative; for perfectly

- a- half . It may be worthy the consideration truc bred fowls, imported fowls as well as

ofthose who collect eggs forthemarket wbeth - thesewhich have been bred here, will some

er shells sell better for exceeding the usual times lay eggs not very much more colored

size, and worthy the consideration of the than those of the game fowl, and even the

housekeeper whether such eggs are better for samehen will lay eggs of differentshades.

domestic purposes. it has been affirmed by In beauty ofform and plumago there are few

one of our best judges that there is so much fowls which excel the game fowl; their quar

richness in the Spanish fowl's egg than in that relsome disposition , however, (although exag

of the Cochin -China , that two eggs of the last gerated by someauthors) esists in a sufficient

would make as good a custard as three of the degree to render keeping a number together

first. There is a great difference of opinion troublesome and eren dangerous to them

about the laying propensities of the Spanish selves. In producing fuwls for thetable these

fowls ; somepersons find them excellent lavers, would be less profitable than larger sorts, as

while many complain that, although their ergs giving less weight of meat, but the chickens

are very large, the number which they lav is are very delicious in flavor, as are also the

very small. TheSpanish fowl's egg is thick eges. The egg is rather small with a tinted

in form , and the shell is white. shell.

The Dorking also lays a fine large egg, hut The families which now go under the name

her character as a laver varies greatly in dif- of Hamburghs are considered good lavers.

ferent localities; these fowls , like the Spanish , These are the fowls among which the decision

are sometimes complained of as indifferent of the farmer is most likely to hesitate; but

lavers, and sometimes praised for being very whatever breed may be fixed on , let itbe kept

good in that particular. The eggs are white pure, and with cleanliness and abundant feed

and good in flavor . ing , perhaps there isno kind which would not

The Cochin -China fowls lay a great number make an ample return . Although , perhaps,

of eggs, and have one good quality which no fowls match the Cochin -China in the num

would tell well in the hands of personsanxious l ber of eggs which they lay, most are pretty
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wood lavers, if well cared for, and abundantly habit. On a long sea - voyage, and in a rath

fed . Where food has to be purchased , and a er dull and resourceless foreign land , threc

iarge supply of ergs is desired , it is the best unbidden companions had stuck bymewith an

economy to buy the best corn and ineal and almost persecuting tenacity , and attracted

vive the fowls as much as they can eat. When tirst myacquaintance , then my intimacy, for

the owner possesses refuse corn for which he want of anything else : they were books : to wit ,

can find no market, the case is different, and Cobbett ' s edition of Tull' s Works, and the

a little waste does not matter, as it would do |Useful knowledge Society ' s two volumes on

if the food were paid for. — The Plow . British Ilusbandry. I read them , and re-read

them ; and then began again : for nine mortal
months I was reduced to gorge my literary

The Cronicles of a Clay Farm .
appetite upon these husks, as I first regarded

A work recently published in London , on them . The Georgies of Virgil had begun and

the diffivulties of improving a clay farm , re- ended allmy previousacquaintance with far

pulsive as the theremay appear, is full of in - imi
- ming; they were the sole and associating tie

terest, having all the richness ef "Punch ,' in that connected mewith this sudden and enfor
th : narative of the actualexperience of a law

ced onslaught upon the theory and practice
ver, who became a farmer under the most ad . of Agriculture ,' and I returned to England

verse circumstances that can well be imagined ,
leu , | poor wretch - 10 worse condition than I went

either for il norice or proficient. The iluthor - in fact given up by the Faculty as a con

appers to hare possessed a magician ' s power, firmed - Book -farmer. .
not only reducing to friability the hardest and

With this morbid predisposition upon me
impracticable clods , but in rendering a barren

imgaine me exposed unexpecteetedly to the
gubject, as a first glance would indicate , one

fatal atmosphere of a sick -room in which lay
of amusement and instruction . We allow him

| a dvingman ,ashedevoutly believed - a Land
in his own words to introduce the reader to

steward -- stricken with influenza caught upon
his new farm , in undrained , unimproved piece

mymarsh ; imagine the reports , the lectures,
of tat clay, possessing something of a soapy

apy I the death -hed warningy I had to sit and listen
character, resting on the English new red

1 : 0 aboutthis ble sed farm . He described it as
Sindstone, and containing 250 statute acres.

you would a pestilence; a terror to all around
Why did you take it? '

I didn't.
it; itmust be cured (or killed ?) not for its own

It took me. That mysterious
sake, butas you would treat a diseased ewe,orlady ' who is painted with a bandage on her
a trusy of mouldy huy. It was painful, yet iueres ( shecan see aswellas you or 1,)made it,
dicrous, to hear bim , for he talked like a dywith a pat on myback ,my property , and short
ing man of a bad child - -that would be sure

ly afterwards, ith it slap in the face, my 'oc
to come to harın some day or other.' What

cupation,' It had been performing for a ce
on earth was to be done ?

ries of years il sort of geometrical progress
Agriculture wils

not royalthen - there was no Society' s Jour
ion ’ - downwards. Eich incoming tenant !

Intl, no motto laden buttons publishing the
took it at abouthalfthe previous rent; dabbled

banns (for the first time) of "PRACTICE WITH
about for a year or two like it duck , and re

SCIEACE ,' no dear little weekly bonne bouche
tired - lame. It wasbut a simple elation

of it Guseite, no July gathering of fat cittle
- - it very simple one-- to say when the rest

and greatmen to look backward and forward
would come to zero . It looked on the Rent

to all the other twelve months. All was dull ,
albook like an annual sum in Reduction ; fir

blank and cheerless, not to say 'lat and un
cilis descensus Averni, literally translated in

to plain English . Whatwas to be done with Pronuble.profitable .'

it? ' This bring me to my proposition No. 2: Whatwas to be done? apostatize from all

which in fact is commonly citlled No. 1 ' - the promises and vowsmade from iny vouch

mrself. If there was in the catalogue of hu- up , and take it in hand - that is , in a bali

in pursuits, one which I hated and feared , hand, which certain furecone experiences had

drerdeu and desired , dil'nt know , and did'nt | led me to conceive Wits of all thinge in the

wish to know - it was that strange incompre- world the most out of hand ( if that may be

hensiblo damaging thing which from my cra - called so which empties the hand and the porch .

die unwiirds I had heard described and depre- et too. ) Such seemed the only alternative !

ciated under the almost forbidden name of at first it was an impossibility - ühen an impro

Farminz. Dr. Johnson calls it the delight of bability - and then - - ästheear of berried corn

destiny to counterchange the plans and pur- wins its forbidden way up the school boy's

posed ofman ; but some other wise man , I sleeve, and gains a point in advance by every

think it is Lord Bacon , tells us to choose the effort to stop or expel it, so did every determi

life that is most useful; and habit will make nation -- every relection counteract the very

it agroeable. But accident seems more po- purpose it wassummoned to oppose, and in

tent than destiny, plan, purpose, choice, or short, one fino inorning Ialmost jumped a vard
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gon ! '

backward at seeingmy own name on a wag- come at once after draining; every year tells
on it. ' .

lle commences with underdraining - his . You that think really is the case? '

neighbors tell him that this can be of no use, ' 'I think ! I knows it, sir. I likes it every

for there is no fall. He emplors a bevelling year the better arter the draining, but I do

instrumentand finds a fall of nine feet. lle think (rou 'll excuse me) that you goes a little

commences business in carnest - enlarres 100 dip with the tiles; it isno use going so dip

fields, roots out useless hedge roirs - and ac - i into theclay.
complishes a generalrerolution both in the an - What, three feet ! Why they laugh at me

pearance and value of his estate. He gives the for draining so sballow . If you were to see

following account of the suggestion ofhis book what they say in those papers I bring into the

after his success had became fails established , tielu sometimes in a morning, you wouldn 't
and which furnishes a very good comment on call this deep ."

the meaning of the work Book -Farming, "On ! never you listen to what them there

which would certainly be less opproborious if papers sars, they know nothing in the 'varsal

all were such samples as this : world about it. They bent practical farmers as

"Oh , sir ! it 's a fine thing , is this here drain writes that stuff, none o ' them aswrites knows

ing,' said an old laboror, lifting up one heavy anything aboutfarming .

foot on the iedge of his spade, and composing D 're think not? Well, but now suppose I

bimself with bis elbow resting on the bandle ,'$ were to write about the fields we have drained

to say a few words, before he puthis jacket on , 10 some of these Editormen to print and put

and parted for the night. "Sin the paper, would 'nt it do for somebody else
to read , - would 'nt it be as true afier itwas"It's a fine thing is this here draining; what

a crop of turnipswillbehere next autumn, I' ll
printed as it was before, when we were doing

be bound to say! '
"Oh that's o ' different thing, that is, cause

It is a glorious thing , replied l; themore I
more ! , of course they' d believe what yon sav. ,see of its effects the more I like it , and the "Well now - suppose I were to put it as a

more I wonder how the land was ever worked sort of history of this farm as it was, and as it
before without it .'

is - a sort of Chronicle - call it "Chronicle of a
Ah well, sir, 'twas a different sort ' o thing Clay Farm ?'

you see; 'twas like a dilerent trade. Lor
Oh that 's capital! None of them longwords

bless you : Ir member the time when , after about chemists and drugoists and doctor's

wheat soving was done, (and sometimes there
was many lieliis so as it could 'ntbe gotin at all !

stuff.
But you won ' tbelieve I can doctor the field

when it camea wetseason , the farmer 's work ,
rk and give thatan appetite, eh , Dobson?

was over like for the rear. There was noth - Well, I don 't know - 1 be 'nt no scollard - -

ing to be donebut sit at home and go to sleep Love
sleep one thing however, you 've tapp't the dropsy

till the frost came and the dung cart could be lonaun, cart could be on it for one thing , that's sartin !"
got a - field . It was had work , sir , for the la

“And you 'll believe the other when you 'reborer - bad work — when he was turned out for seen it . Well, good nicht. Dobson .'

the winter, and had to look out for a bit 'ol

hedging or ditching somewhere else , miles off .
Southern Illinois .

perhaps , to git a bit o ' bread by. '

"Well,we've changed that however ; I thinkIthink ! It is gratifying to observe the progress soit is gratifying to observe ,

I may truly say, that every year to me winter rapidly beinn
A winter rapidly being made in the settlement and in

has been a busy time.'
provement ofthe southern portion ofour State.

Favored by nature more than any section of
And will be too ! There 'll never be stand

the country, possessing the elements requisite
ing still for winter work again on this here to ensure the prosperity and happiness of
farm as long as it lics out o ' doors, let wholet who those who find homeswithin her borders, it is
will farin it , for all so inany hedges are gruh - not surprising that, after lung neglect, the at

bed up . How the Sxedes hare grow ' d to be
tention ofthe industrious enterprising and pro.

sure on that piece as we drain ' d last year. 11 ducing classes should now be turned hither
never saw Ship look better , and I remember rare or that an examination should satisiy

when there was’nt a Ship on the farm , or allall of the superior inducements here held out
turnip on the ground to feed them 'em with .' | to emigrants from the over-populated and

D 've think think that piece will stand the
e crowded localities ofthe East. To the farm

treading of the sheep ? er, the mechanic and the manufacturer our

Bear it ! Lor' bless you , it'l come un as section is peculiarly desirable. Our fertile

mellow as a garden , I'll war’nt it in the prairies vield a generous return for the labor

spring; it trends a little leathery in some pla - of the husbandman , an abundance of water

ces in the middle o ' the lands, but that'll all power, timber , coal and rock , invite the in

come up right after another crop , it don 't all vestments of themanufcaturer, while the rap
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idly increasing population and consequently Address of Wm . S . King ,Esq .
augmenting demand for the products of the
skill and industry of the mechanic give him

Weread with interest, the Adress by Mr.
x

ample assurance of support and encourage. The
weam King, editor of the Journal of Agriculture,

ment. To one acquainied with the relative |
| before the New Hampshire Agricultural So

prices atwhich the soil , the great reliance of
ciety, at Meredeth Bridge , on the 7th October

the laboriny classes – is held here and at the
last , at its third annual exhibition . We give

East, it seems singular that men will toil on
below an extract, allwehave room for at pres

ent. The address is written with spirit , and
year after year, almost hopelessly striving to
procure a foothold for themselves and families

exposes the inconsistencies of those who mock

where land is sold forsums which for a single
at book farming ,' or in other words, intelli

acre would here procure a large and far more gent labor. - N . E . Farmer.

productive farm . That the stoiling millions ! Itwas our fortune to have there, ( at the

of the Eastern States are becoming aware of World 's Fair ) among others, one man , who

these facts, and acting upon them is apparent,parent. I deserves honerable mention at this farmer ' s

and we are especially pleased to perceive that festival, - the Commissioner from the State of

of the thousands who are securing homes in New York , B . P . JOHNSON ; then , as now , Sec

the West, a fair proportion are locating them retary of the New York STATE AGRICUTTRAL

selves in and developing the resources of SOCIETY . For many dreary weeks, he stood

Southern Illinois . - - Independence Press . almost alone; sad and desolate, annid the ne

glected contributions of his country. Who

DESTRUCTION OF THE WIRE -Wory. — The fol- chanced to visit us, came to sneer . “ These

lowing account of themethod adopted in Eng. Yankee plows,' said an unusually unprejudiced

land to destroy the wire-worm , is taken from visitor, one day, 'may do well enough among

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society. the rocks and stumps of America; but they

' In lieu of the ordinary top -dressing , with are not comparable, for general work , to our

rape dust, applied to the land , and plowed or English plows , or even to the Belgian .' Do

harrowed well in , 5 cwt. per acre of rape cake you know ,' retorted Johnson , that in our

crushed into lumps of about the size of ball country , we have fields, without a fence, or a

inch ground bones, and the result will be that rock , or a stump, larger than your whole is

the wire -worms will congregate on these land ofGreat Britain ; and these plows have

lumps of cake, devouring them with such arid - been found to work well there, as they will

ity as to become glutted , and perish, either work well anywhers . This flour is made from

from repletion or from the peculiar properties the wheat you see vonder ; and the wheat was

of the rape, or from the combined effects of grown on land plowed with implements like

the two. Rape dust will not answer the pur- these; thatcrop of wheataveraged 65 1- 2 bu .

pose, because it presents no surface upon to the acre, weighing 63 pounds to thebushel.'

which the worms can fix themselves, and no So with the reapers. TheLondon Times para

substance into which they can eat their wiv. ded on accountof the American deputment and

Perceiving that a satisfactory resultwas be . christened McCormick ' s machine “ a cross be

ing obti.ined , in the first field to which the cake twixt a flying - machine, a tread -mill , and an

was applied , Mr. Charnock took up and exam - Alesty's chariot. “ That flying-machine must

ined many ofthe lumps, and found them full be tested on the field ,' insisted the sturdy

ofthe defunct and expired enemy. The prac- Johnson , óand let them laugh that win .' The

tice was, o : course , followed throughout the tread mill was tried . The grain , green and

farm where the worm prevailed , until, in a storm -soiked as it was, went down before it,

year or two, the land was perfectly freed , and as if it were the shears of Fate; and loud , thos

that without any recurrence of the evil. late, were the honest congratulations of our

Mr. C . has also , on several occasions since, I discomfited critics. The introduction of the

had recourse to the samemeansfor preserving American Reaper ,alone, wasbycommon con

his carnations , (which are very liable to be sent, allowed to compensate England for all

attacked by the wire-worm ,) and he has inva - ' the gross expenses of the exhibition . In like

riably witnessed the same satisfactory result . ' manner, the plows were found to work well on

The plan is so simple , and apparently so ef- i English land . And, finally , the bitter oppo

ficacious , that I need not dilate farther upon nent of all that is American and republican,

it, than to remind those who may be disposed that same London Times - confessed that the

to try it, that while they may hope to destroy United States , by their contributions for en

the worm , they will certainly add a rich fertili- suring the good of many, instead of pander

zer to their land, at a reasonable cost .' ling to the lunury of the few , had carried off

When in Norfolk , in England , in 1851, we the palm , in this World ' s Tournament.

witnessed this operation , and were informed . Why was it at the eleventh hour, only ,

by several intelligent farmers that it never fail- , was justicedone to one of the competing coun

ed to eradicate the wire worm . tries? Why did thousands, whose voices were
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afterwards loudest in praise, - - to their honor phosphates , and about one -sixth in the am

be this said , - for so long time speak , but to monía .

scoff ? PREJUDICE had pre-occupied their This suggested the idea ofmixing two. The

minds, and jaundiced their vision . salt was put with the Peruvian to fix the am

monia, and to furnish the muriates and the

soda . But the tobacco plant especially needs

Guano on Tobacco .
potash , especially in its ripening process , the

outer coat of the stalk and the stem being for

TheRichmond Enquirer publishes the fol- med principally of the sileciate of potash .

lowing letter , giving someinteresting particu
Thus you see at a glance what I : imed to ac

complish by my mixture. The success
lars of theraising ofheavy crops of tobacco was beyond my expectations. Itwas the heav

by the application of guana: iest crop of tobacco I ever saw - and so said

My Dear Sir : - Myexperience in growing every one who saw it .
such a heavy crop of tobacco last year, has ! The Vexican Guano can be had at Balti

attracted a great dealofattention , and I take more at $ 25 per ton of 2,240 pounds. Ster

pleasure in detailing it for the benefit of the ling & Adrens deal in it. The potash and

planting interest of the State . The ground plaster Mr. Kettlewell, of Baltimore , prepares

was pretty liberally dressed with home-made and sells at $ 2 50 per barrel, of about 320

manures, from mystables , farm pens and pits, pounds. .

as I think oughtalways to be done, if wewould I lost, Imay say , no tobacco by fire, while

grow tobacco profitably. When I was going every one of my neighbors had to cut their

to bed the land for hilling, or rubbing down, crops for fire.

which I prefer, I sowed on each acre the fol With high regard , yours very truly .

lowing mixture: Two bushels sifted Peruvi J . S . ARMISTEAD .

an guano , weighing; I judge about one hun- |
dred pounds, intimately mixed with one bushsh . AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES-- Strange

el ground alumn salt . I then mixed 2 1 - 2 bu Developments.

shels Mexican guano - weighing, I suppose, One of the best signs of the times for Mis

one hundred and sixty or one hundred and souri is the general waking up of the public

seventy pounds -- and 1 1 - 2 bushels of Kettle- mind, in the agricultural districts , in regard to

well's mixture of potash and plaster, or about the formation of Societies for the improvement

one hundred and fifty or one hundred and six - of agriculture , the introduction of fine stock ,

ty pounds, and shovelled them together and and the general elevation and support of the

sowed themixture broadcast. The cost ofthe interests of the Farmer. Twelve months ago ,

whole was about $ 6 25 per acre. The crop webelieve there was not an Agricultural So

was then planted in good time--- I was scarce ciety in active operation , in the state. Now ,

of plants, and the season very difficult -- I am wehave five; and the spirit is still up , and the

sure, gave me two thousand pounds per acre. example likely to be followed throughout the

The tobacco was topped from eighteen to State. The following counties are the ones

twenty - five leaves, and ripened remarkably thatduring the past few months,have perma

well to the top leaf, without firing . The to - nently established Agricultural Societies, and

bacco was cultivated for the manufacturers, I gone to work to make them efficient in the

and is of very fine quality , and remarkably great cause of improvement, viz : Boone , Coo

sweet. My reasons for this mode of cultiva - l per , Callaway, St. Louis and Jackson .

tion are few and simple. Our old lands in The last legislature made an appropriation

this region , and I doubt not generally in mid - of $ 1000 a year for four years, to be ex

dle Virginia , are more deficient in phosphates pended in behalf of Annual State Agricultu

and potash than any other of themineralma- ral Fairs. The first one will take place next

pure; and the tobacco plant must have these Fall. Will not every county bereaily with its

elements in order to open well. The Peruvian local or auxilliary Society to join in the State

Guano has but a small part of its value in Fair ?

phosphates - only about one- sixth , and five- 1 The Lexington Express, published in that

sixth of itsmoney value, or near $ 10 to the rich and popuous agricultural county of La

ton in ammonia , which powerfully stimulates Favette, is urging its citizens to be up and do

the growth of the tobacco , without causing it ing . Speaking af the too exclusive devotion

to ripen , or without giving it the healthy of the farmers of La Favette to the cultivation

growth which will secure it against firing. of Hemp, the Express makes the following

The Mexican guano is the richest that has singular statemonts. It certainly develops an

been brought to the country in phosphates, extraordinary state of facts for such a coun

containg 57 to 60 per cent, and only one or ty . But an active , intelligent Agricultural

two per cent. of ammouia . Consequently Society would soon restore the county to a

about fiye- sixths of its money value is in the higher degree of wealth and independence :
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About eleven years ago , we had in this million square of 100 feet, of regular size for

caunty, al society which died in infancy. We roofing , and willkeep the company fully em
had one exhibition . Itwaswellattended ; but ploved ,with all the resources iher can bring

the miserable prices of all agricultural pro- to bear for the whole fifty years of their char
ductions, so discouriged the farmer that he ter.
took no pride in his farin or its products. | Upon the inquiry as to the expense attending

Since that time, a great change has taken excavation , we learn that after stripping the

place in the county: prices are now highly re- surface, il single hand can quarry, up in an ar

muncrative, and , strange as it may appear, erage, about one square per day, of 100 square
Li Farette county , one of the finest agricul- feet, at an expense of $ 1 25 per square. The
tural and graziny sections in the State, does freight and draçage from the wharf will not
not raise enough beef, pork , or flour, for her exceed $ 170 per square. Total cost , delirer

own consumption : and were it not for the sup - led in Cincinna .i, $ 3 per square.-- St. Louis

pries sont from Johnson , Cass , and Ray, the Intelligencer.
people of Lexington would have to do without

butter, egys, and poultry. In many instances A Good SCGGESTION: - Mr. Hacker, the
oul Wealthy farmers aro buvers , instead of quaint editor of the Portland Pleasure Buat,

sellers of these articles . in despite of all his oddities , gives the public
The fariners of this county devote too much some eronliant nractical advice. In 30 arti.

of their attention to the culture of hemp, and

berond this single staple, there is no agricul- che1 - cle in which hefurnishes some hints in regard

tural pride. There is in the county little or to making agriculture i cheerful and agreeable

no fine stock of any kind , and unless all cffort occupation , he closes the subject thus:
is made to improve it , the indifferent stock Farmers, furnish your roue bors with

now in the county will deteriorate. it will, in lohiin lig !it , neat and good tools , and teach then
the first place, cost a considerable sum of

able sum of how to keep them in good order, if you would
money to get fine stock to start on .... Butafter have them love agriculture, and give them a
the stock is once in the county , it will be found little lot for their own use .

as cheap to raise a fine horse , mule, hullock , If you wish to discourage them and ärire

cow , or hog as it is to produce one of half the them off to the city , to sea , or to California ,

value. gire them rusty hoes, broken shorels , duil

SLATE. -- Slate rock useful for roofing is of
scythes, & c . , to work with , and not allow

them to plant a seed nor a tree for themselves.
so rare occurrence in the United States that

Every boy on a farm should be allowed a lot
we believe that all our supplies which havenot

on which to make it miniature farin . Hemay
been imported from Wales have come from a

have a row of corn , a roir of potatoes, al patchquarry of no great extent in Pennsylvania .

Latterally however,discoveries have beenmade
ofwheat, oats, beans, grass, and if you keep

in Arkansaw , which promise greatly to enlarge
animals give him a call, i colt , or a land to

the field of supply . ' A company in Cincinna- |
raise.

ti have availed themselves of these discover
With the products of his little farm he can

supply liimself with books, clothes, & c., soies by purchasing a large tract of land in the

slate region of that State, with the view of that you will be gainers by being liberal, and

Iwill encourage industry and baget i love for
supplying Cincinnati with that material.

The slate in Arkansas, as we learn from
agriculture in your sons, which will in future

the report of a scientific gentleman sent to ex
years lead them on to porfection in the art ,

plore the country , is found in veins about a and place them among the highest of nature's

mile wide, which cross the Arkansas river at
noblemen .

Little Rock , and exten i south -westerly as far How To JUDGE CATTLE. - In all the domes

as the Washita river, and somedistance in the tic animale , the skin or hide forms one of the

opposite direction , Near Little Rock it ismost bestmeans by which to estimate their fatten .

accessible . Thure the vein is serenty- five feet ing properties. In the handling of oxen , if the

thick above the river bed , which multiplied hide be found soft and silky to the touch , it

hy the area of the vein belonging to the Com - affords a tendency to takemcat. A beast hay

pany - 100 ,000 feet- gives seven million five ing a perfect touch will hare a thick loose skin ,

hundred thousand cubic feet of slate. Should as it were, on a laver of fat, yielding to the

the quarrving go to the depth of three hundred softest presure, and spring back towards the

feet, the total vield would be thirty millions finger like a piece of leather. Such a skin will

cubic feet. From a cubic foot of rock , says be usually covered with an abundance of soft

the agent, ailowing one-third for waste, a glossy hair ; feeling like a bed of moss; and

workman can split fifty good slate, of sufficient |hence it is always termed a mogsy skin . But

thickness for roofing . This gives a full aggre - a thick set, hard , short hair , always handles

gate of fifteen hundred million slate, or fiteen hard , and indicates a hard feeder.
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Atkins' Automaton Reaper, fully introduced into practicaluse, even when
On the preceeding page we have given a the inventor has the benefit of nuch experi

representation of this reinaikable machine ence in the branch of industry for which he

which is advertised on the first page of our in
is laboring ; ret so thoroughly had Vir . Atkins

age on our studied out all the difficulves to be obviated
advertising cover by John S . Wright Esq., that though he had never seen a reaper but
of Chicago . Weknow not that we can once, and then not alt work , - -hotwithstanding
better serve the interests of our readers than he knew nothing of grain cutting, haring

by devoting a short space to a history and
à froin borhood been closely devoted to his

and trade till he became bed -ridden ; still so cor

description of themachine,and first rect wer. his views, that where the mechanics

Ils Invention . - The inventor is Mr. JeaRUx deviated from his plans in constructing the

Atkins, late of Will County , Illinois , now re- machine for trial, ' it failed , and his wishes

siding in Chicago. Ne is a millwright by had to be followed outin erery particular.

trade , and as this invention testifies, an orir . Not only has VIR . ATKINS succeeded in pro

inaland remarkablemechanicalgenius. About ducing it good Self Raking Reaper, and so

ten years ago he had themisfortune to be in signally triumpbed when others have failed ,

jured by a fall, and has since been almost but he has also invented an entirely new me

wholly confined to his bed , being unable even chanical movement, simple and berrutiful,

to sit up more than two or three minutes at a which will doubtless be applied with great

time. advantage to other uses. And it will not be

• Two or three years ago , a reaper was improper, I trust, to survest to mechanics

brought into his neighbourhood , and an oppor- hat they render their unfortunate brother the

tunity given him to examine ii for a few min - just ceurtesy which would be so highly ap

utes. A farmer present knowing his inven - preciated by bim to call this invention ITKINSY
tire skill , remarked to him that if he would VOVEMENT.

only attach a raker to it. he would make his This account nay. by some be considered

fortune.' Being a son of poverty as well as unnecessary and out of place; bui were the

fliction , compelled to rely wholly upon his reader. by an acquaintance with Mr. ATKINS ,

friends for support , they themselves being enabled to anpreciate the modesty of his

also poor, yet possessed of a manly , indepen - clims to public notice, the low estinate which

dent spirit, the remark awakened his thought he himself places upon his inventions and his
and determination . Various plans were suc- cenius: which excite the adwiration of every

sively formed and abandoned without trial,
farther than a small model, till last winter brought in contact, he would , wigh the writer ,

he struck upon a wholly new arrangement. rejoice in the opportunity to draw from ob

Having mentally studied out the details , he scurity , in which he has been wholly hidden

ascertained by mathematical calculation , be- till the last few months, one who , under

fore making any part of his model, the size , more favourable auspices , would have rankud

movement, and efl'ect of each separate piece, with themost remarkable men of his day.

and then made one part after another of his
model, according to his figures, put the sep . The inachine was first brought out late

arate pieces together and the whole movement last season , and then only in an imperfect

was effected exactly as calculated , even to a chi

little rise in the rake ile it is drawn across
shape, yet at every exhibition where it was

the platform . That model has not been al- presented , the first premium was awarded

tered, and the full sized machine is almost it over others , except at the trial ofthe New

precisely the model enlarged . York State Agricultural Society atGeneva;

Considering the novel and complicate mo- 1 andhere thefailure to receive it seemsto have
tions. vet perfect simplicity and small number

of pieces by which they are produced , it been ci
ed . it been caused rather by adverse and uncon

shows a very high order of mechanical talent trolable circumstances than by any defect

to have at once perfected such a machine, in the machine. A letter from H . D . Ben
and in such a manner. Most inventors, it is nett Esa .. of Geneva , to Mr. Wrivht says:

believed , get some parts to work right in a
T« The machinewas tried under very unfamodel, and plan and add another, but the l ' 1

whole plan of this Self -Raker was entirely vorable circumstances, but every one that

formed in the inventor's mind before a single saw it was of the opinion that it was the ma

piece of wood or metal for his model was chine; and I have seen a few of the farm

touched .

Seldom is it that an invention , involving
ers thatsaw its operation , and they all very

anything like the novelty and complicated willingly signed the enclosed certificate .

morement of this, is at once and so success. They are all good , prrctical farmers, and
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of the firstrespectability . I have seen but ! In many parts of theWest, but more par
a few of the binders, but I heard them ex. ticularly in Ohio and Kentucky, jgricul

tural Societies hulve long been established and
press their opinion at the time, that it left the

the annual fairs held . In other parts of the West
grain in a better form for binding than the feeble attempts have been made to form such

other machines. The judges spoke very associations, and getup such periodicalshows

highly of its merits , and were sorry that it which have failed , of course, becaused thev

could not have been tried before coming
were feeble . Now , if any one who is curious

mins to know the intluence of Agricultural Socie
into the field . They seemed to think it ties upon the productive industry and general

the machine. prospurity of a State or a county , will under

The Editor of Moore' s Rural New York - take to ascertain and indicate the districts

which have originated and sustained associa
er , having attended the Geneva trial, thus

tions of this description , and held regular
speaks of it in his paper : fairs, and those districts that have not done

" Thislastmachine , (Aikins' Automaton Raker) these things , we will undertake to show him
attracted more attention Troin ils novelty , than where the great interest of Agriculture has

any other raker on the ground. It is the inven . flourished and where it has drooped . - Louis

tion of Mr. Jearum Atkins, of liinois, and was !
ville Journal 28th .

exhibited by J. S . Wright, Esq ., of the Prairie

Farmer. It is certainly a most curious piece of

mechanism , and though simple in operation ,must Van Buren Co., Iowa.
be seen to be underst od . The reaper cuts in the

Sumemanuer as others , with the Hussey knite , i In to - days paper will be found the proceed

and the rake draws the grain across the plattorin ings of the Directors of the Van Buren Co.

and holds it against a sheet iron palui, which Agricultural Society held on Saturdav last.

turns with the rake a quarter around ,when the The agricultural and mechanical reputation of

rake opens anithe grain drops in the rear out of our county interests us all, and it is hoped that
the wayof the team when it again comes around. the citizens in the different townships in the

On the first trial, an accideni prevented iis suc- county will assist the committees to raise ils
Cessful operation , but we understand that on by- ilor

large a fund as possible ; for every dollar ve
ing repaired , it worked admirabiy:

raise ourselves we can draw the same amount
It willbe seen thatone of thesemachines from the state treasury to the amount of two

is to be sent to Messrs. Plant & Co., of this hundred dollars. That is , if we raise two hun

City , where it may be examined by the dred dollars we can draw the same amount

farmers of the vicinity . from the State treasury , and the same in pro

portion for a less amount. Then let us raise

the two hundred dollars to pay out for premi
Great Western Agricultural Fair, ums- enough to pay a reasonable premium

We understand that it is contemplated by for every department of agricultural and me

the farmers of Jefferson and the adjoining chanical industry in the county. We hope

counties, to try and get up a Fair in Louis - those who are appointed as comunittees in the

ville during thefall, of the above description . ! different townsbips will attend to this matter

The plan is not yet fully developed , upon immediately and vigorously, and report as

which they propose to organize , but we pre- soon as convenientto the treasurer of the so

sume everything would be put on the most lih - ' ciety , that the committee appointed to award

eral scile . Judges will be chosen from all premiumsmayhave some dati to guide them

parts of Kentucky. Tennessee, Ohio , Indiana , in their report. Weunderstand that there has

Illinois and Missouri, mien most capable to been several head of fine cattle brought to this

decide upon the just merits of articles presen - county since last full, and there are somemore

ted. The tine surgested has been October , looked for, and if the proper spirit is maniles

after everything of this sort in the upper coun - ted wemay have a Fair this year that will do

ties of Kentucky would be over, so as not to honor to our county . It is the intention of

interfere in the slightest degree with them ; and the Directors to give as greataward of premia

if desired , the last dars of the week might be uns as the means of the society will justify,

devoted toauction sales of stock , & c. - land to have all interests properly attended to .

The Mechanics ’ Institute and the IIorticul- Thercfore let every farmer endeavor to bave

tural Society have already been organized , several articles to compete for the premiums.

and it would only remain for arrangements And the ladies, let them be on hand by all
to bemade to join ali interests , and to make means, with the'r different articles of useful,

such a show as we of Louisviile , the State, fancy and ornamental. And in this age of

and the Great West shouid be proud of. progress, improvement, railroads, steamboat

Louisville is no doubt the point of such an navigation , & c . , try to keep pace with tho

exhibition . world : - Keosauqua Union .
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Have we a Farmer among us? man a farmer; hemay do this and be but

Notlong since we asked a citizen of this themerest money .getter .

county to join the County Agricultural So . What then will entitle a man to use this

ciety , and mentioned the names of several honorable appellation ? We answer, one

of its prominentmembers when he repli . who obtains all the benefits , and in the high

plied Yes; Ihave seen the list, and there 's est degree, that are possible to be attained

not a farmer among them !' Now this an from the cultivation of the soil; who enjoys

swer . bold and startling as itwas, setus on | all the physical, intellectual and moral bles

a train of thought, and led us to inquire, "Is sings which altend his calling, in the high

there a Farmer among us? a question , by estdegree; whose theory is perfect and his

theway,more important to ourreaders than practice complete ; whose land is in the

whether the Bourbon heir to the French highest state of cultivation and his cattle of

throne is alive and kicking among the Native the best kind . We might particularize,

Americans about Lake Superior. If there but it is notnecessary; let every reader car

is not a farmer in the ranks of our Agri- ry outthe thought in his own mind , and ask

cultural Society , is our friend who asserts himself -- for himself and for his neighbors
there is not, a farmer ? Is there a farmer inl llave we a farmer among us !

the County -- in the State ?
We do not presume to say that there is ! New Parer . — The Connecticut Valley

not such an individual, butwe should like to Farmer and Mechanic is a new paper pub .

see the fact established by indisputable tes. | lished at Springfield , Mass., by the Hamp

timony that there is . lle who lays claim den Agricultural Society , at 50 cis per an

to such n honorable and distinctive title , num . It is edited by Hon . Wm . B . Cal.

mustbe prepared to exhibit a clear title on houn , assisted by the following persons as

every point. In the first place it is neces regular contributors : Wm . Clark , J . A .

sary to know what constitutes a farmer. I Nash , R . W . Cushman , and W . C .

Wemean of course a perfect farmer; one Goldthwait.

whose practice and theory are complete in We greet this new comer into the ranks

all their parts , so that no lynx -eved cavil . I of the agricultural press with no common

ler can find a flaw in either. One who cordiality . We like its name- - just like

can exhibit a farın in which every thing is ours with a handle at each end. Welike

arranged just as it should be; in which its appearance, and the style of its articles.

nothing can be improved , and each part or We expect great things from its editor

divisiou bearing its just proportion to each one of the most accomplished and intelli

other part and to the whole ; a farm where gent agriculiurisis and horticulturists of the

through all its fields, buildings, herds, and Old Bay State - - and moreover we have a

operations , the closest exainination could strong affection for the pleasant valley of

detect nothing of which it could be said in the Connecticut river - in whose placid

truth , · This might be improved .' waters we have so often bathed , on whose

Themere possession ofland ,and houses ,
banks we have so often wandered and on

and barns, and horses,mules, cows, sheep whose rich intervals we toiled so much in

and hogs, does not make a farmer , any the
the days of Auld Lang Syne.' May the

more than the possession of a bellows and
ve and Connecticut Valley Farmer live a thousand

anvil, makes a man a blacksmith . Neith . years, and increase in usefulness all the

erbecause a man raises the largest crop of "me.

corn, or the finestfruit, alone'make a man a

farmer ;hemay do this and still be nothing BELLIGERENT. – Our good looking cotem

more than a corn grower, or a fruit-raiser. I porary , the Chicken paper, down there in

Neither does the fact that a man makes a Boston , in scratching about searching for

large profit annually from his farm make a wormsand other food appropriate to its di
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gestion , has lit on a mouthful which has argued and discessed . Let it be approved or

caused him to give an extra cackle , and I disapproved as its ,merits deserve. Let the

people be enabled to understand itand consid

even to clap his hands (wings) and shout er it in all its aspects . The Press is the only

'cock - a - doodle-doo !' Nothing less than means of presenting it, and this it should do at

a word in a paper .outwest' which , by the once. If the proposition be entertained , it

carlessness of the type setter and the inat
setter and the inat. I should be decided upon at an early day .

The earlier the better - ihat erery one dispos
tention of the proof-reader was spelt wrong.led to exbibit and compete for the prizes, would

We have the kindest feeling possible for have ample timefor preparation .

our gallinaceous friend , ( is that dictionary For St. Louis , from conversation we have

word spelt right ?) and therefore are ex : l had with several citizens,we feel assured , that

if the proposition is favorably entertained ,
tremely sorry to see thathe has got into a ample provisions wilbe made for the exhibit

corner from which even his crowing will ion , suitable grounds buildings, & c ., will be

fail to extricate him . By the publications promptly provided , and if wedo not have a
in Miner' s Northern Farmer and Moore 's third ‘Crystal Palace,' we have the will some

Rural New Yorker, it appears beyond all I thing equally worihy our city and country re

presented .
cavil that the cute Yankee has been in the Wewould go beyond the proposition of our

habit of buying up chickens about the correspondent, and embrace in the exhibition

country , giving them big names, and then not only the mechanical and artistical skill of

the country, but also all its products- -the
selling them as bred froin stock imported minerals, coal, timber, agricultural products,

by himself direct from China ! Wehave in a word , every thing that rould develop the

no objections to his doing the Britishers a true character of the country. And whilst
little if he can - but then he ought not to exhibiting our own , we would invite exhibit

be so very severe upon the trilling pecca
ion and competition from every other part of

of the Union , and from every portion of the

diloes of others. | world and the rest ofmankind . '

Such an exhibition is practicable. It is on

Mississippi Valley Industrial Fair. ly requisite that it be sanctioned and taken
hold of in the proper spirit and with sufficient

A few days ago a correspondent suggested , energy , to be successfully consummated . To

through our columns the propriety of holding our city it is a matter of great moment- -to

a Fair in this city some time during the year the country , of yet greater. It will bring many

1854 , for the exhibition of the mechanical and thousands into the country to see, know and
manufacturing products of the Viller of the understand it . who now know but little of it .

Mississippi. The suggestion presented itself It will induce wealth , capitaland enterprise to

to us with peculiar force , and we then as now , seek investment in all thevarious departments

invited the consideration and discussion of the and pursuits, and lead to a more complete de

proposition . If the subject, in all its bearings velopment ofthe whole country. Every sec

and in luences upon our city, and upon the tion will read benefits from it It will also
manufacturing and productive industry of the draw forth resources and abilities now exist

West and South could be fully and properly ing in our midst, but known only to a few .

considered , we are certain it would be at once Let thesubject be presented and considered ,

taken up and pushed forward with zenl. and if approved give to it impulse by early and

Suppose thatspecimens of the products and efficientation
efficient action . --Mo. Republican .

manufactures of the Valley , and evidences of

advanceinents in the arts could be collected
and exhibited atsomecentral point,under such Four Good Habits. There were four

circumstances as would draw forth the best good habits a wise and good man earnestly

energies and talents of thepeople , and sam - recomended in his counsels , and also by his

ples of material and workmanship, wonld we own exampie, and which he considered es

not have reason to be proud of our country centially necessary for the management of

and its popnlation , and would we have much temporal concerns; they are Punctuality , Ac

to fear in a comparison with similar products curacy , Steadiness, and Despatch . Without

in the East? We have not the space, and are the first of these, time is wasted; without the

probabiy not so well qualified as others to second , mistakes the most hurtful to our own

press the advantages and benefits of this pro - credit and interest and that of othersmay be

position . Our purpose now is , to urge it more committed; without the fourth , opportunities

directly upon the attention of the people , and of great advantage are lost which it is impos

particularly the Press . Let it be considered,, sible to recall.
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Insects Injurious to the Crops of Agricul- structure and metamorphosis of insects, the

turists.
Professor next proceeded to describe the vi

rious insects injurious to the crops of agricul

INTERESTING TO FARMING , turists, and the best remedies for arresting

The following reportof a highly interesting their rivares. Those upon which he more par

lecture, delivered to the armish Viltural llis . ticularly dwelt were the turnip - ily , the black

tory Society ,by Prof. Ullman , will be found caterpillar, the wire-worm , aphides, and the

well worthy the attention of our farming wheat- inidge.

friends: - FIRST. -- TYE TURSIP -FLY.

The Professor first pointed out the distinct. This a little bettle which hops away on be
ire characters of insects - he showed that they ing approached , and may easily be known

all belonged to the great articulite sub -king by thickened thighs of its hind leys, which are

dom ; that they were provided with antenne or so constructed , in order to give room for the

feelers, bad exactly six leys , and were mostly powerfulmuscles, bymeans ofwhich it is en

furnished with wings; they breathed by a most abled to leap to a distance when alarnied . It

elaborate network of curious tubes, which is called haljica by nitturalists , and there are

pervaded every portion of their bodies; and two species ofwhich it attack the turnip crop ;

that they underwent a metamorphis. This themore common one is known by a pair of

metamorphis is it most striking feature in the yellow bands which run down along the length

econoiny of insects,and may be easily obsery - ofits back. The other species is destitute of

ed in the moth or butterily . The parent in these bands — both appear to be equally des

sect will be seen to deposit her eggs on the tructure .

plant most suited to afford food to the young The Professor then proceeded to detail the

progeny; after a variable time these eggs are habits of the turnip -tly . He showed tbat the

hatched and there proceeds from each a vorila parent bertle laid her eggson the under side of

ciousworm or citerpiller. This is called the the turnip leaf, chietly during the summer ,and

larva . It immediately.berins to eat voracious after the leaf had arrived at its rouph and ful

ly and to grow so rapidly as soon to become ly developed stilte; that the larra which wils

too large for its distended and overstrikincd butched from the egus burrowed into the pulp

skin , which finalis is unable to cont: n the in the interior of the leaf,and led on this sub

corpulent body of its owner, and splitting stance , to the great injury or the leaf. He,

along the back , frees the larva from its res- howerer, showed that it wasnot atthis peri

traint; but it new andmore capacious skin has od that the farmer had anyining to fear from

formed beneath the old one, and the larva the turnip -tly , because the turnips are now in

loses no time in returning to its occupation of their rough leaf, and so strong us to suffer

eating and growing , till it a in becomes too the attacks of the haltica with almost entire

large for its skin , iind the old process of moult exception from injury; the larva , however ,

has to be renewel, and this is generally re- goes through its various stages and changes

peated several times during the lifetiine ofthe first into the pupa , and then into the perfect

larva . After continuing for sometime in the bettle. Towards the approach of winter the

condition of larvil , it all at once ceases to eat, beetle conceals itselfbeneath the loose bara of

Cists its skin forthe last time, and changes in - trees, and under stones and fallen leares, and

to il pupa or chrysalis , which , in the case se- in other situations where it may rest secure

lected by the Professor for illustration , is an from the approaching winter. It then hyber

ovul body, clothed in a hiird dry shell, without nites, or falls into a winter sleep ; but on the

any mouth , and totally deprived of the locomo- return of epriny , milions of these insects is

tion . In this stilte, piunged appirently in a sue from their biding places, renuly the mo

deep sleep , they may remain for an indefinite ment the young turnips are above ground with

p riod. At length , however,the destined mo their two little smooth leaves to fall on them

menthas arrived , for which all that had pre- and devour thein . It is at this period , there

viously taken place is only a preparation , the fore, thatthe farmer has to dread them ; and

walls of the chrysalis are rent asunnder, and all his effortsmust now be directed to arrest

there issues forch not the crawling and vora - ing the destruction threatened by then to his

cious larva , with an organization chaining it crops.

to the ground , but a bright and joyous being, i The next point considered was the proper

whose empire is the sunbeam and the air , with meins to be employed against the attacks of

rapture in all itsmotions, and hues of beauty the turnip - tly . It was shown that, it was only

on its wings. This is the perfect insect; it during the time when the turnips were in their

lives through a few summer months, deposits smooth leaves that any harm wils to be appre

its eggs and dies ; and from these ergs produ- hended , the great objectof the farmer should

ces another progeny, destined to repeat the be to force the young plants as rapidly as pos

wonderous cycle of changes. sible out of the smooth into the rough leaf.

From the general view thus taken of the This is mainly to be effected by haring the
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land properly prepared - in such a condition , collect 60 or 100 ,000 caterpillars ; and ducks,

in fact, is experience proves is best adapted driven into the infected tields, hare been

to the promotion of a vigorous and healthy found to save all the turnips commited to

Tegetation - the employment of hand manure , their care.

as quino , putin with the seed , hasbeen found | THIRD . - TIE WIRE -WORY .

very effective in promoting the vigorous ! The wire-worm , unlike the insects already

grov:th ; and a most important rule is to sow !to sow described , does not contine its ravages to it
thickly , and to have all the seed of the samei single kind of crop , but almost every crop ,
age. Byadopting these precautions, il luxurixurle either of the field or the garden ,may become
ant and healthy vegetation will be sure to ;its victims. It is a cylindrical worin , of it
take place ,and the roung plantwill be forced

yellowish color,marked by very distinct rings,
beyond all injury from the Hy . Lime and .

and covered with a hard , horny skin . It is
soot have been used , but with doubtful effect.; not a perfect insect, but the larva of a beetle
Drawing a freely tarred board over the held called Elater. It lives for five years in the

has been practiced ; the fly b ing disturbed by' Dy state of larva , becoming more and more des
the board will leap up and stick to the tar, tritary tructive all that time, and then changes to an
and in this wily multitudes of them have been

an inactive pupa , from which the perfect beetle
destroçed ; butthe grand reliance of the farm

finally emerges. Theperfect beetle, or elater,
er must be on thick sowing , and having bis

18 is quite harmless.
land in the best possible condition . If these * Nunerous remedies have been proposed
precautions are nuit neglected , the farmer need .

, against the wire-worm . Theuse of the roller

seldom dread the attacks of the tuinip - fly .of theunipoly
isis by some strongly recommended ; also the fol

SECOND . - - TIE BLICK CATERPILLAR . ding of oxen and sheep in .be infected fields

: Severalchemical applications have also been
Fortunately the visits of the black eaterpii.

used, such as lime, soot and common salt.
lar are ófew and far between : ' otherwise, so

s A curious discovery has recently been made
great are its destructive powers, that the cul

on this subject, namely, that certain plants
tivation of the turnip in these islands would have the power of espelling the wire-worm .
probably have to he altogether abondoned . I

1. These plantsare woad and whitemustard ; and
It first appeared in England in 1756 , and sincece it is found that if a crop of either of these
then the turnir crops have had frequent visits plants be taken from a field infested with the

from it. In 1835 one of the most destructive
wire-worin , this pest will be comnletely ex

attacks of this insect on record appears to pelled , and the field unay be sown with the or
have occured . In many cases scarcely a ves ninary crops the following year . Hland pick

tige of green remained in the principal turnip ing is an obvious and most useful mode, and

counties in Englant- -the crop was altogether theether the fariner should be warned to protect rooks,
a failure. The agent in all this terrible deg.- which , though they do a litile harm in eating
truction is the larva of a four-winged ty, calc

up some of his corn , or rooting out a potato or
led Atharia spinarum by naturalists . This
larra is of a black color , and about an inch in wiré-worms and other injurious insects .

two, do infinitely more good in destroying

length . The present lly deposits her eggs on ,

the edges of the turnip leaf; from these eggs
FUURTI — APRIDES.

the young caterpillar comes forth , at first . These will attack almost every plant ; but

very small, but it grows rapidly , and becomes the species wbich the farmer has most to be

more and more destructive every day. Un- on his guard against are those which infest

like the haltica , or turnip tly , it is not alone bis crops ofturnips, peas, and beans. An at

the voung smooth leares of the plant that fall tempt has been made a few years ago to ex

victim to its attacks, buttheleaves of the full- plain the potato disease by referring it to the

groan plant. attacksof a species of aphis, called Aphis vas.

The black caterpillar has not ret visited tator; but this attempthas quite failed , and

Ireland ; but when we bear in mind that the Professor Allman stared his belief thatno val

cultivation of the turnip to any extent in this id explana ion has ever yet been offered , and

country has been comparatively recent, we that we are just as much in the dark as ever

shall and an explanation of the hitherto impu - concerning the cause of this utterly inexplica

nity, and ought to be prepared against a fu - , ble affection .

ture attack . The aphis which attacks the turnips is of a

As to the remedies, several hare beon pro - ' green color, and is called Aphis rapæ . The

posed , such as quick - lime, soot, passing a infected leaves are observed to be curled up

heavy roller over the field in the evening or and distorted , and the insects may be found

night- each of these methods have been par. in multitudes, sheltering in the folds, towards

tially successful; but the grand reliance must the end of summer and in autumn .

be on hand -picking , or the use af ducks and The aplis which attacks the bean crop is

poultry. A few children may, in a short time of a sooty black ; it is called Aphis fabæ ; it
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makes destructivo ravages upon the leaves of verse with little ones themore you will be
the pear and the cherry . To destroy them delighted with theirwinning ways; the more

sprinkle them with fine dry earth , or with ash

es, or slacked lime. The tobacco-water or thehal you waich and tend them , themore you will

whale- oil soap ; but not made too strong - - discover of the shining gem contained in

may also be very effectually applied with a the beautifulcasket. So with the flowers ,

syringe. They require looking after a second the more you nurse and watch them - the

and even a third tiine, as they are tenacious of

their positions, and do notreadily give way to
more you see of their wonderful beauty ;

our attacks. and the more you will feel like praising

him who is the author of all that is beauti

THE FAMILY CIRCLE . ful, pure and good and you will thank God

who has made your children like olive
Couducted by

plants round about your table .'
Mrs. MARY ABBOTT.

- - - - - - -- - - L Female Physicians.
Children and Flowers.

We saw an article in the Ohio Cultiralor

Those who don 't love children and now recommending the study ofmedicineto fe

ers lose the sweetest enjoyments that they males. Weare glad that there so many

mighthave while passing through this life waking up to the necesity of having well

of probation to the eternal world . Who educated female physicians in the prac

can look into the smiling faces of the dear tice of medicine , and hope that very

liitle pratilers, as they put theirmany ques. soon female doctors will be as lunier .

tions to those they love, and not thank God ous as the other sex , who have monopoli

for sending those little ones - emblems of zed a portion of practice which in ancient

heaven -- into this our world to make it beau . 'times did not belong to them , and never

tiful! What does the Saviour say of them ? | ought to have come into their hands. We

"Of such is the kingdom of heaven .' Wit- do sincerely hope the time will soon come

ness their confiding faith , when they throw when weshall be able alltogether to dis

their little arms around your neck and im - pense with male physicians in the diseases

print the warm kiss; this is true , sincere , ofwomen and children .

and umatli vted aflection . Then their mu- That the public may put confidence in

sical merry laugh , springing from a pure , them they ought to be thoroughly educated

guileless , happy spirit. They are sympa - in all the branches of practice , and the

thising and very tender hearted. They whole science ofmedicine,and get a diplo .

can weep with those who weep , and truly ma showing that they are con idered by

rejoice with those who rejoice. Tell tales those who are competent to judge, wellqual

of woe to little ones, and you soon call, ified to practice medicine. Females may

forth the tears. Those who cannot love read and study , and becomewell acquain

beautiful, confiding children ,have not reli- ted with medicine,but without a diploma

ned minds, or warm , tender , loving hearts, they cannot gain that confidence of the

and are wiser in their own conceit than He public indispensibly necessary to success.

who said .suffer little children to comeunto Whatever system they design to adopt

meand forbid them not,' we would advise those who intend to prac .

Flowersremind us of children . Various tice as physicians to be thoroughly educa

in their minds and dispositions, yet allted in ihe old school-- the regular allopathic

lovely . Give the flowers a little attention - and then they cannot be called quacks,
and they will appearmore lovely , and seem whether they use cold water or herbs, or

to thank you for your care, So with your both , as they think best. Besides recom
children . All the time you spend to edu - mending the study of medicine to those
cate theminds and hearts of your children who wish to practice as physicians, we

will be repaid to you in their increased think every mother ought to have a general

beauty of character. The more you con- Iknowledge of domestic medicir:e , and be
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able to practice in ordinary diseases in her
Waste.

| What is there a man cannot waste? and that
own fiumily. The study of domestic tomesto too , without a single instance of lavish proiii
medicine ought to make a part of the edu- giley; but solely by those minuie ,scarcely per

eation of every female. We hope there ceptible squanderings, which , like the con

will be many parents in the West who will stant dropping of water upon the rock , wear

Jaway that which seemsmost likely to endure.
recommend the study of medicine to their Hemay wagte his health by little indulgencies
daughters with a view to their becoming ofpernicious habit - by constant irregularities,

physicians, for we believe they are greatly slight in themselves , and their effects in single
eeded as laborers in the healing art and linstances, scarcely perceptible, but which , as

violations of the laws of his being, will work
in no condition can they bemore highly usebemore nigniy uses gradual, but certain inroads, upon the strong
ful. When female physiciansbecomemorelent constitution, until the energies decay, the

general there will be the dawn of a new fountains of life are dried up, and premature
life in the female world . We think there old age sinks like a crown of thorns upon the

will not be one-tenth part of the deaths .
heid of earthly manhood . lle may waste for

tune in petty squanderings- timeand talente
from diseases peculiar to females. Welon tries, or in listlessness and idleness. How

have one lille daughter who we hope will many a giantmind has been frittered away in

have a taste for the study of this science . pursuit of the beſitting objects oflow ambition !

How often do we see powers perishing for the
and we will gladly give her up to the good lack of thought- shrivelling into insignificance
cause , for it is the cause ofhumanity . Who for want of intelligence to feed upon , which

will do likewise ? use might have polished to the brightest bril

liancy , and exercise would have made equal

to achiering the noblest purpose ! How

The following recipe we know to be many scatter in idleness or indifference to
good in all diseases of the mucous mem - their value , the littleminute particles of time,

brane, and would recommend it to all, es- tal
till golden hours, and days and years are

wasted , the treasures of life, and death finds
pecially to our country friends, where there nothinç but a poor, naked and useless thing

is so much delay in getting a physician . at last. – Kalmarnack Journal.

It is a ready medicine, and easily prepar

ed and we should think it would prove a Fanny Fern's Best Thing.

sure cure if tried in season : . | 'LOOK ON THIS PICTURE, AND TAEX ON THAT.'

•Father is coming ! and little round faces
Cure for DYSENTERY. - The followthe follow - grow long and merry voices are hushed , and

ing is a translation of a recipe for the toys are hustled into the closet, and mamma

cure of this complaint, which was pub - glances nervously at the door, and the baby

lished by the physicians of Spain in the is bribed with a lump of sugar to keep the

Gazettes of Dhadrid during 1940 : peace; the fathers business face relaxes not a

muscle; and the little group huddle like timid

•Prepare a draught of Albumen , by ta- chelo by tits sheep in a corner, and tea is dispatched as si
king the whites of forty eggs or more lentiv as if speaking were prohibited by the

and after whipping them well, sweeten statute book , and the children creep like cul

the same, if necessary ,with a small por- prits to bed , inarrellingthat baby dare crow so

tion of the best double -refined sugar . - loud , now that “ Father has come.'

Let the patient drink large quaniities of Father is coming !' and bright eres sparkle

this repeatedly , in so much as to fill his for joy , and tiny feet dance with glee, and

eager faces press against the window panee,
stomach , administering clysters of the and a bevyofrosy,lips claim kisses atthe door,
same as often as possible. The patient and picture books lie uprebuked on the ta

inust maintain total abstinence from diet ble, and tops, and balls , and dolls, and kites ,

of any kind . In a few hours after , the are discussed , and little Susy lays her soft

pains will abate, and in 24 hours the dis - cheek against the paternal whiskers with the

ease will disappear ; it it do not, it will most fearless 'abandon ,' and Charley gets a

be sure to disappear in 48 hours, provi- lore pat for his 'medal,' and mainma’s face

grows radiant,and the evening paper is read ,
ded the patient repeat the dranghts asthe wrängnis is (not silently , but aloud ,) and tea , and the
usual.

toast, and time, vanish with equal celerity ,
The addition of a few drops of Orangelior jubilee bas arrived , and Father has

flower water is highly beneficial. come! ' - Olive Branch .
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From the Boston Atlas. I find on the dill and caraway. They have no

To A Little Girl,
spitefull motions, but crawlslowly , and seem

I!'ho cried because her father would be a gray old
perfectly at home on the board shelves, where

they are kept.'
man when shehad grown up..

But are iney kept in a house? I thought
les notthy little heart that time will spread worms lired on the trees.'
The frost ofage upon thy father's head, - “ But the silkworms are very delicate. A
Will line his hrow , and dim the loving eye hot sun , or storm , would kill then . Besides

That gaz-s on thee, as the years go by ; their silk would be lost, if they lived on the

Thy gentle love,my darling , cannot stay trees like caterpillars. They are fed with

The conqueriny despot on his way. the leares of the mulberry -tree, and when

No! the strange fears that Nutter in thy heart, they have attained their full size, they grow

The tender tears that from thy blue eyes start, clear or transparent, and you may see them

The fond embrace that tightens round my neck , spinning a little thread from their mouths.

Have not the power his ravages to check . Should you kill one of thein when in this state

Weboth move onward to the expectant tomb ;
there would seem to be nothing but their skin

and a kind of yellow gum . Those who have
And my decay accompanies thy bloom .

the care of them , then set around the shelves
Butthough my form may alter day by day,

green bushes, or bunches of straw , into which
Anri Nature 's universal law obey ; ibey crawland wind themselves into a little
Though my stout arın nay tremble in the clasp ball, alıuut as large asmy thimble .'

That round thy woman 's form is fonlly cast; Tell if that isn 't funny ! Wind thein
Though thestrony frame that bears thee gaily now , selves up ? they leave a hole to crawl out at,

Beneath the sadder weight of years may bow ; don 't they? '

My heart, defying time, shall ne'er decay ! " No they leave no hole . Just imagine my

Years cannot steal its vitalwarmth away ! thimble covered at both ends, with a worm

Fed hy thy love, its deep , perrennial joy inside. It is curious to watch them when they

Is young with strength that age cannot destroy. begin to build their little house. They tirst

Thy womanhood will never weep to see weave some luose threads around as a kind of

Time's changing features in my love for thee . outside frame, workingmore and more into a

Deep in the vak 's old trunk there hidden lie
circle until they envelop themselves in a kind

Buds thathave nerer opened to the sky ;
of gauze, wrought into this shape. You can

see them putting their heads this way and
LetLut this noblehead he rudely torn,

the other, up and down , very nimbly and bu
And forth they spring. the ruin to adorn.

sily . The giluze grow's thicker and thicker ,
In the tough fibre ofmy being, sleep until you lose sight of the worker entirely. It
Buds ofwarm feeling, thickly strown and deep ; takes him two or three days to spin out his
In their quick growth , thy fears shall solaced be, thread , for you can hear him at work in bis

Should the wild storo -wiod only threaten thee. little cell though you cannot see him . Then

completed , these cocoons ils they are called ,

Charles and the Silk .Worms. I are many of them so hard that you could not

How proud we are, how fond to shew dent them with your thumb and finger. To get

Our clothes, and call thera rich and new , i the silk off they must be put into hot water.
While the poor sheep and silk worm wore į It is very wonderfulhow a little woriu can do
That very clothing long before. all this . I bave myself often wound more

Mother,' said little Charles, as he picked than eight hun tred yards in length of their

from her worktable a thread of silk , 'you tiny thread from one of these bulls . All the

told me once that worms make silk : I should silk that is used to many useful and beautiful

like to know how they make it. What kind garments, is opun from the mouths of worins

of wormsare they , and what are they call - l in this way.'

! Now mother I understand the verse in that

They are called silkworms,my son . They little hymn you learned me. I should think
hatch from a little egg , no larger than the it was very foolish for people to be proud of

head of it very small pin , and live from four whatwormsdo. The worms might be proud

to six weeks. During that time, they throw | if any body. Father calls me now ; but wont

off , or rather crawl out of their skins four rou sometime tellme how the silk is made

times. They are brown and white , and grow into cloth ? '
to benearly as large asmy little finger. "

"Oh mother , I should be afraid of them ! AITECTIOX. -- \ e sometimes meet with me

Don 't they bite? ' who think that any indulgence in an affection

"No, Charles, they are perfectly harmless , I ate feelingvis a weakness. They will return

and may be called iame worms. They have from a journey and treat their families with
no horns, like those worms you sometimes a distant dignity , ard more among their chil .

ed ?
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dren with the cold and lofty splendor of an as this happy sufferer was? So when you come
iceberg surroundedwith its broken fragments . Ito die , you, too, will go to that home above,

There is hardly a more unnatural sight on where all is calm , holy andundying . -- Reaper.

earth than one of these fainilies without it

heart. À father had better extinguish his
POLITENESS BETWEEN BROTHERS AND Sis

boy' s eyes than take away his heart. Tho TERS. - By endeavoring to acquire a habit

that bas experienced the joys of friendship , of politeness , it will soon become familiar ,

and values synpathy and afection , would
and sit on you with casc, if not with elegance.

not rather lose all that is beautiful in nature 's Let it never be forgotten that genuine polite

scenery than be robbed of the hidden treas
ness is a greatfosterer of family love; it al

ures of his heart? Cherish then your hearts,
lavs accidental irritation , hypreventing harsh

best affections. Indulge in the warm and retorts and rude contradictions; it softens

gushing , and inspiring emotions of filial pa. ,the boisterous, stimulates the indoient, sup

rental, fraternal love. Think it not a weak - ; presses selfishness and by forming a habit of

ness. God is love. Love God , every body , co
de consideration for others, harmonises the

and everything that is lovely. Teach your !
whule. Politeness berets politeness, and

children to love to love the rose, the robin : 1 brothers may easily be won by it to lea ; e off

to love their parents; to love their God . Let the rude ways they bring home from school

it be the studied object of their domestic cul
ot of hair domestical or college. i isters ought never to recive any

ture to give them warm hearts , and ardent
little attention without thanking them for it ,

affections. Bind yourwhole family together
Inever to ask a favor of them but in courteous

by these strong cords. - You cannot make
terms, never to reply to their questions in

them too strong .
monosylables, and they will soon be ashamed

to do such things themselves. Both precept

"Mother, I am Dying Now . and example oughtto be laid under contribu

There is something very touching and pa
tion , to convince then that no one can have

thetic in a circumstance mentioned to us are
really good minners abroad who is not habit

night or two ago , in the sick room of a friend . / ually pohite athome.

A poor little girl, crippled ,and deformed from To Preserve Beans and Peas.

her birih , was seized with a disorder which A new method for keeping the above fresh
treatened to remove her from a world where for any length oftime, so that ibey eball Inse
she had suffrred so much. Shewas a very af- neither their taste nor original softness, has
fectionate child , and no word of complaining been lately introduced to notice by A . Albert,

had ever passed her lips. Sometimes the tears of Paris . Take the beans when not much

would come in her eyes, when she saw in her bigger than large peas, and pursue the follow

presence whiluren more physically blessed than ing directions for both vegetables :

hereselt , at the severity of her deprivation , Plunge them for a minute in boiling, and
butthatwasall. She was so gentle , so con - afterwards in cold water, and after having

siderate of giving pain , and so desirous to drained off the water, spread them out for
please all around her, that she had endcared several hours on canvass frames. Then place

herself to every member of the family, and to them in an oven slightly hented , on fraines
all who knew her . covered with paper, leave them long enough

At length it was seen , so rapid had been the to be of the sime warmth is the oven , und

progress of her disease, thit she could not long then expose the frames to a current ofair un

survive. She grew worse and worse , until one til the articles are cold . The frames are then

night, in an interval of pain , she called her replaced in the oven and again exposed to the

mother to her beside, and said , Mother, I am air , these operations being repeated until the

dying now . I hope I shall see you and my beans or peas are perfectly dey , 200 so as to

brothers and sisters in heaven . Won 't I be break , but almost like beans dried naturally .

straight and not a cripple , mother, when I get Thé articles should be gathered and dried

to heaven ? ' And so the little sorrowing child on the same day, if not they should be left du

passed forerer away . ring the night in the oven ; they should be kept

Happening to meet with the above simple , in dry and clean bottles, and to each bottle

but no less heart reaching incident, in Har- of beans there should beadded a bunch of dry

per's Magazine , it occurred to methat perhaps savory. Before using the vegetables ther

by treasuring it up for those that read the should be steeped for somehours , in tepid , or

Young Reaper, I might awaken in their hearts over night in cold water;if they are beans the

such thoughts as could not be forgotten . water is thrown awayand they are cooked in

And now my young friends , do you all ex - the usual manner, but if peas, they are only

pect to be in company hereafter with that de- liust covered with the water,which will entirely

formed , buc pious patientchild , beforethe Sa - be absorbed , andthey are cooked like green

vior in heaven ? If so , will you not then always peas. Vegetebles prepared in this manner are

try to be as submissive, affectionate and holy quite as good as if they had been just gtaherede
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The Deformed Boy . made him a favorite with Miss Easton , the
BY ELIZA A . GHIAJE . teacher, and he returned her esteem with the

"I say, Mr. Fiddlesticks, can't you give us a ' warmest regard . !le rarely mingled with tho

tune? No! surly fellow ! Look , James Lyon , other boys, for he could not participate in their

only loo's it chit gricoless fellow . A living , sports , and he dreaded their ridicule . James

walking tiuble , and yet won 't playus a tune. Lyon had often annoyed him by jeering ob

Isn 't be too bad ? ' servations of bis deformity, and on chis par

Yes, Edward , he is. But see, ho is going to ticular oceusion , a little vexed that Allen nad

hing his harp on the willows and sit down by reidily solved a problem which had halted ail

the Wilves of the blue Ontario , to weep. the rest , indulged inure freely in bis insulti ,

Good -by, Fiddle , let us hear from you soon .' 'till poor Allen , quite overcome, and not wish

" I declare, James, it is almost too bad to ing ihat his mother should know of his grief,
tenge the poor fellow go ; but he is the funniest stole away to the maple grove and wept.

looking thing , and I can 't help it .' The nextmorning he was not present when
Well , I don 't care, Edward , for he is so school commenced , and the two boys, James

cross. Henever speaks to common folks now , and Edward , fancied there was something pe

beenuse he happens to be the best scholar in culiar in the tones of the te:lcher as she read ,
the school. I hate conceit , any way. ' By the ruins of Babylon there we sat down ;

JamesLyon andEdward Clark werethought- vea , wewept when weremembered Zion . Wo

less boys in general, but in this conversation hanger our harps upon the willows in the midst

they had proved themselves unfeeling. thereof. For they that carried us away cap

Allen Dile was a deformed boy . When tive required of us a song,and they that waste

but four years old he had a terrible fall from ed is required of us unirth. And when she

the window of a house, causing an injury of repeated with emphasis, .Whatsover yewould .

the spine, which was succeeded bymonths of that men should do unto you do ve eren so un

suffering , and resulted in deformity for life. to them , and they hung their heads.

The once belutiful, and bright-eyed boy When the devotion:ui serviceg were ended ,

arose froin bis bed of pain a cripple; his limbs Miss Easton commenced , in a serious manner ,

were dwarfed and crooked ; there was a serious to speak of injuring the feelings of others; the

curvature of the spine , causing his shoulders biiseness of ridiculing thepersonalappearance

to rise very high ; big arms projected from his of any human , and then without inentioning
side, and his firce wore a pinched and painful numes, relate i the circumstances of the pre

expression , as if intense suffering had left its codingnight, of which she had been an unob .
indellible impress on his ferutares. serred witness.
But the veirs of sickness had not been un Very feelingly she spoke of the absent bor,

profitably spent. His widowedmother, though and touchingly wlude to hiand touchingly alluded to his noble and gen

she wept in secret over the wreck of her only erous nature, the patience with which he bore

and once beantiful child , knew that the in - i his allliction , and added that it wils a disre .

mortal mind wits unharmed by the blow that spect to the Creator to d 'epise the work of

bild shilttered the c:lsket, and while she care- His hind; th it the deforme l boy was as near

fully cultivated his mentalpowers, she taught and dear to his God as those whose form ha !

him to look to a Higher Power for strength to been unmarred by misfortune. A short,quick
Qustain him in his in iny trials . sob reached her ear, and much to her surprise

Hewas very sensitive in regard to his per- she saw Allen stan ling partly concealed by

gonalipperrinoe,andthough he scarcely ever the open door, hehuvingstolen in unperceived

alluded to any observation of his misfortune, while she wils engaged in pracer. Still moro

his mother read too plainly the struggle of his closely did he cling to the kind teacher after

young mind . this, and less did he seem to feel the occasion .
When about fourtzen he commenced attenil- al observations of the thoughtless boys.

ing schoolfor the first time, for his kiniparent Some ten years sabsequent to this eventMiss

bis exhausted her stock of knowledge, and Easton wils visiting a friend in Indiana , whe.

found herself unable to render hin frorther ils - way eloquent in the praises of their minister,

gistiince in his stu liey. It was with fear and I a man of greit piety and tiilent. She was

trembling that Allen first entered the school desirous of hearing hin, and on the following

room , for though acquainted with most of the Sabbath accompanied her friend to church .

scholars , be shrink from the observations and Mr. Hill is about ifter all, and this is a

nocice which children unthinkingly bestow stringer ,' whispered Mrs. Willard as she en
upon the unfortunate. tered the door.

With the greatest physicalweakness, he hail ! Who is this preacher ?'asked Miss Easton . "

an intense desire for knowledge, and though I do not know his nilme, ' said the other.

laboring under so many disadvantages, he wis The preacher aroge to read the hyia , and

ja avance of all the other scholars . His to her utter astonishment Miss Easton recome

misfortunes , his sweet and patient disposition nised her former pupil, Allen Dale.
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His sermon was ferven ' , truthful, and elo- take of your gooseberries - in sending at the

quent, and the hearers were delighted . The close of a severe winter, a hundred cauliflower

earnestness and piety which characterized his plants to the minister of the parisb ? Is there
discourse , the meekness and humility of his l'ho pleasure in exchanging rare lowers- - in
manner, marked him as a true laborer in the getting and giving floral gifts? Does your
sacred field which he had chosen . heartnot leap up when the tirst snow -drop

After the service was ended , Miss Easton bold child of lingering winter, and adve

addressed him and he recognised her with the turous invader of his reign - shows its wel

greatest pleasure. The next dayhe called up come face on the green ! 19 there no trans

on her, and in the course of the conversation port when the seeding hollyhock bursts on

observed , " To you ,mykind friend and teach your astonished vision in unexpected beauty .

er, I am indebted for much pleasure, and in Thousands there are who are doomed by dire

greitt degree for my profession as a minis . necessity never to have a garden of their own

ter of the gospel. Do you not remember once but those who can and ought and yet have not

when you talked to some unthinking boys i and from the motives of a mean economy,

bec:\use they had said something aboutmy de ought to be banished to somedesert wilder

forinity , at which I wis foolishly grieved? ness , where the green earth and nature ' s tlow
Froin that iting the idea of the ministry |ministryersmay not wilste their sweetness on them .'

entered mymind , for I well rem mber thin - ! It was only last sunmer that a friend from

king if I could talk as sweetly and kindly as the city affecting for it moment a taste for

you I could persuide every one to forsake his horticulture, sought admission to our little

evil courses, so powerful was your soothing garden . Wetook him thither, and ne rushed

eloquence to mymind. ' through as if a railway whistle hind pierced

Allen Ditle is the honored pastor of a che tympanum of his ear, or as if he had been

flourishing church in the West, among the bent on •proving by his heels the prowess of

members of which is Edwiru Clark , who in his head . We waited at the door uatil bis

the beloved minister his not forgotten the de return , and had not long to wait , when tä
forineu schoolmate of his earlier days. king the nijoining border :'s our text, we pro

ceeded to descant upon its inhabitants.

- Gardening. To number three in the border we had only

Blackwood for February has a leading and renched , when accidentally looking into the
excellent article on the subject of Gardening , face of our friend from the city we saw de

from which we extrict a few sentences. picted their blank ignorance, and a cold ne

" The Poets , blessings on them ! have done ' gation of all sinpathy with our floricul.

more to awaken i love of nature andof flow - tural enthusiasm . It was enough; we were

ers, and to cherish it taste for horticulture, throwin ; words away. We conducted Mr.
than all the professional horticulturists . We Urban out of the garden ; but not before he

like to see it beste for simple,molest fowers. had croppeil, with most rash and profano

Wehave a deir frien i wio h is set his affec- fingers, the towers ofin antirn- hinum of such

tion on the cowlin . II his long borders perfect symmetry, and of such cleita and bri

Ferred with it, ani sloping banks covered liant stripes, tbizt we had severed it from its
with it. How the poti do sport with one an - iconpeers for the purpose of seeding ! Smoth

other! an l whit pretty fracks they play - of ering our indignation , we led the gentleinan

which they seen quite conscious - in tim - bitc < to our parlor, and put i to his hands

idly turning azi le frons vour ardent gaze their an Edinburgla newspaper! - -Wehave made up.

bright emble ng of prinose, pink and purple ! our mind on the subject. A man that can

Waitre continually told by certiin siipient wilk rapidly through a garden is an undoubt.

economists , that they do not care for a gara ed barbarian . He ought to keep to the high

den and do not possess one because they ways - or the boards of the Parliament llouse:

and it cherper to buy their fruits and vegeta - or, if he must enter a garden , let it be a

bles . Who doubts it ? The pleasure of gar- large one , where he may take an iliring, and

dening depends not upon economical conside - pedestrianise, at his pleasure. - Blackwood's

rations. The fascination is in the very art of Magazine.

@ ultivation - in the very growing of your own
fruit and flowers , and witching thei: opening Never anticipate wealth from any other
blossoms-- in nursing the sickly and rejoicing source than lahor; especially never place de

over the strong - in calling a well chosen bo - pendence upon becoming the possessor of an
quiet for the adornment of your cora sposa ! 18 inheritance . He who waits for dead men ' s

there no pleasure in being able to send well shoes, may bave to go for a long time barc

ripened grapes or peaches to a sick neighbor foot." "Hewho runs after a shadow has a

who has them not- - in bestowing a capfull of wearisome race. Above all things, never de
rosy -checked appleg on a rosy - checked boya- spair . "God is where He was, Ho helpe

ja inviting the ebildren of the village to par- those who truly trust in him .
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Butter. vor, the absurdity of the practice will at once

The season for making butter has again re - be seen . Very rancid buttermay be improved

turned . To inake good butter should be the hy washing , as some of its bad properties may

object of every house-keeper. Wewill there , thereby be carried off; but no water should be

fore briefly lay down a feir piain explanations put in the churn , and none used in the pro

and directions, that may prove of assistance cess of making fresh butter .

to our fair readers . ; The butter should be taken from the churn

Cream is a mixture of oil and curd . The with a wooden ladle, should be worked with

butter, in small globules, is wrapped up in the same, and when nearly all the buttermilk

little sacks or bags of curd , and in order to is worked out, it should be salted to the taste ,

make butter , these sacks or bags must be bro - by adding enough of pure, fine salt. Too

ken in order to let the butter out. When this much salt , especially, if not pure has a tep

is done, we say , " The butter is coming,' and it dency to produce putrefaction , and conse.

is only then coming out of these little sacks, quently , great caution should be used both

These globules, which wore before kept part ils to the quantity and qualits of the article

by the sacks, come together, thousands:of them to be used .

to form a particle larre enough to be seen by Most salt contains a little lime, and a little

the human eye. But no one must think that magnesia , and these elements have a tenden

these little sacks are to be broken by violent cy to injure the butter. To avoid this, ob

churning . No merhanical force will break serve the following rule :

them . This is done by a chenical process. To eight pounds of salt, in a clean wooden

When put in the right circumstances, as to vessel, add one pint of water; let it stand an

temperature and air , they will break them - hour, pour it upon a thick strainer, and let the

selves. But passing over this for the present, water pass into another vessel. The limeand

wewill only remark that the proper temper- magnesia , if any were present, have passed

ature at which milk should be kent is a me- through in the water, together with a part of

dium between freezing and summer helt. The the salt - possibly a quarter of the whole - the

cream should be taken off while the milk was sult that remains is as nearly pure as can be.

yet street, and then it (the cream ) should be Now with washed salt let a limp of butter be

kept in a cool place till it becomes a little salted ; and let another from the same churn

sour , or approache very nearthe pointof sour- ing be salted with some of the same salt un .

ing. Let it be then put into a churn and be washed . If the latter have a bitter taste

hroughtup to a temperature of about 60 der . ! from which the former is free , you may con .

Fahrenheit, gradually , and withoutmuch stir- clude that the salt contains lime or magnesia ,

rins , when the churning process begins. . and in that case should not be used without

The object of churning , is , of course, plain: washing .

to ul, but the rationale of the operation pro - ,.: llaving given these directions for the ma

bably not so generally brown. Wecannot innking and salting of butter , we will just add,na

this article gireit in detail. We will there thatwooden vessels are better than stone poisthat
fore only remark . thatby lifting the dasher, of Tor packing it away.

turning the crank , is the case may be, we | We may again remind the reader that for

bring all parts of the cream successively into the preceding valuable information we are

contact with the air , lov frequently changing inainly indebted to the Progressive Farmer,

its surface . The orygerof the air combines much of which we have quoted verbatim .

with the curd , and renders those little sacks New Era .New Era .
into which it is formed brittle , so that they Cherries.
crack open , allowing the enclosed globules of A correspondent asks us what varieties of

hutter to come out, unite together and form a cherries wewould advise him to plant out on

large mass .
his place, he having just purchased property

Wewill suppose thatbutter is now gather- , where this description of fruit is wanting.

ed , and floating in the buttermilk . The sugar There is much delicious fruit of this kind ,

of milk is diffused both through thebuttermilk which is cultivated to a very limited estent

and the butter , imparting a peciliar sweetness among our agricultural friends, but which is

to both , especially if the cream has not been easily to be obtained , and can be produced

too sour before churning. This is an impor- with as much success as any other, and is a

tant consideration ; for it is the silqar ofmilk , thousand times better than most of the cher.

thatperformsthe double office of giving to the ries now upon their premises. If we were to
butter a luscious flavor, and of causing it to select six sorts for our own planting , re should

keep well. choose the following:
Now , aswashing butter in floods of water 1. Downtown - a size larger than the Jar

has a tendencr to deprive it of this suyar of Duke, and much superior to it.

inilk , so necessary to its preservation and fla - | 2. Black Tartarian - fully as large as the
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May Duke,and next to theDowntown in quals of the place. The country around here is
ity . generally hilly , at leastthe section that I have

3 . Kirtland 's Miy - larger than the May seen . ”

Duke, similar in color, and superior in quali
ty . BEET LEAVES -- FERTILIZATION . - A farmer in

1 . Yellow Spanish - - a large and excellent England has proved by experiment that the leaves

cherry , highly esteemed . of a crop of beets, plowed into the ground on

5 . Vav Dukie . - This well-known cherry which they grew , afford suficient mauure for

never fails to produce a crop , and is an excel- land devoted to the best culture. It is beginning

lent stand -by.
to become a settled principle in agrieullural sci

6 . Blick Eagle - about the size of, but not ence that if only about one halt of any tract of

equal to the 'Tartitrian .
landcan be buried in the soil before it has be

There are three other cherries lately pro
comewasted by evaporation , the soil will con
tinue to improve in fertility without any other

duced , which are said to surpiss any we have manure.
nained , but they are yet very scarce , and the EXCRECSENCES ON PLUM TREES. - A correspon

treesare not to be obtained at any of our nur- dent of the New England Faciner professes to

series They are havediscovered the cause of black knobs on plum
1 . The Gorernor Wood - rery large and trees. By putting a piece ofan affected branchi

productive - - color , amber, or a blending of under a glass it was found that a moth and a
white and yellow , blushed with red - - flavor , curculio were produced in due time. Further
delicious, sweet and rich - :ind is regarded in observation semed to prove that the injury is

Cincinnitti is the best of all cherries. occasioned by the moth , and that the curculio
2 . Conestoga . - This is a Lancaster county takes possession of the spongy excresence for the

cherry, as large as the Gov. Wood , and a want of better accommodations.

frien i informs us , equal to it , if not surpasso Pop Cory. It is generally known that the

ing it in quality . corn used for parching - ur popping as it is called
3 . Triumph of Cumberland . - - Inscherry is a species of corn Linown as rice corn , the ker

is it seedliny of Cumberland county ,and those nal of which is very small,and which bears from

who are well equirinted with its character, three to four ears on a stalk . An agriculturist
claim for it the first place . Tin Troy, N . Y . annouces that he has succeeded
Webave a single crift of each of these , in improving this variety by cultivation , so that

forwarded to us by esteemed friends, and the kernel is inuch larger and that some of the
should they grow , we will take care to make a stalks attain the height of ten feet.

truthful report of the fruit in due time. - Ger
POTATOES. - As soon as potatoes begin to come

mantown Telegraph . up , run the harrow through them the way of the

| row . This destroye grass and weeds, lots in the

IlORACE GREELY 'S FARM . - The Editor of the air, and ensures a general stand. When the po

Tribuns some time since , pur :hted some wild tatoes are two or three inches high , throw a fur

land for the purpose of prepiring in summer row froin them ; returning , throw the soil back

residence suited to his taste within a convenient again , so as to give to the potatoes a slight flat

railroud distince of New York city. The hill.
Claremont Enllesiershe has recently employed CHURVING .-- - The Scotch dairy women say that

Mr. E . T . Dickey of thitt town to superintend
uperintend after milk has stood forty eight hours, a sort of

cheesy substance rises which makes the butterthe farming operations. Mr. Dickey a few
stringy and tough . When churned too rapidly ,days ago writes back the account of the local
they say the butter is apt to be salvey and they
conside the butter the best when the process of

Chappagua - - the name of this localityY churning continued an hour. They churn the
is 36 miles from the city , on the Irlem Ritil- lcream at a temperature of 62 degrees.

road . Mr. Greeley' s farm is one fourth of
a mile from the Depot and Post Office, and ONIONS. - A correspondent of the Maine Far
contains twenty-eight acres of land , costing mer writing from Temple , asserts that sowing tha
$ 125 2n cre: six acres of which is covered seeis of the common poppy with those of the olla
with wood, two acres of orcharding , four or ion is an effectual preventative of the ravages of

fire acres of upland , and the rest is bog swamp. the onion worm . The poppies,most of them at
least ,must be puiled up when the season for iayThe hogs have been cut off and conveyed to

the upland where they are to be composted
ing the egg of the worm is passed .

with lime and salt . The swamp has been EFFECT or CLIMATE ON CORN.- - The process of
partly drained and we shall soon lay down acclimation produces a singular effectupon some

metal tubes which have been purchased at plants. Dr. Robinson , in his Biblical Researches
Albany , and by means of which we expect to states that he found the Indian corn to have le
iraprove all the wet-land . In the wood lot come a perennial plant in Palestine - succesive
there is a beautiful water-fall, which I sup - crops being produced by shoots spring from the

posemay be considered the great attraction first crop.

ity :
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Canvass Houses for Piants. I FAttention to the enquiries of several corres

Among the modern improvements in plant. ! ! "bent pondents has been unavoidably deterred until our
rrowing their summer treatineutunder canvass nextnumber .

nity be reckoned the greatest, iind although not
trenerally adopted , must be, and will be , bei ST. LOUIS MARKET - WIOLESALE.

those who can afford it. It must be admitted Saturday , June 4 , 1853.

that the most dificult period of a plant's treat
Ilgs -- perton. $ 23 $0 $ 102 .
"'LOUR - per bul. , 2001 rutre brands, $ 2 90 to 84.. .

unent is after it has done blowing, uid ismi- chim biraznisa $ 1. 10 ; apsiini city', $ 4. 75 10 $ 900; gura

king its growth. In the house it is vrain; in C ity en city , $ . 54 To $ 1.00 .
W EAT- perball,Ruto prime,84 to 95 cts; choir

the garden it sufferers from the sun , wet, or 95 .

wind ; in a pit it is little bettur. But having CORY- Dus bushel, 101. 45 cents sacks ; incud :

OATS- Tb , 37 cents inincinded .
seen in an amateur's garden a canvass house , TADVICO - ' 1. $749

with a rolling roof, and the sides composed of ! BARTET - onsinj, Iron 3 ) W40 cents .

canvass flaps or blinds, which could be prop OSS PORK - er11., $ 14 .50 .
PICKLEDILAS- Der 10 . , 81- 1 cents .

ped out square; and in one of the most brooi LARI - -Per D . , 0 . 1 , 15 to 101- Ieuts ,

liny afternoons of the suminer, finding this ! SUGAR - Derb. , com1011 , 41- 25 Ctilts

ALOLASSIS- gall, 30 cents .
house cool and airy , iind the plants fresh and COFFEE -- per Ib . , Rio , to 91- 2 cents.
vigorous, I was struck with the simplicity of SAIT - er neck , G . A ., $ iSALT- - per ock , G . A ., $ 1 . 23 ; T . 1 . 75 cts ; Knawha

the contrivance and thesuperiority of the plan 30 cents per busel.
PIG TRON- - par to , cold 01151, $ 15 .

over all others for the suminer treatment of BRAN --70 tu alcanta per 100Hs.

plants. In this house were c .mellis, heaths, | ILAY ---Lierhundredd, tsinothy, 70450 cents.
BUTTER AND CHEESE - Fair country butter , 11to12eur;hard wooded Botany Bay plaints , Cacti out of you to prime, 12 to 110 ; choice Ohio ruil, 16 i 170 . W . R .

bloom , Indian and hybrid azalias, rhododen - cheese ioc turpimme.
drons, and , in short, the turn out of all the DIED I'RUIT--- apples $ 1. 25; peaches $ 2. 50 a $ 2 . 75 per

bibel
houses but the stove , and it was impossible GREEN APPLES- $ 1 .50 to $ 2 perbushel.

they could be doing better. The foliagewas
green and healthy, every thing wel set, and

Contents of June Number.
all that could be wished . The day was cal
calated to show off the excellence of the house : Delay ; Correction ; Mistake ; A few more , : 189

Chefence ; . lIandamatletier, 190
th ; rolling top was down on one side and liaif SeitenStat . Agricultural Society ; Constitution of N . Y .

down on the other , the blindswere propred outl ciety, 191

At homs; Our proposition ,
horizontally, so tbat there was all the air that 192

W eirr' s Threrhing inachines ; Fowlers & Wells
was stirrinr,indno sun . The paths weredann, Publicatis, 193

194having been watered in the morniir, and the | A fabi : Dairy Husbandry ,
AQstion Tobacco ; H to get them ; Mr. Redineli's

temperature wassinuch lower than out of her; The l'otantoe Disasi,

doors, as to be almost incredible . Cooper Co . Agr. Suckery ; Wire toooth raken ; Ill. Agr.
Secir, 196

I founi the treatment was nothing more Read motor ; Will submerging destruy the Osage
than in June to turn out into this louse every Orange ; Take care of your paints , 197

The Uwane Rain , 199
thior that had done flowering , to continue ad - Curied Walnut ; pulvingthe rule,

13

Golemical siyyeto ri; Algerine Plow ,

its bloom according to theweather, to close or Plans 11 :istrated ( at llogue, 201
The Nursery and Orchard,

open the house ,which , when the roof was rol To raise Cucumbersand Squashes , Productive Farming 204

led up , and the blinds propped , was to plants Sik WC ; Mr. Jackson ' s Letter ; ilealth in the Co. 205

207the gaine as out of doors , but , when closed uptr. Cone's Farming Thorough culture, 203

on the sides , the top cloth let down , wasir vaine Lui , 210
The father with two ideas , 213warın ; in dull daysand mild showers the plants A Yankee Colony ; Remember, 214

had it all; no sharp cutting winds could touch Poinders van !,
thein , because the blinds and roof were al- Arronicles ofa ( lay Farm , 216

Southern Illinois ,ways kept down on the shady side in those ca - Destruccion or the Wire Worm ; Address of W . S .

ses , if not all around . They never required king ,

half the water, and so close was the house Gunoon Tebacco ; Agricultural Societies , 219

Slute ; Good Sukortions liow to judge Cattle,
when shut, thit, in ease of being troubled Atkin . Autumaloni Pcapir, 221

firegi Western Agr. Fair ; Van Buren Co . luwa ,

Have wealammer among us ; Cornclicut Valley Far
nearly as in ilhonse of glass . I must say that Deri Dellisvreni.

I view this little importance in practice as a Wismusppi Talicy Liidustrial Fair,
20rreat advance , for , although we have all our injurmus inseces ,

THE FAMILY CIRCIE .
sheltered nooksand sequestered places for som : Children and Fluwirsi Feuale Phisicians,
Heringour plants , the best are poor securities CureCure for Dysentery : Waste : Fanny Ferns ses 924

To i litle trim ; Charles audihe Silkworms; n on 230

Alother l 'un dil ; Politeness , 10 pr prve Bians

damage of the young wood , ordisappointment ald Peas, 231

The Deformed Bus ,atth moment of setting for bloom . - Garden Gardening, 233
er' s Chronicle . | Canvassioses for plants ; Commercial; Contents, 234

215

215
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The Water-Cure Journal. DISCOVERIES IN
A New Volume. Now is the time to subscribe. ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY,

Published monthly, in a beautiful quarto. Illustr 1 1 The undersigned proposes publishing immediately, by
ted with engravings, exhibiting the Structure , An - subscription , it work under the above title .
alomy, and thystujugy of the Human Body , with All creation , whethermental or matrial, is sovined by

familiar instructions to learners. It is emphatically fired laws. To illct succesuliy in unison with these laws
or bibenifitted by them their full textont, we unist untera Journal of Health , dengued to be i complete Fame
stand them and such causa as may vary ur intrere withily Guide in all di cases.
their operation . To Select the best breed of animals weTERMS - Only One Dollar a Year in advance, mustbe in prossun of such physiologicalali prenolog .

Adure » . puni paid , FOWLERS AND WELLS, Clinton icalsigus vr indications as will notmislead and are loo sel
Hall, No. 131 Nassau Street, New York , duni 2017 . The best animals depend much on the

" The Wate: -Cure Jurnal holds a high rank in best crosses. The knowledge of these coses would be
'ur nivre valuabie to this Commenwealth , or any other,the science of health ; always ready straightforward
can any agricutura , knowlee CW pruused that willand plalu -spokell , it untold the laws of our physical host no more money . Our nation woud e benefite ali

naigre withoutany pretentious lu the technicalities of Dually more thall a bulireul inilion of donar , animals
science, but in a form as atractive and refresh or as would be less dangerous lom : 11 and more eally controled .
the sparkling element of which it treats. " - New When the above knowiedge with reference to the horse is
York Tribunt. acquire , it is comparatively easy to apply it to other ani

ma . To have a superior borse certain qualities are in
The ILLUSTRATED AMERICAN PIRENO . dispersible , such as crio' , spred , strength ,health , thrilt

andaptitude to fatten , fine wind and volton , quietudeLOGICAL JOURNAL - Devoted to Pherenol. and docrity . If anyone of these be wanting , the horse
ogy , Phisiology , Mechanism , Education , Agriculture, fal, shortofbeing it very valuable animal. The form of
the Natural Sciences,andGeneral Intelligence , pro the body and limbs may and do vars, but it you look close
tusely Ulustrated with Engravings. Every tarmy, ly to the physiological and phronologicalaction of the an

imal assieveloped in the buik vou may determine nioreand especially every young ulan . woman) , should certainly their worth . You also learn what gails be
have 3 Co . Published monibly at One Dollar a las or cau acquire , and whether best adapted to work the
Year. All letters shultbe posi. paid , and directed saddle of the race course ; also his distance and the course
to FOILERS AND WELLS, ur truck lontilhini.

Clinton tall, No. 131 Nassau st. . New York The discases ofanimals will also be treated of, whether
Youngmen aboutlaunching forth on the activites of hereditary , lulucraticorymptomatic; the urinnof which

is unknown to themass of m ll, whose treatment of diseaselife , and anxious to start right, and un 'lerstand their is generally guess -work , twiminating in suffering and death
tourse , will tiud this JOURNAL a friend and a mon - Much matter contained in this work ,such as the qualities of
itor, 10 encourage then 10) virtue , shield them trom animals, & c . , so far as can be, will be illustrated with life,
vice, and to prepare them for useiulness and success like wavines, conveying it Vitat aniount of instruction
in life . The various occupations will be discussed in through the eye , in a short time. There will be Iron tif
be light of Phrtnology and Physiology . : 0 ibit every steep , boty to one hundred accurate engravings of horses, cattle ,

& c .one may know in whal pursuit he would be most ! Th 1 will be published as soon as a sufficientnum

likuly to succeed . - PUBLISHERS. ber of subsi ribers have been obtained to justi' y it , and on a
large scan print, and well bouniin luth , will be offered to
subscribers at the moderate price vi $ 5 . It will be the on
ly work of th kind extant, and for subscribers unily .

Copies of this work will be acli ered w subscribers in
clubs of five al $ 1 per copy . Single copies at the regu
lar price .

Subscribers direct to Lexington, Ky.

April 1853. DESTON OFFUTT.
Fort 'stimny refer to .

Pro . . B . W : Dudy, Lexington , Ky.
Prol. J . Cobli, M . D , Louisville , Ky.

Stoves and Plows. Toi. L . P . Yaudell, M . D , Louisville, Ky.
Ilon: llenry City , Ashand, Ky.

The subscribers manufacture and keep always
on, hand at their wareholls , So . 203 Main strat de tween MCCORMICK ’S .the discourtand Virginia Hotels , a large assortmnt of the
mint approved paterns ofpremium and coal coxiking Stuves ,
worland coalparlor, !) ) x ,air-tight, halland Caltaves.

'The undersigned , agrain for Swathi ro Illinois ,Aly four sizes Phenix PLOW , I suprior article ; ten
size, Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie, ta) would callattutlul to the important improvements

cut from fortern to twenty -four inchas; Pittslyurgh and to the Reaper tor 1853 , to wil: Tron beau for com

. thes pluws; ir atsi bark , Coru androimlil , roubicand bined machine , which allows grass to pass over
single corollers; grates and castings ofAll deser ptlons, more freely - - improvements in the fingers ; self ad .

an handunnude to unlr, which vill hillit the justing arrangementformowing , by which the team

owest prices, KINGSLAND & FERGUSOX .
rises and calls,and accommodates itself to inequali
ties of ground ,which is important tormowing though

TO JIY FRIENDS AD THE PUELIC . unnecessary for reaping ; very fine cut sickles for
IHEDew White Lead and On Factory ofthe moder , grass . In -Ulmig perfect performance of Mower , shor

1 signed has been org inizer under the incorpora - le ning piattorilening plaiturn ana piacing rareand placing raker closer to his
tion law ofthe State , and the business will hereafter work in reajiug ; new and beautilul arrangement
be conducted under the style of the by which the machine may be raised 10 arly desired
COLLIER WHITE LED AND OIL COMPANY. height in five minutes time with main wheel en
As the same skill , caie , promptness and punctuality ! larynd . The Reaper and mower are warranted to

in all its departments, and the same effort to serve per orm as stated in hand -bills - Those wishing the
the interests of its chistomers , will be made , and will Reaper with the improvements should lose no time
constitute , as form . rly , the leading features of the bu
siness , I ask for the Company " a continuance of thenelin forwarding us their orders , so that the machine
confidence and patronage so liberally bestowed on the way be here in good season for the coming harvest.
undersigned. HENRY T . BLOW . HARVEY, WALKER & Co.

St. Luuis, November 1, 1951. | Belleville , Illinois May 1253. .
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FURNITURE STORE

TUDI
O

SபோலாவாரDEE

SAINT LOUIS And comprising some of the very best farms and richest
bodies of land in the county .

The railroad passes through or immediately alongside of
every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible

points for their convenience .
This land is admitted by every man who has been along

the line of the railroad to be unsurpassed by, if not superior
to , any other lying on the road in this county, both inquality

2 &
of soll and beauty of location It was all bought by the

subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND.
It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good

man or company of men who may wish to make a large
speculation .

For particulars, apply to Lemngwell & Elliot, Dolman &
Obear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber,

editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.
oct A .SMITCHELL .

NO. 86 & 88 SECOND STREET,UP STAIRS ,
BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE, Missouri Seed Store .

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & Co .,
PROPRIETORS,

Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as
sortment of Elegant and fashionable

Parlor Furniture, G . NICOL ,
Wholesale and Retall Dealer in all kinds of

Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas , Lounges, D

vans, Sociables, Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parior an Farm , Flower and Garden Seeds .
Rocking Chairs , Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wi. GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS .
Narble and Mahogany tops , Ete seis, Teapoy Tables , &

No. 4 North Main Street , Up stairs ,
- ALSO

ST. LOUIS , MO .BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE
A T this establishment is kept an exten

Of every variety , sive stock and complete assortment ofGarden , Farm ,
With Looking -glasses, Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds , and Flower SEEDS from the wellknown establishment of

Bedding , & c . , & c. , David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu
WHOLESALE OR RETAIL , ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others , peitins

down seeds in winter in frames , can rest assured that theyWARRANTED BEST QUALITY.
All the iatest and most desirable pnprovements in Fur- will realize an abundant crop.

FARM AND OTHER SEEDS.giture will befound here . Please call and examine.
The stock is now complere , consisting of Clover, Timothy ,Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi

Blue Grass , Red Top , Orchard Grass, Hemp, Mullet, NSenced hands.
tard , Locust, Apple, Quince, Canary, Rape, Top Onions ,
& c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low
est rates . Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED, growth of 1851,Finished to order in any required style .
direct from Texas.St. Louis , March , 1863 .

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS .
HOME MUTUAL FIRE ANDMARINE A full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden

eeds, which we will sell at reasonable prices,

INSURANCE COMPANY IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES.
Wewill at all times keep an extensive assortment, con

OF ST. LOUIS . sisting among others, of the following : Seed Sowers, Sbo

CHARTERED 1845 . ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO vels, Spacies, Birds and Bird Seed, clear or mixed , grass
Hooks , Lawn Rakes, Hedge Shears, Bill Hooks, Bird Cages

APRIL 20 , 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO . (all sizes,) Sieves, Flower Pots, by the hundred , dozen , or
single , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills , Budding andLICIES, $ 517 , 262 33 — and constantly increasing.
Pruning Knives, Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and

Policies issued from thirty days to six years. 1 Reels, & c .

Country merchants, California Emigrants , and private
DIRECTORS. families supplied with the above seeds by the box , pound,

DASIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL, ounce , or paper , on reasonable terms. One hundred boxes
ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WHITEHILL , flower seeds, 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalogues

DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNM, in pamphlet form furnished gratis.

ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS, Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer.
WYLLYS KING . None but Landreth ' s warranted Garden Seeds sold here .

ISAAC L GARRISON , President. Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompt

TL SALISBURY, Secretary . ly executed .
D D PAGE, Treasure'l .

ALONZO CUTLER, GENERAL AGENT. The celebratedGraefenberg Medicines.
Comprising che following :Ofice Southeast corner of Man and Vine streets , (over

Page & Bacon 's Banking flouse . Graefenberg Vegetable Piis, price 25 cts, per box .
Green Mountain Ointment, ' "

GREAT SPECULATION ! Sarsa par Ila Compound , * botule .
Chilfrei s Panacea 50 .. .2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN diton , 25 " "

ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! Ferra d Ague Pills . 100 box.
Health bitters 25 bottle .ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD !

D . Consumptive's Balon * 300 . . .E SUBSCRIBER, wishing to devote all bls tine to Libby's Pile Ointment
4 100 " **

I the St. Louis DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increasVENING NEWS, the increas . Marshall's Uterine Catholicon 300 .
ing business of which demands his entire attention , offers

for sale all the landsowned by him on the Pacific liailrond . | A re for sale Wholesale and Retail by E . K . Wood .

within the county of St. Louis , amounting to a bout ward, corner of Fourth and Chesout streets, St.
Twenty -Seveu Handred Aores , Louis, Mo. 01'53 .

Embroidered & Fncy Work

100
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W . A . NELSON , S . N . & W . H . PURSE ,
General Commission Merchant MANUFACTURERS OF

AND MANUFACTURER 'S AGENT, I MANNY' S PATENT ADJUSTABLE
No. 11 Locust St., between the Levee & Main st., NORTHERN ILLINOIS

ST . LOUIS , MO .

as in store an extensive stock ofman - REAPER & MOWER :
Lufactured Goods for the SPRING TRADE . The at First Premium Machine for 1853 .

tention of merchants is respectfully solicted to the adver
tisements found below . Awarded the FIRST PREBITUM for Mowing , and th

second for Reaping , at the X , Y . State Fair , in the great
DOW GLASS DEPARTMENT - 2 . trial atGenava , Y . , in July , in competition with

window giass, best Pittsburgh brand , in superior order , on ELEVEN othermachinesi - awarded a silver medal at th
Ohio State Far for the best Reaper and Mower: - - and re

haud a net for sale at factory prices , ( aciding transportation )
ceived the highest award at the Verniont and MichiganWANELSON ,by

No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis . State Fairs , for the best reaping andmwing machine.
The true merit o this Machine has given it a great tri

WHEELING WINDOW GLASS - 1 .600 boxes / umph over all others, and being a perfect combination of
Reaper and Mwer, it comes to the Farmer with a doubie

8x10 , 10x12 and 10x14 , of superior quality and in good order , I value, and it is clearly demonstrated to be THE ONLI
for sale low by W . A . NELSON , SECCESSFUL COMBINATION OF REAPER AND

No. 11 Locust street, St Louis. MOWER

As a lower it is as simple ani perfect as though con
PITTSBURGH GLASS WARE - HAVING THE structed expressiy tarmowinny . and as a reaper, it is simple

and perfect as if castructed for reapinx only the only
Agency of two glass factories, we have on hand over5 .000

change from one plan to the other is to remove or insert a
packages of green and lint lass ware , embracingevery va

louse platform .
riety of botties, als ; fisks , tunablers, jars , tinctures, salt

MACHINES warranted to cut all kinds of grain as well
mouths, sweetnieats , & c . & c . , which we will sell in the
original packages at factory prices transportation added. ) as can be tune with the Cradle , and to cui all kinds of grasy

as well as can be done with the scythe, and to cut thax and
W . A . N LSIN .

millet; also tu gather clover, timuthy and tax need , and tuNo. 11 Locust street , St.Louis .
be well bulat, andof swd materials. Thus machine will

PAPER MILLS AGENCY - We have now in cuit from ten to fifteen ileres per day , with two horses , any
on person to tend it, when 11wing , andtwo persons when

store and offer for sale at mill prices rea , ing . The ceiling apparatus is malle perfect with iny
10 ,090 reamy r:14 ani straw wrapping paper Assorted sizes ; DOUBLE ENGED SICKIE , and double guards , as full

1 ,600 6 printing, book and envelop paper ; tested for tulist two years, and it is connected with
400 toa, hardware and ham paper; joint, so as to adjust itself to uneren ground , and by
1110 cap, letier and fancy colored paper . level itt the driver' s seat, it can be raised or lowered when

W . A . NELSON , moving ulong , to cut from one inch up to two feet from
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis. the ground . All sidde irait gainst the team is entirely

avoided . Over300 of these machines were in use the patel
ST. LOUIS Salamander Fire Proof Safes~ season , all of which gave the must perfect satisfaction .
We have in store & Complete assortment of the above safes, ! Price or Machines where made- $ 125 cash , or hall cash and

which have been tested by burning seven hours (in a large halt credit, - $ 135 . All orders addressed to the under
furnace) filled with books and papers, and $ 70 in bank sigued (who have purchased the right of this State ,) will
nutes, all of which were taken out in a state of good pres- meet with pronipt attention .
ervation . Every size on hand and for sale at factory pri- 1 S . N . & W . II. PURSE , Ashley , Pike Co.,Mo.

ces , by W . A . NELSON . MANNY' S MOWER . - Manny ' s Northern Illinois Mower
No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis . was next tried , and did its work in beautiful style , fully

cqualiny , if not exceeding Ketchum ' s , cutting a swath
Eastern Type Agency - We are now sup - over five feet in width. The general opinion was that it
plied from the type fuundry of Messrs . James Conner & wasquite easy draught to the horses, but this point could
SORS, New York , with a general stock of type and printing be determined satisfactorily only by thedyanonieter , which
materials , embracing Plain , News, Book and lancy Jub the committee carefuily applied to each machine, the re

Types , card fonts of ornamental Fourishes , Cuts , Quota - sult of which will be enoumeam their report. This mok
ions , Rules . Dashes , Slice Gallies , Proof Gallies , Quoins, er possessed the decideder possessed the decided advantage of admitting a quickVantage 01 (min
Purniture , Cases & c . , which we sell at foundry prices, and easy elevation of the cutting blades, ( situated midway

( transportation added . ) W . A . NELSON . between the forward and hind wheels) on approaching ans

No. 11 Locust treet, St. Louis . obstruction . - -Manny's Ilimuis Reaper, a slightmodifica
tion of his dower, which cut so well upon the meadow ,

succeerted as well as a reaper . - [ Albany Cultivator.

Book and fancy colored Inks manufactured in New York, THE FAIR . - We notice thatMr. J . H . Manny, of Illi

and for sale by W . A . NELSON . nois , has received the highest premium on his machine as a

No, 11 Locust street, St. Louis. mower, and the second prize as a reaper. This machine
was tried in competition with eleven others , ( including the
ce ebrated McCormick and Ilussey reapers ) at the great
trial at Geneva in July , and before a committee of theSt. Louis manfacture, for sale by W . A . NEL ON State Society . The awards to Mr. Manny' s machine , give

No. 11 Locust street, St. Loula . ita certain triumph over the great World ' s Fair reapers ,

and all other implements of the kind . Wesaw Manny' sWooden Ware Depot_ 2100 Doz . Painted machine at work a few weeks since near this place , and with

Pails; which we were highly pleased , and believe it to be fully
300 nests painted Tubs 3 & 8 in nost; deserving of all the honors it has received , and hail it as
1406 white pine do, 3 4 & 8 in nest; one of the most useful improvements of the age. - (Amster
90 doz . Assorted sized churns; dami Intelligencer .
30 cedar churns and buckets ; MANNY' S MOWER AND REAPER. At a recent trial

160 packages covered boxes and buckets ; at lusiek Falis , this machine worked in a most satisfaction
190 bozes clothes pins with beads; rs manner , both in light and heavy grass, and in grain
150 doz . well buckets and tar cans; that was too much lodged ay to be easily gathered by hand
60 . hall hushels , peck and halt peck measures; cutting both as closely and evenly as could be done by the
Bw zinc washboards St. Louis manufactufe ; most expert user of the scytheand cradle, and with a re

AloBaskets , Cradles , Brooms, Wagons, & c . , & c . for sale pidity that won theadmiration of the numerous farmers
at the Lowest City Priccs by W . A . NELSON , assembled to witness the trial. - (Washington COMDT

fev 63. No. 11 Locust street, St. Louis , Mo. Post.

olis Danutan
easures

:

West City Pet Brootus,
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LOUIS
TYPE

FOUNDRY.

DESIGN

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY

ES

PAPER WAREHOUSE

33. A PLADEw he

QUER SE S .LouisA . BAUER S . ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P . LADEW . THOS. F . PURCELL .

A . P . LADEW & Co.,

Type Founders, and Dealers in Paper ,
31 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS,MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment, where will be
found every variety of TYPE , PAPER. INK , PRINTING PRESSES, RULE,

BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.

A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE.

of Matrices imported from Scotland and they will continue these additions until they
have a complete series of NEW SCOTCHTYPE.

They keep always on hand a large supply of NEWSAND BOOK PRINTING

PAPER ; also, CAP. LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDS AND

CARD BOARDS; all of which will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed .

Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office, will
be furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper,

or the particular style and quantity ofwork to be executed . In addition to Type of

their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other Foundries. ' WOOD
TYPE a good assortment always on hand.

risp Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound.
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GARRISON ' S PORTABLE SAW MILL,
MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS , MO.,

By I. L Garrison .

OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.,
South - East Corner of Vine and Main streets (over the Banking House of Page & Bacon .

I AM now inanfacturing two sizes of the abovemills, to examine theabove Mill before purcharsing elsewhere, in
the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest te cmbines qualities that uo other mill possesser . The saw

Sue tiraber. From the larve number of these mills sold dur- used is the common straight Mill Saw , and is syhp

in the past year, and the fact of many of them being sold order ; and we believe it will saw mere lumber ih l Ven
to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other rawill now in tit .
their value. Below 1 give the certiticates of gentlemen Iliram P Goodrich , Daniel D Page , .
w ) are well known, and who have seer, the Mills in opera Theron Barnom , E W Blatchford ,
tion , I . L . GARRISON . AP Ladue , · Lyman Sherwood ,
THIS IS TO CERTIPY , thatwe, the undersigned , hav G II Goodhue, Thos Fairbridge ,

ing witnessed the operation of a Portable Saw Mill, invent Chas Shuter , Thos II West,
ed lay Isaic L . Garrison , o ! St. Louis , Mo. , do not besitate TL Salisbury, ER Miller,
ut saying thatwe consider it the best Saw Mill now in use , Daniel M Fraser .
and would recommend auy person in want of a Saw Mill,

ST. LOUIS HAT GOMPANY

B
E
U
R
T
E

PROPERTI

MARKET STREET,
HENWOOD , Agent.
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( 1853] St. Louis and Brunswick ; [ 1853.
.

J. H . LIGHTNER,

STO V ES,

PL O WS,

UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE .

The following boats will commence on the
opening of navigation , and continue in the trade throughout
the entire season , making weekly trips from St. Louis to
Brunswick , as follows :
MARTHA JEWETT . . . . WM . C . JEWETT, Commander ,

willleave St. Louis every Tuesday, at 6 pm. and Bruns
wick every Friday at 9 a . m .
J . M . CLEN DENNIN . . . . H . W . SMITH , Commander ,
will leave St. Louis every Thursday at 6 p . m . and

Brunswick every Sunday, at 9 p . m .
KATE SWINNEY . . . . . . . . A . C . GODDEN , Cornmander ,

will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . m and
Brunswick ever Tuesday at 9 a . m .

To the patrons in this trade, the officers of the above boats

BUCK 'S promise to use every effort to merit a continuance of the
patronage heretofore bestowed on them .

Improved Patent Cooking Stove For freight or passage appiy on board .

The snbscribers have on hand in addition to their

former stock ,
FOUR SIZES OF BUCK 'S IMPROVED COOKING

STOVES, No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locust )
to which we respectfully cal the attention of all persons DEALER IN

who wish to economise in the use of fuel, and who regard a
good stove as better than a poor ene. We ofter the stove
confidentially as the best now in use , not only as a fuel 58

Queen of the West, Forest Queen , Buceye, Preference
vlug machine, but one which by its capacity , durability , and Premium Cook Stoves - also select Parlor stoves ,Grata

simplicity and perfectness , is adapted in all respects to the and Penders .

usesthetkitchen . This stove combines all ofthe Buck stove ,
80 well and so favorably known, together with an otherov Y

is nearly twice as large as that of any other stove in boe, Moline, Peoria , Jewett, and other patterns also , Mollo
BAIRIE BREAKER8.

with tues to carry of all the steam arising from cooking ve
apr52

rious kinds of meats , pastry , & c ., and therely preventing
the mixture of flavors so much complained of in all other THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
stoves, except Buck ' s Patent. The oven is warranted to
bake as well and as quick as a brick one, and with less fuel
than any stove of like capacity . Wherever this stove has

Den introduced It has obtained a decided preference over
all others, and will be found by any one giving it a fair tri
al, to possesg such unequalled excelencies in performing all HEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
the operations of cooking , and so great a saving of both
labor an l fuel, as to make it the interest of every family to 'HE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
PONS BOT'. The reputation of Buck ' s stove has been con

stantly creasing and extending so thatstove invenirs now

find it necessary , in order to sell their wares , to copy as

wearly as possible the form , and then by diligent efforts at

tempt to palm on their productions on the public as an im

provement on Buck ' s Patent. The fact that such is the
case shows that in their estimation Buck ' s stoves have a

reputation beyond anything in the shape of a cooking apa
ratus . The Buck stores are warranted to bake even at

top and bottom , and to operate well in every respect. The I . D . CUSTER ,
Buck stove is sold only by the snbscribers in St. Louis. 194 Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.
Wehave also on hand all the former patterns of Buck ' s DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENS

Patent Cooking Stoves now so Generally in use and prefer

red to any ether by all who use then , together with Im made and repaired .
proved Prernium Air - tight parlor and other Stoves ; box CLOCKS AND WATCHES
( oal, 6 , 7 and 10 Plate with the various patterns usually repaired in a superior manner. Jewelry made and re
kept in this market, which we offer wholceule or retail at paired of California or other gold at short notice . Clocks

Me lowestmerketprices . I Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at
BUCK & WRIGHT, | wholesalle and retail (Oct.'51,

209 Main street, opposite Miswuri Hotel.

S . H . Bailey ,
For the operation of Buck 's Stove we rospectfully refer ? WHOLESALE CONFECTIONER ,

the following persons with hundreds of others ,who have Second strret, corner of Pine,
nem in use: St. Louls , Mo.

J . & W . Finney , Roe & Kercheval, Mrs. Denison , Constantly on hand , of his own manufacture , a large as
C . W . Pomeroy , Elliott & Harriett, Mrs . Cheeny, splendid assortiment of Steam refined Plain and Fancy
Fire & Kerr, Jesse D . Diddell, Ars Dean , CANDY, and Plain and Medicated LOZENGES and

Geo . Pegram , Judge Wasb , Geo . Partridge , very variety , and superior quallly, at wholesales and re
Dr. R . P . Chase , Wu , IIumphreys, W . C . Lacy , tail. LEMN SYRUP , in bulk or dozen , and
Dr. Edwards, W . H . Pocock , Spencer Smith , Papey Syrupsmade to order . Sniy '51 . ;
Dr. Weble, BI . 77ygaut, N . Ranney ,

Jno R Cemben , L & J Sherman , DJ Flancock ,
18 . BARVEY, WALKER & Co. , Bellevilles

He Vorbes , iss Woodland, TO ' Flaherty ,
TU . . Dr. R . McFARLAND , Hebardsville , Henderson Co .

W T Christs , JB Woodrut , Geo Cable ,
Ky ; and Dr. JONX SMITII , Bentonville , Ark . , are su

Samuei Treat, JR
. Norman Cup thorised and requcet w receive subscriptions for the Vat

Augus: , 1849 . Joy Fariner.

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
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Pure Bred Male Stock ,
AT PRIVATE SALE,

Martin & Irwin ,

IMPORTATION OF

Short-Horn Durham Cattle.
THE subscriber will, in May next, go At Mount Fordham , Westchester Co. ,

to England , to ship to America Short-Horned Cattle which

he purchased last year. We will be in England until No I will sell and let from 10 to 12 Short Horned Bulls and
vember next. To persons wishing to inport Cattle , he of Bull ( alves; 4 Devon Bu ly and Bull Calves , and from 12 to

fers his services to buy and ship such animals as they may 16 Sinthdown Rams. The animal sale by auction will be
order . No person in England or America hashad anything omitted this year, as I wish to reserve all the Femal" ,

like the experience of the subscriber in selecting and ship . having recently purchased another Farm to enable me to in
ping Cattle to ibis country , as he has sceu and knowsevery crease my Breeding Establishment. Mv Lag Stock . inchis

herd of any character in England . He has spent three ding all the spring litters, are engaged . Catalogues with
summers and autumns in the last five years in England for full Description and Pedigrees of above Bully and South
this purpose, and chos n and shipped more animals thau down Rams, with the Prices attached , can be obtained by
ary person else . No animal ever shipped by hiw has been the 15th of April next, from the subscriber, or at any of the
lost at sea ; and every one arrived in America in perfectly Principal Agricultural Stores ; or from the Editors of the
good condition . He has imported for Col. Sherwood , of Principal Agricultural Journals . L . G . MORRIS.
Auburn . N . 1 . . and rimself, a large number of animals March 23d , 1853.
which have been winners of FIRST prizes . He has also

imported for several other persons , catlle which have ' een

winners of FIRST prizes. Of these animals so imported ,

eleven have been winners of FIRST prizes at the New

York Great Shows, and five have each won two or three DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF
FIRST prizes .
The subscriber will not purchase ShortHorns for himself

this year, but merely ship those bought for himself last
NO . 184 BROADWAY,year, and will thus be quite free to select Short-Hurns for

others without any interference of his own interestwthhis own interest with Opposite North Market, between Green and
theirs. Herefers to the gentlemen named below as to his | Morgan , St. Louis , Mo.
capacity as a judge , and his experieuce . HENRY E .MARTIN . CHAS, W . IRWIN .

Persons desiring full information as to particulars , can

address him . AMBROSE STEVENS,
Dox 299 Postothce , New York city .

REFER TO - W . T . Dennis, Editor of Indiana Farmer,
Richmond , Wayne co . , Ind . ; M . B . Bateham , Editor of
Ohio Cultivator , Columbus, O . ; Gen . Watson and 0 . H .

Burbridge, Paris , Ky. ; James G . Kinnaird , Lexington ,
Ky. ; Col. Sherwood , Auburn , N . Y . ; L . F . Allen , Black
Rock , N , Y . ; A . B . Allen and C . M . Saxton , N . Y , city .

N . B . - A . STEVENS has for sale two imported Short

Horn Bnlis, one, and two years old ; two Sbort-Horn year

ling Bulls by IMPORTED prize bull, Duke of Cambridge ,
ort of IMPORTED COws, and several Short-Horn yearling

bulls Cambridge, Seaham and Wolviston , out of PRIZE and

first class cows. All those yourg Bulls are red or roan in

color . (may '53

1

Short Horn Durham Bulls.

I offer for sale the following Bulls , viz :
IMPORTED Wolvistos , red , 2 years, bred by Mr.

Stephenson . See English herd book , vol. 9th page.

JIPORTED EARL. VANE, yearling , red , by Mr. Ste
phenson , English herd book , vol. 9th , page .
LORD SPENCER , yearlink, red , by imported Third Duko

of Cambridge, dam imported Princess 3d , bred by Mr.

St -pbenson . English Herd Book , vol. 9th , page.
LORD BERWICK , yearling , red , by iniported Third Duke

of Cambridge , dam imported Princess 2d , bred by Mr.Se.
phenson . English herd book, vol. 9th , page.
CHEVALIER , yearling , red , by imported Farl of Sea

ham dam Novice, by imported Yorkshirenan , 6700 , W
imported cow Arabella . Herd Book .

CRUSADER , yearling, red , by imported Earl of Seaham ,

dain Fayaway, by imported Yorkshireman,6700 , to import
ed cow Pansy , Herd Book .
BANKER , 10 months , by imported Wolviston , dam Vlo

het, by Dandy, to imported cow Daffodil. Herd book .

FINANCIER , 8 months , red , by imported Earlof Seaham ,
dam Style, by imported Young Waterloo, to iinportsu cuw
dy Starling. Herd Book .

I also offer several Short Horn Cowg And Helle ' s . All

Mese animals can be trac. d in the English Herd Book ,aud

will themselves be recorded in the forthcoming 11th vol. or

that work. Catalogues, with full pedigrees of all these
animali , with full particulars , may be had at the Indiana

Warner office , Rickmund , Ind. ; Cultivator office , Columbus,

hlo ; Prairie Farmer office, Chicago, Illinois ; Valley
Parruer voice, St. Louis xo; o C . M .Saxwn, New York ,
er of the subecriber,

AXBROS : STEVENS,
Past ( tice Box 299, New York city .

Por your information , I have to say that the only Bulls
That can be bought in the State of New York , old enough

to be now al for the belog to me except Col. Sherwood' s

A . STEVENS.
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OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.

LYNCH & TANGUAY,

u

NO. 39 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN TILIRD AND FOURTH ,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the abore establishment, which con

tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Winos, Liquors, & c . , ever offered to the

citizens of St. Louis .
Country Merchants and others , will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the 1

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocerv.
Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at Cost; indeed.

they intend to make a reasonable profit , in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
a greatmany years to come.

TEAS . ESSENCES. TOBACCO & SEGARS.

Oriental, fine your hyson , extra finc Etrnst op lemon), 2 , 4 & 8 onnces. . Yellow bauck chewing felacco , 20

do. . sonchong. Van lla , nutnie s , cinnamon ,
inticdo . Cavendish do. Trainersdo

Wild Pigeo ! , fine young hsson . Orange , clover, alspices , 3 tunds, Recalias, Camelias, Puert Paineipps, 1

Candace, superior hysou skin , fine Ginger , peach .
La Normas , Cherouts.

gunpowder. FRUITS .
Panana, fie imperial, WRAPPING PAPER .
Il elena , extra fiue imperial. Mediun, crown, d crown, ka paper . Pie fruits assorted , penches in brandy,

Oxnard , extra tine gunpowder . du. in their own lisice , pis in jam

$ . Appleton , extra curivus volong , SUNDRIES. pruues in brandy, tlo . in !heir ow

Plyius Cund , esira fine ocions , juice , pears dos, pears in branils .

Mary Adams, extra fine volong ,
Starch , indigo, saiaratus, Soda . marma ades , jams, jebes , preserve

Matida , fine 0 . ,
Cream tarar , tartaric acid .
Yeust powders, Preston & Merrille, zinker, preserved chi -chuti, Sal

Raven , fiecu) NonChong , breakfast tea ,
James ' s , Stickney' s .

tua, Layer & Malaga raisins, cuir

Lurman , chulan suuchong, ranin , cilrent, prune honey , figs.
Table salt in boxes and bags , G . A . salt

Tess expressly packed for family use lemnunt , aimolins, custanas. English

in 4 , 6 , and 10 lh , boxes.
Masou 's in inilable backing.
Starch pulish , sliver & brass polish .

walnuts , peanuts, hazienals,

COFFEES . Stove polish , seeds, ropes, twipes . SO APS
Rio , rio best, old brown java , manilla , asNo. 1 , 2 , 3 , brushes . brooins .

costa rica , laguyra ,mucha . Willow ware of every description . Windsor, variegated & Castile tange
Ground Coffee in 1 - 4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . Wine vinegar, tigs do , cider do . Songs

packages. Spirit gas, flas & Culton ropes,
Boston cxtra , Xe, 1 & .

CHOCOLATES . twine . W mier's chemical for,
iinitation Besta

Baker's no . 1, Baker' . extra, eagle ,
d o .

FISHI .
French chocolate a ia rapilla ,

Pulm soap nu. 1 , 2 , 3 .

a la canelle , Salmon in tierces, half bbls & kitte .
Washing finds. do . soda .

Chocolate des familles, Mackerel in bols " WINES & LIQUORS.
perſectionne, Herrins,

Baker' s broma, Smoked herrings from Canada , | Brandies - Otan ! Dupuy & 0 . 1812 &

Preston ' s prepared cocoa , Red , 66 " Sculiand , 1913 , Sognette , Lator Leger

Cocoa and sholis, sté . Sardines in oil. boxes , 1 - 2 & 1 - 4 fires , old Jarica run , Illand

SUGARS. Lobsters , pickled in caus 1 & 2 lbs.
gill , Soutchishiskey , Irish dv . , Bour

Saimion
Double refined leai, refined loaf B ,

bulldo . .Anamgaleia d .
“

1 pipes ,

Oysters 6
crushed B , dot, pwdered B , refined

barrels , dimijibus & bultles .
SUSAbsynth cordial brancies.

white () , du 00 , claritied yeliow A ,
Cuiifis dry , in druins and boxes , Austic, caracos , oli purt wine.

do B , New Orleans, 110 . 1 , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES. PortWoe. Med lra wiD ,Berry .

golden syra , steam retined molas Tomato ketchups, pints & quarts,
SPs, sugar house syrup do . , New

Catdu Frontignarl.

Orleans do .
Mushroom “ "

Ciareis .- -Aedoc , Latte , Lorrunde,
" Si, Cap , Si. Jalien ,

Walnut
SPICES. Pepper saure, gothic & pts . Ch .911, Margud.

African cayenne pepper , John Buli sauce', Jonathan do.
Stomach bitters; Unut do. Stoughton

Black pepper , cassias , race ginger , Spanish oiics, French do bilgis .

Mace, Cluves, nutmers, allspices . Syrup of rose , true lenion jrup. Bat London Stout,

in boses, caus and papers, whole and lennullorup .
Teu ? Scotci dle .

ground . Carry puuder, 1 -26 - thx .
Chan221 - Cordonlus, S . Thomas

PROVISIONS . French mustard a la Rakete .
Gra SiHey Mouseus 11. Yay .

basie ,S
s6Estra family tour, in buise un

y Notingeux Vinais de
aux tipes terbes.balti

blis .
46 a 15 estreon . Lorme, Sporting Cai - - Bicken .

Ounmal,buck wheat flour. Boston SF mustard , Cincinnati ad I WOODEN WARE .

Dried jeef, bams, Kentucky dr.

Sait pork , tongus, Arinstead bes! Easii. Tubs , cedar & vak , buckets with

Sausages 13de 10 Lyone ,
Pickles in jars gal. 1 - 2 gal. & gt. and it vis llus .

English dairy cueese , sase do.. W . R .
Buchets , vak pawed .

iO ILS .
Onio do., pineapple do ,

Covered buckling 1 - S to i borbe!.

Goshen butter. Oh .0 . do. Sireet oil, nice. pts . & gts . groce iv. Mtature , boils .

Lard in kegs and lierces , Lørd vil no. 1 & 2 Sperm oil. PLAYINT CARDS.
Rice, lule and ground .
Vermicelli , Maccaroni, Pearl sayo ,

CANDLES. regel extra fine, & fame
Pearlbarley, Rio tapioca, farina . Downer & Co ' sserm , 4 ' s & 6 ' W . Lusitsi , tirald Highter.

Urr starci , isturias, Soltine. liams' do . Solar siar tu . sarito . Awerze : laris.

Irrow rout, driepeachins, drid apule , La loi suunner press cars. r hui. O r , American & Engli

ins . split . hollon toro. .l ick . de Tita honfer ' s urnal.
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Wm . A . NELSON ,
WHOLESALE

COMMISSION MERCHANT
IE

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,
No. 11 Locust St. between Main & Levee , Stoves and Plows.

ST. LOUIS, NO. The subscribersmanufacture and keep always
on, hand at their warehouse , No. 203 Main street , between

AGENT FOR the Missouriand Virginia Hotels , a large assortmentof the

Wheeling Paper Mills, Pittsburg FlintGlass Works, 1 most approved paterns of preniunt and coalcooking Stoves.lt

Steuben ville do. D ) . Green DO, woodland coalparlor, box ,alr - tight, hall and coal stoves. I

New York Type Foundry, Do. Window Do. Alse four sizes Phenix PLOW , & superior article; ten

Sincinnati do d u , " Krozen '8 " Wooden Ware i sizes Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie, tolll

Cincinnati Printing Press Manufactory , cut from fourteen to twenty -four inches; Pittsburgh and

Vanufactory , St. Louis Wash -board Pacto other plows; iron sales; bark , corn and cob mills , doubleardt

IN. Y . & Boston do. do, lry , single corn shellers; grates and castings of all descriptions,

Lighthody' s Printers Ink, Brighton Bucket & Tub Fac. ou hand and male to order , all which will be sold at the

Wheeling Glass works, Story . 1•west prices, KINGSLAND & FERGUSON. IL

TL Proprietor sf the St. Louis Improved Fire Proof Safe
Manufactory .

1 P urchasers are reanested to call and examine prices , J. H . LIGHTNER,
as we can and WILL sell lower than any other house in

Hhe West , al .

No. 88 Second street, (between Olive & Locusts)
1 DRY GOODS. DEALER IN

llat Nos. 212 & 214, Broadway and 187 and 199, V S T O V ES U A il
Fourth street. Queen of the West, Forest Queen , Bucere, Preference

1 Ny facilities for selling goods, in large quanti - and Premium Cook Stoves also selectParlor sioves,Grates
Vies and consequently at cheap rates , are now com - and Fenders .

Hpletod. Having enlarged my principle house to
Imammoth size, embracing two spaciousbuildings, Morne, Peoria , Jewett, and other patterns -- aiso , MOHD

four stories high , and extending over from Broad - PRAIRIB BREAKER8. apr52

Iway to Fourth street, the same well filled with

lizoods, and manned with 35 competent clerks, the E GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! |
premises are almost constantly thronged with cus.

Homers. This looks like prosperity . Bat it is
loot an effect without a cause. Selling enormous THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! |
quantities of goods, I can afford to , und do sell at

sctaalBargains = far below the usual price. Also THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES
Sendearoring to do bueiness on correct principles ,
has contributed to the almost unparalelled success

Hoow crowning my efforts . S THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
The following are some ofmy prices for goods.
Lawns 64 cents per yard ; Fust colorod Ging- THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

Teams 12%. c ; Mousline d ' Laine 12%60 ; Madder

Prints 6 / 4 to 10c : Heavy Browa Shooting 140 ;
Brown Shirting 5c; Bleached do 6 % to 10c ; Irisla THRESHING MACHINES AND

ciLinnen 250 ; other goods a cheap. ap.1 1 HORSK POWER8. - We are manufacturing and
Wishing still to increase my bakinesa creat in . have formule Cox & Robert Patent Thresher and cleaner.

Hdacements will be offered to buyers .
"They thresh and clean the rain ready for market, are very

Qarabie , celly kept in order , and sold at a very reasonable
MOTTO — “ Do as we would be done by." i prion . Onders reepectrally wlidted .

T . W . HOIT. I KINGSLANDS & FURGUSON .

PLOWS,



GREAT WESTERN AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

OVAND SEED STORE.CO
No. 15 NORTH MAIN STREET,

ALFRED L EE & CO .,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements and Machines, and
GARDEN , GRASS AND OTHER SEEDS.

(Bet.Market and Chesnut sts.)

PORTABLE MILL . com CORN SHELLER .

UNEYTISTYS

EES

CONTACT

E STILLMAN

The above cut represents a double geared Queen

of the South ' Corn Mill , manufactured by Isaac
Straub & Co., Cincinnati, O ., for which we are the lof various kinds and sizes; some to used with power .

only agents in this city .

There Mills are manufactured single and double
These Shellers will shell, readily, from from 125 to

geared, (with the best quality of French Burrs,) to
| 500 bushels of ears per day, according to size .

grind Corn andWheat, or stock feeds ; calculated for CORN AND COB CRUSHER ,
Steam , Water or Horse Power. They have taken

the first premiums in numerous State Fairs in Ohio ,
and are warranted to be superior to any other porta

ble mill hitherto offered in the west. We invite the

attention of the public to these mills, and ask for them
a fair trial. Wewill furnish the manufacturer's pam

phlet gratis to applicants.

IRON DIRT SCRAPER , OR OX -SHOVEL.

B URU

1

This cut represents an improved Corn and Cob
Crusher ; it is also suitable for all kinds of grain , .

This is an ipportant improvement upon the old Oil Cake,, Barks , Roots and Herbs ; Charooal, for
fashioned wooden scraper, and is useful for road rectifying , & c. It will crush from 12 to 15 bushels

makinr, digging cellars, & c . of Corn and Cob perhour with two horse power.
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THERMOMETER CHURNS.

.

This excellent invention is too

well known to need further de
scription here .

We have only to say to far
mers and others , try it, and de

pend upon it, you will be only

too glad you bought it.
We keep them holding from

321 to 30 gallons.
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IRON SAUSAGE MEAT CUTTER ,

sent (When open .)
This is a valuable labor- saving machine,

which , being constructed entirely of iron is
durable , and can be kept sweet and elean . s

One man can cut easily , and will , from 80

to 100 pounds of meat per hour with . We

also keep on hand the stuffers.
REMEMBER THE

GreatWestern AgriculturalWarehouse & Seed Store.
No. 14 NORTH MAIN ST., (bet. Market & Chesnut sts.)
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ill Cure Without Fail ness,and the scrofula and cancer cured entirely well.

Scrofula and Cancer Cured by Dr.Guysott's Improved
SAPARN

Extract of Yellew Dock and Sarsaparilla .

Rutledge,Granger county , Teon ,,
April 21 , 1952, 5

J. D . PARK , Esq., Cincinnati, 0 .-- Der Sir : It
givesmegreat satisfaction to add my testimony in fa

vorof 'Dr. Guysott's Extract of Yellow Dock and
Sarsaparilla ,' to thatof thenumerous and highly re

spectable persons who have been benefitted by the
medicine.

DR. GUYSOTT'S Mywife has been suffering for the space of nearly

five years with Scrofula and Concer ,which I think

IMPROVED found its origin in the derangements of the system

peculiar to her sex , while in the mean time she was
Extractof Yellow Dock and Sai'sa parilla under the care of the most eminentphysicians in this

section of the country , without deriving any material

Tsnow put up in the largest sized botiles, aid from their prescripttons.
Land is acknowledged to be the best SARSAPARILLA | Upon the recommendation of Dr. Cockes , one of

our physicians, who has seen the medicine used with
| happy effect, I obtained of your agents hero, Messrs.

formed , the orginal copies of which are in the pos. Rice & McFarland, one bottle of Dr. Guyysott's Ex

session of the proprietor. Remember, this is the tract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla, ' and asmy

only True and Originalarticle . wife found relief from that byttle , I boughtsome six
bottles, which she has taken with themost astonish

The medicine when used according to directions,Toing to directions, ing benefit; for I am pleased to say it has entirely cur

ed her, for she has entirely recoverd from her ill

W
Acceptmy gratitude. Respectfully ,

MICHAEL GOLDMAN .
- Scrofula or King 's Evil, Cancers, Tumors,

Eruptions of the Skin , Erysipelas, Extract of a letter from an extensive merchant in

Chronic Sore Eyes, Ring Worm or Plainfield , Livingston county , Michigan .

Tetters, Scald Head , Rheumatism , PLAINFIELD, Mich., April 8 , 1852.
Pains in the Bones or Joints , MR. JOHN D . Park - Dear Sir : Dr. Guysott's

Old Sores or Ulcers, Swelling | Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla is performing some

astonishing cures in this place. A Mr S . B . Strick
of the Glands, Syphilis, land has just informed me that one of his children

Dyspepsia , Salt Rheum , has been cured of very severe case of scrofula by

Disease of Kidneys,
the use of only one bottle. He had tried almost ev

erything that the doctors had prescribed , but of no

Loss of Appetite , avail, as the child continued growing worse. The
sores are now all healed up and the child apparently

• Disouse, s arising from the use . well,which is justly ascribed to the use of the Yellow

of Mercury, Pain in the Side and Dock and Sarsaparilla . Yours truly ,

' Shoulders,Ge,neral Debility , Dropsy, signed ] R . A . BEAL.

Lumbago, Jaunılice and Costireness ! ! Females Read the Following,
THE BEST FEMALE MEDICINE KNOWN. NEWARK , N . J., Jan . 25.

The peculiarmaladies to which females are subject, MR. BENNETT: Wetake pleasure in stating tbal

ply produce greatbodily exhaustion , accom - your Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla gives great salis .
icom
panied by a depressed and othen gloomy state ofmind. faction in every case ,

poche avetem 'declines in strength , there is a loss of A very respectable gentleman informed me thathis

më power, and this very naturally impairs the daughter was troubled with difficultmenstruation and
chemind and disturbs the equininity ofthe other diseases peculiar to her sex. She had nothadenergy

" Every candid womanwho has suffered from her regular menstrual discharge for a lɔng time; buttemper.
laints will admit this to be themournful by the use of Dr. Guysott's Yellow Dock and Sarsa

female c
Warto odtain relief, it is only necessary to parilla was radically cured . She used Townsend 's

t idency to depletion and debility . This is and others without receiving the slightest benefit.

he renewing the fountain of health and strength , He had one daughter die from the same cause .
the BLOOD , and no medicine accomplishes this de T . B . TRIPP & Co.
sirable result so speedily and complete as 'Dr. Guy .

1 7 Price, $ 1 per bottle - six bottles for $ 5 ,
sotts 's Improved Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsa .

Sold by H . BLAKESLEY , south -west corner
parilla.'
Mies ofpale complexion and consumptive habits, of Third and Chesnut streets, St. Louis, Gen

and such as are debilitated by those obstruetions
uons Also Agent for Missouri, fllinois and Iowa.

which females are liable to , are restored , by the use
use Tral for sale by dealers generally . -of a bottle or two, to bloom and to vigor.

stoy
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ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P . 'LADEW , THOS. F . PURCELL .

Tenor
QUE

ST.
LOUIS

TYPE
FOUADRY.

il
TENDUR

O
FELB

BOT

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY

OTSI

PAPER WAREHOUSE .

031
22

A . P . LADEW & co.,

Type Founders, and Wealers in Paper ,

31 LOCUST STREET,ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment, where will be
bund every variety of TYPE, PAPER. INK , PRINTING PRESSES, RULE ,

BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.

A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE,

ofMatrices imported from Scotland , and they will continue these additions until they
yhave a complete series of NEW SCOTCHTYPE.

They keep always on hand a large suppy of NEWS AND BOOK PRINTING
PAPÉR ; also , ČAP, LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDS AND

CARD BOARDS; all ofwhich will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad .
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed .

Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office, will

de furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper ,
or the particular style and quantity of work to be executed . In addition to Type of
their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other Foundries. WOOD

TYPE a good assortment always on hand.

Kwa Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound.
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
AND SEED STORE .

ESTABLISHED, 1845 , BY Wm . M . PLANT.
(Formerly Plant & Brother - Late Plant & Salisbury .)

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO .,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines,Farm ,Garden , Flower & other Seeds.
NO . 12 NORTH MAIN STREET BETWEEN MARKET & CHESNUT,

Also, Corner of Fourth and Green Streets, St. Louis,Mo.

CHU0 0 0.

V
I
N

H
I
I
T

J
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M

NE PLUS ULTRA HAY AND STRAW CUTTER .
Our new CUTTERS are classed as follows, and are constructed with a cylinder of knives cutting against a RAW RIDE

Roller . The knives are confined in slots , with a cap on each end fastened by screws, which enables the farnier to take
them out and grind them when dull, or replace with NEW when broken or worn out- thereby doing away entirely with
all set SCREWS, NUTS and BANDS, as in the OLD PATTERNS.

In the arrangementof knives , we are enabled to cut THREE- FOURTHS of an inch with TEN KNIVES instead of
ONE AND AN EIGHTH , as heretofore , which has been a desirable object to attain . We keep on hand the EXTRA
KNIVES and rollers , which will be furnished at reasonable rates .
WeWARRANT the above Cutter to give the most perfect satisfaction in ALL cases .

A liberal discountmade to dealers .
SIZES WITH PRICES .

No. of Length of cut with

Cuttur. 6 knives, 1 1 -2 Inc. Prices.
Length of cut with
8 knives , 1 1 -8 inc.

Prices. Length of cut with

10 knives 3 -4 inch . Prices. | Length of
Knives.

66

11 00 10 0166

knives, 1 3•4 inc. 87 00 8 knives. 10 knives. 6 inches .
800 $ 9 .00 10 810 0 0S6

12 00 13 00

13 50 | 14 00 10 14 50

15 50 16 00 10 17 5071- 2
1 . 19 50 20 50 9 6

22 50 23 60 10 24 50 ! 91-26

considerNo. 2 . 3 and 4 , with ten kolves , the best sizes for general use . No. 6 are fitted for horse power .

Descriptive Catalogues furnished gratis at the warehouse, or to post- paid applicants with a three cent P . 0 . sta

enclosed .

18 50
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issouri,at Boonville:Oct,11, 12 , 13,1.414,15,16

VALLEY TARMS Who will go up to the Fair ?

Agricultural Fairs. On the first Monday in October a gath .

STATE SOCIETIES. Tering will be held at Boonville ofmore im .
Illinois , at Springfieid Oct, 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , e portance to the interests of the people of
Kentucky, at Lexington September 13, 14, 15 , 16
Indiana, at Lafayette Oct. 11, 12, 13 the State than any Convocation which ev.
Ohio , at Dayton Sept. 22 , 23 , 24 , 25

New York , at Saratoga Sept. 20 , 21 , 22, 23 , e assivicu Mummomalo .

Michigan , at Detroit Sept. 28, 29, 30
Vemont, at Montpelier Sept. 13, 14 , 15 The Legislature has displayed a com
New Hampshire, at Manchester Oct . 5 , 6 ,7 1

Pennsylvania , at Pittsburgh Scpt. 27: 28 , 29 , 30 menable liberality in appropriating money
Wisconsin , at Watertown Oct. 4 , 5 , 6 , 7

for the purpose of establishing an annualMaryland , Oct. 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 .

Virginia , at Richmond Nov. 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . State Fair, and the persons entrusted with
Northtern Fruit Growers Association , at Chicago ill. l . am

Oct. 4 , 5 , 6 , 7. " themanagement of its concerns merit all

COUNTY SOCIETIES. Ines
praise for themanner in which they have

Boone county Mo. at Columbia , Sept. 2

Franklin county Mo, at Union Oct. 28 and 29 made their arrangements for the occasion .
Monroe Co . Mo, at Paris Sept. 15 , 16 ,

| The premium list, which we publish in this
Jackson Co. Mo. at Independence Sept 15 , 16 .

Morgan county Ili. at Jacksonville, Sep . 29 and 30 { issue, is exceedingly well adjusted , com .
Bourban county Ky, at Paris, Sept. 27, 28 , 29 , 30

prehending almost every branch of indus
Missouri State Agricultural Society . try and every useful product in the State ,

The undersigned,having been appoint- while the premiums offered are sufficiently

ed Agent for obtaining subscribers to this large to make them an object of themselves,

Society would respectfully give notice that to say nothing of the credit of receiving

all persons wishing to become members such a testimonial of excellency from such

can have an opportunity to do so on ap- a source. But it is not the value of the

plication to him at the Valley Farmer Of premiums— that is but a trifle compared to

fice , in the Old Post Office Building, Ches- other advantages. The man who receives

nut street, between Third and Fourth . a premium at the hands of this Society gets

Arrangements 'will undoubtedly be made thereby a certificate of excellency worth

with a steamboat to go from St. Louis to hundreds of any other kind of certificates ,

Boonville , remain there during the Fair, And this is not all — there are still greater

and then return to St. Louis. Persons / advantages , shared alike by those who do

wishing to take Stock, Implements,"Mer - and those who do not receive premiums.

Ciandise , or articles of produce or manu . Every man who takes or sends to this ex

facture, are requested to call and leave in - hibiticn a valuable animal or production or

formation to that effect, that accommoda. specimen of his skill and industry thereby

tions may be made for all who may wishexposes it to the inspection of all the thou .

to go or send. E . ABBOTT, sands and tens ofthousands ofpeople who

14 Editor Valley Farmer, and will assemble there , all able and many de

AgentMissouri Srate Agricultural Society . sirous to purchase the very article or ani.
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malthere exhibited. Accordingly we find when he sees what others have done, and

Tha: on every occasion like this in other discovers that farming is not need not be

States , extensive sales are made of Stock , the dull, unintellectual pursuit that he has

agricultural implements, fruit and shade heretofore esteemed it, but an occupation

trees ,waggons, pleasure carriag ?s, sadales, calling into exercise all the intellectual face

harness, household furniture , jeans, flan . ulties, and raising its followers to the high

nels , linens, hosiery , hats, boots , shoes, est rank as intelligent beings; that the far

& c ., as well as all the various productions mer may surround himself, even if he be

of the farm , the orchard , the garden and comparatively poor, with beauties and lur

the dairy. Juries , and find in thecultivation of his land

Thus we see that this will be an impor. and the improvement of his stock ample

tant affair not only to the farmers of the employment for his mind as well as his

State , but to every one whose interests are body - he will go homeresolved no longer

affected by the agricultural andmechanical to remain a plodder; but, inscribing pro.

industry of the State ; and where is the gress on his banner, he will determine that

person whose interests are not thus affect- he too will ennoble a calling which will in .

ed ? Where can we find the man or wo- turn ennoble him .

man who can truly say that it is no con - Themechanics of the State will go. The

cern of theirs whether the farmers andme- managers of the fair would be gros:ly un.

chanics of Missouri rouse themselves from mindful of duty did they not give greely

their lethargy and take the proud position prominence to themanufactures of the State

which they can if they will occupy , and and the productions of her skilful artizans

be ranked among the first of the States, or - and as will be seen by refererce to the

sink again into the leaden slumber which premium list, they have not been thus un - ,

has so long kept them so far in the rear of mindful. Ourmechanicsneed to be known ..

the citizens of other States ? No where . Too long have we sent to Ohio and Penn

Our interests are all so woven together in sylvania and New York and New England

the warp and woof of existence that they for articles that our own mechanics could

cannot be separated. Wemust rise or fall make just as cheap and a great deal belter,

together . if they had sufficient encouragement;and 10

Comewe now back to the question with get that encouragement and patronage they

which we set out . Who will go up to the mustbe known, and what better way to

State Fair - the great convocation or .in . make themselves known than to show them

gathering at the end of the year?' . Of selves and their inanufactures on this co

course every farmer in the State who can casion .

possibly do so will go. If he has nothing . Themerchants willbe there . Does any

of his own to exhibit, he will wish to see merchent suppose that he can prosper B

what others have, and learn how it is that his calling unless the farmer and the me

his brother farmers hare gone so far ahead chanic is also prospering ? If so he indula

of him . However humble and unpretend ges in a very foolish notion , which experi

ing his homemay be - however inferiorhis ence will soon convince him of. Nic

horses and stock - it will do him good to no, the merchantcan only prosper throue

go and take a look at the fine animals the prosperity of these producing classes

which will congregate there; learn how his and when he does anything to advance in

neighbors have managed to raise three or interestofthese he is in very fact advancinh

four timesasmuch grain from a given num : his own. The wierchant is in truth be

ber of acres as he does, and learn from the carrier belween the producers of the

actual experience that there is a better way country and others; and while the farmet

of doing things than the way .daddy did .' and meebanics could still live and tourist.

There is no danger that a visit to the fai" if the whole race ofmerchants were strui

will make bim discontented with his lot.Tout of existence, it would be the winding
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upofmerchants if the farmers and mechan - they are engaged . A fair without the

is should cease to give them employment. presence of the ladies: it would be no fair

is the interest then , as well as the duty at all. Besides themanagementhavemade

of the merchants and commercial men to ample arrangements for the exhibition of

attend and patronize this fair. Duty - be- the handy work of the wives,mothers and

cause gratitude to those hardy sons of toil daughters of the State , and we do not be .

who produce the articles in which he traf- lieve that in these departments there will be

ics requires that he should in turn lend any lack . In all the rounds of pleasure

hem a helping hand, and interest,because parties we do not know of any thing more

The would secure the confidence and pato attractive , or promising to afford more solid

onage of these men , he must mingle with enjoyment than a visit to the First Missouri

hem , and show by his behavior that he State Fair, with the dear ones of the house

has their welfare at heart. hold .

- The politicians will be there. Who Therefore we say, let every one go up to

Among them will lose such a glorious oppor ( the Fair. who can possibly do so . Better

unity to behold the working man in his put off some other projected excursion , or

strength ? or to gain fresh material on which postpone someexpensive luxury and go up

b expatiate about the great and growing to this greatconvocation ;and do notneglect

tesources of our beloved State. These to take your wife and children with you .

airs have sometimes been subjected to the Do you wish vour son to love and esteem

impution that they were designed more for the calling of the farmer? then take him up

the show of great men than big caltle; we there and show him some ofnature's noble

hope it will not be so at our State Fair , and men who are engaged in ennobling this

ve do not believe it will be, nevertheless glorious profession . Show him what in
I is well enough to be on our guard . telligence and enterprise can do for the far

Therefore we hope no political aspirant |mer, and he will profit by the lesson , and

will go there for the purpose of showing Inever more complain that he wants to do

himself; but let them all go to see what we something more dignified than farming .

ste doing in the way of developing and

improving the rich heritage which God has
Opening of the Pacific Railroad .given us.

Every well wisher of the country should ! The opening of the first Division of the

ve there , whether he is a professional man , Pacific Railroad , a distance of about forty

iman of business or a man of leisure. miles in the great chain that is to unite us

fuch a man cannot be indifferent to the with Calfornia and the Territories of Ore

ause of agriculture and mechanics, the gon and Washington , took place on the

vo main pillars of our country 's welfare. 19th July . We gather from the city pa.

proud day will it be for the people of our pers some itemsof the affair whichwe doubt

Wate , and it will do every lover of the State not will be interesting to our readers. We

ood to be there ,and seewhat has been and saywe take these things from the papers

that has to be done to entitle our fair State of ourselvesweknow nothing. During the

, take that rank among her sister States to four years that this project has been agit

hich she will be entitled when she rightly tated , and in all the meetings and ceremo

mploys the mighty resources at her com . nies attendant upon its construction , the

and . | Valley Farmer has never been recog

Last, but not least - the Ladies will be nized by any one concerned in its offices;

ere . Where is the lady in the State who nevertheless, we presume wehave watched

ill notrejoice to go up and by her smiles its progres with as much interest and re

' approbation and approval encourage her joiced as heartily in its success as any of

ther , husband or brother, or all, as the our cotemporaries who have been feasted

se may be, in the gloriouswork in which land toasted at its banquets or drank of its
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•brandy punches furnished in tubs, or its and hard rock, and several deep rock cuts

sherry cobblersmeasured by barrels:' ofalmost equal expense and difficulty bed

· The company, consisting of about six or to bemade in other places. But notwith

seven hundred persons, a band ofmusic , standing these and the thousand and one

and the St. Louis Greys in uniform , leſt St. other obstacles encountered in the enter

Louis about 11 o 'clock in twelve large pas. prise, through the ability of the president

senger cars drawn by the locomotive St. and the energy of the Engineer, Mr.

Louis , built by Messrs Palm & Robertson O 'Sullivan , they have been enabled to fin

of this city, and the first locomotive ever ish the first Division in less than two years

constructed west of the Mississippi. and from the time the contractors got to work,

reached Franklin station , the wostern ter. and have given you to -day your first ride

minus, in one hour and fifty -one minutes of nearly forty miles towards the Pacific,

running time. Here the train was greeted over a road that we think will compare fa.

by several hundred persons from the sur. vorably with any in the United States, in

rounding country, including many ladies, cars of our own manufacture drawn by a

who welcomed them with many huzzas, locomotive made in St. Louis, and by St.

which were returned . In all, there must Louis mechanics.

have been full fifteen hundred persons Several other speeches weremade, among

present. which we notice one from Hon . Edward

After eating and drinking until all were Bates, the 'orator of the Chicago Conven

satisfied the company were entertained with tion ,'who said thathewas not a very young

an eloquent speech from L . M .Kennett, man - but old enough to have seen and obe

Esq ., the acting presidentof the road in the served many of the great changes which

absence of Hon . Thomas Allen . This had taken place in the city and county of

speech is replete with instructive facts in St. Louis. He camewhen St. Louis county

relation to the progress of the road and we extended westwardly to an indefinite ex .

regret that we cannot give it entire in our tent, and when Franklin county was Bouefi

pages. He says in June, 1851, the first township . Hecame here from Virginia in

division of the road from St. Louis to this 1814, and traveled the whole distance on

point, where the South -western Branch dic horseback, in what was then thought the

verges , was located, and on the 4th of July , good timeof twenty -seven days.

with fit and imposing ceremonies, amidst the He did not claim any credit for courage

firing of cannon and general rejocing of or hair breadth escapes in his journey thro

the people of St. Louis , the ground was bro- the Indiansthen located east of the Missis

ken . sippi, but so unusual atthat daywas the ar

Although a start was now made in earrival of a stranger in the village; that the

nest,many and serious difficulties had to news spread everywhere - everybody heard

be encountered , which not only delayed ofit,and on the evening ofhis arrivalalmo

thework butadded greatly to its cost. The every man in town came to see the strang /

sickness along the line (epidemic cholera ,) and hear the news from the States. On

both in '51 and '52, almost suspended op- of his first duties , as a citizen,was to e

erations duringboth summers. Severalof roll himself in a volunteer company ofarti

the contractors died, and all, with one or ery, to repel the Indians, then reported tone

two exceptions, failed . Great mortality | in the vicinity of Cap- au -Gris. He allu de

prevailed among theworkmen , so that it was to a veritable fact that occurred with Thos

next to impossible to keep an adequate force F . Reddick , Esq.,then a citizen of St.Louis

upon the work. Some of the sectionshave butwho was regarded bymany as visionary

been let and re-let half a dozen times, and in his predictions of the future growth of the

always to the loss and disadvantage ofthe country . Aboutthis timea steamboathad

Company. Two tunnels of considerable been built on theOhio , and had gone down

length had to be excavated through a solid / to New Orleans. The steam assisted arur.
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sippi.. the the cutting. Reaper cut

" .

the Boatdown stream , butwasnot sufficient perhaps, commanded more interest than

to propel it against the current. Many re - that of any other machines, and there was

japiled this as conclusive evidence that a larger attendance on the ground . The

boats could not be propelled up stream wheat was of average size and smooth bot

against the current of the Mississippi. Mr. tom . There was very little difference in

Reddick took grounds in opposition to the the cutting of the machines, excepting that

popular opinion ,and boldly asserted that he the N . Y . Reaper cut the widest swath

believed the timewould comewhen a steam - both done the cutting in the mostperfect

boat would make a trip from New Orleans manner, leaving nothing to be wished for

to St. Louis ! It was generally regarded in this respect.

as the exuberance of extremefancy, if not The Raking of the N . Y . Reaper,which

the result of a disordered imagination is done by a man standing on the platform

Mr. Bateshad stood upon thebanks ofthe and facing the team , is a great improve

Mississippiand saw the first steamboat - thełment over other hand rakingmachines and

Pike - arrive at St. Louis. Then , every lis well done , with ease to the raker. The

ban and woman in the town - even women general expression so far as weheard , was,

with children in their arms-- the old and that it was the besthand raking reaper in

Foung people- Hocked to the river to see use at this time.

he new wonder . Thatwas a glorious day
Mr. Jewell, the agent for putting up the

or St. Louis, and for the Valley of the
Automaton Reaper, now mounted his seat.

Mississippi; and glory and honor should be
and started off in an easy walk , and the at

#scribed to theman who combined Fire ,and
tention of every person presentwas attract

Vater , and Iron in the production ofsteam .
ed to the novel operations of this unrivalled

His labors were farmore valuable than gold
machine, Its peculiar and perfectly adapt

ind pearls to the country . Hehad known
ed motion almost conveyed the idea that it

ae time when the arrival of a steamboat
was endowed with reason . The raking

frequently at long intervalsone in many
was done with a precision and certainty

Weeks- was regarded as contributing to a
which defies description — the gavels are all

thriving commercialbusiness .
dropped snug, straight and compact - not

Several other speeches were made, by
a straw wasted . Weare sure thatwe only

different individuals and at a quarter past 5
echo public opinion when we say, that no

the company were all seated tn the cars and
machinewas ever exhibited in Old Wayne,

returned home again , well pleased with the
which has been hailed with such general

excursion .
satisfaction and commendation . Thema

chine was sold on the ground 10 Mr. Dillon
ATKIN 'S REAPER IN INDIANA. - On the Haworth , one of our best farmers. The

1st of July a trialofagriculturalimplements only other one which was brought here .

was bad in Wayne Co ., Ind . We copy Iwas also sold to Mr. McConkey , of Fayette

m the Indiana Farmer an account of the county , the same evening. The Silver

rial of reapers : cup was awarded to this Reaper by accla .
The early ripening of the wheat left us mation .

fear that we should be too late for a sat.

sfactory trial of Reapers , but through the
Grain Drill .– Our readers will please

a ) and energy of the manufacturers, the
notice the advertisement of Pennock's

- 7plements were got to the ground and
Grain Drill , in this issue. These ma..

eady for operation on Saturday morning.
chines aremade of the most durable ma.

inly two entries were made : Atkins' Au. Iterials , the points of the flukes ofbest cast

omaton Reaper, manufactured by J . S . steel, and where they have been used they

Wright & Co., Chicago, Ill .; and the New have been highly approved . Call and

Tork Reaper ,manufactured by Warder & see them , and atthe sametimetakea look

rokaw , of Springfield , Ohio . This trial / at other useful articles.
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Mount Vernon, Lawrence Co., from my previous observations, the idea

Mo., July 13th , 1853.
caught, and I took hold of the rod with a

Ibelieving grasp , and found that it · would

EDITOR OF THE VALLEY FARMER : work .' From this discovery I proceeded

Dear Sir. I have noticed in yourMay to try many experiments, and I found that

No. a few columns devoted to the subject wet-weather streams and stagnant pools,

of Well-Digging, and themysteries of find . or even streams above ground, had but lit.

ing water under ground. lain not a scep- tle influence on the working of the rod.

tic in that doctrine notwithstanding I am I found somein whosehands the rod would

as uncertain as to the how or wherefore of not work , but when I grasped their hands.

the thing as othermen in whose hands the in mine, it would work in spite of them , and

mystic rod will notmove. About the year to their astonishment; and others again ,

1808, in the State of Tennessee, and while I have found in whose hands it would not

a boy of 15 years of age, I observed that work when I grasped their hards in mine.

the tops of growing timber had a tendency The why or the wherefore of this I am not

to lean towards water, and at a certain able to account.

place where a large spring of water broke In the course ofmy experiments proba

out of a hill side, run a few feet and fell bly fifty wells have been dug after my di

some ten feet over a rock into a cavern , rection , in which but one solitary failure .

and at the distance of about80 poles broke has been made, and seldom but a foot

out at the bank of a smallriver. I had ex . more or less from my guess. Ihave found

plored this subterraneous passage of the that the hazel is the best , although the

water in its whole length , and thought I peach and hickory and several other kinds.

could mark its route on the top of the of timber will do very well. I choose the

ground, over a smart little rise , by the pro - hazel of last year' s growth , forked, and

jecting limbs and recumbent tops of the both prongs evenly of a size and length ,

trees, and particularly of some species of trimming each to the extremity . If I wish

timbermore than others. This idea led to find a vein ofwater nearestme, I let the

me to notice other places, and I thought I rod swing hoizontally , holding the prongs

hadmade a great discovery , and began to perpendicularly over each other, in this

broach mynew discovery to others. I had position the point of the rod will move to.

made some disciples among the boys, but wards the stream , and by moving in that

when the older ones got hold of it , they direction until the rod turns back , it is easy

either scolded me formy superstitious fol. to ascertain the perpendicular point over it,

ly or laughed me to scorn . Well, I had and follow the stream back and forth so as

got so confirmed in my own doctrine that to obtain a shallower spot, or one clearer

I have, for the period of forty -five years, of rock on the vein . When the spot is as.

been a close observer and examiner of the certained, hold the rod in a vertical posij

matter, and can now affirın , from long ex. tion , on either side of the stream , holding

perience and many actual experiments on it firm , a prong in each hand , thumbs up.

the subject, that I can , in a timbered coun - and the point of the rod will attract for.

try, tell every spot where a vein of living wards and downwards, so as very often to

water runs, and trace it in its windings un break both prongs, but when the draw , is

der ground. Your article was the first I very strong, let the rod a little looser in the

ever saw in print on the subject, and I am hand to prevent its breaking . When it

in hopes it is not the last, for be assured. a has come to a certain position , either in a

science of important utility lies at the bot. horizontal and most generally under , it

tom , and it requires several heads and will make a short pause, and quiver like

hands to pick it out. the needle of a compass in settling. When

In theyear 1811was the first I everknew in this state of mysterious excitement,the

anything of the rod working for water, and mind of the operator seems to have some
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directing influence, for the desire now is that to some good purpose in the discovery

felt to know the depth , and the inquiry of of the hidden beverage, Nature's greatest

themind is instantly obeyed by the inani. blessing to animal existence.

mate rod , super animated , and it begins But why is it that such a gift, for a gift

regularly to beat or vibrate , one, two, three, it really is , was not equally and generally

four, & c ., for the number of feet. This dispensed among mankind ? It is said

may appear strange to many, but I have that strict justice is not partial, and where

hit oftener under a foot than over, in the the necessity of a thing exists universally,

depth . that thing should be dispensed universally

· I have for several years back been col. to all alike. This idea of infinite divine

lecting and arrangingmany things on this justice is very beautiful in theory, but it is

subject, and had something like a small )by no means reasonable , or common in

volume of papers ready for revision and practice. The dispensation of gifts and

systematizing, when , (last winter was a graces are as variable and partial as the

year ago,) I had the misfortune of having idea of partiality will possibly admit. The

my house , library , papers , and all that I natural symmetry of personal parts and

had burned up , and what I now write or visage, that constitute the idea of beauty , is

may write in future on the subject, will be not dispensed by nature alike to every one;

the effusion of fixed principle on long past neither is that temper of themind that con

experience. stitutes the agreeable , a unirersal dispen

Many minds revolt from the ideas of sation . But these gifts of nature are ne

things they cannot understand the why and cessary to one and to all , and why not uni

wherefore of, or reason for . They see the versally dispensed ?

" water conjurer,' as they please to call us, but it is not neccessary to dispense to

feeling about with our forked sticks, and all alike. The good of society in natural,

guessing where the water may be or may moral or religious capacity does not re

not be, just as it happens. Water ! water, quire it. The bestmode is a proper dis

plenty ! Well, just so with other great tribution of talent and capacity , and the

discoveries . I wonder how Laban felt best means of public good is for every in .

when Jacob proposed to him a certain dividual to exercise and improve the talents

thing ? Gen . xxx : 32. And if Jacob had and capacity given , so as to secure the

told him the whole plan I have no doubt greatest possible amount of advantages

but that Laban would have laughed at arising therefrom . Society is an individ .

Jacob' s supposed folly and madness ; butual whole , but yetmade up of parts. The

the readers of sacred writ know the effect body is an individualwhole , yet constituted

that a few spotted rods, placed in the wa. of parts. All the body is nothead , neither

tering troughs had on the cattle , and that is it all feet. The same in Society . All

as a divine order ofProvidence is no more are not rulers, nor all subservient. Every

or less mysterious, norno more or less true one has his proper talent to occupy, im•

than the operations of the same kind fof prove and sustain to profit and honor him .

rods in discovering streams of water un . self, and that of the society with whom he

deground . Abraham , Isaac, Laban , Jacob has identified himself. But how are these

and others , dug wells in their day , and I singular gifts diffused by nature ? Study .

have no doubt but the effect of this myste . ing Nature 's unerring laws has led to ma

rious rod was then understood , as rods ny and important discoveries. The visible

were used as divining mediums. Moses operations of these laws have from time to

and Aaron and the Egyptian Magicians time led the careful observer to detect her

used rods, and no doubt the Eastern Ma. in her more hidden and secret operations.

gicians, or as they were called , wise men 'The history ofthe rise and advancement of

of the East. But let this be as itmay, it is the philosophy of electricity , ofmagnetism ,

now a known fact that rods are used , and I galvenism , physchology , & c ., will show by
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what laws or regulations and adaptations, the holders of tickets were situated in the va

things are connected with things in their rious galleries and throughout the building .

different physical operations. And who There were, we suppose, about four thousand

persons present, and while marked respectknows why and wherefore that the great
was paid to soldiers, politicians and men of

science of hydrology should not, under literature, the classes whose genius and skill

some hand or hands, be perfected into a thebuild ing itself is a monument of, werenot

practical system , and rank among the stu - mentioned in theprogramme, and were left un

noticed as persons of no consequence; Paxton ,
died sciences of future generations. I

the designer of the London Crystal Palace ,
would now propose a few questions. was on the platform at its opening-- .a marked

1st. Will the editor of the Valley Far. man. Where were the designers of the New

mer favor the attempt by giving a small / York Crystal Palace ? No where, we sup

oflpose, for all that was said or known of them .
space in his journal to the investigation of

No place was appointed for distinguished
the subject ?

American Engineers -- -the very men who

2d. Will gentlemen of competent talent should have held themost distinguished places,

devote some of their time in the investiga . I ---next at least to the President and his Cab

Jinet. It is a solemn fact, that for all the comtion , and contribute their observations to
pliments which are sometimes extorted from

the subject.
public speakers, respecting whatmen of inven

3d. Will gentlemen opposed to the doc - tive genius havedone for the world -- -the Cry.

trine favor us with their best reasons stal Palace being their Museum , and nothing

else-- -Our public men have not yet learned
against ?

how to treat them ; they never have, on any
I am , sir, very resp ’ly , public occasion , been placed in their true po

Yours , & c ., John W .WILKINSON . sition . We really expected that the opening

of the Crystal Palace would have been an oc
Opening of the Crystal Palace. casion for a marked complim ant paid to men
The ceremonies of the inaugration of the whose works willmake it all that it is or can

Crystal Palace were celebrated with great be. A seperate platform should have been

pomp on the 14th of July . in presence of the appointed for celebrated architects, engineers

Chief Magistrate, severalmembers of his Ca
and inventors; they should havebeen the most

binet and a large number of exhibitors , and marked man there . Instead of this , there

invited guests. were epauletted , unknown pompous speechi
The President of the United States, who left fiers, reverened divines, and members of the

Washington by special invitation to be pre press, in abundance (all invited guests,) and

sent at the opening of the Exhibition , was re
their places distinctly mentioned in the pro

ceived at Castle Garden , at 10 A . M . , by the
gramme, but there was no place for the De

Mayor and Common Council of New York , signers of the Crystal Palace, Messrs. Cars

together with a great number of distinguished tensen & Gilderstein , the engineer, Mr. Det .

menthe Mayor welcoming him in a few mold , and other engineers connected with the

very appropriate remarks, to which the Presi - construction of the building; or such inven .

dent replied in a very eloquent speech of con - tors as James Bogardus, R . Hoe, McCormick ,

siderable length.
|Mott, Bigelow . Babbitt, Sickles, Stillman ,

There were many things connected with the Allen , and a host of other American inventors

Opening which deserved praise, and others that we could name, who have made their

as deserving of censure. On the platform of country great at home, and respected and ad

the North Nave were seats appropriated for the mired abroad . These are the kind of men
President and the members of his Cabinet who whom the people should delight to honor on

were present, -- - Jefferson Davis , Secretary of such occasions. Those distinguished Amer

War ; James Guthrie , Secretary of the Navy , icans who received Council Medals at the

and Caleb Cushing , Attorney General, Sen - World 's Fair in London , should have been in

ators, officers of the army, (Scott and Wool vited and placed prominent by themselves,

were present; ) and navy, (the veteran Stew - along with the designer and owners of the

art was there,) Governors of various States, Yatch America ; weshould liked to have seen

(Seymour, of New York . Cobb , of Georgia , Ithem altogether, with the famous lock opener

and Fout of New Jersey,) Foreign Commis - -- -the inimitable Hobbs---on the right, coolas

sioners, & c. On the east platform were the when he opened the famous "Bramah Lock ,"
members of the press , clergy , foreign Consuls, and bore off the brilliant prize of $ 1000 .. .

a number of epauletted gentlemen of station that would have been a sight worth viewing.
unknown, Judiciary of New York , Presidents Our country is not yet republican in spirit;

of Colleges, & c .: these were invited guests; ( it is only so in name, and the opening of the
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you . '

Crystal Palace afforded full truth of what we Washington looks stiff and clumsy, and his

saj. It is a political aristocracy; petty squires , horse not unlike that of a well fed London

second rate lawyers, capon -lined Aldermen , brewer' s; Washington was sedate and digni

hairy -faced men with epauletts on their shoul- fied , but bulk does not make a man look dig

ders, and such like characters' were treated nified , nor stiffness give a commanding ap

with come up here, there are chief seats for pearance; Washington was a fine horseman ,

you .' Distinguished inventors , artist, engi - full of agility , and liked to ride a hørse of

neers and mechanicians-- -the men who have somemetal. This statue,however, stands in

been most prominent. - -were treated with 'sit the only place adapted for it. There is also

down there- --see there are some footstools for a statue of Webster on the East side of the

Nave; he is not on horseback , however, but

Public conduct must and shall undergo a stands with a great coat on , lifting his right

change in the treatment of our distinguished hand,- - -not like Webster, but like some frothy

inventors, mechanicians, & c., if we can exer- orator, who had adopted this method of clear

cise any influence in bringing about such a ing points of faith , with the addition of thump

reform . All our public displays - - -processions ing to keep warm in cold weather. It is by

upon great occasions — have always ignored an English artist named Carew , perhaps a de

mechanical skill and industry ; this should not scendant of Banfield Moore Carew , the gipsey .

be,.--and such an event as the opening of the Mr. Sedgwick alluded to this statue in speak

Crystal Palace afforded a most excellent op- ing of Webster , but the work is horrible; if

portunity , if the least quantum of common the artist had copied the head from that of a

sense had been exercised , to pay a deserved small bust of Parian marble , in the English
tribute of respect to the genius and skill of our department, he would have succeeded better.

country, in the person of some of our distin . There are large casts of the Savior and the

guished inventors and men of genius. twelve apostles , by Thorwaldstein , on one side,
The building , as we said on one occasion and high in merit above all others, is the

before, "rises like a thing of beauty; ' outside bronze equestrian statue, by Kiss, of the

it looks beautiful, but not imposing in its di- Queen of the Amazons attacked by a Lion .

mensions, owing to its peculiar form ; its This single work of art is worth going a thou

quadrangles afford a view of but a small part sand miles to see, - - -but enough of this for the

of it at once. Inside it is still less imposing | present. We cannot predict what our coun

in dimensions , from the very samereason , and trymen are going to do in competition with

the numerous girders, braces, and tie rods, the artist and mechanicians of other lands.

whicla intersect the roofs of the four transepts England has about as much room appropriat.

- misnamed Naves' by many . The dome ed to her as the United States, and is , we

which crowns the centre is the chief beauty of think , going to make a figure, but we cannot

the structure ; and we cannot help but la - say much about any department yet; that of

ment that the plan of making thewholebuild the United States , in the north -east wing, is

ing in a circle was not adopted , for then eve- very backward . The Italian and German di

ry spectator on entering would have had a visions are the mostadvanced; that of France

more extensive view , and every mind would will no doubtbe exceedingly attractive, per
have been more deeply impressed with the haps the most go of any . It is our opinion ,

idea ofmassive'proportions. Thedecorations from what we have seen , that the Exhibition

look very well, only a little too much of the will be a good one in many respects ; we hope

(calico ' about them -- -but they will not be fin and believe it will yet come up to a very high

ished for some time yet. It will be a month standard , and a little just criticism will effect

at least before all the arrangements of the its proper share of good. -- - Scientific Am .

Exhibition will be completed . Not one-fourth The Cow Blackbird .
of the boxes were unpacked on the day of

Boys, sometimes in their excursions after
opening; still there was much to admire and birde

na |birds eggs, when peeping into the banging
afford gratification . There are some fine nest of the Red - eyed Fly-Catcher, notice one

marbled statues by Italian artit, but the fig - loco dia
the nigolegg, differently marked , and larger than the

ures being mostly nude we saw they werehey were rest, but are not aware that it belongs to the
avoided by our American females . Wewill

ican females. Wewill bird under consideration . Like the Europe
speak of these on some other occasion ; at an Cuckoo , they never pair like other birds.

present we intend merely to chronicle and but males and females flock together. and

make some remarks on the opening of the roam overopening of the roam over the country, living in a state of con
Exhibition , We cannot, however, pass over cubinage and vagrancy , like a band of gyp

mentioning some of themost conspicuous ob - diese heir own
nous ob- sies. Their young are never cared for by

jects; on the floor, in the centre of the Nave, lih
e Nave their parents , but are bred as foundlings , they

stands a huge equestrian statue of Washing :
Vashing; being the only bird found in this country that

ton , by an Italian artist , we believe, named do not build a nest , and feed their young. As

Marrochetli; it is of all other things the most we have beforeremarked , the Cow -birds are

striking to the connoisseur, inasmuch as 'banded together in small parties both male
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and female , during the summer months, and more egg and commenced sitting. In about

in the breeding season , and when the female twelve or thirteen days I noticed that the par
is prompted by nature to lay her egg , she asite ' s egg was hatched but the swallow ' s

leaves her companions in the flock , and search - eggs were not. Soon after the hatching of

es for the nest of some small bird , in which the Cow -bird , the swallow came off her nest,
to make her deposits. If she chances to find and neglected her incubation , to supply the
the neat basket nest of the Red -eyed Fly - young foundling with food . The then re

catcher , and the owner of it not at home, she maining unhatched eggs of the swallow , after
slyly and in great haste , drops in the nest a few days were ejected as I then suppsed by

her solitary egg, and quickly leaves the prem - the parent bird , and were found under the
ises, and again joins the flock , usually utter - nest. The foundling had now the whole nest

ing some notes expressive of her success in to himself, and being constantly fed, by both
thus relieving herself of her care. The hon - | the male and female swallows, becameexceed
est mother and owner of the nest , upon her ingly large and fat , completely filling the

return, as we may well suppose, feels indig - nest and still clamorous for food . The
nänt atthe shameful conduct of the Cow -bird swallows continued to feed the young bird for

but if she had eggs of her own in the nest several days after it left thenest, and one day

before the deposit of the strange egg is made, I believe upon the top of the barn , where it
the attachment to home is sufficiently strong attracted considerable attention from persons

to prevent her from abandoning her nest. I passing by.

Some birds who have had their homes visited The egg of the Cow -bird is oval, and smal

by the Cow -bird, build a false bottom to their we should think , for the size of the bird , and

nest , and thus covering the egg of the para- thickly marked with small spots of olive
site, prevents its incubation . Upon this ad - brown, on a white ground , tinged with green .

ditional flooring in the nest, the parent bird The eggs of the Red -eyed Fly -catcher are
commences anew to lay her eggs. But usu- white , with a few small brown spots at the
ally the Red -eye, after the egg of the Cow - large end . We give these descriptions, with

bird is deposited, commences sitting , and in the beautiful basket nest of theRed - eye con
due time the parasite egg is hatched , always taining the eggs of the dupe owner of it , and

before the eggs of the parent bird . The the solitary egg of the vagrant, on a table be
young of the Red -eyed Fly-catcher , or Vireo, fore, and we can but notice the great differ
usually does not appear until the 13th day ence between them , both as to size,markings

from the time incubation commences, where and figure. The favoritenurse selected by the

as, the young of the Cow bird usually ap - parasite, is the Red- eyed Fly catcher . But
pears on the twelfth day. Should the Red - when she is not to be found , she seeks the

eye continue on the nest until all the eggs nest of the White-eyed Fly -catcher, Maryland

are hatched , the young Cow -bird being a yellow Throat, Indigo Bird , Chipping Spar
much larger bird, and receiving themost'atten - row , Song Sparrow , Blue-eyed Yellow War

tion from the duped nurse, grows apace until bler, Grey Fly- catcher , Golden-crowned

he nearly fills the small and crowded nest, Thrush, Wilson's Thrush , Blue Bird, and
fairly covering up , putting out of sight, and some others. The Cow -bird is known by
at last stifling the young of the legitimate bird many names , such as the Cow - Tropical, Cow
which when dead , are carried off from the pen Bird , Cow Black -bird , Cow -pen Bunting,

nest by the foster parent, leaving the black and Cow - pen Finch . The Cow -bird should

stranger alone in the nest, to enjoy all her not be confounded with the American Cue-
affectionate attention . It frequently happens koo , so called from its nutes resembling the
that tee Red -eyed Vireo, upon the hatching words cow , cow . The cuckoo builds a rude

of the Cow -bird , which we have before said nest of its own anu laps four or five greenish
takes place before that of the vireo, immedi. blue eggs, which it hatches, and rears its

ately leaves the nest , to supply the foundling young with great care. - N . E . Farmer. at
with food , and by so doing leaves her own estinte

l eco
eggs to perish , for the want of a little more The harrest is nearly over, and the turn out

incubation . The unhatched eggs are soon much better than was expected . It is proba

ejected by the parent bird , from the nest , as ble there will beabouthalf a crop . The corn

is supposed , who continues to feed the sooty looks remarkably promising . Immense quan

stranger until he leaves thenest , and for some tities will be gathered from present appear

time after. Some thirty ycars since we took ances. Savannah , Mo., Sentinel. 6

an egg of the Cow -bird from the nest of the

Red -eyed Vireo , and placed it in the nest of The wheat crops in Platte, we understand
a barn swallow , for the purpore ofmore con - from someof our best farmers, are better than

veniently watching its incubation. At the formany years past . The corn crops are re

time of the deposit there were three eggs in markably oromising, better than ever in this
the best of the swallow , when she laid one county before. J o date

,
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| COME BACK.---The Junc number of the Valon

ley Farmer for subscribers in Port Williams,

ST. LOUIS, MO., AUGUST, 1853. Youngers, Frankford, Mount Hope and Au

burn after traveling about the country for 5
WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS.

Ofiice , corner Fourth and Chesnut streets, or 6 weeks came back to the office to get in
ST. LOUIS , MO .

new start, which accounts for their not get
EPHRAIM ABBOTT , Editor. ting to their destination sooner . Possibly

Editor' s attice and Printing otce, in Old Pontoffice Build

. us , north file or Chesnutstrept, between Third and Fourthth someothers are yet on their travels and will
treets , entrance on Old Poutofilce Alley , turn up in the course of the fall. If so we

The Law of Newspapes. will start them on again .
1 . Subscribery who do not give express notice to the con

itrary are considered as wishing to continue their subscrip

itions. Doing something. – A friend in Egypt
2 . If subscribers order the discontinuance of their papers,

he publisher may continue to send them untii ali arreara
writes as followns. Wesuppose healludes to

8es are paid , a remark of ours in the June number, that ca
3 . If subscribers neglect or refuse to take their papers

from theothce to which they are directed , they are beid rege few of our friends have exerted themselves
poble till they have settled the bill and ordered the pa .

I per discontinued and as a consequence sent in handsome iists ;
4 . Ir subbscribers remove to other places withou infotm

og the publisher ,acdihe paper is sent to the foriner direc
| but many, very many have done nothing. "

ion they are held respudsible . The writer seems to think that we included in
5 . The Courts have decided that refusing to take a paper

from the otilce , or removing and leaving it uncalled - for, these two classes all our friends --- from his re .
ils prima facia evidence of intentional trand .

Subscribers will therefore understand marks. Wo wish no one to understand us
1 . That their papers will be continued after the expira

tida of the time for which they have paid unless otherwise

ortlered . the good of the paper deeply at heart have
That no paper will be discontinued until arrearages

are paid up to the tine at which the notice is given , unless

we are ratistles that the subscriber is worthless .

3 . Thatwhen the paper, through the fault of a subscri scriptions to it , and we feel just as grateful to
ber, has been susterei to overrun the thine, the just and |all such as we do tu thosewho have been more
Dostconvenientway is to remit one dollar for another year,

with directions to discontinue at the end of that tim ? . successful:

WAEELER 'S COMBINED THRESHER AND Win ! I have been trying to assist in the progress
ROWER . We take pleasure in laying before of the Valley Farmer all I could , and I would

our readers the following extract from a letter
have you to know that I did something. If I did

pot send a name or two for the June number ,
just received by us from a very respectable that is no reason I did nothing . I would like to

and intelligent individual in Cape Girardeau know what doing something is . Ihad the prom .

county , Mo., to whom we sold one of these ise of three or four then ,and have thepromise
macbines a few weeks ago , with the under - of several more now , but they have not paid

over themoney, and that is the reason I didn 't
standing that if it did not work to his satisot work to his satis- send their names. If I could send for itwith
faction he could return it to St. Louis at our out paying I could send rou names by the
expense. It willbe recollected that the man - dozen , and perhaps they would pay for it ia
ufacturers warrant these machines to thresh tirae, at least some of them would .'

from 150 to 200 bushe's of wheat per day, or
twice that quantity of oats :

| Great Fair is St. Louis Next YEAR - The

. . Apple Creek Mo., July 18 , 1853. St. Louis Republican is pleased to hear that

MR. E . ABBOTT. - - Dear Sir: - I have tried several gentlemen are about to engage in the

my thresher and cleaner , and it has given en - l necessary arrangements for a great fair in

tire satisfaction . I have moved themachine this city next year. It is in contemplation to

one mile, set it up and threshed two hundred
embrace an exhibition of all the products of

and forty -two bushels of wheat in a day, and

have threshed forty bushels in an hour. It meccanicati SK
mechanicalskill and industry -all inventions

works finely , and is considered the bestma- for every purpose- -all agricultural and horti

chine to thresh and save grain in Southeast cultural productions - every variety of goods
Missouri. It can 't go back to St. Louis. Iland wares, without restricting their manufac .

think I will thresh from 8 , 000 to 10 ,000 bush

els ofwhea ; this season .
ture or production to any section of the coun

Yours truly , try. It is believed that St. Louis is the prop

JAMES F . COLIER. er place for such an exhibition , and that the
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spring of next year will give ample time for mang raise the best crops.
all the necessary arrangements. We havel All the early sown wheat is good this year.

The rust injured the late wheat. My best
hundreds of manufacturers in our own city, of :wheat was cross-plowed , harrowed , brushed
which the publicknow nothing, and this exhibi- and sown about the 10th of October, and is

tion could not fail to bring them to the knowl- worth three times as much as that sown in

of the country. Wetrust that the gentlemen November.

who have this matter in hand will at once pro CARLYLE July the 18th , 1853.

ceed with it. They will be well sustained by ! MR. ABBOTT- Dear Sir : Enclosed please

our citizens. find one dollar,my subscription for the Valley

Farmer for 1853. Imight save twenty cents

by paying with the club , but as I consider theEditorial Tour.
Farmer worth themoney I send it on and the

It is our intention this fall to make a trip of others may do as they please. I am well .

somefourof five weeksduration through Central pleased with your paper and wish you every

Missouri. We hope to be at the Boon County success in an enterprise 80 much needed and

Fair, the State Fair at Boonville , the Franklin so well calculated to promete the interest and

' comfort of the agricultural portion of ourCounty Fair, and either at the Monroe County western community . There is certainly few

Fair or the Jackson County Fair. These two if any countries in the world where farming is

Jast Fairs occur on the same days, and we have more agreeable or pays better than on the prai

not yet decided which to attend, If we go to In - ries of the west; yet strange as it may appear

dependence we think weshall go up on the south almost every man is a better politician than

side of the river through Franklin , Gasconade, farmer. Especially in Egypt (Southern Illi

nois) such publications as the Valley Farmer
Osage, Cole, Moniteau, Pettis and Johnson coun.

are eminently caldulated to correct this evil.
ties ; returning through Lafayette, Saline, and Not that any man is any the worse of knowing

Howard to Boone to the Fair , probably visiting at all about public matters; and taking an in

the timeportions of Clay, Ray and Carroll, thence terest in all that relates to the interest of the

to Cooper and home again on the north side of State or nation , but at the same time every

the river. Our object will be to see and converse farmer should know asmuch about preparing

with the farmers , learn their wann and wishes, meadows, pruning orchards, feeding stock,

thatwe may the more effectually promote their and training horses in the harness, (not for thebreaking oxen , milking cows, making butter

interests. Many of our friends through this re - turf) as he does about the Compromise , the

gion have expressed a wish to have us visit GeneralBanking Law , theMessilla Valley and

them , and as far as practicable we shall endeavor the Pacific Railroad .

to do so; and weshall be glad if our friends on the Success to the Valley Farmer and long life

route will render us what assistence they can in to the Editor. J. J . JUSTICE .

the prosecution of ourwork . Friends who have CENTRAL ILLINOIS. A correspondent of the

invited us to call or may wish us to do so will Evening News, writing from Springfield , Illi-

confer a favor by writing to us, giving directions nois , says the Wheat and Oat crops of this

where to find them and we will in return notify year are usually fine in this section of Illinois .

them when they may expectusalong. I very much doubt if the former has been

COLE County, Mo. - A friend and farmer equalled in quantity or fullness of grain in

residing near Jefferson City , writes thus con five years.

| The recentrain is bringing forward the Cord
cerning Cole County:

finely, and there is now every prospect of a
We have as good wheat land in Cole as in most abunant yield .

the adjoining counties, not excepting old Potatoes, which have been an indifferent

Boone, and we only want the right kind of crop for the last two or three years, are now

men to manage. In Boone they clover, then looking very fine, and as the planting was ex

plow it under, then corn , then wheat and clo - tensive, will be very plenty this Fall. Every

ver again . In Cole some fields have produced thing that bears fruit , wild or tame, is literal

annual crops of corn for ten and twenty years . ly covered . If ever there was a year when

Where clover grows in Cole it looks too good Gratitude was due to the Great Author of all

to let rot, so its cribbed and the field pastured , I good , this is the year, and ours the people.

and then the farmer brags on having clovered It should be added in this connection thatthe

his land . Some of our farmers average 15 health of the country was never better than at

and a few 20 bushels to the acre. The Ger. I this time.
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Western Fruit Grower ' s Association. The Flax Manufacture .

This body meets at Chicago the firstweek ITS PROSPECTS AND RELATIONS TO THE INDUSTRIAL

in October. It is very unfortunate for us Mis- | INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

sourians that the item should be just the sa ne In the first number of the Connecticut Val

as our State Fair . Nevertheless we hopeMis- ley Farmer andMechanic , an able and instruc

souri will be well represented there . " A let. tivearticle was presented to its readers, on

ter from Dr. Kennicott to the Editor of the the subject of the Production and Manufac

Valley Farmer says , We confidently count on ture of Flax; their past, present and future."

having a large meeting at Chicago, Oct. 4th As this subject at the present time is of the

to 7th , and the richest show of fruits the world deepest interest , and has a most important

ever saw in oneroom . I pray you rouse up the bearing both upon our agriculturaland manu

fruit growers of the Valley, through your pa - facturing industry , wepropose to present some

per . We shall have the East on hand , and additional facts and considerations which

we must surprise them with the pomological have been unnoticed or overlooked by the for

wealth of the great North West. Will not mer contributor. It should , however, be re

the fruit growers and nurserymen of this vi - marked that the subject is one of such scope

cinity look after our interests and repution at and magnitude, that it is not possible in the
this meeting. From whatweknow of the ob - limits of a single article to discuss it other

jects of themeeting and the character of the chan superficially .

men engaged in it, we do not hesitate to say A careful examination respecting the pro

that it is all important that it should be at duction and manufacture oftax, has convinced

tended by every man engaged in such pursuits. / us of the truth of the two following proposito
ions:

To Correspondents. 1st. That the amount of flax annually grown

H . A ., Davenport , I0 . - writes to know in the United States, is at least equal to that

where to go to purchase cattle -heifers, & c . produced by any other county . All the sta

He says the prices in Iowa are so high that he tistics which we have been able to collect,

has to go elsewhere. If he wishes to buy seem to show that theamount of flax grown in

blooded stock propbably the best chance for the United States is greater than than that pro

him will be to attend some of the great State duced by any other country . If there is an

Fairs this fall, but if he wants common stock exception, that exception is British India ,

cattle, we must acknowledge that we cannot but here statistics are vague and uncertain .

tell him where he can get them cheaper than 2d . The amount of flax annuallymannufac

in Iowa . The fact is the Californians have so tured in the United States into woolen goods, is

drained the country that ti is hard to find any less than thatmanufactured in any of the lead

section where such cattle are plenty or cheap . I ing European States. The value of all the

W . C . D . Oseola . — The money sent by you white goodsmanufactured from flas during

on the 14th ult., will entitle you to the club | the year 1852, in the United States, exclusive

rates, and you can send on therefore five more of domestic products ,did not probably exceed

names, or failing to procure them , we will re $50 ,000 .

fund the difference on hearing from you.
By far the greater portion of the American

A . J . M . - -Alexander county, Ills .
| flax crop is grown for the seed only; in Great

Your Britain and on the continent of Europe, come
communication will appear in Sept. Number .

paratively little flax is raised for seed , the
K . S . T . - Kirksville, Mo. Yours of June stock being pulled for the fibre only, before the

28th is recieved and will be attended to in seed has attained its maturity. Thousands of

Septemer Numbber. bushels of American flax seed were formerly
J . O ' C . - Marion county , Mo. We will exported to Europe to be used simply for seed

endeavor to have something to say about Ar- and not for the production of oil, or other

tesian wells next month. purposes. In fact the only fair estimate of
B Dr. E . B . - - Sharpsburgh , Mo. Wheeler's the amount of flax fibre yearly produced in

Two Horse Power, with Thresher and Separ- the United States must be based upon the

ator which separates the wheat and chaff from known production of seed . We have recent

straw is sold at $ 180 in St. Louis The same ly been furnished , by a gentleman conversant

power with the Combined Thresher and Win - with this subject, with the following estimate

nower, $ 270. Themachines ofthe latter de- of the yearly production of flax seed and flax

scription which have been sent out this season fibre in a single district of the State of Ohio,

have done admirably as will be seen by a no - viz : in thatdistrictofwhich Dayton is the centre .

tice on page 295 of this issue. The one horse The estimated amount of flax seed annually

power, thresher and separator is $ 150 . All sold in Dayton , the annual produce ofthe sur

these machines are war Sinted to give satisfac- rounding district, is two hundred and fifty

tion to the purchaser, and all or either can be thousand bushels . Allowing the produce of

had of the Editor of the Valley Farmer. seed per acre to be ten bushels,we necessarily
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have twenty- five thousand acres of land un - coarse yarn for pantloon stuffs; but this has to

der yearly cultivation with flax, to produce i be sent out of New England to one of themid

this amout of seed. The amount of flax fiber idle States before it can take the form of clotb .

which can be obtained from an acre of tax If there are any other establishments in the

straw , varies from four hundred to eleven hun . Northern States at work upon white goods,

dred pounds. Assuming four hundred as the we have not been able to hear of them .

minimum , we bave of the amount of flax fiber In order to further sho's hosy our industry

capable of being derived from twenty -five and ingenuity have, in the case of the fax

thousand acres , (100x25 ,000 = 10,000 ,000 manufacture, fallen behind that of other

lbs.) - ten millions of pounds. And yet, noto countries,wegive the following table showing

withstanding this enoriaous production of fi - the importations of linen goods from Great

ber , it is estimated that the same district does Britain into the United States from 1844 to .

pot produce in a marketable state, ten thou . 1819 inclusive: -

sand pounds of rotted fiax yearly . 1844 , $ 1 ,492,826

Again , land in Illinois during the present 1815 , 4 ,923, 109
season , prepared and seeded with fax, has | 1816 , 5 ,098 ,505
been rented for five to six dollars per acre. 1848 , 5 , 145 ,837
The fertillity of the soil here is such , that 1848 , 6 ,624,648
sixteen bushels of secd to the acre will be 1819 , 5 , 907 ,232

probably obtained, worth on the spot at least The importations for the year ending June ,

a dollar nnd a quarter per bushel. It requires 1852, were upwards of 8 ,000 ,000.
no great mathematical power to calculate how 1 Great Britain , besides supplying her home

much the flax straw containing the fiber, the consumption , which is at least equal to the

only part valuable for textile manufactures, consumption of the United States, exported

will cost the agriculturist. linnen goods during the years 1843, 1814 and

Ne country in the world presents so many 1845 , to the following amounts:

and so great advantages for the prodnction of 1843, $ 11,456 ,870
flax fiber as our own. In any of the Western 1811, 12,813 ,510

States the seed will pay the expense of grow 1845), 12,688,010

ing the fiber , and give to the grower an aver Thus we see that Great Britain , some sis :

age profit of 50 to 75 per cent. Wehave it on years ago , exported more than double the

nuthority of a gentleman at St. Louis , conver- amount of linnen goods that we import, and

santwith this subject, that flaxseed can be as we import nearly all our linnens from Eng

raised and delivered at St. Louis , Wagoned land , it follows that it is our inattention to

seventy - five miles orer indifferent roads, at a this subject, chiefly ,which enables England to

cost of eighty cents per bushel to the producer. maintain an almost complete monopoly, sa

One hundred thousand bushelsat $ 1 ,20 , much far as our interests are concerned , of the dax

less than thepresentmarket price at St. Louis, mapufacture. .

give $ 120 ,000 / Within the last few years the flas manufac
Deduct cost of the same laid down 80 .000 ture has increased in Great Britain to an al

most unprecedented estent, and no effort is

There is left the enormous profit to the spared either by the government or the people .

farmer of $ 40 ,000 to develop and perfect the business. The

which is certainly a fair margin to work on . subject of the growth , cleansing and purify .
Do not all these facts conclusively show , ing, and manufacture of flax if the principal,

that fax straw can beafforded in the United topic discussed in all Agricultural, Royal and

States for a mere nominal cost, that of col. Industrial Societies of the Kingdom . The

lecting and preserving, - -provided the seed is reason is obvious. A larger proportion of the
permitted to attain its maturity ? fax manufaetured in England is a home pro

In our second proposition we stated that the duction , - grown by their own agriculturiste ,

valne of wouen white linens produced in the nanufactured by their own operatives, and

United States during the year 1852, exclusive employing their own capitalists , and above all

of domestic maufactures , did not probably is regarded as, to some extent, a substitute

crocod $ 50 ,000 . By domestic manufactures, for that foreign slave product, - cotton . We

wemean the products of the hand wheel and know litile in this country of the perfection

loom , the result of home labors. We make which has been attained in Great Britain in

this estimate as the result of our personal ex - the construction of machinery forthe claning ,

aminations. The figures may be too small, spinning and weaving of flas. Within a pe

but wethink not. In all New -England there riod of twenty years those great flax spinners

J8 but small mill that weaves some coarse of England , the Messrs. Marshall of Leeds,

towels and table cloths, and bleaches thesame. Ihave three times been compelled to give up

Another mill diversifies its business ofmaking entirely their old machinery , and replace it .

shoe- tread and twine by spinning a little with new and improved patterns. Until witb . .
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in a recent period the tow taken out of the additional fact that not one manufacturer or

long line flax in process of hackling, was to machinist in a hundred throughout New Eng

some extent regarded as a waste product, and land, has ever seen a flax spiuning machine,

a disproportionate production of which was or has any knowledgewhatever of the princi- -

sure to entail a loss upon the manufacturer; ples upon which such machinery is construct

but now the tow carding and spinning ma- ed . So, not only have the avenues of profit
chinery has been brought to such a perfection and ihe chances of productive industry been

in England that, making all proper allowances cut off in this brusiness from the capitalist and .

for degrees of fineness, no difference is made and the agriculturist, but an opportunity even ;

in value between tow yarn and the yarns of has not been given to our mechanics , to exer

he long line. We had the pleasure of exam - cise their ingenuity or skill. And yet, through

iping /. few days since a specimen of No. 40 outGreat Britain , France , Belgium , Germany,

yarn manufactured from tow , an English pro - Holland and even Spain , this great branch of

duct, equal, so far as strength and erenness industry has been reduced to a perfect sys

were concerned, with any specimens of equal tem , and all the manufacturing processes of

bumber which we have ever seen manufactur. converting the rough , raw flas into fine linens

from the best linnen flax . Our grandmothers are conducted with as much method and order

of spinning wheel and hand loom memory as our best regulated cotton or woolen mann

would not have thought this possible . The factories.

machinery atpresent used for wearing dowlas, 2d. Annther, and at presentan insuperable ·

sheeting , and the coarser linnens, is the ordi- objection to the establishment of the linen

nary power loom , built somewhatheavier than manufacture in this country upon the English

the cotton loom . For the finer fabrics, es- or European basis , arises from the want of

pecially for the figured goods, damask , table suitable raw material. Notwithstanding the

cloths, & c . , tho Jacquard and its improve- enormous amount of flax grown in the United

mbents are now employed . States, the bulk of the crop is raised for seed

The following facts illustrate the change only, while the fibrous portion of the plant is

produced in the manufaeture of flax in the either thrown away, or burnt on the ground.

single town of Dundee, Scotland, by the intro - The mills at present engaged in the manufac

duetion of machine spinning:- ture of shoe thread or other finer kinds of

years. Mills. Tons of nas. Spindles yarn produced . twine, depend to a very great extent for their

1811, 4 480 224,600 supplies of flax , upon the foreign market. .

15 ,660 7 ,480 ,000 What American flax is now in the market has :

1839, 27,000 12,960 ,000 been either dew -rotted , or water-rotted , and
The profit made on themanufacture of lin - has been prepared in small quantities by sep

nens, according to the best English authori- arate individuals , scattered all over the coun

ties is very large. The following ertimate try . As no one followsthe business of pre
was made suretimesince by Andrew Ure, of paring flax exclusively, so there is no one sys
Scotland , of the weekly expenses and profits tem of operating and no uniformity of result .
of a factory whose capital is $ 300 ,000:-- It is the opinion of those conrersant with the -

Yarn produced per week , 2 ,130 subject of American flax , that no two lots of

bales, at $ 2 ,25 flas , of one thousand pounds each , uniform in

Weekiy expenses,
fineness, strength and color, can ever be ob

Flax tained in ourmarkots. Flus,of so diverse a

Interest, at 10 per cent, 600 3,550 character will apswer well enough for the

manufacture of ropes, twine and coarse arti

Weekly profit,
$ 1,242 Isles, butnever for the finer and nicer fabrics.

At this rate this factory makes more than Here, then , is an objection that goes behind

$60 ,000 per annum (after paying 10 per cent. and beyond all improvement in flax breaking

interest , and would pay both its capital and or flax spinning machinery, and unless it can

interest in five years. | bemet and overcome, thoroughly, sucuessful

In view of all these facts the question may ly and completely, all our preaching upon

now be fairly asked , Why has not the linen this matter is vain , and ourfaith is also vain ."

business been established in the United States? This difficulty, so grvat in the United States,

A conclusive answer will , we conceive, be is also felt to some extent in Europe, and this

found in the two following facts: is the point to which the attention af all par

1s. The attention of American capitalists ties interested in the future progress of the

and manufacturers have been almost exclu - linen business should be at present directed .

sively directed to the employment of cotton How the difficulty is to be overcome, and what

and wool asmaterials for textile purposes, and efforts are now making in this direction both

until within a recent period not even an at- in this country and abroad ,wepropose to con

tempt has been made to establish the legiti- sider in a fature communication .

mate linen business in this country . It is an ! INVESTIGATOR

1832 ,

$ 4,792
$ 95.9

2 ,000
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE . may buy a wife who will notmourn for

vvv his society ; onewho will spend her time
Conducted by

and his money to gratify herself andmak

Mrs. MARY ABBOTT. ing her herself happy ! She will spend the

money the loving departed wife , by her

Business . prudence, helped to save. Then the bu

It is well to be active in business, but sy man will think , when thinking is vain ,

co let it have the first place in the mind, if he had thought less of his business and

and occupy every thought is wrong. It more or his sensitive , loving wile , he

eats up the affections, and is like canker might still have had 'her to love and bless

co the soul and body . Some men , as him and his children . Had he entered

Cheir business increases, becomeso much
more into her plans, sympathized more

absorbed in it as not to be able to talk or with her - had he took a little time to die

think of any thing else. The father, vert her mind from her endless cares
vhen he comes home at night, has his when she was sick , had he performed

mind so filled with the business of the day with his own hands, those little delicate

Chat he cannot bear the innocent prattle attentions which are so grateful to the

of his little ones, for they disturb his sick , and in other ways strove to lighten

thoughts about his business ; so the dear
her domestic cares, and show her that she

Children are hurried off to bed withoutbe was more to him than all his wealth and

ng able to tell him any of their childish
business, he might still have retained a

oys or little plans— without having one
treasure that wealth cannot buy. He

Frolic or one ride upon his knee. They
might have had enough of the wealth of

make so much noise ! He cannot think ? | the world to satisfy the wants of his fam

He wishes they would go to bed ! Then ily , and with that have had inexhausta .

his wife, who ought to be the partner ofl ble wealth in the loving heart of his wife

all his joys and sorrows, is scarcely spo.
sorrows. is scarcely spoland children .

ken to during the evening. If she asks The father can confer the utmost hap

him a question , she is auswered in an piness or misery upon his family . If he

absent-minded way, that showshis mind is tender and affectionate, his very person

is not athome; and her whom he ought will confer happiness upon all, from his

to sympathize with , and love and cherish , loving wife to his innocent babe. At

is almost forgotten in thecontinued bustle the time of his return from business, as

and whirlof his business. All the care of he approaches home, you may see the

the family , and responsibility of training tender wife with her love beaming eyes,

the children falls upon her with a heavy waiting to receive him , while the little

weight, which , by degrees, shows itself ones run jumping and skipping , and mer

in her pale , care-worn , depressed coun - rily shouting Father has come! ' And

tenance. She looks melancholy, is sad , while he rests he relates to her , who

and looses her health . He is too busy is a true sympathizer, all the events

to pay much attention to her himself , but of the day , while she as readily makes

he hires a nurse ; he thinks he is a care- known to him all that happened in his ab .

fuland affectionate husband - he has done sence. Thus they have the utmost con

his duty . They are well off in the world . Ifidence in each other,and are united sym

All that money can procure she has, but paihizers - helping each other on through

it cannot bring back the merry heart, and the journey of life , rich in each other's af

she gradually sinks to the grave. fections - loving and being loved , and by

The businessman finds, when it is too being united they confer happiness on all

late , that he has lost whatmoney or busi- their family . The father, if he is godly ,

ness cannot buy- a loving and affection has gain , for godliness with contentment

ate heart. He has lost the wife of his is great gain . By not letting his business

youth ; one who loved him when he was gnaw his heart like a canker he sets an

poor, and preferred poverty and his example to his sons which will be felt for

cheerful smile and tender sympathy, to all good for generations to come. Who is

the grandeur the world can afford. Helthe richest he who makes a god of his
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business, giving it his whole time and they could get. The piece we had, about 4
thought, neglecting all he ought to love, inches wide and two feet long, was red with

-- or he who is active in business , fervent
One forveni them in an hour two , when with a sudden jar

in spirit, serving the Lord ? By serving
they were shaken into the fire , and thebark

8 set as a trap for them again .
the Lord , he is to bring up his children in In our case this was an entire exterminator

the nuture and admonition of the Lord . I

He must find time to talk to his family Tomato Figs. - If well prepared, cannot

when he lies down and when he rises up , easily be told from the tree fruit. Take the

at home and by the way . above syrup , or use 6 lbs. of sugar to a peck

Business men ! think of these things ! | 0 tomatoes, of the kind which resemble figs

You cannot urge a press of business at in shape. The Bermuda method is to scald

the bar of God for neglect of conjugal,
the fruit and peel it , and then cook them in
the syrup, and afterwards dry them in the sun

paternal and domestic duties. then pack them in boxes with powdered sušar

PREMIUMS FOR THE LADIES. - At several between the layers. They will keep as long

of the fairs, to be held this fall, premiums as any figs. The syrup in which they ara

are offered for articles of domestic indus- cooked sh
fie indus cooked should be bottled for table use; it is

try , such as stockings , quilts . and other good to put on buckwheat cakes.

things, together with bread and butter. DRIED TOMATOES.- - Take ripe tomatoes and
Wedo hope the ladies will do their best, scald them in the usual way and strip off the

especially at making bread and butter, skins, or mash and squeeze them through a
for these two articles of diet are very gen . seive , then stew the pulp slowly so as to evap

1orate as much juice as possible withoutburn
erally inferior throughout our State , and ;" ling, then spread it on plates and dry it in a
health dependsmore upon these than up - 1 slow oven or hot sun. When wanted for use, .

on any other article of food . Wehope , you have only to soak its oft and cook a few

if in the providence ofGodwe are permit- minutes and serve it up just as you would toa.

ted to attend these fairs, to have several |matoes stewed fresh from the garden .

good slicesofpremium bread and butter.

Saturday Night.
OPENING OF THE Pacific RAILROAD. Sweet to the soul the parting ray,

The opening of the great Pacific Railroad Which ushers placid evening in ,

took place on the 19th ult., and was cel When with the still expiring day ,

ebrated by a regular old bachelor crowd
The Sabbath 's peaceful hours begin

How grateful to the anxious breast,
from this city . Those who could not The sacred hours of holy rest!

drink wine and brandy and bow the knee,

and toast, and hurrah for imaginary great
I love the blush of vernal bloom ,

When morning gilds night's sullen tear ;
ness were not invited ; those who could And dear to me themournfull gloom

not not enjoy a Herod or Beltshazzar Ofautumn sabbath of the year ;

feast stayed at home. Wethink theman . And purer pleasuros joys sublime,

ner in which the day was celebrated was Await the dawn of holy time.

not a fit acknowledgement to Him who in Hushed in the tumult of the day,

his goodness, permitted the road to be All worldly care and business cease ,

finished thus far, and who can , if he will
While soſt the vesper breezes play ,

To hymn the glad return of peace
as he did with the tower of Babel, frus O season blest! O momentgiven

trate all the designs of man to carry it To turn the vagrant thoughts to heaven !

further on . Wethink it was a poor way to
What though involved in lurid night,

insure the future greatness of the country . The lovliest forms of nature fade ;

Yetmid the gloom shall heavenly light
Red Ants. -- A correspondent of the Culti With joy the contrite heart pervade.

fotor says: Oh , then great source of light divine,

Several years ago my father rented a house With beams ethereal gladdon mino .

almost overrun with them , and they were de

stroyed in the following manner. A piece of
Öſt as this hallowed hour shall come,

O , raise iny thoughts from earthly things,
shag-bark (hickory bark ) was laid upon the And bear them to myheavenly home,

shelf in the pantry where they seemed to be On living faith 's immortal wings
thickest , ad it attracted them , indeed it seem - ' Til the last gleam of life decay,

ed more of a favorite with them than anything To one eternal SABBATH DAY!

-
-

-
-
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The Broken Flower Pot. of walking with my father upon thehighroad ,
we set out.

STORY FOR THE YOUNG .
•Papa,' said I, by the way, there are no

Pisastrus the young hero in the following fairies now .'
extract, pushed bis mother' s favorite Hower What then ,my child ? '

pot out of the window in mischief, and told "Why, how then can my domino -box be

che truth about it. ) changed into a geranium , and a blue and

From that time I first date the hour when I white flower pot?

felt that I loyed my father, and knew that he My dear,' said my father, leading his hand

loved me; from that time, too he began to upon my shoulder, 'everybody who is earnest

converse with me. He would no longer if he
to begood , carries two fairies about with him ;

met me in the garden , pass by with a smilepass by with a smile one here, and he touched my heart, and one

and nod; hewould stap, put his book in his here ,' and touched my forehead .

rocket, and though his talk was often above
" I don ' t understand papa .

my comprehension, still somehow I felt hap " I can wait till you do, Pisistratus. What

pier and better , and less of an infant, when I la name

thought over it and tried to puzzle out the My father stopped at a nursery gardener 's ,

meaning; for hehad a way of suggesting, not
resting , not and after looking over the flowers, paused

teaching; putting things into my head, and
a hea nälbefore a large double geranium .

then leaving them to work out their own prob -
1

' Ah, this is
Ah, this is finer than that which your m2

lems. Not long after this, Mr. Squills made ma wasso tond of
after this Mr Saville made ma was go fond of. What is the cost sir ? '

me a present far exceeding in value those usu . Only 79. 60 .' said the gardener.

ally bestowed on children; it was a beautiful, My father buttoned up his coat pocket. 'I

large domino-box in cut ivory , painted, and can 't at
it ivory painted , and can 't afford it to -day ,' said he, genily , and we

gilt . This domino-box was my delight. I walked out. On entering the town, we stop

was never weary of playing at dominoes with we stopped again , at a china warehouse .

Mrs. Primmins, and I slept with the box un
Have you a flower- pot like that I bough

some months ago? Ah, bere is one marked
dermy pillow . 38. 5d. Yes, that is the price. Well, when

Ah , said my father, one day, when he your mamma' s birth -day comes again , we
foundme ranging the ivory parallelograms in must buy her another. That issomemonths
the parlor, “ah, you like that better than all to wait . And we can wait, Master Sisty.
your playthings, ch !' For truth , that blooms all the year round is

"Oh, yes, papa.
better than a poor geranium ; and a word that

" You would be very sorry if your mamma
is never broken is better than a piece of dolf .'

was to throw thatbox out of the window and
My head , which had dropped before, rost

break it, for fun ? '
again , and the rush of joy atmyheart almost

I looked beseechingly atmy father, and stillerstifled me.
made no answer.

' I have called to pay your little bill ,' said
“But, perhaps you would be very glad , he my father entering the shop of one of those

fancy stationers , common in country towns ,
ries you read of, could change the domino

and who sell all kinds of pretty toys and nick
box into a beautiful geranium , in a blue and nacks; and by the way,' he added , as the smi
white flower pot, and that you could have all liiling shopinan lookəd over his book for the en
the pleasure of putting it on yourmamma's try . I think my little boy here, can show
window - sill?

you a much handsomer specimen of French

Indeed , I would !' said I, half crying. workmanship than that work box which vou
My dear boy, I believe you ; but good wish - enticed Mrs. Caxton into rafflog for, last win

es don 't mend bad actions; good actions mend ter. Show your domino- box, my dear. '

bad actions .' 1 I produced my treasure and the shopman
So saying he shut the door and went out. Iwas liberal in his commendations.

I cannot tell you how puzzled I was to make It is always well, myboy, to know what a
out whatmy father ineant by his aphorism ; thing is worth , in case one wishes to part with

but I know that I played do more at dominoes it, Ifmy young gentleman gets tired of his

that day. Thenextmorning, my father found plaything , whatwill you give him for it? '

meseated by myself under a tree in the gar- Why , sir ,' said the shopman , ' I fear we

den ; he paused , and looked atme with his could not afford to give more than eighteea

grare, bright eyes, very steadily , shillings for it, unless the young gentleman
My boy,' said he, ' I am going to walk to took some of those pretty things in exchange ."
- ( a tswn about two miles off, will you "Eighteen shillings!' said my fatber. You

come? and , by -the-by, fetch your domino -box would give that? Well, my boy , whenever
I should like to show it to a person there.' you do grow tired of rour box, you havemy

I ran in for the box , and not a little proud leave to sell it.'

resi
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My father paid his bill and went out . I BLACKBERRY Wine. - A correspondent of the

ljugered behind a few moments , and joined ' Southern Planter writes as foliow's :

him at the end of the street. Itmay not be known to many of your sub

'Papa! papa !' I cried , clapping my hands, scribers that they posses in the blackberry ,

we can buy the geranium - we can buy the grown so unwillingly by them in their fields,

flower-pot, and I pulled a handfull of silver the means at once , of making an excellent

from my pocket . |wine and a valuable medicine for home use .

"Did I not sav right? ' said my father, pas. To make a wine equal in value to port, tako

sing his handkerchief over his eyes; you have ripe blackberries or dewberries and press

found the twe fairies !" them , let the juice stand thirty six hours to

Oh , how proud , how overjoved I was, when ferment; skim nff whatever rises to the top ,

nito via :nir vase and flowers on the window then to every gallon of the juice, add a quart

will. I jiucked my mother hy the gown , and of water and three pounds of sugar, (brown

inade her follow me to the spot! sugar will do) let this stand in onen vessels

" It is his doing and his mapey!' said my
for trane " hours, skin and strain it, then

barrel it until Hirch , when it should be care
father; good actionshave mended the bad." " || fully racked off and bottled .

What!' cried my mother, when she had Blackerry cordiul is made by adding one

arned all, “and your poor domino-box that pound of wbite sugar to three pounds of ripe

you were so fond of! We will go back to - blackberries, allowing them to stand 12 hours

morrow , and buy it back , if it costs us dou . I then pressing out the juice , straining it , adu

ble .'
ling one third spirit, and putting a teaspoon

Shall we buy it back , Pisistratus? ' askcu | ful of finely poidered alspice in every quart

my father. of the cordial, it is at once fit for use. "
Oh , no, no, no! it woulù spoil all !' I cried , This wine and cordial are rerr valuable

trying my face on my father' s breast . Imedicines in the treatment of weakness of the

Vy wife,' said my father, solemnly, this stomach und bowels, and are especially ral
8 my first lesson to our child , the sanctity uable in the summer complainst of children .
and the happiness of self sacritice; undo not

what it shouid teach to his dying day.' . WHITEWASII. - -Reinember that whitewash is

And this is the history of the broken flow . one ofthe most wholsome articles that can be

er -poi. nse ! about your dwellings. Apols it to the

walls of your collar , to yourout-houses, barns,

sheds, and in iced to edifices of every kind

Preserving Herbs. which are not painted , within and without .

There are few persons who would not be |Fences are rendered much more durable by it ,

occasionally benefitted by a cup of good herb and have, when whitewashed , a cleanly and

ter . I do not inean such as is made from tusteful appearance.

horbs dried in the sun and boiled for half and
in Blue Rosa. - The horticulturists of Paris ·

hour in an old cin cup . Such a mess as that
says i correspondent of the New York Ex

woald znake eren a well person sick , who had
hay press, hare siccceded by artificial crossings

over known a better plan . in obtaining a naturalroseof blue color, which
By attending to the following directions, all is the fourth color obtuined brartificialmeans

eountry people can have good herbs; and if | - - that and the rellow ten rose, the black or

they wish to give a city frien l soine acceptis- purple rose, and the striped rose , being all in

ble trifle in return for their dinner when they řentions, and the result of skillful, scientific

ro inw the city shopping , let thein roll up and rurdeninc.

carry a good bundle of various kinds of herbs,

for in the city even a very small packige costs SYRUP FOR PRESERVES. - An excellent syrup

sixpence, and Alarge proportion of sterp8 at ismade in the following inanner: Take 8 lbs
tbil. oľbright clear New Orleans sugarhouscmolns.

All kinds of herbs should be picked as soon sex or sugar house syrup , und mix it wit 8lbs.

as they begin to blossom , the dust rinsed off pure wator, and i lh , of coursely broken clean

the leaves and flowers stripped from the stem charoorl. Stir and boil the ruixture ten or

wod spre:. d on tins or cleur phper and exposed fifteen minutes, and strain while hot through

to a moderate artificial hoit till perfectly dry double flannel. Wipe thc kettle cle.in , and

and crisp , then put away in a clown , dry place. I boil again with the white of an err , tilt the

When required , make the ten just as you srrup would form candy in cooling , then

would groun tes for thomable lierbs are bet. struin ngain and put in the fruit and cook as

ter dried in the shnde than in the sun , but usual. Preserves made in this p hare pe

inoderate bent from the stove or oven is stilf culiar plensant flavor, and keep better thas ,

better. - Rurat New Yorker. I when made with smgu .
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New Method of preserving Eggs. -- M . Ap ST . LOUIS MARKET _ WHOLESALE.

parn' s method of preserving eggs, is to put Saturday, August 1 , 1853.
them in a jar with bran , to prevent their break HEMP- per ton , $93 to $ 120 . "

ing; cork and hermetically seal the jar; put it
FLOUR-- per bbl. , good country brands, $ 4 75 to $ 5 .00

choice brands, $ 5 .05 ; superfine city, $ 5 . 10t0 $ 4 . 37 ;extra

into a vessel of water heated to 200 degrees country and city , $ 6 to 85 . 75 .
of Farenheit , or twelve degrees below boiling. WHEAT- per bushel, good to prime, 85 to 95 cts; choice

95 .

The vessel with water being taken from the CORN - per bushel, 48to55 cents sacks; included :
fire ,the water must cool till the finger can be OATS- per bushel, 34a40 cents, sacks included .

TOBVCCO - per cwt. $ 8 to $ 9 .
borne in it; remove the jar. The eggsmay be BARLEY - per bushel, from 35 cents.

taken out and will keep for six months. MESS PORK -- per bbl. , $ 14 .50 .
PICKLED IIAMS - per lb . ,81- cents .
LARD - per lb . , No. 1 , 83-4cents.

A Remedy for the Season . — A lump of wet SUGAR - per lb . , common , 4tu5 cents.
salaratus, applied to the sting of a wasp or MOLASSES per gallon , 20to 24 cents.

COFFEE - per lb . , Rio , 91- 2 cents .
bee, will stop the pain in a moment,and prevent SALT- per sack , G . A ., $ 1 . 40; T . 1.75 cta ; Kanawha
its swelling , in most cases. 30 cents per bushel.

PIG IRON - per ton , cold blast, $ 38 .
BRAX - 70 to 73 cents per 100 lbs .

Marion County --- The Valley Farmer HAY - per hundred , timothy, 630075 cents.

Condition of the Country — the Potato Fly.
BUTTER AND CHEESE - Fair country butter , 11to13cts;

good to prime, 12 to 14c ; choiceOhio roll, 16 to 17c. W . R .
Extract of a letter to the Editor of the Valloy cheese 10c for prime,

DRIED FRUIT - apples $ 1. 25 ; peaches $ 2 .50 a $ 2 . 76 per
Farmer, dated Sharpsburgh, July 25 , 1853. bushele

It was by accident that I met with the Val- | GREEN APPLES — $ 1.50 to $ 2 per bushel.

ley Farmer, and being well pleased with it ! CATTLE . - Sale of 31, 42 and 29 head, at from
went aboutmaking up the above club . ' The 514 to 6c - all retailed to butchers. No shipping

few copies taken at this office will be themeans demand. In the neighborhood 60 head, none in
of many others subscribing for your valuable the yards. Market slightly better, but scarcely

perceptible .paper next year .
SHEEP - Sale of 500 head at $ 2 and 108 do at

Corn crops in this section of the country are
$ 215. Prime quality worth $ 2 50.

as promising as ever known here . This is a
HOGS_ Sale of 170 head at 4 444 and 5 % ,

ine farming country and being revued upvery average from 140 to 200 lbs.
fast by an intelligent and industrious people. Cows - We quote cows and springers in de

Our lands are of a good quality, and advanc- mand at $ 25 to $ 35 .

ing rapidly in price. Yet there are many

chances to purchase good farms and unim Contents of August No.
proved lands atlow rates. Our Hannibal and Fairs in 1853; Mo. State Ag. Society; Who will
St. Jo Railroad is progressing finely and will go up to the fair ? 269

Opening of the Pacinc Railroad ,
be the making of the country through which Aikin ' s Reaper in Indiana ; Grain Drill, 273
it passes. Well Digging,

274

The potato bug has been remarkably troub- Opening of the CrystalPalace, 276
The cow Blackbird ,

lesome this year, iujuring the potato crop very Mo. State fair , Premfurns for Do. 279
materially. Wehave not as yet been able to The Hollow Horn ; Polnts in cattle , 284

Cure of Founder in Horses; Manny' s Reaper and
stay their ranages . They come in swarms, . Mower, 285
and may, if noticed soon after they reach American SIK; Gutta Parcha,

286

the vines be driven into dry straw and burnt. Apple Molasses, 287
The Domestic Fowl,

It would be well to call the attention of the Wives at the World ' s Fair , 289
Medical Profession to their use , asthey are Philosphy of bread making; Filtering Water, 290

Wood Gas; Cure for IIydrophobia ; Contributions

to the World ' s Fair, 290
the various ways in which they are used . It Large Story ; Its what you spend ; Canary birds in

is to be hoped that our Druggists will deal
the U . S .; Bees; Calaway county , 292

Addrress to youngmen ,
with our country people for the potato fly in - | Lines to a Rob -a -ling 293

294

stead of buying the foreign ily . The UNITED Wheeler's combined thresher and winnower;
Comeback ; Doing something ; Great Fair

STATES DISPENSORY treats of their use. in St. Louis next year,
Western Fruit Growers Association ; Cole county ; Mr.

Justice' s Letter ; Central Illinois , Editoral tour,
The hemp crop in Saline county we learn from 296

To correspondents; Flax and its manufacture,
some of its intelligent farmers is more promising THE FAMILY CIRCLE .
and will be probably larger, than any foriner year.

Business ;
300Premiums for Ladies; Opening of Pacific Railroad ; Red

grand river valleys are said to promise an abun Ants; Tomato Figs ; Dried Tomatoes; Saturday
dant yield . A sale of manufactured tobacco Night; 301

The Broken Flower Pot,
amounting to upwards of nine thousand dollars 302Preserving Herbs; Blackbery Wine; Whitewash; Blue
was effected on last Monday. Purchasers T . E . Rose; Syrup for Preserves ,

303
& W , T . Gillman, factors of this city . New method of preserving Eggs; A remedy for the sex

Brunswicker .
son ; Marion County ; Hemp crop in Saline; Com

mercial; Contents. 304

271

283

295

297
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SUFFOLK

ESSEX

Seed and Grain Planter.

Marshal's Uteripe; Catholicon .

AND Marshall's Uterine Catholicon is a remedy of great

efficacy in all cases of uterine diseases. It will alle
viate the worst; forms and will radically , cure 18 out

PIGS PURE BREED , For sale by of every 20 cases. Its action is necessarily slow as
EBEN WIGIIT. the disease has generally been gaining ground for

DEDITAM , Mass . some years before it becomes sufficiently serious to

demand attention . From 3 to six bottles and asmany
PENNOCK 'S PATENT months time will effect a cure if possible , but perma

nent cannotbe expected sooner, except in very re

cent or mild cases, when one or two bottles will suf
fice.

This remedy was discovered and brought to its
present state of perfection by Dr. Theodore Pome
roy of Utica, who prepares it only for the Graefen
berg Company of New York . Dr. Pomery is well
known in the State of N . Y . as an old , skillful and
very experienced practitioner in all diseases of wo

men and children and his name, which appears on
every bottlle in connection with the seal of the
Graefeburg Company , is sufficient guarantee of its
worth .

The greatworth and rapidly increasing popularity
I ofMarshall's Uterine Catholicon induced the prepa

ration of a spurious article which has been palmed
upon the community in bottles closely resembling
the genuine, though care has been taken to evade

the penalty of counterfeiting by using a name, simi

For Planting Wheat, Rye, Barley, Indi. lar at first glance but different in reality.
For the purpose of bringing this counterfeit arti

yan COTR , Outs, Deans, ICUS, numan Corn , Oats, Beans, Peas, Ru c le into general use the proprietors have sold it at a

ta Bagas, Turnips, foc . I lower rate than the genuine and have, moreover
I boldiu published certificates given for the genuine

This Machine operates well on all kinds of land ,
and is not injured by coming in contact with rocks, 1

article two years before their own preparation wasof.

roots, & c. It will plantpointrows, and all irregular |
ocks: fered for sale. These original certificates are in the

shaped fiel is , without sowing any part twice over I possession of Dr. Pomeroy and a glance at theorigin
al pamphlets accomplishing Marshall's Catholicon

With a saving of fronı 10 to 15 per cent, in labor it will satisfy every
o will satisfy every one who will compare the two of

will with ease for two horses plant from 10 to 12 the dishonest and unwarrantable assumption of them

acres per day of Wheat, Oats, Barley and other
by those who have striven to palm off a worthles

small grains ; and with one man and horse, it will
compound upon those who require medical ajd .

readily plant from 15 to 20 acres per day of Indian Such farts require no commen : and need only to
Cora, Beans, Peas, Rrita Bages, & c ,

be placed before the public to insure a proper ap
It willsave from 2 to 3 pecks of seed peracre, and

preciation of the genuine article ,
yield from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the broad ' General Agent,'E . K . Woodward corner of 4th
cast seeding , by distributing the grain uniformly at and Chesnut Sts., St. Louis Mo:
any desired depth , and leaving a ridge of earth be
tween the rows. the roots of the young plant are pro
tected during the winterby the action of the frost and THE VALLEY FARMER . " ,
rain mouldering the earth npon them , instead of be.
ng thrown out and exposed as in broad cast. On this ! WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS.

account the stalk is strong and less subjectto mildew , Office , corner Fourth and Chesnut streets .

and is not so liable to injury by the fly .
. ST. LOUIS , MO.

The farmer is frequently prevented by rain from EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor.
harrowing in his grain after it is sown,which harrow Editor 's office and Printing office, in Old Postoffice Build

ing is needless in seeding with this Machine as iting, north sideofChesnut street, between Third and Fourtia

completes it at once. treets , entrance on Old Postoffice Alley .

This maceine has been very much inproved the
TERMS.

present season , and is offered to the fariners of the THE VALLEY FARMER is published on the first of each

west,who will find it equal to the best grain drill in month , each number containing 48 large octavo pages ( in - .

use. The price is $ 80 on purchacing the machine or cluding 12 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of

85 payable six months thereafter. O n Interest to fariners,) and is offered at the following rates :

The undersigned having been appointed agent for Single copy, one year , - - - - $ 1 00

the above machine in St. Louis will keep a supply on Four copies, $ 3 ; seven copies , $ 5 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 .

Payments, in all cases, must bemade in advance.
hand during the season , and all persons wishing to Remittances in gold coins, current bank notes , or postage
purchase are respectfuliy invited to call on him and stamps, may be made by mailat 011r risk .
examine for themselves. E . ABBOTT, AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the

At Valley Farmer office, Old Post Office Buildings, country are authorized to act as Agents, and every friend of

Chesnut streetbetween 3d and 4th . the enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in extending

Its circulation .

DR . McKELLOPS,
ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at
ahe following rates : - One Insertion of 12 lines, $ 1 ; each ..

SURGEON DENTIST additionalinsertion , 50 cents ; 12 lines one year $ 6 ; each ,
additional 12 lines one year, $ 4 ; one page, one insertion , ..

$ 7 , each additional Insertion , $ 5 ; one page , yearly , $ 50 ;
Fourth stroel, (opposite theCourt Homero ) arts of six lines or less , one year, $ 4 .
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NEW YORK STATE held , premising that these two are about an average of
over 100 similar letters, which we can show ,

Agricultural Works, Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, Esq. Dated Exe
ALBANY N . Y . ter, Luzerne Co ., Pa., March 22, 1853 .

BY WHEELER ,MELICK & CO. MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co.
Gentlemen :-- I am happy to say your Thresher andWin

In presenting our annual Business Card to the nower far exceeds,my expectations. It cannot be beat in

farming public , we take the occasion to express our
this section . I have threshed 43 bushels of wheat in 60
minutes by thewatch . Itwas good clean wheat and short

thanks to former customers for an increased patron , straw , and was taken to market from the machine as fast

age, wbich has made a further extension of ourman - as threshed ; and so it has been with most of the wheat I
ufacturing facilities necessary. Weare now making have threshed. Allthat is free from chess and cockle I can
for the trade of 1853, a much larger number of all make fit for market as it comes from the machine. I have
articles in our line than we have in any previous threshed 90 bushels of oats in an hour. I thresh , on an
year, and have made several improvements, which average , of Wheat, 25 to 30, and Oats, 60 to 70 bushels per

hour. I have threshed between 5 ,000 and 6 ,000 bushels in
will raise them still higher in the public estimation . all since I got themachine, which was not till the middle

MESIDE WHEELER ' S of December, and so late I feared the 4 horse powers and
horse cleaners had got all the work done, but I soon had

Patent Railway Chain Horse Power. I plenty . The workmanship of the machine is the best I

These Powers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of ever saw . Yours, & C ., E . SWARTIIOUT.
Farmes' , Planters , and other Machinery , which admits of

being driven by Horse Power. They are made for either L RRHRUP 1
one or two horses , and their superler merits , in point of du

Onondaga Co., N . Y .rability , strength and ease of running, are fully established ;
while their compactness and simplicity , lightness, and respected Gents - Having tried your Wionower to our
greater length and width of Treading Floor and Stall, give satisfaction , we are glad to say we like it much . We first
them advantages over other Powers, which are bighly ap- tried it on Soles Wheat, and it worked to a charm , clean .
preciated by those who have tried them . Several thoused it aswell as any Fanning Mall the first time, and thresh
sands of them are in use, some of which (made 12 years Ing trom 20 to 25 bushels per hour. We then set up at
ago,) have threshed over 100 ,000 bushels , and though our at another barn for Oats , and threshed from 50 to 60 bush
present Powers aremuch improved over the old ones ofthe els per hour. Oats were good . It works to a charm in
same kind , yet the latter are still good . About 950 of them Barley ; threshes as fast as we can put it through the Ma
were sold by us and our agents, the past season , (a larger chine , but have not tried it per hour. It works well in
Qumber than in any previous year,) thus proving their in - Buckwheat, whep dry , apil in Timothy . Your Machine is

creasing popularity . much liked in this place , both for threshing and saving
Grain . It takes the preference of the 8 Horse Machines.

WHEELER' S Yours, respectrully , W . C . NORTIIRUP.

Patent Combined Winnower & Thresher WHEELER' S
This Machine is a new invention . It was got out two

Overshot Thresher and Separator .years ago, after a long series of experiments resulting in a
machine which performs the three operations of Threshing, This Machine is also our own invention , and has been in
Separating and Winnowing, with as much dispatch , and as use 13 or 14 years ,and itsmany advantages are appreciated
few hands and horses as are required to thresh and separate by other Manufacturers , as well as the Farming Public
only with other machines, and although designed for so Driven by our Double Power It threshes , and separates from
complicated work , it is yet a model of simplicity and com - the straty from 150 to 200 bushels of Wheat, or twice as
pactness. The entire running parts are driven by themain much Oats, per day . For the Single or One Forse Power ,
belt, and one small band. Wehave no doubt itis themost wemake a smaller Thresher and Separator, which threshes
perfectmachine in use for Threshing and Winnowing from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat per day . The small Ma
Driven by two horses , they thresh and clean from 150 to 200 chine is adapted to moderate sized farms, and as the Single
bushels ofwheat, or twice that quantity of oats per day. - Power is sufleient for dating wood , churning , cutting
We give below letters from gent emen , who have thema- stalks, straw , & c . , and driving almost every kind of M
cblues in use showing the estimation in which they are chineused by Farming, andis capable , by changing for
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machine at thestate and timeonayMichigantand rem FURNITURE STORE .

SHAR ED

BooooOOSE
OUDTADORES

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO .

| Parlor Furniture,

ses and elevating the Power, properly , of threshingmuch every tract , and the depots are fised at the best possible
faster than we state above , it is a very popular Machine In point for their convenience.
some sections. This land is admitted by every man who has been along

Our Powers and Threshers are beyond doubt themost the line of the rallroad to be unsurpassed by , if not superior

durable and economicalmachines in use . Their capacity 50 , any other lying on the road in this county , both ing uality
has been tested by repeated trials, as well at the New York of siland beauty of location . It was all bought by the
ant Pennsylvania Fairs, as on severalprivate occasions in subscriber BECAUSE IT WASGOOD LAND
connection with another machine made in this city , which It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good !
has been advertised to be far superior to ours, and in every man or company of men who may wish to make a large
Instance the result has been about one-teird , and in some speculation .

instances more, in favor of our machines. In every case For particulars, apply to Lettingwell & Elliot, Dolman &
except one, where we have submitted our machines to a Obear, RealEstate Dealers of St. Louis , or the subscriber ,
working test at Fairs, they have taken the highest premia editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.
ums, and in that excepted case the Committee decided that oct A . S MITCHELL .
our machine perfermed its work in eight minutes and its
competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one- third in fa

SAINT LOUISvor of ours .

Wehave also exhibited ours in competition with the same
machine at the State Fairs in Ohio, Michigan and Penn
sylvania , and also at the Provincial Fair in Upper Canada,
atall of which we received the highest premiums, viz ; In
Ohio a Silver Medal and Diploma ; in Michigan $ 20 ; in

Pennsylvania $ 10 ; and in Canada a Diploma.
Wehavenumerous similar testimonials from County So

cleties , where we have always received the highest premi
amsawaided to Chain Powers.
Wealso manufacture and furnish to order
Single Horse Power anil Churning Machine
Lawrence' s Saw Hill ;
Wheeler' s Clover Inller ;

Wheeler' s Feed Cutter.
23A! Machinesmade and sold by ns are warranted to

Bive satisfaction , or they may be returned after a reasona
bleme for trial. Orders are solicited , and willbe proinpt ANT

ALLT
ly filled . WHEELER, MELICK & co .

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty and Pruyn streets , near the BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE ,

steamboat landing, Albany , N . Y .
The subscriber is agent for the sale of the above

Machines at St. Louis , Mo. , and will fall all orders prompt PROPRIETORS,
ty at the Manufacturer's prices, adding cost of transporta - Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as
Kion . EPHRAIM ABBOTT , Agent. I sortment of Elegantand fashionable

At Valley Farmer Omice, Old Postoillee Buildings, Ches
Out -st. , between Thira and Fourth .

HARVEY , WALKER & Co . , Agents , Belleville, Ill .
Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounges, D
vans, Sociables , Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor 222HOMEMUTUAL FIRE ANDMARINE Rocking Chairs, Centre, Side , Toilet and Sofa Tabies, wi.

INSURANCE COMPANY
Marble and Mahogany tops , Eteseis , Teapoy Tables , & c

ALSO

FU O F ST. LOUIS . BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE

CHARTERED 1815. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO Of every variety ,

APRIL 20 . 1862 , DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO - with Looking-glasses, Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds,
Bedding, & e . . & e ..

LICIES, 8517,262 33 — and constantly increasing. WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,

Pollcles issued from thirty days to six years. 1 1 WARRANTBD BEST QUALITY

All the latest and most desirable provomero

DIRECTORS. niture will befound here. Please call and examlae.

DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL , Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi
ISAAC L GARRISOX, JOHN WHITEHILL, enced hands.

DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNUM , Embroidered & Fancy Work
ASA WILGUS, JC HAVENS,

WYLLYS KING Finished to order in any required style .
ISAAC L GARRISON , President. St. Louis , March , 1853.
TL SALISBURY, Secretary .
DD PAGE, Treasurer.

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL Agent.
Omice Southeast corner of Árain and Vine streets, (over 1 The subscriber is prepared to furnish Fancy Stock

Page & Bacon ' s Banking House to his friends of the bestand most reliable kinds. All

- persons desirous of having the purest and best to
GREAT SPECULATION ! breed from ,may depend upon being faithfully served .

2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN Fancy Fowls.
ST. LOUIS COUNTY !! | Red, Buff, white , Black, and Dominique Shang

ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD ! Lderland Dorkings, Golden Pheasants, and Bantams.hai, Cochin China, Chittagong, Black Spanish,Guil

WE SUBSCRIBER, wishing to devote all his time to Warranted pure blooded. Also, Eggs of all of the
the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENINO NEW 's , the increas above varieties.Eng business of which demands his entire attention , offers

for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacific Rallroad. Also , Durham , Ayrshire , and Devon cattle. Me.

within the county of St. Louis , amounting to about rino, Saxony, South Down and Bakewell Sheep .
Twenty -Seven Hundred Acres, Irish , Grazier , Suffolk , Byfield , Berkshire and China

prising some of the very best farms and richest HogHogs. All orders attended to promptly, post paid
land in the county . * Address, Peter Melendy,Mt. Healthy, Hamil.on
Iroad passes through or immediately alongside of County , Ohio. P .MELENDY.

O

Improved Stock of all kinds.
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GARRISON ' S PORTABLE SAW MILL,

MANUFACTURED AT ST. LOUIS, MO.,

By I. LGarr is on .

OFFICE AT THE HOME MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.,

South - East Corner of Vine and Main streets (over theBanking House of Page & Bacon .
TAM now manfacturing two sizes of the aboveMILLS, to examine theabove Mulbefore purcharsing elsewhere, 28
1 the largest of which is capable of sawing the largest it cmbines qualities that no other Mill possesses . The Sau

size timber . From the large number of these mills sold dur- used is the common straight Mill Saw , and is easily kept

ing the past year, and the fact ofmany of them being sold order ; and webelieve it will saw more lumber in a give
to operators in the same county , is sufficient evidence of time, with less power than any other saw millnow in use

their value. Below I give the certificates of gentlemen Hiram P Goodrich , Daniel D Page,
who are well known, and who have seen the Mills in opera - Theron Barnnm , EW Blatchford , . .

tion . 1 . L . GARRISON . AP Ladue, Lyman Sherwood ,
THIS IS TO CERTIFY , thatwe, the undersigned , hay GF Goodhue, Thes Fairbridge,

ing witnessed theoperations of a Portable Saw Mill, invent Chas Shuter , Thos H West,
ed by Isaac L . Garrison , of St. Louis, Mo., do not hesitate TL Salisbury , ER Miller ,

la saying that we consider it the best Saw Mill now in use , Danle ! M Fraser .

and would recommend any person in want of a Saw Mill,

ST. LOUIS HAT GOMPANY

so

ou

MARKET STREET,
HENWOOD, Agent.
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Missouri Seed Store .

G . NICOL,

PITT'S

Patent Separator and Horse Power.

MANUFACTURED BY NATHANIEL HANSON .

Alton , Illinois.
The subscriber is happy to inform his old friends,

and all whomay be in want of a SUPERIOR MACHINE
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all kinds of FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN at one oper

Farm , Flower and Garden Seeds, ation , thathe is prepared to furnish machines to or

GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS, der. Having been engaged during the last thirteen

No. 4 North Main Street,Up stairs , years in manufacturing these machines, will justify

ST. LOUIS ,MO. me in assuring my friends that they may rely on as
ATthis establishment is kept an exten - good amachine as can be produced in the country .

As he erected last season a large and commodioussive stock and complete assortment of Garden , Farm ,
and Flower SEEDS from the well known establishment of shop , for the exelusive purpose, he flatters himself

David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu - | that he has facilities for carrying on this business .

ine, crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others, putting superior to any in the western country.

down seeds in winter in frames, can rest assured that they Pitts PatentSeparator has proved itself superior to
will realize an abundant crop .

every other machine that has been invented - as the
FARM AND OTHER SEEDS .

premiumsawarded to it at the State Fairs in New
The stock is now complere, consisting of Clover, Timothy, P

Blue Grass, Red Top, Orchard Grass , Hlemp, Millet, Mus- York and Ohio for the last ten years abundantly tes
tard , Locust, Apple , Quince, Canary, Rape, Top Onions, | tity - invariably taking the first premiums! Other

& c ., all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit, at low - testimonials from almost every Siate from Maine to
est rates. Also, OSAGE ORANGE SEED, growth of 1851, California can be produced in its favor.
direct from Texas.

I shall also manufacture Pitts Patent Double Pin
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS .

ion Power, as well as the old Single Pinion PowerA full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden
eeds, which we will sell at reasonable prices . so favorably known through Minois, as the “Alton

IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES . Power,'
Wewill at all times keep an extensive asportment, con - In conclusion the public may rest assured that I in

sisting among others , of the following : Seed Sowers, Sho- tend to build the very besl Machine that wood and
veis , Spaies , Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grass Iron willmake.
Hooks, Lawn Rakes, Hedge Shears, Bill Hooks, Bird Cages

- The above Machinesmay beobtained either atmy
(all sizes ,) Sieves, Flower Pots , by the hundred, lozen , or
single, Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills , Budding and / Shop in Alton , or of my authorized Agents in St.

Pruning Knives, Chisels and Saws, Garden Lines and Louis. - WM. M . PLANT& Co., Agricultural Ware

Reels, & e . House and Seed Store ,No. 12 North Main Street.
Country merchants , California Emigrants, and private NATHANIEL HANSON

families supplied with the above seeds by the box , pound ,
ounce, or paper, on reasonable termis. One hundred boxes

flower seeds, 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalogues
In pamphlet form furnished gratis .

Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer . DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF
Nonebut Landreth ' s warranted Garden Seeds sold here .

Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompte

ly executed . NO . 184 BROADWAY,
DAGE'S PORTABLE CIRCULAR Opposite North Market, between Green and

I SAW -MILL AND HORSE POWER -- Themost use- |Morgan , St. Louis , Mo.
ful and necessary machine in operation is simple in con TENRY E .MARTIN . CRAS. W . IRWIN .struction and easily kept in order , and can be moved on
wagons as readily as a threshingmachine, and put in ope
ration at a small expense . It will saw from one to two The celebrated Graefenberg Medicines,
thousand feet of lumber a day , with one team of six horses, Comprising che following :
as an average business , and in a better style than any other | Graefenberg Vegetable Pills, pricenberg Vegetable Pills, price 25 cts . per box .
mill now in use. It is equally welladapted to steam ,water Green Mountain Ointment,
or horse power

The undersigned ,agents for the patentec,would announce
Sarsaparilla Compound , bottle .

to the public that they are now prepared to furnish mills , Children ' s Panacea " 50 "

with or withouthorse power, of superior quality and work

manship , with the right to use the same, upon themost fa - | Fey or aid Ague Pills 4 100 " bor .

vorable terms, at their manufactury, No. 202 Second - st. , I Health bittere 25 € • bottle .
St. Louis, Mo. Wealso have the right for the manufac Consumptive's Balm 300

ture of Libby 's Pile Ointment 4 100
CHILD ' S PATENTDOUBLE SAW -MILLS .

.
300 16All orders addressed to us will be promptly executed , and |Marshall' s Uterine Catholicon "

any information in regard to mills cheerfully given . Are for sale Wbolesale and Retail by E . K . Wood .
Persons ordering mills will please mention the State and ward , corner of Fourth and Chesnut streets, St.

County in which they wish to use them . Louis, Mo. m ' 53 .
KINGSLANDS & FERGUSON .

· S . H . Bailey ,
Manufacturer of Candy, Sugar Plumsand Lozenges,

J. D . CUSTER , Cor. Second and Pine streets, St. Louis, Mo.
194 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.

DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENSI AT the above place, can be found a
made and repaired . A large assortment of everything in the line, suitable

for country dealers, for whom it is expressly made.

CLOCKS AND WATCHES This establishment is doing a large business ; which is

repaired in a superior manner . Jewelry made and re - constantly increasing, a fact which sufficiently attests the

palred of California or other gold at short notice . Clocks quality and reputation of the articles manufactured, and

Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, at purchasers are assured that no pains willbe spared to give

Wholesalle and retail, (Oct. '51, them continual satisfaction . may .

Martin & Irwin ,



OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.
LYNCH & TANGUAY,

NO. 07 & 09 CH : SNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH, . .

ST. LOUIS, MO.

insIn jam

Julce, pearsa
ls

,d

The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con
tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors, & c . , erer offered to the I
citizens of St. Louis.
Country Merchants and others, will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery.
Lunch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell ar cost; indeed

they intend to make a reasonable profit, in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
I a great many years to come.

TEAS . ESSENCES. TOBACCO & SEGARS. I
Orienta !, frie young hysoll , extra line | Etract of lemou , 2 , 4 & S ounces. Yellow bank chewiog tobacco, aro - !

do , sonclions. Vanilla , nutmegn, cinnamon , naucdo. Cavendish do . Trainer' s dail
Will Pigeos , fine young hison .

( ranse, clorn , alspices, alinonds , Regallas , Camelias, Puerto Principes , !
Caixlace, perioe hy son skin , line Ginger, peach . La Xormas , Cheroots.

gunpowder.
Panai . * , fine imperial, WRAPPING PAPER . FRUITS .
Helina, extra fine impwrial, Medium , crowni, d crown, teu paper. 1 Pie fruits assorted , peaches in brands ,
Oxnard , tvira i ne powder . Jo , in their own juice , pluns in jain .
S . Appletot , extra curtuits oulons, SUNDRIES. pruneg in brandy , in their own
Firing Cion , extra fico oolong ,

Starch , Indigo , salaratus, soda . juice , pears doo , pears in brandy.
Mary Adlains , extrit tiue voluns ,

Crean tara . tartaric acid . plamalades, janis, jellies, preserved
Matilda , tine oolons , Yust rowd irs, Preston & Å errillas, ginger , preserved clow -chow , Sn)
Ravet , line couchons, breakfast tca ,

Jame ' s , Sickney' s . tana , Layer & Malara raisins, CUTIE
Lumali, chulunl Sutchong,

Tuble satin boxes and bags , G . A . salt rants , citroui , prun
for family useTeas express !y rack , hober , figs,

Nason' s inimitable bracking. leinuns, ainionds , custanas, English
104, 6 , and in th , lures.

Starch polish , silver & bras polish . walnuts, peanuts , hazlenuts .
COFFEES . Stove polish , Seed , ropes, twines

nori best, old brokni java, maxilla, Mats No. 1, 2 , 3 , brushes, brooms, SOAPS.
Cusia rica . lagarra , xha . Willow ware of every description . Windsor, varlegatcd & Castile fancy

Ground cute in 1- 4 , 1 - and I I . Wine viuejar, tiys Co . elder se soaps .

packat . Spirit gak , flax & coton rupes , Buston extra , No. 1 & 2 .
CHOCOLATES. . twine. Woodman ' s chemnica : soap ,

Baker 10. 1 , Baker'. extru, eagie ,
Imitation Parton

FISH . d o.
French ciowoate a la vanilla , Palmi soup no . 1, 2 , 3 .

a la cauolle, Salmon fa tierces, bali bbls & kitts. Washing fluids, do. suda.
Chuculate des familles , Mackerel iu is WINES & LIQUORS.

perfection se , Herrings,

Baker , broma, Smoked herrings from Canada , Brandles - tard Dupuy & oon 1812 & I
6Preston ' s prepared coca, 1843 , Seignette , Laffurge, LegerScotland ,

H a a hell
freres, old Jamaica rum , Holland

Cucou Prste . Sardines in oil, boxes , 1 - 2 & 1

SUGARS. Lulisters, pickled in cans 1 & 2 lbs. gin , Scotch whiskey , Irish do . , Boor

Salnio11
*

. “leat , refined foa !
brou do., Mononyaheia do. , Il pipes,

Dual !c refine
Oysters 66 « barrels , dimlji hans & bottlex .

Croce B , do C , purderer ! B , refined Svins Absyuithe cordialbrundies .Cuits dry , in drugs and boxes ,white () , do 00 , saris Yellow A , Apisette , cura con . old purt wine.
do B , viw Orleans, no. 1 , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES . Purt wive, Madeira wine, sherry .
gold ) TUP , lente reflued molas- 1 Tomato ketchups, pints & quarts , Muscatde Prontignan .
ses , sugar bor.sert. du . , Yew

Mashroom * Ciarets. -- Yedesc , lattice, Lorrerie,
1 Orle.13 2 . Walnut 6 6

SPICES .
St. Hitephe, St. Julleli ,

Pepper MANCO, Rothic & pts . Chateau , Marguad . .

Alican cayenne pepper , John Ball sauce , Jonathan do . Stomach blues, Cniul de . S

Black pepper . cassian , tato vincer , Spanish oilves , French do. " bitters.
Nace , clien, utune , Allen , Syrup of rose , true lemon syrup . Best London Stout,
in hoc cate and papers, whole and leuiouMr . Tennor' Scotch Ale .

Carry powder, 1 - 2 & 1 -4ths. Cbainpagne Cordon blue , St. Thomas

PROVISIONS. Frenda ntactari a la Ravigote. Grand Sillery Hoteux, Derevar.

& Mar tus hews, Harinet, XIVeryMuseux Marquis de lei
Extra family tour, in bbiko txnú laill .

66 als extra on . Lorne, Sparkling Catawba - Begen .
bols . Boston 's Frward , Clodimath andworu neal, best wheat fuus . WOODEN WARE.

Keaticky do.Dried beer, hans,
Armstod bort linguish . Tals, peddar & osk , buckets with brass

sult porti tunne Pickies in Jare gni. 1 - 2 gal. & q . T arm iron hoons .
wale In L .** * *Sansa

.

1 . Kubisti dairy clares y do ., W . R . Rarkais , Ak painted .
O IL S .

Oblo e a pale au Cercu buckets, 1 - 8 lol bustiet

Toslin , Ohio , Gu . Sweetol ,nice, pis, & qts . rnce do. Marne , bourho .
Lord in kexaut tercev, Lars old wo . 1 & 2 . Spern oil. PLAYING CARDS.
{ ice , sticle anni grun . . CANDLES. Frocla antra finc, & fancy .ierucali, incaroni, rearl sag og
Pour marv. Rlo take a , laru . Downer & co's corn , * * & 6 . Wn- R ush ,Grand Mogu liighlander.
Coru siarcinoy, Kaia nr . HATI do . Solar star 4o starco , A rixou cards.
ATHW rwil driedponches , dhe ailes I ixliow sunner Pr c andles ,win . 1.obol, powder , American k north

White bew , plit pexes hobuny . ter do . , lanp wick , candle do . The Cape hunter' s colhpaldon .

ound .
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Fruit and Ornamental Trees, & c. LITTLE GIANT,
The subscribes has the ple sure of announcing anh
owense stock of trees, & c., or the autuma trade---

Imbracing

Standard trees for orchards,

Dwarf and Piramydal trees for garden
Ornrmental trees for streets, parks, and pleasure

groun

Rare and beautiful Laun trees ,

New and rare Weeping trees.

Evergreen trets, embracing the rareat speriee of
Pines, Firs, Sprures, Yews, Cedars, Junipers, & c

Hurdy flowering Shrubs.
Roses oialclasses and embracing the newest and

best sorts

Dhlias, the finest English prize 2011 , Is the Name given to a highly Improveu
Crysanthemums, incuding the Guestof the new

Pampero varieties PORTABLE MILL ,
Phlores and Peonies, saperb collections. R presentel in the out above - adapted to the variou
Bedding Plants, a complete assortment. Grinding purposes of a farm ,which is found to be indispen
BulbousRoots , just importe 1 from Holland and of bible to thethirty and commicalfarmer in the preparation

the finest quality .
of feel in the improved notes of feeding stock . ThisMil

is pewariy adapted to giving Corn and cob together

Bot Elging.
to shelling curn and graduy meal from curu and other

Igraine , & c . , & C .
Rhubarb, Asparagus, fc , & c . This form ofmill is so simple that a small boy can adjust

The favorable season bas given everything a vigor- i and use itwith ease and certainty , either for shelling cor
Jous and fire growth . All orders whether for large ur für grincins coarse or fine, and is by far the most tidy
Ir small quantites executed with the greatest care convenient and portable article of the kind ever inverted
and in strict compliance with the wishes of the pur- weighing about30) pounds - worked with one or two hörsel

| with equalad antiga according to power appiled .

l|chaser. The farmer can put une up and have it in operation 11

Picking done in the most secure and skillfulmai twenty minutes , and that withoutthe rise of tools , excepi

Allner, 40 that parcels en be tiansmitted thousands of ing simblet and screw driver for fastening the feet to a floo

Haile with safety. Nurserymenaad deale sin trees un platforma . They are offered for sale at the low price !
vill be supplied on the most liberal terms. The 840 , bis Lymau Scott & Co., No. 73 Tehoupitoulas street
Ollowing catalogues are sent gratis and prepaid to ali New Orleans , with the express guarantee that the purchas

moncy will be refunded o return of the article if it doe:
who apply and enclose one pos aze stamp for each : tot fully suft , provided it be within 60 daysand not wan .

No. 1 Descriptive catalogue of Fruits, ouls or carelessly brokeli . : ST. LOUIS, sept. 1863 .

ornamental trees & c .
Dahlias, Greenhouse

Plants, & c .

4 Wholesale catalogue. I . D . CUSTER

ELLWANGER & BARRY.
MountHope Nurseries,

194 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.
Sept. 1st 1853. P Rochester, New York DIAMOND POINTED GOLD PENSI

made and repaired .

S . H . Bailey , CLOCKS AND WATCHES

Janufacturer of Caudv , Sugar Plumsand Lozenges,
repaired in & superior manier. Jewelry made and re
paired ut Calliornia or other cold at short notice . Clock >

Cor. Second and Pine streets, St. Louis ,MO Watches . Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, a
[Oct. '31w solesale and retai)

At the above place, can be found a
A large assortinent of everything in the line, suitable DR . DICKELLOPS,

1 or country dealers, for whom it is expressly made.
This establement is doing a large business ; which is

'onstantly increasinn, a fact which sutlicientiy attests the
SURGEON DENTIST

nality and reputation of the articles rianntacinred, and
Purchasers are assured that no pains will be spared to give

hem contra satisfietion . Pourta street, (opposite the Court thouse )mar ?

2
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE ,
ESTABLISHED 1845 , BY WM. M . PLANT.

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines, Farm ,Garden,Flower & other Seeds,

No . 12 North Main Street,
(Between Market & Chesnut sts.)

. Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Streets, St. Louis ,Mo.

W . M . PLANT, St. Louis . Miles G . Moies, Northampton, Mass .

A
D
A
U

HICKOK ' S PATENT IMPROVED PORTABLE CIDER MILL, WITH PRESS.

Price $ 45.
For description see page 31. Circulars furnished gratis to applicants.

Wewould call the attention of the public to our spacious Warehouse , where we keep, at all times, the
largest and best selected assortmentof Farming Tools, Machines and Seeds to be found in the West.

Wefatter ourse .ves that with an eight year's experience in this market, we can furnish the Agrirulturist

with articles better adapted to his wants than any other house, and at prices that cannot fail to suit. Our

SEED DEPARTMENT is conducted by experienced assistants , and we feel confident that purchasers will find

and articles to prove satisfactory

N . B . Wepublish yearls . aigreniexpeuse, a DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofmost ofour Tools and SEEDS.

which we furnish gratis to applicants, ai bosh our Warehouses,and by mail 10 post-paid applicants, with a

Coree -cen : P . O . stamp enclosed , with which to pay postage on the same.

12 ORDERS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED AND PROMPTLY EXECUTED . 51

Plowsand Harrowsof various descriptions. Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters, Seed Sowers, Post Air

rece, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Rakes,Mapure Forks. Hay Knives, Corn Shellers, Ox Yokes and Bows, Trou

Dirt Scrapers, Axes. Wrenches. Griodstoney with frames and friction rollers, Scythes, Scythe Snaths,

stones and Rifles, hay Forks, and Rakes, Revolving Horse Rakes, Grain Cradles, Fan Mills, Corn Grioders,

Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers,Wheelbarrows, Garden Engines, Chain Pumps, Churns.

( 'beego Pressos, Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Ring , Transplanting Trowels, Weeding Forks and

rowelu , Budding and Pruning Kurres, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reele and Lines, & c .
ILE : SI REMEMBER THE HOUSE

CP No. 12 NORTH MAIN STREET. €



FMERY & COMPANY'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S FIRST PREMIUV

CHANGEABLE DAILROAD HORSE POWER
THRESHIDR AND SEPARATOR .

Wehave been agents for the above justly celebrated Machines, over three years , and can

safely say they are the best R . R . Power now before the public . Without exception , they

have given uniform satisfaction , not one having been returned, notwithstanding the warranty

is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably adapted for driving TFRESHERS, CIRCULAR and

Cross Cut Saws, Pumps, FERRY Bo. , PILE DRIVERS, Grist and Cider MILLS, CORN SNELLERS,
Hay and Straw CUTTERS, & c . Theywill admit of four variations in speed , withoutany change

in eleration of Power, and the speed of the Horses ig alvars the same. This is ceo of its

principal features, which no other power posseses. The 'ivo Torse Power, Tliresher and Sep

arator is capable , with four men , of thresbing from 150 to 225 bushels of Wheat or Rye, and

double that quantity of Oats per day . Price, complete, $ 190 00 . Por further information

see our Descriptive Catalogue, which we furnish gratis to applicants . We arealso agents for

the following Powere:

EMERY' S COMMON, OR WHEELER RACK AND PINION R . R . POWER .
Do. Improved Patent Do. Do. Do

Lewis' 2 and 4 llorze Lever Power and Tumbiing Shaft Thresher .
Pitts' 4 and 8 and Thresher with Cleaner .Do.

J. H . BURROWS

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL,
These Mills are composed of best qual

ity French Burr Blocks, enclosed in a Cast

Iron Case , to give Strength and weight in

the Stone,which is indispensable in Small
Milla, where the stone is ruu with great

speed , and becomes dangerousifnotstrong

iy made. They can be run with Steam ,

Horse or Water Power , and do not re

quire a Millwright to set them ep, as they
are already crimwed to run.

By the steady application of EMERY'S

Two Horse POWER, the 24 inch Geared

Mill ( $ 15 ) run 20 revolutions per min

ute, will grind 6 to 8 bushels ofgood meal

per hour, and will grind Wheat as well

us Corn. "The 30 inch Mill, if Pue to i' s

J . H .BURROWS :
fullest speed , willgriod from 10 to 15 bush

PATENT. 1842 . els per hour.
5 . Webave been agents for these superior

Mills the past year, and all bare been sold

with a warrant to pe:furie as above , and notoce has failed to give the very best of satisfaction , Weoffer

tiem to the public with a full guarantee tbas they are superior both in point of work and workmaoship, 10

iny other Portable Gris: Mill now in uge. Descriprire circular furnished gratis to applicants.

PRICES:
20 inch Stone with Pulls $ 115 00 with gear $ 125 ( 0
24 do do 135 00 do 150 00

30 do do 175 00 do 200 00

The 30 inch, with Gear, ia admiradi, alapted to use with Saw Mills. Bolling Cloth and Belt furnishid

witta Mill : wheu desired , at No. 12 North Main Street St. Loui: Mo., by
WM. M . PLANT & Co.



GREAT WESTERN AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

( Bei.Market and Chesnut sis.)( Dot

SOVAND SEED STORE.CO

No. 15 NORTH MAIN STREET,

A L F RE D L EE & CO . ,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements and Machines, and
GARDEN, GRASS AND OTHER SEEDS.

PORTABLE MILL. CORN SHELLER .

100

The above cut represents a double geared Queen '

og the South ' Corn Mill, manufactured by isanc
Straub & Co., Cincinnati, O ., for which we are the oi various kinds and sizes : some to used with powe

only agent in this city .
These Shellers will shell , readily, frow from 125 1.

There Mills are manufactured single and double

veared , (with the best quality of French Burrs. ) io !
500 bushels or ears per dar , according to size.

grind Corn andWheat, or stock feeds; calculated for CORN AND COB CRUSHER .
Steam ),Water or Horse Power. They have taken

the first premiums in nunierous State Fairs in Ohio ,

and are warranted to be superior to any other porta

ble mill hitherto offered in the west. We invite the

attention of the public to these mills, and ask for them

a fair trial. Wewill furnish the quanuiacturer's pam .

pblet gratis 10 applicants.

IRON DIRT SCRAPER , OR OX -SHOVEL.

This su : representa au improved Corn and Cub

Crusher ; it is also suitable for all kinds of grain .

This is an important improvement unoh the aid Oil Cake,, Barks. Roots and Herbs : Charcoai, for

Ta bionea wooden biraper , and in 1 :al for road rectifying , & r . It will crush from 12 to 15 bushel .

mochilis', digonuclars. & c . O Coral and co! perhour with two borse power.
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THERMOMETER CHURNS.

R

E

C

This exceilent invention is too

well known to need further de .

scription here.

We have only to say to far

mers and others , try it, and de.
pend upon it, you will be only
too glad you bought it.

We keep them holding from
21 to 30 gallons.

СРL H
O
M
E

TRON SAUSAGE MEAT CUTTER ,

(When open .)
This is a valuable labor-saving machine,

which , being constructed entirely of iron is
durable , and can be kept sweet and elean .
One man can cut easily , and will , froin 80

10 100 pounds of meat per hour with . We
also keep on hand the stuff -rs .

REMEMBER THE

Great Western AgriculturalWarehouse & Seed Store,
No. 14 NORTH MAIN ST., (bet. Market C Chesnut sini
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Will Cure Without Fail

Serofula and Cancer Cured byDr.Guysott's Improved

Extract of Yellew Dock and Sarsaparilla .

Rutledge, Granger county , Tenn,,

April 27, 1852, }
J. D . PARK , Esq ., Cincinnati, 0 . - Der Sir : I;

gives megreat satistaction to add ny testimony in fa
vor of Dr. Guysott's Extract of Yellow Dock and
Sarsaparilla ,' to that of the numerous and highly re

spectable persons who have been benefitted by the

medicine.

DR. GUYSOTT'S Mywife hasbeen suffering for the space of nearly
five years with Serofula and Concer, wbicb I think

IMPROVED
found its origin in the derangements of the system

peculiar to her sex , while in the mean time she was
Extract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla underthe care ofthemost eminentphysicians in this

section of the country , withoutderiving any material

Ts now put up in the largest sized botiles, aid from their prescriptions
Land is acknowledged to be the best SARSAPARILLA Upon the recommendation of Dr. Corkes, one of

inade, as is certified by the wonderful cures per our physicians, who has seen the medicine used with

happy effect, I obtained of your agents hero ,Messrs.formed, the orginal copies of which are in the pos
Rice & McFarland , ove boule of Dr. Guyysoit's Ex

session of the proprietor. Remember, this is the tract of Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla ,' and asmy

only True and Originalarticle. wife found reliet iron that bottle , I boughtsome six

Themedicine when used according to directions, bottles, which she has taken with the nost astonish

Fing benefit ; for la! pl. ased to say it has entirely cur.

ed her, for she has entirely recoverd from her ill

ness, and the scrofula and cancercured entirely well.

Acceptny gratitude. Respectfully ,

Scrofula or King's Evil, Cancers, Tumors, MICHAEL GOLDMAN.

Eruptions of the Skin , Erysipelas, | Extract of a letter from an extensine merchant in

Chronic Sore Eyes, Ring Worm or Plainfield, Livingston county , lichigan .

Tetters, Scald Head , Rheumatism ,
PLAINFIELD, Mich ., April 3 , 1852

Pains in the Bones or Joints,
MR. JOHN D . PARK - Dear Sir : Dr. Gussort'

Old Sores or Ulcers, Svelling Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla is perforniny some

of the Glands, Syphilis , astonishing cures in this place. Mr S . B . Strick

land has just informed me shat oue of bis children
Dyspepsia , Salt Rheum , has been rured of very severe case of scrofula by

Disease of Kidneys, the use of only one bottle. He had tried almost ev

erything that the doctors bad prescribed , but ofno
Loss of Appetite, avail, as the child continued growing worse. The

Diseases arising fron the use sores are now all healed up and the child appareatly

well, which is justly ascribed to the use ofthe Yellow
of Mercury, Pain in the side and Dock and Sarsaparilla . Tours truly ,

Shoulders,General Debility , Dropsy, ugned ] RA. BEAL.

Luinbago, Jaundice and Costiveness ! !
Females Read the following,

THE BEST FEMALE MEDICINE KNOWN
NEWARK, N . J.,Jan. 25

Thepeculiarmaladies to which femalesare subject, ! MR. BENNETT : We take pleasure in stating that

comimovly produce great bodily exhaustion , accom rour Yellow pock and Sarsaparilla gives great ati

panied by a depressed and often gloomy state ofmind . I faction in e
faction in every case.

As the system declines in strength , there is a loss of

nervous power, and this very naturally impairs the i A very respectable gentlemar informed that bin

energy of the mind and disturbs the equiuimity ofibe daugbier was troubled with dificult tuepatruation and

temper. Every candid woman who has suddered from other diseases peculiar to her sex . She had not had

female coinplaints will admit this to be themournful her regularmenstrual discharge for a long tiine ; but

truth . Now , to odiain relief, it is only necessary to by the use of Dr.Guysolt's Yellow dock and Sarsa -
I parilla was radically cured . She used Townsend ' sstop the tendency to depletion and debility . This is par

' done by renewing the fountain of health and strength . and others withoui receiving the slightest penelit.

the BĽOOD, and no niedicine accomplishes this de1 . Ile had one daughter die froin the same cause .

sirable result so speedily and complete as 'Dr. Guy T . B . Tripr & Co.
sott 's Improved extract of Yellow Dock end Sarsa . FPrice , $ 1 per bottle - six bottles for $ 5 ,
parilla .'

Sold by H . BLAKESLEY, south -west cornerLadies of pale complexion and consumurire habits ,
and such as are debiliwted by those obstructions of Third and Chesnut streets , St. Louis, Gen
which females are liable to , are restored . by the use | Also Agent for Missouri, Illinois and Iowa .
of a bottle or two, to bloon and to vigor. ral for sale by dealers generally .
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Monthly Journal of Agriculture, Horticulture, Education and Domestic Economy.
A lapted to the wants of the people of the Mississippi Valley .

VOL. V ST. LOUIS , SEPT, 1853 . No. 9 .

quainted with the farmers, and help to roll on the

Cmet . glorious cause of reform . We go not arnong the

people as an adventurer, seeking to palm upon

-- -- - - - - - - - - --- == = = = = = C them new and untried notions, butas one who is

Personal - Our Journey. known to them as an ardent, sincere and devotea

friend to them , and their best interests. We feel
We announced in the August number of the that the ti,

me that the timehas now comewhen we can ask ev
Valley Farmer our intention to visit some of the

ery friend of improvement to co-operate with us:middle counties of Missouri during the months of and wehope they will do so . Our paper has an

September and October. At that time it was our established character. Its permanency is beyond
design to go by land up as far as Independence, la doubt. It has hosts ofprofessed friends through

on the south side of the river , and return on the the State ; let them now do all they can to in
north side. But Mrs. Abbott's health is so feeble crease its circulation , and as a cusequence its

that it is not thought prudent to venture on such usefulness.

a journey . We have, therefore, abandoned this In the course of these visits we shall, of course,

plan , and expect to travel by the river . come in contactwith many of our subscribers
We design to leave St. Louis on the 8th of Sep- all of whom will know us, while weshall know

tember and be at Lexington at the fair of the but few of them . Wewish them all to consider
Jackson County Society on the 15th and 16th . - I thatwewould like to take them by the hand and
From there we think of going up as far as Wes- have a friendly chatwith them .

ton and perhaps St. Joseph , returning in season

to be at Columbia at the Boone County fair, on Agricultural Fairs.
the 28th , 29th and 30th , stopping, either going or STATE SOCIETIES.
returning, if possible , at Arrow Rock , Glasgow , Missouri, at Boonville , Oct. 3 . 4 , 5 , 6 .

Thinois . at Springfied Oct, 11 , 12 , 13, 14 ,
Brunswick , Miami, aud Lexington . From Co Kentucks, at Lexington September 13 , 14 , 15 , 16

lumbia wewill go to the State Fair at Booneville , Indiana , atLafayette ( ct. 11, 12 , 13

Ohio , at Dayton Sept. 22, 23, 24, 25

and aſter it is over, return homeso as to attend the New York , at Saratoga Sept. 20 , 21, 22, 23 .

Illinois State Fair atSpringfield, the week aſter.
Michigan , at Detroit Sept. 28 , 29 , 30

V -mont, at Montpelier Sept. 13 14 . 15

The last week in October is the time for the New Itampshire , at Manchester (Oct. 5 , 6 , 7

Pennsylvania , ot Pittsburgh Sept. 27 : 28 , 29, 30

fair of the Franklin County Society at Union, Wisconsin , at Watertown ( ct, 4 , 6 , 6 , 7

Maryland , Oct. 25 , 26 , 27 , 29 . .

which we intend to attend , and if possible , go ! Virginia , at Richmond Nov. 1 , 2 , 3 1 .

from there to the Calloway County fair at Fulton Northern Fruit Growers Assocken, at Chicaulu.
Oct. 4 . 6 , 6 , 7 .

the nextweek , when wewill endeavor to see some South Western Agricultural and si -chanical, at 2015.

of our friends in Montgomery, Warren and St. ville, Kyng Oct 11, 12, 13, 14.
COUNTY SOCIET! ! S .

Charles counties as we return ,
Roone county 4 ). AtCumbin ,St. 28, 29 , 30
Franklin County M . At Union ( 19 and 23

This is the two inonth 's work which we have Monroe Co. Mo , at Paris Sept. J . 16.

cut out for ourselves. Il bealth permits we shall Jackson Co . Mo. at ladependencipt 15 , 16 .

Morgan county Ill. at Jacksonvii , Sap . 29 and 30
endeavor to uccomplish it, and we wish it borne in Bourban counis Ky. at Paris. S . 27 , 28 , 29, 30

mind that our object iu making these trips is to Calloway Co. Fair at Fxton , Mo.23

Johnson Co. Iowa, at Iowa City , 1 , 12

increase the circulation of our paper, bocomo ac- ' Dubuq110 curinty , town , at Dibug . Sept. 8 and 9 .
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State Fair.
will soon place our State Society and its ex

We commend to the attention of all our -bibitions upon an equality with the more ma

" tured institutions of other States. Our So
readers in Missouri the following article ciety should therefore he fostered , and its oh .

from the Boonville Observer . It will bejects encouraged and promoted by all enlight
seen that ample arrangements are being ened and enterprising citizens. From ipfor

made for an extensive display and a large mation already recicred , we are assured that
made for an extensive display and a large mat

the coming fair , in variety and quality of stock
collection of people . Every farmer and in its agricultural and mechanical features,

mechanic in the land should feel a perso- |and in most of its other departments, will sur
nal interest in the success of the enterprise, pass the anticipations of many of its most san
and no man who has anything worthy of guine friends. The grounds purchased by the

society, containing over four hundred acres,
exhibition , should fail to have it on theon the are situated on a high and airy bluff upon the

ground . For once let us lay aside selfish - river, immediately adjoining the city , and in
ness and work hand in hand for the glory every respect admirably adapted to the pur
of our glorious commonwealth . In a few pose. ---Besides other attractions, Uriel Wright

Esq ., of St. Louis , will deliver the address to

years ,when our internal improvements areure the society, and the fame of this accomplished
completed , and the people generally are orator, will greatly add to the interests of
more awake to the benefit of these exbibi- this oucision .
tions, there will not be the same need of On behalf of the citizens of Boonville, we

estend an invitation to the people of the State,
exertion on the part of the few who appre They will receive a cordial welcome and will;
ciate the importance of industrial improve - find amyle accommodations for all..

ment. Let us remember that this is a

State Fair , and that the citizens from all Printing by Horse Power,

parts of the State are alike interested in its The Columbia Statesman , one of our

success. Let us remember also that ifwe very best exchanges, contains the following

fail now it will be a long time before we paragraph in relation to a horse power

shall recover from the backset which the we sent him a short time since to run bis

failure will give us. Butwho said fail, or printing press. This is the same power

who has any thoughts that the Fair will be that we sell with the threshing machines,

a failure ? No one. The peuple of Mis. and we advise all wheat growers who may

souri will never say fail in such a cause . be at Columbia to call and see it. Our

They will not even say I ' c 'll try , but machines this season have given better

with one voice they will exclairn - We satisfaction than ever, and from all parts

will. we have received the most Aattering rec

From the Boonerille Observer. ommendations, not only ofthe power and

The Missouri State Agricultural Societs , thresher, but also of the combined Thresh

will hold its first annual fair at Boonville com - er and Winnower which has this season

mencing on the first Monday in October next. been presented to the farmers of the West.
This being the first exhibition of the State See Wheeler, Melick & Co 's advertisement

Society; it should excite a spirit of emulation

among our people, so as to render it worthy
in our advertising department.

o
the State and the ige. 1 For several wecke past the power preys on

The premimus offered are on a liberal scale which Statesman is printed has been run by

and in ihe reputation they will give to the stock horse power. Couvinced from an examina

raisers and manufacturers, will be more than tion given the endless chain horse-power, that

remunerative. The geograpbical position of it could be applied advantageously to printing

Missouri, her manufacturing advantages, and presses and that it was much cheaper and

the extent of her territory 80 well adapted to therefore for a weekly paper better than

grazing , if properly appreciated and develop - steam ,we ordered one from Wheeler ,Melick

ed , would epablo her to make such an exhi. & Co. , Albany, N . Y ., through Epbraim Ab

tion as could scarcely be surpassed by any bott , Esq ., agent, St. Louis . After severai

State in the Union ; and although we cannot week' s trial, we are prepared to give an opin

expect our first fair to come up to those of old - ion from experience of the result; and it is

er States, yet time and attention , a spirit of this - it works like a charn. The power is

competition , and a determination to excel, simple and regular in its motions and cheap ;
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and being propelled by a single horse occupies health , gaining strength and Besh , and yield

but eight by three feetspace . We can easily ing a quart of milk daily, in addition to her
print a thousand copies per hour upon it , customary quantity . I wish therefore to re

The same power is now in common use in turn " A Farmer' my best thanks for his advice .

running wheat threshing machines, and could

easily be applied and ought to be applied to

a great variety of inechanical uses. All who Belleviile, Ills.

have any curiosity to see ours can call at the We paid a short visit to this Aourishing

office . city on the first Monday in August to visit

a few friends there and also to attend a
The Hollow Horn.

meeting of the farmers. called for the pur
In the Jan . No. 1853, of the Valley pose of organizing an Agricultural Society.

Farmer , page 32, we published an article Getting into one of Case & Co's Omnibuses
from the Boston Cultivator signed A Far. we were quickly carried over a smooth

mer,' in which he asserted that the disease macadamised road to our destination . On

is nothing more or less than inflammation our way we passed through Illinoistown

of the liver and the overflow of the gall ; notmuch yet, but wait till the railroads- -

therefore, no external application can pos. the Belleville and Mlinoistown, the Ohio

sibly be of any benefit to the creature , but and Mississippi,and the Alton and Minois

rather aggravate the complaint by increas- town. perhaps - are finished and in use ,

ing the fever in the part to which you make and then see how soon those sand heaps

the application ; and especially so , when and mud holes will give place to handsome

you bore the horns and inject and rub in streets and stately edifices. The Ameri

infiammable subsiances. can Bottom - the richest garden spot in all

He then prescribes a cure which hesays the world and yet the receptacle of more

has never been known to fail, though tried miasm , dampness and rank decaying veg.

in hundreds of cases,and in an experience etable matter than any other — will it ever

of thirty years : be subdued -- the swelling floods of old

Take one peck of hen ' s dung, put it into a Father Mississippi be fericed out from it,

five -pail kettle , fill the kettle with water, boil and its stagiant pools and lakes be dried
until you can squeeze out but tio quarts of up, and made to vield their strength to the

the juice , with which drench the best one

quart at a time, allowing twenty-four hours
production of useful vegetation ? Few

between each dose, and the work' is done and persons are aware of the extent of the

the animal cared . American Bottom . Commencing just be

To this • A Slock Raiser, ' writing to us low Alton it stretches down to themouth of
from Jackson Co., and whose letter was the Kaskaskia , in some places eight or ten

published in the March No. 1853, page miles wide, in others contracting to three

84 , took strong objections. or four. Ils soil is just as rich as the de

We find in the Boston Cultivator of a cayed vegetation of a thousand years, ad

late date a communication from Wm . ded to all the rich deposits which the annual

Blunt, of Osterville , Mass., in which he overflow of the river has brought to it can

says : make it. Much of this land has been

Now , the purport of the present communi. cleared and cultivated and there are many

cation is to inform your readers , that having good farms upon it, but the dwellers here

another cow affected in the sameway at the are annually exposed to the danger of a

commencement of last winter, and which froin

experience I knew would never recover, I was
freshet which may sweep away all their

ternpted to try his recipe , which I was careful, improveinents, and not unfrequently their

to prepare and administer with the greatest caitle also But so productive is the soil

exactitude and caution , but not until the first there that the inhabitants say they can af

week in June last, as Ihad no faith in its vir - 1

tue; butwhich had an immediateand remark
- | ford to be washed out every seventh year,

able effect , the cow recovering almost as brand yetmakemoney faster than any where

miracle, being at the present time in perfect I else .
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The road to Belleville passes through His remarks were to the point,and showed

this bottom for more than half the distance that he understood the subject that he was

there , when it goes up the bluff and for talking about, and also understood how to

the balance of the way we have highly tell what he knew . But we shall never

cultivated farms on either side of us . - forgive him for the manner in which he

Nearly the only crops we saw growing in introduced us to the people — his good

the bottom were corn and potatoes. The looking friend ! Wecan 't stand that. - -

former is cultivated in a great measure to Had he said of us as another valued friend

supply the market of St. Louis with “roast in the Sucker State did after his first inter.

ing ears '-— as they are called in the patois view , that wemightperhaps be clever for

of St. Louis, and the latter are raised in ugly folks generally were , and we were

immense quantities both for this and the ugly enough certain , we could have forgive

southern markets. Watermelons are also en him , but to be called goodlooking,we

raised in immense quantities in the bottom . can 't abide it.

Small grains we are told do not do well. A Society was organized under very

the ground being too rich . flattering auspices, the full account of

Belleville has increased in size wonder which we copy from the Belleville Advo

fully since our visit there eleven years ago , cale- --the Editor of which paper took hold

and bids fair to be one of the most flour- of the matter with a hearty good will, and

ishing inland towns in Ilinois. It will soon in a short but convincing speech , impress

be connected with St. Louis by railroad , ed the importance of the subject upon the

and in several directions they are building people .

plank roads into the adjoining county to

secure the trade of the rich fariners around Fruits and Insects.

them . Large quantities of flour are man - We find in the Farmer 's Monthly Vis.

ufactured here, and of an excellent quality . Sitor , an account of a discussion by the

There are also quite a number of other Hillsboru? ( N . H .) County Agricultural So .

manufactories, including Cox & Roberts ' ciety , reported by Rev. A . G . Comings,

establishment for themanufacture of Horse in which some very interesting statements

Powers and Threshing machines which were made. Considerable attention was

gives employment to a large number of given to a worm which appears to be doing

hands, and sends out annually several greatdamage in N . England , tho' wehave

hundred machines. We had not time to notheard of him outhere . Wehopehemay

visit their establishment, which we regret. be an exception to the practice of most

ted. We did visit Rentchler 's shop for travellers now .a -days, and that he will not

the manufacture of Pennock 'sGrain Plant- make a trip to the West. There is con .

er , and found Jacob' at home and prepar. siderable difference of opinion , whether the

ed to furnish any quantity of his valuable worm in question is the canker worm , the

implement to the Wheat Growers of the palmer worm , or the aimy worm . Mr.

West. We noticed several fine buildings Holbrook thought theworm appeared to an .

in the process of erection , and were highly swer the description of the canker worm ;

delighted with the appearance of thrift and and Mr. Hobbs thought it did not, but that

prosperity which pervaded all departments itwas the army worm . From the descrip .

of business . tion we think Mr. Hobbs is mistaken , as the

After dinner we went to the Court House army worm is particular what it feeds up

where we found tie farmers of St. Clair in on , and we never heard of an instance of

attendance - having organized their meet. its biting human flesh as this worm is re.

ing before we came in . The Old Ranger' presented as doing. Neither do we think

was addressing the meeting in his usual Judge Potter's “recollections' right: that the

effective and off -hand style , every word of army worm can throw himself from tree to

which seemed to tell upon the audience. ' tree, and thus travel from place to place.
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It was stated that the head of the worm was stove, where he could burn and destroy

similar to the head of the curculio worm . them . He had discovered that some kinds

There was five times the speed in these of plumswere more assailed than others .

worms that there was in the curculio worm , Judge Potter said that Mr. Leavitt, in his .

The curculio goes where the plums are Farmer's Almanac, gave a remedy for

upon the tree; and upon trees not bearing bugs, which was to express the juice of

fruit there were few . The worms were on Bean Leaves, and sprinkle the bugs, and

the quince bushes, and on oaks and forest then pinch their heads off. And it is

trees. Much damage is being done to the possible that this may be the only effectual

newly set shade trees , by worms. remedy against the curculio ; but still he

Mr.Hildreth , of Westford , Mass., editor was of the opinion that there were other

of the Middlesex Farmer, gave his expe- remedies. Let all of the proposed remedies

rience in raising strawberries. He believ. be tried , and hold fast that which is good .'

ed he could make more profit in raising An experiment had been tried in a garden

fruit than he could in raising corn and po. in this city last year, for expelling the cur

tatoes. He raised five hundred boxes last culio ; and this yoаr the samewas being

year, on less than half an acre, averaging tried in various places, and in some of

about 15 cents per box . For strawberries them at least, with success. This remedy

he plowed ten inches deep, set them in was to syringe the trees, when fruiting,

rows which were two and a half feet apart , with a salution of Sul Ammonia and soap ,

and then plants about ten to fifteen inches and water, in the proportion of 1 oz. Sal

apart in the rows. He used Boston Pine Ammonia , one pint of soft soap, and three

and Hovey 's Seedling; one quarter of the gallons of water. This preparation was to

former,and three quarters of the latter. He be applied two, three or four times a week .

manured at the rate of about fifty cart loads Its effect is the sameas thatof an ill flavor

to the acre . ed apple upon the lips of a school boy, –

Mr. Daniel Clark , of Manchester had he will never club that tree for an apple

raised about three bushels of strawberries again . So of the cucurlio . let him but put

from a spot of ground about 45 feet by 20 . his probocis, or borer into this solution and

Mr. Clark was in favor of spring trans. he will bite no inore plums upon that tree .

planting in this country , for most all trees In some instances, where plum trees stood

and plants . He had found that the spring in paved around , they were free from any

was the best time for tree planting in a light jnjury from them . This fact shows that

sandy soil. He had taken evergreen trees the grub of the curculio , descends to , and

just atthe timethey were beginning to form into the ground, and thence pass into the

new wood, and they did well, He had a tree, and that paving beneath the tree to

pear tree which he had set in the spring, prevent their burrowing and growing in the

which seemed dying after transplanting, ground, will prevent their ravages, by pre

and he saved the tree by winding it with a venting their production .

rope of green grass, from the ground to the Mr. Mitchell had put the curculio in a

limbs . He had some large pear trees set boitte ofgas tar , and he lived twelve hours

this year, and mulched the bodies as well there and when let out he flew away. He

as the roots . steeped some tobacco us strong as he could ,

Mr. Clark had only one way to get rid of and be putone under this water for at least

the curculio , and that was, to catch hin a minute , and being let out he flew aw . y .

and kill him . The question had been agi. Hehad dropped a drop of corrosive subli

tated whether the curculio flies . He had mate upon one and after keeping him

caught them flying . He had taken a large twelve hours , upon being liberated he flew

sheet, with an opening on one side to ad . away. He had two hundred and twenty

mit the tree , spread it under the tree , shook plum trees and he did not expect to get a

them down and then carried them to the single plum .
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For the Valley Farnier. water. Their average gain was 75 lbs .

How much Pork will a bushel of | The hogs in the lot gained themost. One
Corn make. that was fattened in the lot gained 88 lbs.'

Mr. ABBOTT. - In the June number ofthe One in the pen gained 84 lbs.; the other

Valley Farmer, on page 195 , a question four were not so thrifty . These hogs were

is asked — llow much pork will a bushel|about fourteen months old when slaughter

of corn make ? This I consider an im - ed . I put them up the 25th of October .

portant question , and one that all farmers There was a good deal of sleet and snow

ought to be able to answer . A knowledge duringthe month of November, which gave

of what it requires to produce a given quan . the hogs in the pen an advantage they

tity of any article raised by farmers is would not have had had the weather been

absolutely necessary, in order to enable favorable ; they eat the same quantity of

them tomake a correct estimate of the pro. grain in the same time. This experiment

fits of their labor. By ascertaining the gives a decided preference in favor of the

amount of food, of the different kinds, it lot. It also shows that one bushel of corn

requires to raise and faiten stock of all willmake 15 lbs . of pork ; and that the six

kinds, that is raised by the farmers of the barrels of corn made $ 11 25 worth of pork ,

Mississippi Valley, weare enabled to judge ' at 2 1 - 2 cent: per 1b .; and that the farmer

whether it is more profitable to raise stock gets 12 1 - 2 cents for his labor of feeding

at a given price, or hemp and tobacco. per bushel, over selling at 25 cents per

The amount of labor to raise any, and all bushel.

of the various articles that are raised by Hogs will fatten faster in September and

farmers is easily ascertained ; and it is im . October than they will in colder weather .

possible for any one to be a successful and A few years ago I fed one barrel of corn to

thrifty farmer without a knowledge of what a very fine Berkshire hog that was about

it costs to raise the varions kinds of pro - thirty months old , ( shortly after being cas

duce, either by actual experiment or close trated ) in themonths of August and Septem .

and accurate observation . I will now an . ber, and he gained 97 pounds in 35 days ,

swer the question by giving the result of which was the leugth of time he was eat

an actual experiment, which is the only ing the barrel of corn . Heran on a clo .

way of obtaining correct information . - - ver lot, which was of great advantage.

Some years ago I was desirous of obtain - : This last experiment is considerably over

ing information as to the best and most an average, and would nothold good with

profitable way of fattening hogs. I inquir- common hogs. From the above experi.

ed ofmy neighbors and friends,and found ment it will be seen that 3 2- 3 lbs. of corn ,

some in favor of close floored pens, and supposing the corn to weigh 55 lb to the

others large dry lots ; and as to the amount bushel, will make one lb . of pork . Mr.

of pork a bushel or barrel of corn would Arnott, as quoted from the Genesee Far .

make, their opinions were as various as mer thinks five pounds of corn willproduce

their countenances. I was just beginning one of pork ! this think " of Mr. Arnett' s

to farm , and as I was desirous of knowing will not hold good with an experiment.

the bestway of fattening hogs, I determin - Subsequent observation has satisfied me

ed to try the different plans, and also how that the forgoing experiment, as detailed ,

much pork a barrel of corn would make. I will do to practice upon .

I made a floored pen and covered it in . Another very important question , or in

Weighed three hogs and put them in the quiry suggests itself from the foregoing; and

pen . I also weighed three of the same that is, what is it worth to raise hogs to the

size and put them in a dry lot; — average average weight of 175 lbs. A correct an

weight 175 lb . I fed six barrels of corn to swer to this question , based on actual ex .

the six hoys. They were forty days eat. periment, would be of great importance to

ing the corn — with a plenty of salt and I farmers. To value the grass, clover and
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grain fields that the hog feeds on while well the purpose for which it is designed .
growing to a gross weight of 180 lbs or Take a log, about twenty feet long, and a

200 lbs., is scarcely susceptible of being foot in diameter; set this firmly in the

arrived at by experiment; yet with these ground , say four feet. On the top fasten

assistants I can raise a hog to weigh 175 an old wagon wheel, (a hind wheel) strip .

lbs. and over, with one barrel of corn . It ped of the iron , which is of some value .

will be seen from these estimates, that two From the centre of thehub , which rests on

barrels of corn , with the advantage of grass, the top of the log , raise another post, about

clover and grain fields, will produce about three and a half teet high . This will form

200 lbs. of nett pork , or 250 lbs. gross . the summit of the roof, and the circumfer

Estimating the corn at 25 cents a bushel, ance of the wheel the base . This roof

this would give the farmer $250 for his may be formed of thatch or clapboards,

grass, clover . grain , fields, capital stock and allowing the eaves to project at least a foot.

his labor. To sell corn at 25 cents a The hens will roost upon the spokes; and

bushel is very unprofitable business, when to enable them to get there, it will be ne.

we take into consideration the wear of the cessary to make a kind of ladder, of pins,

land ; and pork at $ 2 59 per hundred is a driven into the post. The pins should be

very slow business, If we take into ac - about 18 inches long, and placed spirally

count the absolute necessity of clovering around the post.

our land ,and raising small grain in order One of the advantages of this Hen -house

to keep up and improve it. I have no hesi. is ,that it guards againstall animals of prey

tation in saying that it is better for the far. ! except Cats . The manure is collected

iner to raise pork at $ 2 50 , than to sell around the base and is there kept tolerable

corn at 25 cents per bushel. dry ; and rais may be guarded against by

Hogs do best in large fields with plenty covering the post for a foot or two with tin .

of water, and the farmer who cuts up his Boxes may be placed in the house for hens

corn in the month of September and Octo to lay in .

ber, and hauls it out on his fields, will be Three or four of these Hen -houses may

amply paid for his labor in the improve. be seen around a farm house in the west of

mint of his land froin the stalks, and ma- France, and I assure you these gigantic

nure of the hog3. It is a great saving of umbrellas give to the landscape a beauti

labo" to turn the hogs in the field , when the tul and picturesque effect. Letme add that

quantity of hogs and size of the field suit. to guard against the violence of storms it

I have extended my communication will be necessary to make the work as

inuch farther than I intented , yet I hope it strong as possible .

unay prove of interest to your readers. | I should be pleased if some of your sub

W . M , JACKSON. scribers , who have tried the experiment,

Fayette , Mo., Aug . 10 , 1853. would give me some information upon the

following point. Does continual mowing
For the Valley Farmes.

or pasturing the prairie have a tendency to

French Hen -house - Improving Prairie
improve the quality of the grass for hay ?

Glass.
and does the application of animal manure

While I havemypen in hand I will con - lornised composts, or minerals , especially

tribute my part towards your journal. It the carbonates and phosphates of lime,

is nothing scientific ; I am yet too young / warraut the expense ; and what kind of

and inexperienced to attempt that. I wish manure would ihey recrimmend ? I have

merely to tell you abouta thing I have seenpout a thing I have seen seen in France most wonderful effects from

in use in the west of France, and which , I the use of slacked lime upon the natural

believe , is little known here. meadows ? Would it produce the same

It is concerning a Hen house, which is effects here !

very simple in its construction and answers | Highland, ills .

H , J. X .
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For the Valley Farmer. land science brought on the rot and de .

Salt for Stock - Early Times in Mo. - stroved the potato , as it has many other

Plows-- An old Farmer 's Skill-— The things.The things , by the poison put in as fertilizers .
Potatoe Rot - Native Stock - The Sea | By the same cause , corn , wheat and all

: son and Crops. grains, as well as trees , vines and plants .

Danville , Montgomery Co., can be changed so that their products will

Mo., Aug. 20 , 1853. be poisoned . The remedy is at hand - go

Mr. EDITOR: - 1 again take the liberty down to mother earth and get virgin soil to

granted in your valuable paper . I am of overbalance the perniciousmatters put on

different opinion from some of your contri. the top . I never saw the potato rot in the

butors, in regard to salt for stock . All primitive earth .

wild animals are fond of salt, and I think It is my opinion that our own native

you cannot keep an animal healthy or fat- stock can be as much improved here at

ten withoutit. home as abroad . It is all foolishness to

You may guess I am acquainted with go abroad for fine calile , or stock of any

the wilderness. I came into this territory kind. Everything about us can be im .

in 1819 - as early as Col. Benton - from proved , from the farm itself down to the

the south -east side of the Blue Ridge, in chicken .

Va., to Jackson county , Mo. Our road We have had fine rains in this section ,

through Western Virginia , Tennesssee, and our crops look very promising. To

Kentucky and Illinois lay through an un . the vorih and east of us, however, they do

habited region ; often for a hundred miles not look quite as well. Health generaly

not a house would be seen but the Indian good . Tell the fariners to take their places

wigwam . I had only one neighbor within in the front row , and keep them . They

eight miles. Will lived with the Indians have no business with humbugs.

as Penn did , all friendly, and never lost Yourmost obedient serv'l, CANDID.

anything by them . For the Valey Farmer,

I believe chess does come from wheai. Richmond , Osage, Co. Mo.
Richmond Ong

and that I can make any ground that will ME. EDITOR - Ilavingbeen for some time

produce wheat bring chess, no matter how a subscriber to your valuable periodical,

clean the ground and seed are . and feeling a deep interest in the progress

I am now over seventy years old , but of agriculture, I take this opportunity of so .

can stock my own plows, make my har licising information through its columns.

rows,rakes,double and single trees,hames, The subject I wish to be informed on is,
collars, axe, hoe andmattock handles, and the bestmanner of treating clover ground

can now show a door shutter made in for wheat. I wish to know whether it is

1817, without a single nail, pin or plank , as best to plow it in August and let it lay until

there wereno such things to be had in the seeding time and sow it just as it is and har.

woods. It hasbeen in consiant use ever row it in , or plow it again before it is sown .

since . Also whether it is best to manure before

As a farmer I have felt much interest in breaking the first time, if plow ed twice, or

the discussion concerning the potatoe rot, to manure on the wheat in the winter . If
and I say to you now , as I said to the Re any of the numerous readers of the Farmer

publican sometime since, that this disease can give me the desired information they

is caused by unnatural forcing of the plant will greatly increase wheat crops in this

by means of stimulants and so called ierti- partof the country. Scientific wheat farm
lizers. The potato is a native of the forest , ing beingbut little known, and book farming

and made perfect, as is everything else. not in good repute until some time last win

While in the virgin soil it was sound and ter, a club was gotten up, andnow the spirit

sweet, but when the boast of the present of inquiry is aroused .

day , improvement, got hold of it, then art Yours, A FARNER OF OSAGE.
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For the Valley Fariner. W . - No.

MR. EDITOR . - I think the followingwor- C .-- Did Miller ever try you; or try to

thy a place in the Valley Farmer. It is get you to subscribe for it ?

the conclusion two of my neighbors came W . -- Yes, he tried for an hour at the

to in a conversation : school house one day .

Caleb. - How did your wheat turn out, C . - Did 'nt you want to take it?

William ? 1 W . - Not then . I thought my wheat

W . - It is the last crop ofwheat I'll ever would be as good as any one's .

raise, unless I have better seed . C . - Have you a notion to subscribe for

C : - Itmay be that it was a bad season it now ?

for wheat. W .- Well - - I don't know - - that is -- 1 --

W . - Why did 'nt my neighbors have I swore to Miller I did 'nt want his foolery ,

bad , also ? and it would tickle them to think what a

C . - Well, itmay be your land was not fool I was.

as good . C . -- Perhaps you can get another just as

W . - Just as good sod as ever was turned good .

C . - Well, Iwould get seed from Miller. W . - -Where is one ?

W . - I wonder how he sells it. C .- I don 'tknow . I would go and see

C . - I heard him offer Brakess some for Miller; perhaps he can tell you where one is.

80 cents. | W . - -How does he know where papers

W . - Well, Harvill told me he asked are published ?

Doughty 75 cents . | C . - Why, he takes papers and reads

C . - Then he has rose on it . His last them and notes the advertisements

St. Louis paper says wheat is high . (Here W .- -Why don 't you take a paper ; you

William turned his chair . ) talk as if Iought.

W . . I wonder what it is selling at in C . - Why, I am not able .

St. Louis. . | W . - Do you believe Miller pays for his ?

C . - I don 't know ,you can see by going C . - Yes,I do.

over and looking at his papers. (Silence W . -- Whatmakes you think so ?

reigns; papers are useful.) 1 C .- - He showed me the receipts.

W . - Ifmywheathad been good I would W . - Well, how does he get the money,

have subscribed for a paper, Caleb ?

C : - Whatone would you get ? C .- Why you see if we were so stingy

W . I don 'tknow . Do you know what as not to chew tobacco or drink a litile

papers Miller takes? whisky , and not go to large parties, we

. C . - Why, he takes the St. Louis Week - mighthave them too . You heard old Cress

ly News and the Peoria News, and I saw say he had no whisky at his log rolling, and

him with two other Peoria papers; but I never takes any.

think that some of his friends in Peoria W . -- Well, he don 'tmake any thing by

send them to him . that.

W . - He takes the Valley Farmer , too, C . - Yes he does tho', or he would 'nt be

don 't he . able to pay for his papers.

C . - Yes, he does , I did 'nt think of it. W . . Why , he is lucky.

(Silence again .) C - -Well, whatmakes him so lucky?

W . - What kind of a paper is that Val. W .- - Why ,he knowswhen to take things

ley Farmer? to market,

C . - Well, indeed , I don 't know . Miller C . - No. You see he takes the papers

likes it very well. and the price of produce is in them and he

W . I know he does. sees it, and knows when to sell. It is be

C . - You have'nt subscribed for it, have cause he takes the papers .

I W - Well, itis getting late . Good night.you ?
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From the (Ohio ) Dayton Journal. Jerery other respect , the material for accom
plishing this greatwork , namely the enclosing

Rail Roads - Fencing and Hedging !of our farms, was lacking . But this is not

with Osage Orange. the fact; for we have it demonstrated by all

that surround us in the nittural worid , ibat
Messrs. EDITORS: It is now pretty generally

hy God bath done it?! ihiugs well, and that the
admitted that rail roads are of the first imme material for enclosing our farmer ' s lands ,
portance to the agriculturists of the great lite

meat like the elements of steam ind electricity .
West; diverying , as they do, in every direc- God in his wisdom has been pleased to call

tion , thus affording all ,almost equal facilities into exercise the mental and pysical powers
for getting their produce to market without and energies of man, in order to obeir discov
paying an enormous expense for transporta

. ery and developement. The ( sive Orange 18
tion , to whien a large portion of the agricul

the hedge plant we refer to. We believe it
turists of the west have been subject.

is the m : terial that God his designed should
And now that the people of this great Mis- meet our wants in this respect. Its success

sissippi valley are generally awake to this first has been demonstrated besond Joubt; and in
inatter of interest, it is proper that we should order to bring it into general use , all that is

turn our attention to the next greatest matter necessary is to apply the same skill and ener
of interest to us as agriculturists - and that gy tbat has been put forth in developing and
we conceive to be the fencing of our furns. bringing into veneral use, Steam , and Elec

It is well known that almost the entire tricity , and the various arts and sciences that

surface of the earth of the great went is sui- have been so rapidly progressing for the last

ted to cultivation , consequently , wherever a half century. Wehave in its favor the tes .
piece of ground is cleared off, it is immedi- timony of such men as the lamented J . A ,
ately put under cultivation , thus constantly Downing, Sr. , Professer Turner, of Illinois

diminishing our resources for timber and College, Dr. J . A . Warder, of the Horticula

wood . tural Review , Cincinnati, M . B . Batebam of
In this particular we differ from many of the Cultivator, Columbus, and writers for the

the Eastern States, which have their swamps, lienesee Farmer, the Valley Farmer, St.
barrens and mountainous regions, which will Louis , and of almost all the agricultural and

produce not ing but cedar, oak , pine, ches . Horticultural periodicals of the land. In
nut, & c ., from which a comparative supply of fict, wethink with a writer in the Valley Far
timber is obtained . But we ask the question mer, that the Osage Orange has no enemies,
how shill the farmers of this great western escept those that have little or no knowledge
valley keep up their fences? Some think we of it; wbilst upon the other hand, all that
must make board fences, with oak or lovust have tried it , and taken any care of it, are

posts, and pine boards, and refer to the pine perfectly delighted with its success.

regions of the east, norib and north west. J. M . GREEX .

But we think every rejeeting man will be Alexandersville, Ohio , July 25th , 1853.

convinced , that with increasing population

and the consequent increasing demand for

building materials for mechanical purposes , Profits of Sheep Raising in New Mexico .

the supply from the abore sources, will not

more than equal the demand for the purposes
We give the following statement, on the

specified , leaving no wood material from that authority of a gentleman well known to us,

source for fencing. - Various materials have showing what may now be done in thebusiness

been tried , such as stone, wire, composition , of sheep farming in New Mexico :

& c . , butthe stone fence 18 too expensive to be Senor Ignatio Mieara . of Algadones, on the

brought into general use - other materials do Del Norte , about 40 miles south from Santa
not seem to take, to any extent. Again diffe, sold this year to Mr. Bernidet, of the Mo

ferent species of hedye plants have been tried ro , the product of a flock of 1 .000 eves, for
with but littlo success . I refer, of course to something over $ 2 ,275 . His ewes vielded him
the White Thorn , the English Haw Thorn and over 1 ,300 lambs , for which he got $ 1 ,75 a

the Buck Thorn ; all of which have failed on head, when nine months old . The actual cost

account ofthe shallow tendency of their roots of piitring these lambs into market can be
(not being able to stind the severe droughts known onls hr taking into view the average

to which our climate is snbject .) the want of annual expenses of keeping op his whole stock
x vigorous growth , and the liability to be in - of sheep , and estimating the total product.

jured by insects . But it is supposed that the cost of these lambe ,

In view of these facts , we might alınost if set down at $ 300 , would be overstated .

come to the conc'usion , that whilst God had There is now probably no part of the United

provided all the materials anii elements tha States of equal extent, which is so welladant

were necessary to subgerve our interests, in ed to sheep husbandry as New Mexico .
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The Valley Farmer . hussent us many subscribers:'Iverily beļieve if
JUST 80 . — Says an esteemed correspondentwho

I had time to ride around and see such persons as

ST. LOUIS , MO., SEPTEMBER, 1853.
I think would subscribe I could obtain many oth

ers. All they want is the thing presented and

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS.
some person to forward the names andmoney !

Office , corner Fourth and Chesnut streels,

ST. LOUIS , MO . THE RIGHT WAY TO Talk .-- I would not take

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor.
five dollars for my last year's volume of the Val·

Editor's once and Printing cice , in Old Postoffice Bulld ley Fariner, and I want this year's froin No. 1

ing.north sideorChesnutstreet,between Third and fourth up, and on till rou " blow up" or I " stop her .”
ir iets,entrance on Old Pustoflic . Alley,

Give us a little more Horticulture , if you please .'

TERMS. Thus writes a friend from Marion county. We
THE TAILEY FARMER is published on the first of each

assure him that he is now booked for a perpetualmonth , each number containing 48 large octavo paces (in

cruiting 12 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of licket, and that there is not the least danger of a
interest to farmers, ) and is offered at the following rit :

Singl. copy, ole y ar, - - $100 blow up. Our boilers have been tested by a five
Tour copies , $ 3 ; never copies , $ 5 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 .

year's examination by competent judges ( thepeo
Payments in all cases,must be made in advance.

Remittances in gold coins, current bank notes , or postage ple , who have pronounced our craft -afe , reliable
slamps, may be mile by mall atour risk .

AGENTS . - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the and just the thing for western navigation . More

country are authorized to act as Agents, and every frienot over , il is tecoming quite a fave rite with public ; in

the enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in extending

its circulation . facta perfectcrack boat, except that there is nothing
ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the liker

like cracking about it, - -and the number of passen
ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at

The following rate : Une insertion of 12 lines , $ 1 ; each gers (readers ) is constantly increasing. Wehave
additional insertion , 50 cents ; 12 lines one year $ ; each

| heard of hundreds who are intending to take aadditional 12 lines one year, $ 4 ; one page , one insertion ,

37 . each ad litional insertion , $ 5 ; one page, yearly , $ 30 ; passage on New Years ,who have never patron
arusof six lines or less, une year. $ 1.

ized it before. So look out for the engine while

Platt COUNTY. - Wehave just received a letter the bell rings!

from a friend in Weston, who says: “Weare about

starting an Agricultu ral and Mechanical Associa LAFAYETTE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL S CIETY. - A

tion for Platt and adjo ping counties. We hold ineeting of the farmers and friends of Agriculture
our next meeting on the 27th of next month was held at the Court House in Lexington on the
(August,) and nothing would delight the friends 26th July . The meeting was organized by call
of the enterprise more than a visit from you on ing Henry Wallace to the Chair, and electing W .
that occasion. If you can come let meknow by Musgrove Secretary.

telegraph that I may announce the fact in the pa
| The object of the meeting being explained , it

pers. You will be able to add inany to your list
was resolved to form an association for the promo

of subscribers iſ you can make your personalup
| tion ofAgricultural and Mechanical interests.

pegrance among us '
It was agreed that a committee of three gentle

Wehave written to our friend that itwas impos
meu from each Township be appointed, to solicit

sible for us to comeup at that time, but if desiru
memberships in said Society, and that the sum of

bile wewould make a short visit to Platt in the
five dollars, to be paid to the Society shall entitle

interuru between the Jackson and Boone county la man to membership .

Fairs.
Themeeting adjoured to meet again on Satur

THE FARMER in Durch. -- A correspondent in day, the 13th inst., at the CourtHouse, for the

Lincoln county says, ' Iwas requested by a Dutch - purpose of adopting the Constitution and By:

man to inquire if you could have the Valley Farm - Laws. H .WALLACE , Chairman .

er published in Dutch. If you could he would | W . MUSGROVE, Sec.

become a subscriber, and he thought he could ob- ! A correspondentat Lexington writes, 'We have

tain you others also.' Now this is not the first just organized an Agricultural Society in this

request by a goodmany thatwe havereceived from county from which we bope great things. It is a

ourGerman friends to give them Farmer in their matterofsuprise that the best portion of our State

own language .Wemay do it next year if wecan should so long have remained indifferent to the

be assured ofsupport enough to pay the cost. . l benefits of these useful Soceties.
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THE LITTLE GIANT — Not the U . S. Senator Fruit By RailROAD . — Passing by the contrai
from over the river, but friend Scott's Mill - is market a few days ago, our attention was arrest -

highly deserving the attention of all our farmersed by a crowd of persons, and recognising an ac

Wehave long been of the opinion that it is the quaintance among them we stopped and inquired

worst kind of economy to feed corn in the ear the cause. Welearned that it was only a 'rush "

whole to stock , especially cattle and hogs. Hors around the stand of a man who had some choice

os digest it better, butin order to get the full fruit for sale. We soon found out that the owner

amount of labor outof a horse ormake him take of the fruit was one of our Franklin County sub

on flesh in the fastest ratio the more you can scribers — Mr. Frederick Breiches - who lives near

make him eat the better. Now a horse will soon the Franklin station . After trying his luscious

tire of whole corn and leave it in the trough, but peaches and plums, we gathered from him the

if you grind it up for him he will eatmuch more. following facts in regard to his experience in

Wehave no doubt but that three bushels of corn bringing fruit to market over the Pacific Railroad.

ground up with the cob and fod to the general He left home on Friday morning with seven bar

stock on the farm will do asmuch good as five reis of fruit, which he brought to the city via

bushels fed in the ear. Do not then pass over railroad, and sold out on that and the next day,

Mr. Scott's advertisementon the first page of our and returned home on Saturday, having been

advertising department. Appropos, we cut the from home two days and one night. His whole

following from an exchange : expenses during his absence, including railroad

COB MEAL . - Mr. Thonias Molley, Jr., of West charges for fare both ways, and transportation of

Roxbury , says, in the Boston Cultivator :- I have his fruit, hauling from the depot to market , living

fed out over five hundred bushels this winter to for himself, & c , amounted to a trifle less than

horses, working oxen , milch cows and plgs - - in

fact: I have lised no other grain . Mvhorses have
" $ 5 . When opened in the markethis fruit was as

never been in better condition than at present, fresh and unbruised as if raised a mile from the

and have worked hard all winter ; they have been market, and careſully brought in , and as a conse

ſed regularly upon the following feed : 12 lbs. quence brought the highest prices. Had he come
cut hay and 8 quarts cob meal to each horse per

day , Horses,oxen and cowsare all in good health ; the distance, 40 miles, with a waggon , over a

and condition , and I would be happy to see any common road, it would have taken six days to

person interested in agricoltural matters , and let come in , sell out, and go home, and his tavern bill

ihem judge for themselves.
would have exceeded all his expenses on this oc

casion ; moreover the jarring of the waggon in

THE INDUSTRIAL, LUMINARY. — This is a new pa- forty miles travel, and the timeconsumed in com

per printed at Parkville ,Mo., by Park & Cundiff. ing in , would have injured the appearance ofhis

It is a very handsome sheet and its editors seem fruit so as to depreciate it perhaps 50 per cent. in

well qualified for their undertaking. We copy value,

from its Agricultural department the following Mr. B. brought in a few bushels of an exceed

notice of a favorite Summer apple : ingly rich, sweet, red plum , small in size , which

he called the Little Maribel, a new variety to us,Red ASTRACHAN. - - This fine summer fruit ri

pens a little after the Early Harvest. It was im
but we should think high’ y worthy the attention

ported near 40 years ago), from Sweden. The of pomologists The whole lotwas taken at once

tree has great vitality and is of rapid growth ,with by a connoiseur of good fruit, who sent them
upright, slightly diverging shoots ; forming one back some eight miles on the railroad to his coun :
of the most beautiful ornaniental trees for the

yard or garden . Its leaves are broad , and the try house. Our thanktry house. Our thanks are due him for a gener

shoots stout. Both Downing and Thomas rec. ous supply of them which enabled us to taste the
ommend the tree for its greut productiveness, quality. We learned from Mr. B . that the scions
beauty , and excellent qualities of its fruit for the

desert and for cooking. The specimens before usne of the plum , and also of a larger plum - also ex

from our garden are abuvemedium size, measur- cellencellent- - which he calls the St. Catharine plum ,

ing about ten inches in circunference, covered though it does notanswer the discription of the
with a brilliant,deep crimson , having a light bloom French plum of that name,was imported by him
on the surface like a Plum , and of extraordinary from Europe.

beauty for the table. The stalk is 4 inch long,

calyx and slightly ribbed. It is roundish oblate . To Correspondents.
Flesh , white and crisp , with a pleasant, rich , Does R . V . Haryey wish his paper sent to Boon

slightly acid flavor. We could not select a more ..

beautiful or ornamental tree for the lawn inde . ville or Ridge Prairie ?

pendent of its bearing fruit of extraordinary T . B ., Weston Mo. - We have sent papers as

beauty . directed , and also written you by mail.
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The Western JOURNAL. - Agricultural na has 80 bountifully poure 1 out upon us.

Education - We are indebted to the politeness of Never before have we seen such profusion of

the Editors of this usefulwork for the proof sheets plums, peaches, apples, pears and nectarines,

in advance of the publication of the excellent and and where all have been so good , it would be

eloquentarticle commencing on the next page. - hard to say whose orchards have produced the

We take this occasion to say that the Western best. Our cotemporaries have exhausted their

Journal deserves a much more generous support superlatives in praising the various parcels

from the people of the West than it now receives sentthem by considerate fruit growers, and

- - though we are happy to learn that its circula- we have ourselves attended mapy a family

tion has been very much increased of late . Euch meeting over baskets of choice specimens. We

number contains a fund of important statistical
have a promise from Hon. Thomas Allen that

information , to be found no where else . The
he will furnish us in season for our yext issue

Western Journal is published by Tarver & Cobb,

in this city ,at $ 3 per annum . Every person in
a communication in relation to the fruit crop

terested in the great public improvements in the of 1853, and from his ability to do justice to

West, should be a reader of this publication . the subject, wepromise our readersan articlethe subject , we

of no ordinary interest.
Mr . Francis QUINNETT'S Fruit Faru , two

miles south east of the Court House, consists One of our esteemed correspondents wishes to

of twenty acres well set in apple , peach , pear, I pondents - if he has he will keep up a corresponknow if he has conformed to our rules for corres .

and plum trees . Notwithstanding it is but dence with the Farmer for the time to come. We

about six years since the first improvement beg him to write ' righı on ' without thiuking about

rules. His cominunications will always be ac
wasmade on the land , the industrious propri- ceptable .

etor has this year raised several thousand

ushels of superior peschon, which have sold St. Clair Co., Ill. Agr.cultural Society .

at good prices in this market. His teams for
. A meeting of the citizens of this county was

held on Monday August 7 , for the purpose of
several weeks past have made eight loads a forming a society for the improvement of ag

day , of this article alone, and he thinks his riculture , to act as a branch of the State So

crop of apples will be nearly or quite as large ciety.

as of peaches . -
On motion of Gor. Reynolds, Joseph Grif

In the cultivation of his orchard Mr. Q . has
On fin , Esq ., was called to the chair and N . Niles

has appointed secretary. Gov. Reynolds explain
found it essential to till the ground every sea - ed 'the objects of the meeting and advocated

son . Whenever he has attempted to sod un - the cause of improved cultivation in a very

der any of his trees, their stunted growth as able and interesting speech .

1 After somefurtherremarks by Messrs. Niles
compared with others, has led him to aban . and Abbott, the editor of the Valley Farmer ,

don the plan at once and apply the hoe and published in St. Louis , the meeting resolved

the plow . to organize a society. A committee compo

Another peculiarity about this farm - devel- sed of fifteen persons was appointed to draft

oping a circumstance not greatly to the credit :
dit a constitution . This committee after a short

retirement reported a constitution and code of
of nurserymen is , that although this orchard bye-laws which will be published hereafter.

was set with budded fruit , purporting to be The meeting then elected the following gen

of the best qualities, yet the only good fruit tleman as officers,namely : - - President, Joseph

to be found in it is from trees that have been |Griffin , Recording Secretary, Anton Schott ,

Corresponding Secretary, N . Niles; Vice Pres
budded a second time by Mr. Q ., after the liderafter the idenis , one from each Justices precinct. Jacob

tree had come to bearing and its fruit had knoebel, Belleville ; Cornelius Glass, Centre

been tested and found worthless. In this way ville ; Peter Bowler, Ridge Prairie ; Ausby Fike,

he has trented nearly all his trees, and now Mascoutab ; Thorton Peeples, Lebanon ; Robt

has an orchard , which for thriftiness and the
Higgins, Richland; Ed. McCatren , Fayett

100 the ville; Lambert Boneau , Mlinoistown; Balser

quality of its fruit, will compare with any in |Werner, Caseyville; Daniel Moore , Athens.

the Mississippi Valley . Adjourned to meet again at a regular meet

ing provided for by the constitution .

Fruit . - For a month past we have been JOSEPH GRIFFIN , Prest .

feasting on the choice luxuries which Pomo | N . NILES, Secr' y.
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From the Western Journal for August. substances are produced and quickened into

Agricultural Education .
life; and the art of agriculture consists chiefly

in modifying this naturalprocess.
In no other view does man approach go near- Behold : the earth is one common repository

lv the similitude of Deity as when regarded in of organic remains, - animal and vegetable

the light of a being capable of enlarging the the debris of extinct generations. Can these

the sphere, and multiplying the means of his bones live? It is the office of the agriculturist

own happiness. When contemplated in this to collect these scattered remains, and by cer

light, his stature assumes dimensions propor tain combinations vitalizeand restore them to

tioned to the grandeur of the objects for life, giving them forms more beautiful, and

which he was created , an ! he stands forth qualities more esbellent than those which they

endowed with faculties and clothed with pow - possessed in their former state of vital exist

ers approximating infinitude. He cannot cie- ence . Note the process. Mineral substances

ate the elements ofmatter, nor alter the laws being combined with organic remains in due
which regulate the Universe , but he may I proportions, he pulverizes the mass, making

change the normal relations of the elements pervious to light and genial heat, to moisture

constituting the globe which he inhabits , and and atmospheric air , bringing these various

by combinations originating in his own mind ingredients and agents into friendly union ,

eroke new forms, and create agents correpon : that each may act its appropriate part in the

dent to his wants, and compel them to do his greatwork about to be performed. Thus pre

bidding. He may arouse the constituent ele- pared , seed containing the vital principle of

ments of the regetable kingdom from their plants are buried be eath the surface. Anon ,

repose in the earth , and liberate those which the process of transmutation begins. By the

have been confined in the solid rock since the combined agency of heat and moisture the

dawn of creation , and bringing them forth in - solid food provided by the parent plant to

tu the light and genial warmth of day, nur nourish and sustain its infant offspring is soft
ture them into life and fruitfulness. Hemay ened and dissolved ; the dormant principle of

cause many blades of grass to grow where na life now awakes, and eager to return to the

ture produced but one, and clothe the barren living world , the diverse eleinents of the dead

places of the earth with waving corn , fruitful mass rush to embrace the quickened germ ,

trees, and the generous vine. By skill ul cul- and yield themselves as fooit to the tender
ture hemay impart new properties to noxious plant. Its roots go forth to feed in the pas.

plants , changing their acrid qualities to deli- ture prepared by the husbandman ; the stem

cious flavors , and their poisons to wholesome rises : bove the surface, unfolds its leaves, ab
nutriment. sorbs the light of day, and breathes the vital

By the intelligent and active exercise of air . The plant growsapace; attains pubesc

these powers he enlarges the volumeof hu - ence; and moved by the procreant principle

man subsistence, and amelioratesand improves reveals its dualnature,male and female . The

the mental and moral condition of the race, season of love ensues: the nuptial feast ap

while he multiplies their numbers. proaches. And now , decked with flowers

The work of producing these sublimeresults bright and pure as thoughts of heaven , nature

so suggestive of creative power has been con - I celebrates the hymenial rites, and rejoices in

fined chietly to the tillers of the soil, and upon their consummation . Fruit succeeds; the pa .

their intelligence and industry the numbers rent transmits the vital principle to its off

and condition of the human family mainly de spring ; and having pe formed its mission , dis

pend . This is a grave, a fearful responsibili- solves into carth and air; again to take its

ty imposed upon the agriculturist, there is but place amongst the dead, and again to return to

encouragement in the reflection that his re - life , obedient to the call of man.

wards are fully equivalent to the dutiesrequir - This series of transmutations is no poet' s

ed at his hands. Just conceptions vf the na- dream , no crearion of the fancy to amuse the

ture and extent of map 's puwers, and of the vacant mind, or empty show to attract the

laws which givern the operations of nature, idler's gaze. It is the unfinished work of cre

constitute a perrennial source of human en lation confiled to the charge of man , when

joyment; and the agriculturist in his vocation God rested from his labors, and said : "Be

occupiesthemost favorable of all positions for fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth ,

observing the influence, which mind is capable and subdue it.'

of exerting over matter. Here it is his privil- Contemplate the results. Corn , and wine,

ege to labor and study in open view of the ever and oil, to strengthen and make glad the heart

changing relations and aspects and physical ofman , and cause his face to shine; materials

objects, and note with precision the results to clothe and adorn his person ; and fruits

produced by his own agency . l and spices to gratify his senses. fill his stores

Transmutation is an establisbed order of na- to repletion , demanding a multiplication of

ture, the process by which organic formsand the race to enjoy the bounties of the season .
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Another series of transmutations succeeds. I of war becomes a necessary concomitant to

Tle nutritious substances and fruits produced the aris of peace. While small in numbers

b : agriculture constitute the subsistence of a compared to their enemies, it wasnatural that

race higher in the scale of intelligence and the agriculturist should feel grateful to those

moral virtue, than the wandering tribes wbo who bravely and successfully defend his home:

rely upon nature alone to supply their wants . the soldier was hailed as the savior of the

Hence the earth is replenished with a new or - commonwealth , and war regarded more hon

der of beings, and as their numbers increase, orable than labor. Hence antagonistic inter

the nomadic tribes perish at their approach ; lests and social distinctions were established ,

their hunting grounds change to fruitful fields; and in time the tillers of the soil became the

and where unassisted nature sustained butone bondmen of those who defended it against

savage , an hundred of the civilized race re. foreign aggression . Lnboring in a vocation

joice in a comfortable subsistence drawn from thus degraded in the estimation of mankind ,

agriculture and kindred arts. ! and struggling against an armed adversary

Thus, as inorganic matter when bronight in who subsisted on the fruits of their toil,many

contact with the vital principle of plants , is ages elapsed before agriculture acquired suf

transfurmed into fibre, foliage, towers and ficient strength to control the policy of na

fruit, so these when brought into certain rela - tions, or to make its votaries respectable even

tions with the vital principle of man , are in their own estimation .

changed to bioou , bones and muscles. To Looking to the future, the hopes of the en

trace out this second series of transmutations lightened philanthropist are based chiefly upon

would be but a recitalof the first . The ingen - the advancement of agriculture. Judging

ius plowman will perceive the analogi s with from the improvements made in his own day ,

out the repetition ; and while he contemplates bis im ::ginition assigns no limits to the pro

the sublime economy of nature and himself -- ductions of the earth , none to the number of

the agent and apprrent object of her chief op - lits inhabitants . Tracing the successive de

eratioas - he will feel exalted by his vocation velopments of physical science he sees man

and experience a sense of dignity arising froin engaged in the pursuit of higher objects than

his elerated position in the scale of created the subjugation of nations by war, and cher

beings. These views of the transmutations ishing noblor aspirations than a desire to live

of matter will lead him to trace the an - without labor. He justly concludes that, as

alogies and relations between the physicaland inen advance in the knowleige of agriculture,

moral world ; whence he will perceive, that the burthens of labor will be lightened until

like plants , the moral nature of min requires the pursuit will be regarded merely in the light

cultivation to meliorate and improve its nor - of a science invol: ing no more labor than will

mal state , and that its progressive develono afford agreeable exercise to its votaries.

ments depend upon intellectual improvement Grunt the attainmedt of these views, and

and the progress of knowledge in whatsoever themoral and social condition of the human

tends to augmentthemeans of human subsist. family will have undergone a change as com

ence . plete as the transmutations of matter. For

Reverting to the history of the race he will whilst the process which increases the products

comprehend the reason why the social princi- of the soil, improves the qualities of its fruits,

ple has been so long subjected to the s 'lish ; it also remores many causes of disease ; and

why the chief aim of mankind , individually hencethe enjovinents of life will be hightened ,

and collectively , has been to approprite to the period of individual usefulnese prolonged ,

themselves not only the natural products and the occasion of grief and vexation become

possessions of the earth , but also the fruits less frequent, and the temper of the mind be

produced by the labor of other hands than ing improved , social like individual enjoy

their own. Flere he sees men transformed to ments will becomemore pleasing and perma

demons, rebelling against the primal injunc- nent.

tion , and waring against each other for the The causes of war having ceased , commerce ,

spontaneous productions of nature. Pending the offspring an arent of agriculture, will

their fiendish struggles, a few families driven distribuie its products throughout the earth , .

into peninsulas and islands, and confined to and the inhabitants of every clime feasting at .

those localities by their enemies, are compell - one coipmon board shall proclaim their grate

ed to resort to agriculture for subsistence ; ' ful thanks to one common parent.

the arts of civilization spring up as a natural . But what shall be said in answer to the

consequence ; the moral and social principles doctrines of the political economists who live

begin to be developed , and growing in strength in terror of famine arising from increase of

civilization enlarges its borders , gaining a numbers ? It is a humiliating truth that all

foothold upon the adjacent continent. But ages have furnished instances of human suf

being compelled to guard the fruits of their fering from this cause, and more humiliating

toil against the rapages of barbarians, the art I still that they should occur in our own day ;
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but there is reason to fear that such instances for the benefit of their respective professions ;

will continue to occur until a more enlighten - but there are no institutions , we believe, in

ecl order of teachers shall rise up to instruct our country where a thorough agriculturaled

the tillers of the soil. In the inean time,how - ucativa can be obtained . The farmer is left

ever, let man study the laws of nature , labor to grope bis way in the dark , and not one in

diligently , and act justly , and then they may a thousand possesses knowledge respecting the

safely rely upon the wisdom and benevolence constituents and peculiar coinbinations of his

of Deity to avert the horrors of pestilence soil sufficient to enable him to select the right
and famine. kind of fertilizers, and apply them in proper

The command , to be fruitful, and multiply, quantities . Hence his cxperiments , if not to
and replenish the earth , was given to Noah tal failures, are unprofitable , and becoming
and his sons, with a blessing, and without discouraged he proclaims scientific farming a
limitation ; and did man conform to the laws ' fallacy , and settles down upon the old system

of the Creator in other respects, obedience to of exhausting his land , and purchasing more

this injunction could never be attended by when its cultivation cesses to be profitable.
evil consequences to the race. Man blunders It requires no prophet to predict the destiny
in his designs , butnature never. By investi- of a country whose inhabitants cultivate the
gating her laws, and conforining to her dir - , soil upon this principle : its population and
tates, his desires and conduct are brought into wealth soon reach their maximum , and then
harmony with her operations ; and were it unless it possess other important resources ,
possible by the aid of science to reach the ut- both must decline.

most limit of the earth 's capacity to vield ! This subject has been so frequently discuss
subsistence, the physical, intellectual and 80 . ed in the Western Journal,' and presented in
cial character ofmin would doubtless conform 80 many views, that we cannot pursue it fur
to the condition of ihe earth ; and the danger ther without danger of reiterating what has

from famine still be as remote , as when the already been published . We shall, therefore ,
progenitors of the race occupied thegarden of proceed to suggest the object aimed at in the
Eden . present paper : Agricultural Education .

All the discoveries and iniprovements of the A knowledge of geology, chemistry ,meteor

age combined , are as dust in the balance whenology and the phrsiology of plants may be re

compared to the improrements required , and garded as essential to every individual who

attainable in agriculture. Railroads and undertakes the management of a firm . And

steamships facilitate commercial and social we insist that it is the duty of every State to

intercourse, exch :inge the products of distant give substantial and efficient encouragement

lands, and extend the sympathies of the hu- to the study of these departments of science.

man family ; and improvements in machinery The elementary principles relating to agricul.

greatly multiply the ineans of human comfort , ture, if judiciously arranged, might be intro

without increasink the burthens of labor. - - duced into common schools with great benefit

These improvements all tend to augment the to those who have not themeans of obtaining

numbers of the race , and to enlarge the area a more thorough course of instruction . But

of civilization ; but without improvement in the first step towards the introduction of a

the science of agriculture their l enefits must system of agricultural education is the estab

be transient. The increasing demand upon lishment of in AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, where

the natural fertility of the earth will hasten no other branches of learning should betaught

the exhaustion of the soil, and the improve than such as relate to the cultivation of the

ments from which so much is expected by the soil. A farm must necessarily he connected

friends of human progress will disappoint the with the institutior., for the soil , the plants

hopes of the philanthropist, unless sustained and the atmosphere are ihe subjects to be ob
by a corresponding advancement in thescience served and operated upon . It is only by ex

of agriculture. periments made upon these that the benefits

A subject so deeply involving the destiny of of the science can be properly illustrated.

the human family , claimstheir highest consid - Besides the more solid benefits to be derived

eration , and invokesthe coun enanes and sub- from such an institution, it would raise agri
stantialpatronage of all civilized governments. culture to the rank of the learned professions,

The tillers of the soil need no bounties, no and give it a dignity in the estimation of com

peculiar privileges : they only need instruction mon minds, wbich it has not possessed since

in the elementary principles of their vocation the more paliny days of Rome.

--to have their minds directed to the investi. We bring this subject to the notice of our
gation of appropriate subjects , and their taste readers at the present time, with the hope that

for the beautiful in nature cultivated and im - the Missouri State Agricultural Society and

proved . the County Agricultural Societies will, at their

The physician , the lawyer, and the divine, annual meetings shortly to be held , take the

all receive instruction at institutions founded matter under consideration , and make publie
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up

of

their views touching the policy of establishing peach . It is , however , a great favorite with
an agricultural college, in Missouri, to be the curculio , butwe hardly think that many
erected and endowed by the State.

fruit growers will continue to cultivate it onWemay be allowed to observe, in connec
tion with this subject, that a strong disposition that account.
has been manifested in and out of Congress
within the last two years, to make liberal do . McLean's Volcanic Oil Liniment.
nations of the public domain , especially to THE ONLY safe and certain cure for Can
the old States , for purposes of education ; apdll cers, Pales, Tumors, Swellings and Broochele orGoi

we respectfully suggest thepropriety of urging tre , Paralysis , Neuralgia , Weakness of the muscles ,Chronic
or Inflammatory Rheumatism , Stiffness of the Joints , Con
tracted Muscles or ligaments , Ear -Ache, or Tooth -Ache,

a liberal grant of lands, to aid in establishing Bruises; SpriBruises, Sprains , Wounds, fresh Cuts , Ulcers , Pever Sores
Caked Breasts , Sore Nipples, Burns, Scalds, Sore Throat,an agricultural college in this State.
or any Inflammation or Pain , no dinerence how severe or
how long the disease may have existed . MCLEAN' S CEL

Boonville , early in October , will attract the EBRATEEBRATED LINIMENT IS at certain remedy .

It Ssesses curativepowerssuperior to all other remedies
being so chemically combineul as to retain in its combination

State, and afford a favorable "pportunity of all the virtyall the virtues of its several ingredients as to enable it to

obtaining the sense of our citizens upon this bepenetrate theminutost vessels of the body, disseminating its
healing induence, removing the CAUSE of the disease , and

important eubject. imparting life , health , strength and vivacity to the wkole
Werejoice in the spirit of improvementre- system .

Thousands ofhuman beings have been saved a life of de
cently inanifested by the farmers of Missouri, cripitude and miseryby the nse of this invaldablemedicure .
and appreciate the benefits which may be de- . MCLEAN ' S VOLCANIC OIL LINIMENT

rived from agricultural societies and exhibi- l .Will relieve pain almost instantaneously , and it will

cleanse , purity and heal the foulest ulcers in an incredible
tions. They may do much to advance the art, short time .
but little to improve the science of agriculture Read the following certiti ates , which are incontestible

Rprout vf the WONDERFUL ticacy of this great remedy .
Mr. J . H . MCLEAN - Dear Sir ; I take pleasure in ad

Iding any testinou to the wonderfulefticucy of your VOL

dustrial pursuits can be placed on a solid C .INIC OIL LINIMENT.

I have been severely addicted for six months with Chronic
foundation . Entertaining these views, we are Rheumatisu . I lost the use of my limbs entirely , the tech

impelled by a sense of duty as public journal onon my arms was apparently driºd up -- my arms, when

knucked to other, Wu " rattleike drier sticks. No

language can describe how I suflerud in this helpless condi

tion . Death " would have been preferable to the excru

ciating pans which I halto endar ntil I could obtain aCongress for a grant of land in aid of an Ag.
supply of your VOLCANIC OIL LINIENT. The first ap
plication relieved me, and two small butlles has cured me.

be denied , then let them be prepared to bring itIt has also been used by several of my neighbors for ex
ternaldiseases, with the same success .

the subject before the next General Assembly MRS. MELINDA ELLIS .of the State , eupported by an expression of P . S . - - I live two doors from the corner of Jorgan on

public sentiment, that will insure success . Thirteenth street, St. Louis , Mo.
STILL ANOTHER CURE.

Twenty years ago I gotmy feet and hands frozen , from

Illixois Fruit. - We have been shown some which I suffered severely every winter. I appiled various

remedies , but they gave me to relief. I procured one bot

tle of McLou' s Celebrated Volcan c Oil Liniment, and

applied it according to directions . It has cured ine perma

Dr. Huli, in Madison county , Ills., among neutly .
I earnestly advise every person atlicted with sores orwhich was a perch --Crawford 's Early - which pains to use McLean ' s Volcanic Oil Liniment, I believe

weighed ten ounces, and measured ten inches it to be the best remedy now before the public
W . T . DUFALL .

round ; some mammoth apples, name not Firm of Davall & Campbell, Merchanty .
St. Joseph , Mo., April 30 , 1853knowo; green gage and Egg Plums, and Nec Wehave in ourDNSession hundreds of such certificates

which we could publish , butwe deei it unnecessary , as thetarines, very fine looking , and tasting as well use of one twenty - five cent bottle will be suficient to con

vince even themost incredulous of its magic power in cui

ring every exurnal disease

brought them in , remarked, the best Alton FOR HORSES AND OTHER ANIMALS .

McLean 's Clebrated Linim -ntis the only safe and reli

able remedy for the cure of Spavin , Ring Bone, Wind

fetch it on ; we have patronized our friends Galls , Spaints , Unnatural Lumps, Nodes or Swellings . It

will never fail to cure Big Heal, Pollevil, Fistula , Old

Running Sores , or Sweeny, if properly applied . For Sprain

Bruises, Scratches , Cracked Heels, Chifes , Saldle or Col

tled to a taste of the best . Jar Galls , Cuts, Sores , or Wounds, it is an intallible reme

dy . Apply it as directed and a cure is certain in every in
stance ,

THE NECTARINE. - At length , after years of Directions accompanying oach bottlo in English and

trial, our orchardists have raised a crop of GGerman).
This Liniment isnow put up in Twenty - Five Cent, Fifty

nectarines and the resuit is — that several of Cent, and oCent, and One Dollar Bottles . The dirty cent size contains

three times the quantity of the twenty - ove cent size , and

them have cut down their trees , and all have so on in proportion to their cost.
For sale by J . H . MCLEAN , Sole Proprietor, corner

propounced them altogether inferior to the ' Tatru and Pine strets ,St. Louls,'No.

s
frozen , from

every winter
s , but they are

as

,up there enough in the fruit line, to be enti- Runnink Sores.com
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Sowing Garden Seeds in Autumn. almost daily in dry weather . A large supply
The practice of sowing the seeds of hardy is notneeded at once, but frequent waterings

vegetables for early spring use, at such a time promote rapid and vigorous vegetation .

of year, that they shall make considerable

growth before winter, bas been practiced with
LMANURE FOR AUTUMN Roses - Mr. RIYERS &

great success by some gardeners, particularly
le famous Ros Culturist, applies a mixture of

trom lettuce, early cabbage , early onions,
wood ashes and guano, in the proportion of

spinach , & c . Much oř the success of some ofporno half a peck of guano to a bushel of ashes to:

those vegetables consists in getting a sufficinis
his late roses, with most excellent effect.

ently good and vigorous growth before win : Avin : About two quarts of the mixture is applied to

ter. But it often happens that the soil is suf
each shrub or tree , in a circle eighteen inches

fering fro in the severe autumn droutby at theto the in diameter around the stem , where it is suf

best time for sowing J . Towers, a skillful Jered to remain undisourbed until autumn..

English gardener ,pursues the following meth - 10no math. It should be applied early in June and cover

od , which , if found useful in that buinid cli- eadi ed with a thin grassmulch , and the effect will

mate, would doubtless be of much greater be that it will retain the dew and showers,and

advantage under our parching suns. He first se
st keep the tree in constant and vigorous growth ,

thoroughly soaks with a fine rose watering pot "
of which is very necessary to the production of

the entire space to be seeded ; this is done at a good crop of flowers in the fall.

sun -set, and the surface covered with mats all
Horses on Railroads.

night, and until late the nextafternoon , when
the watering and covering is again repeated , The demand for western horses in the East,

and so on for three successive days. 'By this and the great facilitiesnow afforded for trans

time the soil is brought to a fine ,friable , quite porting them by Railroad , induces us to gire
moist condition , when the drills are drawn, a in the Intelligencer, at least weekly , the state
watering given along each , the seed then sown of the Eastern Market for these animals.
and covered with the screened earth . Every The railroads of Ohio , Indiana and Illinois

srood seed will grow without failure, and with in connexion with those of Pennsylvania and
no appearance of the unevenness se common New York , ure now carrying a number of hor

with dry weather sowing . Superficial wa- ses (especially the more costly ones ) to the
tering , as is commonly practiced at this sea - Eastern Markets. Although it costs but lit

son , is nerfectly futile , and soaking the seed tle less at presentrates, to get them to market
mereiv will be of little use. A very weak so - i by railroad than hy foot, yet there is a great
lution of cuano, or of super- phosphate of deal of time saved , and the animals arrive in

lime, may be used for moistening the drills, excellent condition , and consequently bring

petter prices. A lot of 22 were recently trans

SIMPLE STUMP MACHINE. - - A simple contri - ported by Railroad from Wavne Co ., Ohio ,
vance for removing stumps is described in a to New York at a cost of $ 15 per head . It

Jate number of the Michigan Farmer, and took cight days stopping to rest and feed .

which was informed had taken out a hundred The cars are expressly fitted up to carry them .

and forty stumps in half a day. Horses can now be transported from Alton to
The contrivance is simply this :- A stiff, New York by Railread with the exception of

massive lever about twenty feet long, is pla - sixty miles, or they may be sent by a continu
ced with its thick or stronger end at the side ous railroad from Terra llaute to New
of the stump; a chain several feet long , with York .
links madeof inch , or inch and a quarter iron , This is another evidence of the adrantages
and with a long ring at one end, is then at- of Railroads. - St. Louis Int.
tached to the end of the pole by means of the
ring , and the rest of the chain passes round ! Good MANNERS. - It is a vuigar notion that
the stump, and is hooked into a root or in politeness is only required toward superiors.
the body. A yoke of oxen now attached to But the truth is , that every man onght to re
the other or smaller end of the lever, exerts card his fellow -man , or friend , as his superi
an enormous powe, , and unless the stump, is or, and treat him accordingly . Such feelings

quite large will quick twist it out. the real gentleman always has.

'Let each esteem others better than bim - )

Soap Suds For Watering PLANTS . - Nothing self,' says an Apostle . This is the very soul
can be better for summer watering of plants of good manners.

and vines, than the suds of the weekly wash ,

and no onewho desires a good garden will He who promises rashly, will break his

suffer it to bewasted . For cabbages, cucum . I promise with the same ease that he made it.

bers, beets , and the like , it seems especially You will be always reckoned by the world

adapted , and one of the most thrifty grape nearly the same character of those whose

pines we ever saw ,waswatered with soap suds company you keep.
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SAVING SEED FROM GARDEN VEGETABLES. The degrading submission, Mrs. Swixshelmu 's article on
first vegetwilep as or soap beans tuat appear, save this subject ought to be punied upon the walls of
for seed ; the first stalk ot okra that shows a pod , let every workshop in the cwuntry .

it all go to seed ; the first cucumber, squash or mel.
on save for suert. In this way, we may succeed in The wife ofGeo . W . Miller, formerly of Cooper

getting much earlier vegetables than by followinns
| CO., now oi Buchanan county , gave birth to three.

The usualmethod of taking the refuse of all our gar: rchchildren , iwo girls and one boy on the 4th of July ,
den crops for seed . Save the earliest and best of weighing seven pounds, each , the mother and child
ererything for seed . Our egg plants might be dreu all doing well. What a celebration this family

brought into bearing much sooner, if we could save .will have on this ever memorable day. Buchanan
the tired for seed . Who can stand it, with all thee county against the world for demestic manufactures '
the lour year's dearth of delicious morsels, to save Who can beat it ! For the above information we

the tirst rosting ear or tomato, thatmay appear for are indebied to Lyman Hyde. - [ St. Joseph Gazette ,

seed , and yet it would bring forward the whole crop
two or three weeks earlier, itmust be done. Let it

be a seitled maxim of the gardener - the first and
best of everything for seed , Soil of the South Hogs in KENTUCKY.-- Returns from fifty -seven

counties in hentucky show that there has been

A SAGACIOU , Horst . We have often heard cat an increase of 123,000 hogs, over the saine period
and dog stories, and now have a good one about a last year. It all the western States have similar

Etatistics, wemuy anticipate a more liberal supply
horse . We cannot couch for its truth , butwe give

of pork than has been aitorded for the past year
it aswe find it upon the authority of the New lla - l . two,

Yen Republican .

•Two carriagés, one double and the other single
WORTH KNOWING.-- Some ofthe papers have

were near being destroyed with their passengers yes !

terday afternoon on the New York Railroad . The had it paragraph recommending the use of

drivers did notsee the passing traio unul itwas close wheat flour in the case of scalds or burns. A
upon them . The double carriage however got over gentleman at Dayton says that he tested it to

the track . The single horse had almest his forefoot

upon the rail . He reared upon his hind legs and

stood thus like a statut till the train passed by ! Iu l While at the supper table , a little child
cane so near him that it struck the projecting shafts which was seated in iis mother's lap , sudenly

and broke them , but did no other injury . We une grasped hold of a cup of hot teil , severelv
destood our informant a respectable gentleman to scalding its left hand and arm . Tinuediate
say that he witnessed all this

ly brouglit a pan of tour,ind plunged the arm

TueWHEAT TL ARVEST:- The wheat harvestcom - into it , cointo it , covering entirely the port scalded with
meuced in Noribero luciana, lastweek,and the fields the four. The effect wils truiy remarkable
are filled with crocliers and binders. The South
Bend Register says that the crop will be a magnific aged the arın loosely , applying plenty of four
cent one , exceeding any ever before gathered in

in next to the skin ,and on the followingmorning
thatcounty. The corn crop is coming on fively , but
The oats are very light, and horses look sorrowfulasDe there was not the least sign that thearm had
they pay the sparsely filled oat fields. We saw | been scalded - neither did the child sull'er the

a gentleman yesterday , from La Porte ,who says that least pain after the application of the flour.'
the splendidi farins oi thas town and country never Reader , do you bear these little facts in
looked betier. The fields of wheat stretching for mind , if a similar occasion offers.

miles, as far as the eye can reach , and ready for the
REMARKS. - We have ourselves experiencedharvest, presenta scene of great beauty and almost

magnificence. How strange and magnificent itmust the soothing effects of wheat flour vears ago ,

seem to an Eastern farmer to read about farmsofthree A watery rash broke out under the arm , the
an'i six thousand acres. One farmer, of La Porte , effect of heat and sweat in the field , and hav
has nine hundrer acres in corn , and has cut a fieere ing nothing else at hand , we rubbed on some

worth $ 5000 . This is the Prairie style of farming .
FChicago Tribune.

drv tlour. It alıeviated the pain at once , and
as we think was the cause of its healing as it

WHY LABORERS DO NOT GET AHEAD.- - Nothing did speedily . We can readily perceive after

can be truejthian Mrs. Swiashelun 's assertion in the this personal trialof its virtues, that he above
Pittsburg Saturday Visitor, inatit is extravaganceand statement of the Dayton gentleman is not an
improvilence ,and nothing else, which keep the la - I exageration . - Ohio Farmer.

boring classes in the power of capital. •The way to
become independent,' continues Mrs. Swisshelni, is
for every man to live on half his wages or less, if SOME MULE .- - Thomas B Nesbit Esq , of this
possible , untilhebuysand pay for an acre ofground county , has a mule two years old , which ineascrey

fences it, wilds on it a house large and close enough 5 feet 10 inches around the girth , 7 feet around

to shelter himselfand family from a winter storm . I the kidneys, 1 foot 8 inches around the arm , and

This is his fort. Tben iet him take all the time he is 5 feet 9 inches in height, unshod . lle weighis

gow spends in trverns and other lounging places, to
1 , 150 pounds. If the stock raisers of Boone anday in stores of ainmunition and provisious, in the

shape of usefulknowledge gleaued from books and Monroe can beat this , just 'pitch in ,' and take tho

papers, and grapevines, trees, potatoes and cabbages
horns. We won 't give up the ship as long as .

growing in his enclosure. If he plant severy foot of there sa shot in the locker.

with something pleasing to the eye and good for This mule was sold to Mr A . J . Moore , of this

food , no tyranical employer can starre hini inco any I town, for $ 200. - Fulton Telegraph ,
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Missouri Seed Store.

G . NICOL,

BEEF CATTLE . SHEEP.
05 to 30c per 100 lbs. David Lamu

Market gardeners an

311

ST. LOUIS MARKET,
August 28, 1853 .

Our market is generally dull. On account of the
epidemic in New Orleans and discouraging advices
in relation to business there , all demand forshipment
has ceased , and what is going forward is mostly on
owuers account.

Flour. - The present unsettled condition of tbe Wholesale and Retail Dealer in all kinds or
market, quotations are almost nominal-- say forsuper - | Farm , Flower and Garden Seeds.
tine $ 4 12a4 25 : fancy and country extra $ 4 25a4 GARDEK 100LS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS.
50 ,and city extra at $ 545 50 per bbl. No. 4 North Main Street,Up stairs,
Wuat - Prime and choice white 85a87fc ; prime ST. LOUIS , MO .

and choice red at80 , 83c ; fair and good at 75a78c . TA T this establishment is kept an exten
CORN - 43 and 46 cents per buseel. sive stock and coinplete assortment of Garden , Farm ,
BEEF CATTLE , SHEEP , & c - common to good from '.and Flower SEEDS from the well known establishment of

$ 5 to 5 50 ; and prime stock at 25 to 30c per 100 lbs. 1 David Landret , Philadelplila , warranted fresh and genu

higeer. Sheep, good lots range from $ 2 io $ 2 50 ; ne , crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others, paiting
pride at 124 and 250 per head higher, Lamuhs sell at down seeds in winter in 1ramen, can rest assured that they
2 $ and 2 25 per head . One or two round lost sheep will realize an abundant cro .

FARM AND OTHER SEEDS.
and lawbs were taken by slippers at $ 2 and 2 25 per

The stock is now complere, consisting of Clover. Timethy,
head round . Hogsare in fair supply ; small stock sell Blue Grass, Red Te Orchard (Grilis , Hemp, Villes, von
at la 4 25 and heavy from $ 1 75 to 5 per 100 lbs. į tard , Locust, Aupic, Quince , Canary , Tape, Top One!!

The only sales are to butchers. & c . , all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to snit , ai lou
est rates . Also , OSAGE ORANGE SEED, growth of 1931,

Contents of Sept. Number , direct from Texas.

Personal, Agricultural Fair , 305 GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS.

State fair ; Printing by borse power , . 305 A full supply of warranted fresh and genuine Garden

The Hollow Horn ; Belleville , Ille. , 307eeds, whichwewill sell at reasonable prices .

Insects and fruit , SOS IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES .

S mach Pork will a bushelof corn make, 310 Wewill at all times krop an extensive asortment, con

French Men Hullse ; Improving Prairie Grase,
sisting amonotl:ors of the following : Seed Sowers . So

Communication of Candid , do , of a farmer of Osage ,
312 vels , Space, Binds and Bird Sard , clear ormixed CTA

Commiuicatioti of M 313 Hooks , Lasn Rakes , Ice Shears , BA ! Hooks, BiniCicek

Railroads ; Fencing and Hedging with Osage Orange ; (all sizes ) Sieves , Flower Pots , by the hundredi, tuz 11,

Profits of Sheep raising in New Mexico ,
sincie , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Milis, Budins ara

Ilickichis Patent Improved Cider will, 315 ! Pruning Knives, Chisels and Saw , Garden Lies and

St. Louis by a Buckeye , Reels , & e .

Ralsinsiruit frumsted ,
Contry merchants, California Emigrants and private

Portraits of Animals ,
319 families supplied with the above seels by the LX, putu .

Marion County ,
once, or paper, 011 reasonable torms. One huntirelbuses

Missouri Institution for the Blind ,
flower News, 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalokues

American Grape - uew varieties,
322 in pamphlet form furnisheel gratis.

Points of a goud nos , Apple trees killed by Potash ,
Al , will receive subscriptious for the Valley Farmer .

Origin of soils ; The Potato rot,
one but 1 .andreth ' s warr :until GardenSie solliert.

Platt county The Farmer in Dutch ; Just so ; Right Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis . All orders prompt

way to talk ; Lama yett , Co . Agr. Society , 331 esecuted .

Little Giant; Industrial Luminary , To correspondents ,
£ruit by Railroad , 332

Agricultural Education , 834
Sowing Garden seeds in Autumn ; Simple stump ma

chine ; Soap suds for watering plants ; Manure for
Western Journal; Fruit , Mr, Quinnett's Fruit Farm , St kumuomba LUR
Clair Ag, Soc , 333
Illinois Fruit, The Nectarine 337
autumn roses ; Horses on Rallroads ; Good manners 335

Saving seeds ; A sagacious Horse ; The Wheat har
vest ; Why laborers do not get ahead ; Hogs in
Kentucky, Worth knowing, someMule, 339 Stoves and Plows.

THE FAMILY CIRCLE.
The Fairs ; Trip to Belleville , 995 The subscribers manufacture and keep alpars
The Good Samaritan ; Be circumspect ; A time for cr on, hand at their warehouse, No. 203M M street, betwrex

erything, 326 the Missouriand Virginia lotnis, a large assortment of the

Courtisies of lite ; The selfish Girl, mostaproved paterns of premium ard coalcookios Stoves

Happiness ; Little children ; How to live long, 328 wooxnhd conlparlor, box ,air- tizht, hali and coal stores .

inger ; Codatcause he sm - 80 ; All for the best ; Alns four sizes Phenix PLOW , c superior article : ter

To clean carpets , $ 12es Peoria Premium Steel PLOWS, including prairie , to

Uses of the peach ; Teeth , cut frontauriren to twenty - four inches ; Pitsburgh an

other plows; tron safes; bark , corn aricob mills , cloubies !
single corn shellers : grates and castinsoralldescriptions.

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! on hand au made to order, all which will be sold at the
owest prices . KINGSLAND & FERGUSON .

321

323
331

327

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES!
J. H . LIGHTNER ,

No. 88 Secondi street, enem109 ) Olive & Locust. )
Dealer in STOVAS S .

Queen o ! the West, Forest Quten , Duceye , Preference
and Premium Cook Storesso select Parlor store ,Gratis
un Fenders.

PLOWS.
THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! ! Moline, Pieria . Jewell, and other patterns-maiso , cline

KAIRIZ BREAKERS. apr32

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES!!
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Martin & Irwin , Shanghai Fowls.
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Orders for Shanghai's , Dorkings and other
choice varieties, aduressed to Chalmers , at Wm .

| M . Plant's, 12 Maiu street, St. Louis, Mo., will be

NO . 184 BROADWAY, promptly filled at moderate prices. Sept. 1.

Opposite North Market, between Green and wyspy SUFFOLK
Morgan , St. Louis, Mo.

HENRY E .MARTIN CIAS. W . IRWIN . BAND

DR Y GO O DS.
AtNos. 212 & 214, Broadway and 187 and 199, CE PURE BREED, For sale by

Fourth street.
EBEN WIGIIT.

My facilities for selling goods, in large quanti
DEDIAM , Mass .

ties and consequently at cheap rates , are now com PENNOCK 'S PATENT
pleted. Having enlarged my principle house to
mammoth size , ernbracing two spacious buildings,

four stories high , ani extending over from Broad
way to Fourth street, the same well filled with

goods, and mained with 35 competent clerks, the
premises are almost constantly thronged with cus

tomers. This looks like prosperity . But it is
pot an effect without a cause . Selling enormous

quantities of goods, I can afford to , and do sell at

actual Bargaius - far below theusualprice. Also
endeavoring to do busiuess on correct priuciples,
has contributed to the almost unparalelled success
now crowning my efforts .

The following are someofmy prices for goods.
Lawns 6 % cents per yard ; Fast colored Ging

hams 12 % ; Mousline d ' Laine 12 % c ; Madder Sand and drain PlantopPrints 64 to 10c ; Heavy Brow Sheeting 7 % ; Seed and Grain Planter .

Brown Shirting 5c ; Bleached do 64 to 10c; Irish For Planting Wheat, Rye, Barley, Ind !..
Lionen 250 ; other goods as cheap.

Wishing still to increa- e my business, great in an Corn , Oats , Beans, Peas, Ru

ducements will be offered to buyers. ta Bagas, Turnips, & c .
MOTTO _ " Do as we would be done by." This Mechice operateswell on all hipis ni land ,

T . W . HOIT . and is not injured ly coming in contact with rocks.

roots , & c . It will plotpoint rows, and all irregula !"

Wm . A . NELSON , shaped fields , withou Sowing any part twice over.
With a saving of from 10 to 15 per cent, in labor i

WHOLESALE will with ease for two borses plant from 10 to 12

COMMISSION MERCHANT swall grains; and with one man and worke, i wil

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,

readily plantfrom 15 to 20 acres per day of Indian
AND

Corn , Beans, Peas ,Rta Bages, & c ,

It will save from 2 to 3 pecks ofseed per acre , and

yield from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the broad
No. 11 Locust St. belween Main 8 Levee , cast seediny , by distributing the grain uniformly at

. ST. LOUIS , MO. any desired depth , and leaving a ridge of earth be

tween the rows. the roots of the young plant are pro .
AGENT FOR tected during the winterby theaction of the frostard

Theeling Paper M1118, Pittsburg FlintGlass Works, rain wouldering the earth npon them , instead of be

Steuben villeio . Du. Green DO, I ng thrown out and exposed asiabroad casi. On this
New York Type Foundry , Do. Window Do . account the stalk is strong and lese subject to mildew ,
Cincinnati do do , Krozen' s " Wooden Ware and is not so liable

Cincinnati Printing Press Manufactory,
Manufactory, St. LouisWash - buard Facto The farmer is frequently prevented by rain frons

S . Y . & Boston, do . do , ry ,
barrowing in his grain after it is sown , which harrow

Lightbody's Printer' s Ink , Brighton Bucket & Tub Fac- ing is needless in seeding with this Machine as its

Wheeling Glass works, tory . completes it at once .
Proprietor si the St. Louis Improved Pirc Proof Safe This maceine has been very much insproved the

Yanufactory. present season , and is offered to the fariners of the
Purchasers are requested to call and examine prices, west, who will find i to the I in drill

sve CAN and WILL sell lower than any other house in use . The price is $ 80 ou purchacing the unachine cat

the West. ul.
85 payable six inonihs thereafter.

THRESHING MACHINES AND
The undersigned boring been appointed agent tou

the above machine in St. Louis will keep a supply on
1 HORSE POWERS. - We are manufacturing and hand during the season, and all persons wishing to

have for sale Cox & Roberts Patent Thresher and Cleaner. fuiy invited to call on him and
They thresh and clean the grain ready for market, are very

E . ABBOTT .
durnble , easily kept in order, and sold at a very reasonable examine for themselves.

price . Orders reepectinlly solicited . | Al Valley Farmer office , Old Post Office Building ,

KINGSLANDS & FURGUSON . I Chesnut street between 3d and 4tb .

re respectſuliy invited
ABBOTT.

is
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WHEELER 'S

PATENT.WUND

BUILDING

E
U
R

RU HERSTAD
FORBESDE

NEW YORK STATE held, promisin ' ' that these two are ah ut an averas a
over 100 simularieties,Whit thow .

AgrICUIDUTA VOLKS, Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, Fro . Dated Fre !
ALBANY N . Y . i ter, Luzerne ('0 . , Pa . , March 22 , 1853.

BYWHEELER , MELICK & CO . Messrs. WHEELER ,MELICK & Co.
Gentlemen :- 1 an hate your Thresherard -

In presenting our annual Business Card to the power far ascensors expectatieiit cannot be leati!
this criol. have thristid 43 kush ko wlicat : )

farming public , we take the occasion to express our
minutes by resarch . Has good clean wheatand stars

thanks to former customers for an increased patron - staw , and taken to marhit on the machine is at

age , which has made a further extension of our wali - a thresiel; and it has been with most of tbesa: 1

ufacturing facilities necessary . Weare now making have threwlied . All this free from chess and ecki i call

for the trade of 1853, a much larger numbe of all make it formarket is it comes from the machine. L e
articles in our line than we have in an revious threslo 90 bushels of oats in an hour. I threat

year, and have made several improvedients, whichMaverice of Wheat. 25 to 30 , are Onts Co1701
" hour. have threshed between 6 .000 and 6 .000 Les !

will raise them still higher in the public estimation . li since I got the inachine, wheb was not till theti

WHEELER' S of December, and so late I peutel the 4 herse wwers28
horse cleaners had got all the work done , but IstedPatent Railway Cbain Horse Power, plenty . The workmanship of the machine is thet i

These Powers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of ever saw . Yours,de , E . SWARTIGli.
Farmes , Planters , andother Machinery , which admits of !
being driven by Ilorse Power . They are made for either T HRUP ,
one or two horses, and their superiormerits, iu point of du Onondaga Co., N . Y .Tabuity , strength and ease ofrunnin ,ire fully established :
while their compactness and simpl city , lightness , and Respected Gents :- Having tried your Winbuter to
creator length and width of Treadink Floor and Stall, give Sailfitclol) . Were und to as we like it much . We

them advantages over other Powers, which are highlap - tiled it on Soles Wlicat, and it worked tem a charm s

preciated by those who have tried them . Several thoused it as well as any Faunin Mill the tirsi tine, this

sands of thein are in use , some of which made 12 years in from 20 to 25 bushels per hour. We then set

ax .) have threshed oor 100 .000 busters , and though our at other barn for Oats , and thresbed from 50 totoo

present Powers aremuch improved over the ollonies of the els per hour. Oais were fout . lt werks to a chini

same kind , yet the atter are still good . About 950 of them Barley ; threshes as fast as wecan put it through the

11 re sold by us and ouragents, the past earon , ( a larger chine , but have not tried it per hour. It works

number than in any previous year, thus proving their in - Buckwheat, when dry ,a n Timothy. Your Machine

creasing popularity . much liked in this place , both for threshin an g
Grail . It takes the preference of the 8 lune ich nead

WHEELER 'S ! Yullrs , respectfully , W . C . NORTHP. U

Patent Combined Winnower & Thresher WIIEELER 'S
This Machine is a new invention . It was got out two !

2 Overshot Thresher and Separatoryears80, after a long series o experiments resulting in a
archine which performs the three operations of Threshinx Thisl ine is also ouron inventioll, and has been

Separating ard Winnowing. With as inne dispatch , and ny use 13 or 14 years, and itsmany advantages are in
few hands and horses asare required to threstand separate by other Manufacturers , as well as th : Fanny Put
(only with other machiles , anni ilthough designed for so Driven byOrDouble Power it ihreshes , and separatis
complicated work , it is yet 4 m ei of simplicity and con - the traw from 160 to 200 bushels of Wheat , urti
pactness. The entire running parts are driven by themain much 01 ! 5, per av. For the Simple or OneHorse Pos

it, and one small band . Wema 11 dontit is the mostW i nter Thre -berem Separator,etiche
períectmachine in use for Thressing and Winnowing from 75 to 100 bushels of heat per day . The syai
Driven by two horses, they thresh clean iron 150 20 rhine isu ntilfeinerlerate sized farns, and asthe
Bushels ofwheat, or twice thatruntjie op Oitts per day . - Pows tti ient for Mirin ! Weed , churning . CE

Wegive below letters from tent ), ho have themistaks, stras , & c . , and driving almost every kin :

chines is us showing the stimation Thich they are chimesed by Farming , and is capable , by changing it
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machine and sente de presso lehener FURNITURE ST

TE
S

NO. 86 & 88. SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS,

ses and elevating the Power, properly, of threshingmuch every tract , and the depots are fxed at the best possible
faster than we state above, it is a very popular Machine in point for their convenience .
some sections. Thisland is admitted by every man who has been along

Our Powers and Threshers are beyond doubtthemost the line of the railroad to be unsurpassed by, if not superior
durable and economicalmachines in use. Their capacity so , any other lyingon the road in this county , both ing uality
has been tested by repeatedl trials , as well at the New York of sil and beauty of location . It was all bought by the
all Pennsylvania Fairs, as on several privatecasions in subscriber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND,

connection with another machine male in this city , which It will be sold at a bargain , on long time, to any good
has been advertised to be far superior to ours , anilin every man or company of men who may wish to make a large
instance the result has been about one -teirl, and in some speculation .
instancesmore, in favor of our machines . In every case for particulars, apply to Lefflngwell & Elliot, Dolman &
except one, where we have submitted our machines to a Obear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber,
working test at Fairs , they have taken the highest premi- editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.
ums, and in that excepteu case the Committee decided that oct A . S MITCHELL .
our machine perfermed its work in eightminuts and its
competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one - third in fa SAINT LOUISvor of ours .

We have also exhibited ours in competition with the same
machine at the State Fairs in Ohio , Michigan and Penn
Fylvania , and also at the Provincial Fair in Upper Canada ,
atallof which we received the highest premiums, vízi In
Ohio a Silver Medal and Diploma ; in Michigan $ 20 , in
Pennsylvan ' a $ 10 ; and in Canada a Diploma.
Wehavenumerous siunilar testimonials fron County So

cieties , where we have always received the highest premi
umsawarded to ( hain Powers.

We also manufacture and furnish to order
Single Horse Power and Churning Machine
Lawrence ' s Saw Mill ;
Wheeler' s Clover II uller ;
Wheeler' s Fred Cutter .

All Machinesmade and sold by 11s are warranted to
give satisfaction , or they may be returned after a reasona
bleme for trial. Orders are solicited , and will be prompt
ly filled . WHEELER, MELICK & CO .
Corners of Hamilton , Liberty and Pruyu streets , near the BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE,

steamboat landing , Albany, N . Y . WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO.- The subscriber is agent for the sale of the above
Machines at St. Louis , Mo. , and will till all orders prompt PROPRIETORS,
Jy at the Manufacturer ' s prices, indeling cost of trausporta Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as

tio . EPIIRAIM ABBOTT, geni. sortmentof Elegant and fashionable

At Valley Farmer Office, Old Postofflce Buildings, Ches
put- st. , between Thirg and Fourth . Parlor Furniture . .
IIARVEY , WALKER & CO., Agents , Belleville , Ill.

Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Suras, Lounges, D

HOMEMUTUAL FIRE AND MARINE vans , Sociables , Ottomans , Easy Elisabeth Parlor an
Rocking Chairs, Centre, Side, Toilet and Sula Tabies, wi.
Marble and Mabogany tops , Eteseis , Teapoy Tables , & e

ALSO

OF ST. LOUIS. BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE

CHARTERED 1845. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO Of every variety ,
With Looking -glasses , Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds,APRIL 20, 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO

Bedding, & c ., & C .,
LICIES, 8517, 262 33 — and constantly increasing. WHOLESALE OR RETAIL

Policies issued from thirty days to six years. WARRANTED BEST QUALITY.
All the latest and most desirable aprovement. .

DIRECTORS. niture will befound here. Please call and examine.
DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL, Good spacked and shipped by careful and experi
ISAAC LGARRISON , JOHN WHITEHILL, enced hands.
DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNUM , Embroidered & Fancy Work
ASA WILGUS , J CHAVENS,

WYLLYS KING . Finished to order in any required style .
ISAAC L GARRISON , President. St. Louis , March , 1853.
TL SALISBURY, Secretary .
DD PAGE , Treasurer.
ALONZO CUTLER, GENERAL AGENT. Improved Stock of all Kinds.

Omce Southeast corner of Áain and Vine streets, (over . The sub«criber is prepared to furnish Fancy Stock
Page & Bacon' s Banking Ilouse . i to his friends of the best and most reliable kindls. All

ipersons desirous of having the purest and bese to
GREAT SPECULATION ! breed from ,may depend upon being faithfully served .

2 , 700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN Fancy Fowls.
ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! Red , Burf, white , Black , and Dominique Shang

ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD ! |ne bai, Cochin China, Chittagong , Black Spanish , Guil
derland Dorkings, Golden Pheasants, and Bantams.

VE SUBSCRIBER , wishing to devote all his time to
ime to Warranted pure blooded , Also , Eggs of all of thel 'annten

1 the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENING XEKS, the increas
above varieties.ing business or which deinanals his entire attention , offers

for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacitic Kailroad , Also , Dorham , Ayrshire , and Devop caule. Me

within the county of St. Louis , amounting to about rino , Saxony, South Down and Bakewell Sheep.

Twenty -Seveu Hundred Aeres, Trish , Grazier, Suffolk , Byfield , Berk:hire and China
chost Hogs. All orders attended to prowpriy , post paielAnd comprising some of the very best farms and ricbest

bodies o land lu the county . Address, Peter Melendy. Mt. Healthi, Hamilles

Therallroad passes through or larvediately alongside or County , Ohio . . P . MELENDY.

- 0

niture willberoune most desirable ", QUALIT
Y
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ST. LOUIS HAT GOMPANY.

MARKET STREET,
HENWOOD , Agent.

roy Conipany ofNew York: . proid, skillful and Marshalls . Wholesale and Retail by

Marshal' s Uterine Catholicon . be placed before the public to insure a proper ap

Marshall's Uterine Catholicon is a remedy of great preciation of the genuine article .

pfficary in all cases ofuterine diseases. It will aliei General Agent, E . K . Wondward corner of Alab

viate the worst forms and will radically cure 18 out and Chesnut Sts. , St. Louis Mo:

ofevery 20 cases. Its action is necessarily slow as I

the disease has generally been gaining ground for The celebrated Graetenberg Medicines .

some years before it becomes sufficiently serious to Comprising the following :
demand attention . From 3 to six bottles and asmany Graefenberg Vegetable Pills, price 25 cts . per box ,

quoaths time will effect a cure if possible , butperma- Green Mountain Ointmeni, " 25 "
gent cannotbe expected sooner, except in very re. Sarsapar lla Compound , • 100 " boite,

cent or mild cases, when one or two bottles will suf Chiltrer ' s Panacea

oce . Eye Lotion 25
Thig remedy was discovered and brought to its Fériphid Ague Pills 100 bos

present state of perfection by Dr. Theodore Pome- Health bitters 25 bottle

roy ofUtica, who prepares it only for the Graefen - Consumptive's Balm 300
berg Conipany of New York. Dr. Pomery is well Libby 's 'Pile Ointment 100

known in the State of N . Y . as an old , skillful and Marshall's Uterine Catholicon 300
were experienced practitioner in all diseases of wo- 1 Are for sale Wholesale and Retail by E . K . Woort .

men and children and his name, which appears on ward, corner of Fourth and Chesnut streets. Su
every bouille in connection with the seal of the Louis, Mo. m '53

Graeſeburg Company, is sufficient guarantee of its

worth .The great worth and rapidly increasing popularity DAGE'S PORTABLE CIRCULAR

ofMarshall's Uterine Catholicon induced the prepa - 1 SAW -MILL AND HORSE POWER - Themostuse
ration of a spurious article which has been palmed / fuland necersary machine in operation - is simple in con
coon the commuoity in bottles closely resembling struction and easily kept in order, and can be moved os

wagona as readily as a threshing machine, and put in ope
the genuine, though care has been taken to evadelration at a small expense. It will saw from one to two
the penalty of counterfeiting by using a name, simi thousand feet of lumber a day, with one team of six borses ,

iar at firsi glasce but differentin reality . as an average business , and in it better style than any other
For the purpose ofbringing this counterfeit arti mill now in use. It is equally well adapted to steam ,ware

re have sold itata or host power .cle into general use the proprietors have sold it ata
The undersigned,agents for the patentee,wouid ang nuoc

tower rate than the genuine and have, moreorer
to the public that they are now prepared to furnish: Dill

boldiu published certificates given for the genuine with or without horse power , of superior quality and work

etichetroo wears before their own preparation wasof nausnir , with the right to use the same, upon themost fa

Sored for sale. These original certificates are in the vorable terms, at their manufactury , No. 202. Sel -st.,

possession ofDr. Pomeroy and a glance atthe origin St. Louis, Mo. Wealso have the right for the manufac
al pamphlets accomplishing Marshall's Catholicon piure of

CHILD ' S PATENTDOUBLE SAW -MILLS ..
will satisfy every one who will compare the two of

All orders addressed to us will be promptly executed , an
the dishonest and unwarrantable assuniption of them any information in regard to milly cheerfully given .

by those who have strives to palm of a worthles Persons ordering milks will pleabe mention the State and

compound apon those who require medical aid . County in which they wish to rise them .
Socb facts reqaire no comment and need only to KINGSLANDS & PERGUSON .
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FOURDAY .

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUND

BLITAR

PAPER WAREHOUSE.
33.

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P . LADEW , THOS. F . PURCELL.

A . P . LADEW & CO.,

Type Founders, and Dealers in Paper ,

31 LOCUST STREET,ST. LOUIS ,MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment,where will be

found every variety of TYPE, PAPER, INK, PRINTING PRESSES,RULE,

BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.

A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE

of Matrices imported from Scotland , and they will continue these additions until they

have a complete series of NEW SCOTCHTYPE.

They keep always on hand a large supply of NEWSAND BOOK PRINTING

PᏁᏢᎬᎡ ; also, CᏁᏢ, LETTER AND coᏞ0RED PAPERS, C .1ᎡᏚᏁᎠ ' .
CARD BOARDS; all ofwhich will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad .
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed .

Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office, will
be furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper,

or the particular style and quantity ofwork to be executed . In additon to Type of

their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other Foundries. WOOD
TYPE a good assortment always on hand .

P Old Type taken in prchange for new at nine cents pour prenda



I OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.

LYNCH & TANGUAY,
NO. 67 & 69 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH ,

ST. LOUIS , MO.

&

The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con
tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors , & c . , erer offered to the

i citizens of St. Louis .
Country Merchants and others , will also find it their interest to take their suppliesat the

Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery .
Lynch & Tanguay will remark' en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeed

they intend to make a reasonable profit , in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons.
a greatmany years to come.

TEAS. ESSENCES. TOBACCO & SEGARS.
Oriental, fine young byson , extra fine Etract of lemon , 2 , 4 & 8 ounces . Yellos bank chewing tubaecis, ari

do . . Solchong. Vanlia , nutinere, cinnamon ,
mit!. do . Candillo . Trainer' s dlo

Will Pigeon , fine young hyson . Orange , clavi , alapices, alinundt ,
Rematia . , Carnelias, Puerto Principes

Candace", perior Wysou skin , tine Ginger, peach . La Nords, Chris
sunpowder.

WRAPPING PAPER . FRUITS .Prana, Ane Imperial,
II eta , extra thie imperial, Medium , crown, d crown, tea paper. Ple fruit ass rted , peaches in brands. ]
Oxnard , extra due supowder. do, int urn it, pluns in Jan
S . Apieton , extra curions oolons, SUNDRIES. prunts in bratsidue in their own
Flying Cloul, extru five volong , | Starch , indigo, salaratus , soda . juice , pears des peurs in brandy ,
Mary Adams, extra tine oolong,

Cream tarir, tartaric acid .
mainlade , lans. je lies , preserved

Matika, tine o lobs,
Yent peudorn , Preston & Merrill' s , ginser , preserved chow - Chow , Sui

Raven , fiu Colchong , breakfast ten ,
James, Stickney' s. tana , Laver & MAX raisins, ( lir

Lurman , chulan suuchong,
Table suit in boxes and bags. G . A . salt

rand, curull , pruns, honey , 02 .
Teas expressly packed for family use

Mason ' s in writable backing. len 118 ,11DN tilstanas. Enzlish
in 4 , 6 , and 10 lh . boxes,

Starch polisi, silver & brisa puligh . Walnuts , Deuts , halenuts .
COFFEES . Stove polisli , seeds , raped, Hines , SO A PS.

Rio , the best, old brown Java , inanilla . NiasNo. 1 , 2 , 3 , brushes , broonis

costa rica , lauayril ,meda . WIU ware of eary description . Wind -or , variegated & Castle fanel
Ground Coffe in 1 - 4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . wwine vibexar. 6 : du , ckdor do .Line free sunpr .

pack Spirit gas, fiar & Culiun rupes , Bestu prira , No . 1 & 2 .

CHOCOLATES, Wana ' chemical coap ,twine .
Tumitation B onBaker's po , 1 , Biker' . extra , eagle , du.

FISH . Palun S. ! o . 1 . 2 . 3 .
French chocolate a la vanilla ,

& 1n caneile , Salmon in tlerets , balr bbis & kitts . Tabing tadi , de. .. 48.1 .

Chocolate des familles , Mackerel in bbio * * WINES & LIQUORS.
6 perfectionnc, . Herrings ,

Sinoked herrings from Canada ,
Brandies- - Otard Duply & co . , 1812 .

Baker' s brona,
Red , 1813 , S

Preston ' s prepared cocoa , Scotland , ette , Latrore LRT

Cocoa and sliello ,
freres. old Jamila run , Holt ,

Sardines in oil, boxcs, 1 - 2 & 1 - 4vil paste . gin , Scotch whisky, Irisl) du . , BuurLobsters, pickled in cans 1 & 2 lbs.SUGARS.
Salmon

bondo. , Monikahil. , piper .
Double refined leaf, refined loaf B . Oysters 16 C barrels , iiijuhina & voltes
crushed B , do C , powilered B , retinca

Couash dry , in druins and boxes , Swiss Absynthe coralbrandies .
white () , do 00 , clarinted yellow A , Anisetie , turacoa , tid pori wine .
do B, New Orleans , to, 1, 2, & 3, 1 PICKLES & SAUCES. Pont wine, Madeirtit , Sierr ) .
golden syrup , tean retned notas Tomato ketchups, pinta & quarts, uscat deint311.
Bes, 16 house syrup do., New Musliroom " * *

Clarets . Modoc Lallite , Lorronde ,

Orleans do, Walnut 66 6 St. Esteph , St. Julieu ,
SPICES . Pepper saue, Fothic & pts . Chateali, Marsuad .

African cavean " pepper, John Bull sauce , Jonathan do . Stoneh bitters , l ull de. Stoughton
bitesBlick " pper , causias, race kinger , Spanish olives, French do.

Mace , clove numes, allspices , Syrup of rose', true lemon eyrup. Best London Stout,

In Boxes, Caus and papers, hole and leholl wyrop . Tennot Sootch Ale .

groun l. Curry powder, 1 - 2 & 1 -4ths. Champagne - Cordun tine, St. Thomas

PROVISIONS. French mustard a la Ravigote . Granit Sillery Moos-eus, Derevay .
Ravinet, Sillery Muuseux Marquis de

Extra family flour, in bbls . and hair ! " x dnes berbes.
€bbis .

Lurme, Sparkling Cauwba - - Bugts .a lo estragon .

Corn maal, buck wheat flour. Boston ' s F mustard , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE .
Dried beer, hanus, Kentucky do).

Tubs, cedar & oak , buckets with brass
Salt pork , tonrues,

Armstead best English .

Sausages made in Lyons,
and iron heops.Pickles in jars sal. 1 - 2 gal. & qt.

Buckets , ak painted .
English dairy cheese, sage do . , W . R . O IL S . Coverud buckets, 1 - 8 to I Luslari.
Ohio do., pine apple de

Goshen butter , Ohio . do . Measures , buwis .Swect oil, nice, pts . & q14 . Ayoce do .

Lard in kegs and tierces , | Lard oil no . 1 & 2 . Sperm oil. PLAYING CARDS.
Rice , wlcole and ground . CANDLES .
Vermiccui, Maccaroni, Pearl sago , French extra fine , & fancy .
Pearl barley. Rio tapioca , farina . Downer & co' s sperm , 48 & 6 ' s WIL English , Grand Vogui llislilanier.

Corn scarcn , isingias , amine. liams' do. Solar star do . stardo . Aircon cards.

Arrow root, driepeaches, drid apples , taliow summer propisod candiex ,win hot, powder, American & Englis

White beans, split peas, homony . ter do . , lain wick , candle do . . The Cape hunter' s companion .
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10 . USANDRÉ LEROY, LITTLE GIANT,

INURSERYMAN ,

PORTABLE MILL,

ANGIERS, FRANCE.

Honorary and Corresponding Member , & c.,
of all the principal Agricultural Societies of Europe and
Amer' ca , begs to inform kis friends and the public in gen

leral thathe has just published his catalogue for 1853, which

is themost complete one ever made. All the prices and

required information for the importation of all kinds of
Trees, Sbrubs, Evergreens, Stocks, Koses . & c. & c . , will
be found in said catalogue, which can be had free of

Acharge on applicatiou to the und reigned , who will receive

and forward all orders and attend to receiving and for
Awarding or the treess ordered , on their arrivalhere . It is

useless to add that Mr. LEROY possesses the largest

NURSERY on the Continent. His experienee in putting
Bup orders for America and the superior and reliable quality

of all his trees is too well established , to require any fur
ther notice . Orders should in all cases be sent to the un - Represented in the cut above - adapted to the various

dersigned in :he fall with information when the trees are 1Grinding purposes of a farm ,which is found to beindispen

ito arrive here, and how they are to be forwarded . able to the thrifty and economicalfarmerin thepreparation

E . BOSS ANGE, of feed in the improved podes of feeding stock . This M11

138 , Pearl street, New York ,
is peculiarly adapted to grinding Corn and cob together

to shelling corn and grinding meal from corn and other

grains, & c . , & c .

o SUFFOLE This form ofmill 19 so simple that a small boy can adjust
and use itwith ease and certainty , either for shelling corn

ANDRE | or for grinding coarse or fine , and is by far thelost tidy.

convenientand portable article of the kind ever inverted

weighing about340 pounds - worked with one or two horses

with equaladvantaga according to power applied .

The farmer can put one up and have 16 in operation in

twenty minutes, and that withoutthe use of tools , except-
DEDHAM , Mass. : ) ing gimblet and screw driver for fastening the feet to a floor

or platform . They are offered for sale at the low price of
$ 46 , by Scott, Naylor & Co. , 2d street, St. Louis , with

1853 ] St. Louis and Brunswick ; [ 1853! the express guarantee that the purchase money will be re

Funded on return of the article if it does not fully suit.

provided it be within 60 days and not wantonly ur care

liessly broken . 370 ST. LOUIS , Sept. 1863 .

an

UNITED STATESMAIL PACKET LINE. "
The following boats will commence on the 1 . D . CUSTER

opening of navigation , and continue in the trade throughout 194 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.
he entire season , making weekly trips from St. Louis to
Brunswick , as follows :
MARTHA JEWETT . . . . WM . C . JEWETT, Commander, made and repaired.
will leave St. Louis overy Tuesday, at6pm . and Bruns CLOCKS AND WATCHES

wick every Friday at 9 . m . repaired in a superior manner . Jewelry made and re

H . M . CLENDENNIN . . . . H , W . SMITH , Commander, paired of California or otbergold at short notice . Clock

Will Toave St. Louis every Thursday at 6 pm and Watches Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles, all

Brunswick every Sunday, at 9 p . m . wlolesnlle and retail A c t. 51
KATE SWINNEY .. . . . . . . A . C .GODDEN, Commander , -
Will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . m and DR . MeKELLOPS ,

Brunswick ever Tucsrlay at 9 a . m . 36179

To the patrons in this trade, the officers of the above boats SURGEON DENTIST
promise to use every effort to muerit a continuance of the
atronage heretofore bestowed on them .

for freight or passage appiy on board .H R Fourth street, (opposite the Court House )

ELLERTHEIR
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PIGS, PURE BREED,For sale in
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1
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE ,
ESTABLISHED 1845, BY WM . M . PLANT.

WILLIAM M . PLANT & CO .

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements & Machines, Farm ,Garden, Flower & other Seeds.

· No. 12 North Main Street,
(Between Market & Chesnut sts .)

Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. M . Plant, St. Louis. Miles G . Moies, Northampton , Mass.

FAUKE'S QUEEN OF THE WEST DRILL AND BROADCAST SEED SOWER

LI
FAUN

WEST

RE

BAUER . Sc . ST. LOUIS .

The quantity of seed per acre is regulated by the motion given by a lever at the point ,

which moves the convex anchor A , that plays in the concave shoe B , which are placed inside

of the main chest, one to each fluke, thereby causing an even distribution of the seed .

The flukes are so constructed that they can be raised separately, or all at once, as circum .
stances may require, and the sowing stopped immediately .

The front chest D , is used for sowing timothy, clover, & c ., broadcast, the quantity of seed

per acre being regulated by a false bottom , composed of sheet iron pierced with small holes .

PRICES.
Queen of the West, $ 85. 00

Smith ' s, 85 .00

Pierson ' s, 100 .00

Wewould call the attention of the public to our spacious Warehouse, where wekeep , at all times, the
largest and best selected assortment of Farming Tools, Machines and Seeds to be found in the West.

We flatter ourselves that with an eight year 's esperience in this market, we can furuish the Agriculturist

th articles better adapted to his wants than any other house , and at prices that cannot fail to suit. Our
SEED DEPARTMENT is conducted by experienced assistants, and we feel confident that purebasers will find
all articles to prove satisfactory .

N . B . - Wepublish yearly , at greatexpense , a DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofmostofour TOOLS and SEEDS.

which we furnish gratis to applicants, at both our Warehouses,and by mail to post-paid applicants , with a

three-cent P . 0 . stamp enclosed , with which to pay postage on the same.

LF ORDERS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED AND PROMPTLY EXECUTED . 1
Plows and Harrows of various descriptions, Hay, Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters, Seed Sowers, Post Ag

gers, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Rakes,Manure Forks. Hay Knives, Corn Sbellers, Ox Yobes and Bows, Iron
Dirt Scrapers, Axes, Wrenches, Grindstones with frames and friction rollers, Scythes, Scythe Sarths,
Stones and Rifles, Hay Forks, and Rakes, Revolving Horse Rakes,Grain Cradles, Fan Mills, Corn Grinders,
Grain Measures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Wheelbarrows, Garden Engines, Chain Punips, Churas.
Cheese Presses, Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting Trowels , Weeding Forks and
Trowels, Budding and Pruning Knives, Saws and Chisels,Garden Reels and Lines, & c.

PLEASE REMEMBER THE MOUSE

No. 12 NORTH MAIN STREET. A



EMERY & COMPANY'S

CHANGEABLE RAILROAD HORSE POWER

NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY ' S FIRST PREMIUM

THRESHER AND SEPARATOR .

Wehave been agents for the above justly celebrated Machines, over three years, and can

safely say they are the best R . R . Power now before the public . Without exception , they

have given uniform satisfaction , not onehaving been returned , notwithstanding the warranty

is broad and liberal. This Power is admirably adapted for driving THRESHERS, CIRCULAR and

Cross Cut Saws, Pumps, FERRY Boats, PILE DRIVERS, GRist and CIDER MILLS, CORN SHELLERS,

Hay and Straw CUTTERS, & c. They will admit of four variations in speed , withoutany change
in elevation of Power , and the speed of the Horses is always the same. This is one of its

principal features , which no other power posseses. The Two Horse Power, Thresher and Sep

arator is capable, with four men , of threshing from 150 to 225 bushels of Wheat or Rye, and

double that quantity of Oats per day. Price, complete, $ 190 00 . For further information

see our Descriptive Catalogue, which we furnish gratis to applicants . We are also agents for

the following Powers:
EMERY’ S COMMON , OR WHEELER RACK AND PINION R . R . POWER .
Do. Improved Patent Do. Do. Do.

Lewis ' 2 and 4 Horse Lever Power and Tumbling Shaft Thresber.
Pitts ' 4 and 8 Do. and Thresher with Cleaner .

J. H . BURROWS

PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL.
These Mills are composed of best qual

ity French Burr Blocks, enclosed in a Cast

Iron Case, to give Strength and weight to
the Stone,which is indispensable in Small
Mills , where the stone is run with great

speed ,and becomesdangerousifnot strong.

ly made. They can be run with Steani,

Horse or Water Power, and do not res

quire a Millwright to set them up, as they

are already trimmed to run . "
By the steady application of EMERY'S

Two Horse PowFR, the 24 inch Geared

Mill ($ 150 ) run 240 revolutions per min
ute , will grind 6 to 8 bushels of good meal

per hour, and will grind Wheat as well

as Corn. The 30 inch Mill , if Put to its

J . H .BURROWS
fullest speed , will grind from 10 to 15 bust

PATENT. 182 els per hour.

Webave been agents for these superior

Mills the past year, and all have been sold
with a warrant to perform as above, and not one has failed to give the very best of satisfaction . Weoffer
[ em to the public with a full guarautee that they are superior both in point of work and workmanship , to

til y other Portable Grist Mill now in use. Descriptive circular furnished gratis to applicants.

PRICES :

20 inch Stone with Pully $115 00 with gear $ 125 00
24 do do 135 00 do 150 00

1 30 do do 175 00 do 200 00

I The 30 inch , with Gear, is admirably adapted to use with Saw Mills. Bolting Cloth and Beltfurnished

with Milly when desired , at No. 12 North Main street St. Louis Mo., by
Wm. M . PLANT & 16 .



GREAT WESTERN AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

OVAND SEED STORE.CO
No. 14 NORTH MAIN STREET,

A L F R E D L E E & CO .

Agricultural Implements and Machines, and
GARDEN , GRASS AND OTHER SEEDS.

(Bet. Market and Chesnut sts. )

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

PORTABLE MILL . CORN SHELLER . ;

a

STILLMAN

The above cut represents a double geared 'Queen

of the South ' Corn Mill, manufactured by Isaac

Straub & Co., Cincinnati, O ., for which we are the of various kinds and sizes ; someto used with powe

only agent in this city .
These Shellers will shell, readily , from from 125 toThere Mills are manufactured single and double 500 bushels of ears per day, according to size.

geared, (with thebest quality of French Burrs ,) to

grind Corn and Wheat, or stock feeds; calculated for CORN AND COB CRUSHER.
Steam , Water or Horse Power. They have taken

the first premiums in numerous State Fairs in Ohio ,
and are warranted to be superior to any other porta

ble mill hitherto offered in the west. We invite the

attention of the public to these mills, and ask for them

a fair trial. Wewill furnish themanufacturer's pam

.phlet gratis to applicants.

IRON DIRT SCRAPER , OR OX -SHOVEL.

This cut represents an improved Corn and Coh

Crusher ; it is also suitable for all kinds of grain .
This is an important improvement upon the old Oil Cake,, Barks, Roots and Herbs ; Charooai, for

fashioned wooden scraper, and is useful for road rectifying, & c . It will crush from 12 to 15 bushel ,

makinr, digging cellars,'& c . of Corn and Cob perhour with two horse power
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THERMOMETER CHURNS.
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This excellent invention is too

well known to need further de.

scription here,
We have only to say to far

mers and others, try it, and de

pend upon it, you will be only

too glad you bought it. 173
We keep them holding from

24 to 30 gallons.

ELL

DOT
HAN

E

TEB
REI

STU
L

TRON SAUSAGE MEAT CUTTER,

(When open . )

This is a valuable labor-saving machine,

which , being constructed entirely of iron is
durable , and can bekept sweet and elean .
Oneman can cut easily , and will , from 80

to 100 pounds of meat per hour with . We

also keep on hand the stuffers.

REMEMBER THE MAN

Great Western Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store.
No. 14 NORTH MAIN ST., (bet. Market & Chesnut sts.
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G . NICOL,

tend to build thevery best Machine that wood and
TISSOUTI Need Nuore . Iron willmake.

The above Machinesmay be obtained either at' m
Shop in Alton , or of my authorized Agents in S

Louis . - WM. M . PLANT& Co., Agricultural Wart .
House and Seed Store , No. 12 North Main Street.

NATHANIEL HANSON.

Wholesale and Retail Dealre in all kinds of Fruit and Ornamental Trees, & c.
Farm . Flower and Garden Seeds, The subscribes: has the pleasure of announcing an

GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS . immense stock of trees, & c ., for the autumn trade

No. 4 North Main Street,Up stairs, embracing
ST. LOUIS, MO . Standard trees for orchards.

A T this establishment is kept an exten Duarf and Piramydal trees for gardens.

sive stock and complete assortment of Garden , Farn , Ornrmental trees for streets, parks, and pleasure
and Flower SEEDS froin the well known establishinent of grounds,

David Landreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and genu Rare and beautiful Lavon trees .
e , crop of 1851. Market gardeners and others , putting New and rare Weeping trees .

down seeds in winter in frames, can rest assured that they
Evergreen trees, embracing the rarest species ofwill reailze an abundant crop .

FARM AND UTILER SEEDS. Pines, Firs,Spruces, Yews, Cedars, Junipers, & c
The stock is now complere , consisting of Clover, Timothy, Hardy flowering Shrubs.

11 Grass , Red Top . Orciani Grass, Ilem , Millet, Mus Roses of all classes and embracing the newest and
tur . Locust , Apple , Quince , Canary , Rape, Top ( nions, best sorts .
. . . all fresh seed . For sale in quantities to suit , & t low

Dahlias, the finestEnglish prize sorts.fast rates . Als ),OSAGE ORANGE SEED , srowth of 1851 ,

Jirtist from Texas. Chrysanthemums, including the finest of the new
GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS . Pampero varieties.

A full supply ofwarranted frerhand genuine Gardea Phlores and Peonies, superb collections .
REN, whichwewill sell at reasonable prices . Bedding Plants, a complete assortment.

IMPLEMENTS AND MACINES.
Bulbous Roots,just imported from Holland and ofWewill at all times keep an extensive assortinent, con

the finest quality ,sisting among others, of the following : Seed Sorers , Sho
Vris , Spaces , Birds and Bird Seed , clear or mixed , grass Hedge Plants .
Hooks , Lawn Rakes , Hedge Shears, Bill looks, Bird Cages Box Edging.
( all sizes, ) Sieves , Flower Pots , by the hundred , lozen , or

Rhubarb, Asparagus, fc., & c .
single , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills , Budding and

The favorable season has given everything a vigor. 2Pruning Knives , Chisels and Sawy, Garden Lines and

Reels, & e . ous and fine growth . All orders whether for large
country merchants , Callfornia Emigrants, and private or small quantites executed with the greatest care

families supplied with the above seeds by the box , powid , and in strict ce with the wishes of the pur

wunce , or paper , on reasonable terms. One hundred boxes ohchaser.
power seeds, 20 varieties in each box , for $ 1 . Catalogues | Packing done in the most secure and skillful mas

o pamphlet form furnished gratis .
Also , will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer. ner, so that parcelscn be transmitted thousands of

None but Landreth 's warranted Garden Seeds sold here . | miles with safety . Nurserymen and dealers in trees -

Descriptive catalogues furnished gratis. Allorders prompi- will be supplied on the most liberal terms. The

executed . following cataloguesare sent gratis and prepaid to all
who apply and enclose one postage stamp for each :

PITT'S No. 1 Descriptive catalogue of Fruits,

Patent Separator and Horse Power ornamental trees & c.
Dahlias,Greenhouse

MANUFACTURED BY NATHANIEL HANSON . Plants, & c .
4 Wholesale catalogue.

Allon, Illinois ELLWANGER & BARRY.
The subscriber is happy to inform his old friends. Mount Hope Nurseries,

and all whomay be in want of a SUPERIOR MACHINE pl. 14 Rochester, New York.

FOR THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN at one opera
alion , that he is prepared to furnish machines to or: S . H . Bailey,
dier. Having been engaged during the last thirteen Mannfacturer of Candy, Sugar Plumsand Lozenges, .
vears in manufacturing these machines, will jusius I Cor. Second and Pine streets, St. Louis, Mo
me in assuring my friends that they may rely on a : At the above place, can be found a -
good a machine as can be produced in ibe country. I A
As he erected last season a large and comninodious for country dealers , for whom it is expressly made.large assortment ofeverything in the line, suitable

shop, for the exelusive purpose, he tiatters himselt ! This establishment is doing a large business; whichb e

thathe has facilities for carrying on this business, Iconstantly increasins, a fact which suficiently attests the

superior to any in thewestern country. 1 quality and reputation of the articles manufactured, al !
Pitts PatentSeparator has proved itself superior to purchasers are assures that no painy will be spared to gli

then continual satisfaction .
every other machine that has been inrented - as the quay22

premiumsawarded to it at the State Fairs in Ni

Fork and Ohio for the last ten years abundantly ill J. H . LIGHTNER .
titi - invariably taking the first premiums! Owner

simonials from almost every State from Maine to No. 88 Second street, enem20) Olive & Locust,)
Dealer in STOVE

California can be produced in its favor.

I shall als manufacture Pitts Patent Double Pin : JariPremium Cook Stoves - also seleti Parlorslove , Giralt
Queen of the West, Forest Queen , Buceye, Preferene?

ion Porrer , as well as the old Single Pinion l'ourer and Fenders .

so favorably known through Illinois , as the iton PLOWS.
Power , Moline. Proria , Jewett, axd uther patternica , Volo

In conclusion the public may rest assured that lip RAIRIE BREAKERS. a52
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A Monthly Journalof Agriculture, Horticulture , Education and Domestic Economy

Adapted to the wants of the people of the Mississippi Valley .

VOL. V . ST . LOUIS, OCT, 1853. No. 10 .

The Valley Farmer. Falecon contento,Aerientarni Fatto,
CONTENTS OF NO. 10.

Tail Corn ; Contente, Agricultural Fairs, 341
Editorial Coriespondence, 312
The Farm and Shop ; Farming in California ; Chickens

and Curculio : Cultivation , 313

Tall CORN. - Mr. Jacob Hackett, of Dan .
Long wool Sl e p ; Sowing oats ; Rainy days 314

The Fruits of 1853 ,
sille , has left at our office two stalks of corn ,

345

Atkin ' s Automaton Reaper, 351

of the eight rowed kind - one of which , plant Ringbone in Horses ; The Pear, 352

Land Ofice Business; improved Cultivator; Sba !! I

ed on the 19th of Mar , measures ten feet ; the Turn Farmer, 356

other, planted on the 6th of June, measures The Potato Rot;Hen-roost Guano; liniz, 358

ten feet and one inch ! This is hard to beat,
wonderful Discovery , Beautiful Estract; Pine Stuck , 359

Cultivation of Starwberries , 360

- Advocute, Danville, Maine. The Ayrshire Breed ( f Cattie, 361

" Ten feet and one inch ’- -and call that tall
The Unexpected Return , . 363

A Cow Trade, Strange sight, 364

eorn . Why , neighbor, come out to the Rock A l'armer I once knew , 366

river valley and we'll show you what tall corn Importan: Discovery, Winter Rye; Appies for Core,
Lightning Rods,

- really is. Wedon 't begin to count the inches
366

EDITORIAL.
till it runs over fourteen feet. - Dixon ( I .) North -western Agricultural Society and Mechanical

' Association ,

Telegraph .
367

Elturia ! Corre- pondence, 368

p
Tall corn ! The Wabash Valler is Missouri State Fair; North -western Fruit Growers'

Bon corn . Mr. J . L . Sloan the other day | Frauds of Nurserymen ; Frost and Peach Buds,
Asciation , 369

370

brought from his field for exhibition a few Drilling Wheat; Improved Essex Pigs , 371

stocks, each 14 1 - 2 feet long. This was tho' t FAMILY CIRCLE.
Black Nursos for Childr : 11 , 372

to be pretty big ; but directly il man came | Lines suggested by a domestic Incident; Birth -day
Lines to my wife; The Better Land; Econuy in

Caudies ,

feet , and another proposed
373

The lIusbandman ; Basis of unhappy marriages: Hints

from his field measuring 18 feet. Just think about female education 374

of it - 18 feet corn , and ladders for husking . Preservation of grapes; Raisius; Keeping fruit 770
St. Louis Narket, Wholesale . 376

- Covington ( Ind.) Friend .
Talking of tall corn it takes the Mississippi AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.

STATE SOCIETIES.
Taller to beat the universe. We saw some Nissouri, at Boonville , Oct. 3 . 4 , 5 , 6 .
specimens at the door of our neighbor of the Illinois , at Springfield Oct, 11, 12, 13, 14 ,

Kentucks, at Lexington September 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 ,

Intelligencer, thatmeasured nineteen feethigh Indiana , at Lafayette Oct, 11, 12 , 13
New llampshire , at ManchesterOct. 5 , 6 , 7

and twelve feet to the ears . Think of that, Pennsylvania , at Pittsburgh Sept. 27 : 28 , 29 , 30
Wisconsin , at Watertown Oct, 4 , 5 , 6 , 7

re braggers over pigmy specimens. This corn Maryland , Oct. 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 ,
was raised near Collinsville, Ills., by Mr. Virginia , at Richmond Nov . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 .

Northtern Fruit Gruwers Association , at Chicage 1H .

· Harlow . Oct. 1 , 5 , 6 , 7 .
South Western Agricultural and Mechanical, at Louis

A GENTLEMAN IN NEw llavex , says the ville , Ky , Oct. 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 .
COUNTY SOCIETIES.

Ć Caion ,has caught in bis garden , since the 10th Boone county Mo. at Columbia . Sept. 29, 29, 30
dar of June, with twenty- four wide-mouth Franklin County Mo. atUnion Oct. 28 and 29
Lottles partly filled with molasses and vinegar, Monrue Co, No, at Paris Sept. 15 , 16 .

Jackson Co. Mo, at independence Sept 15 . 16 .

three bushels of bugs, flies and millers, & c. Morlau County ill. at Jacksonsille , sep. 29 and 30°
The bottles were hung upon his garden fence. Bourban county Ky. at Paris Sept. 27, 25 , 29, 30

( alloway Co. Fair at Fulton , Mo. 2, 3
During the first seven days, the amount of J -hngon Co. lowa, at lowa ('ity, 6 , 12flies , & c . caught,was forty two solid quarts. Dubuque couny, lowa, at Dubuque. Sept. 8 and 9 .
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Editorial Correspondence.
regretted a little leaving the Kate , there

Steamer Kate Kearney, Capt. Godding had made us so comforta .

Sep . 10 , 1353. ble that we felt perfectly at home. For a

Night before last we left St. Louis about comfortable quiet steamer, commend us10

dark ,and after calling at severalsand bars the Kate Swinney. Yesterdaywe listened
along the bottom of the river, we are now to a very able discourse in the Presbyterian

making fair headway towards Boonville . church , delivered by its Pastor. Whether

We see but little to interest travellers on the occasion was an unusual one we did
the lower Missouri, except the preparations not learn ,but the house was crowded to its

making to connect the Pacific Railroad utmost capacity . This morning, in com .

along its banks from South Point to Jeffer- pany with our friend, E . W . Brown , Eso ..

son City . This road passes beneath the we took a ride to the ground set apart for

bluffs, in most places, in view of the river. the First Fair of the Missouri State Agri.

To our notion the grade is entirely too low , cultural Society . On theway we called at

not above high watermark ,butwe suppose the house of Mr. H . Myers, who treated u

the engineers know better about it than we to a basket of Catawbas, from his vinevard

do - if they don 't they dont know much of two acres or more, in which he has sev .

about it. Wehave found ,amongour pas. eral thousand thrifty vines. Mr. Myers

lligent gentlemen. chief. told us that his vines did exceedingly wel

ly merchants , returning homefrom making this year until the fruit was nearly ripe,

their purchases of goods. Some of them when it commenced falling off, but he

have been on to New York and Philadel. would nevertheless have a fair crop.

phia though I doubt not they are satisfied The Fair ground' contains about 17 -

they could have done as well or better to acres of land, in a nearly regular paralle

have bought in St. Louis . We find that logram , reaching from the river to the road ,

the Valley Farmer is now pretty well running east from Boonville. It is about

known tomost of the people with whom we half a mile from town , and as well adapted .

conversed , either by representation or from for a fair ground as any loi we ever saw . »

having read it, and it is a matter of encour. It is undulating - rising very abruptly some

agement to us that all speak of it as a pa-130 or 40 feet from the river, where we find

per which well answers the purposes for a small level some 300 or 400 feet wide.

which it is published . One gentleman ,a On this plain will be constructed the exhi.

lawyer, told us thathe did nottake it himself | bition ring and the speaker' s stard . En

but that his partner did , and he read it with circling these in a crescent form is another

great pleasure. When he remonstrated hill, gently rising some 60 or 80 feet to the

with his partner, as he told us he did one summit of the grounds. On the side of this .

vjav , because he paid for several more pa. hill will be placed seats for the accommo:

pers than the other, the partner replied , dation of the company, arranged so that

Well, what of that ? don 't I take the Val. several thousand people will be able com

Cey Farmer, which is worth all the rest ?' I fortably to listen to the speaker. On the

llemention these things, not in boasting, summit is a convenient brick house, pro

but because such evidences of approval are cured with the grounds, which will be used

cheering and encouraging to us, and out for the convenience of the officers o els

of the abundance of the heart the mouth Society and the comfort of thelady visitors."

will speak .' Here also will be constructed the machine

shop, and also halls for the florist and veg .

Boonrille , Sep. 12. letable exhibitors, domestic manufactures.la

Arriving at this place late on Saturday poultry houses , & c . From the summit the

night, we left the steamboat to tarry with grounds fall off very gently towards the

our friends here over the Sabbath . We south , to a little creek perhan half warı;
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ae southern line, from where it rises again CHICKENS AND CURCULI0 . — Mr. R . P . Eldridge

co the road . Throughout the grounds are gives to the Michigan Farmer, some account of

scattered large and small oaks, affording his success in arresting the ravages of the Curcu

shades,and adding very much to the beauty lio, by allowing his chickens to run among his10 , by allowing
of the field. Thewholais enclosed with trees. He says : ' For several years I could not

close and substantial board fence, and the
raise any plums; the curculio wasmaster of tho

premises, and I yielded for a time. But like all
buildings being constructed are of a dura .

other tyrants he was not satisfied with his lawful
ble and substantial character. Taken

dominion, he reigned triumphant over my plum
altogether the arrangement is every way trees: he extended his dominion over my choice

worthy of the State and the men who are cherries; I bore thatwith some grumbling, it is

charged with themanagementof the affairs true. Henext tried my favorite peaches. I can

of the Society . not say 1 maniſested a great deal of patience,

After dinner , and some time spent in when I found him revelling on the bright side of
conversation with a number of intelligent my peaches, but what to do I did notknow . My

farmers who happened to be in town, we
fruit yard was connected with my house, and the

rode with the ladies of our company , down shade ofmy trees was very healthfulformyfami

the steepest hill in the State, perhaps, that
ly and children , and I could not afford the loss of

ever had a carriage road up or down it, to
my trees,nor the loss of my yard ,which must fol

low if I turned my hogs into it. I thereforo gave
see the vineyard of our good friend and old

up plums, cherries and peaches. But the rascal
subscriber , Wm .Hass . Nightwas so near was not satisfied. He attacked my apples, and
at hand that we could only hastily pass

for three years I had no fruit of any kind. Then
through a small portion of his eight or ten I resolved to make war upon the insatiable de

acres of Catawbas and Isabellas, fill our stroyer. Three years ago, I requested my wife

hands, pockets and handkerchiefs with the (who keeps a fine lot ofpoultry,) to let every hen

luscious fruit, take a hasty glance at his set as early as she wou!d . This she did, and by
thrifty apple trees, and hasten up the hill the time the plums were in blossom , she had fifty

- i again into town , to take passage on the chickens as large as robius under the trees . The

Sonora, whose whistle we soon beard in the coop mostly under the plum trees, and in a short

distance . time we had over a hundred , Wo routed the en

emy the first year. We have had our soldiers

- ! " The FARM AND Shop' is the title of a semi.
ready every spring since, and as a reward for our

monthly agriculturalmiscellany, published at In labor, we enjoy full yields ofplums, cherries“pea

dianopolis , Iud., edited by 0 . F . Mahem , assisted ches, and apples. This year my peach and plum

by J. B .Dillon , From the single number which trees require a good deal of care in propping to

we have seen , we place it among the best journ- |keep them from breaking.

als of the kind, and give it a hearty welcoine into

the ranks. Each number contains sixteen doublo Cultivation changes the tough covering of the

octavo pageg. Price one dollar perannum . almond into the soft and melting flesh of the

peach ; it converts the sour sloe into the delicious

FARMING IN CALIFORNIA . -- A correspondent plum ; and theaustere crab of ourwoods into the
of the Journal of Commerce thus writes about Cali I golden pippin , 'Like the wonders of fairy -land,'

fornia farming and prices : says Mr. Wright, ' cultivation has caused the acid
Twenty -five dollars per hundred pounds has just

:: been offered for 1.000 head of beef cattle, to be de- and disagrTand disagreeable weed to spring up into a deli

lvered at Benicia in lots , at stated intervals between cious vegetable . The celery of which weare all
How and the first of January. The party asks $30, so fond, was a species of wild parsley; and the
and expect to get it. Potatoes have advanced to 15

cents per Ib . by the quantity. Onions are selling at
common colewort, by culture , continued through

45 and 50 cents per lb . What would your farmersd your farmers |many ages, appears under the more useful form

say to getting three hundred dollars cash , for five
of cabbage, savoy and cauliflower

ordinary sized gunny bags of onions ? Our farmers

are now busy in cuuing and curing their grass, the We cut the above paragraph from an exchange

arop of which is very abundaut. paper. By the same reasoning we should say that
The grain harvest will commence in about a fort

night,aod continue for nearly three months. Wheat, cultivation changes naircultivation changes hairy skin and long fingers of

Warley and oats promise an abundantcrop . . ., the ape into the soft covering and gracefulappen
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dages ofthe Anglo Saxon,and the rude and sav .
For the Valley Farizer .

Rainy Days.age Hottentot into the polite and fashionable
Frenchman. By the way,what a ſate was thatof Rainy days will come whether we are

poor old father Adam ! Living on "tough al- ready for them or not. And since we

monds,'‘sour sloes,' 'austere crabs,' 'wild parsley ' cannot have them come just at the partic
and 'common colewort. However, this mode of ular time that suits our convenience besi,

reasoning disposes of one question which has been let us make the most of them .

long mooted. It could not have been an apple ! On a well regulated farm there are no

with which the evil one tempted our first mother, idle days - idle times should never come.

because they had no apples in those days - only A rainy day has just asmany hours and
'austere crabs,' gour sloes' and 'tough almonds, minutes as a fair one; and we can do just

Seriously we have no patience with such kind (as much work . To be sure , we cannot

of talk . No cultivation can make any fruit or plow , sow or reap, or do any out-door

vegetable , orman any better than its original con - llabor , but then , if, as we should , have

struction . We think we claim full enough for good shelters, ( a work shop made for the

cultivation when we assign to it an important purpose is better, ) we may do a great

urency in bringing back to its original value those many jobs. I will name a few , but the

fruits and vegetables, which , by the neglect and good sense of farmers will suggest a great

wickedness ofman , have deteriorated and become many others.

changed from useful and nutricious articles of ! A farmer should have fifteen or twenty

food into comparative worthlessness . dollars worth of tools , such as a set of

planes, one or two hand-saws, a set of

Fresu ARRIVAL OF A SUPERIOR Lot of Long augers, from 2 qrs. up to 8 qurs., a draw .

WOOL SILEEP : - Chas.McCormick , Esq ., has ing knife , chisel , a hand axe , & c ., also a

just returned from Virginia , with sixteen good lot of well seasoned ishite oak and
head of Cotswold Sheep - all of a superior hickory timbers. The timbers should be

breed . The buck is one of themost handsome
We gotout in July or August. Then with a

ani ;

animals we have ever seen , bred by Col.

Ware, of Clarks county, Va. , who gave the wowork shop to work in , he is prepared to
following history of him in his bill of sale to stock plows or repare them - to make

Mr. McCormack : Igates, draw -bars, hoe and axe handles
The buck sold by mc te Mr. Chas.McCor- Ito repair bis wagon beds,bolsters ,hounds,

mack, of Missouri, was one year old last & c . To make ox -yokes and bows - to

spring, sired by my imported prize buck , from make or mend his sled - to make boxes to

an imported prize ewe - winners of the highli

prizes of the Royal Agricultural Society of hold his grain - to clean and grease his
England , and of the State Society of Mary - /boots , shoes, wagon and carriage harness

land , and is thorough bred, of the imported -- to sharpen all his tools ready for use .

Cotswold breed .'' | He might have his negroes tying up

Mr. McCormick merits the thanks of our brooms, or making baskets or trays, or

agricultural community for his frequent im - cleaning out the stable and chinking the

portation of good stock into this section . He cracks

is an excellent judge of stock and has secured |

the best varieties of this breed of sheep the | Hemightspend part of such days read . "
country affords. He sold one of the sheep ing some good agricultural journal or in

since his arrival for $ 100 . Ile will exhibit writing something plain and practical for
them at the State Fair . They arrired in bet- publication . Ile should examine his ac

ter condition than could reasonably beexpect- counts and see that all are posted up right,
ed . He lost one on the railway near Wheel- and see how his merchant's and black

ing .- - Boonville Observer. smith ' s accounts are getting . This will

Sowing Oats . We think - we are convin admonish him to pause awhile before

ced - from all the information we can gather on the making a useless expendituj

subject, from the best and most experienced practic Were we engaged as above, on rainy
cal farmers, ibat early sown oats always promise the days, in doing little jobs, instead of visita

purest crop - - a heavier grain -- and if a peck more of

seed be sown to the acre iban is usually sown in late ing the haunts of vice and dissips
crops, a more productive yield . Weventure to say sleeping or gossipping , if at home, things
that the experience of mine observing farmers in eve- 1 .

ry ten , will confirm these important facts . Ger. Iwould probably go much better with us,
Tel. Sol . D . CARUTHERS.

Kinkead , Mo.
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For the Valley Farmer.
growth of wood , causing, perhaps, a pre.

The Fruits of 1853, mature dropping of some fruits , and affect
IN THE VICINITY OF ST . LOUIS .

ing somewhatunfavorably the flavor. But
I fear it was a thoughtless promise I the general crop of branches, leaves and

made you , to give you some observations fruit has been immense.

on the fruits of 1853, in this vicinity . Thad The StraWBERRY crop , to begin with ,

forgotten for the moment, in the excite
e Iwas a fair one , but I think it would have

: Inentof -hats full and caps full,' and bas.
been the better for a blanket of snow the

kets and wagons full, too, that midst my
winter long. In the absence of snow , a

duties to the Pacific Railroad,my orchard ,
4 ; I spread of tan bark is a very good protec .

like some other of my tender cares, had
tion , as well as a clean rest for the berries ,

been comparatively neglected. I will ,
and a suppressor of weeds. There are a

nevertheless , seize a few moments and at- |
good many new varieties of strawberry ,

tempt the thing you have posted me for.
some of which look finely and promise well.

Truly , we are enjoying a season of
I will not venture to recommend any of

abundance in most ofthe fruits of the earth ,
them as yet, though I do not doubt that

as well as very general prosperity in all
departments of business .

some of them will become standards. For

A fine, «growing,' though cool spring,
family uses, I have been quite well satisfied

so far , with Hovey's Seedling, and have
after a mild winter, was succeeded by a li

alfound the Iowa very productive. Someof
summer through which rain and sunshine

have been quite equally distributed . A
my neighbors think better of Burr's Neue

| Pine. Keen 's Seedling, so called, is mod .
season of remarkable salubrity for the hu- |

eratively productive. Eberlein 's Seedling
man family , it has been marked also as

never came up to the boasts of its origina.
one unusually favorable to the vegetable !

creation . We feared at one time that for
Witors. It is a good fiavored and high color

led berry but small. I saw several new
the mildness of the winter, Jack Frosti

kinds at the llorticultural Exhibition in
would linger in the lap of Spring for his

New York , and among them was a large
requital, and that insect life would be

and handsome, while strawberry called
nourished for his assistance. But we have

| Bicton Pine, which is worthy of trial.
been agreeably disappointed. Wehad no

late frosts, as we too often have, and as for As to RASPBERRIES, nothing is easier

the more noxious of the insects , we have than to have every year a sufficiency . --

been uncommonly free from them . The The Red Antwerp and the Fastolf, will

curculio,that provoking and pestiferous little not stand here without protection in the

Turk ,thatfor the last ten yearshas destroy - winter. A row acrossmy garden protected

ed allour smooth skinned fruit, either did not by a close board fence on the west, consist.

geth s armywholly out ofwinterquarters ,oring of common red , black , and the yellow

if he did , themain body devoted themselves | Antwerp, supply every year, without fail,

to other provinces, which evidently have allmy family wants. In the spring they

not fallen so easily before their crescent are cleaned out of the dead wood,manure

sign . And, therefore, the apricot, the forked in , and the young stalks topped

nectarine and the plum , have had some down to about four feet, and the crop sup.

chance to display to us their characteris . plies not only my house , but a numerous

tics . The bees , too , those excellent co. family of cat-birds, orioles and thrushes.

adjutors of the orchardist have had a busy The Apricot tree flourishes well here

season , made large stores, and have been , always, and though it blooms early , some

until the warm days of September came, times by the first of March, its fruit be.

comparatively free from the vile moth . If comes too large to be destroyed by the

there has been any fault of the season , it frost which often nips the peaches in May .

is, that it has rather too much favored the The tree grows thriftily , and the bark and
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leaves always look bright and healthy. — berries. They are vigorously assisted by

The fruit, however, seldom gets to be the black birds, cat birds and the golden roba.

size of a cherry before it receives themark The cat bird is, perhaps, themost hateful,

of the orescent, which is as fatal to it as because it comes early and stays late , and

ever the cross of Jibenainosay was to an is omniverous in fruit. The earliest cher.

Indian. The fruit soon decays and falls. ry ripened about the third of June. This

This year, with few exceptions, the crop was the flesh colored Bigarreau , or B . Cou

escaped . They ripened, the Moorpark leur de Chair.

and the 'Peach Apricot about the last of The Early Apples in my orchard are

June, and they were large, beautiful, lus. Early Harvest, the Red Margaret the

cious and sweet. This is the first time,and Tart Bough , the Red Astracan, the large

the trees are about ten years old , I have Yellow Bough , sweet, and the Lippencott,

had a crop . They prove themselves a de. or Summer Rose. The first two are gen

nomination of fruit that is fit to be cultivat. erally esteemed the best. They are good

ed in any amateur's orchard . But how bearers, and are of very good flavor, be

they can be saved from the sign of the cre . sides being a very marketable commodity .

scent is the problem . | The Bough is a very large and splendid

The Cherry crop was magnificent. - sweet apple but unproductive. The Red

Nothing of the kind that I have ever seen Astracan is a Swedish apple, grows large,

equals the large, clear, wax.like and deli. is handsome, but is no sooner mellow than

cious Napoleon Bigarreau . The Brar . mealy . It seems to be a shy bearer. The

REAU was next to it. The American Am - | Summer Rose is under medium size, yel.

ber , the Black Tartarian , the Black lowish , striped with red, crisp , and of a

Eagle , the flesh colored Bigarreau , the pleasant perfume and flavor. The Golden

Elton , the Arch Duke, the Bowyer's Ear. Sweeting is very excellent and productive .

ly , were all very fine. As for the Morellos My Early Joe is not yet in bearing. Ear

they were left to ripen and decay, unhon . Ily apples sell better than fall apples.

ored and unsung. The only difficulty in Peaches and Plums began to ripen to.

the growth of the cherry here is that, it gether. I have a very good red free stone

grows too exuberantly and too fast. - peach which originated with Mr. Lewis

The bark , generally on the southwest side, Clark , which I value for its early maturity .

is liable to split and the wood to decay . It ripensaboutthe last of July. Like nearly

This makes an unsightly appearance, but all the peach trees this season , it had to be

I have not yet lost a tree by it, and I have relieved of its fruit or propped to save it

some fifteen years old . A protection of the from breaking down. 1 . call it Clark's

body by boards when young,and possibly a Early. Next to it came Trotter's Early,

little impoverishment of the soil by sand , or generally a very good peach ,but this year,

allowing a thick sod ofgrass to grow around like the Early York , which succeeded it,

the tree would obviate this difficulty . I quite insipid . In a year of abundance,

have, however, but two or three out of a however , our taste grows fastidious, and we

dozen or more thus affected. But the real are almost ready to reject what in ordina .

difficulty with the cherry crop here is, that ry seasonswe regard as very good . Then

it is generally swept by the birds. Last came the Crawford' s Early Melocolon , a

year they did not leave us the bite of a fine early yellow peach , excellent formar

cherry.' This yearwe fought hard , cov. malade, but this year not to be compared

ered some, and obtained a small share. with the Late Admirable which followed it.

The great thief is the cedar bird , or wax . This last is a great favorite with me. My

wing. They come in flocks, when cher . friend, the late Judge W . C . Carr, esteem .

ries are ripening, and suddenly disappeared it, as he ate it in my orchard, thebest he

after they are gone. They are quite as had ever seen . It is a large, round, fine

fond, however , of mulberries and straw . looking, luscious and high flavored peach .
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"What wondrous life is this I lead ,

Ripe apples drop about my head ;

Upon mymouth do crush their wine;

The nectarine and curious peach

I am not yet fully satisfied, however ,whe. faction . The curculio will take them 8

ther the Brevoort, Pourpree Hative and years out of 10 , and when he don 't they

the Grosse Mignonne are not equal to it. will probably rot and fall. I covered a

They are certainly most excellent, and, in - plum tree with a mosquito net, and it did

deed ,Brevoort andGrosse Mignonnearenot not save the fruit from the usual and gen

easily equalled. Walter 's Early is large eral decay. The same remarks apply to

and excellent and Morris' White, which the Nectarine, and I will add another, that

ripens Ist of Sept., several weeks earlier when your nectarines are perfect, although

here than in the north -eastern states , is they are very beautiful andhave a fine per

first rate . About the same time came in fume, yet they are not so good to eat as

the Red Rareripe, a most productive and multitudes ofpeaches. I obtained a small

excellent variety . The Soulard Cling,' crop this year, for the first time, of the Bos

a native here, is very good , handsome and ton , and the PETERBOROUGH,but they were
productive and ripens about the 20th of all disposed to rot, though the curculio had

August. permitted them to attain their growth . If

your tree bring not forth good fruit,' & c .

The luscious clusters of the vine I have obeyed the injunction , and cutdown

my nectarines, saving one, and I think I
Into may hand themselves do reach ! shall execute judgment in like manner up

But, good gracious ! what a difference on most of my plums, saving the native

there is in peaches at $ 2 50 the bushel, as Cherokee , which always bears , and this

they were early in the season , and 25 cts . year broke down under the weight of its

the bushel, as they were about the 1st of fruit. The Quetsche or Gerinan Prune did

September. Alas, by the time they are well, also , and perhaps is worthy of further

down to 25 cts. they pall upon the taste , trial. This is but a poor substitute , it is

and they are thrown into the hog-pen, or true, for the delicious plums which flourish

sent to the distillery to be transformed into upon the banks of the Hudson , but it seems

villainous brandy. But again the relish the best we can do in this vicinity accord .

revives when the price gets up to $ 3 and $ 4 ing to our presentknowledge.

the bushel, as it did when the latest sorts The Pear crop , such as it is, has been a

came into close the season . . large one. The few trees left by the blight

In the midst of the peaches, ripened , for which swept away most of the pear family

the first time in many years the Plum and a few years ago, have recently prospered ,

the NECTARINE. The curculio was not able and this year were overloaded with fruit.

to destroy them all, and hence, no doubt, The devastation of the blight, and the tar

we shall hear thatmanyremedieshave been diness of the bearing properties of thepear,

this year successful. I have seen some have hitherto somewhat discouraged any

good plums, and heard ofmore this season . extensive planting in this vicinity . There

My best is the Washington We got a are a few trees, however , which have re .

small crop and it was delicious . I cannot covered from the at:acks of the blight, and

say much for Coe's Golden Drop, as it ri- a few which have not asyet been attacked .

pened with me the last of August. It is The tree growsrather luxuriantly here,and

large and handsome, but rather coarse. I for that reason , perhaps, the fruit, though it

think itwaspossibly overgrown, and rotted attains large size, is not so highly flavoreil

before it was fully ripe . The two kindsof as in some other localities . I have in my

Magnum Bonum , were very large and of grounds the Madaleine, or Citron des

splendid appearance. But these large Carmes, the Bartlett , or Williams' Bon

plums are not to be compared in flavor to Cretien, Dearborn's Seedling, the Seckel,

the Green Gage, the Mirabelle , & c . I am the White Doyenne, the Dix , the Dutchess

pretty well convinced , however, that we d ' Angouleme, the Brown Beurre, the

cannot grow good plums here to any satis . I Winter Nelis, the Beurre d' Aremberg,
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and the Pound . The last, you know is a „ the Ohio , & c . The Catawba is generally

very large, coarse , late pear, only fit for considered the best for winemaking as well

preserving, and for that it is excellent. The as the table . There is, however , a grape

tree bears abundantly . The Brown Beur. broughthere from Germany, called, I think,

re is scarcely worth cultivating. The Ma- the ROLANDER ,which in the opinion of some

daleine is a beautiful and refreshing little is superior to theCatawba. The grape dif

early pear , ripe the last of July . The tree fers from the Catawba only in having more

is very productive and I value it highly . compact bunches , and in containing more

The Seckel is a famous old variety , well saccharine matter. It is nearly the same

known, grows to a good size here, and re - in size and color . It is perfectly hardy

tains all itsmelting, buttery , juicy,honey . here. It has very little pulp and I think

like qualities. The tree seems rather a it will prove a very valuable variety .

shy bearer, but it has resisted the blight. I imported 25 vines of the Scuppernong

A valuable seedling from it which we call (from Arkansas, but only one lived , and

Mitchell's Russet, is grown at Belleville . that has not as yet borne fruit.

I had two trees of the Duchess d ' Angou - The LENOIR is productive, bunches

leme. Both were stricken by the blight. large and compact, and is a very good ta

I cut them both down below the blight. ble grape free from pulp . It is, in my

One died, and the other, surviving, has opinion , much better than the Ohio (Long.

given me, this year, a heavy crop. Some worth 's Segar box,) and has been this year

of the fruit attained an immense size and a quite free from rot, while the Ohio has

splendid appearance, and they have been rotted badly. I have seen this season a

good, but not first rate , so far . I have one wild grape from the Meramecmuch larger

bearing upon the quince stock , which I and more productive than the Ohio , butnot

think will give better fruit. The Bartlett quite so juicy nor so free from pulp .

proves itself a noble fruit - large , rich melt. For cultivation under glass I have found

ing and handsome. The tree bears young the Muscat Of ALEXANDRIA , the Grizzly

and yields abundantly . It has never, with FRONTIGNAN , the White FRONTIGNAN , the

me, been attacked by the blight. It ripens Black HAMBURG , the ROYAL MUSCADINE

aboutthe 1st of September . The crop was or CHASSELAS DE FONTAINEBLEAU, and the

too large this year to give us the best qual. SYRIAN quite satisfactory, indeed first rate ,

ities of the fruit. The Nelis and the when well attended to. The Chasselas

Beurre d ' Aremberg are both delicious Noir is also very productive, and a good

winter pears, but have not fruited here yet. grape. The WHITE HAMBURG will suc

Although it is said that, ceed in the open air with protection in the

Hewho plants pears ,
winter, and so will the White RISSLING .

Plauts for his heire, The Syrian is tender, but the clusters

yet I never get into the enjoyment of this of grapes are enormous, such , probably

most deliciousand fascinating fruit, without as had to be borne between two men ,'

feeling like extending my plantation with when one of the bunches was cut from a

additional selections from the great variety vibe in the valley of Eschol in Scripture

of really excellent new pears which are times. .

now cultivated . I have seen 400 varieties ALEXANDER's or the Cape and the Isa

exhibited by one cultivator, (Mr.Manning, BELLA are hardy and productive here , and

of Salem , Mass .) at one time. the berries attain good size , and ripen

In July there was a flattering prospeet of about the middle to the last of September.

a heavy crop ofGRAPES. The subsequent Alexander 's is deemed superior to the Is.

attacks of mildew , however , has left but abella in all respects .

about half a crop. This extended to eve. The CatawBA is considered better than

ry variety of cultivated grapes in the open either of the two last named, and is com

air, the Catawba, the Isabella , the Cape, ing into general cultivation as well for wine
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as for the table . Very good hock and also friends, who produce very fine peaches,

champagne are produced from it. The got an early start this season , and intro

vintage of the Catawba here is during the duced the Heath into our market early in

last half of September. One of our citizens, September and sold them well. I have

(Mr. Weisenecker,) informs me that his never seen so large a quantity of splendid

vines will produce this year, about 200 Heaths as were brought into this market

gallons to the acre. At the rate he sells it, by Mr. Townsend from near Collinsville,

$ 3 per gallon , this is more remunerative Ils., about the 15th Septeniber. In the

than any other species ofagriculturallabor. eastern States the Heath ripens in October

The gravelly hill sides along the Pacific It ripens with me between the middle of

Railroad could be very profitably cultiva - September and the first of October . The

fed in this manner, and I do not doubt but sample of the peach sold here early in

that our country will yet produce wine of September as the Heath , which I saw , was

as good a quality as was ever grown upon no more like it than a Romanite is like a

the declivities of Campania Felix . Baldwin . There are many seedlings of

Though notmuch of a wine drinker, I this variety nearly resembling the original.

happen to have in my house, just now , I have raised a Heath which measured 14

some of the wine of Ohio , Spain , Portugal, inches in circumference, of which but 5

France, Hungary , California and Missouri. could be preserved whole in a gallon jar

Of all these varieties, (perhaps they are not Lut this year they are too numerous to go

of the first quality , ) the wine of California over 10 inches. I have a Seedling Cling

is to my taste and to that of all my family , ripening about the 15th of September re

the best. It has the color of Burgundy, sembling the Washington , but superior to

but a flavor peculiar to itself, with a slight it, I fancy , in size, appearance and flavor.

trace of Madeira . The Hungarian wine There are a great variety of Fall Ap .

and that of Ohio and Missouri are quite ples grown in our neighborhood, and al

similar, the former having the most body. though greatnumbers of them are not fit to

The LATE PEACHES were unusually fine. be cultivated , yet there are doubtless many

I have a large yellow freestone peach, ripe sorts both new and old of good qualities,

about the 10th September ,measuring ten The general crop is , this year, so large

inches, and the tree is just beginning to that it is scarcely worth sending to market,

bear. It is a native of this country, and and I presurne, therefore, that a larger

the originator I am told kept it quite to quantity of Cider will be made than ever

himself, and sometimes sold his product before. This fact will account for the

for ten cents apiece. It has a good flavor , considerable demand for Hicocks' Mill.

and if it continues as good upon further Taking all its qualities into consideration ,

acquaintance, I think it should be christen . I regard the Rambo as amongst the first of

ed the St. Louis until St. Louis produces our fall apples . It is a great bearer , un

a better. siis failing , and moreover it is a handsome,

The LA GRANGE is a large, white, sweet large and good apple, and keeps well.---

and delicious freestone peach , ripe about The Fall Pippin and the WHITE BELLE«

the 12th to the 15th September . It is one fleur are excellent apples, but they almost

of the best late peaches, and well worthy invariably cast their fruit irregularly , and

of general cultivation. The Smock Free you are liable to miss half your orop while

slone quite as late , grows large, looks well, waiting for it to get fully ripe . The COOPER

and sells well, but is n ither very rich or is a new Ohio apple , very popular athome

juicy, or to be compared with the La and is certainly a large, fine looking fruit

Grange. . . . . . 1 - first rate , I should say , for selling, but

The Heath is the standard late cling - second rate for eating. The Pennsylunia

large,white, fine looking, highly flavored Red Streak is very large, but coarse . The

and excellent for preserving. Our Illinois I Romanite, though it sells well, in my opin .
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ion , shouldbe rejected and uprooted. The ise well, but they have not been , perhaps ,

GLORIA MUNDI grows large, but coarse. sufficiently tried to warrant recommenda

There are many varieties remaining to be tion as standards. I have no doubt that

tested here. The highest flavored, and many new and valuable varieties will orig .

perhaps themostvalued late fall apple in my inate here in a climate and soil so genial.

orchard answers to the description in the The QUINCR Crop is splendid . I have

booksofthe Newark Pippin . Butmany of never seen Quinces of such size, though I

the winter apples of the east, transplanted have seen them grown in great perfection

here become fall apples. This is the case at Newport, Rhode Island , near the sea

with the Rhode Island Greening, the Jona- shore. Some of my Quinces this year,

than , and I fear , the Baldwin , and the Nor measure over a foot in circumference.

thern Spy - though they all may be kept till I have now gone over a general list of

early winter. The Baldwin and the Jona . such fruits of this year, ashave come un

than are very handsome. The Æsopus Spit- dermy observation . There are multitudes

zenberg grows large and fine, but is not so of sorts grown here which I have not allu

highly flavored as at the east, and will not ded to , and many of them , doubtless , are

keep till mid-winter. The Swaar, the first rate .

Pomme Royal, and the Hubbarston non . As one of the Vice Presidents of the

such have not been sufficiently tested here. National Pomological Society , to meet in

When I mention the Newtown Pippin I Boston next year, and as Chairman of the

have included in my listmost ofthe famous Fruit Committee for the State of Missouri,

standard apples of the day . Were I to I had hoped for communications on the

part with all my winter apples but one, the subject of our fruits from some of our cul.

one I should keep is the Yellow Newtown tivators , buthave been disappointed. I am

Pippin . It is in my estimation at the satisfied , however, that the characterofour

head of all winter apples known to me,and Pomology has greatly improved within the

succeeds well in my orchard. It is mode- last ten years and is still advancing . The

rately productive , fruit large and fair , high chief difficulties in the way of success here

flavored , cooks well, eats well, sells better have been ,late frosts in the spring , insects

than any other, and lists until June - - and blight. These have always prevented

Raules' Janet we all know is a very gen - complete success, and in some fruits have

eral favorite in the West. Its uniform pro - caused a failure three years in five. The

ductiveness and late keeping are its best apple worm causes an immense quantity

qualities . It is to be highly commended of autumn and winter apples to fall prema

for general orchard culture . The Vander- turely . Occasionally it seems to infest

vere is also a very excellent mid -winter every apple . In our present knowledge,

dessert fruit, handsome, tender and of we consider the cultivation of the Goose

agreeable flavor, but only moderately pro berry , the Plum and the Nectarine, as un .

ductive. Pryors' Red is quite popular, profitable . In the growth of the apple, the

and the Red Seeknofurther maintains its pear , the grape, the peach ,and the quince,

identity . The Sweet Seek.no further is we have had delightful encouragement.

small, dry and unworthy general cultiva - The hills of St. Louis, St. Charles, and

tion . The Wine Apple is a large, fine look . Franklin , on this side the Mississippi, and

ing fruit, productive and of agreeable flavor . those of St. Clair and Madison on the other ,

It promises well hure as a fall fruit. The promise abundantly to supply all the wants

Russetts, with me, have proven oflittle val- of a large city in this respect, as well as to

ue as yet, and so has the Yellow Belle - furnish a considerable and profitable ex..

fleur . The crop of winter apples, this sea . port north and south .

son , is a large one. Very truly yours, THO. ALLEN .

There are several seedlings ofthe cling | Crystal Springs.

stone Peach , Apple and Pear ,which prom . St. Louis, Sept. 1853, 1

81
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Atkin ' s Automaton Self - Raking Reaper.

REAPER OU
LATKINS AUTO

SI

The success of this new patentee scems satisfactorily. In consequence of this Iwas working

to have been fully equal to the expectations de, about one third of the piece. (and with severe
at it and bad cut with great difficulty , with the cra

of its most sanguine friends. We learn labor, a cradler could not cutiwo acres a day .) when
this machine of Aikios' did cut easily and handsome.

that about 40 have been in use this yearearly on three sides of those oats not only without

in grain or grass in Mlinois , Iowa, Wiscon - wasting,but on the contrary leaving a cleaner field

sin , Michigan, Indiana, Ohio , Virginia , "
' v : ini, by far than is customary with harvesters.

ma, Very truly yours, TRA L . PECK .
Pennsylvania , New York and Canada. — BRONSON MURRAY, Esq. also writes usas follows:

Twenty one of these had been heard from I witnessed myself its operation in the badly lodged
oats ofMr. Peck . The grain wasvery badly lodged ;

and every one had given perfect satisfac- all beaten to within eighi or tep inches of the ground.

tion . First premiums have been awarded I fully concur in all that is said y Mr. P ., who is a
most reliable and competentman .' ]

to it by the Ohio , Wisconsin and Michigan

State Agricultural Societies ; by the Buel CERTIFICATE OF FARMERS, LA SALLE CO ., ILL.

Institute, the Mechanics Institute , at Chi- The undersigned farmers of La Salle County , well

cago , the American Institute at New York . / accustomed to the use of harvesting machines, bave
this day witnessed the working of Atkins' Self-Raker

and by several County Societies . in a field of oats , and recommend it to the public in

In the Farmer for August we gave an th
the followiper spects :

1 1 . Its work is performed in every respect as well
account from the Indiana Farmer of a trial as any otherreaper, and its raking is donemuch bet
of reapers in Waype Co ., Indiara , on ter ( the bundles being in better shape) than band ra

king .
which occasion a silver cup was awarded 2. It is lighter work for the team than anymachine

to Atkins ' Reaper. We have since re- in use , so far as we can judge.
3 . It saves the labor of one man , and

ceived a circular from Mr. Wright, from 4 . The workmanship is vastly more thorough ,me

which we extract the following certificates: chanical and durable than any wachine yet intro
dured into this country .

Deer Park , August 14 , 1853. B . Cummings, H . G . Oummings, J. S . Cunminin,

J . S . WRIGHT, Esq . - Dear Sir : I have had at wm . Bennett, G . F . Jennings, J . W . Armstrong,
y field of optis , Aikins' Self-Rakermade by Jasper Lamkin , Horace Beardsley , Peter A . Rider,

Tra Peck , Jno. W . Calkins ,vou , and not thinking that a sort of circular reconi. Ed . Beardson ,
Jay , W . Calkins, Ira L . Peck , Philip M COmber,

mendation which I have already signed , goes far La Salle County , Ill ., August 2 , 1853.
enough in its advocacy of themerits of thatmachine, l
I want to say to you that it has cut, and cut hand

and ! ! [ The above , coming from farmers of experience

somely , depositing in good , regular bundles, eightor and character, nearly all of them being owners of

ten acres of oats which were so badly beaten downn reapers, and consequently knowing what they say, is
in conn erier for which I am truly

and lodged that no machine owner would undertake

to cut them . I applied to two persons owning asJobliged.)

good a style ofmachine aswehad previously known Janesville , August 6 , 1853.

in this country, and were told by them thatthey could Mr. J. S . WRIGHT - Dear Sir : " I purchased of

cut the grain , but that no living man could rake iton your Agent, one of Atkins' PatentSelf-Raking Reap

Work in my fiala .. .
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ing and Mowing machines , and it is with pleasure The Pear.
that I announce to you that it is a splendid machine.

As a Reaper,Mower and Raker, it sets back allother The Pear was known and cultivated by
machines in this country . There have been over

iwo hundred persous to witness its performance. -
They pronounce it thie best they have ever seen. Ihrastus, Virgil , Pliny, and others. Pliny

can go into my field and mow or reap ten or twelve describes the varieties in cultivation in
arres per day with one pair of horses with perfect his time as y
rase ; and leave the grain in handsome gavels torthe

his timeas very numerous,butadds, 'All
binder. The advantages it has over all other reappears whatever are but a heavy meat,

ers, are, there is no side draught ; it runs easy ; wless they are well boiled or baked ,
rakes beautifully : and is not likely to get out of re - ! from which we infer that the pears of his
pair. There is no question but thtit is the machine

ior this country. In short, I would not part with day had not developed all the delicious
e for any money if I could not procure another. qualities of some or our

Yours respectiully, p
e r qualities of some of our modern varieties.

It is now the favorite of thefruit grower,( A farmer from the east told mein passing through
Chicago, that he heard of this reaper at Janessiile and of the fruit -loving epicure .e and of the fruit-loving epicure. NofruitA

and wentto see it - ihatMr. Sears had then cut over probably owes so much to culture and to
100 acres of grass and grain , withoutanything getting the science and skill of the horticultu .
out of order, and even without grinding the koite.)

rist as this. Prof . Van Mons, of Lou
OAKLAND CO ., MICH , - REAPER AND MOWER . vain , Belgium , who has devoted his

Pontiac, August 5 , 1853. whole life to pears, is onr greatest bene
J . S . Wright - Dear Sir : Tam happy to have factor in this department. Mr. Knight,

an opportunity to express my opinion of the machine of London has contributhe of London has contributed largely to theI bought of you . I putthemachine together myself,
and worked it. I ani perfectly satisfied with it as a same end.
Reaper ; and as a Mower it 'mowsbetter than any ! The pear is not a native of North
man can. I remain yours truly ,

JAS, TOWNSEND.
America , but the high flavor of the Sec

(This letter,itwillbe observed, is from the farmer kel, and other American varieties, as yet
spoken or on page 90.) unsurpassed in that respect by any Euro

pean sort, proves the adapłation of the
SANGAMOX AND MORGAN COUNTIES, ILL . |

Le soil and climate of our Northern States
Island Grove, August 3 , 1853. to this fruit

J . S . WRIGHT, E : 9 . - Dear Sir: The Sell-Rahing
machine. you sentme to sell, were sold in Jackson The Pear is very long lived . Several

ville and Springtield . All that saw them operate , are mentioned which are known to be
pronounced them the most perfect and best barvest

ing machines yet produced . The binders say that
.: nearly four hundred years old . In Her.

twomen will bind about as much aſter this as three fordshire , England, there is a remarkable
aiter any other machine. And it does its work specimen . In 1805 it covered more than
enough cleaner to save at least one man's wages per hou
day ; thus saving at least three hands a day - and is !is half an acre of ground , its branches bend

r s of around its branchesben

rasy work for the team . You may rely on a large ing down, taking root, and , in turn , pro

number being wanted for the nextharvest. ducing others in the same way. Near
Respectiullly yours, EDWARD J. ENO . 1

Vincennes, Illinois , there is a tree,which ,
The Reaper will be exhibited at the Mo. though it is believed to be not more than

State Fair , and we advise all persons who | forty years old , is ten feet in circumfer

are interested in Wheat culture, to give it ence , one foot from the ground , and yiela

an examination . ed in 1840, the astonishinh quantity of
140 bushels of fruit. It is always enor

RING BONE IN HORSES. - Tnis disease, so termed mously productive. The fruit is toleraour pro

because itcon- cituted bony growth round the pastern bly large, and of a good flavor. It is

bove, is of two kinds, which are distinguished by mentioned by the Rev. H . W . Beecher,
horsemen as true and false ringbones. The former

occurs at the pastern joint, and generally arises from in a contribution to Hovey ' s Magazine.
strain of these ligaments ; but the latter consists in The great value of the pear,' says Downing,
Ossification of the cartilages of the sides of the foot, is as a dessert fruit. Next to this , it is highly es.
which become enlarged , as well as converted into teemed for baking, stewing, preserving and mar

bone. The best treatinent for ringbone of either mal

kind is , after the inflammation has been in a great
either malades. In France and Belginm the fruit is very

ineasure removed by cooling applications, to fire the
generally dried in ovens, ormuch in the sameway

part, or otherwise rub in the iodine ofmercury oint as we do the apple , when it is quite an important

ment, washing off the effects on the following day, article of food .

and thus repeating it again and again. Wehave by •Dessert pears should have a melting, soft tex
such means succeeded in removing the lameness, di. ture, and a sugary , aromatic juice . Kitchen pears ,
minishing the enlargement,and restoring the animal for baking or stewing, with firm and crisp fleshi,
in many cases to a state of usefulness. - Spooner. Imoderately juicy.
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The pear is a peculiar fruit in one respect, York. Barry, in the FruitGarden,'de
which should always be kept in mind , viz : the scribes it as large, buttery , and melting ,

most varieties aremuch finer in flavor. if picked from

the tree and ripened in the house , than if allowed to win with a rich musky flavor ; tree, a fair ,
become fully matured on the tree . There are a erect grower; bears young, and abund

few exceptions to this rule ,but they are very few . antly , both on pear and quince; the fruit
And, on the other hund, we know a great many ripens perfectly in the house, if gathered

varieties which are only second or third rate when
even two or three weeks before its time

ripened on the tree, butwhich possess the highest
and richest flavor if gathered at the proper time, of ripening ; this prolongs its season .

and allowed to mature in the house. “Many sorts Among autumn pears the Duchesse d '

which , ripened in the sun and open air , are rather Angouleme, the largest of all our goodi
dry , when ripened within door, most abundantly more the White Dovonne a universally

pears, the White Doyenne, a universally
melting and juicy. They will also last for a ' con
siderable longer period, if ripened in this way - esteemed variety , Louis Bonne de Jersey ,

naturing gradually ,uswanted for use - and being beautiful and delicious, Stevens' Genesee,
thus beyond the risk of loss or injury by violent highly productive, and the Flemish Beari

stormsor high winds.
ty may be mentioned as highly approved .

The finest sort of pears are continued or in - of the last named a representation of

creased , by grafting, or budding , and the stocks
on which to work , are either seedlings or suck - wmen we give, DOsuck which we give, Downing in his Fruits

ers. Sucker stocks have usually such indifferent and Fruit Trees,' thus speaks:
roots they are so liable to produce suckers, con un

tinually , ihemselves ,and are somuch less healthy D
In good soils and open situations, the Flemish

than seedlings, that they are now seldom used by :
Beauty is certainly one of the inout superb pears

good cultivators; though if quite youngand thrif.
in this climate . Wehave seen specimens grown

ty, they will often make good stock .'
on the banks of the Hudson , the past summer ,

wbich measured 12 inches in circumference , and

A strong loam of moderate depth , on a were of the finest quality. The tree is very luxu

dry subsoil, is best for the pear tree. Fİ
en riant and bears early and abundantly ; the young

shoots upright, dark brown It should be remark
Damp soils are entirely unfit for it. In ed however, that the fruit requires to be gathered
a clinate rather cold for the pear, it is sooner than most pears , even before it parts readi

better to plant on a southern slope,but in ly from the tree. If it is then ripened in the
warm climates colder situations should be house, it is always fine, while , it allowed to mit

sought.
ture on the tree, it usually becomes soſt , flavor .

jess ,and decays soon .'
The varieties of the pear are almost

numberless. Of the new ones, Belgium , The Beaurre d ' Aremturgh, a large,
the paradise of pears has produced the melting, rich and vinious flavored pear,

greatest number. Some valuable sorts the Beaurre Easter, a very large and fine ,

have originated in this country. Which the Lawrence, a native of Long Island ,

are the best kinds for universal culture, and unmistakably good , the Vicar of

is yet quite an unsettled question , in this ! Wakefield , and the Pound, monstrous in

country , at least. The influence of cli- size,and good for stewing or baking, are

mate should be taken into account in all among the best winter sort.

cases. A variety which is known to be ! Downing gives the following:
of the finest quality in New England, " Selection of choice pears for a small garden , to

may prove only second or third rate in ripen in succession , from July to April. Made

Pennsylvania or Ohio .
leine, Bloodgood , Dearborn's Seedling, Bartlett,

or William 's Bon Chretien , Andrew ' s , Summer
The Bloodgood is the highest flavored Franc Real, White Doyenna, Seckel, Fondante

of the early pears . It is an American d ' Automne,Surpasse Virgalieu , Urbaniste, Dun :
variety supposed to have originated or more, Marie Louise , Van Mons Leon le Clerc,

Long Island, and is superior to any Eu
Beurre d ' Aremberg , Knights Monarch , and for

ropean variety of the same season . Dear
deep warm soil, Beaurre d ' Ranz.'

born 's Seedling , another American sort is THE PEACH .

the best we know to succeed it. The 1 The peach tree is a native of Persia ,
former ripens from July 25th to August as its name in all languages indicates

10th , and the latter about the middle of persico, ( Italian ,) pecher, ( French, )peach .

August. The most popular perhaps of It was brought to Italy in the timeof the
all summer pears is the Bartlett . Ît ri- Emperor Cladius. China and the United

pens from the last of August to the last States are now the two principal peach

of September, in the latitude of New growing countries. In new England they
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do not flourish well,but in all themiddle, the Fourth ,large,white,with a red cheek '
southern and western states , they are ripens a little later than the preceeding ;

produced in the greatest abundance. Jacques Rare Ripe, a superb yellow peach '

New Jersey, Maryland and Delaware a native of Massachusetts; Bergen 's Yel

perhaps take the lead in peach culture. I low , large orange, red in the sun, flesh

Orcnards of from 10 ,000 to 20 ,000 trees yellow , juicy, and fine flavored ; Craw

are often seen in New Jersey . The ford 's and Crawford 's Superb , ( late Me.
peach , on account of the great facility Ilocoton , ) both very fine; Late Admirable ,

with which it grows, in this country, is Cole 's Early Red , Morris ' White, Old

very carelessly cultivated , and has not, Mixon Freestone, and Old Mixon Cling
delicious as it now is , been improved to stone.

. The extent of its capabilities . 1 The editor of the New England Far
Certainly ,' says Downing , noone expects us mer gives the following list of varieties

to write the praises of the peach as the most de - as best adapted to the climate and soil of

licious of fruits. “ To gild refined gold ” would |New England:
be a task quite as necessary ,and if any one doubts

the precise rank thatthe peach should take among FOR THREE SORTS . FOR TWELVE SORTS, ADD :

the different fruits of even that cornocupian Early York , (serrated foiloge,) Grosse Mignonne ,
month - September -- and wishes to convince us Crawford's Early , Bergen Yellow ,

of the higher lavor of a Seckel or a Monarch Old Mixon Free, Druid Hill,

pear, we will stop his mouth and his arguments ! FOR SIX SORTS ADD : Late Admirable ,

with a sumuy cheek and melting " George the Large Eirly York , Yellow Rare Ripe,

Fourth ," or luscious ''Rare Ripe.” Noman who George Fourth , Heath Free stone.
lives under a warın sun willhesitate about giving | Crawford 's Late .
a due share of his garden to peaches, if he have Hale ' s Molocoton , has been raised from
no orchard , and even he, who lies north of the
best Indian corn limits , ought to venture ou a seed by Col. Elisha Hale , of Siowe.

small line of espalier, for the sake of the peach . Massachusetts, for more than twenty

The peach tree will grow on almost any :years , and it invariably produces the same
soil, but a rich deep , sandy loam is besi Truit. It is not a very large or a very

adapted to it. A heavy compact clay is beautiful peach , but it is remarkably rich

unfavorable.
and sweet, and uniformly good. It is also

noted for keeping long and in good con
" The peach is the most easily propagated of all dition , which is a very great advantage .

fruit trees. A stoue planted in the autumn will

vegetate in the ensuing spring, grow three or four " muyItmay not, however, be as saleable as
feet high , and may be budded in August or Sep . some other kinds of inferior intrinsic

tember. Two years from this time, il left undis- value. For home consumption it is very
turbed, it will, usually , produce a small crop of valuable .

fruit, and the next year bear very abundantly,
unless the growth is over luxuriant. ' Those fresh peaches were subjected to a fair

'In nursery culture it is customary to bury thecustomary to bury the trial on the 9th , and every vote was in their favor.

peach stones in autumn, in some exposed spot, in | Mr. Vun Sandt, of Leoni, puts them up so that

thick layers , covered with earth . Here they arere they will keep any length of time, fresh and nice

allowed to lie all winter. As early in the spring | as when taken from the tree , He informed us

as 1
ound is in fire friable condition, the that he can furnish them at filteen cents per lh ..

stones are taken out of the ground , cracked , and and will teach any one theart for $ 2 ,00 To have

the kernais sown in mellow , prepared soil, in the vice fresh peaches auy mohlh in the year is a

nursery rows, where they are to grow . They luxury to be coveted ,and ifMr. V . should be gen

should be covered aboutan inch deep . Early inerally patronized , one could go any time to see

the following September they will be ready for the folks and get some peaches.

budding. This is performed with great care on We clip the foregoing paragraph from the
the peach , and grafting is seldom or never resort . | Detroit Temperance Advocate. Weknow
ed to in this country. The buds should be insert

ed quite near the ground. The next season the nothing onelnothing of Mr. Van Sandt or his method.

stock should be headed back in March , and the of preserving the fruit beyond what ap

trees will, in good soil, grow to the height of a pears in our quotation from the Advocate,

inan 's head in one year.' AMERICAN PEACHES IN LIVERPOOL. - The Livet .
The following are among the most ap- pool Mercury says that it is well known that the

proved varieties : Early York , large United States produce immense quantities of that
greenish white , covered in the sun with most delicious fruit, the peach ; and. so far as we

have heard , none have ever been brought to this

purplish red ; flesh juicy, rich , and excel country. A gentleman on board the Africa , has,

lent, ripens iniddle of August ; Georgelhowever,made the attempt, and with some care ,
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has succeeded in bringing them in a perfeet state . The Diana grape is named in honor of
He has brought them as a present to the family Mrs. Diana Crehore , of Milton , Mass. ,

and friends of gentieman farmer in this town and he
by whom it was raised from seed of themay therefore claim to be the first importer of

ripe peaches froin the United States to England.' |Catawba. Mr. Hovey , in his Magazine

TILE GRAPE. of Horticulture, says of this grape: •Last

The grape, like the peach , came orig - 110
fall we had a full crop of large, fine clus

ters , ripe fully a week before the Isabel
inally from Persia . Vineyards were ex

tensively planted in the east, long before 1
la , and so superior to that variety, that

orchards or collections of other fruit had |
they obtained the prize at the Massachu

received any attention. The vince ac
setts Horticultural Society as the best

companied civilization westward ,and was
native grape.' He also remark - , ' It is a

soon naturalized in all the middle and
most abundant bearer, and has less of the

taste peculiar to our native grape than
southern countries of Europe. The

any other variety . It also possesses a
grapes of the old world are all varieties

I peculiarity which we have not noticed in

of the wine grape, but the native grapes |
of America are quite a distinct species .

other sorts: as early as the first of Sep

The grape in its finest varieties, as the Ham. tember, when the berries change to a
burg and the Muscat, in favor, richness and deli. I grayish tinge , they are quite sweet and

cacy, is hard! y surpassed by any other fruit, and agreeable to thetaste; but they do not ac

few or nouo are more beautiful in the dessert. - quire the high flavor which constitutes
Dried , it foring the rasin of commerce , the inost its great excellence, until ther assume

excellent of all dried fruits, and everywhere es

teemed . And wine, the fermented juice , has | their full color , when it is one of the
always been the first of all exhiliarating liquors. handsomest grapes we have ever seen .'
Some idea of the past consumption of this product Mr. Downing remarks in the Horticul
may be formed from the fact thatmore than 500,

000,000 imperial gallons have been made in
turist: “Every fruit grower will be glad

Frunce in a single year. - Downing. that a new native grape has at last been

Aswe hope to find room in somefuture i proceproved, which is superior to the Isabella
number to speak at length on the cultivador Catawba. Such a grape, we are now

vation of the grape we will say nothing !prepared to say, is the Diana. It has
| fruited abundanily, for two years past,on that point here .

SELECT GRAPES. - Catawba. This is the best in the garden of.best i in the garden of Woodenethe , the resi .
flavored of all native grapes, that ripens as far Idence of our neighbor, H . W . Sargent,

worth as lat. 43 deg ., and is considered the best Esq . After tasting it repeate lly , we do
yet discovered for making wine. Clinton .-- A not hesitate to pronounce it the best of

hardy, native variety. Diana. This is a variety

that originated near Boston , similar to the Cataw - American grapes.American grapes.'

ba ; not quite so large , but earlier, and better HYGIENIC QUALITIES OF THE GRAPs. In the

adapted to the north . Isabella . - - this is the most vineyari districts of France and Spain , the hygie

popular variety. It ripensiu almost every part of vic properties of ihe grape are weil known. The

the country , and bears immense crops under the free use of this fruit, as we are advisec , has a most

most ordinary management. salutary effect upon the animal system , dilut:ug

SELECT FOREIGN GRAPES. - Black Cluster . - | the blood , removing obstructions of the liver, kid

Small, roundish oval, black , sweet, and good. neys, spleen , and other important organs, giving

Black Prince.-- Large, oval,black ; bunches long, a healthy tone and vigor to the circuintion, and
rather open ; sweet, and fine, a profuse bearer. I geuerally augmenting the strength of the entire

Black Frontignan.-- Berries medium size , round, animal economy. In diseases of the liver, and

black , b 'inches long ; flavor rich and musky ; pro - especially in that monster compound aflliction ,

Jific . Black Hamburg . - A fine grape , and a gen . dyspepsia , the salutary and potent intuence of a

eral favorite of the vinery. Chasselas de Fontain . grape diet is well known in France. The inhabit

bleau . This is esteemed the finest table grape inants of the vineyard districts are never afilicted

France, and succeeds admirable here in vineries, with these diseases; which fact, however, alone ,
and occasionally in the open air. Grizzly Fon . Iwould not be conclusive evidence of the medici

tignan . — This is one of themost delicious grapes nal qualities of the fruit of which they freely par

when grown in the vinery, and very beautiful, I take, since peasant life is rarely marred with this
too. White Frontignan. (Muscat Blanc of the class of ailments; but hundreds who are thus af

French .) One of the oldest varieties . While Alicted yearly resort to the vineyard districts , for

Muscat of Alexaudria . This is a most delicious whatisknown as “the grape cure ,' and the result

variety , considered the same as the imported proves to be a cure, except in very long, pro .

Malaga .' White Sweetioater. This and the Black tracted , and inveterate cases, which are beyond

Cluster are the most common varieties in this the reach ofmedical remedies. The invigorating

country. | influence of the ripe grape, freely eaten, upon this
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feeble and debilitated, is very apparent, supplying Shall I Turn Farmer ? *
vigor and the rese hue of health in the slead of

• This letter is addressed to a city mercbant in answer toweakness and pallor, and this by its diluting pro
the inqu 'ry, “would you advise me to turn farmer?perty , which enables the blood to circulate in the

remoter vessels of the skin , which before received MY DEAR SIR - You ask if I would ad
only the serous or watery particles.- N . Y . Com . vise you to buy a farm and turn farmer.

The Use or FRUIT. - Instead of standing in any | You say you have several thousand dol.

fear ofa generous consumption of ripe fruits , we li
telars, which you would be willing to investregard them as positively conducive lo health .

The very maladies commonly assumed to have in a farm , if you had a reasonable assur
their origin in the free use of apples, peaches , ance that from its proceeds you could
pears, cherries,melons, and wild berries, have maintain and educate your family . You
been quite as prevalent, if not equally destructive ,

own that you are entirely ignorant offarmin seasons or scarcity. There are so many erro .

neous notions entertained of the bad effects of operations , and must, for a time at least,
fruit, that it is quite tiine that a counteracting im - depend on the judgment and assistance of
pression should be promulgated, having its foun - others . You are heartily sick , you say ,
dation in common sense , and based on the com

too, of the excitements of city life, andmon observation of the intelligent. Wehave no

patience in reading tbe endless rules to be obsery - would gladly make the exchange for the
od in this particular department of physical com - quietness of the country , especially as
fort, No one, we imagine, ever lived longer or your health is run down, and you see no
freer from the paroxysins of disease,by discarding

the delicious fruits of the land in which he finds prospect of its rallying , so long as you are
a home. On the contrary , they are necessary to confined to the cares of trade. From
the preservation of health , and are therefore these data you ask me a solution of the
caused to make their appearance at the very time problem you are resolving — ' to be, or not
when the condition of the body, operated upon by

to be,' a farmer?the deteriorating causes not always understood ,
requires their grateful, renovating influences. Before going into the subject, and bal.
Boston Med , and Surgical Journal. ancing the probable advantages and dis

"Land OFFICE BUSINESS . We had the advartages of the change, let ne beg of
pleasure of greeting Maj. N . B . Holden , re - / you to dismiss from yourmind all roman
ceiver of public monies at the Clinton Land | tic notions about the pleasures of a coun
Office, as he passed through our town on Mon - try life , which captivate so many who

day lást. His officeopened on the5th of July, have had no experience of it. They seem
since which time some 120 ,000 acres of Land to imagine if they only lived on a farm ,
have been entered with warrants,and the bal- they could command their time in such a

ance with cash . The Major had with him the
snug little sum of onehundred thousand dol way as they choose, or while it away in
lars, less a small amount, wbich he was having idle recreation , whilst their crops were
conveyed in a wagon to St. Louis . growing and everything was moving ou
We are pleased to learn from him , that tbe itself, without their troubling themselves

most of the land entered has been taken up in about it. Thus sighed one ofShakspeare 's
small bodies, and by purchasers for the bona characters:
fide purpose of securing homes and opening

Methinks it were a happy life
farms. A great deal, indeed the bulk of the To be no better than a homely swain

land entered , lies in the counties of Saline, To sit upon a hill, as I do now ,

To carve out dials, quaintly , pointby point,
Petris , Johnson , Honry , Jackson and Lafay Thereby to see the minutes bow they run
ette. Il - w many mak the hour full complete ,

How many hours bring about the day ,Here are some of the first fruits of our in
How many sears a mortalmin may live.

ternal improvements now in progress. The When this is known, this to divide the times,

country is gettling up , and its resources nec So many hours must I tend my flock ;

So many hours must I take my rest;essarily being greatly increased .
So many hours must I contemplate ,

Push on the ball. - Columbia Sentinel. So many hoursmust I spurt myself;
So many daysmy ewes have been with young;

Somany days ere the poor fools wil. yean ;IMPROVED CULTIVATOR . - An improved Culti

vator has been invented by Nathan Razey, of So minuies , hours, days, weeks, monihs and ye:
13Perry , Ill. A series ofknives or cuttters are Pass over to the end they were created ,

Would bring white hairs into a quiet grave .placed vertically in a shaft , the knives being
Ah, what a life were this ! how sweet ! how lovely !

parallel with the shaft and somewhat curved
transversly, so that as the earth is plowed and Now this is all moonshine , or what we

pulverized and all the weeds are completely in the the country call counting your

freed from the soil. Measures have been ta - chickens before your eggs are hatched .'

ken to secure a patent. -- Ib ,
| The truth is, there are no such pleasures

So many years ere I shall suear the teece;
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as these to be realized in a country life . not think that any body in the country

It is only chasing shadows, which Aee will have a better opinion of you because

from you in the pursuit, to seek for such of your fine dress. On the contrary , if

pleasures on a farm . Theremay be a few you wear fine clothes every day, they wil

morbid minds t! at find a fancied enjoy- set you down as a fop, or a proud fellow ,

ment in these musings and recreations. that will do to strut aboutwith the turkey

A poet, like Willis , may enjoy himself at cocks, butnotto associatewith plain sort

an Idle Wild farm ,' with his vagaries and of tolks.

oddities, but with the mass of men these Again , let me say that youmust notex

things would soon cease to charm . In pect in the country the refined pleasures

fact, it would become to them quite as of good society - - so called ; - by which i

hard work to seek for pleasure in thisway, understand to be meant, society that has

as to hoe potatoes or drag a rake after a adopted certain conventional rules of eti

hay cart. ' quette and politeness; to be a member of

My word for it — and Ihave had some which one must have the grace of man .
experience the only pleasure worth the ners and conversation , polished dressand

having , that is to be found in the country , address, besides being worth a fortune, in

as everywhere else , comes from the per - money or on paper, and keeping up a

formance of duty, from the having some fashionable or expensive style of living,

thing to do, and doing it, too , with a whether able to support it or not. In the

hearty good will, and in the best way you country , that is, in the New England vil

know how . So if you come into the lages that have not been sophistocated by

country , make up your mind to set your too large an immigration from the city ,

self at work , even if you have an eye there is but little of aristocracy - no up .

mainly to the pleasures of the country; per crust of society , and if a family , or a

exercise of body and mind will bring with number of families,aimsat elevating itself

it a glow of happiness that will diffuse it . above the general mass of the people, it

self to your fingers ' ends, aye, to your will most likely be shunned and laughed
heart' s core. It will be exercise in the at by them all.

pure air of heaven , in the open fields, un - I can assure you that society in our

der the brord blue sky, and with the villages is quite as democratic as are the

scenes and soundsof nature around you . people asseinbled in our annual town

You have heretofore seen the country meetings. Squire Thomson is a very

and country lite in your holiday dress . good man , but his vote counts no more

You must come now in your every -day than Job Johnson the blacksmith . The

clothes; lay aside Congress boots and put Squire' s wife sometimes puts on airs, and

on cow bides ; off cravat and dickey , and has had her pew painted green , and

bare your neck to the sun and the wea - placed a rocking chair in it for her owu

ther. In truth you may give youself litile dear pride and comfort,butnobody thinks

or no concern about personalappearance, any the better of her ; in fact Job's lady is
except on Sundays , when every body in vastly more popular of the two, and was

the country is expected to make rather a voted in Presidentess of ihe Sewing Circle

smart turn out. Tover her aristocratic opponent. .

Seriously , I mention these little matters You may fear, perhaps, that you never

knowing that most people accustomed to could enjoy yourself in this levelling state

city life are obliged, or think they are, 10 ofsociety - and yet after you have forgot

cress every day just so genteely , and thus ten someof the city notions; and outgrown

in time get to believe they cannot other. some ofthe city airs, you will be surpris

wise be happy. But here we have no ed to find how much true enjoyment per
such artificial and effiminate state of so - vades social life in thecountry, how much

ciety . Every man and woman ,too,dres . genuine politeness marks its intercourse,

es just as he or she pleases, and the more and how real hospitality welcomes you
comfortable the better ;- in warm weather under every roof. Conversation in cur

with light and few clothes; in cold weather neighborhood parties,may notbe so liter.

bundle up from head to foot. You need lary or fashionable , as you may have been
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accustomed to participate in ,but it is pro - now design. You can easily satisfy your
bably as interesting and instructive - and self whether you would relish and be con

letme tell you that in solid knowledge I tent with them . Of this you must be the

think it is altogether above the average judge. You will hearmore soon , touch

standard of the social conversation one ing other points interesting to you .
hears in the city. From yours, T . T . T . .

But probably you do not wish to settle
clown in the thickly peopled parts of a The Potato Rot. - This scourge of the fam

village , but will rather choose to be more ine has come upon us during the late tremen

retired - - living a mile or two from the dous rains, which have nearly drowned some

meeting house - away off in the woods , or crops, to a degree that is most distress ng to

back of some hill, where there are but few contemplate. Growers of the crop in West

neighbors. Well, you mustthen seek for chester county , are in despair . Some pieces

intellectual enjoyments more from books ! certainly will not be worth dirging, and the

than society, and these you can provide pres
minuti present state of the weather is very much

gainst the prospect of recovery of any fields
yourself with in any quantity , and of justJust which already show syimptoms of disease, and
such quality as your taste may dictate . those which do not will be likely to show it

And here 100 , you will meet with agreea - soon . The ground was very wet and the

ble surprise; you will find that a book be weather very warm before Saturday the 5th ,

comes the more interesting and valuable and then we had the greatest out-pouring of
when read in the country . Somehow or rain within the memory of the oldest potato
ther, it alwars seem so to methat books grower in this region . - - N . Y . Trib .

are few in the country , and they seem to
possess a charm in one's estimation , like HEN Roost GUANO. - We, not long ago, called
that ot'meeting with old friends in a for- the attention of farmers to the pracuce of saving and

increasing the manufacture of manure in the hen
eign land. The kind of books, too , that roost. This substance would be nearly the same in

you will soon take the most pleasure in its elements as the guano , which is now imported

reading, will be, not the last novel from "
from Peru and sold athigh prices.

| We find a testimony in favcr of hen roost guano.
England , nor even Harper or Putnam , but in a late number of the Boston Cultivator. The ed
those relating to agricultural pursuits ; itor, Sanford Howard , Esq ., visited the Market Gar.

dening establishments of Heissrs . Jacob Hitroger
and in such reading you will find enough and Charles Stone , as well us that of Mr. Leonard

to task the best powers of your mind , -- Stone , in Watertown, Mas In the course of his

the whole rangeof subjects in natural his account of the practices of these cultivators, he re
marks as follows :

tory , in animal and vegetable phsiology , Mr. Hittinger and Mr. Stone, we learned ,had been

the laws of nature and the great princi- in the praciive of using guano. They have tried it

ples of science, and their right application in various ways and on varionscrops,and have found
it to have in some instances a yoou colect,but in oth

10 the cultivation of the soll: - these, with ler: none at all. Mr. S . states that it produces the

a variety of kindred subjects, will open best effect when applied in a liquid form . But both
upon you a new and rich field of investi - agree that they cannotapply it profitably at the price

demanded for it. They agree , also), in the statement
qation . Pray give yourselfno uneasiness that a bushind ofhen or pigeon dung is worth more

Test your mental powers stagnate in the on their soil than the savie quanti y ofguano. Both
use considerable hen duoy . It is soaked in water

country for want of sufficient activity .several days, and the water applied to such crops as

You will find , between the hours ofwork , beed both inoisture and manure.

plenty of employment and enjoyment for . This testimony, from twosuccessfulpracticalmen,
is authoring , and should induce farmers who keep

he hours of study, you will only bens. (and nearly all do .) to prepare the roosts si as

prove them . And when you return to 10 save asmuch guano as they can .- Me. Farmer .

out door pursuits in the field , the results

of these studiesmay be tested and verified | HINTS. - Hog seldom lie ou their bellies, when in

in a way that blends pleasure and profit., vood health . So, rest assured that when they lie

in whatever work you may be engaged in . ilat on their bellies, with all four feet under them .

But, for the present, I will say nothing they are sick, or in some way uncomfortable.

further of the pleasures of a country life. It issaid thatthe common Smart-weed ,bruised anti

If I have succeeded thus far in showing well rubbed on the legs, & c ., of horses and cattle .

that there are such pleasures - rational will prevent the fies from troubling thens. A strong

and substantial pleasures - it is all that I tea of the same, niay auswer as well or belser.
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An Alleged Wonderful Discovery. strangles, while the zinc acts the part of the
The following article is copied from the tonic, instantly restoring the equilibrium .'

Boston Courier." We regard it as a serious
Mr. Larkin adds : No emigrant or govern

duty, in giving plave to it in the columns of !
ment vessel should hereafter be allowed to go

the Republic to express the hope that no one to
to sea without a few pence worth of these pro

will be thereby induced to rely upon its rec
tectors, and it is further ardently hoped that,

ommendations, except under the sanction of
W as so vitally involved in this discovery, the

competentmedical counsel. If the discoverydiscoverv ) press ofall countries, will give public to this
be all that it is claimed it is most valuable to announcement.

the human family . - Wash . Rep . Beautiful Extract.

CURE FOR THE VIRULENT SMALLPOX OR SCAR - Go out beneath the arched heaven in night' s

LÅTINA AND MEASLES. - A merchant and a ship profound gloom ,and say, if you can , “ There .

owner of this city bashad the following recipe is no God ! Pronounce the dread blasphemy,

sent him from England , where it was furnish - and each star above vso will reprove you for

ed by Mr. Larkin ,member of the Royal Col- your unbroken darkness of intellect - -every

lege of Surgeons, i!nd who vouches for it as a voice that Hoills upon the night winds will be

medicine that will effect a revolution in the wail your utter hopelessness iind despair . Is

healing art , ils regards the prevention and there no God ? Who , then , enrolled thatblue
cure, not only of smallpox , but also of mea - scroll, and threw upon its high frontispiece
sles and scarlatina , however malignant the the legible gleanings of immortality ? Who

type, in a manner more efficient and extraor- fashioned this green earth , with its perpetual
dinary than could ever have been hitherto an - rolling waters and its expanse of islands and
ticipated even by themost ardent philanthro- main ? Who paved the heavens with clouds,

pist.' and attuned amid banners of stormsthe voice
' "On the first appearances of fever or irrita - of thunders, and unchained the igbinings that

tion ushering in attacks, whether occuring in linger and lurk , and fiash in their gloom ?

families or large communities, the subjoined Who gave to the eagle a safe eyrie where the
mode or treatment should at once be entered tempest dwell and beat strongest, and to the

on . Take one grain each of powdered fox - dove a tranquil abode amid the forest that

glove or digitalis (valuable in the ratio of its ever echoes to the minstrelsy of her moans ?
greenness, the dark should be rejected ) and who made light pleasant to thee, and the

one of sulphate of zinc, (this article is com - darkness covering , and a heralu to the first
monly known as white vitriol) . These should Hashes of morning ? Who gare ther that

be rubbed thorougnly in a mortar, or any oth - matchless symmetry of sinews and limbs ?
er convenient vessel, with four or five drops The regular ilow of blood ? Therrepressible
of water ; this done a noggin (or about four and daring passions of ambition and lore ?

ounces ) more, with some syrup of sugar, And yet the thunders ofheaven and the waters

should be added. Of this a table spoonful of earth are chained ! They remain , but the

should be given an adult, and two teaspoon- bow of reconciliation Langs out above and
fuls to a child , every second hour until symp- beneath them . And it were better that the

toms of disease vanish . Ilimitless waters and the strong mountainswere

" Thus conducted , convalesence, as if by convulsed and commingled together - it were
magic, will result . Tbe rapidity of an event better that the very stars were conílagrated by

so quspicious will equally delight and aston - fire , or shrouded in eternal gloom , than one
ish . It may , however, be necessary further to soul should be lost while lierev kreels and

note , th it should the bowelsbecomeobstruet- pleads for it beneath the Altar of Interces

ed in progress of the disease, (an evil by no sion . .
means common ) then a drachm of the com
pound powder of jalap ( formed of two parts LMPORTATION OF FINE Srock . ---'Yesterday

crear tartar with one of jalap ) and one grain morning Charles T . Gerrard , Nelson Dudley,
of the herb , trated as above, formed into it and Mr. Vanmeter, the committee of the im

pastil with syrup of sugar, should be given to porting Association of Bourbon county, Ky. ,

an adult , and half the quantity to a child . - passed through this city on their way home
This simple medicine shuts out every other ward , from England , with some very fine

form or article whatever, as totally unneces- stock . The lot was composed of fourteen

sary, if not pernicious. sheep , (Baken ells , Southdowns and Leicester

The methodusmedendi of these medicines sbire, seventeen head of Durham cattle , and

capable of effecting results so gigantic , remain one Cleveland Bay' horse. They took the

now only to be given , and appears to be as mail-boat for Louisville. Weheard the price

follows : The herb , by its anti-febrile prop - , $ 250 for one of the sheep , and suppose corres.

erties, lays hold at once of the fever , the pro - ponding prices had been paid for the remain

lific source of woe, which it immediatelv der. - Cin . Gazette , 30th .
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Cultivation of Strawberries. | In 1850 I planted sis acres of Hovey's
As the cultivation of small fruits is very Seedling on the plan above described , in stiff

properly claiming the attention of farmers, clay lund , one- half of wbich was low meadow
residing within convenient access to the large ground , the other ascending to upland , froin
cities, it may not be improper occasionally to which were gathered and marketed last year,
record the result of careful experiments wheth - over 300 bushe 's of fruit, but in the latter
er successfui or not, as such land marks are part of summer the timothy and herd grasy
more unerring guides for the uninitiated than proved better adapted to the low ground by

mere paper calculations. taking possession , and this year the strawber

Strawberries being the earliest fruit to ri- ries there were abandoned and the grassmown

pen, can have no competition in the market, for hay, leaving three acres of upland in

and under ordinary treatment will yield large strawberries which were dressed , viz : the al.

profits to the producer, though varying in leys loosened with a subsoil plow , and ihe

magnitude according to the variety grown the stools of clover, weeds, & c ., taken from the

quality of the soil, and the cultivation they beds and placed in the alleys, wbich served

receive. The kind most generally cultivated the double purpose of retaining moisture and

as a market crop is Hovey 's Seedling, with keeping the berries clean ; the yield was 1.54

about one-tenth their number of large Early bushels of fruit, for which I received $ t per

Scarlet , distributed throughout the plantation bushel, and paid 64 cents for picking , and
as fertilizers. The McAvoy 's Superior is y fifty cents (12 1 - 2 per cent commission , for

mone vigorous and hardv pistillate plant, and selling . Twelve dollars per acre would be a

vielded a larger crop of large sized berries, full compensation for the little culture they

than any other that came under my ohserva - received , making the account stand thus : :

tion this year. The Genesee and Cambridge To intereston 3 acres of land at $ 100, $ 18 00

are hermaphrodite plants , and bore a full crop i “ culture , 3600

of large early fruit , ripening on the 28th of “ picking 154 bushels , at 64 cents, 98 26

5th month last, and many of the berries meas- 12 1 - 2 per cent cominission for selling , 77 00

ured from 3 to 3 1 - 2 inches in circumference;

if they cuntinue to be as productive as they $ 229 56

were ihis season , they will be valuable fertili - By 154 bushels at $ 4 , . . $ 616 00

zers. 1 Expenses , . . . . $ 220 56

Having a variety of soil in cultivation, I
have grown strawberries on all kinds, from Profits on tbree acres , - - $ 386 44

licht blowing sanid to stiff timothy bottom ,and Equal to $ 128 81 per acre.

bave learned to avoid either extreme, and now The first year the plants are set there is no

select a good loam of medium texture, tolera - returns, but the value of the plants at the

- biv high and undulating , s ) as freely to carry close of succeeding years would be a full re

off the surface water, cover it with manure, muneration . Were I to draw an estimate

which should be well incorporated with the from some of my specimen beds, a few rods

soil ; early in the Spring mark the rows 4 feet in length , which are thoroughly cultivatest,

apart 15 to 12 inches distant in them . Put the results above stated would appear like a

one herinaprodite to every ten of the pistil- failure , but for large farmers, where land is

lates, rejecting themale or barren plants which plenty , and laborers scarce, the great question

produce no fruit, but blossom and grow vig- is not how much per cent profit can be made

orously , and soon over run and crowd out the on one acre , but by what mode can themost

more fruitful ones. clear money be made on all the land they have
The beds should be kept mellow and free to cultivate with the laborers at their com

from weeds the first season , the runners care- mand. Over one hundred bushels of corn may

fulls distributed over the ground so asto form be giown on an acre of ground . Yet more

the hed : with regularity , after which butlittle clear tuoney can be made on twenty acres

culture is needed . Tuse a subsoil plow ,which yielding fifty bushels each .

mellows the alleys without throwing earth on One of iny neighbors having but a few acres

the plants , the benefits of which are clesrly of land devotes proper attention to something

shown, especially in a dry season , by the su - less than three acres of strawberries, keeping

perior vigor and productiveness of the plants the ground well manured , mellow , and free

near the edge of the beds over those in the from weeds, the expense of which he has not

centre ; the circumference extending from 12 been able to furnish , but he informedmethat

tu 15 inches on either side, and the beds being he received over $1100 for the fruit this years

three feet in width , allowing one foot for al- | Penn . Farm Journal. -

levs , the plants nearly all receive nourishment

from the moisture and atinospheric influence ! This is the season for transplanting straw ,

absorbed by the soil in the allege tlaus deeply berries , if it is to be done this fall. - Prairie
pulverized .

wapFariner.
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The Ayrshire Breed of Cattle. days of calving. She is, besides, easily

Michigan as yetlas not become a dairy kep
vkept. Mr. Colman , in his European Ag

State, though she has all the elements for riculture, says they are esteemed the
producing cheese and butter of the finest very best dairy stock in the United King

quality . There are, it is true, many of dom . He visited, during his stay in

her farmers who pay considerable atten . Scotland, a farmer who kept a large dairy
tion to having five milk cows, and their of the very finest animals. He would

wives are perfect almost in the art of Keep no otthe art of keep no other kind but Ayrshires. His

making and curing the productions of the best ca
roductions of the best cows, in the finest and most favora

dairy. Cheese, however, has been paid ole part ofbeen paid ble part of the season, gave each fifty

less attention to than butter ; and it is a tour pout ' s a four pounds of milk per day ; and reck
fact bevond contradiction , that a large oning , as is usual, every pound to be a

part of the cheesewhich supplies the De. pint, the amount would be twenty -seven

troit market for homeconsuinption comes
comes quarts of milk , Mr. Colman also states

from Ohio . The exports of butter are that they have been known to average

generally very light, and at the prices one pound of bulter per day throughout

which have heretofore been paid there the year.

has been but little encouragement to en - ! Many of these cattle have been import
ter into the making of butter or cheese ed into the United States within the last

on a large scale, when there was much ten years. Among the first to introduce

more profit to be obtained from investing them was Mr. E . N . Bement of Albany ,

capital in the growing of wheat or the New York , who imported some very

raising of fine wooled sheep . Still, as choice stock . Mr. E . P . Prentice also

agriculturists turn their attention to the imported one of the handsomest cows of

various kinds of stock that suit the dif - this breed we ever saw . Daniel Web .

ferent localities in which they may be ster also imported some of this stock ,

placed , they will not be apt to overlook which was rather a favorite breed with

the good qualities which render the breed him ; and the Massachusetts Agricultu
of cattle which we are about to describe ral Society , some years ago, imported

in this article a proininent variety , and someof this breed , which were kept on

worthy of attention , the farm of Mr. Phinney. This stock ,

The Ayrshire breed of cattle take their where it has been crossed with thenative

name from the district in which they are cattle, has invariably left itsmark in the

principally raised . The district, or coun- neighborhood . The Ayrshire bull which

try , is at the extreme south -west part of the trustees of the Massachusettes Soci

Scotland. The climate of this part of ety first imported was sent to different

Scotland is moist and rather mild , the parts of the State, and was kept for a

temperature being affected in some de- while in Berkshire, where, in 1847,Mr.
gree by its proximity to the sea, bywhich Sanford Howard saw some of the stock

it is nearly surrounded . that was raised from him . In writing of

The breed is not entirely original to this stock a
icinal to this stock at that time he says : -- Mr.

the district, the native cattle having first Henry Story, of Northampton, has a cow

been improved by judicious crossing with of this stock , six years old ,which is one

the Galloway, the Tees water , and the of the best cows we have evermet with .

Alderney , as nearly as can be known ,|
Towards the latter part of the season ,he

about the vear 1750 ; and about 1780 the was induced , supposing her milk was of

impraved stock began to be generally a very rich quality , to puther on trial for

spread throughout the whole of that sec, butter. He accordingly kept an accurate

tion of country , their good qualities dri. account of the butter made from her from

ving out all other kinds. the 1st of September to the 11th of No
The chiefgood qualities of the Ayrshire vember, and it averaged eleven pounds

cow are the large amount of rich milk per week by actual weight.

which can be obtained from her in the We cannot do better in summing up the

course of the year, and her ability to qualities of the Ayrshire breed of cattle

continue this supply up to within a few than to give the opinions of some of the
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most noted writers on cattle in Great in reference to this yield - 'If equalled , we
Britain , where the qualities of the sever - believe it will notbe found exceeded by any

al breeds are canvassed and watched with other breed in the kingdom .'
more care than any other part of the Youatt says, in relation to the Ayrshires,
world . that they produce an unusual quantity of rich

As to the leading points and character - cream - -that they feed kindly and profitably ,

istics of the Ayrshires, no description is that their fat is mingled with the flesh rather

more correct than that of Prof. Low . It than separated in the form of tallow , and that

is as follows :
they will fatten on pastures and in districte

where others could not be made to thrive at
" Themodern Ayrshires stand in the fifth or all , except partly or principally supported by

sisth class of British breeds, as it respects artificial food .

size. The horns are small, and curve inward
y Dickson in his work con the breeding of

Dinkoon in hi

at the extreneties, after the manner of thel,
live stock ,' says of the Ayrshires- ' 'lhe cow

Alderneys. The shoulders are light, and the

loins broad and deep - a conformation almost
have obtained a world -wide celebrity asmilk

always accompanying the property of vielding
Jers, and are to be found in most of the dairies

abundant milk . " The skin is moderately soft .
of noblemen and gentlemen , in every part of

to the touch , and of an orange yellow tingene
the kingdom .'

about the eyes and udder. The prevailings A writer on the good qualities of the

color is a redish brown , mixed with more or Ayrshires cites Mr. E . P . Prentice 's
less white. The muzzle is usually dark .though cow Avr , as one of the most remarkable

it is often flesh color. The limbs are slender,
der:1 of this breed , in the following notice :

the neck small, and the head free from coarse

ness. The cow “Ayr,' owned by Mr. Prestice,
The cows are very docile and quiet , and near Albany, has given regularly , on grass

hardy to the degree of being able to subsist feed only, over twenty quarts daily through

on any ordinary food . They give a large the favorable season , and will milk the year

quantity of milk in proportion to their size round. This cow is of very smail size and

and the food they consume, and the milk is of easily kept. Another of Mr. Prentice's cows

an excellent quality . Healthy cows, on good - 1 grand daughter of the above, a five-year

pasture, give 800 or 900 gallons in the vear - old , produced in 1851, twelve pounds and

although taking into account the younger and seven ounces of butter in a week , without the

less productive, 600 gallons may be consider - | least deviation from the ordinary treatment of

ed a fair average for the low counties and the herd , on grass only .

somewhat less for the high.' This cow we have often seen and ad .

Stephens, in the 'Book of the Farm ,' and in mired, and wehave ourselves raised stock
the Farmer 's Guide,' speaking of the milking of a very superior quality for milk from
properties of the Ayrshires says — They are in an older brother of the buil whose por
such high repute on that account, that inost | trait will be found on another page. The
of the nobility throughout the kingdom , are

cow Ayr was remarkable for her very
furnished with Ayrshire cows.'

In relation to their color, he says that, al
heavy hind quarters, and her great

though red and white are most common , yetibreadth of loin , in comparison with the
that sometimes a clear red or even those of a size of her fore quarters , neck and head.

yellow or dun color, are to be seen --that such Her progeny, whether bulls or heilers,

colors are known to be borne by stocks of the were the handsomest animals either in

purest and oldest blood . shape or color that we ever saw , and fill

In regard to the vield of Ayrshire cows, ed the eye like a perfect picture. The
Martin says, ' It has been estimated that a engraving hardl; does justice to the bull,

good Ayrshire cow will yield for two or three which cave promise when
mee which gave promise when we saw him

months after calving , five gallonsofmilk daily ; n
to be almost perfection .for the next three months, three gallons daily ,

and a gallon and a half for the next three As animals easily faitened and profita
months. This milk it is calculated will re- ble for the butcher, they stand in the

turn about 250 lbs. of butter annually , or second rank , on account of size ; but

500 lbs. of cheese. This is, however, some- |
Those who have tried them say that,whenwhat exaggerated - - four, or four and a half

gallops of milk a day is about the average the amount of food is taken into account,

product.' they pay as well as any other. - Michi.

· Theauthor of British Husbandry ' remarks, gan Farmer.
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The Unexpected Return . stage, with a feeling of regret at parting,

OR , WHO IS IT ? which required all his efforts to conceal. As

for Lucy , when the pinch came, she regretted
It' s nearly a year now , since I was home,' ever having thought of going without her hus

Lucy Gray said to her husband , “and so you band and child ; but she was ashamed to let

must let me go for a few weeks.' her feelings be known. So she kept on a show
They had been married somefour or five of indifference all the while that her heart was

years,and never had been separated during that fluttering . The good bye' was finally said ,

timefor twenty-four hours at a time. the driver cracked his whip, and off rolled the
I thought you called this yourhome,' Gray stage. Gray turned homeward with a dull ,

said , looking up with a mock -serious air . I lonely feeling , and Lucy drew her veil over

I mean iny old home,' Lucy replied , in a her face to conceal the unbidden tears from

half affected tone of anger, Or, to make it her fellow passengers.

plain , I want to go and see fatherand mother.' ! That night, poor Mr. Gray slept but little .

"Can 't you wait three or fourmonths, until IIow could le ? Hlis Lucy wasabsent, and for

I can go with you ? ' asked the young husband, the first time, from his side. On the next

I wint to go now . You said all along that morning, as he could think of nothing but his

I should go in May .' wire, he sat down and wrote to her, telling

I know I did . But then I supposed that I her how lost and lonely he felt , and how much

little Lucr inissed her, but still to try and en
should be able to go with you .'

Well, why can 't you ? Iam sure you might joy hersell, and by allmeans to write him

letter by return mail.
if you woull .

As for Mrs. Gray, during her journey of
"No, Lucy, I cannot possibly luave home two whole days, she cried filly half of the

now . But if you are very anxious to see the
| time, and when she got 'home' at least, that

old folks, I can put you in the stage and you is, ather father ' s , she looked the picture of
will co gafe enough . Ellen and I can take distress, rather than the daughter full of joy

care of little Lucy , no doubt. How long a
long a atmecting her parents.

time do you wish to spend with them : )
Right glad were the old people to see their

About three weeks or so .' dear child , but grieved at the sametime, and
( Very well, Lucy , if you are not afraid to a little hurt too at her weakness and evident

go alone , I shall not say a word.'
regret at hoving left her husband , to make

Olain not afraid , dear,' the wife said , in a them a brief visit . The real pleasure that

voice changed and softened in its expression . Lucy felt at once more seeing the faces of her

"But are you perfectly willing to let me go, parents, whom she tenderly loved , was not

strong enough to subdue and keep in conceal
60 : certainly ,' was the reply, although the ment, except for a very short period at a time,

tone in which the word wasuttered had some her yearning desire again to be with her hus

thing of a reluctant in it. It would be selfish tani, for whom she never before esperienced

in me to sily no. Your father and mother a feeling of such deep and earnest affection .
will be delighted to receive a visit just now . ' Several times during the first day of her visit ,

And you think that you and Ellen can get did her mother find her in tears, which she
along with little Lucy ? would quickly dash aside, and the endeavor to

" O ves, very well. smile and seem cheerful.
I should like to go so much .” The day after her arriral brought her a let

"Go, then, by all means." ter -- the first she had ever received from her

"But wont voi be very lonesome without husband . Ilow precious was every word ! --

me?'' surgested Lucy , in whose own bosom a low often and often did she read it over,

feeling of loneliness was already beginning to until every word was engraven on her memo

be felt at the bare idea of a separation from ry. Then she sat down, and spent some two

her husband. or three hours ir, replying to it. As she seal
' I can stand it as long as you can ,' wased this first epistle to her husband, full of

Gray's laughing reply to this . And then I tender expressions, she sighed as the wish
shali have our dear little giri.' | arose in her mind , involuntarily , that she

Lucy laucked in return , but did not feel as could only go with it on its journey to the

happy at the idea of 'going home' as she tho 't village of -
she would be, before her husband ' s consent ! Long were the hours, and wearily passed , to

had been gained . The desire to go, however, Illenry Gray. It was the sixth day of trial
remaining strong , it was finally settled that Ibefore Lucy' s answer came. How dear to his

the visit should be paid . So all the prepara - | heart was every word of her affectionate epis

tions weremade, and in the course of a week tlo ! Like her, he went over it so often , that

Henry Gray saw his wife take a scat in the every sentiment was fixed in his mind. .

Henry ? '
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Two weeks longer ! How can I bear it ?' | STRANGE Sigut— SEVENTY SWARMS OF Bres
he said , rising up , and pacing the floor back . AT WAR . - Ezra Dibble, a well known citizen

ward and forward , after reading her letter for of this town, and for many years engaged ex

the tenth tinie . tensively in the management of bees, commu

On the next day, the seventh of his lonely nicates the following interesting particulare

state, Mr. Gray sat down to write again to of a battle among bis bees :

Lucy. Severaltimes he wrote the words, as Hehasseventyswarmsofbees, about equal

he proceeded in the letter - 'Comehome soon' ly divided on the east and west sides of his

---but as often obliterated . He did not wish house. On Sunday, Aug. 14, about 3 o 'clock

to appear over anxious for her return , on her - the weather being warm , and the windows

father and mother' s account, who were much open -- his housewas suddenly filled with bees,

attached to her. But forgetting this reason which forced his family to flee at once to the

for not urging her early return , he had com neighbors . Mr. D ., after getting well pro .

menced again writing the words, 'Cume home tected against his assailants , prɔceeded to

soon ,' when a pair of soft hands were sudden - take a survey , and , if possible , learn the

ly placed over his eyes, by some one who had cause which had disturbed them . The seven
stolen softly up behind him . ty swarins appeared to be out, and those on

Guess my name!' said a voice in feigned one side of the house were arrayed in battle

tones. against those on the other side; and such a

But he had no need to guess, for a sudden battle vas perhaps never before witnessed .

cry of joy from a little toddling thing , told | They filled the air , covering a space of more
that Mamma' had come. than one acre of ground , and fought desper

How Mamma' was hugged and kissed all ately for some three hours-- not for spoils ,

round, need not here be told . That scene was but for conquest ; and while at war no living

well enough in its place, but would loose its thing could exist in their vicinity. They stung

interest in telling. Itmay be imagined , how a large flock of Shanghai chickens, nearly all

ever, without suffering any particular detri- of which died , and persons passing along the

ment, by all who have a fancy for such things road side were obliged to make haste to avoid

and father , too !' suddenly exclaimed Mr. their sting. A little after six o 'clock quiet

Gray , after he had almost smothered his wife was restored and the living bees returned to

with kisses, looking up with an expression of their hives, leaving the slain almost literally

pleasure and surprise, at an old man who covering the ground, since which but few have

stood looking on , with his good humored face appeared round the hives, and those appa
covered with smiles. rently as sentinals, to watch the enemy. But

“ Yes. I had to bring the good -for-nothing two young swarms were entirely destroyed,

jade home,' replied the old man , advancing and aside from the terrible slaughter of bees

and grasping his son -in -law ' s hand , with a no other injury was done. Neither party was

hearty grip. "She did nothing but mope and victorious, and only ceased on the approach

cry all the while , and I don 't care if she never of night, and from utter prostration . The

comes to see us again , unless she brings you occasion of this strange warring among the

along to keep her in a good humor.' bees is not easily accounted for; and those

And I never intend going aloneagain ,' Mrs. conversant with their management never be

Gray said , holding a little chubby girl to her fore witnessed or heard of such a spectacle as

bosom , while she kissed it over and over again here narrated. - Conneaut ( 0 ,) Reporter.

at the same time that she pressed close up to

her husband 's side . A Cow TRADE. - D . D . Warren , of this

The old man understood it all. Hewas not city, has recently sold a cow to Wells P .

jealous of Lucy' s affection , for he knew she Hojgett , on conditions that will interest our

loved him as tenderly as ever. He was too farmers and dairymen . The price of the cow

glad to know that she was happy with a hus. is to be decided as follows : Mr. Warren is

band , to whom she was as the apple of his to have the privilege of feeding the cow for

eve. In about three months Lucy made an - thirty days, and Mr. Ilodgett is to give for the

other visit 'home.' But husband and child cow at the rate of $ 10 a quart for the milk

were along this time, as the visit proved a which she averages over sixteen quarts per

happy one all around. Of course 'father and day for the whole thirty days. Thus, if she

mother had their jest and their laugh , and averages sixteen quarts a day he is to give

their affectation of jealousy and anger at Lu- nothing for her. If she average twenty quarts

cy for her childishness ,' as they termed it , he is to give $ 40 , and if twenty- five quarts

when home in May ; butLucy, though half $ 90 . Marvelous stories are in circulation in

vexed at herself for what she called a weak regard to this cow , and we anticipate the re

ness, nevertheless persevered in saying that sult with interest, and shallmake it known to

she never meant to go anywhereagain without our readers. - Springfield (Mass.) Republi
Henry. " That was settled. ' can .
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llikat
A Farmer I once knew . ( like things appeared still to be subjects of

BY T. M . COOLEY, TOLEDO , Ohio .
|dispute , and though of prime importance, to

|be receiving little or no attention among their
I have known in my life a good many far- neighbors. The habits of the various insect

mers of enlarged means, whose sons after enemies that destroyed their fruits and ravaged

receiving what is commonly called a liberal their fields, seemed little understood , and, in

education , invariably deserted the farm and fact, these voung men were frequently aston

betook themselves to some other occupation , ished at ineeting with owners of large orchards

where they were furnished with constant ex who , though they could see their apples,

ercise for the mental faculties. It was not peaches, and plumsbeing daily destroyed by

always - not often , perhaps - ambitious views, insects, were intterly unable to tell whether

or even the expectation of larger gains that one or forty different species were the cause,

induced them to desert the farm , but what it and had never given a moment's attention to

was may, perhaps, be best illustrated by the habits of those insects, and to means for

drawing a picture of another farmer I once their destruct,on . Even the various birds

knew . that filled the neighboring woods with their
This man lived upon a small farm in the music seemed little known, and some among

State of New York , by the industrious working the most useful of them all, who divided their

of which he managed not only to earn a sup- time between singing and the destruction of

port, but also to lay aside a little as well for noxious insects, were subjects of baseless and

an unfortunate day , as to supply his family ridiculous suspicions in the neighborhood ,and

with intellectual enjoyment. His two sons were slaughtered without mercy on charges

had received some benefit from schools , but the falsity of which might, with a little inves.

as a collegiate education was expensive , the tigation , have been demonstrated .

father resolved to do whathe could towards i The study of these and of kindred subjects

educating them in another mode. As his de- made their labors a constant recreation to

sire war that they should follow the samenc - ! them . The daily care of the farm was no

cupation with himself , it struck him as of pri- 'longer a task to be performed with machine ,

marv importance thathe should first interest like stolidity, while the mind was constantly

them in that employment, and then fit them wandering to other avocations, and indulging

for it. Though it might be very well for them in longings for something of a more engross

to spend years in acquiring a knowledge of the ing nature. The care of trees, of crops, and

Jend languages, he thought it still more im - of domestic animals was a perpetual study ,

portant that they should become intimately full of interest , and lacking the dullness that

acquainted with the various soils , and with perrades the task of the professional student

the conditions necessary to thehealthy growth because every day' s growth was presenting to

of trees and crops ; and as life is limited , and their view new phases for contemplation and
knowiedge infinite , he thought it good policy thought. For the application of the sciences,

that they should first devote their time to that of the rudiments of which they had made

which was of greatest practical value. themselvesmasters, they had frequent occa
It would have done vou good to witness the sion , and as their minds expanded with the

interest which his two boys took in the vari- multiform nature of their practical studies, a

ous phenomena of nature to which he direct taste of general literature crept in to add to

ed their attention . No professional student the pleasures of their home.

was ever so much delighted with his books, And thus these daily laborers becamemore

and for the sufficient reason that no other thoroughly educated than they would have
volume ever presented such intellectualfeasts been hy spending vears at our higher institu

as the great book of Nature unfolds. The tions for public instruction . As that educa

unchangeable laws of animal and vegetable tion was of a sound and practical nature, it

Bife upon which every operation in agriculturo made them respected everywhere, and their

is based , were daily exhibiting to them new sentiwents and opinionswon attention in what

and beautiful illustrations ; and whether it ever circle they chanced to be. Ther never

was seed time or harrest, summer or winter, had occasion to blush for a want of informa .

any lahor to which their timewas devoted , tion on subjects with which men in their call

had for them its peculiar interest. ing should be familier , and they never desired

To their surprise they found many things in to change their occupation , because they could

an occupation six thousand years old , which imagine no other so pleasant as that which

were still the subject of experiment. The made them familiar with the green fields and

best timefr planting trees, the soil, and con - the graceful trees. I indee I believe that either

ditions of soil suited to the differentvarieties , of them took more pleasure in planting some

the best season for cutting timber with its du- choice tree, and seeing it grow , and blossopi,

rability in view , the best mode of preserving and bear fruit , than they would have taken in

timber in the ground or out, and a thousand all the various entertainments ' which offer
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their attractions to the publie in large cities. Winter Rye.
I can not say that these young inen were On dry and rather light soils, this is a val.

ambitious ; yet, in this calling , they won for uable crop . It is better adapted to such soils

themselves credit, and accomplished more than any of the smaller grains, giving a fair

good than they would have been likely to at return when no other would be worth cultiva

the bar or elsewhere. They were the means, ting. It is now a favorable time to sow this

in a great measure, of reforming the system crop , but sward land should havebeen broken

of farming in their vicinity , and of imparting up someweeks before, that the sod may have

such information as added greatly to the pro - partially rotted . It may be sown on corn

ductiveness of agricultural labor. They root ground, where the corn is pretty early . Crops

ed outmany old worthless fruits , and intro - that have so far advanced that they may be

duced in their stead such valuable varieties as cut up and shocked , can be carried off the

their neighbors had nerer dreamed of before. ground where thev grew , leaving the ground

Ther beautified their own home with trees, free for working and seeding .

and flowers, and tasteful arrangeinent, and by The inquiry is often made whether grass

so doing became the occasion of beautifying and clover seed should be sown with rye,

the homes of farmers all around them . By We have known it done in many instances

acuurinting themselves with the habits of de- with good success. In fact we would prefer

structive insects, and devising means to pre- sowing grass seed with winter rre than with

vent their ravages, by originating new and spring grain. As to clover, if the land was

valuable fruits , and by improvemeuts in agri- liable to heave by frost, we would defer the

cultural implements, they became public ben sowing tillthe late snows of spring . But land
efactors in a wider sphere, and had the satis - that is suitable for rre, is not subject to the

fiction of seeing the whole country in some effect mentioned . It is an effect caused by

degree the better for their labors. Though wint of drainage, and if there are spots of

ther never became rich , they were the masters this kind , they should receive the remedy.

of a competence, and their hospitable home Grays and clorer sown with rre, in Autumn,

and intelligent conversation attracted themost will be sustained against drouth the follow

intellectnal society for a large region about ing season , much better than if sown in

them . And although such a thing as an agri- spring. It obtains so strong root that the

cultural publication had rarely been heard of transition of cutting the grain and leaving the

in their vicinity when they were boys, scarcely
grass exposed to the sun , has comparatively

a family is now without one, and I doubt not littie effect.

taiat the Horticulturist is atthis timewell ap

preciated and extensively taken in their neigh APPLES for Milch Cows. - A gentleman

torhood .
who deals in facts and figures, as well as fine

1 huve sometimes thought that if some oth - cattle , informed us that he had fed out last

er farmers I know were to bestow a liule at- winter more than two hundred barrels of

tention upon the career of these two young sweet apples to his milch cows, and that the

nien , they might perceive at once the reason i increased quantity and richness in quality of

why so many among the most bright and en - the milk paid him better than any other use

terprising of farmers' sons seek some other to which he could have applied them . He

occupation , so soon as they aro at liberty to states that he is raising trees annually for the

. do 86 . Where the mind is not interested , the purpose of raising apples for stock . Another

hand disclains to labor. He who teaches his important statement of his, is , that since he

sons to work as he would teach the unreason . Ibas fel apples to his cows, there has not been

ing ox to bear the voke, must expect the rest . a case of inilk fever among them . - N . E .

less mind to long for that activity elsewhere, Farmer.

which he neglects to incite in his own employ
ment. DON 'T PAINT Your LIGHTNING Rops. - A

writer in the New York Tribune sars, I have

IMPORTANT DiscOVERY, - To save Wheat examined many painted lightning rods, on

from the Wheat Worm . - -As the wheat worin buildings struck by lightning , and I have ner .

does not attack rre, it has been shown by es er known a painted rod 10 perform any of the

periment, that if a helt of rye is sown all duties of a conductor. In the examination of

around the wheat field , the fly does not find the the steamboat Suffolk hy, lightning when off

wheat to deposit its egg. Mr. (). Smyley , of Fort Ilamilton, July 13, 1818 I found that the

Princetown, has sown two broad-casts of rye lightning passed from the flag along a hori.

all around his wheat field , for the last four zontal wooden bearing to the awning , ripping

years, and the wheat has completely escaped the awning as if it had been cut with a knife,

from the insect . Perhaps one cast of rye but refused the iron rods, painted while, that

might be sufficient to protectthe wheat. - Cül- / supported the wooden bar, on which the aw .

livator . ning rested .
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The Valley Iarmer. ablodiscussion,wero unanimously adopted. On
mont, reported the same, which ,after a consider

able discussion , were unanimously adopted . On

motion of H . Miles Moore, Esq., it was

; ST . LOUIS, OCTOBER 1853 . Resolved, That 300 copies of said constitution

and by -laws be printed in pamphlet form , at the

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. expense of the Society, and that each member be
entitled to a copy.

Office, corner Fourth and Chesnut streets,
A portion of the Committee, appointed, to soST. LOUIS , MO.

EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor . ' ' licit subscriptions to the Society , reported the

Editor' s office and Printing office , in Old Postoffice Build following namus asmembers of said Society :
Ing, north side of Chesnutstreet, between Third and Fourth Moses Norris , Abner Deen, J. B . Deen, Wallace
treets,entrance ou Old Postoftice Alley,

Jackson , James Stone, Leonidus Oldham , Wiley
TERMS.

English, Ezekiel Downing, Jesse Morin ,GeorgeTHE VALLEY FARMER is published on the Arst of each

month , each number containing 48 large octavo pages ( in - (Galliway, Thos. Beaumont, E . N . Hart, W . L .
clnding 12 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of Irvin . Thos. H . Irvin , H . Miles Moore , Lewis
interest to farmers ,) and is offered at the following rates :

Single copy, one year, - - - - $ 1 00 Pence , Edward Pence, Sam 'ı Pepper, John D .
Four copies, $ 3 ; seyen copies, 85 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 .

Payments, in all cases , muust be made in advance . Pepper, J , D . Alderson, J. W . Hardesty , R . Brow
Remittances in gold coins, current bank notes, or postage Ining, Elijah Hampton , A . P . Read , J. W . Forbis,
stamps, may be made by mail at our risk .

AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the J. W . Steele , A . D . Blythe, T . F . Stone, D . S .
country are authorized to act as Agents , and every friend of Laach . Abraham Risk . C . C . Steele , S . K . Omtt,

the enterprise is respectfully requested to aid in extending

Its circulation . Silas May, G . W . Dyer, Z . D . Washburne, E .ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at Risk, Melvin McKeo, N . Humber, Jos. Nower,
The following rates : One insertion of 12 lines , $ 1 ; each J. C . Harris , J. C . Scott, J. W . Vinyard , A . Allen ,
additional insertion , 60 cents ; 12 lines one year $ 6 ; each

additional 12 lines one year, $ 4 ; one page , one insertion , Thos, G . Stockwell, A . H . Cox, J. Vinyard , N .
$ 7 . ench additional insertion , $ 5 ; one page, yearly, $ 50; | Agbury , C . Hart, Maj. Hinkle, and Clinton Cock .
arus of six lines or less , one year , $ 4 .

rill.

North Western AgriculturalandMechan | On motion, the Society proceeded to elect

officers for the coming year. Dr. Thos, Beau
ical Association.

mort receiving the largest number of votes for
This Society has been organized at Weston the president, and Maj. J . Morrin for vice president,

present season . On the 19th of Sept. wo attend they were declared unanimously elected . H .

ed a meeting at which a constitution was adopted |MilesMoore, Esq.,was then elected Secretary ,and

and officers chosen . The meeting, though not J. C . Harris , Treasurer. The Society then pro .

large in consequence of the necessary absence ofIceeded to elect a board of 12 directors for the en

many persons to Platt City , where the Platt Cir . 1 suing year. The following gentlemen wero

cuit Court was in session , was nevertheless re - elected – Thog. H . Ervin , J . F . Forbis , Dr. J .

spectable in point of numbers , and we question Moore,Melvin McKee, Christopher Hart, Edward

whether an assemblage evermet in Missouri, no Pence. Lewis Pence, J . W . Forbis, G . B . White ,

larger in numbers which contained so many in . Mai. Hinkle, Clinton Cockrill and A . Risk . On

telligent, influential and enterprising farmers . Imotion of H . M . Moore, Esq., it was

Upwards of two hundred and fifty Dollars were Resolved , That the Society hold their first An

subscribed on the spot for the purpose ofholding Inual Fair atthe City ofWeston , on the last Thurs

a fair this fall, which sum it was presumed would day and Friday of October next. .

be more than doubled in a few days. We are in . ) Mr. E . Abbott, Editor of the Valley Farmer pub

debted to the kindness of the publisher) of the lished at St. Louis , being present,was called on to

Weston Reporter for a proof slip of the proceed- address the meeting, which he did in an able , elo

ings which follows: quentand very interesting speech of half an hour,

Atan adjourned meeting of the North -Western urging the importance of this subject upon the

Missouri Agricultural, Mechanical and Horticul- minds of tho Society , & c . On motion of Dr.

tural Association ,' held in the City of Weston on Beaumont it was

the 19th inst. the following proceedings were hada hodl Resolved , That the thanks of the Society bo ten

- Thos. Ervin , of Buchannan co., in the Chair, dered Mr. Abbott for his able and interesting
T, address .and Dr. Thos. Beaumont, Secretary. The Com

On motion it wasmittee appointed at the last meeting to draft a Resolped . That the Board of Directors meet at

Constitution and By-Laws for the government of Platte City, on the first Monday of October next,

the Society , through their Chairman, Dr. Beau . I to make arrangements for the coming Fair, and
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to make outa list of premiums to be offered , and we arrived at Lexington , and we consee

that the same be published as soon as possible quently saw nothing of the town, butby the

thereafter, and also , that the Committee on solic
he glimmering of the torches we saw the reiting members to the Society, make a further re

port. {mains of the wreck of the ill fated Saluda,

On motion laying half buried in the sand. The aw .

Resolved , That the proceedings of this meeting ful catastrophe of the explosion which tore

be published in the papers of this city , and in the lo

Valley Farmer of St. Louis, and that all the pa
the this boat to pieces and destroyed so many

pers in the State, friendly to the cause, be request. human lives will long be remembered by

ed to publish the saine. those who witnessed it and by many per.
On motion the meeting adjourned sine die.

sons all over the land whose hearts were
THOS. H . IRVING , Chairman .

made to bleed in consequence of the death
Thos. BEAUMONT, Sec'y .

or injury of near friends. The other land

Editorial Correspondenco.
ing places presented little of note except

that the majority of them seemed in danger
BRUNSWICK, Sept. 13 , 1853. lof tumbling in the river in consequence of

The whistle last night hapened to belong the washing away of the banks, or of being

to the Clendenin instead of the Sonora, and I left inaccessible for navigation in conse

as we were «up and dressed 'we concluded quence of the formation of sand bars in

to come on here, and by so doing we have front of them . The Missouri river is a

had an opportunity of listening to a very queer one, With an extraordinary rapid

eloquent and interesting oration by Rev . current it makes more crooks and turns

Wm . Homes, of St. Louis, upon the occa - than any river we know of, running to .

sion of the dedication of the Hall of the I. wards all points of the compass - now

0 , 0 . F ., and also of witnessing the impo. working away the banks on the right side

sing ceremonies of the dedication . Bruns- and depositing the earth and soil in the

wick is a town of considerable importance; shape of a sand bar on the left, and anon

having a large trade from the Green River shifting it back again to the right. From

section . We spent a pleasant afternoon bluff to bluff on opposite sides of the river

in looking about the town and in a visit at the distance varies from one to five miles,

Dr. Blue's , late editor of the Brunswicker . and anywhere within that space the river

The Dr. has a charming little nest among seems to regard as his peculiar pathway ,

the fruit and forest trees about half a mile and he courses along through it justwhere

from town and near the banks of the river, hepleases,and so he goes on foaming and

where he is cultivating a choice variety of boiling , twisting and turning from one side

fruits, flowers and vegetables, The Hall to the other, and constantly changing his

of the Odd Fellows is a fine building, and channels .

with the Seminary building on the top of Wewere greatly disappointed when we

the hill , adds very much to the beauty of arrived at Independence to learn that the

the town as seen from the river . Welearn managers of the Jackson County Agricul.

that there is an excellent high schoolkept tural Society had postponed its fair for four

here which has a large attendance of pu - weeks to the 14th of October. Had they

pils. given as much publicity to the postpone

INDEPENDENCE, Sept. 16 . ment as to the appointmentwe should have

We left Brunswick on the morning of been saved the disappointment. We learn

the 14th on the Sonora and arrived here that the prospects of an interesting fair are

yesterday at 11, A , M . Our journey af. exceedingly good and that a very encour

forded us little matter of interest, and we aging spirit of improvement is beginning to

could only take a passing view of the towns be manifested throughout the country. We

and landings, as we shotby them , or stop- found a few congenial spirits in town, but

ped for a few moments to land a passen- as we had not an opportunity to go into the

ger or put out freight. Itwas night when country we missed the chance of seeing
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many of the farmers whom we expected to of the occasion. It is calculated that there will be
several thousand ladies present on the occasion, em

see at the fair . We obtained several sub.overal suo bracing much of the beauty , worth and intelligence
scribers to the Valley Farmer chiefly of the State. Is there not gallantry enough in St.

Louis , not to be behind in this respect ? Will 001
through the efforts of Mr. Packard , since you , Mr. Editor, and your brethren of thepress orge

host of the Noland House. this importantmatter upon your readers ?

Weshall be od on the birst boat tor Jadependence,

where you shall hear from us again ,
From the St. Louis Repullcan .

Missouri State Fair ,
BOONVILLE, September 12 , 1853. To the Press and the People - Meeting of the

Northern -Western Fruit Growers Association .
Col. CHAMBERS _ Dear Sir : Agreeably to your

request, I write you a few lines from this, our first On Tuesday, the 4th day of October, will
stopping place on our journey up the Missouririver.ver: open in the city of Chicago (a four days ses
We arrived here Saturday evening , in forty -eight :
hours from St. Louis, on the popular packet Kale sion of the N . W . Fruit Growers Association ;
Swinney - than which a more comfortable and quiet and it is confidently believed that then and

boat cannot be found afloat on the Western waters. there will be found , perhaps the greatest show
After taking a Sabbath rest, I set out this morning of standard fruits the world ever saw , and the

to see the lions of the place . Through ihe politeness best school of Western Pomology ever insti

of W . P . SEET), Esq ., of theMarion House, we were

furnished with a conveyance, and in company with
tuted .

E . W . Moon , Esq ., w .e rode to the grounds appro20 ! Besides tundreds in the West, many of the

priated for the first exhibition of the Missouri State most eminent Pomologists and successfulFruit
Agricultural Society. Growers of the East, have signified their inThese groundsare situated abouthalf a mile below tention of being present, with choice collec

town, immediately on the river and running back to
tions of fruits , which , added to the gloriousthe road passing from Boonville to Rocheport. To !

mix notion it is a most judicious selection of ground, abundance of this favored season in the broad

well adapted to the purpose, and very convenient of North -west ,may certainly be expected to make
access both from the river and the town. The grounds up a gathering of fruits and Fruit Growers to
are undulating, covered with a fine turf, and having warrant the bold prediction above.

upon them a sutriciency of trees to afford shade and
| The arrangements and programme are notshelter.

The exhibition riper and speakers' stand are ar vet completed ; but it 18 understood that the

ranged in a beautiful natural amphitheatre and seats Court House, or the large City Hall on State

to acconiinodlate several thousand persons are being street, will be granted us ; and that the first
constructed around them . The whole lot is being morning will be sufficient for the arrangement

enclosed with a substantial tight plank fence, and of
cattle yards and stalls , machine shops, floral and of fruits , and permit us to organize at 10 A .
vegetable halls, poultry houses, & c ., are being con M .

structed at convenient places. It is proposed to take up the perishable fruits
The citizens of Boonville haveshown very consid - first , and go through the whole catalogue be

erable liberality in contributing funds for this exhi- fore returning to the old subjects of discus.
bition , and are determined to make every effort to get son

o get sion .
ap a fair every way worthy of the State, and I have

been assured by several prominent citizens, that no 1| There will be three sessions daily ; and , as
fears need be entertained of any want of accommo- heretofore, the discussions will be conducted .

dation for those who may visit the city on that occa- in a brief, easy, conversational style , and a
sion . Besides the facilities afforded by the public regular Reporter engaged to aid the Secretary
houses, the citizens generally will keep open house inin preserving remarks for publication .
for all who may conig, and from what I have seen in

the present and former visits to this place, I can An address during an evening session, and
speak in the bighest terms of the hospitality of the several valuable reports are expected from

people of Boonville . members. It is also proposed to fix upon a
Will not St. Louis send a large delegation to the tariff of prices for nursery trees, based on age

fair ? Are the carriagemakers and other mechanics and variety rather than size ; and to attempt
makiog arrangements to send up their wares ? How
jg it with owners of fine stock in the country - are settling the true standard of shape, and height,
they getting them in order to astonish the people up for Prairie cultivation ; and other matters of

here, where they don 't have any good stock - per- interest to Fruit Growers.
haps ? For the credit of the State , for the credit of The member-fee is one dollar, for publica
the county, and city of St. Louis, let there be a dele . I tion purposes : and the Proceedings will be

gation from our city and county , not of dozens nor of

Acores, but of hundreds. Let us set the rest of the distributed pro-rata . Persons unable to at
State an example of liberality which shall tell to our tend can send papers and fruit to the Prairie

credit for years to come. Farmer Office , or to Dr. J. A . Kennicott, 96
I know of no manner in which a few days can be Lake street, marked . N . W . F . G . A . '

better employed by the citizens of St. Louis, than by Editors, generally , are requested to publish

an excursion to Boonville during the week of the fair
this notice, and all interested, North and South ,I understand that a band of music will be in atten

dance from St. Louis, and thatmany entertainments, East and West , are cordially invited to attend .

notmentioned in the bills,' will add to the attractions John A . KENNICOTT, President.
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Frauds of Nurserymen . respectable share. Europeans, where not ac

Nurserymen have a better chance to cheat tuated by better motives, have discovered that

than most others , on account of the long time Americans actually possess shrewdness enough

required for dection ; and for this very reason to know when they are well treated , and they

their frauds are greater impositions, robbing find it to their interest to retain , if possible ,

time as well asmoney. Horticultural and ru - what has lately proved a very large share of

ral improvement have been greatly impeded their custom .

by the errors which they have committed , ig . in connection with this subject, we wish to

diorantly as well as intentionally . A very add a few remarks relative to warranting the

fruitful source of unintentional errors has correctness of trees . Purchasers have some

been the practice of taking things on trust . - times required it of nurserymen , and we ob

A young nurseryman wishes to propagate a serve lately that some of the western papers

certain list of fruits, or an older one wishes advocate legislative enactments for restoring

to add to his catologue - they immediately losses by errors or frauds.

send to some other nursery and obtain the Now , there are some insuperable difficulties

trees , and not wilıing to lose five or six years in the way of reducing this proposition to

to see them bear, they commence at once to practice. In the first place, purchasers make

raise and sell trees from them and like the quite as many mistakes as sellers ; and we

inan who borrowed his absentneighbor's horse, have known them , after a lapse of years, to

intending to ask leave when he returned , they forget and misplace lost pames - - to attribute

sell the trees first, and intend to prove their certain trees to wrong sources- -and to be

correctness afterwards. An honorable and quite mistaken in the correctness or the fruit

worthy nurseryman showed us a cherry tree in produced , from ignorance or erroneous notions

bearing , which he had procured under the of its character. Nurserymen can afford to

name of Napoleon Bigarreau , and from which warrant their trees, under the following con

he assured ushehad already sold hundreds of ditions only : The trees , as soon as received ,

trees - that was then bearing a bitter little must be set out, and registered in a book by a

mazzard . Errors are in this way multiplied . carefuland disinterested person . There must

We could write fifty columns in describing the be evidence preserved that any vacancies in

mistakes which we have detected in receiving the plantation are not supplied from other

trees from different nurseries. An eminent sources during the years that elapse before

individual, (now deceased ) from whose es- bearing - or that the grafted portion is not

tablishment we expected to get every sort cor browsed down by cattle , and that the stock

rect, sent us, as time has since proved , more does not spring up in its place ; and lastly ,

than half his trees under wrang names. These sufficient pomological authority must be ob

were mistakes, not frauds ; and wehave no tained to decide all doubtful questions touch

doubt that most American nurserymen have ing the correctness of names. In most cases,

endeavored to treat their customers fairly , all these precautions would be quite imprac.

but not having seen much of what they were lticable ; and therefore it will be best to as
selling , they were mostly working in the dark . certain the most reliable sources, and obtain

Wequestion , however , if as much as this can trees from those sources, even if it be at a

be said of European nurserymen , as they ex - greater distance or at an additional cost.

isted some years ago, although we know there | Country Gentleman .

were honorable exceptions- -but the excep

tions were not the rule . It appears they Frost and Peach Buds.

thought it of little consequencewhatwas sent ! It is an opinion , frequently advanced by

to the ignorant Yankees of the western woods. some of our most distinguished horticulturists

W . R . Prince, in order to prove the raseality that if the thermometer sinks to 12 0 below

of certain French dealers, invented a list of zero , the frost will certainly destroy the peach

such names of fruits as he had never heard of, buds , but if it does not descend so low as this ,

and his order was filled under those very they will as certainly escape. This opinion ,

names ! We question if any body but Prince although somewhat approximating the truth ,

could have done this. must be held with considerable modification

The increase of the nursery business has the point of destruction varying with circum

witnessed a great improvement in the accuracy stances. The peach bud is one that swells

with which it is conducted . Facilities for with the first warm weather in spring, and it

propagating from bearing trees bave increas- sometimes happens that a few days of warm

ed ; the increased intelligence of the commu- weather in winter will be enough to produce

nity admits of less toleration of blunders , the same result. The bud is then peculiarly

and the desire of a fair reputation has stimu- liable to injury by frost, and may be destroy.

lated many to accuracy , to say nothing about ed at a temperature much higher than 120

the promptings of genuine honesty, of which below . The injury will be still greater if ,

we believe a portion of our nurserymen have a l after an intensely cold night, the sup breaks
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out suddenly from a clear sky, and produces Improved Essex Pigs. : *
sudden thawing. It generally happens that

Of this breed, Sanford Howard writes asanore injury is dene to tender plants by the
sun ' s rays after severe cold , than by the cold follows, in the Wooi Grower and Stock Reg

itself, many instances occurring where the ister :
north sides of fences and buildings have af. This is one of the most valuable breedsnow
forded full protection to plants, which were known. The establishment of the breed is
seriously damaged when no screen intervened generally credited to the late Lord Western .
between the plants and the sun -- the cold be. It has of latter years been extensively known
ing just as severe in one case as in the other . in the hand of the noted breeder , W . Fisher
Hence it may sometimes happen that a mantle Hobbs, of Marks-Hall, Essex. It has perhaps
of clouds over the sky , and a very gradual carried more prizes at Smithfield , within the
rise in temperature,may be themeans of sa - last ten years, than any other breed . As be.
ving a fruit crop , which with the same cold , fore mentioned , it was derived from a cross
and under other circumstances, might prove a with the Napolitan , and inherits the color of
tutal failure. This fict may lead to the that race, with more size, finer symmetry ,and
adoption of artificial means of shading the much better constitution . Stephens, author
frozen buds from the sun ' s rays.

of the book of the farm , and the Farmer' s
A communication from J . H . Niles, in a Guide, says : “As to the breed which shows

late number of the Ohio Cultivator , furnishes the greatest disposition to fatten together with
someadditional corroboration of these facts . a due portion of lean , I never saw one equal
He states that the buds of 1850 , in that state , to that whieb originated by Lord Western , in
were of the weakest class, and were killed Essex . . . . . They were exceedingly gentle,
that winter in a temperature at zero. Those indisposed to travel far, not very prolific ,
of 1851, on the other hand, were extremely however, but could attain if kept on , to a
hardy, and resisted a temperature of 100 be- great weight, and so compact in form , and
low . The mercury subsequently fell to 119 small of bone and offal, that they invariably
below , and about one-fourth were killed . - yield a greater amount of pork than was judg
Still severer weather afterwards supervened , ed of before being slaughtered . The offal
with the following results : At 8 o 'clock in was small and more delicious ham was never
the evening , when this intense weather occur - cured than they afforded .' Martin says :
red , and the mercury had fallen to 10 below , i " These animals fatten quickly , grow rapidly,

a quantity of peach limbs was cut, and placed and yield very superior meat. The hogs,
within doors ; at 9 o 'clock , it had sunk to when fattened will sometimes weigh 26 or 28
12° below , when another portion was cut ; at stones, ( 24 lbs. ,) often 18 or 20,' -- equal to
11 o 'clock it had sunk to 149 , at 12 to 160 , 392 pounds.
at 2 to 170 , and at 4 to 18 ° below zero ; at The only animals of this breed in this coun

all of which periods successive portions of the +which periods successive portions of the try , within our knowledge, are in the posses
branches were cut. On a subsequent esamin - sion of L . G . Morris , Esq . , of Fordham ,

ation of these budy, no injury could be detec
Westchester county, N . Y ., or of persons whoted on those cut at 12° ; those cut at 130
have obtained the stock of him . His first im

were mostly killed, while a few lingered at
portation was made about a year since, and140 . There were, however, a few budy,even
his last the past autumn. Some of these an

at 180 , favorably situated , that escaped. imals were procured directly from W . FisherCountry Gentleman .
Hobbs, and were of that gentleman 's biot
stock .

Drilling WHEAT. - Edward Stabler , in his
A variety of the Sussex breed is closely aladmirable essay on the advantage of drill seeding.

states that after examining its results on some 800 or: Ilied to , and may be identical with the Essex .
;

1. 000 acres, besides large experience on his own Someof this variety were introduced into this

land, he finds there is not a single instance where it country several years since by Mr. Henry Par
has not proved the most profitable , first, in the sa- sons, now of Guelph , Canada West. The

ving of seed , and secondly in the increased product i writer of this article obtained stock from Mr.

of the grain aniounting to from one to six or seven
Parsons, and from the experience of severalbushels per acre . He thinks five pecks of seed

drilled are equal to two bushels sown broadcast. He years, can say he never had any swine that

has known the increase , in one case, by careful con - gavemore weight of carcass in proportion to
parison of the two modes. to amount to nine bushels the food consumed , and never any which
per acre in favor of drilling . He relates an inter- equalled them in quality ofmeat.
esting incident:-- A vender offered a drill for the in .

crease in a crop of wheat - to be deterinined by | There is a white , or nearly white, variety of
sowing a few strips broadcast for comparison . But Essex . Specimens were imported by the late
before harvest the farnier prefered paying the hun . |Mr. Stickney , a party of which arenow in the
dred dollars, the price ofthe drill, with interest. On

possession of Mr. H . H . Williams, of Roxcarefully ascertaining the increase , he found it to be posses

one hundred and fifty -three bushels. 'bury,Mass.
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The Family Circle
Mothers ! as you love the souls and

bodies of your children , do not leave them

mom
to the care of young and ignorantnurses,

not even to the best , more than you can
Conducted by

help ; do not excuse yourself from your
Mrs. MARY ABBOTT. maternal duties because you think you

have other duties more importam .

Your duties to your children are the

Black Nurses for Children. first, the most important, and the most

While we were travelling on a Missou - sacredly binding . You cannot cast your

ri river boat lately we had an opportuni. care upon a nurse. When children are

ty ofwitnessing the evil effects of trusting | infants they need a mother 's tender care

infants to the care of little negro nurses. I to shield them from neglect, and also to

There were several infants on board . Ieducate their infantminds. Your child

ea h of them was attended by a little ren are observing ; and if mother ' s will

black , too small to be entrusted with the take a little pains to have a few bright and

safety of a kitten ; vet thepleasure seeking attractive play things strewn about the

mothers gave them up wholly into their carpet, they might have their infants in

hands. One infant in particular we the room with them for hours without give

watched , and looked in vain for its mo. ing them the least trouble, and they might

ther, who took her pleasure all day with sew , read , or write , or do anything they

the rest of the passengers, without taking pleased , and dispense with the little dark

the least notice of the child . Wesaw the nurse , who always doesmore harm than

little black lug it in an uneasy position all good . While the little one is rolling about

round the cabin and oui on the guards, on the carpet, striving to gain somedist

sometimes setting it on the rails, making ant play thing, if themother will observe ,

us start for its safety , then rolling her- ias it catches what it has been striving at

self on the carpet,with one heavy arm onarm on ter , that a bright smile will light up its
the child 's head and shoulders bending happy face as if it looked up to her in tri

it almost double , while she was rolling to lumph . If she gives it a smile of appro

please herself, drawing the child after her. I bation she will teach that infant to use its

who was weary and fretted . The little own energies, and in the presence of its

black did not seek the comfort of the mother, and encouraged by its mother's

child , nor in any way strive to please it . I smile, it will continue to makenew efforts

It did not have anything putinto itshand, I and put forth new exertions. This it

nor was it permitted to sit on the carpet would never do if committed to the care

and amuse itselt; but all day itwas in real l of an ignorant nurse. By this means the

torment. This led us to think what a mother insures the child 's confidence and

real curse slavery is, as it regards chil. I gains its first and strongest love. When

dren . They are not fit 10 have thecare of the child grows weary of play , who so

them in their tender infancy , much less well qualified by nature to sooth it to gen

as they grow older, and learn to speak tle and quiet slumber as the loving mo.

and act. If they are much with these ther ? and as it grows older it will learn

ignorant blacks, they will speak and act to look to her for advice and encourage

as they do, and as soon as thev can speakment; and if she does her duty she will

you will hear the real negro dialect: the i gain an influence over her child that it

thar, whar, tote, fotch , & c . , which will will be hard for any other influence to

show itself in advanced life , and not all overcome. What good mother will not

the grammar they can learn will drive the be willing to forego a little of the display,

original language from their heads. And parade and fashion of the present day .

many other arts and habits that all after that she may have more time to educate

cultivation will not be able to eradicate the heads and hearts ofher children , who

they will learn from their nurses. Des are destined for immortality . To every

ception , lying and stealing, they will mother God says, take this child and

learn as soon as they can speak . nurse it forme and I will give thee thy
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wages.' He does not say “take this child whatever other luxuries is yielded there, were

and give it to thy black nurse .' , things to them unknown.
al They landed one day upon the island four

Mothers ! are not the souls and best v
" Moors in a small boat. The parents felt greatinterests of your children worth striving iov . an

orth striving joy, and hoped now to be rescued from their
for. Put these in comparison with your troubles. Butthe boat was too small to take

own love of fashionable amusement, and them over together to the adjoining land , so

choose which you will atiend to - the the father determined to risk the passage first.

eternal interests of your children or of Mother and children wept when he embark

your own pleasure. Think of these things
Teasure Think of these things ed in the boat with its frail planks, and the

and choose in view of eternity . four black men were about to take him away.
But he said “ Weep not; it is better over yon

From the Mother's Magazine.
whereM ine der, and you will all follow soon ,

When the little boat returned to take awayLines Suggested by a Domestic Incident. the mother, the children went stillmore. But

she also said , “Weep not; in the better landAs in mystudy lone I sat,
Musing on ibis, and then on that we shall allmeet again . "
u quite a dull and dolefulmood ,

At last camethe boat to takeaway the two
Hamnted by fancy ' s darkest hood ,

children . They were frightened at the blackin caremy little daughter dear,

Her father' s burdened breast to cheer. men , and shuddered at the fearful sea over
A sillt she bore , bs napkin white

wbich they had to pass. With fear and trembSecared from each illie zazer sight ;

A tiny cake she brought to view , ling they drew near the land . But how re
Oftempting orier, taste and hue . joiced they were when their parents appeared
In cits bakery , ne' er 1 ween

upon the shore, offered them their hands, ledJlad finer workmanship been seen
Yet, ' twas the tirst her hand hail wrought them into the shade of lofty palm trees, and
Hermaiden cookers she had brought,

regaled them upon the palm trees with milk ,
ller face illumed with chillah siec ,

honey, and delicious fruits , "Oh, how groundTo gain approving wonis from me.

A kiss I gave , a smile which sent less was our fear !' said the children , we
Throngh all her bosom ca 'm content.

ought not to have feared , but to rejoiced ,My gloom grew bright as hope displayed .

The future ofmy little luaid when the black men came to take us away to
Her busy hand and busy mind

the better land !To worthraims and deeds inclined ,

Temptation thus bereft of power, Dear children ,' said their father, our
And good accomplished every hour, voyage from the desert island to this beauti
ITer path with precious pearls Destrewn ,

ful country conveys to us a still higher meanHer home at last before God ' s throne.

ing . There is appointed for us all a still lon
Birth -Day Lines to my Wife. ger voyage, to a much more beautiful country .

lland in hand we start to journey Thewhole earth on which we dwell is like an
Through the d . vlous path of Ilfe ;

island. The land here is , indeed, a noble one
Be it good or evil weaiher,

Hand in hand move we, my wife . in our eyes, although a faint shadow of Hea
ven . The passage hither over the stormy sea

Hand in hand in sunny seasons,
Evenings soft and morningswild ; is - Death ; that little boatresembles the bier ,

Nauglitt partis but the link - let upon which men in black apparel shall at some
Of a little white -haired child .

time carry us forth . But when that hour
Iland in hand . ( God ! when fading

strikes, then we, myself, your mother, or you
Life' s fair sun ' s far -western rays ,

must leave this world . So , fear pot. DeathLean vewell upon each other

Through the gloanjug ofour days , is for pious men , who have loved God and
land in hand with equal foot- step done His will nothing else than a yoyage to

To the dark , swift- flowing river ;
the better land .'

Hand in hand, with angel-sneming,

To the throne of God for evor.

(Knick . Mag. | Economy in CANDLES. - If vou are without

a rush - light, and would burn a candle all
The Better Land.

night, unless you use the following precaution ,
A father and mother were living with their it is ten to one an ordinary candle will gutter

two children on a desert island , in the midst away in an hour or two. Thismay be avoid

of the ocean , on which they had been ship - led by placing as much common salt , finely

wrecked. Roots and vegetables served them powdered , as will reach from the tallow

for food ; a spring supplied them with water; } to the bottom of the black part of the

and a cavern in a rock with a dwelling.
wick of a partly burnt candle , which , if the

Storm and tempest often raged fearfully on same be lighted , will burn very slowly , yield

the island . ing sufficient light for a bed chamber; the saltThe ehildren could not remember how they Iwill gradually sink as the tallow is consumed ,
bad reached the island ; they knew nothing of the melting tallow being drawn through the
the vast continent; bread, milk , fruit, and salt and consumed in the wick . .
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The Husbandman. Young peoplemeet together and naturally fall

Earth , of Mas the beauteous Mother, into a particular partiality for some of their
Feeds him still with corn and wine; companions over others. But no very dis

Hewho best would aid a brother,
tinct idea of the duties or requirements ofShares with him these gifts divine.

such a condition as marriage is or can be de
Many a power within her bosom , veloped - and for this chiefreason. As a gen

Noiseless, hidden, works beneath ;

Hence are seed , and leaf and blossom , eral thing, all the idea ofmarriage which chil .
Golden ear and clustered wreath . dren and youth obtain from their parents

These to sell with strength and beauty , and teachers, or from popular literature, is

Is the royal task of Man , a mutual convenience, which by some means
Man' s a king, his throne is duty , or other , must be established . With woman

Since his work on earth began .

this is more especially true; for woman be
Bud and harvest, bloom and vintage, ing the passive party , has been led to suppose

These likemen are fruits of earth ;
- and truly enough that her choice cannotStamped in clay a heavenly mintage,

All from dust receive their birth . often be consulted; and therefore she must
accept such conditions as present themselves.

Barn and mill, andwine-vat' s treasures,

Earthly goods for earthly lives ; This is a heresy, let me say in passing ,
These are nature' s ancient pleasures, which no woman of a right mind an 1 true
Which her child from her derlves .

heart would for a moment sanction . And

What' s the dream bnt vain rebellion , thus, with a levity which the lady would throw
It from earth we sought to rise ! aside for so much business as the choice of a

Tis our stored end ample dwelling,
new hat or feather, or the gentleman for the' Tis from it wo see the skies .

consideration of putting himself into the
Wind and frost, and hour and season ,

hands of a new tailor, the parties assumetheLand and water , sun and sbade,
Work with these , as bids thy reason , most solemn responsibilities, and rusb into a

For they work thy toll to ald . state which, if unhappy, can only be retrieved

Sow thy seed and reap in gladness ! by death or the public disgrace of one or
Man himself is all a seed; both . How could they have any conception

IIope and hardship, Joy and sadness ,
of that sublime ideal of true affection , whereStow the plant to ripeness lead .

each to the other is a dearerself,

Supremely happy in the awakened power

Of giving Joy .

Basis of Unhappy Marriages . Whatwonder then that so many are ready

Marriage is a matter ofmore worth , to exclaim .
Than to be dealt In mere attorneyship,

*Oh ! for a curse upon the cunning priest,
(Shakespeare. Who conjured us together in a yoke

But a single glance among one' s married That galls me now ,'

friends would serve to show that there are
some unfortunate circumstances that gener

Hints about Female Education .
ally prevent the attainment of that degree of

happ.ness which either was or should have BY MRS. L . M . CUILD .

been expected . What can this be? From The difficulty is, education does not usually

long study on the subject , I have come to the point the female heart to its only true resting
conclusion that the grand difficulty , or that place. That dear English word 'home,' is not
which lies at the basis of all others, is a want half so powerful a talisman as 'the world .' —

of true and sincere love. Nor need this ap - Instead of the salutary truth , that happiness

pear very wonderful when we look even for is in duty, they are taught to consider the two
one moment at the facts. Misunderstandings things totally distinct ; and whoever seeks one
and mistakes may happen between the truest must sacrifice the other.

lovers married or single -- -but they are not The fact is , our girls have no home educa

likely to occur where there is a deep and ear- tion . When quite young , they are sent to
nest love on both sides. school where no domestic habits can be learn

Certainly the sacred writer knew of this ed ; and there they continue till they "come out
relation when he said “ Better is a dinner of into the world. After this , few find any time
herbs, where love is , than a stalled ox and to arrange, and make use of, the mass of ele
batred therewith .' Consider for a moment mentary knowledge they have acquired ; and

how insensibly love lightens all our sorrows. fewer still have either the leisure or taste for
How truly the severest labors becomes pleas. the inelegant, every -day duties of life. Thus

antwhen love is the inspirer of the task . By prepared , they enter upon matrimony. Those

a truly loving heart, sacrifices, sufferings, toil . early habits, which would have made domeq.
danger , everything is endured , dared suffer - tic care a light and easy task, have never been
ed , and even coveted , so that the beloved one taught, for fear it would interrupt their hap
may be more blest. Ipiness; and the result is that,when çares come,

Let us look at themarringes as they oocur,las come they must, they find them misery.
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Preservata
I am convinced that indifferance and dislike Preservation of Grapes.

between husband and wife, are more frequento ',ore frequenta ! We find the following translation of an ar

ly occasioned or this great error in education , ticeror in education. ticle in a German paper, in the Agricultor,

than by any other cause. ' which contains an account of the preservation

of grapes in Russia : - A traveler who lived
The bride is awakened from her delightful at St. Petersburg during the winter season

dream , 10 which carpets, vases, sofas, white states that be ate there the freshest and most

cloves and pearl ear rings are oddly jumbled beautiful grapes he had ever seen . To pre

up with her lover' s looks and promises. Per - serve them they should be cut before being

haps she would be surprised if she knew ex - entirely ripe. Do not handle the berries ; re

actly how much of the fascination of being ject all damaged ones, then lay the grapes in

engaged was owing to th : aforesaid inanimate a large stone jar holding about thirty gallons.

concern . Be that as it may, she is awakened The mouth should be narrow so that the

by the unpleasant conviction that cares de- grapes will not touch each other. Fill the

volve upon her. And what effect does this spaces between them witballet. Cover

rroduceupon her character ? Do the holy and closely with a stone cover well fitted and ce
tender influences of domestic loye render self mented . Over this paste a thick paper, and

denial and exertion a bliss? No ! They let it be hermetically sealed so as entirely to

would have done so had she been properly ed - exclude the air . In this air -tight jar the

ucated ; but vow she gives way to unavailing grapes ripen fully, and acquire a flavor seldoin

fretfulness and repining ; and her husband is attained by any other method , and are pre

at first pained , and finally disgusted at hear- served for two years in the best condition . .

ing , ' I never knew what care was when I lived
Raisins.-Everybody is fond of raisins, es

in my father 's house. " " If I were to live my
my pecially if they are of the finest quality, but

life over again , I would remain single as long
everybody, we suspect, does not know they

as I could without the risk of being an old are successfully prepared in this State, and
maid .'

webelieve also in other parts of this country .
How injudicious, how short sighted is the The Horticulturist says :

policy that thus mars the whole happiness of ! Wehave just received a box of nice raising
life, in order to make a few brief years more prepared from the Isablla grape, by Mr. E .
gay and brilliant ! I have known many in - A . McKay, of Naples, Ontario Co., who has
stances of domestic ruin and discord produced one of the most complete little vineyards in
by this mistaken indulgence of mothers. I Western N . Y . Wehave passed these raisins

never knew but one where the victim hadmor- around among our friends, and they have in
al courage enough to ehange all her early variably pronounced them ercellent, somepre
habits. She was a young , pretty, and very fering them to the imported article . Mr. Mo
amiable girl, but brought up to be perfectly Kay informsus that they keep well, they cer
useless; a rag -baby would to all intents and ſtainly appear as though they would . Why
purposes, have been as an efficient a partner. may not this become an important branch of
She married a young lawyer, without property, fruit culture ? A very large amount of money
but with good and increasing practice. She is annually sent abroad for raisins. Themat.
meant to be a good wife but did not know ter demands attention . '
how . Her wastefulness involved him in debt. / KREPING Fruit. From someunknown cause

Hedid not reproach , though he tried to con
our winter fruits do not keep as well as they

vince and instruct her. She loved him , and la
did in days of yore,when the mug of cider

weeping , replied , ' I try to do the best I can,can ; and basket of apples were the unfailing atten
but when I lived at home, mother took care of launtedants of our worthy grand - sires , during the
erery thing .' Finally poverty came upon him

long winter evenings. Now , a large portion
like an armed man , and he went into a re of the erop rots before new year. A gentle
mote town in the Western states to teach

' man residing in the upper end of the county
school. His wife folded her arms and cried ,

100 : 1 packed up a barrel of apples last fall, in per
while he, weary and discouraged , actually

ctually | fectly dry broom -seed, and placed them in a
anile

came home from school and cooked his own cool drv place over his kitchen . Those of the
supper. At last bis patience and ber real same kind placed in the ceilar bave ratted
love for him impelled her to exertion . Shelillong since, while those in the barrel were ex
promised to learn to be useful, if he would

amined a few days since , and were found to
teach her. And she did learn ! And the

be perfectly sound , and of rery fine flavor.-- -
change in her habits gradually wrought such |Cut straw , leaves, chaif, or any other perfect

a change in her husband' s fortunes, that she iu dry substance , would answer as well, as

might bring her daughters up in idleness, had the result shows that exclusion of the air , drr

not her experience taught her that economy, Iness, and a moderately cool temperature were

like grammar, is a very tiresome study after the operatine causes in this instance. - Gura

weare twenty years old. Imantown Telegraph .
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McLean's Volcanic Oil Liniment.
HE ONLY safe and certain cure for Can

Improved Stock , Fowls, & c .

ST. LOUIS MARKET - WHOLESALE.
REMP- per lon , $ 112 w $ 123

S FLOUR - per bbl., good country brands, $ 4 .50 to $ 4 .8á
| choice brands, $ 5 . 05 ; superfine city , $ 4 . 50to $ 4 . 75 ;extra

cers , Plus, Tumors , Swellings and Bronchele or Gol
country and city , $ 5 50 to $ 5 . 75 .trc , Paralysis , Neuralgirt ,Weakness of the muscles ,Chronic WHEAT---per bushel, good to prime, 90 to 91 cts ; choli e

or Intammatory Rheumatism , Stiffness of the Joints , Con 98 ct. . . .tracted Muscles or Ligaments , Ear- Ache, or Tooth - Ache, CORN - per bushe145 , 0048 cents sacks; included :
Bruises , Sprains , Wonuds, fresh Cuts , Ulcers , Fever Sores OATS per bushel, 32434 cerita , sacks Included .
Oaked Breasts, Sore Nipples , Burtis , Scalds , Sore Throat, TOBVCCO - - per cut. 88 to $ 11 75 .
of any intlammation or Pain , nu dinerence how severe or BARLEY - per bushel, from 45 cents .how long the disease may have existed . MCLEAN ' S CEL MESS POIK - per bbl., $ 12.00.
EBRATED LINIMEST is a certain remedy. LARD- per lb . , No. 10cents .

It possess 's curative powers supertor to all other remedies SUGAR - per ib . , compion, 4t05 cents.
biso chemically combined as to retain in its combination MOLASSES-- per gallon , 25t030 cents .
all the virtues of Its several ingredients as to enable it to COFFEE - per lv ., Rio , 11to12 cents.
pertrace theminutest vessels of the body, disseminating ito SALT- per sack , G . A . , $ 1 .40; T . 1. $ 1 05 ; Kanawha
Trains intuence, removing the CAUSE of the disease , aud 35 cents per bushel.

timperting life , health , strength and vivacity to the whole BRAN - 50 to 53 cents per 100 lbs.
HAY - per hundred , timothy, 651065 cents.blem .Thursandsofhuman beings have been saved a life of de - ! BUTTER AND CHEESE - Fair country butter, 12t015 cts ;

noblemedicine, good to prime, 12 i 14c; choice Ohio roll , 16 to 170. W . R .erpitude and misery by the use of this invaluablemedicine.
cheese 10c for prime.

MCLEAN ' S VOLCANIC OIL LINIMENT

Will relieve pain almost instantaneously , and it will

cleanse, purity and heal the foulest ulcers in an incredible The subscriber is prepared to furnish at
short time. reasonable notice , from the yards of the most celebratedRead the following certificates, which are incontestible

breeders in the t'. s . , the varieties of Fowls , & c ., enumerproof of the WONDERFUL efficacy of this greatremedy .
ated below , and all others yet domesticated ; having madleMr. J . H . MCLEAN - Dear Sir ; I take pleasure inad
arrangements for full supplies from Dr. Bennett, of Greatding my testimony to the wonderful efficacy of your VOL Falls , N . II ., and Port Desmoines, Iowa, the most perse

CANIC OIL LINIMENT. vering and successful importer of new and pure races of
Tabbeen devrely ficted for six months with Chronic fowls : from P . Melendy, Cincinnati, Ohio , who possesses

m . I lost the use ofmy limbs entirely , the flesh the largest establishinent of the kind in America , repiese
on my arms was apparently dried up my arms, when with all the most valuable and useful varieties , of recent
knocked tog ther, would rattle " like drielsticks. No introduction or of ancient lineage ; and other breeders of

L a vican describe how I sufferad in this helpless condi- established reputation .
tion . “ Death ” would have been preferable to the exeru Brahma Pootras, from Dr. Pennett' s stock .olating pains which I had to endureu ntil I could obtain a

Gres Chittagongs, Nolansupply of your VOLCANIC OIL LINIIEXT. The first ap
Grey Shanghiles, White' s importation ,plication relieved me, and two small bottles has cured wre .
White Wright' sIt has also been used by several of my Delghbors for ex
Buff Perley ' s

tornaldiseases , with the same success.
Yellow De Grue' s: MRS. MELINDA ELLIS. Red Forbes

P .S L live two doors from the corner of Morgan on ! Palmer' s
Thirteenth street, St. Louis . Mo , Dominique Dr. Kerr's

Imperial Marsh ' s
STILL ANOTHERCURE. . Black « Packard

Twenty years ago I gotmy feet and hands frozen , from Royal Cochins, Black Polands, White do..
which I suffered severely every winter . I applied various Black Cantons, Malays, Golden Pheasants,
remedies, but they gave mepo relief. I procured one bot Porton Greys, White Surrey , Speckled Dorkings
tle of McLean' s celebrated Volcauic Oil Liniment, and Dumiu ques , Guilderlands, Game fowie ,
applied itaccording to directions. It has curedme pernia Black Spanish , Bantams,

nently . with the following superb varieties of Chinese and Gain -
I earnestly advise every person afilicted with sores or fowls , introduced and propagated by Dr. Bennett,

pains to Use McLean ' s Volcanic Oil Liniment, I believe Sumniatra Game,
14 to be the best remedy now before the public Wallacca

W . T . DCVALL. Sumatra Pheasant
Firm of Duvall & Campbell, merchants . 66 Ebon

Java Pheasant
St. Joseph , Mo., April 30, 1853 Siamese PenciledWehave in our possession hundreds of such certificates,

Chinese Albin
which we could publish , but we deem it unnecessary , as the
ueofone twenty - five centbottle will be sufficient to coli Calcutta or Indian

Yankeevince even the most incredulous of its inagic power in cu
Spanish

ring every external disease Earl Derby
FOR HORSES AND OTHER ANIMALS. Irish Brackett

Jong Kong
McLean' s Celebrated Liniment is the only safe and reli Hoang Ho

able remedy for the cure of Spavin , Ring Bone, Wind White Calcutta
Calls, Sprints, Unuatural Lumps , Nodes or Swellings. It ! English Red Caps
will never fail to cure Big Head , Pollevil, Fistula , Old Russian or Siberian
Running Sores, or Sweeny, it properly applied . For Sprani Lon -Eared Rabbits, choice colors, from prize stock .Bruises, Scratches, Cracked Heels , Cbafes, Saddie or Col

Ferrets , English high - bred ,ar Galls , Cuis , Sores, or Wounds, it is an intallible reme
pv. Appiy it as directed and a cure is certain lu every in St. Bernard Dogs ,

MalteseGoats , long hairel,
stance .

Directions accompanying oach bottle in English and And ultimately everything pertaining to fancy stock .

Gerua! . Orders receired for Suffolk and other superior breed
This Liniment is now put up in Twenty -Five Cent, Willy Pigs ; Shorthorn and Devon Cattle ; Sheep of best rarieties

Cent and OneDlar Bottles. The firty cool size Contains for wool aud inutton .
three times the quantity of the twenty - five ceut size , and

| Subscriptiolls received for theNorthern Farmer and other
8 .) on in proportion to their cost . | Agricultural periodicals .
For stie by J . 1 . MCLEAN , Sulc Proprietor, corner JAS. CHALMERS,

Thain and Pine streeis , St. Luuis , Mo. Ai No. 12, Main street, St. Louis, Mo.
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PENNOCK'S PATENT Martin & Irwin,
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

PIASeed and Grain Planter. four stories high,andextending over from Broad
For Planting Wheat, Rye , Barley , Indi

an Corn , Oats , Beans, Peas, Ru

ta Bagas, Turnips,fc.

NO . 184 BROADWAY,
Opposite North Market, between Green and

Morgan , St. Louis, Mo.
HENRY E .MARTIN CHAS. W . IRWIN .

DRY GOODS.
At Nos . 212 & 214 , Broadway and 187 and 199 ,

Fourth street.

My facilities for selling goods, in large quanti
ties and consequently at cheap rates, are now com
pleted. Having enlarged my principle house to
mammoth size, embracing two spacious buildings,

four stories high , and extending over from Broad
way to Fourth street, the same well filled with
goods, and manned with 35 competent clerks, the
premises are almostconstantly thronged with cus

tomers. This looks like prosperity. But it is
not an effect without a cause. Selling enormous

This Machine operates well on all kinds ofland . I quantities of goods, I can afford to , and do sell at
and is not injured by coming in contact with rocks, actual Bargains - far below the usualprice. Also
roots , & c . It will plantpoint rows, and all irregular endeavoring to do business on correct principles,
shaped fields , without sowing any part twice over. i has contributed to thealmost unparalelled success
With a saving of from 10 to 15 per cent, in labor it now crowning my efforts .
will with ease for two horses plant from 10 to 12 The following are some ofmy prices for goods.
acres per day of Wheat, Oats, Barley and other Lawas 614 cents per yard ; Fast colored Ging
small grains; and with one man and horse, it will hams 1216c ; Mousline d ' Laine 121. c ; Madder

readily plant from 15 to 20 acres per day of Indian Printa 61%Prints 6 % to 10c ; Heavy Browa Sheeting 7160 ;
Corn , Beans, Peas, Rita Bages , & c ,

It will save from 2 to 3 pecks of seed per acre , and
| Brown Shirting 5c; Bleached do 64 to 10c; Irish

yield from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the broad
Linnen 25c ; other goods as cheap .

cast seediny, by distributing the grain uniformly at Wishing still to increase my business, great in

any desired depth , and leaving a ridge of earth be- ducements will be offered to buyers.

tween the rows. che roots of theyoung plantare pro - MOTTO - " Do as we would be done by."

tected during the winter by the action of the frostand T . W . HOIT.
rain mouldering the earth apon them , instead of be.
ng thrown outand exposed as in broad cast. On this Wm . A . ELSON ,
accountthe stalk is strong and less subject to mildew ,
and is not so liable to injury by the fly . WHOLESALE
The farmer is frequently prevented by rain from

harrowing in his grain after it is sown, which harrow - ||

ing is needless in seeding with this Machine as it !

completes it atonce. AND

This maceinehas been very much improved the MANUFACTURERS' AGENT.
present season , and is offered to the farmers of the
west,who will find it equal to the best grain drill in No. 11 Locust St. between Main & Lovee,

use. The price is $ 80 on purchacing the machine or ST. Louis, MO.
85 payable six months thereafter.
The undersigned having been appointed agent for AGENT FOR

the above machine in St. Louis will keep a supply on Wheeling Paper Mills, Pittsburg FlintGlass Works,
hand during the season , and all persons wishing to Steubenville do. Do. Green DO,

purchase are respectfuliy invited to call on hini and New York Type Foundry, Du. Windows Do.
i Cincinnati do

E . ABBOTT, do,
examine for theinselves.

Krozen 's " Wooden Ware
Cincinnati Printing Press Manufactory,

At Valley Farmer office, Old Post Office Buildings, Manufactory , St. Louis Wash -board Facto

Chesnutstreet between 3d and 4th . N . Y . & Boston do do , lry ,

Lightbody's Printer's Ink, Brighton Bucket & Tub Fac

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! Wheeling Glass works, tory.

Proprietor sf the St. Louis Improved Fire Proof Safe
Manufactory .

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! Purchasers are requested to call and examine prices ,

as we CAN and WILL sell luwer than any other house in

the West. al.

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES!
THRESHING MACHINES AND

HORSE POWERS. - We are a lufacturing and

have forsale Cox & Roberts' Patent Thresher and Cleaner .

They thresh and clean the grain ready for market, are very

durbie , easily kept in order, anti soli at a very reasonable

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! price. Ordersrecpectfully solicited .

KINGSLANDS & FURGUSON

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES! have
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NEW YORK STATE beid , promising that these two are about an average of
over 100 similar letters, which we can ohow .

Agricultural Workside
HS, Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, ESQ . Dated Exe

ALBANY N . Y . 1 . ter , Luzerne Co. , Pa. , March 22, 1853 .
BY WHEELER , MELICK & CO . MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co.

1 Gentlemen : - I am hopliy to say your Thresberand Wis

In presenting our annual Business Card to the nower far exceerismy expectationsmit cannot be beat in
farming public, we take the occasion to express our !this secolul) . I have threrlied 43 bushels of wheat iu 60

thanks to former customers for an increased patron - minutes by the wareh . It was good clean wheat and short
traw , and was taken to market from the machine as fast

age , which has inade a further extension of our man - as threshed ; and Ko It has been with most of the wheat I
ufacturing facilities necessary . Weare now making have threslied . All tlant is free froin chest and cockle I can
for the trade of 1853 . a much larger number of all make it formarketas it comes from the machine. I hate
articles our line than we have in any previous threshed 90 biisiels ul vais ill an hour. I tluteslie of an
year, and have made several improvements, which average , of Wheat, 25 to 30 , and Oat , GO 10 70 bushel por

hour. I have threshed between 5 . 000 and 6 ,000 bothels inwill raise them still higber in the public estinatior. all since I got the anchine, which was not in the middle

VUEELER ' S of December, and so late I te.rithr 4 horse powers and 8 .
horse cleaners had got all the work done, but I soon had

Patent Railway Chain Horse Power, bleresplenty . The workmanship of the machine is the best i
These Powers are unrivalled for iriving all kinds of Prer sai . Yours , & c . , E . SWARTITOIT.

Farrues' , Planters , and other Machinery , which admits of
being driven by iTorse Power . They are made for elther
0 .16 or two horses , and their superior merits , iu point of du

Onondaga Co . , N . Y .rability , strength and ease of running, are fully established :
W e their compactness and simpl'city , lihtness , and Respected Gents : - Having tried your Windower to our

greater length and width or Treading Floor and Stall, virobatisfaction , we are glad to say we like it much . WeArt

them advantages over other Powers, which are highly ap - tried it on Soleshent, enditried it on Soles Whent, and it worked to a charm clean
preciated by those who have tried them . Several thou . ed it as well as any Fannin Mill the first time, and thresh

sands of them are in use , some of which (made 12 years ing tron 20 to 26 bheis per hour. We then set up at

a 40, ) have threshed over 100 ,000 busbels , and though our at another barn for Oats, and threshed from 50 to 60 bush

present Powers are much improved over the old ones of theirlo per hour. ( ats were god . It works to a charm in
same kinil , yet the iatter are still good . About 950 of them . Barley ; threshes as Rust aswe can put it through the Ma
were sold by us and our agents , the past seaso , ( a larger chint', but have not tried it per hour. It works well in

number than in any previous year .) thus prostig their in - Buckwheat, wben dry , And In Timothy. Your Machine in

oreasing popularity .
much liked in this place , both for threshing and saving
Grain . It takes the preference of the 8 Horse Machines .

Yuils, respectiully , W . 0 , NORTHRUP.

Patent Combined Winnower & Thresher WHEELER ' S
This Muchine is a new invention . It was got out two

Overshot Thresher and Separator.years 11:30 , after a long series o ! experiments resulting in a
machine which performsthe three operations of Threshing, This Machine is also our own invention , and has been in
Separating ard winnowing , with asmuch dispatch , anlas use 3 vr 14 years , and itsmany advantages are appreciated

few han is and horses are required to thresh and separate by other Manufacturers , as well as the Farming Public .

only with other macht es , ani although desi ned for so i Driven by onr Double Power 1t thresbes , and separates from
Complicated work , li is yet a model of simplicity and com - the straw from 160 to 200 bashels of Wheat, or twice as
pena . The entire running parts are driven by themainimuch Onts , per day. For the Single or One Borse Power,
belt, and one small band . Wehave no doubt it is themost we anake a smaller Thresherand Separator , which threshes
perfect machine in use for Threshing and Winnowing from 75 tv 100 bushels of Wheat per day. The small Ma .
Driren by two horses , they tbresh and clean from 160 to 200chine is adapted to moderate sized farms, and as the Single
bushels of wheat, or twice that quantity of oats per day. - Porver is suffieient for saving wood , churning, cutting
We give below letters from gentlemen , who have thema- stalks, straw , & c . , and driving almost every kind of Ma
cbines in use showing the estimation in when they are cbineused by Farning, and is capable , by changing Hor

WHEELER 'S
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NO. 86 & 88, SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS.

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO.

yes and elevating the Power, properly , of threshing much every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible
faster than we state above, it is a very popular Machine in point for their convenience .
somesections. This land is admitted by every man who has been a lon ?

Our Powers and Threshers are beyond doubtthemost the line of the railroad to be surpassed by, if not superior

durable and economicalmachines in use . Their capacity so , any other lyingon the road in this county , both inquality

has been tested by repeated trials, as well at the New York of soll and beauty of location . It was all bought by the

and Pennsylvania Fairs , as on several private occasions in subscriber BECAUSE IT WASGOODLAND.
connection with another machinemade in this city , which it will be sold at & bargain , on long time, to any good

has been advertised to be far superior to ours , and in every man or company of men who inay wish to make a large

instance the result has been about one- teiru , and in some speculation . .

instancesmore, in favor of ourmachines. In every case for particulars , apply to Leflingwell & Elliet, Dolman &
except one, where we have submitted our machines to a Obear, Real Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber .

working test at Fairs , they have taken the highest premi- editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.
ums, anilin that excepte i case the Committee decided that oct A .SMITCHELI..
our machine perfermed its work in eight minutes and its

competitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one-third in fa
SAINT LOUISvor of ours .

Wehave also exhibited ours in competition with the same
machine at the State Fairs in Ohio , Michigan and Penn
sylvania , and also at the Provincial Fair in Upper Canada ,
at allof which we received the highest premiums, vizi in
Ohio a Silver Melal and Diploma ; in Michigan $ 20 ; in
Pennsylvania $ 10 ; and in Canada a Diploma.
Wehavenumerous similar testiinonials from County So

gieties , where we have always received the highest premi
umsawaided to Chain Powers .
We alsomanufacture andfurnish to order - -
Single Horse Power and Churning Machine
Lawrence's Saw Mill ;
Wheeler' s Clover Iulier ;
Wheeler' s Feed Cutter.

All Machines made and sold by us are warranted to

give satisfaction , or they may be returned after a reasona -
bie :'me for trial. Orders are sulicited , andwill beprompt
ly Alled . WHEELER, MELICK & Co .

Corners of Hamilton , Liberty and Pruyn streets , near the BETWEEN LOCUST & OLIVE,
steamboat landing, Albany,N Y

The subscriber is agent for the sale of the above
Machines at St. Louis , Mo. , and will 611 all orders prompt- 1 PROPRIETORS,
ly at the Manufacturer' s prices, adding cost of transporta Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large as
10 . EPIIRAIM ABBOTT , Agent.

sortment of Elegantand fashionable
At Valley Farmer Office, Old Postolice Buildings, Ches

nut-st ., between Thira and Fourth .

· HARVEY, WALKER & CO., Agents , Belleville, ill.
Rose Wood , Mahogany and Walnut Sofas, Lounge, D
vans , Sociable , Ottomans, Easy Elisabeth Parlor an

HOMEMUTUAL FIRE ANDMARINE Rocking Chairs, Centre, Side, Toilet and Sofa Tables , wi.
Marble and Mahogany tops. Eteseif , Teapoy Tables, &

-ALSO

OF ST. LOUIS . BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE
CHARTERED 1845. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO Of every variety ,
APRIL 20, 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO with Looking-glasses , Willow Ware, Mattresses, Beds,

Bedding , & c . , & c . ,

LICIES , 8517, 262 33 — and constantly increasing. WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,
Policies issued from thirty days to six years. WARRANTED BEST QUALITY.

All the iatest and most desirable improvemende
DIRECTORS. I niture will befound here. Please call and examiné.

DANIEL D PAGE , SAMUEL RUSSELL , TPGood spacked and shipped by careful and export

ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WHITEHILL, enced bands.
DAVID W DIXON, THERON BARNUM , Embroidered & Fancy Work
ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS,

WYLLYS KING . Finished to order in aay required style .
ISAAC L GARRISON , President, St. Louis, March , 1853 .
TL SALISBURY , Secretary .
DD PAGE, Treasurer .

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT.
Onice Southeast corner of Main and Vine streets, (over The subscriber is prepared to furnish Fancy Stock

Page & Bacon ' s Banking House. to his friends of the best and most reliable kinds. All
persons desirous of having the purest and best to

| breed from ,may depend upon being faithfully served .
2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN Fancy Fowls .'

ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! | Red , Buff, white , Black , and Dominique Shang
ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROAD hai, Cochin China, Chittagong, Black Spanish,Guil

derland Dorkings, Golden Pheasants , and Bantarns.
T E SURSCRIBER , wishing to devote all his time to Warranted pure blooded , Also, Eggs of all of the

the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas

ing business of which demands his entire attention , offers above varieties.
for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacifc Rallroad . Also , Durham , Ayrshire, and Devon cattle . MeAlso , Durham , Aymon
within the county of St. Louis , amounting to about rino, Saxony, Soush Down and Bakewell Sheep,

Twenty -Seven Hundred Aeres, Irish , Grazier, Suffolk , By field , Berk :hire and China
And comprising some of the very best farms and richest Hogs. All orders attended to promptly , post paid

boilies o ' land in the county . Address, Peter Melendy, Mt. Healthy , Hamilton
Therallroad passes through or immediately alongside or I Counti , Ohio. P . ATÉLENDY.

Parlor Furniture , ,

O

Improved Stock of all Kinds.

GREAT SPECULATION !
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ST. LOUIS HAT COMPANY, ,

.

MARKETSTREET,

HENWOOD , Ngent.

Marshal' s Uterine Catholicon. be placed before the public to insure a proper ap
Marshall's Uterine Catholicon is a remedy of great preciation of the genuine article ,

efficacy in all cases ofuterine diseases. It will alle. 1 General Agent, E . K . Woodward corner of 4cb
viate the worst formsand will radically cure 18 out and Chesnut Sts., St. Louis Mo:
of every 20 cases. Its action is pecessarily slow as
the disease has generally been gaining ground for ! The celebrated Graefenberg Medicines.
some years before it becomes sufficiently serious to Comprising ibe following:
demand attention . From 3 to six bottles and asmany |Graefenberg Vegetable Pills, price 25 cts . per box .

-months time will effect a cure if possible, but perma- Green Mountain Ointment, .. 25
nentcannotbe expected sooner, except in very re- Sarsaparilla Compound , • boule .

cent or mild cases, when one or two bottles will suf- Chiltrer 's Panacea + 50 1

fi ce. Eye Lotion
This remedy was discovered and brought to its Ferir n d Ague Pills 100 " box .

present state of perfection by Dr. Theodore Pome- Health bitters * * 25 " " bottle .

roy of Utica, who prepares it only for theGraefen - Consumptive's Balın 300

berg Company of New York . Dr. Pomery is well Libby's 'Pile Ointment · 100

known in the State of N . Y , as an old , skillful and Marshall's Uterine Catholicon 300 "

very experienced practitioner in all diseases of wo- Are for sale Wholesale and Retail by E . K . Wood
men and cbildren and his name, wbich appears on ward , corner of Fourth and Chesout streets, St.

every bottlle in connection with the seal of the Louis, Mo. m '53 .
Graefeburg Company, is sufficient guarantee of its
worth .

The great worth and rapidly increasing popularity DAGE' S PORTABLE CIRCULAR

ofMarshall's Uterine Catholicon induced the prepa- | I SAW -MILL ANDHORSE POWER — The most use
ration of a spurious article which has been palmed fuland necessary machine in operation is simple in con
upon the community in bottles closely resembling struction and easily kept in order,andcan be moved on

wagons as readily as a threshing machine, and put in ope
the genuine, though care has been taken to evade ,ration at a small expense . It will saw from one to two
the penalty of counterfeiting by using a name, simi thousand feet of lumber a day, with one team of six horses,

lar at first glance but different in reality . as an average bnsiness , and in a better style than any other
For the purpose of bringing this counterfeit arti- mill now in use. It is equally welladapted to steam ,water

cle into general use the proprietors have sold it ata or horse power.

lower rate than the genuine and have , moreover The undersigned agents for the patentee,tould announce
to the public that they are now prepared to furnish paills ,

boldly published certificates given for the genuine with or without horse power, of superior quality and work
article two years before their own preparation wasof manship , with the right to use the same, upon themost fa
fered for sale. These original rertincates are in the vorable terms, at their manufactury, No. 202 Second -st.,
possession of Dr. Pomeroy and a glance at the origin St. Louis , Mo. Wealsu have the rightfor the manutse
al pamphlets accomplishing Marshall's Catholiconture of

( IIULD' S PATENT DON'BLE SAW -MILLS ,
will satisfy every one who will conipare the two of
the dishonest and unwarrantable assumption of them | All orilers audressed to uswill be promptly execuud, and

anr intormation in regard to mills cheerfully given .
buy those who have siriven to palm off a worthles Persons ordering mills will please mention the State and
compound upon those who require medicalaid . County in which they wish to nse them .
Such farts require no comnient and need only to KINGSLANDS & FERGUSON .
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ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P. LADEW , t hat L THOS. F . PURCELL

A . P . LADEW , & co .

Type Founders, and Dealers in Paper,
31 LOCUST STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment, where will be
found every variety of TYPE, PAPER. INK , PRINTING PRESSES, RULE,

· BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.
A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE
ofMatrices imported from Scotland, and they will continue these additions until tney
have a complete series of NEW SCOTCHTYPE.

They keep always on hand a large supply of NEWS AND BOOK PRIN I'ING

PAPER ; also , CAP, LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDS AND

CARD BOARDS; all of which will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad .
ded .

b Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed . .
Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaper or Job Printing Office , will

be furnished wiih ap estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size of the paper,

or the particular style and quantity of work to be executed . In addition to Type of
their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other Foundries. WOOD ,

TYPE a good assortment always on hand.
P . Bep Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound,



OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.

LYNCH & TANGUAY,
NO. 67 & 69 CHESNUT STREET, BETWEEN THIRD AND FOURTH ,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con

tains the most extensive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors, & c ., ever offered to the
citizens of St. Louis .

Country Merchants and others , will also find it their interest to take their supplies at the
Old Post Office Buildigns Grocery.
Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeed

they intend to make a reasonable profit , in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
a great many years to come.

TEAS . ESSENCES. · TOBACCO & SEGARS.
Oriental, fine young hyson , extra fine | Etract of lemon , 2 , 4 & 8 ounces, Yellow bank chewing tobacco , aro
do . , souchong . Vanilla , nutmegs, cinnamon, matic do . Cavendish do . Trainer' s do

Wild Pigeon , fine young hyson , Orange, cloves , alspices, almonds, I Regalias, Camelias , Puerto Principes ,
Candace, superior hyson skin , Ane

Ginger, peach . La Normas, Cheroots.
gunpowder.

WRAPPING PAPER. FRUITS .Panama, fine imperial,
Helena, extra fine imperial,

| Medium , crown, d crown , tea paper. Pie fruits assorted , peaches in brandy,
Oxnard , extra tine gunpowder . do . in their own juice, plums in jam
S . Appleton , extra curious oolong, SUNDRIES. prunes in brandy , do . in their own
Flying Cloud , extra fiue oolong,

Starch , indigo , salaratus , soda .
juice, pears do. pears in brandy ,

Mary Adams, extra fine oolong,
Creain tarar , tartaric acid . marroalades , Jams, jellies , preserved

Matilda , tine oolong, Yeast powders, Preston & Merrill' s, ginger , preserved chow - chow , Sul
Raven , fine co souchong, breakfast ten ,

James ' s , Stickney ' s. tana , Layer & Malaga raisins, cur
Lurman , chulan souchong,

Table salt in boxes and bags , G . A . salt rants, citron , prune, honey , figs ,
Teas expressly packed for family use

Mason ' s inimitable blacking. lemons, aimonds , custanas, English
in 4 , 6 , and 10 jb . boxes .

Starch polish , silver & brass polish . walnuts, peanuts, hazlenuts .
COFFEES . Store polish , seeds, ropes, twines, SO APS.Rio . rlo best, old brown java , manilla , I Mats No. 1 . 2 . 3 . bruchMats No. 1 , 2 , 3 , brushes, brooms.

costa rica , laguyra , mocha . Willow ware of every description . Windsor, variegated & Castile fancy
Ground coffee in 1 -4 , 1 - 2 and I lb . Wine vinegar, figs do , cider do . soaps .

packages . Spirit gas, flax & cotton ropes, Boston extra , No. 1 & 2 .

CHOCOLATES. 6 twine. Woodman ' s chemical soap ,
Imitation Bestop ,Baker' s no. 1 , Baker' s extra , eagle , FISH .

do.
Palm soap no. 1 , 2 , 3 .French chocolate a la vanilla ,

a la canelle , Salmon in tderces, half bbls & kitta . 1 Washing fluids, do . soda .

Chocolate des familles, Mackerel in bbls “ “ “ - WINES & LIQUORS.
perfectionne, ITerrings,

Brandies - Otard Dupuy & co . , 1342 &Smoked herrings from Canada,Baker's broma,
Red , “Preston 's prepared cocoa, 18.13 ,Scotland , Seignette , Lafforge, Leger

freres: old Jamaica rum , Holland
Cocoa and shells , cocoa paste . Sardines in oil, boxes, 1 -2 & 1 - 4

glu , Scotch whiskey , Irish do . , BourSUGARS. " I Lobsters, pickled inr canis 1 & 2 lbs.
Salmon « bon do. , Monongaheia do . , in pipes ,

Double refined leal, refined loal B .
Oysters 06 « barrels , dimijohns & bottles.

crushed B , do C , powdered B , refined
Codfish dry , in drums and boxes , Swiss Absynthe vordial brandies .

white () , do 00 , claritied yellow A . Anisette , curacva , old port wins.
do B , New Orleans, to . I , 2 , & 3 , PICKLES & SAUCES. Portwine, Madeira wine, sherry .
golden syrup, steam reined molas Muscatde Frontisnan .
ges , sugar house syrup doi, New 1 Tomato ketchups, pints & quarts ,

Mushroom * Clarets. - -Medoc, Lafitte, Lorronde ,
Orleans do. Walnut (6 St. Estephe, St. Julien ,

SPICES . " Pepper sauce , gothic & pts . Chateau, Margusd .

African cayenne pepper, John Bull sauce , Jonathan do . Stomaeh bittere , Union do . Stoughton

Black pepper , cassias, race gluger, Spanish oilyen , French do . bitters.

Mace, cloves, nutmegs , allspices, Syrup of rose, true lemon syrup . Best London Stout,

In boxes , cans and papers, whole and lemon syrup . Tonnot' Scotch Ale .

ground. Curry powder, 1 - 2 & 1 -4ths. Champagnes -- Cordon blue, St. Thomas

PROVISIONS. Frenob mustard a la Rarigote . Grand Sillery Iousseux, Deveray

aux times herbes . Ravinet, SversMusseux Marjuls de
Extra family flour, in bbls . and hall

< a ts estragon . Lorme, Sparkling Catawba - Bogeli .
| Niks . boston ' s F mustard , Cincinaati andCorn meal, buck wheat flour. . WOODEN WARE .
Dried beef, hams,

Kentucky du .
Armstead best English . Tubs , cedar & cak , buckets with brassSalt pork , tongues ,
Pickies in jars gal. 1 - 2 gal. & 4 . and iron boos.

Sausages made in Lyons,
Buckets , oak painted .English dairy cheese, saedo ., W . R . O IL S . Covered buckis, 1 - 3 to 1 buehel.

Ohio do.. pine apple do.
I Goshen butter, Ohio , do. Sweet oil, nice , pts. & qts . grove do . Measures, lowis .

Laird in kegs and tierces, Lord oil no . 1 & 2 . Spein oll. PLAYING CARDS.
Rice , whole and ground . CANDLES .

I Vermiceli, Maccaroni, Pearl sago, French extra five , & faucy .

Pearl barier. Ro tapioca , farins. Dorner & co ' s sperin , 48 & 69 WI Engush ,Grand Slogui llighlander.

Corn starch , 1Niugiass , gelatine . lianas' do . Solar slar do . stardo , American caris .
Arrow root, driedpeaches, drid apples , allow sunumer pressed candles ,wi - Shot, powder, American & Engush .

White beans, split peas, homony. ter do . . Isinp wiek , candle do. The Cape hunter' s comparturl.

.
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LITTLE GIANT,
Is the Name given to a highly Improveu

PORTABLE MILL

W
a
l
d
o

ANDRÉ LEROY,

NURSERYMAN ,
ANGIERS, TRANCE.

Honorary and Corresponding Member , & c . ,
ofall the principal Agricultural Societies of Europe and
Amer ca , begs to inform kisirienils and the public in ren

Weral that hehas cst published his catalog tie for 1853, which

is the most complete one ever inade. All the prices and

required information for the Importation of all kinds of
Frees , Sbrubs, Evergreens. Stocks, Roses. Sc. , & c . , will
be found in said catalogue, which can be had free of

harge on application to the and rigned , who will receive

land forward all orders and attend to receiving and for

varding of the treess ordered , on their arrivalhere . It is

useless to all that Mr. LEROY possesses the largest
INURSERY on the Continent. His experience in putting

up orders for America and the superior and reliable quality

for all his trees is too well established , to require any fur
ther notice . Orders should in al cases be sent to the un - Represented in the cut above - Alapted to the variou

tersigned in he fall with information when the trdes are Grinding purposes of a farm , which is found to be indispen
lito arrive here, and how they are to be forwarded , sible to the thrirty and economicalfarmer in the preparation

E . BOSSANGE , of feed in the improved modes of feeding stock . This
138 , Pearl street, New York . is peculiarly adapted to grinding Corn and cot together

to shelling corn and grinding meal from corn and others

grains, & C . , & c
This form ofmill is so simple that a small boy can adjas

and use it with ease and certainty , either for shellucor
AND or for grinding coarse or fine, and is by far themost tidy

convenientand portable article of the kind ever invented

weighing about 340 pounds - workedwith oneortwo horse 1

with equal advantaga according to power applied .
PIC PURE BRIED, For sale by

The farmer can put one up and have it 1 ) operation in
EBEN WIG IIT.

twenty minutes, and that without theuse of tools , except
DEDHAMI , Mass.

ing simblet and screw tiriver for fastening the feet to flood

or platform . They are offered for sale at the low price

$ 46 , bis Scott, Naylor & Co . , 2 street, St. baus, wit
the express suarantee that the purchase money will be re

funded on return of the article if it does not fully. sui

provided it be within 60 days and notw only or care

lessly broken , ST. LOUIS, Sept. 1863 ,

SUFFOLK

| 1853 ] St. Louis and Brunswick ; [ 1853

UNITED STATES MAIL PACKET LINE.
The following boats will commence on the I . D . CUSTER .

1 1 94 Broadway, St. Louis , Mo.
Upening of navigation , and continue in the tradethroughout
Clube entire season , making weekly trips from St. Louis to

1 Brunswick , as follows : made and repaired.
CARTHA JEWETT . . . . WM . C . JEWETT, Commander , CLOCKS AND WATCHES

I will leave St. Louis every Tuesday, at6p. m . and Bruns

Brick every Friday at 9 a . m . repaired in a superior manner. Jewelry male and re

U . . CLENDENXIN . . . . II . W . SMITH , Commander. paired of California or other gold at short notice . Clock

Will feave St. Lonis every Thursday at 6 p . m . and Watches, Jewelry , Silver Ware and Fancy Articles , a

1 Brunswick every Sunday, at 9 p . m . wholesalle and retail. fect251

KATE SWINNEY. . . . . . . . A . C . GODDEN , Commander,
DR. MCKELLOPS.Will leave St. Louis every Saturday at 6 p . m and

Brunswick ever Tuesday at 9 a . m .
To the patrems in this trade, the officers of the above boats

promise to use every effort to merit a continuance of the
atronage heretofore bestowed on them .

For freight or passage appiy on board . Foaru nereel, (oppostre ine vontHouse,

T

W

SURGEON DENTIST
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ST. LOUIS AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE

AND SEED STORE ,
ESTABLISHED 1845, BY WM . M . PLANT.

WILLIAM M .PLANT & CO .,
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements& Machines,Farm ,Garden,Flower & other Seeds

No . 12 North Main street.
(Between Market & Chesnut sts.)

Also , Corner of Fourth and Green Streets , St. Louis, Mo.

WN. M . Plant, St. Louis. Miles G .Mes, Northampton , Mass.

FAUKE'S QUEEN OF THE WEST DRILL AND BROADCAST SEED SOWER

W
FAWKE 'S

QUEEN OF THE WES

buy

BAUER. Sc. ST LOVAS.

The quantity of seed per acre is regulated by the motion given by a lerer at the point ,

which moves the convexinchur A , thatwere in the concare shoe B , which are placed inside

of themain chest, vne to each fluke, ticiebiv causing an even distribution of the seed .

The liukes se so constructed that they can be raised separately, or all at once , as circum

sances inar require , and the sowing stopped immediately .

The front chest !) , is a sei for sowing timothy , clover, & c . , brondcast, the quantity of seed

perare being regulated by a false bottom ,composed of sheet iron pierced with small holes.

PRICES.

Queen of the Ilest , $ 85 .00

Smith 's , 83 .00

Pierson 's , 100 .00

Wewould call the attention of the public to our spacious Warebouse, where we keep , at all times, the
largest and bestselected as ortuent ofFarining Tools, Machines and Seeds to be found in the West.

Weflatter ourselves that with an eight year experience in this market, we can turnish the Agricoltori

with articles better adapted to his wants than any other house , and ai prices that cannot fail to suit. Our

SFED DEPARTMENT is conducted by experienced assistanty, and we feel confidentthat purchasers will bed
all articles to prove satisfactory.

A . B . - Wepublish yearly , aigreatexpense, a DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofmostofour TOOLS and SEEDS ,

which we furnish gratis lo applicants, at both our Warehouses,and by mail to post paid applicants, with a

three-cent P . O . stamp enclosed , with which to pay po -tage on the same.

1 ORDERS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED AND PROMPTLY EXECUTED.

Plows and Harrows of various descriptions. Hay , Straw and Corn Stalk Cutters, Seed Sowers, Post Au.

gers, Shovels, Spades. Hoer, Rakes,Manure Forks, Hay Koives, Corn S : eliers,OsYokes and Bows, Iron

Dirt Scrapers, Axes. Wrenches, Grindstones with frames and friction rollers, Scytbes, Scythe Souths,

Stones and Rifles, Hay Forks,and Rakes, Revolving Horse Rakes,Grain Crariles, Fan Mills, Corn Grinder

(train Mensures, Apple Parers, Sausage Stuffers, Wheelbarrows, Garden Engines, Chain Punips, Churas,

Cheese Presses, Butter Moulds, Dog Powers, Bull Rings, Transplanting Trowels, Weeding Forks anai

Trowel., Budding and Pruning knives, Saws and Chizels,Garden Reels and Lines , fr.
PLEASE REMEMBER THE HOUSE

7 No. 18 NORTH MAIN STREET.



EMERY & COMPANY'S
NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY' S FIRST PREMIUM

CHANGEABLE RAILROAD HORSE POWER
THRESHER AND SEPARATOR .

Wehave been agents for the above justly celebrated Machines, ove: three years , and ean

safely say they are the best R . R . Power now before ihe public . Without exception , they

bave given uniform satisfaction , not onehaving been returned ,notwithstanding the warranty

is broad and liberal. This Power is adnuirably adapted for driving THRESHERS, Circular ap :

Cross Cot Saws, Pumps, Ferry Boats , PILE DRIVERS, Grist and CIDER MILLS, Corn SHELLER ,

Hay and Straw CUTTERS, & c . They will admit of four variations in speed , withoutany change

in elevation of Power, and the speed of the Horses is always the same. This is one of its

principal features, which no other power posseses. The 'Two Horse Power, Thresher and Sep

arator is capable , with four men , of threshing from 150 to 225 bushels of Wheat or Rye, and

double that quantity of Oats per day . Price , complete , $ 190 00. For further information

see our Descriptive Catalogue, which we furnish gratis to applicants. We are also agents for
the following Powers:

EMERY'S COMMON, OR WHEELER RACK AND PINION R . R . POWER .
Do. Improved Patent Do. Do. Do.

Lewis ' 2 and 4 Horse Lever Power and Tumbling Shaft Thresber.
Pitts ' 4 and 8 Do. and Thresher with Cleaner.

J. H . BURROWS

: PATENT PLANTATION GRISTMILL.
These Mills are composed of best qual

ity French Burr Blochs, enclosed in a Cant
Tron Case , to give Strength and weight is
the Stone,which is indispensable in Small
Mills, where the stone is run with great
speed, and becomes dangerousif notstrong .

ly made. They can be run with Steabi,

Horse or Water Power , and do not re
quire a Millwright to set thew up, as they

are already trimmed to run . .
By the steady application of EMERY' S

Two HORSE Power , the 24 inch Geared

Mill ($ 150 ) run 240 revolutions per mio
ute, will grind 6 to 8 bushels of good meal

per hour, and will grind Wheat as well

as Corn . The 30 inch Mill, ii Put to its

J . H .BURROWS '
fullest speed , will grind iron 10 to 15 bush

PATENT. 1842 els per hour .
. Wehave been agents for these superior

Mills the past year, and all have been sold

Puth a warrant to perform as above, and not one has fald to give the very best of satisfaction . We offer

em to the public with a full guarantee that they are superior both in point ofwork and workoavabip, to

y other Portable Grist fMill now in use. Descriptive circular furnished gratis to applicants.

PRICES:
20 inch Stone with Pully 115 00 with gear $ 125 00

24 do 135 00 do 150 00

30 do lo d u w co · 200 00
The 30 inch ,with Gear, is admirably adapted to use with Saw Mills. Bolung Cloth and Beltfurnished

Mills when desired , at No. 12 North Main streci, St. Louis Mo., by

WM. M . PLANT & Co.

do



GREAT WESTERN AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE
TT .

WN

CY

( Bet. Market and Chesnut sts .)

SAVAND SEED STORE.CO
No. 14 NORTH MAIN STREET,

A L F R E D L EE & CO .,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

Agricultural Implements and Machines, and
GARDEN , GRASS AND OTIIER SEEDS.

PORTABLE MILL . CORN SHELLER .

LIMUN

The above cut represents a double geared Queen

of the South ' Coro Mill, manufactured by Isaac
Straub & Co., Cincionati, O ., for which we are the of various kindsand sizes; some to used with posse

only agent in this city. These Shellers will shell, readily , frow froni 125 to
There Mills are manufactured single and double 500 bushels of ears per day , according to size .

geared , (with the best quality of French Burrs,) to

grind ( sun and W beat,or stock feeds; calculated for CORN AND COB CRUSHER.
Steamı, Waler or Horse Power. They have taken
the first premiums in numerous State Fairs in Ohio ,

and ar ivarranted to be superior to any other porta
ble mil hitherto otiered in the west. We invite the

aitention of the public to these mills , and ask for them
a fair tol. · Wewill furnish themanufacturer's pans

phlet gratis to applicants.

IRON DIRT SCRAPER , OR OX-SHOVEL.

This cut represents an improved Corn and Com
Crusher ; it is also suitable for all kinds of gradi,

This is an important improvement upon the oni' Oil Cake,, Barks, Roots and Herbs; Charocal, ris
fashioned wooden scraper, and is useful for road rectifying, & c . It will crush from 12 to 15 bushels

makine,singing cellars, & c . of Corn and Cob perhour with two horse porter.
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THERMOMETER CHURNS

This excellent invention is too
well known to need further de
scription here.
We have only to say to far .

mers and others. try it , and de .
pend upon it. you will be only
too ylail you bought it.

We keep them holding from
21 to 30 gallons.

W
I
B

W
I
N

H
U
H
T
I

C
A

W
A

ll

SETET
E

C
E

H
O
T

SETTE

IRON SAUSAGE MEAT CUTTER,
(When open. )

This is a valuable labor-saving machine,
which , being constructed entirely of iron is
durable , and can be kept sweet and elean .sa
Oneman can cut easily , and will, froin 80 %
to 100 pounds of mcat per hour with . We
also keep on hand the stuff -rs.

KENMDLR Tute

TE

GreatWestern AgriculturalWarehouse & Seed Store.
No. 14 NORTH MAIN ST., (bet. Market & Chesnut sis.I
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McLean's Volcanic Oil Liniment. Missouri Seed Store .

Q . NICOL,

Wher vel Lay

FIVE ONLY safe and certain cure for Can
cers , Pile , Tumors, SweliiusadBrucheterGoi.

tre , Paralysis , Neuralgia , Weakness of the Muscit Chronic
or Iudnimatory Rheumasin , Stiilness of the Joints , Cu
Iracted scles or Llan , Ear - Ache, or Tooth he's
Bruises, Sprains, Worlds, Tres Cuin , l' Icare , laver Sures
Caked Britsis , Sore Nipples , Bilns . Stathely, Sure Thruni Wholesale and Retail Dealre in all kinds of
or any Wamation or Paul , 10 dinerunce howevere or Farm , Flower and Garden Seeds,how loutthe cisease may have existid . MCLLIN ' S C21.

GARDEN TOOLS & FARMING IMPLEMENTS,BBRATED LINIMENT IS a certain remedy .

No. 4 Forth Main Street,Upstairs ,itp . PSS curatire poters Superior to all other remedies
ST. LOUIS ,MO.bein schedical y combined estretain in its birrationi

d e virtutis veral ingredients to beit tu nexten
strate the inte vessels of the body,disseminating lla w ivestock and compete assortmentofGarien , Farm .

veu , renovllie CAUSEO the Cist , and Flower SEEDS from the well known establish :nont of
warting life , health , strength and vivacity to the wkole Davidlandreth , Philadelphia , warranted fresh and nl

#tni. ine, crepuf 1831. Market gardeners and others , puting
Thousands of human bones have been savou a life ofde down seeds in winter in frames , can rest assured that this

eripitude and misery by the use of this invaluablemeciuc. I willwill realize an alcant crop.
FARM AND UTILER SEEDS.MCLEAN ' S VOLCANIC OIL LINEST

The stock is 10w compieri , consisting of Clover, Timoth ,
W relleve pain almost instantaneusly , and it will WeGrass, Red Top , Orchardi Grass , Itemp, Millet, M113
was purify and heal the foulet ulcers in an incredible Itird , Locust , Apple , Qint, Canary , Rine , Top Ontolls ,

short timp . & c . , all fresla serl. For sale in quantities to suit , at low
Kad the followin , certificates , which are incontestible i atrales . USU , OSAGE ORANGE SEEI), growth of 1031,

U ut the WONDERFUL CV of this great rely . direct from Texts
Mr. J . II . MCLEAN - Deur Sir , I fathe pleasure in ad GARDEX AND FLOWER SEEDS .
in my testiinon to the wonderful etlicacy your VOL - A (111 S1ply of warrauted fresh and tenuine Garden

CANIC OIL LINIJEST. ects , whichwewill sell at reasonable prices .
TOPLEMENTS AND MACHINES.I have been severely ntiliated for six monthswith Chronic Wewill at all timeske an extensive surunent, con .

R unatism . I lost the use of iny limbs entirely the sisting among others , or the following : Seed Suwers , Shoeon my arins WAS appaltaily dieln a when
vels . Spades, Birls and Bird Scent , clear or mixed , grassknocked together , W .121 " C " like Triestik . No
Ilvoks, Lawn Rales ,lige Shears , Bill Looks, Bird Cageslanguage can describe how lutroll in this helples condi
(all sizes ) Sives, Flower Pots, by the hundred , dozen , orMon . Dat work are been preferable to the exc11
single , Fitzgerald Patent Burr Stone Mills, Building andviating pains which I had 1 ) Pidure : ntil I could tan a
Pruning knives, Chisels and Saw , Gardeu Lines asupply of your VOLCANIC OIL LINIIENT. The first ap
Reels. & 6 .plication relieved me, and we all bottles has cured me. Country merchants, Callfornia Emigrants, and privat

It has also been lise by several or iny neighbors for ex favnilies supplied with the above seeds by the box , pound .Brualdiseases , with the sannoScen.
ounce, orpMIS. JIELINDA ELLIS . l , on reasonable terms. One huudred boxes
tower seeils , 20 varieties in each box, for $ 1 . Catalogue

P . S - I live two doors from the corner of Normun unin pamphlet torni turnishedgratik ,
Tinirteenth street, Si Joias M . Ain ), will receive subscriptions for the Valley Farmer .

Xone but Landreth 's Warranty Garden Seels sold ieit .
STILLINOTIERCIRE , Descriptive catalogue's furnished gratis . All orders prompi

Xentel.
Teeny years ago 1. go my feet and hands fr zen , from

which interest sevirey very winter. I appaied vaniulis
romelts, but they give me in reliet. 1 procure one but J . H . LIGHTRER . 2
We of Mel. als celtratie Voicane Oil Lintment, and

a iteiltaccording tu (circulus. Ithas curedue perm No . S8 Seron street, ene. 00 ) Olive & Locust, )
Dealer M STOVES,

I turnestly advise every par aillicted with ores or Queen of the West, Forest Queell , Buceye, Preference
pain to se MLMV OilLinent. ILimeni. I rievo asu Premium Cook Stovelove so81cct Parlorsloves ,Grafes
lub) the bestremedy how belore the public ata Tenders.

W . . DIVILL . PLOWS.Firm or Duvall & Compilia Merents .
Voilue, Peoria , Iowell, kind other patterns- - als ), Muffin

Rt. Joidh, Mo., ril 30 , 1953 IRAIREBREAKIRS. tri
nave in our porsyen endroits of such turificatis

whichwould list . Itworth itu s asthe
PO W : 115% - ive centboitierulde santi le coli

e pyen Lemosi indrulous ufit ma l eriu ( #
ring ly externa i distino

TOR HORSES AND OTHER INLYUS.

• Clau ' nated LumenisLily - afe andreli
* rol for to turu of Sports , lil Bun , 11: 1
Hall , Splints , Untuirii Limi t sor selline 16
will ever fail to cut Bis 11 d . Pullevil, Tintin , Ol
Run Sores, or Sworty li property applied forStat:
Bruises , Sirets , Crichi ilis , Cilen, Sachara Vicule The subscribers manufacture and keep always
tr Gil , Cat ,Sr , er ds. Lininiwbterem

un hand at their warehouse , No. 203 Main street, het
py . Apply it is directed illa chire is comp lety ita

the Niissouriand Virginia Hotels, a large assortmentof th
Dirctions accompanyini 09 Bottle in English aniti DUN prove parents of premium and coal cookiny Sly ,

woodand can ! par or , box ,air- light , halland coal stone
German

This Liniment is to put tipin Taniy- it ( ant, l'itte As four sizes Pha X PLOW , a superior artiste : *

Cent and one Dukar Bunnlein Tire any Cuin 6 concurs 4 :23Meria Prouium Steel PLOWS, including prairit', iis

Wiree times the quantity of the thin -use it is , illud
cut from fourteon to twenty - four inchirs; Pirt bursh sp1
thes ftown; trou safes: bark , carn and cob mills , doulley on in proportion in thri cikel. single corn shollers ; rates and casungs ofall description .

ir : by 1 . li . MELETAS ! rouricur, corner h : 9 forler, all which will be sold attheThind 2 : 1 Pine slikett, Si. lauls, shive KINGSLAND & FERGUSON.

a T . LIGHTNER ,

Stoves and Plows.



MABLEYOL FARME

A Montbly Journal of Agriculture, Horticulture, Education ond Domestic Econoiny
Adapted to the wants of the people of the Mississippi Valley .

VOL. V ST. LOUIS , NOVEMBER 1853. No. 11.

The Valley Inrmcr . Ecc
VOLUME VI, FOR 1854.

comentarios recompense

WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS.
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor.

ness on a large scale , we shall endeavor to be useful
that numerous class of our fellow citizens whose opera
tions are muro circunscribed .
Our paper is the only publication in the great region of

comtry wlich finds its commercial centre in St. Louie,
devoted exclusively tu auricuitural interests , and we con
fidently appeal to every friend of the cause to all in ex .
tending its circulation until every farmer in its last
region shall be a reader of it - pics .
The importance of St. Luis in a commercial viery . Is

armitted by cursione. Here the fumes and the mere
chatlook for the market for the produce of the country , uh

The first number of the Sixth Volunu of this pronular pulasfir mechan . 11 Oce, this city in the centra

Agricultural periodical will be issue of the 1st of Juni Whence enn18tes intelligence to the surroundins country .
T ) , thel , is in allparlate acelifthp atiunea

ury, 1934 , at which time it will be enriciby 11, " additiuti in vetoineerest of these it iu thirt
OP FOUR PAGES of reading materi) all nimber, and of all parts cultivation of thely Torty

such other attractions anl improvements made in its ap other mint a boro t lly holil interiors
with the farmers , and learn their all , wishes and oth

Partice andmatter . as ant lail to render it a mostans, or o radi distribute Hils publicitou through the

valuable publicatioa to the Fariner . , Planters, Stock whule Mississipi Valley,
The greit subfecior li orticulture , embracin GardeningRaiser , Gardeners and FruitGrowers of the Mississippi ) .Ad Fruit rains, we coll 10 . Sintimate conte led

Valley . with our curf objectilatwe letter largember
For five years the VALLET FARVER 1, 3b andila or our pavis to it -a n mont. Vointalneat, tryin
ning in th : sitiincofth i mon ! l. fanner will be long without a 10 sardel and urbardi

Xiven troli proor hun it is men in the of the for and gerience will show thatmoney and lab is lipstower

Hilom it was iss - ile Parmesol 1 . Vi-st. On ist 117 ) 11 tlie's ohlecis , is the most profitable inse . tment that

has been countabils and stea.118 iritsink, arunchmade upon the firm

diave received minus assnrancs, mis or het W nitover of thanks and discoveries in the Arts an !

aid and co -operation during the comius pear, but of ir Srirnps has a berring on the agricultural interessil

aditivas to our lits of subscribirs Wehave enr recevedue attention and the cause of Education , so vital

1. - itelly assurd that our paper Pels : ! the lawn to ly important to esery valuable luterest, wila 'y a pu :

be widely circulated , for it ise stieri , TITE PAPER inent place in the FARMER .

Sorevery lariner wuo cultivates x fara in the treat Valls.
uring the past yearmany flatterin mumshave been THE FAMILY CIRCLE .Testowed upon it by julicions per sin all parts of the

Great Valley and the assurances ut in frasing patrunase Thus is a distinct and peculiar feature of the paper, hav
from all partswarrant the expectation of a large circula us for its object the entertainment and instruction of the
tlon for the year 1954. female aan juvenile members of the family . Ils moral

A new spirit is awaken theWest as the organization er character is elevated , and its more particular object is du
State and County Societies, tinder the 70st la vorable au Cukleand rourish all those gentle influence which con
* p !ces , and by the en lowmont of the State Legislatures stitie the elements of peace and happiness in the family
abundantly testifies. The goort work has but just cum and which are the basis of all the fond associations that
igenced; and it will be our aim to urge , it on until our cluster around the remembrance of HOME. This depari
treat Valley shall beasrenowned for its advancement in ment is managed by
all that pertains to the science and practice of agricul MRS. MARY ABBOTT,
iure and its kindred pursuits, as it is for the fertility of it
boil and the salubrity of its climate . who has in what she has done in the past gisen assurano
Under these circumstances we assure our friends thatno that in levoting herself hereafter more esclusively to the

pains or expense will be spared to make the VALLEYwork , she willmake her portion of the paper of bestir
BARMER Worths of the constience in patrunge bestow ! ble valle .
lipon it . The best interest of the Farmers of the Great
Valley is our ain , and we ar ' conillout that such a pobli

TERM S .ution as ours is necessary at this point. As heretofore ,
our aim willbe to make it PRACTICAL in incharacter , The VALLEY FARMER ! published on the first di cach
trivin to render 1t particularly the wall month ut clear and plain tipis , each nun bar contabing

Tunners , the new settlins , and those o n the forts large ochrosis . besidesa Civer foradvertisements,
Dnesmen who have often toom u to feel making atthe end of the year a volume of 480 pafce , with
when reading theagricuit works. i ' ll the title page and indty. and will be sent by mail or other

tintended for persons in cice0111 1 111 to their wine to subscribers in any part of the Union at the following

bid for men who have u . 1.Citit 1:1 in contiy rates always in advance : $ 1 perminum . for a single copy:

experiments, or expensive tuntemtite t en i 4 Covic's for S3 , 7 cuping Your 95 ; and 15 copies for $ 10 .

rextended operations , while theirh obita 'sind wishes | Pestinasters broughout the country are requested to act LA
re entirely overlooked . While this hell by no A gente . Address, “ Woodward & Abbott, publishers, St.
ons disregard thewelfare of those engin in the busi- I Louis Mo."
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Boone County Fair. I steadily all day. Notwithstanding this ,

The Second innual Fair of the Boone however, there was a large asendunce of

County Agricultural Society and Mechani. men , and everything went off harinoni

cal Association , was beld at Columbia , the ously and spiritedly . The show of horses,

28th , 291h and 30th of September, was well d 'C ., was large and fine , and in some of its

attended , and was in every way worthy o : , departments hard to beat, Wenoticed up .

the rich and fertile county which sustains . wards of twenty brood maresin the ring at

it, and of its industrious and thrilty people . One time, and we have never seen finer an .

Wewere upon the ground during its entire imal. than some of them . Wehave not

progress, and must espress ourself highly space to give the names of all who got pre .

gratified and pleased with the exhibition it. miums,
salli the maprier in which it was conducted. The third day was cloudy but not rainy .

und ihe good order and behaviour of all and the ladies, as well as the men , turned

themultiude of people asaenabled . lle out in large numbers. This day was de.

saw do intoxication , no quarrellino , no voted to the exhibition of cattle . sheep and

carsblinu , no improper behavior of any hogy. As the subjcet of cattle is one that

kiucli and this fact wedeem more worthy excites considerable attention at this time,
of noie , because no effort appeared to be wegive the awards of the cominee,

required on the part of the clir ciorv io pre. Bent bull, 3 vears and over, A . W . Tarner .

serve order, but every one appearre to 80 ! .."
Boone, on Oregon ,' $ 10 .

i Bull years and over, J . II . VcXcil, Boone,

riebtbecaused he wished in act right. The Ss .

first day was the ladies ' day, or rather the Bull I rear :ind orer, Theo . Jenkins, Boone,

dav for showing domestic manufactures , I ou the Luke of Orleans,' $ 6 .

i
vegetable and fowls. Among the vegeta

Bull calf. John H . McNeil, Boone, $ 4 .

Cow 3 years and over, , John II. MeNeil, of

bles, we noticed as premium articles , fine Boone , $ 10 , (weighed 1 ,940 , ) certificate D .

Trish potatoes, from F . B . Fullenwider; B . ('unningham of Boone; ten entries.

sweet potatoes from R . C . Branham ; ('ab . ! Ileifer 2 years and over, Harry Lamme,

beges from T . Selby; apples froms from
J . H . boon

u Boone, $ 8, (Cleopatra ;) certificate W . H . Al

ilen ,Boone, on Harriet Burbridge, a beautiful
Saimpson (the same one that to k the pre. i animal.

win at the Stale Fair ); and peaches from liefer 1 year and over, Shelton Oldham of

Vill . Il'ilson . Thos. Soby took premi. Kentucky, $6 .

ums for ducks and chickens, Of manu
Heifer calf, Theo. Jenkins, Boone, $ 4 .

1 Best yoke ofwork oxen , Eli E . Bass , $ 10.
facturer articles we noticed a very beautia Bullock , Maj. Thos. Barker, Monroe, $ 10 ;

ful and substantial buygy made by G , W . certificate , John W . Rollins, Boone.

Gordon ,of Columbia , Nothing at the Fair MISSOURI STOCK .

pleased us so much as this buggy. It was
Bestaged bull, Jefferson Garth , Boone, $ 10 .

| Bull 2 years old and over, Wm. S . Cave,
an honor to its maker , its town , its county 1Buone. 33.

and the State . A beautiful wagon made Bull 1 year and over , Thomas Kardes,

by M . G . Matthews, of Columbia ; and a Boone, $6 .
mag 's saddle made at Rocheport. Mr. 1 Aged cow , A . W . Turner, $ 10 .

il Cow 2 year old and over , Darid Gordon ,
Jas. M 'Conathy , of Boone county received Bor

the premium for the best barrel of flour. Cow 1 year and orer, John II. Sampson, $ 0 .

The display of agricultural implements Best ram , Eli E . Bass, $ 4 .

was small, though the specimens exhibited

were good . This was a beautiful day and Boone and Monroe.

there was a large attendance of both sexes. For severalmonths past a sharp contro .

The second day was devoted to the ex - versy has been going on between Major

hibition of horses, mules and jacks. Ear. Barker, of Monroe county, and Major Jen .

ly in the morning, before the hour of com . kins, of Boone county, in their county pa .

moncing , it began to rain , and rained pers, in which several banters to exhibit
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fine steers have passed back and forth , and palm of victory to oli Boone ! Though Mon

finally settled down in the agreeinent to : loe and her cattle are in every sense of the

show at the Buonc County Fair, three tits word competitors worthy of our scel , ilmu

. bird to built in everything , especially in it
leil steers from each county , 10 % two suvel content in which her three bras bullocks ire
piichers worth liity dollai's each . This concerned, we shall not exalt over our victo

contest caine off at the conclusion of hairy, although in view of the unaccountable
Fair, on the 30th of September, and sel. brigning of Monroe, we might be excused for

any amountof hazains, throwing up of hats,
dom have we seen more enthusiasm and ind ud that. Varu too , is hul io latin

interest exbibited than wasmanifested on beef eittis, and he who does it will have to

that occasion by all present, men , women get ip and feed before dr. To hear off the

and children . Our respecteil friend . prielm of victory in a contest with her - - to beat

SWITZül, of the COLUMBIA STATSMAX
such veteran stock feeders as Messrs. Biker

and Melan -- to raise better looking ciittle
particularly seemed carried away with ex . and to ontwi, them on the scales, ought to

cilencat, swinging his hat ani hurraing at Sittisivul Bounewithirutany exultation here .

the top of his voice . For oursell, if we did ! The auregite measurement around the

hurrah a litile , it was not lor Booue entire ,
* girth of the two lots , itccording to the figures

· lof the two judges wils remarkably close- - the
ly , but for both sides, for either lot of ani. , variation being only half an inch , ils follows:

mals was entitled to all admiration . We Jenkins' three , twenty - five feet four inches :

must let the editor of the Statesman tell the Barker's three twenty- ive feet three and it

hall inches
story in his own way :

After the award wrile pronounced it waspro
• There were thres bullocks exhibitel by !

posel chit the cittle lie driven to town and
orch county , the followins bens the terms Wnjehed , which was done - the weights bein

previously agreed upon for the guidance of as followmunte o as follows:
ibe judres, by the two gentlemen contestina: Barker 's - - The Form in stoer, deep reil,

- the premium to be twarded to the loi of
tae loi o 2540 pounds; the victinn steer , red 2 01

10 non
animals that in the opinion of the judges, ponts; the Barker steer, black 2450 pounds .
would coinn and the largest sum of money in Arrerilte 7 .520 pounds.

the it'rrregate, either alive or slaughtered , in Terhing _ The Jenkins steer, white , 2800

the city of St. Louis.
poun is ; ihe Turner steer , red .220 pounds;

Vujor Bikor, of Monroe, exhibited on his the Rain
mirt vis celebrated black steer , a red belong. 7 ,620 pound being one hundred pounds in

n bis the Robinette steer, red , 2100 . Aggregate,

ing to Jr. Formin , and a sleep red belongecorati
Ons favor of Boone.

in ' to Vir . McCann . Mr. Jenkins eshibited

his inapproached and uniupprorchibie white
Marion County Fair.

steer, a red belonging to Mr. W . ('. Robinett,
ind it line bick red belonging to A . 18 . Tural At an early hour , Thursday , the 20th ,

nor . says the hannibal Messenger of Oct. 22 .
Mr. Lewis Chandler of St . Louis , failinn to the citizens of this county and many from

attend , Mr. Lurrimore, of Cillawav was se - she nwichboring cuies becan to arrive
in the neighboring counties began to arrive inlected in his pliace as one of the judges, in

connection wiih Mr. Harrison , of Callaway , Palmyra to altend theCounty Fair ,

ani Vr. flutobiason ,of Cooper. On Thursday and Friday there was
The contest wayspirited andexcit :Iuniver- about 1200 persons present, 250 of whom

interest. All the builocks exhibited were were ladies. All things went off pleasani.

roinarkably fine - large, fat and beautiful.
Six larver, hetter beef cattle (itwas often af. lly and agreeably , and the most sanguine

finned by those competent to judo) cannot expectations of the friends of the Fair

be found in the State. Indeed asmuch aswe seemed to be realized .
hare heard of each lot, we had no conception The first day, Thursday, the fine stock

thiut either wild as fine as we found it. Welfeel itssured too , that boast and brar as much oi various kinds presentwas exhibitel , - -

as they may, no county in Missouri can beat proving that in this branch of agriculture

Misjor Jenking' white bullock . A more beaila | larion is not behind her sister counties ,
tifulanimal or a larger bullock has never been Yesterday (Friday ) was set apart for the

raised westof the Mississippi.
After a thorough esimination of eich bul. exmotion of articles o

bul exhibition of articles of a domestie manu

lock in the presence of the assembled con - /facture, of which a full account will be giv .

eourse of spectators, the judges awarded thelen bereafter . . .
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Our Trip name on the river, but all that we noticed

remarkable about her on that short passage
Our last letter , in the October number,

was, that she charged us a big price for
left us at Independence, from whence we

e passage, and gave us a mighty mean break
went 10 Weston , on the Banner State, a

fast. At Rocheport we took a buggy and
good enough boat in its way, but manner

went to Walnut Grove church . where a
by the noisest ragmuffin setofhandsof any

protracted meetingwas being held , by Rev.
boat we ever traveled on . llere was no

Mr. Thompson , of the Baptisí church ,
rest, day or night, in consequence of the .

where we expected :o meet Major W . M .
continual torrents of blasphemy and ob ! 1..

" Jackson ,but as he was not able to meet us
scenily poured out through all parts of the

there , wewent from there to Mr. Rollin Li.
boat by its mixed and motley crew . It is

man 's , a •book farmer,' to dinner, and then
anything but pleasant to have your ears as - 1

us to the house of Mr. J. C , Mckinney, ano.
sailed allnight long by such vile language,

Cilther of our subscribers , to pass the night.
and to know too that it it is uttered right i

' We were much pleased with the appear .
under the state rooms of the lady passen

| ance of things in this neighborhooil- and
yers , where every word comes plainly to

Y " visited some of the finesi farins we saw
their ears .

during our journey .
Platte county is the second county in the

At the close of the fair at Columbia ,we
State , in point of population , and is people

attempted in a feeble manner, to address a
by a very wealthy and enterprising class.

very respecia ble company assembled in
of farmers. who raise niore hemp to the

the Court llouse, on which occasion Majer
acre than is raised perhaps in any other

' Rollins improved the opportunity to say a
county in the State ; but like all staple far

gooi word in behalf of the Valley Farmer ,
iners, they are rather slow in catching the

as he had als: dove several times during
spirit of improvement which is waking up

the progress of the fair. The nextday we
the farmers all over the land ; but a good |

" returned to Rocheport, stopping to take
work has been commenced , and they are

dinner with friend Leintz , and promised
not the men to give it up. They have

him io enter his fruit atthe State Fair , ashe
soine excellent schools, particularly Young

did not expect to be there in time to do it
Ladies lligh Schools, in the county , and

Thimself, a promise by the way, we failed
appear to be fully awake to the importance

of education . Weston is a town of very
10 redeem , and thereby, quite possibly ,de.

prived him of a premium . At both Boon
considerable business , and rapidly iinpro .

ville and Columbia we met with many
ving .

friends of the Valley Farmer, aud distri.

Wehave already given an account of buted numbərs of our prospecius for next
our visit to Weston , and the formation of year . We must in a veneral way return

the Society there. We stopped several ihanks for the kindness shown us where

days at Dr. Beaumont’ s and then returned ever we went. We regret thatwe had to

on the Honduras to Boonville, just calling I disappoint some who expected us to visit

at several places on the river, where we them .

had intended to stop a day or two. But

Mrs . A .'s health was so poor that we did ! Enlargement of the Valley Farmer but

not think it prudent to stop, and in addi. no increase in price. - In answer to Mr.

tion , we had overstayed our time at Wes. Miller , of Alexander county, M ., we will

ton , and had not much time to spare and state , tha ! on the commencement of the

get to Columbia in season for the Boone new year, the Valley Farmer will be en

County Fair . larged so as 10 contain four pages more

Stopping at Boonville until Monday reading matter than at present in each

morning. Sept. 26th , we passed to Roche number, but the price will be the same as !

port, on the Clara - a boat having a good I now .
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Franklin County - First Fair . come into his neighborhood , he could con :

On Thursday, the 27th of October, we tract for at least fitiy miles, on good terms.

took our first ride on the Pacific Railroad , They wished to have the hedge made at a

on our way to Union, to attend the first given price per rod , the maker to supply

Fair of the Franklin County Agricultural all dying plants and warrant the hedge.

Society . We left St. Louis at half past Here is a good chance for an enterprising

nine, and in one hour and three quarters man who understands thebusiness,and can

reached Franklin , the present western ter- get the plants to work with .

ininus of the road . The remainder of the We call the attention of purchasers of

distance, some seventeen miles, wasmade seed to the advertisement ofMann , Over

in one of Frink 's fast inail coaches, and MANN & Co , in our columns. Messrs .

by extra exertion on the part of the driver , Overmann have an established reputation

and not waiting for dinner,we reached the all over the West for upright and fair deal

end of our journey about sunset, having ing, and webelieve thatwhoever buys secd

iraveled at the Wiprecedented speed of of them will not be disappointed in getting

near three miles an hour, and found a good good seed . We acknowledge the receipt

supper and accommodations at the stage of a liule pamphlet from them , containing

tavern , •Directions for Transplanting , Cultivatiny ,

Weattended the first days' exhibition, and Managementof Live Fences, hy C . R .

and were highly gratified with the interest Overmann ;'also of a copy of the catalogue

manittsted , as well as the articles shown. of Mound Nursery. '

Berter buiter we have seen no where. So
! Our EDITORIAL Breturex throughout

of all the articles of domestic inanufacture .

A few horses were shown , among them a ' the country, wherever we have had an

iwo year old filly , the property of Asappor
Ass opportunity to meet with them , are entitled

Brackenridge, which we think was as five
e to our sincere thanks for their kindness to

an animal as we have seen this fall. We us. Wethank them for thatkindness, and

have been furnished by the Secretary of al
of also for the hearty good will with which

tha Society, with a full report of the premi- 1 .9
ni they have commended our publication to

unsawarded the first day , but as those of
e first day, but as those of their readers.

ihe second day have not come to haud ,we
wit At the State Fair , at Boonville ,we had

defer the publication of any until next
nert the pleasure to meet Mr. Simpson . of the

inonth . At one o 'clock we addressed a ' 2
od a Boonville Observer; Switzler of the Colum

crowded and allentive audience in the
abia Slalesman , and Davis of the Srutinal;

Court Blouse. The address was afier.
Green of the Glasgow Times; O 'Rear of

wards ordered to be printed.
the S !. Charlc; Chronotype, and the edi.

tors of the Huntsville Recorder and Lex .

Osage ORAVE SEEDS -PLANTS- Iledu . ington Express.

ING .- - The subject of live fences appears to it the State Fair at Springfield , we met

excite more and more attention every day . Mr. Francis of the Sangumo Journal;

The success which has attended every et Wright and Dr. Kennicott of the Prairie

fort to cultivate theOsage Orange forhedg . Farmer;Cavanaugh of the Constitutional

ps, when the work has been done in a pro. isi, at Jacksonville ; Selby of the Mirgan

der manner, has awakened an interest on Journal; Ballache ofthe Alton Telegraph ;

the subject,which will result in the plani. and several other of the sucker editors

ing oi thousands of miles next year . A whose names we cannot low recollect,

friend in Callaway county told us while we all fine fellows, however, and looking the

were at Columbia , that he was desirous of very personification of good living and fat

contracting with some person to set out takes. By the way, western editors , as

Giteen miles around his farm , and if a well as western papers, appear to have

person who understood the business would spruced up very much within a few years.
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Illinois State Fair .JUURVIS pleased with the fineness of the weather
and beauty of the show ,

We were prevented , by an accident | We can enumera' e butfew ofthe prom

from getting to Springfield until Thursday inent points of interest. A small cluinp

i cvening, so that we had notmuch opportu . of poultry hekil a gathering out in the tim

nity of examining the articles and stock on ber. A Shanhai cock and a pair ofbens

the ground. Wefound a large concourse from Brighton, seemed most admired. -

of people and were told :hatmany had left. There were two fine pair of Chitagongs.

Every effort bad been made by the citi . Some large Bremen goslings belonging to

zens of Springfield to entertain the thou . Mr. Thomas Lew !s . There were three

sands who had come to the Fair , and for
while Guinea beus; also a number of

ducks, rabbits and pigeons. Near by
this they are entitled to all prais : . The

were small and large specimen of swine ,
attendance was larger than at our Missou .

all looking fat and well framed. Next
ri Fair, but the arrangements for the com abovewas the range of sheep pens. We
fort and convenience of the guests not so noticed two bucks belonging to Frank

yood . We heard a good deal of com . Hopping of the finest French Merino

plaint on the part of the editorial brethren blood . A Neece of 21 pounds was taken

present, and we think there was consider. I from one of them last spring. Mr. Nic

able ground for it . The address of Prof. Cornelhad a pair of the same quality .

Turner , on Friday , was a bold , enthusias. ) The exhibition of fine horses exterded

tic , masierly effort, full of rich thought, over a large ring. There was much di
and delivered in the speaker's best man . versity of favor expressed by the bystand

mer. Indeed , we never before heard bin ers. Nr. Tainter, of our city bad a su

speak so well. either in maiter or manner.
perior sorrel colored , well-bred and fine

His address will be extensively publisherl.
blooded stallion . Mr. Caruthers had a

| splendid and well shouldered black . Mr.
Wetake from the Springfield Journal, the

Herndon 's came in largely for admiration .
following

Mr. Dunlap's, of Jacksonville , was a par
SUMMARY OF TIIE EXHIBITION. ticular favorite ; also one shown by Jir .

The great show on the Fair grounds Clinkingbeard , of Builalo lleart Grove .

may be said not to have been fuirly open . There were great numbers of fine colis ,

ed until Thursday. The circumstance of and some handsome well matched car

a first exhibition ; the organization of riage horses.

incans; theinesperience ofmanagers, and Ofihe fine cattle the choice and ex .

the delay of exbibiiors, were severally 0 ;)- pression seem to divide between a wbie

posed to the early ſultilment and comple - and a roan bull. Both were maguificent

jion of the undertaking . Butthe difficul and unanimously admirel. The roan

ties bave been met; the forces organized belonged to Mr. Jacoby, of Platte county ;

the materials gathered ; the exhibition ac . the white to Mr. J . N . Brown. Many

complished ; - heneceforth , is sit down the superior calves were noticed . We hearil

doings of the first Siate Agricultural and a sale of one at $ 125 . The cattle show

Mechanical Fair in Mlinois . was allowed to be the best ever witness by
The attendance yesterday on the our farmers.

grounds was immense. The country The display of machinery and farming

poured in by ihousands . The streets and tools coniains an important feature of the

passages leading to the grounds were lit . exhibition . There are four varieties of

erally besieged from morning till night. mowers and reapers, cach exciting par

Wehave heard the number in attendance ticular interest and attention . The sell

variously estimated froin 10 .000 to 20 , raking reaper from Chicago was exhibited

000 . The scenes and the displays were in operation, and startled the curiosity of

grand in the extreme. The ladies were many. It cuts the grain and lays it in

particularly observant. Every part of the bundles as it it goes. The Double Sickle

exbibition drew its crowels of admirers. Mower and Reaper,' from Kane county .

Exhibitors were bland , and cvery body I claimed superior merits . The cuiting
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part is formed of large saw teeth , with and if you will let me know your deter

sickle edges. There are several others mination in time, I will endeavor to see

of similar contour, but claiming new per - my friends, and make commencement

ogatives and superior advantages. One with number 1.

from Upper Alton is large in promise,but I want, while writing, to send you the

the merits of this, with the other ma- following receipt for the cure ot' Lots or

chines can have no satisfactory examina - cholic , in horses , which may not be

tion outside the grain field . known to all of your readers, yet gener

There is a large variety of corn plant- ally given with success here. Is it one

ers, some by hand , and some by horse ; pint of good strong vinegar with ball a

somefor single and somefor double rows. pint of good wood ashes , carefully sified

There are also severalkinds of corn shel - through a fine meal sieve. The horse
lers - one with an apple prinder, cider should be well secured with his head up ,

press and cheese packer, all together. the vinegar placed in a quart boitle , and

lany other machines of great ingenuity the ashes added , and as soon as the two

we have not had proper opportunity to commence fermenting, which if the ingre.

examine. dient be good , will be immediately, the

The fruit departmentwas profuse of the horse should be drenched with it. If the

choicest and best specimen of apples. - animal is not well in 25 or 30 minutes,

The show from Adams county was par- repeat the dose once or twice.

ticularly fine . One specimen ihe Gloria Respet'ly Yours , J . B .

Mundi, weighed 26 ounces. Mr. Brush ,
Correspondence of the Valley Farmer.

of Otiawa, showed most delicious bran

ches of the Isabella and Catawba grapes.
PALMIRA , Mo., Aug. 20 , 1850 .

Dear Sir. - I enclose one dollar, sub .
Peaches, pears,and quinces were exhibit

scription for the Valley Farmer for one
ed in small varieties .

The show of vegetables was slim ; a few
year, and take this opportunity of expres.

big pumpkins and squashes were distri.
singmy ardent desire to build up an ag.

buted in the horticultural hall. - The bal
ricultural paper in this State that will

ance was of no particular account.--
. i compare with any other paperin iheland .

And when I can do anything to forward
Some tall specimen of corn growingmade

your interest I will be found lending my
up for the vegetables. The flower stand

stand influence. I am a farmer, in a small way ,
was set off with plants and shrubbery

Yand have had a little experience in rais
froin the cottage garden , and a large va

riety of dahlias from St. Louis . There
sing nearly every kind of a crop that is

de produced in our climate. I believe that
was a cottage representation surmount

ing the stand which received much praise .
experimental farming is the true system

of attaining correct and valuable knowl

Correspondence ofthe Valer Fariner. edge, and with this view I shall prose

The German Valley Farmer - Bols or cure a number of experiments every year,

Cholic in Horses. and any importantresultwhich may ub).

APPLE CREEK,Mo., Sep . 27, '53.
0 . Sep . 27. 13.

ta
tain will be communicated to you if you

desire it.
Dear Sir: - As I have been reading

Tours Respec'ly ,

J. ( L .
your valuable paper for ninemonths past,

and judge it to be just the thing the peo

ple in this part of the country want, I Lewis Co . Mo-, Oct. 8 , 1853.

think the plan you have mentioned in Dear Sir : - am trving an exeriment

your last number, of publishing the Far- in wbeat. Two years since I entered the

mer in German ,would be a great benefit to time ofsowing , the situation of the moon

many of iny German friends here, and I and the place of the sign , and there was

have no doubt, as far as this section is considerable difference in the wheat.
concerned , butthatyour enterprise would | This season I am trying it again to see

meet with success. On the same ierms what the result will be . J . B . W .

as the English Farmer is seni, I think [ Please send us the particulars of both •

quite a respectable club can be formed , experiments . - Ed. V . F . ]

Correspondence of tre Valley Farmer.
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For the Valley Farmer. | FINE STOCK . - Mr. Richard Gentry, of Pet

Putting in Wheat. tis county. Missouri, who has been on a visit
Mr. Editor: - In the September num . to the New York Fair , and the New England -

ber of the Farmer. an inquiry is made States, returned Saturday night on the steam

er Grand Prairie . Hemade a purchase in the
by an Osage Farmer , wishing to know

East of seven imported Merino sheep , paying
the bestmode of treating clover ground for them $ 1 ,400 -- or $ 200 each . He brings

for wheat. I can inform the gentleman also two of the celebrated shepherd dogs, for

of the best mode in my opinion. and it which he paid $ 250 each . A man employed

has proved the best way in South Illinois, by him in Vermont, anu who is experienced in

In the first place manure if the land re - stock raising, accompanies him , and will 80

quires it, and break it up or plow it up as perintend his farning operations for the fu .
ture.

soon in August as possible , and as deep ! "
as you can . If the land should be cloddyrwise to make another considerable purchase :

Mr. Gentry 's enterprise induced him like

an iron tooth harrow should be run ove , that of a large quantity of wire; enough to

it ; then let it lay until seed time, and sow make wire fencing for his entire farm , which

in on the plowed ground , and take a small , comprises sisteen hundred acres. The whole

one horse plow and plow it in , and if the of this large tract was under fence and in pas

land should be harrowed it would be for turage last year.
de for turage last year. He realized $ 1 ,800 by the

" wool produced by him that season , and be
the better .

sidrs, raised and sold 300 fatied hogs. - St.
This is the way all the farmers in our :

county treat their wheat ground, and the

best of wheat is raised . FISE STOCK , & C ., Ix Missouri. The editor

AN ALEXANDER FARVER.
of the Parkville Luminary has been furnished

Thebes, Ill., Sept. 22, '53.
with the following statement in regard to the

stock , & c ., exhibited at the Boonville State

LAFAYETTE COUNTY. - 'The wife of one Fair ,and the prices paid for someof it:

1 The exhibition of Missouri stock was large ,
of our subscribers in Lafayette county ,

ounty : 1 of fine quality and in good order. Kentuck
writes to us a request to forward some ians on the ground, were surprised to see this

chickens, which she ordered from Mr. new country standing right up to old Kentue:

Melendy, of Ohio , which we have done. ky:..
The premium Buck sold for $500, Mr. Gen

In her letter she says: try has just landed with a small flock of
You will see I intend to improve the French Merinos, for which he paid in Vermont

stock in Layette county in a small way, $ 100 per head . Four fine aged mules, 17

I see in the Farmer , you give the farmers hands high , were exhibited . Premium mules
in this county some hard hits about their weighed 1406 lbs. The premium vearling
imatiention to improving stock , which is mule was sixteen hands one inch high . One

but too true; but I think a brigiiter day is
. mule sold for $ 225; eight sadule horses were

dawning for the farmers of Laliyette sold - lowest price $ 180 . Mír . White sold one
for $200 . Premium mare 16 1- 2 hands high ,

will set the example - - they may follow on sold for $ 260 . There was a fine show of scal

a larger scale in improving stock , My lions, of the saddle and dray stock .

husband is a subscriber to the Farmer , The exbibit of cattle was good. Premium

and has received some valuable informa. bullock brought $ 150 . Jaines llutcbinson
tion from it. 1 . too . have benefitted sold a sucking calf , four months old , for $ 100 .

greatly by it, especially Mrs. Abbott's de. .
“ Some line bulls were there, one bullock weigh

. ed 2800 lbs. Fine specimens of Cochin Chi
partment. I hope her health may im - na , Shanghai and Poland fowls were shown.
prove by her trip , and she may be per. Mr. White paid $ 7 for a pair of Shangbais :

fectly restored to health , that she may Mr. Summers paid $ 0 for a pair of paroquets.

continue to instruct us planters' wives, China geese were shown; they are much larger
for we need improving as well as our than the common geese and sold at $ 20 to $ 25

stock in Lafayette county.
per pair . Premium buggy sold for $ 300 .

Peaches were shown that weighed one and a

Hon . Chas. Mason and Hon . II. S . half pounds. Apples, pears and other fruits

Gyer will accept our thanks for copies of
r thanks for conies or made a good display, particularly grapes, of

which there were several splendid specimens.
the United States Patent Olice Report for Some fine samples of wheat were sown. It

the present year . was a fine display for Missouri.
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cess.

Our OCTOBER Numer.- In consequence Horn Ail - Symptoms and Remedy. -

of large accessions to our list of subscri
When a creature is taken with the horn all, the nose

will be dry , the eyes dull, aud the horas cold ; the

bers during the month of September, we bowels irregular, according to the state of the dis

were unable to supply all with the October
ea - e . Themalady is said to begin at the end of the

tail. Cattle whose tails are kept well cut, are not
number. In some instances, therefore, liable to the horn ail . For a remedy, get hali a ib .

where new subscribers wished 10 com . saltpetre ; give the creature oue or iwo oz. ata time.
every other day, pounded time and put in provender ,

mence with October, we have been com - if the creature will eat it ; if not, dissolve it in warni
pelled to defer sending until the November water, put it in a junk bottle and turn it down the

perk . Bore a hole in the born with a rimlel to let
number; and in other instances where subo in the air . The creature with proper cure willsoon
scribers wished to commence with the be well ; I have tried this course for years with suce

June number , we have been compelled to :

send them the April and Jiay numbers Cough in Horses.
two for one - instead of October. We once had a horse that hnd caught a bad

old, and coughed so severely that he could be

TOGET RID OF COCHROACHES. - The cd
i heard a half a mile . All sorts of remedies were

proposed - enough we should think , to kill
itor of the Bucks county Intelligencer any good horse outright. These remedies were

supplies us with the following valuable all rejected. (although some night have proved
information . He savs,many housekeep useful!,) and the following course pursued . The

horse was in the first place very carefully ard
ers are greviously annoyed by theseo moderately used , so as nerer to produce perspira .
Troublesome creatures , and in vain try va - tion - -hewas carefully blanketed when theweath

sious methods for their extermination . er was cold , lit was aboutmid -autumn, or when
I few days agoGeneral Rogers invited us he was in the least degree lieated - he was keps

constantly on green and succulent food , ciorer ,
in to seehow hemanages them . He had roots , & c ., and was supplied with plenty of the
& wash basin of crockery ware , a fourth best water at all times. In a few weeks he wis

part filled with water , well sweetened with perfectly well. It is an oid saying thatmore de
molasses, in wiich , during the airlit, some pends on the nurse than on the physician , which

hundreds, perhaps thousands, of cock
was verified in this instance. - Country Gentlemnun .

roaches had been drowned , by crawling

up a stick laid upon the edgeof the basin .
61 :, The Missouri State Fair .

and thence into the liquid , being unable . The first Fair of the Missouri State iy .

to crawl up the glazed sides and get out ricultural Society was held at Boonville ,

again . He informs us the number he on the 3d , 4th , 5th and 6th days of Ocro .

caught in this way woull scarcely be ber. We arrived on the grounds about

credited . It is a simple contrivance . - 11 o 'clock in the morning of the first day .

Try it. and found quite a respectable company as.

sembled . The difficulty of getting 10
MISSOURI State Fain. -- Pursuant to previous

notice, on Tuesday the 3d cay of the October fair , Boonville either from below or above byl

1833, the members of the“Višsonri State Agricul. river , owing to the low stage of the water ,
tural Society,' entered into an election of officers had prevented many pers ns from altend .

for the cusuing year, which resulted in the elec - 1

tion of ing , who depended upon°the boats for a

President - M . M . MARMADUKE, of Saline . passage, so that there was not as many
Vice Presidents - Jolo L . H Vurdemal , of Sa - l

line : John H . McNeil, of Booue ; Charles Mcperpersons from a distance as we expected to
Cormick , of Cooper, Chas. H . Broadwater, of St. see, but from the surrounding counties.

Charles; Newton G . Elliot, of Howard ; Dabney there was a good turn out the people

C . Garth , of Randolph ; Toomas C . Anderson , of
Callaway. coming by every kind of land conveyance,

Cor. Sec. - James L . Minor, of Cole . and what pleased us exceedingly, was to
Treasurer - Wm. H . Trigg, of Cooper. see that they brought their wives and child .
Res . Secretary - Jo . L . Stephens, of Cooper.

James S . Roilius of Boone, was selected to de ren with them . In this respect all the lairs

liver thenext address. we have attended in Missourihave excelled

the State Fair in Illinois , where, although
There are more horses led into shambling gaits

and awkward overreaching and stumbling habits. the number ofmen was large, there was a

by bad shoeing than by all other causes coinbined. small attendance , comparatively , of ladies
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Wehave described the grounds in our Oc- rying his hearers out, and causing them to

tober number, and it is suficient here 10 pay but little attention to what is being

say that the experience of the Fair: fully said . Wemake no objection to the quali

tested the fitness of the selection . Our at. ty of the address , but to the quantity of li.

tention the first day wasmostly taken up in As it appears in print itlacks the impromtu

the discharge of our duties as chairman of sallies and illustrations of the spoken effori.

the committee on agricultural implements, but containsall the rich thoughts and valu

so that we had not then an opportunity of able suggestions which entitles it to a high

noticing the various articles exhibited , but rank among similar productions of the best

as all the articles remained on the ground men of our times.

during the Fair, we improved zubsequent It was a meeting of farmers andmechan

opportunities to look at them . ies — there being butfew men of note in the

On the morning of the second day ofthe assemblage — the Governor of the state ,one

fair , the annualmeeting of the Society was or two Congressmen , one of whoin , Hon .

held , and the officers elected for the ensu . J. G . Miller , we are proud to recognize as

ing year. Ex-Governor M . M . Marma- a very successful and intelligent farmer,

duke was re- elected President, and all the and a successful competitor for some of the

old board, with the exception of two of the Society 's prizes. Cf. Jackson, of low

Vice Presidents, were again re-elected , ard — the veritable Chall , andauthor of the

All the premiums of the Society were fainous .Jackson resolutions' — was there

paid in plate , which was neatly engraved 100 ,- - not as a politician , but as a fariner .

with the initials of the society -- ll . S . A . Iand one of the most active of themembers

S,' and besides these a large number of C . of the Society . Then we had MAJOR

S . Patent Office Reports were distributed | Rollins, from Boone, the speaking Vice

o members of the society as gratuities . President of the Society , and the Presi.

Themost perfect good order and harmony dent of the Boone County Society , here , as

prevailed all the time, and the company every where else, by bis gentlemanly de.

were favored with the most delightful wea - porument, kind and winning ways, and

ther during the exbibition . Weshallhave ready appreciation of appropriateness , give

more to say hereafier about some of the ing spirit and interest to the routine of bu.

articles exhibited ,as well as of the exhibit siness. For ourself we shall always re

ors . tain a gratefulremembrance of his kindness

Of Major Wright's address , which was to us, and his cheerful efforts to aid us

delivered on the second day, we cannot both here and at the Boone County Fair.

pow speak at length , or give it the credit | All the officers of the Society deserve all

which it deserves. It has been printed in praise for the manner in which they dis

some of the papers , and in book form , and charged their duties, frequently unpleasant

we presume will be extensively circulated . and disagreeable , and always laborious.

We shall endeavor to find room hereafter Wemust not omit here to mention the in

for portions of it, if not for ihe entire speech , defatigable Marshall - McNeil , to whom

in our pages. As printed, it is one of the the ladies are indebted so much for his un

finest and most finished productions we tiring efforts to keep down the beads of the

have ever read , and had the speaker de •ords' in front of the seats occupied by

livered it as it was written and printed we them , so that they could have an unob .

think the audience would have been better structed view of what was passing in the

satisfied . As it was he was entirely 100 ring.

lengthy, the people being wearied out. Taking into consideration that it was

before he got to the end. No man , the first fair of the kind in Missouri, and

however talented hemay be, can keep an that of even county fairs our people had

audience seated for three and a half hours but little knowledge, it must be admitled

in an uncomfortable position withoutwea. I thatwehave done remarkably well in this
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effort. The show of stock was large There is no doubt from 25 to 40 per cent.

of all kinds, excepting hogs and sheep, to be saved in crushing corn before feeding

of both of which some excellent specimens it.

were shown . Mr.McCormick 's Cotswolds Todd & Brother exhibited their planta

sheep, and Rev. Mr. Bell's swine would tion mills; Plant & Co. exhibited Burrows'

be hard to beat any where. The horses, mill, and Lee & Co., exhited Straub 's mill.

neat cattle , jacks and mules came in well, All these mills are good and received a

butnothing like what will be next year. great deal of attention from the company

We regretted to see so liale stock from St. present. The importance of a good plan

Louis county . Except a two year old colt tation mill is sensibly felt in this State ,

from Thomas January , we did not see a where , in many instances, water or steam

representative from our county. This we mills are so far apart and not always relia .

trust will notbe the case next year, and ble . A 20 or 24 inch mill capable ofbeing

indeed we think it would not have been run by two horses , with an endless chain ,

this year had not the low stage of the water or sweep power, of either of these paterns ,

made it uncertain whether animals could can be had for from 125 to 150 dollars , and

be got to Boonville in season for the Fair . we know no better investment for a farmer

Ofother articles except stock the show to make, who has a large family to feed and

was rather meagre, though some excellant lives a considerable distant from mills .

specimens were shown. Ofthose articles Atkin 's Automaton Raker received great

coming more directly from theladies , a no- attention from all present, and we regret it

tice will be found in the department con - was not in the power of the exhibitor to

ducted by our beloved companion , who, have it in full operation . As it was the

though in feeble health , accompanied us in company could only judge of its operation

our tour and took notice of those things . by seeing itmoved about the field by the

Ofmanuf:ctured articles , except two mow hands ofmen . But even that was suffi .

ing machines and a plow or so , there was cient to obtain for it the highest ecomiums

not much shown , except by two houses in from all who saw it. Manny's Reaper was

this city , Messrs. W . M . Plant & Co., and also well approved , and we think must be

Alfred Lee & Co. Both these establish - come quite popular with the farmers .

mensmade a good display of useful imple - ! We noticed a very elegant display of

ments, not only of those for which preini. rich silk goods from the establishinent of

ums were offered, but of many other arti - Messrs. Hubbel & Hunt, of this city : also

cles. The committee made a somewhat silver ware from another house . llats

lengthy report, which we shall publish as from J . Mc Neil; carriages from Osborn ,

soon as we can obtain a copy of it, and Camp & Co., who brought home two pre.

which as it was written by ourself and ex. miums; and from Card ; Stoves from Filley;

presses our views, will set the comunittee and various other matters, not forgetting

before the country in its true light, and re- Fitzgibbons' daguerreotypes,

lieve it from charges , which , through mis . The premiums for the best horse power

information of its true action , have been and thresher, as will be seen by the report,

made against it by one of the city papers. were given to Emery ' s machine. In these

Weweremuch pleased with Lyman Scott's there could scarcely be said to be any

Little Giant corn and cob Crusher, which competition . Messrs . Kingslands & Fer.

was so much ahead of the old plan prac. guson exhibited their sweep power against

ticed when we were a boy , ofthrowiny ihe Emery' s endless chain , and the Committee

ears of corn into the eye of the upper mill. awarded thepremium of the Endless Chain

stone and then pounding them down with principle ,rather than to that particular spec

a club thatwe could not help admiring it. imen of it . Emery 's power is a good one, for

Many is the hour that we have bent our all that, and its inventorhas no reason to tear

back in that interesting manipulation . - for it in competition with any rival. So of
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the threshers, Kingslands & Ferguson 's a judge, very likely the latter. Mr. Jacob

Combined Thresher and Winnower was had a few very fine chickens, of the Chi.

not considered as coming within the des- neese varieties, but after all wemust say

cription of the inachine for which a premi- that we have no great opinion of the celes.

uin was oflered , so all the committee could tials , either with or w . thout feathers. To

do was to recommend a gratuity to it, our notion the English Bantains and Dor.

though it is most assuredly a good ma- kings are far prettier and more profitable

chine. than any of the long leuged Chinamen

Wetasted of the samples of butter, offi- ! We shall have, in future rumbers , some

cially ,having been placed on that l'ommit thing to say about themanagement of fa '; s

iee also, and can truly say there were sev- generally, particularly State Fairs. Our

eral lots good enough for us to eat, and that fair wentotl'well, butthere were somethings

is saying a great deal. We solved the about it that we think inightbe improved a

problein why there is so lille goot butter liute, and as several of the directors re .

sent to markei from Missouri, while it is quested us to give them advice how to

such a rare thing to findpoor butter upon manage, we shall embrace an early op .

a farmer's table , and while somany of the portunity to state wherein we think im .

farmers'wives and daughterBexcel in ma- provements miglit be made . We feel a

king the article .-- and ihe reasons is - -they deep interest in the success of the enter .

eat it themselves. Of the ten or twelve prise , and we wish it made as perfect as

lots exhibited on this occasion we doubt possible.

whether there was one made by a woman

who sells a pound ofbutter from year's end
AWARDS_ FIRST DAY .

10 year's end . Theymake buiter enough

to do themselves, butas for making butier WOOLEN MANUFACTURES :

10 sell their husbands are too fond of rais . Pair Woolen llose, Mrs. James 1. Ba.

ing large calves to think of such a thing. ker, Cooper county , premium 1 . Pair

Butnever mind , we have laid the plan 10 Woolen Hose, Miss Eliza Chambers , do .

get a dozen pounds next year, any how . certificate, Piece of Plaid Liusey, Vrs .

Only one cheese was exhibited very goodi; tra Brooks, Bloward county , premium 3 .

but to think that the whole State of Missou - Piece of Flannel, bomenade, J . W . &

ri could only show one cheese ! There T . J. Winn, Boone county , premium 3 .

were two samples of honey , clear as am . Needle-work , Mrs Chas. Cope , Boouville ,

ber, and any quantity of pickles and pre. premium $ 3 . Needle .work . Viss Susan

serves. Of the laiter we saw some very in . Spahr, Boonville , certificate. Fuiled Ciuth ,

genious specimens, one in particular, of factory made. Gibbs & Broadwater. St.

watermelon rinds, very nicely engraved to Charles, premium 83. Fulled Cloth Plan

represent agricultural impleinents , sur. ' kets , factory made, Gibbs & Broadwater,

rounded with the words, Missouri State premium $ 5. Striped Linsey. Gibbs &

Agricultural Society , Broadwater, St. Charles, premium $ 3 .

Offruits , the best display wasmade by Striped Linsev, Gibbs & Broadwater, St.

• Mr. J. W . Simpson , of Boone county ; the Charles, certificate . Worsted Embroide .

largest apples by Mr. OʻRear, editor of the ry , Mrs. Mary L . Saunders, l'olk county ,

St. Charles Chronotype; the largest peach premium 3. Worsted Embroidery, Mrs.

by Mr. Sinipson , editor of the Boonville Thomas W . Sampson, Boone county, cer

Observer; and the best grapes by Mr. Mil. tificate . Fine Jeans, homemade, Mrs .

ler , oi Cooper county . À fair show was Thomas W . Sampson , Bione couniy, pre.

made of very good fruit, though not as mium , $ 5 . Woolen Half Hose, by girl

large as could have been desired. lunder 12,Miss Cynthia Givens,Cooper co .,

The poultry part of the exhibition was premium $ 1 . Woolen Half Hose, by girl

not very much , or else we are not much of under 12, Miss H . Myers, Cooper county ,
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certificate. Coverlid , Mrs . Eli E . Bass, Box, Wm . M . Plant, certificate . Hemp

Boone county , premium $ 3 . Pair of Blan . Brake, A . Sinith , Alabama, premium , 3 .

kets , homemade, Mrs. Eli E . Bass , Boone Hemp Brake, Henry Garritt. Ray, certi

county , premium $ 5 . Pair of Blankets , ficate . Mowing Cradle , Wm . M . Plant,

homemade, Jirs Thaddeus B . lickman , St. Louis, preuniuin 2 . Plantation Gate ,

Boone county , certificate . Woolen Half plan and material, T . W . Sampsou . Boone,

Hose, Viss Laura H . Branham , Boone premium 3 . Plantation Gitte , Juo . R .

county , premium $ 1 . Woolen Ilalt llose , Berkly, certificate . Hind Gear for a Way .

Miss Laura Al. Branham , certificate . Ve on , James Piper, Boouville , premium 3.

gro Jeans, hoinemade, Mrs. Tho.nas W . Specimen of liorse power, Win . M . Plant,

Sampson , Boone county , premium $ 3 . St. Louis, premiun 10 . Specimen of

Negro Jeans, homemade, Hrs . Ira Brooks, Horse Power , King.lands and Ferguson ,

Iloward county , certificate. Fine Jeans, St. Louis , certificate . Threshing Man

homemade, Mrs . El C . Bass , Boone coun . chine, Wm . M . Plant & Co., St. Louis,

ty, certificate . Plaid Linsey, homemade, premiuin , prernium . 10 . Threshing via .

Mrs. Ira Brooks, lloward county premi. chine,Kingslands & Ferguson , certificate .

um 3. Piece Plaid Linsey , homemade, Corn Sheller, Alfred Lee & Co., St. Louis ,

Mirs. Eli E . Rass, Booon county , ceriili. premium 3 . Corn Sheller, Wm . 8 . Plant

cate. Flannel,homemade, Misses linn, & Co. St.Louis, certificate . Corn Crush

Boone county, premium $ 3 . Flannel, er , Scott's Little Giant, L . Scott, St. Louis ,

homemade,Mrs .Ira Brooks, lioward coun - premium 5 . Wheat Fan , lin . 11. Plant

ty , certificate. & Co. St.Louis premium 3. Wheat Fan ,

HIEMP AND FLAX. - IIemp Linen , Mrs . S . D . Foulke. Ray , certificate . Itkin 's

Ira Brooks, Iloward county , premium , $ 3 . Self Raking Reaper and lower,as a Rea.

Linen Diaper, Mrs W . H . Bowman , How - per, W Brown , Boonville , premiun 10.

ard county, premium , $ 3. Linen Diaper, Manny 's Reaper and lower, W . II Purse ,

Thomas Russell, Cooper county, ceruli. Pike, certificate . Manny patent a ljustible

cate . Sewing Thread , Mrs. W . T . Thorn . Northern Illinois Reaper and slower, as a

ton , Henry county, premium , $ 2 , Coil Mower, premium 10 . Atkins Seli-raking

Bale Rope, John S. Estell, Howard county , Reaper and Mower , as a lower, certifi

premium $ 5. Coil Bale Rope,George W . cate.

West, Cooper county , certificate . ARTICRES OF Wool, COTTON AND SIL .

Hats, SHOLS AND Boots. — Pair of - Patch work , worsted Quilt, Viss Mary

Shoes made by a lady, entered by J. Bledsoe, Lafayette , premiun 10 . Patch

L . Minor, Cole , premium , $ 3 . Ven Work , cotton quilt , Mrs . II G . Agor, Coo .

and Boys' Hats , Jno. McNeil, St. Louis , per,premium , 10 . Parch Work , silk quilt,

premium . Mrs. J. 11. Winn , Boone county premi.

LEATHER.- Upper Leather, Jere'h Rice, um 10. Patch Work. silk quilt, Mrs.

Boouville, premium $ 3 Call Skins, do. G . R . Green , St. Louis , certificate.

premium $ 3. Patch Work, white cotton ,homenade, lirs.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. - - Two J . H . McNiel,Boone, preinium 3. Cotton

Horse Sod Plows, Thomas Russell, Coo - Hose, carded , spun and knit at homefrom

per, premium , $ 5 . 'Two Horse Stub- raw cotton , Mrs. E . Brown , Cooper coun .

ble Plow , \ m . Whitehurst & Co., Lex. ty, premiun 3. Fancy Bondet, Mis, B .

ington , premium $ 5. Double Folding A . Shepherd , Fayette, Howard county,

Harrow , Wm . M . Plant, St. Louis , premi- premium 5 , Fancy Bonnet, Mis . Old .

um , 3 . Double Folding Harrow , Wm . ham , Howard county . certificate . Fly

M . Plant, St. Louis , certificate . Two Brush , Mrs . Thomas W . Sampson , Boone

horse Wagon , H . L . Wallace, Boonville , county, premium 5 . Fly Brush , Mrs .

premium 10 . Cutting Box , Alfred Lee Oldham , Howard county , certificate . Cot

& Co., St. Louis, premium 3. Cutting 'ton Shirt, girl under twelve,Miss Laura H .
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Branham , Boone, premium 2. Cotton Glasgow , premium 10. 1 box Manufac .

Shirt, linen bosom , Mrs. R . C , Branham , tured Cavendish , D . Spahr, Boonville .

Boone,premium 2 , Silk embrodiery, Mrs. OrchARD. - German Blue Bake Plum ,

R . C . Branham , Boone, premium 5, Silk Julius Mallinckrodt, St. Charles, premium

Embrodiery, Mrs. Thomas W , Sampson , 2 . Catawba Wine, vintage 1852. John

Boone, certificate, B . Boller, Boonville, premium 7 . Catawba

|Wine, vintage '52, John Volraih , Boonville ,

Second Day. certificate . Peaches, best specimen , one

SILVER AND OTHER WARE,Guns, & c. variety , S . S . Seate, Cooper, premium 2 50.

Shot Gun , (double barrel. John Sites . Ar- Peaches, best specimen varieties , Henry

row Rock , premium 5 . Edward Mead & M . Myers , Cooper , premium , 2 50. Pea

Co., St. Louis, had a superior assoriment ches, best specimen varieties, C . Jones ,

of silver ware on exhibition , and chronom - certificate . Grapes, best variety , Hon J .

eter watch movement, for which a premium G . Miller, Cooper, premium 2 50 . Best

was granted , Copper Ware, Brewster & specimen Catawba Grapes, entered by A .

IIillard , Boonville , premium 3 . Marble w , Simpson, Boonville , premium 2 50.

Monument, E . K . Bedwell, Boonville, pre . Good varieties of Apples, T . W . Sampson ,

mium 5 . Boone, premium 2 50 . " Virginia Pippins,

CARRUAGES, Buggies, & c .- -Gen :lemen 's T . W .Sampson , 2 50 . Samples ofQuinces,

Saddle and Bridle , James H . Piper, Boon . T . W . Sampson premium 1.

ville, preinium 5 . Lady 's Saddle and GARDEN.- - Sweet Potatoes. B . S . Wil.

Bridle , James 11. Piper, Boonville, pre - son , Boonville , premium 5 .

mium 5 . Light Shaft and Top Buggy, Sucar Pyramid ,by Fox & Miller, Boon

Orsborne, Camp & Co., St. Lcuis , pre. ville , premium ,

mium 7 50 . Six seat Rockaway, Os. FLOWERS.-- Artificial, Mrs. J. L . Ste

borne Camp & Co., St. Louis, premium 10. vens, Boonville , premium 2 50, Lot of Pot

Iron Castings, & c - Cooking Stove, Flowers, Mrs, D . Spahr, do., premium 5 .

Charter Oak," G . F . Filley, St. Louis,' Best Bouquet, Miss M . Spahr, do. premi.

premium 3 . Spinning Machine, J. P . & um 2 50 .

F . Renfro, Moniteau county , premium . 1 Dairy.-- Butter , 5 lbs.Mrs. A . Gibson ,

PRODUCE OF THE FIELD. - - Poland Wheat, Cooper, premium 5 . Honey , Mrs. A . Keil,

1 bushel, J. K . Ragland , Cooper county , Boonville, premium 2 50. Preserves,Mrs.

premium 5 . Timothy Seed. Mrs . Richard John Porter, Boonville , premium , 2 50 .

Gentry, Pettis county , premium 2 50.-- Pickles, Mrs . C . F . Æhle, Boonville , pre .

Clover Seed, Julius Mallinkrodt, Saint mium 2 50. Do. B . S . Wilson, certificate .

Charles county , premium 7 . Osage Or. Cheese ,homemade, B . S . Wilson , do. pre

ange Helge, 1 year old , H . Kingsbury, mium 5 .

Howard , premium 5 . Model Portable

Fence and Gate , John L , Hardeman , Sa Third Day.

line, premium 10 . POULTRY.

Corn .- - 30 acres White Corn, John S . Pair Shanghai chickens, one year old ,

Jones, Peitis, 30 acres White Corn , Dr. II. R . T . Jacob , Cooper county , $ 2 , T . W .

11. Clarkson , Boone, 5 avres White Corn, Sampson , Boone certificate . Variety of

Dr. II. M . Clarkson, Boone, 5 acres fowls , John Thorburn , St. Louis , prem .,

White Corn , Mrs R .Gentry , Pettis. The $ 2 . Cochin China chickens, John Thor.

above entered and to be decided in No. burn , premium $ 2. Pair Geese, John

vember next. Thorburn , St. Louis, Prem . $ 2 . Pea

TOBACCO . — Shipping Leaf, John Slack , fowls, D . Balentine, Boonville, premium ,

Boone,premium 10. Manufactured Leaf, $ 2 . Guinea fowls, D . Balentine, Boon

John Slack , Boone, premium 10 . i lox ville prem ., $ 2 . Muscovey ducks, D , Bal

Manufactured Cavendish , Lewis & Bro.,lentine, Boonville, premium , $ 2 .
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BREAD, HAMs & c . — Barrel of Flour, J. certificate. Mare two years old , kiny ,

& J. Harrison, Glasgow , Howard county , R . W . Sampson, Boone, $ 10. Broke

$ 5. Barrel of Flour, H . Houtes , St. Louis, mules, W . T : Thornton, Henry county ,

certificate ., BarrelofMeal,Jas. F . Conner, $ 10, Broke mules, J. H . Estell, Howard

Cooper $ 2 . Cooked Ham ,Mrs. John Porter certificate ,

Boonville , prem ., $ 5• Cooked Ham , Mrs.

R . D . Perry , Boonville , certificate . Loaf Fourth Day.

light wheat Bread , Mrs. R . Perry , Boon CATTLE .

ville , premium , $ 1. Loaf light wheat Bull,two years old , John Ivanmeter, John

Bread, Mrs . R . C . Branham certificate . McNeil, Boone, premium $ 10 . Sucking

Live Stock Hogs. — Boar,one year old , calf, H , Clay, John McNeil, Boone, premi.

Thos. Tucker, Cooper,premium , $ 8 . Pair um $ 2 50. Cow , Betty Vause , John Mc

pigs, under six months, John Combs,Coop - Neil,Boone, premium $ 10 Spayed leif

er premium $ 5 . Pair pigs. A . Gibson er, four years old , John McNeil, Boone,

Roonville, certificate . Brood sow , one premium $ 10 . Bull Calf, Marmion , N .

year old , Rev. W . G . Bell, Boonville , pre- Leonard, Cooper , premium $ 5 . Heifer

mium , $ 3 . Brood sow over six months, Calf, Beauty , N . Leonard, Cooper, premi.

old , Rev. W . G . Bell, Boonville , premi- um 5 . Fat Cattle , spayed heifer, N . Leo

um , $ 5 . nard , Cooper, premium 10 . Fat Cattle ,

SHEEP.- French Merino Ewe, Pauline, H . two years old , Gen . Jackson , N . Leonard ,

C . Douglass Cooper, premium , $ 8 . Impor. Cooper, premium 8 . Bull,yearling, Duke

ted French Buck , Murat, Thos. Russell, of Orleans, T , Jenkins, Boone,premium 8 .

Cooper premium , $ 8 . French Merino Heifer Calf, Miss Balentine, second best, T .

buck , Charlemagne, H , C . Douglass, Coo- Jenkins,Boone, premium 2 50. Yearling

per, certificate . · Half blood French Me. Bull, Jerry Boyle , second best, S . Oldham ,

rino, U . Billingsly , Cooper, premium , $ 8 . Ky. 4 . Yearling Heifer, Kentucky Belle ,

Cotswold Buck, one year old , C . McCor- second best, S . Oldham , Ky. 4 . Aged

mick , Cooper ,premium $ 8 . New Oxford - Cow , Snow Drop, second best, D , B . Cun

shire buck , John Viley , Randolph coun - ningham , Boone, 5 . Bull, Oregon , three

ty, certificate, Southdown ewe, two years years old , A . W . Turner , Boone, 10 . Fat

old , John Viley, Randolph , premium , $ 8 . Bullock,overfour years old , Clark & Hutch

Cotswold ewe, C . McCormick, Cooper, ison , Cooper , 10. Two FatBullocks. Sam

certificate, Cotswold ewe, C , McCormick and Charley, Clark & Hutchison , Cooper,

premium $ 8 . Cotswold Lamb, C . Mc. 8 . Fat bullock ,two years old ,Ned , Clark

Cormick, premium $ 8. Fat sheep. Cots. & Hutchison , Cooper, 8 . Bull, five years,

wold , two years old , C . McCormick , pre. Alonzo, second best, A . S . Walker ,Cooper ,

mium $ 8 . Saxon Merino Buck , T . Rus. 5 . Heifer, Flora , two years old , second

sell. Cooper county , premium $ 8 . Spanish best,A . S. Walker, Cooper, 5 . Cow ,Cleo

Merino buck , T . Russell, Cooper, certifi- patra,over two years old , H . Lamme,Boone ,

cate . Saxon Merino ewe, T . Russell, 10. Cow ,Rosebud , yearling, H , Lamme,

Cooper. premium , $ 8 . Saxon Merino $ 8 . Bull, Native Missourian ,two years,

ewe, T . Russell, Cooper ,certificate . second best, J. R . Estelle , Howard , 5 .--

Mules. - .Saldle mule , Sally Givens, J. YokeOxen, Thoinas Russel, Cooper, 10.

L , Morrison , Howard , premium , $ 10 . Horses _ BLOODED. - - Broodmare , Barok

Saddle mule, H . Kingsberry, Howard co., eight years old , John F . Williams, How

certificate Colt, Jack White , Howard , ard , $ 10. Yearling Stallion , Sir Henry ,

$ 5 . Colt, J . H .Estel, Howard Certificate. Samuel Kennon , Boone 8. Stallion ,Chief

Yearling, R . D . Powers, Monroe $ 5 . tain eight years old , Levi Dickson ,Cole , 10.

Yearling, J. II . Estell. Howard. cetificate. Stallion . Daniel O 'Connell, two years old ,

Aged mare , R . Sinclair, Audrain , $ 10 . A . T . Wilson, Cooper, 10 . Stallion , Young

Aged mare , Messrs Greenhaigh, Cooper, Hemlet, Payton Hurt, Cooper, certificate .
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Mare colt, yearling, W . T . Redman , Coo- colt, U. Billingsley , do. certificate . Stal

per 8. Stallion ,Howard , two years old , P . lion , two years old , John Chafin ,Callaway,

M . Jackson , Howard , certificate . Brood 10 . do, do, Young flamlet, C .

mare , Holly , over three years old W . T . Hurt, certificate .

Thornton , llenry . certificate . Stallion , Don JACKS AND JENNETS. -- Jack Joe , 2 years

Castor, over three years old , II. Dickson, old , W . Bradley, Cooper , 10 . Jennet

Cole , certificate . colt W . Bradley, Cooper , 5. Jack, Old

HORSES- ILENESS. - Chester Ball, year Bullion, J. H . Estell, Howard ' 10 , Joak,

olil geling, W . A . Oldham , Monroe, $ 8 . Talleyrand , 3. years old , A , S . Walker,

Pair horses, S . G . Elliott, Ilowaru , 10. Pair Cooper, certificate . Jack Colt, 1 year old

horres, Mrs . R . C . Branham ,Boone, certfi - J . W . Rollins, Boone, 8. Jack Colt San .

cale . Stallion , Canadian , seven years old , cho , N . Leonard ,Coopercertificate . Jen .

1. Sampson , Calloway, $ 10 . Gelding. net, 7 years old , J . W . Rollins, Boone,

Monte Christo , Jack Ilhite , Iloward , 8 . - - 110 . Jennet, Sontag , W . Bradley, Coop .

Brood mare, P . E . Thomas, Calloway, 10 .ler, certificate . Jennet, over 1 year, E . E .

Gelding, two years old, H . R , Walker, Bass, Boone, 8 . Jennet, over 1 year, N .

Cooper. 8 . Gelding. Wild Bill . W Nich - !Leonard , Cooper , certificate . Sucking

olls , Lafayette , certificate . Mare , Betty , Jack colt , H . S . Walker, 5 .

John Crawford . Boone. Certificate . MACHINERY. & c . - Washing Machine,

SADDLE HORSES - - Bay ( elding, 6 years Sabin 's Patent, prem . Wire Cloth Smut

old , S . Cartright,Monroe, 10 . Bay Filly , Machine, H . llouts , of St. Louis, prem .

May Flower , two years old , V . Leonard , Large Wine barrel, P . Gross, Boonville

Cooper, 10 . Stallion , two years old , John prem . Wine funnel, P . Gross, Boonville

Sampson , Calloway , 1 ) , Stallion , 2 years prem . Specimens of Rook Binding, by

old , Copperbottom , H . C . Martin , Morgan , Chambers & Knapp , St. Louis, journal

Certificate . Stallion , Canadian , 7 years and ledger unsurpassed , prem . Portable

old , 2 . B . Ilickman , Boone, 10 , Saddle Circular Sawing Machine, R . W . Park 's

mare, Sally Walker, seven years old, N . Patent Method of binding pullies, prem .

T . Reimen , Cooper, 10 . Stallion , Grey Messrs. Wade, Suille & Co. of St. Louis ,

Eagle , yearling, M . T . Jolly , Calloway. 3 . exhibited elegant specimens of Planing,

Gelding, eight years old J. L . Stevens, cer- tongued and grooved sash , prem . Speci.

lificate. men of Rotary Fan Bedstead , which upon

DRAFT HORSES AND SUCKING COLTS. --- being wound up before retiring, fans one

Mare, eight years old , Jno Sampson , Cal- to sleep, keeping ofmosquetoes and flies;

Joway, 10 . Mare, eight years old , Mrs . a very ingenious invention , by an eminent

Richard Gentry, Peuis, certificate. Horse, literary gentleman and bachelor, of Boon

Prince Coberg, seven years old , Stephen ville . The model was represented fan .

Scober, Monroe, 10 . Celding. three years ning two sleeping babies .

old , A . S . Walker . Cooper, certificate -- The contest between Messrs, Plant of

Gelding, John Bull, five years old , R . W . St. Louis, and Paulk of Ray county , who

Beggs, Howard , 10 . Gelding , five vears exhibited wheat fans, there being some

oli, S . W . McMahan , Cooper, certificate . dissatisfaction , was referred to a special

Stallion , colt, yearling, Saxweimer, W . T . committee for adjustment, and will be re

Redman , Cooper, 8 . Sucking colt , Mis . ported on hereafter.

sourian , W . T . Redman, Cooper, 5 . Suck Messrs, Ilubbell & Hunt of St. Lous.

ing stallion colt, Dauphin , John F , Wil. exhibited a beautiful show case of Fancy

liams, Howard, 5 . Sucking stallion colt, Dress Gools , which occupied a conspicu

Pettis , Jno. S , Jones, Pettis co ., certiſcale. eus position , and attracted much attention .

Nare. Salina,two years old , T . W .Gaines , Vr. Fitzgibbon of St. Louis , had on exhi

Saline, 70 . Sucking mare colt, Tabitha, bition a splendid collection of Daguerreo

Jno . J. Kelly , Cooper, 5. Sucking mare types.
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From the Ohio Cultivator. Juse for any body else to learn .' His stock ,

Vermont State Fair. besides being of pure and popular blood , is
It is not our purpose to give, at this time, a kept in fine order , and comprises some of the

full history of the State Fair held at Mont- finest animals of Mr. Taintor's importations.
pelier on the 13th , 14th , and l5th of Sep - Before going to Montpelier we visited our
tember last . There were miny itemsof lo - renowned friend , S . IV . Jewett of Middlebury .

cial interest, but so far removed from the His house is a rallying point of sheep burers
grent body of our readers, that we should from all quarters, and were it not for giving
hardly be pardoned for relating them in de him too much custom , we would add , one of

tail. ' Between Vermont and Ohio , as well as the most kind and hospitable kind; and his
other western Stiltes, there has been of late accomplished lady, one of the best natured wo
years a brisk tride in sheep and horses; much men in the world . Mr. Jewett had exercise

of this trade has been oi in honorable char. a thoughtful generosity by procuring it free
acter, and has resulted in mutual benefit - pass over the Vermont Railrorus, for which
that is , thev rot our money, andwe got their kindness he, as well as the officers of those
good stock in return , and both parties were roads, are entitled to grateful acknowledge
satisfied . Another species of this trade ,more ments. His reputation asan iraporter or deal
profitable to the seller and fruitful of disap - er needs no indorsement of ours, as his wide
pointment to us, has been largely curried on , popularity in the West will testify . His im
and is still persisted in , which cannot be too portacions from the Frer.ch flocks of Victor
severely rebuked . This consists in the buy- !Gilbert and Mons. Cougnot, are of rare excel
ing up of fair bodied grade sheep , or such as lence.

has proved themselves unfit for breeding , We also examined the Spanish Merinos of
and then by certain well known appliances, Edwin llammond , at Middlebury. We pre
give them a finish , and send them to western sume it is an act of simple justice to say that
markets. Many of this class of sheep are this fiock has no superior of its kind in the
boughtat first hands for three to five dollars world - certainly not in Spain . These are
and passed off as full blood Merinos, so that cailed Atwood erinos, and exhibit a uniform
unless the buyer is a better judge than most excellence, which Mr. Atwood himself ac
farmers , he stands a smart chance of being knowledgea, surpasses his own . W . R . Rem

humburred . These remarks are not new , butele, of Middlebury, also has a flock of this
they will bear repeating at this time, since stamp, and Messrs. Sanford and others, of
they are as true as ever, and the best reme- Orwell. The fain us Silesian and other sheep
dv we can prescribe, is to avoid all sheep ofGeo . Campbell , of W . Westminister , were

pedlars who are not known to be respectable on exhibition . D . Kimball , of Rutland , ex
as well as responsible . Thibited good specimens of a cross of French

Our principal object in visiting Vermontat buck with Spanish ewes. D . & L . Eastman ,

this time, was to examine and note the best of East Rupert, had a pen of what be called
flocks in the hands of men of reputation , so pure Montarcos sheep ; they are unlike any

that we might hereafter be of more service other style shown, and bear a good staple .

to our readers in being able to speak with leshall not dispute the fitness of the title,

greater certainty , of the pretentions of those for our friend Howard remarked that Mr. E .

who deal in this department. And also on had just as good a right to call them Montar.

the subject of horses, with which wewere inore cos is his neig!ibor bad to call his Paulars!

familiar, but still not too old or wise to learn In the examination of Horscs we were for

something ; in both these examinationswe suc- cunite in being associated with that excellent

ceeded much to our satisfaction , and the rea - ptock editor, Sanford IOWARD, of the Boston

ders of the stock department of the Cutlinator | Cultivator , and were confirmed in our previ.

shall be served from this information aux oppor- ous ideas of what is desirable in a good horse,

tunity maypresent, to the best of our ability . by the concurrence in themain, of one so well

The show of Sheep at Montpelier was the posted , as lie isacknowledged to be. Some of
best we havcever seen , not so much on the ac- the most famous of the Morgan stock we find

count of the number - which was large - but much smaller than is in requestwith the larm

on account of the excellence of the represen - ers of Ohio . The old CRANE llorse ,' noir

tatives of the sereralmost popular breeds. - owned by Mr. Steele , of Stanstead, C . E . , is

The largest display was from the celebrated of this character . Hecxcited much attention ,

locks of A . L . Bingh: m , of West Cornwall. being over thirty years old , and but one re

Mr. B . is one of the most accomplished ilock - move from theoriginalMorgan . Flying Mor

masters in America , and a facecious traveling zan ' is also a small horse, as well asmany of

companion from Illinois , after examining his the "Green Mountain ' stock . The Black

stock and home arrangements previous to the Ilawks' are taller , and the Woodburts' ars'
Fair, very quietly remarked : “What Biogham the best filled out. The best cross in onrere,

does not know about raising sheon , is of no ' is phat of Blick Hawk stallions with Wood .
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hurymires. Wesaw noble specimens of this more rapid progress in improvement than the
kind . The best trotting was by a couple of ' pasta

Black Ilowks in class of Sherman Morgans: 1 The arrangement of the grounds and build
one, the lyrick llorse ,' owned by L . North , lings for the fair was all that could be desired

of Chunplain , N . Y ., the other owned by llall and great credit is due for the same to Mr.

& Co ., of Manchester, N . H . Such trotting is Steele and those who assisted him in thework

not common . There are good sized and very - - not forgetting the ladies of Darton , whose

powerful animals : the Myrick borse is a inodel taste and industry make Floral llall so beau

of beauty and strength . tiful in its decoration and contents. Credit

Wecannot further pirticularize in this de- is also due to the marshals and police for the

partment: so good a displayof carriage horses excellent order that prevailed within the

wehave never before seen . Therewasbutlittle grounds, and generally about the city. Nor

riding , and that of a very indifferent charac - did we hear much complaint or difficulty in

ter. The moral sense of the Yankees is so procuring accommodations for the night on

keen that they do not give countenance to La- the part of the multitudes that thronged the

dies' riding , and a female could scarcels as- place, and from what we saw and learned of

pear on horseback at these exbibitions, with the hospitality of the people of Dayton , and

out gross insult; suchmen ought never to look their efforts to provide for the wants of the
upon a woman except through iron bars, like crowd, we are sure they deserve all praise; and

the animals in a menagerie. We are notthat we hope that this example will be followed by
modest sort of people in the West. * whatever city may have the next fair .

Aside from the show of Sheep and Horses, Wewish it were in our power to compliment

there was nothing worthy of special record; the State Board , and the awarding committees

the pomological and floral departments were generally , for the manner in which their duties

almost a blank , and the mechanical and do were performed , but thenumerous complaints ,

mestic departments were about as well repre- and the very generaldissatisfaction expressed ,

sented as we usually see at our county fairs. as well as what we saw ourselves , coinpels us

A few handsomeDevon cattle were shown by to assert that there is imperative need of an

Mr. Sinford , of Orwell , and a fine llereford entire reform in the system of getting up and

bull by Mr. Bingham . managing these fairs . Veshall haremore to

'Theweather for the first two days of the Fair say on this subject when we have had timeto

was very beautif::l, and the City among the reflectupon it , and learn more of the views of

IIills,' was like some fairy scene. On the the friends of the cause.

second day speeches were made by President The Shou of Cattle was very good - about

WHEELER , of Burlington , and Gov. Wright, the same, we think , as last vear - omitting

of Indiana. On the third day the rain fell in working oxen ,which are but little used in this

torrents, which cut short the speaking design . part of the State. Of Short Florns, especial

ed for that day. Good order prevailed ly , there was a fine display , although , from

throughout the whole , and altogether we had some cause , a number of the finest herds in the

a good time. Scioto valley were not represented . It will

be seen that a large share of the honors were
*Wetrust the time will never come when the moral

taken by Madison and Clinton counties. Noneunse of any coinmunity', cast or west, will tolerate such

displays . Nothing could more effectually ruin the fairs of the recent importation of Short-horns were
in the estimation of all m dest people . - (ED. VAL. PAR. Ipresent from Madison , but two or three of the

From the Ohio Cultivator. Scioto importation of last year weremuch ai .

The Ohio State Fair .
mired ,as were also two young bulls belonging

to Col. Sherwood , of New York . The Derons
The Fair at Dayton last week , though notland Ilerefords, made a small but respectable

in all respects equal to the one at Cleveland show the latter specimens were imported by

last year, was on the whole, quite a successful Mr. Aston , of Lorain county. Of Ayrshires

one. The concourse of visitors we think was there were several good specimens - the best

as large as at any previous fair in this or oth of them was Mr. Melendy' s bull Dandy.'

er states; thus erincing that there is no dimin - The stock of young cattle , wethoughtwas re

ution of interest on the part of the people in markably fine and quite a number ofsaleswere

these exhibitions; and although there were made, both of young and old , though not as

obviousdeficiencies in the quantity of articles many as some had anticipated . Our space

exbibited , and especially in the management will not permit us to speak in detail of the

of the Fair , which caused some complaint, it animals .
was evident that the people were disposed to Of Horses there was a het tris display than

be pleased , and if the State Board will profit at any previous fair , and this was bymost per

by the experience of the past , and apply them - sons regarded as the redeeming feature of the

selves efficient! y to the work , they will be exhibition . The ring for showing horses was

abun lantly sustained , and the future will show large and fine, and was continually thronged
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byadmiring thousands, while the various clas - grain and seeds. Garden vegetables were good

ges of Thorough -breeds, Morgans, & c . , were but not abundant, and the best , we believe,

going through their evolutions. The number of were from our friend Mock , of Columbus.

stallions exhibited was about a hundred. Of Floral Hall, was the first point of attrac

these about fifteen were called thorougb -bred , tion , as usualto visitors. In front of this was

and as many Morgan . The latter were evi- a beautiful fountain , with its jets of pure Wi

dently the favorites of the people , but not so ter sparkling in the sunbeams, exciting thead

it seems with the awarding cominittees. Quite miration of all spectators. This was the work

a number of the Morgan horses have been of G . W . Prichard & Co .,Cincinnati. It was

brought to our State since the Cleveland fair; supplied with water by a small wheeland force

four or five of these are owned by Messrs. pump at the hydraulic canal near at hand .

Blake & Williams, of Columbus, twoor three insidethe hall was a pretty, but not very ex

by gentlemen atDelaware, and three or four tensive display of flowers and fruits . There

by Mr. Hale , of Massachusetts , including being no professional florist nearer than Cin

Green Mountain Morgan , one of themost no : cinnati, and the Horticultural fair of that city

ted horses of the tribe. Ali these in motion being held at the same time, of course not

together in onc ring ,made a display thatmiylit much could be expected in this line - still it

well cause spectators to forget the deficiencies was by no means à failure. Of fruits there

in some of the indoor departments of the Ex- was a fair show , but not such as the Miami
hibition . valley ought to have produced; and had there

Sheep were notverynumerous,nor remark - been no exhibitors from abroad it woull have

ably fine, as this is not a wool-growing portion been quite disgraceful. Messrs. Ellwanger &

of the State. Ore or two pens of French and Barry, of Rochester, N . Y ., exhibited 150 va

Spanish Merinos, on sale from Verinont, at- rieties of pears, and some apples, plums,

tracted considerable attention , as did also the grapas, & c ., andMessrs. Thorp , Smith & Ilan

stately Leicesters from Lorain county. A chett, of Syracuse, 140 varieties of pears, and

number of other pens of good sheep and lambs ! : good collectien of apples, & c . R . Buchan

were exhibited , soine of them fine Saxons, but nan , Esq ., of Circirnatti, had a large collec

we saw no card to designate their ownership . tion of apples, some pears and fine grapes.

Hogs also , were deficient in numbers, tho ' J. Hoffner , Esq., uf Cumminsville, exhibited

several lots were of excellent quality. The i splexdid bunches of house grapes, and some

Suffolk boar, owned by Mr.Melendy, was pro . rare plents , & c . 4 . 2 . Ernst, J . V . Pettico

nounced it good specimen of that noble breed ; Das and several other gentlemen also exhibited

and two pigs of the same class, owned by Col. fins lots of fruit. Messrs. Ileaver & Bice, of

Sherwood of New York , were as handsome au Circinnati, exbibited somefine Dahlias, V' er

pigs can he. There were also fine Leicester benns, and other flowers,butmost of the floral

pigs from Delaware and Bucler counties, and display wasfrom the ladies of Dayton ; among

a good lot of Berkshires, butno one could find whom we name as prominent, Mrs. Jennison ,

out their owners without great difficulty, ow . Mrs. Steele; andMrs. Pierce- - but many others

ing to a foolish rule , prohibiting the affixing deserve also to be mentioned .

of the owners' namete articles entered for ex- In Manufacturers' Hall, the arst thing that

hibition . This must bereformed . struck the attention ,was the amount of empty

The Poultry Show wasquite large and well space upon the tables. Much surprise and re

arranged. Wenoticed , however, that a large gretwas expressed at the apathy of manufae .

number of the fowls appeared tobehalf- breeds turers on the subject of exhibiting their wares ,

or inferior specimensof the Shanghai and oth butwe presume there can be some explanation

er Chinese varieties. Some, too , were of the given , and we should be pleased if some of

largest and finest descriptions; of this kind this class of our readers would inform us of

were numbers of coops said to belong to P . thereason for their refusing to exhibit. There

Melend , as well as someothers, whose names were some good articles in this hall, but as

wedid not learn . no names were attached we shall not mention

Dairy and Farm Products occupied a fine, them in detail. Notice of a few articles will

large tent, but were not sufficiently abundant befound in the Ladies' Department.

to do credit to the rich Miamivalley . The Mechanics' Hall was but little better filled

show of butter was respectable in quantity , than the others, and did not seem to contain

and excellent it quality, but we must refer to inuch that was new or striking. There was

the prenniuin list " (which will be published in the usual complement of stoves , and articles

our next) , for thenameof exhibitors. Cheese of Hardware,mechanics' tools , specimens of

was less abundant, and not remarkable for carpenters ' and coopers' work , & c., & c ., & c.

quality , we shouid judge from a hasty inspec - Among the noveltieswas 'Coffeen 's Patent Ice

tion . Flour, bread , honey, starch , preserves, 1 Cream Freezer,' which is very ingenious and

pickles , 'portable soup,' and other articles of portable affair and quite effective, we should

food , were here ; and a few good samples of ljudge, by the facility with which it furnished
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well frozen creain . There were also several machines, horsepowers, & 0., were present in

new churns, but not ofmuch promise, and we the usual variety ,and generally exhibiting im

think the committee did right in awarding the provements in workmanship ifnot in forin . We

premium to Davis' Self Adjusting Churn .' Thad not timeto examine them very closely. A

Tinplements and Machines were numerous very beautiful steam engine , ls Pease & Co. ,

and of good qualits - -Dot many of them really of Dayton, was put up in Power Hull, and ra

new , but nearly all presenting some evidences Decte much credit in its builders. A latbe

of improvement. And there again we have to turning machine,match cutting machino, and

regret that yo few of them have any inarks to several other novel inventions afforded consid

designate the name or residence of the manu - erable interest to spectators;as did also it tall

facturers, much of the advantige of the exhi- machine for drilling and boring Artesian wells

hition , both to spectators and exhibitors being by borsepower .

insthy this omission . There as a fine dis ! Our space will fail us to speak of the cider

play of plows - mostof thein from Cincinnati, mills , straw cutters, cheese presses , ſanning

ani of very superior workmanship , as well as mills & c .; also of the splendid cabinet furni

goud pliterns. The inproreinents that haro ture and elegant carriages and that gorgeous

yern made in the shape and quality of plows hearse: whatwretched taste to expend a thou

in Ohio during the past six or eight vears, are sand dollars in decorating a carriage for the

quire striking Torrows, cultivatorsand rollo dead ! Who would he willing that their ror
cors, also , were numerous and good - suited for tal remains should be carried to the grare in

al:00- every imaginablekind of crop and soil, a vehicle desioned to attract the wondering

andeiring evidence thatsomefarmers itt least, gaza of the multittade!

are adopting more thorong system of tillage Outside Exhibimons were very numerous,

th in forinerly Grain drills , seed sowers, and and attracted great multitudes as usual.

mrn planting machines were abundant, and Many of these were the variest buiobus, we

most of them we should judge excellent; some brano doubt, and some, as the fat girl," " a

too , were new to us, but wecruld not juise of calf with two legs,' & c . , were only suited to

their value withoutseeing them in actual use. the lowest minds and most depraved taste.
The corn planter of our friendDavis , of West Wehope the timewill comewhen such exhibi

Jafferson , pleases us better than any other we tions will find no encouragement at our State
bire seen . It drops the grain bra motion of fairs.

thiethunb , on a small lerrr attached to one of Owing the absence of Vr. Pearce, of Vary

the handles. Another , called Cirse 's , of Clarke land , who was to hoye delivered the Address,

County, operates in a similar manner, and is Gov. Wright, of Indian , was called out for it
also said to perform well. Both are designed speech , in which he acquitted himselfmuch to

for planting in hills und rowsbth wars. at the satisfactoin of the inultitude.

machine for sowing grass and clover seed , toi

be carried and workedbyhan 1,'ve think will For the Valley Farmer .

be found very useful, especially for young EDITOR OF THE Valley FÅRMER -- Sir :
farmres and those not well skillel n sowing I noticed in No. 8 of your in valuable pa .

line seeds. It is made by Jessrs. Pritz & Co .,
Davton . Gegt' s corn stock roller and cuttori per, over the signature of J . W . Wilkinson ,

from Clermont counts, was exhibited for the a treatise on ile subject of Well Digging . or

first time at a State Fair . Itwas described in rather that of finding water under the sur

this paper about a year ago , and is a very fungofhocart
very face of the earth by means of a divining rod .

11 .ful machine where corn is husked in the

field without uutting up the stalks. Of corn his sonciation on this subject nas encite

srellers there several improved kinds. One of a reply . With this subject I have been

these, (Reading's ) has been recently adver- more or less familiar ever sincemy early
tised in this paper, and wils exhibited in oper- I recollection . When a child , before my

ation . It is designed to work by horse or oth
er noter, and is the bestwehave ever seen of resoning powers were suficiently develop

this class, shelling with greatease and rapid - ed to pursue a subject step by step from
its , and doing perfect work . Sereral of the cause to effect, I did not then know but

inachines forworking liyhand powerwere also there might be some truth in thus discover.

news and excellent. A homony and samoma

chine has long been winted , and à verr good ing vei' s of water under the surfacein vel . s of
oue was exhibited by James Highes, of Cam - of the earth , but I have long given it

bridge City, Wayne countr, Indian . It is it up as a chimera and thrown it aside in the

very simple and efficent affair , can be made to plunder house of error and superstition .

work by hand for family use, or by power for !
Of The water witch himself, though hemay bemills, & c . It will also hull barler , onts ,

w !reat , & c. Reaping, mowing and threshing candid in his supposed divining powers , is
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nevertheless unquestionably deceived several impulses (if I may so express it)

shall endeavor to point out the whys and which the divining rod makes before it

wherefores , or the causes of this deception comes to a vertical position. Every impulse

which I think I can sufficiently demonstrate ofthe rod measures just 2 feet down through

to produce conviction to any sincere enqui- rock and clay or what not. But the im

rer after truth . pulse of the divining rod may be accounted

First then, and probably not the least, the for by the conditions already stated and by

workings of this mysteriousrod is owing to the breathings of the operator,which alter

themanner or condition in which it is held . nately cause an expansion and contraction

Secondly , to the size and condition of the of the ligatures and muscles of the human

rod used by the operator. Thirdly the system which thus affect the rod in its down.

points at which the rod or forked stick are ward tendency. There is one fact altho '

held , and fourthly , the universal law of it may appear a little obscure which I will

gravitatation . A combination of these sev- here introduce and if it does not entirely

eral causes will change or reverse the po . overturn this system ofhydrology it will at

sition of the magic rod and cause it to point least present a dificulty that will tax thein

to the earth 's centre The writerin whose genuity ofits advocates to defend. Nature

hands this magic wand seemed to work so is immutable and unerring in her laws, the

admirably, according to his own account, same in one country as in another, with

chooses justsuch an one as I would to work modificationis owing to position ,place , & c.
siinilarly , at the same time embracing all All measurment is arbitrary . The length

the above stated conditions. Tomakemy- of a foot in one nation differs from that of

self a little more explicit so that I may be another . The French measurment of a

the better understood , I willmore fully par- foot is something shorter than the English

ticularize these several couditions. First, foot. Now thismagic rod which calculates

then , the plams of the hands are reverserl / feet so nicely and exact in English would

with the thumbs extending outwards. In not work the same in France and in a

thismanner the forked stick or diving rod Frenchman 's hands. It appears there would

is held and stretched out by the water con - be a little inconvenienceat least. This in

jurer to its greatest tension . Secondly , the convenience could beovercomeby using the

rod being very small theoperator is unable English measurement. Butthe French are

to abtain a firm and eflicient gripe so as to a kind of Infidelic nation and perhapshave

prevent it from changing its position in the not the benefit of this new theory ofhydrol.

handsby the superiorweight above. Third - ogy .

ly , the pointatwhich the divining rods are With regard to timber growing near

held are so far removed from the centre of streams and rivulets leaning towards them

gravity by the unerring laws of gravitation is easily accounted for. The friction of the
the upper point of the divining rod humbly flowing stream is constantly removing the

makes its obeisance to the earih , water or earth from about the roots of the alljecent

no water. The water-witches as they are timber, and being thus weakened by the

called, even pretend to tell at wliat depth removal of so necessary a brace the wind

water may be obtained under the earth 's and the storm give them an inclination more

surface . It is upon this factthat the worth or less towards the ri! ulet or stream . I

and valueof their divination depends. For have seen many a majestic tree so weaken

what encouragement would it be to the ed at the roots by the same cause that it

seeker of the aqueous fluid and at the same plunged headlong into the flowing stream ,

time not know when his labors would be at the same time exciting no curiosity in

crowned with success, whether at the depth thebeholder, for the case was apparent and

of 10), or a 1000 feet ? This is an all im - well known . The water conjurer in wis

portantfact in this water legerdemain , and nessing this fact instead of tracing it to the

the depth of thewater is ascertained by the true cause would perhaps discover in it the
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secretmysteries of hidden nature and con Trouble among the Fraternity . .
firmatory of his theory ofhydrology. But Docter ' L . L . D .' Mapes is in trouble . For

one known factin philosophy ismany times 80.mes some cause or other he has got into difficulty

with the Albany Cultivator, Genessee Farmer
worth a thousand upproved theories. Soathern Planter, Massachusetts Ploughman .

any water engineer will take a hazelor any Boston Cultivator,and perhaps other Agricul

other divining rod and itmay be of his own tural papers. The controversy is none ot

choosing and fresh from the forest and will ours , but some of thematters involved con
cern the public. The Gispute hinges on the

hold it in the manner in which I place it in value of "Superphosphate of Lime' a new
his hands , that is half reversing the hands fangled manure got up by the Doctor wbich

from the position that they are held by the ho maintains is more valuable than guano, or

water conjuror, so as to bring the nails of any other yet invented or discovered as a fer
' tilizer, and which of course he labors with

the thumbs upward . It under such circum . |
1 all his might to sell, making use therefor of

stances the divining rod makes its accus. I his paper, the Working Farmer. These pa

tomed vibrations downward asusual,then I , pers do not scem to agree with him in regard

like the lawyer in the fable , will enquire into the value of the superphosphate -- the Ge.
nesee Farmer, a downright manure paper ,to the affair a little farther. Should I be
maintaining that it is of no value - except

convinced by a practicaldemonstration and perhaps for turnips - corresponding to its

take a fancy to have spotted cattle by way bigber cost, and that all its results may be

of variety , I may then resort to a party col- reached by a far cheaper route. The Doctor

falls back on his analyses, and maintains
ored rod which I will immerse into the

that it is a good manure, because it ougut to
drinking trough and thus produce the de.

be so , by its composition : and twits bis any

sired motley herd. tagonists with not being chemists, and there

Yours respectfully , fore incompetent judges of manures.

J. Roberts.
We infer however thatthereal cause of the

| difficulty lies deeper than the superphosphate.

A gentleman traveling through Germany The truth 18, the Working Farmer has' from
the first, assamed an attitude of superiority

thus describes a novelmethod of fastening a
over the Agricultural Press, which is highly

horse ,which he saw a German blacksmith put offensive to many of themost respectactable

into practice : members of the fraternity. Its bearing has

As soon as breakfast was over , I generally been such that it could not expect mueh sm

enioved the luxury of riding about town, and pathy therefrom , and we have always suppo

in passing the shop of a blacksmith , the man - sed that it would make the discovery in du .

ner in which he tackled and shod a vicious time.

horse amused me. On the outside of the wall . Then again the Doctor is always grinding

of the house two rings were firmly fixed , to axes,' He bas on hand some 'Stowell Corn .”

one of which the head of thepatientwas lash - some 'Superphosphate, or some 'advice to

ed clase to the ground ; the hind foot to be sell; his paper,being the medium of advertise

shod , stretched out to the utmost extent of ment: thus giving rise to the inference of bi

the leg , was then secured by the other ring as in what hesays and does. We are not pre.

(about five feet high ,) by a cord which pa sed Ipared to think , however, that this inference

through a cloven hitch , fised tu the root of is always just, and perhaps it is not at all so :

the poor creature's tail. The hind foot was yet it is so natural that it must be expected .

consequently very much higher than the head: An active and enterprising Editor of an Ag

indeed , it was quite exalted , and pulled so ricultural paper makes - or thinks he makes

heavily at the tail , that the animal seemed to some discoveries, the benefit of which he de

be quite anxious to keep his other foot on sires bis readers to share. It is natural

terra firma. With one foot in the heavens, it enough too that he should endeavor to put

did not guit him to kick : with his nose point them in the way of reaching these benefits:

ing to the infernal regions, he could not con - and as discoveries of value involve expense.

veniently rear , and as a heavy hand was con - it is also natural thathe should wish to secure
stantly pulling at his tail, the horse at last himself against loss . . But it, beyond this ,

cave up the point, and quietly submitted to be the Editor steps into the market, as a broker
shod . ' for the sale of every new ism ; trading deeply

in all the new sorts of hens, pigs, machines,
Plants are injured a great deal moro by manufactured manures, and other things of

freezing and thawing often than by steady the kind , and taking care to feather his own

cold weatner.
nest, while the public in half the cases gets
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plucked , he need not be surprised if there is A New Species of Hemp.
an abundance of gall ready for him , before Wefind in the Maysville Eagle , a communi

he is ready for it. We do not know that the cation from L . Maltby, of Mason county , in
course of the Doctor is really censurable in
such particulars, for we have little definite relation to a new species ofhemp. The fol

knowledge of the fact, but there is an im - owing extract conveys all that is of material

pression abroad that he keeps one eye look - interest :

ing sharp at his own interests, while the otherberl When in France in the summer of 1851, I
takes care ofthe public . iearned that there had been introduced there ,
As to this chemical question , we regard it

the Sooma, or Chinese hemp, which was found
as absurd that nobody else but a chemist is

Sto yield much more than the Russian . It re
qualified to judge of the value of a manure.

quires, however, longer and warmer seasons
Of course none other could judge of it by than those of France to mature the seed , and
analysis: but we are not prepared to admit consequently the seed was raised in Algiers
that others may not decide by trial. We do

and imported into France to be sown for lint
not see why the editors of the sereral papers

| - -as it gave, however , a yield one- third great
named cannotbe trusted in their judgment of

er than the Russian heinp.
the superphosphate or any other phosphate er

It occurring to me that if our seasons were
when an opportunity for trial has been offer

too cold to mature the seed , it could easily be
ed . Analyses may be quoted till doomsday raised in the South and brought here to be
against actual results and the public will al

sown, and that the farmer would be amply
ways decide with the latter. That the value compensated for the enhanced cost of seed , in
of Agricultural chemistry, so far, has been ,
and is , greatls over-rated by eertain journals the seed to this country , and in the spring ofthe increasing production of lint, I brought

of which the Working Farmer is one, we have
1 '52, Mr. C . A . Marshall and myself both

always believed and still believe. But wc .
planted seed of it , and I sent some to Louisihave seen no evidence that its prospective im - P

cana . Mr. M . succeeded in raising seed here
portance is over-rated by anybody. Welook i

MI -finding it matured about three weeks later
however for its fruits to be gathered , one atall

than the native plant. In Louisiana it was
time, and after intervals of fruitless efforts

Jeasily raised .
and losses. Its relations are so numerous,

This spring, Capt. Payton J. Kay, near this
subtle and complex , that it is only after pro

place, sowed about an acre with this seed . --
tracted study and numerous experiments, that

* The hemp is now standing, and is some two
anything can be gained . It is nonsense to !

" feet higher than the native hemp sown on the
think that every editor of an agricultural pa - i

* same day, on an adjoining piece of ground .
per should be a chemist . That scitace of it.

! It will average nearly ten feet in height, standself demands a lifetime- yes a multitude of
thicker on the ground , and will not be readylife times. Its rotaries are almost of necessi- 1

" to cut till next weok - someten days later than
ty hobby riders , and no Editor ought to be a

" the hemp sown by the side of it. It is of a
hobby rider. The Editor ought to have an !
asquaintance with chemistry as well as with night green , with il narrow leaf, of deep in

dentations. It promises to lint very beavily.
every other branch of knowledge but the bus

As far as any comparison can be made with
iness of an Editor is enough for a common

the old variety , in the present green state of
mar. Prairie Farmer. both some farmers think that it will give

double the list. But of course no accurate

HORSES AMD Tobacco . - N . P . Willis gives comprison can be made.

the following hint wbereby trees may be saved from the ground occupied by the hemp will i

being gnawed by horses, from which they suffer so measured and the production per acre care

much in exposed situations, when used as hitching fully ascertained - -and though such a season

as the present, will not show fully its produ
Strangers will tie their horses to the trees from cing quality , yet there is no doubt that its su

which I can least spare the bark they cat ofi. I had
just been washing ihe trunks of two or three ever- periority 18 80 decided as to render it a great

greens with tobacco juice (said to be a six months acquisition to farmers. L . MALTBY.

disguster for the worst kind of crib -biter, ) when
neighbor S ., with hig white lorks flowing over his

shoulders,and his calmly genial face beaming from TO CURE SHEEP-SKIN WITH THE WOOL ox.

under his broad brimmed hat, drove down the are. Take one spoonful of alumn and two of salıpetre ;

nue - a moving picture among the beautiful redars pulverize and mix well together, then sprinkle the

and hemlocks thatmade them more beautiful than be - powder on the flesh side of the skin , and lay the two

fore. He tied his horse to one of the tobaccoed ce. Desh sides together, leaving the wool outside . Then

dars, which the fine animal, a splendid bay, opened fold up the skins as tight as you can , and hang themy

teeth upon , and immediately backed off to the length in a dry place. In two or threedays,as soon as they

of his halter, taking an attitude of repugnance , in ' are dry , take them down and scrape them with a

which we found him on our return .' blant knife till clean and supple. This completes

posts :
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the process, andmakes a mostexcellentsaddle cover, insoluable matter is obtained from it at a fair
Other siyos which you desire to cure with the furon , Inniae f . halau that af aan all -man

ron. price , far below that of egg albumen .
This
This

may be treated in the same war. We can speak in matter the patentee bas called 'lactarine.' Afavor of tho above recipe. It does all it promises.
Such whins make excellentmats for indoor's. - Detroit second application of the same article, milk ,

Farmer 's Companion . has just been dereloped , by causesarising out

of the recent high price of olive oil. The

Poultry Manure.
woolen manufacturers are now using the high

poriced uriicie , mixed with milk . This mix
This is the most valuable of the farm ma- ture is said to answer much better than oil

nures, and is entitled to great care in its col- alone, the animal fat contained in ihe globules
lection and use. Beyond theamount of water of the milk , apparently furnish an clement of
it contrins, it is its valuable as guano, and more powerful effect upon the woolen fibres,
therefore should nevir be sold by practical than the pure vegetable oil alone. - London

farmers to morrocco dressers at 25 cents per lechanics' Journal.

bushel. The poultry house should be under
laid with charcoal dust, when it cin be pro - TOW TO JAKE A JOING HORSE IRIX ,

cured , so as to receive the hen manureas fast ! An omnibus full of passengers wils detain
as made. The surface of this charcoal dusted a long time this afternoon in Oxford street,
should occasiovally be raked or removed off by one of the horses turning obstinate and
to one corner , with a portion of the dun . - refusins to proceed : and notwithstanding nu

This may be continued till the manure is re - merous and persuasive arguments inticted up

quired for use, when it should be thoroughly on him by a large crowd of persons collexted ,
mixed with ten times its bulk of soil before such as dioring spurs into him froin the hund ,
being applied to crops. Where charcoal dust sundry kicks and licks, cursing and bwearing,
cannotbe procured , well- decomposed swamp & c . , the horse would not advance ; and when
nack , plaster of paris , or even aluminous by manual force some ten or fifteen managed
clay may be frequently dusted over the floor of on several occasions, to more tue omnibus a
the poultry house, to bemixed with this ma few pacea, it resulted in nothing but a grace
nure. The object of all this is to receive and ful pirouette of the whole concern back to the
retain the ammonia , so as to prevent its libe - same spot , much to the amusement of the

ation from injuring the health of the poultry. crowd, but not somuch so of the passengers ,
All animals ,man included , suffer from breath - who , I must admit, znamtained the greatest
ing the eflluvia arising from their excretin , and patience and forbearience. Observing all the
this is particularly true of the feather tribes. I endeavors of the crowd to fail in making the
Their natural habits in thy wild state cluse horsemore , I suggested to the persons inter

them to pass through the upper strata of the ested it simple remedy used in India on similar
atmosphere and with such velocity as to rea - occasions - ihat is to get a slight rope , and
dily rid themselves of the noxious giuses given |attach it to one of the fore feet of the stub .

off by the surface of their bodies, and to be born animal, and the person holding the oth
beyond any deleterious influence from the er end of the rope to advance a few paces ,
fumes of their excretia . Weshould therefore, taking with hin the borse's foot, when as a

in the poultry houses ,make such arrangements matter of course, the horse and omnibus must
as will preventthe poultry from inhaling these follow . Myadvice wis at first ridiculed and
deleterious gasses. - Working Farmer. laughed at, but after some more ineffectual

attempts after their own barbarous and say

Milk for Manufacturing , age manner, a rope was produced and applied

as described , when the horse immediately ad
Milk now posseses other offices besides the vanced , and the omnibus, in the course of a

production of butter and cheese, and the fla - few minutes, was out of sight, much to the

voring of tea . It hasmade its way into the amazement of the rade and bigotei crowd.

textile factories, and has become a valuable I heard them expressing their wonder and as

adjunct in the hands of the calico printer and tonishment at this very simple reineds , which

woolen manufacturer. In the class of pig - should bemore generally known in this coun

ment printing work , which is indeed a species try. - London Times .

of painting , the colors are laid on the face of

the goods in an insoluable condition , so as to

present a full , brilliant face. As a vehicle for Milking Cows.
effecting this process of decoration , the insol. To insure the greatest yield of milk from a
uble albumen obtained from eggs wasalways cow , she should not only be well fed and well
used , until Mr. Pattison of Glasgow , found a tended , but also well milked . Now it is not
more economical substance in milk. For this every man or erery maid , who can squeeze
purpose buttermilk is now bought up , in large fluid from a cow 's udder, that is a good milker .

quantities , from the farmers; and the required ! It is important, in the first place, that the
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cor 's bag should be clean. For this purpose, pressing the teat, force the jet ofmilik by the
when the animal is stabled -- as they are, or pressure of the lower fingers.

should be, during thewinter, on all farms, and Whether a cow should be milked before,
throughout the rear by many- - let the whole after, or during feeding is il question ofminor

udder be wished with clean cold water, and importance, and must be decided by circum

immediitely thoroughly dried with a towel. stances. R . L . Allen , in bis excellentwork on

The advantarei of this practice to the health domestic animals , recommends, if we rightly

of the animaland the healthiness of the milk remember, that they be milked while feeding ,

are great and manifest; and in this wily , too, for the reason , that while thus engaged they

ve escape the black sediment of which milk will more readily let down their milk ; but

burers so constantly complain , and which is many cows, at other times quiet, will be a little
nothing else than small parties of manurenneasy while eating ,and anxious to get not

brached from the bag and bolly of the cow only all thatbelongs to them , but a share of

into themilk pail. Thehands of the milkman their neighbor's meal also. For this reason

hy this process become wished clean , of ne . we always milked before feeding , that the

cessity ; an operation too generally omitted by feed might appear as a reward of merit.---

those who consider themselves neat and care. Where one has hnt one or two cows, it is of

ful. The same process obviates,too , tha ann course a matter of little moment.

posed necessity of moistening the tests hv In fine, we iecommond to those who want
inilking a fine stream into the hands and wah- much milk and good milk , KINDNESS and

ing the teats therewith , - a filthy practice fol- CLEANLINESS. - Journal of Agriculture.

lowed by almost all men and too many women .

The udder being now cooled and cleaned ,
Gathering Fruit.

we are ready to begin milking . If the cow he
well trained she willnow extend backward ber As far as practicable , all fruits should be gati

hind leg for your convenience , without a Torillered carefully by hand , - the apple, pear, pluni,

accompanied with the cominand "hoist. They cherry and someotherswith theirsteinsättached :

understandwhat is required of them , and need for these
cor these fruits look and keep better with these

only at times, a gentle reminder. But it is appe
H appendages ( 1). Strawberries, peaches and the

fuer varieties of the pear cannotbe handled with
singular fact that mer. who are kind in everyery too much care , for the slightest pinch or bruista

other relation of literis husband , father,mer: is sure to occasion decomposition beneath it. It

neighbor and master - are rough in thrir treat- lis an excellent practice to gather all such tender

inent of gentle bassy .' If they say •hoist,' I fruits in broad shallow baskets - (all the better if

it is in stentorian tones; and too generally , lined with soft cloth or moss ) --having but one
the first intiination of theirwishes is convered layear deep of the fruit in the basket at a time.

in a striking manner, or the edge of a lears Fruits mly in this winy be transferred to the
milking stool. Now a considerable experience shelves of the fruit room , or elsewhere without

among the ómilking mothers of the herd ' has injury:

convinced us that harshness of tone or petty
All baskeis , & c ., into or upon which fruit is to

cruelty is not only not productive of good re
be placed , should be periectly clean , otherwise

the fruit will be surely injured thereby. Wehave
sults but isextremely disadvantageous. Many sen fine looking pears which had been entirely

rons, that hold up their milk to a cross milker , ruined by having been kepe, only for a few days,

will gire down freely to one inore gentle . - lin cimar Boxes, notwithstanding the precaution

And the sack ofmain , or other weight across had bere taken to wrop each specimen in a clean

the loins, which is well used to compel the dry paper before depositing it in the box.

animal to give down, would have been und in gathering winter fruit even for home con

called for if a kind hund had aluss drawn sumption there is need of some care and discre

her milk , or could soon be dispensed with , if lion . - - Arples and pears as we hare remarked .

gentleness takes hold of the teats .
should be picked carefully by hand when they

are not wet with cew or rain . The apples should
Now the cow mav kick . Well, we have in be cut'y laid down, twelve or fourteen inches

previous numbers of this journal shown that deep on the floor ofit cool dry room , where they

to return kick for kick is a poor method of should remain to dry and s -a801)-- as gardners es
converting Mooley from theerror of her ways, press ji-- Iwo or three we-ks. Then on a clear

but she may be completely cured by kindness. I dry day they should be packed by handcarefully

When fairly seated , it is of the first conse in clean dry barrels, wlich should be filled so full
quence that the milking should be done with that a gentle pressure will be necessary in order

out violence , and as rapidly as possible .
to lead them . Wemay if we chouse , put up

I the fairust and best apples separately , marking
Many personswho pride themselves upon their them us first quality , and the rest as second quai.

fast milking , jerk the teats violently , andme teats vorenti : and ity , while those which are bruised or usound ,
others will cause them to become sore by the make a third class, valuable chiefly for culinary

pressure of their 11:'ger nails. The best milk - purposes. Those of the first qualiiy may be

ers scarcely move their elbows, but with the pucked in alternate layersofapples and dry choff;
upper portion of the hand grasping and com - ' or they may be wrapt separately in clean, soſt
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coarse paper, and put up like oranges, in bar- less care will be needed, however than with ligh

rels, or boxes. Sometimes we place two or ter soils , those approaching the character of

three varieties in a barrel, as, for example , Rox - quicksands being most of all difficult 10 manage

bury Russetts at the bottom , Baldwins in the and control. The precautions are to place the

middle, and Hubbardston Nonesuch at the top, smallest stones at the top , and flat stones, if to

so that they may be accessible in the order of be had to close all cavities ,and if the soil has lit

their ripening; but generally it is a much better ule clay in it, to cover these stones with a layer

practice to keep the varieties separate, marking of slabs, before placing on the inverted sods or

ihe name of each with chalk on the oqiside of straw . Also, if the soil is light or gravelly, a

the barrel or box . The confituriers (confection . I a smaller portion of the ditch must be filled with

ers and restaurant keepers) of Paris , pack winter stones, than it much clayey ; because the water

apples, pears, also grupes, nuts , potatoes, & c ., in will find its way down through the formermore

light boxes or barrels , having all the interstices readily , at the same time the less tenacious soil

filled in with powdered charcoal. These barrels will bemore apt to fall in among the stones it

or boxes are stored away in cool dry places where they are near the surface . In either case , ali

the temperature does not vary much frym 409 | sbundant depth of soil mustbe allowed for plow

Fahr., and the fruit keeps finely and for it longling freely over the drain .

time. More pears are exported by the French When the streamsare not copious,weare incli

than by any other nation in putting up the ned to prefer , decidedly , the construction of brush

fruit for shipping they pack it up in boxes such drains, in all places where plenty of brush can be

us a man can easily handle . The bottom and oblained ; and these are more especially suited for

sides of theboxes are lined with dry moss or soft the use of such as may have had little experience

paper, The pears are each wrapped in a separate in underdraining, as they require but little skill.

paper wrapper, and carefully packed in layers, The diches are cut in the same way as for

in the boxes, the largest being put at the boto stone er tile , and are filled with brush by com

tom . All the interstices are carefully filled with mencing with the upper end and placing the

dry moss or paper. buts downwards and the tops upwards, and so
From the gathering to theeating of a specimen proceeding down the ditch by deporting an even

of fruit, it should never receive any rough usags layer so as to fill it, the tops being thus leſt in
which would be sutlicient to break an egg . Com . ) the surface , and the buts resting on the earth .

carriers and market men should handle baskets When pressed cown, they will fill about one

and boxes of fruit just as they do those contain - | third or one -half of the citch ; they are then

ing eggs or glass, covered with inverted turf, and the ditch com

pleted by refilling with earth . Brusb druius will

Underdraining
lust many years, the brush being excluded from

the air and decay; they are less liable to ob

A correspondentwho has never seen any un - struction from the falling of the earth than stone

derdraining, wishes to try an experiment on a drains: and the water will always find ready

piece of meadow lying on both sides of a small char pels among the branches for towing ott.

creek - the ground gravelly , and generally too A rapid mode of refilling with earth consists

wetto bring good grass - and he desires practicall in throwing it in with a common two.borse plow

directionshow to perform the work . a long whittle -tree being used so that the horses
Wecan only give , at present, very briefhints may walk on either ride of the ditch . This will

on the subject, as to treat it in full would require be assisted by a toolmade of two plank fasteved
a yolume. Cut the drains as narrow as the work together in the form of the letter V' , and drawu
man cun stand in them , and at least three feet open end forward , throwing the earth towaris
deep - let them run directly duwn the hill, so as the center and into the ditch . The digging may
to give rapid descent, which is especially neces . | be facilitated by plowing a wide double furrow
sary in gruvelly subsoil; for iſ laid obliquely they where each on is intended to be cut; and if this
will leak , and be comparatively of little use . As is done with the Double Michigal plow , about
tile cannot probably be had by our correspondent one third of the depth will be excavated by the
the druins may be filled with stone or with brush operation .
as may be most convenient, the former being Where the whole surface of the field is too wet
most durable , the latter more easily constructed . the drains should be cutat regular intervals of
Ifmuch water flowsin the ditch , and the descent about three rods apart- il the soil is heavy near
is moderate, a free channelmust be made for the ler. If only portions of the field are wet, the
water by placing a row of stones on each side of druius should pass through thisse portions and le
of the ditch ' s bottom leaving a spuce of two furnished with such side branches asmay appear
or three inches between ; across both of these necessary - - femembering always ti give thein as
rows flat stones are luid , forming a covered cha , much descent as may be practicable. It should
nel. Ifflat stones cannot be had , hard or dura not be forgotton that a great deal of land thatap
ble slabs will answer, but they will ultimately de - pears quite dry would be greatly benefitted by
cay. The ditch is then partly filled with small inorough underdraining , as has been actually
stones, none heing admitted half the breadth of proved in repeated instances. Draining often
the ditch ; on these straw or inverted turf is de prores one of the hest securities against drouth , by
posited , and the rest of the space filled with re- preventing the soil frem becoming packed logelb .
moved earth . But there are severalprecautions to erwhen wet, and baking hard by drying ; it ren
be observed , or the earth will soon fall in ders it porous and friable , and highly retentive

among the stones. If the soil is clayey much ' ofmoisture in droulh .
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ment together with the butter receiving the

ST. LOUIS , YOVEMBER 1853. premium , after the award shall be the prop

erty of the Elitor ofthe Valley Fariner.
WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. ' ! To the second larvest number under the

Office, corner Fourth and Chesnut streets, same revulations the best Saddle ihal can

ST. LOUIS, MO.

be had for Twelve Dollars.
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor . I Counties in which no County Fair is beich

Editor' s office and Printing office in On Postoitier Bulli

W5, loril side of Chesnut street,betiren Third Fourth

trtet , 010 Postlic : . 1 ! y . the awards made at the State Fair. or at

any County l'air contiguous to thein .

The Law of Newspapers . Wehope every subscriber will give this
1 . Subscribers who do not give express potice to the conpotice to the con proposal a circulation in his neighborhood ,

trary are considered as wishing to continue their subscrip

and if possible incite every county to enter
2 . If subscribers oriler the discontinuance of their pap 18, the lists for the prize .

he publisher may continue to send them until allarreara We send out no

es ars pakl.
traveling agents ,but rely eutirely upon the

3 . If Subscribers newlect or refuse to take their papare

trom theone to which they are directiul, they are hard rese se

ponsible till they have settled the bill and ordered the pa
culation . The Valley Farmer will fromper discontinued

4 . Ti su ribers remove to other places withou informm - henceforth be the organ of the State lyri
ng the publisher ,and the paper is sent to the former tirec

ion they are held responsible . cultural Socieiy , and all information ju re .
5 . The Courts have coches that refusing to take a papo ,

from the office, or reprins an leaving it uncalled - forOlgard to that important association and also
is prima iacia evidence of intentional frand .

in regard to ile different County SocitiesSubsribers will therefore u erstand

1 . That their papers will be continued after the expira
ion of ihe time for which they have paid unless otherwise

ordered .

2 . That no paper will be discontinued untilall arreari

are paid up to the time at which the nice is risen , unless

weare call feel that the subseriber is worthless .
s Ralls County Agricultural & Mechanical

3 . Thatwhen the paper, through the fault of a subscri Society .
ber , has been suffre to overrun the time, the just und

most convenient way is to remit one dollar for another year Pursuant to notice previously given , a
with directions to discontinue at the end of that time

number of citizens of Ralls county met at
the Courthouse, in the town of New Lon

WA0 will get the saddles? don , on the 3d of October. for the purpose

The publishers of the Valley FARJER , oforganizing an Agricultural and Mechani

desirous to contribute to the advancement ical Society . The meeting was called to

of Agriculture, and at the same time in order by Nathan L . Dimmitt, Esq., who

crease the circulation of their periodical, made a few appropriate remarks expressing

made at the State Fair in Boonville , 02 the object of the meeting, and the llon .
the 6th of October, the following proposals : Judge Carstarpbeu was called to the Chair ,

To any county in the State of Missouri, Richard Boyce, IJ . Brown and John Ralls,

in which an Agricultural Fair shall be held Esqrs., each addressed the meeting on the
in the autumn of 1854, that shall send in propriety as well as themode of organizing

the largest number of new annual paying said Society .
subscribers to the Valley Farmer, between Committees were appointed to draft ar

the 15th of September, 1853,and the first of ticles for subscription , to draft a constitution

April, 1854, according to the population of and by -laws; to solicit members ; and to
the county (taking the United Siates Census procure an orator for the nextmeeting, and

for 1859 as the basis ) we will give the best themeeting adjourned to meet at theCourt
Ladies' Riding Saddle that can be bought house in New London , on the first Monday

in the city of St. Louis for Twenty Dollars , of November next, atwhich timethe several

to be given to the lady that shallexhibit at committees are requested to make their

the Fair 5 lbs of the best butter . The but. report.
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The Van Buren Co., (Iowa,) Agricultu - cannot enumerate the variety exhibited , at

i al Society held iis annual Fair atKuo . this time: we will speak more at length here

saugue on the 12th ofOctober. An address after. Wehope this first fair may be the be

was delivered by Hon . G . G . Wright, and Messenger.
ginning of a glorious future. - - Occidental

about $ 150 distributed in premiunis. Toorooz The Duter numer

The Johnson Co,, (lowa) Fair was held of this welcomemonthly visitor is at hand la
It lowa City , Oct. 12. Something over den as usual with a rich cargo of agricultural

ideas. Wehive only room now to note a few

wo hundred dollar; and several copies of of its generalheads, viz; Tall corn ; The farin

the Patent Office Report were distributed and step; Lony wool Sheep ; Chickens and

as preiniums. Carculio ; The fruits of 1853; Ring bone in

borses; Men roost guano; Wonderful discove.

rr; Cultivation of straw berries; Apples for
The Pike County (Ms.) Fair was held I cows: Frost and Peach buds; Drilling wheat;!

on the 5th and 6th of October, and we learn Editorial correspondence, & c .

from the Pittsfield papers passed off' ex- In the ladies ' department are -- Black nur.

iromely well. The Plowing Match , says ses for children ; Leonomy ja candles:; The

Free Press ,was skillful and somewhatex. l
husbandman ; Basis of unhappy marriages;

Preservation of grapes, and sundry other ar

citing. The contestants were cil, but ev . ticles interesting to housekeepers and the sex

ery nerve was evidently strung; and there generally.
being but two, gave the contest all the in - ! You 'd rather have your dollar than the

terest of a personal struale.
yerestof a personalstruggle . The smallest

The smallest ! Farmer' year, would you ? Well we

wouldn't. - Columbian Sentinel.

inan and most inferior looking team took |
the first premium . We hope to see a SWEET POTATOES. - -Dr. Wm . Henderson , of

Audrain county, sent us the other dar, by al
dozen entries at the next match .

friend , the finest Sweet Potato, we have seen

this season . It measured 17 1. 2 inches in

Jackson Couuty Fair , length and 10 1- 2 inches in circunference

voll shaped and perfectly round , and ate most

The Jackson County Agricnltural and le- ideliciousti. Liitle Audrain ' bas produced

chanical Fair closed on yesterdav. The con - the bimrent Mule and the largest Sweet Pota

sonrse of people was larve on both days, and to we have seen this season . She is not alone

great interest manifested during the whole famous in these particulars- he can now

occasion . Quite il number of strangers, froin boast of us moral and industrious a commu

the different counties of the State, were in at nity of people, and of having two as good pub

tendance, which give our city an air of bustle lic houses as can be produced in the State .

amci life. The Fair grounds were finely pre- Besides, her future prospects are decidedly

parell, and for heauty we scarcely ever saw ofan encouracina cbracior ---She now stands

them surpassed . This was the first annual rood for gettin' the North Missouri Railroad

fair in this county , and from what strangers through her midst this completed , and when

sily , who have been accustomed to witness the iron horse shall go sporting through her

such occisions, the exhibitions in all of the pruries ,bearing to inarket the products of her

ieportments was highly creditable to Jackson Soil - Sudrian will loom up as one of the giant

Contr. The first day was occupied in the counties of Missouri, in all that pertains to

exhibition of Domestic , Mechanical and sc intelligence, enterprise and a moraland thrifty

ricultural articles and products . The collec - population. - Paris Mercury .

tion was truly gratifying to the visitor - par ?

ticularly with the articles in the ladies' de- FATTENING Hoos, - in the memoirs of the Phil

pirtinent, and Agricultural products. The ude plia Society for promoting Agriculture , it is

Mechanical department wits not so well repre- statod , by Richard Peters, that, in failening hogs

rented . Indeed , we do not believe that the dry rollon wood should be constantly kept in a

mechanics of this county havedone themselves per , that the hogs inay eat it at pleasure. 'Na

justice . We hope they may do better next tare ,' sity's Mr. Pelers, 'points out this absorbent

time.
(whatever it may be,) as a remedy or preven

The second , and last day , was one of unu - tive . The hous will leave their food to devour

sual interest, and a considerable amount of "
Be the rolteu wood when they require it. I have

feeling was excited . This was the day that not lost a fattening hog for more than thirty

years, when I used it, but have suffered by nega

the Stock were exhibited , and the animals ie animals lecting it. Some of my neighborsmet with fre

which were entered would have been credita quentlosses of' fattening hogs, till I informed them

llo co the first farmers of Kentucky. But we ofmypractice.'
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Fine Stock . From exports are prohibited by scarcity. The U .
We examined vesterday, on board the Kate States are the only great sources of supply, which

Swinney, several specimens of stock , recent! y
possesses abuudance , and ample facilities for fur

purchased in Kentucky , by Mr. T . C . Ander - | cannot fail to preserve, if not promote, the weltare of
Tuy warding it. Both of these will be iu requisition ,aur

son , of Callaway, and Mr. J. I. Hickman , of our countrymen .

Boone counties, for their own use. These
gentlemen attended the recont fairs in Lexing

CURE FOR GARGET. - We find in the Boston Cul.

livatur ihe following let'er from Dr. Wight,
ton and Paris , Kentucky, and speak in high

Ded
1), recommending a cure for garget. We have

terms of the size and quality of the cattle exrins of the size anu quincy 01 the cattle ex . used the remedy for several years, and found it

hibited , of which the purchases are by no lectunt in every case . The danger to be apprehend
means inferior specimens . We learn that the ed irom iodine as a tincture is obvited by its use in
price of the bulls averaged from four to eight be form ofhydrodate of potash . Thtirtis p : int

huadred dollars, whilst a calf , fivemonths old ,
ed on the aftlurted parts, and is poweriul in ob unate

cases, but there is always dauyer that it may stop
a present from Dr. Tarleton , of Lexington , to the secretion of milk in ite quarter of the bas optre

Mr. W . T . Moore, of Call: wav, cost two aled upon ; the iouine of potash applier as advised

hundred and fifty dollars. These cattle are by Dr. Wight, is undoublecly the best remedy that

all thorough bred short-horned Durhams, and
can be used . - ED) ,

although somewhat worried and fagged out
GARGET IN Cows.- Messrs. Editors: - At the

solicitation of a friend , who has saved a valuabile
by a tedious trip to this city . vet they plainly I cow from the hands of a butcher, Tamu induced to

show by their delicte bones, size of muscle, Imake known through your columns a remedy for

measurements, and the peculiarly flabby ap - ! the gurgei. Some years since I metwith a fine im
pearance incidentto this species of cattle when I ported Durham cow , on the way to the butcher, the

poor, of what they are capable. Their pur
owner parting with her in consequonce of her bring
atricted with the garget. The owner had tiled all

chases are as follows: the usual modes of eradicating ihe directe , altrigo
One white bull, 2 years old , called "Comet.' which he put her under the chargeof a distinguished

One roan bull , 4 years old , called •Bourbon .' veterinarian , who after a six montis' attendance , liina
One roan bulj, 5 years old , called “Wel. charved ber as incurable.

lington. ' Deeming her a good salaject for a treatment with

Of sheep they have forty head , and four the case, I purebased her for what she was worth for
iodine, and not knowing whether ithuubeen used in

different varieties, averaging in cost from beef. At that time she gave but a few drops of nriik

twenty- five to one hundrer dollars. They are at a time from one teat, the othershad ceased to yield
the Cotswold , Southdown , Leicestershire and any-- the udder and teats were wollen hard . I den
New Oxfordshire . Among these is one noble termined tomake use of iodine in the forni ofhydrico

looking ram of the Cotswold breed , whose
date of potasli, being solvent in waier, and it it tailed

to exhibit it , eilects on the system , I would resort to
weight, we are assured , is near three hundred an ointment, ( 20 yrajos iodine to 1 oz , hog 's lard ,

pounds. He is certainly as fine a specimen applied externally io the udier and teats . I com
as any we have lately seen . In addition to menced by giving 10 yrs. of hyd. potast in a table
these they have an assortment of China reese spoonful of water three times it day , mixed in a

imash of shorts and meal ; and alihough the dose was
and Cochin China chickens, unusually short for a cow , still , as it was giving un

It always afforils us pleasure to speak ofthe mistakable signs of effect, I did not increase th.com

importation of ang fine stock into our state , dort . In seven days she gave milk freely from each
and we think that those of our farmers who , teat, and in three weeksshe wasdischarged as cured .

go to this trouble and esnense, are deserving in
The result in the foregoing case was so favorable

of no little credit. We trust that Mr. Ander
that I advised my neighbors who had cows afflicted

with the garvet, to masie a trial of the same resuechy .
son and Hickman may reap an abundant har . ! I have knowi of its trial in at least forty cases, arri

vest, in the increase and quality of their jo every one the cure has been efiected with even
stock , and that their example may stimulate the above named small dose. A larger quantiy

many others to a similar course . - Mo. Repub . ,
could be used with safety .

" Any one acquainted with the effect of iodine on

PROSPECT FOR BREADSTUFFS.-- The New York the human system , koows ils tendency to produce an

Economist, of Saturday .' (13.) holds the following absorption of the mamma. Dr. R . Conis of Phila

language as 19 European demand for our product :
delphia , reports a case in the Medical Examiuer, of

Since 187 there has been to year in which the the complete absorption of the female breast from

probable wants of a promisso rule this liodine; butthe mamme recovered their original de

The harseats of England will yield for this prar less velopments after the lapse of a year. Todine is prin

In qunity , and poorer in quality , than for several cipally employed in diseases of the absorbents and

years . The crops of France are poor, and recent gran
seni glaorlular systems. (See U S , Dispensatory.

stornis have allected those of Germany. While the Hydriodate of potash can be procurei of any

supply of food has, from this cause, diminished in apothecary , and dissolved so as to allow 10 grs. to

Western Europe and in England, the consumption of eact
or each spoonful ofwater, increasing the dose till is

the people there has of late baen large, under the gives effect on testing the urine. EBEN . WIGHT.

spur of gold developed prosperity . The crops of Il yuriodate of potasb pagses quickly into the secretions.
Eastern Europe, including the Danubian provinces especially the urine. It may be detected in the latter by
and the Black Sea border,are large ; but political prst adding to the cold secretion a portion of starch , and

circumstances are reduciog the quantity anri raising then a few drops of uitric acid , when a blue color will be
the exports from that region to Western Europe. - produced .
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The Family Circle
they are training their little daughters,

While at Brur.swick we attended the dedi.

cation of Odd Fellows Ilall. The cere
Conducted by

monies were imposing. The address was
Mrs. MARY ABBOTT.

delivered by Rev. Mr. Ilomes , of St. Lou .

is, under whose ministry we have set for
Our Trip . months . We made but a short stop at

Owing to indisposition we cannot give Brunswick , and then set off for Indepen .

so connected an account of our journey as dence. There we were very sick , and

we could desire; butwe will give what we cannot say much in favor of the place , as

l'ecollect. Our kind reception ainong our we did not see much of it . We took a

friends we shall never forget. Weintend . short walk from the hotel to a dry goods

ed when we left home to keep a journal, store, and were nearly suffocated by un .

riving an account of everything we saw gentlemanly men smoking in our face, as

that would be likely to interest our readers, we attempted to pass them . Dry goods

and a description of the various places at are more than a third bigber here than in

which we stopped ; but we were so unwell St. Louis , and because we were strangers

that we were able to write but very little, they made us pay more than double for

and all we saw of most of the places the little we purchased . Wewere glad to

where we stopped was the street leading leave there.

from the boat to our stopping places. Our next stopping place was Weston

We left St. Louis on the Late Swinney, We spent about a week at the residence of

which we think to be one of the best man - Dr. Beaumont, fivemiles from town, where

aged boats on the Missouri river. Every we were hospitably entertained and kindly

thing is done in quieness and order , and cared for, by the Dr. and his wife , who

the officers understand their business, and I did all in their power to make us comfor

are not too oflicious in their aliention to the table , Dr. B . is a useful and intelligent

ladies, pushing themselves in the ladies cab . physician with a warm and generous

in atunseasonable hours ,as some clerks are heart. Had we been well thatwould have

apt to do. Wearrived at Boonvillein sea . been one of the pleasantest weeks of our

son to spend a quiet Sabbath and attend absence from home. Westaid there three

church . Weheard a good sermon from or four days longer than we intended , be .

Rev. Dr. Bell, which well paid us for go . cause we were not able to proceed, and

ing . On Mondav, after our day of rest, the Dr. and his wife cordially persuaded

we again embarked for Brunswick . On us to stay, and we have had great reason

board were a number of gentlemen who to be glad that we did . We were very

were going to that place to attend the dedi. much disappointed in not seeing them at

cation of an Odd Fellows' Hall Among the State Fair , were we reserved a place

them was a clergyman ofour acquaintance, for them that was offered us by the kind.

Mr. Simpson , of Glasgow , who introduced iness of Mr. E . W . Brown and his wife .

us to a missionary, who is spending his When we left Weston we intended to

life among the Cherokee nation . This stop at Lexington , Brunswick , Arrow

gentleman gave us a very interesting ac. | Rock ,and some other places on our way

count of that people at the present time. back to Boonville , but when we passed

We were also introduced to Dr. Blue , for those towns we were too sick too leave our

mer editor of the Brunswicker. Wemade state room , but kept on to Boonville , and

the acquaintance of his wife and family , hastened to the hotel of Col. Peirce , and

aud spent a very pleasant evening at his went into a comfortable roon, which we

house . Weliked the retired and pleasant left not long before, and weremade as com .

situation where they lived very much , builfortable as it was possible for us to be, con .

much more we liked the manner in which sidering we were so unwell. We had
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another quiet rest over the Sabbath , but Sunday ,much refreshed by our invigorating

were not able to attend church , nor were and quiet rest, and were comfortably enter

we able to see any of our friends during tained at thehouse ofMr. H . M .Myers.wbich

the few days we stopped at that time. really seemed another home to us while we

On Monday we set off for Columbia , to attended the State Fair. We were at the

attend the Boone County Fair . Wewere tair grounds m good season , and saw a fine

surprised and pleased to see the good or display of ladies' industry , including such

der and taste displayed in preparing the articles as we saw at the Columbia Fair ,

grounds for the exhibition . Itwas gratily . Ibesides bread and boiled hams, and socks

ing to see so great a display of domestic knit by little girls, which pleased us much .

articles --Ihre industry of the ladies. Here Mr. Myers ' little girl of seren got the certif

were blankets of the finest texture , jeans, icate , we thought she deserved the premi

carpetings, bosiery ,fiannel, besides nume- um , considering her age, so we gave her

rous quilts, with such an enormous amount the premium , and she gave us the socks,

of work in them thatwe cannot say a word which we keep to show what lille girls

in their favor. We consider the making can do. We could not tell the difference

of them a useless and even sinful waste o : between the certificale and premium bul

time- iime themakers had better emplos in ter, except there was rather more fancy

cultivating their ownminds or those of ibeir work in noulding it . Mrs .Porter of Boon

children , or in darving and patching. For ville . got the premium for butter , and Mrs .

our part we had ratherhave seen one pair Perry for bread. We hope there will be

of well darned stockings, than all the fine more competition in these articles next

quilts that were displayed Butthe ladies year.

did well in their wpfiul articles , and they | While at Boonville and Columbia we

deserve praise. There was some excel. met with niany warm friends, some that

lent butter, preserves and pickles. This we had wanted to see, but had never be

Fair was as well, if not better conducted fore had the opportunity . It pleased us

than any of the fairs we have attended this much to see how our pocr endeavors to be

fall, Tne Presidentand Marshaldid their useful are appreciated ; and to hear our de

speaking in so loud and clear tones that partment spoken of with so much approval

wenot only saw but understood everything was very encouraging to our humble sell.

that was going on . Major Rollins very We had rather know that we are kindly

politely and generously recommended the spoken of byboth sexes, than to be known

Valley Farmer , not forgetting our own as the head and leader of the unscrip

humble efforts , for which kindness we feel tural Woman 's Rights party, and have our

very grateful. We had a comfortable paine received abroad as the great one

night's rest at his house, and became soine among them , and appear as an enemy to

acquainted wiib his intelligent wile and I those whom God in his wisdom and kind

pleasantfamily . Wbile wewere in town we bess has appointed to be the defenders and

were entertained at the house of Col. guardians of the gentler ses. We had ra .

Switzler. ther have the entire confidence and afiec .

We left Major Rollins' on Saturday tionale sympathy of our beloved husband ,

morning for Rocheport, in hopesof getting than to be placed at the head of his busi

a boat for Boonville so as to rest there over ness, and have every man connected with

Sunday, but there was no boat that we it come and go at our bidding. We hope

could get till Sunday, and on that day we 'these distracted notions will never spread

would not, nor will not travel. Werested among us of the West. We have some

at Rocheport till Monday morning, the among us who are advocates of these

first day of the Boonville Fair. We start. strange notions, and will try to spread

ed off early in a coach ,and arrived there in them .

as good season as those who went up on ! After having been absent from home
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then bake them .

•sweet home' -- for more than four weeks, apples only, may secure a delicious dish by the

we set off on the Clendenen for St. Louis. following process: Pare them , if thick skinned ;

cut out the largest portion of the core from oneThe Clendennen is a boatwe cannotre- lend,and place the fruit op well glazed earthen

commend to our friends. The ungentle dishes or pans, with the cored end upwards, and

manly conduct of the first clerk — the noise the cavity filled with refined powdered sugar;

and confusion all over the boat, especially

in the ladies' cabin , occasioned by the in
For the family Circle.

trusion of gentleman who had no business Scolding and Threatening.
iliere, led there by the example of the Mrs. ABBOTT: - There is one matter of

cierk -- these men , we do not call them in perpetual concern to the readers of the

!enen, sought out the immodest, rude girls , Valley Farmer that has escaped the no .

we will not call them iadies - -kept up such lice of its contributors , I mean scolding
and threatening children and servanis .a noise , with unbecoming behavior, as ut

The greater part of the production ofsometerly 10 astonish and confound the rest ofl.
confound the rest of of our farmers is children ; but no greatthe respectable and orderly passengers, show of attention is bestowed bymany of

preventing their rest and comfort. The them , at least not well directed attention ,

inen staying in the ladies ' cabin till the on this importanı production . Mothers
doors were closed - - keeping up a loud and act the virago and termagunt, rather than

boisterous noise with these girls . Their paternal guardians. This subject pre.

Inothers were with them , encouraging them sents inter sts of greater moment to the

in their misdemeanors, and even joining farmer , scolders and threateners, than the

in their noise. productions of the soil. Many parents

Wbile we were on our trip home, there cannot punish a child or servant, until a

wasan awful and wicked deed committed, regular series of insults , threats, and low
resulting in the death of the steward , a free fending parts.fung abuseshave been dealt out to the of.

They also give time toand intelligent mulatto , who was cruelly, the proper working up of their ternpers,

beaten for taking the part of his sister , or that theymay be'as furious as nature will

near relation , whoin the clerk had insulted /admit , at the time of the chastisment. It

and beaten without any just cause . It was is an established fact that ander and

saint that he jumped overboard 10 escape abuse beget anger and resentment. But

being beaten to death , We look upon the to make a shoriarticle ' I will advise and

deed as an actualmurder close. Parents , never insult, abuse by
The day before we lelt Boouville . we rough language, scold or thrraten your

made the acquaintance of Mrs. Dr. Thorn , children or servants . Always treat them

ton , of llenry county , a very domestic and We and with firm politeness and affection . I
industrious lady ,who took the premium for* you chastise do it as a christian duty ,

and with a christian feeling void of anger,some linen ,thread , the best home made ! Thon rour children will love and respect

thread we ever saw . Shealso showed sev . you : obeilience and a desire 10 do right

cral pairs of excellent and well knit hose always follow . Punish with the same

-- some fine linen otes she ha i kuil twenty frelives you would give a bitter dose of

years before ; one pair she kindly presented medicine; for death may soon rob you of

us, and we keep them as as a specimen of your charge. Christianity and common
patient industry . We value them much . sense approve of this sy tem . J . M . M .

and think such articles mots worthy of a

" Tu Poor Boy. -- Don 't be a hamed, ' .premium than the fancy quilts .

my lad , if you have a patch on your elIn our next number we will give some bow . It is no mark of disgrace. It

account of the other fairs we have attended is nomark of disgrace it speaks well for

this fall .

your industrious mother. For our pari,
BAKED APPLES.- - The person who has eaten we would rather see a dozen patehes on

baked sweetapples with miik , veeds no commend your jacket than hear one profane or vul
dation of the article . But those who have lart gar word escape from your lips , or smell
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the fumes of tobacco in your breath . Noning, noon and night, when I returned from

good boy will shum von because you can mymeals , I invariably found him at his case ,
mot dress as well as your companions; working away with all his might, as if some
and if a bad boy sometines laughs at great issue depended upon the improvement of

your appearance, say nothing,my good
w every minute. I suppose he slepi upon the

Tad , walk on) . We know many i goou lalwars at work when I left at night and when
cot which he kept in his closet; but as he was

and rich man , who was once is poor as I returned in the morning, I could not posi

you . There is our next door neighboritively assert that he did so . Tim not rers

in particular, now one of our wealihy garruloos, especially when employed at the

mnen , who told us a short time since , case, and ashewould not first adiress me,

tha: when a child , he was glad to re - would not speak to him ; so while the fun and

ceive the cold potatoes from his neigh - jokewere passing round the other cases, " e

were as silent is the grave . I was not long
bor's lable. Fear God, my boy ; anii ili

" lin discovering that there was some n ystery
you are poor, buthonest, you wil be re- lconnected with him .honest, you wit be re - connected with him , and that his intense ap
pecied a great deal more than if you plication to labor was notprompted merely by

were the son of a rich man ; and were a desire to make moner; for if there is any

addicted to bad habits. ---- Youth ' s Penny thing in pbrenology , judging from the forma

Guzelle. tion of his hend, he was the very one ofwhom

I would haveselected from a score for a spend
The Printer's Secret. thrift. Occasionally his cheeks vould flush ,

You can take this cilse,' said the foreman ; his eres lightup ,and a happy smile orespread

"here is a stick -- here is somecopy; and if you his countenance; then the smile would go away
would like a quiet and steady partner, you his eves would Gll with teirs, while an es

will find this gentlema still enough in all pression of sadness - almost despair -- would

conscience .' seat itself upon his countenance . I havebeen
The partner'merely looked up and faintly teinpted a thousand times to ask him the

smiled in acknowledgement of the foremn's cause of this , but as he : ppeared so cold and
compliment, and kept on with his work ; while isolated I refrained from doing o , as it is not

the foreinan turned awi.y to attend to some- pleasint proffering sympathyunasked .
thin relse .

Well, how do von like rour neighbor?' ask
We worked on steadily until dinner, as weled one of the journeymen of meas we were

were in a hurry to get the paper ur , without descending the stairs one evening .

exchanging a word , or even a look . In the ' I can hardly inake him out,' said I; •be ap

afternoon I had more leisure to study the pears to be a strange sort of being . You are

physiogomy ofmyneighbor. He was a young better acquainted with him than l; how do you

pan of about three or four and -twenty , with like him ?

handsome features and a rather intellectual ·For mvpart, I hate him , and what is more

cast of countenance. His face was quite pale , he hasnot a friend in the whole oflice. That

and the raren darkness of his hair , eyebrows fellow has been here for thuee months,and he

and eres, made me immediately comethe con has hardly spoken to any one. A man who

clusion , after thoroughly studying his physi- makes : uch bills as be does, and boards up

ogomy, that he was a bard student duriny bis hismoney like a niser Ihave very little friend- ,

leisure hours, or that, depriving himself of shin for.' Wewouldn' t any of us care so

the recreation of books, or other sources of much if he would be a little sociable and

enjoyment, he spent all his waking hours at spend a dollir, or even a cime ocesionally ;

the case. The latter supposition proved cor- but no - erery five cent peice he gets be hangs

rect . on to as if he was afraid the eagle on it would
Asday after day passed by I became more spread its wings and fly away with it , doing

acquainted with him ; and I found him to be a bim out of a five cent piece. But he can 't

singular character. Beneath his stand he had star bere long. Wehave insulted him a do
constructed a kind of closet , which contained zen times; and he has less spunk than I think
a spirit lamp, a matrasy with bedding, a few hehas if hedon ' t resent it some day. We'll

cooking utensils , and a small stock of the get him unto a quarrel then , and have him dis
plainest kind of food . When the hours for chirved.”

meals arrived , he would light his lamp, andi But,' said I, do you know any thing

putting somefood over it to cook , would work abouthis history? He may have some all

until the rest of the hands had left the office, absorbing end to accomplish , which is the
when he would sit down to his frugal repast. cause of this untiring assiduity . You should

Heworked incessantly during work hours, have a little charity for the fellow , anitaking

hardly leaving the office, unless to purchase Crockett's motto be sure you 're right beforo
food or upon some errand of th it kind . Mor- ' you go ahead .'
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"No, weknow nothing of him and if circum - far preferable to being squeezed to death . '

stances are as you suppose, it will be his own This was the hair that broke the camel's

fault, if they are discovered too late , for we' back . With the exclamationsouscoundrel!

huve tried often enough to scrape an acquain - he made one bound , and with a stunning 1104

Tience with him . You had better not tine up brought Zeke ' to the floor. - Then jerking off

on his side if you do not wish to incur the disc his cont and placing binnself in il fighting ilt

pleasure of the whole office. Good night. ' titude, he turned to the astonished group with

I had some charity for the fellow and wis come on now cowardlv ruffians. If you can

resolsed to see him righted should he get into not let me alone peceably , I will make you

difficulty . I soon saw that he was very in - do it by force . I have borne your insules

popular, and thirt l , as I felt rather disposed long enough , and if you have anymore to of

to make allowances for him , was considered fer, come on with them !

his friend . Hany were the jokes cracked at This challenge was sufficient. Coats came .

our expense; whenever the Quaker corner? ( 15 off and sleeves were rolled up in a minute.

the place occupied by us had been dubbed ) wis I saw my friend would be aptto get the worst
mentioned , an universal titter ran round the of the fight, and forcing him into a corner , I

office. These little things irritated me wine, exclaimed - -

but as I was not the principalobject at whom " Gientlemen , one word if you please! Ti

these arrows were aimed , I resolved to forbear would be cowardly for you all to attack , this

and let him be the first to speak . man ; I will not see it done. And if you will

•I :av, fellow's , ' said a rowdy looking cus. I have something here (tipping my breast

tomer who went by the name of Zeke, do significantly ) that will stop ii . ile is not to

Quiker- ever have camp-meeting ? ' blane. lle has only resented an insult which

Yes ,' answered another, óthey bare a campany of you would have done. You have all

meeting over there in Quaker corner every insulted bim because he has conducted him

night. That fellow cups out upon the iour self strangelv ; let him explain his conduct,
overy nap he tikes.? and perhaps we can make up our quarrel.

"Well,' said :1:10ther, " I've heard of boud- lle owes you an explanation -- if not to you

ing at the market house and sleeping on the be certainly does to me. And , now , sir ,'

bridge, but I never siw an illustration of it said I, turning to him , ' I demand it of you
before .' as a right.'

Wonder if they would 'nt take in boarders? ? | Ile hesitated a moment. "Come, wy

asked the first speaker : •P'll see if they don 't friend,' said 1, let us have it, whatever it

want the rules and rernitions of the honse is , and atonce pat an end to this quirrel. .

printed; if they do; I'll board out the bill.' Well gentlemen ,' he said , “ I am not dis .

I glanced at my neighbor, to see how he posed to lay iny private affairs open to public

bore this ridicule . Ilis face was flashed and gaze, but I suppose I must do it for once.
his lips firmly compressed , as if to choke down You must know , then , that from my earnings

the rising indignation . But he said not al . I must not only support myself, but mymo

word ; I fancied however, that he picked up ther, two sisters and three small brothers ,

the type faster than usual. who reside in it distant State. I could earn

Things could not go on in this way much enough athome to support them well, but my

longer, for as go:like il quality as forbearience reason for coming here is this : one ofmy sis

is , it can ot holl ont arninst everything . I ters who is now a beautiful girl of sixteen , and

saw that a storm wils gathering and prepared the pet of the family, has been blind from

to actmy partas a man when the storm burst birth . Wehad no hope of her ever acquiring

forth . the faculty of sight, and were content to

It was Saturday afternoon the hanıls were abide by what we thought a dispensation of

arranged around the stone,' with their bills , Providence. But recenily I have seen a case

in their hands waiting to he paid off . Qua- similar to hers - a young man who was re

ker’ bappened to be it one end ofthe stone ,' stored to sight by an eminent physician of

and iminediately opposite him stood Zeke.' Paris . I have corresponded with that physi

As usual, Quaker' was the observed of all cian , and he has high hopes that in my sister's

observers,' and sly whispers, which were an- case he can effect a cure. This, gentlein :! n , is

swered by a titter or a nudge of the elbow , what I have been laboring for since I have

passed round the group. As the foreman been here - to raise funds sufficient to take

paid .Qurker' the amount due him he gare him her to Paris . I love that sjeter as I do my

a new quarter dollar to make out the change. own life; - I have labored day and night - have

This did not escape Zeke' s ' eve, and he said in deprived myself of many comforts, and borne

tone lood enough to be heard by all your taunts and jeers for her sake. But I

' If the eagle on th: t quarter had life and I can hear it no longer. If you aremen you

were it State prison convict, I would not swap iwill desist; if you do not, I warn you to be .

plaves with it, for my confineinent, would belware of the consequences !!
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"Zeke' had risen to his feet and heard all I have heard from him several times since.
my friend had said . Is he listened to the Hisólineshave been drawn in pleasant places,
Quaker,' I conld see the moisture coming to and he is now a judiciai functionary in a

his eves; and when hehid finished he stepped neighboring State --kentucky. - durora Stan

forth , and grasping Quaker 's hand, while dard .

the tears trickled down his face, he said , in a

voice quivering with emotion

My noble fellow , we have wronged youPou ! . To make Pure White SOAP. Take soda in
deeply, and I for one ask your foriveness. ''" crystals, and put it in a barrel with a layer

Hlad sou but told us what your object was
above of quick lime, and pour warm water

we would not have placed a single obstacle
upon it, suifering the liquor to leach out in

" the sameminner that ashes are leached out in
in your way.'

I forrive rou freely , sir - - I forgive you
the woods for making crude potash . This li

all said the Quaker. '
quor should be filted through straw , for the

And how much bave you to raise vet, I 19se vet purpose of having it pure and clear. Its spe

asked , before you will have the requisiteate cific gravity should be 1 ,040 in the hydrome.
odoter. To every gallon of this lve, li lhs ofsui

Aboutonehundred & fifty dollars. If I have melted guet or white tallow should be added .

myhealth , and continue to make good bills , il
ind it should be kept boiling gentiv , in a clean

I shall be ready to start for Europe in about
kettle for four hours. It should then be com

two months.'
pletely saponificd , which can easily be tested

" You won 't have to wait that long ,' said by immer- ing a flat knife in it. When com

Zeke’ laying the money he held in his hand inand pletily saponified it will shake on the spatula .

upon the stone, “ if my week 's wilges, every 10
con The fire should then be drawn from the fur

cent of which you are welcometo, will help mce,heln nace , and a handful of salt , dissolved in cold
you along any. Comebors,' he added , “how water thrown in . This is to cool the soap and

many of you will follow suit? ?
separate it from the water. It can then he

"Well, there's mine,' said Jim , lying an X Fun
y run off in frames, and when cool cut it into

upon the pile , band mine,' and mine, and pro
a proper cakes. This is good soap , and it is

inine,' said a dozen voices, as each hand de - WellThomas well adapted to making into toilet and other

posited an equal amount, until theyhad made soaps.
quite a pile ofbank bills .

There, stranger , take that, and may God DUTIES OF EDUCATED WOMEN, — The education

prosper vou ,' said " Zeke,' tendering birn the of women , like that ofmill, should tend to pre

" pare them for their duties; the difierence of theirmoney .
employments, will, of course, render their studiesNo , gentlemen ,' answered the Quaker ,' ' I .
cifferent. It is theduty ofwoman ti educute her

hank you for your liberality , but I cannot take children , the boys util a certain age , and the
your money. Tam no hegrar; all I ask is that girls until they are married . How much wisdom

I may be allowed to do mywork without be- is requisito 10 manage the disposition of each
ing disturbed .' child , so as to guide their intellects, manage their

But you must take it ,' urged •Zeke, grow - i bumors, lo anticipate the effects of their growing
ing rarm , 'we owe it to you and you shall take passions,and to rectify their errors . How much
it. We've done you a great wrong -we've prudence should a mother have in order to main
abused you and we have no other way of lain her althority over them , without losing their

making amends. beside, if you don 't take it coM onit tulait confidence . Surely the mother of a family puglit

ito possess a religious, mature, firm , mind , ac .it will be spent before Monday morning, and I
quainted with the human heart. St. Paulattachknow that for my part it will be much pleas

much preis- Les sach importance to the education of children ,
anter to commence the week with the con - that it is by mothers that the souls of children

sciousness of having appropriated mymoney are saved.' ' I shall not attenapt to specify all that
in a sensible way than with the foucyhead, they ought to know , in order to educate their
aching limbs, and einpty pockets which always children well. To do this it would be necessary
follow a 'free and easy.' to enter into an entire detail of their studies; but

Still the stranger hesitated . we must not omit the subject of economy. Wo
" Take it - take it for rour sister's sake,' said men in general are apt to neglect it, and think it

two or three voices. proper only for the lower classes; those women
" I accept it , gentlemen ,' said thermuakor - specially who are brought up in idleness and in

dolence, disdain the detail of domestic lie. ll is
as you say, for my sister' s sake, and I hope nevertheless, from ignorance that the science of

to be able some day to return it , principal and economy is despised. The polished Greeks and

interest. " Romans took care to instruct themselves in this

"Quaker' left for Paris shortly after; and in art. That mind is of a low order which can only
a few months wehad the satisfaction of bear- speak well, and cannot act well ; we efter meet

ing that his sister was completely restored to with women ho utter wise maxims, yet nerer
sight, and that they were on their way home. the ch are very frivolous in their conduct.
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1 MR. SIDNEY SMTII is ourauthorized acent to receive
Bourbon Stock Market subscriptions for the Valley Farmer & recept les the sam .

A correspondent of the Louisville Courier -
who writes from Paris , Bourbon county, Ky., ST. LOUIS MARKET - -WHOLESALE.
on the occasion of a court day, says : St. Louis, November 1 1853.

HEMP-- per ton , $ 128 to $ 130This is indeed the great stock mart of Ken I'LOUR - per bbl. , good country brunes, 9 .5 . 20 to $ 5 . 35
tucky and the West. Mules are driven here choice brands,$ 5.05: superfine city, 95. 500, $ 5. 75 ;ex i
from Missouri , Illinois and other distantpoints couiry and city , $ 5 50 to $ 5.75.

WHEAT- per bustoel, goud to prime, $ 1 to $ 1 05 cis .and dealers to the South and the West Indias chin $ 1 02 t. $ 1 05 ts . .
keep regulererents here to buy. Cittle are CORN - per bushe 4 . 10 45cents sacs ; incin - 1 :

O ATS - pirouhel, 324 , 5 cents, Bitch incindre .also brought here from different parts of this TOBUCCO - - pet (wi. $ 8 to $ 11 75 .
BARLEY - per bishoi. fra 60 Pat .

cinnati and other points roularls attend to Miss PORK -- Pr . . $ 14 .00.
LARI - per ! . , VU . 9 lit .

purchase . Proin 1 ,000 to 3 ,000head ofmules SUGAR -DID ,C otia15:
are generally here and almost as many cattle , MOLASSE 6 - 1 . 251,1 ? ) celo

COFFEE - I ! 11129besides borses andother stock . Necroes, car SA11- - 1 sdt G . A . $ 1 . 9 ), T . 1. 1 uji Kanak
rias , ilgricultural implements , and almost 53 centriper bustion

BRAN - - 501The saleseve : vthin used , is up lt auction . 9 centsper 100 lbs .

: 1143 - jur Itinti . Contohy, C0163 . nts.usulas anuount to from 10 .00 to $ 200,000). BUTTERÀ ( HELSI - Tru i ter. 12 ,

To: greatnanbrof stock andmen , thebel. good w prime, 13 tultic ; ctwie Olsorolie !610, 10 Wind
louins of cattle , tbe liraving ofmules, neigh - cheese 10ctor putave.

ing of horses, and the still louder voice of the Contents of Nor. Number .
many auctioneers, crying , here's your $ 200 Prospectns of the Valley Famer
horses.' Only $ 140 am I offered a head for Boone Co, Fair; Booneand Honroe

Miron Cotair
this lot of two year old mules. Here 's a loi of Our trip ; Enarsaga nt of the Valley Farmer

? Franklin courity fair; ( sage Otag ; ( ur Editorial

341Ilow much for this time lotof yearling cattle . . .... . lir chorale
34 !"Oh yes,guilemen , her 's a munificentDog Curri: suomencies in alles Firmer 323

Pullins in phar: Lililleputy ; Fin stoch ,

Fine stuk ,M issouribriller und saddles fron Ninpoikinnic -- Pre Octobermm . : zjet rid ofio kruachecolisouri

stule the lettheranisell cheap ,' - all combine State: fair ; ll mnail , Ceuxhin leiser ; The
tom e tha se ne quite exciting and imposing. ' Vermont Stale fairMissouri sine lair 35

Amidst all this bustle without, the real onio State ial
Correspondence of the Valley Farmer
Fasteniny a lirse ; Trouble and the Fraternity 394showing that when the people flourisi) the lill - Hornen an ! tubao; nejl species ofhemp; To Cure

vers starve. This is as it should be, and it seepp skius ülih tewords on
would bebetter for the clients if all court days Poultry manure: Mikk for manrecturi . ; How to

Duka i ubing horse draw ; alithiux cows
were spent in a similar manner. Gathering fruit

Stock sold more readily and at higher prices Underuraine
Who Wl got the saddles; Ralls . 1111y

han it has done for several court uit 18 . Der Fanbureu ci., l ). As society ; Pike co), Ill., As,

cral lots of two year old mules sold for $ 135 , fociety : Jalkon co . fair: Valley Farner ;

$ 130 , $ 120 etc ., 95 yearlings sold at $ 110 Sweet potatoes: Fattning his
Tine stock ; Trumpets firbreadstuis; Cure for Garget Uj

others at $ 100 , $ 95 etc. Forty mule colts at THE FAMILY ( !RCLE .$ 18 ; lots of stock cuttle at $ 34 , $32. $ 30 . ( ar trip
Turkesa te ip: Duties of eduented women 411

Mr. Shackleford , of Paris. hassold his pre. Bikedappple ; Scoldingand tireathing; The poor boy 403
mium harness gelding , showu at the Lexington The Princessecret

and Paris fairs , to Dr. Bush , of Lexington for Bourbon stock market; A boy's love for his mother;
Sweet potato blossoms; Comuercial; ('ontenis 41 !for $ 100. He has since been offered a large

allvaoce, but asks $ 1 ,000 for him . S . II .
Clay, of Bourbon , sold a hog to go with the
hoosier ox. It weighed 1 , 200 pounds. Wm . I . MANN, Ilenry , MarshallCoury. Ili. .

C . R . & N . OVERMAX, Canton , Futon County, L !.

Mann , Overman & Co.,
A Boy's Love for his MOTHER.---'The first bit

IMPORTERS & WHOLESALE DEALERS INof silver he could call his owi), says the Hon . J .
T . Buckinghair , in his just published Personal |
Memoirs , ' was a ninepelice the proceeds of the The senior partner having resident in Texas, is thoroughs

sale of a bruch of bristles 10 a brush -maker. Helposted in the Seed business, and connot be deceivestila

kept it as a pocket picce for years , and then par - QUALITY AND CONDITION of perts. We therefore , ata
ways guarantee a pore , fresh and first rate article , Haritoc with it to pay the posluge of a letter to his
the rdvantages of an xnsive Durry tralie With 1 exa .

mother. How much is revealed of the heart by and the assistance01 RELIABLE residente s. OUT

such a trifling anecdote ! The affection overcame cilities are such thatwe can make it the merest in their

Iue vanity or the incipient love for accumulation , wishing seeds in any q111111is , 10 patronize us, Instesti
imperting themselves , at greatspetse sud hazard . L'i

which boyisi desires or wants could not con reling directlens glier in uilcaux M . O . & ce .
grer . HUV 31.

Clo :

らい

Osage Orange seed .
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Martin & Irwin ,
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

Seed and Grain Planter.

NO. 184 BROADWAY,
Opposite North Market, between Green and

Morgan , St. Louis ,Mo.
HENRY E .MARTIN CHAS, W . IRWIN .

DR Y G ( ) ODS.
At Nos. 212 & 214. Broadway and 187 and 190 ,

Fourth street.

My facilities for selling goods, in large quanti
ties and consequently atcheap rates ,are now com
pleted. Having enlarged my principle house to PENNOCK ' S PATENT
mammoth size , ernbracing two spaciousbuildings,

four stories high , and extending over from Broad

way to Fourth street, the same well filled with

goods, andmanned with 35 competent clerks, the
premises are almostconstantly thronged with cus For Planting Wheat, Rye , Barley , Indi
iomers . This looks like prosperity . But it is an Corn , Oats , Beans, Peas,Ru
not an effect without a cause . Selling enormous

quantities of goods, I can afford to , and do sell at ta Bagas, Turnips, foc ,

actual Bargaius - far below the usual price. Algo
This Machine operates well on all kinds of land ,

endeavoring to do business on correct priuciples , a
and is notinjured by ciming in contact with rockr,

has contributed to the almostunparalelled success
roots, & c . It will plantpoint rows,and all irregular
shaped fields, without sowing any part twice over.

now crowningmy efforts .
The following are some of my prices for goods. will with ease for two horses plant from 10 to 12With a saving ot from 10 to 15 per cent, in labor it

Lawns 614 cents per yard ; Fast colored Ging. lacres per day of Wheai, Oats, Barley and other

hams 12). C ; Mousline d' Laine 12960 ; Maddersiue d ' Laine 1240 ; Madder small vinins ; and with one man and horse , it will

Prints 64 to 10c ; Heavy Brown Sheeting 7460 ; readily plant from 15 to 20 acres per day of ludiah

Brown Shirting 5c; Bleached do 64 to 10c ; Irish Corn, Beans, Peas, R : ta Bages, & c .
Linnen 250 ; other goods as cheap. It will save from 2 to 3 pecks ofseed per acre, and

Wishing still to increa - e my business, great in - yield from 15 to 20 perveni, more than the broad

ducements will be offered to buyers. cast seediny , by distributing the grain uniformly at
any desired depth , and leaving a ridge of earth beMorro - " Do as wewould be done by ."

T . W . HOIT. tween the rows. the roots oftheyoung plant are pro

tected during the winter by the action of the frostand
rain mouldering the earth npon then ), instead of be

og thrown out and exposed as io broadcast. On this

WHOLESALE
I account the stalk is strong and less subject to wildew ,

and is not so liable to injury by the fly .

The farnier is frequently prevented by rain froin

harrowing in his grain after it is sown , which harrow
ing is needless in seeding with this Machine as it
completes it at once.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENT, This maceine has been very much improved the
No. 11 Locust St. between Main d . Levee, I present season , and is offered to the farmers of the

west,who will tiod it equal to the best grain drill in
ST. LOUIS , MO.

use . The price is $ 8000 purchacing the machine or

AGENT FOR 85 parable six months thereaiter,

Wheeling Paper Mills,
The undersigned having been appointed agent for

Pitxury FlintGlass Works, the above machine in St. Louis will keep a supply on
Steuben ville do, Du) . Green Do ,

LNew York Type Fountry, haud during the season , aud all persons wishing tiDU. W now 10.

Cincinnati do de , " Krozen ' " Wooden Ware 1 purchase are respectfuliy invited to call on him and

Cincinnati Printing Press dan tactory , examine for the ninelves. E . ABBOTT,
branufactory , St. LouisWash -board Pacto - At Valley Farmer office , Old Post Oftice Buildings,
N . Y . & Boston do. To, ry ,

Chesnut street between 3d and 4th .
Lightbody' s Printers Ink , Brighton Bucket & Tub Fae.

Wheeling Glass works, tory .

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !Proprietor st the St. Louis Improved Fire Proof Safe

Manufactory .
Ar Purchasers are requested to call and examine prices,

we CAV and WILL sell lower than any other house in

the vext. al.

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
THRESHING MACHINES AND
TORSE POWERS. -- We are manufacturing and

bere tursille Cox & Robert Patent Thresher and Cleaner .

The trhand clean the rain ready for market, are very

bie ,p ils kept in oreler, and sold at a very reasonable

prico . Ouers respec ! wily solicited .

KINGSLANDS & FERGUSON.

Wm . A . NELSON,

C
2

AND

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES!

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
is
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DTWHEELER'S
PATENT.

II

SURV

TES

NEW YORK STATE liell, prepisin that these two are about an average
over 100 similar let15, which wecan show .

Agricultural Works,OT S , Letter from E . SWARTHOUT, Esq . Dated Ere
ALBANY N . Y . ter, Luzerne ('o . , Po. , Ilarch 22 , 1833.

BY WHEELER,MELICK & CO. MESSRS. WHEELER , MELICK & Co.
Gentlemen : - I ain te sarur Thrilerine

our annual Business Card to the nower far exceedsms pritations it cautf i 1

farming public , we take the occasion to express our ) this section . I have thrilled 43 bushels to w eit la 60
minutes by the watch . It was pool cleanw at itilisert

thanks to termer customers for an increased patron Straw , and was taken to market from the junch
age, which has made a further extension of our man . lastreshed ; and N it has been with most of the wintl

ufacturing facilities necessary . Weare now making hair threed. All ilıat is free from chessand euck !elmun
for the trade of 1853, a much larger number of all make it for market as it comes from the machine. ( .
articles in our line than we have in any prerious threxlee 90 bushels of eats 10 hour. I thirsiella ?

year, and have Wiarle several improvements, which Averagi, rof Wheat, 25 to 30 , a Oats (01, 7010 !
hour. I have thire heeltisten 5 ,000) an ! 6 .000L twill raise theui sull higher in the public estination . Lul since I got the machine, which was not t 'i the mud

WIIEELER ’ S of December , and so late I feares the hersele,sands
horse cleaners had xotill the work done , but I do bail

Patent Railway Chain Horse Power. pienty . The workmanship of the machine is le but I
The Powers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of ever saw . Yours, & c . , E . SWARTIIOUT.

Farnes , Planters , and other Machinery , which admits of
beingdriven by Horse Power. They are made for either Letter from W . C . NORRHRUP, Esq ., Manlius,
one or two horses, and their superiormerits , in point of du
raduits , strength and ease of ruining, are fully established ; Onondaga Co., N . Y .
wh le their compactness and simpl city , lishtness , ind ! Respected Gents : Havine tried tour Winnwer than

Erinter11th and width or Treading Floor and Stall, Lisatisfaction . We are glad to as like it much . We

them advantaxes over other Powers , which are highly ad - filen it . SolesW ell , it worked in clean
preciated by those who have tried them . Several thollel it is well as any Faiu M the tirst time, and thresh
sands of them are in ise , some of which made 12 veersing from 20 to 25 bushesperlour. We then set up gt
210 .) have threshed over 100 .000 bushels , and though our at suutler barn for ( ats , and threshed from 00 to Olli
present Powers are much improved over the old ones of theils per lour . Oats weref t . It works to harma
saame kind, yet the latter are still good , About 950 of them Parley ; threshes as fast 38 W9 can put it through we dis
Wir solil by lis and our agents, the past season , (a larger chine, but have not tried it per hour. It work pl
Dunber than in any previous year, thus proving tveir in - Buch 21 , when dry, Tortly. Your Machines
creasing popularity . much like in this place' , botti mo tiireshing an: Tid

Genl. I takes the prefrence vitie 8 Horse Machines .

WIIEELER ' S Youra , respectiully', W . C . XORTIIRLP

Patert Combined Winnower & Thresher WIIEELER ' S
This Machine is a new invention . It was got out two
pars nk ), atraling series o experiments resulting in a

machine which performsthe three operations of Threshins , This Machine is also orir own invention , and has been

Separatin : ard Winnowing , with asmuch dispatch , and as use 13 or 14 years,and itsmany advantages are wreciate
few hands and horses it are required to thresh and separate by other Manufacturers, as well as the Farming Public
ons with other maches, an although designed for 50 : Driven by our Double Power it threshes , and separatis in
complicated work , it is yet 1 model of simplicity and com - the straw from 150 to 200 bushels of Wheat, or Reis
partners. The entire piinning parts are driven by the inain much Oats, per day . For the Single or One Horse Paser.
belt, and one small band. Helave no doubt it is the most wemake a smaller Thresher and Separatur,alishi turli
perfect to cline in 1150 for Threshing and Winpowing from 75 tu 100 bushels of Wheat per day . The smali sa
Driven by two hory , they thresh and clean from 150 to 200 chine is adapted to moderate sized farms, and as theSi
tushels of wheat, or twice that quantity of oats per day. - Power is ruthielent for mawing wool, churnin 's cul
Wegive below letters from gentemen , who have the ma - stalkx, straw , & c . , and driving alnuost every kind or
cbines lo use slowing the estimation in which they are chinelisud by farming, and is capable , by changiug Ilur
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NO. 86 & 88, SECOND STREET, UP STAIRS,

WILIAM M . HARLOW , & CO.

Parlor Furniture , ,

ses and elevating the Power, properly , of threshing much every tract, and the depots are fixed at the best possible
listortillwe state above, it is a very popular alacline in point for their convenience.
sono sectons . This lud admittedby any man who has been on

Pur Power and Threshers are besend oubtthem the line of the rullmad tu be surp . Dy , iſ dits ur
durable and economicalmichius in use . Their cap. city 5 . 209 Utlərlyingon the road in this counts , bothing muity
has been tested byr e l triatls , as well at tlie New York Sallinul lent or location . It wils all Doult by the

an Pennsylvania Pairs , as on several private o n like siber BECAUSE IT WAS GOOD LAND .

connection with another machinemulin this city , whichiliwn or soll it a birki , o long time, to any :
has been alvertised to be far superior tu ours , andin tiny imin or cornpaly of men who my wish to make a larse
instance the result has been a built one -teirit, illud in Si p ulatinil.
instances more , in favor of oltr mitchines . In every 69 for particulars, apply to Lettingwell & Elliot, Dolman &
except one, who we have submitted our machines to it Oler, Reitl Estate Dealers of St. Louis ; or the subscriber

Workingtest a Fairs , they have taken the highet preti editor of the St. Louis Daily Evening News.

ums, unlin that excepted case the Committee decided that
Oct A . S MITCHELL.

our machine perfermeil its work in cightwints and its
Com Delitor in 11 3 - 4 minutes, being nearly one - third in fit

SAINT LOUISvor of ours .
Wehile 110 exhibitelours in competition with the same

machine at the State Fairs in Ohio , Michis Pin
sylvanit , and also at the Provincial Fair in lp; r ( anali,
atailor which we receivell the inishest premius, vizi In
Ohio Silver Melal and Diploma in Juichi San $ 20 , in
Pennsylsua $ 10 ; anil in Canuia a Diplom .
Wehltenunerous similar testimonials from County So

cieties , where we have always received the biguetpremi.
uns willto Chain Powers .
Wealso manufactuce and furnish tu order
Single llorwe Power and Churning Machine
Lawrence' s Saw Mill ;
Wheelers Clover lluller ;
Wheeler ' s Fuel Cutter.

Al Machinesmale and sold by us are warrantca to
five satisfaction , or they may be returneil after a reasona .
bleme for trial. Orders are solicited , and will be prompt
ly filled. WHEELER, JELICK & CO .

Corners of IIamilton , Liberty and Pruyn streets , near the BETWEEN LOCIST & OLIVE,
steannat landing , Albany, N . Y .
LE Tile subsi riber is a sent for the sale of the above

Machines at St. Louis, Mo. , and will fill all orders proinpt PROPRIETORS,
ly at the Manufacturer ' s prices, dins cost of transporte - Manufacture and keep constantly on hand a large -

tio ! . EPIIRAIM IBBOTT, Agent. sortment of Elegant and fashionable
At Valley Farmer Ottice, Old Postoftice Buildings , Ches

Dut- st. , between Third and fourtii.

ILARVEY, WALKER & Co ., Agents, Belleville , ui.
Rose Woci, Mahogany and Walnut Sufas, Lounges. D

| vans , Sociables , Ottomans , Easy Elisabeth Parlor an
HOMEMUTUAL FIRE ANDMARINE ! Rocking Chairs , Centre , Side, Toilet and Sofa Tabies , wi.

INSURANCE COMPANY Marble and Mahogany tops, Eteseif , Teapoy Tables, de
- ILSO

OF ST. LOUIS . BED AND DINING ROOM FURNITURE

CILARTERED 1845. ACCUMULATED CAPITAL TO Of every variety ,
with Looking-classes , Willow Ware, Mattresses, Berly ,

APRIL 20 , 1852, DEDUCTING ALL CANCELLED PO . Bedding, & c . , & c . ,

LICIES , 9.517,262 33 – and constantly increasing i WHOLESALE OR RETAIL ,
I Policies issued from thirty days to six years. WARRANTED BEST QUALITY.

AU the intest and most desirable mprovomantotu -
DIRECTORS. niture will betound here . Please call and examine.

DANIEL D PAGE, SAMUEL RUSSELL , Good packed and shipped by careful andexperi
ISAAC L GARRISON , JOHN WRITEHILL , enceit hands.
DAVID W DIXON , THERON BARNUM , Embroidered & Fancy Work
ASA WILGUS, J CHAVENS,

WYLLYS KING . Finished to order in any required style.
ISAAC L GARRISON , President. St. Louis, March , 1853.
TL SALISBURY, Secretary .
DD PAGE, Treasurer .

ALONZO CUTLER , GENERAL AGENT. LIHproveu DOCK
Odlice Southeast corner of Main and Vine streets, (over ! The subscriber is prepared to furnish Faucy Stock

Page & Bacou ' s Banking House . to his friends of the best and most reliable kinds, All
persons desirous of having the purest and best to

GREAT SPECULATION ! Creed from ,nvaydepend upon being faithfully servei.
2 ,700 ACRES OF LAND FOR SALE IN Fancy Fowls.

ST. LOUIS COUNTY ! ! Red, Buff, white , Black, and Dominique Shang.
hai, Cochin China, Chittagong, Black Spanish ,Guil.

ALL ON THE PACIFIC RAILROADROAD ' derland Dorkings, Golden Pheasants , and Bantams,
E SUBSCRIBER , wishing to devote all bis time to l'arranted pure blooded , Also , Egg , of all of the

1 the St. LOUIS DAILY EVENING NEWS, the increas .
ar above varieties.ing business of which demands his entire attention , offer

for sale all the lands owned by him on the Pacific Railroad ! Also , Durhain , Ayrshire, and Devon cattle. Me.

within the county of St. Louis, amounting to about Trino , Saxony, South Down and Bakewell Sheep .
Twenty -Seven Hundred Acres, Irish , Grazier, Suffolk , Byfield , Bork : hire and Chill

lors. All orders attended to promptly , post paid
An comprising some of the very best farms and richest 110* Address, Peter Melendy , Mt. Healthy, Hamiltonboilies o ' land in the county .

Thera kroord passes through or immediately alongside or ! County , Ohio. P . MÉLENDY.

ym. Improved Stock of all Kinds.
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ST . LOUIS HAT COMPANY ,

MARKET STREET,

HENWOOD, Agent.
Marshal's Uterine Catholicon . be placed before the public to insure a proper ap .

Marshall's l'terine Catholicon is a remedy of great ! preciation of the genuine article .
efficacy in all cases ofuterine diseases. It will alle . General Agent, E . K . Woodward corner of Aik

viate theworst fornis and will radically cure 18 out and Chesnut Sts., St. Louis Mo.
of every 20 cases. Its action is necessarily slow as

thevisease has generally been gaining ground for The celebrated Graefenberg Medicines.
some years before it becomes sufficiently serious, 10 Comprising he following :

demand attention . From 3 to six bottles and as many , Graefenberg Vegetable Pills, price 25 cts. per box .
months time will fiert a cure it possible , butperna- Green Mountain Ointnient,

25 ..
nentcannotbe expected sooner, except in very re- Sarsaparilla Conipound,

$ 100 “ botile .
cent ormild cases, when one or two bottles will suf- Chiltre ' s Panacea

50 .. . «
fice.

Eye Let'on
* 25 * *This remedy was discovered and brought to its Ferra d Ague Pills .. " 100 box .

present state of perfection by Dr. Theodore Pone- Health bitter's

. . 25 bokle.
roy of Utica, who prepares it only for the Graefen- Consumptive 's Balm

300
berg Company of New York. Dr. Pomery is well Libby's 'Pile Ointnient

+ 100 . . .
koown in the State of N . Y . as an old , skillful and Marshall's Uterine Catholicon - 300

pery experienced practitioner in all diseases of wo . Are for sale W bolesale and Reiail by E . K . Wood.

men and children and his name, wbich appears on ward , corner of Fourth and Chestiut sireets , Si.

every boulle in connection with the seal of the Louis ,Mo.

m '53.
Graefeburg Company, is sufficient guarantee of its
worth .

The greatworth and rapidly increasing popularity DAGE'S PORTABLE CIRCULAR
ofMarshall's Uterine Catholicon induced the prepa - SAW -MILL ANDHORSE POWER - Themost use

ration of a spurious article which has been palnied full and necessary machine in operation is simple in con
upon the community in bottles closely resembling struction and easily kept in order, and can be inovad on

do wagonsas readily as a threshing machine, and put in opethe genuine, thongh care has been taken to evade
ration at a small expense . It will saw from one to twothe penalty of counterfeiting by using a name, sinii thousand feet of lumber a day , with one team of six horse.

lar at first glance but different in reality .
as an average business, and in a better style than any otherFor the purpose of bringing this counterfeit arti mill now use . It is equally well adapted to steam ,wate :

rle into general use the proprietors have sold it ata or horse power.
lorer raie than the genuine and have, moreoveri .

The undersigned .igents for the patentee ,would antono

I to the public that they are now prepared to furnish tuills .
bildly published certificates given for the genuine

with or without horse power, of superior quality and work .anticle (wo years hefore their own preparation was of.
nianship , with the right to use the same, upon themost fufered for sale . These original certificates are in the vorable terms, at their manufactury, No. 202 Second - s .

BOSSsion ofDr. Ponierov and a glance at the origin . St. Louis, Mo. Wealso have the right for the manuta

al paluphies ar complishing Marshall's Catholicenture of
will satisfy every one who will compare the two of

CHILD' S PATEXT DOUBLE SAW -MILLS .
All orders addressed to us will be promptly executed , andthe dishonest anici unwarrantable assumption of them
any information in regard to inills cheerfully given .by those who have striven to palm off a worthles
Persons ordering mills will please mention the State andpompound up in those who require medical aid . County in which they wish to use them .

Such facts require no comment and reel only to !
KINGSLANDS & TURGUSOx .
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A BAUER SC. ST.LOUIS

ST. LOUIS TYPE FOUNDRY.
A . P . LADEW , THOS. F . PURCELL.

A . P . LADEW , & co .

Type Founders , and Dealers in Paper ,
31 LOCUST STREET,ST. LOUIS ,MO.,

Call the attention of Printers and Publishers to their Establishment, wherr will be
found every variety of TYPE, PIPER. INK, PRINTING PRESSES. RULE ,
BORDERS, FLOWERS, and every other article used in a Printing Office.

A . P . L . & Co., have lately made additions to their former assortment of

BOOK AND NEWSPAPER TYPE
of Matrices imported from Scotland , and they will continue these additions until iney,
have a complete series of NEW SCOTCHTYPE .

Thykeep always on hand a large supply of NEWSAND BOOK PRINTING

PAPÉR ; also, CAP, LETTER AND COLORED PAPERS, CARDS .AND)
CARD BOARDS; all of which will be sold at Eastern Prices, Transportation ad
ded .

Orders for STEREOTYPING ANDENGRAVING will be promptly executed .
Editors or Printers wishing to establish a Newspaws or Job Printing Office , will

be furnished with an estimate in detail for the same, by stating the size ofthe paper,
or the particular style and quantity of work to be executd . I addition to Type or

their own mauufacture, they also furnish Type from other ſoundries. WOOD

TYPE a good assortment always on hand .

Hapo Old Type taken in exchange for new at nine cents per pound .



OLD POST OFFICE BUILDINGS GROCERY.

LYNCHI TANGUAY ,
NO. 67 & 69 CHESNUT STREET, BETIEEN THIRD AND FOURTII,

ST. LOUIS , MO.

The attention of the public is respetfully invited to the above establishment, which con
Witains the most extinsive and varied assortment of Wines, Liquors, & c ., erer offered to the

citizens of St. Louis.
1 Country Merchants and others, willalso find it their interest to take their supplies at the !
Ol Post Office Buildigns Grocery.
Lynch & Tanguay will remark en passant, that they do not pretend to sell at cost; indeed

they intend to make a reasonable profit, in order to stand up and accommodate their patrons
il great many years to come.

TEAS . ESSENCES. I TOBACCO & SEGARS.
Oriental, fine owns hyuni, extat in Etract of lemon , 1 . 1 & ounces Yo u th chenk tobacis are

Vanilla , 11 . mne , cinnamon , Ditto . ( alenedo. Trainer 's so
Will Pixou , fine youus hyon ,

Orange, closespices, itimoud
Recali , cim Poto Principes ,

Canine, superior hyson skin , fine lis , ( 'heren

munpowder.
WRANG PAPER . FRUI" S .Pinuit , tine imperial,

il mio pytra fine imperial. Heliani, er 1 , I cro ), tea paper . Pie fruits 36l , peace in lusandy ,
Osa 1, extra the moder. do in the frontH u s jam
S . ilopolepolle extra curta ; Up!" SUNDRIES. jurutes in Tanssione in their own
FIN 1 ( in extra fine ,

Starctia indiaxaratus, suda . jurp, pearso in lui brand .
Vir is, extra 100 w

c u fetar , insare acid. mahdin talimaprisleri
Matinit , die op de

i n India, Pastel Merrill's , Utf , pie tried Chr-shot , Sul
Ravenne cosuchung, lapikast tea .

* Jan Sticknes tat . Lavro Mit TUNTIS, Clip
Lurmali , chnians uc

julistin the bus . G . A . salt Titials em . 11 , habe .
| Tisexpressly packed lor la paily !

Visites in indiable schn . les au CUAN, English
in 4 , 6 , and 10 11 . LOON

COFFELS .
Haus, peanuthal'iiibuis.S hillalb, rebri ; polish .

S () APS.Rio , rio best, old brownjava, manilla, Mats Wib. 1, 2 , 3 , bratese brinin
costa ricit , lawyra , Huchu . W Ware of Pieryd rill. . Windsur, variegated & Castile fancy I

Ground Cofle in 1 - 1, 1 - 2 and I lo . W ' a vinerar. ist ,c reve

Spirt is, ilax & Co .) , Bunton estra , No. 1 & 2 .

CHOCOLATES . W uns themical 02,
linitation Winston du .Baker 's no. 1 , liiker . extra , eagle FIS II . Pakun sosip,10, 1 , 2 , 3 .French chocolate al ila ,

Snoon in tierces, half bb 's & kitts . Waking Huids, du . suda.
la cabelle ,

("hocolate des milling Mackerel in this . * " WINES & LIQUORS.
peridatioune ,

Biker'e bisomi. Smuked herrings from Canada, Brandtes - - tar Dupur & ). , 19.12 & 1

IteiiePreston ' s preure cocot, 6 11-13 , SScotland , eite , Laura , Le

Salutes in all, bote , 1 -Cocou audits, Cina naste . 1 - 4 freri , il mitica runi, llojlan :

SUGARS, la pikodin rails I & lus. gilla Scuch whiskey. Irindu .. Burit .
tot co . , 0101k o lo , il pives ,

Doulte refined af, retired foar B . bur j us & bullen
Crilles B , do C , p . wiley Baletine

Curio lry . in drum and boses , Swiss Ansathetrialbraunies.
white 0 , do 00 , charitied yelini A . Ain 't , curacoa , bid win . .
do B , Nw Orleaning set. 1 , . . . ) , PICKLES & SAUCES . Port wine. Madeira wilit', oherry .
Kuulden miru , steam refined multi Tomatu ketchups, pilti & quaris , Mutatie lotinnati.
Nun , suher house rup do ., New Nr room Clarets. - - coc , Latite , L.orronde,
Orleans to St. Esteple. Si. Jiliteli ,

SPICES . Po p , Ruthie & pts . Chat all , trad .

African csenne pepper, Jon Huance . Jonathan do . Stomaeh bitters, Union do . Stoughton
Blink pepper, casas , lacerincos, S ist wipeme Frenchco .
Whe , choctimedummer , allspices Syrup of point , true lenionyrup . Best London Stout,

Doxas, Causand papers, whole and Tema Tipo Toot' s Scotch Ale .

ground . ( HIIT pod r . 1 - & 1 - this . ChampainCS Corrlon blue , St. Thoma

PROVISIONS. French mustard a la Ravike. Grand Sillery NOUNSUX, Derevay
6Extra family flour, in bbis , and hall

| Karinet , Silier Mousseux Marquis deaux iines herbes.

" ais estran . Torme, Sparkling Catawba - begen .

Curu peal, buck wheat flour . Boston ' s F urtard , Cincinnati and WOODEN WARE.
Dried het. bansa · Kentucky ,

Tubx , cedar & oak , buckets with brass
Salt pork , fet

Armstead beri English .,
Sausasis taule: in Lyons, Pickles in jurn mal. 1 - 2 gal. & gt. and iron hoops .

En dairy cinto St" situe do ., W . R . Buckets, oak painted .
O IL S .

Oniu do.. pine apple to . Covertd Duckis, 1 - 8 to 1 Lushic ) .

Gustien butter , Ohio , ike). Sweet oil , nice , pts . & gtx , groce de . Measures , bowls .

hard in keksatu tieris, Lard oil no. 1 & 2 . Sperm uil . PLAYING CARDS.
Rice, Whole and pruund . CANDLES.Permicelli, MwCitruni, Pearl sago , French extra fine, & fancy .
Pearlharlev. Rio taploca , farina . Downer & co ' s sperm , 48 & 6 ' s WH- English , Grand MoguiHighlander.
Corn starch , singinys, seine. liams do , Sular star do . wtardo , American cards .

Arrow ret, driedpeaches , dril apples , talo summer pressed candles,win . Shoi, powder , American & English .
White beans, split peas, homony . ter do . , lanp wick , cardie do . The Capehunter' s companion .
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The Valley Jarm
engravings for a series of stock articles, in
which we shall give a history and descrip .
tion of the various breeds of cattle , and also

· WOODWARD & ABBOTT, PUBLISHERS. the best crosses of the same. If we re
Office, corner Fourth and Chesnut streets ,

ST. LOUIS , MO. ceive the engravings in season ,No 1 of the

series will appear in the January number
EPHRAIM ABBOTT, Editor. - if not, it willappear in February, certain .

· Editor'sofficeand Printing office , in Old Postoffice Build - These articles to stock raisers will beworth
ing , north side of Chesnutstreet, between Third and Fourth

the subscription price of the paper thricestreets , entrance on Old Postoflice Alley .

over.

TERMS.THE VALLEY FARMER is published on the first of each ! We shall also commence in January , a

month , each number containing 48 large octavo pages (in

cluding 8 pages devoted to advertisements of matters of

interest to farmers ,) and is offered at the following rates :

Single copy, one year, - - - - $ 1 00

Four copies, $ 3 ; seven copies , $ 5 ; Fifteen copies, $ 10 . endeavor to present a bird 's eye view of
• Payments , in all cases, must be made in advance.

prices and transactions during the preced .Remittances in gold coins, current bank notes, or postage

stamps , may be made by mail at our risk . ing month , and also indications for the
AGENTS. - Postmasters and Merchants throughout the

country are authorized to act as Agents , and every friend of

The enterprise in respectfully requested to aid in extending

made up expressly for the Farmer , and itits circulation .

ADVERTISING . - Advertisements are inserted in the

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT of the Valley Farmer at
NT. of the Valley Farmer at will be our endeavor to make them

he following rates : - One insertion of 12 lines, $ 1 ; each

additional insertion , 50 cents ; 12 lines one year $ 6 ; each

additional 12 lines one year, $ 4 ; one page , one insertion ,

$ 7 , each additional insertion , $ 5 ; one page, yearly , $50 ;

ards of six lines or less, one year; $ 4 . Old SUBSCRIBERS. Wehope that none

of those who are already subscribers to the
Volume Six . Valley Farmer will fail to renew their sub

The January number of thenext yolume scriptions for the year 10 come, or that any

will be issued early, and an extra number one will neglect to induce at least one of

of copies printed for distribution to persons his neighbors, nothitherto a subscriber, to

who wish to see it, with a view of subscrib . become one. We wish most ardently to
ing themselves, or inducing others to do double our subscription list next season ,

so. And we will remark here thatwe will and by a little exertion on the part of our

send specimen copies in all cases , when friends it can be done. There is not a

requested to do so . county or a post office, no matter how

The paper will be enlarged by the ad - many copies they takenow , butwould take

dition of four additional pages to each double their present number, if all who

number, and we shall make such other im . ought to take the paper would do so; and

provements as our patronage will justify , there are many counties and offices where

We have sent to New York for a set of there should be ten times the number taken .

c
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Por I haveneither wit nor words,

ADDRESS
forts which have been put forth in their be.

half. It is not for me to say - it is not in
BEFORE THIR

Agricultural Society of Franklin County, my power or yours to calculate these re

Delivered pt Union Mo.,on the 28th day
sults . For years to come they will be

seen in all your farms and plantations.
of October, 1853.

By EPHRAIM ABBOTT,
In the noble horse that transports you over

(Editor Valley Farmer.) the country , or helps you till your land; in

Published by order of the Society . the stalwart mule that carries you across

Farmersand Citizens of Franklin County:
the plain , or fills your pockets with money

when you sell him ; in the beeves you send
In the few remarks which I may make to market ; in your plows, harrows, and cul

to you to -day , I beg you to bear in mind I tivators ; in your blankets, stockings and

that your speaker makes no pretentions to l linseys ; in your fruits and vegetables ; -

oratory ; either as a natural endowment or and more than all , and above all, in the
as an acquirement. In the language of cherished feelings of brotherhood and uni.

Mark Anthony, when he stood over the
ty , the influence of this week 's doings, and

dead body of Cæser, I can truly say : the weeks and monthsof preparation which
“ I am noorator, as Brutus is.

have preceded it, will be seen and felt
But as you know meall, a plain , blantman ;

And that they knew full well when many of us who havemet and min

Who gavemeleave to speak ; gled in this joyous and profitable re-union

shall have passed away, Nor is it alone
Action , nor utterance, nor the power of speech

To stir men's blood . I only speak right on , in a pecuniary view , or even in its influ .

And tell you thatwhich you yourselves do know . " ence in opening to us a richer variety of

So I can only talk , as a plain man , of plain the choice things which a better cultivation

things, without the fancy of the poet, the and a more enlightened industrial proce.

logic of the statesman , or the glowing ear- dure always bestows, that I feel to con .

nestness of the advocate , yet, perhaps, gratulate you upon the success of your

with as much sincerity as either, I cometo Society , but I trust that Imay be permitted

you to hold a short converse upon things to allude to its domestic influence, partic

pertaining to our interests as citizens of a ularly upon your children . This is an en

great and growing State ; particularly as terprise in which husbands and wives ,

those interests are bound up in , and related parents and children , brothers and sisters ,

to Agriculture and its kindred sciences. can unite ; and every parent who has

I have, for a long time,had it in contem - brought his sons or daughters here to par.

plation to pay you a visit, and attend one ticipate in this exhibition , will feel as he

of your agriculturalmeetings, but until now goes home that they have been benefitted

I have not had the opportunity. . by the visit ; that they have obtained high

Wemeet to -day ,my friends, under cir - er views and purposes, and a more just

cumstances which may well excite feelings appreciation of the fact, that it is in very

of exultation in your bosoms. In the ar. deed a high honor to be a farmer, or a

rangements which you have made for this farmer's wife , in these days ofimprovement;

First Fair of your County Society , you and that to excel in the trials which they

have done well - - exceedingly well-- and come here to witness , is a far higher and

while you may with pride reflect that you more desirable triumph than any gained in

have set a noble example to many older the forum or on the battle field , For my

and richer counties, and even taught your own part, I would rather that my son

affluent sister east of you a lesson which , should be a successful, intelligent farmer,

I trust, she will not soon forget-- you have competing for and obtaining the prizes of

still a richer reflection : that the profit, and such a Society as this, than to have him

advantage, and honor of this movement, one of the merchant princes of the land , or

and this Fair, donot pass 'away with the ef. have hisname placed high among the hon .
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ored ones of thebar or the Senate chamber. tatious instructors, as to an interview with

IMPROVEMENT is stamped upon every his best friend and counsellor.

thing around us. The steamboats of to - ! And well it is for the farmer that he

day are not like the steamboats of five or should keep up with the improvements of

ten years ago, and even the steamboat, the times. This is an age of progress, and

costly and convenient as it is, must give so rapid is that progress , that he who does

way for other more expeditious modes of not keep up with his fellows will soon find

travel. Our children want better houses himself far behind them . Will you then

han we occupy , - -and the houses which indulge me, while for a few moments I

were good enough for our fathers are too speak of someof the various ways in which

straightand inelegant for us. The mer- improvements may, and should be made.

chant, the professionalman , the mechanic , Not of the building of steamboats, or rail.

all strive to outdo their predecessors in the roads, or plank-roads do I treat; those

same line, Law , Physic and Divinity , all things, all important as they are, will be

seem to have caught the progressive spirit well looked after by the capitalist and poli

of the age: and shall it be that the Farmer tician , but of the Farmer, his house, his

alone shall remain stationary ? Shall he farm , his neighborhood , his State .

make no advance from the position he oc. And first, the man himselfneeds improve

* cupied half a century ago ? Shall the very ing . Hehas not half the size or strength ,

plow itself , at once the emblem and reali- morally or intellectually, that he ought to

zation of improvement be unappreciated ? have. Instead of being as he should , one

I have been told , for I have not seen it my of nature's noblemen - looming up like

self,that there are in someparts of our land, Saul, the son of Kish , a whole head and

men to be found who still persist in using shoulders above his compeers , and viewing

the old fashioned shovel plow , an act of his occupation as the most dignified of all

moral or intellectual turpitudewhich should pursuits , and himself in following it, as

be sufficient cause to send them to an in - worthy to stand erect among the honora.

sane asylum , and procure the appoint- ble of the earth ,he speaks of himself, and

*ment of a guardian to take care of their permits others to speak of him as only a

property ! I rejoice to know that there are farmer, and quietly takes his place below

notmany such cases to be found, but that the truckling pettifogger or bustling politi

a better spirit is abroad in the land ; and cian . His children seek alliances with the

we wantno better proof that it is so than village store-keeper , or the city adventurer,

the evidence which this assembly , met and learn, after half a lifetime has been

here to day , affords. But two or three spent in the fruitless search of happiness

years ago, and there was not an Agricultu . among the vanities of artificial life , that

ral Society in the State; and now ,besides a they “ missed a figure " in their calculations

State Society , organized under themost fa . at the outset. Regarding his calling asmere

vorable auspices, and which has just held drudgery , he givesno thought to it,but fills

what all must admit, under the circum . his mind with the abstractions of politics,

stances, to be a most successful Fair, we or something else not so profitable as that

hear of good efficient County Societies even . He reads, if indeed he reads at all ,

springing up all around . books and papers upon any other subject

Farmers are beginning to enquire for bet. than what concernshis own business , and

ter stock, better implements , better modes often will talk quite glibly and intelligently

of farming, and many a man who a few ofthe movements of politicians at homeand

years ago sneered at book .farming, and abroad , and lucidly explain the difference

held the idea of learning from an agricul “ Twixt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee;»9

tural newspaper in most sovereign con - but ask him about the peculiarities of the

tempt, now looks forward to the monthly differentbreed of cattle , or of the varieties

visits of those unpretending and unosten- of fruits, or the composition of soils, or the
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6 Turues in tree

philosophy of draining and subsoiling, and ing and repining at the hard lot of the

he can tell you nothing about them . Now farmer, coupled with pictures of idleness

the farmer should bring to the cultivation of and slovenliness, and neglect, no lessons

his farm , a science as perfect as emanates which he may receive at school will avail

from the laboratory of the chemist or the to keep him in the right path .

study of the philosopher . He should be as The farmer should learn from observa

diligent student of the laws of nature , as tion . He should note the influences which

those laws are developed in the animal and cause good and poor crops. If his wheat

vegetable world around him . He should or his corn field fails to produce a good crop

of allmen find he should diligently inquire into the causes

of such failure , and if he is in doubt as to

Books in the running brooks; those causes, he should not rest satisfied

Sermons in stones; and good in everything."
until he finds them out. Let him study

But how shall this improvement and ele. the habits and tastes of his domestic ani

vation be attained ? I answer, by enligh - mals , and he will soon find himself posses

tening him , and teaching him to love and sed of a fund ofknowledge of incalculable

magnify his calling. The commencement benefit to him . Let him note the peculiar

of the season of education , properly speak - ities of the pests of his farm - the favorite

ing, is in youth ; but it does not end there. haunts and habits of the moles, the worms,

The active mind is always in the pursuit the flies , the curculio , and the birds. By

ofknowledge; and if this pursuit is directed these means he will regain a large portion

towards the right subjects, the man will of that mastery over all these things that

constantly grow in mental stature. JiI was given to our first parent, when God

is a matter of congratulation to every well. gave him sodominion over every living thing

wisher of the country, that the importance that moveth upon the face of the earth ."

of a better system of education for the sons The man who walks out over the broad

and daughters of farmers is beginning to fields with an open eye and an enqui

be felt and acknowledged . Already move. ring mind, cannotfail to find at every step ,

ments have been commenced in many an important lesson, not only ofthe good

States , to establish agricultural schools and ness and wisdom of the greatMaker of all,
universities within their limits , and why Ibut of practical teaching for every day life

should not we have institutions in our How admirably is every item and atom of

midst,where, while the branches of learn . he natural world adapted to its peculiar

ing commonly taught should not be over - purpose; and how do the object and con .

looked , the more important matters construction of each peculiar part explain the

nected with industrial life should be pre- others !

eminent? . Is it nottime for our State and Without enlarging further on this point,

County Societies to act on the subject, and which mightbe followed out to an indefinite

by petitioning the Legislature , obtain the length , I will pass to another ,and remark,

passage of laws for the accomplishment of that the farmer should learn from his neigh .

this object? But the parentmust not depend bors and brother farmers. Of all men

entirely upon the schools to accomplish |farmers should be free from secrecy and

the work of educating his children , or even / reserve with each other This is an occu

expect those institutions to create in their pation in which there can be, properly

breasts a love ofhome, or a just apprecia . speaking, no competition , nor any danger

tion of the farmer 's high calling . It is at ofoverstocking the market. It is free from

HOME the great work must be done . llere the temptation to resort to those petty tricks

the child must have those talents cultivated and subterfuges which so characterize ma.

which will prepare him for usefulness and ny persons engaged in trade and profes

happiness in after life . If he hears athome sional life. Have you discovered an im .

uneasiness and discontent and murmur. Iportant secret or principle in agriculture ?
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ofwhat avail will it be to you to withhold ter, no onewill object that I read it to other

the knowledge of it from your neighbor ? ofmy neighbors, as I have opportunity , or

Will it deteriorate the quantity , quality , or that I give it to them to read; or even that

value of your produce, if your neighbor's is Imake copies of it and give it to A , B , and

improved in either of these attributes ? So C to read; or further yet, if said A , B , or C ,

far from it that just the reverse will be the esteem the subject matter of the letter of

case. A farmer who is possessed of any sufficient importance, they shall paymefor

thing which he wishes to sell, will always copying it for them , thattheymay preserve

find that his success in getting a good the facts for future reference and use . You

price for it, will depend in a greatmeasure will all admit the correctness of these prin .

upon the reputation which his neighborhood ciples . Now suppose I take the letter we

or county has for producing superior arti- are conversing aboutand print it, and send

cles of that kind. The reputation of any - the printed copies to A , B , and C , and to

thing is almost as important a matter in any body else that desires the information

selling it , as its iritrinsic value , for the rea- contained in it. I will not follow out this

son that it is so much easier understood. thought any further, for fear that someper

If it is important thatwe be observant our sons, who are mightily afraid of book farm .

selves, it is equally important that we avail | ing ,might not be able to find the right stop

ourselves of the observations of others ; be- ping place. But passing over this I will

cause by this means we can often acquire continuemy subject, and remark , further,

knowledge at once, that it would take us that,

years to acquire by our own observations. I The farmer should learn from agricul.

Now let us pursue this thought a little : I and tural books and newspapers. What is an

inyneighbor then ,after a day spentin toil on agricultural book or paper but the printed

our respective farms, meet at night to con - record of the observation , experience and

verse for an hour upon what we have done opinions of men who have chosen this me.

and seen during the day . I tell him ofthe thod to give their thoughts , experience and

working of the new plow , or other imple - observation to their fellows ? Suppose you

ment that I have been testing, and he in have in your midst a man who has devoted

turn tells me of the successful treatmentby years of study and experiment to the cul.

which he has saved the life of a valuable tivation of fruit, so as to make himself fa .

animal, or the result of an experiment he miliar with all the peculiarities of growth .

has been making with a new variety of and cultivation of every variety, would not

wheat. Wepart, mutually interested and the most inveterate railer at book farming

instructed . We have each gained the rejoice to have such a man visit him and

benefit ofthe other's experience. Now this take a walk with him through his orchard ,

is an agriculturalmeeting, and whether it and talk with about his trees ; tell him the

is composed of two persons, or two hund- names of his choicest fruit, and how to

red, it is nothingmore or less than a meet- propagate it; tell him why the yellows kills

ing for agricultural improvement;and when his peach trees ; and the blight his pears;

youmeet as a County Society , it is but ex. |how to prevent ihe curculio from getting

tending the same principle of action that his plums,and the borer from destroying
exitsts in the familiar visit I have supposed his apple trees ; explain to him the simpli.

between two neighbors. city and ease of the process of raising the

Another view ,my neighbor, perhaps, is niost luscious grapes and the most delici
'unable to visitme in person , and so , being ous strawberries, All will admit that he

possessed of information which he desires would : then, why, if he cannot come in

to communicate to me, he sits down and person , should any object or refuse to re

writesme a letter, and I in turn write one ceive the same valuable information when

to him . Well, this all will admit is very lit comes in the printed book or newspaper.

right, and also , when I have read his let . An agricultural paper, if it is what it ought
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to be , (and if it is not what itoughtto be, the many a farmer 's house in Missouri — have

faultmay generally be traced to the factthat partaken of his generous hospitality, and

the farmers and practicalmen have not done have talked with him about his farm and

their duty by it, in extending its circulation , his cattle , and I can truly say, that I have

contributing to its pages, and encouraging nevermade one such visit, in which I have

others to do the same,) but if it is what it not gained valuable information , and came

ought to be, will contain the recorded expe- away a wiser man. And paradoxical as it

rience and thoughts of practical men all may seem , it is nevertheless true, that the

over the State and country . But, says an men from whom the mostinformation can be

objector ,neither books or newspapers teach thus gained , are the very men ,of all others,

alike. One recommends one thing, ano. Inost ready to acknowledge their indebted .

ther, perhaps, exactly the reverse. This ness to such mediums as we are consider

may be true to a certain extent, and if the ing. The agricultural paper is presented

farmer cannot use his judgment and com - to you as containing the recorded experi.

mon sense to discriminate in the case, he ence of judicious and intelligentmen , all

had better let the book or paper alone. In over the country ; men who have taken

the State of New York ,where corn is worth pains to write off, for the benefit of their

80 cents a bushel,the farmer would be justi- fellows, what they have seen , what they

fied, on the score of economy, in expending have heard, what they have tried,and what

eight dollars on each acre of his corn they desire . Here you may converse with

ground, for manures and fertilizing materi. your brother farmers all over the State and

als, if he could thereby increase his crop continent, and if their views agree with

fifteen bushels per acre , and the book or yours, you will be strengthened in your

paper which would teach him how to do it positions, if notyou can judge which of you

would be of value to him . But the same is right in the case. No one man can

amount expended by a farmer of this coun . know everything, and nomatter how intel

ty , where corn is worth , say 25 cents per ligent you may be, or how well you may

bushel, with the same results , would run understand farming, you cannot read a

him in debt somethingmore than four dol- paper which thus contains the joint wisdom

lars per acre. The New York farmer of all, without being benefitted by it. Per .

would make four dollars per acre, while 'haps it is in the mere matter of preparing a

the Missourifarmer would lose thatmuch . bucket of white -wash , or planting a shade

You see, therefore , that the farmer must tree , thatyou may get your dollar 's worth of

judge for himself, whether the teaching he information , but in some way or other you

is considering is adapted to his land, crops, will find out that the small sum paid for the

circumstances, and the value of his pro - book or paper, is the best investment that

duce in themarket. A paper adapted to a you have ever made. But, lest it should

country where land is dear, labor cheap, be thought that I have an an axe to grind,"

and produce bearing a high price, is of I will leave this point and remark , that,

course , but little suited to a country where The farmer's homes need improving.

the reverse of all this obtains. Let us Far be it from me to invade the sacred pre

truly understand the nature of this pub . cincts of the hearth stone. But let every

lication . It is not offered to the public man ask himself if a large portion of the

as the embodiment of the wisdom or ex - homes of the land could not be far happier

perience of the one man charged with its than they are ? If the introduction of a

supervision . Gladly, in most cases, 1 have purer taste in structure and embellishment,

no doubt, would this man sit at the feet of of more unity of action and sentiment be

the humblest of you all, and learn the first tween all parts of the family in arrange

principles of good farming. And here I ing and ornamenting would not be condu

may be permitted to say, that in the course sive of happiness . I know that almos ev

of the last four or five years, I have visited Iery man is ambitious to have a showy house
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but is the desire to have a convenient and principal city and on oursteamboats comes

comfortable home equally as prevalent ? | from Ohio . We raise hemp and tobacco ,

And where this desire exists is there not in and wheat, and corn , and fatcattle , mules,

many cases a wantofability or skill to ac- horses and hogs to sell, but I believe of all

complish it? It is not in the stately palace, other articles we import more than we ex

nor in the glitter and parade of fashion and port. Our gardens and orchards are for

show , that the true joys of life are found, themostpart very inferior andmany choice

but in the cultivation of those pure princi- fruits and vegetableswhich might be easily

ples which seek not to dazzle but to ben . I grown are almost unknown . Our lands

efit; which unite all the household in one are rapidly appreciating in value, and the

effort to make all happy ; which find at opening of new avenues of trade is increas . ,

home the chief, best good ; and which will ing the price of the produce of the farm in

cause all to contribute to the happiness of an unprecedented rate. Many articles

all. Where these exist, however humble which before the opening of therailroad to

may be the domicil which covers them , it to your county would not and could not

will be the dwelling place of peace and have been carried to market with profit will

contentment, and no fears need be enter - be found as soon as that road finds its way

tained but it will be rapidly improved and through your territory to be the best payin

embellished. Love will plant the roses products of your farms. I do not hazard

which yield the richest perfumes , and af much when I predict that thenext ten years

fection will suggest a thousand appliances will work an almost entire revolution in this

of comfort which ingenuity will find the county not only in the kind of crops pro

means to procure. But are not too many duced but in themanner of cultivating the

of us prone to make the improvement of soil. The advance in the price of land

our homes the last thingwhich engages our will be such that an incomeof ten or twelve

attention ? I merely allude to this topic |dollars per acre with an indifferent skim

while I pass on to remark that ming ofthe surface of the soil will not an

The farm needs improving. It is a no- swer. It might do when lands were worth

torious fact that here in Missouri, upon the three or four dollars an acre, and the farm

richest lands on the face of the earth we er could have asmuch as he pleased to go

raise less corn and wheat to the acre, than over a great deal of surface to get a few

they do upon the sterile soil of New Eng- bushels of corn or wheat, but with land at

land , where the land is so poor thatwithout fifty dollars an acre suchmanagementwill

an annualmanuring it will barely produce be a losing business . For the same reason ,

a respectable crop of sheep sorrel. Our also you want better hogs, cattle and horses.

cattle ,horses and hogs, with few exceptions You will want a herd of cows of superior

are inferior, and so little skill and manage. milking qualities, as well as breeders of big

mentdo we exercise that if we were not fa - oxen and fatbeeves. Itwill notdo to raise

vored by providence with an almost self- tobacco and corn , pork and fat cattle

sustaining soil and climate we could not just because we have always done so , but

live andmanage things as we do. Weare wemust enquire what crops under the new

too much given to cultivate one particular state of things will best remunerate us for

crop to the exclusion of everything else . our labor and pay the best rentage for our

There are many branches of agriculture high priced lands. My time will not per

which have scarcely an existence among mit me to enlarge upon this topic . I fear

us. There is no State in the Union beiter I am already wearying you . .

adapted to the growth of wool than ours ; I remark again , that we need improve

and yetwool growing scarcely has a name mentas a community , as citizens of the

among us. Instead of sending offmillions county and State; and here permitme to

of pounds of butter and cheese , a great dwell for a few moments upon the impor

portion of those articles consumed in our l tance of sustaining in a vigorous condition
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your State and County Agricultural Socie . he must have the premiums and honors of

ties. They will sevre to knit you together the Society ; or that if he does not receive

in the bondsofmutual esteem and by theties them he gets no return for the time and

of a common interest, known and appreci- money devoted to thework. These things

ated by all. At the fairs and meetings of are but a small portion of the benefits of

your county Societies each will learn what your association , and theman whose desire

the otherhas done. Every farmer and me. to excel has no other foundation than this ,

chanic in the county should be a member or who joins your association only to get

of the Society , take a lively interest in its your premiums, will not bemuch help to

proceedings, and by all means attend its it after all. Let each member be resolved

fairs . If he has nothing of his own to ex . to use no partiality himself, and suspect

hibit (though every farmer should have none in his fellows.

something,) but if he has nothing, he will Remember that the chief seat of your in

wish to see what others have,and learn how fluence as well as the centre of your hap

it is that others have gone so far ahead of piness is in yourhomes and around your

him . However humble and unpretending own firesides. Enlist then with you in this

his homemay be, however inferior his stock | good work the females of your household .

- it will do him good to go and take a look Secure the cooperation of your wives, sis

at the fire animals which will congregate ters and daughters. Their advice and en

there ; learn how his neighbors have man- couragement will help along wonderfully

aged to raise three or four times as much with the success of your Society . Without

grain from a given number of acres as he that co -operation your efforts will decline

does, and ascertain from actual vision that in interest, with it that interest will increase

there is a better way of doing things than ten fold . It is one of our national faults

the way daddy did . There is no danger that we are toomuch proneto forget or neg.

that a visit to the fair will inake hirn discon - llect the pure joys that cluster around the

tented with his lot. When he sees what hearth stone. Letnot this be the casewith

othershave done, and perceives that farm . I you . In all arrangements for your fairs and

ing is not - need not be the dull uninterest. exhibitions provide for the productions of

ing pursuit that he hasheretofore esteemed I the needle , the wheel, the loom and the

it, but an occupation calling into exercise milk house. You men can raise corn and

all the intellectual faculties, and raising , wheat, and hemp, and tobacco , fat oxen

its followers to the highest rank as intelli- and fine horses, big hogs and lusty sheep ,

gent beings; that the farmer may surround but it takes the women ” to provide all

himself, even if he be comparatively poor, the elegant and delightful things which

with beauties and luxuries , and find in the make up so much , not only of the en .

cultivation of his land and the improvement joyments and luxuries of life, but its solid

of his stock ample employment for his mind comforts; and I would not give a straw for

as well as his body - he will go home re. l your association unlessit is bound together

solved no longer to remain a plodder; but with those bonds of refinement and domes .

inscribing progress on his banner he will ſtic sympathy which originate only in the

determine that he too will ennoble a calling menial clime of home.

which will in turn ennoble him . Encourage the cultivation of flowers. It
In order to keep up an efficient county has been said that

Society every member should resolve never " The man who has nomusic in his soul

10 indulge in petty personal schemes or Who is not inoved by concord of swert sounds

neighborhood jealousies. Use every effort Is it for treasuns,stratagemsand spoils."

to enlist all parts of the county and every So the man and much more the woman

class of farmers — the poor as well as the who does not love flowers - who takes no

rich , the small farmer as well as the culti- pleasure in cultivating those brightand gl.

vator of the big plantation . Let no one think Trious creations of our heavenly Father , and
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Lohout his form and dwell. . “ Ilfares the laud to hastening Ills a prey

who regards all about his farm and dwell
Where wealth accumulates butmen decay.

ing as valuable only in proportion to the It is to the farmers and artizans of our

amount ofmoney he can make off it, has
country we must look in all time to come

but a very inferior conception of his desti for the preservation not only of our liberties

ny or of the blessings God has poured out
but of our virtues. The weakening and

upon him . Assist your wives and daugh debasing customsand fashions of our cities ;

ters in this pleasantwork . The skill and
and the corrupting influence of greatwealth and

art of the painter and the sculpture, can i.
luxury; the blighting effects upon the pub

never equal the beauties with which everyy lic morals of politics pursued as a matter
farmer, however humble it may be,maye ,way of business and speculation - - all these

embellish his home. things indicate that it is in the healthful

Encourage the cultivation of fruit . Ev. walks of rural life wemust look for the sup

ery consideration of health , profit and com - port of our free institutions and the preser

fort demands this . With a little attention vation of our national virtues , May you

you may have fresh fruit constantly on your thusact well your part , and as a reward

table from May to December, and apples may your sons be as plants grown up in

and preserved fruits all the rest of the year. their youth ; your daughters be as corner

So near are you now to good markets that stones, polished after the similitude of a

ifmoney only is your object, fruit growing palace; may your garners be full, affording

will be found a very profitable business.-- all manner of store; may your sheep bring

And bear in mind that it costs no more to forth thousands and tens of thousands in

raise good fruit than thatwhich is indiffer their folds;may your oxen be strong to la

ent, bor; that there beno breakii g in nor going

Pay attention to the products of the gar- out, and no complaining in your streets ,

den . There is no portion of your broad ( Princes and lordsmay flourish and may fade.

acres that will so wellrepay your labor and A breath can make them as a breath hasmade,

attention as the garden . Oh , if our west When once destroyed can never besupplied. "

ern farmers would livemoreon the products
of the garden and orchard , and useless The following directionsrelative to the care

hogmeat and heavy bread, drink more cold of sheep during the present month are copied

water and milk , and less strong coffee and from the Northern Shepherds i

whiskey , we should hear less about the Sheep must, in some way, be sheltered

sicknesses of theWest.
from cold rains, as the wind is generally east

In concluding my remarks on this occa
and north -east. A low or depressed piece of

sion , letme urge upon you the considera.
woodland on the south and east side ofthe

tion that I have suggested to you these
pasture may be sufficient. If nothing else

thoughts , not merely for the purpose of
can be done, they must be b,ought to the winter

making you wealthier farmers, or to add to
fold in bad storms.

You will be very careful that no sheep
your renown as good cultivators and intelli- |

gentmen ,butto make you better as well as
stray, and that the fences are kept up at all

wiser men , and thereby happier men . I
times , and that the sheep do not contract

would remind you ofthe proud position you
unruly habits. All the sheep thatare breachy

occupy and the responsibilities resting up
learn it in this month and November, and

such a habit must destroy the value of the
on you in consequence of thatposition . In

all your actions as a society and as individ - |
flock for keeping on a farm . Whatman cau

uals remember these responsibilities . No
keep an unruly flock ofsheep on his premises ?

advancement in agricultural science; no
These habitsmay however be prevented, and

introduction of fine stock ; no erection of

you must do it. The fine wooled breeds are

of less subject to be unruiy than any other. If
eleganthabitations; no garden -like farms, ever salt does good it is at this season of the

can supply the wants of an enlightened ,ts of an enlightened , I year, and I would salt mine if it were for no

virtuous,and high minded people . " other purpose than to tame them .

But a bold yoemanry , their country ' s prid 9
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A Book Farmer. experiment, before he ventured much on

In our travels, this fall. wemet with it and what he thus learned and tested

' a book farmer, and as it is sometimes sup
he did not forget, or give it up until he

posed that such a character must be a li
must be was sure he had found a substitute of a

great curiosity,wehave concluded to give
better character. He did not start out a

a little account of him , to show such per
full blown, finished farmer , who knew

sons that the book -farmer is not, after
everything , and therefore could not learn

all, neither a dangerous animal, nor an anything more.
unnatural development of the genius ! When we visited his farm this fall, he

homo. showed us that he had endeavored to give

Now the heart is a very useful appen
all branches of his business a dueimport.

dage to the human body, and so are the ance ; he did not pay attention to one kind

feet and the hands-- but then it will not of crop , to the neglect of everything else;

do for the body to be all head or all feet, nor train fine cattle and let his horses

or all hands. A just proportion is ned and hogs starve ; nor take the mule fever

cessary both for beauty and for use . So so bad as to forget to plant his wheat or

when we describe a book farmer , we do corn . His orchard , garden , door -yard ,

not mean such a book -farmer as our cor
house and stable, all evinced marks of

respondent Aminidab described some his attention , and as we ate his fine ap

months ago , when he alluded to his friend ples and plums, and walked through his

Optimus, as a book -farmer , and nothing enclosures and saw his calves , horses,

else !' but one who comprises all other mules, pigs, and even ducks and chickens ,

requisites of a good farmer - experience. The told us how he had crept along , step

observation , experiment, research with by step , learning a little every day , and

the reliance upon books. Wecall him a making his farm , which , at the first, was

book -farmer, because, notbeing educated , but an unimproved waste, daily more and

for a farm , he knew little about farming more valuable, until hehad got one of the

until in maturemanhood , heturned his at- finest farms in the neighborhood ,and the

tention to that noble branch of industry , reputation of being one of the best farm

and emerged from behind the counter, io ers in the State. ,

the broad fields, with his books in hand , Nor was the history of his domestic

relying upon them and the good hard com - relations without instruction . It is not

mon sense that Providence had blessed every woman who is willing , after the

him with , for success. Cases are not rare cares of a family have devolved upon her ,

where men thus circumstanced have set to set down patiently to learn a new

out to do great things in the way of farm - mode of living. Yet we found such a

ing . With a little smattering of knowl- woman here, and as one evidence of it

edge they have imagined that they knew we saw a beautiful piece of figured ta

more than all their neighbors , and sup- ble linen, woven by herself , and when

posed they could astopish the community . weasked her how she learned to weave

with their success . But such men usu - it , she said that she took an Encyclopae

ally find out in a short time, that farming dia that explained the process and sat

is not an active business enough for their down and studied it out. Living at å

gigantic and busy intellects, and so after distance from schools , their children had

alternately “boring two inch auger holes been taught to read as well as to work at

with a gimblet,' or using a 'beetle to kill home, and we never saw a family where

a fly ,' for a year or two, we find them more intelligence, good will and proprie

again measuring ' tape and bobbin ' for the ty of deportment characterized all the

village misses, or occupied with some household .

other calling equally as dignified and in - It is not surprising that this man is

tellectual. getting rich. While the blessing of

This was not the case with our book - health is vouchsafed to him and his fam

farmer. He knew he was ignorant and ily it cannot easily be otherwise; and

he applied himself diligently to learning; herein is an important lesson to young

he broughtwhat he learned to thetest of men who desire to becomewealthy, and
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that is , to be sure in everything in which any convenient length , and placed in lay

you embark , you perfectly understand ers on the surface of the earth , to the

that particular thing in all its relations depth of twelve or eighteen inches, cov

and bearings upon everything else . - er the vines whilst damp, with partially

Better go softly and safely a few years , rotten straw , (either pine or wheat will

and only expand your operations as you answer ) to the depth of six inches, and

obtain a better understanding of them . cover the whole with a light soil about

Wehave seenmany a man ruined by be- four inches deep . In this way the vines

ing too hasty, but rever one by waiting will keep during the winter, and in the

untilhe knew enough aboutwhat he was spring they will putout sprouts as abun .

doing to act intelligently. Our friend dantly as the potato itself when bedded ,
was a " progressive,' in the best sense of The draws or sprouts when planted first

the word . He was not sa- isfied to do as and the vine itself can be subsequently

well to day as he did yesterday; nor as cut and used as we generally plant slips .

well this year as he did last. He be Scientific American . .

lieved in making a steady, regular ad
vance from day to day , and from season to Ink for steel Pens.

season ; and to this is attributable the
Take twenty pounds of the best Cam

fact that a crop of his rarely fell below peachy log wood, and boil it down for

any previous crop of the same article three hours in one gallon of water, ta

Hedid not raise 25 bushels of corn onen on king care to add enough during evapora.

one acre of ground, and 100 on another ,er tion , so as to have gallon of liquor at the
and the next year only 20 on any; but end of the boiling . Into this , dissolve 12

his aim was to have the present crop aloz. of the chromate of potassa , and stir

little better than any previous one. well. It should then be bottled up for

use. It does notrequire gum to hold any

HOWARD CO . AGRICULTURAL MEETING , sediment in solution - for there is none

In response to a call made through the columns like the common inks,madewith the sul

of the Banner' and Times,' a large number of phate of Iron , logwood and galls, or su

the citizens of the county assembled in the Court |mac. As there is no acid in this ink , it

Mouse in Fayette , on Monday last, whereupon

Dr. Cockrili,was called to the Chair, and Johnhin is the very writing fluid required for
F . WILLIAMS appointed Secretary. steel pens.-- Scientific American .

On motion of J . W . Henry , it was

Resolved , That a committee of eleven be ap The Grape.
pointed to draft a constitution and by-laws for

Mr. Haas, who has a young vineyard , of
the governmentof the association, and report at lov
the nextmeeting,

about three acres, within a mile of Boonville,

The chair appointed the following gentlemen | informed us, a few days since, that he made

as said committee : about 600 gallons of Catawba wine this sea

Dr. G . M . B .Maughs, N . G . Elliott, Dr. Johnson . He lost at least two-thirds of his grapes

A Talbot, J. M . Jackson , John W . Henry, John by the rot; still the crop is a profitable one,

Estill, Rice Patterson, John B . Clark , Wade M . as it will readily command $ 1 50 to $ 2 00
Jackson, W . H . Bibb , Taylor Jackson . per gallon - $ 900 to $ 1200 - a pretty good

On motion , the Chairman of the meeting was amount as the produce of a patch of ground

added to the Committee. on a hill side , too steep for the cultivation of

Itwasmoved and carried that five of said com grain . Mr. Boller will make from 400 to 500
mittee constitute a quorum . gallons: such wineas took the premium at the
On motion , it was

Resolved , That Dr, Cockerill deliver us an ad
State Fair . He sold what he made last year

dress on agriculture at our next meeting .
for $ 2 00 per gallon . Mr. H . M . Myers sold

Themeeting then adjourned to the first Mon - / $ 200 worth of grapes and made some wine.

day in December, 1853. The Hon . Jno. G . Miller has a fine vintage of

about 3000 vines; but we have not heard the

Sweet Potato Vines. particulars as to its yield this season .

· A correspondent of the Georgia Tele - 1 The vintages are all young in this vicinity ,

graph ,' states that the vines of the sweet and of the Catawba grape . This season has

been favorable for the growth of the bearing

potato may be saved during the winterrwood of next year, and with half luck , our

and used in the spring for propagating a wine growers in the aggregate, ought to make

new crop. In the Fall, any time before from 6000 to 8000 gallons of wine next sea

frost takes place, the vines may be cut in son. Boonville Observer .
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Close of the Volume. wrapper and directitto the Valley Farmer ,

This number concludes the Fifth Vol. St. Louis, Mo.,' and the hint will be suffi .

ume of the VALLEY FARMER. For sixty cient, but don 't try it unless you have paid

months we have made our appearance be up all arrearages .

fore the farmers of the West, and in all that

time we have notfailed personally to super. The Fair at Louisville, ky.

intend the publication of our paper. In Our readers will be able to form sume idea

only one instance have we been absent of this great event by a description of the

from our office when it was put to press. fourth day's proceedings copied from the

Wehave seen great changes in five years . Louisville Courier:

Our paper, from an uncertain , feeble en Tuesday, Oct. 14th , was the greatest and
terprise , has increased in strength and in . I grandest day of the Fair . Railroad Trains

fluence, until at this time there is not pro .
were constantly running from the city to the

Fair grounde, from 7 o 'clock in the morning

bably a firmer established periodical in the to 7 o 'clock at night. The immense building

land . Wemust take this occasion to re- was filled to its utmost capacity and it was es

turn our sincere teaaks to all those kind ſtimated that 10,000 persons were seated with

friends throughout the country who have in its circles at one time, and that there were

manifested so much interestin our success . 1000 tickets were sold at the gates yesterday .

120 ,000 in the enclosure. We learn that 12,

We trust they will continue their efforts for The railroad cars must have made 12 or 14

the year to come, and that many persons trips each way, averaging at least 800 pes

who have not hitherto put forth much effort sengers each way , and one train had 1, 800 .

in our behalf, will do so now .

Grey Eagle , the great Kentucky blood horse

The right and the möst' magnificent animal ever seen ,

spirit is now up , and if our friends will won the admiration of every body. When he

avail themselves of it, they can do much ran his famous career on the turf, 14 years

for us. Wehope that the friends of the ago, he was a dark dapple grey, now he is .

almost milk white. The appearance of Grey

cause, in many of the counties, will make Eagle in the ring created the utmost excite

an effort to get those saddies. ment and furore among the thousands of

spectators, and when thepremium was award

PROSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN NUMBERS, ed to him over all other competitors, the act

Ourprospectus, printed on a letter sheet, is was greeted by a universal shout of approba

tion .
now being distributed, and we will cheer . "

fully send it to any person who wishes to a
At the noon recess , in accordance with the

to desire of the 10,000 ladies present,the officers

form a club , on his apprising us of the fact. had Grer Eagle reconducted into the exhibi

Weshall also print extra copies of the Jan - tion ring. As he appeared at the entrance,

Upry number, ofwhich we will send speci- the band struck up " See the conquering hero

comes,' while a myriad of voices made the

mens to any person who will be likely to welkin resound with their acclamations. Ile

take an interest in its circulation . Our was triumphantly led over the space , and ex

friends will confer a favor by sending us hibited all themetal of a yearling in his game

thenames of such of their acquaintances as someantics. While his groom was conduct

they suppose to be of this class, and the 2018
nd the ling the veteran around , boquet after boquet

was cast at him from the amphitheatre; tri

copy of the paper will be forwarded to them . butes from fair beings to the matchless beauty

of this noble steed . Altogether it was one of

How to STOP THE FARMER . - If there the most exciting scenes we have ever wit

are any of our subscribers who do notwish nessed .
to continue after the time for which they ! We understand from Mr. Poyntz , one of his

have paid expires, we will tell them the owners, who was in attendance, that several

offers to purchase were made him yesterday.

best way to notify us of the fact. Let them It is presumod that the gentlemen who now

take the first paper they receive after their own him will not part with the old hero.
tiine is out, and write their name, with the They should not and will not, if we under

name of the post office to which the paper
stand their public spirit and love for the beau

has hitherto been sent, and then put it in alleaf, just such honorable owners.

tiful. He deserves, in his sere and yellow
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Lafayette County Agricultural and fine animalswere before them . is rather diffi

Mechanical Association . cult for us to conceive. The buggy horses,

On Monday last was commencod the first horses
saddle horses, and indeed every thing of the

the arst horse species, far surpassed our most sanannual Fair of this Association . On Tuesday guine expectations.

night wehad a heavy fali of rain , and on ° There were but few entries of jacks and

Wednesday morning the streets were very jennets. The animals were very fine; and the

muddy aud theweuther very cold and cloundy,
and a lightmist of rain continued to fall dur- i took the premium here.cloundy, jack that took the certificate at the State Fairok that took

ing a great portion of the day. It was soon
day.. It was soon The muleswe think quite equal to those cxagreed to hold the exhibition in the court- hibited at Boonville . Dr. Thornton 's carriage

house. Atone o 'clock the crowd assembled in
mules again bore the palm .and about the court-house . As many gentle - Take everything together, and our citizens

Den and ladies as could find room , assemb.ed I have a right to be proud of this beginning . 10

in the Circuit Court room to hear the Presi- lis true that
is true that mauy of the premiumswern bourn

dent deliver the annual address. While the off to other countries. This is right. Our

President was speaking , the various commit - '
16 ; people have not turned their attention to the

tees were buisy in the County Court room , ar
ranging the various articles on exhibition , and thatwehave has neverbeen in order for eximprovement of stock ; and the little fine stock

awarding thepremiumson each particular case hibition.unson each particular case hibition . It will take a few years to be ableIt will ta!
The first day was set apart for the exhibit - to competencessfully with those countie

ion of manufactured articles, such as jeans, that have for years made a business of stock

flannels , linseys, bed- quilts , embroidery, the growing, but
various agricultury implements, fruits , vege- / we have shall be put in order, we shall note growing , but even next year, when the stock

tables , & c ., & c. For want of room nothing fear competition from abroad . - Lerington

could be seen to a ivantage. The number of Erorecs ,

articles was very respectable, and in point of

qualiiy far superior to anything we had es Measuring Corn in the Crib .
pected to see. The quilts and embroidered

As the season is approachingwhen our farmers
work would have done honor to any society . when our furmers will be shelling their corn for

Indeed , all the articles of manufacture, with marhet, perhaps a rule for ascertaining the quan .

out a single exceptien , were better than we tity they may have, in an easy and expeditious

could have anticipated . Weneither bave the manner, may be of servioe to them . Wefind the

sheep nor the machinery for manufacturing following in an exchange :

woolen gooils of fine quality. After leveling the corn, multiply the length

On Thurday the weather was clear and and breadth of the house together and the pro

cool,with a heavy frost. Yet at an early hourSurduct by t'ie depth. which will give the cubic feet

of the day a large crowd assembled on theal of the bulk of corn ; then divide the last product

Fair grounds, to witness the exhibition of cat
by twelve , and the quotent will be the number of

| barrels of shelled corn contained in the house or
tle. There were numerous entries, and some crib . If there be a remainder after the division

of the stock was unusually fine, and a portion it will be so man twelfths of a barrels sf shelled

of it in finə order; but most of the stock be- corn over.,

longing to this country was thin and some of As an example of this rule , a crib twelve feet

it absolutely poor, yet it compared well with long , eleven feet wide, and six feet deep. contains

that from other counties. There were on the seven hundred and ninety two feet. This amount

ground some fine animals, both imported and divided by twelve will give sixty-six as the num

native. ber of barrels of shelled corn, or three hundred

The hog show we think the noorest we ever and tdirty bushels; (as we the writer will allow

sow ; but few entries were made, and all the five bushels to the barrel. ) We give this rule for

stock , with the exception of two or three ani.
what it is worth , and our readers can test it for

hemselves.Inals , was , according to our judgement, of an

indifferent character . Lazy Boys. - A lazy boy makes a lazy man just
On Friday the whole exhibition was fine. Welas sure as a crooked twig makes a crooked tree.

hazard nothing in sayiag that it was the finest Who ever yet saw a boy grow up in idleness
that was ever made in Missouri. The show that did notmake a shiſtless vagabond when he

of stallions was highly creditable; but wo did became a man , unless he had a fortune left him

ot like to see some of the horses exhibited in to keep up appearances! The great mass of

harness while others were exhibited in the bri
thieves, paupers and criminals that now fill our

dle .
penitentiaries and almi-houses, have cometo what

they now are by being brought up in idleness.
Theexhibition of brood mares , both impora mares , Doun impor- 1 Those who constitute the business portion of our

ted and native, would be highly creditable tohauve, would be highly creditable to community, those who make our useful men ,

any society ; would be highly creditable to any were trained up in their boy-hood to be indus
society ; and how the judges, where so many trious.
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Osage Orange Hedges. if , in all coming time, I hire a man and keep

Prof. Tarner , of Jacksonville , Ill., has had him to take care of the hedges, and he does
perhaps, more practical experience with the nothing else for five months in the year, it is

evident that the rails and the hedges would ,
hedge plant than any other man - indeed , to on that score, just balance in actual cost .

him belongs the honor of introducing its use But on the other hand it should be consider
on the western prairies. Whatever, there. ed that it will take from three to four years

fore he says on the subject is worthy of atten - / before the hedges will be sufficient to turn

stock . We will say the extreme four years .
tion ; and we find in the Prairie Farmer for Here then is a loss of $ 400 interest for which

October , the following article upon the sub - the hedge makes no return , but the rails do.

ject . Wemay add that wehave seen the house . To offset this , it should be considered that
lot of which he sveaks, and that our opinion about $ 400 worth of the wear of your rails

will be gone in that time; for the whole fence

of it fully corroborates what he says of it. I will be virtually gone in twelve years, as our
Webeg our readers to notice this article, in rails usually are now , in less time than that

connexion with the views we have more than even ; while your hedge at twelve years old ,
once expressed , of the applicability of the thus taken care of, will be fifty per cent better

hedge plant to form enclosures for sheep ,
kiner than it was at four years old .

? ! But again , instead of its requiring a hand
within which they will be perfectiy free from five months in the year, it does not require

dogs, wolves and sheep -stealers : one, one month , even in themost laborious

I have a little farm of about one hundred and difficult part of the process, to take care of

and fifty acres , ten miles from this place, now the hedge in the best manner and after the

nearly surroundec. and subdivided into twenty third or fourth year it does not require the

acre lots by this hedge, with gardens, stock half ofthat amount of labor for any man that

lots, house and fruit lots of smaller dimen - can swing a splasher can trimm a half mile of

sions. Parts of the hedge are not fully grown, hedge, well enough for any farming purpose,

and the fences are still standing but I have in a day, and an expert hand will trim a mile;

given notice to my farmer already , that if he and whenever suitable horse-power shears are

finds any person hereafter bringing old rails , introduced , the cost will be still farther di

or wood of any kind upon the premises, under minished .

pretence of making a fence, to prosecute such In balancing my estimates of cost between

persons atmy expense, for damages, at once; the hedge and rail fences on my place I can

for I will not have the premises, or any part of not make it come out any other way than that

them , disfigured in that way . Or, if he him . I shall , on the whole in the long run , be as

self cuts the timber belonging to the place with well off at least, with the hedges, and a good

any malice prepense, I shall at once proze. Iman hired five months in the year to take care

cute him . This injunction coversall gardens, of them , as I should be with a wooden fence,

stock yards, fruit yards, and all enclosures of in point of cash cost . But in point of securi.

whatsoever sort made upon the place under ty and beauty there is of course no compari.

my directions. I will never allow another son . But all know well, who know anything

rail or board of any sort to be brought upon about it, that it will not cost me eren a fifth

the place for any such malicious purpose. Ipart of that labor, on an average, to take suf

Now for the figures: ficient care ofthe hedges, even with the imper
To make all these enclosures in the best and fect tools now in common use.

most convenient manner I can devise, will re- Here then is a clear saving of $ 80 per an

quire about fourmiles of hedge or other fence. num , at the end of ten , or atmost fifteen years,

It would be impossible forme to obtain the there will accrue another saying of at least

cheapest sort of rail, or wood fence, for less the whole cost of the rail fence, which will all

than three hundred dollars per mile. This be decayed and gone, while the hedge will be

would of course, make a bill in the outset of better than ever before. Here, then , is ano

$ 1200 . ther saving of $ 1200 more , or $ 100 per an

On the other hand, thehedgewell set in the num , or thereabouts.

ground, at the price plants now sell at, would If any ono can make a practical estimate

cost, notto exceed $ 25 per mile . Tof relative costs , founded on fact and person

Here then is , to start with , a clear differ - al experience, materially more in favor of

ence in cost of $ 275 per mile , or of $ 1000 in wood fences than the above , I would thank
the four miles when first put upon the ground. I them to do so .

The annual interest $ 1006 is , of course, $ 100 I have hereby given the public my own per

in this county. Now this $ 100 will hire me a sonal, practical estimate, on which I have

good , smart young man to tend my hedges, based all my actions in the management of
and board him five months in the year. Now my own lands.
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If the estimates are not substantially cor- ! On my farm too , there are someseventy - five

rect, I wouid like to be convinced of the fact hogs and pigs of all sorts , which run against

before proceeding farther with my other lands a hedge between my orchard and hog yard ,

as I am now doing. At least those who regard and cornfields and though the pigs often get

the interest of our farmers ought not to let through the rail fence, on the opposite side of

this paper pass without criticism , if they dis - the lot, I have not known their passagethrough

cover any material source of practical error this eighty rods of hedge this season, and I do ,

in it . not think they have done it , or can do it.

On this place of 150 acres, requiring as I Others to whom I have sold plants , who

have stated , four miles of fence to put it in followed their directions, have as good hedges

perfect order, I calculate that I am saying , in as I have and someof them say they arebetter.

cash , at least $ 200 per annum , in all coming But I see all over the country a great many

time, by using hedges rather than rails , aside failures. The great trouble is, many of the

entirely from the additional comfort, security farmers will not follow the directions given

and beauty ofthe hedge. them by the hedgers and experienced nursery

As regards comfort, I can only say that I men who sell them the plants, and give direc

now write with my eye resting upon a hedge tions for their management. They undertake

about four years old , between my garden some short-hand method of their own. They

and fruit lot, and the most public street in think they cannot be at the trouble to fill spa

this county, through which thousands of ces, cut down, and wait three or four years to

mules and wild Missouri steers, hogs, sheep , get a hedge four or five feet high . So they

& c., are driven every year , and all the stock run up a row of bean poles in about two years

of this village, of all sorts run at large. (And and then cut them down every spring and

Pharaoh of oid knew what a starved town neglect them all the season after, and of course

COW was. ) In this hedge is a small wicker only raise an annual crop of bean poles, and

gate, opening into the street, with an osage not very pleasant to handle at that. But they

crab over it to prevent climbing . When ne- are learning, and will all learn after a little

cessary this gate is kept locked . In this lot, sad experience, and three or four years loss of

which is within corporation limits and contains time in making their hedges.

some four acres , we have had through the But this is not all a dead loss; for theroots

season , the greatest abundance of strawber- meantime grow strong and well, and these

ries , gooseberries, currants ; peaches, pears , hedge rows of three or four years old may be

of the finest varieties, grapes, jaspberries, I cut down close to the ground in April, and

plums, cherries, blackberries, melons, & c ., after that be trimmed once in two or three

and if any person has been inside of the lot weeks, and thus bebrought into a good hedge

without leave, it is certain they did not get in a single season , when the roots are thrifty

over the hedge; or if any boy has taken a and rigorous, and the soil well kept. I

plum or a berry we do not know it. have done this repeatedly, where errors in the

You may attribute this to the good morals first managementhad been committed .

and gentlemanly conduct of theboys in Jack

sonville, and I have no doubt that our Sab r . Vicious Cattle. .

bath schols havemuch to do with it, and that ! The common 'vice ' of jumping and throwing

the vastmajority of our youth and children are fences is taught to cattle, with scarcely an

80 well instructed that they would not molest exception , by their owners and care-takers.

their neighbors in any improper way; but past Fences half down soon fall by the rubbing of

bitter experience compelsmetoknow that there cattle, and teach the first lesson , especially if

are enough unprincipled boys to make a good cattle haveany shrewdness in observing cause

hedge a most desirable appendage to a fruit and effect, very fine feed , just over a poor

yard . It is at all events a comfort to know fence , in the next letting down bars and rail '

it is there, and that the wind will not blow it fences to the halves, from laziness, so that the

down, and the wild Missouri steers will not animal has to leap is a third lesson - and this

throw off the riders, or bugle over in droves, last is often first, second , and third with sheep

break down the panels , and race over the lots until they will scale anything . These three

as they used to do every year before I had a lessons are usually enough , but a fourth is of

hedge.
ten added, namely, placing one additional rait

As to security , all our fowls consisting of each sucessive day , as they becomemore skill

some hundreds of hens, turkeys, ducks, guin - ful, for the ostensible purpose of keeping the

ea fowls , peacocks, & c . , have been enclosed animalwithin bounds, but really operating as

for two seasons past in a half acre lot, with a la most ingenious contrivance to teach tho art

seven foot panel fence one side, and a hedge of yaulting . We have heard ofFrench being

on the other. They sometimes get over the taught in six lessons; but few animals require

fence, but never, to my knowledge, over the more than the above four to enable them to

hedge. I take 'French leave' of any ordinary enclosure.
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The Callaway Fair . Butwe cannot forbear to say something

In another column will be found an of- about Col. Thos. C . Anderson 's chicken

ficial report of the Callaway County Fair , coop, that stood so prominent in the ring .

which came off last week ' at this place. Who did not see them big chickens and

from which itmay be learned to whom them big geese, with bigger names. Well

the premiums were awarded , and who Ilet us see if we can spell that big name- -

were favored with blue ribbons' the Shanghia - we believe it is . They were

various classes of animals and kinds of truly fine specimens, large enough, we

articles ofmanufacture brought forward would say, for four months old . The

to compete for the prizes, and such other Colonel is an enterprising man , and on

statistical facts as are of interest in con - the last day of the exhibition we will see

nection with it. that he imports cattle and sheep as well

Although the first was a black, chilly 1a
as chickens and geese.

day , altogether univiting, yet a very ! The second day broke upon us asbright

large number of ladies and gentlemen of and clear as il May morn , and we were

our own and othercountieswere in atten - early on the ground . To see the many

dance, and so interesting was the display faces, the sparkling eyes and gay forms

of handicraft, especially the ladies, work , that gathered around that circle- to wit

that but few could consent to leave the ness the array of beauty and fashion that

ground until they had seen all. The cold was there was pay enough ; but when the

lected fruits of female industry was there Marshalmounted the stand and called for

as a noble testimonial that there were the horses, and the horses came prancing

those, and not a few of them , among the forth in 'majestic pride,' and there were

daughters of the land who feel that to end before us more than a dozen of the finest

gage in useful domestic pursuits is no dis- specimens of the race - surrounded by a

grace to their sex , galaxy of the fairest of Missouri's daugh

The various articles opened out at first
ters we could not but feel proud of Old

were carpets, jeans, flannels , blankets,
Callaway, of Old Buone, and of othe sis

quilts , hearth- rugs, socks and needle
ter countieswhowere thererespresented .

work . But among them all the calico
| The exhibition of stock throughout the

bed -quilts especially attracted our atten
Lºlwhole day was of the finest character .

tion, and to those who saw the great
Wethink we can risk nothing when we

number, beauty and variety that were
" say that the horses andmules brought in

hung on that line,' it would be useless to
to the ring were such as would compare

say that it was hard to determine where
favorably with any similar stock in any

the red ribbon ' ought to go, or that to be county or State. Wehave attended va

be second best in that crowd was honor
rious Fairs in different counties, in differ

enough . The taste and workmanship
ent States, and we feel safe in saying

displayed in getting them up was highly
that we never saw better mules of the

creditable to the makers. The premium
samenumber together anywhere. One

quilt was sold on the ground for $ 50 , and
lot, six in number, sold on the ground for

the certificate one was desired by the
\ $812. The premium buggy horse sold

same person at a like price, but it was on
clon the ground for $ 220, and was re-sold

not for sale. The premium for needle . Ithe next day for $ 250 .

work was awarded to Mrs. Mcllvaine, ! On the third day the weather was fine

an inmate of the Lunatic Asylum , and a and the attendance large. This was the

most beautiful piece of work itwas. This day set apart for the exhibition of ca tle,

will not be doubted when it is known that and we just remark thatwewere not pre

there were a large number of specimens pared to believe that Callaway and cout

presented , all of them most beautiful and ties around could bring together such a

finely wrought, among which were some number of such superior cattle. The

that had received awards at other Fairs. Missouri raised stock was shown first ,

Butwe cannot stay to notice all the arti. among which weremany beutiful animals

cles in detail that were of sufficient inter of the finest form and symetry . But it

est to claim especial attention . was reserved for the call ' bring on your
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stock not raised in Missouri,' to place be- good order was observed on all hands,

fore the spectators perfection of beauty , and general satisfaction given to all con

and first among the number thus called cerned . The judges faithfully and im

forth came Lord Wellington , belonging partially demeaned themselves, and the

to Thos. C . Anderson , and Oregon , be- Officers were prompt and efficient in the

longing to A . W . Turner, both imported discharge of their duties, and deserve

from Kentucky ; and now eomes the “tug great credit for the manner in which

of war." The judges examine and ex- everything was conducted . The whole

amine, the crowd await their decision with affair was an honor to thosewho were ac

breathless anxiety ; they consult together tive in getting it up, and is a signalrebuke

again and again ; the red ribbon is put on to those who cried out in their timidity ,

Oregon , the blue on Lord Wellington , it would be a failure. Go on , Old Calla

And all feel to beat Lord Wellington is a way! Let 'failure' be not found in your

great victory ,but to be beaten by Oregon vocabulary; let your motto be, 'Advance,

is no disgrace. Both noble animals, both now is the time;' let not the spirit now

worthy of all that can be said in their awakened in your bosom be suppressed;

praise. Next came Prince Albert, be- begin now to prepare for nextfall's Fair,

longing to John A . Hockaday, and his and we vouch for it, you will soon set an

competitor, almost perfect in form and example that your sister counties would

symetry. After they were led out the be proud to emulate . - Fulton Telegraph .
Duke of Orleans walked over the track

in lonely granduer, none being found tol Goa
eing found to Guano ACCUMULATIJNS. -- A writer in the

compete with him , and here we saw the North British Agriculturist states that he

living reality of what had been pictured has examined all the Islands in the rainless

to our minds in herd books. And then latitudes of West Africa , and that all the

came thatbeautiful bull calf ofMr. Mc- guano that was found upon them has been

Neil, with its four competitors, to bear removed . He states that one foot of guano

off the prise from them all.
accumulates on Halifax Island in Angra Pe

quina Bay in three years. This would

Next came the caws, and we can but amount to 13331- 3 feet in 4000 years. This

barely notice but one or two of them . certainly overthrows all the arguments that

Betty Vause was one of the noblest ani- were advanced to prove the great age of this

mals we er er saw ; she weighed upward planet by some who have calculated that the

of 1900 pounds, and her form is all that guano of the 300 feet hills in the Lobos Is

is desireable in a cow . All that were
lands required ages before it is recorded our

brought in the ring were of the finest
world was created .

quality . The heifers were all super ior ,

and especially was that little calf , Mary
SHEEP RAISING for the wool. -- The woch

product of five or six sheep will gupply most
Tarlton , every way worthy of the premi any family with two or three suits of warm

m . clothing. There is nearly twice the wear in

Then came sheep , and we had an opor- homemade cloth that there is in store cloth ,

tunity of seeing some of the far famed for the latter has come to be about half cot

Cotswold and Yorkfordshire sheep . They ton. It is often the mere re-product of old

cloths, baggage and street -rags, ground up

wehad formed from the accounts we had
and twisted or felted into sheets, then cut up

seen of that kind of sheep. It strikes us
and basted or pasted together , and glossed

es us over with gum varnish . The common clo

that for mutton they exceed any sheep thing usually sold in shops, though seeming

we ever saw . The county is greatly in - I cheap , may have undergone years of service,

debted to Thos. C . Anderson for their in - lupon the backs of negroes and diseased laz.

troduction among us.
zaroni. Such are some of the reasons for

Wemight, ifwehad space, speak more
urging upon farmers the absolute duty and

manifest interest of raising wool and manu

in detail of many of the animals exhibited , facturing their own clothing. The costapart

butwe can only say that the whole Fair from the outlay for stock sheep to start up

throughout, and we are proud to say it , I on , is a mere trifle , in time; and the more

was highly creitdable to our county ; was sheep a farmer keeps, the legs will be the re

conducted with the strictest propriety : (lative expense. - Grant County Herald .

W
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Males. and a very useful and profitable animal; and

I have been in the business of rearing and it would save the North millions of dollars

marketing mules for many years; which I were they in as common use here as at the

havemarketed prineipally in New Haven , Ct., South .
and in the States of New Jersey and Pennsyl- The mule is adapted to labor at a younger

vania ; which animal, in the latter two States, age than the horse; and experience is all that

is much in use. I sold mules there twenty- lis wanting to convince the people of the North

eight years ago last fall ,which were two years of the great advantages that would accrue

old ; and I saw some of them two years ago , from bringing these animals into general use

which were fat; and the owners said they were at home, and from rearing them more abund

good as ever. antly for the Southern Markets. - S . Smith ,
I have conversed with many aged gentle- | Wilton , Me. - U . S . Patent Office Reports.

men , who have used mules for fifty years, and

with somewhɔ had mules in their possession
which they represented to be forty-two years Rotation of Crops.
of age. i have also been told of one owned

io Pennsylvania thatwas sixty -three years old . Mr. John Young, of Richland county , Ohio ,
I am fully satisfied , from myown observation , thus describes his system of rotation of crops:

that mules live to double the age of horses; — lly system of rotation of crops is to plow

that it costs but about one-half as much to down as heavy a crop of clover and sow
keep them , and they are not one-half so sub - wheat; then plantcorn , and then sow oats, and
ject to disease; consequently the saving would with them four quarts of closer seed , mixed

be great; and I think they ought to be used with two of timothy. The field is in pasture

for draught in all countries, instead of horses. or meadow till the third year; when a crop of

Such complaints as heaves, spavin , & c. , I clover is again turned in by the plow , to be

have rever yet seen or heard of about a mule; followed by wheat. By this practicemy land

and I have raised hundreds, and seen thou - now produces much better than it did 20 years

sands; which complaints are very prevalent ago . The best preventive of the Hessian fly
among horses . land yellow midge is , to sow early ; late seed

I give it as my opinion , thatthe average ageingmakes the plants feeble and increases the

of mules is thirty - five or forty years. They injury of insects. '

are much easier broken than horses, if treated Mr. Young sows turpip seed among corn at

with kindness. the last plowing , and obtains a remunerative
It is true, there seems to be a general pre- crop . Thewhite flat furnip is the variety pre

judice existing with people against this api- ferred for culture with corn . He properly re
mal; and it is expected that they will kick or marks that the best fertilizer formeadows is ,
kill everybody who hasmuch to do with them ; / to dood them where it is practicable . Irriga .
and when people undertake to break them , ittion by small streams and catches, is worthy
is thought to be the first requisite to tie them far more attention than it receives. The

ap and give them a sound drubbing , not for meadows of Mr. Y . yield from two to three
anything the innocent creatures have done, tons per acre. Well -rotted barn - yard manure
but for something they are expected to do ; I and plaster are used as a top dressing for
and being animals that are intelligent, they meadows, and timothy makes the most salea
rightly become dissatisfied with such treat- ble hay. Clover, properly cured , is regarded
ment, and , of course, will show resentment. as morenutricious for farm stock . By cros

While engaged in selling , I have helped har- sing a French Merino ram with large native
ness up a great many taken from the drove, lewes ,Mr. Young has obtained half bloods of
without any previous training, and have driv- good size, and valuable formutton ; while the
en them in a wagon containing several persons Aeeces are greatly improved in quality and in .
besides myself, and I never saw one contrary creased in weight and value. le rears pigs
or refuse to go off immediately. They are in a way that gives a pound ofmeat for every
much more intelligent and tractable than day they live - killing them when from 300 to
horses, and their attachment is much stronger | 400 days old .
if well treated . The fcal is carried easier by

the mare, and reduces her less, both before

and after birth . Sweet Potato Blossoms.-- The editor of the
They can always be sold for ready cash at Carrolton Mirror has been presented with a sweet

the South; and taking them on an average, polato vine in full blossom . The flower resem :

at any age, will bring more money here at the bles that of the Morning Glory, though not so

North than horses . He large. Horticulturists may tell us why it is that

sweet potatoes blossom this year when they

Therefore , I invite my fellow farmers to were never known to have done so before. Far ."
exemine this subject, and take greater interest |merswho have used the same seed and ground

in rearing mules. They are a cash article , for years , find flowers on many of the vines.
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The Horse - Want of Appetite. saturated with the excrement and urine, and
Thus sometimes arises from orer exertion , place it under the manger, thus submitting

or immoderate work , which produces generalihe horse to the noxious vapers that arise
debility , and of course thewhole functions are from the filthy mass . It is not to be wonder

more or less disturbed, and take on themor- ed that the poor animal should drag out such
bid action . At other times it is brought on a miserable existence. - Maine Farmer.

by overloading the stomach and bowels: by
standing in the stible without exercise, and | Training Steers.
eating immoderately of hay. Want of appe- A writer orer the signature of L . M . in the

tite may depend on a natural delicacy of the January number of the Cultivator, requests ,

stomach , or on the bad quality of the food . information as to themode of breaking steers.

Bad hay is often eaten with little or no ap - ] Having had some experience in that thing I

petite, especially when it has been musty . Jam induced to throw in mymite, but if the

When the appetite fails , though the food is views should prove ofno use, let them pass as

good, and the horse has only moderate work , worthless. I will speak of steers that have

the diet should be changed : a small quantity not been gentled by handling . Take a strong

of straw , cut up with what is called cut feed , rope, such as is used for digging wells, to one

would be serviceable; but if the horse has end of which make a noose and a knot to go .

been worked hard , rest , probably , is the re- l over thehorns; the knot is to prevent the nuose

medy needed . Young horses sometimes re- from closing too tight, thereby causing pain

se the hay or mangle it , from soreness in the unnecessarily to the animals, as they are very

mouth in consequence of changing their teeth . sensitive about the root of the horn ; bore a

This is sometimes attributed to lampass, and two inch auger hole in the side of a planked

the knife or firing iron is resorted to . This is house, through which draw a rope, until there

a barbarous and cruel practice, and should I is enough to give the animal room to lie down;

never be permitted . When a young horse is the second one in like manner, just so close

changing his teeth , the whole mouth is red that they cannot poke each other . Let them

and tender , which makes him fearful of eating I stand in that position for four or five days, or,

hay and unground corn, from the pain it gives until they are satisfied by handling that they

him . In such cases, the horse should be kept I cannot pull away ; then put a Nepoleon halter

on scalded shorts , or cut feed , until the sore - l on them separately and lead them about in

ness of the mouth is removed . In old horses, company of each other, say round a field , and

when the lampass are down to a level with the they will soon lead like dogs; then tie them to

front nippers, the part should be washed with the original ropes, put the yoke on , tie their

a strong solution of burnt alum ; or make a tails together with a leather strap in the long

solution of powdered bloud root, and wash hair atthe end of the tail to prevent their sliding

the part night and morning . All serious in - l off and turning the yoke. If it should possibly

ternal disorders are attended with loss of ap -loccur that they get into difficulty the strap can

petite. Weakness of appetite is often consti - I be cut. Walk them about until they get a

tutional, and cannot be cured ; yet it may be litlle jaded , withouthitching to anything the

palliated ; when such a horse is wanted only first time. When you want to take the yoke

for moderate work , his appetite may be great- off, tie up the original ropes, and a few

ly improved by careful feeding and grooming, times repeated , they will want nothing but to

and a well ventilated stable. The food must be shown how to work , which I prefer doing

be of the best quality, and the wator pure and by cutting a small saplin or pole about 15 feet

not too cold or hard ; he should have but lit- lionc : put one end in the ring of the yoke and

tle food at a time, but more frequently. He the other resting on the ground . When they

should never havemore, but rather less food are put to work , I prefer, as the best place

put before him at a time than he is inclined between the harrow and a gentle pair of oxen

to eat; and if any time he is found to leave the driver holding the young ones by a rope

food in his manger , it should be taken out, or Nepoleon halter and guiding the leaders by

and , after keeping him without food for a the whip . They follow their kind better than

short time, some fresh hay , oats , or shorts | horses, and on plowed ground they soon tire

may be given . The rack , manger, and every and get gentle; and further, there is no necess

part of the stall should be kept clean , and itv of being as particular where the harrow

when taken out for exercise or work , should goes, as if it was a plow , and a wheel vehicle

be well swept out, the old litter spread out totter spread out to might sometimes move too fast. In the fore

dry, and that part unfit for use taken away. part I allude to a planked house, because there

At night some clean fresh straw should be would be no place for a fractious steer to get

placed under him . A change of food is often his horns fast. I have beon in the habit of

useful, especially when green food or carrots tving them by ropes, to the yoke until they be

can be obtained . It is the custom in many came suficiently gentle to dispense with it. -

: stables to collect the bedding, after it has been l Cultivator.
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Fair at Weston , Mo. of their handy work. - Space will not permit

From the Weston Reporter.
us to particularize,though wecould with pleas
ure .

We publish to -day, in another column, On account of the lateness of the season
the premiumsawarded by the judges and di- and the inclemency of the weather , the first

rectors of the above Association , at their late day' s exhibition was held in the Weston Court

Fair held in this city on the 27th and 28th of of Common Pleas Court Room , which was

October, last. They will be read with inter - crowded most of the day. Rev. F . STARR ,

est by our readers through this section of the by requestmade an able , eloquent and highly

State. interesting address of about an hour, which
Wehave often referred to this subject on was listened to with marked attention by the

previous occasions, and we do so at this time audience. A happy vein of wit and humor

with increased interest , as we refiect how ran through the entire speech , as he contras

much has and can be brought about in the ted the real ennobling and high position which

brief space of a few weeks, by the combined the mechanics and farmers particularly held ,

efforts of a few interested and efficientminds. as contradistinguished from the preconceived

It is not yet three months since we first pro- notions of many weuk minds, and in many in

posed the organization of such an association stances, of the farmers and mechanice them

in the Platte Purchase,and not over four or five selves, that agricultural and mechanical pur

weeks since it was was first determined to hold suits were not as ennobling and worthy the

a fair this season , and a list of premiumswere employment of great minds, or men of ac

published . The people were ready for the knowledged superior attainments, as some one
work , and although some weak and faltering of the professions. Hevery readily and con

persons, thought the scheme a visionary one, clusively showed the falacy of such a course

at least as far as holding a Fair , this fall was of reasoning, not only by the aprlication of
coucerned , the more energetic and perseve- good common sense but by citing the many

ringminds knew that a beginning must first numerous instances that have occurred and
be made before the scheme could be fairly are constantly occurring in our own country

got under way, and they believed the great among our truly great men , who have in most

mass of the farming community , at least were cases taken pride and pleasure in pursuing ru

ready for the experiment. ral avocations during their leasure hours of

The result has amply proved that they were retirement, from the noise and excitement of

correct in their surmises. Weknew full well public life , and that most professional busi

whom wewere addressing, and that the call ness men , in whatever situation they may be

would be cordially and unhesitatingly respen - placed , are wont to look forward to the time

ded to , and we venture to say that ro one of when they can retire from the cares and busi

that vast concourse of people, of all ages and ness of an active business life, and follow

sexes who were present and witnessed the ex - the more quiet and independant calling of a

hibition on both days, butwere agreeably dis- farmer. Ile argued (and that correctly , that

appointed at the number present, and the in - the erroneous ideas of which we have been

terestmanifested by competitors and all oth speaking, and which are so prevalent among

ers. Wemust confess that the exhibitions on a certain class of persons at the present day,

each day , particularly the last , far exceeded where the result of a want of education , or

ourmost sanguine expectations. The first ex - in many instances, of no education at all , but

hibition was not so full as it would again be , that blissfulstate of ignorance in many cases

owing to the very brief space of time allotted which captivates the mind of the unthinking

for the preparation between the time of pub- and unreflecting.

lishing the premiumsand the time of holding . Wemight pursue this theme further and

the Fair. This appears more evident in the perhaps to advantage, would time and space
Mechanical department than any other. Our permit , butwe pass on to the second day's ex

Mechanicsmany of them manifested a strong |hibition , held as by order of publication , in

desire to see the good work go on , and readily Col. John B . Wells' Park near this city . This

came forward to join the Association although day was confined to the exhibition of Stock ,

they were unable to furnish articles of their and wemust say we were never more agreea

manufacture for exhibition atthe present Fair . bly surprised, or witnessed a finer exhibition

They pledge themselves to do so , however, an - of stock in a number of years, and ncver be

other year. The exhibition of domesticman - före, in upperMissouri, than on that occasion .

ufactures on the part of Ladies, though not Our farmers can justly be proud of the cattle ,

80 full as it will be next year, on account of a horses and other stock shown by them , to the

want of time, was nevertheless, very credita - admiring multitude - and we doubt not the

ble, and in many instances, they deserved exhibition will be far more extensive anoth

and received many flattering encomiums for er year, as many kinds of stock in each class

the skill and taste displayed in many articles were necessarily excluded from the want of
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tire .

sufficient funds in the hands of the Directory cleaned ; they should be well fed , regularly

to offer premiums, and were accordingly not watered , and have the salt mixed three times a
presented for exhibition . We presume this

week . By chopping or fouring your grain ,
deficiency will not again occur, judging from
the great interest manifested by all present. and mixing it with cut bay or straw , one third

Nor would it bave occurred at the present less will serve , so that you will be gainer by
time, had the association been organized two attending to this part of our advice, while

or three months earlier. We look forward to your beasts will actually thrive better by the

next year' s fair with increasing ' pride and
pleasure, and wehave no hesitation in sav . reduction of the graim . Corn and cob crushed

ing , that we challenge the county or any pum - together, is an excellent food , as well as

ber of counties in the state , to produce a finer being the most economical way of feeding

ormore extensive and varied exhibition of

every class and kind that are usually shown corn .

at such Fairs, than will be seen at the next
Franklin County Agricultural Society .

annual Fair of the North Western Missouri

Agricultural and Mechanical Association .' | LIST OF PREMIUMS.

Wedeeply regret that an opportunity did not First Day. - Best Saddle Bridle and Mar

offer for the address of Rev. W . J . Caples , as tingale , Leo Bullock , Union , premium . Best

was published , for the second day of theFair ; 10 yards Linsey, Mrs. William Beasley , In

but as the exhibition of stock in the ring, did dian Prairie, premium . Pair Socks, Miss.

not commence in the morning by an hour, as Caroline W . Jeffries , Union , premium . But

early as was intended , and before that had ter, Mrs. Henry Cheatham , Indian Prairie ,

closed , a large portion of theaudiencehad be- premium . Butter , Mrs. John T . Vitt , certifi

come wearied by long standing , and it get- cate . Loaf of Bread , Mrs. Gordon L . Buschi,

ting late they were evidently anxious to re- Newport, premium . Catawba Wine, Gordon

L . Busch , Newport, premium . Catawba Wine,

The Committee of arrangements and Di. Frederick Braches, Boles Township , certifi
restors, in their report of the list of preiniums cate. Horse Colt, 2 years old, Dr. John A .
given on that day, have tendered him their Powers, Boles Township , premium . Filly,

thanks for his kindness in consenting to ad - Asa Brackenridge, Central Township, premi
dress them , and also a handsome public apol- um . Colt , one year old , (past ), Alfred M .

ogy for inability under the pressing circum - Chiles, Beoff Township , premium . Colt , one
stances, to call upon him at the proper time, 1 year old , (past) , Andrew J. Coleman , Central
to deliver the address. - However much we Township , certificate . Ten yards Jeans, Mrs.
regret their inability to comply with their re- Martha Cheatham , Central Township , thepre

quest, and the known pleasure and interest to mium offered by E . B . Jeffries, Esq.
áll, his address on that occasion would have SECOND DAY. - Premiums were awarded as.
afforded , we have no hesitation in saying that follows: Pair Boots, Charge Hugow . One

the want of opportunity will not in the least, horse Plow , John Whitson . Two horse do .,
detract from the previous well known and ac- do . Side of Upper Leather, F . J . North .

knowledged ability and talent of the Rev . Or- Bushel of Wheat: B . Cleve. Bushel Irish Po.

ator, on all occasions when called upon to tatoes, H . J . Walton . Stallion , John White
address a vast audience or a small number son . Brood Mare, Asa Brackenridge. Suck
upon a subject fraught with so much inter- ling Colt , A . N . Chiles. Saddle Horse , J . G .

est as that of the Farmer and Mechanic . Coleman . Cow , H . Cheatham . Yoke of Ox
The whole affair passed off with credit noten . J . Stahlman . Jock , Dr. Wm . M . Patton .

only to the exhibitors, but to the Officers, Di- Múle, J. W . Crowder. Boar , H . Cheatbam .

restors and Judges, and every one returned Sow , do. Bull Calf , do . , the premium of

from the exhibition with , we doubt not, far ( fered by the President of the Society.

more exalted feelings of pride and pleasure
in contemplation of the great and growing The following gentlemen were elected offi

wealth and prosperity of this garden spot of cers for the ensuing year: H . Cheatham ,

the State - -the Platte Purchase, his happy | President; Dr. E . McLean and Asa Bracken

and thriving home.
ridge, Vice Presidents; E . B . Jeffries, Secre

tary ; S . L . Kennett, Treasurer;and Dr. Chas.,

WORKING ANIMALS. - See that these noble Ruge, Fielding Sappington , Joseph Gibson ,

Dr. John Adowers, William Bell, C . B . Inges
creatures donot suffer for anything that is nec

and Dr. J. G . Chiles , Directors.
essary to their comfort. As the cold increa

a borea | Ordered that the proceedings be printed in
ses they stand in themore need of good warm , Ithe Valley Farmer.

and comfortable quarters . Their stalls should H . CHEATHAM , President.
be well ventilated, well littered , and well! E . B . JEFFRESS, Sec’y .
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From the Water-cure Journal.
until the whole becomes a sort ofmarmalade,

Notes on Fruit and Fruit Culture. which is called Rasi ve . The juice of the ap
THE APPLE . ple upfermented , is, in some parts of tho

"Here' s to thee, old apple tree, country , boiled down until it becomes molasWhence thou may 'stbud , and whence thon may' st blow ; ses .

And whenca thou mavist bear appies enow ,

| Dried apples are , also , a considerable arHats full and caps full - -

Bushels and sacks full !
tiele of commerce. Farmers usually pare and

Huzza "
quarter them by hand , and dry them in theThe apple should stand at the head of all sun ; but those who pursue it as a matter of

the catalogues of the pomologist . Downing trade, pare them by machinery, and dry them
calls it 'the world renowned fruit of temper - slowly in ovens. The ; are packed in bags or
ate climates. ” It figures in history, in poe- barrels , and are used either at home, in sea

try , and in the ancient mythologies, as a fruit stores, or are exported .'

of wonderful virtues. " The allegoricaltree of The value of the apple for feeding cattle or
knowledge bore apples, and the celebrated swine, has been proved to be equal to the best
golden fruit ofthe orchard of Hesperus, guard - root crops. The value of an orchard for this
ed by the sleepless dragon , which it was one vurpose hasnot been fully appreciated.

of the triumphs of Hercuies to slay , were also " VARIETIES OF THE AAPLE . - The varieties of

apples, according to the old legends.' We the apple are too numerous to be even men
read , too , of apples which were believed to tioned here. In the garden of theHorticultu

possess the power of conferring immortality, ral Society of London , which contains the
and which were jealously watched over by the most complete collection of fruit in the world ,
goddess Iduna . The falling of an apple in there are about nine hundred varieties.

the presence of the great Newton , led to the Apples which have originated in this coun
discovery of the law of gravitation ; and the try are generally finer and more productive
price of the same fruit in themarkets of Pa- here, than the European kinds, as well as long

ris , compared with its costs in the provinces lived . The great centre of the apple culture
where it is produced , awakened the thoughtful in America, is between theMassachusetts Bay

Fourier to a sense of the subversivo character and the Delawnre River, where the Newtown

of civilized commerce, and resulted in the final | Pippin , the Spitzenburg , the Swaar, the Bald
discovery of a grand social science. Thus, I win and the Yellow Belle Fleur have origina
the history of the apple is closely interwoveu ted , and are gruwn to the greatest perfection . '

throughout, with the history of the humanhistory of the human | The apple of the West, generally, though very
race.

|large and beautiful, are inferior in flavor, in
lhe apple, large, rich , highly flavored and consequence of their too luxuriant growth , to

beautiful as it is , originated from a species of those grown on the poorer soils of the East.

crab , which growswild in most parts of Eu - Barry, in his ‘Fruit Garden ,'makes the fol.

rope.
lowing list of varieties, best adapted to cultiUSE OF THE APPLE . — There is no fruit,' says tivation in New York . For Western New

Downing , 'more universally liked , or general- York , he says the following are unimpeacha
ly used , than the apple. It is exceedinglv ble .

wholesome, and , medicinally, is considered Summer APPLES. - American Summer Pear
cooling and laxatire, and useful in all inflam - main , Astrachan Red , Large Yellow Bough ,
matory diseases. The finest sorts are much Early Harvest, Early Strawberry, Early Joe,
esteemed for the dessert; and the little care re- Golden Sweeting , Keswick Codlin , and Sum
quired in its culture,renders it the mostabund- mer Rose.
ant of all fruits in temperate climates. As AUTUMN Aapple . - Autumn Strawberry ,
the earliest sorts ripen about the last of June, Fall Pipin , Gravenstein , Horthornden , Haw
and the latest can be preserved until that sea - ley Jersey Sweet, and PommeRoyal, or Dyer.

son , it may be considered as a fruit in perfec - " Winter APPLES. - -Baldwin , Bailey Sweet,
tion the whole year. Besides its merits for (Patterson Sweet,) Belle Fleur , Danvers Win
the dessert , the value of the apple is still l ter Sweet, Dutch Mignonne, Fameuse, Green

greater for the kitchen , and in sauces, pies, I Sweeting, Lady Apple , or “ Pomme d ' Api, ”

tarts , preserves, and jellies, and roasted and Melon , Northern Spy, Pomme Grise, Rambo
boiled , this fruit is the constant and invalua - (Seek no Farther) , Red Canada, Rhode Island
ble resourca of the kitchen . . Apple butter, 1Greening, Swaar, Spitzenburg (Esopus and
made by stewing pared and sliced sweet ap- Wagener. )"

ples in new cider, until the whole is soft and The Western Horticultural Review sug
pulpy , is a common and excellent article of gests the following for an orchard of one
food to many farmer' s families, and is fre- I thousand trees, for the latitude of St. Louis :
quently made by the barrel in Connectieut. - Two hundred Rawle's Jannet: two hundred
In France, nearly the same preparation is Prvor's Red ; two hundred Newtown Pippin ;
formed by simmering apples in new wine, fifty Golden Russet (American , no doubt) ;
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thirty -five Newtown Spitzenburg; fifteen Fall The New England Farmer thus spcaks of it:
Pippin ; twenty- five each, Yellow and white . This apple originated on the farm of Mr.

Bell- flower, Early Strawberry , Early Harvest , Daniel Bowker , Sudbury, Mass. The tree is

Benoni, William ' s Favorite, Bohannan, and a rather slow or moderate grower, and a good

Gravenstein , Cooper, Rome, Beauty , Rambo, bearer. The fruit is of thehighest quality for
Belmont and Farmeuse; one hundred Carto the dessert, being remarkably tender, and of

house or Gilpin , Michael Henry, and Smith ' s | a fine spicy flavor , resembling a good pear in

Cider; fifty cany others not rejected ." ) its fine qualities. It is a very good looking ,
Samuel Walker, Esq., President of the but notbeautiful fruit. We consider the Gar

Massachusetts Horticultural Society , a man den Royal one of the very best applcs of its

of great experience and critical judgment, in season , for Garden or for orchard culture, or

regard to fruits , gives ,lin Hovey' s Magazine, for one's own use; and it sells well in themar

the following list as best suited to New Eng . ket; but some varieties ofmore rapid growth ,

laad . They are raoked in the order of merit . I and of larger size and more beautiful fruit ,

"Rhode Island Greening , Gravenstein , Bald - though not of so high a quality, may be more

win , Early Harvest, Red Canada , Porter, Min - | profitable for the market.

ister, Tallman Sweeting, Large Yellow Bough ,

Roxbury Russet, Danvers, Winter Sweet,
" The Garden Royal is small, roundish, fat;

PommeRoyal. or Dyer, Hubbardson 's Non- 1of a dull, greenish ,and rusetty yellow ground ,

such , Fall Pippin , Fameuse, American Sum .
butmostly covered with dull deep red in the

mer Pearmain , Benoni, Astrachan , Fall Har.
sun , numerous large light specks, stem short ,

vey , William 's Favorite , Ladies Sweet, Jona
slender, in a medial sized cavity ; calyx medi,

than , Peck 's Pleasant, Spitzenburg, Newtown.
al, open , in a broad shallow basin ; flesh very

For a Southern climate , Downing gives the offine , tender, almost melting, crisp , juicy, and

following list:
of a delicious, highly aromatic flavor. In use

"Early Red Margaret, Large Yellow Bough,
h during September.'

English Golden Pippin , Sheep Nose . Ladýl Fruit Eating . - Fresh apples, peaches and

Apple, Maiden 's Blush , Gravenstein , Golden other fruits , have been for some time in our

Reinette, Green Newtown Pippin ,' English markets. These are the edibles which nature

Russet, Mal Carle , Yellow Belle Fleur , Wine has provided for the season , and which , if

Apple : Roman Stem .'.
moderately indulged in , aaeas heathfulas they

“ A number of native varieties, which have are palatable . An unfounded prejudice ex

originated at the far South , succeed better lists in the minds of many persons, against

there than Northern apples. Among these are eating fruit in summer. But the fact that in

the Horse Apple , Mountain Pippin , Father France , and in other European countries, fruit

Abram , etc. These are well adapted to the
is almost the sole article of food at this sea

climate of Georgia and Alabama.
season , and that , instead of any deletereous

RICHARDSON 'S APPLE . — " This apple , accord - cousequences resulting , the highest state of
ing to the New England Farmer, originated health is maintained on such a regimen , ought

in the orchard of Ebenezer Richardson , of to be sufficient to explode so senseless a notion .

Pepperell. A few years ago it was exhibited : “Wehave the testimony of numerous Amer

at the Concord Cattle Show , and amongmany ican physicians, that the eating of fruit at
fine specimens of apples, it was distinguished breakfast is very conducive to health at this

for its large size, great beauty and superior season . Indeed fruit appears to be peculiar

quality. It has been disseminated considera - ly fitted for the digestive organs during the

bly in nurseries, buthasnot yet gone into gen - hot summermonths, when other edibles, which

eral cultivation . It is one of themost tender, may be enjoyed with impunity in winter , fre

delicious, fine flavored apples of its season ; I quently bring on disease. In eating fruit how .
large, roundish , inclining to conical; smooth ; ever, care should be taken to have that which

green , mostly covered with red , bright in the lis ripe. Many persons maintain that fruit is

sun , numerous large light specks; stem two / unhealthy; if the truth was known, it would

thirds of an inch long , rather stout, in a be found that unripe fruit was the cause of

broad , deep cavity; calyx large, open , in a their sickness . The quantities of green fruit
narrow , deep basin ; flesh greenish white, re. sold in our market is immense; not less great

markably tender, juicy, of a rich , delicious is the quantity of decaying fruit exposed

and almost saccharine flavor. Good speci- there, especially of whortleberries and black

mens are of the highest order ; those in the berries, which many persons purchase because

shade want character . This is a moderate offered a cent or two cheaper per quart, than
grower , and the original tree is called a good i perfectly ripe fruit of the same description .
Bearer ; from the first to the last of Septem . In all such kinds of fruit the seeds of disease

ber. exist. Whoever eats decaying fruit poisons

THE GARDEN Royal APPLE is a new variety, himself, or'herself, so far forth; and if no ill

and is very highly esteemed wnere it s known. I effects result, it is in consequence of the iron
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constitution , not of theprudence of the trans- parlors, and that they ought to maintain

gressor . their own self respect with asmuch digni
Children are sufferers t ? an unimagined ex

| ty while traveling abroad as in their own
tent, from eating unripe fruits. Without ca
pacity to distinguish right from wrong in this community . When people travel for their

matter, they yield to the temptation , so that health , asmany personsdo on all our boats ,

the only safe way is to keep all fruit out of they expect, and ought to have a chance

the way. By adopting this rule they can only for composure and rest, and it is the duty

get what their parents know to be good.

Servants frequently destroy, unwittingly , the
of all who travel in the ladies' cabin to re

lives of children entrusted to their care, by gard the feelings of their fellow travelers,

buying for thim green fruit , when better cat - and act in accordance. This is what we

not be bad in order to keep them quiet. Our meantin reference to conduct. Wemeant
parting adviee is , not to be afraid of ripefruit , eitber for yourself or family . But then it for the best good of the boat. Wemade

you must be sure that the fruit" is ripe; not a quick and safe trip on the Clendenin ,

over ripe, much less green .' - Sandusky Reg. which speaks for itself .

Here we close our notes for the present, but
ht, but !

in regard to the near wa
In regard to the negro waiters and cham .

hope to resume them at some future time
next spring , perhaps. Persons desiring an ex - ber maid - had they been slades or white

cellent and reliable work on fruits and their people , instead of free blacks, we believe

cultivation , cannot do better than to send to there would not have been any trouble or

Fowler and Wells for 'Downing 's Fruits and accident. We have no sympathy with

Fruit Trees of America ,' (price , pre -paid , by Abolitionism in any way. We think most
mail , 1 50 ,) which we have so often had oc

casion to quote.
of the trouble mastershave with their slaves

is occasioned by free negroes. We are

ecle no Abolitsonist , and should consider it an

insult for any person to hint that we were.

What we have written in this article is
Conducted by

Mrs. MARY ABBOTT.
what wemeant in the November number .

If there was anything incorrect in that ar.

. Abolitionism -- the Clendenin , & c .
ticle, it was because we were misinformed .

We have heard that there have been ob Thanksgiving .

jections made to an article we wrote for The Governor appointed a day ofthanks

the November number of the Valley Far giving to be observed generally throughout

mer. Wedo notknow whatparticular part our State . A city paper in noticing it says

was objected to , but as we see we were not it was appointed in opposition to Christmas.

understood,we will try to explain ourselves, No: Thanksgiving was appointed by the

As we were writing for the benefit of the greatGovernor of the universe longbefore

public , we took note of the most important Christmas had an existence - way back in

events that occurred while we were attend the past ages, before the mighty Saviour'

ing the Fairs. appeared among men . Itwas then called

As regards the Clendenin , we did not the feast of ingathering at the end of the

wish to injure that boat, far from it ; we year,' appointed by God himself to teach

were prepossed in favor of the captain , by his people to acknowledge Him and be

his mild and gentlemanly deportment, du. grateful for all his gifts , and to remember

ring the few hours of special excitement, the poor, whom they had always with

and also during the whole trip . In regard them . And what could be more appro

to conduct in the ladies cabin , we referred priate for any people , after having receive

to two or three individuals only. Weed the rich bounties of God throughout the

meant it for the benefit of the boat, and to year, than to appoint a day of thanksgiving

remind passengers that they are obligated and praise for all his unspeakable gifts to

to respect the boat and the passengers in the children ofmen ; after having had sum

the cabin , as much as in their own private mer and winter, spring and autumn, the
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rain and the dew , and last an abundant and ILLINOIS State Fair . We attended

bountiful harvest, would it notbe the basest the Mlinois State Fair at Springfield , but

of ingratitude not to acknowledge the true we were so unwell thatwe could not attend

source whence all these blessings flow ? long at a time, and we did not see much

And what State is more indebted for bless of the exhibition which was large and va .

ings than our own ? There has no pesti- rious. There was a large display of fe

lence or prevailing epidemic been permit male industry, butwe did not examine the

ted to visitus this year, as in the few last merits of any of them , except a family hair

years that have passed , when horror and wreath made by a little girl, which we ad .

dismay was printed on every countenance mired very much. Every thing we saw

wemet. It has been a time of general belonging to the ladies deserved praise .

health and plenty throughout all our land, Wesaw but very little , and was on the

and peace hasbeen in all our borders. Im - ground but a short time. Weheard Mr.

provement in agriculture and the arts and Turner's address and liked it very much .

sciences have made rapid strides of late ;

this we had an opportunity of seeing while Horsewomanship.

attending the ag : icultural fairs this fall. A We saw an article giving notice of pre

nation thus favored ofGod should “enter in . miums to be given to the best female ri.

to his gates with thanksgiving, and into ders on horseback . Now , if this is right

his courts with pra se ; and be thankful un for women to make a public display of

to him and praise his name. May the themselves at fairs , they have a right to vote

good old custom of Thanksgiving be year at the polls , give temperance lectures,

ly kept up throughout our whole land , as preach , or in fact do anything that the

long assummer and winter, day and night sterner sex may do, even drinking and

shall last, that by acknowledging God we smoking. If this is encouraged we hope

may be called that happy people whose the papers generally will forever hold their

God is the Lord .' peace about woman ' s rights . We are

sure no real lady would be willing to make

FRANKLIN County Fair. - We attend a public show ofherself for any premium

ed the first fair of the Franklin County Ag : however large it may be. None but Bloo

ricultural Society , at Union the last week mers and Woman 's Rights , and females
in October. There was as good a variety of the baser sort would thus display them .

of ladies'manufactures exhibited as we selves. Should it ever take place real la .
have seen at any fair this fall. We ex- dies willnot attend the fairs .

amined some of the best linsey there we

have ever seen . It was made by Mrs. H .
1 CHILDHOOD, says the Home Journal,

Cheatham . There were exhibited jeans,
needs direction and culture more than re

yarn socks, and a good assortment ofnee- pre
Ipression . There is a volume of sound

truth in these lines :
dle work . Therewas plenty ofgood bread

He who checks a child with terror,
and butter that it would be hard to excel. Stops its play and stills its song,

The arrangements were very good , and Notalone commits an error,

But a great and moral wrong.
considering it was the first fair, we thought

Give it play and never fear it,

they did exceedingly well. Westaid but Active life is no defect;

one day and therefore cannot give such an Never, never break its spirit,

Curb it only to direct.
accuunt of it as we could wish .

Would you stop the flowing river,

Thinking it would cease to flow ?

To KEEP HORSERADISH. - If you want to Onward it must tiow forever ;

keep horseradish , grate a quantity while the Better teach it where to go .

Toot is in periection, put it in botiles; fill the
i Justice is the great, but simple principle, and the

bottle with strong vinegar, and keep it corked whole secret of success in all yovernment; as abso .
tightly. You may thus have supply at all lutely essential to the training of an infant as to the

seasons. control of a mighty nation ,
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The Father's Position and Influence. I looks for protection , for counsel and sym

So much is said of a “ mother's influ . pathy, and by this act alone, instils into

ence," of a “ mother's responsibilities and ihe mind ofher child feelings of venera

duties,” that we fear some fathers may tion confidence and love. The oft re

think that they have very little to do in the peated reply , Well, ask father when he

training of their children ; that themother comes,' strengthens in the child the inhe

alone stands charged with the solemn rent feeling of his nature, that his father

trust, and will bear at last the glory or is the court ofappeal - his father the final

shame of the final issue. Of the vast arbiter of all questions. The words of

importance of her influence, we would cheer so often said to quiet the weary ,

that every mother had more full and ad- impatient child , •Papa will come soon ,' —

equate views. But she is not alone. The •Papa is coming,'makes him feel that his

father, fom the very position as a protec- father 's presence is the talisman of hope

tor and head has direct and powerful in - and comfort. With what extacy the crad

fluence over his children . The examples, ling holds up his arms, and shouts his

the precepts , and controlling power of baby •hurrah ,' when Papa comes in sight,

both father aud mother, may be so in and how merrily sound the pattering feet

unison — so sweetly harmonized, that they ofthose large enough to run and meet him .

cannot be dissevered; but form an indis . Thelad boasts of the opinionsof his father;

soluble , unyielding bond of influence, to of his standing in society , his wealth , or

restrain and guide their family . By like whatever hedeems honorary to him , and

union of sinful hands for strength , the tancies he has reached the acme of per

bands of iniquity are woven around their fection , if he looks and acts like his father.

offspring, and as surely produce their “My father thinks so,' is very often the

baneful results . crowning point in the argument of the

But setting aside the examples of unity daughter upon an important subject; and

in parental purpose and design , we come that is the opinion ofmy father, or such

to speak of the father 's position and duties . is my father 's course,' decidesthe destiny

The Bible throughout acknowledges the ofmany a son .

honorand reverence due thehusband and Amidst the bright sunshine of day, the

father , and enjoins the faithful discharge mother busy in her sphere, and the child

of all the duties such relations impose . ren at their sports , the father may seem

Abraham ' s perfect command ofhis child to possess a small place in the family , or
ren and household was known and ac - to be almost forgotten . But when night

knowledged by God; and the Divine ap - gathers around the dwelling , or scenes of

probation of his faithfulness in that, will terror come, the absence of the father is

be told as a memorial of him to the latest painfully felt; or when unnsualjoy awaits

time. No less direct and wide spread is them , the highest zest is wanting, if the

the record of the fearful curse which rest- father cannot partake of the bliss.

ed upon Eli,“because his sonsmade them - It, then , such sacred interesting privi

selves vile , and he restrained them not.' leges belong to the father by possession ,

•Moses was faithful in all his house ,' and how can he treat them lightly, or trample

Joshua hesitated not to pledge for his them under his feet, and not sin against

house unfaltering obedience to theservice his nature and his God ? If his mission

ofGod . The authority and control of the be one of such high trust, such weighty

father of course must be subservientto the responsibility , how can he with impunity

law and requirements ofGod , who is the shrink from it ? How can he leave his

Head of all, and allows no subject any as- children to follow uncontrolled thedictates

suinption or perversion of power, contra of their own wills and inclinations, to go

ry to his will and the highest good of his unwarned in the way of temptation , and

creatures. give loose rein to their passions and ap
Nature unites with revelation in de petites, without incurring the direct dis

manding for the father the most respect. I pleasure of Heaven ? and by his blinded

ful love, and yields to him the highest au - 'affection or thoughtless neglect, bring cer

thority of the family. To him the mother ' tain destruction upon them , and pierce
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his own soul through with many sorrows? won the admiration and love of all, and

Or can he throw off upon another, the secured the unbounded confidence ofhis

responsibility of his commission ? Has associates in the acedeny where his fa

he a right to add the weight of his own ther placed him , preparatory to entering

to the du :ies of the mother, and expect college. This academy was in a fine old

her to discipline, control, and teach their town where few temptations awaited the

children , while he merely treats them as young, and was manned with the most

pets , designed for his amusement, or ob - thorough , efficientpreceptorand teachers.

jects upon which hemay lavish unlimited Young H . was propounded for admission

indulgences ? Or if, on the other hand, to college, and entered with flattering

he asserts his “right to reign ,' can he do prospects , though he was suspected of

it with a sovereign hand , a cold unsym - initiating a class of juveniles into the

pathizing heart and manner, and expect mysteries of some arts which were for.

the confiding love - the unfaltering obe- bidden lessons in B . Academy. In less

dience, which the sacred word Father de- than a year he was expe'led from college,

mands ? for his continual indulgence in vicious

It seems important that the father act habits. His disappointed , mortified ta

in harmony with the mother , or if his ther , after much entreaty , and solemn

judgment in reference to dornestic ar- promise of good behavior on the part of

rangement differs from hers, even in tri. his son , prevailed on the trustees of the

fiing matters, let him so speak of it in the academy to receive him again as a pupil .

presence of his children , that her influ . But as sin is accelerated in its downward

ence over them for good may not be progress only a few months elapsed before

weakened . The direct decided disap - he was expelled from the academy also ,

proval of the mother's course, while it for his open and continued indulgence in

lessens her authority , detracts from the the same vices which he had so solemnly

parental dignity . It gives the children promised to abandon . And then , as if

license to question ihe decisions of either, broken loose from every restraint, with a

when contrary to their own wills , and class ofkindred spirits , days and nights

grants, especially to boys , the liberty to were spent in his room in drinking and

consider their mother incompetent to di- gambling. The father, chagrined be

rect them . Her judgmentmay be weak , yond endurance at the dishonor brought

but it should be strengthened and guided upon his family, poured upon him the

aright by the father, without being ren - most bitter execrations and cruel treat

dered valueless in the eyes of the children , ment; thinking , by such means to reform

If such is the relation of the father to him . But, alas ! the direction given to

his family, how fearful the consequences the twig , could not in maturer growth , be

if he prove recreant to his trust ? If it is so suddenly changed. 'Oh ,' said Edwin

perverted by sintul precepts and example , to a pious lady who had been a cherished

what an engine for evil it proves. The friend of his mother, and who loved him

mother 's influencemay be as constant and still for his mother's sake, and hoped by

salutary as the dews of heaven , but the kindness and entreaty to win him back to

delicate flowers expanding around her, the path of virtue, émy habits are so in .

will be chilled or uprooted by the stronger wrought into my nature , I cannot break

blasts which sweep over them . them off ! My father scoldsme for drink

Edwin H . was the son of a wealthy gen - ing, but I learned to love champange and

tleman, residing in one of our small east- brandy at his own table , and he drinks

ern cities . Themother, a devoted chris - them still. My father curses me, and de

tian , died when he was a child , and he nies me the privileges of a son , because

grew up under the direct influence of his I gamble ; but I learned the art in his own

father, who, though noble and generous, parlor - of him and his associates , as

was a man of the world , mingling in the they sat evening after evening , amusing

circles ofgaiety and fashion . Edwin was themselves over their dice and cards. Is

a youngman of polished manners, affable it worse for me, than formy father ?

and attractive in his address , by which hel 0 ye fathers, will it not barb the ar.
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row3 which will pierce your hearts, if in do no hurt and will not alter the strength of

the decline of life you see the sons of it . The salt which I do not deem very im

your love, bloated outcasts from society , portant, shouldtv portant, should be put in a small quantity;

say a quart to a barrel. All are aware that
having .wasted their substance in riotous .| a very large quantity of saltmay be dissolved
living , ' as from their haunts of iniquity lin water. Brine strong enough for pork , would

they point to the games of amusement undoubtedly hurt eggs.

which beguiled the hours of evening in Having made your lime water - in barrels

the home circle , as the snares which en - ifyou are a merchant and in stone pots if you

trapped their feet; or to the bowling alley are a small householder- drop the eggs on

the top of the water when they will settle
of some fashionable summer resort, where

down safely. It is probably important that
with their father, merely for amusement, no bad eggs go in as it is supposed by some
they acquired a taste for the dangerous that they would injure others. To test your

pleasures which have lured them on to eggs, put them in clean water, reejcting those

ruin ?- - Mother 's Magazine. that rise. A better remedy is to look at them

through a tube- say a scroll of paper, by day

light, or hold them between your eye and a
From the Country Gentleman

good candle at night. If the eggs are fresh
The Preservation of Eggs for Winter. they will in either case look transparent. If

I notice on page 121 of your last a new they are a little injured they will look darkish

mode of preserving eggs . I think I can de- If much injured they will look entirely dark .

scribe one that is inuch better , because cheap - Eggs well put up in this manner, will keep

er, less roomy and more philosophical. It I don 't know how long but until they are

should be borne in mind that eggs are mostly much more cheap and plenty than at the pres

composed of albumen mixed with a minute ent --quite long enough.

quantity of the salts of sulphur, phosphorus, Leached ashes well dried , and even grain
limeand magnesia . The shell consists mostly have kept eggs very well in my experience but

of lime. Of the whole weight 'the shell con . no method is so cheap and obvious as the lime

stitutes about one tenth, the white six tenths, water. As lime absorbs carbonic, and thus

and the yolk three tenths. Few animal sub - becomes insoluble , so almost any lime, eren

stances are so putrescent as eggs, unless pre- though it has been slaked for months will an

served with care. The shell , composed as it swer the purpose. Limewater permitted to

is , mostly of limewith a trifie of animalmat - stand still will immediately be covered with a

ter, is its most natural and safe depository. - transparent film . This is the lime of thewa

Yet even the shell yields gradually to the ac- ter uniting with the carbonic acid of the at

tion of the atmosphere, so that a part of the mosphere and returning to the state of lime.

watery fluid of the egg escapes and air occu - stone, and does not hurt the eggs.

pies its place thus injuring the quality of it. I send you this long account of a smallftning,

The great secret then of preserving eggs, is not because it it is new but because many

to keep the interior part in an unadulterated people forget old and very familiar things .

state. This is best done by lime water in C . E . GOOERICH .

which a little common salt is infused. This UTICA , August 26th, 1853 .

constitutes a fluid perfectly indestructable by

air , and one that is so allied to the nature of . Camphor for Pea Bugs.
the shell asnot to absorbed by it, or through Four years ago last spring my seed peas
it into the interior of the egg - On the other were more than half destroyed by bugs, the

hand , salt or lime in a dry state will act on largest and best varieties being most injured .

themoisture of the egg as will strong ashes. The summer following I had boxes made one

This plan also will savemore eggs in a given for each variety , with a cover; and wben the

space than any other. It will also admit of peas were gathered , I put into each box , with

keeping them in cellars ever so damp, and,Itwo quarts of peas, from six to eight bits of

had almost said ever so foul, since nothing gum camphor, the size of a large pea , andmix

will be likely to act on the lime water. ---Ased them together and closed the box. The

eggs are very nearly of the specific gravity of next spring there was not a pea injured . I

water and so near with it, I have little doubt have pursued the same course every year

that eggs barrelled up tightly in lime water since, and have not had one pea affected by

could be transported as safely as pork . A bugs. - Ilorticulturist.

Limewater may be made in the most care
less manner. Seren hundred pounds of wa- l Hogs. - - A dozen or fifteen hog drovers and

ter will dissolve about a pound of lime. A extensive farmers were in Alton yesterday ,

pint of lime thereforethrown into a barrel of testing the market. But $ 4 wos offered here,

water is enough , while ten times as much can and $ 4 ,25 delivered in St. Louis . A gmall
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premium is offered by the competing slaughter SHEEP. - Good sell at $ 2 25 to $ 2 50. and the

house proprietors. vory best, fat and large, at $ 2 750 $ 3 each .

The drovers declare that these figures will HOGS. - weather too warm for packing, and
not open themarket, at present. The farmers no commencement in that business as yet, small
will not listen to less than $ 3 , gross weight sales, lo butchers range from $ 4 25 to $ 4 75, but
and to pay that and drive to market for $ 4 is packers are not in the market at over $ 4 for the
losing business. It is thought that $ 4 25 if best, delivered this or early nextmonth .

offered , will open the market at once. But ! LAMBS AND CALVES - Few or none of the
the time is fast approaching when farmers former offering ; sales from $ 1 25 to $ 1 75 each .

must sell their hogs. The packers are very Calves, as in size and condition, from 75 to $ 1.

backward and indifferent still, although the

season will open at $ 4 , we think it will range CONTENTS OF NO . 12.

higher during the winter.
Volume Six ; Old subscribers, page 413

in S + | Address before the Franklin county agriculturalThe drovers above spoken of went to St.
society . 414

Louis yesterday morning , to have a talk with Wintermanagementof sheep , 422
the packers there. -- Alton Courier 26th . A book farmer, 422

Howard county agricultural meeting ; sweet po
DROVES. — Two droves of fine hoge camel tato vines; ink for steel pens; the grape 423

down on the cars yesterday - one'of 150 head Close of the volume; prospectus and specimen

the other comprising about 75 head .
Thal numbers; bow to stop the Farmer ; Fair at
The Louisville. Ko 424

first mentioned drove is owned by E Steven - | Lafayette county agricultural association ; meas.
son , ofMorgan county , near Waverly, and are uring corn in the crib ; lazy boys, 425

being delivered on an old contract, at St. Osage orange hedges, 426

Louis at $5 25. These hogs were contracmeVicious cattle , 427

ted to average 230 lbs., but they are very
The Callaway Fair , 428

y Guano accumulations, Sheep raising for wool, 429
large and fat, and will average 250 at least, Males; rotation of crops ; sweet potato blossoms, 430

it is believed . They are for St. Louis city | The horse - want ofappetite ; training steers ,
trade. In this drove we observed two main | Fair at Weston, 432

moth hogs, each weighing about 700 lbs. | Franklin county fair , 433

One of them was exhibited at the recent State
Notes on fruit and fruit culture, 434

Fair , and took the prize of a set of silver THE FAMILY CIRCLE.

Abolitionism . the Clendenin ; Thanksgiving ,
spoons. These hogs are of the Irish and Bed

436
Franklin county fair ; To keep horseradish ; Illi

ford breeds intermixed . The otherdrove was nois State fair ; Horsewonianship ; childhood , 437
owned by a city butcher of St. Louis, who | The father's position and influence,
bought them in Sangamon county, he paying Pioservation of eggs for winter; Camphor for

$ 4 for them , delivered at Springfield depot. pea bugs; Hogs, 440

Alton Courier 26th .
Droves; St. Louis market; St. Louis live stock
market; marriages ; contents , 441

ST . LOUIS MARKET - WHOLESALE.
MARRIED , - At Nashville , Mo., on the 28th of

St. Louis, November 28 1853. Oct., by Rev. Wm . Cunninghanı, Mr. ROBERT A .

TEMP- perton , $ 110 to $ 125 Roddy and Miss SALLIE G ., daughter of Judge G .
FLOUR - per bbl. , good country brands, $ 5 . 40 to $ 5 . 45 | S . TUTTLE.

choice brands, $ 5 .75; superfine city , $ 6 . 75 to $ 680.;extra | AtWiseman ,s , Mo., on the 7th Nov ., by the Rev.
country and cily , $ 5 5010 8575
WHEAT- per bushel, good to prime, $ 1 to $ 1 05 cts . Dr. D . Doyle ,Mr. THEODORE BROOKS, of St. Louis ,

choire $ 1 10 to $ 1 11cts . . and MissMARTHA R ., daughter of JAS. WISEMAN ,

CORN - per bushel40, to 45cents sacks ; Inciuded : Esq .
O ATS- per bushel, 32 a 36 cents , sacks included .

TOBVCCO - per cwt. $ 5 to $ 5 85 .

BARLEY- per bushel, from 60 cents .
MESS PORK - per bbl., $ 13. 00 .
LARD - per lb . , No. 9 cents .

SUGAR - per lb . , coinmon , 4t05 cents. Wm . H . MANN, Henry . Marshall Counry, ill.,
MOLASSES - per gallon , 25to 30 cents . C . R . & N . OVERMAN , Canton , Fulton County , IH .
COFFEE - per Ib ., Rio , 11to12 cents .

SALT - per sack , G . A ., $ 2 .10 ; T . 1. $ 1 50 ; Kapawha Mann, Overman & Co.,
50 cente per bushel.

BRAN -60 to 66 cents per 100 lbs. IMPORTERS & WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

HAY - per hundred , timothy, 701075 cents .
BUTTER AND CHEESE -- Fair country butter, 12t01scis ; Osage Orange Seed ,

good to prinne, 16 to 18c; choice Ohio roll, 16 to 200. W . R . The senior partner baving resided in Texas, is thoroughly
chiese 10c for prinie .

posted ' in the Seed busines , and connot be deceived in the

QUALITY AND CONDITION of seeds. We therefore, at

ST. LOUIS LIVESTOCK MARKET. - Nov , 20 ways guarantec a pure, fresh and tiretrate article. Having
the advantages of an extensive nursery trade with Texas,

CATTLE — The best cattle now driven to mar I and the assistance of RELIABLE resident ageuts , our f3

ket sell at $ 5 50 @ $ 5 75 , and ordinary to fair from cilities are such that we can make it the interest of those

94 50 to $ 5 . The shippius demand has fallen off . I wishing seeds in any quantity , to patronize us , instead of

and butchers are able to buy lower ; the market importing themselves, at great expense and hazard . On
failing directions given in all cases , M . 0 . & co .

is well supplied ovn 31

438

· MAGLURA.



GREAT WESTERN AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE .

abAND SEED STORE.CO

No. 14 NORTH MAIN STREET,

A L FR E D L E E & co .,

Agricultural Implements and Machines, and
GARDEN, GRASS AND OTHER SEEDS.

(Bet. Market and Chesnutsts.)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN .

PORTABLE MILL . CORN SHELLER .

BE

HO

S STILLNANE

" The above cut represents a double geared Queen

of the South ? Corn Mill , manufactured by Isaac
Straub & Co., Cincinnati, O ., for which we are the Of various kinds and sizes; some to used with powe

only agents in this city.
These Shellers will shell, readily , from from 125 toThere Mills are manufactured single and double 500 bushels of ears per day , according to size .

geared , (with the best quality of French Burrs,) to
grind Corn and Wheat, or stock feeds; calculated for CORN AND COB CRUSHER.
Steam , Water or Horse Power. They have taken

the first premiums in numerous State Fairs in Ohio,

and are warranted to be superior to any other porta
ble mill hitherto offered in the west. We invite the
attention of the public to these mills, and ask for them M LARIN

a fair trial. Wewill furnish themanufacturer's pam

pblet gratis to applicants.

IRON DIRT SCRAPER , OR OX -SHOVEL .

EUR

This cut represents an improved Corn and Cob
Crusher; it is also suitable for all kinds of grain ,

This is an important improvement upon the old |Oil Cake,, Barks, Roots and Herbs ; Charooal, for

fashioned wooden scraper, and is useful for road rectifying, & c . It will crush from 12 to 15. bushes

makinr, digging cellars, & c. of Corn and Cob perhour with two horse power.
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THERMOMETER CHURNS

This excellent invention is too

well known to need further dem

scription here,
We have only to say to far

mers and others, try it, and de

pend upon it, you will be only
too glad you bought it.
We keep them holding from

2 to 30 gallons.

I
I
I

w

W
A

IRON SAUSAGE MEAT CUTTER,
(When open .)

* This is a valuable labor-saving machine ,
which , being constructed entirely of iron is
durable , and can be kept sweet and elean . se

One man can cut easily , and will , froin 80

to 100 pounds of meat per hour with . We
also keep on hand the stuffers .

REMEMBER THE

GreatWestern Agricultural Warehouse & Seed Store.
No. 14 NORTH MAIN ST., (bet."Market & Chesnut sts.Y
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Martin & Irwin ,
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF

PENNOCK 'S PATENT

Seed and Grain Planter .

NO . 184 BROADWAY,
Opposite North Market, between Green and . .

Morgan , St. Louis , Mo.
HENRY E .MARTIN . CHAS. W . IRWIN .

DRY GOODS.
At Nos. 212 & 214, Broadway and 187 and 199 ,

Fourth street.
My facilities for selling goods, in large quanti

? es and consequently at cheap rates, are now com
pleted . Having enlarged my principle house to
mammoth size , embracing two spacious buildings,
four stories high , and extending over from Broad

way to Fourth street, the same well filled with

For Planting Wheat, Rye, Barley, Indi- goods, and manned with 35 competent clerks, the
premises are almost constantly thronged with cus

an Corn , Oats, Beans, Peas, Ru tomers. This looks like prosperity. But it is.

ta Bagas, Turnips, fc. not an effect without a cause. Selling enormous

This Machine operates well on all kinds of land , quantities of goods, I can afford to , and do sell at
and is not injured by coming in contact with rocks, actual Bargains - far below the usual price. Also

roots, & c . It will plantpoint rows, and all irregular endeavoring to do business on correct principles,

shaped fiel.ls , without sowing any part twice over. has contributed to the almost unparalelled success
with a saving of from 10 to 15 per cent, in labor it now crowning my efforts.
will with ease for two horses plant from 10 to 12 The following are some of my prices for goods.

acres per day of Wheat, Oats, Barley and other ! Lawns 61 1 cents per yard ; Fast colored Ging

small grains; and with one man and horse, it will
will hams 121. 0"; Mousline d ' Laine 124. c ; Madder

readily plant from 15 to 20 acres per day of Indian
Prints 61 to 10c ; Heavy Brown Sheeting 76c ;Corn , Beans, Peas, Ruta Bages, & c ,

• It will save from 2 to 3 pecks of seed per acre , and
Brown Shirting 5c ; Bleached do 64 to 10c ; Irish

vield from 15 to 20 per cent, more than the broad Linnen 25c ; other goods as cheap .

cast yeeding , by distributing the grain uniformly at Wishing still to increase my business, great in

any desired depth , and leaving a ridge of earth be- ducements will be ofered to buyers.

tween the rows. the roots ofthe young plant are pro MOTTO — “ Do aswewould be done by."
tected during the winterby theaction of the frost and T . W . HOIT.

rain mouldering the earth npon them , instead of be.
ng thrown out and exposed as in broad cast. On this

account the stalk is strong and less subject to mildew ,

and is not so liable to injury by the fly . WHOLESALE
The farmer is frequently prevented by rain from

barrowing in his grain after it is sown, which harrow
ing is needless in seeding with this Machine as it

completes it at once. AND

This maceine has been very much improved the
MANUFACTURERS' AGENT,present season , and is offered to the farmers of the

west,who will find it equal to the best grain drill in No. 11 Locust St. between Main & Levee,
use. The price is $80 on purchacing the machine or ST. LOUIS, MO.
85 payable six months thereafter.

The undersigned having been appointed agent for AGENT FOR
the above machine in St. Louis will keep a supply on Wheoling Paper Mills , Pittsburg FlintGlass Works
hand during the season , and all persons wishing to Steubenville do. Do. Green DO,
purchase are respectfuliy invited to call on him and New York Type Foundry , Do . Window Do .

examine for themselves. E . ABBOTT, Cincinnati do do , " Krozen' , " Wooden Ware

At Valley Farmer office , Old Post Office Buildings, Cincinnati Printing Press Manufactory,

Chesnutstreetbetween 3d and 4th .
| Manufactory , St. Louis Wash -board Facto

N . Y . & Boston do . do, ry ,

Lightbody ' s Printer' s Ink , Brighton Bucket & Tab Fae

ITHEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! Wheeling Glass works, tory .

Proprietor sf the St. Louis Improved Fire Proof Safe
Manufactory .

TIIE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! Purchasers are requested to call and examine prices,
as we CAN and WILL sell lower than any other house in

the West. al.

THEGRAEFENBERG MEDICINES !
THRESHING MACHINES AND

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! I HORSE POWERS. -- We are manufacturing and

have forsale Cox & Roberts' Patent Thresher and Cleaner .

They thresh and clean the grain ready for market, are very

THE GRAEFENBERG MEDICINES ! durable , easily kept in order, and sold at a very reasonable
price . Orders reepectfully solicited .

KINGSLANDS & FURGUSON .

Wm . A . NELSON ,

barrowing in hisgrain after it ison,which harrow : COMMISSION MERCHANT
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